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History will record as a profound irony
that the most powerful word processing package
ever created for the IBM* Personal Computer

wasn’t created by IBM.

LEADING EDGE.’
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NEEDHAM HEIGHTS, MA 02194
(617) 449-6762 1-800- 343-3436
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MORETHIN JUSTANOTHER PRETTYFACE.
Says who? Says ANSI.

Specifically, subcommittee X3B8 of the American

National Standards Institute (ANSI) says so. The fact

is all Elephant™ floppies meet or exceed the specs

required to meet or exceed all their standards.

But just who is "subcommittee X3B8" to issue such

pronouncements?

They're a group of people representing a large,

well-balanced cross section of disciplines—from

academia, government agencies, and the computer

industry. People from places like IBM, Hewlett-Packard,

3M, Lawrence Livermore Labs, The U.S. Department

of Defense, Honeywell and The Association of Com-
puter Programmers and Analysts. In short, it’s a bunch

of high-caliber nitpickers whose mission, it seems, in

order to make better disks for consumers, is also to

make life miserable for everyone in the disk-making

business.

How? By gathering together periodically (often,

one suspects, under the full moon) to concoct more

and more rules to increase the quality of flexible

disks. Their most recent rule book runs over 20 single-

spaced pages—listing, and insisting upon— hundreds
upon hundreds of standards a disk must meet in

order to be blessed by ANSI. (And thereby be taken

seriously by people who take disks seriously.)

In fact, if you'd like a copy of this formidable docu-

ment, for free, just let us know and we ll send you

one. Because once you know what it takes to make
an Elephant for ANSI . .

.

We think you'll want us to make some Elephants

for you.

ELEPtUin. HEAVY DUTY DISKS.
For a free poster-size portrait of our powerful pachyderm, please write us. Marketed exclusively by

Leading Edge Products, Information Systems and Supplies Division, 55 Providence Highway, Norwood,

MA 02062. Dealers: Call toll-free 1-800-343-8413; or in Massachusetts, call collect (617) 769-8150.
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TESTEDTWICE.
GUARANTEED FOREVER.

Introducing Wordsworth™
flexible disks—the most reliable

disks ever tested.

Twice.

First, every single Wordsworth
disk gets hit with a barrage of rigid

quality-control tests to make sure

we meet or beat every technical

spec demanded by the people at

ANSI and ECMA.
But, since very few things in this

world are perfect (including tests),

we test every single disk again, for

exactly the same criteria. And only
if a disk is second-time certified

100% error-free is it pronounced
worthy of the name Wordsworth.
Which is about as synonymous

as possible with “perfect.”

Which, in turn, means you’ll have
an easy time answering questions

like: Is every inch of every track

certifiably 100% error-free? Will it

play back exactly what you fed in,

without missing a single bit? Every
time? From now untildeath and
taxes are eliminated?

And then we have a very simple
rule: If the disk doesn’t check out,

it gets chucked out.

Why do we go to all this bother?
Because, very simply, Words-

worth is the world’s newest major
brand, created and tested with the

world’s newest and best technol-

ogy. It’s a premium product that

will become the world’s most
widely used disk for absolutely

critical information applications.

Our disks come in 5'U" and 8"

sizes, in virtually every configura-

tion. for compatibility with virtually

every microcomputer on the mar-

ket. Unlike any other disks in the

industry, every one is tested twice;

so, unlike anyone else in the indus-

try. we can guarantee them not for

30 days or 90 days or even 5 years

. . . but forever.

And forever, as you may have
heard, is a long, long time.

WORDSWORTH

LEADING
EDGE

Distributed exclusively by Leading Edge Products, Information Systems and
Supplies Division, 55 Providence Highway, Norwood. MA 02062. Dealers: Call

toll-free 1-800-343-8413; or in Massachusetts, call collect 16171 769-8150.
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ABETTERSY5TEMCARD
FORTHE IBM PC.
FROMTHE PEOPLE
WHOWROTE ITS

OPERATINGSYSTEM.
When you choose a multi -function card for your IBM- PC,

choose the best.
No other company understands your IBM PC like Microsoft*. We developed its operating system.

MSm-DOS. That's why the SystemCard has features no other add-in card can match

The SystemCard advantage.
The Microsoft SystemCard takes up only one slot, but gives you everything you need to complete
your IBM PC or PC XT system

Its features include 64K or 256K of extra RAM memory plus Microsoffs RAMDrrve™ disc emulation
software which allows you to use RAM as you’d use disk. But 50X faster

It includes a parallel interface and a print spooler that lets you continue computing even while

printing your biggest files

The SystemCard also includes both an IBM compatible RS232 serial

interface and a parallel interface. Plus terminal

emulation software that lets you connect your
PC to other computers The SystemCard even
includes a calendar/clock and time utilities for

your rime-based applications

And it's fully compatible with DOS 1.1 or DOS 2.0.

The right choice.
One card-the SystemCard-does more than
a host of slot- munching peripherals And since
Microsoft understands your PC so well, we've
avoided many of the problems you might find

in other cards You can run RAMDrive and the
print spooler at the same time, as a true multi-

function add-on Run the clock utilities without

a resident language interpreter, because our
drivers are written in the PCs own assembly
language This saves memory
Whafs more, you can queue up to ten files

of any length by name on a command line,

like a true system spooler-and interrupt them
any time to make additions, deletions or

changes, right from the keyboard

You'll also run DOS 2.0 with the SystemCard s

own installable drivers And run the serial interface

through IBM PC PORT 1 or PORT 2 with no translation

codes necessary and with full interrupt support

A great value.
Ask your dealer for a demonstration of the Microsoft

SystemCard for your IBM PC Consider all the things one
card can do for you Then thinkwhomade it The SystemCard

From Microsoft.

BETTER TOOLS FOR MICROCOMPUTERS

MICROSOFT
Mkrtosofl a a roistered trademark. MS and RAMDrive are

trademark* o* M-ooson Corporator!



TheNew
Executive Package
from Alpha.

Forty business
PROGRAMS YOU’LL USE
EVERY DAY.

Starting today.

All ofa sudden, there are forts new

wavs to help run vour business with an

IBM PC.

Ways to help you plan . budget,

schedule and forecast with the skill and

insight of a h-school grad. But without

attending business school, and without

learning complicated programming.

It's called the Executive Package

from Alpha. .And it puts together forty pow erful business analysis and pro-

tection formulas into ready to use programs for all types ofexecutors, in

every kind ofbusiness.

Use CASHPLAN for tighter cashflow management.

Call up INFLATE to help calculate profits in a changing market.

Optimize production scheduling and project planning with any of three

CRITICAL PATH METHOD formulas.

Analyze your competition with GROWTH

.

There's even BETA for objective weighing ofstock investment risks.

SimplifiesVisiCalc; 1
-2-3 and Multiplan.-

Plus, the programs are designed to work together with VisiCalc.* I 2-3,"

Multiplan "and BASIC. So now you'll have more of the tremendous power

of these popular programs at your fingertips, ready to go.

To help keep things simple, each program in the Executive Package Ls

presented with a real-world example ofhow another company used it and

the results they got. You simply plug inyour numbers and out comejour
company's solutions.

And like all software from .Alpha, the Executive Package comes with a

concise instructional audio tape to introduce you to the programs and get

you started solving business problems right away: Nothing else Ls this easy:

And with a suggested retail price of just Sl-»5 complete, nothing eLse you

buy for your computer will pay back as fast.

Stan doing the kind of critical everyday business calculations you'd be

doing right now, if only you could. Because now you can.

See the remarkable new Executive Package from .Alpha at leading com-

puter and software stores. Or call us at I-80<>-rSl-1018 (in Massachusetts

call 1-617-229-2924 collect) for the name of the Alpha dealer nearest you.

TheNew Executive Bvckace from

12 New England Executive Office Park. Burlington. Massachusetts 01803
" Nuni&rs nunufjt Hirer s trademark * N*mfn-v nunidjv turn v rrgNrrrxl trjdrrruriv C NB t Alpha Vifcwirr Cnfp
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INTRODUCING DATA BASE MANAGER II FROM ALPHA.

irs forPeopleWhohaveTheirOwn Ideas
aboutWhich Software ShouldBe Integrated.

ufcwriter

Here's a proposition for you.

First thing tomorrow, throw out at least one ofyour favorite com-

puter programs. Mayhe your word processor Maybe your spread-

sheet. Maybe both.Just make sure it’s something you like, and that

you've spent some time learning it.

Now, start from scratch with programs you don’t know. Ones that

force you to give up features you depend on now.

Interested?

Well, ifyou plan to get in on the current "integrated’’ software

rage, that's what you'll have to do. Because most integrated software

systems only work with software from one manufacturer.

Ifyou think that’s too much to ask, then Data Base Manager II

from Alpha is for you.

It starts by going you an enormously powerful and elegantly

approachable data base system. One that’s menu driven and

responds to simple, English-like commands. But one that’s also truly

fast With all the advanced features you’d expect from a top-notch

data base management system.

Plus, you get extended DBMS features like phonetic word search,

built-in form letter, and date calculations. And a painless way to file

data transferred to your PC from other micros, mainframes or infor-

mation utilities.

And then it lets you do something else. It lets you totally integrate

your word processor, and your spreadsheet program, instantly.

So you can quickly call up and manipulate any information. Then

move it over to VisiCalc,® 1-2-3
'”
orMultiplan ”

for calculations.

Then shuffle it over to WordStar,® EasyWriter'" orVolkswriter'" for

word processing. Without re-entering data. And without complex

commands.

In fact, Data Base Manager U lets you integrate nearly any combi-

nation of the word processing and spreadsheet programs that run on

the IBM PC or XT.

The prestigious software journal, TheRosen Electronics Letter,

says Data Base Manager Il's unique capabilities "unify some of

the best of the productivity packages already on the market . .

.

This is a signal achievement.'
’

You'll say that this

is the way personal

computing is supposed

to work in the first place

See the remarkable

new Data Base Manager II

today. Call us toll-free at

1-800-451-1018 (in Massachu-

setts call 1-617-229-2924 collect)

for the name of the Alpha Software

Dealer nearest you.

Data Base Manager II from

12 New England Executive Park, Burlington, Massachusetts 01803

TM signifies manufacturer s trademark » signifies manufacturer s registered trademark £ 1983 Alpha Software Corp
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Math Reinforcement Software

Available for:

IBM PC APPLE II

•1 Disk Drive *1 Disk Drive

•Color/Graphics Board 'DOS 3.3

VALIDATED SOFTWARE
Telemath was validated as being effective in

helping students learn Mathematics in the

San Diego Unified School District as early as

1978. It has been in use in California schools

ever since.

80 ARCADE-STYLE PROGRAMS
Through special options, the 80 Telemath

programs meet 148 basic Math objectives,

grades K—8. The video arcade format of each

unique program maintains a child's interest

while stimulating achievement

TAKE YOUR PICK
The 80 programs come packaged 40 per Vol-

ume. in a two Volume set. Forty of the Tele-

math programs are designed to operate with

a standard IBM PC or Apple ll/lle computer.

These 40 programs are available, 4 programs

to a disk, in ten individual packages. In either

case your cost will be $10.00 or less, per

program.

TRIAL SIZE
Look for our Trial

Size package
through your local

dealer. For only

$10.00 you get two

of our programs to

use in your own

home or school

environment.

TRY TELEMATH!
We know it can help your children learn

Mathematics skills.

For more information call:

312/729-5850

PSYCHOTECHNICS
1900 Pickwick Ave., Glenview. IL 60025
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RealWorM Business Software,

Ten Generations of Refinement

It Takes Experience to Succeed in the Real World. We Have It.

Refined from the feedback of over 25,000 end users

since 1975, MBSl's RealWrrld™ packages have evolved

through eight generations on mini-computers, and two
generations on micros.

This integrated set of accounting packages embodies

the creative efforts of nearly thirty man-years of

research and development.

Conforming to generally accepted accounting

standards, RealWforld™ has been selected for private

label use by leading manufacturers such as TeleVideo®

and Digital Equipment Corp.

Behind these packages you'll find

over 250,000 lines of clean and

consistently structured COBOL

|
!Vjv send me more information about MBSl s

RealWorld general business software to

Company_

Address

City. State Zip_

My Computer is a

Micro Business Software, Inc. Dover Road. Chichester. NH 03263

source code, and nearly 2,000 pages of readable user

and technical documentation.

RealV\forld™ applications are compatible with nearly

all micro operating systems (including CP/M® and

UNIX®), and run on almost every popular small

business computer.

In a world of often disappointingworkmanship

and sad business ethics, RealWarld™ Software offers

a refreshing choice for computer manufacturers,

distributors, dealers and consultants who want a quality

software solution.

Sellable, installable.supportable,

user friendly and profitable

—

RealWorld™ Software
Call for information today.

mbsi
A Division of RealWorld Corporation

Dover Road, Chichester, NH 03263
(603) 798-5700
800-255-1115

California: 800-441-1777

Western U.S.: 800-321-1777

RealWarld™ Business Software—Real solutions to the real problems of small business computing.™



Micro-Lingu istics: 110 The Age Of
Independence/Eddie Currie

There are still opportunities

for software developers

based in garages and

cottages.

The Softening of 194

Languages For The
PC/Bill Machrone
A guide to ten programming
languages available for the

IBM PC.

In Defense of 325

BASIC/Paul Somerson
Even though it’s used by
beginners, BASIC is a

serious programming
language.

Publisher’s Row/Martin
Porter

Book publishers are turning

to the software market.

How To Choose A 253
377The Pascal MT+86

System/George D.

Hughes, Jr.

Digital Research’s enhanced

version of Pascal.

Consultant/Corey Sandler

Who really knows what
computer system is best for

your needs?

Launching The Disk 287

(Magazine): We Have Lift-

Off/Janice Keefe

Introducing the PC Disk

Magazine—a new approach

to computer publishing.

SOFTWARE

In
This
Issue

INTERVIEW

Start Spreading The 183

News/Corey Sandler

Joyce Wren, IBM’s Director

of Software Publishing, tells

how program proposals are

solicited for the PC.

/Paul Somerson
Product manager Tandy
Trower talks about the

software company that IBM
has placed in center ring.

Software Stardom/Lindsy
Van Gelder
How did the authors of

VolksWriter, 1-2-3, and
Snooper Troops create these

best-selling programs?

BASIC Programming 359
Enhancements/John
M. Woram
Two packages of software

tools that make editing and
debugging easier.

The Missing 395
Linker/Michael Olfe

Linkers bridge the

differences between
operating systems and
programming languages.

LANGUAGES MARKETPLACE

GE’s $10 Million PC 532

Connection/Eric Freedman
General Electric Information

Services makes liberal use of

IBM PCs to sell its databases.
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Biding Your Time With 449
Computerized Chess/

David Whitehouse
Can either of these disks

make your PC play like a

grandmaster?

Memory Shift: Nine 471

Heads Are Not Necessarily

Better Than One/Stephen
Manes
Dividing the PC’s memory
into partitions is a good idea,

but this program wasn’t

thought through well

enough.

The Versatile Variables 489
OfTK!Solver/Mark
Zachmann
The creators of VisiCalc offer

a formula-solving tool kit

that’s ideal for scientists and
engineers.

PROGRAMMING

Do It Yourself 266
Adventures/Dian Crayne

How do you program an

adventure game? Lists of

words create a world.

SIGHT AND SOUND

If I Only Had A 511

Voice . . ./Bil. Alvemaz
Two speech synthesizers can

teach the PC to talk.

mp

APPLICATIONS

PC ARCADE

BOOK EXCERPT

A PC On The Emer- 542
gency Squad/Michael
Frank, M.D.

In Ohio, a medical team uses

a computer to upgrade its

services.

The Mythical Man 21B
Month/Frederic P.

Brooks, Jr.

Some classic advice on
debugging and managing
software projects.

8087: Applications And 414
Programming/Richard
Startz

How to write programs that

take advantage of the math
co-processor chip.

BOOK REVIEW

Peter Norton Tells 557
All!/Dan Robinson

Inside The IBM PC tells how
to use advanced features of

the personal computer.

Two Basic Alternatives 565
For Learning IBM BASIC/
John Fowler
How do you choose a good
textbook for the first lessons

in programming?

DEPARTMENTS

From The Editor’s 41

Screen/Corey Sandler

Letters To PC 54

The Digitalization Of 573

Darwin/Corey Sandler

Evolution becomes a sport

and golf becomes a chore in

these new games.

PC-Communiques 79

Michael Longacre

Peter Norton

578

Mark Zachmann

PC Mart 580

585

Bill Machrone

59?,

818

Susan Hurley

87,4

648

Perspective/Will Fastie 653

88(1

Coming Up 663

COVER

Photography by Dennis
Bettencourt
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Ittook
hundredsofyears
to bufldtheworld’s
mostadvanced
spreadsheet.

Way back in 1534, a Venetian scholar

wrote a text that standardized the

techniques of modern bookkeeping.
And up till 1979, there weren't a lot

of real improvements in the way
people did spreadsheets. You still

had to enter all your figures by hand.

Run all the totals yourself. And when
you had to make a few changes, you
had to run the totals all over again.

Then along came a program that

let you create spreadsheets on a
personal computer. Without touching

a pencil. Or adding anything by hand.

Best of all, this new program gave
you the freedom to look at your bal-

ance sheet a dozen different ways if

you felt like it. Because all you had
to do was change one figure, and the

computer would refigure everything

else for you. Automatically.

Like most breakthrough ideas
though, this original spreadsheet
program had a few things that defi-

nitely needed improvement. For in-

stance, all the columns had to be the

same width. And the entire system
took about 20 hours to learn.

So we developed SuperCalc®
which was such a giant step in the

1979
STATEMENT

right direction that it became a best-

seller Over 250,000 copies in only

18 months.
Today, we've gone even farther.

After talking with thousands of cus-
tomers, we've found a lot of impor-

tant new features you'd like to have.

And we've built them into the world's

most advanced spreadsheet.

SuperCalc2
.

INCOME STATEMENT

• NET SALES 1
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JAN FEB
SALES 1000 1100

COST 300 330

|

GROSS 700 770

RIO 160 176

ADMIN. 140 131

|

TOTAL 300 331

INCOME 200 219

TAXES 80 88

NET 120 131

• >

COST OF GOODS SOLD

GROSS PROFIT

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
MARKETING

—
ADMINISTRATIVE

> TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES

' INCOME BEFORE TAXES



HU take
you10minutesto

learn it.10 minutes to
SuperCalc3

With SuperCalc? you
get all kinds of fea-

tures that have never
been possible before.

Like custom format-

ting capabilities. Auto-

matic consolidation. Sorting. And
more. Take a look at the spreadsheet

below, and you'll see just how much
we re giving you.

Best of all, we made it just as easy
to use as the original SuperCalc.
There's a self-paced starter guide
that shows you exactly what to do,

step by step. And an AnswerKey ”

that gives you instant help right on
the screen. Because of these fea-

tures, you can actually create your
first spreadsheet in 10 minutes flat.

Even if you've never used a compu-
ter before.

SuperCalc 2
is available for the

IBM PC and XT. Where it can run in

full color With full memory. Even on
hard disk. It's also available for CP/M,
CP/M-86, MS DOS and other opera-

ting systems, so you can use it with

most popular personal computers.

But with all its advanced features,

SuperCalc2
is the same price as the

original SuperCalc. Only $295, sug-

gested retail. We're also offering

SuperCalc for only $195. And an up-

grade to SuperCalc 2 whenever
you're ready.

So. If you've always thought there

had to be a better way to do your
spreadsheets, stop by your closest

computer store. And take a good
look at SuperCalc? After just 10 min-

utes, you won't want to do one more
spreadsheet the old way.

Create

*£*/£<
moooi hi

10 minutes

1983 Combines
any number of spreadsheets

—automatically!
/

COMPANY CONSOLIDATED MONTHLY PAYROLL

Calendar/date
capabilities.

Percentages.

Today’s Date
Payroll Start Date

4/15/83
4/ 1/83

Deduction Percentages '

Fi ca 6. 700%
~sdi n 'Days this period

Recalculate YTD Y/N ?
15

Gross Total Net

User-set decimal places.

YTD
Emp# Employee name Status Salary Deduct Pay Gross

34 Adams >1.100.00 ( >82.50) SI, 017, 50 *6,200.00
49 Beckette s /*750.00 ( >56.25) *693.75 >5,250.00
84 Johnson s *850.00 ( *63. 75) *786.25 *5,950.00
92 Jones M *900.00 ( *67.50) *832.50 *6,300.00
12 Samson v s >560.00 < >42.00) >518.00 >3,920.00
19 Santos \ M >650.00 t >48.75) >601.25 >4,550.00
45 Smith \ s *700.00 < *52.50) >647.50 >4,900.00

Total # employe 7 Floating $ signs. Embedded commas.

Total Gross Salaries (100
Total Deductions ( 10)81’ s)

Total Net Pay <100’
*-4 ".

1
Negative numbers in ( ).

>51.0

Arrange reports \
numerically or Numbers in 100s or 1000s.

"alphabetically,

like this

SuperCalc2
SSORCIM'

2310 LundyAvenue
San Jose, CA 95131

(4081942-1727



CRITICSCHOICE!
Financier Personal Series, the financial

software everyone’s talking about.
Before you invest in financial software, here's what professional

software reviewers coast to coast are saying about the

Financier Personal Series -the software with performance
that picks up where the others leave off!

U
ii I It is clear that the Financier

Personal Series is the most sophisti-

cated and flexible, of the financial

programs under review here.

Burton Alperson, PhD. Reviewer
SOLFTALK for the IBM

Within an hour of opening the

software package, I was able to

understand and appreciate the power
of this financial package. Financier is

one of those packages which many
people will probably use, along with

their wordprocessing and spread-
sheet programs, quite frequently,

if not daily.n
Enc R. Bedell Reviewer
PC REPORT -IBM users group of

the Boston Computer Society

I Out of all these programs* the

Financier Personal Series provides

the best balance of extensive capa-

bilities and ease of use. The manual
is outstanding as an introduction to

both the practice of bookkeeping
and the use of a personal computer
to perform this task.

If
Steven Yoder and Sherry Knight, CPA

__ PC MAGAZINE

The Financier Personal Series is

a financial record-keeping program.

It is menu driven, and exceptionally

well-documented. Written in BASIC,
one gets a lot more from this system
than from other so-called home
accounting programs. Truly an out-

standing package, I use it for my own
financial records.n

Thomas V. Bonoma, IBM Columnist

MICROCOMPUTING

See for yourself why Financier’s Personal Series has everybody talking. Get a demonstration today!

Tl«* financial Program, lor the Home February IWJ programs teviewed Boou. Accounting Syrtetr™ Pinanoet Pettonal Sene.™ fMS II™ Home Accountant Plu»™ Money Moeetro™

for additional information, or to order directly, call

(617) 366-0950 (24-hour. MasterCard and Visa accepted)

Financier. Inc 2400 Computer Drive. P0 Bo* 670. Westboro. MA 01581

Financier System Requirements IBM Personal Computer

At least 64Kb ot RAM. Two disk drives. 80 column display

IBM Personal Computer DOS, IBM Personal Computer Disk BASIC

Now available at the following authorised IBM dealers

Id

W.
TXl THE COMPUTER MART I

IL Ml WINDSOR ONT i THE COMPUTER ROOM i If. Ml) COMPUTER

mg authorize

SEARS BUSINESS SYSTEMS (nationally) ASO OFFICE SYSTEMS (NY. CMB INC

(CO. IL. TX) COMPUSHOP OF GEORGIA. INC. <GA)
"* “ KY COMPUSHOP INC.

COMPUTER CITY (CA. COMPUTER CONCEPTS (LA.

FINANCIER TAX SERIES SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE $150

(Special price ottered tor limited time Retail Price $195.)

FINANCIER PERSONAL SERIES $195

SYSTEMS SPECIALIST (NYi, COMPUTERLAND (participating dealers) COMPUTERWORKS (CT| FREDERICK
COMPUTER PRODUCTS (MD) FUTURE DATA (NYC SC’ MICRO CENTER lOHi, PERSONAL BUSINESS

COMPUTERS *UT) SOFTSOURCE iTX), or phone (617) 366-0950 for nearest dealer

4 1983 FINANCIER. INC
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QIMEO
HARD DISK SYSTEMS ARE

THE SOLUTION TO:
• Reliable Back-Up Requirements
• Large Data Storage Needs

CAMEO large capacity high performance hard disk

systems are the ideal mass storage system for use
in those business environments where a company's

data bank itself is understood to be one of the most
valuable parts of the whole micro-computerized of-

fice system. The data bank was costly to acquire and
could be more costly to replace. Regular access to it

is needed every day without fail.

CAMEO'S subsystem 1 050. consists of 40 format-

ted megabytes of on-line winchester data storage

and 1 0 formatted megabytes of removable winches-

ter cartridge back-up capability. In the unlikely event
of a problem with the fixed winchester drive the

removable cartridge drive can perform as a fully op-

erable full function high performance on line random
access winchester hard disk system. It provides

highly reliable (full CRC error checking on full spec
winchester media) permanent off-line data storage

capability for permanent data archiving.

CAMEO'S configuration options allow multiple com-
puters to access all areas of the disk as well as

virtual RAM disk configuration from add-on memory
boards. Higher capacity systems and nationwide

third party maintenance are available. Immediate

availability through CAMEO'S regional distributor

network.

IBM VICTOR
yirmt SEC

COmPACL EaGLE
A CAMEO interface is available for the above as well

as almost any brand of high performance micro com-
puter you are considering for your office use.

CIRCLE 149 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Contact your local CAMEO dealer or:

• CAMEO ELECTRONICS. INC.
1 626 Clementine
Anaheim. Ca. 92802
(714) 535-1682

• CAMEO EUROPE
Postfach 227
8120 Weilheim

West Germany
TEL 08802-691
TLX 59903 CAMEO D

The Trade Marks and Logos of the computer companies referred to above
are owned by them respectively and are not the property of CAMEO ELECTRONICS. INC.



I PC Keyboard
* Electronic

Spreadsheets
« Word
Processing

• BASIC
t PC Hardware

PC PAL EQUALS
FIVE PROGRAMS IN ONE
When I’m working, running around all over

town and carrying extra weight is risky. PC
PAL makes my work easier because it’s 5

programs in 1. PC PAL teaches me about the
PC keyboard and electronic spreadsheets.
And also about word processing, BASIC, and
the PC hardware. 5 programs in 1 makes
learning easy, fast . . .and inexpensive.

Comprehensive
Software
Support
2316 Artesia 8 Ivd, Suite B
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
213/313-2561
CIRCLE IKO\ RE CI'ER SERVICE CVRD

PC PAL requires 64KB, a double-sided
diskette drive, an 80-character display and
MS-DOS.
Suggested retail S39.95.

See your PC dealer. Dealer inquiries

welcome.

Copyrighted material



Choosing the right tax shelter

is more than a game of chance.
Choosing good investments will always be something of an art.

But it shouldn't be a game of chance.

INTRODUCING THE STRATEGISTS. XQ Software introduces two
new software programs that take some of the gamble out of your
investment decisions: the Investment Strategist and the Tbx
Strategist. Designed for investors and investment advisors, they
turn your IBM Personal Computer into a sophisticated tool for

analyzing the tax and investment aspects of tax sheltered

investments.

Is this tax shelter a good investment?The INVESTMENT
STRATEGIST helps you determine which tax shelters are good
investments. Vbu can compare tax shelters with each other and
with other types of investments.

Does the tax shelter matchyour tax profile?The INVESTMENT
( STRATEGIST work togiSTRATEGIST and the TAX STRATEGIST work together to help you

find the shelters that match your personal needs. Now you can
zero in on the best tax and investment approach.

MAKING INFORMED INVESTMENT
DECISIONS . . THAT'S THE STRATEGY. These
innovative programs tackle three tough
questions:

How much tax shelter doyou really need?

The TAX STRATEGIST tells you how much
shelter is right for your financial situation.

It helps you plan strategies for reducing
your tax liability.

THE COMPANY BEHIND THE SOFTWARE. XQ Software is an
Intelligent Systems company. For over a
decade Intelligent Systems has been an
innovator in personal computer enhance-
ments and color graphic peripherals.

The Tax Strategist and the Investment
Strategist are available through authorized
IBM Personal Computer dealers nationwide.

Visit one and ask for a demonstration. It

will one of the best investments you 'll ever

make.

FOR MORE INFORMATION MAIL THIS COUPON:

PLEASE SEND ME
MORE INFORMATION:

THE INVESTMENT
STRATEGIST "

$395

I'm an investor.

I’m an investment advisor.

I’m a computer dealer.

THE TAX STRATEGIST

$395
(SOLO INDIVIDUALLY)

TTTLE/PQSmON _
COMBANY

ADDRESS

4357 FARK DRIVE/NORCROSS. GA 30093

(404) 923-2880 MAITO XQ SOFTWARE. 4357 RkRK DRfVE/NORCTOSS. GA 30093

aB&ISl 8H K$Bi§ 3IBXIE1 MSB



SPMNAKER’S UNE OF
EARLY LEARNING GAMES

BGROWMG
ASEASTASYOUR
CHILD’S MIND.

Watching your kids grow up is a lot of fun. But

making sure their minds grow as fast as their

bodies is even more rewarding. That's where we
can help. With a growing line of Early Learning

Programs that are not only lots of fun to play, but

also educational.

Some of the games you see on these two pages

help exercise your child's creativity. Others help

improve vocabulary and spelling skills. While others

improve your child's writing and reading abilities.

And all ofthem help your child understand how to

use the computer.

So if you're looking for computer programs that

do more thanjust "babysit" for your kids, read on.

You'll find that our Early Learning Programs are not

only compatible with Apple? Atari,* IBM® and
Commodore 64™ computers, but also with kids

who like to have fun.

FRACTION FEVER™ brings fractions into play.

Ages 7 to Adult.

FRACTION FEVER is a fast-

paced arcade game that

challenges a child's under-

standing of fractions. As kids

race across the screen in search

of the assigned fraction,

they're actually developing a

basic understanding of what
a fraction is and of relationships between fractions.

They're even discovering that the same fraction may be

written in a number of different ways.

All in all. FRACTION FEVER encourages kids to learn

as much as they can about fractions -just for the

fun of it!

Apple, IBM and Atari are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc . International Business Machines Corp and Atari. Inc respectively Commodore 64 s a trademark of Commodore Electronics United

© 1983 Spinnaker Software Corp All rights reserved



KINDERCOMP™ Numbers, shapes, letters, words and
drawings make fun. Ages 3 to 8.

FACEMAKER™ makes faces fun. Ages 4 to 12.

FACEMAKER lets chil-

dren create their own
funny faces on the

screen. Once a face is

completed, your

children will giggle

with delight as they

make it do all kinds

of neat things: wink, smile,

wiggle its ears, or whatever

their imagination desires.

Plus. FACEMAKER helps

children become com-
fortable with computer

fundamentals such as:

menus, cursors, the

return key, the space bar.

simple programs, and

graphics. FACEMAKER
won't make parents frown because

their children will have fun making

friends with the computer.

KINDERCOMP is

a game that allows

very young children
j

to start learning on
the computer. It's a

collection of learning I

exercises that ask

your children to match
shapes and letters, write their

names, draw pictures, or fill in

missing numbers. And KINDER-
COMP will delight kids with color-

ful rewards, as the

screen comes to

life when correct

answers are

given.

As a parent
you can enjoy

the fact that

your children are having

fun while improving their

reading readiness and
counting skills.

The story of STORY MACHINE™ Ages 5 to 9.

STORY MACHINE is

like a storybook come
to life. Using the key-

board. your children

write their own fun

little stories. The
computer then

takes what they've

written and animates their

story on the screen, com-

plete with full color

graphics and sound.

STORY MACHINE
helps your children

learn to write correctly,

become familiar with

the keyboard, and lets

them have fun exercising

their creativity at the same time.

SP/AMMEP
We make learning fun.

Disks for: Apple. Atari. IBM. Commodore 64.

Cartrldgss for: Atari. Commodore 64



Incredible Trainers!
No matter what level IBM Personal

Computer training you want, our inter-

active tutorial software gives you the

answers. Easier, faster, smarter.

Take The INSTRUCTOR, for

first-time users. PC Magazine called it,

“The beat . . . introduction to

the PC around.” It's #1 because it

takes the work out of learning initial

PC operations.

And Now! Brand New! Setting a

new standard for interactive training,

we give you . .

.

PROFESSOR DOS.

You've got to see (and hear) it to

believe it! Designed for PC users

ready to leam higher level PC
concepts, including DOS commands.

Professor DOS will challenge you,

amuse you, and amaze you.

Both programs use vivid graphic

images, creative animation, sound and

living color to take you from mystery

to mastery of your IBM PC. Each is

totally self-paced. And they’re

"people-literate.” So you really

do leam.

The most sought-after computer-

vJndividuall
1 BOPTWAW INCOHPOHATBD J

24 Spinnaker Place

Redwood City, CA 94065

(415) 591-4166

assisted training anywhere. Available

at IBM PC dealers and software

retailers everywhere, separately or in a

tutorial set. Affordable at a suggested

list price of ONLY . . .

$44.95 - The INSTRUCTOR
$59.95 — Professor DOS

or

$94.95 — Tutorial Set

We’ve made The INSTRUCTOR
and Professor DOS so realistic, you’ll

agree . . . THEY’RE INCREDIBLE!

Requires MS-DOS, any IBM Personal Computer or

Compaq Personal Computer with at least one

diskette drive and a monochrome or color display.

Phone and dealer inquiries welcome.

Copyrighted mt



fa-hoard instruction

LearningDP
Maintaining schoolfiles

School administration

Generating reports

Learning computers

Drauingaface

Solvingproblems

Interactive training

Educationalgames

Loan analysis

Bond management

Engineering circuitry-

Membership tracking

Medical accounting

Decision support tools

Dental invoice generator

Income taxpreparation

Data basefor insurance

Apartment building system

Athletic statistics

Information retrieval

Medical office system

Medical diagnostic analysis

Programming tools

Writing CAI courses

Church management

Corporate budgeting

Fixed asset manager

Commodities tracking

Amortization system

Gamesfor executives

Automated recipefile

Personal taxplanning

Homefinance
Printing labels

Administrative reports

Geometric graphics

Color graphics

Addressfile updating

Spelling checker

Name directory

Wordgames

Bargrapbs

Utility billing

Retail management

Project casting

Mail list management

Hotel management

Investment analysis

Playing blackjack

Electronic mail

Activity organizer

Survey analysis

Information management

Statistical studykross tabulation

Project tracking

Business marketing

Hypothesis testing

Quantitative decision making

Time billing

Filing system

Inventory control

Scheduling/organizing

Cashflow analysis

Database sort/index

General ledger

Cataloging diskettes

Home budgeting

Learning Pascal

Fantasy-games
Payroll

Projectplanning

General accounting

Accountspayable

Accounts receivable

Job costing

Arithmetic drill

touch typing lesson

BASICprogramming

Financial analysis

Spreadsheetprogram

How many pieces ofsoftware can

you use on the IBM Personal Computer?

1,000 and up.

CIRCLE 269 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Chart-Masterturns
volumes of complex data into
easy-to>understand graphics.

A picture is worth a thousand words." With this simple

concept as a building block, Chart-Master is changing the

way busy executives, analysts and secretaries look at.

interpret and present information. In a fraction of the time

required to wade through volumes of printouts, you can

Values printed at data points, both left and right Y-axis scales, floating

legends & bars; both horizontal & vertical formats; exploded pie sections

produce easy-to-understand bar charts, pie charts and
scatter diagrams quickly and dramatically. Chart-Master

makes it easy to customize reports and presentations with

six different fonts, label placement, proportional pie charts

and more.

Menu-driven Chart-Master allows you to enter data and

select a chart format at the press of a button. You then

preview your selection on your personal computer screen

as it would appear In finpl form. Or, you can review the

various Chart-Master graphic- options to make sure you
have selected the most effective format. When satisfied,

you can transfer your selection to papeptor acetate trans-

parencies for a colorful, presentation-quality chart in

seconds.

Chart-Master presents a clear picture of the "bottom

line," which conveyors of information understand and deci-

sion makers appreciate. That's why major corporations like

GE, Eastman Kodak, Exxon, Union Carbide, GM. AT&T,
DuPont, 3M, Citibank, Motorola, Procter & Gamble, and
GTE rely on Chart-Master to translate “volumes of com-
plex data into meaningful information.”

Chart-Master supports the IBM Instruments XY750,
Panasonic VP Series, Houston Instruments DMP29,
Yokogawa PL1000 and Strobe plotters, in addition to the

Hewlett-Packard family of plotters, for use with IBM PC
and other compatible computers.

The retail price of Chart-Master is $375. For a complete

information kit and name of your nearest dealer, contact

Decision Resources, Inc., 25 Sylvan Road S., Westport,

CT 06880. (203) 222-1974.

DecisionResource
Software Designed for Decision Ma
CIRCLE 221 ON READER SERVICE CARD



No one else is using this simple
method to teachyouLotus 1-2-3.

The ATI Training Power pack-

age for Lotus 1-2-3, with disk and hand-
book, is available at your computer
dealer. Along with our line of training

programs, based on the same simulation

method, for other popular software.

Or, use the order form
below to send for

the ATI programs
of your choice.

Please rush me ATI Training Rawer"* programs,
at $75 each for this software:

Enclosed is $75 each plus $2.50 shipping. (CA add 6.5%)

You didn’t learn to swim by read-

ing about it. You took the plunge. With a

little extra support at first, ’til you could

stay afloat on your own.
ATI’s training soft-

ware teaches you Lotus
1-2-3 in the same way.

The ATI training

disk instructs by simulat-

ing the actual software. You practice

each command by interacting

with the screen, which responds

just as Lotus 1-2-3 would.

It’s faster—

and easier—than

any other method.
Once you’ve learn-

ed the skills with our

helping hand you're

ready to swim on
your own. Without
sinking.

Integrated Software
Lotus 1-2*3

Database Management
dBASE II-vol. 1 & 2
EasyFiler

Word Processing

W>rdStar-vol. 1 & 2
EasyWriter II

Perfect Witer
Spellbinder
Benchmark

Financial Planning
Multiplan

SuperCalc
VisiCalc

Perfect Calc
EasyPlanner
Microplan

Operating Systems
PC DOS
MS DOS
CP/M a
BASIC
APPLESOFT BASIC

Accounting
BPI Gen. Acct.

Peachtree General Ledger*
Peachtree Accounts Receivable*

Peachtree Accounts ftiyable*

•PC(MS) DOS formats only

ATI Money Back Guarantee
If you're not completely satisfied

with how fast you learn with ATI
Interactive Training Power Programs,
simply return within 3 days for full

purchase refund.

City

My computer uses:

PC DOS XENIX
MS DOS APPLE II CP/M
CP/M APPLE He 80 col.

CP/M-86

Mail order form to:

Software Training Company
A Division of ATI
3770 Highland Avenue, Suite 201C
Manhattan Beach. CA 90266

U
State

My computer brand is.

-Zip-

Dealers:

call for sales kit

(213)5464725

For rush order cal’:

(213) 546-5579

ATI Training Power
The following names are trademarks of the following companies: ATI Training Rawer. of American Training International: CP/M. of Digital Research: PC-DOS. of IBM: WordStar, of Micro-
pro: Benchmark, of Metasoft: EasyWriter. EasyFiler. and EasyPlanner. of Information Unlimited Software: MS-DOS. and Multiplan, of Microsoft; dBASE II. of AshtonTate; SuperCalc. of

Sorcim: VisiCalc. of VisiCorp.: Microplan, of Chang Laboratories: Peach Calc, of Peachtree Software; ATI Training Rawer. Software Sampler, of A.nerican Training International: Spell-
binder. of Lexisoft; Perfect Writer, and Perfect Calc, of Perfect Software: Lotus, of Lotus. C 1983 American Training International.
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The fundamental technique for

highly-accurate diskette software

duplication may be summarized
In three words:

Call Logic General.

Trained, qualified technicians will

first examine your master software

to insure that all the original

characteristics of its form and
content have been retained, and
that it will conform to the

parameters of the equipment and

systems for which it is intended.

Then, utilizing high-speed

custom duplication hardware and
unique software programs. Logic

General will produce and deliver

100, 1000 or 100,000 copies

within the time frame you specify.

And each diskette will be
,

p.
, ,

identical to the original: a

virtual clone. The quality of

Logic General duplication

is guaranteed 100%

That is the essence of successful

reproduction flawless technique,

combined with prodigious

capacity. You will discover both,

in equal measure, at Logic

General. Where all software is

re-created equal

LOGIC GENERAL
CORPORATION
31999 Aurora Road

_ Cleveland. OH 44 1 39

CIRCLE 217 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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Get KnowledgeMan.

The all-in-one software with the data management edge.
Let’s face it. Many 8-bit products like

dBASE II weren’t designed for the new gener-

ation of 16-bit micros. So you can’t do all the

things your application may require. With

KnowledgeMan you won’t be frustrated by

typical 8-bit software limitations...so you can

go easy on the hardware.

• Need more thanjust 32 fields

per record?

KnowledgeMan allows you up

to 255.

• Wish you could use arrays?

KnowledgeMan allows both one

and two-dimensional arrays.

• Need more than two tables

open at once?

KnowledgeMan allows an unlimi-

ted number to be open.
*

• Want security foryour applications?

KnowledgeMan provides password checking,

field-level access controls AND encryption.

• Wish you could use parameterized proce-

dures and more than 16 levels ofnesting?

KnowledgeMan allows up to 26 parameters in

a procedure, with UNLIMITED nesting.*

• Want to take advantage ofyour terminal’s

color capabilities?

KnowledgeMan supports up to eight colors.

That’s just the beginning...KnowledgeMan

is much more than just a relational data

manager. It’s a comprehehsive system for

desktop information processing needs:

• Third Generation Spreadsheet

• Ad Hoc Inquiries (like IBM’s SQL/DS)
• Screen I/O Management
• Forms Management
• Structured Programming Language

All are integrated so you can intermingle

various kinds of processing with ease.

For example: You can query your

data base from within the spread-

sheet, and use the results in the

spreadsheet’s cells. With

KnowledgeMan you’ll

solve MORE problems.. .pose

MORE questions...simulate

MORE “What-if?” questions.

For financial modeling,

budgeting, sales reporting/analysis, billing

reports, order entry, job costing and more,

KnowledgeMan is the software to choose.

Easy to use. Powerful. And flexible enough

to build your own decision support system.

You can tie it together with MDBS III to

create a distributed processing information

center. You can even interface KnowledgeMan

with your favorite graphics and word

processing packages. And you won’t have to

worry about add-on features not included in

the basic package. KnowledgeMan has it all.

So don’t be seduced by dBASE II or other

8-bit products revamped to fit the 16-bit

KNOWLEDGE'

man
Great Software

Professional Support
Attractive Price

Big Profits

environment. They’re obsolete.

If you already own a copy,

now’s the time to upgrade

—with KnowledgeMan. M,cro Data Bas*

‘Depending on environmental constraints.

Systems. Inc.

And Here’s The Best News of AlL.You Get All These
KnowledgeMan Features For Only $500. First releases are

for the IBM PC. Victor/Sirius, Altos. Call for other environments.

I Send check or money order payable to: Micro Data Base Systems.

Inc. PO. Box 248. Lafayette. IN 47902. (317) 463-2581,

Attn: David Bartkus.

Name.

City State Zip

Phone J !

Operating System: CJPCDOS DMSDOS DCP/M-86

Machine/Disk Format

5U4" IBM PC SS Ci5U*" Victor/Sirius

8" IBM 3740 SS-SD

192K RAM & 500K mass storage recommended.

Handling/shipping: Add $10 for U.S.. Canada. Mexico;

$45 elsewhere. Indiana residents add 5% sales tax.

VISA/MasterCard orders may be placed by phone.

Check/money order enclosed (U.S. currency).

MasterCard/VISA No.

Exp. Date Bank No. ifMC

Signature

Dealers: Ask for Dealer Demo Package

KnowledgeMan, MDBS HI are TVademarks of Micro Data Base

Systems. Inc., SQL/DS. PC of IBM. Victor/Sirius of Victor

Business Systems. Altos of Altos Computer Systems, MSDOS of

Microsoft CP/M of Digital Research. dBASE II of Ashton Tkte.
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USI MultiDisplay

Card offers:

IBM Monochrome
support, Color/

Graphics support

and Parallel

Printer Adaptor

all on a single

expansion card.

Other features include:

Flicker-free scrolling (no more flash-

ing (luring scroll)

Full 32K on board memory (creates

an extra page of hi-res graphics)

External switch (or software) selects

color or mono modes.

True DMA capabilities in all modes.

May be used in conjunction with an-

other MultiDisplay Card or IBM Video

Card for simultaneous Display on

Monochrome and Color Monitor.

Until now, two expansion boards

were required to have the options

of using an IBM Monochrome and

a composite video or RGB monitor.

By putting these two functions plus

a printer adaptor on one board, the

USI MultiDisplay Card leaves one

more slot open for future expansion

and costs less.

Look for the USI MultiDisplay Card at

your local computer dealer.

USI
USI Computer Products

A Division of USI International

71 Park Lane, Brisbane, CA 94005
Telephone: 415-468-4900

USI products include video moni-

tors, HES products and the

OptoMouse. Dealer inquiries invited.

CIRCLE 478 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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IBM® PC Owners . .

.

First we solved your printer problems

Now we give you
n 1

tfrrFirirr
nr Ea u

ConvertaBuffer
IT'S A CONVERTER. There was a time when buying a letter quality printer meant giving up graphics.

Now, however, ConvertaBuffer™ gives you the best of both worlds by allowing you to print the

business graphs generated by programs such as MBA and 1-2-3 on letter quality printers such as

Diablo and NEC. And, the quality of these graphs are as good as those drawn by dot matrix printers

such as the IBM/Epson. ConvertaBuffer translates the Epson-format graphics data output from MBA.
1-2-3, and other packages with graphics capability into the format necessary for printing on a letter

quality printer.

IT'S A BUFFER. Generating graphics requires the outputting of a large amount of data to the printer.

ConvertaBuffer speeds this process by receiving the data as fast as your PC can send it — 1,000

characters per second; storing up to 64K bytes of data in its built-in memory buffer; and then sending

it to the printer at the printer’s slower speed — 25 to 55 characters per second. This allows you to go

on to other work without having to wait for the printer to finish printing.

EASY TO INSTALL ConvertaBuffer comes with its own
built-in cables which plug directly into your PC's printer

adaptor and your printer’s cable without removing the

cover of the system unit — there is no need to buy an extra

cable. And, each unit has its own fully regulated DC power
supply — the unit does not steal power from the PC or the

printer.

ConvertaBuffer also features a convenient front panel

switch which resets the buffer to abort the printer output if desired. And, the status light indicates

when ConvertaBuffer automatically switches to the graphics mode.

HAVE YOUR CAKE AND EAT IT TOO! The parallel-to-parallel ConvertaBuffer for graphics is the latest

member of the ConvertaBuffer family. The original ConvertaBuffer enables you to connect any RS-

232C serial Interface equipped printer directly into the parallel printer port of your PC with up to 32K
bytes of printer buffering.

Ask your dealer about ConvertaBuffer for graphics and the original ConvertaBuffer. Or contact us.

von Leivendyke
ENTERPRISES

Siivermine Avenue Norwalk, Connecticut 06850 203-846-4973

Please send me further information on
( ) graphics ( ) original ConvertaBuffer.

I have a printer, with ( ) parallel ( ) serial Interface.

Name Phone ( ).

Street Address

City State ZIP
IBM Is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp. 1*2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Development Corp.

MBA is a trademark of Context Management Systems Epson is a trademark of Epson America, Inc.

Diablo is a trademark of the Xerox Corp. NEC is a trademark of NEC Information Systems, Inc.
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wabash
diskettes I

$1.29 each!
Now get Wabash Quality at a CE Price
For over 17 years, Wabash has been making high quality

and dependable computer products. Wabash diskettes

are made to provide error-free performance on your com-
puter system because every diskette has been totally and
hypercritically tested. Since you can now buy Wabash
computer products directly from CE, the worlds largest

distributor of magnetic media, you can now get maximum
savings on every order. You can even order toll-free.

New Wabash Six Year Warranty
The quality of Wabash diskettes is stressed throughout
the entire manufacturing process. After coating, all Wabash
diskettes go through a unique burnishing process that

gives each diskette a mirror-smooth appearance. Wabash
then carefully applies a lubricant that is specially form-
ulated to increase diskette life. Then, to keep out foreign

particles, a unique heat seal bonds the jacket and liner

together to help prevent contamination. After 1 00% hyper-
critical testing and certification, Wabash then packages
each diskette, (except bulk pack) in a super strong and
tear resistant Tyvek* evelope. The final Wabash product is

then shrink-wrapped to insure cleanliness and reduce
contamination during shipment. Wabash diskettes are so
very reliable that Wabash now offers a six year warranty in

case of defects in materials orworkmanship on all diskettes
purchased directly from Communications Electronics.

New.. .Wabash Diskette Duplication Services
Communications Electronics has teamed up with Wabash to
provide a single-source solution for the diskette duplication
requirements of software developers, OEM's and distributors.

All service is in-house, togiveyou fast, dependable service. In

most cases, delivery can be completed in five days. Whether
you require 100, 1 ,000, or 10,000 copies per week, call CE
first for a no obligation price quote. For additional information,

please write us on your letterhead with your requirements.

SAVK ON WABASH DISKKTTSS
Product Description Part •

CE quant.
100 prlca
par disk (t)

8" SSSD IBM Compatible (128 B/S, 26 Sectors) Fill 1.89

8" SSSD Shugart Compatible. 32 Hard Sector F31A 1.89

8" SSDD IBM Compatible (128 B/S. 26 Sectors) FI 31 2.39

8" DSDD Soft Sector (Unformatted) FI 4A 2.99

8" DSDD Soft Sector (256 B/S, 26 Sectors) FI 44 2.99

8" DSDD Soft Sector (512 B/S, 15 Sectors) FI 45 2.99

8“ DSDD Soft Sector (1024 B/S, 8 Sectors) FI 47 2.99

5V«" SSSD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring Mil A 1.49

5V»" Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope M11AB 1.29

5V4'' SSSD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring M41A 1.49

5%" SSSD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring M51

A

1.49

5Vi" SSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring M13A 1.79

5V»" Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope M13AB 1.59

5V." SSDD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring M43A 1.79

5VT SSDD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring M53A 1.79

5V." DSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring M14A 2.69

5V." Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope M14AB 2.49

5V»" DSDD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring M44A 2.69

5V»" DSDD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring M54A 2.69

5V." SSQD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring (96 TPI) M15A 2.59

5V." DSQD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring (96 TPI) M16A 3.69

5V." Tyvek Diskette Envelopes - Price per 1 00 Pack TE5 12.00

SSSD = Single Sided Single Density; SSDD = Single Sided Double Density;

DSDD = Double Sided Double Density; SSQD = Single Sided Quad Density;

DSQD = Double Sided Quad Density, TPI = Tracks per inch.

Quantity Discounts Available
Wabash diskettes are packed 1

0

disks to a carton and 10 cartons

to a case. The economy bulk

pack is packaged 1 00 disks to a
case without envelopes or labels.

Please order only in increments
of 100 units for quantity 100
pricing. With the exception of I

bulk pack, we are also willing to I

accommodate your smaller or-

ders. Quantities less than 100
units are available in increments
of 10 units at a 20% surcharge
above our 100 unit price. Quan-
tity discounts are also available. 1

Order 500 or more disks at the same time and deduct 1 %; 1 ,000 or

more saves you 2%; 2,000 or more saves 3%; 5,000 or more saves

4%; 1 0,000 or more saves 5%; 25,000 or more saves 6%; 50,000
or more saves 7%, 100,000 or more saves 8%, 500,000 or more
saves 9% and 1 ,000,000 or more disks earns you a 1 0% discount
off our super low quantity 1 00 price. Almost all Wabash diskettes

are immediately available from CE. Our efficient warehouse
facilities are equipped to help us get you the quality product you
need, when you need it. If you need further assistance to find the

flexible disk that's right for you, call the Wabash compatibility

hotline. Dial toll-free 800-323-9868 and ask for your compatibility
representative. In Illinois or outside the U.S. dial 312-593-6363
between 9 AM to 4 PM Central time.

Buy Wabash Diskettes with Confidence
To get the fastest delivery from CE of your Wabash computer
products, we recommend you phone your order directly to our
Computer Products Division and charge it to your credit card. Be
sure to calculate your price using the CE prices in this ad. Written
purchase orders are accepted from approved government agen-
cies and most well rated firms at a 30% surcharge for net 30
billing. For maximum savings, your order should be prepaid. All

sales are subject to availability, acceptance and verification. All

sales are final. All prices are in U.S. dollars. Prices, terms and
specifications are subject to change without notice. Out of stock
items will be be placed on backorder automatically unless CE is

instructed differently. Minimum prepaid order is $50.00. Mini-

mum purchase order $200.00. All shipments are F.O.B. Ann Arbor,

Michigan U.S.A. No COD’s please. Non-certified and foreign

checks require bank clearance.

For shipping charges add $8.00 per case or partial

case of 100 8-inch flexible disks or $6.00 per case or

partial case of 100 5Vi-inch mini-diskettes for U.P.S.

ground shipping and handling in the continental U.S.A

Mail orders to: Communications Electronics, Box 1 002,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U.S.A. If you have a Visa
or Master Card, you may call and place a credit card order.

Order toll-free in the U.S. Dial 800-521-4414. In Canada,
order toll-free by calling 800-265-4828. If you are outside
the U.S. or in Michigan dial 31 3-994-4444. Telex anytime
810-223-2422. Order your Wabash diskettes today.

Copyright • 1 983 Communications Electronics" Ad U 1 2483

OrderToll-Free! wabash
800-521-4414 error-free

In Michigan 313-994-4444 diskettes

COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRONICS™

Computer Products Division
818 Phoenix Box 1002 Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U.S.A
Order TOLL-FREE 800-521-4414 or outside U.S.A. 313-994-4444
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ANNOUNCING
HE END or
WORD

PROCESSOR
CONFUSION

oIt's one confusing business, choosing a

word processor. All those companies

assuring you theirs is the most fantastic

one of all. And leaving you to cut through

all the smoke and hopefully whittle them
down to the best one for you

.

Well, we can help. If you'll just invest the

next three minutes reading this, we ll tell

you about a word processor that makes
picking the right one a real breeze.

FIRST, A WARNING. There are two

things you must do when evaluating any

word processor. First, be careful. It's no
secret that many of today's claims about

being easy to learn and use just don't

stand up to careful comparison. Watch
carefully for complicated codes and pro-

grams that require "training sessions.”

Secondly, be selective. Buy a word pro-

cessor you can use on a daily basis, not

one that requires another “training ses-

sion" when someone goes on vacation.

In other words, be very careful to select

the word processor that's absolutely the

best and easiest to use. Which is what

we'll now introduce you to.

WHY ONE WORD PROCESSOR

MAKES THE MOST SENSE OF

THEM ALL. Meet WordPlus-PC. It's

the advanced, "user-oriented” software

package that turns your IBM-PC com-
puter into a word processor equipped

with the sophisticated capabilities of far

larger, more expensive systems.

THE REMARKABLE
WORDPLUS-PC STORY, ina

nutshell, it's this. WordPlus-PC was
designed from the ground up to be the

very latest in word processing technol-

ogy. It has all the important features you

could ask for. And the program is so easy
to learn and use it defies comparison with

other software.

HOW WE CAN BE SO SURE OF
OURSELVES. We re Professional

Software, a leader in word processing

software with over 30,000 customers

contentedly churning out letters and doc-

uments around the world on personal

and business computer systems. We
know precisely what a top quality word
processor must do. And we've studied all

the shortcomings of our competitors.

That's how WordPlus-PC came to be the

easiest-to-use word processor ever.



ALL THE FEATURES

YOU'D EXPECT.

WordPlus-PC is both powerful

and versatile. Its long list of

major functions includes

movement of paragraphs,

global search-and-replace,

and creation of multiple

“boilerplate" and personal

letters with the touch of

a few buttons. There are

3-line headers and footers

and automatic page numbering.

When you underline or boldface

words as you type, WordPlus-PC dis-

plays them in that form on the screen.

You can merge information created by

popular spread sheet programs. You’ll

create personal letters quickly and easily,

or merge name and address information

from other programs. You can easily cre-

ate standard layouts for preprinted forms

and use WordPlus-PC to prepare

answers to questions. That’s how
WordPlus-PC helps you learn. In addition

to the help you’ll get from your dealer,

we re ready to assist you when you call

our special toll-free number and
talk to one of our carefully

trained advisors. This ser-

vice is available at no
charge during the 90
days following receipt of

your user registration

It’s all part of Profes-

I Software's total

mitment to customer

service and support.

SEE WORDPLUS-PC FOR
YOURSELF AT YOUR COMPUTER
DEALER. Call us today. We'll answer all

your questions. And we’ll give you the

name of the Professional Software

dealership nearest you. Then go witness

WordPlus-PC in action. Because once

A BREEZE TO LEARN AND USE.
With WordPlus-PC's easy-to-use docu-

mentation, you'll be using your word pro-

cessor right from the first minute. After an
hour, you'll feel at home with all the basic

functions and ready to explore the more
sophisticated ones. After a few hours

you'll put the manual away. There are

invoices or quotations. For large corpo-

rate customers, WordPlus-PC has the

capability to merge information from files

created by the firm's mini or mainframe

computer. You can even type new docu-

ments while the system is printing other

ones. And you'll find WordPlus fully com-
patible with virtually all popular ASCII

letter-quality and dot matrix printers.

never any complicated or confusing

codes to memorize or look up. Rather, the

screen's “message area" reminds you

how to do what you want. WordPlus-PC's

unique keyboard color coding makes
things even easier. And whenever there's

a question, simply press the HELP func-

tion to get back on track.

ALL THE HELP YOU NEED VIA

TOLL-FREEPHONE. Learning some-
thing new goes best when you have

encouragement, reassurance and

you're sitting in front of WordPlus-PC
you'll quickly see where all our confi-

dence and enthusiasm come from. After

all, you already own the best personal

computer. The best word processor is

only $395. So call us today.

CALL US TOLL FREE:

1 -800-343-4074

Professional Software Inc.
51 Fremont Street, Needham, MA 02194 Telephone (617) 444-5224

Dealer, distributor. OEM manufacturer, and corporate inquiries are invited Call us at (617) 444-5224
WordPlus-PC is a trademark of Professional Software Inc.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

WordPlus-PC was designed and written by Andres EsealIon
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It was love at first sight when Charlie met IRMA, the Decision

Support Interface™ She’s the first coaxial cable link between IBM
Personal Computers and IBM 3270 networks—the easiest, most eco-

nomical way there is to get small computers into big business.



Since TAC introduced IRMA in November, 1982, she’s helped PC users

access, store and evaluate mainframe data in thousands of installations world-

wide. Read below what IRMA’s admirers have to say about her. And for more
information, write TAC, 120 W. Wieuca Road, NE, Atlanta, Georgia 30042.

Phone (404) 252-1045, Telex 54-9600. Or you can call us

toll-free 1-800-241-IRMA. Getting computers down to business.
CIRCLE 444 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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In The Hard DiskJungle
<t/ Tallgrass Clears
Ur Path

TaHgrav, Tr-ctmo*og*-s

Follow the Tallgrass path to your local computer
dealer and watch your personal computer transform

into a powerful data processing system.

From $2,995.00 U.S. including integral tape backup.

Available from COMPUTERLAND® Entre®

Computer Centers, MicroAge® Computer
Stores and other participating computer dealers.

jungle, Tallgrass clears

a path by offering high performance,

integrated mass storage solutions for the

IBM® PC and compatibles, the T.l. Professional

and the Victor 9000 computers.

TALLGRASS INNOVATIVE FEATURES

MASS STORAGE SYSTEMS with formatted

HardFile™ capacities of 6, 12, 20, 35 and 70 Mb,
all with built-in tape backup.

CONVENIENT INTEGRAL TAPE BACKUP

New!
IBM-XT Cartridge

Tape Backup

SYSTEM allows rapid tape "image" streaming,

or incremental file-by-file backup and restore on
ANSI standard inexpensive data cartridges,

instead of the usual floppies, video cassettes, or

low-capacity removable Winchester devices.

NETWORK READY and fully compatible with
networks such as PCnet*and EtherShare!”

HIGH RELIABILITY with dual directory and
read-after-write verify options. A dedicated

landing zone, where the read/write heads reside

when the disk is idle, provides data protection

during powerdowns and transportation.
EtherShare 1 “ to a registered trademark of 3Com Corp

PC net* it a trademark of Orchid Technology

IBM* is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp

World Headquarters: Tallgrw* Technologies Corp. / 11667 W. 90th St.

Overland Park.KS o6214 / 913-492-6002 / Telex: 215406 TBYT UR

Canadian Distributors: Micro-Ware / 440 Phillip St.

Waterloo, Onttrio N2L 5R9 / 510-864-4541

CompuServe/ 1675 W. 8th St / Vancouver, B.C. V6| 1V2,' 604-733-7783

European Distributor: CPS Computer Croup. LTD
Birmingham. England B276BH/(021) 7073866

Australian Headquarters: Tallgrass Technologies (Australia) 'Five Dock Ilara

Suite 12/ 50 Great North Road Five Dock /Sydney. N.S.W. 204o '(02) 712-2010

Tallgrass
Technologies
Corporation
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The New Generation
In Word Processing

Finally, there is word processing for the PC worthy
of the business community! OfficeWriter combines

exceptional power and simplicity to bring you a word
processor for the IBM PC that makes sense— it's easy to

learn easy to use. and incredibly versatile

Until now. most word processors were modeled after

WordStar—they were often cumbersome, confusing, and
required lengthy training sessions. OfficeWriter is a new
generation word processor, patterned after dedicated

systems such as Wang and Lanier.

We designed OfficeWriter with the first time user in

mind. Our tutorial and practice documents show you

how to put OfficeWriter to work immediately.

OfficeWriter s careful human engineering lets you

concentrate on writing rather than operating your word
processor You initiate any editing function by pressing

a single labeled key—there's no need to memorize
complicated command sequences

And OfficeWriter's dynamic screen formatting

constantly adjusts your text so what you see on the

screen is what you'll get on paper

If you have a problem, our context sensitive Help

screens provide information specific to the function

you're using.

We didn't sacrifice power to make OfficeWriter

easy to use. You get all the editing features you expect

and then some—like document merge, pagination, and

text transfer between documents

And OfficeWriter is reasonably priced at S325. including

our full guarantee

Ask for OfficeWriter at your local computer dealer or

call us to see the difference a new generation can make

Office Solutions. Inc . P O Box 5146. Madison Wl 53705 (6081 274-5047

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp
Lanier K a trademark of Lanier Business Products Inc

CIRCLE 357 ON READER SERVICE CARD WordStar is a trademark of MicroPro

Wang is a trademark of Wang Labs Inc



BLUE
COMES IN MANY COLORS

Flit CMtMl
tacit} central

Centering

Fill

Jastificatin
Nacres

UE - Ike Herd Processor : Footnoto

Ik excel lent docanentatinn includes a tutorial, Include

extetsioe reference nanaal, and hands reference Lists

card packaged in at attractive 3 ring kinder. Section:

Other features inclnde: Chapter*

Cat I Paste —

—

kehnls BLUE Herd Processor features;

Search I Replace Fall color

Iaks Hal title aindoas

Ot-lite directory Siwltaneoas editing tf ntltiple files
lorizontal scroll User definable colors

On-line help >—
. -»fit^— Keystroke nacros Price:

nhitlH 19H User definable aindoas

g?a£SaEl Ruto aord arap 5156.B8

Table of contents

Fm tnotes

Inclnde other dncawents

Lists

Page break

Title page

Fnnters

Itode; Insert

Cnnrlete nargin control

katmutic page natkering

leaders ( left justified,

light justified, or entered)
Castomiable printer control

NS compatible files

Cat 4 Paste; Line aiexanple.txt

BLUE - THE WORD PROCESSOR
THE CHOICE ISN'T BLACK AND WHITE ANYMORE.

PRICE: $150.00
MANUAL ALONE: $25.00

DEMO DISK: $10.00

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

WORKS
great in

monochrome^
TOO!

IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER OR XT. fL SYMMETRIC
64K AND ONE DISK DRIVE. VT SOFTWARE

DOS 1.1 OR DOS 2.0

MONOCHROME OR COLOR 2005 BALBOA BLVD., SUITE 256

GRAPHICS ADAPTER NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA 92663
(714) 887-8595
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Perfect
It’s reallytwo v*

system*

Powerful, automatic formatting plus simple on-screen manual editing.

Only Perfect Writer' gives you botfly

OTHERSSOME
It does the work so you
don’t have to.

You probably don’t want

to know how a word processor

works.

In fact, even setting

margins, tabs, chapter head-

ings, and other format details,

is something you shouldn't

have to worry about.That's why
we developed automatic formatting

for Perfect Writer.” It’s powerful

enough to do much of the work for

Simple. Edit-Time

Formatting Software:

Wordstar4

EasyWriter
4

Dedicated Print-Time

Formatting Systems:
IBM Displaywriter

4

Wangwriter*

you, so you don’t have to think about it.

s
papers. Personalized mass
mailings. Even books.

Advanced formatting

features like automatic

indexing, table of contents

and footnotes are built in.

Only Perfect Writer

BOTH
Simple on-screen formatting

Automatic print-time formattingProfessional word processing
in minutes.

You don’t have to be an expert to produce pro-

fessional word processing in minutes. Perfect Writer”

supplies over 100 commands for instant results for-

matting your document. Set tabs, align margins, adjust

spacing or indent and number lists— all automatically.

For business letters. Memos. Reports.Technical

Simple on-screen editing.

If you have a special format in mind? A
quick note or document design you may want
to use only once? No problem. Perfect

Writer” also includes simple on-screen editing

and formatting— just like the system you're

probably most familiar with. Your printed

document will look exactly like the document you
design as you write. What you see is what you get.

Some expensive dedicated word processing

systems offer automatic formatting features. Others

offer simple manual screen formatting. Only Perfect

Writer” gives you both.

Document Formatting

Print time formatting

AUTOMATIC:

Just write. Perfect Writer” does the rest

for you. Document design formats such as

footnotes, indexing, tables of contents, and
report formats— they're all automatic.

Screen formatting

MANUAL:

What you see is what you get.

Manually control the screen and print exactly

what's there.

V
FI

/ -JL
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Only Perfect Writer doe* both!

Full-power function key*.

All Perfect Software” programs can be configured

to take best advantage of the sophisticated features

offered with today's computers and smart printers.

You can use all ofyour function keys— including

the more than 50 function keys on the IBM-PC.

Perfect Writer” fully utilizes printers with proportional

spacing, too. Print with a choice of up to six typefaces.



Writer
3rd processing
in one.

Finally. Aword processing program
for any computer in your office.

PerfectWriter "is the
moit compatible
word processing
program.

Everything you
compose with Perfect

Writer”— every chart,

every table, every doc-

ument— everything

can be used by virtually

any other word processing

program or dedicated word
processing system.

That's because Perfect Writer” uses true ASCII

data files to store your documents. ASCII is the

computer industry standard. It's read and recognized

by computer systems worldwide, regardless of disk

format or size, whether it's used locally or sent over

telephone lines.

Spreadsheets can be included.

Want to illustrate your Perfect Writer” document
with a financial table or graph that’s stored in a

Perfect Calc” spreadsheet? You can— easily. In fact,

you can even edit the numbers foryour Perfect Writer”

document without disturbing the original Perfect

Calc” spreadsheet. That’s Perfect Software’s” fully

integrated programs at work.

Split screen editing.

You can view and edit two documents on the

screen at the same time with Perfect Writer’s” unique

split screen feature. One simple command moves
you easily between documents. And you can even
review a spreadsheet while editing up to six other

documents! It makes the preparation of complex
documents easier than ever before.

Check your spelling
its you write with
Perfect Speller.”

Perfect Speller’s"

in-text spelling checker

finds spelling errors

and typos at a rate of

4,000 words per minute.

(That’s 20 pages every

three minutes!) Then, at a

single command from

you, Perfect Speller" lists

the misspelled words or

marks errors in the text of your document.

Self-teaching software makes it easy.

Perfect Writer’s” document design tutorials are

matched to the easy-to-read user guide. Eight les-

sons are included, beam how to handle form letters,

how to write business correspondence, and how to

create your own special spelling dictionary. On-line

reference and English prompts provide assistance

anytime you've got a command question. All tutorials

are software-based, interactive programs to make
learning easy and fun.

Available for all IBM PC-DOS* and MS-DOS*
CP/M "computers.

When you upgrade to new hardware, Perfect

Writer” keeps right on working. All text files are trans-

ferable. No other software works with a wider range

of personal computers. In fact, Perfect Software” will

soon be available for all of the most popular 8-, 16-,

and 32-bit computers.

Only Perfect Writer” offers you this much
flexibility. Write your own success story today. With

Perfect Writer."

Perfect Software, Inc.



Berfec
Up to seven assoc

plus multiple \

For successful solutions in financial planning.

Perfect Calc”
makes It easy.

Perfect Calc” gives you

the financial planning and
analysis tools for success.

Automatic associated

spreadsheets. Built-in ac-

counting and financial tools.

Easy commands.
And only Perfect Calc”

features on-line associated

spreadsheets plus split-window

display.

With Perfect Calc’s”

multiple window display, you can see two

different spreadsheets at the same time.

Change your figures and see how the result-

ing variations affect each spreadsheet. Up
to seven spreadsheets on-line at once.

Multiple Spreadsheets

Associated Spreadsheets

AUTOMATIC:

No double work— use any information you

choose simply by referring to other

spreadsheets. Move information, formulas or

whole spreadsheets freely between multiple

spreadsheets. Permits fill-in-the-blanks

automatic forecasting and planning. 16 built-in

application programs are included.

Spreadsheet Consolidation

MANUAL:
Simple cut-and-paste spreadsheet

entries. Line, column, or whole spreadsheet

additions from any one of seven on-line

spreadsheets are also easy with Perfect Calc'

Only Perfect Calc' does both.

How Perfect Calc’S” multiple
file association really pays off.

A good example is the

built-in Income Statement

Program.The income spread-

sheet automatically reads from

three other spreadsheets: Cost

of Goods Statement, General and
Administrative Expenses State-

ment, and Sales Expenses. All

four are on-line simultaneously.

All you do is fill in the blanks.

Then use all that informa-

tion to perform an instant

analysis and illustrate the re-

sults of potential budget cuts

or increases. You change just

one spreadsheet using the

fill-in-the-blanks style. Perfect

Calc” automatically takes care of the rest.

Setting up the Perfect” spreadsheet!

Entering titles, labels, and additional information

on your spreadsheet is easy with Perfect Calc” It

recognizes words automatically and handles them
correctly without any special commands. If you want

to use numbers— like dates— for item labels, that’s

easy, too.

Individually variable column widths add flex-

ibility in setting up your Perfect Calc” spreadsheet.

And once you’ve developed one spreadsheet, you can

use it as a template for other applications. Simply

refer to it.

Self-teaching software.

Easy, software-based lessons are included to

make learning spreadsheet techniques simple.The

lessons are matched to guides in the user manuals so
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adow display

Sixteen applications built in.And that’s only the beginning.

Perfect Calc’s ' built-in programs:

i Add custom applications as you like. )

• Income Statement Program • Cost of Goods Statement

• Sales Expense Statement • General and Administrative

Expenses • Cashflow Assessment Program • Accounts

Receivable Worksheet • Accounts Payable Worksheet
• Payroll Analysis Program • Stock Portfolio Evaluation

Program • Real Estate Analysis • Chi-square Analysis

• Professional Fee Analysis • Family Budget • Financial

Net Worth Program • Check Register Program

• Individual Tax Return Analysis Program

you can follow along

in the text. Because

you learn on the com-
puter at your own
pace, there’s no pres-

sure to perform.Try

new applications

when you are ready.

The most complete
applications.

Perfect Calc” is

the only spreadsheet

you can buy with 16

applications built in.

Standard paper and
pencil financial tools are ready to use. All you do is

fill in the blanks.

Just a simple command is all you need to start

working. And on-screen tutorials and English prompts

give you assistance whenever you need it.

Handy cursor commands.
You can move the cursor easily to the top of a

column, beginning or end of a line, to the page before

or after— with a single command.
And you can go back and forth between two

spreadsheets on split-screen display with just as

much ease.That makes multiple spreadsheet han-

dling easier than ever before.

The most compatible spreadsheets.

Perfect Calc” data is stored in true ASCII files

—

the files read and recognized by every computer
system. So, it’s simple to use a Perfect Calc” spread-

sheet in a Perfect Writer” report or letter. Or, build

graphic displays using the information in one of

your spreadsheets.

All the functions you need-
and more.

You get standard functions for

financial, scientific, and engineering

applications plus an expandable functions library

which allows you to add new formulas as you like.

You can write your own complex applications pro-

grams by writing it on a Perfect Calc" spreadsheet and
taking advantage of

the powerful asso-

ciated files feature.

Put the solutions
for success to work
for you.

Using simple

piain-English

prompts and on-line

references
,
you can do sophisticated forecasting

and planning in minutes.

Automatic associated spreadsheet information

management. Standard spreadsheet calculation and
consolidation. Only Perfect Calc” gives you both.

Start planning for success today with Perfect Calc”

Perfect Software, Inc.
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The powerful records management solution

for the personal computer user.

Put information to work for you.

Most information management
systems are either too small or too

difficult to use. Now there's Perfect

Filer."" It’s an executive management
information system that's easy to

use. You can keep track of mail-

ing lists, clients, sales, merchan-

dise, names and addresses, and
much more.

Easy to get started.

Two ready-to-use data

entry forms are provided so that

you can begin using Perfect

Filer” immediately One is for

individuals, the other for com-
panies and organizations.You

only type important information

once. Perfect Filer" does the

rest for you. No special training

is required, and your entire staff can use it.

On-line references and English prompts provide

Information Management

INSTANT DATABASES AND REPORTS

assistance when you have

questions.Tutorials are in-

cluded for improving your skills

with Perfect Filer”

Personalized form letters.

Use Perfect Filer” together

with Perfect Writer's" powerful

word processing features to

add a personal touch to mass
mailing letters.You can even tag

different groups within one
mailing list so that their letters

include special paragraphs,

subsections or operator-typed

comments.
And Perfect Filer" remem-

bers nicknames, titles— even
your special salutation for

clients or friends.

Generate mailing lists.

Form letters. Specialized record-keeping forms and
sorted lists. You can choose from the two data entry

forms provided or from seven data entry groups.

Data entry forms

AUTOMATIC:
Use Perfect Filer’s" built-in data entry forms

to create your own records file. All of the

parameters have been pre-defined. Just enter

information on the convenient entry form.

Information management
MANUAL:

Create custom data bases with ease.

You can build an entirely new structure or

use data entry groups from existing

formats to construct a customized data

base with exactly the information

you want to manage.

Only Perfect Filer " offers you both.

Creating custom data bases
has never been this automatic.

Single-keystroke data entry menus do the work
for you. You enter your data just once on a blank

Perfect Filer" data entry form—whether it be client

addresses, direct mail sorting codes, payment records,

inventory, or standing orders.

Perfect Filer" makes successful information

management simple.
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ment.

The integrated software solution.

When you learn one program,
you’ve learned them all.

Perfect Software”All of the

most-asked-for business and per-

sonal computer appli-

cations in one complete

package. Word proces-

sing. Financial planning.

Mail management.
Records keeping. Solu-

tions to all those every-

day problems in one
simple, integrated

software package.

Each Perfect Software” program works efficiently

with the others. All share common file structures.

They all use the same command structure, so when

you learn one program you can use them all. And
all with software-based self-teaching programs.

Perfect Writer.” Perfect Calc”And Perfect Filer.”

Each a powerful program with dozens of extra value-

packed features included.Together, they're the top

performing software solution available on the market:

Common control commands. Learn one
Perfect Software” program and you've learned them all.

Manual/Automatic functions. Every Perfect

Software” program includes automatic "smart" func-

tions. Intelligent software performance. Also powerful

manual operations for

the ultimate in flexibility

and performance.

Available for

IBM-PC DOS," CP/M,"
and MS-DOS." Perfect

Software” runs on most
8-, 16-, and 32-bit com-
puters available today.

Self-teaching
software. Learn at your

own pace without

pressure to perform.

Solutions for success.

You get more performance, more flexibility and
more automatic functions with Perfect Software”

than with conventional software packages. Best of

all, you get solutions that save you time and effort. Easy

to learn— all Perfect Software” programs work alike

and are fully interactive for greater productivity and
ease of use.

Perfect Writer” is rated #
1 byPersonal Computing,

and called "the most comprehensive word proces-

sing package" by Esquire magazine. It was given the

highest marks of any software on the market in the

latest InfoWorld review of word processing programs.

Perfect Calc” has been unmatched for spreadsheet

performance. And all Perfect Software” offers the

added productivity of fully integrated software.

Our advanced programming design offers you
the highest level of software compatibility and “intel-

ligent” automatic features. It’s Perfect Software” for

today’s problems. And tomorrow’s solutions.

Perfect Software, Inc.

PERFECT WRITER'

PERFECT CALC* PERFECT FILER'



The Rebate

Get up to $160 back on four Perfect Software packages

The first software

company to offer personal

computer owners a fully

integrated easy-to-use

software library, offers you

an excellent reason to

buy now.

Act today! Offer good
on all retail purchases

from September 1 through

October 31, 1983.

Simply clip the

coupon and visit your

local participating

computer dealer.

The Rebate
Get up to $160 back by mail when you Perfect Writer" $50 Perfect Speller" $30

buy all four Perfect Software” packages

I have enclosed the sales slips on the Perfect Filer" $30 Perfect Calc" $50

purchased products as indicated.

Please send my rebate to:

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

STORE NAME WHERE PURCHASED

DISK SERIAL NUMBER( S)

This offer is valid only on retail purchases of Perfect Writer Perfect Speller Perfect Filer and Perfect Calc

made from September 1 to October 31. 1983. Mail your coupon to: Perfect Software Rebate. 214 West Erie

Street. Chicago. IL 60610.

Purchases made as part of computer manufacturer's original equipment are not eligible.

Offer is limited to one $160 rebate per person or household.This form may not be mechanically

reproduced. Offer forms not available by mail. Requests must be postmarked no later than November 15.

1983. Allow 4-6 weeks for shipment Void where prohibited, taxed, or restricted by law.

Perfect Software, Inc.
Solutions for success.

702 Harrison Street. Berkeley. CA 94710

Perlecl Software. Perfect Calc. Perfect Writer, Perfect Filer, and Perfect Speller are trademarks of Perfect Software, Inc. CP/M is a registered trademark of

Digital Research, Inc MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft IBM PC-DOS is a registered trademark of International Business Machines.



FROM THE EDITOR'S SCREEN/COREY SANDLER

The tale of a doomed racing handicapper, or, "Why I

Never Made My Fortune as a Computer

Programmer."

The $2 Sure Thing
You could always tell a junior program-

mer when I was in college: He was the one

walking around with a cardboard shoe box

under his arm.

I remembered the shoe box the other

day when I needed to transport a bit of

coding for a printer selection program

from my PC at home to my PC at work. I

dumped a copy onto a floppy disk, tossed

it into my coat jacket pocket, and dashed

out the door to catch the 6:52 from Nanuet

(also known as the Toonerville Trolley’s

poor stepcousin).

Anyway, the phones were already ring-

ing by the time Lgot to the office and there

were meetings to go to and authors to

speak to and columns to write and the disk

remained untouched in my pocket all day.

When I got home that night, the disk was

still there, an all-but-invisible passenger

through the day.

This never would have happened back

in the old days, I told myself, and then I

remembered “The Case of the $2 Sure

Thing” and its battered shoe box. Actual-

ly, it wasn't a shoe box, it was a cardboard

box full of IBM punch cards, a weight that

could become quite oppressive as the

cards began to mount up. You’d never for-

get you were carrying one.

My friend Ralph and I were two of the

very few liberal arts students who dared

enter the world of computers back then. It

was mostly a matter of curiosity, for every-—

\

one knew that writers and business people

and other nontechnical people would

never use a computer. That’s why you

hired a computer programmer and a com-

puter operator and a systems analyst and a

team of consultants. There was something

about computer people that was, well, dif-

ferent from you and me.

So there we were, squeezed in among
the engineering and math types in “Intro-
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Training for the IBM® Personal Computer
Makes Using the IBM® PC Easy.

The IBM* PC is one of the best

personal computers manufactured,

but it still takes a considerable

amount of time to learn how to use
That is until now'

Cdex Training for the IBM* PC
Personal Computer makes learning

how to use the IBM* PC straight-

forward and efficient In an hour,

you can master the material on the

Cdex disks and begin using the

IBM* PC

Cdex Training Programs run on the

IBM* PC and XT Computers
COMPAQ* Portable Computer
Apple* ne. II Plus and III

Computers. DEC Rainbow* 100

Computer and Texas Instruments

Professional Computer See how
effective a Cdex Training Program
can be. ask your computer dealer

for a demonstration

Cdai " Ikaining Programs

Managing Your Business with the

Lotus'" 1-2-3 Program

Managing Your Business with the

MULTIPLAN'" Program

Managing Your Business with the

VisiCalc* or VisiCalc" Advanced
Version Program

Managing Your Business with the

SuperCalc" or SuperCalc- *" Program

The dBase II* Program

IBM* PC DOS 2 0

Making Business Decisions Using the

Lotus'" 1-2-3 Program

Making Business Decisions Using the

MULTIPLAN'" Program

Making Business Decisions Using the

VisiCalc* or VisiCalc” Advanced
Version Program

Making Business Decisions Using the

SuperCalc'* or SuperCalc-'" Program

It's tough to learn to use a computer
from a book That's why Cdex
Training for the IBM" PC is

contained on three disks and is

Mighty Interactive . . .

Creating a dialogue with you and
serving as your personal tutor

Completely Self-paced . .

.

You set your own learning time

Graphically Oriented . . .

Remember a picture is worth a

thousand words

Usable Now and Later . .

.

A clear and concise training and
reference program for the first -time
or experienced user

The VisiCalc* Program

The WordStar" Program

The SuperCalc*/SuperCalc- *

Programs

The EasyWriter II" Program

How to Use Your IBM* Personal

Computer with CP/M-06* and
Concurrent CP/M -86"

How to Use Your IBM* Personal

Computer with PC DOS
How to Use Your Apple* lie

Personal Computer

How to Use Ybur Texas Instruments
Professional Computer with MS DOS

DB Master"- Version 4

The BPI * General Accounting Program

IBM* Asynchronous Communications

State of the Art" General Ledger

Peachtree Genera. Ledger ™nl"9 Pro9ram,
We make H easy.

Cdex Corporation

5050 El Cammo Real

Los Altos CA 94022
415 964 7600
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duction to Programming” in the temple of

computing called “Machinery Hall.” I am
not going to attempt to demean the per-

sonal qualities of the rest of the class. (For

one thing, they’re all probably making

much more money than I am today.) But

let me just say that Ralph and I were the

only ones present without a plastic pocket

pen protector and in possession of glasses

that were not held together at the bridge by

a piece of electrical tape.

Down the hall from us, encased inside

a glass-walled, air-conditioned and puri-

fied room with double-locked doors, sat

the university’s pride and joy, a massive

IBM 360. Admission to the room was by

special pass only, and we viewed with

awe the high priests of the computer who
were permitted to tiptoe around in its

presence. In 6 years of study, I never

touched an actual computer, only its out-

lying ganglia and peripherals.

Computers, I had been told, lived in a

world of precision, where numbers, not

words, ruled. It would be, the instructor

claimed, a world in which everyone spoke

a lingua franca of IFs, DOs, and GOTOs.
Well, I quickly discovered that this simply

wasn't true; if anything, computers were

already entering into a land of Babel, with

arcanely titled languages like COBOL and

APL and LISP. In fact, we weren’t even to

learn a mainstream language. Our first

experience with programming was to be

one computer model’s dialect of a modifi-

cation of a language: FORTRAN IV with

WATFIV.

Punch Card Approach
Our approach to the computer was

made at punch card length. We first

blocked out our programs using flow

charts, then set about writing the coding

on special forms marked off into 80 col-

umns. That done, we approached the

dreaded keypunch machines—a combi-

nation typewriter and thresher—that

stood in rank upon rank in one part of the

“user’s area.” If you think the IBM PC’s

keyboard at high speed sounds like a

deranged woodpecker, you should have

heard a skilled keypuncher at work. There

was a constant fine spray of paper chaff

flying out of the business end of the

machines, and it clung like lint to the trou-

sers of regular users. The cards flew out of

the business end of the machine and into a

hopper, from which you loaded your shoe

box. You had to be careful, of course, to

remove any misspunched cards (or sta-

pled, mutilated, or folded ones) and to

watch out for other people’s garbage.

Finally, the program done, we sidled

up to a growling piece of machinery called

a “card reader.” Into the device’s maw we
fed our punched cards. It swallowed them

up—sometimes eating a few in the pro-

cess—and spit them out down below.

And then we left for the day. Sure, com-

puters were fast, but everyone knew there

was a waiting line until the old IBM 360

would get to your program. Come back in a

day, or maybe two if things were really

busy.

computers were fast, but

everyone knew there

was a waiting line until

the oldIBM360 would
get to your program.

And then we came back—back to find

that our elegant 20-line FORTRAN IV with

WATFIV program to calculate college

Grade Point Average (a common "serious”

application in our class) had stopped at

Line 2 because we had used a period

instead of a comma in a READ statement.

Fix the card, feed the whole pack back into

the card reader, and come back in another

24 hours to see if the program had pro-

gressed to Line 3.

There was a worse fate than finding a

one-page printout with an early error

code, and that was finding a 3-inch thick

wad of printout with your name on it in a

special rack down at the end of the shelf.

The rack was marked “Endless Loops,”

and anyone venturing to its comer had to

face the scornful stare of the clerks whose

job it was to monitor the printer and con-

sole, and catch programs sent into limbo

by rookie programmers. Guilty, your hon-

or. Regularly.

A $2 Win
Well, it happened in September, some

15 years or so ago, that a horse—his name

has blissfully departed from memory

—

came from out of nowhere in a cheap

JOIN THE 1
1
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^)ther graphic packages require you to tell them what to do every step of the way. But

dGRAPH's AUTOGRAPH does all the work for you. automatically. So all you have to do is ask and ye shall receive. That

means you get professional results even if you've never used a computer before. fc

Because dGRAPH automatically loads your dBASE II data, computes scales, draws grid

lines and labels graphs Not to mention advanced features like automatic shading, overlay graphs and combination pie-

bar charts. There's even an automatic zoom feature.

POWER TOSPARE
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claiming race somewhere and paid

$442.87 on a $2 win ticket. That seemed

like an awful lot of money to us, impover-

ished college students that we were.

Knowing absolutely nothing about horses

and racing, a few of us stumbled across a

copy of The Racing Form in the trash out-

side an English professor’s office.

In case you’ve never seen The Racing

Form, this daily newspaper is just packed

with numbers and ratings and timings.

You can find out where a horse has been

racing, from what post position it started,

where it was at the first quarter, at the half-

way point, at the top of the stretch, and at

the finish line. You can learn about the

weight carried (jockey plus compensating

lead packets); about the purses won; about

a horse’s parentage. It is a daily update to a

massive database.

Our final assignment for Introduction

to Programming was to write a Serious

Program. The rest of the class worked on

exciting things like The Sieve of Eratos-

thenes, calculating pi to 10,000 places and

figuring out the fifteenth Perfect Number.

Ralph and I set out to write a horse-racing

handicapping program for Vernon

Downs.

The program was, in retrospect, a very

simple one, although it hardly seemed so

at the time. Every horse had a card of its

own. We put on it its total winnings, its

number of wins, places, and shows, its

“Speed Rating” (about which we under-

stood nothing, but the number sounded

very significant), and a few other factors.

We asked the program to divide the num-

ber of starts by the number of wins, calcu-

late the average payoff, factor in the Speed

Rating somehow, and then print out the

value of X. The highest rating would be

the IBM 360 ’s prediction of the winner.

The first eight times we tried to run our

thick pack of punchcards we got no fur-

ther than the twelfth card. We tried dou-

ble-teaming, each debugging a different

part of the program, and that pushed us to

the fortieth line. And then finally, just 5

days before our term project was due, the

printout we received included a full run of

the program, without errors, and with a

nice, confident prediction based on that

afternoon’s racing program: Number 5, on

the nose, in the sixth. Well, we could

hardly wait until the Sports Final edition

of the newspaper made its way to the

neighborhood candy store. There, in plain

black type, was red-letter news: The win-

ner of the sixth race was Number 5, paying

$17.80 for a $2 bet. We were cautiously

giddy.

We ran back to Machinery Hall and

knocked out another set of punch cards for

the next day’s fourth race and then fed it

into the card reader. Twelve hours later

we stood anxiously at the printout bins. A
nice, one-page printout awaited us: Num-
ber 5 to win, it advised. And yes, Number
5 won. We were now seriously giddy.

It was not yet time to head for our

neighborhood bookie. To begin with, it

was Thursday already, and our project

was due in the professor’s office the next

day. There was one more test—a big

stakes race down at Belmont. We scoured

The Racing Form and put in every vari-

able we could find. We ran the cards

through the reader and retreated to our

apartments to stew, visions of fists full of

winning tickets dancing in our brains.

Well, we picked up the printout right

around post time, and dashed over to the

campus radio station and stood around

the AP sports ticker. We were a little bit

skeptical, because once again the comput-

er had selected Number 5. Well, the prob-

ability factor seemed so remote, but some-

how as the horses came around the final

turn and into the top of the stretch, Num-
ber 5 broke from the back of the field and

charged past the grandstand to win an

upset victory. We were well past giddy

now, but we somehow managed to pull

together a printout of our program and a

short, modest summary of our achieve-

ments and deliver it to the professor. Sat-

urday we were going to the track.

w
retreated to our

apartments to stew,

visions offists full of
winning tickets dancing

in our brains.

At 11 p.m. that night, the phone rang. It

was a most solemn Ralph: “I have a little

problem,” he began. “I dropped the shoe

box and the cards got all jumbled.” I

laughed. “That’s no problem. Just use the

RLE TRANSFER PROGRAMS
TRS —IBM PC or XT

APPLE —IBM PC or XT
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4-5-6 Spreadsheet
Templates, used with 1-2-3 or VisiCalc, replace

the costly"software of the past.
4-5-6 Spreadsheet Templates...

save >ou time by making the IBM PC.'with

your l-2-3or VisiCalcprograms, ready to

run... NOWI
4-5-6 Spreadsheet Templates...

are so easy to use that all >ou do is fill in

the blanks, 4-5-6 does the rest

4-5-6 Spreadsheet Templates...
maximize the full power of 1-2-3 and
VIsiCalc without the drudgery of learning

commands you’ll only use once.

4-5-6 Spreadsheet Templates...
are professionally designed for small

businesses and personal finance and are

comparable to BASIC programs costing 10

or 20 times more.

What are Spreadsheet Templates?
Interactive programmed models stored on
diskettes that when loaded Into 1-2-3 or

VisiCalc, replace software programs

written in BASIC. The 1-2-3 versions are

menu driven with automated functions

for ease of operation.

Send Check. Money Order, or Credit Card ft to:

Software That Counts, Inc.
528 N. Milpas St.. Suite 456, Santa Barbara, CA 93103

Or Call (805) 962-6328

4-5-6 PROGRAMS Crete ORDER ft

(with 1-2-3)

Circle ORDER ft

(with VisiCalc)
pp^p

QUANTITY
ORDERED

EXTENDED
PRICE

4-5-6 Personal Organizer 123456-1 (Future) $29.95

4-5-6 Personal Bookkeeping 123456-2 VC456-2 $29 95

4-5-6 Payroll* 123456-3 VC456-3 $29 95

4-5-6 Accounts Receivable 123456-4 VC456-4 $29 95

4-5-6 Sales Order Entry* 123456-5 VC456-5 $29.95

4-5-6 Inventory Control* 123456-6 VC456-6 $29.95

4-5-6 Accounts Payable* 123456-7 VC456-7 $29.95

4-5-6 General Ledger* 123456-8 (Future) $29.95

4-5-6 Mailing Ust 123456-9 (Future) $29 95

Card# _

Exp. Date .

Signature

Amount for Programs
$

California AJd 6% $

Add Shipping Si .00

CHECK ONE: Charge my: or If check or money order

American Express MasterCard Visa

Please send me a FREE 4-5-6 Catalog immediately.

Payment Enclosed
$

Name

Street _

Qh
5

- Zip-
4-5-6 Accounting Templates Comply vwth Standard Accounting Principles Print-outs can be made on Standard Forms and

aie available at most sBtionery stores or from Software That Counts
IBM PC is a trademart! of IBM Cdrp 1-2-3 is a trademark of lotus Development Inc Msicalc is a registered trademark of V/isiCorp 4-5-6 isa

trademark of Software That Counts Inc
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printout of the program to put them back

in order.” I said.

"I did that,” Ralph said ominously.

“Do you want to guess what I found?”

There was a long pause, and Ralph pushed

on unasked: “I found an extra card, just

before the print statement. It wasn’t one of

ours. It said, ‘X = 5’.”

The
computer boldly

declared the Number 1

horse a $2 Sure Thing.

It took just a few moments for the

import of Ralph’s statement to sink in.

After all of our computations, and after

each horse had been assigned a rating, this

infiltrating card was resetting the final X
variable to 5, the same number we had

seen as our program’s picks for all three

races.

We met down at Machinery Hall at

midnight. Ralph clutched the shoe box to

his breast, the offending extra card waving

accusingly in his left hand. As chance

would have it. the computing center was

very quiet that night and we somehow
managed to hit a sweet spot in time when
our program could be read into the com-

puter and the printout returned to the rack

in 20 minutes or so.

We resubmitted the cards for the stakes

race at Belmont. The computer picked the

Number 8 horse, a filly that barely man-

aged to complete the mile-and-an-eighth.

We put in the cards for the Sixth at Ver-

non: Number 3, the program said. Number
3 had balked coming out of the gate and

then had struggled gamely to come in

eighth. We tried the fourth from Vernon:

The computer boldly declared the Num-
ber 1 horse a $2 Sure Thing. According to

the newspaper, that horse had tied for

sixth, and then only because two horses in

front of him had been disqualified.

We struggled on wearily through most

of the night, never again picking a winner.

Things had been so much simpler when
our program had reported false results.

And that is the story of why I never made
my fortune as a racing handicapper ... or

as a computer programmer. /PC
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If you hove
on IBM* XT
or have

added a hard disk

to your IBM PC, Davong
can give you a happier

future. Just plug in Davong tape

backup.

Davong tape backup can prevent

that sinking feeling that comes from losing data.

One disk malfunction or programming error

could wipe out a week's work, but not if you have

Davong backup.

The Davong streaming tape drive backs up any
Winchester disk drive used with IBM PC or XT
microcomputers. Each tape cartridge gives you up
to 18 megabytes (formatted) of safe, secure
stnrnne

Davong makes it easy.

Utilities provide for initial checkout, copying

from hard disk to tape, and restoring files

from tape to hard disk. They also compare file

dates so that the most current file with the same
title is restored.

Protection plus. If you use a Davong hard disk

system unaerthe Davong Multi-OS™ control

system, backup can be accomplished by volume

or individual file. A 15 megabyte disk can be

copied in about four minutes. Four error checking

methods ensure data integrity.

You can have peace of mind for only $2195.* And
it's available from more than 800 Davong dealers.

Don't you deserve Davong backup.

Your IBM PC & XT deserve Davong.

217 Humboldt Court

Sunnyvale, California 94089

(408) 734-4900

• AM « a rognfmd trodwnork of IBM

•*/3ulN-C6i» a frodnmartt of Davong Systems, Inc

iy part* ond labor

Mnnte Ako lor Davona ho
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Writer
)rd processing
in one.

Finally. Aword processing program
for any computer in your office.

PerfectWriter "is the
most compatible
word processing
program.

Everything you
compose with Perfect

Writer'”— every chart,

every table, every doc-

ument— everything

can be used by virtually

any other word processing

program or dedicated word
processing system.

That’s because Perfect Writer" uses true ASCII

data files to store your documents. ASCII is the

computer industry standard. It’s read and recognized

by computer systems worldwide, regardless of disk

format or size, whether it’s used locally or sent over

telephone lines.

Spreadsheets can be included.

Want to illustrate your Perfect Writer" document
with a financial table or graph that’s stored in a

Perfect Calc" spreadsheet? You can— easily. In fact,

you can even edit the numbers for your Perfect Writer"

document without disturbing the original Perfect

Calc" spreadsheet. That’s Perfect Software’s" fully

integrated programs at work.

Split screen editing.

You can view and edit two documents on the

screen at the same time with Perfect Writer’s" unique

split screen feature. One simple command moves
you easily between documents. And you can even
review a spreadsheet while editing up to six other

documents! It makes the preparation of complex
documents easier than ever before.

Check your spelling

as you write with
Perfect Speller."

Perfect Speller’s”

in-text spelling checker

finds spelling errors

and typos at a rate of

4,000 words per minute.

(That’s 20 pages every

three minutes!) Then, at a

single command from

you, Perfect Speller” lists

the misspelled words or

marks errors in the text of your document.

Self-teaching software makes it easy.

Perfect Writer’s" document design tutorials are

matched to the easy-to-read user guide. Eight les-

sons are included. Learn how to handle form letters,

how to write business correspondence, and how to

create your own special spelling dictionary. On-line

reference and English prompts provide assistance

anytime you’ve got a command question. All tutorials

are software-based, interactive programs to make
learning easy and fun.

Available for all IBM PC-DOS*and MS-DOS'
CP/M 'computers.

When you upgrade to new hardware, Fterfect

Writer" keeps right on working. All text files are trans-

ferable. No other software works with a wider range

of personal computers. In fact, Perfect Software" will

soon be available for all of the most popular 8-, 16-,

and 32-bit computers.

Only Perfect Writer" offers you this much
flexibility. Write your own success story today. With

Perfect Writer."

Perfect Software, Inc.
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Berfec
Up to seven assoc

plus multiple \

For successful solutions in financial planning.

Perfect Cede”
makes it easy.

Perfect Calc" gives you

the financial planning and
analysis tools for success.

Automatic associated

spreadsheets. Built-in ac-

counting and financial tools.

Easy commands.
And only Perfect Calc"

features on-line associated

spreadsheets plus split-window

display.

With Perfect Calc's"

multiple window display, you can see two

different spreadsheets at the same time.

Change your figures and see how the result-

ing variations affect each spreadsheet. Up
to seven spreadsheets on-line at once.

Multiple Spreadsheets

Associated Spreadsheets

AUTOMATIC:

No double work— use any information you

choose simply by referring to other

spreadsheets. Move information, formulas or

whole spreadsheets freely between multiple

spreadsheets. Permits fill-in-the-blanks

automatic forecasting and planning. 16 built-in

application programs are included.

Spreadsheet Consolidation

MANUAL:

Simple cut-and-paste spreadsheet

entries. Line, column, or whole spreadsheet

additions from any one of seven on-line

spreadsheets are also easy with Perfect Calc'

Only Perfect Calc" does both.

How Perfect Calc’s" multiple
file association really pays off.

A good example is the

built-in Income Statement

Program.The income spread-

sheet automatically reads from
three other spreadsheets: Cost

of Goods Statement, General and
Administrative Expenses State-

ment, and Sales Expenses. All

four are on-line simultaneously.

All you do is fill in the blanks.

Then use all that informa-

tion to perform an instant

analysis and illustrate the re-

sults of potential budget cuts

or increases. You change just

one spreadsheet using the

fill-in-the-blanks style. Perfect

Calc” automatically takes care of the rest.

Setting up the Perfect * spreadsheet!

Entering titles, labels, and additional information

on your spreadsheet is easy with Perfect Calc" It

recognizes words automatically and handles them
correctly without any special commands. Ifyou want

to use numbers— like dates— for item labels, that’s

easy, too.

Individually variable column widths add flex-

ibility in setting up your Perfect Calc” spreadsheet.

And once you’ve developed one spreadsheet,you can

use it as a template for other applications. Simply

refer to it.

Self-teaching software.

Easy, software-based lessons are included to

make learning spreadsheet techniques simple.The

lessons are matched to guides in the user manuals so



tCalc
ited spreadsheets
odow display

Sixteen applications built in.And that’s only the beginning.

Perfect Calc’s built-in programs:

( Add custom applications as you like.)

• Income Statement Program • Cost of Goods Statement

• Sales Expense Statement »General and Administrative

Expenses • Cashflow Assessment Program • Accounts

Receivable Worksheet • Accounts Payable Worksheet
• Payroll Analysis Program • Stock Portfolio Evaluation

Program • Real Estate Analysis • Chi-square Analysis

• Professional Fee Analysis • Family Budget • Financial

Net Worth Program • Check Register Program

• Individual Tax Return Analysis Program

you can follow along

in the text. Because
you learn on the com-
puter at your own
pace, there’s no pres-

sure to perform. Try

new applications

when you are ready.

The most complete
applications.

Perfect Calc' is

the only spreadsheet

you can buy with 16

applications built in.

Standard paper and
pencil financial tools are ready to use. All you do is

fill in the blanks.

Just a simple command is all you need to start

working. And on-screen tutorials and English prompts

give you assistance whenever you need it.

Handy cursor commands.
You can move the cursor easily to the top of a

column, beginning or end of a line, to the page before

or after— with a single command.
And you can go back and forth between two

spreadsheets on split-screen display with just as

much ease.That makes multiple spreadsheet han-

dling easier than ever before.

The most compatible spreadsheets.

Perfect Calc” data is stored in true ASCII files

—

the files read and recognized by every computer
system. So, it’s simple to use a Perfect Calc” spread-

sheet in a Perfect Writer” report or letter Or, build

graphic displays using the information in one of

your spreadsheets.

All the functions you need-
and more.

You get standard functions for

financial, scientific, and engineering

applications plus an expandable functions library

which allows you to add new formulas as you like.

You can write your own complex applications pro-

grams by writing it on a Perfect Calc” spreadsheet and

taking advantage of

the powerful asso-

ciated files feature.

Put the solutions
for success to work
ftor you.

Using simple

plain-English

prompts and on-line

references , you can do sophisticated forecasting

and planning in minutes.

Automatic associated spreadsheet information

management. Standard spreadsheet calculation and
consolidation. Only Perfect Calc” gives you both.

Start planning for success today with Perfect Calc?

Perfect Software, Inc.



Pertec
Success in

manai

The powerful records management solution

for the personal computer user.

Put information to work for you.

Most information management
systems are either too small or too

difficult to use. Now there’s Perfect

Filer.” It’s an executive management
information system that’s easy to

use. You can keep track of mail-

ing lists, clients, sales, merchan-

dise, names and addresses, and
much more.

Easy to get started.

Two ready-to-use data

entry forms are provided so that

you can begin using Perfect

Filer” immediately. One is for

individuals, the other for com-
panies and organizations.You

only type important information

once. Perfect Filer" does the

rest for you. No special training

is required, and your entire staff can use it.

On-line references and English prompts provide

Information Management

Data entry forms

AUTOMATIC:
Use Perfect Filer’s” built-in data entry forms

to create your own records file. All of the

parameters have been pre-defined. Just enter

information on the convenient entry form.

Information management
MANUAL:

Create custom data bases with ease.

You can build an entirely new structure or

use data entry groups from existing

formats to construct a customized data

base with exactly the information

you want to manage.

Only Perfect Filer' offers you both.

assistance when you have

questions.Tutorials are in-

cluded for improving your skills

with Perfect Filer.”

Personalized form letters.

Use Perfect Filer” together

with Perfect Writer’s” powerful

word processing features to

add a personal touch to mass
mailing letters.You can even tag

different groups within one
mailing list so that their letters

include special paragraphs,

subsections or operator-typed

comments.
And Perfect Filer” remem-

bers nicknames, titles— even

your special salutation for

clients or friends.

Generate mailing lists.

Form letters. Specialized record-keeping forms and
sorted lists. You can choose from the two data entry

forms provided or from seven data entry groups.

Single-keystroke data entry menus do the work
for you. You enter your data just once on a blank

Perfect Filer" data entry form—whether it be client

addresses, direct mail sorting codes, payment records,

inventory, or standing orders.

Perfect Filer” makes successful information

management simple.



: Filer
[formation
ment.

The integrated software solution.

When you learn one program,
you've learned them all.

Perfect Software?
1

All of the

most-asked-for business and per-

sonal computer appli-

cations in one complete

package. Word proces-

sing. Financial planning.

Mail management.
Records keeping. Solu-

tions to all those every-

day problems in one
simple, integrated

software package.

Each Perfect Software" program works efficiently

with the others. All share common file structures.

They all use the same command structure, so when

you learn one program you can use them all. And
all with software-based self-teaching programs.

Perfect Writer.™ Perfect Calc?And Perfect Filer.™

Each a powerful program with dozens of extra value-

packed features included.Together, they’re the top

performing software solution available on the market:

Common control commands. Learn one
Perfect Software” program and you've learned them all.

Manual/Automatic functions. Every Perfect

Software” program includes automatic "smart” func-

tions. Intelligent software performance. Also powerful

manual operations for

the ultimate in flexibility

and performance.

Available for

IBM-PC DOS J CP/M

J

and MS-DOS? Perfect

Software” runs on most
8-, 16-, and 32-bit com-
puters available today

Self-teaching
software. Learn at your

own pace without

pressure to perform.

Solutions for success.

You get more performance, more flexibility and
more automatic functions with Perfect Software™

than with conventional software packages. Best of

all,you get solutions that save you time and effort Easy

to learn— all Perfect Software” programs work alike

and are fully interactive for greater productivity and
ease of use.

Perfect Writer” is rated * 1 by Personal Computing,

and called “the most comprehensive word proces-

sing package" by Esquire magazine. It was given the

highest marks of any software on the market in the

latest InfoWorld review of word processing programs.

Perfect Calc” has been unmatched for spreadsheet

performance. And all Perfect Software” offers the

added productivity of fully integrated software.

Our advanced programming design offers you
the highest level of software compatibility and “intel-

ligent" automatic features. It’s Perfect Software” for

today’s problems. And tomorrow’s solutions.

Perfect Software, Inc.

PERFECT WRITER"

PERFECT CALC" PERFECT FILER*



The Rebate

Get up to $160 back on four Perfect Software packages

The first software

company to offer personal

computer owners a fully

integrated easy-to-use

software library, offers you

an excellent reason to

buy now.

Act today! Offer good
on all retail purchases

from September 1 through

October 31,1983.

Simply clip the

coupon and visit your

local participating

computer dealer.

The Rebate
Get up to $160 back by mail when you Perfect Writer" $50 Perfect Speller" $30

buy all lour Perfect Software* packages.

I have enclosed the sales slips on the Perfect Filer" $30 Perfect Calc" $50

purchased products as indicated.

Please send my rebate to:

NAME

ADDRESS.

CITY STATE ZIP.

STORE NAME WHERE PURCHASED.

DISK SERIAL NUMBER( S)

This offer is valid only on retail purchases of Perfect Writer Perfect Speller Perfect Filet and Perfect Calc

made from September 1 to October 31, 1983. Mail your coupon to: Perfect Software Rebate. 214 West Erie

Street, Chicago. IL 60610.

Purchases made as part of computer manufacturer's original equipment are not eligible

Offer is limited to one $160 rebate per person or household.This form may not be mechanically

reproduced. Offer forms not available by mail. Requests must be postmarked no later than November 15.

1983, Allow 4-6 weeks for shipment Void where prohibited, taxed, or restricted by law.

Perfect Software, Inc.
Solutions for success.

702 Harrison Street. Berkeley, CA 94710

Perfect Software. Perfect Calc. Perfect Writer, Perfect Filer, and Perfect Speller are trademarks of Perfect Software. Inc. CP/M is a registered trademark of

Digital Research. Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft. IBM PC-DOS is a registered trademark of International Business Machines.



FROM THE EDITOR'S SCREEN/COREY SANDLER

The tale of a doomed racing handicapper, or, "Why I

Never Made My Fortune as a Computer

Programmer.”

The $2 Sure Thing
You could always tell a junior program-

mer when I was in college: He was the one

walking around with a cardboard shoe box

under his arm.

I remembered the shoe box the other

day when I needed to transport a bit of

coding for a printer selection program

from my PC at home to my PC at work. I

dumped a copy onto a floppy disk, tossed

it into my coat jacket pocket, and dashed

out the door to catch the 6:52 from Nanuet

(also known as the Toonerville Trolley’s

poor stepcousin).

Anyway, the phones were already ring-

ing by the time Lgot to the office and there

were meetings to go to and authors to

speak to and columns to write and the disk

remained untouched in my pocket all day.

When I got home that night, the disk was

still there, an all-but-invisible passenger

through the day.

This never would have happened back

in the old days, I told myself, and then I

remembered "The Case of the $2 Sure

Thing” and its battered shoe box. Actual-

ly, it wasn’t a shoe box, it was a cardboard

box full of IBM punch cards, a weight that

could become quite oppressive as the

cards began to mount up. You’d never for-

get you were carrying one.

My friend Ralph and I were two of the

very few liberal arts students who dared

enter the world of computers back then. It

was mostly a matter of curiosity, for every-

one knew that writers and business people

and other nontechnical people would

never use a computer. That’s why you

hired a computer programmer and a com-

puter operator and a systems analyst and a

team of consultants. There was something

about computer people that was, well, dif-

ferent from you and me.

So there we were, squeezed in among
the engineering and math types in "Intro-
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cctex."
Training for the IBM® Personal Computer

Makes Using the IBM® PC Easy.

The IBM* PC is one of the best

personal computers manufactured,

but it still takes a considerable
amount of time to learn how to use
That is . until now!

Cdex Training for the IBM* PC
Personal Computer makes learning

how to use the IBM* PC straight-

forward and efficient, in an hour,

you can master the material on the

Cdex disks and begin using the

IBM* PC.

Cdex Training Programs run on the

IBM* PC and XT Computers.
COMPAQ* Portable Computer.
Apple* lie. II Plus and III

Computers. DEC Rainbow* 100

Computer and Texas Instruments

Professional Computer. See how
effective a Cdex Training Program
can be; ask your computer dealer

for a demonstration

Cdex'* Training Programs

Managing Your Business with the

Lotus’" 1-2-3 Program

Managing Your Business with the

MULTIPLAN'* Program

Managing Your Business with the

VisiCalc® or VisiCalc" Advanced
Version Program

Managing Your Business with the

SuperCalc'* or SuperCalc-'" Program

The dBase II* Program

IBM* PC DOS 2.0

Making Business Decisions Using the

Lotus’" 1-2-3 Program

Making Business Decisions Using the

MULTIPLAN'" Program

Making Business Decisions Using the

VisiCalc* or VisiCalc* Advanced
Version Program

Making Business Decisions Using the

SuperCalc'" or SuperCalc-’" Program

It's tough to learn to use a computer
from a book That's why Cdex
Training for the IBM* PC is

contained on three disks and is;

Highly Interactive . .

.

Creating a dialogue wilh you and
serving as your personal tutor.

Completely Self-paced . . .

You set your own learning time.

Graphically Oriented . .

Remember, a picture is worth a

thousand words

Usable Now and Later . .

.

A clear and concise training and
reference program for the first -time

or experienced user

The VisiCalc* Program

The WordStar" Program

The SuperCalc '/SuperCalc-'

*

Programs

The EasyWriter II’" Program

How to Use Vtour IBM* Personal

Computer with CP/M -86* and
Concurrent CP/M -06’"

How to Use Your IBM* Personal

Computer with PC DOS
How to Use Your Apple* lie

Personal Computer

How to Use Your Texas Instruments

Professional Computer with MS DOS

DB Master’"- Version 4

The BPI* General Accounting Program

IBM* Asynchronous Communications

State of the Art" General Ledger

Peachtree General Ledger
Cdex'" Training Programs
We make it easy.

Cdex Corporation

5050 El Cammo Real

Los Altos. CA 94022

415 964 7600
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duction to Programming” in the temple of

computing called "Machinery Hall.” I am
not going to attempt to demean the per-

sonal qualities of the rest of the class. (For

one thing, they’re all probably making

much more money than I am today.) But

let me just say that Ralph and I were the

only ones present without a plastic pocket

pen protector and in possession of glasses

that were not held together at the bridge by

a piece of electrical tape.

Down the hall from us, encased inside

a glass-walled, air-conditioned and puri-

fied room with double-locked doors, sat

the university's pride and joy, a massive

IBM 360. Admission to the room was by

special pass only, and we viewed with

awe the high priests of the computer who
were permitted to tiptoe around in its

presence. In 6 years of study, I never

touched an actual computer, only its out-

lying ganglia and peripherals.

Computers, I had been told, lived in a

world of precision, where numbers, not

words, ruled. It would be, the instructor

claimed, a world in which everyone spoke

a lingua franca of IFs, DOs, and GOTOs.
Well, I quickly discovered that this simply

wasn’t true; if anything, computers were

already entering into a land of Babel, with

arcanely titled languages like COBOL and

APL and LISP. In fact, we weren’t even to

learn a mainstream language. Our first

experience with programming was to be

one computer model’s dialect of a modifi-

cation of a language: FORTRAN IV with

WATFIV.

Punch Card Approach
Our approach to the computer was

made at punch card length. We first

blocked out our programs using flow

charts, then set about writing the coding

on special forms marked off into 80 col-

umns. That done, we approached the

dreaded keypunch machines—a combi-

nation typewriter and thresher—that

stood in rank upon rank in one part of the

"user’s area.” If you think the IBM PC’s

keyboard at high speed sounds like a

deranged woodpecker, you should have

heard a skilled keypuncher at work. There

was a constant fine spray of paper chaff

flying out of the business end of the

machines, and it clung like lint to the trou-

sers of regular users. The cards flew out of

the business end of the machine and into a

hopper, from which you loaded your shoe

box. You had to be careful, of course, to

remove any misspunched cards (or sta-

pled, mutilated, or folded ones) and to

watch out for other people’s garbage.

Finally, the program done, we sidled

up to a growling piece of machinery called

a “card reader.” Into the device’s maw we
fed our punched cards. It swallowed them

up—sometimes eating a few in the pro-

cess—and spit them out down below.

And then we left for the day. Sure, com-

puters were fast, but everyone knew there

was a waiting line until the old IBM 360

would get to your program. Come back in a

day, or maybe two if things were really

busy.

computers were fast, but

everyone knew there

was a waiting line until

the oldIBM360 would
get to your program.

And then we came back—back to find

that our elegant 20-line FORTRAN IV with

WATFIV program to calculate college

Grade Point Average (a common "serious”

application in our class) had stopped at

Line 2 because we had used a period

instead of a comma in a READ statement.

Fix the card, feed the whole pack back into

the card reader, and come back in another

24 hours to see if the program had pro-

gressed to Line 3.

There was a worse fate than finding a

one-page printout with an early error

code, and that was finding a 3-inch thick

wad of printout with your name on it in a

special rack down at the end of the shelf.

The rack was marked "Endless Loops,”

and anyone venturing to its corner had to

face the scornful stare of the clerks whose

job it was to monitor the printer and con-

sole, and catch programs sent into limbo

by rookie programmers. Guilty, your hon-

or. Regularly.

A $2 Win
Well, it happened in September, some

15 years or so ago, that a horse—his name

has blissfully departed from memory

—

came from out of nowhere in a cheap

JOIN THE < i

PROFESSIONALS
RTCS Products give your PC/
MDOS computer, professional

program development capabi-

lities, just like Intel's Series III

or System 86/330.

RTCS offers a family of Operating

System Development Tools.

RTCS UDI
The UDI allows your PC to execute Intel's

Compilers, Assemblers and Utilities.

Features:

- Memory Management
- File Management
- PC/MSDOS File Structures

- 8087 Support

S9©Srecr

$500.00

RTCS PC/RMX
The RTCS PC/RMX lets your PC run under

Intel's Real-Time Operating System, iRMX.

Features:

- Up to 65536 tasks

- Hierachial Directories

- Multi-User Capabilities

- Supports IBM Peripherals

- Hard Disk Support

- Ethernet Support

$2250.00

RTCS UDEBUG
THE RTCS UDFBUd is a powerful system

debugger. 8087 support. Symbolic debugging.

SmrW
$195.00

RTCS PC/SBC
Execution Vehicle

The PC/SBC allows your PC *o control the

execution of any of Intel's SbC Computers

Both download and upload capability.

,t0\
$195.00

MD0S IS A TRADEMARK OF MICROSOFT C0RP

SBC & iRMX ARE TRADEMARKS JF INTEL C0RP

uvrvr-

REAL-TIME COMPUTER
SCIENCE CORPORATION
P C. Box 3000-686 (805) 482-0333

Camarillo. CA 9301

1

TELEX #*167897 I
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Introduces the world's first and
only database sraphics system! And you don't

have to know how to prosram to use It. With
dGRAPH, the "ONE-STEP" sraphic system from
Fox & Geller, you simply choose the sraph and
pick the data. dGRAPH does the rest.

THEAUTOGRAPHADVANTAGE

Oth'ther sraphic packases require you to tell them what to do every step of the way. But

dGRAPH's AUTOGRAPH does all the work for you. . automatically. So all you have to do is ask and ye shall receive. That

means you set professional results even if you've never used a computer before.

Because dGRAPH automatically loads your dBASE II data, computes scales, draws srid

lines and labels sraphs. Not to mention advanced features like automatic shadins, overlay sraphs and combination pie-

bar charts. There's even an automatic zoom feature.

POWER TOSPARE

Andnd dGRAPH is as powerful as it is easy. With data manipulation features like the ability

to sraph the difference between two fields. Functions to sraph averases and percentases. And a calendar feature that

lets you sraph the same data by day, month, or year. Imasine, teachins your dBASE II to draw sales by month, expenses

by division, this year versus last. The possibilities are as endless as your imasination.

BAR LINE P/E

Oo don't just read about that dramatic jump in sales. See it on a bar sraph! With dGRAPH
you can "slice-up" next year's budset on a pie chart or track the upward curve of your favorite stock with a line sraph.

dGRAPH will totally dimensionalize almost anythins you do with four types of sraphs.. .all at the push of a button.

A

Call us at(201)794-8883
dGRAPH by Fox & Geller. Positively the most exciting, completely

automatic graphics system ever!

Ask your dealer for more information on dGRAPH and all the exciting new products

from Fox & Geller or CALL US AT (201) 794-8883

Fox & Geller. Inc. 604 Merkel Street Elmwood Park. N.J. 07407 1201) 794-8883 FOX&GELLER
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claiming race somewhere and paid

$442.87 on a $2 win ticket. That seemed

like an awful lot of money to us, impover-

ished college students that we were.

Knowing absolutely nothing about horses

and racing, a few of us stumbled across a

copy of The Racing Form in the trash out-

side an English professor’s office.

In case you’ve never seen The Racing

Form, this daily newspaper is just packed

with numbers and ratings and timings.

You can find out where a horse has been

racing, from what post position it started,

where it was at the first quarter, at the half-

way point, at the top of the stretch, and at

the finish line. You can learn about the

weight carried (jockey plus compensating

lead packets); about the purses won; about

a horse’s parentage. It is a daily update to a

massive database.

Our final assignment for Introduction

to Programming was to write a Serious

Program. The rest of the class worked on

exciting things like The Sieve of Eratos-

thenes, calculating pi to 10,000 places and

figuring out the fifteenth Perfect Number.

Ralph and I set out to write a horse-racing

handicapping program for Vernon

Downs.

The program was, in retrospect, a very

simple one, although it hardly seemed so

at the time. Every horse had a card of its

own. We put on it its total winnings, its

number of wins, places, and shows, its

"Speed Rating” (about which we under-

stood nothing, but the number sounded

very significant), and a few other factors.

We asked the program to divide the num-

ber of starts by the number of wins, calcu-

late the average payoff, factor in the Speed

Rating somehow, and then print out the

value of X. The highest rating would be

the IBM 360’s prediction of the winner.

The first eight times we tried to run our

thick pack of punchcards we got no fur-

ther than the twelfth card. We tried dou-

ble-teaming, each debugging a different

part of the program, and that pushed us to

the fortieth line. And then finally, just 5

days before our term project was due, the

printout we received included a full run of

the program, without errors, and with a

nice, confident prediction based on that

afternoon’s racing program: Number 5, on

the nose, in the sixth. Well, we could

hardly wait until the Sports Final edition

of the newspaper made its way to the

neighborhood candy store. There, in plain

black type, was red-letter news: The win-

ner of the sixth race was Number 5, paying

$17.80 for a $2 bet. We were cautiously

giddy.

We ran back to Machinery Hall and

knocked out another set of punch cards for

the next day’s fourth race and then fed it

into the card reader. Twelve hours later

we stood anxiously at the printout bins. A
nice, one-page printout awaited us: Num-
ber 5 to win, it advised. And yes. Number
5 won. We were now seriously giddy.

It was not yet time to head for our

neighborhood bookie. To begin with, it

was Thursday already, and our project

was due in the professor’s office the next

day. There was one more test—a big

stakes race down at Belmont. We scoured

The Racing Form and put in every vari-

able we could find. We ran the cards

through the reader and retreated to our

apartments to stew, visions of fists full of

winning tickets dancing in our brains.

Well, we picked up the printout right

around post time, and dashed over to the

campus radio station and stood around

the AP sports ticker. We were a little bit

skeptical, because once again the comput-

er had selected Number 5. Well, the prob-

ability factor seemed so remote, but some-

how as the horses came around the final

turn and into the top of the stretch, Num-
ber 5 broke from the back of the field and

charged past the grandstand to win an

upset victory. We were well past giddy

now, but we somehow managed to pull

together a printout of our program and a

short, modest summary of our achieve-

ments and deliver it to the professor. Sat-

urday we were going to the track.

w
retreated to our

apartments to stew,

visions offists full of
winning tickets dancing

in our brains.

At 11 p.m. that night, the phone rang. It

was a most solemn Ralph: "I have a little

problem,” he began. "I dropped the shoe

box and the cards got all jumbled.” I

laughed. "That’s no problem. Just use the

RLE TRANSFER PROGRAMS
TRS —IBM PC or XT

APPLE —IBM PC or XT

Transferyour TRS Model I. II. III. 4, 12
or 16 files to the IBM PC or XT,

TransferyourApple II. 11+ or lie files

to the IBM PC or XT.

• No more retyping or wasted time
• Fast transfer-baud rates af11CF9600
• Rle concatenation supported
• Send files of any length
• Make SSS - the IBM PC is new and

software Is scarce-take your "new"
programs and sell them for SSS

• Transfer ASCII files, random files, text

files, data files, binary files, high level

language programs (Basic. Pascal,

Fortran. Coboi, etc.), electronic spread
sheet data, word processor files, etc : it

all gets trarWenedl

The Rle Transfer Program comes
complete with all instructions,

hardware and software (for both
machines)

RLE TRANSFERPROGRAM diskette

(Works with IBM DOS 1.1 or 20)

APPLE $94.95

TRS $89.95
(State TRS model when ordering)

Plus $200 shipping & handling

(CA residents add 6.5% State sales tax)

MC/VTSA/COO/CHECK OK

Phone orders call

(406) 966-0164

PERSONAL
COMPUTER

PRODUCTS
1400 Coleman Avenue, Suite C-18.

Santa Clara, California 95050
IBM is a regetered trademaiv of *>tefnottanal Business

Mochne Cofp
Apple l. lt+. and »e are registered trodemata of Apple

Computer he
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.

4-5-6 Spreadsheet
TeiliplateS. used with 1-2-3 or VisiCalc, replace

the costly"software of the past.
4-5-6 Spreadsheet Templates...

vave you time by making the IBM PC.'with

your t-2-3or VlsiCalc'programs. ready to

run. NOW!

4-5-6 Spreadsheet Templates...
are so easy to use that all you do is fill in

the blanks. 4-5-6 does the rest.

4-5-6 Spreadsheet Templates...
are professionally designed for small

businesses and personal finance and are

comparable to BASIC programscosting 10

or 20 times more

What are Spreadsheet Templates?
Interactive programmed models stored on
diskettes that when loaded into 1-2-3 or

4-5-6 Spreadsheet Templates... VisiCalc, replace software programs
maximize the full power of 1-2-3 and written in BASIC. The 1-2-3 versions are

VisiCalc without the drudgery of learning

commands you’ll only use once.

menu driven with automated functions

for ease of operation.

Send Check, Money Order, or Credit Card # to:

Software That Counts, Inc.
528 N. Milpas St.. Suite 456, Santa Barbara, CA 93103

Or Call (805) 962-4328

4-5-6 PROGRAMS
Circle ORDER if

(with 1-2-3)

Circle ORDER#
(with VisiCalc)

wirr quantity
ORDERED

EXTENDED
PRICE

4-5-6 Personal Organizer 123456-1 (Future) $29.95

4-5-6 Personal Bookkeeping 123456-2 VC456-2 $29 95

4-5-6 Payroll* 123456-3 VC456-3 $29 95

4-5-6 Accounts Receivable 123456-4 VC456-4 $29 95

4-5-6 Sales Order Entry* 123456-5 VC456-5 $29.95

4-5-6 Inventory Control* 123456-6 VC456-6 $29 95

4-5-6 Accounts fayable* 123456-7 VC456-7 $29 95

4-5-6 General Ledger* 123456-8 (Future) $29 95

4-5-6 Mailing List 123456-9 (Future) $29.95

Amount for Programs
$

California Add 6% $

Add Shipping

Payment Enclosed
$

$1.00

Card #
Exp. Date

Signature

CHECK ONE: Charge my: or if check or money order

American Express MasterCard Visa

Please send me a FREE 4-5-6 Catalog immediately.

Name

Street

Qiy State
• A/l 4-5-6 Accounting Templates Comply with Standard Accounting Principles Pnnr-ouB can be made on Standard Forms and
are available at most stationery stores or from Software That Counts
IBM PC IS a trademark of BM Corp 1-2-3 is a trademark of lotus Development Inc Vtscalc is a registered trademark of VlsiCorp 4-5-6 is a

trademark of Software That Coins It

-Zip_
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printout of the program to put them back

in order,” I said.

‘‘I did that," Ralph said ominously.

“Do you want to guess what I found?”

There was a long pause, and Ralph pushed

on unasked: “I found an extra card, just

before the print statement. It wasn’t one of

ours. It said, ‘X = 5’.”

T«
computer boldly

declared the Number 1

horse a $2 Sure Thing.

It took just a few moments for the

import of Ralph's statement to sink in.

After all of our computations, and after

each horse had been assigned a rating, this

infiltrating card was resetting the final X
variable to 5, the same number we had

seen as our program’s picks for all three

races.

We met down at Machinery Hall at

midnight. Ralph clutched the shoe box to

his breast, the offending extra card waving

accusingly in his left hand. As chance

would have it, the computing center was
very quiet that night and we somehow
managed to hit a sweet spot in time when
our program could be read into the com-

puter and the printout returned to the rack

in 20 minutes or so.

We resubmitted the cards for the stakes

race at Belmont. The computer picked the

Number 8 horse, a filly that barely man-

aged to complete the mile-and-an-eighth.

We put in the cards for the Sixth at Ver-

non: Number 3, the program said. Number

3 had balked coming out of the gate and

then had struggled gamely to come in

eighth. We tried the fourth from Vernon:

The computer boldly declared the Num-
ber 1 horse a $2 Sure Thing. According to

the newspaper, that horse had tied for

sixth, and then only because two horses in

front of him had been disqualified.

We struggled on wearily through most

of the night, never again picking a winner.

Things had been so much simpler when
our program had reported false results.

And that is the story of why I never made

my fortune as a racing handicapper ... or

as a computer programmer. /PC
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Async Port
Serial printer modem

Parallel Port
Printer SASI

Clock Calendar

What you get out
of your IBM PC/XT
depends on what
you put into H.

The versatile multi-function

boards fromSTB offer more
functions and more memory.

I
f your personal computing applications have outgrown
your personal computer’s hardware, there's a smart way

of expanding your system while still leaving plenty of

room to grow.

The secret is the line of multi-function boards

from STB.
Our SUPER RIO™ combines two asynchronous

RS-232-C serial communication ports for interfacing

modems, serial printers, plotters, mice, and an almost

limitless list of other peripherals, a parallel I/O port for

interfacing printers and hard disk controllers, a battery

operated clock/calendar that remembers the date and
time even when your system is turned off, a game paddle

port that can uses either APPLE™or IBM™ compatible

joysticks, and up to 256K of additional memory.
The STB Piggyback™ board adds up to 512K more

memory onto the SUPER RIO for a total of 768K. And
the pair uses only one expansion slot.

Included free with the SUPER RIO board is the PC
Accelerator™, which combines printer buffering and high

speed disk emulation into one easy to use program.

Our RIO PLUS™ board includes all of the I/O func-

tions of the SUPER RIO Qess one serial port) with on
board memory expansion capability of up to 384K. When
used with a 256K computer, this board gives your sys-

tem a full 640K of memory. Of course, PC Accelerator is

also included with every RIO PLUS.
If you already have enough memory, the STB

SUPER I/O™ board adds a parallel I/O port, serial port,

game port, clock/calendar and PC Accelerator to your
system. And, its small enough to fit in a short slot on
the XT.

As new functions and applications arise, you can

count on STB Systems to provide convenient, affordable

ways to adapt these innovations to your system.

Compare our quality products at your local dealer,

or for more information please write or call us.

Expanding Microcomputing

STB Systems, Incorporated

601 North GUnvUle, Suite 125, Richardson. Texas 750811(214) 234-8750

All STB mufc-(unction boards include a serial and parallel cable plus an external mounting bracket

Apple s a registered trademark of Apple Computers, Inc

Hit Is a registered trademark oi international Business Machines Corporation

PC Accelerator is a registered trademark ot BesiCorp

C 1963 STB Systems, Inc
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IMAGES-2D™
performs static

and dynamic
analysis of two-

dimensional

frame and truss

structures on
microcomputers.

Dynamic
Analysis
Using
IMAGES-2D

Features:

Interactive

Menu Driven

Full-color graphics

Deformed structure

plots

Response spectra

analysis

Dynamic animation

Fully modular
organization

16-digit accuracy

IMAGES-2D™ is de-

signed for the new
generation of 16-bit

microcomputers in-

cluding the IBM Per-

sonal Computer and

DEC microcomputers.

IMAGES-2D™ is in-

tended to reduce engi-

neering time and
eliminate mainframe
computer time.

IMAGES-2D™ is ver-

satile and user friendly.

The simple prompts
and full "Help "capa-

bilities eliminate most
references to a man-
ual. Analyses can be
performed in small

steps under tight user

control, or with one
keystroke, can be exe-

cuted in a batch mode.

IMAGES-2D™ was
written, and is main-

tained and supported

by professional engi-

neers. The program is

Celestial
Software Inc.

125 University Avenue
Berkeley. CA 94710
415-841-7175

documented with a
users manual, exam-
ples. and theory. Sep-
arate quality assur-

ance verification prob-

lems are available

upon request.

IBM PC Hardware
Requirements:

Two Disk Drives (160

or 320 KB)

128 KB RAM
Color/Graphics

Adaptor

Inquire about the full

family of Celestial

programs.

c 1983 Celestial Software Inc.

IBM is a registered trademark

of International Business
Machines

DEC is a registered trademark

of Digital Equipment
Corporation
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Howtwopens can become
your best presentation tools.

NEWLOW PRICE
ONLY $1,095

Introducing the New Personal
Computer Plotter from
Hewlett-Packard.
Now you can use your personal

computer to generate your own presen-

tation charts, graphs, and pie charts.

How? Simply add on the new high

quality, low cost HP 7470A
Personal Computer
Plotter.

The 7470A helps you
save time and save money, and
lets you communicate quickly, ac_^

rately and effectively.

Quicker understanding.

Count on it.

The 7470A is built the Hewlett-

Packard way. To last. Designed and

engineered with only a few parts, none

of which require adjustment. And with

customized integrated circuits

that ensure reliability.

Pen pals.

The HP 7470A has

two single-pen stables,

simple pen changes give you
multi-color plots in your choice of ten

coordinated colors. Pens are automatic-

ally capped and stored.

An option you’ll want, too.

Data, when visualized graphically, becomes information

fast. Charts and bar graphs can make any presentation

clearer and more readily understood. But asking your staff

to produce the graphics man-
ually for your next presenta-

tion doesn’t ensure accuracy

or artistic talent. And going

to outside graphics suppliers

can be costly. Combined with

your personal computer, the

new HP 7470A plotter does

the communicating for you.

Quickly. Logically. And with

off-the-shelf software avail-

able from most HP dealers.

For only $95, you can also get a 17057 Overhead
Transparency Kit that turns your plots into transpar-

encies for overhead projectors. For “I need it tomorrow
at 9:00 A M.!" meetings, it’s a necessity.

Start plotting your next presentation today.

Clip and mail the coupon below. Now.
Mail the coupon below and well send you— absolutely

free— a sample plot, a more detailed brochure, and a

sample overhead transparency.

Then . . . stop in at your nearest Hewlett-Packard

Dealer. See the HP 7470A in action. Once you see it

demonstrated you’ll find a hundred ways to make your

own applause-winning presentations.

Fast and pretty.

The 7470A gives you high plotting speed with excellent

line quality... faster than any competitive small plotter.

On top of all that, it comes in an attractive design

package that looks nice on your desk. And it does it

for only $1,095, (U.S.A. domestic suggested retail price.)

When performance must he measured by results

WhUl HEWLETT
•L'Hm PACKARD
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Seeing is believing. Send me a sample plot, an overhead transparency, and more detailed information.

Name Title

Company

Address

City, State & Zip

Phone Number ( )

My computer is

Send to: Hewlett-Packard, 16399 W. Bernardo Drive, San Diego, CA 92127 —Attn: Marketing Communications



INowfget a complete
communications package

injust one package.



Introducing PC Express.™

Until now, if you wanted a complete communications package for an IBM™ PC,
you really had to go overboard. One board for sync and another for async
communications. One for a modem. Yet another for electronic mail. You might
end up filling all the expansion slots and still not fill your needs.

Now, you can get it all together with just one board—the new PC Express.

PC Express is a dynamic, interactive and powerful combination of

sync, async and voice communications. It comes ready-to-use with software

on diskettes, tutorials, and a pc board that easily plugs into an IBM PC or

IBM-compatible computer.
It gives you complete PC-to-PC and PC-to-mainframe communications,

including access to information networks such as The Source,“ Western Union,
Dow Jones News/RetrievaTand more. It puts at your command a fully

integrated telephone management system with an unlimited telephone directory,

full-screen text editor, auto-answering, auto-dialing from a data base, busy/ring/

voice detection, on-board modem, electronic mail and more. For people who
deal with people and information—brokers, marketing and sales professionals,

managers—PC Express will eliminate the time you waste looking for data

and make you more effective and
productive than ever before.

PC Express enables your IBM
PC to communicate with main-
frame computers and perform DEC™
VT100/52 emulation. For added
versatility, PC Express is also avail-

able with SNA, allowing your IBM
PC to emulate a 3274 Cluster Con-
troller, 327X and 3770 RJE terminals.

For MIS Managers, that means you
now have an effective way to reduce
host processing and storage loads.

And, for the first time, enjoy the

productive possibilities of combin-
ing the problem solving powers of

micro and mainframe software.

For details and your nearest dea
Vhy

nards that only offer pie

when PC Express can fill

Specifications
Sync and async commu-
nications with IBM main-
frames, and async with
DEC mainframes, PCs,
and information networks:
The Source, Western
Union, Dow Jones News

/

Retrieval, etc.

Modems: onboard300 baud;
external up to 19.2K baud

External connectors:

RS-232C; standard RJ11
phone jacks

Telephone management
capabilities:

Data base telephone
and address directory

Full-screen text editor

Tbuch tone and pulse
generation line

access

Auto-connect for voice

Auto-dial

Busy/ring/voice detec-

tion on outgoing calls

Auto-speaker control

Call history file

Voice/data switching
on same call

Interrupt priority

selection

Port address selection

Electronic mail with
message text editor and
10-page buffer capacity

Programmable user-

defined functions

Optional: SNA (327X and
3770 remote job entry

emulation.!

er, call

-2411. Why waste time and money on
iecemeal solutions,

ress can till all your communi-
cations needs without filling your IBM PC.

Intelligent

I Technologies
Intelligent Technologies International Corporation

151 UniversityAvenue, Palo Alto, CA 94301 (415)328-2411

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp. PC Express is a trademark of Intelligent 'Technologies International Corp. DEC is a

trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. The Source is a service mark of Source Telecomputing Corp. Dow Jones News/Retrieval is a registered trademark
of Dow Jones & Company, Inc.
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Letters To PC

Hooray!
Many thanks to PC for calling the atten-

tion of its readers to the use of comput-

ers by the handicapped (“Helping The

Handicapped Through Computers” and

Dal Vordahl’s letter in "PC Tutor,” PC,

Volume 2 Number 1).

My son Mark, a high-level quadriple-

gic, bought an IBM PC in December. The

quality of his reports and homework in-

creased greatly. So did his grades. The

PC is going to be a real boon when he

goes to college this fall.

But, like Vordahl, Mark can only

strike one key at a time. We solved the

multiple keystroke problem somewhat

satisfactorily by buying two teardrop-

shaped fishing weights, cutting off the

small wire loop, filing the bottom flatter,

and inserting a wire through the hole in

the weights.

We then pounded the wire into the

bottom of the weight and covered the

bottom with a nonskid, rubberized fabric

to prevent slipping and marring of the

keys. We bent the upper part of the wire

into an open loop so that Mark could

pick it up with his “mouth stick” (a de-

vice much like an athlete’s mouth guard

with a stick extending from it.) Mark is

now able to pick up and place the

weight on one key, then depress the oth-

er with his mouth stick. It’s a nuisance,

but it works.

The future use of computers and oth-

er electronic equipment in helping the

handicapped in communications, em-

ployment, and independence is exciting.

While I realize that some obstacles to

use by the handicapped of some prod-

ucts may be difficult to overcome, I wish

the manufacturers would consider sub-

mitting some of their products to a panel

of handicapped people for suggestions.

Changing a connection here and there

may make a product easier for all to use.

It’s a matter of thoughtful planning and

design.

But does anyone have a solution to

those godawful thick, three-ring manu-

als? They are impossible to flip through

with a mouthstick without tearing the

pages.

Thanks again, and please keep work-

ing to make personal computers barrier-

free.

Ronald P. McKenzie

Green Bay, Wisconsin

Thanks for your letter. For another idea

for handicapped PC-users, see “Multi-

Key Solution for Handicapped ” in this

month’s “User-To-User” column.

Mail on Mail Order
I wish to commend PC Magazine! It’s

about time a publication of your profes-

sional status gave recognition to the sig-

nificant and beneficial role that mail or-

der and discount firms play in the mi-

crocomputer software market.

I would also like to thank Corey

Sandler for his article “Down By The

Old Mill Stream” (PC, Volume 2 Number
2). As an IBM PC software mail order

firm, we appreciate his bringing out into

the open the truths behind those mail or-

der firms that are honorable.

We pride ourselves on providing our

clients with the finest support in the in-

dustry, retail outlets included. With a

staff of dedicated support personnel,

each equipped with a PC, we have eval-

uated and can support over 200 pro-

grams. This experience surely cannot be

matched by any retail outlet.

Roger Schiller

Technical Support Superviser

Logicsoft

Garden City, New York

I have been involved in the development

and marketing of software for more than

10 years without ever making a mail or-

der purchase. I’m skeptical by nature

and definitely prefer to see the product

before buying.

Recently, after reading “The Simplici-

ty of QWERTY” by Tom McLaren (PC,

Volume 1 Number 12), I decided to ex-

periment. My wife is a budding novelist

and needs a good word processor de-

signed for regular people (she’s an au-

thor, not a programmer). QWERTY
sounded good in the article, but it was

the $20 trial that caught my attention.

This one seemed too good to be true,

and I was willing to spend 20 bucks to

see where the catch was. I called HFK
Software, expecting to be told that I

would have to pay the full price and

then fight for a refund at a later date. To

my surprise, I was told that $20 was all

it would cost to try a full-function

QWERTY for a month.

When I asked how long it would take

to get a copy of QWERTY to try, I was
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For the IBM PC

Introducing BurgerTime
for your Apple and IBM.Ib beat this game,

you’ve realty got to move your buns.
Now you can make your Apple® 1 1 and IBM®Personal

Computer sizzle. With fast-food action from BurgerTime” by
Mattel Electronics.

Build a better burger. Hold the mustard.

And watch out for those pickles I

It's a tall order to fill.

But you've got to do it before

those hostile hot dogs cancel it.

BurgerTime™* from
Mattel Electronics. A rare opportunity for computer
game excitement.

UTU-J
i imtl
i Lull

Apple* II. II Plus, and lie

Available this Fall.

IBM* Personal Computer
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told that the program would be shipped

the next day if I gave a Master Charge

number over the phone. Our trial copy

must have been shipped that day, be-

cause it arrived almost instantly.

The product is excellent and a joy to

use, and as McLaren says in the article,

“The manual is a model of appropriate

documentation." We’ve been using

QWERTY for 2 weeks now and I’ve

found the catch. We were "baited" into

trying it for $20 and now that we’re

hooked, we’ll have to buy it!

Dennis R. Galotti

Maynard, Massachusetts

Redefinition Redefined
Kenneth Wood’s article, “Defining Func-

tion Keys With PC-DOS 2.0” (PC, Vol-

ume 2 Number 1), was a big disappoint-

ment. I want very much to change the

meaning of a key and I can’t understand

the instructions in the DOS manual, but

Wood’s article was no help, particularly

since the example program was written

in C.

I find the plus (+) key near the nu-

meric pad to be just about useless. At the

same time, when entering data into a

BASIC program, I would like a comma I

can reach from the numeric keypad. The

obvious solution is to change that plus

key to a comma. An article that showed

how to do that would be really helpful.

Michael Trombetta

Manhasset, New York

Kenneth Wood replies:

I sympathize with Michael Trombetta 's

difficulties in attempting to redefine

keys while in BASIC. After considerable

experimentation, I found that BASIC by-

passes the operating system to get its in-

put characters! Therefore, the transla-

tion facility is unworkable for BASIC in-

terpreters.

By the way, both plus keys are repre-

sented in the table by the same ASCII

character: Change one and you change

the other. Below is a copy of a BASIC

program that should have changed the

plus to a comma and a C program that

actually does it. The program discussed

in the article was not intended to rede-

fine any key, just the function keys and

their shifted, control, and Alt values. Ex-

amples are in the DOS manual and ev-

erything in the program I wrote was

based on in/ormation presented on page

13-10.

#include "stdio.h"
#deflne ESC "\033[43;44p"

main(

)

{

printf ( ESC)

;

}

“C“ program to change “+" to

10 S$ = CHRS ( 27 )
+ "

[ 43 ;
44p"

20 PRINT SS;

30 END

BASIC program that should perform the

same function.

Putting the Byte on the PC
More and more manufacturers are pro-

ducing hardware that is allegedly IBM
PC-compatible, but Zenith Data Systems

seems to have put some teeth into the

competition. According to an announce-

ment in a University of Michigan re-

search newsletter, Zenith’s IBM PC-com-

patible Z-100 microcomputer has disk

drives fitted with uppers and lowers to

accommodate “double-dentistry” flop-

pies. The possibility sounds intriguing,

and I wonder how it works.

Although this hardware allegedly will

operate under PC-DOS, maybe there will

be minor variations in DOS commands:

EAT instead of DEL or ERASE? DISK-

CHOMP in addition to our old friend

DISKCOMP? Will there be a new BASIC

command called BLOAT in addition to

BLOAD?
All this doesn’t sound too bad, but it

may cause quite a mess when working
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on WordStar and other programs that

sometimes give DISK FULL errors.

Aside from lots of word processing, I

use my PC for statistics. It's patched via

modem to the University of Michigan’s

big Amdahl. This works well, but after

all the number crunching I have to take

the results of my stat analyses and “di-

gest” them to see what they mean. May-

be the Z-100 will not only process num-
bers but digest them as well.

Although this new model may take a

byte out of the IBM-PC compatible mar-

ket, I think I’ll keep my PC.

Marshal Shlafer

Ann Arbor, Michigan

On Gremlins and Graphics
Congratulations for what must be a

record for responsiveness to a reader's

request. In PC, Volume 1 Number 11,

where you published my letter about

keyboard troubles (“Keyboard Katas-

trophes"), your four cover stories dealt

with diverse aspects of my problem. In

the end, my “random” even numbers

were cured by plugging the system unit

into a different circuit.

In spite of all my precautions to avoid

electrostatic shocks and to remove most

surges and spikes using a Lemon, my PC
was unable to handle a 10 volt bias on

the nominal ground. Incidentally, I

wrote to Boca Raton about this at the

same time as I wrote to you and I got a

telephone call within a week. Not bad.

I second Bob Davis’s motion in “Let-

ters To PC” (under the heading, "Design-

er Graphics,” PC, Volume 1 Number 12)

to identify graphics system characteris-

tics more specifically. Changing “eye-

brows" may help, but we need to know
if devices or programs are compatible

with the NAPLPS or GKS standards.

For example, one of your advertisers,

Conographic, seems to be inspired by the

NAPLPS approach (a sort of super-ASCII

for graphics), but never specifically men-

tions this emerging standard in its litera-

Cc



Introducing Lock ’N’ Chase"
for your Apple and IBM.

It’ll give you a run foryour money.
No, it's not a computer scheme to beat the stock market. It's

Lock 'N' Chase™* from Mattel Electronics. For your Apple® II and IBM®
Personal Computers. The computer game worth its

weight in gold.

Picture yourself in a bank vault helping

yourself to gold bar after gold bar. Tax free!

But here come the cops I

And the chase is on. While you try

to slow your pursuers by slamming
Applf., IIHus. andll,

locked doors on them.
Lock 'N' Chase™* from Mattel Electronics.

Good as gold.

IBM ‘ Personal Computer
Coming soon.
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ture. The whole question of how to

transmit real (not ASCII-character)

graphics over phone lines is still up in

the air, and most of the products re-

viewed in Volume 1 Number 12 can’t be

used with communications programs.

R.J. Rahn

Ste-Foy, Quebec

See "Exporting Graphics With NAPLPS,"
PC, Volume 2 Number 2

—

Ed.

The DOS Dossier

After reading David Rose’s review of

IBM's new operating system, DOS 2.0

("DOS Marches On,” PC, Volume 1

Number 12), I had to ask myself who the

drummer in this case should be.

Anyone with experience on the Hon-

eywell Level-6 minicomputer, using the

GCOS6 operating system, could not help

but notice the similarities between it and

DOS 2.0. The concepts employed in DOS
2.0 reflect and sometimes almost dupli-

cate concepts used in GCOS6, which has

been a highly successful product for

Honeywell.

The release of DOS 2.0 should there-

fore prove highly successful for IBM, es-

pecially since it is priced so modestly.

With a little practice and planning, a

user now has the capability of a more

state-of-the-art data management func-

tion, which had been lacking in the past.

When I finished reading Rose’s arti-

cle, several unanswered questions still

lurked in my mind: Is DOS 2.0 really

IBM’s prototype for a more sophisticated

operating system, perhaps conceived to

replace the outdated operating systems

used on IBM mainframe computers?

Is it a marketing strategy to undercut

the Honeywell PC base? Little is known
regarding Honeywell’s PC other than

that it is oriented to the business user

only.

Has Big Blue finally decided that, in

the end-user demand for user-friendly

systems, “if you can’t beat 'em, join

’em,” and utilize the concepts of a prov-

en product?

Robert E. Pretti

Saint Louis Park, Minnesota

Far East Fair-Hopping
In "PC-Communiqu6s,” PC, Volume 2

Number 1, you mentioned electronics

shows in Japan, Taiwan, and Hong Kong
during October 1983. Can I get more de-

tails on these conventions?

Gordon M. Greenblatt

Phoenix, Arizona

For further information about these and

other Asian electronics shows, contact

the following sources: the Japan Nation-

al Tourist Organization, (212) 757-5640,

and the China External Trade Develop-

ment Council, (212) 532-7055.—Ed.

Frustrated in Cleveland
Great “book”; I love it. But please let

readers know whether a tested program

requires a color board. This is very frus-

trating for those of us who only own the

IBM monochrome board.

Russell J. Logan

Cleveland, Ohio

We tiy, for every product we review, (or

even mention), to include a summary
box specifying requirements. If the soft-

ware requires a color/graphics adapter,

or a monochrome adapter, or a left-

handed operator, we’ll say so. Unstated

means it will run on any ordinarily

equipped PC.—Ed.

Founding a Users Group
I have been asked to start a computer

club at or near a local community col-

lege to benefit college students, individ-

uals, instructors, and local businesses. I

have never done this before, but I am ex-

perienced and employed in the industry,

and I would like to help.

My first guess is that we can set up a

group initially as a nonprofit organiza-

tion and purchase an IBM PC shortly

through membership and usage fees. Can
you help us? I believe we can start small

and grow with the proper guidance and

assistance from existing clubs.

Walton T. Brown
Los Angeles, California

You’re on the right track. See “How To
Start A User Group,” PC, Volume 1

Number 10. Also check our PC User

Group listing which runs in every issue

for an existing group in your area, and
ask the members for help. Good luck!

—

Ed.

Comparison Shopping
Why do you always compare word pro-

cessing software with other software?

Why not compare it with Wang or Lanier

programs so we would know how they

really compare to the word processors

that have set the standards for the busi-

ness office?

Larry Grimenstein

Cincinnati, Ohio

Our purpose is to serve the needs of IBM
PC owners and those with an interest in

the field. If you are shopping for a word

processor for your PC, the only things

that really matter are the relative merits

of the available software. However,

when we have an instance of a product

with a mainframe, minicomputer, or mi-

crocomputer equivalent, we do draw the

comparison, as we did with MultiMate,

a Wang-like word processor.

—

Ed.

Return To Sender
In "Avoiding The Worst” (PC, Volume 1

Number 11), Winn Rosch states that dust

covers for the IBM PC are available from

a company in South Gate, California, Mi-

crocomputer Accessories, Inc.

I have mailed a company check for

the stated cost of the disk cover and

companion keyboard cover to the ad-

dress printed in PC. My request for the

merchandise was returned stamped "Not
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Ni^ht Striker
for your Apple and IBM.No wonder
some people are afraidof computers.

Now there's a computer game that'll leave everyone hanging from

the rafters. Nightstalker™ from Mattel Electronics. Now available for your
Apple' II or IBM® Personal Computer.

After all, what could be more fun than being

trapped in a cave full of bats? How about being

trapped in a maze as well. Underground.
And as if that weren't

enough, you've got to watch out
for gigantic DDT-resistant spiders.

And extremely anti-social robots.

Yourjob? What else? Get them before they get you.

Nightstalker™ from Mattel Electronics.

Working nights will never be the same.
IBM* Personal Computer
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ACCOUNTS

PAYABLE

MAILING

SPELLING

COMMUNICATIONS

REAL

ESTATE

TAXES

STOCK

MARKET

INVENTORIES

:

HEATH/ZENITH

89

8"

APPLE EAGLE IBM, PC NORTHSTAR TRS-80 II 8" OSBORNE FRANKLIN STANDARD CP/M 8”

RENT SOFTWARE
BEFORE YOU BUY!

from our

SOFTWARE
RENTAL LIBRARY

You can now RENT the most popular software available for just

20 -25%* of Manufacturers’ Retail Price

• Eliminate the risk—rent first!

• 100% of rental fee applies toward purchase

• All purchases are 20% Off of Manufacturer’s

Suggested List

• Rentals are for 7-days (plus 3 days grace for return

shipping)

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
There are now 2 different plans to choose from:

Join the Game Group, $25.00 per year

and rent as many games as you like for

only 20-25% of Mfrs. Sugg. Retail Price?

Minimum order. 3 same rentals

Join the Business Group, $50.00 per

year and rent as many business applica-

tion programs as you like for only

20-25% of Mfrs. Sugg. Retail Price?

REMEMBER, THESE ARE NOT DEMOS, BUT ORIGINAL

UNRESTRICTED SOFTWARE PROGRAMS
(complete with manuals in original manufacturers' packages)

To Immediately Order, or for more information:

UNITED COMPUTER CORR Fr“ CALL^
Software Rental Library

LA County CALl ,.213 353.4400
Culver City, California

Can,al>n 0ra<rs Waleom,
•Plus postage and handling

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE DWORD PROCESSORS DATA BASES LANGUAGES GRAPHICS
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XEROX

820
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‘ \ 43«9 At Diamond Software we offer the

s^00 best selling business application software

for your IBM PC at the lowest possible prices And we
maintain a complete technical department to assist you before,

during, and after your system purchase Not only that, we offer same day
shipment on most items and we accept Visa. Mastercard and also American Express

We II even pay the shipping charges if you send us a money order, cashiers, company or

personal check Purchase orders are gladly accepted from qualified organizations and we welcome
dealer incuiries. Call Diamond today, you II be glad you did.

TO ORDER CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-227-0545
For price quotes, information, or in California call 1-415-893-7676 We credit your order for the call.

Technical Department (415) 893-7678 International Telex 338i39(attn. 149)

Diamond Software Supply 484 Lake Park Ave.. Suite 123 • Oakland. CA 94610

Software Specialists For The IBM PC
Shipping/Handling UPS surface *3 OO plus an additional *3 00 per ilem for UPS Blue C O D orders add S4 00 For personal check
allow 2 weeks lor delivery All items subject to availability, prices subject to change without notice. Calif residents please add 6Vfr% sales

tax * IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research

Copyrights
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Deliverable as Addressed.” I have at-

tempted to call Microcomputer Accesso-

ries, Inc. but there is no telephone listing

for it in South Gate.

I would still like to obtain the dust

covers. Moreover. I’m curious to know
how a magazine of the size and reputa-

tion of PC could print the address of a

company that is either impossible to

contact or nonexistent.

Can you supply me with any more in-

formation concerning Microcomputer

Accessories, Inc.?

Julia Conn Watt

Lawrence, Kansas

It’s not our fault; Microcomputer Acces-

sories, Inc. has moved. The company’s

new address is 1545 Pontius Avenue,

Los Angeles, CA 90025,(213)477-4216.

The keyboard cover is still $12, as the

article stated, but the disk drive cover

has gone up to $10. There’s also a $3

shipping and handling charge.—Ed.

I Can’t Believe What I Am
Reading!
I am shocked and amazed! If there is

anything in the world that computer ad-

dicts, from T.V. typewriter amateurs to

C-language programmers, agree on, it is

the prescription that economical and ac-

curate use of language cannot be com-

promised.

Thus, it is with much consternation

that I point out the continued misuse of

the word data. Data is the plural of da-

tum. Data are!!! Datum is! One can legiti-

mately say, “The database is inade-

quate,” but one emphatically cannot say,

"The data is not c onsidered adequate.”

This pervasive linguistic bug is all

the more surprising given the influx,

caused by widespread use of microcom-

puters, of people who author more than

just FORTRAN programs. Worse still is

the fact that many scientists utter

phrases such as "This data indicates

that. ...” The proper use is, “These

data indicate that. ...”

This is not simply a debate between

language purists. To use the plural of

this noun without the correct form of the

verb to be is simply wrong. I do not ex-

pect all comp-heads to know rules of

grammar, but editors can make no ex-

cuses. Our business is based on accurate

syntax and grammar. It is a shame we
don’t pay more attention to our English.

Chip Clarke

Stony Brook, New York

Data are. You’re right. Sort of. Your let-

ter is a salvo in the unending conflict

over the mutability of English. We know,

of course, that the word data is the plu-

ral of datum (just as media, phenomena,

and stadia are plurals of medium, phe-

nomenon. and stadium respectively).

However, inasmuch as English lacks a

central authority, we take refuge in the

pronouncements of Webster, who, re-

garding the word data, rather cryptically

notes, "pi but sing or pi in const.” We
would like to preserve data as a plural.

The tide is against us. Data is.

—

Ed.

Non-Compatible
I committed myself to a 3-year subscrip-

tion to PC Magazine because I believed

that you were “The Independent Guide

to IBM Personal Computers” as you

claim. You must realize that most of

your subscribers own IBM PCs and rec-

ognize that machine as the finest person-

al computer ever built.

I (and I assume we) do not want to

hear about compatibles! You promised

me a guide to the IBM PC. Do me a favor

and cut out the compatible articles.

Thomas W. McGonegal, Sr.

Underhill, Vermont

Very much part of the story of the PC is

the sub-industry that has sprung up

around it. Some of the “compatibles” go

IBM a step or two better; others under-

sell the product. We define a compatible

as a device that will run the same soft-
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ware as an IBM, accept the same hard-

ware add-ons, and (necessarily) offer the

purchaser another choice in the market-

place. We think that’s all part of Our role

as “The Independent Guide to IBM Per-

sonal Computers.”—Ed.

Shifting Bands
In Stephen Manes’s article, “Toward

More Colorful Printing” (PC, Volume 2

Number 1), he mentions that he uses an

IDS-132 Prism printer with the color op-

tion. This is the same printer that I use

with my IBM PC, and I also use an all-

black ribbon most of the time.

I would appreciate any help you can

give me as to how I can shift through all

four bands of the ribbon. My dealer was

no help. Most of my printing is done

with SuperCalc. Can the shift be imput

through the SupeiCalc print option? Is

there some setting I can adjust on the

printer so that it defaults to a specified

band whenever it is used?

Stanley Topper

Long Beach, New York

Stephen Manes replies:

Getting a color Prism to shift through the

four bands of a black ribbon isn’t hard.

First make sure that switch 7 of the left-

hand bank of DIP switches is ON (to-

ward the front of the printer). Then turn

the printer on, put it online, and be sure

it’s not out of paper. Finally, enter BA-

SIC and run the following program:

10 LPRINT CHR$ ( 27 )

;

"Q , 5

.

$"

Until the printer is turned off or you

send it a contravening command, it will

then automatically shift ribbon bands at

the end of each page. For convenience,

save the program as RIBBON.BAS and

put it on a disk with BASIC. Then you

can run it from DOS simply by typing

BASIC RIBBON.

You can also force the printer to use

any individual band. Just replace the 5

in the above program with a number

from 1 to 4. 1 is the equivalent of the

yellow band, 2 the magenta, 3 the blue,

c<



‘Dedicated to Your
Satisfaction!’

LOW, LOW PRICES!
GREAT SERVICE!

What more can you ask for!

PERIPHERALS FOR ALL COMPUTERS
PRINTERS: DISKS:
STAR MICRONICS:
Gemini prices too low to print! SCALL
GEMINI 10X:

The improved & updated 10 SCALL
GEMINI 15X SCALL

SMITH CORONA:
TPI SCALL

c.itoh:
Prownter I $ 369.00

Prownter II S 689.00

F-10 Starwnter S1 150.00

F-10 Printmaster SCALL
JUKI:

The New! L7Q Printer

18CPS S 539.00

OKIDATA:
Microline 92 $ 499.00

Microline 93 S 849.00

CALL FOR PACEMARK PRICES!

NEW! Kangaroo: With library case

and 10 year warranty!

5VV SS/DD (Box of 10) SI 9.50

5V..- DS/DD (Box of 10) S28.50

5V«" SS/DD (Box of 6) SI 4.50

5V4- DS/DD (Box of 6) $22.50

HARD DISK
DRIVES:
DAVONG:

(IBM. Apple)

5MB $1339.00
10MB $1739.00
15MB $2139.00

PERCOM:
(IBM. Apple. TRS-80)
5MB
10MB
15MB

M.B.I. Monte Carlo
"

Card
GT “

: Five Functions
Memory/Serial/Paralleldock
and joystick ports $CALL
Quatro" : Same features as the

GT 1

", but without joystick ports

tCALL

TANDON Disk Drives
TM-100-2:
320K Bytes S239.00

Tandon or Shugart

or Equivalent Thin Line:

320K Bytes $CALL

Verbatim:

5Vi' SS/DD (Box of 10) $20.95

5W DS/DD (Box of 10) S29.95

Dyaan:
5Vi" SS/DD (Box of 10) $30.95

SW DS/DD (Box of 10) $38.95

MONITORS:
Amdek:

Color I $299.00
Color II $499.00

310G Green $179.00

300A Amber $179.00

300G Green $144.00

Taxan: Amber 12" $144.00

Princeton Graphics System:
RGB Hi-Res SPrlced too low!

Zenith: ZVM 121 Green $ 99.00

MODEMS:

COLUMBIA DATA PRODUCTS
MPC Personal Computer

Features:

IBM PC Compatibility • 128K Ram •

• 16 Bit Processor •

0 Expansion Stots/2 RS232/1 Parallel

• Floppy and Winchester

controllers built in •

CALL FOR PRIG
DISK DRIVES: for your Apple Computer
Fourth Dimension: Rana Series:
With Controller $270.00 Elite I SCALL
Without Controller $220.00 Elite II SCALL®

Elite III $CALLl

20MB $CALL for lowest prices

with terminal program $CALL
without terminal program

. $CALL
Smartmodem
300 Baud $209.00

1200 Baud $509.00

Novation:

J-Cat $119.00
AppleCat II $279.00

SmartCat 1200 Baud $CALL
NEW! U.S Robotics:

Password SCALL

PRODUCTS FOR YOUR IBM-PC*:

OTHER COMPUTERS
WE ALSO STOCK:

Franklin ACE 1000 1200 Commodore 64K Panasonic JR200
Call for IBM PC and Apple lie Prices

PRODUCTS FOR YOUR APPLE®:

l-C—MAGIC: Programmable Graphics Screen Dump Prom Chip SCALL

TAG Products:

Joysticks $39.00

Trakball $49.00

Kraft Products:

Joysticks $55.00
Game Paddles $33.00

SOFTWARE:
Infocom:

Zork I $27.00

Zork II $27.00
Zork III $27.00

Deadline SCALL

Volkswriter SCALL

Quadram Corporation:

Quad Board: 64K SCALL
Microfazer SCALL

Maynard Electronics:

Floppy Disk Controller:

Parallel $209.00

Serial $239.00

Continental:

Home Accountant Plus . . SCALL
Visicorp:

Visidex $179.00
Visifiles $173.00

Visitrend Plot $225.00

256K Visicalc $179.00

MBI:

VIP Graphics Card
Appletime Clock Card

$119.00

$ 85.00

EXPANSION
CARDS:

Microsoft:

16K Card $ 79.00

CP M Z80 Card $259.00

Generic:

16K Card $CALL
Videx:

80 Column Card
with Softswitch $269.00

Advanced Logic Systems $CALL

SOFTWARE:
Continental:

Home Accountant $ 53.00

On-Line:

Screenwriter II $ 85.00

Silicon Valley Systems:
Final Analysis $134.00

Word Handler $125.00

VisiCorp:

Visidex $180.00

Visifiles $180.00

Visicalc $180.00

TAG Products:

Joysticks $ 42.00

Game Paddles $ 28 00

Kraft:

Joysticks $ 49.00

Game Paddles $ 33.00

For a Great Time, Call: 1-800-533-8987
P.O. Box 22573 • Minneapolis, MN 55422 • 1-612-535-4544

TERMS AND CONDITIONS Payment: Personal checks are acceptea although cashier s checks and money orders will be shipped first. VISA and Mastercard
accepted—add 4% to total Shipping: We calculate exact freight—lor mail-in orders add 3°o UPS GRD. 4% UPS BLUE - Monitors minimum $8.00 Delivery:
ASAP with 2-4 weeks on average Price List: Features all of our up-to-date pricing. General: We replace or repair faulty goods at our discretion—refunds only at

our discretion—no returns on software
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NONE OF
YOUR

BUSINESS
(We're out to change that]

All or none. At AMI the difference

between getting all or none of your

business is a quality product and a

company that can back it.

AMI has surpassed both

requirements, with a difference that

makes us stand out among the

competition. Introducing AMI’S Soft-

Touch Software. The first business

software custom designed for the

IBM PC-XT. Think of it. The best from

IBM linked to the latest, most
comprehensive accounting package

available on the market today. From
AMI

AMI is a highly respected and

experienced leader in the design and

implementation of business systems.

Our systems are widely recognized

for flexibility, ease of installation and

dependability.

Add these up and you'll see why
doing business with AMI will lead to

your business growth.

A difference that makes good

business sense. From AMI.
Some of our exciting packages

now being offered:

Genaral Business Applications

Payroll

General Ledger

Accounts Payable

Accounts Receivable

Job Cost

Client Write-up

Time Accounting

Inventory

Invoicing

Estimating

Notes Receivable

Vertical Market Applications

Ad Agencies

CPA Rrms
Law Rrms
Construction

Restaurants

Light Manufacturing

Hotel Back Office

Professional Office .Management

For more information contact:

Automation Management, Inc.

5718 Westheimer, Suite 410
Houston, Tx 77057
or call: 1-800-231-0634
in Texas call: [713] 781-5941
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Getting 1
-2-3 to do

graphics on an

IBM' Monochrome

takes a lot...

Exactly one Hercules

Graphics Card.'

What a lot of people have

learned the hard way is

that you can’t run 1-2-3’s

graphics on the IBM PC
monochrome display. That
is, until now.

Now, with the Hercules

Graphics Card, you can run
1-2-3’s graphics on the

monochrome display. (Of

course, 1-2-3’s spreadsheet

and information manage-
ment functions work too.)

But naturally the Her-

cules Graphics Card does a

lot more than just make a

great program like 1-2-3

better. It gives you high

resolution bit mapped
graphics on the mono-
chrome display—something
the IBM monochrome card

simply can’t do.

The Hercules Graphics

Card replaces IBM’s mono-
chrome card giving you text

compatibility or two pages

of graphics, each with a

resolution of 720h x 348v.

You’ll get the monochrome’s
high quality character set,

software compatibility with

programs HkeVisiCalc*
WordStar * and dBase n,"

1

and a printer interface for

any parallel port printer.

Graphics software requiring the IBM
Color Graphics Adapter is not compatible

with the Hercules Graphics Card. Her-

cules compatible software from other

vendors includes programs Tor business

graphics, CAD, and word processing with

Included with each Her-

cules Graphics Card is

software that enables you
to use the PC’s BASIC
graphics commands. Or you
can program in other lan-

guages and use Graph X,'“

our set of assembly lan-

guage graphics subroutines.

(Graph X is available now
for only $50 and includes a

graphics screen dump.)
TTie Hercules Graphics

Card. Only $499. A small

price to pay for graphics on
the monochrome display.

Call or write for the name
ofthe dealer nearest you.

Hercules Computer
Technology
2550 9th St., Suite 210
Berkeley, CA 94710

(415) 540-6000

C 1983 Hercules Computer "technology

scientific characters. Call or write for

more information.

Hercules Graphics Card and Graph X are

trademarks of Hercules Computer "tech-

nology 1-2-3 is a trademark of Lotus

Development IBM is a registered trade-

mark of IBM. VisiCalc is a registered

trademark of VisiCorp. WordStar is a

registered trademark of MicroPro dBase

II is a trademark of Ashton-Thte
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Leading the new generation
inword processing...

Textra leaves behind the cosdy and complicated word processors ofyesterday.

Leading in performance.
Most of today's word processors were

converted to work on the IBM PC from
their designs for yesterday!* machines. If

this seems like a step backwards, it is.

Textra was designed to take advantage
of the speed and power in your IBM PC
and the result is clear—a word processor
that helps you work faster with less effort.

Leading in learning.
Learning to use Textra is easy too!

Our highly acclaimed tutorial is actually

a film on disk, rolling by on your screen.

You can pause, change speeds, even fast

forward or rewind, (and for the first time,

have fun while learning to use a software
program).

Leading in price.
Letfc face it. The days of the 1495 word

processor are numbered. There is simply
no reason to pay that much now that

Textra is here.

lake a closer look.
See for yourselfhow easy Textra makes

word processing Ask your dealer for a

demonstration today, or order directly

from us. Send 195 with the confidence of

a money back guarantee, or S3 for a full

Test Disk. (Visa/MC, COD accepted)

Textra also works with the PC XT and leading
compatibles.

Tfcxtra requires PC DOS (any version), 128 K. and a

monochrome or color monitor
Textra and the AJ Software logi > are trademarks of Ann Art* ir

Software

O 1983. Ann Arbor Software. All rights reserved

*A
2 Software

•Ann Arbor Software, to? n Main street

PO Box 734V Ann Arbor. Ml 4810?

Phone: 313-769 9088

Textra Jr. 39."
An outstanding text editor.

An outstanding price.

Ideal for:

program editing • simple word processing
•dBase (("‘programming • works with Visi-

calc.™ Supercalc, Lotus 1-2-3™

P.S. You can upgrade to Textra at any-
timefor the difjerence in price

CIRCLE 117 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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and 4 (the default) the black.

I’m not familiar enough with Super-

Calc to know whether this can be done

directly from that program. If it, like

WordStar, has room for a “printer ini-

tialization string,” you could patch

hexadecimal values into that section.

The values you’d need for ribbon shift-

ing would be IB 51 2C 35 2C 24—equiv-

alent to the program listing above.

And your dealer should have known
every word of this. Write a BASIC pro-

gram that will play an endless loop of

Bozo the Clown’s theme song and chain

him to a machine that runs it.

A Colorful HALO
In his article “Three Alternative Graph-

ics Boards,” (PC, Volume 2 Number 2),

Bill Machrone discussed Orchid Tech-

nology’s MGA Board and its graphics

software, HALO.
As the author of HALO, Media Cyber-

netics appreciates the favorable review

PC gave our product. However, we
would like to correct an error regarding

HALO’s capabilities. Machrone wrote,

“HALO provides a number of sophisti-

cated ways to fill or flood shapes and it

will probably be able to support full col-

or operations someday, though it is cur-

rently available only in monochrome.”

HALO was originally designed for

and is currently available on high-reso-

lution color graphics boards. Scion’s

PC640 and the Amdek MAI Board both

provide HALO as their graphics soft-

ware. In addition, Lifeboat Associates

distributes a version of HALO that sup-

ports the IBM PC standard Color Graph-

ics Adapter.

HALO, which was first shown at the

Fall 1982 COMDEX, does indeed sup-

port color. In fact, HALO extends the

color capabilities of graphics boards it

supports. Advanced dithering and hatch

fill functions provide 10 shades of color

on the IBM adapter, 125 shades on the

Scion PC640, and 125 in Amdek’s

320X400 mode (10 in 640 x 400).

William E. Strum

President, Media Cybernetics, Inc.

Takoma Park, Maryland

Bill Machrone replies:

Thank you for clarifying HALO’s color

capabilities. My first exposure to HALO
was in conjunction with the Orchid

board. Subsequently, I have had a

chance to use it with the Scion board as

well and have gotten a full appreciation

of its color capabilities. We have not yet

tested the version that works with the

IBM color/graphic adapter, but hope to

do so in the near future.

Gonna Be Some Changes Made
A letter by one of your readers addressed

the issue of consumer advocacy groups

for computer users (“End-Users, Unite!,”

PC, Volume 2 Number 1). The Better

Computer Corporation (BCC) has been

founded recently to provide consumer

services to PC owners. BCC is a nonprof-

it organization, created to assist consum-

ers and companies alike.

We at BCC would like to see a change

in attitude among those giants who nev-

er would have made it if we, the con-

sumers, had not invested in their prod-

ucts and services. Our purpose will be to

address the needs of dissatisfied buyers

by compiling information based on let-

ters of complaint. We will mail to any

party who requests it a summary of the

complaints that have been issued against

a particular firm. All the conditions and

relevant information will be provided in

a basic kit available to anyone who asks

for it. Please send a self-addressed

stamped envelope; we are in the process

of receiving approval from the Postal

Service to mail free literature and infor-

mation in the future.

We ask all PC readers to voice their

complaints to us. We will do everything

possible to help them by making these

complaints public through private mail-

ings, by publishing a “Top 10” chart for

the worst service on a monthly basis,

and, most important, by informing the

firms in question of their performance.

We are starting to build a database of

information on companies and products

that have had problems with consumers

in the past. One company’s file is nearly

as big as PC Magazine itself! We request

that all letters submitted to us be submit-

ted to the company that caused the com-

plaint as well.

Our address is: Better Computer Cor-

poration, 10301 Holly Hill Place, Poto-

mac, MD 20854.

Farid N. Ghadry

Potomac, Maryland

Educational Software
In response to Margene Todd’s letter

(“Software for Students,” PC, Volume 2

Number 1), we currently have six educa-

tional programs for the IBM PC. EDU-
BASIC 1 and II teach how to program in

BASIC. EDUMUSIC I and II teach about

music, and the KEYBOARD PIANO con-

verts an IBM PC into a piano keyboard.

EDUCHESS teaches chess. For more in-

formation give us a call at (707) 763-

9700 or write to EuroPro, Inc., 129 Sara-

toga, Petaluma, CA 94952.

Michael Degive

President, EuroPro, Inc.

Petaluma, California

Over There
In Kathleen Burton’s article “Over

There: IBM In Japan” (PC, Volume 2

Number 2), she discusses a famous Japa-

nese actor. The correct spelling of his

name is Kiyoshi Atsumi (not Kioshi),

and the name of the film series is “Otoko

wa Tsurai Yo.” A better translation is “A
Man's Life is Hard.” I belong to a Hawaii

IBM PC User Society, and I called some

of our members in Japan to double check

this. I suspect Burton heard actor Atsu-

mi-san’s name pronounced, rather than

having read the characters. But her de-

scription of Atsumi-san and of the films
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Bright.
The IBM PC. It’s one of the smartest invest-

ments you’ve ever made. Chances are, it’s changed
the way you perform hundreds of tasks in your

business. And now you’re ready to explore more
ways to expand its functions.

That’s bright thinking. The kind that makes
you and your company look good. Now here’s

an idea that will make you look brilliant. Literally.

Introducing The SCION PC640
Professional Color™ Display System.

With 4096 brilliant colors to choose from

and the sharpest professional resolution at 640
x 480, scion has raised the science of business

graphics to a fine art.

For graphing, plotting, charting, drawing
an infinite variety of images, or even creating

images for color slides, our PC640 is indispen-

sable. For graphics that fully communicate your

ideas, it’s unsurpassed.

Quite simply, the PC640 is far superior to

any other IBM PC color add-on for both cost-

effectiveness and performance. And while our

PC640 board is easily installed, our software

aterial



Brilliant
is even easier to follow. Our standard HALO*
package allows programmers to create limitless

displays. And with our Cheetah*
4
Fast Track

package, even non-programmers can create

complex graphics in minutes.

Best of all, with its multitude of capabilities,

the PC640 will substantially reduce what you
spend for graphics preparation. In many cases,

it will more than pay for itself in a single busi-

ness presentation.

To us, that makes getting the PC640 better

than brilliant. That makes it just plain smart.

For more
information

about all the

ways a PC640
makes sense
for VOlir The PC640 Professional Color" board delivers

J . superior resolution at 640 • 480, and the simutta-

ness, please neons use of 16 out of 4096 colors.

contact Harry Freer at (703) 476-6100 or TWX:
710-833-0684. Or write: scion Corporation, 12310

Pinecrest Road, Reston, Virginia 22091.

SCION
*HALO is a trademark of Media Cybernetics, Inc./**Cheetah is a registered trademark of CENTEC Corporation.
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How to get top-quality

printing foryourIBMPC
Without paying
top dollar*

To get the most out of your

IBM PC, you need a profes-

sional letter-quality printer. Not
just somebody 's converted type-

writer. Why compromise your com-

puter investment with a makeshift

add-on? Especially when Qume’s

SPRINT 1 1 PLUS™—one ofthe world’s best,

most reliable printers— is so affordable. It

plugs right into your PC, turns out letter-

perfect print at 40 characters per second, and

works beautifully with your IBM PC business

software. Including sophisticated word processing

packages. So don’t be fooled by low-price,

low-performance printers. And don’t spend

more than you need to. Choose the

dependable, premium-quality

SPRINT 11 PLUS from Qume Its

the best printer you can buy for your IBM-

PC. And the best buy in printers.

For full details on the SPRINT 11 PLUS, contact

one of the convenient Qume distributors listed. Qume Cor-

poration, 2350 Qume Drive, San Jose, California 95131.

Qume.
A Subsidiary of ITT
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Hang your hat on the

SPRINT 11 PLUS™.
Call the distributor nearest you to get the

best quality printer for your IBM PC.

U.S. PRINTER DISTRIBUTORS
American Calculator & Computer

(205) 933-2344-AL
Anacomp (206) 881-1 1 13-CA. UT. WA
Anthem Systems (415) 342-9182—CA
Bohl Ig A Associates (61 2) 922-7011-MN
Butler Associates (617) 964-5270-CT. MA
Byte Industries (800) 972-5948 (CA Only)

(800) 227-2070 (Outside CA)

David Jamison Carlyle (800) 421-3522 (CAOnly)
(800) 352-3522 (Outside CA) CO. HI.

IL. NJ.TX

Computers A Peripherals Int.

(315) 476-6664-NY
Datamite (406) 727-4422- MT
The Datastore (609) 779-0200- NJ

Data Systems Marketing (619) 560-9222—AZ.
CA. CO. MT. NM. PA. TX. UT.WA

Data Technology Industries (415)638-1206-CA

Equipment Resources (404) 955-0313—GA
Gentry Associates

(305) 859-7450- FL. GA. LA. NC. SC. TN
Horizon Technology (214) 680-9600-TX

Inland Associates (913) 764-7977-KS

InterACT Computer Systems
(704) 254-1949— FL. GA. NC

Kierulff Electronics

(800) 338-881 1 -AZ. CA. CO. CT. FL. GA. MA.
MD. MN. MO. NC. N J. OH. OK. TX. UT. WA. Wl

MicroAmerica Distributing

(800) 431-7660 (MA Only) (800) 343-441

1

(Outside MA)CA. MA.TX

Midwest Microcomputers (419) 782-1115—OH
National Computer Syndicate

(312) 459-6400- IL.MN

Pacific Mountain States (213) 989-61 13—CA
PCA Microsystems, Inc. (512) 654-471 1 -TX
PCS, Inc. (214) 931-1276—TX

Pioneer Electronics (216) 587-3600-AL. CT.

FL. GA. IL. IN. MA. MD. Ml. MN. NC. NJ. NY.

OH.PA.TX

R.C. Data (408) 946-3800-CA
Re:Action Office A Computer Svcs.

(916) 972-9729—CA
Rudor Communications (212) 245-5509- NYC
Schweber (800) 645-3040
AL. CA. CT. FL. GA. IA. IL. MA. MD. Ml. MN.
NJ. NY. OH. OK. PA. TX. Wl

Spectrum (800) 527-0790-TX

Tek-Aids Industries (312) 870-7400- IL. PA.TX

Terminal Rentals (714) 832-2414-CA

Terminals Unlimited

(800) 336-0423 (24 Locations)

Tricorn (516) 681-1222-NY
Unico (512) 451-0251 -TX
Victor Electronics (617) 481-4010-CT. MA
Western New York Computer

(716) 381-4120—NY

CANADIAN PRINTER DISTRIBUTORS
Abacus Data Services (416)677-9555— Ontario

DataTech Systems
(604) 479-7117 Alberta. BC. Ontario

Data Terminal Mart (416) 677-0184

Alberta. BC. Nova Scotia. Ontario. Quebec
Future Electronics (514) 697-7710

Alberta. BC. Ontario. Quebec
Micro Distributing (604) 464-5634-BC
Printerm Data (416) 977-1711 -Ontario

time.
A Subsidiary of ITT

is excellent.

The photo accompanying her article

is typical of how Atsumi-san often looks

in the Walter Mitty-like dream se-

quences that open up each movie. There

are now 31 movies in the series. The

protagonist's name is Tora-san (a nick-

name meaning tiger; his actual name is

Kuruman Torajiro-san). The films are ex-

cellent travelogues of Japan, as Tora-san

is an itinerant salesman, usually drifting

from one festival to another, selling

whatever cheap goods he can pick up

wholesale. His sales patter is something

to behold!

His hometown is Shibamata in To-

kyo, a few blocks from the Ara river

(Arakawa in Japanese). Our Society’s

Cinema SIG made a pilgrimage to Shiba-

mata during our semi-annual meeting,

held in Tokyo last summer. It seems to

us that its only a matter of time before a

PC shows up in a Tora-san episode.

Arthur W. Becker

IBM PC User Society

Pearl City, Hawaii

How to Write to PC
Please send all submissions for “Letters

To PC," “User-To-User,” “PC Tutor,” or

“PC-Communiqu6s” to PC Magazine,

One Park Avenue. New York, NY 10016.

New Product announcements should be

sent to “New On The Market" at the

same address. Please indicate the correct

department on the outside of the enve-

lope.

All material submitted is subject to

editing.

Corrections

Jared Taylor, author of “The Bottom Line Strategist" (PC. Volume 2 Number 3), has

brought the following correction to our attention:

According to Taylor, he incorrectly criticized the program for failing to reinvest

positive cash flows or to remunerate capital. Though neither of these operations is

specifically included in the reports that Ashton-Tate’s Bottom Line Strategist (BLS)

generates, both are implied by the net present value method that BLS uses to evaluate

projects.

In effect, all capital, both debt and equity, is remunerated at the cost-of-capital rate,

and positive cash flows are reinvested at the same rate. This is a perfectly proper finan-

cial forecasting technique and Taylor was incorrect to suggest that neither operation was

taking place.

The program, Family Reunion, by Personal Software Co. of Salt Lake City, can keep

data on hundreds of generations, not just six (“New On The Market." PC, Volume 2.

Number 2).

In "The Empire State Strikes Back," PC, Volume 2 Number 2, the photo appearing

on page 509. should have been credited to the New York State Department of Com-
merce.

In "Remote Possibilities: The Latest Line On The Heavy-Baud Bout" by Stephen

Manes (PC, Volume 2 Number 2), there was an error in Figure 2, item 5. on page

364.

Line 5260 should read:

5260 GOSUB £500: IF Q*=CHR*<£7) THEN GOSUB £655:G0SUB
£655 : ABORT=- 1 ELSE IF asO"" THEN DT*(I)=Q$:IF
DT$ (I)= M " THEN DT*(I)=""
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At two o'clock in the morning, when most of
the country's osleep, ond the phone rotes hove
gone down, my computer is tolking to our
offices oil over the country ... oil by itself.

With Transporter, my computer con send ond receive files— onything from documents to DASIC programs to

VisiColc reports— lote ot night, after I've gone home for the day, ond after long distance rotes hove gone down.
That saves me time ond money.

It does oil that without anyone here to help it. I just moke up o list of things for it to do, ond

go home. Transporter does oil the rest. It "wakes up" ot the appropriate time, dials up other

CROSSTALK or TRANSPORTER systems, ond transfers the files I wont. It con even dial up o

remote printer, and print files for me. And it does it oil with complete accuracy. When I come in

the next morning, Transporter gives me o report of what it did, ond ot what time it did it.

I like it becouse it frees up my time during the day. The boss likes it because it saves on our

phone bill. (The cleaning ladies ore still trying to figure it out.)
_

3 Microstuf, Inc.
Transporter— on exciting new ideo in microcomputer communications from Microstuf, the iM5 The Exchange

creators of CROSSTALK. Ask your local dealer about it. Suite 205

_ . Atlanta, Georgia 30339
The Communication. Software People

(404) 9524)267

For the IQM personal computer. Requires 96K RAM, two disk drives, PC-DOS, Hoyes Microcomputer Products Stock Smortmodem or Smart -

modem 1 200, 10M Asynchronous communications interface, or equivalent RS232 interface. Communlcotes with any system running

CROSSTALK, TRANSPORTER, or other compatible programs.

Transporter Crosyoik ond Microstuf ore Trademarks of Microstuf Inc VbiCok » o Trodemork of Vtstcorp Stock Smortmodem ond Smortmodem 1 200 ore Trademarks of Hoyes Microcomputer
Products, Inc.
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It locks so little, but it eats so much
—just like the contamination on your

computer 5 disk drive head. It may
not seem like much, but all it takes

is a micro-sized particle of dirt to

wipe out a lot of data, and once it’s

gone, it’s goneforever.

That's why you need PerfectData.

The PerfectData Disk Drive Head
Cleaning Kit eliminates problem-

causing dirt so you can keep your

computer and your data the way you

want it—perfect.

The PerfectData Disk Drive Head
Cleaning Kit cleans single or dual-

sided drives simply and effectively.

PerfectData’s patented wet/dry

method is the cleaning method

recommended by most leading

computer and disk drive

manufacturers.

The Disk Drive Head Cleaning

Kit is just part ofa wholefamily of
PerfectData Computer Care

Products—all designed to keep vour

computer and your data in perfect

shape. So don’t let a bug eat holes in

your rose (or data). Visit your

Computer Dealer todayfor

PerfectData products. PerfectData

Corporation, 9174 Deering Avenue,

Chatsworth, CA 91311.

PerfectData
COMPUTER CAPE PRODUCTS

PerfectData is the new name ofInnovative Computer Products— the leader in computer care since 1976.
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POINT ... The
Houston Instalment DMP-41

plotter meets the needs of the
|

serious or professional user,

yet it's easy to operate.

POINT . . . C/D size

format, comprehensive front-

panel controls and sophisti-^

cated firmware are all tai-^

lored to the needs of

the surveyor, drafter,

oceanographer, geophysicist

and land developer ... to

name but a few. You can gen-

erate superior architectural

elevations, contour maps,

circuit-board layouts and

assembly drawings quickly

and accurately on bond,

vellum or synthetic media.

POINT. . . The DMP-41

is configured to work with

micros and minis, and has

the capacity to take advantage

of a mainframe's increased

capability. RS-232-C

interfacing is standard,

with alternate protocols avail-

able. The DMP-41 is easy to

live with, adhering to FCC
Class B requirements. GL list-

A

ing pending.

POINT ... Minutely

defined step size and high-

resolution logic—combined

with robust drives and opti-

mized pen ballistics enable

you to create plots of high pre-

cision and surpassing quality.

POINT ... The
Houston Instrument

DMP-41 is one of your

most cost effective

considerations.*

For the name, ad-

dress and phone

number of your near-

est distributor, write

Houston Instrument,

8500 Cameron
Road, Austin, Texas

78753. Phone

512-835-0900, or

800-531-5205 if outside

Texas. In Europe contact

Bausch & Lomb Belgium NV,

Rochesterlaan 6, 8240 Gistel,

Belgium. Tel 059-27-74-45,

tlx 846-81339.

It’s easy
to make points

when you’re a pro.

BAUSCH & LOMB®
houston instrument division

‘suggested (JS retail 52,995
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YOUR IBM
PERSONAL COMPUTER

IS ABOUT TO BECOME MORE
POWERFUL TRAN YOU EVER

DREAMED POSSIBLE.

TUES-THURS.OCT 4-6,1983
scheduled lei » «"»' *

PC '83 is the largest gathering of PC-compatible products

ever held on the East Coast. You'll find under one roof more
than 500 exhibits of software for business, professional,

home, personal and education applications; plug-in cards for

memory expansion, telecommunications, speech and many
other functions; hundreds of peripherals, including printers,

networking systems and innovative new storage devices; plus

dozens of publications, books and invaluable support services

So if you do anything with the IBM Personal Computer or if

you're considering buying one, be sure to put PC '83 in your

calendar right away. Your PC will certainly appreciate it.

ADMISSION PRICES
One-day Exhibits ticket $10.

Three-Day Exhibits Ticket $25.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
To receive more information about attending or exhibiting at

PC '83 call or write Northeast Expositions. Inc.
.
822 Boylston

Street, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02167. Tel: 800-841-7000 or

617-739-2000 (within Massachusetts).

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.

Produced by Northeast Expositions, Inc., nationwide producers of the National Computer Shows. Applefest, CP/M '83. and Softcon.

PC '88/BOSTON TICKET ORDER FORM
Enclosed is my payment for

Three-Day Exhibits ticket(s) ouan,,t*

at $25 each . which admits the

attendee to the Show on Tuesday

.

Wednesday and Thursday

Enclosed is my payment for

One-Day Exhibits Ticket(s) ouanuty

at $10 each

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

TELEPHONE ( ) EXT..

Mail to National Computer Shows/PC 83. 822 Boylston Street. Chestnut Hill. Mass. 02167. Checks only No charoe cards
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Saveyourfingers.

LetFfoKevdo the

typing!

ProKey is produced by RoseSoft—a company known
for its professoinal, technical expertise; its excellent

customer support; and its fast and efficient service.

ProKey saves you
hundreds of keystrokes

per hour and reduces

keyboard input errors.

4710 University Way N.E., Suite 601

Seattle. WA 98105 (206) 524-2350

ProKey saves you time

every time you use
your computer.

It gives you a quick and easy

way to eliminate repetitive

typing, automate routine tasks,

and smooth out rough spots in

your progams. With the touch of

a single key you can issue a

whole series of commands to a

program. This frees you to

concentrate on the creative,

human aspect of your work,
while ProKey deals with

computer details.

The result: a clean and
simple productivity gain. And
more time for the things you'd

rather be doing.

The more you use your computer

the more you need ProKey.

Start saving time now for only

$75.00. See your local dealer or

order directly from RoseSoft,

(206) 524-2350. Please add $2.00

for shipping ($3.00 by air).*

ProKey is your surro-

gate typist inside the

computer. You tell it

"When 1 type this, you
type that . " This is a

single keystroke; that

can be anything from
one character to a

complex sequence of

commands.

ProKey comes with

Starter Sets™ for

WordStar, Visicalc,

dBASE II, and DOS.
Address envelopes or

print spreadsheets with

a single keystroke.

ProKey is easy to learn

and use. An online

tutorial and well-written

manual will have you
defining your own
"prokeys" in minutes.

ProKey saves your
definitions in files you
can edit and print. Have
a special ProKey
vocabulary for each

of your programs.

*Check, money ordei COD. Visa, or Mastercard accepted.
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A new era
dawns
on the
datascape.-

Envision the datascape™ of

the future:
• Networked PC's
• Database Hardware
• High Speed Winchester
control

In one bold stroke, Cogent™
has solved the problem of

simultaneous distributed

data access in networked PC
environments with the
Database Machine.™

As a Winchester Controller.

the Database Machine™ is

optimized for high speed
intelligent control and trans-
parent access.

As a data base co-processor,
the Database Machine™ imple-

ments hardware versions of

existing database software in

high speed multi-user environ-

ments.

The Database Machine™
• IBM-PC' plug compatible
• 8 Mhz 80186 co-processor
• LSI Winchester controller
• Imbedded database silicon

software
• 64 K high speed
triple ported buffer

• 128 K multi-task RAM
IBM-PC is a registered trademark of IBM

In a networked environment,
the Database Machine™ man-
ages multi-user access to the
distributed database.
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Your IBM®
was a personal

computer until

MultiMate™
came along.

MultiMate comes with toll-free support

to registered end users. It comes with 180

days of enhancements free of charge.

(Psst . .
.
pass the SoftWord . .

.

there’s a speller coming.) And,

in the event that MultiMate

doesn’t suit your needs, we

offer a 30-day money back

guarantee. Call us today

for information on dealers

in your area.

Now, it

becomes a

Dedicated
Word

Processor.

• User friendly.

• Merge capability.

• Minimal training time.

• Same fast, full screen response

as larger systems.

• Documents organized by page.

• Help screens readily available during

document creation and modification.

• Automatic underlining on the screen.

• Complete, easy-to-use documentation.

• Completely, key (not command) driven.

• Automatic onscreen page reorganization.

SoftWord Systems, Inc.

52 Oakland Avenue, North

East Hartford, CT 06108

(203) 263-0131 or (800) 243-4646

CIRCLE 177 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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A compendium offads, news, opinions, gossip, inside

speculation, and forecasts about IBM Personal Computers.

intelligence

Bonjour, PC!
In France—birthplace of the

kilo—a byte’s called an ‘‘octet.*'

Gendarmes recently raided a

computer club to stop its illicit

copying activities in Issy-les-

Moulineaux. And you can buy a

personal ordinateur named
Leanord, Logabax, or Yrel. But

what about the IBM PC. which

has been available in France

since the beginning of 1983?

Despite the title of the

magazine for its French users

—

1 'Ordinateur Personnel— it’s

called a PC. not an OP. The

French machine’s nameplate still

says "IBM Personal Computer."

But. according to the magazine's

report, French users get a 6-

month warranty instead of our

paltry 90-day coverage.

They also get a Gallicized

clavier—keyboard to you—that

employs the F’rench-standard

layout known as AZERTY (these

letters appear where we expect to

find QWERTY). The keyboard

also puts most accented vowels

in the top row; to get numerals

you have to use the shift key.

Still, keys with such labels as

Home, End. and Caps Lock

should cause eyebrows to arch at

the Acad6mie Frangaise—these

words are hardly French.

Neither are the shift keys.

l’Ordinateur Personnel's reviewer

complained that they’re

“bizarrely located and will

disorient those used to traditional

IBM Calls It Quits
We were shocked to read the news that the computing colossus decided to cease production of all

products. Why this startling move? The corporation was bored. "My products simply sold too well.

All we had to do was put my name on it and people signed up. There was no marketing challenge."

Our fears over continuing to find a livelihood at PC were allayed when we noticed that this news

item appeared as the lead story in Confusenvorld: The Newsweakly for the Confused Community.

This 36-page parody tabloid is the best of the lot of computer humor items that have appeared

recently. To find out more about Kitchen-Net (the local appliance network) or Leon Spinks' secret

life in data processing ("No More Head Crashes”), send S3 per copy to Confusion Inc., P.O. Box
5177, Palo Alto. CA 94303.

keyboards." Apparently IBM’s

oft-repeated claim that the PC
keyboard’s unusual arrangement

is a "European standard" just

isn’t the case.

Some other remarks in the

magazine will sound familiar to

those American users who
remember the PC's early days.

While IBM itself only offers two

programs

—

Easywriter and

Multiplan—"Every week
someone announces a new
program 'available for the IBM
PC,’ but it's impossible to see it

run. let alone try it out. . . . While

we’re waiting, the Personal

Computer is an empty box."

Shades of early-1982!

1’Ordinateur Personnel

interpreted IBM's corporate

policy this way: "We don't make

the biggest computers in the

world; we sometimes get left

behind technologically, but we
satisfy our customers—any way
we can." The magazine sums up

IBM as "Dieu le Pere, en trois

lettres." This mot loses a little of

its effect in the English

equivalent: "God the Father, in

three letters." —Steven Manes
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tlirough May 31 of this year than

it did in all of 1982.

This phrasing reminds us of

the old math puzzles that went

something like: When 1 was 25,

1

was twice as old as my uncle.

My uncle then was three times as

old as my sister. And my mother

now is 56. How old will I be in 3

years? Give up? —Corey Sandler

Farewell, Manual!
One of the most wonderful statements in the history of computer

documentation can i>e found on the third of ten pages of the

operating manual for the SC817 Smart Cable made by IQ

Technologies. Inc. After the fifth and last step of "How To Set The

SC817's Swdtch," the manual tells you, "If the data transmitted is

garbled, go to the ‘RS232 System Debug Checklist’ ” on page 3.

"If the data transmitted is correct, congratulations. You are

finished. You may skip the rest of this manual.”

Now that's the kind of planned obsolescence we like to see.

Furnished For
Computing
Clearly not all computers are

locked away in dark comers of

dens and bedrooms In a recent

survey of members of the

American Society oi Interior

Designers. 15 percent said they

spent a significant amount of

time adapting homes to

accommodate computers and

related hardware—only 2 percent

had in 1980.

Calling in a team of expensive

experts may be a bit ambitious

for most people, but there's still

room for home improvement. In

PC Magazine you’ll find

suppliers of elegant dust covers

for diskettes, wood-covered

cabinets for monitors, stands for

printers, and desks for keyboards.

With all this ergonomic

furniture, a family in a house

that's been designed around a PC

may be an indestructible unit.

Could you or your mate face the

prospect of breaking up your

happy home if it meant divorcing

a beloved printer from its walnut

cabinet? If your answer is "yes.”

we offer this advice: If you plan

to hit the road. Jack, forget the

furniture and grab a Compaq.

—Karen Cook

First Class Mail
The Keeper of "Letters To PC" mentioned that she was

disappointed by how few interesting letters have come across her

desk. It's easy for her to expect better when she sees Car and

Driver, our neighbor down the hall, receive the makings of the

most lively letters column in any periodical.

So why does PC—one of the world's thickest magazines—get

relatively few letters from readers? Is it because most of you have

no time left to write after working through 600+ pages every

month? Are you waiting until somebody builds a better word

processor before you catch up on your correspondence?

Whatever your reason for not writing, it’s probably nothing that

money wouldn’t cure. We want to see some better letters so badly

that we’re willing to offer a bribe—your choice of any word

processing software advertised in PC. Just be the one reader who
sends us the best letter (in our estimation) that arrives in time to be

printed in PC's December 1983 issue.

What makes a good letter? If something you read in PC strikes a

nerve— for good or ill— just tell us about your own experience and

thoughts on that topic. If you feel you need more guidance, look at

Car and Driver.

All letters we receive before the deadline will be eligible for the

prize. But. if you think you've written a winner, you might catch

our eyes by addressing your missive to "Better Letters To PC." PC
Magazine. One Park Avenue. New York. NY 10016.

And children. Children! After writing to us. pull out another

piece of paper and send a letter to your parents. It won't take more

than a moment and it will make them feel so good. They might not

be offering a prize, but they're waiting to hear from you.

A Numbers
Problem
Do you really want to know how
many PCs IBM has sent out into

the world? Here's the latest

official non-answer from Big Blue

itself.

According to a highly placed

spokesman in the company. IBM

has shipped out more PCs

PC MAGAZINE SO SEPTEMBER 1983



Pay No Attention to the Monitor
Behind This Sign

Sure. IBM wanted to talk about

its Seriesl Videotex System at a

recent show in New York. IBM's

flashy exhibit included PCs that

were connected to Preste! in

England and that displayed

NAPLPS images (see ’Exporting

Graphics With NAPLPS.' PC.

Volume 2 Number 2). The
crowds listened to the earnest

demonstrator posed in front of a

hugh rear-projection television

screen as he explainer! Big Blue's

announced intent to link its PCs
and Series/1 minis into the

"video and communications

revolution of the 1980s." But. the

public's eyes kept drifting to the

left to a pair of diminutive color

screens with pint-sized

keyboards. . .

.

Encased in a form-fitting

plastic case, smaller than a

breadbox. were two 9-inch

(diagonal measure) color RGB
monitors with untitled IBM
nameplates. The image was sharp

and crisp and just perfect for a

(HUSH!) portable computer.

IBM must have anticijwted

the ensuing barrage of qu'Ktions;

the monitors were assigned their

very own PR man. programmed
to deny that the devices had any

significance whatsoever. He kept

pointing to a printed card on the

stand: "This prototype device

was built by IBM to demonstrate

the feasibility of various

Videotex/Display functions. IBM
makes no representation that

these functions will ever be

available commercially."

But the questions kept

coming, including a few from a

crew of Japanese businessmen.

Was this a glimpse at part of an

upcoming IBM micro-micro?

They wanted to know—now.

Well, of course, the man from

IBM shrugged them off. The two

monitors on display are the only

ones Big Blue has assembled, he

said. The case came from the

4704 Banking Display. And the

picture tube, he allowed, was a

Panasonic. This admission

pleased the Japanese

businessmen who. as it

happened, were from Panasonic.

—Corey Sandler

Micro Flea Market
(ximputer Swap America is a series of 1-day shows (established

1976) featuring an exhibit of historical personal computers, door

prizes, and amazing bargains from over 320 sellers—the prices of

their wares sometim«*s drop wildly as the afternoon wears on.

Come to haggle over used microcomputers (and even minis),

peripherals, software, automotive computers, and robots, while the

radio-controlled blimp maneuvers over your head inside the Santa

Clara County Fairgrounds.

The next Computer Swap America shows am September 10.

1983 and January 28. 1984. from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at 344 Tully

Road. San Jose. California. For mom information call (800) 221-

SWAP. (415) 327-7810. or write to Box 52. Palo Alto. GA 94302.
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Take Me to the Fair
The words “computer fair" bring strange images to a nostalgic

mind: A camey barker on the midway calling out “See the sultan's

plotter! It shimmit s, it shakes, it turns yer eyeballs into knots! Only

a quarter!” Or the touching sight of a young software author

clutching her blur ribbon and a $100 bill; but tears run down her

cheeks as her program diskette is taken away to be compiled.

Today's computer fairs have little of the atmosphere of cotton

candy, hay bales, moustache wax, and two-headed calves. Still, the

following events dealing exclusively with the IBM PC may be to

the taste of citizens of the Silicon State.

In Toronto, Ontario, the Skyline Hotel and Convention Centre

will be the site of (*C-+ 2 on September 9 and 10. 1983. This show

is sponsored by the Personal Computer Association (PCA) and the

Personna Computer Association Inc. (an international association

for IBM PC users) Contact Hi Tech Trade Expositions. P.O. Box 99,

Ajax. Ontario, Canada LIS 3C3 or phone (416) 686-3866.

Then, from 0< tober 4 to 6. 1983, PC’83 will welcome you to

Boston's Bayside Exposition Center. The source for more

information is Northeast Expositions. 822 Boyiston St.. Chestnut

Hill. MA 02167; « ill (800) 841-7000 or (617) 739-2000 (in

Massachusetts). —fames Longdell
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Spelling Bug
Here's another tale with a moral that’s worth repeating: Don’t

believe everything your computer tells you.

Conceptual Instruments Company was the beta tester for

another software manufacturer’s spelling checking program. In the

course of preparing The Desk Organizer (a program reviewed by

Paul Somerson on page 247 of PC. Volume 2 Number 2). the text

of Conceptual's program was run through the prototype spelling

checker.

While testing his copy of The Desk Organizer, our reviewer

noticed that the work gauge, which appeared on nearly every

screen of the program, was spelled guage throughout. He
mentioned this to the manufacturer who recalled that the spelling

of this word had been changed from right to wrong at the spelling

checking software's recommendation.

This spelling bug was eradicated before either The Desk

Organizer or the spelling checker (which prefers to remain

anonymous) reached paying customers. However, we should all

take this incident as a reminder that we shouldn't abandon our

own eyes and memories.

Strange Mail
You might think ome items you

read in "PC' Communiqu6s” are

strange, but the things we receive

are often stranger A few weeks

ago the mail brought a plastic

bottle to this shorn. PC’s writers

and editors were disappointed to

find that the bottle was filled

with a press release rather than

anyone's favorite fluid. (A list of

our preferred beverages is

available to publicity persons on

request.)

The paper and ink inside that

bottle would have been of no

assistance in washing down the

handfuls of Crackerjacks we
extracted from a box that

accompained another press

release. (PR departments please

note: Tastes in our office run

more toward Pepperidge Farm

cookies and Codiva chocolates.)

The envelope that had us

asking most quizzically the

question "Why us?” was one that

held a press packet, including

photos, announcing Aqua

Tunes—a waterproof belt and

earphone that allows you to

listen to a Walkman tape player

and radio while underwater.

Why was this product brought to

the attention of a computer

magazine? Perhaps someone

thought that PC was short for

Pacific Coast? Or will we find

that the next model of Aqua

Tunes is large enough to enable

divers to safely use their IBM
PCs in the briny deep? Only the

manufacturer can answer these

questions; if you really want to

ask, write to: Aqua Tunes. 1009

Grant St.. Denver. CO 80203. Tell

’em Charlie sent you.
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The bewitching, swirling STYX has
laid seige on the vast expanse of your
playing field. Aggressively, you venture

into its territory to stake your claim

With every advance, your stronghold

grows forcing the retreating STYX into

the last remaining corner. You need
determination, quick reflexes and
innovative strategy to defy the

mesmerizing symmetry of the STYX.
Optional joystick or keyboard control.

And there’s more!
Windmill Software products are written entirely in machine
language to take maximum advantage of your PC’s
superior capabilities. Created originally for the IBM PC, we
naturally include the features you're looking for — game
pause, sound onfoff, multi-levels of play and much more.

Requirements: Color graphics adapter. 64 K memory.

JUl'J HHI JJ

The Exterminator
Test your skill and reflexes against

the hoards of bugs infesting your

castle With spray gun ready, you
exterminate the gnawing termites,

army ants and deadly spiders.

moon s nuciear waste zones
are approaching to consume Earth’s

uranium deposits required to power
your nuclear reactor. You must stop
them with lead oxide projectiles while

dodging falling nuclear debris and
indestructible energy pulsars.

Price: S39.95 each Available at ComputoftaAd' and other fine PC dealers or order direct.

VISA, MasterCard or checks accepted. No extra charge for shipping and handling.

WINDMILL SOFTWARE INC. 2209 LEOMINSTER DR..
BURLINGTON, ONTARIO, CANADA L7P 3W8 (416) 336-3353
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LOOK WHO BUYS
SOFTWARE
FROM US!

I

! you order software from

us. you’re in good com-
pany. You see. some of

our best customers are

America’s biggest corpora-

tions.

Maybe they’re attracted

by our low. low prices (big

companies are price-conscious

too!)

Or maybe when you're

an “IBM", you're looking for

something extra, l ike the

personal service, giant inven-

tory. and in-depth technical

support you’ll find at

XOO-SOFTWARE
You see. when you call

us. we'll take care of you like

our business depends on it.

Because it does. Which
means when you place an

order, you can be sure we’ll

fill it the same day. And that

our unique Order (racking

System’" is keeping tabs on

your order every step of the

way.

Most important, we’ll be

there if you need us after

your software arrives. We’ll

make sure that you'll receive

the finest post-delivery service

in the industry. And that's a

promise.

Next time you’re looking

for low price uiul great

service, do what IBM.
(iencral Electric, and a lot of

other big companies do. Pick

up the phone and give us

a call.

We'll show you why
some hard-headed companies
buy their software from us.

CHECK OUT ALL OUR INCREDIBLE BUSINESS SOFTWARE PRICES.

WordStar $269 dBASEH $459 SupeKnlt2 $139 Muttiplon $199

$369 InfoStar $299 ViriCuk $189 PertertWriter $289

AAV
Z 80 Card $129
CP/M Catd $359
Smarterm $149

AlPHA SOFTWARE"
Apple IBM Connection $ 1 50
Eieculive Package $115
Other Products CALL

APPLIED SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY"
Versalorm $289

ASHTON TATE

'

dBase II $459

ASPEN SOFTWARE-
Grammalik $ 60
Random House Proofreader $ 39
Random House Thesaurus $119

CMS III ENTERPRISES’
WS Patch and WS Keys $ 45

COMPUTING 1
"

Potter' $119

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE"
Home Accountant CALI

DIGITAL RESEARCH"
C8ASIC $109
C8 80 Compder $379
PASCAL /MT* $259
SPP $155
Access Manager $225
Display Manager $299
CBAStC 86 $149
PASCAL /Ml* 86 $299
Concurrent CP/M 86 $259
CP/M 86 $49

FOX AN0 GELLER"
Quickcode $229

dGraph $2?9

dUtit $ 69

HAYES"
Smart Modem $549

H0WARDS0FT"
All Products CALL

I0S"

Easywrder II CALL

Easy speller II CALL

Easynnter /Speller CALL

Easyhler CALL

Financial Management Series CALL

LEJLISOFT"

Spellbinder CALL

LIFETREE SYSTEMS"
Volksmiler CALI

lotus- 1/2/3 $399

METASOfT-

Benchmark CALL

MICROLAB "

La . Manager $179

MICROPRO*
Wordstar $269

Wordstar MailMerge $369

WOrdstar/MadMerge/SpeltSlar $509

Wurdstar/InloStar $549

MailMerge $149

InfoStar $299

Calc Star $ 89

DataStar $179

SuperSort $149

SpellStar $149

ReportStar $229

Olher Products and

Specials CALL

MICROSOFT*

RAM Card- $ 89

Soil card'* $259
Videoterm (Vide.") $269
All Ihree Above $509
MBASIC 80 $275

,
BASIC Compiler $295

COBOL Compder $549

FORTRAN 80 $349

Multiplan $199

Flight Simulator $ 45

Enhancer II (Vde.-l $119
Other Products CALL

MlCROSTUF "

Crosstalk $119

OASIS'*

Ihe Word Plus $129

Punctuation and Style $109

ORGANIC"
Milestone $269

P«l CORPORATION"
Personal Investor $105

PEACHTREE"
Accounting Peachle.l Others CALI

Series 4 Accounting Modules $369 e

PERFECT SOFTWARE"
Pertect Wider $289
Perfect Speler $169

Perfect Wrder /Speller $409

Perlect Calc $169

Peeled filer $279

All Four Perled Products $799

PICKLES AND TROUT"
CP/M lor TRS Model II $169

CP/M lor TRS Model 16 $189

Hard Disk $225

SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS"
PFS fde $ 95

PFS Report $ 95

PFS Graph $ 95

S0RCIM"
SuperCalc $129

SuperCak $139

SuperWriter $179

SpeHGuard $139

VISIC0RP*

VrsrCak $189
VniTerm $ 85

ViyOe. $189

VwFile $249

VisiSchedule $249

VisiTrend/Plol $249

VisiWord $299

Business Forecaster $100

Desktop Planner $249

FLOPPY DISKETTES (Bo.es ol Ten)

8‘ $ 25
5' (SS) $ 25
5‘ (DS) $ 35

large Quantities CALL

WRITE:
800-SOFTWARE, INC.
940 Dwight Way. Ste. 14

Berkeley. CA 94710

CA residents

add sales tax. TO
(aid and MuK.pla* .

^800-SOFTWARE)
ORDER, CALL TOLL-FREE: 800 -227-4587

IN CALIFORNIA: 800-622-0678 or 415-644-3611

CIRCLE 234 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Purchase orders accepted

Please call u» in advance
Prompt UPS 3 da> Blue label

('all for shipping charges frtr

iaiah'K . and other low software

Now open Mon Sal

International and national dealer

requests welcome
Quantity discounts available

Prices may change



A
#lwithWords. A+withNumbers.

Spellbinder Word Processing and Office Management Software.

Spellbinder processes words and numbers.

So you save lime and improve accuracy in any document:

Financial statements. Budgets. Reports. Invoices.

Spellbinder lines up columns of numbers for faster

data entry; calculates rows and columns; and puts the

totals where you want them.

Spellbinder performs a number of mathematical

functions, such as addition, subtraction, and multipli-

cation; extends figures (for example, 6 dictionaries

@ $12.35 = $74. 10) ;
adds tax to invoices; and displays

convenient reference tables.

You can edit numbers within a column, or move a

column to a different location. Spellbinder’s integrated

forms handler saves time and manpower on multiple

invoices, reports, and other documents.

The software for discriminating users.

Whether you process numbers or words, you'll appreciate

Spellbinder's unrivalled ease-of-use and superior capa-

bilities. Spellbinder and an inexpensive microcomputer

easily outperform dedicated word processing systems

costing up to three times more, wm „ . tr.dtm.ifk ibm corponum

Spellbinder features flexible printing options; mass

mailing and legal text capabilities; plus forms handler

and boiler plate features for commonly used documents.

Spellbinder makes word processing much easier,

much bister, and much less expensive. In fact, many of our

users convert from some of the better known (and more

costly) systems.

You should be just as discriminating. See your nearest

dealer for a demonstration of Spellbinder. Or call Lexisoft

at (916) 758-3630.

Now available in 8086 and IBM 1 Personal Computer format.

rSpellbinderWord Processing
"and Office Management System.

A product of Lexisoft, Inc.

Box 267, Davis. CA 95616 (916) 758-3630
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“Your Portfolio, Sir
”

Available for IBM PC and

TI Professional Compatibility

with Apple. Atari, Commodore
to follow.

.Bank on it.
Copyright © 198 J Bow Jones it Co , Inc All nghis rnerved

Dow Jones Investment Evaluator

DOW JONES INVESTMENT EVALUATOR'"—
the computer software that serves your personal

investment needs at home, accurately and

efficiently.

A Personalized System
With the INVESTMENT EVALUATOR, your

home computer and a telephone modem, you

have a personalized system for managing your

portfolio. A system that automatically updates

and tracks only those stocks you want to follow—
allowing you to evaluate your position at a glance.

Easy Access to News/ Retrieval

This software automatically dials and connects

you with Dow Jones News/Retrieval®, the

world’s leading supplier ofcomputerized infor-

mation on demand. It allows you and your family

access to current quotes, financial and business

news, general news, movie reviews, sports,

weather and even the Academic American

Encyclopedia.

The Right Amount ofSoftware
for the Job

The INVESTMENT EVALUATOR gives you

the capabilities you need without making you

pay for a lot ofcomplex functions you may
never use. Menu screens lead you to what you
want with one-touch commands. The program

is completely reliable, comes with an easy-to-

follow manual and is fully supported by the

Dow Jones Customer Service hotline.

From Dow Jones, Publishers of

The Wall Street Journal

Dow Jones has been

serving the business and

financial communities for

over 100 years. Now
Dow Jones Software'”

serves you at home.

For a free brochure call:

1-800-345-8500 ext. 262

( UnU. Hawaii and foreign

call 1-21$. 7Nf 700* rtl 2(2)

Dew lONES SotTMARE
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/IST Quality Ad
Communications

Async #1

Printer

Clock

Battery

64-256K
Memory ’

CC-332 For use with

AST-3780
• An IBM 2780/3780 RJE
Emulator • Supports Bisync
point-to-point communications
protocol • Allows file transfer

Adyonced, Comm.
Cord (CC-232)
• Programmable to com-
municate in Bisync, SDLC,
HDLC, and Async protocols.

• Two Ports of RS 232

AST products are available from Computerland,
Entre, ComputerMart and selected dealers
worldwide. Call factory if your dealer does not have
the AST products you want.

between Host& IBM PC • Ideal

for IBM System 34, 38, 4300

AST- SNA
• Emulates IBM 3274
Model 51 C Control Unit

• Emulates 3278 Display Sta-

tion • Emulates 3278 Type
Printer • Optional 3770 Emula-
tion • Cluster Controller

Operation • Protocol Con-
verter Support

ComboPlus
“

Standard Features e

• 64K-256K Memon
• One Battery Back©
up Clock • One IBMN
Compatible Async Poc

• One IBM Compatibi
Printer Port • Super-i

Drive” • SuperSpooc
• From $395



iestein union Telegram

T0; ALL 1BK PC USERS

COMBOPLUS VOTED NUMBER ONE lft K .

S0PERDR1VE VOTED NUMBER ONE Ift^®0*® *®

IX
READERS Of ELM, SEE THE

computer
dealer. *** W tour

YOU DID IT!

YOU VOTED US
NUMBER ONE.
You have voted ComboPlus and SuperDrive the champion of the World Class
competition in PC World's user survey, winning as the best Combo Board and
best Disk Emulator. We are honored. Thank You. As you know, ComboPlus
gives you 64K- 256K expansion memory, a clock, a calendar, a serial port,

and a parallel port all on a single board. SuperDrive, included in our
SuperPak” system utility software package*, lets you simulate up to four

electronic disks. Both help you get the most out of your IBM® PC. And both
offer the exclusive AST “Plus” — our unsurpassed quality, reliability, after-

the-sale-support, and overall design excellence — that comes with all our
products.

See ComboPlus and SuperDrive in PC World's display at the IBM PC Faire

in San Francisco, and at PC ’83 in Boston. See all the AST Number One
IBM PC Add-Ons at your Computerland, Entre,

Businessland and other computer stores world-

wide. If your dealer doesn’t have them, call us.

We’ll recommend a dealer who does. AST (

Research Inc., Irvine, California. (714) 540-1333. ....
TWX: 295370ASTRUR. RtScHRCH INC.
•SuperPak includes SuperDrive. SuperSpool and Clock Utility programs.
IBM is the registered trademark of International Business Machines.
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NUMBER ONE ADD-ON PRODUCTS FOR IBM® PC
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Other enhancements
j" .

i ‘jHttH

602)000

Async #1

Host
Connector k€xponsionMemoru

7 • 64K-256K Parity

k Memory • SuperDrive'

\ ^ • SuperSpool" • New
Price $295

Battery

NEW H.
Hard Disk Host Adaptor for Tallgrass

Technologies Winchester Hard Disk
Systems. Now with Clock, 1 Async Port,

64K-512K Memory, and DMA.

R€S€ARCH INC.
2372 Morse Avenue
Irvine, Calif. 92714
(714) 540-1333

Dealer Inquiries Welcome>nna*s Machine*.
Jllogy. AST- 3780
mrch, Inc.
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is an enhanced
version of I/O Plus

featuring: • One
Clock Calendar
(std.) • Two IBM

1 Compatible Async

j

Ports (1 std., 1 opt.)

• One IBM Com-
patible Printer Port

' (opt.) • One IBM
Compatible Game

. Port (opt.) • Super-

. Drive” • Super-

j
Spool” • From Site

Async #2

64-512K
(with MegaPak)

MegaPak

ConnejstQlL ..

NEW! AST Proprietory

Connector Mounting Bracket
for PC only (does not include

cables shown in illustration)

McnnRIus
• 64K-512K (with MegaPak) • Two IBM Com-
patible Async Ports (1 std., 1 opt.) • One IBM
Parallel Printer Port (opt.) • One Battery Backed-
up Clock Calendar (std.) • SuperDrive” (std.)

• SuperSpool” (std.) • Ideal for Concurrent
CP/M, MBA, VISI Series software packages.

IBM is the registered trademark of International Bum
PCnet* Is the registered trademark of Orchid Technr
Is developed by Wllmot Systems Inc. and AST Res«<



THE COMPUTER ZO

Randy Hacker, ace programmer, was
working on a contribution to Stewart

Brand's "Whole Kama Sutra Software

Catalog" when, in response to his voice

command, "Name locations of G-spots,"

his Setting 1680 voice synthesizer

replied, "Wan mo-ment plez. I am
ak-ses-ing x-ter-nel da-da-baz," and his

Serling 2000 auto-dial modem called

the Monolog database.

A momentary glitch in a telephone

switching station connected his

computer to "Girls Galore Hotline,"

transferring sizzling electromagnetic

pulses to Randy's hard disk, and starting

his journey into the computer zone.

Randy was surprised when the 1680
suddenly said, “I'll locate G-spots for you
honey," but was more surprised by the

new life his program had taken on.

Several hours later he contentedly

switched the power off and
contemplated the years of debugging
that lay before him.

Copyrighted ma:
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Pick upa SixPakPlus
foryour ism PC.

/isr
R€S€RRCH INC.

2372 Morse Avenue • Irvine, CA 92714

(714) 540-1333 -TWX 295370ASTRUR

Introducing . . . SixPakPlus." the refreshing new 384KB multi-

function card) In response to the changing needs of the IBM
PC and PC-XT marketplace, AST Research, Inc. is proud to

announce the latest addition to our line of multifunction

enhancement products, the SixPakPlus! This new product is

the result of extensive marketing research into the needs of

IBM PC users whether they have the original 64K system
board, the newer 256K system board, or the PC-XT The
SixPakPlus has been engi-

neered to meet these

needs at a competi-

tive price while main-

taining AST's high standards for quality and reliability.

The SlxPak. as we like to call it, could have been named for

the six banks of RAM on it. However, we like to think that it

was named for the six functions of the card. The features of

the SixPak include:

1.

RAM memory starting at 64K, user-expandable in 64K
increments to 384K. This makes the SixPak ideal for

the PC or PC-XT with a 256K system board
;
384K on

a SixPak added to 256K on the system board yields

640K. the maximum addressable user memory in

these systems.

2 . One Serial (async) communications port, con-

figurable as either COM1 or COM2, for use with

serial printers, modems, a "mouse'.' and other

serial devices. The serial port has on-board

jumpers for easy management of the RS-232C
lines, simplifying the wiring of cables in many
installations.

3 . One Parallel (printer) port, configurable as

LPT1 or LPT2 (LPT2 or LPT3 when the IBM
monochrome card is installed), for use with the

IBM/Epson and other compatible printers. The
port is compatible with IBM diagnostics

4 . A Clock-Calendar with battery backup, featur-

ing an easily replaceable Lithium battery and a

quartz-controlled timebase for a high degree

1 of accuracy.

5. An optional IBM-compatible Game Adap-
ter port, for use with an IBM-type joystick. In

conjunction with application programming,

this game port may be used for cursor con-

trol. in generating graphics or for playing

games at the end of your work day!

6. Every SixPak comes with an AST Super-

Pak utility diskette which includes SuperDrive

and SuperSpool. the most powerful disk

emulator and print spooler software you can
get. These programs will greatly enhance the

throughput of your PC or PC-XT by emulating

disk drive and printer access at RAM speeds
rather than the normal slower speed of mechani-

cal devices. SuperPak is the first of such software

to be compatible with both DOS 1.1 and DOS 2.0.

SERIAL PORT-
GAME ADAPTER PORT-,

PARALLEL PORT-,

CLOCK/

Most important of all. the SixPak comes with the AST ' Plus'.'

AST's unsurpassed reputation for quality, reliability, after-

the-sale support, and overall design excellence that gives

our products the best price/performance ratio in the indus-

try! Hence the name. SixPakPlus!

AST products are available from Computerland. Entre'. ComputerMart and
selected dealers worldwide Call factory if your dealer does not have the AST
products you want
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neous
color
changes and n\
special effects

including motion

IBM and IBM PC are regatered trademarks of Intematcnai Busmns Mat runes Corp

Bring images to

life, with color,

resolution, and
the speed of
thought.

Use CONCWGRAPH m—
the intelligent color display

graphics system for your
IBM PC. CONCWGRAPH
delivers the performance

of a professional graphics

workstation for the price

of a business graphics

system.

The modular
CONO/fGRAPH system lets

you start with the

CONOXTCOLOR™ Adapter
for quality color and high

resolution, and later add the

optional CONO/fGEN™
module for increased pro-

cessing power and speed.

Choose from 256 colors.

The CONO#COLOR
Adapter provides a spectrum
of 256 colors. Select a

palette of 16 colors for simul-

taneous on-screen display.

Modify the palette dynami-
cally to provide instanta-

Resolution to 640
x 400.

The CONCWfCOLOR
Adapter supports IBM-
compatible resolutions of

320 x 200 and 640 x 200.

plus four other modes,
up to 640 x 400, each with
16 of 256 on-screen colors

And up to four selectable

pages of video memory let

you modify one page while

another is being displayed -
for special effects like

animation

The CONO#COLOR
Adapter gives you more.

The CONOtfCOLOR
Adapter's I28K bytes

of high speed memory
and unique design will
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sor to perform other tasks.

Special purpose hardware
generates vectors, circles,

ellipses (at any orientation),

arcs and conic curves at

up to 800,000 pixels per sec-

ond. Hardware also pro-

vides a 2K x 2K addressable

area, rectangle fill, line

texturing and high speed
erase.

CONOGRAPHY for
device independent
graphics.

CONOGRAPHY is to curves

what vectors are to straight

lines. Using CONOGRAPHY.
images are produced with

less data. The result is faster

image transmission, lower

data storage requirements,

fewer calculations, and
device independent graphics.

Easy to install.

The CONCWGRAPH system

is easy to add to your IBM

PC. The CONCMfCOLOR
Adapter substitutes for IBM's

Color/Graphics adapter. The
CONCMfGEN module
connects to the

CONCMfCOLOR Adapter
to provide added speed
and processing capability.

Both together fill a single

expansion slot. And they're

modular, so you can add
color and resolution now
and speed later.

Easy to use.

Efficient software makes
graphic images simple to

create. The CONOtfGRAPH
system supports the IBM
graphics and character

modes so that existing soft-

ware runs without modifi-

cation. And the CONO-LIB v

program provides an exten-

sive library of subroutines

for scaling, rotation, fill,

image creation, labeling,

recall, and more— under

reduce your image
build-up time, and

eliminate any flicker

when scrolling. Four
different output channels

are provided— including

M- compatible digital

GB -as well as RGB analog,

true NTSC at all resolutions,

and channel-selectable RF.

The CONCMfCOLOR
Adapter also features a
light pen interface capable
of resolving -l pixel,

and an interface to the

CONCMfGEN high perfor-

mance graphics processor.

Add CONOMGEN for
speed and processing
power.
CONCMfGEN is a powerful
graphics processor that

greatly reduces image crea-

tion and manipulation
times. Its dedicated Motorola
6809 microprocessor frees

your IBM PC's microproces-

2268 Golden Circle,

Newport Beach,CA 92660
714/650-2666

Dealer inquiries invited.

PC-DOS for BASIC, C.

PASCAL FORTRAN, or

assembler. Future software

will include CP/M-86
compatibility and sophisti-

cated yet easy-to-use

application programs.

From your mind's eye to

the display screen with the

speed and vivid color of

thought itself. Ask your near-

est IBM PC dealer for more
information.

CONOeGRAPH. CONCMfCOLOR. CONOaGEN. CONOGRAPHY and CONO-UB are trademarks of Conograpftrc Corporation. Neiaport Beacn. CA e 1963 Corograprtc Corporator!



This Programming professional deserves a

lot more from his personal computer.
He's earned it. As a seasoned professional,

he's learned to master some of the world's

most advanced programming tools, lools

specially designed to meet the everyday

demands of programming experts.

But as the owner of a personal com-

puter, he's come to expect less. Less

performance. Less sophistication. And less

flexibility.

Why should programming a

personal computer he any different?

Prior to the announcement of micro/

SIT" development software, experienced

programmers felt programming a personal

computer was a lot like plac ing w ith a toy.

fiM couldn't take it seriously.

standard SPF software. micro/SIT"

provides all the sophisticated utilities pro-

gramming professionals expect.

Programming experts can take

advantage ofskills they've spent

years perfecting.

Now. for the first time, mainframe soft-

ware is available for personal computers.

SI’F screens are fully reproduced in logical

sequence and each screen is formatted

identical to those found in the SPF system.

In addition, micro/SIT" comes equipped

w ith the same primary and line commands,

tutorial messages and program editor

(with program function keys) experienced

programmers are used to.

But today, there's micro/SPF." a solution

to elementary program editing tools now
offered with most micro computers.

With micro/SPF’" you gel the same
procedures and commands experienced

programmers are accustomed to using at

wore. By mimicking features found in

Programming professionals who'vc

spent years perfecting the art of writing

sophisticated code deserve to work with

state-of-the-art tools, not toys. Find out

how micro/SPF’" can help you do work-

compatible programming on your

personal computer today!

PH/15ER
PHASER SYSTEMS. INC 24 CALIFORNIA STREET

SAN FRANCISCO. CA 941 1

1
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The Center for Resources in Technology (CRT) is now
accepting applications for participation in the most
definitive and intensive working seminar available in

the industry. This seminar is designed by investors

and marketing specialists for software programmers,
analysts, and start-up companies seeking specifics

in financing and marketing.

Bring nothing but your desire to work. CRT will

provide everything, including:

• Comprehensive workbook

• Diskette with pre-programmed files of a formulated

business plan and a financial spreadsheet designed

by investors

• Complete checklists and step-by-step procedures

• Detailed marketing planners and resource materials

Please complete all information and mail with your
check so that it is to be received no later than

September 7, 1983. Return to:

Center For Resources In Technology

1 720 So. Amphlett Blvd.. Suite 120

San Mateo. CA 94402
(415)345-5700

Name Title

Company

Telephone: Day Night

Nature of Company

Type of Product

Seminar Cost-S325. per person.

Additional attendeesfrom samecompanyS275.
(Please list additional names/titles.)

One Day Seminar- 3 Dates Only

Thursday • Friday • Monday

Sept. 22 Sept. 23 Sept.26

Hyatt Hotel

4290 El Camino Real, Palo Alto, CA

MORNING SESSION (8AM-N00N)
Types of Financing • How to write a business plan

that works • How to talk with investors • What to give

and what not to give • Locating investors.

SPECIAL LUNCHEON SPEAKER:

(TO BE ANNOUNCED)

AFTERNOON SESSION (1:45PM -5:00PM)

Market on your own or through a publisher • Product

image • Packaging • Choosing an agency • Sales

and distribution • Planning a budget.

HOSTED COCKTAIL RECEPTION WITH
INVESTORS (5:00PM)
CRT has arranged for informal introductions between
interested participants and successful software

investors at a special cocktail reception following

each seminar.

LIMITED SPACE. MANDATORY
PRE-REGISTRATION.
To provide maximum benefits from the sessions,

space is strictly limited. Although everyone interested

is welcome, the sessions are open primarily to those

companies or individuals with software products

in development. The full-day seminar price includes

all materials, lunch and the cocktail reception. Your

completed registration form with date preference will

beheld until all applications are received and space

assignments are confirmed (at least one week prior to

the seminar). Priority will be given to programmers,
analysts, and companies with a specific product,

according to the date application is received.

Date Preference (1-3)

Thursday 9/22

Fri 9/23

Mon 9/26

If you can't attend and wish

copies of materialsand audio
cassettes of both sessions,

check hereand send $176 00
foreach set. Allowtwoweeks
delivery from seminar dates.

Center For Resources In Technology
1720 So. Amphlett Blvd., Suite 120

San Mateo, CA 94402
(415)345-5700
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Introducing . . . The Norton Chronicles

... a monthly column by Peter Norton, perhaps the best-

known authority on the internal architecture of the

IBM PC and PC-DOS.
Norton ivas one of the first followers of the PC when it was

introduced 2 years ago. Within 6 months, copies of his

Norton Utilities began to appear in computer stores. The

Utilities have continued, now expanded and updated to deal

with DOS 2.0. Users can un-erase files mistakenly killed; and

perform other ",inside" manipulations.

Norton began his involvement with computers more than a

decade ago, starting with systems design, commercial

applications and programming on mainframes for companies

such as Boeing and the Jet Propulsion Laboratories. Born in

Seattle, he now lives in Venice, California. His book, Inside

the IBM PC, has just been published by the Robert J. Brady

Co. (See "Peter Norton Tells All" in this issue.)

"PCs are the real future of computing and will chart the

path for computer companies large and small," Norton said.

"With IBM basing so much of its future on personal

computers, we all know that this is the most exciting and

promising area to work in."

We couldn't agree more. Welcome Peter.
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THE NORTON CHRONICLES/PETER NORTON

Despite the growing list of computer languages

available for the PC, only a few are capable of

holding up to the ravages of time.

PC Languages:

The Living And The Dead
This introduces a new column for PC, a

regular monthly forum for topics techni-

cal and discussions philosophical about

the rapidly maturing subject of computing

related to the IBM Personal Computer.

We all have our individual contribu-

tions to make to the community of PC
users; the one that I seem to be best able to

make is two-fold: explaining some of the

interesting technical aspects of the PC and

drawing people’s attention to philosophi-

cal issues in computing—issues that are

easy to overlook and that can have impor-

tant practical implications as new hori-

zons open up with the PC.

Although the well of subjects to write

about seems bottomless, I would very

much like to invite your participation in

this column, through suggestions of those

things most worth discussing. Your in-

volvement will be warmly welcomed.

The theme of this issue of PC is pro-

gram development. One of my several

activities is program development for the

PC, which means that I have some battle-

field experience to share in this area. So,

for the first and probably last time, this

column will take on a personal element, as

I tell you what I know about the touchy

subject of choosing a programming lan-

guage for developing programs.

An Embarrassment of Riches
The subject of languages is touchy

because most programmers—including

me—have opinions that are distinctly

individual and often passionately held.

That the choice of a programming lan-

guage can easily be an emotional issue is

interesting and revealing in itself, but our

topic is program development languages,

not psychology (or barroom brawling).

I have often been asked what language I

use for my own program development,

and the fair answer to that question

calls for a little history. When I began with

the PC it was only a few months old, and

there were only two languages available

—

interpretive BASIC and the Pascal compil-

er. At that time, not even the Macro assem-

bler was ready. This circumstance didn’t

present a lot of choice, but it did provide a

clear alternative. Interpreted BASIC and

compiled Pascal are nearly as different as
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any pair of languages could be, and so

quite a bit of the territory of programming

languages was being covered by this lim-

ited selection of two. For most program-

ming needs it was quite clear which of the

two was better suited to the task at hand;

for my work, Pascal was the clear
|

choice.

Although Pascal was more-or-less cho- I

sen for me (because there wasn't any real

alternative) and although I had no previ-
|

ous experience with it, I soon came to

deeply admire and respect the lean, crisp

nature of Pascal and be proud both of the
|

safety features built into the language and

of the way it encouraged responsible,

structured programming techniques. Now, I

with a year and a half of heavy experience

with Pascal, I think of it, in general, as the

choice programming language.

At this point I am usually asked, "So
|

you do all your programming in Pascal?”

and I answer, "No, I now do all my pro-
|

gramming in C; I don’t use Pascal any
|

more.” And therein lies the real rub of
|

choosing a language for program develop-



When I began with the PC there were

two languages to choose from. Now, there

are more than you can keep track of: Near-

ly every important language is available

for the PC and many unimportant ones as

well. Often, we have a choice of more than

one implementation or version of a lan-

guage. It is, as they say, an embarrassment

of riches. Before, there was too little to

choose from, while now, there is so much
to choose from that the choice can be

impossibly complicated.

To help reduce this complication, here

is a combination of my best professional

judgment and my personal opinion about

the factors that should go into an intelli-

gent choice of programming languages.

First, try to avoid being shortsighted.

The whole world, including us, is invest-

ing billions of dollars in computer pro-

gram development. We shouldn't squan-

der this investment. Even when we only

plan to use our programs for a very limited

time and intend to throw our programs

away, we should write them as if they

were a precious resource that we would

want to make last as long as possible. The

computer you use today won’t be the one

you are using tomorrow. The wise pro-

grammer uses a programming language

(and the features of each language) that is

likely to be available for many years on

many computers. This is a strong argu-

ment against peculiar languages and

homespun languages. In this regard, BA-

SIC looks best (in the world of microcom-

puters); Pascal and C look very strong as

well. Languages like FORTH and APL
seem poor choices, while a proprietary

language, available only from the lan-

guage's creator, is the worst choice of

all.

Another kind of shortsightedness is to

choose a language that you are familiar

with, or that you like, instead of search-

ing for the language that is best suited to

your needs. Here, I provide a good exam-

ple to follow: I'm switchingfrom a language

that I deeply like (Pascal) to one that

I’m uncomfortable with (C) simply because

it is a better choice for reasons that we
will see.

There are some reasons that would

lead us to choose BASIC above all other

languages. BASIC is a good choice for pro-

grams that may need to be modified "in

the field," either to allow the user to do

some customization, or to make it more

practical to distribute corrections,

patches, modifications, and improve-

ments. Any interpretive language, such as

APL and FORTH, shares this virtue, but

BASIC is really the only language that

lends itself to change by program users

who aren’t also program developers. An-

other strong reason for choosing BASIC is

to make programs as portable as possible

among different brands of computer. In

the past BASIC had the unique advantage

of being the only universal language for

UASIC
is really the only

language that lends

itself to change by
program users who
aren't also program

developers.

microcomputers; other languages, partic-

ularly C. are stepping into that arena more

and more. Both of these reasons—ease of

change and universality—explain why
most programs for business accounting

and applications are written in BASIC.

Speed can matter a great deal in some
programs, although I think that the impor-

tance of program speed is often exaggerat-

ed; many accounting and game programs

do very nicely with the relatively slow

speed of interpreted BASIC. When speed

matters—or might matter—a compiled

language is important. If you are program-

ming in BASIC, you would be very wise to

make sure that your programs follow the

slightly stricter rules necessary to be com-

piled; this gives you the option of freely

trading between flexible interpreted BA-

SIC and fast compiled BASIC. For the best

program speed. C and compiled Pascal

(but not p-System Pascal) are excellent,

while FORTH and even compiled BASIC

are mediocre. Sometimes one implemen-

NOBODY CAN BEAT OUR PRICES

WHY PAY FULL PRICE FOR IBM PC' and XT' ADD ONS?
We sell most major lines of hard disks, printers, modems,
RAM cards, monitors, and special interfaces at prices

much lower than retail! Full factory warranty, fast service.
* WRITE OR PHONE FOR OUR FREE CATALOG *

FOR PRICE QUOTE
Q/\|_|_ (714) 546-7481

or TO ORDER $1.00 credit for phone orders

BRAND NAME MERCHANDISE
DAVONG • EPSON • C.ITOH • NEC • AMDEK • IDS

BROTHER • TALLGRASS • HAYES • SEATTLE COMPUTER
TECMAR • OKIDATA • AST • PERSYST • AND MORE

DON-EL
COMPUTER
PRODUCTS

3261 Michigan Ave.. Dept PC9
Costa Mesa. CA 92626

CALL: (714) 546-7481

SpecMt ,

TER RAM+3
With Serial Port, Parallel Port

Clock/Calendar and Flash Disk®

64K tor on, v $275.00!
Fully tested, 1 year warranty, expandable.

* CHIP KITS. 64K for $65.00 *
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tation of a language is much better than

another; for example, reports have it that

IBM/Microsoft’s FORTRAN is pathetical-

ly slow while Supersoft's FORTRAN is

said to be very fast.

well-structured

language, but it is also

full of tricks, quirks, and
quite a bit of cryptic

notation.

When the issues of program speed or

program size are brought up, assembly

language usually comes to mind. While

assembly language allows ruthlessly tight

programming (programming “down to the

bare metal” with no overhead), the plain

fact is that assembly language program-

ming saves programming running time

but squanders the scarcest resource of all,

human programmer time. Except for lim-

ited special needs, such as the programs

that are most intimate with the computer

(like a BIOS control program), assembly

language programming is an extravagant

waste of human talent and should be

avoided whenever possible. Most com-

piled languages are fast enough, but when
the best speed or the closest intimacy with

the computer is needed, then C stands out

among high-level languages. For what is

called “systems programming,” meaning

programs that must work closely with the

computer (rather than from an arm’s

length relationship, which implies lots of

programming language overhead), C is

probably the best language available. Cer-

tainly C is widely accepted as such, and

that acceptance ensures that its reputation

will be fulfilled. As an example, a close

look at the 2.0 version of DOS reveals

some C programming language conven-

tions that have been integrated into DOS.

Things like this are best described in

terms of “handwriting on the wall" and “a

word to the wise." which lead system pro-

grammers like myself to migrate to C.

Experienced hands at computing know
from painful experience that the cleaner

and more comprehensible a program is,

the less likely that it will be bugged and

the easier it will be to change and improve

(as well as to debug). These reasons argue

very very strongly in favor of program-

ming languages that encourage and facili-

tate what is called “structured program-

ming.” The three best known structured

languages are PL/I, Pascal, and C. PL/I is

not widely available on personal comput-

ers, which largely rules it out for us. C is a

well-structured language, but it is also full

of tricks, quirks, and quite a bit of cryptic

notation; from a structured programming

point of view, this makes C much less

desirable. On the other hand, Pascal has

an unusually clean and clear form, and its

heavy use of meaningful English words

makes it easier to read and understand. In

addition, Pascal includes features, such as

enumerated data types and strong typing

(which are ideas too complex to explain

here), that greatly assist the writing of reli-

able programs. It is for these reasons that I

consider Pascal to be, in general, the best

programming language to use. If there is

not some overriding reason to use another

language, I would say Pascal should be the

first choice for all of us.

Neglected in this discussion so far are

the two languages that dominate tradition-

al large-scale computing, FORTRAN and

COBOL. Both of these old languages were

designed in the dark ages of computing

and really should have been thrown out

long ago. There is no need for personal

computing to repeat the mistakes of tradi-

tional computing. The strongest argument

for using either COBOL or FORTRAN is to

transfer either existing programs or exist-

ing programming skills. While this might

be legitimately very important to you, I

would suggest that you ask yourself if it

might also be shortsighted.

While your judgment and your opin-

ions may not match mine, you should use

this short discussion as a guide to devel-

oping your own rules for making a wise

choice among programming languages.

Working with a programming language is

more like a marriage than like going on a

date; you should choose with a long rela-

tionship in mind. /PC

Basic? IF YOU USE /I
YOU NEED BOS!

The BASIC Development System (BDS) is an integrated philosophy You never need to save programs in ASCII

set of software tools that will greatly increase your pro- and leave BASIC to perform any BOS function . Written

grammmg efficiency and productivity BOS is co-resident entirely in machine language for MAXIMUM SPEED in

with the interpreter to support BASIC's interactive minimum space. BDS provides the following features:

• SCROLLING KEYS Allow you to instantly list the first, last, current, previous, or next program line Now you can
quickly scan through a program to locate the lines you want to modify

• SINGLE STEP TRACE Pauses before executing each new line and waits for keyboard input to continue The line

number is placed in the upper-right corner of the screen so it doesn't interfere with program displays You may
break out of this trace mode at any time to examine variables, then CONTinue tracing Makes it easy to follow

the program logic and catch those hard-to-find bugs

• CROSS-REFERENCE The indispensable programming tool Provides a sorted list of every BASIC keyword, numeric

and string constant, line number, and variable name used in the program and shows where each item is referenc-

ed After a single item is referenced, each line containing the reference can be automatically displayed one at a

time for view and/or modification

• SUPER RENUM Gives you all the features that the RENUM command leaves out Renumber, relocate, or duplicate

any block of program lines without affecting other portions of the program

• VARIABLE DUMP A single command will list any or all program variables, along with their current values Each

array element is listed separately This is a powerful debugging tod. especially when used with SINGLE STEP TRACE

• COMPRESS Reduces the program size to an absdute minimum Leaves more space for variables and stnng data

and increases execution speed.

• UNCOMPRESS Expands a compressed program to make it more readable

BASIC DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM (BDS) $79

OCRS is the ULTIMATE research tool for the experienc- disassembly listing marking each referenced address,

ed 8086/8088 Assembly Language programmer It cap- then a sorted cross-reference of all hexadecimal byte and

tures output from the PC-DOS DEBUG utility; prints a word values appearing in the disassembly list

DISASSEMBLY CROSS-REFERENCE SYSTEM (DCRS) $49

TRY IT! You'll like it. or your MONEY BACK. If you are not satisfied for

any reason, return the product within 30 days for a full refund.

TO ORDER NOW, CALL (303) 793-0145

All products require a 64K IBM PC for XT), one disk drive and PC-DOS 1 10 or 2 00

Add S3 00 for shipping and handling

SoiTool
SYSTEMS
8972 E Hampden Ave • Suite 179

Oenver. Colorado 80231
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Expansion Board.

AST RESEARCH C0MB0PLUS64K Memory. Clock/

Calendar. Parallel & 1 Serial

Pori. SuperOrlve & SuperSpool

Software 8275.00

I/O PLUS II Includes Clock/

Calendar. 1 Serial Port & AST
Software 8120.00

Optional Game Port 45.00

Optional Parallel Port 45.00

Optional 2nd Serial 45.00

ME6APLUS 64K Memory. Clock/

Calendar. 1 Serial Port & AST
Software. S275.00

Optional Parallel Port 45.00

Optional 2nd Serial 45.00

Optional MEGAPAK (256K) 275.00

Disk Drives
CDC 9409 Disk Drive. Double sided,

double density, installation

instructions included* 1259 00

TAND0R TAI100-2 Double sided, double

density Disk Drive, including

instructions* 8259.00

DISK DRIVE ledadu Disk Drive Adapter,

PACKAGE 2 DS.DD Disk Drives, internal

cable & instructions • 8685.00

DYSAN DISKETTES Box oft 0

Double sided. DO 843.00

Single sided. DO 35.00

Ram Chips
1EK Set of 9, 200nSec. * SIB 00

64K Set of 9. 200nSec * 59 00

ARM0NK Executive Suite 829.95

BLUE CHIP Millionaire 72.95

INF0C0M Any Zork 27.50

Deadline 38.95

Starcross 27.50

•Disk Drives and Memory Chips come with the

Micro Match 90 day exchange warranty No

waiting for warranty service — we ll replace your

drive with a brand new drive AND a brand new 90

day warranty.

MICRO MATCH MM64T 64K Expandable Memory
with RAM test program 8145.00

MM39-1 Extender Board 35.00

MM77-1 Prototyping Bd 45.00

QUADRAM QUADBOARD 64K Memory. Clock/

Calendar. Parallel. 1 Serial

& Duadram Software S345.00

SEATTLE RAM + 64K Memory, t Serial &
Flashdisk Software S209.00

RAM - 3 64K Memory, t Serial.

Parallel Port. Clock/Calendar

& Flashdisk Software 8289 00

TALL TREE JRAM 512K Memory. JFORMAT
& JETDRIVE Software S665.0O

JFORMAT (software only) S39.95

JETDRIVE (Software only) 139.95

HATES SaurtnodM 300 8209 00
Smirtmodem 1200 499.00

SfflirtmodM 1200B 450 00

300 PackiH — Modem. Cable &
SmartCom II software 299.00

1200 Package — Modem. Cable &
SmartCom II software 579.00

SaurtCM II software 85.00

NOVATION Swiartcal 103 (300 Baud) 175.00

Snartcat 103/212(1200) 459.00

300 Packet! — Modem. Cable &
Data Capture software 275.00

1200 Picki|e — Modem. Cable S
Data Capture software 550.00

CABLE Modem to IBM 27 50

Displays

AMDEK Video 300 — Monochrome display

tor color graphics card 1 59.00

Video 300A — Monochrome display

tor color graphics card 175.00

Video 310— Monochrome display

for Monochrome card 1 75.00

Video 310A —Monochrome display

for Monochrome card 169.00

NEC JC1203D - High resolution

color display 655.00

ASHTON TATE dBase II S425.00

Bottom Line Strategist 255.00

CONTITENTAL Home Accountant + 95.00

First Class Mail 82.00

INFORMATION Easy Writer II 239.00

UNLIMITED Easy Speller 89.00

Easy Filer 259.00

Accounts Payable 369.00

Accounts Receivable 309.00

General Ledger 389.00

Inventory Control 369.00

Payroll 389.00

Combo Pack (GL/AR/AP) 950.00

UFETREE Volkswr iter 1 .2 135.00

Volkswriter International 169.00

LOTUS 123 355.00

METASOFT Benchmark 3.0 355.00

MICRO PRO Wordstar 3.3 279.00

Spellstar 145.00

Mailmerge 145.00

Wordstar/Spellstar 399.00

Wordstar/Mailmerge 359.00

Pro Pack (All Three) 399.00

PEACHTREE Peachpak (AP/AR/GL) 349.00

SORCIM Supercalc 145.00

VISICORP Visicalc (256K) 175.00

Printers

BROTHER HR- IP S759.00

HR-1S 889.00

EPSON FX80 542.00

MX 100 620.00

NEC 3550 Splnwrlter 1850.00

OKIOATA 80 335.00

82A 405.00

93 875.00

Te Order by phone call (213) 352-3253. Send

Check or Money Order. Master Card/Visa

accepted (include expiration date & signature).

Add S3 50 for shipping, handling & insurance (2

day Airmail $8.00). All orders shipped UPS
unless otherwise specified (Continental US only).

Other shipping methods or destinations, call for

best way & price. California residents add 6''?%

sales tax. All items subject to availability. Prices

subject to change without notice.

Call for prices on configurations not listed.

Modems

10049 Commerce Ave • Tujurtga, CA 91042(213) 352-3253

Send far our free Catalog
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Sophisticated adult’s play.
THE CREATOR™ mav be* the* only piece of software that you'll ever need for your IBM PC*.

THE CREATOR™ will be vour BASIC applications library. You create versatile, customized
applic ations by simply answering English questions.

Even the beginner can create hundreds of applications easily and quickly. In about the time it

takes to make a cup ofcoffee an application can be created by you. It's like child's plav.

With THE CREATOR™, canned software mav become a thing of the past. The source code is

provided so that you can customize your results. To help along the way, THE CREATOR™
comes with its own detailed documentation and tutorial.

The reviews are in: "it's remarkable", "veiy powerful ,

"delivers what they claim", "a major software* breakthrough.

THE CREATOR™ isyour software* solution. It just mav be the last one
you'll ever need! Available now at your dealer.

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines

THE CREATOR is a trademark of Software Technology for Computers

'Versions for other computers available soon

SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY for COMPUTERS
430A Main Street. Watertown, MA 02172. 617-923-4334

< 1 983 by SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY to COMPUTERS

Matte ApJ"""

'••ssssSSsaa

•WNU. A^T *800GFr
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Perfect Mates

ProWorks & Lotus 1-2-3

the winning strategy

ProWorks ’ means new solutions to old problems.

ProWorks and Lotus’ 1-2-3 ' combine for the winning
strategy—a strategy that marries the raw power of 1-2-3

with the consistency, speed, and flexibility of ProWorks.
They’re the perfect mates, saving you valuable time that

can be focused on analyses and solutions—today, not

next week. Instead of spending time setting up and
building models, use the strategy that wins—ProWorks,
business and personal applications for today’s

professional.

ProWorks software series includes:

Executive Assistant, Key Business Measures,

and Business Forecasting.

Reston Computer Group

Reston Publishing Company, Inc.

A Prentice-Hal! Company
11480 Sunset Hills Road
Reston, Virginia 22090

For more information call us at:

(800) 336-0338

ProWorks is a trademark of Reston Publishing Company.

1-2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Development Corporation.

©Reston Publishing Company. Inc. CIRCLE 422 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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VlSlWORDMAKES IT
EASYTOPUT YOUR BEST
THOUGHTS FORWARD.

The better your writing is, the greater

the opportunities are to dearly commu-
nicate your thoughts, sell your ideas.

The VisiWord”’ program for the

IBM* Personal Computer can help you

make the most of every writing oppor-

tunity. It's available for both the IBM
PC and the IBM XT with hard disk.

You’ll write more effectively

with the VisiWord program, because
it’s designed with the needs of the

business professional in mind. It will

also help you and your staff work
more productively, because the

VisiWord program has all the word
processing functions your secretary

or assistant needs.

You’ll find the VisiWord program
easy to learn, simple to use. And
everytime you use it, you’ll be pleased

by how much less effort it takes to

produce memos, letters, proposals

and reports that reflect your very best

efforts.

Writing, editing and printing your
thoughts are done in a single process

that’s fast—without waiting for typing

and retyping. And your results may
be even more professional-looking

because what you see on your screen

is exactly what you get in your final

printed result.

Easy to learn.
You’re ready to write the instant the

program is loaded. A simple, unclut-

tered screen display presents a multiple

choice “menu” of functions.
You simply choose which function

you want to use and the on-screen

prompts tells you how to use it every

step of the way.

A QuickStart’" course is included

to get you or anyone on your staff

producing letters and reports within

30 minutes.

Even easier to use.
There are no hard-to-use “control”

characters. A single keystroke selects

all primary program functions

—

Insert, Delete, Copy, Move, Find/

Replace, Storage and Print.

The most-used editing functions

are also easy-to-use, because they’re

done with a single Function Key.

These include Center Line, Under-
line, Delete, Delete To End Of Line,

Undelete, Indent, New Page, Decimal
Tab and Again.

Dynamic full page formatting lets

you see instantaneously on the screen

exactly what you’ll get on paper.

“Word wrap” is automatic for both

creating and editing documents.

Additionally, time-saving “help”

screens, and a clear, concise User’s

Guide in plain English give you the

assistance you need at a glance.

More powerful editing
with much less effort.

The VisiWord program lets you move,
copy, or delete columns of information

as well as paragraphs, and even

pages, simply and easily.

It helps you make your docu-

ments look more professional by auto-

matically formatting and numbering
each page, and adding headers and
footers if you wish.

And the VisiWord program’s split

screen windowing function lets you
see two documents at once, and take

parts of one and incorporate

them into the other.

You can even change
your mind about a change

—

the “undelete” feature

recalls lines of text you’ve

deleted.

Edit one document
while you print

another.
The “print spooling” feature

of the VisiWord program will

save you important time by
letting you print out one
letter-perfect document at

the same time you’re creating

another on your screen.

VisiWord becomes even
more powerful with other
VisiSeries" programs.

VisiWord report, using the windowing
capability. Or you can automatically

merge names and addresses selected

from your VisiFile’" program into a

form letter.

The VisiSpelT" program will

proofread and help you correct

spelling errors.

All total, there are nine VisiSeries

programs to help you work more
productively with your IBM Personal

Computer now. And in the future.

VisiWord
leads toVision?

To make sure that the VisiWord

program helps your word processing

today and tomorrow, we’re making it

an upgradable part of our revolutionary

VisiON integrated software system
of the near future.

Discover how using the VisiWard

program will make it easy for you to

put your best thoughts forward. See
it at a computer store near you, or

write our Customer Service Depart-
ment, 2895 Zanker Road, San Jose,

CA 95134.

Budgets and plans created with your^

VisiCalc* program can be auto-

matically included in your

©1983 VisiCorp. IBM is ,i trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.

VISICORP'
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And at SuperSoft, the future has arrived.

Convert your personal computer into a

truly useful business tool with programs in

the VoiceDrive series. This series contains

Scratchpad...with word processing and
graphics soon to come. Scratchpad with

VoiceDrive and all necessary hardware are

available for the IBM PC and other popular

microcomputers at fine dealers everywhere.

For more information about VoiceDrive,

call or write: SuperSoft, RO. Box 1628,

Champaign, IL 61820, 217-359-2112

Telex 270365.

European Agent: SuperSoft International Ltd., 51 The Pantiles,

Tunbridge Wells, Kent, England TN2 5TE.
TEL 0892-45433. Telex: 95441 Micro-G.

IBM PC is a trademark ot International Business Machines Corporation

CIRCLE 471 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Send more information about VoiceDrive
products.

Name

Company

“Say hello to Scratchpad
with VoiceDrive... it’s the
spreadsheet you can

talk to!’

"My boss never used to use his IBM
Personal Computer. Said he didn’t have time

to learn all the commands. So I told him
about Scratchpad with VoiceDrive...that’s an
electronic spreadsheet you can talk to as

well as type with. ..and now he’s using it all

the time. I asked him, ‘What about the

commands?’ He said, ‘No problem. You just

tell the computer to do things, like ‘delete

column] ‘insert row; ‘show me profits’.. .it’s

easy; I use VoiceDrive for inventory reports.

My boss uses it for financial statements,

board room presentations... all kinds of

things. Now we re both getting twice as

much done”
Imagine a spreadsheet that doesn’t

require keyboard commands. You just say

‘‘up;’ “down;’ or "replicate row five”...what
could be simpler?

VoiceDrive is the future of computing...

the next step

in making
computers

easier to

use.

Using a computer
has never been this easy.

Address

City State Zip

• SuperSoft. Inc . 1963



I hile other software man-
ufacturers are struggling to en-

ter the market, IMS just keeps

adding to the most comprehen-

sive line of IBM PC software in

the industry. With the recent

introduction of vertical market

applications for the legal and in-

surance professions, IMS now
offers a total of ten thoroughly

tested systems, including Man-
ufacturing Inventory Control,

Medical, Dental, School Man-
agement, Church Management.

Wholesale Distribution and a

complete Financial series.

In addition to broad selec-

tion, IMS gives you the stan-

dard of quality you’re looking

our Demonstration Disk, just

give us a call at (913) 677-1137.

After you see what we have to

offer, we think you’ll agree that

your IBM PC software prob-

lems are over ... at last.

AllIMS business applications are sold

through licensed dealers and require

8 or 16 bit versions ofthe CP/M ’

operating system and CBASIC ® . .

.

registered trademarks of Digital

Research Corp.

©.

for, plus an organized system of

total support. For complete de-

tails plus information regarding

INTERNATIONAL
MICRO SYSTEMS
6445 Metcalf • Shownee Mission, KS 66202

(913) 677-1137

IMS HAS IT NOW
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OF SURGENSTEIN

A HORRIBLE TALE OF LIFE WITHOUT A SURGE
It was a

stormy, menacing night. Dr. Surgenstein was
crouched over his personal computer, eagerly feed-

ing it warm, raw data, assessing the parameters
of his bride-to-be. Suddenly, his IBM PC was
struck by an uncontrollable power surge, se-

verely altering his beautiful bride's charming
appearance. He was face-to-face with a

nightmare.

If only Dr. Surgenstein had owned a surge
suppressor from Computer-Mate ”, this tale

would have had a happy ending. This protec-

tive device prevents horrendous data errors

and bizarre results. Available in “micro,"
“maxi" and "mini" models— with extra noise
reduction capabilities.

We doubt if an uncontrollable power surge
in your personal computer would create
this type of monster, but with a surge sup-
pressor from Computer-Mate ”, you're pro-

tected from other, equally devastating
results.

For order information, contact:

Computer-Mate. Inc.
1006 Hampshire Lane. Richardson. Texas 75080

Dallas (214) 669-9370 • Texas Residents (800) 442-4006

Out-of-State (800) 527-3643. Dealer inquiries welcome.
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Print in special fonts, ©©©@®©fl SPECIAL FCtllS

,

STICZAC TONIS , or create your own special fonts I

PrintMates™ with AP-PAKs™go all out to help you
get your message across. With an ordinary printer

you’re limited to ordinary printing. Not so with

PrintMates. They let you do more with your com-
puter— choose from 60 different type styles, print

characters up to Vt of an inch high and even
create your own logo and special fonts.

Applications Packages called AP-PAKs support

PrintMates and most popular microcomputers
with software and hardware for exciting and usable

graphics printing. You can inter-

mix text with graphics on the

same line and even print the

screen with AP-PAKs.

PrintMates print great on
any computer system, and

PrintMate 99

with an AP-PAK you can do more . Special AP-PAKs
are provided for OEM's who want to differentiate

and enhance their systems with a PrintMate printer.

You can do more in style when you mate your

system with a PrintMate and AP-PAK—and for less

than just another printer.

Call us toll-free at I -800-82 I -8848 for more
information and your sample of PrintMate’s styles.

CIRCLE 523 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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LANGUAGES/
BILL MACHRONE

ighted materia

Perhaps computers

will one day understand

a master language, hut

until then we will

continue to communicate

with them in many and

varied programming

languages.

Pascal



What is a computer language? Are

languages really necessary?

Why can’t we just talk to com-

puters in English? Why can’t there be one

master language for talking to all comput-

ers? Computerphobes and crack program-

mers alike must deal with the vagaries of

programming languages. Sociologists talk

about the widening gulf between comput-

er literates and illiterates. Computers are,

they say, clearly dividing us into the haves

and have nots. Are computers themselves

to blame? Of course not; the real culprit is

the linguistic contortions necessary to

communicate with computers.

Take two simple sentences: "Joe wants

an orange. Give him one.” The meaning is

perfectly clear, even to a 2-year-old. A
computer, however, is far too literal-

minded to make any sense of it. Even if the

computer knew what Joe and oranges

were, it would have trouble figuring out to

whom the "him” was referring. The mean-

ing is further obscured by the ill-defined

“one.” It begs the question, "One what?”

As computers become more powerful and

we become more skillful in programming

them, they will eventually understand us

when we speak to them like children. For

the present, though, we are limited to for-

mal computer languages.

The concept of a common language for

all human interaction with computers is a

dream to some, a nightmare to others.

Each proponent of a common computer

language proposes, of course, that his
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native spoken language should be the

basis for all programming. One of the goals

of researchers currently working on “fifth-

generation” computers is that the ma-

chines understand natural language.

While some admit to the convenience of

natural language, others want to retain the

advantages of specific languages. The

advantages may range from economy of

expression, as in APL, FORTH, and C, to

structuring techniques that reduce the

chance for error, as in Pascal. It is unlikely

that programming languages such as the

ones we are covering here will disappear

in the next 10 to 15 years, but some of

them will fall into disuse. One of the

things we’d like to show you is how the

languages are comparatively better or

worse at specific kinds of tasks. But first, a

little background

Programming History

Programming was originally a process

of connecting wires and throwing

switches in order to connect the logical

elements of the computer together in ways

that would solve a particular problem or

do some calculations. Early programmers

were a curious blend of plumber, electri-

cian, logician, and psychologist as they

channeled signals around that would sort

cards into the right bins or multiply two

numbers. Bless the first person who real-

ized that electronic patterns of ones and

zeros could be substituted for actually

throwing switches and connecting wires

together.

Ones and zeros made the program-

mer’s lot simpler because he only had to

code representations of the wires and

switches. This was machine language cod-

ing. The next step was to use a number

base other than binary to represent the set-

tings. Decimal was too unwieldy, and

octal (base 8) came into popular use. It was

reasonably good at representing the word

lengths of some of the early machines

(would you believe 13 bits?). Then IBM

invented the byte and settled on hexadec-

imal (base 16) as the best representation

scheme. Octal still persists in much of the

minicomputer world, despite the preva-

lence of hexadecimal in the mainframe

and microcomputer industries.

The next big step in language design

was to have the machine actually read

abbreviations for the operations that the

hexadecimal codes were performing. This

meant that every time you punched MUL
or some such thing on a card, the assem-

bler would generate the proper hexadeci-

mal code for a multiply instruction. These

were the first readable programs, and peo-

ple could start thinking about structure.

Next came the macro assembler, one

that would permit a whole series of

instructions to be assembled when a pro-

grammer-defined word or phrase was

read. Variable names crept in to represent

storage locations in memory and the con-

tents of registers. Naturally, most of these

words resembled English, and people

started to get the idea that perhaps you

could converse with the machine in a stilt-

ed English instead of loading registers and

executing operation codes. Following the

introduction of macro assemblers, it be-

came necessary for programmers to agree

upon and use standard libraries of macros.

Then someone decided that a program

could analyze the standard words and

variable names used by the programmer,

read the standard libraries, and generate

the necessary machine code. Thus, the

compiler was born. Somewhere along the

way, some bright fellows cooked up the

notion of an operating system, a set of pro-

grams and services that programmers

could use in a standard way. Operating

systems permitted multi-tasking, allowing

the computer to divide its resources

among several jobs. Given the minuscule

memory capacity of these early machines,

it was important that programs avoid

needless duplication of .

commonly used routines,

such as input/output r
and disk access. This

made the designing of

compilers easier and greatly simplified

the lives of programmers.

The only language that the central pro-

cessing unit (CPU) really understands is

machine code. This is a pattern of ones

and zeros (high and low voltages) that

causes the CPU to perform certain prede-

fined tasks. One pattern, for instance,

might instruct the CPU to “look” at a spe-

cific place inside the machine to see if a

key was pressed. Another tells it to move a

copy of the character typed into a register,

a special kind of memory inside the CPU.

A third moves the character from the

CPU’s register to a specific location in

memory.

Instructions of this sort are used con-

tinually by word processing programs and

many others. “Talking” to the machine on

this level is exceedingly difficult, since

the programmer must use exactly the right

pattern for each action he wants the

machine to perform. Assemblers make

this particular job easier by figuring out

the proper patterns for you. Short phrases,

called mnemonics, tell the assembler

what you want the CPU to do. Fox exam-

ple, you might use phrases like:

MOV AX. (char)

MOV ( loc ) , AX

As you can see, this isn’t much of an

improvement over ones and zeros.

Languages are customarily divided

into high and low levels. Low-level lan-

guages tend to resemble assembly lan-

Basic

first person who realized

that electronic patterns

of ones and zeros could

he substitutedfor

actually throwing

switches and connecting

wires together.
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APL

Focus on Functions

Functions find the words that computer languages can't find

themselves.for

Functions are an integral part of modern

computer languages. They help you ex-

tend the language in a powerful, useful,

and controlled manner. The main purpose

of a function is to describe something that

the language cannot do in terms of things

that it can do. Some languages are com-

posed entirely of functions, most notably

FORTH and APL. In APL, programs are

called functions. In FORTH, they’re called

words. In either case, they become part of

the working environment, available for

use in defining new functions or words.

Contrast this to BASIC’s function capa-

bility, which is actually a macro or short-

hand phrase that allows you to tie together

a number of standard BASIC syntax state-

ments so that they are executed whenever

you use the name of the function. You can

pass values to the function by having

dummy variables within the function def-

inition. This is the only way that standard

BASICs use local variables and a named
rather than a numbered subroutine. While

that’s pretty good, there are still shortcom-

ings. In other than sophisticated BASIC
compiler implementations, you have to

re-enter the functions into every program

you write; there is no way to incorporate

them into the language.

Programs written in C are an agglomer-

ation of functions as defined by the pro-

grammer and calls to standard functions.

All of C’s input/output, formatting, and

string handling capabilities are defined in

a standard function library. As such, they

are part of the language, but you can add as

many other functions as you like. Addi-

tions to the function library do not change

the syntax of a C program, which

enhances portability. C functions may be

defined in terms of things that C already

knows how to do or in assembly language

calls to the operating system, or a mix of

the two.

PL/I’s functions are a bit different,

allowing you to define named subroutines

within the program or externally. The

variables passed to the functions are local

and have meaning only within the func-

tion. As with Pascal, PL/I allows you to

define your own procedures and func-

tions; indeed, the body of your program

resides inside a master procedure called

main. Lisp and LOGO provide for flexible

function definition as well. —B.M.

guages, or provide similar

machine control capabilities,

while high-level languages either

resemble English or do many com-

plex things in a few economical

phrases. Some languages cloud the

issue. Assemblers can have features nor-

mally associated with high-level lan-

guages and high-level languages can get

“down and dirty” and interact with the

CPU the way an assembler does.

Definitions and Categories

Time for some definitions and some

categorization. An assembler converts

mnemonics, which represent operations

that you want the CPU to perform into the

machine instructions (ones and zeros),

which actually do the work. An interpret-

er takes a program that you have written

and scans it, line by line, converting your

instructions into machine language as it

goes. A compiler scans the program you

have written and converts it into machine

instructions for execution at some later

time. There are some languages or imple-

mentations of languages that cloud the dif-

ference between interpreters and compil-

ers. Terms such as pseudo-compiler and

incremental compiler abound. You will

hear some languages referred to as strong-

ly typed or structured. Structured lan-

guages permit you to create procedures

Cobol
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that have one specific entry point and one

specific exit or return point. Variables

used within a procedure are usually “lo-

cal,” meaning that they do not affect other

values within the program, even if they

have the same name. There is always some

override provision for making variables

global, or accessible from any part of the

program. Contrast this to BASIC, which

allows you to GOSUB to a specific subrou-

tine and jump out of that subroutine any

time you want, and go literally anywhere

else in the program. Such shenanigans are

not condoned by structured languages.

Data typing simply means that you

have to tell the compiler the names of vari-

ables and what kind of data they will con-

tain before you actually use the variable.

Some languages allow you to predefine

the startup value of a variable, while some

also permit format statements, which

describe how a variable will look when
displayed or printed. Some languages are

very loose in data typing, such as BASIC,

which allows you to create variables on

the fly, with no advance notice other than

dimensioning arrays. Others, such as C,

require that you specify the variables you

are going to use, but allow considerable

flexibility in moving data around from one

type to another or mixing data types in cal-

culations. Pascal and COBOL, on the other

hand, are extremely rigid in the way they

allow data types to be used, and are gen-

erally considered a good discipline for

newcomers to programming.

Strong data typing means that if, for

example, you define one value as an inte-

ger and another as a floating-point num-
ber, you can’t even add them together.

Pascal is strong on data typing to the point

of obnoxiousness, while BASIC, at the

other end of the spectrum, just makes

some assumptions and does what you tell

it to do. Other languages fall inbetween,

with conversion rules and functions that

permit mixing of data types. In the long

run, it’s probably okay for a language to

disallow the mixing of data types, as long

as it has convenient operators or functions

for conversion of one type to another.

Structure has a different meaning
when applied to data. Data structures are a

logical outgrowth of data typing. You
lump groups of data types together and

give them a name, then you can manipu- Fortran

computer more accessible while retaining

the mathematical and computational

power of FORTRAN. The main thing that

distinguished BASIC from other lan-

guages available at the time was that it was

(and still is) an interpreter. This means

each program line you write is converted

to machine instructions as the program is

executing. Contrast this to compilers,

which convert your program to machine

instructions all at once, and then allow

you to execute the machine instructions.

BASIC loses quite a bit in speed of execu-

tion, but this is usually offset by the con-

venience of being able to change a line or

two and rerun the program immediately,

without recompilation. You can also run

small parts of a program to check the cor-

rectness of a section, or you can even run a

single line of code. Professional program-

mers disdain these features, but then, it

was not to them that BASIC was originally

addressed.

BASIC was the first high-level lan-

guage to be implemented on a microcom-

puter and has been far and away the most

prevalent language used on micros ever

since. A variety of vendors have created

BASIC compilers. These programs allow

you to prepare a program with an inter-

preter, testing it line by line, if you desire.

When it works the way you want, you feed

the source program to the compiler, which

converts it to machine code. These com-

piled BASIC programs typically run

four to twenty times faster

than their inter-

preted counter-

parts. A few

pseudo-com-

piler versions

of BASIC are

around, but

they are

falling

into

late all of them as a group (which may be

called a “structure" or a “record”). Busi-

ness data processing becomes infinitely

easier, programs take less time to write,

Ba"ASIC
was the first high-level

language to be

implemented on a

microcomputer and has

been far and away the

most prevalent language

on micros ever since.

and the functionality and comprehensi-

bility of a program increases dramatically.

BASIC
BASIC is an acronym for Beginners’

All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code.

The most common of all computer lan-

guages, it was developed in the early

1960s at Dartmouth College in New
Hampshire by John Kemeny and Thomas
Kurtz. Their objective was to make the
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disuse as they are replaced by true com-

pilers. These pseudo-compilers simply

convert BASIC’s key words and variable

names into coded abbreviations, called

tokens. The tokenized program, called

intermediate code, is interpreted by a spe-

cial program called a run-time module.

This is faster than a pure BASIC interpret-

er. but slower than a compiler.

BASIC’s greatest strengths are the ease

with which it can be learned, and its speed

in getting something useful on the

screen.

Beyond the fundamentals, BASIC has

many extensions, ( ailed /unctions, which

handle trigonometry, string manipulation,

and other complex tasks. Most versions

include a feature called define function,

which permits astute programmers to cre-

ate their own extensions. Its greatest and

most criticized weakness is its utter lack

of structure. Using the GOTO instruction,

programmers can (and often do) leap

around from line to line in a fashion that

would confuse even the program’s author.

This is known as spaghetti code. Other

languages, such as COBOL, are not

immune to spaghetti coding, but BASIC

almost invites it. BASIC is also a victim of

the professional programmer's snobbery.

Having worked long and hard at learning

other languages, he can’t believe that

something so simple can produce com-

mercially useful results. The time-hon-

ored answer to the professional’s ques-

tion, “What’s it written in?” is inevitably,

"Uhhh, BASIC, but it’s an advanced ver-

popularity in the business world today.

Data
%
processing managers sorely needed a

consistent approach to designing, writing,

and debugging the tremendous number of

programs needed by businesses to break

the paperwork bottleneck (and keep the

big machine they bought from IBM busy).

The folly of writing payroll packages and

the like in assembler was clear: While a

proficient programmer could crank one

out in reasonable time, it was virtually

impossible for anyone else to understand

the program without lengthy study. Thus,

maintenance and improvement of pro-

grams became a whole new corporate bot-

tleneck. Legions of pin-striped, white-

shirted salesmen viewed COBOL as a god-

send. with code so readable that any man-

ager could ostensibly pick up a program

and discern its meaning. While it’s true

that COBOL takes nothing for granted, its

drawback is obvious: You have to tell it

everything within the program, including

the make and model of the machine it is

going to run on. COBOL is file-oriented,

meaning that it has built-in commands
that understand records, indexes, and the

SlNC

COBOL
COBOL shares honors with BASIC as

the most widely used language. It too is

acronymic in name, COmmon Business

Oriented Language COBOL's chief pro-

genitor was Captain Grace Hopper of the

U.S. Navy. She and her team designed the

first standard version of the language in

the early 1960s. COBOL is well-suited to

business applications because it is wordy,

making it easy to write clearly under-

standable programs. Which is not to say

that all COBOL programs are models of

clarity: it is just as easy to write turgid

code in COBOL as in any other lan-

guage.

IBM is largely responsible for COBOL’s

ICE IT'S

the oldest of the

currently extant

languages, some
programmers enjoy

pokingfun at the old

dinosaur.

like. If you are shopping for the ideal lan-

guage, you can certainly do better.

FORTRAN
FORTRAN derives its name from FOR-

mula TRANslation, its scientific heritage

obvious. Since it’s the oldest of the cur-

rently extant languages, some program-

mers enjoy poking fun at the old dinosaur.

It’s really a cheap shot, though. Although

we've learned that FORTRAN is a good

example of how not to design a program-

ming language, its legacy is clear: It is

BASIC’s immediate parent. Many fea-

tures, such as line numbers, functions,

algebraic expression of arithmetic calcula-

tions. loop structures, and internal storage

of data found their way into BASIC,

with few changes.

FORTRAN’S major design

objectives were to permit scien-

tists to write algebraic formulas in a

form the machine could understand

without mangling them, and to provide

access to lots of storage for number

crunching. Furthermore, it provided

“massaging’’ of large numeric arrays.

String handling and data structure were

hardly considered at all. Some nonstan-

dard features crept into versions of FOR-

TRAN, hampering portability of programs

and forcing the language back to the stan-

dards committees. In spite of this, many
complex and useful programs were writ-

ten in FORTRAN, mainly because it was

the only game in town. Several popular

mainframe database management systems

owe their existence to FORTRAN. Back

when it was the only decent compiler

around for many machines, a group of

computer scientists at Bell Labs cooked up

Ratfor, which stands for Rational Fortran.

It is a preprocessor that allows you to

write neat, structured code, which is then

translated into normal FORTRAN state-

ments for the compiler. It overcomes

many of the objections and problems of

FORTRAN programming, but, because its

use is mainly limited to universities, it is

unlikely to cause a resurgence of interest

in the language. Many FORTRAN pro-

grams are still in use today and many “In-

tro to Data Processing” courses teach it as

an introductory language, an act that com
puter scientist Edsger Djikstra calls a cap

ital offense. The disfavor into which FOR
TRAN has fallen is not entirely unde-

served.

:tions,

ilcula- .

torage

n

i

I- Pascal

Pascal was written as a teaching lan-

guage by Nicklaus Wirth, a Swiss comput-

er scientist. It addresses many of the prob-

lems faced by FORTRAN programmers

and provides a highly structured way of

writing programs. The parent language for

all block-structured languages is Algol, a

favorite in Europe, but little used in the
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U.S., other than in some universities. One
of its central ideas is that the more GOTOs
there are in a program, the more prone it is

to error. Therefore, there is no such thing

as a GOTO in Pascal.

Fans of Pascal have elevated it to near

religion, while vendors of compilers have

extended the language in many ways

w,IRTHIS
both pleased and

somewhat appalled by

the widespread use and
adaptation of Pascal.

Wirth never specified in order to make it

usable in business. The main attraction of

Pascal is its clean, block-structured ap-

proach. The major Pascal offering. UCSD
j

Pascal, works by replacing each statement
j

with tokens and internal symbols, called
|

p-Code. All UCSD Pascal compilers gener-

ate the same p-Code, regardless of the pro-

cessor. When SofTech. the originator of
1

UCSD Pascal, wants to put Pascal on a

new machine, all it does is write a new
p-Code interpreter for that machine, with

appropriate drivers for input, output. I

printers, and disks. Thus, Pascal programs

can be moved easily to many different

machines. Note, though, that it is an inter-

preter. Like pseudo-compiled BASICs.

UCSD Pascal will always be somewhat

slower than true compilers because the p-

Code must be interpreted. This statement,

like every other definitive one. contains a

contradiction. Some manufacturers have

built "Pascal Engines," computers de-

signed to execute p-Code directly. IBM

Pascal, made by Microsoft, is a true com- ;

piler and bears a family resemblance to

Microsoft’s FORTRAN. BASIC, and CO-
(

BOL compilers.

Wirth, meanwhile, is both pleased and

somewhat appalled by the widespread use

and adaptation of Pascal. He has designed

a new language, Modula-2, which incor-

porates Pascal's design features with suffi-

cient power to handle business applica-

tions without add-ons. Perhaps Pascal
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will return to its intended purpose: teach-

ing people to think in a structured way.

Modula-2, by the way. was designed to

run on a computer called Lilith, which

was designed solely to execute Modula-2

rapidly. This is not an insurmountable

obstacle to compiler writers: a PC version

of Modula-2 is currently in the works. Per-

haps it should have been called Rational

Pascal, or RATPAC.

APL
APL, authored by Ken Iverson (then of

IBM), is the most idiosyncratic of lan-

guages. APL stands for "A Programming

Language.” and this is just what it is. What
makes APL outstandingly different from

other languages is its unique character

set— it uses Greek and some special over-

strike characters—the brevity and power

of its operators, and, that it reads from

right to left. Furthermore, it is an inter-

preter in a world in which everyone

knows you need a compiler for speed. It

was first designed for large mainframe

machines, and still needs large quantities

of memory if it is to do its thing properly.

Programs are called functions in APL and

are stored in memory, which is called the

Workspace (WS).

APL achieved its place in the larger

scheme of programming languages by

being succinct; that is, expressing grandi-

ose ideas in a line or two of code and by

making it easy to build and manipulate

large multidimensional numeric arrays.

The language requires a special character

set to work on the PC. This can be accom-

plished by plugging in a new ROM on the

monochrome adapter board or by using

the graphics capabilities of the color

board. Of all the languages available for

the PC, APL is probably the one that ben-

efits most from using the 8087 coproces-

sor’s mathematical power.

APL is going in two directions at once

in terms of user acceptance and availabil-

ity. While it has disappeared from IBM’s

earlier 5100 series of desktop computers

and from many time-sharing services, it is

enjoying a renaissance on the PC. At one

time. APL was the only language available

that would permit certain kinds of calcu-

lations, such as linear programming mod-

els. Now, however, C, PL/I, and Pascal all

provide equivalent number-crunching

power. APL still remains attractive,

though, because it is an interpreter and

because it is so elegant. While other lan-

guages may actually crunch the numbers

Portability: Which Languages

Get Around—And Why
Are any of the available programming languages truly portable?

Portability is the ability to move a program

from one machine to a completely differ-

ent make and model and have it run suc-

cessfully. It has long been a dream of sys-

tems developers everywhere. What makes

a program portable? Is there, in fact, any

such thing as portability? Yes and no.

FORTRAN was supposed to be porta-

ble. It turned out to be one of the least por-

table environments for programs. What

went wrong? The main problem within

FORTRAN is that it matters a great deal

how the language stores things internally.

Thus, a program that did a calculation

properly on one machine would either

make mistakes on another machine or not

work at all, mind you, with an ostensibly

identical version of the FORTRAN com-

piler. The solution was usually to rewrite

the program, a time-consuming and ex-

pensive proposition.

The other problem was nonstandard

implementations. Systems programmers

(precursors of today’s hackers) delighted

in “improving” the compiler and added

many nonstandard front-end and back-

end features. Some of them were quite

good and gained wide acceptance, while

others were just obstacles. Then you had

to know whether you were using FOR-

TRAN IV, FORTRAN V or WATFIV (Wa-

terloo University's version of FORTRAN
V), or whatever.

The situation was no better with

COBOL. Everyone liked the idea of

COBOL, but no one could agree on a total

definition for the language, let alone

details of how things should work. Each

computer manufacturer produced its own
version of COBOL, supposedly better than

everyone else’s, but necessarily incompat-

ible. Fortunately, the Navy was making a

big investment in computers and pro-

grams and wanted to use COBOL.

The Navy’s computer brass knew what

was going on in the industry and wanted

no part of it. They formed a standards

committee under the aegis of the Ameri-

can National Standards Institute (ANSI) to

create a standard for future versions of

COBOL. Grace Hopper headed the com-

mittee and ANSI COBOL was born. Still,

vagaries of machine word length, I/O

conventions, control language, and im-

plementation limit the degree to which
COBOL programs can be moved around.

Portability (in the mainfame world) tends

to be excellent among similar machines

from the same manufacturer, but falls to

pieces rapidly as you branch out to other

manufacturers. In the micro environment,

the common denominator tends to be the

compiler vendor rather than the hard-

ware. So programs written under RM
COBOL tend to run on any machine for

which Ryan-Macfarland, a manufacturer

of COBOL compilers, has implemented a

version of its compiler.

One reason that there is so much prej-

udice against BASIC is that there are so

many versions. Even from a major vendor

like Microsoft, the implementation for

each machine can vary widely. Other ven-

dors (yes, there are others) introduce still

more variants. Translation from one dia-
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PL REMAINS
attractive because it is

an interpreter and
because it is so elegant.

faster, it is much easier to change an oper-

ator or an assumption in an APL program

and get the answers without the lengthy

compile and link steps usually required

by the compilers.

PL/I

PL/I (that's a Roman numeral one) is

IBM's answer to the Swiss Army knife.

lect of BASIC to another, especially if file,

cursor control, or string operations are

involved, can be nearly impossible.

Pascal, given its heritage as a teaching

language unencumbered by all the func-

tions needed for business use. has suffered

the worst in its transition to an applica-

tions language. No two versions are the

same. There is an ISO standard Pascal

without any extensions that no one uses

for business simply because it has no

extensions.

APL is another language plagued by

the vagaries of machine-dependent imple-

mentation. APL functions, as stored in the

workspace, are not transportable. Any
implementation that calls on hardware

facilities (like a floating-point processor)

specific to the installation will not trans-

port well. APL will, however, transport at

the source code or canonical representa-

tion level. Since most functions are fairly

short, reentering them into a new system

is not much of an obstacle.

The C language has fared better than

Intended to be all things to all people, it

ended up being one of the biggest, most

complex languages ever written. It is wordy

like COBOL, crunches numbers like FOR-

TRAN. has block structure like Algol, and

some syntax that isn’t too far removed

from BASIC. Some of the folks at IBM

wanted to call it FORTRAN VI. The result,

however, is impossibly unwieldy: PL/I

has at least three ways to do anything. The

language's many virtues were obscured by

its complexity. IBM pushed very hard to

make it the de facto mainframe language,

but was unable to unseat COBOL. PL/I

received somewhat more acceptance from

the scientific community, because many

people were ready for something better

than FORTRAN. The good parts of PL/I

spawned several imitators, special-pur-

pose adaptations, and subsets, including

virtually any other language in terms of

transportability of application programs.

The machine-dependent capabilities of C
tend to be used only for systems program-

ming. C's single-source history and the

fact that the UNIX operating system is

written in C are the two major factors. In

order to put UNIX on a new machine, you

need to have implemented a fully func-

tional C compiler.

C compilers for non-UNIX systems

tend to follow the standard C very closely.

There are a few subsets of the language for

8-bit machines, but most of the 16-bit and

many of the 8-bit versions are complete.

There is no need to extend C because of its

ability to handle functions (see sidebar on

Functions).

Other than the usual storage boundary

(machine word length) problems. PL/I

programs tend to be fairly portable. Grant-

ed, there are some variants, most signifi-

cantly PL/C, Cornell University’s version.

Minicomputer and microcomputer ver-

sions follow the Subset G version and

PL/M. the systems programming language

Gary Kildall wrote for Intel. Other systems

programming languages, such as Hewlett-

Packard's SPL, bear a strong resemblance.

PL/I was saved from ignominy by a stan-
|

dards committee, which sought to whittle

it down to a manageable size for minicom-

puters. The committee excised many of

the abstruse and redundant features of the

language, and created PL/I Subset G (for

X LIIHAS
at least three ways to

do anything.

have a high degree of portability.

The military has been one of the stron-

gest influences on standards in computer

systems and languages. The work done on
COBOL is the best example, but the brass

realized they needed a more modern,

structured language similar to PL/I, Pas-

cal, or C. There have been other standard

military languages, such as the Air Force’s

jovial. Lack of acceptance, poor training,

and shortcomings in the language pre-

vented it from becoming a standard. The
decision was made to go for an all-new

language, designed from the ground up for

weapons control systems. This, of course,

is Ada. Ada most closely resembles Pas-

cal, with some significant improvements

and extensive enhancements. It is big, like

the original PL/I and will, its designers

hope, be all that the government wants it

to be. It is illegal for anyone to produce a

subset or otherwise modified version of

Ada and still refer to it as Ada. This is one

compiler that will provide (if all goes

well) full portability. —B.M.
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c,•HAS
^become the language of

choice for systems

programming.I the time, took the features that they

liked, and created a language that

produces tight, fast code. It is part of the

overall implementation of the Program-

mer’s Workbench, a collection of software

tools designed to make it easy to create

and maintain programs by project teams.

C is block structured, and is similar in

syntax to PL/I. It is, however, much more

economical in some of its expressions,

especially logical operators. Some people

criticize C because it can be too cryptic. It

is also known as a high-level, low-level

language, because it is fairly easy to

manipulate bits and bytes, allowing you to

do things that would otherwise require a

separate assemble-and-link step, or that

couldn’t be done at all in some lan-

guages.

C has become the language of choice

puters with relative ease, that they will

run fast, and that they will be relatively

small, compared to most other compilers.

Portability is aided by C's single-source

beginnings; there are few nonstandard

versions around. Most of the “nonstan-

dardness" that you find in C shows up in

the names given to functions rather than

in alterations to the syntax.

C's most distinguishing feature is that

it is made up almost entirely of functions.

That is, each predefined statement is

stored in a library and only becomes part

of your program if you use it. You can

define new functions, either in C or in

assembly language, and incorporate them

into the function library. With all the

noise currently being made about reusable

code in business and professional circles,

wonders if they’ve looked at C. The

general purpose). It succeeded, and Digi-

tal Research built a Subset G compiler that

would run on the 8080. It was only a mat-

ter of time before it was translated to 8086

code, giving us a version that could run on

the PC.

The C Language
The programming language C has prob-

ably captured the imagination of more

people than any other modern language. It

is relatively unique in having been created

as Bell Labs’s in-house system develop-

ment language, then exported to the world

through Bell’s UNIX operating system.

Just before C was developed, another lan-

guage. called B (after Bell Labs), had been

developed in-house. The B language never

saw the light of day. but C's authors. Brian

Kernighan and Dennis Ritchie, named
their new language C for the simple reason

that it followed B. In developing C, Ker-

nighan and Ritchie looked at virtually all

the programming languages available at

r«
programming language

C has probably captured

the imagination ofmore
people than any other

modem language.

for systems programming—the writing of

operating systems, compilers, word pro-

cessors, and other utility programs. Virtu-

ally every machine has a full implementa-

tion of C available for it. which means that

programs can be transported to new com-
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network of users who share C routines,

especially in the UNIX world, is enor-

mous. far larger than the PC bulletin board

and software network. C is also designed

to use the power of the operating system to

the greatest possible extent. All of these

factors explain why the machine language

modules produced by C are so compact.

dBase II

What’s a commercial product like

dBase II command language doing in a

language comparison article? Holding its

own. So many people use dBase II on PCs

and other micros that it has attained a kind

of de facto acceptance as a language. Its

major attraction is that it uses the built-in

Assembler

T,HENETWORK
of users who share C
routines, especially in

the UNIX world, is

enormous.

database management system, making

file-oriented operations a cinch. Syntacti-

cally. it is somewhere between BASIC and

Pascal, though leaning more toward the

latter. For example, there is no GOTO
phrase in the language. It is procedural

and block-structured, making it easy to

read and follow if you don't get too deeply

mired in nested IFs.

dBase II and its command language are

the microcomputer descendants of an in-

house database management system at the

Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL). Some of the idio-

syncrasies of dBase II reflect its single-

author (Wayne Ratliff) origin. It inherited

a number of limitations from its 8-bit. 64K

machine origins. A version that would

take full advantage of 16-bit processors

would be most welcome. Meanwhile,

dBase II commercial applications, includ-

ing entire accounting systems, are prolif-

erating.

The command language is an interpret-

er. which is somewhat unique in that it

does not require line numbers. This has a

negative impact on overall speed, since

there is no GOTO or PERFORM statement.

DO doesn't count, since it goes out to disk

and gets a new program. The interpreter,

therefore, must slog through line after line

of code, looking for ENDIFs and ELSEs to

determine what to do next. One of the con-

veniences of the dBase II system is the

built-in program editor. The best way to

describe it is "line-at-a-time WordStar." It

uses the same control keys as WordStar for

moving the cursor and inserting/deleting

characters, but only one line at a time. It's

too slow and unwieldy for major editing

jobs, but handy for fixing an errant line of

code without leaving dBase II. Another

advantage results for dBase IV

s

interpre-

tive operation: interactive debugging.

There are provisions for stepping through

programs one line at a time and for using

the printer as a documentation device.

FORTH
FORTH is another modem language,

this one created by the astronomer Charles

Moore to control telescopes. It is utterly

unlike any of the other languages in this

review, either in structure and program-

ming style. FORTH is made up of a small

kernel of words, each word performing a

specific function like adding two num-

bers, or fetching something from a file.

New words may be defined by stringing

old ones together in whatever way you

want. The new words have pointers that

direct the computer to the locations of the

old words. Since the kernel words are

written in assembly language, the new
words take up little space (they're just an

index to the old words) and the whole

thing is very fast. The way new words are

built on and linked to old words is called

threading, and is the real key to FORTH’s
compactness and speed. The syntax is dra-

matically different from other languages.

FoORTH IS

utterly unlike any of the

other languages in this

review, either in

structure and
programming style.

since it uses reverse Polish operations, as

well as a "stack” to store variables, current

results, and other partial results of opera-

tions. FORTH is well-suited to develop-

ment of custom microprocessor-con-

trolled hardware, like Moore's original

telescope controllers. It is not particularly

disposed to general purpose computing,

although there are numerous devotees (ac-

olytes?) who beg to differ. FORTH users

are usually quietly satisfied with their dis-

covery of the perfect language, while Pas-

cal's minions are fervently evangelical,

even violent in defense of their chosen

language.

FORTH includes its own program edi-

tor and usually its own operating system.

Programs are entered and stored in

"screens." usually 256-byte chunks of

program. A few FORTH implementations

use the operating system for input and

output (screen, disk, and printers), while

others completely replace the operating

system with FORTH’s own.

Some assembly language programmers

say they can do everything FORTH can do

by using macros. They’re missing the

point. You've got to really understand the

innards of the machine to write good mac-

ro code and the results are not (usually)

threaded. With FORTH, you learn to think

Forth
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Logo is

just as capable as any
other language for
problem solving

business graphics and
other applications.

like a hypothetical stack machine instead

of thinking like the particular micropro-

cessor you happen to be working on.

Using assembly language to build applica-

tions programs is analogous to excavating

a basement with a teaspoon. It’ll do the

job. but its arduous and few

will want to trace

your actions

when it comes

There is a special kind of cursor called a

turtle. Imagine a mechanical turtle that

can crawl around on a sheet of paper. It

has a retractable pen in its belly. This is

the essence of LOGO’S turtle, except that

its domain is the screen and it writes with

light instead of ink. Children have found

this imagery wonderfully attractive and

the language makes it easy to move the tur-

tle around. What, you may ask. is the sig-

nificance of a children’s language? Well, if

that were all that LOGO were, it would

still be important, because teaching young

people to use computers effectively and to

think clearly about solving problems with

them is one of the largest challenges we
face. LOGO has already demonstrated its

prowess in this area.

Furthermore. LOGO is not limited to

turtle graphics and education. It is just as

capable as any other language for problem

solving, business graphics, and other

applications. Digital Research's forthcom-

ing version of the language is a case in

point. First, LOGO is an interpretive lan-

guage. based on Lisp, the darling of the

artificial intelligence community. The

syntax and operators that resemble Lisp

provide powerful string manipulation, as

well as all the usual arithmetic functions.

The result is a full-capability language

with integrated record handling, screen

management, and graphics. The possibili-

ties for analyzing and acting upon En-

glish-like commands or re-

sponses entered by the user

are far greater than any-

thing else available

at the moment.

/PC

time to modify or correct the program.

LOGO
LOGO is one of the newest languages to

arrive on the scene, an outgrowth of learn-

ing research and the way children interact

with computers. One of the most outstand-

ing features is the way it

allows you to interact

with the computer

via the screen.
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Six benchmark programs

are presented in eleven

languages allowing for

broad comparisons among
the languages.

Benchmmk
Programs

Hbw do you go about comparing

languages? Some of our descrip-

tions may have given you an

inkling as to the particular strengths and

weaknesses of certain languages. In addi-

tion to descriptions, benchmark programs

can be helpful in evaluating languages. A
benchmark is a routine, which in this case

is written in each of the different lan-

guages. to perform a standard task. Here

we present six simple routines in ten dif-

ferent languages. Each shows different

dimensions of the language and uncovers

some strengths and surprising weak-

nesses. Broad comparisons can then be

made among the languages. One thing that

benchmarks do not do especially well is

tell you what the "fastest” language is.

Labeling a language "fastest" based on a

series of benchmarks is akin to the blind

men describing the elephant.

Our main reason for presenting these

benchmarks is to illustrate ways in which

a language’s capabilities may mesh with

your needs. There is also a certain unde-

finable way in which a language meshes

with your personality. Some people

strongly prefer the structure of the COBOL
environment, while others feel con-

strained by it. APL users claim that that

language changes the way they think

about problem-solving in general. The

convenience of interpreters is priceless to

some, worthless to others. A final consid-

eration is the environment for which

you’re writing programs. Do you want the

code to be transportable? To what kind of

machines? Will the program be modified

in the future by someone other than your-

self? Does it have to be fast? Blazingly fast?

Are you going to be the only user? Is there

a prevailing standard language in the

industry toward which your program is

targeted? The ways in which the bench-

marks are written in our sampler of lan-

guages and the performance of each one

may help you decide. For our benchmark

tests we have selected versions of the lan-

guages that are representative of what’s

available. In no way have we attempted to

test every available version of every lan-

guage. (See the Product Information side-

bar for a more complete list of vendors of

these languages.)

Once you have selected a new lan-

guage, give it every chance to prove itself.

If you are already proficient in BASIC, you

may be overwhelmed by the seeming com-
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plexity of PL/I or the abstractions of APL.

You may, on the other hand, take immedi-

ately to the structures of C or Pascal. In

most cases, you will have to do more to

write a program than you are doing in

BASIC, the exceptions being APL and

FORTH. So, buy a book; buy two books.

Take a course. But learn your new lan-

guage. Give it a chance to show its stuff.

Actual Benchmarks
Our first benchmark is simply an emp-

ty loop. We’re asking the machine to do

nothing 10,000 times. This gives us a han-

dle on the flat-out looping—or iteration-

speed of the language. Since asking any

language to do something just once is like

asking to see the fastest draw in the West

(Wanna see it again?), we must ask it to

repeat a task many times in order to find

out how long it takes for one pass through.

For example, BASICA takes 5 seconds to

do the empty loop test, while COBOL
takes 3.3 seconds for the same test.

The second test, integer addition, adds

one to a variable until it equals 32,767, the

limit for a 2-byte signed integer. Integer

addition, like looping, is important in

gauging a language’s performance in time-

critical operations.

The third benchmark, floating-point

arithmetic, takes the mathematics out of

the CPU and into memory, since double-

precision or floating-point numbers are

too large to fit into the 8088’s registers.

This routine gives you a handle on the rel-

ative efficiency of the floating-point calcu-

lation routines built into the language, an

important consideration if you are doing

lots of mixed or repetitive calculations.

String concatenation is our fourth test.

In it, we assign strings to two variables,

then combine the two variables into a

third. Languages vary widely in their abil-

ity to handle strings and. while this test is

far from inclusive (finding substrings

within strings is another important fea-

ture), it is indicative of overall string-han-

J
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Figure 5: Table lookup in BASIC.

1 Table lookup test.
3 DLFINT B-Z
5 DIM A (25)
8 TIMES « "0"

10 FOR X = 1 TO 1000
15 RESTORE 200
20 FOR LOOP c 1 TO 25
30 READ A (LOOP)
40 NEXT LOOP
50 NEXT
60 PRINT TIMES
70 END
200 DATA 1 , 2, 3 , 4 ,

5

210 DATA 6,7,8,9,10
220 DATA 11,12,13,14,15
230 DATA 16,17,18,19,20
240 DATA 21,22,23,24,25

Figure 6: This benchmark demonstrates BASIC's ease in handling records.

1 'File access test.
3 DEF1NT X
5 TIMES = "0"

10 OPEN "R",l, "TEST. DAT", 132
20 FIELD II, 132 AS RECORDS
30 FOR X 8 1 TO 100
40 PUT II,

X

50 NEXT X
60 'read records back.
70 FOR X 8 1 TO 100
80 GET II,

X

90 NEXT X
100 'modify and rewrite records.
110 FOR X * I TO 100
120 GOSUB 200
130 LSET RECORDS - "Modified"
140 GOSUB 300
150 NEXT X
160 PRINT TIMES
170 END
180 '

200 GET II,

X

210 RETURN
300 PUT II,

X

310 RETURN

Figure 7: /n LOGO, the string concatenation test.

TO STRING. CONCATENATION
MAKE "A ITHIS IS A STRING]
MAKE "B (THIS IS A STRING WITH LOTS OP WORDS IN IT.)
MAKE "C SENTENCE sA :B
END

TO STRING. CONCATENATION. TFST
REPEAT 10000 I STRING.CONCATENATION]
END

dling speed.

The fifth test produces the greatest

variation when translated to other lan-

guages. This is because languages vary

drastically in the way in which they store

data in tabular form internally. In the case

of BASIC. DATA statements are accepted

uncritically by the program. If there were

an error, such as an alphabetic character

among the numbers or a misplaced com-

ma. it would not be detected until you ran

the program. In a strongly typed language

like Pascal, however, the compiler would

check that each entry matched the

declared data type during the compilation

process. It is nearly impossible to get bad

data into languages that are strongly

typed.

The final test is the only one that goes

"outside" memory to the disk. It gives

some indication of the ease of handling

files and the relative efficiency of the

interaction with MS-DOS. We selected a

file length of 132 because it might repre-

sent the width of lines to be printed in a

real application, and because it does not

agree with the sector size or any even frac-

tion thereof of the operating system. Over-

all. we were pleasantly surprised at the

One THING
that benchmarks do not

do especially well is tell

you zvhat the “fastest

"

language is.

speed with which the languages handled

disk I/O. Note that PC LOGO does not han-

dle file-oriented functions at this time, so

it did not participate in this test.

Not having experience in all the lan-

guages that are being tested, we farmed

out the actual coding chores on some of

the languages from our BASIC prototypes.

Each of the persons or companies is an

expert in the language we assigned. Their

comments are included in the body of this

article and in various notes within the

tables and sidebars.

c righted materia
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BASIC
Here is our empty loop in BASIC (see

Figure 1). Note that we do not use the vari-

able name in the NEXT statement to max-

imize speed.

Counting to 32,767 can be done either

of two ways, with a WHILE loop or a FOR-

NEXT loop. FOR-NEXT is many times

faster (see Figure 2).

Floating-point operations are assumed

by the BASIC interpreter unless instructed

otherwise by a DEF instruction (see Figure

3).

Notice that we are assigning the strings

within the loop (see Figure 4). This slows

the program down, but this is all right for a

benchmark.

An interesting finding in this bench-

mark is that BASIC converts the represen-

tations in the DATA statements (which are

stored as you typed them) to single-preci-

sion numbers faster than it can convert

them to integers (see Figure 5).

BASIC's ease in handling odd-sized

records is evident in this benchmark (see

Figure 6). It has an advantage over lan-

guages that only provide sequential access

to files or that require files to be closed or

"rewound” before they can be reac-

cessed.

LOGO
Bill Glass, of Harvard Associates, pro-

vided our LOGO routines. Written by Gold

Hill Computers, Inc., of Lincoln. Massa-

chusetts, PC LOGO is a product of Harvard

Associates. Bill comments: "LOGO is very

different from other languages, since it

provides an integrated programming envi-

ronment (combined program editor and

runtime support). This frees users from

having to control storage allocation, but

intermittent garbage collection (reuse of

memory) can potentially extend computa-

tion times."

The technique used for implementing

the string concatenation test is similar to

that used in the floating point test (see Fig-

ure 7).

Figure 8: In LOGO, the internal data lookup test.

TO INTERNAL. DATA. LOOKUP
MAKE "DATA [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25]
MAKE "A "

REPEAT 25 MAKE "A SENTENCE sA FIRST :DATA MAKE "DATA BUTFIRST : DATA

]

END

TO INTERNAL. DATA. LOOKUP. TEST
REPEAT 1000 [INTERNAL. DATA. LOOKUP!
END

Figure 9: In COBOL, the working storage section for the string concatenation

program.

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID. STRING.
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
CONFIGURATION SECTION.
SOURCE-COMPUTER. VICTOR 9000
OBJECT-COMPUTFP. IBM-PC.
DATA DIVISION.
WORKING -STORAGE SECTION.
77 A PIC X (16) VALUE "This is a string".
77 B PIC X(48) VALUE

"This is a longer string with lots of words in it".
77 C PIC X (64) .

PROCEDURE DIVISION.
000-MAIN.

PERFORM CONCATENATE-STRING 10000 TIMES.
STOP RUN.

CONCATENATE-STRING.
STRING A B DELIMITED BY SIZE INTO C.

Figure 10: COBOL's read/write/modify program.

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID. FILEHN.
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
CONFIGURATION SECTION.
SOURCE-COMPUTER. VICTOR 9000
OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-PC.
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
FILE-CONTROL.

SELECT TEST-DATA-FILE ASSIGN TO DISK
ACCESS MODE IS SEQUENTIAL.

DATA DIVISION.
FILE SECTION.
FD TEST-DATA-FILE

LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD
VALUE OF FILE-ID IS "TEST.DAT"

.

01 TEST-RECORD PICX(132).

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
77 DOLLAR-RECORD PIC X(132) VALUE ALL
01 SWITCHES.

03 E-O-J-SWITCH PIC X VALUE 'N'.
88 E-O-J VALUE 'Y'.

PROCEDURE DIVISION.
000-MAIN.

OPEN OUTPUT TEST-DATA-FILE.
PERFORM WRITE-NEW-RECORD 100 TIMES.
CLOSE TEST-DATA-FILE.
OPEN 1-0 TEST-DATA-FILE.
PERFORM REWRITE-OLD-RECORD UNTIL E-O-J.
CLOSE TEST-DATA-FILF.
STOP RUN.

WRITE-NEW-RECORD.
WRITE TEST-RECORD.

REWRITE-OLD-RECORD.
READ TEST-DATA-FILE

AT END MOVE 'Y' TO E-O-J-SWITCH.
IF NOT E-O-J

REWRITE TEST-RECORD.
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LOGO begins to show its unique tal-

ents in the internal data lookup test. The

words FIRST and BUTFIRST are used to

select the first element from the array and

DONTUSE
COBOL ifyour

application is primarily

personal or ifyou know
that it will not he used 2

years hence.

then eliminate the first element from the

remainder of the array (see Figure 8).

COBOL
Mark Wisan. president of V.P.

Communications. Inc. has been working

with COBOL since 1973 as a programmer,

systems analyst, and consultant. Most of

his experience has been with IBM 360/370

COBOL and IMS database applications.

V.P. Communications, Inc. provides sales

and support of business and personal

computers and offers custom program-

ming in dBase II. COBOL, and BASIC for

Victor 9000s, IBM PCs, and PC compati-

bles.

Wisan reports that IBM PC COBOL
(Microsoft COBOL) is very similar to the

versions that run on very large IBM sys-

tems, as well as on mainframes from other

manufacturers. In addition, the Microsoft

COBOL source code runs with only minor

changes on 8-bit CP/M systems, and most

computers that support MS-DOS.

Wisan comments, “Don’t use COBOL if

your application is primarily personal or

if you know that it will not be used 2 years

hence. Don’t use COBOL unless you are

willing to write for future programmers

who may have to modify your code when
you are no longer available to advise them.

Don’t use COBOL unless you are willing

to take the time to carefully design your

application and get it going in a modular

“top-down” structured fashion.”

V.P. Communications, Inc. is located

Assembly Language
In most assembly language programs, well over half

the characters are comments, which are helpful in

understanding the program’s logic.

Writing in assembly is the way to wring

the maximum utility out of your machine.

If it can’t be done in assembly, it can’t be

done at all. If code must run as fast as pos-

sible, or must be compressed into the

smallest possible amount of memory (note

that these two are not necessarily compat-

ible objectives), assembly language is the

language to use.

In a good assembly language program,

well over half the characters in each

source file are comments rather than code.

For trivial programs such as the string

concatentation program, the comments

are not absolutely necessary, but are

included just to give the reader a sense of

what is going on.

In other programs—internal data table

lookup, record create, read, update—the

comments are essential. They serve to

remind you of what you are doing as you

write, and they make it possible to modify

or correct the program without having to

completely re-analyze the logic every

time.

Anyone who has tried to figure out

how a program works by looking at the

uncommented code produced by the U
(unassemble) command in the PC’s Debug

utility will immediately appreciate the

value of comments. Even the sparse ones

are helpful for understanding program

logic.

In assembly, there is no pretense that

the code in itself is “selfdocumenting.”

The microprocessor is designed for com-

puting power, speed, and efficiency first;

ease of programming is, at best, a second-

ary design consideration.

Historically, Intel has not been known
for producing machines that are easy to

program in assembly. The 8088/8086 fam-

ily is no exception. These microproces-

sors are filled with little quirks and spe-

cial situations that allow the programmer

to squeeze every possible bit of computa-

tional speed out of the technology.

As a consequence, learning to program

the 8088 in assembly language requires

rote memorization of miscellaneous spe-

cial features. For example, the 8088/8086

family all have eight 16-bit general-pur-

pose registers, denoted AX, BX, CX, DX,

SI, DI, BP, and SP. They are general pur-

pose in that each register can be used for

addition, subtraction, logical operations,

and shifts, but each register also has one or

more special purposes:

• AX must contain one of the factors

when multiplying.

• BX has a special role in translating

character codes.

• CX must be used with looping and

repetition instructions.

• DX must be used to hold I/O

addresses greater than 255.

• SI points to the source characters in a

string move.

• DI points to the destination in a string

move.

• BP as an address pointer points into

the stack by default.

• SP has stack maintenance as its pri-

mary function.

microprocessor is

designedfor computing
power, speed, and

efficiency first; ease of
programming is, at best,

a secondary design

consideration.

The above list is not complete. There

are additional special purposes for each

"general-purpose” register, and the pro-

grammer must be familiar with all of them

in order to write efficient 8088/8086

code.
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Since each register has been assigned

special functions that it alone can per-

form, values may not always be in the par-

NYONE
zvho does a significant

amount of assembly

language programming
builds up a library of
subroutines and pieces

of code that can be used

as building blocks.

ticular register where they are needed.

The contents of any register need to be

shuffled around, which is one of the

things that makes the code of the floating-

point operations program somewhat con-

voluted. Part of the program has no pur-

pose other than to move a partial result out

of the way or into a register with a partic-

ular special purpose.

Although it is possible to write assem-

bly language programs from scratch, any-

one who does a significant amount of

assembly language programming builds

up a library of subroutines and pieces of

code that can be used as building blocks.

The IBM PC Macro Assembler facilitates

the use of such building blocks by provid-

ing an "include” instruction and a "mac-

ro" processor. The "include” instruction

tells the assembler to include in the

assembly the contents of the file named in

the "include” instruction. In an assembly

listing, lines of code brought into the list-

ing via an "include” instruction are pre-

fixed with a letter "C.”

Thus, in the record create, read, update

program, the instruction "include dos-

call asm" tells the assembler to include at

that point all of the code in the file named
doscall.asm. I created this file so that I

would not have to remember the function

number for each of the 30 or so DOS func-

tions. It assigns mnemonic names to them

so I can refer to them by name in the main

program.

The “macro” processor built into the

assembler is another productivity tool for

writing assembly language code. It allows

you to define, for the duration of an assem-

bly, new instruction codes that stand for

several or many lines of code that may be

repeated in the body of a program. The
included file, "doscall.asm,” in the record

create, read, update program contains the

definition of a macro named "doscall,”

which stands for the code necessary to

invoke a DOS function. In an assembly

listing, lines of source code created by the

macro processor are prefixed by a plus

sign (+).

In addition to the use of the include

and macro facilities of the IBM Personal

Computer Macro Assembler, the record

create, read, update program and the float-

ing-point operations program were writ-

ten with the assistance of a structured

assembly preprocessor, which enables the

programmer to use structured program-

ming constructs such as if-else-endif,

repeat-until, and while-endwhile. The

preprocessor converts these constructs

into the appropriate assembly code, re-

lieving the programmer of just a little bit of

the burden of assembler language pro-

gramming.

These structured assembly pseudo-

instructions show up as comment lines

beginning with xif, xifcond, xelse, xendif,

xrepeat, xuntil, xwhile, and xendwh. The

code generated from them by the prepro-

cessor follows them, but other than the

fact that the generated code lines do not

contain comments and the fact that labels

generated by the preprocessor all have the

form x9999x: (where 9999 is a 4-digit

hexadecimal number), there is no way to

distinguish the code generated by the pre-

processor from the rest of the code.

All of the programs were assembled

using the IBM Personal Computer Macro

Assembler (version 1.00) on a 128K PC
with the 10-megabyte hard disk expansion

chassis running DOS 2.0. Programs were

linked using the DOS 2.0 version of LINK,

except for the record create, read, update

program, which had to be linked with the

DOS 1.1 version of LINK because of prob-

lems encountered with the 2.0 version.

Finally, the .COM files for actual execu-

tion were created using the DOS 2.0 ver-

sion of EXE2BIN. —Louis J. Cutrona, Jr.

preprocessor converts

constructs into the

appropriate assembly

code, relieving the

programmer offust a

little bit of the burden of
assembly language

programming.

Louis J. Cutrona. Jr. provided our

assembly language routines. He consults

in the area of microcomputer system

design and programming, specializing in

the IBM Personal Computer, and recently,

he taught a class in IBM Personal Comput-

er Macro Assembler Language Program-

ming. Dr. Cutrona is in the process of

developing several utility programs for

the IBM PC, including the structured

assembler preprocessor program men-

tioned in the sidebar on assembly lan-

guage. You can contact him at (201) 447-

3270.
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Figure 1 1 : String concatenation in assembly language,

comment *

This program makes use of another of the 8088' s powerful instructions:
The string move instruction ("movs") and the repetition prefix
("rep")

.

The string move instruction causes the character located in the
data segment at the offset specified in the source index register
(SI) to be copied into the extra segment at the offset specified
in the destination index register (DI), following which the source
index and the destination index are both incremented by 1.

The repetition prefix, which is related to the loop instruction,
performs the following operations: if the current value of the
count register is zero, skips the instruction to which it is
prefixed (in this case "movsb"), and passes control to the next current
instruction. If the current value of the count register is not
zero, executes the string primitive instruction and then subtracts
1 from the current contents of the count register.

The net effect is that the "rep" prefix causes the repeated
execution of the string primitive instruction, the number of
repetitions being determined by the number stored in the count
register (CX) when the repetition starts.

cseg segment /Identifies the start of a logical segment of assembler code.
assume cs:c8eg,d8:c8eg,es:cseg /This is what the assembler needs to know to address data.

org 120H /Locate data area after code, but declare it first.

a$ db "This is a string"
length_a$ equ $ - a$ /The special symbol stands for the current value of the

/location counter, a value often represented in other
/assemblers by the special symbol

b$ db "This is a longer string with lots of words in it."
length_b$ equ S - b$
c$ db length_a$ + length_b$ dup(?)

org 100H /Code starts here for a .COM file

initialize:
cld /Set the direction flag so that the string primitives

/will work from lower to higher memory locations.
/If we had set this flag to 1, using "std", then the
/string primitive instructions would decrement the
/source index and destination index each time instead
/of incrementing.

mov cx, 10000 /Set number of times to repeat the loop
next_x:

mov ax,cx / Save the current value of the loop counter into the A-register.

mov si, offset a$ /Put the offset of a$ in the data segment into the source index.
mov di, offset c$ /Put the offset of c$ in the extra segment into the destination index
mov cx,length_a$ /Put the number of characters in string at into the count register.
rep movsb /Copy the characters from a$ into c$

mov si, offset b$ /Put the offset of b$ in the data segment into the source index
/The destination index is already pointing to the next character
/in c$ because that's how the preceding "rep movsb" left it.

mov cx,length_b$ /Put the number of characters in string b$ into the count register.
rep movsb /Copy the characters from bS into c$

mov cx,ax /Retrieve the current value of the loop counter.
loop next_x /and repeat the above until the counter hits zero.

int 20H /Return to DOS

cseg ends /Identifies the end of the logical segment named "cseg"
end initialize /Tells the assember where execution is to begin.
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Figure 12: A record/create/read/update program in assembly language.

include doscall asm
include fcb. asm

cseg segment
assume cs:cseg,ds:cseg

org 200B
diskfile fcb <0 , "TEST "DAT" > {Define FCB for disk file.
new data db "Modified"
length new data equ $ - new_data
record_area db 132 dup(" ") {Initialize to blank as BASIC does.

org 100H

initialize:
doscall set dta, record_area {Specify location of program's input/output buffer
doscall create file, diskfile {Create a file named "TEST . DAT"
mov di sk file. lr eel, 132 {Set logical record length to 132
xor bx ,bx {We will use BX as the record number counter

{xrepeat
xOOOlx

:

inc bx {Next value of record number counter
mov diskfile. relrec,bx {Set record number field in FCB
doscall random write, diskfile {Write contents of record_area to file.

jxuntil bx,ae, 100
cmp bx, 100
jnae xOOOlx

xor bx,bx {Zero BX for use as counter for reading back
{xrepeat
x0002x

:

inc bx {Next value of record number counter
mov diskfile. relrec,bx {Set record number field in FCB
doscall random read, diskfile {Read contents of record into record area

;xuntil bx,ae, 100
cmp bx, 100
jnae x0002x

doscall clo8e_f ile,diskf ile {Close the file

jPart 2 - modify and rewrite records

cld {Make string primitives increment
doscall open file, diskfile {Open the file
mov diskfile. 1 reel , 132 {Set logical record length to 132
xor bx , bx {Zero BX for use as counter for records modified

{xrepeat
x0003x:

inc bx {Next value of record counter
call read {Call subroutine to read record number in BX
mov si, offset new data {Point to new data
mov di, offset record_area {Point to input/output area
mov cx , length_new_data {Tell how many characters to move
rep movsb {Copy characters into record area
call write {Call subroutine to write modified data

;xuntil bx,ae, 100
cmp bx, 100
jnae x0003x

doscall close_f ile,diskf ile .•Close the file
int 20H {Return to DOS

{Subroutine to read the record specified in BX
read proc near {Tell assembler this is a NEAP, subroutine

mov diskfile. relrec,bx {Set the record number to be read
doscall random_read, disk file {Read it in
ret {Return to caller

read endp {Tell assembler that's all for this subroutine

{Subroutine to write the record specified in BX
write proc near {Tell assembler this is a NEAR subroutine

mov diskfile. relrec,bx {Set the record number to be written
doscall random write, diskfile {Write it out
ret {Return to caller

write endp {Tell assembler that's all for this subroutine

cseg ends
end initialize
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Figure 13: Pascal's string concatenation operator CONCAT is straightforward.

program str ing_concatonation;
var x t integer)

• ifbfC t 1string (90))
.

.

begin
toff X :• 1 to 10000 do S •

'

c t» 'This is a string 1
)

b )• 'This is a longer string with lots of words in it 1
)

concat (c,b)
end y v,

*

"*•-
'

•
'
'*

§> . rt, H''¥rz[
r

.

: *
.v •« '?

•,

end.

Figure 14: The read/write modify program in Pascal.

program records (input, output, fyle)

;

const bell 7)
type rec - packed record

data i lstring (132) )

RS^T' g Suig?
:

£ ii

fyle : file of rec)

assign (fyle, 'test.dat')

)

fyle .data 'Creation ')

rewrite (fyle)
) SSSrSiK A

for x : 0 to 99 do put (fyle))
close (fyle )

j

writeln (output, chr (bell ))

)

reset (fyle)) IfHBlTyW
for x : 1 to 99 do get (fyle))
close (fyle)

)

writeln (output, chr (bell ) ) )
*

fyle.mode : direct) ( allows randon access )

reset (fyle) ) -

for x s- 0 to 99 do .V

'

begin

h

seek (fyle,x)

y

get (fyle)

)

fyle*. data *
seek (fyle,x)

y

put (fyle))
end)

close (fyle)

)

end.

’Modified * y

Figure 15: String concatenation in FORTH.

in HHSPORTH )0 ( 06/29/83 - PC Magazine benchmark programs
i TASK J STRINGS 9 Load STRINGS word set )

255 (VARIABLE A-STRING
255 4VARIABLE B-STKIMC 255 (VARIABLE C-STRING
STRING-CONCAT ';£ vj

'

» This is a string* A-STRING 4!

I* This is a longer string with lots of words in it."
b-string $i ioooo o •

DO A-STRING B-STRING 44 C-STRING 41 LOOP )

Figure 16: Record Management function in FORTH.
Block i 129
0 ( 06/29/83 - PC Magazine benchmark programs.

r
10

n
12
13
14
15

in >

( Record create, read, update ) t TASK »

STRINGS ( Load STRINGS word set )

blk 9 14 CONSTANT PILS-Mfe, ( file area to start in next blk )

I RECORD-AREA 7 /NOD PILE-AREA 4 BLOCK SWAP 132 * 4 f

t CLBAR-FILE 100 0
DO I RECORD-AREA 132 BLANK UPDATE
LOOP PLUSB |

t READ-RECS 100 0 DO I RECORD-AREA DROP LOOP f

i MODI PY(REWRITE 100 0
DO 4* Modified" I RECORD-AREA 41 UPDATE
loop plush y . y , ^

« RECORD-TEST CLEAR-PILE READ-RECS MODIPY4REWRITB )

across the street from the World Trade

Center in New York’s financial district.

Wisan can be reached at (212) 608-4000.

Notice the working storage section for

this version of the string concatenation

program (see Figure 9). It requires you to

specify the length of each string as well as

its contents.

The read/write/modify program (see

Figure 10) gives you an idea of how
COBOL programs begin to look in a busi-

ness environment. The FD in the data

division describes the records to be creat-

ed and used by the program.

There is

a certain undefinable

way in which a

language meshes with

your personality.

ASSEMBLY
The program shown in Figure 11

makes use of one of the 8088 ’s powerful

instructions: The string move instruction

(movs) and the repetition prefix (rep). The

string move instruction causes the charac-

ter located in the data segment at the offset

specified in the source index register (SI)

to be copied into the extra segment at the

offset specified in the destination index

register (DI), following which the source

index and the destination index are both

incremented by 1.

The repetition prefix, which is related

to the loop instruction, performs the fol-

lowing operations: If the current value of

the count register is zero, it skips the

instruction to which it is prefixed (in this

case, “movsb”), and passes control to the

next current instruction. If the current val-

ue of the count register is not zero, it exe-

cutes the string primitive instruction and

then subtracts 1 from the current contents

of the count register.

The net effect is that the “rep” prefix

causes the repeated execution of the string
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primitive instruction, the number of repe-

titions being determined by the number

stored in the count register (CX) when the

repetition starts.

The final assembly language program

(see Figure 12) uses two included files,

one that makes DOS calls easier, and one

that helps the programmer in setting up

file control blocks.

Pascal

Pascal’s string concatenation operator,

CONCAT, is straightforward (see Figure

13). Note that the length of the strings

must be declared in the beginning of the

program.

The read/write modify program (see

Figure 14) uses two file modes, sequential

and direct. The files are created and read

sequentially and then modified in direct

or random mode.

FORTRAN
Edie Windsor, who provided our FOR-

TRAN routines, is a native of New York

City who worked in various capacities for

IBM over a period of 16 years. She has

been involved with FORTRAN since her

early research in 1956 at NYU, where she

worked on iterative solutions to 4th order

differential equations. A year later she

authored the NIM program that IBM dis-

tributes with updates to 704 FORTRAN.
At IBM, she was a Senior Programmer

in the Systems Development Division,

specializing in specification design, im-

plementation of systems, and language

processors, as well as architecture systems

requirements, product planning, and

strategies. She has extensive experience

with FORTRAN on the IBM 704, 709,

7090, 7040/44, the 360 series, the 370

series, and others.

Edie subsequently managed an IBM
group responsible for FORTRAN, COBOL,
and Algol standards; and was responsible

for IBM’s Corporate Language Strategy.

In FORTRAN, strings are handled as

arrays of individual characters, which

accounts for its low performance in the

benchmarks (see Figure 22).

The file handling program shows the

detailed specifications that FORTRAN re-

quires in order to process them properly

Figure 17: APL string concatenation.

v PS06S; Cs N

Cl] N*0

C 23 lOOP**0*ilOOOO'.N*Ntl

£3] A* 'THIS IS A STB INC
C 43 B*-’ THIS IS A LONGKB STRING UITH LOTS OF UOIDS IN IT.'

C 53 C*A.

B

C63 HOOP

9 PJ0B4 N
Figure 18: APL floating point.

£13 VB*Npl234. 56

VON,78.

9

£33 VOVBxVC
£43 VA+VBtVC

Figure 19: String concatenation in dBase II.

* dBase II string concatenation.
* Note that all memory variables must be
* assigned a value before they can be referenced.
7 "starting..." + chr(7)
set talk off
STORE 1 TO X
DO WHILE X < 10001

STORE 'This is a string 1 TO A
STORE 'This is a longer string with lots of words in it.' TO B
STORE A+B TO C
STORE X+l TO X
ENDDO

CLEAR
set talk on
? "finished!" chr(7)

Figure 20: dBase II file update program.

* dBase II file update program.
* This program uses a pre-defined 132 byte
* file to be created, read and updated.
USE TESTDB
? "starting..." + chr(7)
set talk off
STORE 1 TO X
DO WHILE X < 101

APPEND BLANK
REPLACE PIELDl WITH X
STORE X+l TO X
ENDDO

CLEAR
USE TESTDB
STORE 1 TO X
DO WHILE X < 101

STORE PIELDl TO A
STORE X+l TO X
SKIP
ENDDO

CLEAR
USE TESTDB
STORE 1 TO X
DO WHILE X < 101

REPLACE PIELD2 WITH "Modified"
STORE X+l TO X
SKIP
ENDDO

CLEAR
set talk on
? "Finished!" + chr(7>
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Figure 21: PL/I programs.

test4: procedure options (main)

;

declare i fixed binary;
declare s character ( 16)

;

declare t character ( 32)

;

declare r character (48)

;

do i • 1 to 10000;
s - 'This is a string';
t • 'This is a longer string with lots of words in it';
r - s I I t;
end;
end test4;

testf: procedure opt ions (ma in)

;

declare i fixed binary;
declare f file;
declare record character (132)

;

record - /* all blanks •/

open file(f) tltlefPCMAG.DAT') record output;
do i • 1 to 100 ;

write file(f) f rom(record)

;

end;
close f ile(f )

;

open file(f) title ( 'PCMAG.DAT' ) record input;
do i - 1 to 100;
read file(f) into(record)

;

end;
close file(f);

open file(f) title ( 'PCKAG.DAT' ) record output;
do i • 1 to 100;
record - 'Modified';
write file(f) from (record)

;

end;
close file(f )

;

(see Figure 23).

APL
Bob Lee provided our APL routines. He

is a research psychologist who specializes

in public opinion and consumer research.

He first became acquainted with APL
while performing survey studies in the

late 1960s. and spent 20 years using the

language as a communications researcher

at IBM. He has developed courses in com-

puters for executives in the educational

held, and has taught numerous classes at

IBM Systems Research Institute. NYU.
and elsewhere.

APL. the language with all of those fun-

ny symbols in it, sure saves your typing

fingers if not your eyes.

The Floating Point Benchmark in APL
does not require looping (see Figure 18).

The header for the program defines this as

a function that takes one argument, in this

case N, which is the number of times the

pair of floating point operations is to be

performed.

Line 1 creates a vector named VB with

N elements, each with a value of 1234.56.

Line 2 makes the VC vector, with N ele-

ments. each valued at 78.9. The two vec-

tors are then multiplied element by ele-

ment in Line 3 with the resulting vector of

N products assigned to a new vector called

VA. In Line 4. the vector VB is divided by

vector VC and assigned to VA again. Note

that APL uses an ”x" for multiplication;

the is used for exponentiation.

APL calls concatenation “catenation”

for some reason. We will need to set up a

loop, as used in the empty loop bench-

mark (see Figure 17).

The counter, N. is set at 0 in the first

line. The second line, labeled LOOP,
works in the same way as the empty loop

benchmark. Here, though, instead of using

the labeled lineOUT as an escape, we sim-

ply direct the program to the nonexistent

line 0 when 10.000 is less than is true.

(This is the obverse to the BASIC and

FORTRAN operations which continue un-

til N is greater than 10.000.)

Line 3 creates the first character string

and assigns it to A; Line 4 the second

string for variable B. In Line 5. the two

strings are catenated by use of a comma
and assigned to variable C. Line 6

branches back to LOOP.

end test6;

Figure 22: String concatenation in Fortran.

PROGRAM STRING
CHARACTER A*17 ,B*49,C*67
DO 40, 1-1,10000
A - 'This is a string.'
B - 'This is a longer string with lots of words in it.'

40 WRITE (C, ' (A, A) ') ,A,B
WRITE (

*
,

' (A) ' ) C
STOP
END

Figure 23: File create/read/update in Fortran.

PROGRAM FILEHAND
CHARACTER* 66 B,C, FI*10
CHARACTER INIT
DIMENSION B(101) ,C (101)
INIT - *»'

FI « ' • 5 :TESTDAT

'

OPEN 5, FILE »F I , STATUS- ' NEW ' , ACCESS- 'DIRECT '

,

1FORM- ' UNFORMATTED ' , RECL-1 32
DO 40, 1-1,100
WRITE ( 5,REC=I ) INIT

40 CONTINUE
CLOSE ( 5 , STATUS- ' KEEP '

)

OPEN 5, FILE -FI, ACCESS- ' DIRECT ' , FORM-
DO 50, 1-1,100
READ ( 5 ,REC-I ) B(I),C(I)

'UNFORMATTED' , RECL-1 32

50 CONTINUE
CLOSE (5)

OPEN 5, FILE =F I , ACCESS = 'DIRECT ' , PORM=
DO 60, 1=1,100
BCI) = 'MODIFIED'

'UNFORMATTED' , RECL-1 32

60 WRITE ( 5,REC-I ) BCI) ,C < I

»

CLOSE (5)

PAUSE
OPEN 5, FILE -FI, ACCESS- ’ DIRECT ' , FORM-
READ (5, REC -20) B(101) , C ( 1 01

)

WRITE (* ,
' (A) ') B(101)

CLOSE (5)

STOP
END

'UNFORMATTED' ,RECL-132
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FORTH
FORTH’S unique flavor can be seen

from the figures representing our bench-

marks.

Other than empty loop, string concate-

nation may be the most recognizable in

terms of deducing how the program works

without a working knowledge of FORTH.
See Figure 15. Remembering to read right

to left, the array reading task is rendered

cleanly in FORTH. MMS’s version of

FORTH is among those with a full disk I/O

capability. Although it does not run with

MS/DOS (FORTH is an operating system

complete unto itself), the record manage-

ment functions are complete (see Figure

16).

C
Randall Swan, who provided the C

routines shown below, is president and

founder of the C-Team, a consulting firm

that is designing several C language prod-

ucts, including a C screen editor, a pack-

age to translate BASIC into C, and a screen

window manager. For the past several

years, Swan has been providing turnkey

computer systems to vertical markets such

as the medical field. He may be reached at

The C-Team, 60 East 12th Street, New
York. NY 10003 (212) 477-0253.

dBase II

dBase II's syntax comes from some of

the best features the structured languages

have to offer in terms of clarity. There is no

GOTO. The sample programs are utterly

readable and are probably closer to En-

glish than any other language represented.

Note that the language does not contain

any count-limited looping ability, but

must increment a variable and check its

value through use of the WHILE state-

ment. Thus, there is no such thing as an

“empty loop” in dBase and there is no
equivalent benchmark. Similarly, there is

no way to declare or access an array, and,

consequently, no table lookup bench-

mark. From the performance tests, it is

obvious that asking dBase to do something

10,000 times is not what it was designed

for at all (see Figures 19 and 20).

Figure 24: C language concatenation program.

mainf) /* Example 4 Without pointers is slower. */

( /* String concatenation with 10,000 iterations */

char strl[181; /* Declare stringl as an array of 18 characters */

char str2[50); /* Declare string2 as an array of 50 characters */

char str3[80]f /* Declare string3 large enough to hold both */

int i=10000; /* Initialize i for 10K loop */

I

whilefi—

)

{ strcpy (strl, "This is a
strcpy (str2, "This is a

strcpy (str3,strl);
strcat (str3,str2)

;

string. ")

;

longer string with lots of words in
/* String copy strl into str3.
/* Concatenate str2 onto str3.

it.")

;

*/
*/

mainO /* Example 4a Pointers used for strings is faster. */
{ /* String concatenation loop with 10,000 iterations */

char *strl;
char *str2;
char str3(801;
int i-10000;

/* stringl is a pointer to char text */
/* string2 is also a pointer to char text */
/* string3 is an char array for concatenation */
/* Index count starts with 10K & steps downto 0 */

whilefi—

)

{ strl="This is a string.";
str2="This is a longer string with lots of words in it.";
strcpy (str3, strl) ; /* String copy from strl to str3 */
strcat(str3,str2) ; /* Concatenate str2 onto str3 */

I

>
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Figure 25: C language direct access disk I/O.

/* Example 6 Direct Access Disk I/O.
There are three phases to this program to demonstrate

direct access (random access) disk I/O in C.
Lattice extends the UNIX view of buffered file
control but is fundamentally the way most
non-UNIX C operating systems, ie. PC-DOS, do it.
Social tradition of these non-UNIX compilers
is the only thing that deems C I/O so similar
and has eased the portability of source code,
but does not guarantee it by any means.
There is no standard of adherance for I/O in C,
only tradition dictates, and it is a strong one.

The 'fseek' statement is how record positioning
is controlled relative to the beginning, the end,
or the current location.

Only one record of the datafile is kept in the
program memory at any time.

Phase I creates 100 blank filled 132 byte records onto disk.
Phase II reads all 100 recs back from disk.
Phase III reads in a record & then writes it back out,

one record at time for all 100, just as
if an update to the record were performed.

•include "stdio.h* /* Standard Library for Disk I/O */

main ()

{

char rec(133]> /* The record is made of 132 blanks plus
a terminating byte. */

FILE *fp; /* File pointer for buffered (level 2) I/O.*/
short i; /* This little guy is used to count to 100 */

/* The Make String function creates an indicated t of bytes */
strmakCrec,' ',132);

/* Create the datafile or bitch. »/
if ( (fp - fopen ("TEST. DAT*, *w* ) ) == NULL )

{ puts(* Error: Can't create file ' TEST . DAT ' for output.*);
exitO; /* quit out, can't stand it anymore. */

)

else
{ /* Phase I Write 100 blank records */

for ( i-1; i<-100; i++)
fputs (rec, fp) ; /* Write'm out babyl */

fclose(fp); /* Close down the disk file */
)

/* Reopen datafile in append mode or bitch about it. */
if( (fp “ fopen ( "TEST.DAT* , "a* ) ) =« NULL)
{ puts(* Error: Can't open file 'TEST.DAT' for I/O.*);

exitO; /* quit out, that's all she wrote folks */
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End Statements

Even though you didn't get

to choose your own native

tongue, you can choose one

for your PC.

Is there a "best” language? Probably

not. Some readers might criticize our

benchmarks for not being "real-world"

examples, but that was not our intention;

we simply wanted to show similarities

and differences in syntax and structure

among the languages presented.

It’s impossible to do an article such as

this and not draw some conclusions.

Without getting into overly complex and

controversial areas, it’s obvious that there

are some very fast compilers in our sam-

pling. There is also a middling fast com-

piler and a dead-slow interpreter. Some of

dBase IPs times sparked comments about

hoping the sun would stay out long

enough to get an accurate reading from the

sundial. Does this mean that we’re going

to give up dBase II for all those in-house

filing and list management chores? Not on

your life. dBase IV

s

strong suit is in-line

processing of records, and selecting and

indexing them according to your needs.

It's also pretty good at handling screens.

They weren’t in the benchmark test

because all of the pure programming lan-

guages would have fallen miserably short

in ease of development of a given applica-

tion, even if the end result ran many times

faster. There are many occasions when
slow is fast enough.

In the same vein, witness the unsinka-

ble BASIC interpreter. Forget operating

systems. Forget snazzy spreadsheets.

Hang up your modem, and, for that matter,

junk your PC. The real hero of the personal

computer revolution is BASIC. Micro-

soft's prodigal program has coaxed out the

programmer hidden within so many of us

that it is and will continue to be an integral

part of the personal computer scene for

many years to come. True, BASIC is slow

compared to the compilers, but not laugh-

ably slow. It will probably hold off LOGO
as the interpretive language of choice for

another 3 to 5 years. Okay, it’s inelegant

and the line numbers are a pain. It lacks

control structures and records. But you

can bang out a quick and dirty program to

reformat your spreadsheet files, filter

offensive characters from a word process-

ing document, or write a game to amuse

your kids or yourself.

Style is important when you look at a

language. Flowery phrases that seem nat-

ural in Spanish simply sound stupid in

English. And so it is with programming

languages. Reviewing the sample pro-

grams. Pascal is probably the most elegant

and cleanest, followed by your choice of

the other structured languages—PL/I, C
and dBase II. Pascal’s deadly flaw, though,

is its lack of standardization. FORTRAN’S
prose is probably the most turgid, while

COBOL certainly wins the prize for long-

windedness. APL is in a class by itself for

economy of expression, but it’s too

abstract for many people. LOGO has a

charming simplicity, but MAKE and BUT-

FIRST and some of the other words sound

a little contrived to my ear. The best thing

about LOGO is that powerful ideas such as

recursion and list processing are ex-

JL HE REAL
hero of the personal

computer revolution is

BASIC

pressed simply and economically.

FORTH, as other function-oriented

languages, gives you the ability to code up

some pretty complex stuff and reduce it to

a single word. Better still, that word

becomes part of your vocabulary with no

further effort on your part—no libraries,

macros, compilations, or assembly. On the

other hand, you’re manipulating a hypo-

thetical processor in FORTH. The stack-

oriented machine doesn’t really exist.

While this is true to an extent with other

languages (you learn to think like the lan-

guage’s syntax checker, not the actual

computer), it’s far more evident in

FORTH. Assembly, meanwhile, couldn’t

be more attuned to the processor.

Of course, the programmer’s style has a

lot to do with the utility of the end result.

The C programs in this article, for exam-

ple, are as heavily commented as the

assembly programs. While not strictly

necessary, they allow an utter neophyte to

read the C programs and decipher how
they work. No language is so selfdocu-

menting that it can’t be improved with

comments. Comments may range from

lengthy dissertations down to a single

character or even a punctuation mark.

Making the program look easy is the mark

of an accomplished programmer. Begin-

ners tend to start writing programs before

having fully analyzed the problem. Then,

when things don’t work, they patch and

repatch the program until the listing

resembles a tangle of spaghetti. While no

language encourages such action, some,

like BASIC, make it inviting, while others,

like Pascal and C, discourage it.

Okay, you say, they’ve all got strong

points and weak points, but surely we
have some recommendations? You bet.

Don’t give up BASIC if you program for

your own pleasure or you do graphics on

the PC. If you want to see the light bulb

come on over the head of a programming

neophyte, let him start with LOGO or

APL. PL/I. COBOL, and FORTRAN trans-

late with relative ease to minicomputers

and mainframes, while C best makes the

transition to minicomputers running

UNIX. It’s also quite portable among per-

sonal computers. Portability questions

aside, we can’t see any reason why you

would want to learn COBOL or FORTRAN
for use on your PC. Pascal is easy to learn,

although not nearly so as BASIC. So long

as the implementation you choose does

what you want, enjoy. Don’t expect much
in the way of compatibility, though, if you

change from one compiler to another.

Don't feel guilty if you don't like Pascal.

Many converts would have you believe

that it’s the only solution, but frankly, the

p-System is ponderous and inelegant.

Once you choose a new language, you

may have trouble figuring out whether it is

elevating you to new heights of creativity

or constraint. You can't own all of the

great cars in the world, you can’t even read

all the great books. You can’t know all the

great computer languages, and each door

that you open closes a hundred others.

Choose carefully and know your needs

and abilities. And once you've decided,

don’t look back. /PC
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TEST 4

ring concatenation

TEST 5

Table look up
TEST 6

File access

Size of run
time support

module (for

each test )

Internal

editor

(yes/no)

Compile
time

Overall

ease of use

1-difficult

5-easy

Reader
Service

Card
Number

TIME
seconds

SIZE TIME
in seconds

SIZE TIME
in seconds

SIZE

1408

bytes

22 1408
bytes

39 1408
bytes

31744 bytes No 40 seconds 4 686

8

inutes)

256 bytes 1.58

(minutes)

256 bytes 0.40 384 bytes 16768 bytes Yes Not
applicable

5

17 162 bytes 1.1 142 bytes 44.2 433 bytes Not
applicable

No 40 seconds
(average)

1 685

inutes)

5888
bytes

3.49

(minutes)

5888
bytes

28.22 11648
bytes

16081 bytes No 1 minute 3

5

inutes)

36224
bytes

.5 36096
bytes

28 50432
bytes

Not
applicable

No 53 seconds 3

.9 916 bytes 3.0 154 bytes 16.4 169 bytes 18200 bytes Yes Not
applicable

4 684

7680
bytes

4 7680
bytes

13 8192
bytes

Not
applicable

No 45 seconds 3 683

36 393 bytes 8.46 352 bytes Not
available

Not
available

18000 bytes Yes Not
applicable

5 682

96 14336
bytes

12.41 14336
bytes

28.4 11776
bytes

Not
applicable

No 30 seconds 3 681

i.34

linutes)

512 bytes Not
applicable

Not
applica-

ble

58 640 bytes 23168 bytes Yes Not

applicable

5 680

>.5 Not
applica-

ble

0.02 Not
applica-

ble

Not
applicable

Not
applica-

ble

Not
applicable

Yes Not
applicable

3 679

v

*--

-

•*
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A Guide To lam

Speed and Size of Object Module
TEST 1

Looping
TEST 2

Add integers

TEST 3

Floating point S

Language Name and Manufacturer List Price

TIME
in seconds

SIZE TIME
in seconds

SIZE TIME
in seconds

SIZE
in

BASIC Compiler $300 0.2 1280
bytes

0.6 1280
bytes

14 1280
bytes

22

Advanced BASIC (BASICA)
Microsoft

10700 Northup Way
Bellevue, WA 98004

(206) 828-8080

$60 5 128 bytes 17 128 bytes 1.40 128 bytes 1.1

(m

Assembler $100 0.1 7 bytes 0.4 34 bytes 7.1 532 bytes 3.(

COBOL $700 3.3 5632
bytes

2.31

(minutes)

5760
bytes

2.56

(minutes)

5760
bytes

1.'

(m

FORTRAN
IBM Corporation

System Product Division

P.O. Box 1328

Boca Raton, FL 33432

(800) 447-4700

(800) 322-4400 Illinois

(800) 447-0890 Alaska. Hawaii

$350 8 35840
bytes

1.01 35968
bytes

23 35841
bytes

2.

(ir

MMS FORTH System V2.0

Miller Microcomputer Services

61 Lake Shore Rd.

Natick, MA 01760

(617) 653-6136

$249.95 0.3 22 bytes 4.3 46 bytes 26.9 126 bytes 12

Lattice C Compiler
Lifeboat Associates

1651 Third Ave.

New York, NY 10028

(212) 860-0300

$500 2 7552
bytes

4 7552
bytes

1.20

(minutes)

8960
bytes

32

PC Logo
Harvard Associates

260 Beacon St.

Somerville, MA 02143

(617) 492-0660

$199.95 2 53 bytes 1.28 157 bytes 3.28 265 bytes 2.

PL/l

Digital Research Inc.

160 Centra) Ave.

Pacific Grove, CA 93950

(408) 649-5500

$750 .33 14848

bytes

.36 14336
bytes

16.36 14336
bytes

7.

dBase II

Ashton-Tate

10150 West Jefferson Blvd.

Culver City, CA 90230

(213) 204-5570

$700
(local dealers

may vary)

Not
applicable

Not
applica-

ble

17

(minutes)

256 bytes 21.31

(minutes)

384 bytes r
(n

APL*PLUS/PC
STSC, Inc.

2115 E. Jefferson St.

Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 984-5000

’Program becomes pari of workspace.

$595 0.1 Not
applica-

ble*

6.4 Not
applica-

ble

14 Not
applica-

ble

2(



AGmklv
LanguagePerformance
The IBM PC comes equipped with execution time and executable size

BASIC, but different applications of a compiled program for six basic

may require a different language. functions for eleven different

Before choosing a language, you languages and compilers. The
should consider your familiarity purpose of the chart is to contrast

with it, the applications for which it the performances of several different

will be used, and its ability to languages on the market. Some of

handle programming tasks. The the information presented here was
following chart compares the supplied by the manufacturer.
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Introducing DataKeep™. .

.

The new data management program that interfaces with

other personal computer software to do more things easier.

Communications

Now small computer users can have an
easy to use, comprehensive information
management capability from Mathematica,
the company already known for its IBM
mainframe RAMIS II® software.

DataKeep can become your core module for

creating inputs to the best IBM PC-DOS or

MS-DOS software available. Calculate in-

formation using your data base, then in-

stantly transfer it to word processor, spread
sheet, graphic, or statistical analysis programs

While conceptually similar to integrated

software packages, such as 1-2-3' or MBA
Context', DataKeep offers you much more.
A true data management program, it satis-

fies the demanding requirements of larger

data files and routine processing tasks.

And DataKeep is extremely easy to use. It

is specifically designed for non-computer
professionals, and comes with a complete
primer.

To integrate all your software with DataKeep,
see your local computer dealer. You may
also contact Mathtech directly by calling

our toll free number or mailing the coupon.

Sorts

Graphs

Word Processing

Spread Sheets

Call Toll Free: 800-222-0592

Mathtech, Inc.
A Division of Mathematica, Inc.

P.O. Box 2392, Princeton, NJ 08540
(609) 799-2600

Dato Keep is a trademark of Mathtech. Inc RAMIS II is a registered trademark of

Mat’ ematica Products Group. Inc 1-2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Development

Coloration MBA Context is a trademark of Context Management Systems

Mathtech, Inc.

P.O. Box 2392, Princeton, NJ 08540

Send more information on how Data-

Keep will help me manage more data

in less time.

Name

Firm

Address

City State Zip

Phone
area code
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Every Executive Needs an
Organizer Like T.I.M.

Your valuable business

information needs to be
organized. T.I.M. can do it easily

and quickly on your 1BM-PC. As
the executive’s data base

management system, T.I.M.

makes it easy for you to

assemble all your information so

it can be ordered, changed or

retrieved and then printed to

suit a variety of circumstances.

From phone lists through

complex sales reports, T.I.M.

helps you put it all together

using plain English commands —
no programmerese to confuse

you. Plus T.I.M. interfaces with
all of the most popular word
processing systems as well as

powerful tools like Visicalc® ...

T.I.M. is the executive’s solution

that’s simple to use, easy to learn

and pays off in bottom line

efficiency for you and your

organization. For more
information see your local IBM-
PC dealer or contact Innovative

Software for the name of the

T.I.M. dealer nearest you.

developers of

practical

husincssware for

the executive.

T.I.M. Ill is sold at Camputerland’1

,
Sears Business Centers, The Xerox Stores, Computer Marts, Entre’

Computer Centers'”, CompuShops ’ and other independent dealers.

9)00 W. Ildrh Si.. Suite ISO • Overland Park. KS 66210 USA • 911/381-1089 • Telex: 209S42
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If you're looking to buy a dBASE-like

system, you'll really like dBASE n®
dBASE II is the relational database manage-

ment system (DBMS) we introduced to the micro-

computer world in 1980. It was the best, most
powerful and easiest-to-use database management
system available.

And it still is.

You'll wonder how you managed without it.

Because it's so powerful yet so easy to use,

dBASE II has become the standard for managing
data with a microcomputer.

Doctors and lawyers, accountants and
salespersons, stockbrokers and students, big

businesses and small are all managing their data

better with dBASE H. Books have been written

about it. And other microcomputer data handling
programs measure themselves against what
dBASE II can do.

dBASE II turns data into a company resource.

dBASE II starts where file handling systems
(such as our own Friday!™) leave off.

You get a running start on your business
solutions because dBASE II includes a complete
hands-on tutorial. You can quickly and easily

create a full business information system because
all of your data is at your fingertips. Using
English-like commands, you add, delete, edit,

display, print and manipulate your information.

Once you've decided on what you want
done, you save the instructions so that even your
least experienced personnel can perform the most
complex business functions with two words:
Do Invoices, Do Payroll, DO anything that needs
to be done.

Your data and your programs are indepen-
dent, so you can change one without changing
the other; in fact, change the way you do

business without destroying what you've done.
And dBASE II even simplifies conversion

from your present system, and can handle data
from other programs, or create files that other

programs can use.

It's the most advanced information manage-
ment tool available for your microcomputer. And
it's only $700 (suggested retail price).

The best selling DBMS known to man.
dBASE II struck a responsive chord in the

business community when it was introduced and



quickly became the best selling database manage-
ment system made for any computer, micro or

mainframe.
To see why, drop by your nearest computer

or software store and ask for a demonstration.

Then take a package home and use it for 30 days.

If it's not everything we said it was, return it and
get your money back.

But we think you'll keep it.

Can over 150,000 users be wrong?
AshtonTate, 10150 West Jefferson Boulevard,

Culver City, CA 90230. (213) 204-5570.

ASHTON-WE

©AshtonTate 1983

dBASE II is a registered trademark of AshtonTate

Friday! is a trademark of AshtonTate.
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Innovative technology
brings you quality color

printing

for only $599

T he technology of the all-new Transtar 315 color printer

revolutionizes color impact printing! Unlike old fashioned

printers needing multiple passes with pins to print color, the

Transtar 315 employs an innovative 4-hammer print head to

allow 7 colors and more than 30 shades to be printed in

a single pass !

A unique 4-color diagonal ribbon maximizes the efficiency

of the 315's color imaging and enhances its simple reliability.

Built by Seikosha, the most experienced manufacturing

company of the famous Seiko group, the Transtar 315 is

available now and has been designed to be compatible with

the IBM, Apple I I/I le and Franklin personal computers. An
optional PICS card also allows Apple and Franklin users to

simply depress the 315's ''copy" button to print any high-

or low-resolution screen without exiting a program!

Transtar is bringing the technology of tomorrow to you
today. Your future in color printing is only S599 away.

Transtar
P.O. Box C-96975, Bellevue, Washington 98009
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1

High quality products for your
customers. High profit margins for

you. That's the NETWORX promise.
NE7WORX is an exciting new

line of computer accessory products
from Dialight. We're part of North
American Philips Corporation
that includes Norelco and
Magnavox.

The Wire Tree™, is a
state-of-the-art surge pro-
tector for personal com-
puters. It has 4 outlets,

and comes with a unique
bracket to fasten the de-
vice under a desk or table
to keep power cords neatly
out of the way.

The Wire Tree comes in

a super self-merchandising
P-O-P display. The units are
individually packaged in an
eye-catching silver Toil box.
NETWORX products will be
backed by a dynamic na-
tional advertising cam-
paign in leading computer
publications.

The benefits of The Wire
Tree make it an easy sell,

a great way to add extra
profits to every sale.

For more information on
NETWORX products contact

NETWORX, 203 Harrison Place,
Brooklyn, NY 11237 (212) 821-7555.
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PeachText 5000

In aword, a star isbora
PeachText 5000™ has arrived.

A complete personal productivity

system for word processing, financial

modeling, mailing lists and simple

data-base management. All at one

price— $395.00. And all from

Peachtree Software Incorporated.

The quality is unmistakably

Peachtree: proven, powerful appli-

cations with menu-driven features,

easy-to-use documentation and quick

access to "Help” prompts. And they’re

fully interactive.

PeachText 5000 is available for the

IBM Personal Computer,™ the

COMPAQ Portable Computer,™

the Texas Instruments Professional

Computer™ and the Zenith Z-100.

The PeachText 5000 Personal

Productivity System includes:

1
Word processing

PeachText™ word processor.

PeachText has long been recognized

as one ofthe best in the industry,

with sophisticated print capabilities

second to none and complete editing

capabilities for creating and manipu-

lating a variety of documents. We’ve

made it even better for PeachText 5000.

We’ve even installed the Random
House Electronic Thesaurus™ in

PeachText.

Spelling Proofreader. This high-

performance package can check a

10,000-word document for spelling

and typographical errors in less than

two minutes.*

into PeachText documents. You can

even use the “Execute” command to

set up material from PeachText or

other files to be fed into PeachCalc.

3
Data management

List Manager. This module uses

Peachtree’s state-of-the-art screen

manager and index file manager to

give you complete control over the

design and use of mailing lists, labels

and other files or reference aids.

Output can be used with the

PeachText word processor to indivi-

dualize form letters or template

documents.

Limited Time Introductory Offer

5000 applications. And you get file

converter programs to make
existing WordStar,’ Easy Writer™

and VisiCalc™ files usable with

PeachText 5000— because you

shouldn’t have to suffer because

you’ve waited this long for the com-

plete personal productivity system.

Free 30-day support from Peachtree

Software Incorporated, on return

of the registration card.

PeachText 5000 is here. The com-

plete personal productivity system.

And it’s unmistakably Peachtree.
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"In actual trials using an IBM Personal Computer
and 320K diskettes. Spelling Proofreader checked a

10.024*word document in one minute and 15 seconds,

using the standard 20.000*word dictionary supplied

with the package. Checking times may vary depending

on your hardware.

WordStar is a trademark of MicroPro International

Corporation.

Easy Writer is a trademark of Information Unlimited

Software

VisiCalc is a trademark of VisiCorp.

Random House Electronic Thesaurus is a trademark

of Random House Inc.

Now PeachText 5000 is available for

$395.00. That’s right—just $395.00.

And that’s not all. With
your PeachText 5000

package you will

receive:

A free box of 10

Peachtree/Wabash 5W "

diskettes to hold the

fruits of your new
Peachtree productivity.

A coupon to get

Peachtree’s “Access Pak”

for $10.00. The Access

Pak, which has a retail

value of $525.00, includes

Information Access, which

allows you to extract information

from Peachtree accounting

products for use with PeachText

2
Financial planning

Turn your computer’s memory
into a worksheet for financial and

other mathematical analysis.

PeachCalc™ will address up to 256K
of RAM, so you don’t have to worry

about your memory space outstripping

PeachCalc’s capacity. Combine
spreadsheets with PeachCalc's merge

functions or insert PeachCalc reports

Unmistakably Fbachtree
Who are the dealers in my area?

Name

Company .

Address:_
City:

.Telephone:.

1983 Peachtree Software Incorporated an MSA company

3445 Peachtree Road. N.E./8th Floor 'Atlanta, Georgia 30326/1-800-554-8900





“YOU CAN WITH PERSYST”

The Persyst Time Spectrum.
It's the most powerful and
expandable multi-function
PC board you can buy.

A Persyst Time Spectrum™
multi-function board can make
any personal computer work
better.

Whether you own an IBM PC or

XT. Or the IBM compatible
Compaq or Columbia.

There’s even a Time Spectrum
board for the Texas Instruments

PC.
With Time Spectrum, you can

combine up to six powerful

functions— plus two advanced
software programs—on just one
board. And get performance and
features like nothing else.

For the IBM PC, Compaq and
Columbia, maximum capability

in minimum space.

For example, Time Spectrum is

the only multi-function board that

lets you expand your IBM PC from
64K up to 512K RAM. Add a
calendar clock. Add as many as
two RS-232 asynchronous
communications ports, or two
synchronous and one
asynchronous communications
port. Plus print spooling and as
much as 320K of RAM disk

memory.
Up to four I/O ports— in just

one slot.

How did we do it?

With the Cliffhanger™ A unique,

RFI-shielded connector system
that solves the problem of

tying two or more I/O ports to

peripheral equipment like a
printer or modem, without

consuming two or more slots.

And only Persyst has it.

The Time Spectrum Cliflhanger"*

So ingenious, it’s patented

What's more, expansion
functions can be plugged right

onto the Time Spectrum board.

Or added with Versapak™
piggyback modules. So you can
add exactly the capability you
need, when you need it.

Extra flexible expansion for the
IBM XT.

For the IBM XT, Time Spectrum
not only delivers exceptional one-
board expansion capability, but
extra flexibility, too.

First, we designed Time
Spectrum so you can add the
RAM you want without having to

fill the memory rows on the XT
mother board.

And with Time Spectrum plug-

in expandability, you can continue

to add functions as you add
requirements.

Start with basic memory and a
calendar clock. Then add another
asynchronous communications
port. Parallel printer port.

Additional memory. Or any
combination of functions.

With Persyst, the choice is

yours.

And now, one-slot capability for

your Texas Instruments PC.

Now there's even a Time
Spectrum multi-function board for

your Tl PC. With it, you can add
up to 512K RAM, two serial ports,

calendar clock and light pen
port— capability to handle even
the most complex and difficult

computing functions.

And still only consume one slot.

The Persyst Time Spectrum
board.

Maximum expandability now.
And quality and versatility so you
can keep on expanding later.

See your IBM or Tl PC dealer

and insist on Persyst.

Persyst Products, Personal

Systems Technology, Inc.,

15801 Rockfield Blvd., Suite A,

Irvine, CA 92714. Telephone:

(714) 859-8871. TWX: 467864.

Calendar clock it comes
with a five year,

rechargeable battery

Connecf a modem
through a serial

communications poft

and you can link your
PC to the world ot

telecommunications

Expandability from 64K
up to 512K RAM enables
your PC to handle the

most complex tasks

RAM and communications
expansion modules are

easily snapped onto the
Time °—'

Optional features are

socketed on the board, tor

maximum flexibility in

expansion

Double-lace wipe sockets
with beryllium copper
contacts hold component
leads firmly in place

Serial and parallel I/O
ports permit interface with

THE TIME SPECTRUM BY PERSYST.
CIRCLE 398 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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SOFTWARE/LINDSY VAN GELDER

Volkswriter, Snooper Troops, and 1-2-3 were not

products of a moment of inspiration; they were the

first culmination of three rambling, eclectic careers.

On The Road
To Software
Stardom

Some of Hollywood’s silliest, campiest

scenarios have been cinematic attempts to

explore Creativity (with a big C). You have

the “Moment of Inspiration" scene in

which Cary Grant, as Cole Porter, listens

to the tick, tick, tock of the clock in his

study, frowns, appears constipated, sud-

denly gasps in full lightbulb-over-the-

head Eurekadom and sits down to com-

pose “Night and Day”. Then there’s the

“Tortured Artiste Struggles.” Merle Ober-

on, playing the French writer, George

Sand, turns to Cornell Wilde’s schnook

Chopin in A Song to Remember, and

snipes: “Discontinue that so-called pola-

naise jumble you’ve been playing for

days!” Don’t forget the ever-popular Art-

as-Transcendence scene whereby the

camera reverently pans from George

Gershwin’s piano keyboard up into the

clouds in Rhapsody in Blue. Presumably,

when Hollywood discovers software au-

thors, we can look forward to Busby

Berkeley-like overhead views of whirling

floppies and shots of function keys soar-

ing into the stratosphere.

Part of the problem is that acts of cre-

ativity—be they of the traditional or bina-

ry variety—are usually dependent on

such unsexy, nonvisual factors as luck,

timing, and the ability to stay awake dur-

ing the boring, workaday grind. PC recent-

ly asked three leading software designers,

Camilo Wilson (Lifetree’s Volkswriter),

Tom Snyder (Spinnaker’s Snooper Troops

games), and Mitch Kapor (Lotus's 1-2-3),

to tell us about the labor pains that accom-

panied the birth of their programs.
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“The year before I did Volkswriter, I

was living out in the middle of nowhere,

going into San Francisco a couple of days

a week, trying to make a living as a con-

sultant," recalls Wilson. Now 36, Wilson,

who had come to the United States in the

60s from Chile to study math at Berkeley,

fooled around on lots of mainframes, and

later gravitated toward New York, where

he did computer c onsulting work on Wall

our romantic hero was
struggling to put it all

together, IBM
announced the PC.

Street, got involved in the human poten-

tial movement, and wound up working for

the book division of the Arica Institute.

Then Wilson fell in love with a Califor-

nian lady and abruptly switched gears

—

not to mention coasts.

Book to Word Processor

It was while our romantic hero was

struggling to put it all together that IBM
announced the PC in August, 1981. Since

Wilson was among a fairly small number

of people who had experience both in

computers and in publishing, it seemed

like a good idea to write a book about the

PC. After signing a contract with Berke-

ley’s And/Or Press, he headed down to

ComputerLand and bought one of the first

PCs off the assembly line, and one of the

first copies of the by-now-infamous Easy-

Writer 1.0. “The horrors of EasyWriter

were such that I decided to write my own
word processor to get the book done,”

Wilson said. It is perhaps an indicator of

the man’s essential nerd-genius that he

blithely adds, “Of course, I had to quickly

learn Pascal, because there wasn’t an IBM
assembler available then, but since I

already knew a half dozen assembly lan-

guages, that part was fairly easy.”

“At the end of 2 weeks, I knew I had a

viable word processor,” Wilson recalls.

Then came the Moment of Inspiration: “I

realized, here was the opportunity I had

been looking for, and what the hell?” And/

Or Press agreed to forget about the IBM

book and instead publish the word proces-

sor, a move that it unquestionably does

not regret, since Volkswriter has sold over

25,000 copies. There followed 3 months of

toothpicks-holding-the-eyes-open, losing-

track-of-time, sweaty, nitpicking work, all

of it handicapped by the fact that, as Wil-

son puts it, "in the early days of the PC,

nobody wanted to tell you anything.” (The

IBM Technical Reference guide wasn’t

even out yet.) Wilson credits his girl

friend with being tremendously support-

ive during this period, but he adds, “It was

like the worst of college exams.”

One ongoing source of fingernail biting

was the incipient entry of MicroPro’s ven-

erable WordStar into the IBM field. “Every

week, we’d go down to ComputerLand,

and they’d tell us that WordStar was due

in the following week," recalled Wilson.

One tack he took was to carve out a slight-

ly different piece of the market. Whereas

WordStar is full-featured but sometimes

hard to learn, he went for ease of use every

time. Another plus: Wilson’s program

came preconfigured for a variety of print-

ers, whereas the first WordStar release for

the PC worked only with the IBM/Epson

printer. Wilson and his lady friend decid-

ed to call the product Volkswriter, a trib-

ute to the similarly plain-but-reliable

Volkswagen. "Most of the other word pro-

Figure 1: Lifetree. the company founded by

Camilo Wilson to market Volkswriter, took

the plunge and bought classified space in

an early edition of PC Magazine to

promote what it then called Plainwriter, a

name that, fortunately, did not stick.

cessing programs on the market had these

outer-space-sounding names like Word-

Star and Magic Wand and Electric Pencil,

and we wanted something down-to-

earth,” they said. (Lifetree, the name of

their Monterey firm, was a deliberate

spoof of Lifeboat, the New York software

distributor, and Peachtree, the Atlanta

software company.)

The marketing of Volkswriter, accord-

ing to its author, was even more nerve-

wracking than the programming, largely

due to fears that MicroPro would blow all

competition out of the water. Early on,

Wilson decided that it was absolutely

imperative to have the product ready in

time for the West Coast Computer Faire in

the spring of 1982. “Our booth got an enor-

mous amount of coverage, because we
were the first non-IBM word processor on

the market for the PC,” recalled Wilson.

Lifetree also took out "a little teeny tiny

black and white classified” (see Figure 1)

in one of the early issues of PC. From those

two events, a star was bom. As it turned

out, MicroPro didn’t put WordStar on the

shelves until fully 6 weeks after Volks-

writer appeared.

Why was Wilson able to be first on his

block? Perhaps, he modestly suggests,

"it’s because I was never really in the 8-bit

world; in fact, I’ve never used an 8-bit

computer. I suppose I didn’t know enough

to be intimidated.” He also believes that

Lifetree was “always willing to walk the

extra mile” in terms of customer support

and dealer relations in an era of absolute

chaos in the microcomputer business. The

first version of Volkswriter had a signifi-

cant bug, and Lifetree had to recall dozens

of copies. “But,” says Wilson, “from day

one we had a fully accessible hotline” (un-

like MicroPro, whose motto often seems to

be* “Ask Your Dealer”). Lifetree, mean-

JLROMDAY
one we had a fully

accessible hotline.

while, has gone on to release an interna-

tional edition of Volkswriter, and to add

many of the advanced features that Wilson

was happy to leave off only a year and a

half ago.
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Whatever you need to do
with your IBM Personal Computer...
Our book/software series can show you how.

Programming the IBM
Personal Computer
UCSO Pascal
Seymour V. Pollack

A self-paced introduction
to UCSD Pascal (and
programming) on the
Personal Computer,
using the UCSD
p-System Many
examples and problems,
both serious and
whimsical
Book/Dlskette Package:
1983. 323 pages. $34.95
ISBN 0-03-063978-6
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Using the IBM Personal
Computer Wordstar
CJ Puotinen
Even for those unfamiliar
with the Personal Computer,
this book's many examples
and projects will easily

lead to mastery of the
Wordstar word processing
system

Book/Dlskette Package:
1983. 272 pages. $34.95
ISBN 0-03-063981-6

Using the IBM
Personal Computer
Visi-Calc
Robert Crowley
Learn Visi-Calc step-

by-step on your
Personal Computer;
work on projects—
some easy, others not—
in a wide range of

application areas

Book/Dlskette Package:
1983. 256 pages. S35.95
ISBN 0-03-063982-4
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Visi-Calc
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Programming the IBM
Personal Computer:
Fortran 77
Robert Rouse and
Thomas Bugmtz
Examples, problems, and
exercises from science and
engineering illustrate both
introductory and advanced
topics, including IBM's
Fortran compiler.

Book/Dlskette Package:
1983, 240 pages. $34.95
ISBN 0-03-063979-4
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COBOL

Programming the IBM
Personal Computer:
BASIC
Neill Graham
From switching your
Personal Computer on to
editing text, handling
random and sequential
files—even making music
—this easy-to-follow book
shows you how
1982, 291 pages. $17.00
ISBN 0-03-063667-1

Programming the IBM
Personal Computer:
COBOL
Neill Graham
A spiral development and a
woalth of sample programs
lead you step-by-step
into all features of the IBM
Personal Computer's version
of COBOL
1983. 400 pages. $18.95
ISBN 0-03-060538-5

PC WRITERS—Let me know your book/software ideas— Brete Harrison. Editor. CEPP, 829 Sonoma Ave
. Suite

5. P.0 Box 1180. Santa Rosa. CA 95402. (707) 544-4448

r

ORDER BY PHONE . . .USE OUR TOLL-FREE 800 NUMBER!
(800) 227-1617 exL 336 (In California. (800) 772-3545 axL 336)

CBS
EDUCATIONAL & PROFESSIONAL
PUBLISHING
383 Madison Avenue. New York. NY 10017

IBM .s a registered trademark of the international Business Machines
Corporation Wordstar is a rmjisterec trademark ot Micropro Visi-Calc
is a registered trademark of Viwcorp UCSO p-System it a registered
trademark of ihe Regents of the University of California
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Your IBM Personal
Computer Use.
Applications, and Basic
David E. Cortesi

An elementary, non-
threatening introduction to
the Personal Computer—
set-up and testing, disk
files. Visi-Calc and other
software, and the rudiments
of BASIC
1982. 253 pages. $17.00
ISBN 0-03-063671-X
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Programming the IBM
Personal Computer:
Pascal
Neill Graham
Accessible to beginners,
this structured presentation
shows how to program with
the powerful compiler
Pascal developed by IBM
for the Personal Computer
1983, 256 pages. $16.95
ISBN 0-03-061982-3

Programming the IBM
Personal Computer
Organization and
Assembly Language
Programming
Mark A Franklin

Examples and problems
help you understand your
Personal Computer at its

most basic level Master
DOS. I/O, and interfacing
while maximizing speed
and flexibility

1983. 400 pages. $19.95
ISBN 0-03-062862-8

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!
To Deborah Mitera
CBS Educational & Professional Publishing
383 Madison Avenue. New York. NY 10017

PLEASE SEND ME (check ISBNs of items desired)
For each order, please enclose the price. 75c handling.
5% for shipping, and applicable sales tax. Or we will
bill you. or charge your VISA Mastercard

NO EXP DATE

SIGNATURE

NAME

COMPANY

STREET.

CITY STATE ZIP
Offer valid in USA only: prices subject to change without notice

BOOK/DISKETTE PACKAGE
0-03-063978-6 (UCSO Pascal)

0-03-063981-6 (Wordstar)

0-03-063982-4 (Visi-Calc)

0-03-063979-4 (Fortran)

BOOK
0-03-063667-1 (Basic)

0-03-060538-5 (Cobol)

0-03-063671-X (Usa/Baslc)

0-03-061982-3 (Pascal)

0-03-062862-8 (Assembler)
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APST-.K MULTI-FUNCTION CARD 1

• Up to 256k Parity-Checked Memory
• Asynchronous Communications Port

• 6 ft. External RS232 cable included
• Parallel Printer Port
• Clock/Calendar
• Software Includes:

Time/Date Set, Electronic Disk,

Print Spooler and Diagnostics

SERIAL INTERFACE
AND CLOCK/CALENDAR
• ASYNC. COMMUNICATIONS PORT

configurable as COM1: or COM2:
selectable interrupt level

• CLOCK/CALENDAR
crystal-controlled accuracy

utility software included

only *149 each

APSTEK is leading the way with timely new products for IBM Personal

Computers. The SIC-1 and PiC-1 have been designed to add most-
wanted functions at a low price. Both are fully compatible with IBM
Personal Computers and will fit the small slot in the XT.

The SIC-1 and PIC-1 add a clock /calendar to the standard asynchronous
communications port and parallel printer port at a cost of only a few
dollars more than the ports alone. Our clock /calendar maintains accurate

time and date, its lithium battery provides a long lasting reliable power
source when system power is off.

All AP^TFK ArnHnrfs arp fullv auaranfppH 1 upar

PIC-1
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT
AND CLOCK/CALENDAR
• PARALLEL PRINTER PORT

configurable as LPT 1 LPT2: or LPT3:

may be used for parallel data input

now includes Print Spooler Software

• CLOCK/CALENDAR
crystal-controlled accuracy

utility software included

1 SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICING |

I SIC- 1 Serial Interface/Clock $149 1

1 PIC- 1 Parallel Interface/Clock 149 1

1 AIC-256 - Multi-Function Card

AIC-256-05 with ‘O’k $299

AIC-256-01 with 64k 369

AIC-256-02 with 128k 439

AIC-256-03 with 192k 509

AIC-256-04 with 256k 579

AIC-256-09 64k upgrade kit 69

AIM-256 - Memory Card

AIM-256-05 with *0"k $199

AIM-256-01 with 64k 269

AIM-256-02 with 128k 339

AIM-256-03 with 192k 409

AIM-256-04 with 256k 479

AIM-256-09 64k upgrade kit 69

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED - 214/357-5288
2636 Walnut Hill Lane. Suite 335
Dallas. Texas 75229*214/357-5288

CIRCLE 123 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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My Pal, IBM . .

.

Like Wilson, Tom Snyder had one of

those eclectic and rambling careers,

which, in perfect flashback, seems des-

tined to lead to software stardom. As a 14-

year-old in Wellesley, Massachusetts,

Snyder, now 33. designed digital comput-

relationship between

kids and computers

interests me not at all.

What I care about is the

relationship between

kids and kids.

ers for fun. “At one point," he recalled, "I

jotted down a couple of circuits and sent

them to a guy at IBM. Shortly afterward, I

came home from school one day and

found a couple of thousand dollars worth

of hardware parts on the lawn that had

been dropped off by a truck, with a note

from IBM that said something to the effect

of. ‘If you design anything else, think of

us.” Ever since then, I’ve kinda had a soft

spot for IBM."

But, other things intervened: “To be

brutally frank, I discovered adolescent sex

and graduated from that whole nerdy

thing." Snyder went on to major in French

at Swarthmore, join a rock band (he

recorded on Capitol in the late 1960s), get

a master’s in education at Lesley College

in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and join the

staff of the Shady Hill alternative school

in Cambridge as a science and music

teacher.

Early in his teaching career, Snyder

invented a primitive, computerized robot

as a teaching aide. The robot became so

famous on the education circuit that in

1978 Parker Brothers expressed an inter-

est in buying the design. In what has since

become a notorious Tom Snyder anec-

dote, he somehow managed to “forget”

what day the appointment with Parker

Brothers was scheduled, and to arrive in

the right place a day late. Snyder now says

that he had one of those rare epiphanies

when one understands exactly what he’s

doing. In his case, it was making sure that

he didn’t get involved in commercial suc-

cess he wasn't emotionally prepared to

handle. On the way home from the nonex-

istent meeting with Parker Brothers, Sny-

der bought a Radio Shack computer.

Before long, of course, he began to

bring the computer to school and to play

with it manically between classes. And
also before long, it occurred to him that it

could be a marvelous classroom tool. "I

had no intention of writing educational

software—none at all!" Snyder insists.

“And the relationship between kids and

computers interests me not at all. What I

care about is the relationship between

kids and kids. There’s this 60s bias of

mine, that group dynamics are important.

1 realized I could use the computer to

enhance that."

Thus Snyder drifted into writing

games that demanded cooperation and

collaboration among the kids in the class.

He did this chiefly by having more infor-

mation flash on the screen than any one

child could handle. While one kid would

write down, say. a clue to solving a prob-

lem about the ocean, the other kids would

have to watch the screen for the next clue,

and everyone would have to share clues to

get the answer.

Another Snyder premise was that kids

should walk away from the game planning

and anticipating what they’ll do when
they resume the game. "I wanted to have

the equivalent of a freeze button' to give

the kids—in terms of formal pedagogy, a

chance to digest what they've learned and

to strategize,” says Snyder. “You don’t get

that in an arcade game, although I've often

thought that if Pac-Man were slowed

down, it might be really interesting.”

Fiction as a Vehicle

Using these teaching insights as the

basis of his software design (as opposed to

setting out specifically to design a game),

Snyder put together a series of problem-

solving classroom games on the themes of

geology, geography, energy, and other sci-

ence-related topics. The classroom series

was sold to McGraw-Hill for use on the

Apple and TRS-80 computers and is cur-

rently in use in schools across the country.

(The series hasn't been released on IBM
simply because IBM has yet to make seri-

ous inroads into schools.) Meanwhile,

Snyder acquired an IBM (on which he

now does all his designing), and set off to

write an even more elaborate educational

game for the students of another Shady

Hill teacher, Ann Waddington.

The result was the Snooper Troops

mystery game series: Case # 1 , The Granite

Point Ghost, and Case #2, The Case of the

Disappearing Dolphin. As with the earlier

classroom series, the games emphasize

cooperation and teach useful skills, from

note taking to deductive reasoning. How-
ever, these are specifically designed for

the home market, and the “game element

is king" here. Children get to play detec-

tive, race around a computer graphics

town in a "Snoopmobile," take “Snoop-

shots” of suspects, arrange a rendezvous

at a strategically placed telephone booth,

search an on-line computer database for

clues about the goings-on in town, grill

witnesses, and generally' have a pretty

exciting time, sans violence, sexism, and/

or mindless joystickery. The games, along

with their latest follow-up, In Search of

the Most Amazing Things, which teaches

kids to write music, read maps, fly a hot

air balloon, and negotiate with aliens

instead of zapping them, have been hailed

as a breakthrough in kids’ software.

By now, of course. Snyder’s Moment of

Inspiration had been many years in the

making. The germ of the Snooper Troops

idea was sold to a small Cambridge firm

called Spinnaker, which was beginning to

go after the home market. At that point,

the serious debugging began. Continually

testing the software on the Shady Hill kids

JLlCTION
resides in a different

part ofmy brain, and
things stay put there.

yielded all kinds of insights and changes;

for instance, Snyder's realization that,

“It’s better to let the kids solve every-

thing.” Where the games used to come

with a predrawn map to help players

maneuver around town, players now have

to figure out the lay of the land from its

individual sectors. (Somewhere along the

way here, Ann Waddington and Tom Sny-

der got married, and Snyder, having

apparently conquered his fear of success,

formed Tom Snyder Productions.)
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Snyder designs the basic shell of the

programs and hires professional writers of

children’s mysteries to pen the actual

plots of the games "The part that makes

you lose weight," according to Snyder, “is

keeping the overview in one’s head while

dealing with all the niggling details,” a

problem he solves by using fiction as a

vehicle. "When I first design a program, I

write it out in the form of a 30-page story,

something that nobody else does, and that

many people find odd. But I find it's the

best way to keep track of things. It’s as

though fiction resides in a different part of

my brain, and things stay put there.”

While Snyder programs in BASIC,

working closely with the plot writers, oth-

er programmers, often culled from MIT
and Harvard, hone the programs into

assembly language. There are usually

snags along the way: "I’m not a nit-picker;

I’m a nit-pitcher," Snyder confesses. "I

have a tendency to pitch the whole game

out and start from scratch. I'll never forget

the total disgust with which, on three dif-

ferent occasions in the programming of

Dolphin, the staff greeted my announce-

ment that I had totally scrapped the cur-

rent version.”

From TM to Lotus

Mitch Kapor, president of Lotus Devel-

opment Corp. and designer of 1-2-3, the

number one program in the IBM world,

was a nerd manqud in high school in Free-

port, Long Island. Kapor went on to Yale,

where he spent most of his time around

the college radio station. From there he

worked as a deejay in Hartford, Connecti-

cut, discovered Transcendental Medita-

tion, bummed around Spain with the rest

of the counterculture teaching TM, came

back to the States to Cambridge, where his

then-wife had a job, and through an acci-

dent, got a job as a programmer.

The Moment of Inspiration was still a

ways off, however. The job didn’t last, and

Kapor went on to Switzerland before he

had the enlightening realization that TM
was not going to solve all his problems.

Instead he got an M.A. in psychological

counseling. Alas, he soon realized that he

could make a great contribution to the

human service field by getting out of it. It

was now 1978. On an impulse one day,

Kapor bought an Apple.

“The next day I was hanging out in the

computer store, and this guy, a physician

who was looking for some software for his

Apple to keep medical records on, came

in. On the strength of having had my
Apple for a day and my brief stint as a

programmer, I talked myself into a con-

sulting job with this guy for $5 an hour,"

he recalled. Meanwhile, Kapor helped

start the first Boston Apple users’ group,

took a couple of computer science

courses, wrote more programs, and hung

out increasingly in the micro world. "I

had no long-term plan. I was just scraping

along," he reminisces.

Since the micro world was a fairly tiny

and incestuous one back then, Kapor soon

met the men who had designed VisiCalc,

and joined their team at Software Arts. It

was Kapor who designed the interface for

VisiTrend and VisiPlot—an endeavor

that, among other things, led to huge roy-

alties. The second check he received was

for something like $103,000.

Meanwhile, however, Kapor began to

get restless about going off on his own. (He

was disenchanted by what he describes as

increasing tensions between Software

Arts, and its distributor, VisiCorp.) He
arranged to be bought off by Software Arts,

Thename
Lotus has no connection

with any Far East yoga
positions or spiritual

values.

signing a contract that he now chucklingly

describes as, “containing sort of a 'pur-

loined letter.' I agreed not to compete

against them directly, but I sneaked in a

clause that said it was okay. for me to

design an integrated package. If they'd

thought I could really pull it off, they'd

never have signed it, but they were mostly

interested in my not redoing VisiPlot and

selling it to Microsoft.”

Kapor’s time at Software Arts had giv-

en him some fairly concrete ideas about

THE GREA TIBM COVER UP!
Tired of overreaching and confused by keyboard hieroglyphics?

COVER UP AND ENLARGE YOUR PC KEYS WITH KEYTOPS™
• SIX FULL SIZE KEYTOPS THAT FIT

OVER THE TOP OF EXISTING KEYS.

• Permanently stamped: Return/Enter,

Tab, Back Space, 0 and both Shift keys -

ends symbol confusion.

• Increases accuracy and lessens operator frus-

trations

• Installs in seconds, no permanent modifica-

tion KEYTOPS can be removed at any time.

• Available in IBM color or charcoal.

• Some user comments
"I am much more comfortable and more accu-

rate now at the keyboard."

"My secretary and I both feel they are an im-

provement."

Satisfaction guaranteed or money promptly

refunded Order your set now

APPLIED DYNAMICS — P.O. Bom 1010, Cottonwood, AZ 86326

NAME

ADDRESS..

Dept. P
Color preferred:

Charcoal
IBM

$ 18.95
Price includes first

CITY STATE ZIP

Check or M.O. Enclosed Charge to Visa C MC
Card Exp. Date class mail. Az.

... . ... _ .. ... . . residents add 5% tax.
Visa and MC Call Weekdays „ . _ ,

(602) 634-4507 * Dealer ,nv ',ed
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DISKDRIVE DUSTCOVEI?

KEYBOARD DUST COVER

ProtectYour PC!
Dirt, dust, and smoke can

effect the successful operation
of your IBM PC,* even shorten its

useful life.

Now you can protect your PC
from these damaging airborne
particles with our custom
designed disk and keyboard
dust covers.

CompuCable Corporation, a

leader in the manufacture and
distribution of computer prod-
ucts and accessories, has pro-

duced these handsome dust
covers with you the PC owner
in mind.

We know that you value your
PC, so we've made both covers
of high quality, smoke colored
plastic that will protect your PC
for years to come, we’ve also

engineered them to enhance
the natural beauty of the
IBM PC.

Best of all, this durable dust
cover set can be yours at a sur-

prisingly affordable price.

You depend on your PC to ful-

fill your information processing
needs. Protect it!

For information on where to
get the IBM PC dust cover set,

call us at 800/ 222-2332. In

California call 800/821-0684,
in Alaska and Hawaii call 714/

635-7330. Dealer inquiries are
welcomed.

/O COMPUCABLE
Via CORPORATION

Developing manufacturing, and distributing

quality computer products and accessories.

•Dust covers are manufactured C 1983, COMPUCABLE CORPORATION
exclusively by CompuCable Corporation
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the kind of environment he’d need to

begin to develop an integrated software

package. For one thing, he wanted to do

his own distribution. For another, he real-

ized that his own gifts as a programmer (he

knows only BASIC) were far inferior to his

gifts as a software designer. By early 1982,

he had managed to hook up with both pro-

grammer Jonathan Sachs and venture cap-

italist Ben Rosen. Together, they founded

Lotus. (The name, he insists, "has no con-

nection with any Far East yoga positions

or spiritual values or anything; I just

wanted to have a name that wasn't techni-

cal.”)

By now, Apple’s Lisa, MBA's Context

and VisiCorp’s Vision were heading to-

ward the marketplace, and Kapor knew

that he had no time to waste. The original

concept for 1-2-3 (then code-named

"Trio”) was a spreadsheet, a business

graphics program, and a word processor.

Says Kapor, "For a variety of reasons, we
dropped the word processor. It was, num-
ber one, too hard to do. Number two, we
saw MBA, and my feeling was that a data-

base was a more natural expansion of a

spreadsheet. So we decommissioned the

word processor and commissioned the

database.”

Kapor readily concedes that the design

process was "agonizing" and that he was

"petrified” of the competition. Still, there

were comparatively few moments of true

horror. "One good thing is that the pro-

gram was not designed by a committee,”

he said. "Jon and I had a fixed amount of

time. We had a deadline of January 1983

and we wanted some time before that for

debugging; we had this long list of pro-

posed features, each of them keyed

according to degree of importance and dif-

ficulty of implementation." When time

was short, the pair tended to throw in lots

of noncritical but nice, easy-to-do fea-

tures, such as 1-2-3’s ability to print sepa-

rate headers and footers on each page of a

spreadsheet.

By the same token, a number of fea-

tures were sacrificed. For example, the

program has a calendar that allows the

user to calculate, say, what 90 days from

today will be. Kapor and Sachs wanted to

include a similar clock function to calcu-

late time, but their schedule wouldn't

allow it. Kapor still smarts, too, about the

dropping of the word processing module,

an oversight that will presumably be rem-

edied in some future version.

Lotus
spent $1 million

advertising 1-2-3 in The

Wall Street Journal,

Business Week, Time,

Newsweek, and the

computer press.

"We went into a no-fooling-around fea-

ture freeze on November 5, 90 days before

we were to ship,” he recalled. "We really

wanted to bulletproof it. and in hindsight,

that was a good decision, too, because

there were no major bugs." Another deci-

sion was to bet all the marbles in market-

ing the product, since Lotus reasonably

feared that the VisiCorp name had such

brand loyalty that Lotus might not be able

to get people even to look at it. Conse-

quently, Lotus spent $1 million in January

and February, advertising 1-2-3 in The

Wall Street Journal, Business Week, Time,

Newsweek, and the computer press.

Still another move in the company's

anti-VisiCorp blitz was the wooing of

dealers. "We created a tutorial on disk

—

it’s part of the package that the user

buys—with an on-line 200-page Help

facility,” said Kapor. The tutorial was sent

to dealers before the official release, both

to help them familiarize themselves

quickly with the package and to provide

“a product that would require less support

later on." Lotus has also run 1-day semi-

nars for some 800 dealers to help them

understand the product. The only prob-

lem now, Kapor says, is that he is under

incredible pressure to come out with the

software equivalent of the best-selling

first-time author’s second novel. "We bet-

ter have the next miracle to ship,” he add-

ed. “And, in fact, we do have some magic

up our sleeves."

Hollywood, are you listening? /PC

rTliqht-Gomm6.n£
x

Experience a whole family of flight

simulators in one package:

• Cessna 1 50
• Pitts Special
• P-51 Mustang
• F-14 Tomcat
• Boeing 747
• Concorde

Flight-Command requires 80 column
display and 64K RAM. PC DOS, BASICA

$49 95 including instructions

SLighthouse
' distributing

P.O- Bo, 10938 Bainbfidgt Island. WA 98110

206-842-5557

puts YOU in the cockpit!

Software Program for IBM-PC*
As pilot in command you will:

• taxi around airport

• get weather and tower information on the radio
• watch yourself on aiiport radar

• practice aerobatic skills

• use Autopilot to navigate the globe in a few
minutes of real time

• use all controls: throttle, elevator, rudder, ailerons,

flaps and brakes
• analyze your performance with flight recorder

data from your printer

Washington residents add 7 1 ** sales tax

•IBM PC is a reg T M of IBM G.rp

Amount enclosed _

_ MC _ VISA i
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DATA CAPTURE/pc
The most advanced and easiest to use telecommunications

program for use with the IBM® Personal Computer.

Software designed with you in mind!
It helps you do all this . .

.

SO EASILY!
Duplex Mali Baud - J00 Drive * Capture - OFF Lines 0
Transmit = ON Echowait - OFF Linefeed OFF imctiM ON Prompt to

SOUTHEASTERN SOFTWARE OATA CAPTURE 'p

SOUTHEASTERN SOFTWARE DATA CAPTURE/pc

Duplex = Half Baud - 300 Drive = A Capture = OFF Lines = 0
Transmit = ON Echowait = OFF Linefeed - OFF Linefitl = ON Prompt - to

Duplex ~ Half Baud - 300 Drive - A Capt

If you use your IBM Personal Computer to communicate with

other microcomputers or timesharing systems, then you

need DATA CAPTURE -/pc.

Specifically designed to take advantage of all the power
and capability of your IBM Personal Computer but does

not require you to be a computer expert to use it!

The version of DATA CAPTURE for the Apple II

was selected as number one in its category

and number thirty-one overall in a

Softalk magazine reader poll

(April 1982).

Duplex = Half Baud = 300 Drive = A: Capture = OFF Line* = 12
Transmit = ON Echowait = OFF Linefeed = OFF Lineflll = ON Prompt = 10

SOUTHEASTERN SOFTWARE -— DATA CAPTURE/pc •

See your

dealer today for a

demonstration of

DATA CAPTURE -/pc
or order direct from

Southeastern Software

I am using OATA CAPTURE/pc to prepare this letter before I sign onto the
system and send it to your mailbox

I also use the program to capture my mail, stock quotes and any other data
from the system without worrying about any complicated file handling protocol.

And the best part is — it is so easy to use.

DATA CAPTURE • -5 a T rademark o* Souftieasfem Software

IBM’ international Business Macfnre
Apple II - Trademark o' Aptke Computer Company

SOFTWARE DESIGNED WITH YOU IN MIND

Southeastern Software
7743 Briarwood Drive • New Orleans. Louisiana 701 28 • 504/246-7937 or 504/246-8438 • TCV989
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MARKETPLACE/EDDIE CURRIE

The future still looks very bright for the independent

cottage-industry software developer. Anyone who
says otherwise should be "categorically and

summarily ignored."

The wealth of microcomputer software

available today constitutes a library in

excess of 40,000 programs of every con-

ceivable type and quality. Surprisingly,

most of the so-called ‘‘good” software has

been developed by individuals working

independently in their basements.

Whether the IBM PC operating system

developed by Tim Patterson, CP/M devel-

oped by Gary Kildall, VisiCalc developed

by Dan Bricklian, Microsoft BASIC devel-

oped by Paul Allen and Bill Gates, TMaker
developed by Peter Roizen, Lattice C
developed by Francis Lynch, or any of a

long list of others, the quality of the inde-

pendently produced programs is on a par

with anything developed for micros by

large corporations, and in most cases far

superior.

The Independent Edge
Why have large corporations failed to

dominate this lucrative market? The an-

swer is simple. Software development is

largely a solitary effort. A decade ago the

investment required for software develop-

ment was approximately ten times greater

than required today. This amounted to a

nominal investment 10 years ago of per-

haps $20,000 to $100,000 as compared to

$2,000 to $10,000 dollars for the necessary

microcomputer systems today.

The advent of sophisticated hardware

systems such as the IBM PC, languages

such as Microsoft's BASIC interpreter and

BASIC compiler, the Lattice C compiler,

and the myriad development tools— link-

ers, editors, and debuggers for microcom-

puters—allows the individual software

developer to compete with the largest of

the Fortune 1000 companies.

There is, however, even more compel-

ling argument in favor of individual soft-

ware development efforts. Most salaried

programmers have a weekly paycheck to

look forward to. plus an occasional,

though rare, bonus. An individual, work-

ing independently, has much the same

motivation as a wildcat oil man. Any oil

he strikes is his own, and those wells keep

right on pumping dollars. Similarly, en-

trepreneurial software developers can

look forward to years of royalty checks for

successful products.

Thus, a large corporation is typically in

no better position to develop microcom-

puter software than is a skilled individual

working independently. Furthermore, an

individual is often prepared to gamble a

man-year or more of his free time. A large
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corporation can afford no such luxury.

Software Marketing
Further, the marketing of software is a

relatively new and undeveloped disci-

pline. A number of software publishers

have carried the burden of marketing the

cottage industry products to dealers, dis-

tributors. end users, and original equip-

ment manufacturers (OEMs). Currently

the book publishers are scrambling to

enter this field of publishing in an effort to

boost revenues.

It is claimed that approximately 78 per-

cent of all bookstore sales are to women
between the ages of 20 and 45. Close to 10

percent of bookstore revenues are current-

ly computer and computer-related books.

Thus, the bookstores find themselves

catering to only a segment of the potential

market for the majority of their sales while

the computer books are sold to a broad

market. If book dealers can add software to

their product offering, they can reason-

ably expect to sell to a much larger cus-

tomer base. This software will probably

range in suggested retail price from S29.95

to $495, with the majority of the sales

being the lower-priced product. There is.

however, little software designed for the

lower end of this price range. This pro-

vides an excellent opportunity for the

independent software dpveloper.

As for the broader marketing of soft-

ware. a number of software publishers are

actively publishing the intellectual prop-

erties of this modern-day cottage industry.

An author provides the program, some

form of documentation, a sample of the

source code, demonstration software, and

illustrative examples. The publisher will

typically typeset and package the docu-

mentation. provide technical support for

the product to the end user, advertise the

product, offer it for a wide variety of

machines, distribute technical descrip-

tions to potential customers, provide cata-

logs. and mail royalty checks to the

author— all at no direct cost to the origi-

nator of the program.

Independent Is Better

One might ask why hardware manufac-

turers don't actively develop software for

their machines. The answer is simple and

straightforward. Today's hardware manu-

OiVE MIGHT
ask why hardware
manufacturers don't

actively develop

software for their

machines.

facturer is little more than a technology

packager. A manufacturer purchases a

variety of subassemblies and semiconduc-

tor components and merely puts it all

NVENTORY
AGERS

DOES YOUR PRESENT SYSTEM PROVIDE YOU
WITH THE INFORMATION YOU WANT

WHEN YOU WANT IT AND
IN THE FORMAT YOU WANT IT?

S.S.R.’s provided computerized business solutions for 13 yrs. We've
learned what you need and we'll satisfy those needs with INFOTORY
Our software utilizes all the flexibility and potential of the IBM PC. INFO-
TORY “ provides you with a system that's easy to learn and use, that

satisfies the requirements of Inventory accounting, and most impor-

tantly. provides you with Information reporting capability that can't be
provided manually and isn't provided in any other computerized inven-

tory system.

We accomplished this with ANYREPORT' . our unique reporting feature

that sets INFOTORY v
apartfrom any other system. Using it. you can get:

Quantities, amount sold, cost of sales by vendor, by product type, or

even by key words like "green'' or "% inch" within the description (sect,

green sofa or fitting 5/b inch copper).

Any data you want— in alphabetical, description, p/n, location, de-

scending sales order, or in whatever order and with whatever data your
purchasing function, accountant, warehouse or sales people need to

perform their jobs better.

Summarized sales and cost of sales information by product category,

by vendor or by each item—MTD and YTD.

How long would it take you to sort through and list, in whatever order,

your inventory items costing between $13.00 8. $21.00. purchased from

XYZ company, that have a gross profit of between 25% & 32%. that you
have more than 10 of in stock? Use ANYREPORT". walk away and the

report's ready when you return. This Is only one of the many benefits of

ANYREPORT".

To learn more about the many
,

enefits that INFOTORY " can

bring to your business. j/^ k
glve us a call or stop In at

your nearest dealer.

S.S.R. Corp.

1600 Lyell Avenue
Rochester, NY 14606

1 7 1 6 1
254-3200
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PRINTERS
CALL: (303)279-2848 or (800)525* 7877

THE COMPUTER LINE, INC.
GOLDEN, COLORADO

Offer void outside the Milky Way
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IT'S HERE ! ! ! NEW INNOVATION !

IT S NOT HARD AND RIGID, IT S FLOPPIES
IN A CARTRIDGE AND REMOVABLE
FOR YOUR IBM-PC ... 8 MEGABYTES
CAPACITY FOR ONLY $999 (limited offer)

CDNFUSED?
If you want to increaseyour* *IBM-PC mass
storage, but are confused which is the best way,
read on . . .

COMPARE .

.

5" Floppy
in your IBM *

PC now

ACI computar
Floppy Cartridge

system

Typical f>"

Winchester
Disk system

Unformatted

Capacity
(Megabytes)

OSD a :
: .«»

How to add on

mere capacity

EBch.fl: :py

holds C :C

Megabv •• more

Each cartridge

holds B Megabyte
more

:ia:.si'tnddim

Data Security Good Excellent

(ramovabla cartridge)

Nor. not

rentevnhln)

Energy
Consumption

Motor runs

onlydu: ng
read/w ;:a

Motor runs

only during

read/writa

Motor runs

all the time

Reliability Good Good Gncd

Cost - $939 S 1 900 up

Availability NOW NOW NOW

8 MEGABYTES

Hardware
ACI MODEL 9505 (include in one enclosure)

• 0 megabyte disk drive
• H.CI intelligent controller

• Power Supply
• Due 0 megabyte Mini Fac Cartridge

Software
• PC DDS 1 . 1 compatible
• Instruction Manual

* IBM PC Host Adapter
• Available from ACI far $195.

I 1

|
Name:

I
Address:

CONCLUSION
The ACI cartridge capacity is IB times that of

your*IBM-PC floppy. Its data transfer rate is 2
times faster. If you need more than B Megabytes,
simply add more cartridges. Since the cartridge is

removable, you can store your valuable data in a

safe place, THE ONLY ALTERNATIVE IS ACI
COMPUTER SUBSYSTEM (MODEL 35B5)
FOR YOUR IBM-PC.*

I

|

PhDnB: ( )

|

ACI 95B5 (B Mbyte)

I

ACI Host Adapter

I
VISA MASTER CARD

I
CHECK P.O.

l Card# Exp.

.units at $333. *

.units at $135. *

CHECK

datB

* IBM-PC is a trademark of

International Business Machines.

I
Signature

^Preferred shipper: DUPS DPP DFED EXPj

TD DRDER BY PHONE:
Call (415) B5B-3BBD
Dealer inquiry welcome
( * )

F.O.B. Fremont, CA.
(
* )

California residents add sales tax.
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TD: ACI Computers Corporation

4450 Enterprise SuitB 101
FrBmont, CA 3453B
(415) B56-SBB0
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Call ITM and talk to the person who answers
your software questions. Quickly, correctly.

Discount prices, too.

Expertise and low prices are just two reasons

you should call ITM first.

For complete information on the 8 other

reasons call toll free today.

We make software buying simple.

800-334-3404
IN CALIFORNIA CALL

415
-284-7540

ITM
936 Dewing Ave.. Suite E

Lafayette. CA 94549
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manufacturer or another. In fact, the broad

base of CP/M-80 and MS-DOS users effec-

tively allows him to target all micros if he

wishes.

The advent of good C compilers for

micros is a particularly important devel-

opment for the independent software

developer. They allow particular applica-

tions to be compiled on a wide variety of

current hardware. Equally important, they

allow particular applications to be com-

piled on future generations of machines.

This means that an author can expect a

significantly greater lifetime for his prod-

ucts than heretofore possible. Previously,

programmers writing in languages such as

assembler were faced with the horrendous

task of extensive recoding in order to

transport their programs to new genera-

tion hardware. Their only alternative was

to write their programs in languages such

as BASIC or Pascal for which target

machine compilers and cross compilers

did not always exist.

Demand in Search of Supply
There exists an incredible demand for

a wide diversity of software, but as yet no

one has been able to determine a priori

what constitutes a winning product.

The market for 16-bit applications

packages if desperately searching for pro-

grams. Most of the 16-bit programs cur-

rently available are little more than recast

versions of 8-bit software. Unfortunately,

many of the new features— the availabili-

ty of screen graphics, large amounts of

RAM. the 8087 arithmetic processor

—

offered by the IBM PC and its clones are

not taken advantage of by the reincarna-

tions.

The MARKET
for 16-bit applications

packages is desperately

searching for programs.

Also, many of the machines targeted

for the home market have virtually little or

no software of any consequence. The

Timex TI 99/4 and Commodore 64. for

example, are both excellent targets for low

end software that can be easily provided
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by the independent software vendor.

The software market has many of the

characteristics of a horse race. There are

many entries, but few true winners. Yet

software market has
many of the

characteristics of a

horse race.

the stakes are high, the entry fee relatively

low for the independent software devel-

oper. the opportunities for creativity and

innovation virtually unlimited, the excite-

ment unbridled ... It is an industry with

infinite growth potential, unlikely to be

dominated by the large corporations— all

of which affords the entrepreneur with a

unique opportunity. There is no more

exciting field of technology and certainly

none that is so easy to enter when one con-

siders the potential for high returns.

Those who would tell you that the

future will be dominated by the large soft-

ware vendors, that you can’t compete with

large marketing organizations, that an

individual software developer can’t com-

pete effectively with large development

groups, that the hardware manufacturers

will provide all the software an end user

needs should be categorically and sum-

marily ignored.

Get into your basement, fire up your

microcomputer, learn the C language, and

start writing that program you’ve been

thinking about. Find yourself a publisher

that you feel comfortable with, one who
addresses the market that you are interest-

ed in, and you will be well on your way to

the most exciting and rewarding adven-

ture of your life! The time to start is

now. /PC

Eddie Currie is the president of Lifeboat

Associates, the world’s largest software

publisher. In the mid-1970s, he was Chief

Executive Vice President of Micro Instru-

mentation and Telementary Systems

(MITS), the New Mexico company that

introduced the first consumer microcom-

puter, the Altair.

Wondering “What if . .
.”?

Stop wondering. The versatile QUIKCALC REAL ESTATE
INVESTOR analyzes any property. Why spend days
analyzing a potential investment when the Real Estate

Investor can do the work for you in minutes? This invest-

ment compounds its rate of return each time you use it!

• Loan Amortization
Schedule

• Before and After Tax
Cash Flows

• Depreciation (including
new ACRS option)

• Conventional, Balloon,
and Variable Rate
Mortgages

• Professionally Designed
Reports

• In-depth, Fully Integrated
Analysis

• Summarized into Com-
prehensive, Internal Rate
of Return

• Easy-to-follow, 100 Page
Reference Manual

• Flexible, Easy-to-use,
Worksheet Approach

$ 129.95
Runs on IBM-PC • Xerox 820 • Apple II & III •8" CP/M Systems

Ask for it at

ComputerLand BusmEsssYsrEM^EmSIs

The Xerox Store*

—(simple soffl—
Simple Soft. Inc., 480 Eagle Dr.. Suite 1 01 .

Elk Grove, IL 60007, (31 2) 364-0752

QUIKCALC and Simple Soft are trademarks of Simple Soft. Inc. Computerland is a TM of

Computerland Stores, Inc. Xerox and Xerox 820 are trademarks of Xerox Corporation.

*1982 Simple Soft, Inc.
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Tell us the advertiser and price for any IBM-PC
software package advertised in this Issue and we'll

not only meet It, but beat it by $10. This offer does not
apply to those packageswhose advertised price is under $ 1 00

or where LOGICSOFTs price is already the lowest.

WORD PROCESSING
VOLKSWRITER $119
PEACHTEXT 5000 $219
EASYWRITER II $195
SUPERWRITER $165
PERFECT WRITER $199
PERSONAL WORD PERFECT $119
MULTIMATE $279
EDIX & WORDIX $269
MULTI-TOOL WORD (Call)

FINALWORD $199

SPREADSHEETS/GRAPHICS

VISICALC $159
VISICALC (advanced) $299
SUPERCALC $115
SUPERCALC’ $159
MULTIPLAN $175
MULTI-TOOL (Call)

1-2-3 $329
TK!SOLVER $215
FAST GRAPHS $155
BPS GRAPHICS $289

All of the above titles are registered trademarks

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
TIM III $269
dBASE II $389
OUICKCODE $175
VISIFILE $195
EASYFILER $235
PFS FILE $95
PFS REPORT $79

VERSAFORM $245
CONDOR III $395
DATAFAX $219
and 400 other titles'

ACCOUNTING/FINANCIAL
PEACHPAK SERIES 4 $239
CYMA ACCOUNTING SERIES (Call)

IUS ACCOUNTING SERIES $339/module
STATE OF THE ART (Call)

OPEN SYSTEMS (Call)

DOW JONES MARKET ANALYZER $269
ASHTON TATE FINANCIAL PLANNER $429

BOTTOM LINE STRATEGIST $299
FINANCIER PERSONAL SERIES $119
FINANCIER TAX SERIES $99

Alt ol the above titles are registered trademarks



In software...we’re

the
LOGICAL
CHOICE

Add 2% lor shipping and handling.
N.Y.S. residents add sales tax.

20% deposit lor C O D. orders.

COD.
Check

iJ Money-Order L

Purchase orders accepted by qualified Institutions.

No surcharge lor credit cards

A Subsidiary of The Logic Group
300Garden City Plaza, Garden City, N.Y. 1 1 530

Continental U S

1 -800-645-3491
inri: 230199 swi/t ur lgs

NY Stale: 514-741-0043 oom: 960127 Switt NYK IGS
Canada: 414-283-2354
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PROLOK protection means
software security.

User-transparent protection

technology that works-

right on the disk.
PROLOK protection is a tested

technology that customizes a

quality diskette with a unique
'fingerprint' before software is

installed. (PROLOK diskettes are

guaranteed to meet or exceed

all ANSI standards for floppy

diskettes.)

Tough to break

Bit and nibble copiers are ineffec-

tive when you utilize PROLOK
diskettes. This eliminates the

threat of mass by-pass or unlock
schemes.

Easy to use

PROLOK protection is invisible

to the legitimate purchaser. End
users are not locked to a specific

configuration or machine. The
technology is not hardware
dependent.

Protection plus

Back-up copies may be made but

will only work on the PROLOK
disk. Protected files may be

transferred to and run from hard

disks. Leading mass duplicators

already support the PROLOK
process.

Inexpensive to buy

PROLOK protection is low cost

insurance for your software . .

.

quantity 1 to 10,000 or more. An
evaluation diskette is just $9.95

including postage and handling.

Available now

We're now shipping for IBM PC and
XT, Atari, Apple and selected CP/M
systems. Call or write for your
PROLOK evalua-

tion disk today:

PROLOK "

Vault Corporation

1320 S. Baldwin Ave.

Arcadia, CA 91006
(213) 574-8594

\fault Corporation

CIRCLE 508 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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CVMfl & IBM
....the best

of both worlds

INTEGRATED
BUSINESS
PACKAGES

The Finest in Comprehensive Business Accounting Software

GENERAL ACCOUNTING PACKAGES:
• General Ledger System . Payroll System
• Accounts Payable System . Inventory System
• Accounts Receivable System . Small Business System

VERTICAL MARKET PACKAGES:
. Medical Practice Management . Orthodontic Practice Management
. Dental Practice Management • Chiropractic Practice Management

CIRCLE 265 ON READFR SFRVICE CARD
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Lee 1
» McFadden makes

learning to use your

computer and its programs

an easy, rewarding

experience.

Mastering a new system or even a new

program is not easy. It takes a tot of study, a

lot of trial and error, a tot of back-and-forth

between dense manuals and your computer.

Wouldn't it all be so much easier if you had

a knowledgeable friend sitting by your side?

Lee McFadden is that friend He’s been

producing widely acclaimed teaching tapes

for over ten years. He knows what informa-

tion you need, and exactly when you need

it Team his skill with the know-how of

technical experts, and you get a faster,

easier way to master your computer and all

its power.

Patented Audio Cassettes

Lee guides you patiently, step-by-step, while

you're sitting at your keyboard. No con-

nection between the computer and your

cassette player is necessary. You learn by

doing, instead of by reading. And even the

tapes are special—a patented FlipTrack

sykem lets you go at your own pace.

covering as much or as little detail as

you want

Ideal for Training

Use the courses over and over again. Share

them with friends, family, students and staff.

Make "computer literacy” a reality in your

local schools. Bring a new employee "up to

speed” in just hours, instead of weeks. The

fully indexed Guide included with each

course is, by itself, an invaluable, on-going

reference.

Moneyback Guarantee

You may order any of the FlipTrack courses

from us on a 15-day “right of return” basis.

Tty a lesson or two yourself. Share them

with others. If you're not delighted at how

quickly and easily you begin to learn, simply

return the program in its original condition

for a full refund. No questions asked.

How to Order

Drop by your local dealer for a demon-

stration. Or Visa and MasterCard holders

may add $2.50 shipping and handling to the

prices, and order toll-free:

1-800-227-1617, Ext. 439

(In California, call 1-800-772-3545. Ext 439.)

Choose from these rewarding courses:

How to Operate the IBM PC

"

3 audio cassettes & Operator's Guide ... $49.95

How to Use VisiCalc

"

4 audio cassettes & Lesson Summary .... $65.00

How to Use WordStar"
3 audio cassettes & User’s Guide .... $49.95

Learnby
listening to
a friend.

FlipTrack
Learning Systems

A Division of Mosaic Media. Inc.

526 N. Main St.. Dept. PC-C

Post Office Box 711

Glen Ellyn. IL 60137

312-790-1117

flptrack n * rrfiarrcd trademark property oJ Mmoic Mrdta he
Apple n a regtuered trademark oi Apple Computer he

IBM Perional Computer n a tempered trademark d IBM Corp CPm it a irawered trademark ol Dnaal Reward) Ini

VUCatr H a restarted trademark id VrriCorp WordStar n a regruered trademark oi MicroPro Inter national Carp
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WHERE IS IT?
Wherever it is. we want it. Maybe, just maybe, we re

searching for your program, but we'll never find it

unless you call us.

It has to be good, though. Because we’re the

Software Guild", an organization devoted to finding

the very best microcomputer programs for packaging

and distribution underthe Softsmith" label. Hundreds
of titles have already been licensed to the Softsmith

library But they're only the beginning. Our goal is to

have the best program in major categories on every

popular machine. Ofcourse, we can't do it without you.

If you're a program author or publisher, The
Software Guild offers some distinct professional and
monetary advantages.

First, you devote your time to what you do best:

programming. You can leave the manufacturing,

packaging, documentation, distribution and customer
service to us.

Second, our revolutionary retail merchandising
system will put your program before the public through
the normal computerand software stores, plus record
outlets, department stores, book shops, and more
places where s< >ftware has never before been available.
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Third, is royalties. Wider distribution means more
substantial royalties. And, your Software Guild
royalties start to accrue when the dealer makes his pur-

chase in quantity, so you aren't left waiting while
money trickles in.

Fourth is flexibility. We do not insist on the

exclusive rights to your program. You can deal with
other publishers and distributors, or market your pro-

gram yourself, while it is in Softsmith distribution.

We know you’re out there, workingand dream-
ing, and we want to help make your dream come true.

Our full staffof professional evaluators are waiting to

review your best-seller.

So call us, wherever you are.

Contact Regina Roberts at (4 1 5) 487-5200.
Or write:
The Software Guild
2935 Whipple Rd.
Union City, CA 94587

The Software Guild

(415)487-5200
CIRCLE 405 ON READER SERVICE CARD



IBM
PC System

320KB Floppy

Graphit

All for only S 2599.00

LOTUS 1-2-1 SOFTWARE . . «4S9

AST RESEARCH
IO Plus-Parallel & Serial on. Clock

Calendar w/Bat back-up

Superspool 1199.00

Combo Pius

Pon Ci

256K, Para i & Senai

W/8
1499.00£
1999.00

Superdrive Super spool

M*qa Plus SI>K
Clock Calendar W/8at bad

OUADRAM
Quad Board - 256K. Paraile Port Serial

I/O Clock Calendar with ba -ry backup
S 599.00

5t2K Ram with Serial I/O 1 799.00
HERCULES GRAPHICS C ARD

graphics 1 499.00

BIG BLUE 1479.00
MAYNARD SANDSTAR SCRIES
Multifunction Card . .

Floppy Osk Controller

Memory Card

DIRECT-CONNECT MODEM
. answer/i

x long distance

illows for smart

Speed dialer

1149.95

A/D I/O MODULE. 16 independent

log input cnannels w/8 bus

1109.95

S BIT I/O MODULE. Both latched 8 Ms
ut and mput w«h interrupt capability

fully supported User programmable port

addressing for up to 8 modules per

Busboard 159.95

PROTOTYPING I/O MODULE.
Utilizes 3M Scotchflex Breadboard

prototyping system Complete with 40

conductor I/O BUS connector and an

assortment of prototyping pins 129.95

WORD PLUS

DAVONG FOR IBM
Internal External

SMB 11495 11695
I0M8 11795 11995
I SMB 12295 12495

12595 12795
12995 11195

TAVA PRINTERS
RY DIARLO
DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
Model 11

80 Column/ 100 CPS CALL
Model 11

132 Column/ 1 00 CPS CALL
Model 12
1 32 Column/1 50 CPS CALL
Model IS
1 32 Cofumn/400 CPS CALL
DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS
Model 620
132 Column/20CPS CALL
Model 610
APi/40 CPS Letter Quality CALL
Model 610
ECS/API-40CPS

Multilingual CALL

Dabywrfter Daisywheel
Printer 1999.00

NEC
SPINWRfT

PRICES AND AVAILABILITY SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
AU. RETURNED MERCHANDISE SUBJECT TO A 20% RESTOCKING FEE.

ADD 10% FOR NET TERMS
PRICES GOOD IN U.S. ONLY.
PRICES REFLECTED IN THIS

SECTION ARE LOWER THAN FRANCHISE STORES.

Apple II Compatible Comp, ire/

System W/48K of memory One Data
Drive" disk drive Controller card 12*

green screen Hi Resolution Monitor An
Cables are included fo' a CompushJik
price of 1999.00

Additional Drive
With purchase ol above

1100.00

THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION TO
THE PC EXPANSION DILEMMA
FROM LNW COMPUTERS FOR
YOUR IBMPC AND PCX T
BUSBOARD "MOTHERBOARD".

I
)
different

through coprocessor BUS

LNW80 CP/M PLUS'*
COPROCESSOR MODULE. Z0OA
module runs CP/M* and CP/

‘

' PLUS* as

wen as CP/M 2 2 programs For use in

both 5* and 8’ disk drives 1249.95
ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICA-
TIONS I/O. Allows each E .sboard to

contain up to 8 separate fiat asyn-

chronous channels with a to *1 of 1 5 dif-

ferent channels 179.95
5 OR 8 FLOPPY DISK /

O

MODULE. Replaces disk I ntTOller El

PC and ts compatible wc diskettes

from other CP/M 86* and CP .1* systems

1169.95
PARALLEL PRINTER I/O

MODULE. Multi user P iter port

addressing, or general purpe • 8-tx I/O

port 149.95

CLOCK CALENDAR I/O MODULE.
Operates both CP/M 86* an MSDOS*

Jarrn

169.95
GAME I/O MODULE. ompabbfe

with rBM PC Game I/O card Allows for

of either 2 joy <ks. or 4

149.95

TANDON
TM-IOO-I SS/DO
TM- 100-2 DS/DD

CALL
CALL

TM- 100-4 DS/DD $159.00
TM 848-1 SS/DD 1425.00
TM 848 2 DS/DD 1499.00

SIEMENS
FDD 100-5 1159.00
FDD 200 5 1199.00

DISK DRIVES
For IBM PC
Tandon 100-2 CALL
Teac 55 8 Shmi-ne 320KB 1260
Shugan SA-455 Slimline 320K8 1250

THE BUSINESS MANAGER
Integrated Accounting System
The best and most complete business pro-

gram package on the market Providing

ail the software and storage you ever

wanted AH software pee-installed on 10

or 15MB hard disk and ready to run No
more diskettes and tedious paper work

High speed All programs self prompting

and menu driven Fully guaranteed and

supported Includes: General Ledger
Accounts Receivable Accounts
Payable Billing Inventory

Payroll Word Processor Spelling

Checker File Management
Spreadsheet Database Manage-
ment System CALL

NEC
7710-1 11995 3510 I119S
7715-1 12195 3515 I139S
7730-1 11995 3530 I1S95
7720-1 12595 3550 11895
7725-1 12595 PC8023A | 495
STAR MICRONICS
Gemini 10 CALL
Gemini 15 CALL
SMITH CORONA

ffffff
TP I parallel 1579.00
TP- 1 serial 1579.00
C4TOH
GX-100 (50 CPS Dot Matrix) 1249.00
8510 1469.00
1550 |I5”) 1699.00
F- 10 (40 CPS. Letter Qual

|
1 1 195.00

F 10 (55 CPS letter Oual
|

11695.00

OKIDATA
82A
83A
84AP parallel

84AS serial

92A
93A
IDS PRISM
Prism 132 (B & W)
Color

brother brother
HR- 1 A parallel

1429.00
1699.00
1999.00

11099.00
1525.00
1999.00

11195.00

1 CALL

HR 1 A serial 1869.00

HR- IS 1599.00

Tractor feed option 111S.00

^MONITORS
AVAILABLE (All Models) CALL
PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYSTEMS
His Res Color CALL

cippkz
APPLE lie

Computer System. Controller. Two Disk

Drives. Monitor 11890

TAVA PLUS COMPUTER SYSTEM
(APPLE II COMPATIBLE!
64K CPU Expandable to I28K 2 Disk

Drives Controller Card Monitor. Parallel

Port. Serial Port. 2 Game l/0's. CP/M* on
board. DOS 3 5 11299

(714) 261-1000
FRANCHISE INQUIRIES WELCOME

ALL FLOPPIES REPAIRED QUICKLY AT LOW COST

EOTHER PRODUCTS
IFOR APPLE

Special of the Month!

$259

©
TAVA CORP.
DATA DRIVE

Disk drive for

and APPLE lie Runs DOS
CPM* Pascal software

SLIMLINE DRIVE *269.00

AVA PRODUCTS FOR APPLI*

Card

159

149

1149

HAYES MICROCOMPUTER
PRODUCTS
Micron-odem H 300 baud 1299.91
Sm.mrrodem 1200 baud 1S29.9S
PERSONAL ACCOUNTANT
Software for your Apple le and Apoif h *

1199.00

EPD PRODUCTS
Lemon Surge Protector $49.95
L»me Surge Protector 179.95
Peach Surge Protector 189.95

Orange Surge Protector 1129.95
Plum Surge Protector 148.95

DEC Rainbow 100
KevOac-rd CPU Z-80'8068 64K Se*<ai

RS232 Port Two X~40C*8 D.Sk Onves
Monitor CP/M86%80 Software CALL

COMPUSHACK FRANCHISES
AVAILABLE

Ceiifomia Comcra i«t*| ate * tt*

vine 241 toco

U >AMt Rill *" twi
UntniUMsVMt |2t 1| 40* 1000

Un tmon |4lf| IN 2211

Tuom (Tlt| ItC til)

WoniCH** f4llf 444 6011

Wnott Ovejj |112] 4*4 4*12

New »»m Hew YOrt Root 22* *421

•n'-eff (Tl«| 42* 24*4

nrr 111 4) 11*02**

ton Auisn |111) 24* 10*2
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MARKETPLACE/COREY SANDLER

According to Joyce Wren, Director of Software

Publishing in Boca Raton, IBM is actively soliciting

program proposals from its own employees and from

anyone else with a good idea.

Start

Spreading

The News . .

.

On the wall of an executive office at IBM's

Boca Raton, Florida complex hangs the

needlepoint sampler that stars in a current

television advertisement for the Personal

Computer. It reads: "Hat of the Month

Club."

Big Blue is not really entering the hab-

erdashery business, but it surely has

tossed its chapeau with gusto into the con-

sumer market for the first time with a line

of in-house and independently developed

software and books. In fact, it had already

shipped 16 titles by the beginning of July,

with more in the pipeline. These products

are in addition to the commissioned or

acquired programs like PC-DOS, Multi-

Plan, PeachText, and other packages

already cramming shelves in IBM-related

stores.

"We know that when someone buys a

PC. they're very likely to be back soon to

the same place to pick up some software,"

said Joyce Wren, Director of Software Pub-

lishing for IBM’s Entry Systems Division.

That is why the company has entered into

the market, she says, and that is at the

heart of the sales pitch IBM gives to pro-

spective authors.

"We can bring the expertise we have in

areas of testing, publications, and experi-

ence in how a user uses software. I hate to

use the term ‘user friendly,' but that is

what we are talking about here," Wren
said in an interview in Boca Raton recent-

ly. "We also have the manufacturing capa-

bility and distribution and marketing

expertise."

And, in a roundabout way, Wren let it

be known that she believes a software

author can expect to earn more money if

his or her work is encased in an IBM bind-

er. She would not divulge details but did

indicate that several individuals are near

or past the $100,000 royalty point in one

or another of the various plans. (IBM. in

the face of protests from authors, recently

removed a "cap" on earnings that had

been established at that level. There is

Joyce Wren, Director of Software Publish-

ing for IBM's Entry Systems Division, in

front of PC headquarters in Boca Baton.
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NO
REFLECTIONS
ON YOU!

with the
SDC ANTIGLARE SCREEN

Look at the face of you* CRT Its smooth

surface refleas light lik> a mirror Room lights,

windows, the keyboa? even your hands,

clothing andjewelry r yy he visible iri it

Prolonged exposure tc :hese distracting

refleaions causes eyes am and unnecessary

fatigue

YOU DON'T HAVE TO PUT
UP WITH THIS ANY LONGER!

The ANTIGLARE SCREEN from Screen

Data Corporation ha^ been judged by an

independent insurant company study to

be the best solution t- sted to eliminate

glare Faaors consider were user

produaivity. reducrior of fatigue, ease of

cleaning, durability, adaptability and cost

Th> ANTIGLARE SCREEN nut glass

or plexiglass but a fin- .y woven mesh of

tough synthetic mate al The mesh passes

text and graphics mfc nation from the CRT

through to the eyes s.niie stopping light

from other sources frc m reflecting back to

you At the same tirr
,
the appearance of

the display is enhanc- j because characters

appear against a dar- rather than a light

background

The ANTIGLARE SCREEN for [he IBM

PC is sized to fit with 1

» the recessed area in

front of the CRT It can be removed easily

WELU WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

The ANTIGLARE SCREEN only

$39.95 postpaid dirt t to you Try it for 30

days >bu must be completely satisfied or

your money will be re -unded Call our toil

free number anytime *nd your SCREEN will

be shipped from stoo within 24 hours Be

sure to specify wheth- t you have • mono-
chrome or color .isplay

Mastercardc Visa accepted

1-800-531-5255

EXT 804

(In Texas)

1-800-252-9146 EXT 804

Dealer In .jines Invited

201 B5- 1212

Screen Data Corporation
240 CEDAR KNOLLS ROAD
CEDAR KNOLLS N J 07927
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now no limit on the amount of money

authors can earn within the terms of their

contracts.)

The Channels of Commerce
The software products are marketed

through the same channels employed for

the Personal Computer itself: IBM Product

Centers and authorized dealers such as

ComputerLand. Sears Business Systems

Centers, and nonfranchised outlets.

IBM’s official Software Submissions

Guide states that the company "may estab-

lish other distribution channels in the

future.” Does this include non-IBM deal-

ers? "Not today.” Wren said. "We’re look-

ing at additional channels and a whole

host of things relative to software, includ-

ing faster distribution. We want our cus-

tomers to be satisfied with the product.

We want to be sure support can be

offered.”

"There is. though, the potential to offer

entertainment software in a different man-

ner.” Wren said. How about mail order?

“Probably not." she said.

An IBM Old Hand
Wren has worked for IBM for the past

22 years, starting as a programmer at

Advanced Systems Development in San

Jose. California. She wrote software in

assembler, hexadecimal, macroassembler,

and a number of higher-level languages,

entering into the management structure in

1965. She came to Boca Raton in January

of 1982, as the Software Submissions Pro-

gram was first getting underway.

r V E LOOK
at our own employees

as rich sources of
submissions.

On her desk is a PC-XT flanked by a full

load of pastel-shade IBM software bind-

ers. She has a PC at home, which she uses

to continue her office work and for word

processing and financial modeling. She

admitted to spending a fair amount of time

recently playing with IBM’s as-yet unre-

leased LOGO language. That product is

scheduled for introduction in the last

quarter of this year.

There are three sources of material for

IBM’s software program: external, inter-

nal. and employee submissions.

“We look at our own employees as a

rich source of submissions.” Wren said.

One reason is the “substantial” number of

PCs purchased by employees through

IBM’s discount program.

Internal contributions are those writ-

ten by IBM employees on company time,

either specifically for the consumer mar-

ket or developed for other uses. A pair of

recent—and successful—examples are

Personal Editor and Professional Editor.

These products were developed at IBM’s

San Jose research site and were used

extensively within the company before

release. The product now on the stands is

actually Version 5. Wren said.

Internal company authors do hot re-

ceive royalties, but are eligible for special

awards not directly tied to sales.

Employee submissions are those made
by IBM personnel on their own time and

with their own resources. Product Centers

and other authorized IBM dealers have

recently begun selling the employee-origi-

nated Private Tutor, a BASIC develop-

ment system, as well as IBM’s first book,

an introduction to DOS 2.0.

Authors with no relation to IBM can

sell a nonexclusive license with a negoti-

ated royalty schedule based on wholesale

revenues from sales. New products in this

area include the BASIC Primer package.

The external submissions run the whole

gamut, from technical work to utilities to

games.

IBM will continue to add to its store of

software from a variety of sources. Wren
said. In recent months, the company has

add API. an internal adaptation of an

IBM-developed language, and the Peach-

Text word processor, distributed under a

license with Peachtree Software.

“We do go out and approach vendors

as well." Wren said, “although we did that

more in the beginning. We wanted to be

sure there was certain software for the PC
when it was introduced.”

Included in those first offerings were

one or two products—an un-easy word

processor among them—that will not be

forever cherished by IBM or early users.

“We found that people expect far more

from a product with the IBM logo." Wren

said, “even though the product when
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POWERFUL loFTWARE
FOR MS DOS COMPATIBLE HARDWARE

HARD DISK OR DUAL 320K DRIVE VERSIONS

FEATURES:
• Fully integrated modules

• One or two step billing

• History details kept up to 24 months

GRAPHICS
FORECASTING

Extensive reporting

• Comprehensive documentation

Backup by module

ORDER ENTRY INVENTORY CONTROL
Prepares order

Commits Inventory

Handles complex price structures

Flags credit limits

Prints:

Picking Tickets

Open order reports

Back order reports

Discounts by Customer or Item or combination

of both

BILLING
Prints Invoices

Adjusts Inventory levels automatically

Posts sales information to an Invoice Register

Posts to Accounts Receivable Sales Journal

ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE

Posts cash receipts to Cash Journal

Posts Debit & Credit Memos

Handles a comprehensive customer file

Prints.

Statements at customer option

Detailed and Summary Trial Balances

Distributed

Computing

Systems

Martha and Randolph Streets

P.O. Box 185

Lombard, Illinois 60148

(312) 495-0121

Dealer Inquiries Invited

CIRCLE 229 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Maintains:

Up to 5 price breaks

Re-order levels with lead times

Stock status depletion selectable by item

Comprehensive sales statistics

Physical Inventory with shrinkage adjustments

Prints:

Purchase Advices On order reports

Price Lists Vendor Lists

SALES ANALYSIS
24 month history GRApHS

Linear forecasting GRAPHS
By Item, Customer or by Company

Analysis Reports by:

Customer Inventory Item Salesman

Showing profit margins, last sold date by item

Last order date by Customer

Customer Call Planning

Total System Price $695 Complete

Includes new mailing label module.
Demo Package with Sample Data $50
(refundable or applicable toward first purchase)

r
j

Distributed Computing Systems

1 57 S. Martha Dept S

j
PO. Box 185

|
Lombard, Illinois 60148

j
Name

I Street

j
City State Zip

{
PBS Software Quantity Sub Total

j
@ S695 Complete

[
Demo Pkg.

I @ S50

! TOTAL

J
Check, Money Order Enclosed COD, 25% Deposit End.

I Allow 2 weeks for personal checks



MICROHOUSE
MONITORS
Hitachi I $299

Hitachi II 499

GRAPHICS
Fastgraphs $189

D Graph 199

PRINTERS
Prowriter Parallel

Prowriter Serial ....

Smith Corona TP-1

.... $429 Smith Corona Tractor

. . .

.

629 Banana
529 Grappler Plus

LANGUAGES

$139
... 239

134

Basic 80 Compiler
Basic 80 Interpreter .

.

Msort
Fortran 80 Compiler

$289 Microsoft Cobol 80 $539
259 muLisp/muStar 144

149 muLisp/muMath 189

289 C Compiler 189

DATABASE COMMUNICATIONS
Dbase II

Dbase ll/Dutil. .

.

Dutil

Quickcode

$439
499
68

219

Tim III ....

Datastar . .

Infostar. .

.

Supersort 1

$275 US Autodial

169 Password
279 Autolink 300
149 Hayes 1200 Baud

$479 Hayes Smart Modem

.

379 Micromodem II

179 Hayes Chronograph .

569 Crosstalk

. $239

. 309

. 219
. 117

FINANCIAL WORDPROCESSING IBM HARDWARE
Supercalc . .$125 Wordstar . . $279 Quadboard 64K $ 295
Supercalc II ... . ... 179 WS/MM . . 349 Quadboard 256K 479
Visicalc .. 189 WS/MM/SS . 444 Quadboard II 64K 295
Visitrend/Plot. . . . . 228 Starindex .. 119 Quadboard II256K 479
Multiplan . . 194 Final Word . . 199 Quadcolorl 235
Calcstar . . 99 Superwriter . . 175 Microsoft 64K 259
Home Accountant for IBM 99 Spellguard .. 119 Microsoft 128K 379
Planstar . . 395 Spellstar . . 149 Microsoft 192K 519
Scratchpad . . 199 Mathstar . . 89 Microsoft 256K 624
Money Decisions . . 79 TMaker III . . 189 Datamac 12 Meg Int. ... . 1899

We offer savings on the finest in software including Micropro, Sorcim, Ashton Tate, Fox and Geller, Microsoft, Supersoft . .

.

and excellent buys in hardware peripherals, printers memory boards, modems, diskettes and supplies.

MEDIA
Maxell FD-1 ... $40
Maxell FD-2 ... $49
Maxell MD-1 . . . $31

Maxell MD-2. . . $44

MICROHOUSE
A WISE CHOICE FOR

ALL MICRO PURCHASES!

TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU BETTER

TOLL FREE PHONES:
1 • 800 • 523 • 95 1

1

BOX 499, BETHLEHEM, PA 18016

OR
1 *800* FOR* SURE

P.O. BOX 4380, SPARKS, NV 89432

Prices subject to change without notice

It’s easy to

do business with

MICROHOUSE
Full tech support
Lower prices

We accept
MasterCard, Visa
American Express
and purchase orders
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released was certainly equivalent to oth-

ers on the market. We’re learning, and that

was a valuable lesson. We’ll try not to

repeat it.”

The PC
line will continue to be

an open system.

Wren’s department is the prime recipi-

ent of those user comment cards in the

back of every piece of IBM software. There

is a quality meeting every Monday at

which measurable criteria on hardware

and software are analyzed. According to

Wren, many users’ comments find their

way into revisions or new products.

As with all other publishers and

authors, Wren admitted to keeping a close

watch on reviews of products. She likes to

see both sides of any product described,

not just the negative. “Don’t expect us to

be perfect. We try very hard for quality.”

Openness Pays Off

Many observers say that one of the

principal reasons behind the success of

the PC has been IBM’s choice of an “open”

design—one that allows third-party soft-

ware (and hardware) developers easy

access. The company has published most

of the details of its design in a series of

technical reference manuals and has cho-

sen to use as principal operating system a

product that has been adopted by other

manufacturers of hardware as a standard

for machines built around the 8088 or

8086 microprocessor. This openness has

led to the burgeoning market surrounding

the PC (including PC Magazine ) and to the

continued sales success of IBM’s micro-

computer.

“The PC line will continue to be an

open system,” Wren said. “It seems to me
that the more good software available, the

more applications there will be and the

more sales.”

A Copy-protection Quandary
IBM and its authors are caught in the

same uncertainty faced by other software

companies in regard to the cotpy-protec-

tion question. Some of the company’s

releases are unprotected, like the DOS and

use DATA SYSTEMS
Presents

MULTI-COMPANY
ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE

with

JOB COSTS &
LABOR DISTRIBUTION
Available for CP/M-80®, PCDOS,®

and MSDOS®

The MULTI/COM 201 System
Includes All Standard Features

Plus

• Multicompany Accounting In One Package

• Integrated General Ledger, Accounts Payable,

Accounts Receivable, Payroll, and Job Costs

• Hard Disc or Floppies

• Automatic End-of-Period Update and Backup

• Compiled Basic for Increased Speed

• Over 2 Years of User Testing

Ideal System for Contractors, Engineers & Architects

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
Unique Agency Arrangement for

Qualified Computer Dealers

Call for Information and the Name of the Agent in Your Area
Demonstration Packages Available

use DATA SYSTEMS, Inc.

P.O. Box 1384

Murfreesboro, TN 37133

Telephone Toll Free:

1-800-251-4087
In Tennessee: (615) 890-4816

CP M is .i trademark ol Digital Research In*' . PCDOS is a trademark ol IBM. MSDOS isa trade mark of Microsoft Inc
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Software
SI n Stuff

SERVICE N SATISFACTION

SOFTWARE:
• KNOWLEDGEMAN (MDBS) CALL
• LOTUS 1-2-3 CALL
• VOLKSWRITER. SI 39.00

(Lifetree Software)
• EASYWRITER II. S239.00
DOS Version (lUS)

• EASYSPELLER, II (IUS) SI 29.00
• EASYFILER. (IUS) S299.00
• THE FINAL WORD. SI 99.00
(Mark of the Unicorn)

• PERFECT WRITER/SPELLER S299.00
(Perfect Software)

• CHARTMASTER. S289.00
(Decision Resources)

• PROOFREADER. S 45.00
(Aspen Software)

• GRAMMATIK. S 65.00
(Aspen Software)

• DATA BASE II (Alpha) CALL
• HOME ACCOUNTANT PLUS. $110.00
(Continental Software)

• FCM. S 95.00
(Continental Software)

• COMPUTER SAT (HBJ) S 6B.00
• FRIENDLYWARE. Arcade. CALL
(Friendly Soft. Inc.)

• PETER NORTON UTILITIES S 62.00
• FLIGHT SIMULATOR. S 44.95

(Microsoft)

• GAMES:
SUSPENDED (Infocom) S 39.95

MILLIONAIRE. (Blue Chip) S 52.00

ASYLUM. (Med Systems) S 34.95

EXECUTIVE SUITE. (Armonk) S 32.95

FROGGER. (Sierra on Line) S 29.00

PINBALL. (Sublogic) S 34.00

PC MAN (Orion) S 28.95

WORD CHALLENGE S 34.95
(Proximity)

• THE INSTRUCTOR S 38.95
(Individual)

• PROKEY. (Rose Soft) CALL
• PC TUTOR. (Comprehensive) S 62.00
• PFS FILE. PFS WRITE S 99.00
(Software Publishing)

• PFS REPORT S 89.00
(Software Publishing)

• COPY II PC S 34.00
(Central Point Software)

• HAYES SMARTCOM II S 89.00
(Hayes)

• MULTIPLAN SI 99.00
(Microsoft)

• MEMORY SHIFT S 82.00
(N American Business)

• PC PFP (Best) S 75.00
• PC FAS (Best) S299.00
• FANCY FONT (Softcraft) SI 59.00

STUFF:
• ELEPHANT DISKETTES
Package of 10 • SS/DD S 25.00

Package of 10 • DS/DD S 35.00
• FLIP ••n” FILE S 25.00
• COVERS FOR THE IBM PC S 11.95

FREE with order over $75.00

plastic Library Case —
holds 10 diskettes

NEW
COMPUTER SAT

(Harcourt, Brace Javonovich, Inc.)

Improve SAT Scores
$68.00

CALL OR WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION.
1ST CLASS SHIPPING INCLUDED.

NO EXTRA CHARGESS P.O. Box 795095 PHBV
Dallas. Tom 75379 !

"g*
!

(214)4581716

language packages, while others are

locked against ordinary copying schemes.

Many of IBM’s applications and games

packages employ a third alternative,

which allows a single copy to be made for

archival purposes. IBM's introduction of a

hard disk in its PC-XT and as an add-on to

the PC complicated matters since a copy-

protected program cannot be run from a

hard disk.

"Many authors and software vendors

still want to protect their work," Wren
said. "But we may be moving toward

unprotection. Obviously it gives the user

more flexibility if a product is not pro-

tected."

The Guiding Byte: An IBM Sampler

Big Blue's guidelines for software authors should be required

reading for anyone thinking of writing a new program.

The suggestions from IBM would proba-

bly serve as good advice for any would-be

software author for the PC. Here are some

samples:

Program code: Software should be

structured in a
"
top-down ” manner, with

comments throughout. The remarks

should be used to help in future mainte-

nance and enhancement, referring to

names of variables and their functions,

diskette file formats, and references to

internal ROM code.

Copyrights: Notices should appear in

several places, including the first screen

that appears, in memory whenever the

program is running, within the first 20

lines when the program is printed, and on

the external label of the diskette and

packaging.

Hardware dependency: The program

should be able to use both the mono-

chrome display adapter and the color/

graphics adapter and be able to check

which adapter is installed in the PC being

used. Device adapters (except for RS-232C

ports) should not be initialized from with-

in the program, avoiding dependence on

the particular version or revision of the

hardware involved.

Follow IBM’s rules: The program

should not include Calls to internal ROM
routines (undocumented entry' points or

entry points currently pointed to by inter-

rupt vectors). If you do so, the program is

dependent upon a particular release of

DOS or BASIC, a problem faced by a num-
ber of software developers when DOS 2.0

came along in March.

Watch your colors: All monitors do
not support all colors, and certain color

codes are unusable when displayed on a

monochrome monitor. Test your program

on various combinations of monitors and
display cards. Avoid unusual foreground/

background color combinations. One of

the two colors should be black or white.

Overuse of color will undermine its effect

and could lead to confusion.

Some other hints: Allow for recovery

from error; display messages during times

when the computer is maJdng calcula-

tions or loading data; develop a consistent

and orderly screen design; make consis-

tent use of the function keys and the

Escape key; in games allow sound to be

shut off if desired.

IBM even has its own lexicon of recom-

mended words. A few samples: Do use

end, cancel, or stop; don’t use abort. Do
use enter; don’t use return. Do use correct,

good, or true; don’t use valid.

JLBMEVEN
has its own lexicon of
recommended words.

And finally, IBM has a section on writ-

ing manuals, discussing such often-

ignored elements as tone (conversational

recommended); voice (active: “when you

operate the computer" is better than

"when the computer is operated’’); tense

(present), and language (clear and concise

and with an avoidance of unnecessary jar-

gon, abbreviations, acronyms, and buzz

words.) —C.S.
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software

hardware
monitors

Amdek 31 OA $169.00
Amdsk Color II $399.00
Amd«k Color III $349.00
NEC JB 1201 $149.00
NEC JC 1203 ..$469.00
081 Pi 3 $159.00
BMC 12" Qrttn $85.00
Zenith ZVM 122 $109.00

word processing data base
$419.00

PF8: Write
Word Plus-PC
Wordstar

$99.00 TIM III

Filemanger Plus
PFS: File

$349.00
..$99.00
..$99.00

Wordster/Msilmerge $369.00
$159.00

PFS: Graph ..$99.00

Vi siword Eaayfltar .$249.00

Easy Writer II

Infostsr

Deta Star

$279.00
.9179.00

Superwriter $179.00
Parton.l Data Baaa

Super Spell Guard
Final Word

$129.00 Quick Code
D-lltil

$199.00

Perfect Writer .............

Perfect Speller
Spell Binder

$119.00
D-Graph
Infoscope

.$199.00
$149.00

Spall ClMck

Bench Mark Mail List

Hmio Pten
$199.00 CALL on AST QUADAAM A MSI

spreadsheets/financial/graphs

printers
NEC 3550 $1799.00
NEC 8023 $399.00
NEC 8025 $729.00
Okidata (82. 83. 84. 92. 93) CALL
Epson CALL

<11X90. MXSOFT. FXBO. FX100. MX100)

Qomini 10X $299.00
Gemini PI 5 $479.00
C.ltoh 8510 P $379.00
C.ltoh FI 0-40 $1149.00
Sanyo 5500 $699.00
Daisywriter 2000 $1099.00
Diablo 630 $1769.00
Amdok MY-100 Plotter $599.00

disk drives
Tandom 5W 160K $249.00
Tandom 5Vk" 320K $279.00
Paccom 10 mag hard $1485.00
Arndiok I $219.00
Amdlek III $499.00

modems &
communication

r Calc I $129.00
Super Calc II $188.00
Multiplan 8189.00
Lotus 1.2.3 $339.00

$189.00
$188.00
$209.00

Ml $208.00
COCX Tranlng $48.00
Home Accnt. Plus 899.00
Pliet Claas Mall $79.00

Scratcn Pad $199.00
Financial Planner $369.00
Easy Planner $159.00
Calcstar $99.00
Perfect Calc 119.00
Fast Graphs $158.00
Money Mletro $89.00
Micro Plan $299.00
Profit Plan 9129.00
California Corp 979.00
The Practical Account 9109.00

$79.00

Hayes 300 $219.00
Hayes 1200 $519.00
Hayes 1200$ $499.00
Hayes Smart Com II $99.00
Hayes Chronograph $189.00
Novation J-Cat 91 19.00

1 103 $189.00
1 103/212 $439.00

» VI $199.00
$129.00
999.00

9199.00

(QL//AR/AP) . computer mail order
east
800*233*8950
Dapt.PIT. IlMflal (T1T)M7-P»T»
Oi—I —in N.mMr MT-W7I
«TT «.M St. 1TT01

west
rj; 800-648*3311

mgs. Ca« tsdsy far eum
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The Guide to Submissions
Entrance to the Software Submissions

Plan is a two-step process. Wren’s pro-

gram publishes a 40-page booklet— pack-

aged in the same vinyl-clad folder used for

many of the software products sold by

IBM. Included in the folder is a copy of an

agreement and questionnaire that must be

forwarded to IBM. You’ll have to discuss

competitive products, the characteristics

of the program and documentation that

make it “friendly and easy to install and

operate,’’ and the hardware and software

requirements of the program.

Authors are strongly urged to register

their work with the U.S. Copyright Office

before submission. IBM warns that even

r ^

K) reasonswhyvou should call DataSource"
formicro software and hardware. .

.

L
Software and Hardware for all Popular
Microcomputers We carry software tn all

popular formats a nd operating systems
including PC-DOT MS-DOS. CP/M -86 and
CP/M - 80. Always t he current versions in stock

2
Competitive Prices Ourvolume enables us
to offer you prices which are consistently

• competitive. Compare for yourself, then call
us toll-free 800-32 3-2260.

3
Express Delivery Time is money and we at
DataSource understand that Your order
will be processed and shipped within 24

• hours lor all products in stock

4
Discount Structures We offer significant
discounts to any individual, organization or

• user s group purchasing in quantity

Key Account Program For corporations
and institutions, we offer a comprehensive

5
program volume discounts, complete
maintenance packages, specially staffed m

t
technical support a sales team B

experienced in micro applications, and £
several financing options

l Risk-Free Software We stand behind

I

every product we sell All items are fully

documented, backed by manufacturer s

warranties, and are guaranteed by
DataSource to be in perfect working
condition

f Toll-Free Technical Support We service
what we sell Our customers have direct

* access to our technical stall on a toll-free

basis 800-328-2260

i

National Maintenance Network We offer
. a variety of maintenance agreements
'• tailored to the specific hardware items you
select Call for more information

Flexible Payment Options We accept
i most major credit cards, checks, and
' money orders, as well as purchase orders
• from approved corporate accounts

Proven Track Record. Join our growing list

1 of customers which include many Fortune
'.500 companies, major educational
institutions and government entities

Here* a small sampling of products available now from DataSource
(If you don't see what you need, just call us at the number below)

Random House
Thesaurus • Dtctronlcs

Graphic*
The Home Accountant - -

Continental
Personal Investor - PBL
Superfile - FY1
Stalpak - NW Analytical
Milestone 86 • Organic
Software
Easy Business Accounting
Modules - IUS
FCM - Continental
Financier Personal
Series - Financier

TK' Solver - Software Arts

Okidata 92-A
C Itoh F 10 Starwrlter
C ltoh 6510 Prowriter
NEC 3550
Hayes 300 Smartmodem
Hayes 1200 Smartmodem
Hayes 1200B w/ Smartcom
Ouadboard 64 K
AST Cards
Hercules Graphic Card

Data Design - insolt
dBase It Ashton Ta
Condor III - Condor
Easy Filer - IUS
Vuiflle visicorp 189 00 30nwu<* ,ns nn Stalpak - NW Analyticalh„ !"fiss”"

s°"wa" ns •ffisss*
4 o'°°"c

PFS File Software Publishing 99 00 rSTcTrro
h*
°\nnntauie

225 00 Easy Business Accounting
PFS Report Software PSSS”*?1 Inn°vattve Modules IUS 4
Publishing 95 00 Software

Quickcode Fox 8 Seller 215 00
.Si

aph c
DB Plus Humansolt 99 00 Communication
Knowledge Man MDBS 395 00 Lanauages/OSV
23?j£,iv^h Ppl,*<1 CP M 86 Digital Research
Software Tech 299 00 Basic Compiler (IBM

Spreadsheet s/PIna nee Pascal MT
C
-

,<

86°(IBM PC)
298 °° Epson FX80

Supercalc • Sorcim 119 00 DiaitalRes
(

1

285 00 Okidata 92 A
Supercalc 2 - Sorcim 169 00 Fortran (IBM PCI • SuDersott 325 00 C ltoh F- 10 Starwrlter
Vislcalc Visicorp 189 00

ronran <ibs« rt) superson sxs uu
c Itoh 8510 Prowrlter

Multiplan Microsoft 195 00 Communications NEC 3550
Financial Planner - Ashton Crosstalk Microstut 145 00 Hayes 300 Smartmodem
Tate *CALL* Smartcom II - Hayes 85 00 Hayes 1200 Smartmodem
Bottom Line Strategist • PC/Intercom - Mark ol the Hayes 1200Bw/ Smartcom
AshtonTate ‘CALL* Unicorn 75 00 Ouadboard 64 K

Emullnk 3270 emulation - AST Cards
Word Processing Micro Link 695 00 Hercules Graphic Card
Wordstar - Mlcropro 289 00
WOrdstar/Mallmerge -

Mlcropro 37500
Spellbinder • Lexlsott 295 00
The Final Word Mark of the
Unicorn 229 00
Easy Writer II • IUS 239 00
Volkswriter - Llletree 125 00
Superwriter Sorcim 179 00
Multimate - Sottword Systems 359 00
Vlslword - Visicorp ‘CALL*
Peachtezt 5000 • Peachtree 265 00
The Word Plus - Oasis 125 00
Grammatik Aspen 60 00
Punctuation 8 Style - Oasis 99 00

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL TOLL-FREE

1-800-328-2260
IN MINNESOTA CALL 612 544 3615

New hours M-F 8-6. Sat 9-3 CST
Puces reflect a <u h discount and art suhfcct to change without notice Puechase orders accepted from appeal ed corporate accounts

All oedr • t are shipped UPS. $3 shipping charge on software items. 21 shipping charge on hardware items.

« DATASOURCE
DATASOURCE SYSTEMS MARKETING CORP

Your source for micro software and hardware
1660 South Highway 100, Minneapolis, MN 55416
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though the company will take proper pre-

cautions to maintain the integrity of your

copyright, it has no obligation to treat sub-

missions as secret or confidential.

The entire process from evaluation to

On THE
horizon may be a truly

user-friendly database.

marketing may take from 3 to 6 months.

According to the Plan, criteria include the

following:

• Are installation instructions easy.to

locate and follow? Do they require the

user to customize any hardware or soft-

ware?

• Is the documentation complete, ac-

curate, and easy to use and under-

stand? Is it appropriate to the applica-

tion and intended user?

• Does the product use sound, color,

and graphics effectively?

• Does the program provide adequate

feedback to the user?

• Do all of the functions in the pro-

gram work? Are errors adequately pre-

vented and detected?

• How does the product compare to

potentially competitive products al-

ready on the market? Do comparable

products offer more or less in function

and price?

And the final question for IBM to

answer: Does this product seem a likely

source of profit? Each of these points is

discussed at length in a section of guide-

lines.

And the Winner Is . .

.

Wren said she expects “productivity

applications”—word processors, elec-

tronic spreadsheets, and the like—to con-

tinue to be popular, “until we find addi-

tional uses for the computer.” On the hori-

zon, she said, may be a truly user-friendly

database, with a natural language inter-

face and a dynamic structure that would

allow the program to adapt to the user

rather than the other way around.

“The uses that we can put a personal

computer to are endless,” Wren said. And
IBM, no doubt, will be peddling its hats,

madly. /PC
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Word processing software

may save you time,

but it can’t write your letters.

r \ r \Gentlemen Gentlemen: l

Our company has always given generously to the larger We regret that we will be unable to contribute to your fund
|

funds, but the turtles to save the turtles The company policy dictates that we
limit our contributions to large multi-purpose campaigns

' Each year we cooperate with the employees of our

Gentlemen company on a national basis in providing support for the

United Way and the National Museum Foundation

Although this company feels it is important to save the

turtles It is in this fashion that we are best able to serve a number

of worthy causes We trust you will understand our

position We support your goals and stated purpose and
Gentlemen: wish you every success in your campaign

Due to the recession our company has had to cut back on Sincerely.

contributions Although we would like to contribute

;1j

Or can it?

You really can save time, write better letters and

have a complete reference to both commonly and

rarely used letters and forms. 1000 professionally

written letters and forms are on diskette and can be

read, modified and printed using most word

processing software. It is easy to find the letter or

form that is best for almost any situation in the

categorized and indexed manual. The topics

covered include agreements, announcements,

charities, condolences, collections, congratulations,

employees, employers, general business, general

forms, legal forms, ordering, personal, promissory

notes, sales, schools, shipping, stockholders and

writer’s reference . . . just to name a few.

Letterform 1000 requires:

A computer that can read double-sided IBM Personal Computer
diskettes

Word processing software that can read standard ASC II files.

Available at most computer software dealers $95

Call or write for more information:

PBL Corporation

PO Box 559

Wayzata MN 55391

612 471-7644



Previewing a New Dimension

in

Personal Computer Display Cards

REALCOLOR
by

Micro Developed Systems Inc

5 1 2 colors

16 colors on screen

2 color maps for animation

320 x 200 graphics format

IBM PC/XT compatibility

Telidon - NAPLPS X grey levels

Low Cost

$559. includes card, manual and software

$699. in Canada

MICRO DEVELOPED SYSTEMS INC
P O BOX 78

BURLINGTON. ONTARIO. CANADA
L7R .7X8

(416 ) 844-1781
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Bob Wilson is waiting for

the reports he needs . .

.

...and waiting, and
waiting, and
waiting . .

.

He could be rescued
b,ResCL

ResQ is quite simply the easiest-to-use, fastest and most
comprehensive information management system ever developed

for the IBM Personal Computer. It was designed from the ground

up to provide you with the exact information you need . . . only

the information you need ... in the exact form you need it

. . . now!

Best of all, you don't have to know a thing about computers to

take full advantage of ResQ almost immediately!

Like many other Data Base Managers, ResQ organizes, files,

locates, controls and interrelates just about any kind of

information. It prepares reports and mailing labels, is a general

filing and reference system, handles customer records and

inventories, tracks sales leads and follow-ups, and does the

required calculating for any of these functions automatically. But

that's where the similarity to other systems stops!

ResQ is the only system that allows you or a secretary to design

yourown forms and reports, create them right on the screen, then

have them continuously available at the touch of a key! ResQ
offers password protection to keep confidential information

confidential, and does it on a number of

different levels. ResQ reads, searches and

sorts data faster than the fastest

competitor we've tested.

ResQ’s larger fields hold more
information, and field sizes can be easily

changed to increase your number of

salesmen, products, files or reports. It

allows for calculations on up to 8 levels of

totals at report time, and interfaces with

most popular word processing programs.

The ResQ “How-To” Manual is written in plain, simple

English—not like a scientific textbook in a foreign language! It

was created for immediate use by clerical help who had never

touched a computer before. It’s been tested . . . and it works! As
an added feature, “help screens” are always immediately

available to answer questions for the user, without having to tum
to the Manual.

We believe you’ll be absolutely thrilled with ResQ and the way it

prepares reports, manages information and solves your business

problems. We’re so certain that we offer ResQ with a 30-day

money-back guarantee of satisfaction. You can try ResQ in your

own business environment and prove its value for yourself . .

.

completely without risk!

That’s a very remarkable offer . .

.

but ResQ is a very remarkable

system!

Order ResQ through your local

computer store, mail the

coupon below or call . .

.

(312) 298-3610

KeySoftWare Inc. 2330 E. Devon Ave.. Suite 138. Dc* Plaines. Illinois 60018

Please send ResQ Software System! s) including diskettes and comprehensive, plain English

Manuals at S395.00 each including postage and handling. I understand I may return these materials within

30 days of receipt for a full refund if not completely satisfied.

Check or Money Order enclosed O Corporate Purchase Order enclosed.

ITTTI-ITTTI-ITTTI-rTTTI
Exp. Date I Bank No

(MasterCard only)

KEYSoftwane Inc.
2350 E. Devon Ave.. Suite 138
Des Plaines. Illinois 60018 • (312) 298-3610

<

Name

Firm

Address

City State Zip.

Signature _v^

Requires IBM PC. with 128 K RAM or IBM XT. 2 disk drives. DOS I I or 2.0 Update policy Return your diskette at any
time and Key Software. Inc. will replace it with the latest version for a $20.00 fee.
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MARKETPLACE/MARTIN PORTER

Publishers that have traditionally looked to mass-

market and trade books as the money makers, are,

with the help of increasingly aggressive agents,

crowding into the computer book and

software markets.

The Softening of

Publisher's Row
For years, two of the nation’s leading trade

conventions— the American Book Associ-

ation (ABA) and the Consumer Electron-

ics Show (CES). coexisted on the calendar

without conflict.

Last June, however, when the ABA met

in Dallas and the CES powwowed in Chi-

cago. the shuttle express was working

overtime, as numerous software manufac-

turers, distributors, and a new breed

known as software agents crossed the

country’s midsection enough times to

confuse their Windy City how-you-do s

and their Lone Star state howdy’s. Inter-

estingly. these faces were neophytes on

both show floors. But while the electron-

ics moguls had already made space for

microprocessors between their audios and

videos, the booksellers still needed to be

convinced. They were in the midst of a

massive sales pitch from the software

companies and agents to convince them

that the boom in computer book sales is

but the first stage in the invasion of com-

puterwares. which wants its share of shelf

room between Jane Fonda and Garfield.

Twenty-three software publishers ex-

hibited their goods at the ABA that month,

while an avalanche of new computer titles

pertaining to the various computers (even

the unroasted Peanut) were spotted

among the season’s soon-to-be remain-

dered book jackets.

More than new faces and computer-

related business cards were circulating on

the ABA floor. Everyone was talking about

the deals. To those who had knocked

about the land of galley proofs and

lunches at Elaine's for many years, the

atmosphere was reminiscent of the 60s.

when everyone seemed eager to read his

way through the Nixon administration.

The last 12 months had seen figures going

to computer writers, both book and soft-

ware. that had traditionally been reserved

for names like Norman Mailer and Judith

Krantz. Cases in point:

• Stewart Brand received $1.3 million

for an 8V4-by-ll trade paperback (due Fall

1984) to be called the Whole Earth Soft-

ware Catalog, patterned after the success-

ful counter-cultural publishing venture of
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IFYOU MAKE
YOURPOINT

WITH GRAPHICS,
MAKE ITSTICK.

New PIXY3'
MICROPLOTTER.

* Nothing makes more sense out of repetitious data than seeing it

M portrayed graphically.

Presentations that use pie charts, solid areas and bar graphs sum up data succinctly, to

make an impression that can give you an important edge.

For that kind of persuasiveness, PIXY outperforms everything else in its price range.

PIXY’s high resolution graphics are drawn in increments of 0.1 mm. It’s faster at 200 mm
per second. And plots with three pens automatically.

There’s also a variety of powerful graphics packages available, all of which produce

sophisticated results with ease. Including BPS,™ GrafTalk,™ Graphwriter,™ and uGRAF.™
And with PIXY’s versatile intelligence, you can do even more to create the exact graphic

you need to present your point with impact.

And make it stick. MAMKIECMAKIKI
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a similar name that Brand edited and pub-

lished in 1968.

# Software publisher Bruce & James,

creators of the Visionline computer pro-

grams, predict sales of up to $100 million

XVNOCKEVG
around in the San

Francisco Bay Area

inevitably leads to

Silicon Valley, which

helped supply a nation's

cravingforprunes and
apricots years before it

manufactured a single

microchip.

after forging an exclusive U.S./Canada

distribution deal with Simon & Schuster.

Simon & Schuster launched the product

line with the WordVision word processing

program for the IBM PC, listed at a tempt-

ing $49.95. (Bruce & James is the com-

bined effort of Bruce McLoughlin and Jim

Edlin.)

• Harper & Row has reportedly ad-

vanced $600,000 to InfoWorld magazine

for the rights to a forthcoming book series.

The books will be machine-specific and

will be taken largely from the publica-

tion’s “Software Report Card” review

series. Meanwhile, Simon & Schuster, out-

bidding six other publishers, agreed to pay

an $800,000 guarantee for the PC World

Reference Library.

• At press time, Kriya Systems, Inc. of

Chicago, a software publisher noted for its

Typing Tutor and Learning Lab educa-

tional titles, was peddling the rights to a

package of its products to prominent book

publishers for a figure reported as high as

$20 million in royalties. Company presi-

dent Sat Tara Khalsa explained (apparent-

ly with a straight face): “It’s certainly a

good place to start." Meanwhile. Ted

Leonsis, publisher of the semi-occasional

software guide LIST, was in the process of

ironing out contractual glitches in a six-

figure, multi-book deal with Warner Soft-

ware. New American Library (NAL)/Sig-

net was also about to add its name to the

list of publishers that had passed the mil-

lion dollar mark with a computer-book-

related acquisition.

News like this has sent New York’s

publisher’s row into a tizzy. Management

is being shuffled to satisfy this new
growth market. Simon & Schuster is pre-

dicting a $5 billion-a-year bookware in-

dustry by 1985. Warner Books, E.P. Dut-

ton, Simon & Schuster, MacMillan, Ran-

dom House, NAL, and Harper & Row have

all sectioned off special divisions devoted

to computer book and software develop-

ment. Pioneers in this field include Addi-

son-Wesley, John Wiley, Prentice-Hall,

McGraw-Hill, and Harcourt, Brace, Jova-

novich.

There are reports that B. Dalton is sell-

ing more computer books than fiction in

its nationwide chain, and that computer

books account for fully 10 percent of Dal-

ton’s business. Although this claim was

attributed to a B. Dalton executive, and is

commonly quoted as proof that computers

have finally made their mark in book-

stores, nobody there remembers saying it.

“I suppose the quote is now generally

believed,” explained B. Dalton division

manager Tim Higgins. “There would be no

point to stand up and scream and deny it.

It was an overstatement though. I can’t say

that the business accounts for 10 percent

of our total sales. I can state, though, that it

is the fastest growing category.”

Still, computer book sales were signif-

icant enough that 6 months ago, the com-

pany began to publish a computer best-

sellers list in its weekly in-house mer-

chandise bulletin.

Software Agents
Agents and agencies haven't been left

out of the ruckus. Sterling Lord, William

Morris, even Morton Janklow, who gar-

nered $3.2 million for Judith Krantz’s

Princess Daisy, have let loose the leashes

on prime agents with a taste for $100,000

commission checks, Saab Turbos, and

homes in the likes of Sag Harbor.

Though it would be an exaggeration to

trace all this activity to one office—on the

What Kind of Software Are Publishers

Looking For?

With all the sudden publicity about

publisher acquisitions of software and

computer books it might erroneously

seem that this new outlet is a wide-open

bonanza for the hacker population.

However, according to Jane Isay of

Harper & Row. publishers are being more

selective, and she offers some insight in-

to what she and her peers are looking for.

immediately, the IBM PC fits into my
publishing plans for everything but the

games and educational software. I don't at

the moment think that the PC is widely

enough available in the home—for the

kids—to make it worthwhile converting

the educational and game software to the

PC. But I'm watching it very closely. If

they do come out with the Peanut, then it’s

going to be a different ballgame.”

“The software we are looking at has to

be designed so that the computer is a tool

of the user, and that the user is not some
kind of slave, having to stick her nose in

the documentation ail the time to figure

out what to do next. I require clarity of

design, so that the command structure of

any software I publish has a logic that

doesn’t require memorizing lots of

things— that it's clear. I require a certain

quality of screen display: there’s an aes-

thetic. or developing aesthetic, of screen

display. In addition, I feel very strongly

that the only software that Harper & Row
should publish is software that does

things uniquely suitable for the computer.

I get very irritable when I see software that

is nothing but a workbook on the

screen.”

Does it pay to commission an agent to

deal with the publishers? Isay replies that

since the big dollar publicity has hit the

industry, numerous new and uneducated

agents have been pitching computer-relat-

ed deals. “I find myself irritated beyond

words when an agent calls' and says, ‘I

have this thing. I don’t understand it. But

why don’t you just give it a look.’ I recent-

ly spoke to the Literary Agent Association

and said that having an agent as the pocket

of ignorance between the programmer and

the publisher is harmful and crazy.”

—M.P.
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west side of Manhattan at that— it might at

least be a good starting point to look at the

Broadway address of John Brockman As-

sociates. a literary agency that boasts a

dual logo of winglike book leaves and the

magnetic Cyclops known as the floppy

disk.

John Brockman made all the aforemen-

tioned deals—landed some mighty big

marlins, as the Hemingway literati might

deals for small

independent software

publishers is like going
outfor blue fish when
the tuna are running.

put it. In just a few months, he accumulat-

ed close to $3 million in advances for a

handful of clients. The sum in itself is

staggering, but it becomes even more so

when you realize who, exactly, John

Brockman is.

Brockman's reputation on the row is as

a serious nonfiction agent for such esoter-

ic clients as Allan Watts, John Lilly, Greg-

ory Bateson, Paul Krasser, and one conces-

sion to the low brow and lustful porno

celebrity, Seka. His business apparently

revolves around the Palo Alto/Berkeley

axis, which bloomed intellectually in the

60s, and. though out of fashion, is still

knocking around. Knocking around in the

San Francisco Bay Area inevitably leads to

Silicon Valley, which helped supply a

nation’s craving for prunes and apricots

years before it manufactured a single

microchip.

“I had been building a very successful

business,” Brockman recalled recently

during a week when he was auctioning off

yet another six-figure computer book deal.

(By the way, most of these auctions never

make it to the slap of a hammer since the

Fortune 500 companies prefer preempting

the bids to avoid the escalatory back-and-

forth haggle.) "About a year ago last April I

figured it was time to get a computer for

the office. I started going through what

everybody goes through, which is reading

everything and realizing that there was

very little software available.”

Brockman never bought the computer,

though he is currently eyeing the IBM XT.

He did change his company’s logo, how-

ever. He had a realization: “First, there

were going to be 25 million computer

owners by 1985. Each of them will buy
between eight and ten computer books

and Si 000 worth of software. More impor-

tant though, from my point of view, was

that everyone who buys a computer is also

a potential author of software. There was

no such thing as a software agent.”

Like many agents who are now enter-

ing the computer business. Brockman at

first aimed his efforts at the mom and pop

software writers who had set up mail

order businesses in their living rooms

with an occasional expansion downstairs

to the finished basement. He soon recog-

nized bigger game. Making deals for small

independent software publishers, at least

at this stage of the book/computer connec-

tion, is like going out for blue fish when

Thebook
industry could be very

receptive to an alternate

source of income and
revenue.

the tuna are running.

Brockman earned his first commission

7 months later when he signed his first

contract for client Bruce & James. Presi-

dent Jim Edlin explained, “I had a convic-

tion that it was the right time to mass mar-

ket personal computer programs. A mass-

market approach involved making the

programs easy to understand and comfort-

able to work with. The price also had to be

right but this mass market orientation

could eliminate the ridiculous prices that,

up until now, have prevailed in personal

computer software.”

“It seemed to me that bookstores have

three areas of compatibility that make a lot

of sense. The product is physically com-

patible with the kind of merchandise they

handle. That is, we could make it be about

the same size and shape and make it look

the same as the things they were already

doing. It was conceptually compatible

with what bookstores already did, any-

way. In other words, it’s not that far away
from being a self-help book or reference

book—that is, if it is priced right."

As an afterthought (though its signifi-

cance shouldn't be slighted), Edlin added,

"Besides, these days the book industry has

its problems. Therefore, it’s an industry

that could be very receptive to an alternate

source of income and revenue.”

You would think so, wouldn't you? But

there was and still is resistance. Many of

the industry’s aristocrats appear uncom-
fortable with publishing electronics in-

stead of the almighty written word. Even

after the Association of American Publish-

ers unanimously voted to accept software

makers into its ranks, high-level brass

with leading imprints continued to snub
their noses at the new industry. Martin P.

Levin, president of Times Mirror Books

told a New York Times reporter, “I think

it’s a fad like hula hoops." Thomas
McCormack of St. Martin's Press was
quoted as adding, "There’s bound to be an

unpleasant shakeout.” Still other book

publishers have officially ignored the new
trend, though their mercenaries are scur-

rying around the country beating on

microchip bushes as if they were Christ-

mas trees.

Edlin and Brockman’s sales job initial-

ly fell on deaf ears. They refined their

pitch, gathered more ammunition, and
even educated a publisher or two along

the way. Brockman explained what tipped

^SUDDENLY,
every writer who had

ever touched a computer
keyboard was pitching

book deals.

the balance: “I think the most important

thing, from our point of view, was the

Time magazine cover with the computer

as ‘Man of the Year.' The same week NBC
ran a network special on the micro. And
then there was the overall gestalt of the

thing: people were realizing that this is

not a fad. that it’s like the next industrial
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PROGRAMMER’S GUIDE TO

CP/M
Edited by Sol Libes

Here’s an important collection of CP/M in-

sights that you'll never find in any CP/M
manual. CP/M is the most popular microcom-
puter DOS in use today, and this widespread

use has generated many innovative tech-

niques and enhancements of CP/M. Program-
mer's Guide to CP/M tells you what these

enhancements are and how
to put them to use, how to

get around apparent limita-

tions of a CP/M system and
why CP/M is far more versa-

tile than you might have ima-

gined. Every article in

Programmer’s Guide to

CP/M originally appeared in

MICROSYSTEMS between

PROGRAMMER’S GUIDE TO

CP/M
An in-«lepth look at the most widely u

* • world.microcomputer DOS in the

January 1980 and February 1982. Except for

this collection, these articles are now unavail-

able! Programmer's Guide to CP/M gives you

an in-depth look at CP/M from the viewpoint of

the programmer—the individual who creates

the software that interfaces directly with

CP/M, or who is installing CP/M on systems for

which configurations do not

already exist.

Contents include "An In-

troduction to CP/M,” "The
CP/M Connection," "CP/M
Software Reviews,” "CP/M
Utilities & Enhancement,"
“CP/M 86" and “CP/M Soft-

ware Directories.” 200
pages, $12.95.

CP M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Inc

1
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revolution: Either you get into it or risk the

consequences of running a railroad when
everybody travels by plane.”

Obviously the sales pitch worked.

Simon & Schuster was receptive and also

eager to move, since it promoted industry

veteran A1 Reuban to the presidency of a

new division with computer books and

If THE
market is as big as it

seems to be, then a

million dollars will be

nothing to let everybody

know that you're the

first person in it.

software under its wing. The company

agreed that a product with a price point

below $50 could fit into the bookstore

environment without requiring demon-

stration, selling, or hand-holding. Be-

sides. software sales in bookstores was not

an unknown quantity. B. Dalton had been

experimenting with software sales in

select bookstores (mostly around Wash-

ington D.C.) for several years, having

mixed, though encouraging, results. On
the other side, the book business had been

eyeing the network of computer stores as

possible outlets to augment their mass

market distribution, which was already

extensive.

If any one thing softened the accep-

tance of software in publishing circles,

though, it was the fact that computer

books were selling. The development was

being called the most significant trend in

the industry. Suddenly, every writer who
had ever touched a computer keyboard

was pitching book deals. The media were

bandying about an unattributed "fact"

that computer buyers selected three

(sometimes five, depending on who was

quoting) book titles before making their

computer format plunge. Meanwhile,

companies like Addison-Wesley, which

had been selling computer books for years,

were suddenly making a fortune on prop-

erties that had only cost them $10,000.

The Ingram Book Company reported that

The Computer Press

Association

A professional group formed
to monitor the computer

publishing business.

In response to the increasing market for

words about computers—for documenta-

tion, magazine articles, and books—the

Computer Press Association (CPA) was
formed at last May’s National Computer
Convention (NCC) held in Anaheim. Cali-

fornia.

According to its organizer Barbara

Elman, a total of 350 writers to date have

expressed interest in a professional group

that will monitor the computer publishing

business, give referrals, address writer

legal issues, and keep tabs on publishers

that don’t pay their bills. Dues range from

$35 for an individual to $100 for a corpo-

ration. Already, anthologies of writings by

CPA members have been negotiated with

major book houses.

For information contact: Barbara El-

man at Word Processing News, 211 E.

Olive, #210, Burbank, CA 91501, tele-

phone: (213) 845-7809 or 854-4161.

—M.P.

its computer book sales rose from

$184,000 in 1981 to $1.8 million in 1983.

With the leverage of mass market heavy-

weights from the book business, it was

believed the entire computerware market

would skyrocket.

Million Dollar Books
Along with such predictions came the

inflated prices. $1.3 million was the price

that did it. During each publishing year

there is one figure that remains set in

every book person’s mind. $1.3 million

identified 1983 since it was the price that

Doubleday paid to preempt a John Brock-

man auction of the U.S./Canada rights to a

forthcoming computer revival of Stewart

Brand's laid-back Whole Earth Catalog

best-seller, based on a 12-page outline.

Brockman commented, "I think Dou-

bleday was after two things. First, they

were making a statement that they were in

the business. Second. I don’t think they

would have made such a statement unless

they thought they could profit from the

deal. I think they will show a profit very

easily. I think if we went to auction it

would have gone for more money.”

Added Jay Acton, a principal in the

Software Agency, a computer merger of

the Sanford Greenburger and Moulter

agencies, “In many ways, on Doubleday’s

part, it was a brilliant move because it

announced to everybody that they were a

serious player in this thing. If the market is

as big as it seems to be, then a million dol-

lars will be nothing to let everybody know
that you’re the first person in it.”

Those are the words of agents who are

obviously biased; they receive 15 percent

of every penny they pitch successfully to a

publisher. On the book side of things, the

publishers are cringing. Jane Isay, who
was recently transferred from Harper &
Row’s Basic Books, to head its new elec-

tronic publishing division related, "I

think prices like these are going to destroy

the market. If you look at the profitability

of trade publishing and the number of

mass market houses that have closed

There
is basically no difference

between the obsessive

tripping thatgoes on
with drugs or with

computers. They're both

called users.

down in the last 5 years, you will see that

the big bucks are a large cause of it.

“I think you will see each major pub-

lisher doing one of these deals, and then

scurrying around madly to pick up the

two-to-five-to-ten-to-twenty-thousand

dollar books, the way they used to. A big

figure does two things: It makes a state-

ment and also commits a company to cre-

ate the marketing to get the money back

—

thus creating a market."

But Jane Isay and Harper & Row made a

deal: They paid the $600,000 guarantee to

InfoWorld for rights to its forthcoming

book series. The division's first software

product, a $100 word processing program

for the Apple, is due in the stores this

month.
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PROGRAM COMMANDS
at your fingertips.

1-2-3“

WORDSTAR
VISICALC
dBASE II

MULTIPLAN
SUPERCALC
SUPERCALC 2
EASYWRITER II

WORDSTAR' COMMANDS

What to do and How to do It - INSTANTLY!

By using a KLEERTEX • Keyboard Template, you will save valuable time others spend paging
through manuals. This Constant Learning Aid and Instant Reference Guide enables you to
quickly gain confidence wifh your program.

• ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF COMMANDS
• DESIGNED BY TRAINING SPECIALISTS

• CLEAR INSTRUCTIONS - A "CLEAR TEXT"
• USED IN SEMINARS AND CLASSES

AROUND THE WORLD
• EASY TO READ -QUICK ACCESS

CREATIVE

COMPUTER
PRODUCTS,,

CALI OR SEND ORDER FORM TO:

CREATIVE COMPUTER PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 85152 - MB 134
SAN DIEGO, CA 92138 (619) 268-0793

• DURABLE, NON -GLARE PLASTIC
• PRINT WILL NOT SCRATCH OFF
• COLOR COORDINATED
• 15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Call Toll Free

1 -800-231-5413
California 1-800-523-5441

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
This KLEERTEX can be used on COMPAQ Computer. KLEERTEX also available for APPLE • OSBORNE *. and KAYPRO Computers

ORDER FORM
I would like to use my IBM -PC more efficiently. Please send me the following KLEERTEX Templates

:

ONE PROGRAM/ONE SIDE

WORDSTAR- SI 9.95

VISICALC' SI 9.95

SUPERCALC- S19.95

EASYWRITER- II $19.96

ONE PROGRAM/BOTH SIDES
(Reversible)

—_ dBase II $32.95

1-2-3- S32.95

MULTIPLAN • $32.95

SUPERCALC -2 S32 95

ONE PROGRAM ON EACH SIDE
(Reversible)

WORDSTAR -/SUPERCALC- S32.95

WORDSTAR /VISICALC - S32 95
EASYWRITER - ll/SUPERCALC- S3295
EASYWRITER ll/VISICALC ' $32 95

Add $1.95 shipping per order.

(CA add 6% TAX - OUTSIDE US add $5.00)

Check Enclosed VISA

Money Order MASTERCARD

Send Catalog only

Creative Camouter Products 1983

(Please Pimt Oeorty)

NAME
STREET

CITY STATE/ZIP

VISA/MC ACCOUNT NO.

SIGNATURE EXP.DATE

Please send me your FREE catalog of Wonderful Time-Savers.
IBM re a trademark or intematKXoi Business Machines Wordstar re a trademark o» MicroPro EasyWnter re a trademark of information Unlimited Softwcxe nPaie u 4 a
trademark of Ash»on-Tate Supercok: a 0 trademark erf Sordm Vre.cate re a trademark of VreCorp Mulfdan re a trademark of Microsoft V2-3 re a trademark of Lotu*.
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Th£8087HASARRIVED!
Next to the 8088 in your PC
you will notice an empty 40
pin socket You may have
wondered what IBM planned

for it. We had an idea . .

.

Inters 80 bit NUMERIC DATA
PROCESSOR ... the 8087!
This coprocessor crunches
numbers 100 to 1000 times
faster than the 8088!

We were right but there is a
hitch. Once you’ve installed

the 8087, you must have the
software to drive it Here is

where MicroWare enters the

picture. We provide that soft-

ware. Our FASTPAK' includes

the 8087NDP, installation in-

structions, our 87/88GUIDE"
and your choice of one
language module.

FASTPAK' users are happily
reporting speedup of their com-
piled programs by factors of up
to 30. For expert advice on using

the 8087 with MicroWare and
other vendor products, call us
today. We have the chips you
want and the expertise you need.
Call us at (61 7) 746-7341 for

8087 Support

8087Support from

Micro
lAlare

FASTPAK+8087" 87MACRO
This package includes a copy of

our 87/88GUIDE', a MicroWare-
tested 8087 with installation in-

structions and one of the following

powerful modules: 87BASIC",
87PASCAL'. 87MACRO', or

87FORTRAN'. . . $375

87FORTRAN/
RTOS

m

MicroWare’s 8087 optimizing

compiler utilizes overlays, arrays up
to 64K, memory management and
more See our V» page ad else-

where in this issue for details

$1350

8087CHIP
with 6-month warranty $223

MicroWare not only provides

quality products but the
support to make them work!
Our users receive a monthly
newsletter, two free software

updates, and a HOT LINE to

Our complete 8087 software devel-

opment package. It includes an
8087 “Preprocessor'’ which con-
verts 8087 opcodes and operands
into 8088 escape codes Also
contains the source code for a
library of 8087 macros and an
object module which performs
8087 extensions including trans-

cendentals trigonometries
hyperbolic functions and number
conversions . . $1 50

MATRIXRAK"
Assembly language matrix routines

callable from any 8087 compatible
IBM compiler. Allows user-specified

very large matrices Size is limited

by available ram ... $1 50

call for 8087 related advice.

MicroWare is your complete
CLEARING HOUSE for 8087
related products We sell the
compilers and programs you
need at affordable prices

87BASIC,"
87PASCALAND
87FORTRAN"
These MicroWare libraries substi-

tute a set of 8087 drivers for the
library functions called by each
IBM Compiler Library. Each is user
transparent and produces super
fast execution modules

. .$150 each

OTHERPRODUCTS
Microsoft Fortran 3.4 $340
Microsoft Pascal 3.4 340
Supersoft Fortran 340
Supersoft 8087 Support 50
STSC APL* PLUS/PC 545
Microsoft Business Basic Compiler ... 495
Microsoft C Compiler 450
Microsoft Multiplan 195
CI/C86 345
MicroWare MATRIXPAK" 150
MicroWare BAS87+ 75
Digital Research Pascal/MT+86 400
64K RAM SET 64
Sentinel Diskettes SS/DD 25
Sandstar Expansion Boards call

IBM and IBM Personal Computer are registered trade-

marks ol IBM Corp. 8087 is a trademark of Intel Corp
FASTPAK. 87/88GUIDE. 87MACRO, 87BASIC.
87 PASCAL, 87FORTRAN. 87FORTRAN/RTOS.
MATRIXPAK. and MicroWare are trademarks ot Micro-
Ware. Inc CPM/86 is a trademark of Digital Research
Corp

Micro
Ware

PO. Box 79
Kingston, MA
02364
(617) 746-7341

YouCan
TalkToUs!
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On the computer end of the business

there was some question about the Stewart

Brand deal as well, though the publicity

brought micro celebrities to Brockman’s

doors with dollar signs in their eyes. Ted

Leonsis, publisher of LIST, was drawn to

the agent by the publicity (as well as

Brockman’s common request: "Ever

publishingguys are

starting to feel there's a
little life in the industry

again for the first time

in years.

thought of writing a book?], and as a

result, appears at press time to have

signed a lucrative deal with Warner Soft-

ware for a series of machine format books

that contain a mail order sampler of soft-

ware.

“You can quote me on this, okay?”

Leonsis offered. “Who is Stewart Brand to

command $1.3 million for software evalu-

ations? Okay? One, straight software eval-

uation outside of a real world environ-

ment is not useful. Two, from a pure busi-

ness standpoint they have to sell about

half a million books to break even.”

Call the critiques of Brand and Brock-

man’s gold mine premature, microsnobbe-

ry, or envy, the fact remains that the unor-

thodox Brand, who, with his Whole Earth

Catalog, created the independent publish-

ing business and possibly the entire do-

it-yourself book market, has set his sights

on the computer. And, Brand is no micro-

newcomer, either. He has worked for sev-

eral years with a Kaypro portable, includ-

ed ten pages on computers in his Next

Whole Earth Catalog, and began investi-

gating microprocessors with an article on

Alan Kay and Xerox Park for Rolling Stone

in 1972.

“Both the 60s and computers are about

the same things,” Brand explained. “The

hackers, when I first wrote about them in

1 972, were clearly all heads. Not all heads,

however, were hackers. Now, rapidly, all

heads are becoming hackers. There is basi-

cally no difference between the obsessive

tripping that goes on with drugs or with

computers. They’re both called users.”

As with the Whole Earth Catalog,

Brand and his research team, headed by

editor Art Kleiner, will begin with a series

of periodicals, titled the Whole Earth Soft-

ware Review, which will be compiled in

the book, Whole Earth Software Catalog in

Fall 1984. The 200-page book will be pro-

duced by Brand’s nonprofit Point Founda-

tion. The catalog will include input from

software users, who will be encouraged to

submit hands-on evaluations of all variet-

ies of software and hardware for publica-

tion. In a sense, like its precursor that

introduced everything from kerosene

heaters to midwifery for the masses, the

Whole Earth Software Catalog will be

user-written as well as user-friendly. As

part of the contract with Doubleday, there

is only a 6-week turnaround scheduled

between the day the publication boards

computers, something

new is happening every

second.

are delivered and the day the book is in the

stores. The aim was to keep the catalog as

up-to-date as possible, a Houdini-like task

in an industry long dominated by quick-

change artists.

“The book is going to change the pub-

lishing business in many ways. One is by

shaking up the cartel of inertia that has

run the business for so long,” Brand

explained. “It usually takes 18 months to

get a book out. There’s no excuse for that.

It is really punishing to the authors and

readers as well.”

Research for the Whole Earth Software

Catalog has already begun. The Point

foundation team has begun its solicita-

tions of user groups throughout the coun-

try. The group itself is armed with a work

force of Kaypros, though they are solicit-

ing hardware gratis from a variety of man-
ufacturers. IBM already turned them

down. Brand admits the team will be

forced to purchase a PC, though he shows

some lingering preference for the Compaq.

The catalog, meanwhile, has grown from

strictly software to hardware reviews as

well, for “one-stop shopping,” as Brand

intoned.

“The major thing I see happening,

though, is that the publishing guys are

starting to feel there’s a little life in the

industry again for the first time in years,”

he added. “The price we received might

have frightened some people, but it seems

to have cheered up everyone that publish-

ing is finally climbing back on its feet.”

Others agree that a state of enthusiasm

is raging down publisher’s row. Jay Acton

related, “It’s like outfitting the world with

dictionaries all over again.” However he

cautioned, “The book business better get

its act together on this thing. The software

business has grown pretty far without the

publishers to this point.”

The proof of the publishers’ gambles

won’t be seen for 2 years yet. However, the

sudden publicity an outsider like John

Brockman has generated in traditional

publishing circles has left an impression

that book people won’t easily forget.

“Nobody puts a gun to a publisher’s

head,” Brockman said. “We don’t say the

price is so and so. We submit the material

to a number of publishers, we create a

market situation, and they pay what they

want to pay. A book or software deal is

worth only what somebody wants to pay

for it.”

like outfitting the world
with dictionaries all

over again.

“Otherwise the publishing business is

very moribund,” he added. “I see what’s

happening. I know what’s happening.

And what’s happening is very little. With

computers, something new is happening

every second. It’s more of a challenge. You
have to adjust. The microcomputer soft-

ware business isn’t just publishing— it's a

regular wild west show.”' /PC
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Build a bridge to your future with . .

.

MicroGANTT™

Project Scheduling has never been this easy.

You describe

the work,

MicroGANTT'1

calculates and
displays work
schedule, critical

path, slack time, fixed

cost and time billing.

User friendly—all data entered is

easily changeable, ask “what if?"

Full modeling capability—common tasks

are defined just once and are reusable.

Unlimited range of applications—office, home,

school; small projects or large projects.

Variables include time scale, work week, billing rate,

worker allocation, previous task overlap, fixed cost, task and

project descriptions.

All schedules, budgets, and projections are available in printed format on 80

or 132 character printers. A wall chart is printed if time scale exceeds paper width;

or, time scale may be changed to show entire project on one page. Give detailed reports to

project managers and more global reports to upper level managers.

MicroGANTT" program and documentation - $395, documentation alone - $25.

Available on IBM PC, and CP/M-80 compatible systems.

TO ORDER, CALL OR WRITE TODAY:

Earth Data Corporation • P.O. Box 13168 • Richmond, Virginia 23225

(804) 231-0300

CP/M is a trademark of Drgital Research, MicroGANTT is a trademark ol Earth Data Systems

e 1963 Earth Data Corporation
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$800 EACH

ONE MEGABYTE
memor^H

NEW

REDUCED PRICES

Maximum capacity 512K Bytes
Memory device 64K dynamic RAM
Card Size 4.2" x 13.3"

Maximum supply current 500 milliamperes
Maximum access time 275 nanoseconds
JRAM is fully assembled and tested.

Fully warranted for one year.

All RAM locations are socketed.
Memory parity is ctiecked.

Software controlled hardware pager
Memory Relocation on any 64K segment boundary.

TALL TREE SYSTEMS
1036 Los Altos Ave.. Los Altos, CA 94022

CIRCLE 487 ON READER SERVICE CARD

JFORMAT system upgrades give you:
access to extended Electronic Disk using any memory

• a background Print Spooler
• fen sector diskette formatting (for 25% more storage per

diskette up to 811.008 bytes)
• capacity to read, write and format anyPC diskette on
Quad floppy drives (TM100-4) with auto format sensing.

• a handler for 8" floppy drive controller boards for files up
to 1,250,304 bytes long

• High Speed File Transfer
• the handler source code for Hard Disk Controllers made
by Corvus, DTC, Datamac. Davong, Tecmar, Santa Clara
Systems. Mountain Hardware, Xebec and others

VISA or MASTERCARD

Dealer inquiries invited

.



With all the clamor about personal computers,

a fundamental fact is often overlooked:

some simply work better than others.

Consider the COMPAQ Portable.

A computer will make you more
productive. A computer will

make you more efficient. You hear it

everywhere. But you don’t hear about
which computer actually works best.

A computer isn’t magic. It’s a tool.

And just like other tools, some com-
puters work better than others.

TheCOMPAQ™ Portable is a combi-

nation of 20th-century electronics and
19th-century pragmatism. It simply does

personal computing better. Here’s why.

Works in more places

You don’t do all your thinking in one
place. Why have a computer that stays

in one place?

TheCOMPAQ Portable has all the

capabilities of a large desktop com-
puter. But now those capabilities can

go where you go.

You can move it from office to office

to share its resources. You can move
it into the conference room to answer

questions when and where they come up.

With the COMPAQ Portable, you
can be as productive in your hotel

room or your lake house as in yourown
office. It’s a reliable companion on a

business trip. It’s a powerful sales aid in

your customer’s office.

What’s more productive than a com-
puter? A computer that works for you
in more places.

Works with the

greatest number
of programs

The most important
consideration when
you choose a computer
is “what programs will

it run?’’ And that’s one
more reason for choosing

the COMPAQ Portable.

TheCOMPAQ Porta-

ble runs more programs

The COMPAQ Portable was
designed to fit under a stand

ard airline seat so you can take

it on business trips.

The unujue alu-

minum frame of the

COMPAQ Portable has cross-

members that strengthen it front- to-

back, side-to- side, and top-to-bottom. It's a
design practice commonly used in race cars.

than any other portable. In fact, it runs

more than most non-portables. That’s

because it runs all the popular pro-

grams written for the IBM® Personal

Computer. There are hundreds of

them. They are available in computer
stores all over the country, and they

run without any modification, right off

the shelf.

Imagine the power of a portable word
processor. There are dozens of different

word processing programs available for

the COMPAQ Portable.

Planning, problem-solving, and
“what-ifs” are a cinch with a variety of

popular electronic spreadsheet pro-

grams. The COMPAQ Portable runs

them all.

There are accounting programs for

anything from computerizing your

—_ familv budget to full-scale

professional management
of pnvables, receivables,

inventory, and
payroll for your
company.
There are pro-

grams for making
charts and programs for

communicating with

other computers. Or if

you want something

really specialized, there

are even program lan-

guages for writing your

ou 7i programs.

So, you get portabil-

ity and you don’t give

up problem-solving power. The combi-
nation adds up to the most useful per-

sonal computer on the market today.

Works better because
it's easy to read

The display screen of the COMPAQ
Portable measures nine inches diago-

nally. It shows a full “page width” of 80
characters on a line so tasks like word
processing are easier. And those char-

acters are big enough to read even if

you’re leaning back in your chair.

The display shows both high- resolution

graphics and
easy-to-read,

upper- and
lowercase

characters.

One screen

There are hundreds

of useful programs for the

COMPAQ Portable because it rum
all the popular programs written for the IBM.

for all the information. With some
personal computers, including the

IBM, you can have either the graphics

or the legible characters, but you can’t

have both unless you buy two different

displays.

Incidentally, computer prices are

often quoted without a display. The dis-

play of theCOMPAQ Portable is built

in, of course.

Addon options make it work
the way you work

Inside theCOMPAQ Portable are three

open slots. Electronic devices called ex-

pansion boards fit those slots and give

theCOMPAQ Portable new powers.



Just like the programs, expansion

boards designed for the IBM work with

the COMPAQ Portable, so there are

dozens available right now. With them,

you can make your personal computer

more personal.

Want to check a stock price? Or look

up something in Hie New York Times
Information Service? One expansion

board enables the COMPAQ Portable

to handle those communications over

ordinary phone lines.

Want to use your company’s central

computer files while you’re on a

trip? There are boards that allow the

COMPAQ Portable to communicate
with a variety of large mainframe
computers.

Other boards let you hook up con-

trollers for computer games or increase

memory capacity. Still others let you

connect personal computers in a net-

work so several people in your office

can share the same information.

Inside the

COMPAQ Por-

table are three slots

for optional electronics

that can add new capabili-

ties. Most portables have none.

Specifications

Software

Runs all the popular programs

written for the IBM PC
Memory

128K bytes RAM
Expandable to 640K bytes

Storage

One 320K-byte minifloppy disk

drive, second drive optional

Display

9-inch (diagonal) monochrome
screen

25 lines by 80 characters

Upper- and lowercase, high-

resolution text characters

D High-resolution graphics

Expansion board slots

Three IBM PC-compatible slots

Interfaces

Parallel printer interface

RGB color monitor interface

Composite video monitor interface

TV RF modulator interface

Communications interface

optional

Physical specifications

Totally self-contained and
portable

20"Wx8'/2"Hx 16T>

The keyboard is detached so it can fit

into your most comfortable working
position.

The keyboard cable remains con-

nected at all times. So you don’t have
to unpack it and hook it up every time

you use your computer.

Because the display is built in, the

COMPAQ Portable makes a neat,

small package on your desk, instead of

a big obstacle you have to talk around.

The built-in display also avoids the usual

cable clutter because there’s no need

for separate cables for the display.

The COMPAQ Portable even has an

electronically synthesized sound to cre-

ate the familiar keyclick of a typewriter.

With a simple keyboard command you
can adjust the volume to suit the level

ofbackground noise in your office.

The added usefulness

is free

The COMPAQ Portable can do what
desktop computers do and do it in more
places. But it doesn’t cost any more
than an ordinary desktop.

In fact, it costs hundreds less than a

comparably equipped IBM or Apple®
III. The COMPAQ Portable comes
standard with one disk drive and 128K
bytes of memory, both of which are

usually extra-cost options. A second

disk drive and additional memory are

available to make your COMPAQ
Portable even more powerful.

The bottom line is this—you just

can’t buy a more practical, useful, pro-

ductive computer. Before you decide

on a computer, you owe it to yourself

to compare the COMPAQ Portable.

For the location of the Authorized
Dealer nearest you, call 1-800-

231-9966.

® 198 I COMPAQ Computer Corporation

COMPAQ" » a trademark ofCOMPAQ Computer Corporation.

IBM* i. a registered trademark of International Buuneaa Machine*

Corporation.

Apple* u a regutered trademark of Apple Computer Inc

Works better because
it's tough enough for the road

Portable doesn’t just mean smaller. Por-

table means tough, too.

The COMPAQ Portable was built to

withstand the hard knocks of constant

travel. An aluminum frame within the

case completely surrounds the com-
puter’s working components. Each disk

drive is mounted in rubber shock ab-

sorbers instead ofbeing bolted directly

to the frame.

To test internal components, the

COMPAQ Portable was subjected to

impacts of 40 G’s while running a pro-

gram. After impacts on each side, there

was no internal damage and the pro-

gram was still running. Without error.

Computers are for getting rid of wor-

ries, not giving you new ones.

Designed to help you
work better, too

The COMPAQ Portable was designed

to feel good.
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UNBELIEVABLE!
XCOMP sat down to design a

truly distributed IBM network so
versatile and complete that it

would satisfy any user's needs
It seems too good to be true,

but we did it!

X-NET is so advanced that it can only be imitated

It has all the features of standard networks and
many more And, because it is not dependent on a
central file server you save the high cost of .tjfiijgj'

hardware.
Call our sales department today for

complete details on X-NET. The
exclusive network of PC-DOS 2.0!

X-l
k

1

r *4
A Network Superset of PC’DOS

Other quality products available from XCOMP.

CONTROLLERS
XCOMP manufactures a

complete line of controllers

for all popular drives. The
X/R Series is a controller for

3 to 300 megabyte drives.

We also produce a S100
controller package. A
microprogrammable data
board is common to each
package and operates with
a second drive interface

board. Buffer size is 256
bytes, with disk data rate

up to 10MHz.

HARD DISK
SUBSYSTEMS
10 megabyte and 16

megabyte hard disk

sub-systems for the IBM PC,

Apple II and III and nearly
all popular personal

computers.

XCOMP sub-systems are 2

to 3 times faster than many
of the competition's and
come complete with our
extensive software.

PACKAGE
DEALS
Exceptional prices on 10 and
16 megabyte formatted
drives and controllers. The
ST/S for S100 computers and
the ST/R for single board
computers. An optional Z-80
adapter allows for simple
plug-in convenience.

Optional equipment
includes software, cables

and cabinetry.

THE TOASTER
THE TOASTER is a hard disk

sub-system containing TWO
REMOVABLE 3.9 , 5

megabyte cartridges. THE
TOASTER provides unlim
storage and conven 1

back-up with to* -
portability. v

,0f. .\t*°
speed ar

«XCOMP

disk ^
M*

O’

t 1983. XCOMP. Inc.

XCOMP, Inc., 7566 Trade Street. San Diego, CA 92121, (619) 271-8730, Telex 182786
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RESTON
INTRODUCES

MICRO
IFAPNIINfZ

You can’t learn to fly a plane just by reading about it. The
same goes for using your personal computer. That’s why
Micro Learning Systems’” created a new series of

microcomputer training programs, the Teach series. They're

interactive, computer-based programs that teach you to use
your computer ON your computer. Each program is your
private teacher, guiding you through a series of customized,
self-paced lessons. Graphic displays make learning easy, and
the source material becomes your reference for years to come.
Micro Learning Systems™training programs make complex
hardware and software truly “user-friendly". You'll save time
and money learning how to get the most out of your micro-
computer investment—the easy way—with Micro Learning
Systems training.





BOOK EXCERPT/FREDERICK P. BROOKS, ]R.

"The father of the IBM System/360" hands down
advice on getting the bugs out of, not only a piece of

software, but the team that creates it as well.

THE MYTHICAL
MAN-MONTH

Jn 1964 Frederick Brooks became manager of the team developing the operating system

(OS/360) for IBM's System/360. the mainframe computer that was the standard for the

industry from the mid-1960s to the early-1970s— the longest reign of any system in the

historyr of computing. Before he was put in charge of the OS/360 software. Brooks had

been project manager for the hardware architecture of the System 360.

In the preface to his book. Brooks summed up these projects: "Managing OS/360
development was a very educational experience, albeit a very frustrating one. The

team, including F. M. Trapnell who succeeded me as manager, has much to be proud of.

The system contains many excellencies in design and execution, and it has been suc-

cessful in achieving widespread use. . . . It is now quite reliable, reasonably efficient,

and very versatile.

“The effort cannot be called wholly successful, however. Any OS/360 user is quickly

aware of how much better it should be. The flaws in design and execution pervade



HAVE YOU SEEN OUR TAX PLANNER?

TAX
preparer
by HowardSoft

Use the TAX PREFARER

to manage your taxes

throughout 1983

lor the
SERIOUS Person'lQl

Computer User

Already the best known software for preparing tax returns, this year's

edition is much more:

USE IT AS A. . . .

tax minimizer
expense itemizer

tax projector
depreciation calculator
tax planner

SEE TAX EFFECTS OF . . .

getting a raise

owning a house
getting married
deferring a sale
being a landlord

TAX PLANNING—
Now you can estimate your next year's taxes while there's still time to
change it. All tables and schedules are built-in for computing tax liability,

minimum tax. income averaging. ACRS. and capital gains. Change an
entry and see the tax consequences on the video screen, or printout a
projected tax return for next year.

RECORD-KEEPING-
Let the computer be the shoe box for all your tax records. Create an
unlimited number of itemized lists and add to them throughout the year.
Purchase our low-cost update at the beginning of the next tax season
and see your files transferred to the new IRS format automatically. The
year-long record-keeping in 1983 will then give you effortless tax filing in

1984.
(Apple and IBM Editions NOW at your local dealer)

Howard Software Services
tor the SERIOUS Personal Computer User

8008 Girard Ave. Suite 310
|
La Jolla. CA 92037 (619)4540121



especially the control program, as distinguished from the language compilers. Most of

these flaws date from the 1964-1965 design period and hence must be laid to my
charge. Furthermore, the product was late; it took more memory than planned; the costs

were several times the estimate; and it did not perform very well until several releases

after the first.”

Before taking charge of the OS/360 project, Brooks had arranged to leave IBM to

teach at the University of North Carolina beginning in 1965. In the following years,

Brooks analyzed his experiences with development at IBM and wrote essays that

attempted to answer the question of why software development projects are so hard to

manage.

Ten years after leaving IBM, Brooks compiled his conclusions on programming and
management in a book—The Mythical Man-Month. In the decade since this book

appeared, which has seen the emergence and rise of the microcomputer field, the hard-

won lessons of common sense that Brooks provided have endured as pertinent advice

for software developers as well as managers in any industry.

Frederick Brooks is now Kenan Professor and chairman of the computer sciences

department of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He is preparing a major

work on computer architecture in collaboration with ferry Blau.

The Tar Pit

Een schip op het strand is een baken in zee.

[A ship on the beach is a lighthouse to the sea.]

—DUTCH PROVERB

N o scene from prehistory is quite

so vivid as that of the mortal

struggles of great beasts in the tar

pits. In the mind’s eye one sees dinosaurs,

mammoths, and sabertoothed tigers strug-

gling against the grip of the tar. The fiercer

the struggle, the more entangling the tar,

and no beast is so strong or so skillful but

that he ultimately sinks.

Large-system programming has over

the past decade been such a tar pit, and

many great and powerful beasts have

thrashed violently in it. Most have

emerged with running systems—few have

met goals, schedules, and budgets. Large

and small, massive or wiry, team after

team has become entangled in the tar. No
one thing seems to cause the difficulty

—

any particular paw can be pulled away.

But the accumulation of simultaneous and

interacting factors brings slower and slow-

er motion. Everyone seems to have been

surprised by the stickiness of the problem,

and it is hard to discern the nature of it.

But we must try to understand it if we are

to solve it.

Therefore let us begin by identifying

the craft of system programming and the

joys and woes inherent in it.

The Programming Systems
Product

One occasionally reads newspaper ac-

counts of how two programmers in a

remodeled garage have built an important

program that surpasses the best efforts of

large teams. And every programmer is pre-

The Mythical Man-Month:

Essays on Software Engineering

Frederick P. Brooks, Jr.

Copyright 1975 by Addison-Wesley Pub-

lishing Company, Inc., Reading, Massa-

chusetts; 195 pages;

ISBN 0-201-00650-2

CIRCLE 796 ON READER SERVICE CARD

pared to believe such tales, for he knows

that he could build any program much
faster than the 1000 statements/year

reported for industrial teams.

Why then have not all industrial pro-

gramming teams been replaced by dedi-

cated garage duos? One must look at what

is being produced.

In the upper left of Figure 1 is a pro-

gram. It is complete in itself, ready to be

run by the author on the system on which

it was developed. That is the thing com-

monly produced in garages, and that is the

object the individual programmer uses in

estimating productivity.

There are two ways a program can be

converted into a more useful, but more

costly, object. These two ways are repre-

sented by the boundaries in the diagram.

Moving down across the horizontal

boundary, a program becomes a program-

ming product. This is a program that can

be run, tested, repaired, and extended by

anybody. It is usable in many operating

environments, for many sets of data. To

become a generally usable programming

product, a program must be written in a

generalized fashion. In particular the

range and form of inputs must be general-

ized as much as the basic algorithm will

reasonably allow. Then the program must

be thoroughly tested, so that it can be

depended upon. This means that a sub-

stantial bank of test cases, exploring the

input range and probing its boundaries,

must be prepared, run, and recorded.

Finally, promotion of a program to a pro-

gramming product requires its thorough

documentation, so that anyone may use it,

fix it, and extend it. As a rule of thumb, I

estimate that a programming product

costs at least three times as much as a

debugged program with the same func-

tion.

Moving across the vertical boundary, a

program becomes a component in a pro-

gramming system. This is a collection of

interacting programs, coordinated in

function and disciplined in format, so that

the assemblage constitutes an entire facil-

ity for large tasks. To become a program-

ming system component, a program must

be written so that every input and output

conforms in syntax and semantics with

Frederick P. Brooks, Jr., The Mythical

Man-Month, © 1975, Addison-Wesley,

Reading, Massachusetts. Reprinted with

permission.
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CALI

FOR

SOFTWARE

NOT

LISTED

FREE

SURFACE
FREIGHT
UPS Blue Label

Add 3 Dollars

'Signifies manufacturers
trademarks and

copyrighted products

WORD PROCESSING
MICROPRO 1

WordStar* Ver 3.3 329
MaiiMerge* 149

SpellStar* 149

SOFTWORD SYSTEMS Inc.

Multimate* 419

IUS (Information Unlimited
Software)*
EasyV^iter II* 219

EasySpeller ll* 119

LEXISOFP
Spellbinder* 288

LIFETREE SOFTWARE, INC.'
VolksWriter* 129

SORCIM 1

SupeiWnter*

(w spell checking & mailmerge) 209

METASOFT*
BenchMark* 329
Maillist* 169

Spelling Checker* 139

MARK OF THE UNICORN
The Final Word* 209

PEACHTREE SOFTWARE.
INC.*
PeachTexl 5000* (Wordprocess Thesaurus

Spelling Checker Maillist

Spreadsheet 237
ir4r'Crv <r ir <r <i ir itit itiz irir

MONTHLY SPECIAL
5 NBI* Wordprocessing w 64K

memory expansion Reg 695 3

ONLY' 549

v <xIririzirirtrir'tr it ir iritw
FINANCIAL/
SPREADSHEETS
IUS (Information Unlimited
Software) ’

EasyPlanner* 131

COMSHARE TARGET*
Target Financial modeling * 249
Application Library 99

MICROSOFT
Multiplan* 229

SORCIM *

SuperCalc II* 169

EXECUWARE
Financial Analysis Pack* 219

Real Estate Analysis* 230

NORTHWEST ANALYTICAL*
StatPak* 359

PBL*
Personal Investor* 119

HOWARDSOFT
Real Estate Analyzer* 199

SOFTWARE ARTS, INC.
TK’ Solver* 249

DATA BASE
MANAGEMENT
PCEZ*
Total Recall*

IUS (Information Unlimited
Software) *

EasyFiler* 259 I

INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE
T I M III* 359 I

FORESIGHT SOFTWARE-
Foresight Data Manager*

(dBase power no programming) 199 |

FOX & GELLER ' iFor dBase ll*)

Quick Code Quick Screen

dGraph 229 I

APPLIED SOFTWARE
TECHNOLOGY
VersaForm* 339 |

ALPHA SOFTWARE. INC.
Data Base Manager* ... 209 |

LINK SYSTEMS
DataFax* 259 I

MDBS 1

Knowtedgeman * 399
|

GRAPHICS
INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE, INC.

I

Fast Graphs*
. 229 I

BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL
SOFTWARE

-

BPS Business Graphics* 294 I

ALPHA SOFTWARE, INC.
Type Faces* 105

|

COMMUNICATIONS
MICROSTUF, INC.
CrossTalk* 179 I

DYNAMIC MICROPROCESSOR
ASSOC., INC.*
Ascom* 147

l

PERSONAL
CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
Home Accountam Plus* 99 I

GENERAL VIDEOTEX CORP.*
Delphi* (Information System) 4;

SOURCE TELECOMPUTING
CORP.
The Source * ( Information Utility ) 81

COMPUSERVE INC
CompuServe* Starter Kit (Information

Service) 3

FRIENDLYWARE by
FRIENDLYSOFT
PC introductory Set* 39 I

SOFTWRIGHT INC.
Heipware (DOS Mgr File Editor)*

FINANCIER
The Financier * ( Personal Acct .1 163 I

PETER NORTON
Norton Utilities* .

ACCOUNTING
IUS (Information Unlimited
Software)
FINANCIAL SERIES'
General Ledger 379 I

Accounts Payable 379
Accounts Receivable 379
Inventory Payroll Sales Order SOON

|

(Order any 3) 989

PEACHTREE SOFTWARE INC.
Series 4 * Accounting Pack

GL AR AP (All 3 modules) ONLY 269
|

RIBBONS DISKETTES
Ribbons minimum order 3

Inquire aboul ribbons tor other pnnters

IBM • Dot Matrix Epson * MX70 80 80FT 7 ea I

Epson MX-100* 12 ea
Wabash Diskettes (DSDD Box of 10) 34

Your Business Software I
4311 OAK LAWN • DALLAS. TEXAS 75219
Source Mail #STN620— Telex *79-1765
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precisely defined interfaces. The program

must also be designed so that it uses only a

prescribed budget of resources—memory
space, input-output devices, computer

time. Finally, the program must be tested

SA RULE
of thumb, I estimate

that a programming
product costs at least

three times as much as a

debuggedprogram with

the same function.

with other system components, in all

expected combinations. This testing must

be extensive, for the number of cases

grows combinatorially. It is time-consum-

ing. for subtle bugs arise from unexpected

interactions of debugged components. A
programming system component costs at

least three times as much as a stand-alone

program of the same function. The cost

may be greater if the system has many
components.

In the lower right-hand corner of Fig-

ure 1 stands the programming systems

product. This differs from the simple pro-

gram in all of the above ways. It costs nine

times as much. But it is the truly useful

object, the intended product of most sys-

tem programming efforts.

The Joys of the Craft

Why is programming fun? What de-

lights may its practitioner expect as his

reward?

First is the sheer joy of making things.

As the child delights in his mud pie, so the

adult enjoys building things, especially

things of his own design. I think this

delight must be an image of God's delight

in making things, a delight shown in the

things that are useful to other people.

Deep within, we want others to use our

work and to find it helpful. In this respect

the programming system is not essentially

different from the child's first clay pencil

holder "for Daddy’s office.”

Third is the fascination of fashioning

complex puzzle-like objects of interlock-

ing moving parts and watching them work

in subtle cycles, playing out the conse-

quences of principles built in from the

beginning. The programmed computer

has all the fascination of the pinball

machine or the jukebox mechanism, car-

ried to the ultimate.

Fourth is the joy of always learning,

which springs from the nonrepeating

nature of the task. In one way or another

the problem is ever new. and its solver

learns something: sometimes practical,

sometimes theoretical, and sometimes

both.

Finally, there is the delight of working

in such a tractable medium. The program-

mer. like the poet, works only slightly

removed from pure thought-stuff. He

builds his castles in the air, from air, cre-

ating by exertion of the imagination. Few

media of creation are so flexible, so easy to

polish and rework, so readily capable of

realizing grand conceptual structures. (As

we shall see later, this very tractability has

its own problems.)

Yet the program construct, unlike the

poet’s words, is real in the sense that it

moves and works, producing visible out-

puts separate from the construct itself. It

prints results, draws pictures, produces

sounds, moves arms. The magic of myth

and legend has come true in our time. One
types the correct incantation on a key-

board, and a display screen comes to life,

showing things that never were nor could

be.

Programming then is fun because it

gratifies creative longings built deep with-

in us and delights sensibilities we have in

common with all men.

The Woes of the Craft

Not all is delight, however, and know-

ing the inherent woes makes it easier to

bear them when they appear.

First, one must perform perfectly. The

computer resembles the magic of legend

in this respect, too. If one character, one

pause, of the incantation is not strictly in

proper form, the magic doesn’t work.

Human beings are not accustomed to

being perfect, and few areas of human
activity demand it. Adjusting to the

Figure 1: Evolution of the programming systems product
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Straight talk about printers
Call for Prices
An inconvenience? Sometimes. We
post the “call for prices'* because
manufacturers demand itJt also lets

us continue to offer High Tech-
nology At Affordable Prices. In fact, it

makes sense to call anyway since our
prices do change, usually for the

better. Call toll free,

(800) 848-0726

portional font, but kept the
correspondence font. The 1 20x 1 44
dpi. 5 fonts (w/italics) & 1 K buffer are
standard. Gemini's comes with
tractors & uses plain spool ribbons.

The Qeminl 1 8 is the 1 32 column
version, & it has the correspondence
font. Call for the latest & greatest in

prices.

Del Matrix Printers
Since an IBM PC can drive almost
any parallel printer on the market,
software compatability is critical.

Remember, too, that no printer is

1 00% compatible with the PC except
the PC printer—Epson, Gemmi, Oki-

data & Mannesmann Tally printers

are the next best things.

EPSON

FX, RX&MX

The FX-80 features 1 60 cps, a
correspondence font & a new body
(tractor is optional), in addition to all

the features normally found on the
old MX Ssrles, which is being
phased out. (The FX-1 00 is the 1 36
column version).

The RX Series, which replaces the

MX, offers 1 00 cps print speeds, but
nothing more remarkable. Call for the
latest version & the best prices.

C. ITOH

Prowriter

C. Itoh has produced a winner. The
Prowriter has speed (1 20 cps), a
buffer ( 1 ,5K). 1 0, 1 2, & 1 6 cpi (plus a
correspondence font) and graphics

(1 60x1 44 dpi). It's the printer of

choice for several major OEMs. The
Prowriter 2 has the same specs, but
in a 1 32 column format. Popularity is

may be its only curse: the Prowriter
can sometimes be hard to keep in

stock.
Prowriter $309.88
Prowriter 2 $710.88

STARMICRONICS

Gemini 10X/15

Gemini 1 0X is a new release of an
old favorite. The 1 20 cps is the big

change. They dropped the pro-

OKIDATA

Microline Series

We use these printers in our offices.

The Microline 82A (80 col) & 83A
(132 col) are data crunchers, with two
interfaces (parallel or RS-232C). 1 20
cps, 1 0 & 1 6 cpi (w/double-width) &
optional dot-addressable graphics.

The Microline 02 (80 col) & 08 ( 1 32
col) are ideal for word processing.
They offer a 1 60 cps draft mode, a 40
cps correspondence mode & the dot-

addressable graphics are included.

The Mieroline 84 ( 1 32 col) com-
bines speed (200 cps) with 1 0. 1 2. 1

6

cpi (w/double-width), all with a corres-

pondence mode, plus dot address-
able graphics
Microline 82A $410.88
Microline 83A 8870.88
92/82A Tractor $50.88
82A/83A ROM $40.88
Microline 92 $824.88
Microline 93 $884.88
Microline 84 $1024.88

MANNESMANN TALLY

MT-160 L

The MT-1 80 L is the newest of the
correspondence quality printers. It

has speed ( 1 60 cps), 8 fonts

(including a correspondence font),

parallel & serial interfaces, friction/

tractor feed, plus a menu-driven
installation for easy set-up from the
control panel—no more digging

around for dip switches. It's

remarkably compact A efficient, & the
print quality is superior. This year's

sleeper. The MT-1 80 L is the 1 36
column version.

MT- 1 60 L $880.88
MT- 1 80 L 8CALL

We sell other dot matrix printers,

including the AnadexWP-6000,
DP-0501 , DP-0620 A DP-0828 &
IDS’* Prism 80, Prism 1 32 A
MieroPrism. You can call (603)
881 -0885 for technical details. For
prices, or to order, call (800) 343-
0726

Letter-Quality Printers
Letter-quality printers are business
machines. & very high-ticket ones at

that. Most individuals should buy a
dot matrix first, adding letter-quality

when it’s needed.

C. ITOH

Starwriter

The 8tarwriter, released last year
by C. Itoh, has proven a worthy
printer. You don't trade-off spee 1 for

price or quality. The 8tarwrttar uses
Diablo code, wheels & ri obons, has a
40 cps print speed, 1 /48" line space,
1/1 20" horizontal spacing— ideal for

proportional modes. (For real speed
freaks, there's the Printmaeter, at

55 cps. Same specs as above.)

Starwritter Parallel $121 0.88
Printmaster Parallel $1670.88

DATA TERMIN \LS & COMMUNICATIONS

DTC 380Z

The 380Z is a letter-quality printer

that rivals and replaces the Daisy-

writer 2000. It has the 48K buffer,

true Diablo emulation & uses the
Brother/Daisywriter supplies. The
documentation is great, & the 380Z
even has pin-outs on the back for

easy interfacing (parallel or RS-
232C). Eat your heart out Daisy*

DTC 380Z (Parallel) $111 0.88

SILVER REED

EXP-550

Why buy a Transtar when you can
buy from the guys who make them?
The Silver Reed EXP-880 is a 1

6

cps. 1 32 column letter-quality printer

with true Diablo emulation, making it

compatible with most word proces-
sing software. It's ideal tor medium
duty office work. Add a buffer & you’ll

have a versatile printing system. If

speed's not a factor, the EXP-800 at

1 2 cps (80 col) is available as well.

EXP-550 (Parallel) $710.88
EXP-500 (Parallel) $480.88

SMITH-CORONA

TP-1

The TP-1 is an ideal second printer

for small offices or homes. The tractor

feed (now available) enhances its

paper handling. If you're letter-quality

needs are light this might be the
machine. (Specify 1 0 or 1 2 cpi when
you order.)

TP-1 $CALL
TP-2 8CALL

We sell a variety of other letter-

quality printers, including the
Comrex ComRIter, Diablo 620A
830. the NEC 3530, 3880 A 7730,
the Qumo 1 1+ & many others. Call

(803) 881 -9855 for technical
details. For prices, or to order, call

(800) 343-0726.

Accessories

OUADRAM

Microfazer

Ouadram’s Microfazer is a stand-
alone buffer that can be expanded to

51 2K—that's about 200 pages. Ex-
ternal buffers can be moved from
system to system. & they leave your
PC memory free. The copy feature
lets you print unlimited copies of a
document. Comes with its own cable.

The power supply is optional.

8K parallel/parallel $154.88
64K parallel/parallel $210.88
256K parallel/parallel $620.88
51 2K parallel/parallel $070.88
9 Volt Power Supply $10.88

TBL PRODUCTS

Printer Switch

We finally found a printer switch box
that we like. Switch between two
printers, in parallel/parallel or serial/

serial versions (all female plugs).

2-Way Printer Switch $11 0.88

UNIVERSAL OUTPUT SUPPLY

Printer Paper
Our pin-fed fanfold paper is 201b
white bond, shipped in a sturdy case.
There are two sizes: 9W & 1 4%". The
wider paper also comes in green-bar.
Paper (9%“) $44.68
Paper(14V) $40.88

LEADING EDGE

Diskettes
We use these disks in the office. The
Elephant Memory Systems BVi"
Diskettes come 1 0 to the box. We
also carry the “trunks" (read disk

boxes), which hold 60 diskettes. 8”

disks A trunks are also available.

5V«“ Double-Sided, Double-density
(IBM PCCompatabile) $32.88
5%'SSDD $27.88
5V4” Trunks $24.88



Monitors
Most people know by now that IBM's
monochrome monitor doesn’t do
graphics. If you need them, consider
getting the Color/Graphics Card. The
card & monitor cost less than the
monochrome outfit. Add a Quad-
board & you're in business

USI

Pi Series

IQ
Our love affair with the PI 3 amber
monitor continues. The concensus is

yes. amber is easier on the eyes in

the long run. So is the Pl-3's 20MHz
bandwidth and sharp, clear phos-
phor. Comes in 9 or 1 2". & in green.

Pi-2 (12” green) $189.88
Pi-3 (1 2" amber) $1 89.88
Pi-4 (9" amber) $189.88

QUADRAM

QuadChrome
The QuadChrome is one of the
highest resolution RGBs available.

1 6 colors (using NEC's tube), 690
dots by 240 lines (480 non-inter-

laced), 1 5MHz bandwidth & more.
The case is identical to IBM s, & it

comes with itsown cable.

PGSHX-12 $829.88

PRINCETON GRAPHICS

HX-12
The HX-1 2 has the same spec's as
the QuadChrome. Same price too.

HX-12 $829.88

We also carry Amdek 3000, 300A,
Color 1 , 2 $ 3, the loetrohome
1 302-1 A 1 302-2 & Taxan’s ROB-
1, RGB-Ill, Qreen AAmber moni-
tors. Call (803) 881-9888 for

technical details. To order, call

(800) 343-0728.

Modems
Internal? External? 300 baud?

1 200? Only you can answer these
questions. 1 200 baud makes sense if

you're on-line during the day. If you're

at home, on-line late at night, 300
baud may be all you need. As always,
research this stuff before you buy.

DC HAYES

Smartmodem

The Smartmodem is an originate/

answer, auto dial/answer, full/half

duplex modem. It comes in two
versions: 0-300 baud or0-300/1 200
baud. Modular phone cable & power
supply included. The RS-232C cable
is optional.

Smartmodem (300 baud) .... $21 9.88
Smartmodem (1 200 baud) . . . $839.88

US Robotics Password
$379.88 UPS DELIVERED

An exceptional value for a 1 200 baud modem. The Password is a
direct connect originate/answer type modem with 0-300 & 1 200 baud
capability (Bell 21 2A compatible). Features include autodial, auto
answer, auto mode and auto speed select, full & half duplex (local echo),

DTR override, RS-232C pins 2 & 3 reversible & audio phone line monitor.

Single button operation makes the Password very easy to use. Comes
with an RS-232C cable, power supply & modular telephone cable.

We also carry the Novation Series,
including the 8mart Cat 1 200 A
300 & the US Robotics Auto Dial
21 2A. Call (803) 881 -9888 for

technical details/specs. To order, call

(800) 343-0728.

STANDARD MICROSYSTEMS

M-Term
M-Torm is both communications

software & a terminal package.
Certified 2400 baud operation,
terminal/command mode, repeat
DOS command & direct file transfer. It

supports the auto dial/answer
features of the USR Password, the
DC Hayes Smartmodems &
Novation’s Smartest.
M-Term $79.88

Peripherals
There are endless peripheral boards
available, most of them copies or

variations on the “quad” function
board. There's also a lot of mis-

information regarding peripheral
boards & the IBM PC-XT. Fac is, most
peripheral boards work on the XT out
of the box—you don't need to up-
grade the motherboard or alter it.

Read your documentation carefully &
watch out for “experts” in stores.

AST RESEARCH

Megaplus
The Megaplus packs an RS-232C
ports, a parallel port, a clock & up to

256K RAM into only one slot. Comes
with SuperDrive/Spooler software.

You can add memory in 64K units up
to 256K. Megapak is a 256K piggy-

back card, giving you up to 5 1 2 K on
one board.
64K Megaplus $389.88
256K Megaplus $809.88
256K Megapak $329.88

1/0+
The 1/0+ has a parallel port,

two RS-232C ports, a game port & a
clock, but no memory.
1/0+ $199.88
Connect All $24.88

<J^E>

QUADRAM

Quadboards

We sell Quadboards because they
consistently perform better than the
competition. Quadram's one-year
warranty, & an ongoing R&D into new
products (see Quadlink) demon-
strates their commitment to the PC
marketplace.
Quadboards have a RS-232C port,

a parallel port, a clock & memory, plus
QuadSpool/Drive software.

Quadboard 64K $279.88
Quadboard256K $429.88

Quad 81 2+s have a single RS-232C
port on them, and sockets for up to

51 2K RAM. QuadSpool/Drive soft-

ware included.
Quad 5 12+ (64 K) $239.88
Quad512+(256K) $399.88
Quad 5 1 2+ (51 2K) $899.88

Single Function Cards are single-

duty cards only, as described below.
Parallel Card w/cable $89.88
RS-232CCard $89.88
Clock/CalendarCard $89.88

QUADRAM

QuadLink
This is a real breakthrough!
QuadLInk lets you run Apple 11/11+

software on the PC. It's like an Apple
computer on one board, with 64K.
Uses all PC printer/video ports. No
disk conversion or reformatting
required. Takes up only one slot.

QuadLink $849.88

Disk Drive*
Internal hard disk drives have one
weakness: they can bring your whole
system down if you have a problem.
We suggest keeping the PC drivesA
& B intact, and using an external unit

that can be detached should it need
service.

Likewise, it’s smart, if you're in a
heavy production environment, to
buy a floppy drive as a back-up to

either drive A or B. The $280 is cheat
insurance against failure, & you can
rotate them like tires to reduce
mechanical wear.

QUALITY COMPUTER SERVICES

Hard Disk
We took our QuCeS Hard Disk out

of its box, plugged it in, turned on the
power & never fussed with it again.
These units are rugged, reliable &
warrantied fora full year. They’re
easily interfaced to the PC.
12Mb Hard Disk. $2089.8.
20Mb Hard Disk. $2389.8.
40Mb Hard Disk. $3839.8.

Big Blue runsCP/M 80 software.
Parallel port. RS-232C port, clock,
memory, hard disk interface & Z80
processor on board.
Big Blue 947B.&

IBM PC COMPATIBLE

Disk Drives
Tandon is our first choice, but we'v<

used others without difficulty. We w I

use Control Data if Tandon’s aren't o
hand—just like IBM does.
Single-sided $229.8)
Double-sided $279.8<

MAYNARD ELECTRONICS

Disk Controller
Perfect for bare-bones con-

figurations. Handles two internals (A

& B), plus two externals. Comes plain

with one parallel port or with one RS-
232C port.

MFD Standard $159.8i
MFD w/Parallel $219.8)
MFD W/RS-232C $289.8)

Information/Orders:

(603 )
881-9855

Order. Only: (800) 343-0728

No Hidden Charges:
We pay UPS ground shipping on al

our orders, and we never charge
extra for credit cards. We accept
CODs & add a $ 1 0 fee per order.We
have a $50 minimum order. Personal
checks are cleared in 3 weeks.

All our equipment is shipped with
full manufacturer's warranty. We sell

only what we are authorized to sell tc

insure full warranty support. & we're
authorized for warranty work on a
number of printers. We also offer

extended warranty plans for most
printers.

Sorry, we cannot accept open POs
or extend credit/terms at these
prices. APO and foreign orders are
not accepted.
We prepared this ad in June A

prices do change, so call to verify

them.
Our ComputerShowroom.
located in Amherst. New Hampshire,
is now open.

HIGH TECHNOLOGY AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

THE BOTTOM LINE
MILFORD, NH 03055-0423 TELEPHONE (603) 881-9855^™
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requirement for perfection is, I think, the

most difficult part of learning to pro-

gram .

1

Next, other people set one's objec-

tives, provide one’s resources, and fur-

nish one’s information. One rarely con-

trols the circumstances of his work, or

Thisbook
will attempt to lay

some boardwalks across

the tar.

even its goal. In management terms,

one's authority is not sufficient for his

responsibility. It seems that in all fields,

however, the jobs where things get done

never have formal authority commen-
surate with responsibility. In practice,

actual (as opposed to formal) authority

is acquired from the very momentum of

accomplishment.

The dependence upon others has a

particular case that is especially painful

for the system programmer. He depends

upon other people's programs. These

are often maldesigned, poorly imple-

mented. incompletely delivered (no

source code or test cases), and poorly

documented. So he must spend hours

studying and fixing things that in an

ideal world would be complete, avail-

able. and usable.

The next woe is that designing grand

concepts is fun; finding nitty little bugs

is just work. With any creative activity

come dreary hours of tedious, painstak-

ing labor, and programming is no excep-

tion.

Next, one finds that debugging has a

linear convergence, or worse, where

one somehow expects a quadratic sort

of approach to the end. So testing drags

on and on. the last difficult bugs taking

more time to find than the first.

The last woe. and sometimes the last

straw, is that the product over which
one has labored so long appears to be

obsolete upon (or before) completion.

Already colleagues and competitors are

in hot pursuit of new and better ideas.

Already the displacement of one’s

thought-child is not only conceived, but

scheduled.

This always seems worse than it real-

ly is. The new and better product is gen-

erally not available when one com-
pletes his own; it is only talked about. It.

too, will require months of develop-

ment. The real tiger is never a match for

the paper one, unless actual use is

wanted. Then the virtues of reality have

a satisfaction all their own.

Of course the technological base on
which one builds is always advancing.

As soon as one freezes a design, it

becomes obsolete in terms of its con-

ucts demands phasing and quantizing.

The obsolescence of an implementation

must be measured against other existing

implementations, not against unreal-

ized concepts. The challenge and the

mission are to find real solutions to real

problems on actual schedules with

available resources.

This then is programming, both a tar

pit in which many efforts have floun-

dered and a creative activity with joys

and woes all its own. For many, the joys

far outweigh the woes, and for them the

remainder of this book will attempt to

Good cooking takes time. If you are made to wait, it is to serve you better, and to

please you.

—MENU OF RESTAURANT ANTOINE. NEW ORLEANS

M ore software projects have gone

awry for lack of calendar time

than for all other causes com-

bined. Why is this cause of disaster so

common?
First, our techniques of estimating are

poorly developed. More seriously, they

reflect an unvoiced assumption which is

quite untrue, i.e.. that all will go well.

Second, our estimating techniques fal-

laciously confuse effort with progress,

hiding the assumption that men and

months are interchangeable.

Third, because we are uncertain of our
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Has the Search for
a Quality Continuous Forms

Supplier Left You in

the Dark?

ts, wvoices
etc. When you purchase our forms we
give you the option of what ink color

you prefer. Free. We also offer custom
logos from your artwork, and
consecutive MICR #'s for your checks.

Our sales staff is available from 6:00

a.m. PST until 5:00 p.m. PST. With
your toll free call a sales representative

advantage of.

Our stock inventory includes forms
for MBS1, Open Systems, Accounting
Plus, Great Plains, BPI, Peachtree,

Continental, TCS, and a long list

of others.

Quality product. Easily available

service. Large inventory. Oh yes, and
shipping is free on these forms. We hope
to have helped, by shedding some light

on the subject.

Checks
To-Go

8384 Hercules Street, La Mesa, California 92041

Nationwide (800) 854-2750 • In CA (800 ) 552-8817

Local (619) 460-4975
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Figure 2: Time versus number of workers
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Figure 3: Time versus number of workers—
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Figure 4: Time versus number of workers—
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communication
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Figure 5: Time versus number of workers
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estimates, software managers often lack

the courteous stubbornness of Antoine's

chef.

Fourth, schedule progress is poorly

monitored. Techniques proven and rou-

tine in other engineering disciplines are

considered radical innovations in soft-

ware engineering.

Fifth, when schedule slippage is recog-

nized. the natural (and traditional) re-

sponse is to add manpower. Like dousing

a fire with gasoline, this makes matters

worse, much worse. More fire requires

more gasoline, and thus begins a regener-

ative cycle which ends in disaster.

Schedule monitoring will be the sub-

ject of a separate essay. Let us consider

other aspects of the problem in more

detail.

Optimism
All programmers are optimists. Per-

haps this modern sorcery especially at-

tracts those who believe in happy endings

and fairy godmothers. Perhaps the hun-

dreds of nitty frustrations drive away all

but those who habitually focus on the end

goal. Perhaps it is merely that computers

are young, programmers are younger, and

the young are always optimists. But how-

ever the selection process works, the

result is indisputable: "This time it will

surely run,” or "I just found the last

bug."

So the first false assumption that

underlies the scheduling of systems pro-

gramming is that all will go well, i.e., that

each task will take only as long as it

"ought" to take.

incompletenesses and
inconsistencies of our

ideas become clear only

during implementation.

The pervasiveness of optimism among
programmers deserves more than a flip

analysis. Dorothy Sayers, in her excellent

book, The Mind of the Maker, divides cre-

ative activity into three stages: the idea,

the implementation, and the interaction.

A book, then, or a computer, or a program

comes into existence first as an ideal con-

struct, built outside time and space, but

complete in the mind of the author. It is

realized in time and space, by pen, ink,

and paper, or by wire, silicon, and ferrite.

The creation is complete when someone

reads the book, uses the computer, or runs

the program, thereby interacting with the

mind of the maker.

This description, which Miss Sayers

uses to illuminate not only human cre-

ative activity but also the Christian doc-

trine of the Trinity, will help us in our

present task. For the human makers of

things, the incompletenesses and incon-

sistencies of our ideas become clear only

during implementation. Thus it is that

writing, experimentation, "working out"

are essential disciplines for the theoreti-

cian.

In many creative activities the medium
of execution is intractable. Lumber splits;

paints smear; electrical circuits ring.

These physical limitations of the medium
constrain the ideas that may be expressed,

and they also create unexpected difficul-

ties in the implementation.

Implementation, then, takes time and

sweat both because of the physical media

and because of the inadequacies of the

underlying ideas. We tend to blame the

physical media for most of our implemen-

tation difficulties; for the media are not

"ours" in the way the ideas are, and our

pride colors our judgment.

Computer programming, however, cre-

ates with an exceedingly tractable medi-

um. The programmer builds from pure

thought-stuff: concepts and very flexible

representations thereof. Because the me-

dium is tractable, we expect few difficul-

ties in implementation; hence our perva-

sive optimism. Because our ideas are

faulty, we have bugs; hence our optimism

is unjustified.

In a single task, the assumption that all

will go well has a probabilistic effect on

the schedule. It might indeed go as

planned, for there is a probability distribu-

tion for the delay that will be encountered,

and “no delay" has a finite probability. A
large programming effort, however, con-

sists of many tasks, some chained end-to-

end. The probability that each will go well

becomes vanishingly small.

The Man-Month
The second fallacious thought mode is

expressed in the very unit of effort used in

estimating and scheduling: the man-
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Hayes is still leading the way with

new telecomputing products. And
now combining every bit of sophisti-

cated technology into one communi-
cations package for your IBM* PC.

Smartmodem 1200B and Smartcom
II software. Everything you need.

And more.

Whether you're receiving updates

from the field, placing orders with

suppliers a thousand miles away, or

taking advantage of the diverse re -

sources offered by networks and infor-

mation services. Let Hayes provide

the communications link. With our

popular 1200 bps Smartmodem. Now
available as a convenient plug-in

board for the IBM PC. And packaged

with our own communications software.

Smartmodem 1200R Your com-

puter’s telephone. That's really what
it is. A telephone that allows your

computer to communicate over ordi-

nary phone lines at up to 1200 bits per

1200 baud modems. Smartmodem
1200B operates at full or half duplex,

for compatibility with most time-

second. For speedy, economical trans- sharing systems,

mission of data to any Bell 212A or Bell For those who enjoy designing their

103 type modem. Ana its the one own programs. Smartmodem 1200B is

peripheral that vasdy expands die use- controllable using any programming

fulness of vour computet

Our single board Smartmodem 1200B

can be installed by your computer

dealer in minutes. It connects directly

to your phone jack, operating with

rotary dial. 1buch-Tbne** and keyset

systems Smartmodem 1200B will dial,

answer and disconnect all of your

calls automatically. It will even redial

your last number upon command
Smartmodem 1200B

also features an auto-

matic speed selector

that detects incoming

transmission speeds. Along with

screen displays to show you its current

operating status. And. unlike some

i commana. otsk. simuita

And when

©Hayes'

language. But none ofmat is necessary.

Thanks to Smartcom II. The commu-
nications program designed by Hayes,

specifically for Smartmodem'
Smartcom II companion software.

Maximizes Smartmodem's capabili-

ties. Minimizes your effort. The first

time out you'll be creating messages,

sending, printing and storing them to

disk. Simultaneously.

And when you're on the receiving

end. your IBM PC wdl
do all die work, com-

pletely unattended!

But that’s just part of Smartcom II's

innovative story. For instance, before

you communicate with another system.

Need important information from the
main office today? Get it quickly,

efficiently.accurately. From their

computer to yours.

Thanks to Smartcom II companion
software, telecomputing is a



imagine. lour computer

print and store

Without your

being there!

you need to "set upr your computer to

match die way die remote system
transmits data. With Smartcom II. you
do this only once. After that, para-

meters are stored in a directory on
Smartcom II. Calling or answering a
system listed in the directory requires

just a few quick keystrokes.

ybu can store lengthy log-on sequences

the same way. Press one key. and
Smartcom II automatically connects

you to a utility or infbrmadon service.

And if you need it there's always
“help:' One of several special functions

assigned to your IBM function keys, thi

feature explains prompts, messages,
to make communicating even easier

Smartcom II also provides a directory

of die files stored on your disk. Letting

you create, display, list, name, re-name
or erase any file right from die screen.

Like all our products, Smartcom II

and Smartmoaem 1200B are backed
by excellent documentation, a limited

two-year warranty, and full support.

From us to your dealer to you.

So see your dealer today. Link up to

the exciting world of telecomputing.

With Hayes complete plug-in commu-
nications package for your IBM PC.

Hayes Microcomputer Products,

Inc, $923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd..

Norcross, Georgia 30092. 404/449-8791.

•IBM u a registered trademark of International

NOTE: The Smartmodem 1200B
may also be installed in the

IBM Personal Computer XT or

the Expansion Unit.

In those units, another board
installed in the slot to the imme-
diate right at the Smartmodem
1200B may not dear the modem:
also die brackets may not fit

property. If this occurs, die slot

to the right of the modem
should be left empty.

A complete plug-in communications package for the IBM PC.

Requires an IBM PC with mini-

mum 96K bytes ofmemory:
IBM DOS 1.10 or 1.00: one disk

drive: and Mkolumn display.
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power source is needed.
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month. Cost does indeed vary as the prod-

uct of the number of men and the number

of months. Progress does not. Hence the

man-month as a unit for measuring the

size of a job is a dangerous and deceptive

myth. It implies that men and months are

interchangeable.

Men and months are interchangeable

commodities only when a task can be par-

titioned among many workers with no

communication among them (Figure 2).

This is true of reaping wheat or picking

cotton; it is not even approximately true of

systems programming.

When a task cannot be partitioned

because of sequential constraints, the

application of more effort has no effect on

the schedule (Figure 3). The bearing of a

child takes nine months, no matter how
many women are assigned. Many software

tasks have this characteristic because of

the sequential nature of debugging.

In tasks that can be partitioned but

which require communication among the

subtasks, the effort of communication

must be added to the amount of work to be

done. Therefore the best that can be done

is somewhat poorer than an even trade of

men for months (Figure 4).

The added burden of communication

is made up of two parts, training and inter-

communication. Each worker must be

trained in the technology, the goals of the

effort, the overall strategy, and the plan of

work. This training cannot be partitioned,

so this part of the added effort varies lin-

early with the number of workers.2

Intercommunication is worse. If

each part of the task must be separately

coordinated with each other part, the

effort increases as n(n-l)/2. Three

workers require three times as much
pairwise intercommunication as two;

four require six times as much as two. If.

moreover, there need to be conferences

among three, four, etc., workers to

resolve things jointly, matters get worse
yet. The added effort of communicating
may fully counteract the division of the

original task and bring us to the situa-

tion of Figure 5.

Since software construction is inher-

ently a systems effort—an exercise in

complex interrelationships—commu-
nication effort is great, and it quickly

dominates the decrease in individual

task time brought about by partitioning.

Adding more men then lengthens, not

shortens, the schedule.

Oversimplifying outrageously, we
state Brooks's Law:

Adding manpower to a late software

project makes it later.

This then is the demythologizing of

the man-month. The number of months
of a project depends upon its sequential

constraints. The maximum number of

men depends upon the number of inde-

Assuming that he has the disci-

plined, experienced architects

and that there are many imple-

mented, how shall the manager ensure

that everyone hears, understands, and

implements the architects’ decisions?

How can a group of 10 architects maintain

the conceptual integrity of a system which
1000 men are building? A whole technol-

ogy for doing this was worked out for the

System/360 hardware design effort, and it

is equally applicable to software projects.

Written Specifications—the
Manual

The manual, or written specification,

is a necessary tool, though not a sufficient

one. The manual is the external specifica-

tion of the product. It describes and pre-

scribes every detail of what the user sees.

As such, it is the chief product of the

architect.

Round and round goes its preparation

cycle, as feedback from users and imple-

mented shows where the design is awk-
ward to use or build. For the sake of imple-

mented it is important that the changes be

quantized—that there be dated vedions

appearing on a schedule.

The manual must not only describe

everything the user does see, including all

interfaces; it must also refrain from

describing what the user does not see.

That is the implementer's business, and

there his design freedom must be uncon-

strained. The architect must always be

prepared to show an implementation for

any feature he describes, but he must not

attempt to dictate the implementation.

The style must be precise, full, and

accurately detailed. A user will often refer

to a single definition, so each one must

repeat all the essentials and yet all must

pendent subtasks. From these two
quantities one can derive schedules

using fewer men and more months.

(The only risk is product obsolescence.)

One cannot, however, get workable

schedules using more men and fewer

months. More software projects have

gone awry for lack of calendar time than

for all other causes combined.

agree. This tends to make manuals dull

reading, but precision is more important

than liveliness.

The unity of System/360’s Principles

of Operation springs from the fact that

only two pens wrote it: Gerry Blaauw’s

and Andris Padegs'. The ideas are those of

about ten men, but the casting of those

decisions into prose specifications must

be done by only one or two, if the consis-

tency of prose and product is to be main-

tained. For the writing of a definition will

necessitate a host of mini-decisions which

are not of full-debate importance. An
example in System/360 is the detail of

how the Condition Code is set after each

operation. Not trivial, however, is the

principle that such mini-decisions be

made consistently throughout.

I think the finest piece of manual writ-

ing I have ever seen is Blaauw's Appendix

to System/360 Principles of Operation.

This describes with care and precision the

limits of System/360 compatibility. It

defines compatibility, prescribes what is

to be achieved, and enumerates those

areas of external appearance where the

architecture is intentionally silent and

where results from one model may differ

from those of another, where one copy of a

given model may differ from another

copy, or where a copy may differ even

from itself after an engineering change.

This is the level of precision to which
manual writers aspire, and they must

define what is not prescribed as carefully

as what is.

Formal Definitions

English, or any other human language,

is not naturally a precision instrument for

such definitions. Therefore the manual
writer must strain himself and his lan-

He'll sit here and he'll say, “Do this! Do that!" And nothing will happen.

—HARRY S. TRUMAN, ON PRESIDENTIAL POWER3
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guage to achieve the precision needed. An
attractive alternative is to use a formal

notation for such definitions. After all.

precision is the stock in trade, the raison

d'etre of formal notations.

Let us examine the merits and weak-

nesses of formal definitions. As noted, for-

mal definitions are precise. They tend to

be complete: gaps show more conspicu-

ously. so they are filled sooner. What they

lack is comprehensibility. With English

prose one can show structural principles,

delineate structure in stages or levels, and

give examples. One can readily mark

exceptions and emphasize contrasts. Most

important, one can explain why. The for-

mal definitions put forward so far have

inspired wonder at their elegance and

confidence in their precision. But they

Pilot Plants and Scaling Up
Chemical engineers learned long ago

that a process that works in the laboratory

cannot be implemented in a factory in

only one step. An intermediate step called

have demanded prose explanations to

make their content easy to learn and teach.

For these reasons. I think we will see

future specifications to consist of both a

formal definition and a prose definition.

An ancient adage warns. ‘‘Never go to

sea with two chronometers; take one or

three." The same thing clearly applies to

prose and formal definitions. If one has

both, one must be the standard, and the

other must be a derivative description,

clearly labeled as such. Either can be the

primary standard. Algol 68 has a formal

definition as standard and a prose defini-

tion as descriptive. PL/I has the prose as

standard and the formal description as

derivative. System/360 also has prose as

standard with a derived formal descrip-

tion.

the pilot plant is necessary to give experi-

ence in scaling quantities up and in oper-

ating in nonprotective environments. For

example, a laboratory process for desalt-

ing water will be tested in a pilot plant of

10.000 gallon/day capacity before being

used for a 2.000,000 gallon/day communi-

ty water system.

Programming system builders have

also been exposed to this lesson, but it

seems to have not yet been learned.

Project after project designs a set of algo-

The best
planning is not so

omniscient as to get it

right the first time.

rithms and then plunges into construction

of customer-deliverable software on a

schedule that demands delivery of the

first thing built.

In most projects, the first system built

is barely usable. It may be too slow, too

big. awkward to use. or all three. There is

no alternative but to start again, smarting

but smarter, and build a redesigned ver-

sion in which these problems are solved.

The discard and redesign may be done in

one lump, or it may be done piece-by-

piece. But all large-system experience

shows that it will be done.5 Where a new
system concept or new technology is

used, one has to build a system to throw

away, for even the best planning is not

so omniscient as to get it right the first

time.

The management question, there-

fore. is not whether to build a pilot sys-

tem and throw it away. You will do that.

The only question is whether to plan in

advance to build a throwaway, or to

promise to deliver the throwaway to

customers. Seen this way, the answer is

much clearer. Delivering that throw-

away to customers buys time, but it

does so only at the cost of agony for the

user, distraction for the builders while

they do the redesign, and a bad reputa-

tion for the product that the best rede-

sign will find hard to live down.

Hence plan to throw one away; you
will, anyhow.

The Only Constancy Is Change
Itself

Once one recognizes that a pilot system

must be built and discarded, and that a

Collapse of the aerodynamicallv misdesigned Tacoma Narrows Bridge. 1940

Plan to Throw One Away

There is nothing in this world constant but inconstancy.

—SWIFT
It is common sense to take a method and try it. If it fails, admit it frankly and try

another. But above all. try something. —FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT*
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redesign with changed ideas is inevitable,

it becomes useful to face the whole phe-

nomenon of change. The first step is to

accept the fact of change as a way of life,

rather than an untoward and annoying

exception. Cosgrove has perceptively

pointed out that the programmer delivers

satisfaction of a user need rather than any

tangible product. And both the actual

need and the user’s perception of that

need will change as programs are built,

tested, and used.8

Of course this is also true of the

needs met by hardware products,

whether new cars or new computers.

But the very existence of a tangible

object serves to contain and quantize

user demand for changes. Both the trac-

tability and the invisibility of the soft-

ware product expose its builders to per-

petual changes in requirements.

Far be it from me to suggest that all

changes in customer objectives and

requirements must, can, or should be

incorporated in the design. Clearly a

threshold has to be established, and it

must get higher and higher as develop-

ment proceeds, or no product ever

appears.

Nevertheless, some changes in objec-

tives are inevitable, and it is better to be

prepared for them than to assume that

they won't come. Not only are changes

in objective inevitable, changes in de-

velopment strategy and technique are

also inevitable. The throw-one-away

concept is itself just an acceptance of

the fact that as one learns, he changes

the design.7

throw-one-away
concept is itselfjust an

acceptance of the fact

that as one learns, he

changes the design.

Plan the System for Change
The ways of designing a system for

such change are well known and widely

discussed in the literature— perhaps more

widely discussed than practiced. They

include careful modularization, extensive

subroutining, precise and complete defi-

nition of intermodule interfaces, and com-

plete documentation of these. Less obvi-

ously one wants standard calling se-

quences and table-driven techniques used

wherever possible.

Most important is the use of a high-

level language and self-documenting tech-

niques so as to reduce errors induced by

changes. Using compile-time operations

to incorporate standard declarations helps

powerfully in making changes.

Quantization of change is an essential

technique. Every product should have

numbered versions, and each version

must have its own schedule and a freeze

date, after which changes go into the next

version.

Two Steps Forward and One Step
Back

A program doesn’t stop changing when
it is delivered for customer use. The

changes after delivery are called program

maintenance, but the process is funda-

mentally different from hardware mainte-

nance.

Hardware maintenance for a computer

system involves three activities—replac-

ing deteriorated components, cleaning

and lubricating, and putting in engineer-

ing changes that fix design defects. (Most,

but not all, engineering changes fix defects

in the realization or implementation, rath-

er than the architecture, and so are invisi-

ble to the the user.)

Program maintenance involves no

cleaning, lubrication, or repair of deterio-

ration. It consists chiefly of changes that

repair design defects. Much more often

than with hardware, these changes in-

Figure 6: Bug occurrence as a function of

release age

elude added functions. Usually they are

visible to the user.

The total cost of maintaining a widely

used program is typically 40 percent or

more of the cost of developing it. Surpris-

ingly, this cost is strongly affected by the

number of users. More users find more
bugs.

Old bugs
found and solved in

previous releases tend to

reappear in a new
release.

Betty Campbell, of MIT’s Laboratory of

Nuclear Science, points out an interesting

cycle in the life of a particular release of a

program. It is shown in Figure 6. Initially,

old bugs found and solved in previous

releases tend to reappear in a new release.

New functions of the new release turn out

to have defects. These things get shaken

out, and all goes well for several months.

Then the bug rate begins to climb again.

Miss Campbell believes this is due to the

arrival fo users at a new plateau of sophis-

tication, where they begin to exercise fully

the new capabilities of the release. This

intense workout then smokes out the more

subtle bugs in the new features.
8

The fundamental problem with pro-

gram maintenance is that fixing a defect

has a substantial (20-50 percent) chance of

introducing another. So the whole process

is two steps forward and one step back.

Why aren’t defects fixed more cleanly?

First, even a subtle defect shows itself as a

local failure of some kind. In fact it often

has system-wide ramifications, usually

nonobvious. Any attempt to fix it with

minimum effort will repair the local and

the obvious, but unless the structure is

pure or the documentation very fine, the

far-reaching effects of the repair will be

overlooked. Second, the repairer is usual-

ly not the man who wrote the code, and

often he is a junior programmer or train-

ee.

As a consequence of the introduction

of new bugs, program maintenance re-

quires far more system testing per state-
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ment written than any other program-

ming. Theoretically, after each fix one

must run the entire bank of test cases pre-

viously run against the system, to ensure

that it has not been damaged in an obscure

way. In practice such regression testing

must indeed approximate this theoretical

ideal, and it is very costly.

Clearly, methods of designing pro-

grams so as to eliminate or at least illumi-

nate side effects can have an immense

payoff in maintenance costs. So can meth-

ods of implementing designs with fewer

people, fewer interfaces, and hence fewer

bugs.

One Step Forward and One Step
Back

Lehman and Belady have studied the

history of successive releases in a large

operating system.9 They find that the total

number of modules increases linearly

with release number, but that the number

of modules affected increases exponen-

tially with release number. All repairs

tend to destroy the structure, to increase

the entropy and disorder of the system.

Less and less effort is spent on fixing orig-

inal design flaws; more and more is spent

on fixing flaws introduced by earlier fixes.

As time passes, the system becomes less

and less well-ordered. Sooner or later the

fixing ceases to gain any ground. Each for-

ward step is matched by a backward one.

Although in principle usable forever, the

system has worn out as a base for progress.

Furthermore, machines change, configu-

rations change, and user requirements

change, so the system is not in fact usable

forever. A brand-new. from-the-ground-

up redesign is necessary.

And so from a statistical mechanical

model, Belady and Lehman arrive for pro-

gramming-systems at a more general con-

clusion supported by the experience of all

the earth. "Things are always at their best

in the beginning," said Pascal. C.S. Lewis

has stated it more perceptively:

That is the key to history. Terrific

energy is expended—civilizations are

built up—excellent institutions de-

vised; but each time something goes

wrong. Some fatal flaw always brings

the selfish and cruel people to the top,

and then it all slides back into misery

and ruin. In fact, the machine conks. It

seems to start up all right and runs a

few yards, and then it breaks down. 10

Systems program building is an entro-

py-decreasing process, hence inherently

metastable. Program maintenance is an

entropy-increasing process, and even its

The modem magic, like the old, has

its boastful practitioners: "I can

write programs that control air traf-

fic, intercept ballistic missiles, reconcile

bank accounts, control production lines.”

To which the answer comes. "So can I,

and so can any man, but do they work

when you do write them?"

How does one build a program to

work? How does one test a program? And
how does one integrate a tested set of

component programs into a tested and

dependable system? We have touched

upon the techniques here and there; let us

now consider them somewhat more

systematically.

Designing the Bugs Out
Bug-proofing the definition. The most per-

nicious and subtle bugs are system bugs

arising from mismatched assumptions

made by the authors of various compo-

nents. In short, conceptual integrity of the

product not only makes it easier to use, it

also makes it easier to build and less sub-

ject to bugs.

So does the detailed, painstaking

architectural effort implied by that ap-

proach. V.A. Vyssotsky, of Bell Telephone

Laboratories' Safeguard Project, says,

"The crucial task is to get the product

defined. Many, many failures concern

exactly those aspects that were never quite

specified.

"

,1 Careful function definition,

careful specification, and the disciplined

exorcism of frills of function and flights of

technique all reduce the number of system

bugs that have to be found.

Testing the specification. Long before any

code exists, the specification must be

handed to an outside testing group to be

scrutinized for completeness and clarity.

As Vyssotsky says, the developers them-

selves cannot do this: “They won't tell

you they don’t understand it; they will

happily invent their way through the gaps

and obscurities."

Top-down design. In a very clear 1971

most skillful execution only delays the

subsidence of the system into unfixable

obsolescence.

paper, Niklaus Wirth formalized a design

procedure which had been used for years

by the best programmers. 12 Furthermore,

his notions, although stated for program

design apply completely to the design of

complex systems of programs. The divi-

sion of system building into architecture,

implementation, and realization is an

embodiment of these notions; further-

more, each of the architecture, implemen-

tation, and realization can be best done by

top-down methods.

Briefly. Wirth’s procedure is to identi-

fy design as a sequence of refinement

steps. One sketches a rough task definition

and a rough solution method that achieves

the principal result. Then one examines

the definition more closely to see how the

result differs from what is wanted, and

one takes the large steps of the solution

and breaks them down into smaller steps.

Each refinement in the definition of the

task becomes a refinement in the algo-

rithm for solution, and each may be

accompanied by a refinement in the data

representation.

From this process one identifies mod-

ules of solution or of data whose further

refinement can proceed independently of

other work. The degree of this modularity

determines the adaptability and change-

ability of the program. Wirth advocates

using as high-level a notation as is possi-

ble at each step, exposing the concepts

and concealing the details until further

refinement becomes necessary.

A good top-down design avoids bugs in

several ways. First, the clarity of structure

and representation makes the precise

statement of requirements and functions

of the modules easier. Second, the parti-

tioning and independence of modules

avoids system bugs. Third, the suppres-

sion of detail makes flaws in the structure

more apparent. Fourth, the design can be

tested at each of its refinement steps, so

testing can start earlier and focus on the

proper level of detail at each step.

The Whole and the Parts

I can call spirits from the vasty deep. Why so can I, or so can any man; but will

they come when you do call for them?

—SHAKESPEARE. KING HENRY IV, PART I
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The process of step-wise refinement

does not mean that one never has to go

back, scrap the top level, and start the

whole thing again as he encounters some

Iam
persuaded that top-

down design is the most
important new
programming

formalization of the

decade.

unexpectedly knotty detail. Indeed, that

happens often. But it is much easier to see

exactly when and why one should throw

away a gross design and start over. Many
poor systems come from an attempt to sal-

vage a bad basic design and patch it with

all kinds of cosmetic relief. Top-down

design reduces the temptation.

I am persuaded that top-down design is

the most important new programming for-

malization of the decade.

Structured programming. Another impor-

tant set of new ideas for designing the bugs

out of programs derives largely from Dijk-

stra.
13 and is built on a theoretical struc-

ture by Bohm and Jacopini.
14

Basically the approach is to design pro-

grams whose control structures consist

only of loops defined by a statement such

as DO WHILE, and conditional portions

delineated into groups of statements

marked with brackets and conditioned by

an IF . . . THEN . . . ELSE. Bohm and Jaco-

pini show these structures to be theoreti-

cally sufficient; Dijkstra argues that the

alternative, unrestrained branching via

GO TO, produces structures that lend

themselves to logical errors.

The basic notion is surely sound. Many

criticisms have been made, and additional

control structures, such as an n-way

branch (the so-called CASE statement) for

distinguishing among many contingen-

cies, and a disaster bail-out (GO TO
ABNORMAL END) are very convenient.

Further, some have become very doctri-

naire about avoiding all GO TO’s, and that

seems excessive.

The important point, and the one vital

to constructing bug-free programs, is that

one wants to think about the control struc-

tures of a system as control structures, not

as individual branch statements. This way
of thinking is a major step forward.

Component Debugging
The procedures for debugging pro-

grams have been through a great cycle in

the past twenty years, and in some ways

they are back where they started. The

cycle has gone through four steps, and it is

fun to trace them and see the motivation

for each.

On-machine debugging. Early machines

had relatively poor input-output equip-

ment, and long input-output delays. Typ-

ically, the machine read and wrote paper

tape or magnetic tape and off-line facili-

ties were used for tape preparation and

printing. This made tape input-output

intolerably awkward for debugging, so the

console was used instead. Thus debugging

was designed to allow as many trials as

possible per machine session.

The programmer carefully designed

his debugging procedure— planning

where to stop, what memory locations to

examine, what to find there, and what to

do if he didn’t. This meticulous program-

ming of himself as a debugging machine

might well take half as long as writing the

computer program to be debugged.

The cardinal sin was to push START
boldly without having segmented the pro-

gram into test sections with planned

stops.

Memory dumps. On-machine debugging

was very effective. In a two-hour session,

one could get perhaps a dozen shots. But

computers were very scarce, and very

costly, and the thought of all that machine

time going to waste was horrifying.

So when high-speed printers were

attached on-line, the technique changed.

One ran a program until a check failed,

and then dumped the whole memory.

Then began the laborious desk work,

accounting for each memory location's

contents. The desk time was not much dif-

ferent than that for on-machine debug-

ging; but it occurred after the test run, in

deciphering, rather than before, in plan-

ning. Debugging for any particular user

took much longer, because test shots

depended upon batch turnaround time.

The whole procedure, however, was de-

signed to minimize computer time use.

and to serve as many programmers as pos-

sible.

Snapshots. The machines on which mem-
ory dumping was developed had 2000-

4000 words, or 8K to 16K bytes of memo-
ry. But memory sizes grew by leaps and

bounds, and total memory dumping be-

came impractical. So people developed

techniques for selective dumping, selec-

tive tracing, and for inserting snapshots

into programs. The OS/360 TESTRAN is

an end-of-the-line in this direction, allow-

ing one to insert snapshots into a program

without reassembly or recompilation.

Interactive debugging. In 1959 Codd and

his coworkers 15 and Strachey
18 each

reported work aimed at time-shared de-

bugging, a way of achieving both the

instant turnaround of on-machine debug-

ging and the efficient machine use of

batch debugging. The computer would
have multiple programs in memory, ready

for execution. A terminal controlled only

by program, would be associated with

each program being debugged. Debugging

would be under control of a supervisory

program. When the programmer at a ter-

minal stopped his program to examine

progress or to make changes, the supervi-

sor would run another program, thus

keeping the machines busy.

cardinal sin was to push
START boldly without
having segmented the

program into test

sections with planned
stops.

Codd's multiprogramming system was

developed, but the emphasis was on

throughput enhancement by efficient in-

put-output utilization and interactive de-

bugging was not implemented. Strachey’s

ideas were improved and implemented in

1963 in an experimental system for the

7090 by Corbatb and colleagues at Mir. 17

This development led to the MULTICS,

TSS, and other timesharing systems of

today.
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The chief user-perceived differences

between on-machine debugging at first

practiced and the interactive debugging of

today are the facilities made possible by

the presence of the supervisory program

and its associated language interpreters.

One can program and debug in a high-

level language. Efficient editing facilities

make changes and snapshots easy.

Common
sense, ifnot common
practice, dictates that

one should begin system

debugging only after the

pieces seem to work.

Return to the instant-turnaround capa-

bility of on-machine debugging has not yet

brought a return to the preplanning of

debugging sessions. In a sense such pre-

planning is not so necessary as before,

since machine time doesn’t waste away

while one sits and thinks.

Nevertheless, Gold’s interesting exper-

imental results show that three times as

much progress in interactive debugging is

made on the first interaction of each ses-

sion as on subsequent interactions.
18 This

strongly suggests that we are not realizing

the potential of interaction due to lack of

session planning. The time has come to

dust off the old on-machine techniques.

I find that proper use of a good terminal

system requires two hours at the desk for

each two-hour session on the terminal.

Half of this time is spent in sweeping up

after the last session: updating my debug-

ging log, filing updated program listings in

my system notebook, explaining strange

phenomena. The other half is spent in

preparation: planning changes and im-

provements and designing detailed test

for next time. Without such planning, it is

hard to stay productive for as much as two

hours. Without the post-session sweep-

up, it is hard to keep the succession of ter-

minal sessions systematic and forward-

moving.

Test cases. As for the design of actual

debugging procedures and test cases,

Gruenberger has an especially good trea-

ment,19 and there are shorter treatments

in other standard tests.
20,21

System Debugging
The unexpectedly hard part of build-

ing a programming system is system test. I

have already discussed some of the rea-

sons for both the difficulty and its unex-

pectedness. From all of that, one should

be convinced of two things: System debug-

ging will take longer than one expects, and

its difficulty justifies a thoroughly system-

atic and planned approach. Let us now see

what such an approach involves.
22

Use debugged components. Common
sense, if not common practice, dictates

that one should begin system debugging

only after the pieces seem to work.

Common practice departs from this in

two ways. First is the bolt-it-together-and-

try approach. This seems to be based on

the notion that there will be system (i.e.,

interface) bugs in addition to the compo-

nent bugs. The sooner one puts the pieces

together, the sooner the system bugs will

emerge. Somewhat less sophisticated is

the notion that by using the pieces to test

each other, one avoids a lot of test scaf-

folding. Both of these are obviously true,

but experience shows that they are not the

whole truth—the use of clean, debugged

components saves much more time in sys-

tem testing than that spent on scaffolding

and thorough component test.

A little more subtle is the "docu-

mented bug” approach. This says that a

component is ready to enter system test

when all the flaws are found, well before

the time when all are fixed. Then in sys-

tem testing, so the therory goes, one

knows the expected effects of these bugs

and can ignore those effects, concentrat-

ing on the new phenomena.

All this is just wishful thinking,

invented to rationalize away the pain of

slipped schedules. One does not know all

the expected effects of known bugs. If

things were straightforward, system test-

ing wouldn’t be hard. Furthermore, the

fixing of the documented component bugs

will surely inject unknown bugs, and then

system test is confused.

Build plenty of scaffolding. By scaffolding

I mean all programs and data built for

debugging purposes but never intended to

be in the final product. It is not unreason-

able for there to be half as much code in

scaffolding as there is in product.

One form of scaffolding is the dummy

component, which consists only of inter-

faces and perhaps some faked data or

some small test cases. For example, a sys-

tem may include a sort program which

isn’t finished yet. Its neighbors can be test-

ed by using a dummy program that merely

reads and tests the format of input data,

and spews out a set of well-formatted

meaningless but ordered data.

Another form is the miniature file. A
very common form of system bug is mis-

understanding of formats for tape and disk

files. So it is worthwhile to build some lit-

tle files that have only a few typical

records, but all the descriptions, pointers,

etc.

The limiting case of miniature file is

the dummy file, which really isn’t there at

all. OS/360’s Job Control Language pro-

vides such facility, and it is extremely use-

ful for component debugging.

Yet another form of scaffolding are

auxiliary programs. Generators for test

data, special analysis printouts, and cross-

reference table analyzers, are all examples

of the special-purpose jigs and fixtures

one may want to build.
23

Control changes. Tight control during test

is one of the impressive techniques of

hardware debugging, and it applies as

well to software systems.

First, somebody must be in charge. He
and he alone must authorize component

changes or substitution of one version for

another.

fixing of the documented

component bugs will

surely inject unknown
bugs.

Then, as discussed above, there must

be controlled copies of the system: one

locked-up copy of the latest versions, used

for component testing; one copy under

test, with fixes being installed; and play-

pen copies where each man can work

away on his component, doing both fixes

and extensions.

In System/360 engineering models, one

saw occasional strands of purple wire
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among the routine yellow wires. When a

bug was found, two things were done. A
quick fix was devised and installed on the

system, so testing could proceed. This

change was put on in purple wire, so it

stuck out like a sore thumb. It was entered

in the log. Meanwhile, an official change

document was prepared and started into

the design automation mill. Eventually

this resulted in updated drawings and

wire lists, and a new back panel in which

the change was implemented in printed

circuitry or yellow wire. Now the physical

model and the paper were together again,

and the purple wire was gone.

Programming needs a purple-wire

technique, and it badly needs tight control

and deep respect for the paper that ulti-

mately is the product. The vital ingredi-

ents of such technique are the logging of

all changes in a journal and the distinc-

tion, carried conspicuously in source

code, between quick patches and thought-

through, tested, documented fixes.

Add one component at a time. This pre-

cept, too, is obvious, but optimism and

laziness tempt us to violate it. To do it

requires dummies and other scaffolding,

and that takes work. After all, perhaps all

that work won’t be needed? Perhaps there

are no bugs?

No! Resist the temptation! That is what

systematic system testing is all about. One
must assume that there will be lots of

bugs, and plan an orderly procedure for

snaking them out. /PC
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TECMAR
THE

BEHINDTHE PC

IN THE COMPLEX PRODUCT MARKET OF
IBM PC ENHANCEMENTS, NO ONE OFFERS:
• More complete IBM PC expandability
• More solutions to today’s business and technical computing problems
• More assurance of future compatibility with the next generation of technology
• More product reliability

TECMAR IS THE SAFE DECISION FOR TOMORROW’S PRODUCTS

TEGVMR THE ONLY NAME YOU’LL NEED TO KNOW
CIRCLE 494 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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FIRSTFROMTECMAR
$795"°

MEMORY

PARALLEL PORT

CLOCK/CALENDAR SERIAL PORT

SERIAL PORTS

$295°°

CLOCK/CALENDAR

PARALLEL
PORTS

CAPTAIN™
Provides the entire maximum 384K memory expan-
sion for the PC XT or 384K extra RAM for the PC

TECMAR’S TOP OF THE LINE
MULTI FUNCTION BOARD
Performs eight (8) key functions in one (1) expan-
sion slot with upgradeable (expandable) memory.

•0 to 384K MEMORY - fully socketed for easy
field upgrade

•CLOCK/CALENDAR with easily replaceable
battery for back-up

• SERIAL PORT for communications — PC
compatible (COM1, COM2)

• PARALLEL PORT for printer - PC compatible
(LPT1, LPT2)

• RAMSPOOLER - easy to use • allows printing

to become background task - choice of 8
memory sizes

• SPEED DISK - simulates ultra high speed disk
• AUTO-TIME - provides automatic insertion of

date and time at power on
•Accepts exclusive PAL Option to restrict

certain Information on a "need to know" basis
or to protect software

• Includes all connectors and cables
• Compatible with COMPAQ personal computer.

1st MATE™
$31 9/Unpopulated Memory
S389/64K $46911 28K
$539/1 92K S589/256K
Performs eight (8) key functions (same as the
Captain).

Versatile - each 64K fully addressable.

These features are the same as described for the
Captain.

• MEMORY
• CLOCK/CALENDAR
• SERIAL PORT
• PARALLEL PORT

RAMSPOOLER
SPEED DISK
AUTOTIME
PAL

2nd MATE™
A wide range of I/O options - 4 ports with a
clock/calendar when memory is not necessary.

•Two (2) SERIAL PORTS for communications,
quality printers, modems — PC compatible
(COM1, COM2 or other)

• Two (2) PARALLEL PORTS for printers — PC
compatible (LPT1, LPT2 or other)

• CLOCK/CALENDAR with easily replaceable bat-

tery for back-up
• Accepts exclusive PAL Option to restrict infor-

mation on a ‘need to know' basis or to protect
software

•Two (2) cables • one (1) serial, one (1) parallel

-included

•Compatible with Tl Professional (requires

special software) and COMPAQ personal
computers



PC mates™ -a complete series of multi-function
MEMORY/COMMUNICATIONS BOARDS THAT GIVE YOU
TOTAL VERSATILITY TO CONFIGURE YOUR SYSTEM.

3rd MATE™
ON-BOARD MODEM
AND I/O OPTIONS
Pulse-dialing supported with no external

cables or wiring. All you need is a phone jack.

• MODEM - 300 Baud. Bell 103, auto-dial,

pulse-dialing supported, on board
• SERIAL PORT - for additional communica-

tions - PC compatible (COM1, COM2 or

other)
• Two (2) PARALLEL PORTS for printers -

PC compatible (LPT1, LPT2 or other)
• CLOCK/CALENDAR with easily replaceable

battery for back-up
• Designed to accept exclusive PAL Option to

restrict certain information on a "need to

know” basis or to protect software
• Two (2) cables - one (1) serial, one (1)

parallel - included
• Compatible with Tl Professional and
COMPAQ personal computers

PORTS

$44500

MODEM

Scribe Tender™
Combines three (3) IBM options on one (1)

multi-function board

• Two (2) asynchronous SERIAL PORTS
identical to IBM ports, (COM1. COM2 or

other) fully programmable
• Complete status reporting

• One (1) PARALLEL PORT emulates IBM
printer adapter board, (LPT1) including soft-

ware capability

• Compatible with Tl Professional and
COMPAQ personal computers

Triporter™
Designed to provide easy access to the con-

nectors on multi-function boards, such as the

Tecmar Scribe Tender, 1st MATE, 2nd MATE,
3rd MATE. Provides for mounting of up to

four (4) male or female DB25 connectors on
back of IBM PC or Tecmar Expansion
Chassis slot. (Cables $25 extra)

• Easy to install

• Accommodates 26 conductor cables
• Mounts in expansion slot opening
• Housed in steel case

$9500

THE TECMAR PRODUCT LINE ADVANTAGES
• All Tecmar products carry a full one (1) year warranty

• Guaranteed 72 hour repair service (24 hour average)
• Total compatibility with IBM PC and all Tecmar products
• Proven reliability

• Strong manufacturer's support with immediate access to

Customer Service
• Largest selection of IBM PC compatible products in the world

TEGVMR
6225 Cochran Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44139
Phone: 216-349-0600 Telex: 466692

Most products compatible with Compaq, Columbia and Tl PCs
CIRCLE 4% ON READER SERVICE CARD
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complete with
controller & cartridge

This is the breakthrough in

storage that IBM PC people
have been waiting for. as
Tecmar engineering keeps
you moving ahead.

• the new SyQuest
5 Megabyte removable
cartridge Winchester disk

drive
• complete, easily installed

in IBM PC or available in

IBM-compatible Tecmar
expansion chassis

• new Tecmar superspeed
controller

• Tecmar disk sharing for up to

4 IBM PCs
• your best solution for mass
storage, and the most
sensible back-up system
available.

We believe this is the future

in storage because we have
proved its reliability and
its advantages. The new
removable cartridge gives
you unlimited memory at a
lower price tag than the basic
Winchester at comparable
speed
S/I70K completewith
^ 1 /VO controller & cartridge

AVAILABLE NOW AT YOUR TECMAR DEALER

TECMAR COMPATIBILITY, VERSATILITY,
RELIABILITY, AFFORDABILITY,
RESPONDABILITY
The first and only complete line of fully

compatible expansion options for IBM
PCs, Including every type of disk drive

FIRST
FROM

TECMAR

NEW
REMOVABLE
CARTRIDGE
WINCHESTER

NEW SHARED WINCHESTER PC-MATE
Our new GT subsystem upgrades our

original with 3 times faster speed, sharing

for up to 4 IBM PCs Controller Board
available for upgrade on trade-in

Write for new Tecmar Information Kit

TEGM/tR
Personal Computer Products Division

6225 Cochran Road
Cleveland. Ohio 44139

Phone 216-349-0600/Telex 466692

PC-MATE FLOPPY
Controller Board will handle 5'/.i" and 8"

disks. Winchesters can be installed in our
floppy subsystem cabinet

CIRCLE 4**7 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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! 5 MEGABYTE REMOVEABLE
> CARTRIDGE WINCHESTER
I FOR BACK-UP SI 995.00

) Comes in IBM-Compatible/PC-MATE
I Mini-cabinet complete with soft-

i ware, power supply, controller

> and cables.

) Can be used as the stand-alone

1 primary high capacity storage
) device

1 New! Tecmar Tape Back-Up
) Coming Soon



TECMAR’S AFFORDABLE
INDUSTRIAL/SCIENTIFIC LINE

FOR THE IBM PC

CONFIDENCE IS NO EXTRA CHARGE.
COMPATIBLE
All TECMAR products are designed
to be fully compatible with each
other and the IBM PC for smooth,
trouble-free performance in your

system.

SUPPORTABLE
Our philosophy of total support adds
uncommon value to your TECMAR
products. All TECMAR boards feature

a one-year warranty, with guaranteed
72-hour maximum repair turnaround

on all standard products. Replace-
ment loaner units are available,

Thorough and straightforward docu-
mentation comes with each unit. Our
customer service staff is available to

answer questions or solve your

problems.

IEEE483 INTERFACE $395
plus SOFTWARE $95

Board Implements IEEE488 industry standard to

enable PC to operate as system' controller or

as an addressed talker, listener. Has DMA and
Interrupt capabilities. Available library of

machine-language subroutines called from

BASIC or FORTRAN for data transactions with

GPIB. Order *20030 INTERFACE. *30030
SOFlWARt

LAB MASTER ' $995

;A sophisticated system that includes 16

mels of 12-bit A/D with a 30KHz conversion

|ate. two channels of 12-bit D/A. five timer/

iters, and three 8-bit parallel ports Options

Include programmable gain up to 1000. 14-

and 16>-bit accuracy. 40 and 100 KHz con-

version, up to 256 channels. Order *20009

EXPANDABLE
Our products allow easy expand-
ability, so your system capabilities

can grow with your needs.

There's more! TECMAR's broad line

of compatible IBM PC Industrial/

Scientific products includes:

• High Resolution Graphics
• 5J4" and 8" Floppy Disc Controller

• Video Digitizer

• Video Cassette Recorder Controller

• Speech Synthesizer

• Voice Recognition
• D/A Converter
• Stepper Motor Controller

• EPROM or EEPROM Programmer/
Reader

• Static RAM/ROM
• CMOS Memory

LAB TENDER"1 $495

An economical and versatile system designed
tor data acquisition and control applications,

with 32 channels of 8-bit A/D conversion. 16

channels of 8-bit D/A conversion, five timers,

and three 8 bit parallel ports. Order *20028

BASE BOARD v $345

Digital Input/Digital Output board with four

f .
sections of 24 DI/DO lines. Each section can
be used as a stand-alone DI/DO interface or

with a daughter board for prototyping or

ific functions such as opto- isolated input

Of opto isolated output Order *20025

We are proud to offer the largest line of options available anywhere for

the IBM PersonalComputer All Tecmar products are designed with

advanced technology as it becomes available We add new products

monthly, like the PC-MATE removable Cartridge Winchester drive. TECMAR
offers complete reliability and backs it up with support.

PfRSONAl COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION

6225 Cochran Road
Cleveland. Ohio 44139
Phone: 216-349-0600/Telex 466692

wiiwij i ryiv/iva ’iciiuuiiuy ui iu uuv

TEGVMR

Call or write for

the latest catalog
of PC-MATE

peripherals from

TECMAR. Updated
continuously as

new products

come on-line.

CIRCLE 499 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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PCMATE
SOLUTION-ORIENTED

DESIGN
WITH THE USER IN MIND

A FULL LINE OF PROBLEM SOLVERS
i

SPEECH MASTER S395

For any application where verbal

e has proven most effective

the VOTRAX phoneme-level

synthesizer for unlimited

abulary and the NATIONAL
lary-level synthesizer for

snylhesis of high-quality with

vocabulary Features an on-

board speaker with provision for exter-

nal speaker or amplifier

TEGVMR - THE ONLY NAME YOU NEED TO KNOW
CIRCLE 500 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DIGITAL TO ANALOG AND
DIGITAL INPUT/OUTPUT

S395

Thw accurate, high-speed unit has

lour (4) independent channels ot 1? h i

diqitaMo-anatoq conversion that can

tie double blift.-eo (all four (4» output

Channels change simultaneously! with

three (3) S-brt parallel ports Can con

.1 trot up to 24 digital devices

DEVICE MASTER S245
plus SOFTWARE S35

Can be used for energy management
. fecurity

,

or just tor convenience This

interface for the BSR X-10 unit turns

jalectrical outlets on or off and dims
its without additional wiring ll uses

direct AC connection, avoiding

_ I fo the computer Contains a

A/calendar with alarm and battery

£38

hted



ELAN Extended Locall
NETWORKING
• Ethernet
• Electronic mail
• Device sharing
• No dedicated server

required

• Floppys not required

in single node
• Remote job execution
• File lock out
• Password protection

TELEPHONE
SUPPORT
available through
modem board)
• Autodial - with ex-

tended telephone
numbers

• Call Forwarding
• Length Of Call

Indicator

• Directory Support
- with unlimited

number storage
• Message Support -

either leave or ob-

tain messages.
Receive messages
remotely

• The modem board,

with a handset,

substitutes for a

telephone

SECRETARY $1695’
• Ethernet Link
• Ethernet Companion
• ELAN Software

EXECUTIVE $2995’
•Ethernet Link

•Ethernet Companion
•Modem (300 Baud) 1

•Voice Recognition
• Microphone
• ELAN Software

'With 1st MATE, 2nd MATE, or

3rd MATE in Station

'Option: 1200 Baud Modem
•ELAN (formerly ComNet)

MODEM
• Gateway to other

networks
• Electronic mail
• Device sharing
• Remote job execution
• File lock out
• Password protection

•300 to 1200 baud
modems available

• Data in network can
be obtained by
decoding touch-tone
sequence or through
voice recognition

prompt
• Respond to remote
terminal

• Access dictating

systems on network.

Control them by
touch-tone decoding

• Programs or

calculator can be
used remotely The
touch-tone keypad
can be used to pro-

vide numeric input to

programs or the

calculator from a
remote site (programs
are loaded by
decoding touch-tone

sequences).

VOICE
• Voice mail
• Voice annotated text
• Voice messages

VOICE
RECOGNITION
• Transparent

keyboard. Speak
instead of type

ELAN: THE MOST POWERFUL
ELAN is designed to meet your total communica-
tion needs, including computer to computer
(networking), person-to-computer and person-to-
person communication requirements for data
and voice.

The network employs the Industry-standard high
speed Ethernet protocol, which permits a
number of IBM PC’s to be linked together by or-

dinary thin coaxial cable. In addition to his own
computer’s power, a user has the availability of

other devices which are also attached to the cable
- such as various printers, large disks, etc.

All versions of ELAN include an Ethernet inter-

face and equipment to convert voice into data
and back again. This enables one to give and
receive spoken messages from any location. The
SECRETARY is the basic system with these
features.

Copyrighted m;



Area Network from TECMAR
DICTATING
SYSTEM
• Control the

Pearlcorder X-02 or

XR dictating system
from keyboard,

footpedal, or remote
telephone keypad.

Dictate to the net-

work from anywhere
in the U.S. or Canada.

FOOT PEDAL
SUPPORT
• Controls dictating

system
• Controls response to

voice recognition

SOFTWARE
• Time Management -

alerts you to ap-

pointments at any
station you are

logged onto
• Message Manage-
ment - either elec-

tronic mail or voice
• Clock/Calendar -

either visual or

audible

• Calculator - either

visual or audible
• Voice Management •

oversees voice mail,

voice message and
voice annotated text

operations

These software

packages can be
operated through
voice recognition

with voice output,

through the tele-

phone keypad with

voice output or

through the IBM PC
keyboard

NETWORK FOR THE IBM PC
The MANAGER system adds a modem which can
turn the PC into a telephone if a separate hand-
set is added. The modem enables the MANAGER
to receive unattended voice and data from any
telephone in the U.S. or Canada. The MANAGER
can accept commands by decoding the tones in

the telephone keypad.

The EXECUTIVE is the most complete Implemen-
tation of ELAN, adding computer recognition of

spoken commands. An executive might phone
the PC to leave or retrieve messages or request
specific information. The PC, in a spoken voice,

can request the user’s access code or offer a list

of options the user can select. The EXECUTIVE
can then key In answers or commands with the
phone’s tone dialing buttons, or may simply
speak his response to the computer.

MANAGER $1995’
• Ethernet Link
• Ethernet Companion
• Modem (300 Baud)’
• ELAN Software

THE POWER BEHIND THE PC

HARDWARE

ETHERNET LINK
Permits communications between com-
puters at extremely high speeds (10

Mbits per second). The transmission
mode is through single video coaxial

cable with easy-to-use BNC connectors.

ETHERNET COMPANION
Performs the function of voice digitization

and voice replay, dictation machine con-

trol and foot pedal control. Also contains

interface for mouse.

MODEM
103(300 Baud) $295
21 2A (1200 Baud) $695
• 103 (300 Baud) or 212A (300 or 1200 Baud)
• Pulse/tone automatic dialer

• Dual tone DTMF receiver (decodes
touch tones)

•Auxiliary voice circuit

• Auxiliary, optically coupled, ring indicator

output (capable of being used for auto
power-on)

•Can replace telephone with the addition

of a handset

VOICE RECOGNITION $995
MICROPHONE $170
User-dependent 100 word recognition

(200 words optional) with 98% accuracy.

Permits computer to respond to voice input.

TEGH/4R 7

Tecmar, Inc.

6225 Cochran Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44139

Phone: 349-0600 Telex: 466692

CIRCLE 4*5 ON RKADFR SERVICE CARD
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Introduce yourIBM-PC
to a fast-talking card sharp.

Copyrighted



The IDEAComm 1200: East, reliable communications
on a plug-in card.

Now you don’t need an external modem to get 1200

baud communications capability for your IBM-PC. The

IDEAComm 1200 is an integral modem that combines

the functions of an in-board asynchronous communica-

tions card and an out-board modem in one integrated

plug-in unit. Snap it into an expansion slot, plug in a

modular telephone jack, and you have direct 1200

or 300 baud communications without the confu-

sion and added expense of external boxes and

cables. And there are no switches to set; the speed

is software-selectable or automatically selected by

the card. Plus, we’ve designed in outstanding relia-

bility: four powerful on-board microprocessors

replace conventional analog circuitry with digital

precision and reliability.

One Card That’s a Great Deal

The fast-talking IDEAComm 1200 is one

sharp card; it eliminates the need for an external

modem, gives you 1200/300 baud communica-

tions capability with the exceptional reliability of

digital design; provides an additional plug so

you don’t lose regular telephone voice communi-

cations; and includes a standard RS232C inter-

face and oonnector that can be used as an

additional serial port. All for only S545. Thats about the

oost of a conventional external modem alone, saving

you the entire cost of the internal asynchronous card.

One Card Gives You a Ml Hand
The IDEAComm

1200 oomes com-

plete with software

diskette enabling

easy, menu-driven

selection of all

IDE Software

"The IDEAboard"

Technical Sp>ecifications

Speed

0-300 bps or 1200 bps

Data Format

Serial, binary. 7-8

data bits. 1-2 stop bits

Dialing Capability

Riuch Tbne (TM) or

rotary dial pulse

Operation

Rill Duplex

IBM Port

COM 1

Modem
Compatibility

Bell System 103 or

212A in both Originate

and Answer mode

Physical Data

3.9' x 10.8' x .6'

(one card slot)

communications, autodial, and auto log-on procedures,

and easy recall at the touch of a single key. It also allows

the IDEAComm 1200 to work with most other terminal

emulation packages—including

IBM Comm 2.0 communications

software.

We've Stacked Our Deck With

Better Ideas

IDE’s Better Ideas for your

IBM-PC include expansion memory boards,

“The EDEABoard” combination boards, fixed or

removable Winchester disk drives for either inter-

nal or external mounting, and printer spooler

and RAMFloppy disk emula-

tion software. Wfe have Better

Ideas on product support, too.

Superb technical support and

documentation, including full

programming specifications for

the IDEAComm 1200 ... an

aggressive pricing policy ... a

unique upgrade policy that lets

1

you trade up any IDE product

for another in our line . . . and our full year warranty.

Get the IMA
Tb see IDEs Better Ideas for yourself, contact any of

the knowledgeable dealers listed below. If there is no list-

ing for a dealer near you, call us. Wll provide you with

the name of your near-

est dealer or take your

order over the phone.

1-800-257-5027

(In Massachusetts, call

617-2754430) Removable Winchester disk drive

IfAssociates
Better ideas for personal computers.

IDEAssodates, Inc. 7 Oak Park Drive, Bedford, MA 01730

IDE Dealers: Alaska VFM Electronics, Fairbanks Anaxia. Abbot Data Products. Glendale. Computer Emporium. Thcson California. Q-Bits, Mountain View; Stoneware Ltd . La Jolla Connecticut; The Computer Establish-

ment. Old Saybrook, MicroAge. Danbury; American Business Computers, Groton; Creative Systems. E Granby Hawaii ftnpherals Hawaii. Kahuku Illinois DM Micro Systems. Collinsville Iowa ComputerLand. Des Moines

Kansas: Conputype. Manhattan Massachusetts Arty Corporation. Cambridge. TEK Microsystems. Boston Michigan The Computer Mtbrkshop, Houghton; ThinsNational Cotp , Hoy, Computer Rentals. Royal Oak Minne-

sota Computer Depoi/Daytons Computer Centers. Minneapolis. St. Paul. Bumsvilk- Center. Ridgedak, Rosedale. Southdale Nebraska ComputerLand. Lincoln. ComputerLand, Omaha New fork future Data, NYC; Oppenhetmer

Software. NYC; Yankee Computer Services, Putnam Valiev North Carolina Surveyors Supply. Apex. Computer South. Charlotte, Microcomputer Sales. Fayetteville; The Computer Exchange. Durham Ohio: L’-Compute. Tbledo

Oklahoma Advanced Financial Ichnology. Oklahoma City. Biologic Instruments. Stillwater ftnnsyhania Software Protections. Inc . Flounnwn South Carolina Berrys Office Automation, Lugoff South Dakota Computer

Terminal, Sioux falls Tennessee FICON. Nashville Tfexas: MicroSpec. Piano. Video Station, Plano, Southwest Automation. Houston Utah: tteidner Communications Corp.. Provo Virginia Micro Solutions. Reston

Washington THecalc, Seattle

International Distributors: .Austria, Switzerland. VXfest Germany Computer 2000 GmbH. Munich United Kingdom KPG-Hardware House. London France: Micro Connection International. Paris Israel O.D C. Systems, Natanya



ItAmPtUf Multifunctions Dealers and distributors call VITEK toll-free, (800) 237-3443. In r

California, call (800) 237-7290.

nfimmuf
ujith

Memory Mopping

' 3 keep poce
uuith new software

ond yc jr mcreos mg
need fc r more user

W memory. we designed
"

the RRMPtUS™ multi- .

function memory boord
to accept either the ||

64H RAM chips or the £03
new 256K RAA/\.UUhen

the 256K RAMihips ar- "jMg
rive, you'll be reedy
with RRMPUJR™ ‘ ^

Also, our exclusive

Memory Mopping fea-

ture solves the problem
of reserved memory
spoce in the IBM PC ond
allows you to use o full

megabyte of RAM on one *

circuit boord. tile'll be glodt

to explain our Memoryt,
Mopping feature in more <

detail. Asti for Technical I

Note No. 2871-1.

See your dealer for orders and information r

about RAMPIUS and our other PC Com-

puter Components - CombiboardT 1

Fleximem™ Digiboard™ Digiquad™
1

and DynadskT «Bto tto Ob WM

1 64K-256K expansion memory Or contact us directly. .>

(expandable to 1 megabyte with 256K chips)

• Serial port - RS-232 compatible
• Parallel printer port - IBM hardware and software

compatible

• Clock/calendar with battery backup

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Cap. RAMPLUS,

Combiboard, Fleximem, Digquad, and Cynadisk ate trademarks of Raytronics.

\\\aytronics
(800) 854-1085

4901 Morena Blvd., Bldg. 900, San Diego, CA 92117
CIRCLE 431 ON READER SERVICE CARD



MARKETPLACE/COREY SANDLER

The best consultants excuse themselves when they're

not needed. To locate the best, be prepared: Ask lots

of questions.

How To Choose

A Consultant
You absolutely need a computer, right? looking for a consultant.” hardware. It is, after all, the software that

Everyone else has one, so why not you? PC Magazine spoke to two consultants is the real interface between the user and

And you’ve seen those ads on television— who specialize in the micro and minicom- the system. A consultant should be able to

the one where the poor guy with the 85 file puter field—We’ll call them “Tom” and make that connection as “friendly” as pos-

cabinets full of accounts payable brings in “Jerry.” sible by writing an original program, or

a tiny desktop personal computer. He just Engaging a consultant, Tom said, can adapting an existing one to your particular

presses a button and everything is fixed range from buying dinner for a knowl- needs. Another advantage of customiza-

instantly, and it’s time to head off for Aru- edgeable friend to paying for an hour or tion may be the ability to “migrate” data

ba with the new blonde from personnel. two of office time (at a cost of perhaps from an existing system to your new sys-

Maybe. But if your problems are that $200) to a full-blown analysis, proposal, tem, or to set up your new system so that it

severe and your need that great, and if purchase, and installation agreement, may one day be upgraded,

time and money are that tight, perhaps which could run several thousand dollars “Anybody who can’t find a software

you should consider hiring a consultant, over and above the cost of hardware and package that meets his needs, or who
“People who are confident and knowl- software. locates one but can’t find out if it will do

edgeable about what they want, or people “If you're considering buying a PC, or what he wants it to, should get some
who are looking for a computer to do more than one PC, that’s $5,000, maybe help,” Jerry said. “For example, I would
applications like word processing or sim- $10,000 or more,” Tom said. “A $200 con- never install a full accounting system

pie spreadsheet work, for which software suiting bill is not out of line to make sure without a consultant.”

is readily available, probably don’t need you get the right equipment, is it?”

help,” said one computer consultant. “On Both consultants stressed, though, that Sending Out an SOS
the other hand, if you can’t get the help the emphasis is too often on the hardware. Consultants are not as easy to find as

you want in a computer store, or if your In a custom installation, the cost of soft- the neighborhood computer store. At least

requirements are special, you should start ware can be two and three times that of the not yet. You may find some listings in the
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Information Managomont

n
MODULES

[71 Mambarshlp
1 Modulo

|2l Stowardahlp
1 Modulo

[3] Communications— and Cataloging
Modulo

[4] Spiritual Growth
Modulo

[9] Outroach Modulo

[Si Church Dlacovary
Modulo

Demo Packages
available for

Modules 1 , 2, 3

written in...

dBASE II™
TM*

8 and 16 BIT,CP/M compatible

DEALER INQUIRIES
WELCOME

1-800-ADAM 222
(1

-800 -232-6222 )

I laar/' A User Lovin'A Software ™

Information SysTtMS
P.O. Box 450125

Atlanta, Georgia 30345
(404) 329-0091

Your Software Guardian, ADAM II A
Uaar Lovin' Software are trademarks of

Omega Information Systems
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phone book, or you may find some sugges-

tions from area retailers, hardware or soft-

ware manufacturers or distributors, or

through user's groups. But the most likely

route is by reference from customers.

"You'll find a consultant the same way

you find a lawyer or an accountant," Tom
said. "Find someone who has used a con-

sultant and seek a recommendation."

Once you’ve located one or more can-

didates, ask them for names of clients, too.

"Be sure the reference he gives you is a

valid one. without any bias," Tom said.

Educational and professional creden-

tials are worth investigating. There are

groups such as the Independent Computer

Consultants Association (P.O. Box 27412,

St. Louis. MO 63141), or the Data Process-

ing Management Association (505 Busse

Highway, Park Ridge, IL 60068) that may
be of some help in making selections.

JLOU'LLFIND
a consultant the same
way you find a lawyer

or an accountant.

The most important thing, though,

according to Jerry, is to ask, "Has this per-

son done exactly the sort of work I’m look-

ing for?" and "What do his clients say

about his performance?" You should seek

a face-to-face meeting with the consultant.

"You’ve got to find someone who is very

compatible with you," Tom said.

Jerry stressed the importance of con-

centrating on the consultant's attention to

the details of your business. "Of course,

what he knows about the technical side is

important; but at least as important is

what he knows about your business. And
also, consider what he does after the ini-

tial meeting. Does he send you a memo
confirming the details of your discussion,

laying out what he can do for you, and

including prices? He should be able to be

very specific, because that is what you are

looking for."

Beginning to Consult

Your first conversation with the con-

sultant should include a frank and clear
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The Independent
Computer
Consultants
Association

Help! A nationwide

association that can offer

assistance in finding a

consultant.

The Independent Computer Consultants

Association, which represents more than

3500 consultants in 1100 companies

across the country, can offer assistance in

finding a computer consultant, according

to Steve Epner, founder of the group.

Local chapters can refer you to members,

or the national office can try and help you

directly.

“We do not allow as a member any-

body whose major business is selling

hardware or software." Epner said. "We
define a consultant as an independent

who provides advice to the public for a

fee.”

Epner offered a few words of free

advice. "You should pick a consultant the

same way you would hire a high-level

employee." he said. "You're bringing

somebody in to help you, and this per-

son's actions may affect the financial via-

bility of your company. If you were going

to hire an executive vice president or a

new president, you would go out and

interview people, you would talk to refer-

ences. you would look at what kind of

work the candidates have done in the past.

You should do the same kind of thing with

a consultant."

According to Epner, checking refer-

ences is an art. "No one is going to give

you a bad reference. Let’s start out by

assuming that the consultant is halfway

intelligent. You know that when you call,

the reference is going to say that your can-

didate did a good job. What you want to

say is, ‘How did the person work? Did he

like to hold meetings early in the morn-

ing? Was he always on time? Did he pre-

pare neat reports or was everything done

orally?' Find out whether the work habits

of the consultant match those of the com-

pany."

The Independent Computer Consul-

tants Association can be reached by writ-

ing: P.O. Box 27412. St. Louis. MO
63141. —Karen Cook.

t



discussion of what you are proposing to

purchase:

• Are you seeking advice on buying a sys-

tem? You should establish the hourly rate

the consultant will charge to analyze your

needs, to draw up specifications, to make
recommendations on sources, and for oth-

er services he will provide.

w,EDONOT
allow as a member

anybody whose major
business is selling

hardware or software.

• Are you looking for special services? Do
you need help in drawing up a plan for

internal review and approval? Do you

want assistance in dealing with ven-

dors?

• Are you looking for custom program-

ming? You will be buying the consultant’s

time as an analyst, his (or his staff’s) pro-

gramming time, and the installation of the

software and necessary training.

• Are you asking the consultant to pro-

vide a “turnkey” installation? In this case

the consultant will do the analysis, make
recommendations on hardware and soft-

ware, adapt the software to write original

code if needed, install the equipment and

software, and train the users.

Fees for services are completely nego-

tiable, with consulting work typically

billed at a rate ranging from $25 per hour

to several hundred dollars per hour,

depending upon location, the degree of

expertise of the consultant, and the nature

of service to be provided. Programming

time is typically billed at about $40 per

hour.

You should also be clear on who will

be working with you. Sometimes the per-

son who makes the presentation is not the

person who will be doing the consulting

work. This is particularly true in larger

operations, which may have staffers who
specialize only in closing deals.

Reducing the Price

“The more preparation you do before

you walk in the door, the cheaper it will be

to walk out,” said Jerry. Bring as much raw

data as you can collect: the number of

files, the number of users, dollar volumes,

the number of pages of word processing or

printing, the types of forms involved, the

sort of information you need to collect or

analyze. If the consultant has to pry this

information from you or your staff, or if he

has to count the files himself, “it’s like

paying the taxi to wait,” Jerry said.

Another factor you should consider is

the amount of time the consultant will

require of you and your staff. This is a

sometimes overlooked expense, and one

that should be weighed in your decision

making. Is it cheaper to use your resources

or those of the consultant?

This sort of decision is particularly

important when setting up a database or

other applications that may require the

conversion of noncomputerized files.

“Don’t pay a consultant $10 per hour to

have him hire someone to enter data, if

you can have it done for $3.50 per hour,”

Jerry said.

Buying Hardware
The consultant might offer to sell you

the hardware and software as well as giv-

ing advice. This is an area where you’ll

have to make a judgment: Do you believe

the consultant is fairly representing your

interests?

NcO ONE IS

going to give you a bad
reference.

Buying through the consultant should

not increase your costs, by the way. In fact,

some consultants are able to offer dis-

counts from list price. Like a travel agent

or an interior decorator, the consultant

typically receives a commission from the

seller, not the buyer. The seller may be a

retail operation or it may be the manufac-

turer or distributor, and the commission

can range from one-third to one-half of the

list price.

“The money for a consultant is not in

the hardware sale,” said Tom. “I don’t

want the price of the computer to come

between me and my client. My income

Introducing the

Computer
Learning
Revolution.

VIDEO
TAPE!

There's a revolutionary new way to
learn about personal computers—per-
sonalized learning on video tape. You
learn at your own pace,.in the comfort
and privacy of your home or office, and
in less than an hour. It's that easy!

LEARNING CONCEPT: INTRODUCTION
TO PERSONAL COMPUTERS (No. 425).
You learn all about personal com-

puters—how to use them in your home or
business—as well as spreadsheets, word pro-

cessing. graphics and much more. It comes
with a Quick Reference Guide containing a
comprehensive glossary and facts on pro-

grams and programming.

LEARNING CONCEPT: THE VISICALC
PROGRAM (No. 325).
You learn VisiCalc step-by-step by working

along with the video tape. You get the ex-

perience and practice you need to make
VisiCalc work for your own unique re-

S
uirements. Comes with a Quick Reference
iuide with reference charts and summaries

of every VisiCalc command.

The video tapes are professionally pro-

duced to the highest industry standards and
fit all popular video tape recorders.

MLC—the leader in video

tape training for personal
computers. Look for our
complete line of LEARNING
CONCEPT training products
at your local Store Or order The Learning Company

direct.

TO ORDER or for more information write

us or call today.

'VisiCalc is a trademark of Visicorp.

MICRO LEARNING CONCEPTS. INC.
380 Lexington Avenue. Suite 1 208
New York. N Y. 10017
Tel: 212/687 0066

Yes! I'm interested:

Send me more information.

Send (Quant.) No. 425 Learning
Concept: Introduction to Personal
Computers—

®

$99.95.

Send (Quant.) No. 325 Learning
Concept: The VisiCalc Program—
® $99.95.

Check Format: Beta VHS
(add $30.).

Please add $2.50 for postage and handling.
Enclose check or money order. N.Y.S. resi-

dent add sales tax. C.O.D. accepted.

L

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP.

Dealer inquiries invited

I

I

J
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comes from the consulting side.”

Along the same vein, Tom suggested

that the consumer not tie the hardware

purchase to the cost of consulting. Treat

each element separately to get the best

deal—and maintain the best relation-

ship.

The Consultant as Shopper
Some people who know what they

want—either as the result of their own
investigation or after consultation—will

hire a consultant as an expert on shop-

ping.

‘i’ve had people ask me to go to stores

with them,” Jerry said. “In fact, I went to

one store as my client. I had the salesman

try to sell me a multi-PC system with non-

existent software. 1 went back and told my
client to forget that guy.”

Another service a consultant might

provide is to assist you in obtaining ser-

vice on hardware or software. Of course, if

you buy hardware from a consultant, he is

usually obligated to service it during a

warranty period, but you may be able to

get your consultant to arbitrate between

you and a manufacturer for any equip-

ment or software you own.

Striking the Bargain
When you’ve decided to engage a con-

CConsultants'
wives have it no better

than doctors' wives.

sultant for anything more than a few hours

of conversation, you should take the time

to get a statement in writing of the work to

be done, together with a formal legal con-

tract outlining duties, full specifications,

responsibilities, and charges. The contract

should state all of the following:

• Who will own the finished software?

(You might be better off leasing or renting

software which usually ensures technical

support, rather than purchasing it out-

right. Such an arrangement may also offer

you tax advantages. On the other hand, if

you want to own software outright, make
certain your agreement states that as a

condition.)

• Who will maintain software and hard-

ware?

• Will the consultant be on call to help

with emergencies or ordinary problems?

For what period of time? Will there be

additional charges?

• What kind of warranties are offered on

the software? On the hardware?

• What kind of training will personnel be

given? Will refresher courses be offered at

a later date? How about new courses for

new employees? At what cost?

Some companies have found it to their

advantage to place a consultant on retain-

er, guaranteeing access when needed.

Such an agreement should also be spelled

out in advance.

‘Tve been tracked down by clients

while I was on a vacation,” Jerry said.

For Systems on the Move
Military Type Transit Cases with heavy duty aluminum construction. The inte-

rior features custom fitted cushion arrangements for IBM and other PC com-

ponents.
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“I've gotten calls in the middle of the

night. Consultants' wives have it no better

than doctors' wives.”

Both consultants recommended that

you not pay for a full package of services

in a lump sum. Payment should be spread

out over the course of the agreement,

based on agreed-upon milestones. For

example, portions of the bill could be paid

on completion of an analysis, drawing of

specifications, delivery of equipment, in-

stallation of software, and completion of

training.

Believe it or not both Tom and Jerry

said they had at one time or another sent

away a client without a computer.

"I had a Broadway casting agent ask me
for help,” Tom said. ‘He had thousands of

index cards with information about actors

and he wanted a computer cross-refer-

ence. I figured out it would cost him 30

cents to a dollar for each card transferred

over to the computer, while throwing the

cards in a file cabinet was free. His budget

couldn’t stand it.

“I have a friend with a drugstore,” he

continued, “who set up to record every

transaction on a micro. It worked out well

when he went home every night and

recorded them on the computer himself.

But he wasn't making any more money for

finding his customers' files faster. His

Payment
should be spread out

over the course of the

agreement.

computer didn’t bring him an extra dollar

in revenue.”

“You have to look at the payback. If

you can’t answer basic questions on total

cost and return on investment, then you

need help, and you need to listen to a con-

sultant's advice."

There are also clients who have wasted

money, even with the assistance of a con-

sultant. "There’s one client I had who was

so thick-headed and obstinate he refused

to learn to use the computer," Jerry said.

“I’m sure his $10,000 system is just sitting

under a desk somewhere today."

If you are to believe all of the advertise-

ments for computers and software, the

days of the microcomputer consultant

would seem to be numbered. Are consul-

tants on their way to obsolescence?

“IBM took the Little Tramp and said,

‘This is Everyman’s Computer.’ The PC
raises everyone’s expectations," Tom
said. “It makes some things very simple.

But you still can’t press a button that says

‘sort
’

"

“The day when any of the program gen-

erators really work, and the day when
computers are so cheap you can throw one

away if it doesn’t do what you want it to,

consultants will be on their way out," he

continued. “That’s already coming in

hardware, but software is not there yet."

/PC
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Amount of

Insurance
Annual
Premium

Up to $ 2.000 $35

$ 2.001 $ 5 000 $ 60

$ 5.001$* 000 $75

$ *.001 $11 000

Send for immediate protection: CNGA. 88 E. Broad St., Columbus, Ohio 43215

Name

Street

City State

$11,001 $14 000 $105
System value $—

Check enclosed VISA MasterCard Card #-

“No, we’re all okay, but
our computer’sgone.”
It could have been a lot worse.

Luckily, all that was missing was the

computer and some spreadsheet software.

And that should be covered by insurance.

But it isn't. Ed didn't realize that once he

started using his home computer on business

projects, his homeowners insurance no

longer would cover it.

As suddenly as the robbery had occurred,

Ed found himself out several thousand dol-

lars with no way to recover it.

You needSAFEMARE *

If you use your microcomputer for busi-

ness, you can protect yourself from a loss

like this with SAFEWARE. For as little as $35

a year, SAFEWARE insurance covers all

hardware, media and purchased software.

Both business and personal.

SAFEWARE protects against theft,

fire, accidental damage, even the

destruction caused by power

surges.

And, now, SAFEWARE is avail-

able on a 10-day trial basis. If

you are not completely satisfied

with the coverage provided, return

the policy within 10 days for a

full refund.

The only risk you trike with

SAFEWARE is not having it.

lb obtain more information, or

bind coverage immediately, call the toll

free number. Or send the coupon to:

Columbia National General Agency,

88 E. Broad St., Columbus, Ohio 43215

(In Ohio call toll free 1-800-848-2112).

1-800-848-

Hours: Mon -Fri 8:30-7

;

Sat Sun. 10:304:30 (EXT)

Expires G Send additional information
Not avail tn AK. DC. HI. KY. U. ME. MS.

NV SC, or



You can count on 3M diskettes. Day after day.
Just like the sun, you can rely on 3M diskettes every day. At 3M,
reliability is built into every diskette. We've been in the computer
media business for over 30 years. And we've never settled in.

We're constantly improving and perfecting our product line, from
computer tape and data cartridges to floppy disks.

3M diskettes are made at 3M . That way, we have complete control

over the entire manufacturing process. And you can have complete
confidence in the reliability of every 3M diskette you buy.

Look in the Yellow Pages under Computer Supplies and Parts for

the 3M distributor nearest you. In Canada, write 3M Canada, Inc.,

London, Ontario. If it's worth remembering, it's worth 3M diskettes.
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Targa 1 '': The ultimate mass storage machine for

your IBM®-PC.and other microcomputers.

With up to 30 megabytes of hard disk capacity,

you can handle data bases that would fill

Phonebooks. And access, process, and update that

data in seconds.

Which, after all is what serious personal

computing is all about.

The Purr of Performance.
Targa is one beautiful piece of engineering.

Fast. Data glides in and out at 5 million bits per

second.

Quiet. Even with disks spinning at 3600 rpm

inside.

And solid. Targa is built to deliver

uncompromising performance.

Automatic Is Standard.
Just plug the Targa into your PC, and you're ready

to go.

Targa comes with plain English instructions and

plenty of software. Easy to use. clearly documented

programs help you transfer data in and out, use

powerful system utilities, and diagnose problems.

The Luxury Model at
Economy Prices.

’ order your Targa directly from the

CMC factory, one of the world's oldest micro-

computing hard disk manufacturers, or, contact us for

the name ofyour local dealer.

Powerful standalone Targa mass storage systems

start at $1550. Considerably less than many lesser

systems.

Targa 50 5 megabyte models from $1550

Targa 150 10 megabyte models from $1890

Targa 150 15 megabyte models from $2190

Prices include shipping and handling. Call for

prices on expanded capacity models.

Take A Test Drive.
No risk.

We’ll ship your Targa factory direct. Then give

you 30 days to make sure you’re satisfied. If not,

we’ll refund you full purchase price. Plus your
return postage costs.

To reach our professional sales staff,

call toll free, 800-CMC-INTL. (In Washington,
dial 206-885-1600.)

You can charge the Targa to any major credit

card. Or you can send a check, money order, or

wire transfer. Your Targa will arrive within days.

And your personal computer will get a much
needed boost in mass storage horsepower.
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I RE INUReUIBLE
NEW PROGRESSIVE GAME FROM

SYDNEY

ONLY THE STRONG SURVIVE.

6 games in 1
Do you have the instincts and reflexes to

survive and evolve to each higher life form?
It’s a challenge that grips you as no other

game!

You start as an amoeba trying to advance up
the evolutionary chain to become a human.
To attain this goal you will have to go through
6 distinctively evolutionary steps:

You're an amoeba fighting microbes while

trying to eat DNA.
You’re a tadpole eluding fish to catch

waterflies.

You're a rodent chased by snakes while

looking for cheese.
You’re a beaver attacked by alligators while

building a dam.
You're a gorilla protecting his food from
monkeys.
You're a man battling genetic mutants in an
elastic background!

Hailed by leading reviewers as one of the

most exciting games available.

EVOLUTION is truly different. Try it today!

Created by Don Mattrick and Jeff Sember.
Sydney Development Corporation

Up to 99 levels

Either a keyboard or joystick control

Written in machine language
Colorful high-resolution graphics
Keeps track of top 10 scores
Full convenience controls

Arcade sound
Even an intermission!

Play Evolution on Apple II, Apple II Plus,

Commodore 64, IBM PC or Coleco Cartridge.

IBM. Apple and Coleco are registered trademarks of International

Business Machines. Apple Computer Inc. and Colecovision

respectively.

Sydney
Dataproducts, Inc.

129-444 Camino Del Rio South
San Diego. California. U S A. 92108
(619) 298-5886

In Canada:

600-1385 West Eighth Avenue
Vancouver. B.C., Canada V6H 3V9
(604) 734-8822 Telex 04-54357Available at your local dealer or directly from Sydney.
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before you write that check. .

.

check with us!
Micro Mart means business at a discount.

We are the IBM Specialists. Naturally we
should be your first choice for enhancing

your IBM PC (why void checks?). The intel-

ligent PC user should choose his primary

vendor because of several key factors. Price,

certainly. But what about Availability? Selec-

tion? Value? Professional technical support?

Service after the sale? And speed of ship-

ments? Our central Atlanta warehouse is

bulging with exciting state-of-the-art PC
related products. And we're not just dealers

of various products, but committed distribu-

tors for a growing number of manufacturers.

That is how Micro Mart stretches more of your

PC-upgrade dollars than anyone and has

become a national leader in expert technical

support and exceptional service. Instead of

an army of sale persons, we provide a com-

plete full time technical staff. Plus, we are

located in the hub of southeastern distribu-

tion, in the backyards of industry giants like

Quadram and Hayes. (We're not just fishing

in “the Old Mill Stream.”) Our present cus-

tomers include more than 50 of the top 100

Fortune Corporations, multiple IBM-PC user

groups and thousands of end-users.

Micro Mart is coming to your major city

soon! Three of our discount outlets are now
open to the public (2 in Atlanta, and 1 in

Charlotte, NC) and twenty more are on the

drawing board (make that graphics card).

Make the most of your PC budget! Start by
checking our product ad on the next two

pages and give us a call. Ask for expert

advice and your best price.

ATLANTA WAREHOUSE SHIPPING

(SEE OUR AD ON THE NEXT 2 RAGES!)



MICRO MART MEANS BUSINESS ATA DISCOUNT
floppy disk drives

TANDON TM 100-2 COOQ HALF HT. SHUGART SA455
FULLY IBM PC COMPATIBLE HIGHEST QUALITY FOR IBM PC- 12 MONTH WARRANTY

networking/protocol conversion

PCnet by Orchid Technology
DISC, PC, PRINTER, SHARING & FILING LOCKING

OAVONG MultiLink
SHARED RESOURCES UP TO 255 PCs OR XTs

PERSYST DCP/88 • IBM HASP
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE • 3278 TERMINAL EMULATOR

SNA PRODUCTS

printers

EPSON FX 80 & 100 (160 CPS) . . Best Price!

EPSON MX100 (100 CPS) Best Price!

EPSON RX80 (loo cps) Best Price!

OKIDATA ML92 & 93 (160 CPS) . Best Price!

OKIDATA ML 84 (200 CPS) $999
OKIDATA Pacemark 2350 & 2410 Best Price!

C-ITOH Prowriter/Prowriter 2 $399/$695
C-ITOH Starwriter (40CPS) $1175

Printmaster (55CPS) $1495

IDS PRISM 80 & 132 200 SPRINT Best Price!

DIABLO 620 4 630 Best Price!

NEC 3550 & 1730 Spinwriter Best Price!

GEMINI iox $ Dot Matrix Best Price!

TRANSTAR Color Printer Best Price!

COMREX CR-1 Best Price!

Mannesman Tally 160L $679
Mannesman Tally 180L Best Price!

MICROFAZER (8K-128K) Spooler Starting at $139

keyboards
Colby CALL!

Keytronics KB CALL!

64 K RAMCHIPS
64K-9 Chip/Upgrade Kit $55
192K-27 Chip/Upgrade Kit $159

VERBATIM DISKETTES
DATA LIFE • 5 YEAR WARRANTY
Double Sided Box ol 10 ($39) Case of 10 ($339)
Single Sided Box of 10 ($30) Case o( 10 ($249)

BABY TALK
• 64 KZ-80 TYPE CARD
• MULTI-TERMINAL EMULATOR
• 300/600/1200 SUPERSMART MODEM
• SPOOLER VIA PARALLEL OR SERIAL PORT

IRMA by TAC
BLUE LYNX
5251 EMULATOR

multifunction boards
QUADUNK Best Price!
Run Your Apple Software on IBM-PC

QUADBOARD $279/$439
QUADRAM • 64K-256K • RAM DISC • Spooler

AST Megaplus Board Best Price!
MAXIMUM: 8 functions (64K-512K)

AST 1/0 Plus Best Price!
Serial, Opt 2nd Serial. Opt Par., Opt GAME

PERSYST Best Price!
Time Spectrum • Multifunction 64K-512K

TECMAR Multifunction Boards Best Price!

SEATTLE RAM +3 Best Price!
64K-256K • Serial • Parallel • Flash Disk • Clock

TALL TREE 512K.J. RAM-w/Jet Drive $650
PROFIT SYSTEMS $299/$680
64K-512K • RAM PLUS 4 ELITE

ANATRON 3 External i/o pons Best Price!
Using Only One Slot • "answer RAM" 64K-256K

BYAD 64K Multifunction CPM Card Best Price!

BABY BLUE 64K CPM Card Best Price!

EASIBOARD 9 Functions Best Price!

monitors
QUADCHROME Super Hi Res. 690x480 Best Price!

PGS Hi Res. 690 Dot RGB Best Price!

AMDEK 12" 310 Amber $185
Improved Alternative To IBM Monochrome

ZENITH Best Price!
ZVM 122 FOR IBM Monochrome Card

USI MONITORS Best Price!

AMDEK 12" 300G/300A $149/$159



softwana
MICROSOFT COMPILERS

Basic • Cobol • Fortran • Pascal

VOLKSWRITER $125

WORDSTAR Professional Series CALL!

MultiMate CALL!

SuperWriter Sorcim W/P, Speller & Mailmerger
. $169

Final Word CALL!

WORDPLUS
:
PC W/P, Mailmerger CALL!

Rainbow Writer cmor Text Foster CALL!

Easy Writer II >us $199
Easy Speller ius $89
Easy Filer II IUS $199
Easy Planner II ms $129
IUS 3-Pack General Ledger. Acc. Pay., Acc. Rec.

. $897
Peach Text 5000 CALL!

VisiCorp Series CALL!

VisiWord CALL!

INFOSTAR CALL!

FRIDAY! CALL!

dBase II Asnton-Tate $399
Bottom Line Strategist CALL!

QUICKCODE CALL!

dGraph CALL!

dUtil CALL!

raphic cards
QUADRAM Color Card Hi Res CALL!

PLANTRONICS COLOR PLUS CALL!
Biplaner Super Hi Res

GRAPHICS MASTER Tec,™ CALL!

HERCULES CALL!
Monochrome Graphics/Supports Lotus 1-2-3

AMDEK 12" 300 G/300A $149/$159
For Color Graphic Card

AMDEK MAI Color Graphics/Monochrome . . CALL!

MultiPlan $169

SUPERCALC II $165

T. K. Solver CALL!

Norton Utilities $65
ALPHA Executive Package CALL!
40 Business Programs!

ALPHA Data Manager II CALL!
Integrates VisiCalc & Wordstar (123 Compatable)

CROSSTALK Microstuf $109

SMARTCOM Hayes CALL!

ProKey CALL!

Concurrent CP/M-86 $280
CPM CALL!

CBasic 86 $160
P.C. Tutor $55
Frieze Graphics Screen Print/Store $55
BPS Business Graphics CALL!

FINANCIER PersonalAax Series $119

Dow Jones Mkt Analyzer CALL!

Dow Jones Mkt Manager CALL!

modems
HAYES SMARTMODEM 1200 CALL!

HAYES SMARTMODEM 300 $209
HAYES 1200B New Plug-In Modem Card CALL!

hard disks

DAVONG Starting at $1395
5. 10. or 15 Meg/F Hard Disk

TOP-LINE 12.5, 20, 30 Hard Disk CALL!
w/Streamer Tape/Can’t Advertise!

TOP-LINE STREAMER TAPE CALL!
Back Up for IBM XT

• 640 x 400 Res. • 8 Pages Storage • Parallel Printer Port
• 128K DRAM Allocates 96 K User RAM • Erasable UV Prom

USI Monochrome/Color Graphics
• Parallel Printer Port • Flicker Free Scolling • 32K • True DMA

CALL!

•IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines

ATLANTA WAREHOUSE SHIPPING

6889 Peachtree Industrial Blvd., Norcross, GA 30092

ORDERS ONLY 1-800-241-8149 •
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Mike

Kanarek

PROGRAMMING/DIAN CRAYNE

Would you like to create a world of caves

and monsters, or rockets and laser guns? Let

your imagination loose—try writing your own
adventure game.

Do-It-Yourself

Adventure
Text adventures are one of the more pop-

ular type of microcomputer games on the

market. Since they don’t require graphics,

most of them can be played on a bare-

bones system. Adults enjoy them because

the puzzles are often ingenious and

because the text creates imaginary de-

scriptions far more elaborate than any

graphics on the market. Parents buy them

for the kids because they aren’t as noisy as

video games and because the kids actually

have to read in order to play them.

The basic concept of text adventures

originated with the venerable Hunt The

Wumpus game, where the player tried to

elude the pits in an imaginary maze inhab-

ited by a fierce monster and “super bats.”

The first real adventure was called, appro-

priately, Adventure, and introduced the

idea of puzzles to be solved by picking up

objects, moving them around, and doing

things with them. That idea was expanded

and improved upon in Zork, The Phan-

tom’s Revenge, Monster Rally, and Star-

cross, to name just a few that are now on

the market.

If you’ve ever played a text adventure

game on your PC, you’ve probably thought

about writing one. I have written six text

adventures for the IBM PC and have found

that they are just as much fun to write as

they are to play. Maybe more. Maddening,

yes. Frustrating, yes. But there is nothing

quite like the thrill of setting up your own
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THE PC EXPERTS

PCX
SOFTWARE

46READ DOS $50.00

At last there's a way to read
files from PC DOS disks under CP/M 86.**

A PCX exclusive.

* ED1TDISK $50.00

Now it's easy to search out.

check out and change any sector on
a Winchester or floppy. EDITDISK dis-

plays c

ASCII.

46
You'll be so glad you have it.

L0ADFAST* $40.00

Now large EXE program
files load at least 50% faster or your
money back. Enhance all your pro-

grams with this guaranteed money
saver. The time you save will be well
worth it.

LINKUP $30.00

Link your PC to any
CP/M** system and use it in either ter-

minal or computer mode. Save money,
space and time. Upload and download
files at speeds up to 9600 baud.

HARDWARE S CALL

Call PCX for the best prices on Persyst

and Quadram memory boards. Also
CAMEO Winchester disk drives. Order
on separate sheet.

I Clip It mall today — pul these PCX utilities and

|
enhancements to work right away.

EDITDISK LOADFAST LINKUP DFACTRAK
»te details on all PCX i

consulting services.
| Please send complete details on all PCX software.

m OCall me about PCX co

Name . Ph

Visa
M/C no. Exp

Check enclosed. Cal. res add 6%. NoCODs.

PCX PC

THE PC SOFTWARE EXPERTS
| 21941 Cayuga. Lake Forest. CA 92630

| Order by phone: 714/951-8320

IBM PCt PC DOS 1.0 or 1 1. 64Kand disk required

’Software developers - resale licenses on these and
other PCX products are available ”CP/M is a regis-

tered trademark of Digital Research NBM PC and
PC-DOS are registered trademarks of IBM
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puzzles in your own imaginary landscape

and watching people wrack their brains

over the solutions.

Most of the larger text adventures are

written in assembly language for the sake

of speed and space conservation. A
“large" game is one that has over 200 room

locations and over 50 objects. If a game
isn't too large, and if speed isn't too much
of a consideration, it can be written in any

other language—including BASIC.

My own adventure games are built

from two basic parts: the driver program

and the text files or "script." The script

contains all of the vocabulary words that

the driver recognizes, plus the object and

place descriptions. There is also a builder

program that converts the text in the script

to machine-readable tables. Because the

games are script-driven. I can build 70 to

80 percent of a new game without ever

touching the actual program source

code.

The mechanism of the games is rela-

Kigure 1: The vocabulary list far the author's adventure game. The Phantom's Revenge.
Subsections classify the permitted words as motion verbs, objects, action verbs, function
words, and adjectives.

SEC01 VOCABULARY - The Phantom ’ s Revenge
SUB01 MOTION VERBS
1 LOOK DESCRIBE
2 CAVE CAVES
3 BACK RETURN RETREAT OUT LEAVE EXIT
4 NULL WAIT
5 UPWARD UP U CLIMB ABOVE ASCEND
6 DOWN DOWNWARD DESCEND D

7 LEFT L
8 RIGHT R
9 ACROSS
10 EAST E
11 WEST W
12 NORTH N

13 SOUTH S
14 NORTHEAST NE
15 NORTHWEST NW
16 SOUTHWEST SW
17 SOUTHEAST SE
18 ENTER FORWARD ONWARD INSIDE
19 ERIC
20 CHRISTINE
21 FANT0ME
22 HAM
23 JUMP
SUB02 OBJECTS
1 KEY KEYS
2 LAMP LANTERN
3 BARS
4 TICKET DUCAT PASS
5 WHISKBROOM WHISK BROOM
6 SHEETMUSIC MUSIC SCORE SONG
7 RAFT FLOAT
8 DOG HOUND POOCH ROVER BOWSER CANINE

SUB03 ACTION VERBS
1 CARRY TAKE KEEP CATCH STEAL CAPTURE GET
2 DROP RELEASE FREE DISCARD DUMP
3 SAY CHANT UTTER MUMBLE
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Parsers—Simple and Complex

The parser is one of the most important

parts of the program. It is the most visible

section of the code, since it evaluates the

player's input and displays the "intelli-

gence" level of the game. When you set

out to write a parser, you enter the whole

complex world of artificial intelligence.

Fortunately, adventure games take place

in a confined universe, such as a set of

caves, where the author can control the

objects and the actions. Thus, they can

have a limited vocabulary of specific

4 UNLOCK
5 NOTHING
6 LOCK
7 LIGHT ON
8 EXTINGUISH OFF

tivelv simple. Objects, room locations,

messages, and command words are identi-

fied by number. The driver program

accepts a phrase of text as input and

parses it. The code number for each recog-

nized word is stored in a variable. These

numbers are then used to access tables,

retrieve messages, and provide program

branch points. All of the objects in the

game have "states." It is the control of

these states that allows the player to solve

puzzles, move things around, etc.

SUB04 SPECIAL VERBS
50 SESAME OPENSESAME ABRACADABRA SHAZAM
51 HELP
64 TREE TREES GROVE
66 WAVE SHAKE SWING
68 LOST
69 OPERA
79 HELL DAMN
115 PET STROKE PAT
139 STOP

SUB05 FUNCTION WORDS
1 YES Y

2 NO N
3 TO INTO IN AT TOWARD ON UNDER ATOP INSIDE
4 FROM
5 ALL
6 WITH USING
7 AND THEN
8 AN AN THE
SUB06 ADJECTIVES
1 BIG LARGE HUGE ENORMOUS VAST
2 SMALL TINY WEE ITTYBITTY
3 LIGHT WHITE
4 DARK BLACK
5 RED VERMILLION CRIMSON
6 GREEN
7 BLUE AZURE
8 ORANGE
9 YELLOW
10 PURPLE LAVENDER VIOLET
11 NEW
12 OLD

POWERTEXT.
The Word Processing

System For

Professionals.

All across the nation. FowerText has

become the prime word processing sys-

tem for professionals.

Businesspeople. Writers. Attorneys. Edu-

cators. Men and women who demand a
level of performance not available from the

mass-market word processors.

If you require a true high-performance

system, consider FowerText

Formatting is fully automatic.

PowerText prints the most complex doc-

uments—from business letters to dramatic

scripts to legal documents packed with

footnotes—precisely consistent with the for-

mats you define. You need never worry

about printed style as you write. Yet you
always get perfectly formatted documents

It’s almost like dictating to your

computer.
When you prepare outlines, question-

naires. and reports. PowerText can auto-

matically indent and assign numbers to

your paragraphs (Roman or Arabic numer-

als. or alphanumerics. as you direct.)

There's a full complement of editing fea-

tures. Including "nested" editing, equiva-

lent to split-screen editing.

You get built-in form letter capability.

Remarkably versatile columnar

capabilities.

User-definable function keys.

And far more.

Yet for all its power and sophistication,

PowerText is remarkably easy to learn and
operate. The system includes an excellent

10-lesson tutorial and a reference manual

We'll send you complete details.

It is impossible to describe all of Power-

Text's many valuable features here. But

we'll be pleased to send you detailed infor-

mation. including many samples of actual

PowerText output.

Just write us a note, or phone us.

(Or you may wish to send for the tutorial

and manual. The cost is $25. Please indi-

cate which computer you have.)

FOR IBM PC: $399
FOR APPLE II OR lie: $299

FOR IBM PC, APPLE II OR III

,

WITH PASCAL: $199

BEAMAN PORTER, INC
High Performance Computer Products

Pleasant Ridge Rd., Harrison, NY 10528

(914) 967-3504

I
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Mountain offers 5 to 20M Byte Systems for all

IBM compatible computers and for Apple II®,

He®, III®, and Franklin™.

For more information or a demonstration see your
Mountain Dealer, or call toll free 800-538-8157

(In California call 800-672-3470) Ext. 962.

Mountain
COMPUTER, INCORPORATED 0

Byte $2,395.00

IBM and XT are trademarks of International Busmen Machines. Inc. Compaq it a trademark of Compaq
Computer Corp. Corona it a trademark of Corona Data Systems. Inc. PC net it a trademark of Orchid

Technology. Ethcrtenet it a trademark of 3Com. Omntnet it a trademark of Corvut Systems. Apple II. He. a

III are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. Franklin it a trademark of Franklin Computer Corp.
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Design, digitize, transform and
dimension ...all in 3-D!
Introducing the Space
Tablet™/Advanced Space
Graphics™ System.

We see the world in three dimen-

sions. not two. Now, there’s an

affordable, easy-to-use graphics

system that lets you design, con-

struct, manipulate and even dimen-

sion objects in 3-dimensional space

... the Space Tablet/Advanced

Space Graphics System.

An added dimension.

The Space Tablet is a digitizer, it

plots and records the X, Y and

Z

coordinates of any point in 3-space.

To record a point, move the Space

Tablet arm to the desired location

and push a button. That's it.

Lengthy keyboarding is unneces-

sary. Join points with line seg-

ments to create 3-D wireframe

models, from real or imaginary

shapes.

Software flexibility.

Advanced Space Graphics is a

true 3-dimensional CAD/D
(computer aided design/drafting)

system. It’s designed to allow con-

struction and manipulation of 3-D
models using the 3-D Space Tablet,

a high-res 2-D tablet or the key-

board as the data acquisition

device. You can interactively

manipulate and edit points in 3-D— a capability unique in computer
graphics. Drawings can be altered

in an endless variety of ways . . .

• Scale, rotate or move draw-

ings about any axis.

• Create complex models by

duplicating or mirror imaging

components.

• Draw arcs and circles. Gener-

ate surfaces of revolution.

• Examine a drawing from 3

simultaneous orthogonal

views while it’s being con-

structed.

• Add text.

IBM PC minimal

configuration:

I2KK. game paddle

adapter, color graphics

adapter.

Apple II Plus or Apple II

H minimal configuration:

MK. DOS 3.3.

• Automatically dimension

angles and lengths (3 ways)

and watch them change accord-

ingly as you alter the drawing.

• Drive several plotters or

printers.

Unleash your imagination.

All kinds of applications for the

Space Tablet/Advanced Space

Graphics System have already

been developed . . . molecular

modeling, architectural planning,

irregular surface modeling for

engineering and more. We see the

Space Tablet/Advanced Space

Graphics System as a tool to

unleash your imagination. The
possibilities are endless.

Examine the potential of 3-D
CAD on your IBM PC (Apple II

coming soon). The MCS Space

Tablet/Advanced
Space Graphics

System— under

$ 17(H). complete.

Special Offer

Send $25.00 (in check or money
order) to MCS for:

20-Slide Presentation and Own-
er's Manual.

or

IBM PC or Apple II Demonstra-

tion Disk, plus hard copy plots

and Manual.

Send $50.00 for both. Please specify

IBM or Apple for Demonstration Disk.

CT residents add 7
' :f$ Sales Tax.

Prices subject to change without notice.

MCS
Micro Control Systems, Inc..

143 Tunnel Road, Vernon, CT 06066
(203) 872-0602
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words.

Because of this limitation, it is possible

to read each word that the player types in,

locate it in a table, and decide what to do

with it. The simplest parsers only accept a

two-word input, consisting of a verb and

an object: TAKE BALL, EAT FOOD. Each

word is tested against the internal

tables.

If ONE
word is found, but the

other can't be identified,

an error message is

displayed that includes

the one word that the

parser was able to

identify.

If no match is found for either word,

the player gets the error display "What?”

If one word is found, but the other can’t be

identified, an error message is displayed

that includes the one word that the parser

was able to identify: "What do you want to

do with the BALL?” or “EAT what?"

This method requires the program to

identify a word as a noun or a verb. In

BASIC, one approach would be to set up a

noun array and a verb array. To create

vocabulary tables in BASIC, you would

dimension them with DIM, and enter the

vocabulary words with DATA. During

game play, a subroutine would be called

to validate the input word and store its

number in a variable.

The parser I use is a little more elabo-

rate. It can accept an input sentence of up

to ten words and identify a verb, direct

object, and indirect object. Either the

direct object or the indirect object can be

described by adjectives to distinguish

them from other objects in the same

place.

For example, if the parser read, "PUT
THE RED BALL IN THE LARGE BOX,” it

would identify PUT as an action verb and

place its internal verb number in a vari-

able called VERB. It would then check to

see if any object present could be

described as a RED BALL and, if so, put its

internal object number in a variable

named OBJ. (Since the vocabulary list

shows synonyms, the parser would reach

the same result if the player typed CAR-
MINE SPHERE instead of RED BALL.)

Finally, the parser would identify LARGE
BOX as the indirect object and return its

value in the variable named INDOB).

Figure 1 shows part of the vocabulary

list for one of my games. As you can see,

the list is divided into subsections,

depending on the word types: motion

verbs, objects, action verbs, special verbs,

function words, and adjectives. (LOOK
and CAVE are listed with motion verbs

but are actually handled as special cases.

LOOK repeats the room description, and

CAVE displays two different information-

al messages, depending on how far into

the game the player has gotten.) This data

structure lets me use any word I want as a

movement word. The last six words in

SUB01 are "magic” words that only work

in certain places, but they are nonetheless

motion verbs.

SUB04 contains words that have no

effect on the game, but return a special

message when the player enters them. The
numbers in the first column refer to the

messages, which are retrieved from a sep-

arate table.

There are really only two types of input

in an adventure game. The player can

enter a movement request or an action

request. Once the input has been parsed,

the program can deal with the request.

A movement request is made by typing

in a direction, such as WEST, NE, or

SOUTHWEST. The driver program reads a

location code variable (LOC) for the play-

er's current location, and then goes to a

table to read the allowable move com-

Figure 2: The movement control file for

Elsinore, a game by the author based on
Hamlet.

81 82 NO =9 EAST

81 M=10 EAST
81 K435 WEST JUMP

82 81 C=4 DOWN
82 M=47 DOWN

82 83 50% SOUTHWEST
82 123 SOUTH
82 203 S5 UP
82 82 NORTH EAST

mands for that room. If the move is legal,

that is. one that can be found in the script,

the player’s location code is updated and

the description of the next room is print-

ed. If there is an object with the same loca-

tion code as the room, the object descrip-

tion is printed too.

If THE
move is legal the

player's location code is

updated.

I control movement in my games by

percentage, by object state, by whether the

player is carrying a particular object, and

by specially coded controls that do more

elaborate checking. Figure 2 shows some
sample movement controls. In all cases,

the first column contains the number of

the player's location. The second column

can be the number of the room he will

"move” to, a message number, a special

routine number, or even a command to

issue a message and "kill" the player.

The third column is a restriction on the

move. If there is no entry, the move is

unrestricted. The last column contains the

words that the player has to enter to make
the move. Multiple entries in this column

mean that any one of the words shown
will have the same effect.

Suppose that the player is in room

number 81 and types EAST. The driver

reads the file and sees that EAST is an

allowable direction from room 81. If the

player types EAST, he will go to room 82.

Ah, but the next column shows that there

is a condition on the move. N0=9 means

that the movement cannot take place if

object number 9 (which happens to be a

doorjis in state 0 (closed). If object 9 is in

state 0, the driver then reads the next line,

which tells it to display message number

10, “You can’t walk through a solid

door!”

If object 9 is in state 1 (open), the player

can "GO EAST." The driver moves 82, the

room number, to a variable called LOC,

which is the player’s current position, and

uses that number to fetch the messages

describing room 82 and any objects at that

location.
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THE MICRO COMPUTER BUSINESS

WILL GROW FROM $10 TO $100 BILLION

IN THE NEXT EIGHT YEARS!

ARE YOU READY TO CASH IN?

i micro computer business is predicted to grow from its present $10 billion to SIOO billion before 1990! Imagine the

possibilities this opens for you! No matter where you live, if you're starting up or presently in business, no other industry offers

you more opportunities!

Now, finally, all the inside information you need to secure a prosperous future in this dynamic industry is available in

one place - THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR MANUAL! An immense information source, compiled by our inquisitive research

team, aided by a panel of experts and business people from all areas of the computer industry!

We present the inside story of more than 100 lucrative computer businesses you can enter, where you II find the real

opportunities for the eighties: from one man operations like Programming Author. Word Processing Center or Consulting, to

Systems House, Service Bureau, Computer Store etc! Many at little or no investment! All the invaluable facts and figures

How to start, Capital needs, Profit estimates and Margins. How to Sell and Market. How missing technical or business
experience need not stand in your way, Source of Suppliers, etc! Details that could take years to find out on your own'

We ll show you inside tricks, like how to never again pay retail for computer products and consumer electronics, even for

one item - right now, while you're starting your business! How to get free merchandise and trade show invitations, etc. This alone
will more than pay for the manual! You'll read actual case histories of other computer entrepreneurs, so you can learn from their

mistakes, and profit from their success stories! Where you'll be one year from now depends on your actions today! Let us
show you how to take the first crucial steps!

Order now and take advantage of our limited introduction special. THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR MANUAL, and a

six month subscription to THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR REPORT/NEWSLETTER ( so you're always up-to-date with the

industry ). both for only $29.95! You must be convinced on how easy you can strike it rich in the micro computer business - or you
may return the manual for a full refund within thirty days! USE OUR TOLL FREE NUMBER TO ORDER!

1** A

"zScA-t—ri

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW
TO SUCCEED IN THE COMPUTER BUSINESS

IS ALL IN THIS MANUAL!
THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR MANUAL has the answers to all your questions about

w __ ’a selecting, starting and succesfully running a computer business! There has never been such a~~
I S comprehensive collection of know-how and information about this business In one place! All the

.
—

.
1 1 facts you need to plan and acheive your goals m easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions!

W. 1 — — These are some of the 100-plus businesses covered in PART ONE of the manual, with the
*1* 1 facts on How to start and run. Start-up Cost ( Even how to operate on a shoestring ). What profits

1 1 I to expect. Wholesale prices. Mark-ups. Suppliers, future outlook, case histories for each, etc:||\ Systems House. Software Author ( who to sell to and who to avoid i Service Bureau. Soft-

1 1 1 ware Publisher ( How to find programs that sell Word Processing Service. Consulting and Con-

I P mu Broker { use your skills or those of others, make S150 - $1000 a day!). The incredible

1^ Games Business. Computer Store ( Franchises Pro and Contra, or a low inventory store in your
' home! ). OEM. Hardware Mfg. Data base and Teletext Service ( big prospects! ). Used Com-

puters. Repairs. Rent-A-Computer. Promote Feats and Trade Shows. Turnkey Systems.

Bartering. Mail Order. Compile and rent mailing lists. Specialized Data Headhunting and Temp Help Service. Tech Writer Shop. Custom Engineering. The
highly profitable Seminars and Training Business .

and many more!

Many new ideas and ground floor opportunities! Interviews and success stories on companies of all sizes! Privy info on the profits made: How some
computer store operators net $100 - S250.000! Little known outfits that made their owners millionaires, one of these low-key companies making simple boards,
went from nil to $20,000,000 and 100 employees in four years! Programmers that make S300.000. Thousands of micro millionaires in the making, etc 1

Whatever your goal is - Silicon Valley Tycoon, or just a business at home - we guarantee you II find a business to suit you • or your money back!

PART TWO of the manual is loaded with the know-how and "streetfighting" savvy you need both as a novice or business veteran, to get started, to stay
and to prosper m the micro computer business' A goldmine of information in clear and easy-to-use instructions How to prepare your Business Plan. Outside
financing, The mistakes you must avoid. How to hire and manage employees. Incorporation < when and how to do it cheaply ). Surviving bad times. Record
Keeping, how to estimate your market before you start. Use multiple locations to maximize profits, how to promote and stay steps ahead of the competi-
tion! How to get free advertising, free merchandise, free advice. Power negotiating with suppliers to double your profit margins, etc! Even how to keep a

present job while starting a business part time!

Don't misa this opportunity to be pan of this great Industry - the next success story could be your own! Order the manual today! Pan one and two.

bound in a deluxe ring binder, where you can also collect our newsletter ( free for six months with the manual - a $32.50 value! ) • all for only $29.95!

Order by phone (Credit cards only), or use the coupon:

THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR NEWSLETTER -

ALL THE LATEST INSIDE BUSINESS NEWS!
NOW! SIX MONTHS FREE WITH YOUR MANUALI

You're always attuned to the industry and your
manual kept up-to-date, with our newsletter! Each issue has
the latest business news, ideas, new suppliers, our in-

dispensible "watchdog" column on profits, discounts

( don't miss mfg s promos, like recently when lop video moni-

tor sold at $80 - that s half wholesale one third of the retail

price! ). the competition, the big deals, etc! Feature stories

with start-up info and case histories on new micro busi-

nesses!

You'll get invitations to trade shows and conventions
the usage of our advisory service and our discount buying
service for your purchases'

You'll find many items m our newsletter that will save
.you the cost of your manual many times over!

CALL TOLL FREE!
CHARGE IT!

Credit Card Orders

( MC. VISA only
)

accepted 24 hours/day

1-800-227-3800
Ask for extension 1135

MIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM

Mail lo THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR PUBLISHING CO.
PO BOX 456, Grand Central Station. Naw York. N.Y. 10163

Please send me THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR
MANUAL, and the six month free subscription to

THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR REPORT/NEWSLETTER.
All for only S29.95. plus S3 for postage/handling ( NY resi-

dents: add S2 64 lor sales tax
)

It I decide not to keep the

manual I may return it within 30 days for a full refund.

= ADDRESS:

= CITY. STATE. ZIP:

1 Check or M.O enclosed Charge to Q VISA MC

E SIGNATURE:

<© 1982. THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR CIRCLE 119 ON READER SERVICE CARD



"SCRIPT
and GML
on your PC!

ReadiWriter"
30 Day
Money Back
Guarantee

Free Full Screen Editor!

Footnotes

Lists (4 Kinds)

Subscripts & Superscripts

Proportional Spacing

Index Creation

Italics, Bold. Underline

Macro Language

Table of Contents

3 Fully Indexed Manuals

Compatable with GML/SCRIPT

Mainframe power and compatibility

and Micro usability in one package
ReadiWriter (say Ready Writer

) is a
superset of IBM's Generalized Markup
Language on mainframes with major
extensions plus support for over 50
Script commands.

The price would have been $495 two
years ago; the overwhelming success of

the IBM PC makes such prices obsolete
even for major software

Requires 128k IBM PC with 2 drives

*NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW!
ReadiTerm™
Powerful communications package for

100 to 9600 baud, up/down load, auto-
dial. command files, etc. Supports: Dow
Jones. Source.

Automatic dial! Automatic log in!

ReadiWriter + Manuals $125.00

Manuals + Demo Disk $30.00

Mailing Labels and
Form Letters Option $30.00
ReadiTerm $75.00

ReadiTerm demo disk $15.00

Shipping & Handling $3.00

In CT add 7.5% tax

Visa. Mastercard Check or MO
Full Credit for manuals/demos on purchase
if bought within 60 days

Call 203-431-3521 or Send your order
now to:

ReadiWare Systems Inc.

Box 107A. Ridgefield. CT 06877
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Line 3 of Figure 2 includes K435 in the

second column. This means that if the

player is in room 81 and types WEST or

JUMP, the driver will issue message 435

(“You have just jumped off of a 50-foot

cliff.”) and “kill” the player.

I„
player types TURN THE
CANNON, the driver

first verifies that TURN
is an acceptable verb

and that CANNON is a
recognized object.

The fourth and fifth lines of Figure 2

show another move restriction. C=4
means that the player must be carrying

object number 4 to make the move. If he

doesn’t have that object with him, the

driver issues message 47 (“You can’t go in

there without your ticket.”)

The next two lines show how percent-

age is used to control movement. If the

player types SOUTHWEST, he will move
into room 83 50 percent of the time. (A

random number subroutine is called to

establish the pass/fail result.) If the play-

er’s move fails, the driver reads the next

line—which is unrestricted—and moves

him to room 123. This is the room he would

have reached if he had typed SOUTH.
The eighth line of Figure 2 instructs the

program to use special routine number 5 if

the player is in room 82 and types UP.

This particular routine involves checking

the player’s weight load to see if a rope

ladder will support his weight. The last

line of the figure shows an unrestricted

movement that returns the player to his

starting point.

Action requests are parsed like move-

ment requests, but the driver goes to a

“jump table” to find the code to handle

the action. For instance, if a player types

TURN THE CANNON, the driver first ver-

ifies that TURN is an acceptable verb and

that CANNON is a recognized object. It

then reads the jump table for the location

of the TURN code and executes it.

Action is performed by changing the

state and the location of an object. For

example, the CANNON mentioned above

is part of a puzzle where the player must

load the cannon, turn the cannon to face a

door, and then fire it to break the door

down to allow entry to the next room.

There are three objects to deal with—the

cannon, the cannon ball, and the door.

Each one of these objects has different

states, and there is a different message for

each state.

The cannon can be turned toward the

sea (state 0) or toward the door (state 1).

The cannon ball can be unloaded (0), load-

ed (1), or fired (2). The door can be intact

(0) or smashed (1). You may think that it is

peculiar to refer to the loaded/unloaded

state of the cannon ball, but remember that

a set of states was already used for the can-

non itself.

The first step in solving this puzzle is

to load the cannon. The player types

LOAD THE CANNON, and the driver

checks whether he is in the same place as

the cannon, whether he has the cannon

ball, and whether the cannon ball has

been fired.

Each object in the game has a location

code that’s handled the same way as the

one for the player. If the location codes for

the player and the object match, then the

object is considered to be in the same

place as the player. (An arbitrary location

code of -1 is assigned to objects that the

player is “carrying.”) In the program list-

ing (Figure 3), LOC is the player’s loca-

tion, OBJLOC is the object location array,

OBJSTATE is the object state array, 25 is

the cannon, and 26 is the cannon ball.

Once
again the great hunter

faces danger with an
unloaded gun!

The first six lines check the required

states and locations, insert the message

numbers for errors and branch to the

error-handling routines. Error messages

101 and 102 are global messages, with the

name of the object inserted: “There is no
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FamousLostWrds.
In December 1922, on a train from Paris to Lausanne, everything

important Ernest Hemingway had written — except forpieces already

in print plus two short stories — was lost forever in one briefmoment.

The
Moral

Is:

IfYou
Respect

Protect
It

In 1 983, countless hours of

precious writing will be lost to word
processing programs that cannot

save text from a system crash.

Only one word processing program can.

The FinalWord.

If the power to your personal computer surges or

suddenly goes off, The FinalWord saves your text.

When the power comes back, so does your immortal

prose. Even text you delete can be recalled.

And there’s more. Like split-screen editing, that

lets you work with several documents

The FinalWord
All there is to say about word processing.

n illark ofthe Unicorn
222 Third Street. Cambridge. Massachusetts 02142

Like true proportional spacing on
all printers. And footnotes, indexes

and table of contents - referenced,

numbered and formatted

automatically! Features that expand
your creativity while increasing your efficiency.

PC Magazine calls The FinalWord,

“one of the most powerful and versatile word
processing programs available.” And you
can get it for most computers, including the

IBM and Apple CP/M.

Call 617-576-2760
for more

information and a free brochure.
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CANNON here!' and “You haven’t got the

BALL!” Error message 455 is from the spe-

cific message table, and says “The CAN-
NON BALL is too mangled to fit in the

CANNON."
If there are no errors, the program

changes the location of the cannon ball

from the player's inventory to the current

room number and sets it to state 1. Mes-

sage 50 (“The CANNON is now loaded

with a 20-pound CANNON BALL.”) is

selected, and the program branches to a

general routine that displays the message

and waits for the next input.

If the player decided to pick up the

cannon ball again (TAKE CANNON
BALL), the logic would be reversed. The

state of the ball would be changed to 0,

and its location changed to show that the

player is carrying it.

The next step in this puzzle is for the

player to swivel the cannon around to face

the door. The correct input is TURN THE
CANNON. The cannon only has two

states—facing towards the sea or the door.

When you use the word TURN, the pro-

gram flips back and forth between them.

In Figure 4, message 62 says "The

CANNON is now aimed out to SEA,” and

message 63 says “The CANNON is now
aimed at the DOOR.” The code at line

8000 is the same general message handler

used in the first example.

Now that the cannon is loaded and

turned toward the door, it can be fired. If it

isn’t loaded, and the player types FIRE

THE CANNON, he will get a sarcastic

message: "Once again the great hunter

faces danger with an unloaded gun!”

As you can see from Figure 5, if the

cannon is fired when it is aimed out to sea,

the cannon ball will be moved to a loca-

tion along the beach, set to state 2 so it

can’t be used again, and the player gets a

message telling what happened. If the can-

non is aimed at the door, the cannon ball is

still set to state 2, but it is moved to the

room on the other side of the door, and the

door itself is set to state 1. The message in

this case says “KA-WHAM!” The CAN-

NON BALL hits the DOOR and smashes it

to bits.” Look at lines 1 and 2 of Figure 2 to

see how this state change is used to con-

trol movement in the game.

I use location 0 for a sort of Never-Nev-

er Land, where objects go when the player

can no longer use them. Instead of setting

the cannon ball to state 2, 1 could have set

OBJLOC(26) = 0 and merely put out a

message saying that there was a big splash

as the ball hit the ocean and vanished.

Either way, the player isn’t allowed to fire

the cannon again.

Messages for the different object states

are stored in a separate table, built from

the script. Each time the player goes to a

new location or types LOOK (to request a

description of the room he’s in) the driver

checks for objects at that location. If an

object is found, the driver checks its state

and displays an appropriate message.

Text adventures can be as complex as

you care to make them. To avoid total frus-

tration, start by writing a simple game and

add to it as you go along. The theme can be

anything from deep space to high-rise

apartment living. You can have dragons,

dinosaurs, aliens, or Little Bo-Peep. You
can use your adventure as a tool to teach

everything from the Bible to nuclear phys-

ics. Whatever direction you go with this

idea you can have a lot of fun. /PC

Dian Crayne is the author of several

adventure games published by Norell

Data Systems: The Phantom’s Revenge,

The Hermit's Secret, Monster Rally, Val-

ley of the Kings, and Elsinore. She has

been a programmer/analyst for 10 years.

Her science fiction writings are published

under the pseudonym Dian Girard.

Figure 3: BASIC program listing of a routine to LOAD THE CANNON in Elsinore.

2000 IF 0BJL0C ( 25 )
= L0C THEN GOTO 2020 REM cannon here?

2005 INSERT = 25

2010 0BJERR = 101 : GOTO 10500 REM issue error message & exit

2020 IF 0BJL0C 1 26 )
= -1 THEN GOTO 2040 REM player has ball?

2025 INSERT = 26

2030 0BJERR = 102 : GOTO 10500 REM issue error message & exit

2040 IS 0BJSTATE( 26 )
= 0 THEN GOTO 2060 REM cannon ball available?

2050 ERRMSG = 455 : GOTO 10600 REM issue error message & exit

2060 0BJL0C(26 )
= L0C REM take ball from player

2070 0BJSTATE( 26 )
= 1 REM set ball to loaded

2080 MESSAGE = 50 REM msg - cannon is loaded

2090 GOTO 8000 REM display message and continue

Figure 4: The TURN THE CANNON program segment from Elsinore.

3000 IF 0BJSTATE( 25 )
= 0 THEN GOTO 3030 REM cannon aimed at sea?

3010 0BJSTATE( 25 )
= 0 : MESSAGE = 62 REM no. set it = 0

3020 GOTO 8000 REM issue message & exit
3030 0BJSTATE( 25 )

= 1 : MESSAGE = 63 REM yes. set it = 1

3040 GOTO 8000 REM issue message & exit

Figure 5: The FIRE THE CANNON program segment from Elsinore.

3080 IF 0BJSTATE( 26 )
= 1 THEN GOTO 3100 REM cannon ball loaded?

3090 MESSAGE = 365 : GOTO 8000 REM no. issue msg and exit

3100 0BJSTATE(26) = 2 REM set cannon ball = "used"

3110 IF 0BJSTATE( 25 )
= 1 THEN GOTO 3040 REM cannon aimed at door?

3120 0BJL0C(26 )
= 6 REM move ball to seashore

3130 MESSAGE = 64 : GOTO 8000 REM issue message & exit
3140 0BJSTATEO) = 1 REM set door to "smashed"

3150 0BJL0C(26) = 82 REM move ball to scholar's room

3160 MESSAGE = 65 : GOTO 8000 REM issue message & exit
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alike.

a true,low-cost

network for IBM
Personal Computers.

Share and grow with PCnet from Santa

Clara Systems ... the true local area net-

work for the IBM Personal Computer
(PC) and its MS-DOS operating System.

PCnet allows the sharing of hard disks,

floppy disks, letter»quality printers,

modems, and internal memory by all

networked PCs. So you can add new
dimensions of capability to your system

while reducing your per station costs!

With its

gence,

on-board intelli-

communi-

cation between all PCs in your network.

Ifone goes down, the others don't.

Unlike other network products, a dedi-

cated disk server is not necessary, saving

you money. In fact, no extra hardware is

required to add more stations; just one

PCnet board for each and you're set.

Plus, PCnet is transparent to all IBM
and compatible software.

Service for thousands
You have plenty ofroom to grow. And,
as you add more users, your peripheral

resource power and memory capacity

increase linearly. For all that it offers,

PCnet is surprisingly easy to install. Just

plug a PCnet board into an I/O slot of

each IBM PC you want to include in your

network. Then tap into the standard

coaxial cable—offered in lengths of

more than one mile with PCnet!

The extras you’ll like
You'll appreciate the specialized network

utilities available with PCnet. Like print

spooling, multi-tasking, and file-lock-

ing. Plus the ability to communicate
with IBM PC look-alikes. In addition,

the Pascal Bubble™ is supported under
MS DOS.

Full customer support
Only Santa Clara Systems offers you
worldwide support with PCnet. A full

90-day warranty. Anda complete line of
hard-disk storage products tailor madefor use

with the PCnet, featuring up to a Vi giga-

byte of storage per PC and removable

Winchester cartridges for backup.

See the difference sharing can make in

your business. Our starter kit has every-

thing you need to network two PCs right

away—two PCnet boards, cable, and
[

documentation. For more information

H

call or write us today!

Santa
Clara
Systems, Inc.

I860 Hartog Dr., San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 287-4640 /Telex: 176309 SCSSNJ
PCner i* a registered trademark of Orchid Technology
Pascal Bubble is a registered trademark of DATALEX
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THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION
TOTHE PC EXPANSION DILEMMA.

Every owner of an IBM PC, PC II. PC XT or PC compatible

computer has a terrific personal computer, and one great big Busdrive

problem With all the different peripheral applications and func- Spoolbus

'

tions available today, how do you take maximum advantage

of your computer when your computer gives you so few expan-

sion slots to take advantage of?

Until now there has been one basic solution with a multitude

of ingenious, yet ultimately unsatisfactory, variations. You could,

in effect, increase your expansion capability by buying a single

circuit board configured with a super, maxi, ultra, mega collec-

tion of functions and applications built right into it.

LNW SOI=TWARIS

The only difficulty with that approach, though, is that you

end up getting the solution to somebody elses problem What
happens when you want a different set of peripherals than is

commonly asked for? Either you dont get what you want, or

you end up getting-and paying handsomely for—a bunch of

unwanted circuits And then what happens if you decide to

add a function later on? or your computing tasks change7 or

a new peripheral becomes available? Every option you have

will cost you a bundle.

THE BUSBOARD SOLUTION
Now from LNW Computers comes the perfect solution-a

circuit board so versatile that it comes with 64K of built-in

RAM (expandable to 512K) and the ability to accept up to eight

different peripheral modules in easy plug-in design We call

it the Busboard" and you II call it the answer to every expansion

dream you ve ever had
With the Busboard " you II be able to design an expansion

board with the specific solutions to your specific problems

You can add a single coprocessor and 6 I/O devices, or up to

8 separate I/O devices on a single board You wont have to

pay for functions you dont want, and you can buy additional

modules as you need them or can afford them. You can take

modules off or add them on. and you II never have to worry about
obsolete boards when new functions become available Your

Busboard " will always be able to accept the latest innovations

in new product design

And. because the Busboard " is modular in design and con-

struction. it costs a lot less than you might otherwise expect

You II be amazed when you figure out the cost of a Busboard
system custom-designed for your needs versus a preconfigured

card designed for somebody elses needs
The Busboard

1

" from LNW Computers
When you look at your needs today and tomorrow, there just

Busboard
Allows tor addition of I/O devices and additional processing power
through coprocessor BUS Can be used tor slave, multi or compatible
processing Busboard comes complete with 64K ol parity checking
RAM and is fully expandable to 512K RAM in 64K plug-in increments
Maximum expansion to 704K allows lor emulation of entire dual-sided
disk drive, spooling ot lengthy documents to RAM and full use of CP/M
PLUS " adapter card Busboard “ also comes with BUSDRIVE." a high
performance disk drive emulator, and SPOOLBUS" a multi-pnnter. auto/

manual quemg printer spooler Both diskettes are MSDOS - (PCDOS)
and CP/M-86" compatible Suggested retail $349.95. RAM-less
Busboard" is available without coprocessor slot and RAM Can be used
exclusively for I/O module expansion Suggested retail $129 95.

LNW80 CP/M PLUS"
Coprocessor Module
Z80A microprocessor based
module allows running
ol programs under CP/M
PLUS " operating system
as well as old CP/M * 2.2 sys-
tem Allows PC to run
extensive library of CP/M"
programs compatible with
LNW80" Model II computer
from LNW Computers and
computers from Xerox.

- HP -

Kaypro -

Osborne: Tandy
-

and others CP/M - system
supports H” Floppy Disk

k drives (Occupies 2 module

l~-
:

- 1'
'

.i”

\mm&
I-,.. <*> ir
tt - 1

• t -i.

I/O Module for use with both 5' and 8" di;

slots} Suggested retail $249.95

Asynchronous Communication
I/O Module
Can be programmed as standard
IBM COM 1 and COM 2 channels,
or can be set to 13 additional

unique addresses This allows each
Busboard " to contain up to 8
separate serial asynchronous chan-
nels with a total of 15 different

channels Can be configured as
DTE or DCE
Suggested retail $79.95.

isn't any other intelligent choice

IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation CP M. CP/M PLUS, and CP/M-86 are registered trademarks of Digital Research Inc MSDOS is a registered trademark

of Microsoft Corporation Xerox ts a registered trademark of Xerox Corporation HP is a registered trademark of Hewlett Packard Kaypro is a registered trademark of Kay
Corporation Osborne is a registered trademark ot Osborne Computer Corporation Tandy is a registered trademark of Tandy Corporation



S' Floppy Disk I/O
Module
Replaces disk control-

ler in PC and provides
interlace tor both 5" and
8" disk drives. 8" oper-
ation allows compatibil-
ity with diskettes from
other CP/M-86" and
CP/M' systems 8"

drives also increase
disk capacity to 4 5
Mbytes and speeds up
disk drive operation
Suggested retail

5169.95.

16 Channel Analog Input A/D
I/O Module
Instrumentation module features
16 independent multiplexed
analog input channels with 8 bits

ol resolution per channel
Suggested retail $109.95.

Prototyping I/O Module
Utilizes 3M Scotchllex Bread-
board prototyping system, and
allows tor rapid development
of prototype products for the IBM
PC Comes complete with 40
conductor I/O BUS connector and
an assortment ol prototyping pins
Suggested retail $29.95

Parallel Printer I/O Module
Interface can be set for LINE
PRINTER 1 or LINE PRINTER 2
port addressing Can also be set
for optional LINE PRINTER 3. or
can be used as simple, general
purpose 8-bit I/O port

Suggested retail $49.95

Clock Calendar I/O Module
Crystal controlled clock/calendar
keeps track ol time in hours,
minutes and seconds, and features
a complete calendar with the
year, month and day with automatic
leap year compensation Sup-
plied with software to operate in

both CP/M-86" and MSDOS'
Also includes back-up battery and
Alarm function
Suggested retail $69.95.

Game I/O Module
Connects to any IBM compatible
joystick or paddle and is compat-
ible with IBM PC game I/O card
Allows for connection of 4 buttons
and either 2 joysticks or 4 paddles
Suggested retail $49.95

8 Bit I/O Module
Provides for latched 8 bits of out-
put and an optionally latched 8 bits

of input with interrupt capability
fully supported Port addressing is

user programmable for up to 8
modules per Busboard

"

Suggested retail $59.95.

Auto-Answer. Auto-Dial.
300 Baud. Direct-Connect Modem
I/O Module
Features auto-answer and auto-
dial in tone or pulse to allow use of
low cost, long distance services
Program listing supplied allows lor

smart modem under BASIC
Speed dialer program included
(First delivery pending FCC
registration)

Suggested retail $149.95

EASE OF USER INSTALLATION
The Busboard " was designed
for ease of installation and
reconfiguration Modules sim-

ply plug in and out by hand
and require no special instal-

lation procedures

NEW BUSBOARD MODULES
In order to give you the greatest degree of custom-design
flexibility. LNW Computers will be releasing new Busboard ”

modules reflecting both the latest technological innovations
and the most practical function applications. The following

is a sample of the modules scheduled for release in the
months ahead
• Short Busboard (Shortboard) lor the XT and newer PC s
8088 Coprocessor Module

• EPROM Programmer I/O Module
Speech Synthesis I/O Module

• D/A Converter I/O Module
• Network Controller I/O Module
• Synchronous Communication I/O Module
• Ftelay Control I/O Module
• Hard Disk Controller I/O Module
• IEEE488 Interlace I/O Module
• BSR X10 ’ Controller I/O Module
• DTMF (Touch Tone ") Decoder I/O Module
• External Connector Mounting Bracket

All Busboard modules and accessory products are available
at leading computer stores nation-wide For more information
or the dealer nearest you call. 714/544-5760.

LNW COMPUTERS
2620 Walnut. Tustin. California 92680
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Apparat,lnc.

You've got a problem. Qo to your
favorite computer store. Ask to see their

Combo Cards. Then ask about their RAM
Cards. See the problem? Just too many to

pick from, how, ask to see the CRAMBO™,
ho problem. There's only one. Ours. Except
you don't know what a CRAMBO is. You've
probably guessed it's a Combo Card piggy
backed to a RAM Card. So it only takes up
one slot in your IBM/PC. That's right. But
here are the details.

THE 512K RAM CARD:
It too, is only $189 with 64K of RAM

installed. And when you need more RAM,
64K increments are available for $64 each,

And, SDRIVE, the electronic disk emulator,

is available at no cost with the RAM Card.

THE COMBO II CARD:
Tor $189 you'll get a Clock Calendar,

Async Communications, Parallel Printer and
a Game Adapter.

You can buy either of our boards
separately for use in the XT or PC expansion
chassis. But only our boards can be piggy
backed to give you the one and only
CRAMBO. And for only $359.

Qo check out the CRAMBO at the same
store carrying all those Combo Cards and
RAM Cards. If they don't have the CRAMBO
have them call us. 800/525-7674. Or write:

Apparat, Inc. 4401 South Ibmarac Parkway,
Denver, Colorado 80237, 303/741-1778.

IBM PC is a registered trademark of International Business Machine Corp.
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HANGON
TOTOUR HAT,

CHARLIE...



UNLEASHED

Now you can move your IBM PC 1 from the fast

lane into the jet stream. With the Personal

Hard Disk”" from Corona.

Lightning strikes twice.

If that's not enough, you also get a lot of the

features of the Corona PC, our own 16-bit desktop
and portable personal computer.

Like free RAM 'diskl'Just define blocks

More power to you.
The Corona Personal Hard Disk really revs up

your IBM PC, with none of the floppy bottlenecks,

headaches and hassles.

You get 5 to 10 megabytes of storage.
Speeds up to ten times faster than floppy

disc drives.

The high reliability of a hard disk.

In an easy add-on external package, or a con-

venient internal plug-in.

of main memory as a disk and load your programs,
then run them at incredible microsecond speeds.

Like disk partitioning that supports several

operating systems at the same time, so MS-DOS?
CP/M-86 3 and Pascal are all right there when you
need them.

Like simple menu operation that makes your PC
friendlier than you would have believed possible.

Small directories. Automatic backup.And much more.



All backed by Corona's exclusive DataGuard”
and FailSafe” data protection systems for maximum
reliability.

So if you're hungry for

power and your IBM

just can't keep
you fulfilled, get your

hands on the Personal Hard Disk from Corona.
It'll set you free.

The Personal Hard Disk is available in internal

and external, 5 and 10 megabyte versions. For the

name ofyour nearest Corona dealer,just call us toll-

free at 800-621-6746. Or write Corona Data Systems,
31324 Via Colinas, Westlake Village. CA 91361.

(213) 991-1144.

FEEL THE POWER.
- Corona Dau Systems. 1983 1 un IBM Cofp
2 tm MkroeoA 3 un Digital Research
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CP/M' givesyouanewworld ofPC power

...foranew low price
Now, for just $60 you can have the world's most popular

operating system tor your IBM* PC. Only $60 for instant

access to the largest collection of applications software in

existence— literally hundreds of proven, professional soft-

ware programs for every business and educational need.

New highs in productivity.

New enhanced CP/M-86® comes with print spooling, an
exclusive feature that increases the work power of your
IBM PC like no other operating system can. With print

spooling you can print documents and run applications

programs at the same time. And, for the ultimate in

efficiency, all CP/M-86 programs are upward-compatible
to Concurrent CP/M,™ the productivity breakthrough

that lets your PC run as many as four different

programs simultaneously!

New high-performance graphics.

Another unique advantage of enhanced
CP/M-86 is GSX™ the new graphics

extension that allows CP/M to operate

DIGITAL
RESEARCH

This lets you choose from a growing array of exciting,

sophisticated graphics applications packages which run
under the widely-accepted GSX standard.

Great high-level languages.

For programming under CP/M, Digital Research offers

the most complete selection of professional-quality

languages and utilities for the IBM PC: CBASIC® and
CBASIC Compiler,™ Pascal/MT+ 1" CIS™ and Level

II COBOL™ "C PL/I, DR Logo™ and more.

High time to buy!
Before now, you'd pay $250 for CP/M-86 and another
$75 for GSX. That’s what makes new enhanced CP/M-86

such a terrific value. At $60 it puts PC Power within

reach of any budget! You’ll find this enhanced
CP/M-86 value in The CP/M Library,™ a selection

of the finest in CP/M software for your IBM
PC. Look for it today at your IBM PC
dealer. Or contact Digital Research Inc.,

(408) 649-5500, 160 Central Avenue,
the latest graphics hardware devices. The best of everything in software. Pacific Grove, CA 93950.

IBM is a registered tudemark of International Business Machines, Corp CIS and Level IJ COBOL are trademarks of Micro Focus, Ltd The logo and tagline. CP/M,
CP/M-86. Concurrent CP/M, GSX. CBASIC. CBASIC Compiler. Pascal/MT + . DR Logo and The CP/M Library are either trademarks or registered trademarks
of Digital Research Inc. C 1983. Digital Research Inc.
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SIGMA DESIGNS:
Your Full line IBM PC Expansion Products Supplier

Expansion Chassis/ Winchester Disk Subsystem

Subsystem with Two Drives

SDI-ESC + Memory & Stack Board

SDI-SSC Card

The Sigma Expansion Chassis/
Winchester Disk Subsystem:
• Consists of an expansion chassis, one or two Winchester disk

drives, and software running under DOS l.l &. 2.0.

• The Chassis' Expansion Board allows up to 9 add-on function

cards, and features a heavy-duty IOOW switching power supply.

• When operating under DOS 2.0. the SDI Winchester software can

access either one(l) or two(2) 5. 10, 15. and 34 MB 5 '/<"

Winchester disk drives.

• The subsystem is supplied as an Expansion Chassis only. Expansion

Chassis with one drive, or with two disk drives.

• Other features include a super quiet fan, shielded interface cable.

Driver and Receiver Logic cards to buffer all signals between PC
and subsystem, and easy installation.

More Value For Your Dollars:

Expansion Chassis (Only)

Subsystem w/One Drive • Second Drive

$795.00

5 MB $2095.00 5 MB $ 895.00

10 MB 2295.00 10 MB 1095.00

15 MB 2495.00 15 MB 1295.00

34 MB 3295.00 34 MB 2095.00

The Sigma family of add-on cards:

• SDI-ESC + Memory: Socketed memory up to 51 2K (with Stack

Board), RS-232 async. port, parallel printer port, clock/calendar,

game adapter. Extra async. port when used with Stack Board.

$395.00 at 64KB.

• SDI-SSC: Same as above, but without memory. The perfect

addition to your new 256K PC or XT! Retails at $265.00. Call your

dealer for additional products and price Information.

ONE YEAR WARRANTY • DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

SIGMA DESIGNS, INC.

2990 Scott Blvd • Santa Clara, CA 95050 • (408) 496-0536 • TELEX: 171240
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Now For Your IBM!

& mnxi crr
THE CHECK REGISTER ACCOUNTING S]

FOR PERSONAL AND SMALL BUSlNgSI
WHAT IS MAXI C.R.A.S.?

Maxi C.R.A.S. is THE computerized check writing
and record keeping system for small business and
personal use. But don’t take our word for it! Com-
pare it with any other system available for your cop
puter. Read through our manual, and look
printed reports that Maxi C.R.A.S. prodip^^JKfien
talk to one of the thousands of peonJe^wb<Jiise it.

We’re sure you’ll agree — Maxi the most
versatile system available.

WHO (

Almost anyone!
pie interested
their moi
for spxftTjxfsi

Tout of ;

^tomatically
nber of

pens

k.
betwe'

fhe Ma^
ddress

nts. Any transaction cajK6c.^jknbutp
ie or even all 223 accdtiritf'-

k m ai

Check IWsJ*f^
Che^k^Rpgfster Note's

and Expense Subtotals
. ^

^alAfcount Activity Report nO''
Distribution Statement (audit trail)

)k Reconciliation Statement

ed for peo-

V bver where
^powerful enough

'yStJ^^asy to use that it’s

l^mThces too. It takes the
issociated with a checking

Account: printing Checks. balancing your account,
reconciling bank statements, and keeping extremely
accurate records. And those accurate records are
delivered in the format required for income tax
preparation!

BUT WHAT MAKES IT DIFFERENT
FROM ALL THE REST?

Ve’gi glad you asked! Maxi C.R.A.S. lets you write
ifte^ks by hand, or it will print them for you

It handles a virtually unlimited^
nsactions per month. And to

iat financial activity. Maxi CACA&.
o 223 user-defined incop*®

BUT WILL IT WORK WITH MY
SPREADSHEET PROGRAM? q\^

For (bailed forecasting, budgeting, aiha analysis,
Maxi C.R.A.S. interfaces EASILY with VisiCalc™,
Multiplan, 1-2-3, Peachtext 5000, and Supercalc™

TELL ME ABOl^jP^S OTHER
• Easy-to-use Data Entry routi

eliminates errors. You d<

expe^ to become a Maxi

^Notes option can
items.

* Checkbook balance
stantly accessible
drafts!

nd
mputer

dated and in-

barrassing over-

I& with i-drive systems, including

5pes and save the

|
C.R.A.S. databa^xeeps tracJ^Jr up to 75

ancCautopttfncally priijia^them on the
c^Oo^e^window eny
tfrp*<ing envelop

I’M fNTERESJKTTELL ME MORE.
OrgaAaziii! t^e^ta is just half the story. Maxi
C.R.A.V prijrosix detailed reports and statements:

• Comp
XT^P*’*

» JR aid^sy reconciliation of check register

>
^Mtn bapk'statement.

funplete, easy-to-understand User’s Manual.

"Maxi C.R.A.S. — an indispensible tool for managing
money most effectively.

THEY LIKED IT!

“We never thought we’d see the day. but here it is.

We have published a review of a check register pro-
gram that made us want to buy one."

Reprinted from a review of Maxi CRAS in the February 1983 Issue of Creative
Computing magazine. Copyright 1983 Ahl Publishing Company.

WE INVITE YOU TO COMPARE!
Compare Maxi CRAS with any other system available. We’re sure you’ll

find Maxi CRAS to be the most versatile, easy-to-use check register
system available — at any price.

Maxi CRAS will run on an IBM PC or XT with an 80-column display and
either two floppy disk drives or one fixed disk.

1 -800-327-7172
Visit your local dealer or call us toll-free today.

(Dealer inquiries are invited!)

THE BUSINESS DIVISION
>1 PO BOX 3435 • LONGWOOD. FL 32750
y (305) 862-6917 A Subsidiary ol Scotl Adams. Inc
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MARKETPLACE/JANICE KEEFE

A new kind of publishing: PC Disk Magazine, a

collection of ready-to-run programs and

documentation for PC computers makes its debut.

Launching The Disk

(Magazine): We
Have Lift-off
It had to happen: With all of the computer

magazines vying for your attention, now
there’s a magazine for your computer to

read. PC Disk Magazine's premier issue

appeared in computer and bookstores in

mid-August. The product, as its name

implies, uses a magnetic disk instead of

ink and paper to convey its message. The

first edition includes 11 ready-to-run pro-

grams for PC computers, together with a

complete manual.

It represents, according to its design-

ers, an entirely new way for authors to

reach the owners and users of the IBM PC.

"This is not a magazine on diskette," said

Editor Morris Effron. “The printed page is

still the best way to convey information

for human eyes. The point of PC Disk Mag-

azine is to convey software in the easiest,

quickest, and most efficient manner possi-

ble."

The monthly PC Disk Magazine was

developed by Ziff-Davis Publishing, pub-

lisher of PC Magazine and many other

popular “conventional-format" maga-

zines devoted to computer users. The first

issue had a press (and disk) run of 20,000

copies which will run on any PC or PC-XT
or compatible machine with at least 64K,

with PC-DOS 1 .1 or 2.0, and one disk drive

(single- or double-sided). The magazine

sells for $29.95 at computer and book-

stores ($119.95 for a six-issue mail sub-

scription).

“We took a good, long look at the soft-

ware on the market for the IBM PC, and at

the means of distributing that work to the

user," Effron said. “One of the things we
found was that the less-expensive pro-

grams—no matter how worthy—often

were not reaching their markets. We look
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The convenience ol a calculator —
The power ol a computer

PC-CALCULATOR and

PROGRAMMABLE
PC-CALCULATOR

Software by I

for the IBM PC

• Financial Projections & Estimating

• Scientific & Engineering Calculations

• Adding Machine Applications

• Check Boo^ Balancing

• Numerical Scratch Pad

PC-CALCULATOR
* 16 digit accuracy * Automatic rounding

* Selected number of decimal places displayed

* All registers continuously visible

* Visible F key definitions * Automatic stacking

* Operator error recovery Item count register

* Three print modes, including instantaneous

step-by-step record

* Diskette storage tor results & data

* Full complement of functions including trig, log & power

PROGRAMMABLE PC-CALCULATOR
* All PC-Calculator features plus

* Simple but powerful programmability

* Access over 250 programs

* Program Index & Display

* Up to 102 steps per program

* Convenient editing of individual program steps

* All program steps vismie during entering & editing

* Selectable single step execution

* Visible program routing indicator during execution

* Programmable comments & screen messages

OPTIONAL FINANCIAL MODULE
Compound interest. Calendar. Discounted cash flow. IRR.

Bonds, and Depreciation

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
PC-CALCULATOR and PROGRAMMABLE PC-CALCULATOR require

an IBM PC with 64K memory one diskette drive, and an eighty

column display An eighty column printer is optional

CTEK CORPORATION
748 E. Colorado Bl.. Pasadena. CA 91101

213/795-7877

Name

Street

City State

Zip Phone

CHECK C MONEY ORDER C COO VISA MASTERCARD

Card No. Exp Date

Signature

Specify PC or XT

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION COST

PC-Calculator °rogram Diskette

& Owner's Guide @ $29.95 S

Programmable PC- Calculator.

Program Dtsketie &
Owner's Guide <3 $49.95

Programmable PC-Calculator.

Financial Module Diskette &
Owner's Guide ® $59.95

Shipping via UPS @ $1 50 lor up to 2 units

plus $ 50 per unit over 2

California residents add 6'AH sales tax

TOTAL $

^ Allow 2 weeks tor persond checks 2 1 (X^J
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at the Disk Magazine as one way for small

programs—works that might not other-

wise achieve commercial success—to be

packaged together, duplicated, and dis-

tributed as a unit,” he said. "We can all

Magazine will include

longprograms that

could not be listed in

print, and our software

will be debugged and
ready to go.

share the tremendous costs of produc-

tion.

“This way the product is out there, and

the author can make some money,” Effron

continued. "And the user receives a simi-

lar benefit: a collection of programs that

may be worth more than the sum of its

parts.”

Reader Contributions
The magazine will actively seek contri-

butions from readers for upcoming issues.

For details concerning submission, send

for the “Software Submission Plan,” PC
Disk Magazine, Dept. 732, One Park Ave-

nue, New York, NY 10016. Authors are

paid on a per-copy royalty plan, based on

sales. “We want our readers also to be our

authors,” Effron said. "They will deter-

mine the content and the success of the

magazine."

Effron predicted that the product will

appeal to software companies with small-

er pieces of software to offer. He noted that

the utility by Peter Norton, which is

included in the premier issue, is an off-

shoot of the well-known Norton Utilities,

and the bar charting program is an adap-

tation of work by James Toussignant of

Mirror Images Software.

"We purposely left the disk in source

code and without copy-protection,” Ef-

fron said. "We want our readers to look at

each of the programs included and learn

how they work, and we want to make it

easy to modify the software for individual

needs.”

The first issue includes the following

programs.

• Disk Map, by Peter Norton. This utili-

ty displays a complete map of any disk-

ette, and can be used in file management

and as an educational tool.

• Loan Analyzer, to evaluate alternative

fixed-payment mortgage and loan agree-

ments.

• Automatic Bar Charter, to produce

graphs on screen or on a printer.

• WordStar Configurator, a menu-driv-

en utility that configures many of the

operating features of the popular word

processing program.

• IBM Matrix Printer Control, to allow

easy selection of special printing features

including boldface, italics, and more.

• BASIC Program Editor, a full-screen

editor for source code, including the abil-

ity to split screens to display two separate

segments simultaneously.

• Hide and Sink, a battle game on the

high seas.

• Pyramid Match, a game of memory
and reflexes.

• Personal Cash Flow Manager, the first

of a three-part system for the maintenance

and reconciliation of as many as four

checking accounts.

• Perpetual Calendar, a utility that can

determine the day of the week for any date

and the number of days between 2 dates.

• Demographic Data File, containing

state-by-state information from the 1980

Census.

"The purpose of the Disk Magazine is

not to supplant PC Magazine,” Effron

said, "but rather to complement it. We'll

be able to include long programs that

could not be listed in print, and our soft-

ware will be debugged and ready to go.”

Similarly, Effron said, the package will

not be in competition with the major soft-

ware products in national distribution.

"Our programs will complement these

packages as well,” he said. Effron noted

the inclusion of a WordStar utility in the

first issue, and said he expected such

products as dBase II coding or VisiCalc

templates to be in future editions.

Plans for the second issue include

another disk utility from Peter Norton, the

second part of the Personal Cash Flow

Manager, a data file that cross-references

zip codes, telephone area codes, and Post-

al Service state codes, a data encryption

program, and two games. /PC
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The Stock Portfolio System
gets you out of the office

and onto the golf course.

The Stock Portfolio

System means more
leisure time, less

worry time.

Use the STOCK
PORTFOLIO SYSTEM
and your IBM PC or

Apple II or III to track

stocks, bonds, CD’s,

options, cash accounts

and your other

investments.

Also, tap into the

Dow Jones News
Retrieval service

(optional).

The STOCK
PORTFOLIO SYSTEM
generates complete
recordkeeping reports.

Such as Current

Portfolio Status, Profit

and Loss Statements,

Individual Security

Status, Dividend

Income. Interest

Income/Expense
reports. And more.

Use it to store quotes

for historical recall. Or
calculate your return on
investment before and
after tax.

The STOCK
PORTFOLIO SYSTEM
provides advance notice

of stocks going long

term, dividends coming
due. options expiring.

Computer or

investment expertise is

not necessary. A
complete monitoring

system at your
fingertips.

See your dealer. Or
send a check for $185 +
$2 shipping (California

residents add $11.10).

/ . . t
\ ir ' :<?W .» «. , > s?-

SMITH MICRO
SOFTWARE
PO Box 604.

Sunset Beach. Ca. 90742

(213) 5921032

-j

IBM PC Is a Trademark of International Business Machine*
Apple Trademark of Apple Computers Inc.

Dow Jones New* Retrieval I* a registered Trademark of Dow Jone*& Co.. Inc.



Start ahead. Stayahead
lBM-rL compatibility

plus outstanding value
and performance.

Today. Columbia offers you the

highest level of IBM-PC hardware

and software compatibility.

Each Columbia microcomputer

is delivered with software worth thou-

sands of dollars for word processing,

financial planning, communications,

and more.

Stay ahead with Columbia’s

economic multi-user capabilities and

quality expansion products.

Choose the very practical

Columbia VP Portable, $2,995. Or,

the flexible Columbia MPC, $3,395.

The Columbia MPC with hard disk is

$4,995. All prices include CRT con-

troller with graphics and keyboard.

Call (301) 992-3400 for the

name of the dealer or distributor

nearest you. Serviced and supported

worldwide. National service by Bell

& Howell Service Company.

World Headquarter*:
9150 Rumsey Road
Columbia. MD 21045
(301)992-3100
TWX 710 862 1891

West Coast: Kurope:
3901 MacArthur Blvd. Limitenstr. 94
Suite 211 4050 Moenchengladbach 2
Newport Beach. CA 92660 West Germany
(714)752-5245 02166-17097
Telex 277778 Telex 852452

COLUMBIA
|

DATA PRODUCTS. INC.

Distributors in Australia. Belgium. Colombia, Denmark. Hong Kong. Israel. Italy. Malaysia. Netherlands-Antilles. Norway. Portugal. Spain, Sweden.
Switzerland, United Kingdom. Venezuela. Copyrighted m



INTERVIEW/PAUL SOMERSON

Look at any software bestseller list and you’ll see

Microsoft hugging the top of the chart. PC
visited MS Product Manager Tandy Trower to

find out why.

The Microsoft Touch
Nosing your way up 1-5 to the Bellevue,

Washington home of Microsoft, you pass

what is left of Mt. St. Helens. A few years

back, this majestic, long-silent dome
popped its cork and put the drizzly Pacific

Northwest momentarily on the map.

But there’s been an even bigger explo-

sion a hundred or so miles upstate. Micro-

soft was the brainchild of two local boys

who made very, very good: Bill Gates and

Paul Allen. These two wrote the BASIC for

the first microcomputer ever produced,

and have dominated the field ever since.

Their operating system, MS-DOS, has

dethroned CP/M as the industry standard.

Their BASIC hums merrily away on over

one million micros, and their many other

languages are scratching out toeholds

among advanced users. And their lesser

software, such as the MS Flight Simulator

and the MS/IBM Typing Tutor, has cash

registers jingling coast-to-coast.

PC wanted to learn more about Micro-

soft’s past language successes and future

language plans, and spoke at length with

Tandy W. Trower, Product Marketing

Manager of both business and consumer

products. Trower is responsible for all of

Microsoft’s language, educational, and

recreational software.

The following conversation took place

in Microsoft’s offices on the outskirts of

Seattle, a bustling metropolis whose cars

sport bumper stickers crowing “I V Seat-

tle—the Emerald City.” Seattle is about as

far away as you can get from Boca Raton

and still vote. But it was a nod from IBM

—

the rabbi’s kosher seal of approval—that

ensured Microsoft’s preeminence. And
sent this reporter winging west.

PC: Does Microsoft sell very many nonlan-

guage, non-operating system products?

Trower: We don’t do too many products

in that area. What Microsoft looks for in

those areas are other classics like Flight

Simulator or Decathalon that have done

extremely well for us. Although we didn’t

author the original version of Adventure,

the adaptation we did for micros has done

extremely well. In fact it has done much
better than I expected on the IBM PC, con-

sidering it is just plain old standard

Adventure that was ported down a long

time ago.

PC: Do you have any figures on how many
IBM PC owners use your operating sys-

tem?
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Trower: I don’t have an exact number.

Portia Isaacson did research just last

December, I think, and her investigation

showed that for IBM PCs, more than 95

percent were using MS-DOS, 2 or 3. per-

cent were using CP/M-B6, and the remain-

ing percent were using the p-System.

PC: Your BASIC, at least the cassette ver-

sion, goes out with every single IBM com-

puter, but are there any figures on how
many PC owners actually use it?

Trower: It’s hard to say. That BASIC is

probably used more than anything else.

Most people use it simply to get

acquainted with the language. I have not

seen an IBM yet that did not have a disk

drive built in. It’s relatively uncommon to

find anyone using one of the smaller

BASICS.

PC: Do you have a feel for how many peo-

ple who buy IBM PCs use BASIC as

opposed to those who just take the BASIC

manual out of the carton and put it right in

the closet?

Trower: Not really. The majority of peo-

ple who buy microcomputer systems gen-

erally do so for a specific application.

They buy MultiPlan or a word processing

package or accounting package.

I think they probably spend their spare

time with BASIC to get acquainted with

programming because BASIC lends itself

to casual use. 1 suspect that BASIC is used

heavily in educational institutions. BA-

SIC is probably the most frequently used

piece of educational computer software

around, ifyou compare it in relative terms

to anything else on the market.

PC: Of all the BASICs out there for micros,

does Microsoft have the lion’s share?

Trower: In terms of BASIC in general,

Microsoft is clearly dominant. In terms of

the BASIC interpreter market, we believe

that we probably own greater than a 95

Seattle
is about as far away as

you can getfrom Boca
Raton and still vote.

percent market share. In terms of the com-

piler market, we share that with some of

our competitors, most notably Digital

Research. DRI has two versions of BASIC
on the market: their C-BASIC, pseudo-

code compiler, and their full native code

compiler.

On the PC specifically, I don’t have

any figures on how they specifically com-

pare. My guess is that we probably domi-

nate the industry for the PC as well. There

are veryfew brands ofpersonal computers

on the market that have a name for them-

selves that don’t have Microsoft BASIC
running on them.

PC: How did Microsoft grab such a huge

share of the market?

Trower: Microsoft came into the micro

industry as it was just starting. Everyone’s

probably heard the traditional story of

how Bill Gates and Paul Allen created a

version of BASIC on an 8080 emulator

and took it down with them to the folks at

MITS and got it up and running right

away. So it was really one of the first

pieces of software available for a micro-

computer.

The other significant event was lining

up the customers who came on soon after-

ward—especially the early sales work

that Bill and Paul did with Apple. After

all, before he bought MS-BASIC, Steve

Woszniac already had integer BASIC run-

ning on his Apple. But, Bill and Paul were

able to persuade him that he needed a ver-

sion of Microsoft floating point BASIC on

that machine.

PC: How did IBM become involved with

Microsoft?

Trower: I don’t know exactly what went

on, since I wasn’t here at the time. What I

was told was that IBM originally just came
to Microsoft, and said, “Sign these non-

disclosure forms: we just want to talk to

you.” Then they sat down with Bill and

Paul and discussed what products Micro-

soft had. The way that meeting was sum-

med up was, “We’ll get back to you if there

is anything we need to talk about. Don’t

consider this as anything significant. It

doesn’t mean that we’ll do any business

with you. It’s just that we wanted to come

up and talk to you.” A short time after

they had gone, there was another contact

from IBM saying that they wanted to

acquire BASIC.

There’s also the story that they wanted

Ml"
1

r \iAXl \V*;
/Villi' IBM PC Software ca + 4 .5%

TELEPHONE DIRECTORY This directory
RETAIL SALES CONTROL $295

is a fast and easy way to keep a name and WO™ * TIME BILLING S245

address book. Two phone numbers, a DATABASE MANAGEMENT ... S 1 95
|

special date and a brief personal note are M- TIME & MATERIALS INV $195
|

features. Data may be listed or displayed on »» Ok PURCHASE ORDER CTL $ 1 95

the screen. fflt PRODUCT INVOICING SI 95
MAIL LISTS & LABELS Records can be MAIL ORDER CONTROL $95
sorted by ANY field. Label or directory prin- — INVENTORY CONTROL $95 I

ting can use all or only selected records. 1 . 2 DATA ENTRY & EDIT $75,
. nd 3-up labels are supported as well as MAIL LISTS & LABELS $75 I

oversize packing labels. I to 99copies of 1 ,. PROGRAMMER UTILITIES 550 I

any label may be printed. Search allows j u — . . .... |

browsing back and forth through the data j
'TA«EAS!Al SCREEN DESIGN AID S35

fUe
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i TELEPHONE DIRECTORY 535
|

„„„„ .... II A BAR GRAPH GENERATOR S3S,
PURCHASE ORDER CONTROL This sys- ( ...
tern makes ordering supplies easy and con- UP MENU DESIGN AID S15

trols all of the details. Descriptions can be
stored or entered on a I -time basis. On Data Consulting Group 877 Bounty Dr. #EE203

order quantity, item reorder point, ytd pur- COME
^ Poster City. CA 94404 (415) 571-8100 349-4001

|

chases and prime vendor are features of the _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
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an operating system to go along with the

BASIC. As I understood the story, we
referred them down to the folks at DRI.

There are lots of rumors and I don’t know
what the true story is but that didn’t work

out. So IBM came back up here and said,

“Give us an operating system." Fortunate-

ly, we were able to provide them with an

operating system.

We had been working closely with

Seattle Computer Products at that time.

They had an operating system running on

their system and we had an interest in

keeping in touch with them. We are both

JLHERE
are lots of rumors.

small computer industries here—obvi-

ously, this is not Silicon Valley—who
were keeping in contact with one another.

Actually, Microsoft back at that stage

probably consisted of fewer than 15

employees. We have almost 400 now.

When IBM came up and said they

wanted our BASIC, Bill and Paul worked

with them on a specification for the lan-

guage. Originally, IBM anticipated that

they wanted to sell this at a low cost,

which meant no disk drives, and so they

wanted a cassette BASIC. It turns out

there are probably very few people who
actually use an IBM with a cassette. It was

probably a good gamble to go ahead and

do it at the time. And the version of BASIC
they wanted to do was to be drawn out of

the history of some of the things we had

done in BASIC.

Back then, we had a standardized ver-

sion of BASIC running under CPIM-80

that we distributed through retail chan-

nels. BASIC originally came out of the 8K
product that we sold to Apple, Commo-
dore, and Radio Shack. We added pro-

gram development features that became

extended BASIC. And then disk drives

became a standard part of system, so we

had disk extended BASIC. This then

evolved into the BASIC interpreter when
CP/M-80 came out.

B\ASIC
originally came out of
the 8Kproduct that we

sold to Apple,

Commodore, and Radio
Shack.

But all along, we had done special ver-

sions of BASIC for many of our Japanese

customers, as well as some in the U.S. We
were very much in the custom industry at

that time, and there were lots of customers

who had graphics or sound and wanted

extensions for those features. Eventually,

we had a base of such features, which
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were not part of our standard BASIC. But

we integrated those commands—like the

graphic features and the music, the full

screen editor, and the light pen and joy-

stick support—into IBM’s version, put

that all into a BASIC, and then divided it

up into the three levels IBM wanted.

PC: Were there any things that didn’t get

in to the BASIC?

CL OF THE
things that we're doing

rightnow with all of
our languages is moving

them all into C.

Trower: Not as far as I know.

PC: Is IBM’s version the most advanced

that you put out?

Trower: What IBM has is what we call

GW-BASIC, which is a special version of

our BASIC interpreter.

PC: What does GW stand for?

Trower: There are three things that people

think it stands for. One is that it stands for

Gee Whiz: one is that it stands for Gates,

William: one is that it stands for George

Washington. We had written G BASICs in

the past, and this was a way to differenti-

ate that G BASICfrom the otherG BASICs
we had done. The idea behind GW-BASIC
was to build a standardized product.

IBM’s was the first version of GW-
BASIC.

PC: What are all the BASICs written in?

Trower: All the BASICs created up to the

present are written in assembly code. But

one of the things that we’re doing right

now with all of our languages is moving

them into C. It makes them much more

portable. Moving from the 8080 to the

8086 is reasonably easy, but moving from

8086 code or 8088 code over to the 68000

is a little more difficult.

The version that IBM shipped was GW-
BASIC 1.0, and what we did after we dis-

tributed that through IBM was to go even

further in our development cycle. We
wanted to be able to take the same BASIC
that we had written for IBM and provide it

problem with GW-
BASIC is that while it

has lots of nice features,

they're all hardware-

dependent.

for other systems in such a way that OEM
customers wouldn't be dependent on us

for customization. It didn't seem reason-

able for us to spend 5 or 6 months devel-

oping each new version. We felt that we
had a very nice BASIC that a lot of cus-

tomers were very interested in. But it
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would be ridiculous ifevery customer had

to wait in line to get his version.

The problem with GW-BASIC is that

while it has lots of nice features they’re all

hardware-dependent. And unless every

systems manufacturer designed his hard-

ware after the IBM PC, we couldn’t auto-

matically just put GW-BASIC on that sys-

tem. So we formed what we called the GW
Kit. Essentially, we took all the high-level

code, the real guts of BASIC, and separat-

ed it from the rudimentary features that

are hardware specific.

We have a set of specifications and a

questionnaire that we provide to all OEM
customers. They produce low-level code

that their engineers can write for their sys-

tem a lot more quickly than it would take

for our engineers to have to learn about

their system and then do the writing. Then

they can link their routines together with

the high-level code of GW-BASIC and

have GW-BASIC up and running very

quickly.

Standard GW-BASIC is not the most

advanced version we publish. IBM now
offers 2.0 GW-BASIC, which it calls

advanced BASIC 2.0. This is a superset of

GW-BASIC 1.0 with the additional fea-

tures to support DOS 2.0, and the extra

graphics. There are at least 2*/a to 3 dozen

customers for GW-BASIC right now.

GW-BASIC is an interesting product,

because while it has a standardized set

of features designed originally for the

IBM PC, it’s also variable, so that cus-

tomers did not have to be in any way
locked in by the feature set of the IBM. If

a customer has greater graphic resolu-

tion than the IBM, he can support a

problem is that in some
sense the IBM is not

even compatible with

itself.

greater graphic resolution; if he can

support more colors than the IBM, or a

greater number of printer ports, he can

do that.

So, it’s possible for a customer to be

very closely compatible with the IBM
BASIC—as Compaq is—or very differ-

ent. Very few systems are really differ-

ent, because IBM’s BASIC has become
the standard for the 8086 MS-DOS
world. Even so, we do still offer,

through our retail channels, the stan-

dard form of the BASIC interpreter

without the graphics and anything that

is machine-dependent.

We’ve contacted most of our custom-

ers about moving their GW-BASIC to

2.0, if they like. IBM’s compiler is not

our standard compiler. Ifyou compile a

BASIC program on the IBM, it won’t run

on the Texas Instruments (TI). If you

took our standard compiler, which

doesn’t have those extra extentions,

you could compile a program on one

machine and run it on another ma-

chine, provided that the second ma-
chine reads a standard 5V4-inch MS-
DOS format.

PC: Apart from the hardware-specific fea-

tures, are there really any noteworthy dif-

ferences between IBM’s BASIC and most

other GW-BASICs?
Trower: Customers come to us and say

they want to make their GW-BASIC close-

ly compatible with IBM’s. On a feature-

by-feature basis, they can be very compat-

ible, right up there. The problem—and

this was mentioned in an article some-

where— is that in some sense the IBM is

not even compatible with itself. Some
software runs with a color graphics card,

and some software doesn't. Flight Simula-

tor is a good example.

But, there are areas where people run

into problems when they’re trying to see if

their version of GW-BASIC will run every

application out there. When you look for

compatibility, you’re looking at the hard-

ware, and sometimes even timing can

make a difference. We found that Flight

Simulator would experience a problem on

one IBM look-alike simply because the

timing was a little different.

We can suggest ways that OEMs can

make their BASIC more compatible to

IBM’s. But there’s another problem that
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fosters incompatibility. A lot of the early

software developers found little tricks and

routines— I think some were actually pub-

lished in the IBM documentation—and

they PEEKed and POKEd to those rou-

tines. If the hardware is not 100 percent

like IBM's, such tricks may not work.

Also, when you move strings out to a

file in IBM BASIC, the buffers for your

files are static, just as they had been with

Microsoft BASIC. This comes out of the

history of Microsoft BASIC where file buff-

ers are aJways static. With GW-BASIC, we
made a modification so that these buffers

would be dynamic, which doesn’t present

a problem if you write a clean applica-

tion. However, one software developer

had a problem with one of his packages.

After he would field his strings out to the

file, he knew that on the IBM they were

being kept in a static buffer, and so he’d go

back in with his pointer and PEEK, then

pull those strings back out.

Well, good programming practice says

you don't do that, and you don’t go look-

ing around inside BASIC for hard ad-

dresses or routines to take advantage of.

Any software that does that on one ver-

sion ofGW-BASIC will be less likely to run

under another version of BASIC, because

those things can’t be identical.

PC: Some of those PEEKs and POKEs are

inserted to speed up programs.

Trower: That’s why we offer compilers.

An interpreter, by its very nature is going

to be slow, and the IBM, while it’s an

excellent machine, is not running the fas-

test processor it could. There are ma-

chines on the market today that will prob-

ably run our version of BASIC faster than

it would run on the IBM, because those

other systems were built at a later date

and have faster processors in them.

But speed really hasn't been much of a

problem. We’ve always had the hallmark

of being able to provide a closely compat-

ible compiler with our interpreter. In fact,

they’re probably greater than 97 or 98 per-

cent compatible. The leftover percentage

makes a lot of sense if you understand

where the incompatibilities are.

We provide the interactive environ-

ment of the BASIC interpreter, so that you

can go in and write your programs and get

them all running nicely, and do things

like jump out of the program and add
lines. The interpreter provides many pro-

gram development features. Then when

you finish, you can run the program
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through the compiler for the speed advan-

tage; generally a compiled version runs

three to ten times faster than its interpre-

tive counterpart.

PC: Your floating point standard is differ-

CxoOD
programming practice

says you don'tgo
looking around inside

BASICfor hard
addresses or routines to

take advantage of.

ent from Intel’s. Intel uses the IEEE stan-

dard. Isn’t this a real potential problem?

Trower: Well, most people who use Intel’s

numeric processing chip are more inter-

ested in languages like Pascal and FOR-

TRAN where we have put 8087 support

into the languages. The numbers I have

don't indicate that there are that many
PCs out there with 8087s.

PC: That’s probably because IBM an-

nounced its availability only recently. Six

months ago there were only two or three

companies that supported the chip and

sold the necessary software. Now there are

about half a dozen; so it is growing.

Trower: I’m not denying that there isn't a

market for the 8087; I’m saying that most

people don’t need it. When we first devel-

oped BASIC for IBM there was no assur-

ance as to when and in what quantities

that chip would be available. Up to the

present, we’ve gotten more demand for a

decimal-based math pack in our BASIC

than requests to move to the IEEE stan-

dard.

If we shifted to that standard, it would

make some existing software out there

somewhat incompatible, because the nu-

meric format and the way data is stored

would be handled differently. You would

face a trade-off in terms of compatibility

with what’s already out there.

PC: What about GW-BASIC are you proud-

est of?

Trower: The graphic routines, the music,

and the extra GW advantages have pro-

vided significant features for that BASIC.

We’ve continued to enrich the language as

much as we can, with the added GW fea-

tures. These are probably what most

OEMs who come to us for BASIC now
want. They don’t come for the standard

BASIC; they want the GW-BASIC, partly

because they want to have at least as

much as the IBM does, but also because

the extra features that we added allow

BASIC users to tap into the hardware

capabilities of the system.

Graphics capability is probably the

most notable feature of that BASIC,

because it's so popular these days. And
the ability to draw lines and circles and

different shapes on the screen—which
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gives you some idea of the internal poten-

tial of the machine— is very attractive to

the OEM because it means that even a

child or a beginning programmer can sit

B YNO MEANS
is BASIC a static

product here.

down and tap into the power that he has

in the system.

With the sound abilities ofGW-BASIC,

for example, you don't have to design any

complicated assembly language routines

to try to generate music out of the hard-

ware, even (hough all you have is a tiny

speaker. Light pens and joysticks are

probably not used for many serious appli-

cations, but they mean that there's a level

of interfacing to the computer that doesn't

force you to go strictly through the key-

board.

People want to get at most of the horse-

power that's sitting in their computers.

And generally the only people who have

been able to do that in the past were the

software wizards, who magically tickled

the bytes and were able to produce fantas-

tic pieces of software. The fact that we've

built these extentions into BASIC allows

even someone on a very simple level to go

in and experiment with those features.

That's not the only avenue that we’ve

taken with BASIC. Because there's been

demand from the business community for

certain extra features that would help

them write business applications, we
have released a Business BASIC compiler,

a special version of our conventional

compiler. It has a decimal-based math

pack that can improve your precision if

you deal with monetary amounts.

In the past, Microsoft's math pack had

been binary-based, which is great for all

the different applications BASIC is used

for. People use it for educational pur-

poses, engineering, scientific program-

ming, business programming, and just to

get familiar with computers. The binary

based math pack is quite sufficient; it

actually adapts itself to these different

environments. But when you're dealing

with monetary amounts, it helps if you

can target your math pack for that.

That’s a specialty market, so rather

than add those special business features

to our BASIC, we have created a separate

Business BASIC compiler. It is different

wfE MAKEAN
honest effort to keep our

ear to the users out

there.

from GW-BASIC, but comes out of the

same root of the tree. We’ve added extra

features like multi-line functions, so it’s
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really designed for a more advanced pro-

grammer who needs to write serious busi-

ness applications in the BASIC. It’s avail-

able for MS-DOS, and is not machine spe-

cific, so it mil run on the PC.

By no means is BASIC a static product

here. GW-BASIC is not the end of Micro-

soft’s BASIC. We get lots of inquiries, and

we make an honest effort to keep our ear to

the users out there—not just ourOEM cus-

tomers but the people who are actually

using it—to find out what kind of appli-

cations and features they want.

PC: What do they ask for?

Trower: There are a lot of people asking

for things like ISAM support, and form

support. There are a lot of inquiries asking

if there will be any way to have BASIC

files and Multiplan files talk together.

Many people are still looking for further

enhancement to the graphics package

because that’s very attractive.

The version ofGW-BASIC that we have

right now could never fit in an 8-bit sys-

tem; it could only fit on 1 6-bit system, so

when the technology jumped from 8 to 16

it was a terrific relief; it allowed us to put

all these extra features into BASIC. But

even so, everyone would like to add new
features.

A lot of users would like to take all the

versatile BASIC features and make them

totally portable, so they would not be lim-

ited to one machine. Users are realizing

that there’s a greater world out there than

just the IBM-PC; that IBM has motivated a

whole realm of 16-bit systems.

People would like to see more program

development features built into the BA-

SIC, utilities for searching and finding

text, and the capacity to replace text.

There have been suggestions for some sort

of built in cross-referencer. A number of

things that are in BASIC now could

always be appended as utilities. Now that

we have an environment, we put just the

choicest things in the BASIC.

PC: Generally, do upgrades coincide with

upgrades in DOS?
Trower: Yes, that's a good point. With

BASIC as well as with all our languages,

we’re limited in terms of what we can do

by the environment we're in, which is,

frankly, why I'm glad that most of our 16-

bit work is done in operating systems that

we’re very familiar with, such as MS-DOS
and Xenix. Bill Gates has mentioned sev-

eral times that his interest and the interest

of the company as a whole are to be able to

provide enough support in the operating

systems so that people don't have to go

around the operating system to try to write

their code, which always leads to incom-

patibility from machine to machine.

Right now, one of the biggest draw-

backs is providing a generic form of

BASIC that allows you to do screen posi-

tioning. That’s a hardware-specific func-

tion. If we can integrate things like screen

positioning into the operating system, and

perhaps take the graphics out—there is

no reason why graphics support has to be

in the language—we would make a lot of

people happy.

PC: So you’re saying that you’ll eventually

have all those graphics features in the

operating system?

Trower: Right. To have some sort of sup-
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port for people who want to do screen

positioning, so they don’t have to make
calls to the hardware and write routines to

do it. Instead, they should be able to call

directly to the operating system and have

the operating system provide that envi-

ronment.

PC: Is this a general trend you see happen-

ing?

Trower: Yes. There is definitely a commit-

ment on Microsoft’s part to increase the

functionality of the operating system to

make software more portable.

PC: Apart from GW-BASIC and the two

compilers, are there any other BASICs that

will work on the PC?

Trower: We sell our products directly to

IBM, which basically sells them as if they

were their own products. In addition, we
have our retail outlet. In March of this

year we started rolling out our MS-DOS
language products.

We've put all of our standard lan-

guages under MS-DOS as well. So we have

our standard BASIC interpreter, the core

of what GW-BASIC is built on— if you

stripped away the graphics and the screen

positioning you come down to standard

MS-DOS BASIC—and we have a standard

BASIC compiler also for MS-DOS, and we

There
is no reason why

graphics support has to

be in the language.

have the Business BASIC compiler. All

these products are designed for MS-DOS
systems, so they'll run on the IBM, the

Wang, the Compaq, the TI, and others.

PC: Have you heard any complaints about

this?

Trower: One of the things that has been

most surprising to us is that people—
especially in the 8086 family of processor-

based computers—still feel restricted,

since the programs are limited to 64K of

code, and 64K of data. In the 8-bit area, if

you have the BASIC interpreter and the

operating system in there, you have what-

ever is left to do you

r

program. Now in the

16-bit area, with some of BASIC’s house-

keeping in memory, you get about 60K or

6lKof program space, which is more than

twice what anyone ever had before.

PC: But if you’re up to the 60K area in pro-

gramming, shouldn’t you be writing pro-

grams in other languages?

Trower: That’s what we had thought. But

many people really expect to be able to

program in a large space, even in BASIC,

though they have more than twice as

much as they had previously.

We’re looking for alternatives in the

8086 world to see what we can do in that

area because people do complain about

their program space or their data space.

Some of these people who are writing seri-

ous applications have tremendous

amounts of data to store, large arrays for

instance, and even though users have a

larger environment than they have ever



had before, they still say that if they have

a 512K machine they’ll want to use all of it

for BASIC.

It’s a little unreal to me, but I can

understand why they would like to use

more than they have. People didn’t say

“Aha! We had more space than we had

before.’’ They said “How come you don’t

let me use my full machine?’’ That’s one

area where we are looking at how we best

can provide alternatives.

For example, you can get around the

space limitation in Business BASIC by

Jinking separate code program modules

together. No single one of them can be

larger than 64K but you can link several of

them together. You are still limited to 64K

of data but by linking modules together,

you can use more memory than you nor-

mally could with the normal compiler.

There are ways of providing larger

address spaces, but it’s a little complex in

the environment that we're in.

PC: Earlier you mentioned 68000s. Is that

because some of the code you now write is

for 68000-based machines, or is it because

you think that chip is going to assume a

dominant role in the future?

Trower: It’s obvious right now that the

dominant chip out there is the 8086 fam-

ily. It 's hard for me to say whether this will

continue to be the case. Obviously, there

is a variety of chips in that family that will

EJVEN
in BASIC, people

expected a larger

program space, even

though they had more
than twice as much as

they had previously.

handle some of the limitations of the cur-

rent one.

PC: How do you keep in touch with end

users to hear how they feel?

Trower: Well, on the PC specifically, peo-

ple have questions and call us because

they know we originated BASIC. We find

they are somewhat frustrated by the fact

that we generally cannot provide any

information or any support directly to

them. It is difficult to explain to them that

this is IBM’s product and that our contract

with IBM says that they will provide sup-

port for the product. That’s as it should be;

if we started providing fixes, or walka-

rounds, IBM would have a tremendous

time trying to support that product.

PC: You just started a book division. Does

this mean you are going to do things like

tutorials, or is it just sort of an end run to

help users who have these kinds of ques-

tions?

Trower: The publishing group is a new
enterprise here. We get complaints some-

times, that people don’t feel—as in the

case ofBASIC—that the manuals are real-

ly tutorial enough. Well, they were never

meant to be tutorial; they were reference
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documentation, and a lot of people would

like to have something that introduces

them to our languages. I think the book

publishing route will be able to help fill

that need and that we'll probably publish

some books that match our products. That

will not only enhance our sale of the prod-

uct but will help people become more

familiar with the products we have.

PC: Do you have a master plan for the con-

tinuing evolution of BASIC, or is it just a

question of adding more and more refine-

ments and utilities with each successive

generation of DOS? Does Microsoft philo-

sophically feel that BASIC should become

the lingua franca of computing?

Trower: Well, since BASIC helped Micro-

soft get started, and is a product that

brings customers to Microsoft, we have a

commitment to it. We feel it’s a very viable

language, and ahvays has been. While it

was originally developed for educational

purposes, it’s turned into a language that

is used for all types of development.

I think we’ll be very cautious not to let

it turn into a total hodgepodge. We try

very carefully to screen what we feel are

important enhancements to add to the

product. The product is by no means stat-

ic or dead, and we will continue to

enhance it and add features.

There
is definitely a demand
for enhancement of the

Business BASIC side of
the language.

What is its future direction? Right now
we have GW-BASIC with its graphic fea-

tures, and we have Business BASIC.

There's no reason at all why those fea-

tures have to be totally separate. So there

is some consideration on how to better

integrate those two families on the tree.

Robots are another potential area for

BASIC. Obviously, you need to be able to

program those things. I can’t say that

Microsoft will definitely move in that

area, but it is an area of interest. They are

essentially computers on wheels; that’s

how Androbot touted their system. We
may do a special version of BASIC for

such specific market niches.

There is definitely a demand for

enhancement of the Business BASIC side

of the language. This is really interesting

because we also sell COBOL, so we obvi-

ously believe in COBOL, too. And it is

probably more appropriate to talk about

COBOL in a micro world now than ever

before because it is a fairly large language

and generally is run only on large sys-

tems. Some people considered it a miracle

that it ever fit in an 8-bit system.

There are people now programming on

minicomputer BASICs and COBOLs, who
are interested in moving their applica-

tions down into the micro environment.

They really couldn’t realistically look at

that before because 8-bit micros just

didn't provide a large enough environ

-
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men!. But now you have 1 6-bit micros that

have larger programming space, and hard

disk drives for large storage capacity.

PC: What about souping up BASIC with

really advanced features?

Trower: In some respects we have some

rather advanced features right now in

GW-BASIC: the event-trapping features,

for example. What you are actually doing

is setting a programmable interrupt that

sits there watching and waiting for some-

thing to happen while your BASIC pro-

gram is processing all this other stuff.

When you find that situation happening

you can go off and target the control of

your program somewhere else.

PC: You just came out with Lattice C—
what's your connection with Lattice?

Trower: We basically felt that C was a

very important language to have. Al-

though we have a version of C running

with our Xenix operating system, we

didn't have anything for the MS-DOS
operating system. To be honest with you,

even as fast as this company is growing,

there are only a certain number of things

that we can do and it's a matter of picking

and choosing what opportunities exist. It

seemed reasonable to us that if there was a

good product out there on the market sat-

isfying a need in an important part of our

product niche, we would work out a

licensing arrangement to distribute it

rather than spend the time to go ahead

and develop it.

PC: What are some of the others that were

picked up?

Trower: Our new version of Lisp. It's spe-

cifically targeted right now for the IBM

PC. We say it runs on the PC. It also runs

under CP/M-80. We are moving through a

transition right now where it will become

an MS-DOS version. There will be some

enhancements. The only real difference is

that documentation will help you under-

stand what the difference is between how
some features might work on the PC and

how they might be different on the MS-

DOS system. Lisp was acquired from an

outside software source. As with Lattice,

we felt that it was a good product.

PC: When you do something like this do

you fine-tune it or do you release it with-

out making any essential changes?

Trower: Well, in the case of both Lisp and

C. the only thing that we do is repackage.

There is some difference between the C
that Lattice sells through Lifeboat and the

one we’ll sell, but nothing that we really
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monkeyed with. The difference is that we
have version 1.04; Lattice has 1.03 out

right now. They gave us a version that was

a little more advanced— there is an object

w.
believe in COBOL, too.

module disassembler in our version that

isn’t in the other one. They’ll eventually

put out that enhanced version through

Lifeboat as well.

We also put our library manager and

our linker in it for all of our 16-bit lan-

guages. We included the linker though

most people get that with MS-DOS any-

way; we wanted to make sure people had

it.

PC: Lattice offers a large library of subrou-

tines. Do you also offer that?

Trower: No.

PC: Will theirs work with yours?

Trower: It should work just fine.

PC: Are you also planning to put out

libraries that will help programmers?

Trower: No, not at the present time; we
are just providing the compiler. We are

looking in all the language areas for good

utilities. In the case of the Lattice product

we felt that they have some utilities that

are great. Our major concern was to pro-

vide the language itself, and if there's a

significant utility—I’m not saying their

library of subroutines isn’t significant—
that we will greatly enhance the sale of

our product or help program development

people, we will either point people to that

product, or work out a licensing arrange-

ment if it’s significant enough.

PC: Is your Pascal compiler a version of

IBM’s or your own?
Trower: Well, essentially IBM's Pascal is

our Pascal, as well. They come from the

same source, and the version of Pascal we
distribute through our retail channels is a

slightly more recent release than IBM’s.

PC: Can you give us a list of the languages

that you do sell?

Trower: For MS-DOS-based machines, we
have the BASIC interpreter and the BASIC
compiler, Business BASIC compiler, our

COBOL compiler, Pascal, FORTRAN, C,

and Lisp.

PC: What about LOGO?
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Trower: No, LOGO is a very interesting

language. It's primarily being used right

now in educational communities.

PC: Is it a fast-growing market?

Trower: Definitely. I can’t say that our

eyes are closed to LOGO. Generally, our

strategy in the past has been to provide

languages for programmers. I'm not say-

ing that LOGO isn’t a language for pro-

grammers, but at present, it’s more of a

computer literacy language. In some

ways, we’re watching it very carefully

because that’s how BASIC got started.

PC: Are there any other languages out

there that are going to be important for the

micro market?

Trower: There are other languages out

there. I’ve heard of versions of RPG for

micros and versions of Dibol. There are

adherents who love FORTH.
PC: Do you think that between C and

BASIC and the others Microsoft produces,

you have the market covered?

Trower: I think we provide probably the

best in terms of the widest possible range

of languages right now.

PC: Do you see one language taking over in

the future?

Trower: I see C becoming very significant.

I don’t know that it will take over. People

adapt to certain languages and become

comfortable with the features those lan-

guages provide. From the programmer's

viewpoint, C is great, because for most

people who program in assembly lan-

guage it’s a very natural progression to

move into C.

Someone coming out of a more tradi-

tional language environment would prob-

ably find C a little harder to get used to

because he wouldn't have all the built-in

functions that he used in his other lan-

guage. I see C becoming very significant in

program development. We have a lot of

ongoing internal projects where we move

a lot of our software into C.

At Microsoft, we're also involved with

programming on a different level. If you

think about it, the Multitool products real-

ly are almost a programming environment

for end users. When you put together a

spreadsheet, in a sense you’re program-

ming that piece of software. It’s not pro-

gramming in the traditional sense ofFOR-

TRAN or Pascal, but there are formulas

that you’re putting in; you’re establishing

relationships; and you’re setting up cer-

tain variables.

We’re looking at this kind of program-
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needed, sockets

connector and complete assembly/test instruc-

tions. AN you need is a soldering iron, solder, a

power supply, ind a standard RS232 terminal

(Natronics has 2 low-cost ones lo choose from).

Explorer 88-PC Starter KH...S399.95

+ 10.00 p4i

(wired A tested, add $100.00)
Extra 62-pan connectors al $4.25 aa.

+ 1.00 pAI.

Use your awn terminal with Be EXPLORER 88-PC

or, if you plan to expand it to be fully IBM com-

patible. we oiler our IBM compatible keyboard

and an IBM compatible color graphics board

(only available wired and tested).

CALL TOLL FREE 1 800 243 7428 for Charge Card Orders.

In Conn., call 203-354-9375. Conn. res. add sales tax.

TO 0R0ER BY MAIL. CHECK BOXES FOR PROOUCTS DESIRED AND MAIL ENTIRE AD TO:

ISN NETRONICS R&D LTD.

333 Litchfield Rd . New Millord. CT 06776

Amount enclosed

Acct. Na.

Signature

PRINT NAME

Address

Charge my VISA

Exp. Oete
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NEW!
For the IBM Personal Computer®

The most complete Real Estate Analysis

Package availablefor use with Lotus 1-2-3 ®.

Start using the most powerful programming features of 1-2-3

from the minute you open the package to do
• Amortization Schedules

Depreciation Schedules

Prospective Property Owner Income Forecast

Personal Financial Statement

Internal Rate of Return

ACRS Tax Calculations and Analysis

Raw Land Syndication

Graphs included in many analyses

You don’t need an MBA to use the Real Estate Guide

The templates are fully integrated into 1-2-3; many users can’t

tell where 1-2-3 stops and our templates begin!

You don’t have to spend hours analyzing a potential invest-

ment— do it in minutes with the Real Estate Guide!

The Real Estate Guide runs on any computer that supports 1-2-3.

Availablefor only $159.95.

Manual only $29.95.

Subsequent price applies to purchase of templates.

Check. VISA or Mastercard.

Guidance Software / Division of Intran, Inc.

Two Kingwood Place, Suite 163 • Kingwood, TX 77339

(713)358-7191 • Telex 775-705

Dealer Inquiries Invited

1-2-3 is a registered trade mark of Lotus Development. Inc.
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MAKE YOUR
BUY/SELL DECISIONS

ON LIVE DATA

* sit®
" W‘ .

i S

• UPDATE PORTFOLIO VALUE8 IN SECONDS
• BE IN ON MARKET TRENDS WHILE THEY ARE HAPPENING
• GET ALL THE INFORMATION YOU NEED TO MAKE INFORMED
AND TIMELY DECISIONS

The Software package that automatically loads data from Dow Jones News
Retrieval* into your VisiCalc* with 100% accuracy. No need to manually enter
data. Allows you to make Investment decisions with all the information in hand. Get
current data as fast as your broker. Detailed financial data and historical data

as you need it.

802-229-0368 FOR FASTEST CREDIT CARD ORDERING

FROM: SOLUTIONS
1071 STATE STREET BOX 989
MONTPEIJER. VT 05602

802-229-0368
TCM 176 on SOURCE
70035.1377 on COMPUSERVE

PLEASE CIRCLE YOUR MACHINE MAKE AND MODEL.
I have: IBM^-PC; TRS-80* 11712/16, III; Apple* H +

.
IIE. or HI

SEND COPIES VIS'.BRIDGE DJ™ So I can use the power of my
VisiCalc on Wall Street information from Dow Jonee. Comes with complete terminal

package, *295 00 each postage paid ORDER TOTAL

PAYMENT METHOD: CHECK MASTERCARD VISA

EXPIR DATE_ _ SIGNATURE _

SEND MORE INFORMATION ON: VIS'BRIDGE; DJ. VISlBRIDOE/REPORT,
SORT. AND GENERAL LEDGER.
Ask about multi-oopy Corporate or Institution discounts

• tmtmirfc at Soiut
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ming as well as the traditional kind.

There’s a lot of effort right now going into

our Multitool family of products, that will

let users do such things without having to

know anything about programming.

probably more
appropriate to talk

about COBOL in a

micro world now than

ever before.

PC: Will there be a shell that ties all the

Multitool components together?

Trower: We do offer a product, sort of a

shell for MS-DOS, although it's certainly

not something that ties everything togeth-

er. But it's the first step. It allows you to

look at your directory and point at differ-

ent things. It bridges the gap between the

Multitool products, by taking the inter-

face we’ve been very successful with and

giving users a means of using MS-DOS in

that area.

PC: What you seem to be saying is that in

the future, hard core programmers will

use C, and beginners will use some type of

programming-like tools that don’t require

coding. BASIC is caught in the middle.

Will it always be around?

Trower: If you're talking about 20 years

from now it’s a little hard to say. I think

there's still a long life ahead for BASIC. I

don’t see anything in the short term that

would preclude BASIC from not continu-

ing out there.

BASIC is a language that people are

exposed to more than any other software

that's around. When they buy a personal

computer they may not always indulge

themselves in working with it. But people

like BASIC. It’s the only thing that really

provides them an opportunity right now
to get familiar with their system so that

they can actually control it.

If this is somehow replaced with an

environment that allows people that

much access without having to go into a

traditional language, it’s possible that

people might not use BASIC anymore. I

think that’s still a long way off. /PC
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FOR $54 WE'LL KNOCK
YOUR SOCKS OFF.

AutoCAD brings so much design/drafting power
to the IBM PC* you'll be astonished.

Send us $54, we’ll send you the Demo.
You’ll see.

You can create user-defined screen menus from

ordinary text files. You can define parts libraries sim-

ply by drawing them. You’ll focus AutoCAD's power

in tight on your own specialized requirements.

Specifically AutoCAD can . . . calculate and display

the distance between any two points or the area

enclosed by any number of points automatically . .

.

provide 127 layers and colors for selective viewing or

plotting as if on transparent overlays . . . work at any

level of detail using full bi-directional zoom facility . .

.

create and edit drawings of any size, to any scale . .

.

move, copy, modify, erase, rotate, and scale vertically

and horizontally . .

.
generate repetitive patterns auto-

matically ... use as components both previously cre-

ated drawings and basic elements such as a line of

any width, a circle, arcs, and solid filled areas.

Drawings are created with a light pen on screen

menus, digitizing tablet, commands on the keyboard,

or any combination. All systems support Summa-
graphics and Houston Instrument digitizers and the

complete range of both Hewlett-Packard and Hous-

ton Instrument plotters.

AutoCAD is.the definitive breakthrough for

architectural or landscape drawing . . . drafting for

mechanical, electrical, chemical, structural and civil

engineering . . . and printed circuit design.

You'll see. Chances are, then, you'll want AutoCAD
for your very own. And that will cost you just $1000.

•Minimum Configuration Requirements for IBM PC
(note that there is a choice of three differing versions)

PC-DOS Operating System version 1.1

128K memory
RS-232 serial port IBM compatible at standard address

1 -IBM dual screen version monochrome display adapter with monitor

color/graphics display adapter with monitor

2-

Vectrix version -Vectrix VX384 on parallel port

-monochrome display adapter with monitor

(on the IBM and Vectrix versions above two monitors are required)

3-

Hercules version-Hercules graphics board

-IBM monochrome display adapter with monitor

IBM is a registered trademark of international Business Machines Corp

AutoCAD Is a registered trademark of AUTODESK. Inc.

mm&m
DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEMS, INC.

45 New York Avenue. Framingham, AAA 01701 • (617) 875-3555

PRINTED CIRCUIT

Send the coupon.
P!g,TAL CONTROL SYSTEMS, INC™

"

_ 45 New York Avenue, Framingham, MA 01701

I Gentlemen: Here's $54. Show me.

|

I'll be wearing garters.

I

Name

Company

|
Address

I

City State Zip
Mass residents add 5% sales tax.

VISA MASTERCARD Card#

jj^Byires Signature
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GT
Now the experienced multiuser leader
leaves the single-user crowd behind.

For over two years Sierra
Data Sciences has been
delivering advanced
multiuser systems to science
and industry.

Now that advanced
experience is available to

PC users in an extraordinary
new product...PC-GT.

PC-GT allows any IBM PC
or IBM-compatible PC to

become a powerful multi-
user system. Each user gets
a separate processor. No
processor sharing. No
reduced performance. No
costly additional PCs.

Simply add one PC-GT

user expansion card, and
one ASCII CRT for each
additional user. Only one of
Sierra Data's unique MXDOS
disks is necessary no
matter how many users are
added. No software changes.
No re-compilations. No re-

installations.

From Single-User Crunch ... to Multiuser Luxury

.

Get more access to your PC today. Order PC-GT now or contact: 216-892-1800

YSIERRA DATA SCIENCES
Fresno, CA
Product Support Division • 25700 First Street • Westlake, OH 44145
(216) 892-1800 • TELEX: 980131 WDMR
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MegaPlus II™:

THE ULTIMATE
EXPANSION
FOR IBM*
PC OR XT
This really is the only board you need to

expand your IBM PC or XT There is quite a
selection of multifunction boards available today,

with many of their manufacturers trying to pile

up the score of so called "functions ' But when
you look to see what theydo you find some real

creative definitions of function " as well as

some pretty useless features MegaPlus II has

the features you need on a board that is cost

effective, versatile and reliable You can start

out with the basics as standard equipment, and
can add features as the need arises Or you can
get it all right now — in one slot

THE BASICS
MegaPlus II has three functions standard Parity

checked and fully socketed memory up to 256k

in 64k increments, clock/calendar with battery

back-up, asynchronous communication port

(RS232C serial
|
which can be used as COMI or

COM2. |DTE for a printer. DCE for a modem]
Also included are SuperDriv^'" disk emulation

and SuperSpooler'* printer buffer software Op-
tional is a 100% IBM compatible parallel printer

port, and a second async port for another S3S

eac h Both options are soc keted so you can add
them later should the need arise

CLOCK/CALENDAR
A CLIP-ON BATTERY

Our clock is powered by a simple S4 lithium

watch battery it is clipped on. not soldered like

some other clock boards How useful is a

battery warranty that requires you to send your

board to the manufacturer to replace it7 We
send you a diskette with a program that sets the

time and date when you turn on your computer
Now your programs will always have the

correct time and date on them without you ever

having to think about it (Just which version of

that program you were writing is the latest

one 7
)

CIRCLE 384 ON READER SERVICE CARD

FREE SOFTWARE
SuperDnv^'” disk emulation software create"

"disk drives" in memory which access youu
programs at the speed of RAM memory Superv

Spooler'* print spooler allows the memory tot

accept data as fast as the computer can send n

and frees your computer for more productive^

work Both programs are compatible with I I

and 20 versions of DOS

CHEAP SOFTWARE TOO
What good is great hardware without somm
great software to use it with? We offer somm
terrific prices on some of the popular programrr

you will want to use your board with Howi
about the cream of the spreadsheet programrr

SUPERCALC’, for just SI59 Or maybe dBASE •

by Ashton-Tate forjust S409 We now have thn

new standard for word processing programrr

SUPERWRITER for SI 79 It combines a vent

powerful yet easy to use word processing

program with a spelling checker and the abilitli

to do mailing list/form letter generation

WHY BUY IT FROM US7
Qualityand Service With over lOO.OOOboardsim

service AST Research is one of the lead inor

suppliers of enhancements for the IBM PC M
Qubie' we provide the service and supponc

most companies just talk about We realize

how integral this board is to the use of yocu

computer What good is a warranty if it takes

weeks for repairs to be made? We offer 48 houu
turnaround or a replacement board on ai&

warranty repairs Do you hear anyone els«

making this promise? If you still are not com
vinced. and want to compare prices, remember*
we don't charge extra for credit cards, oo
shipping Ifyou still want to buyelsewhere. asle

them if they will face the acid test

THE ACID TEST
Qubie' (say cue-bee-A) gives you a 30 da*r=

satisfaction guarantee on all board purchases i

you are not completely satisfied we will refunor

the entire cost of your purchase as well as pa»s

the postage to return it If you can get one of ouu
competitors to give you the same guarantee*

buy any other board you think compares anor

return the one you don't like We re not worneo*

because we know which one you will keepq

We also offer a one year parts and laboo

warranty An additional one year extendeo*

warranty is available for S50

THE MEGAPAKS
The pictures show the optional 256k MegaPak™
the 1 28k version, and the newgame pak These

boards mount piggyback" on the MegaPlus II

The 256k MegaPak gives the old style PC's with

only 64k the ability to add 512k of memory in

one slot The 1 28k MegaPak is for the new
machines that can hold 256k on their PC's

motherboard This board along with the 256k

on the MegaPlus II gives you the total of 640k.

the maximum usable under 2 0 DOS Now you
can create disk drives in memory up to 360k. set

aside plenty of space for print spooling, and still

have plenty of memory for your biggest pro-

grams There is a new game port MegaPak
option It uses any IBM compatible joysticks or

paddles it plugs onto the pm connectors just

above the edge connector so you can add one
even if you have one of the memory MegaPaks



THIRSTY FORA 384k MULTIFUNCTION BOARD?
HAVE A SIXPAKPLUS M

Since the introduction of PC DOS 20. the

capabilities of the PC ha\^ been increased with
the ability to address up to 640k of memory
With the current PC having 256k available on
the computer motherboard, you need another

384k to reach 640k Great you say. but multi-

function boards only have room for 256k on
them Enter the SlxPakPlus’" Not only does it

hold up to six banks of 64k pantychecked RAM.
but includes battery powered clock/calendar,

serial port, parallel printer port. SuperDriv^'".

and SuperSpooler'" software standard Optional

is an IBM compatible game port And of course

you get the "Plus" of AST engineering and
reliability, and the service and support of the

largest dealer in the world for AST products

SPECIAL
OFFER

Buy a 384k SlxPakPlus™ with
game port and get a FREE
ConnectAII cable bracket.

I/O-PLUS 2 ™:

MEGAPLUS SANS MEMORY
Here is the answer for those who don't need

. additional memory but would like all those

• other quad function board features The I/O-

Plus 2'“ comes standard with a clip-on battery

I

powered clock/calendar and asynchronous
i communication port IRS232C serial) Also in-

• eluded are the SuperDrive’- electronic disk and
1

SuperSpooler' -
print spooling software Optional

i is a second asynchronous port (DTE for a

I
printer, or DCE for a modem), a parallel printer

, adapter, and the best game paddle adapter on
i onuhtr i Qt in r i nc ji Aqi i ic n<inntc. «^nc*hfc.i ru i

the market What's so special about our game
adapter? Not only is it an IBM standard game
port, but it can also use low cost, widely

available Apple compatible paddles and joy-

sticks And like its big brother MegaPlus II. all the

options are socketed so you can buy them later

if the need arises So if your memory needs are

satisfied. I/O-Plus 2™givesyou all the input and
output ports you might need — for less than

the price of most single function boards 30 day
satisfaction guarantee included
p*4h?i«4rnrui dmmuiM; uirinncxi

TO ORDER
BY MAIL INCLUDE:

—complete description of products

requested

—daytime phone number
—California residents add 6% sales tax

—check or credit card number with expiration

date Ipersonal checks take 18 days to

clear)

TO ORDER BY PHONE:
In California (80S) 482-9829

Outside California

TOLL FREE (800) 82M479

PRICES:
l/O-Plus 2'“ with Clock/calendar, serial

(asynchronous) port. SupeiDri\e’"and Super-

Spool™ 5129

Mega Plus II™ no memory, with clock, serial

and software - 5239

SlxPakPlus™ no memory, with clock, serial

port, printer port, and software S239

Each 64k of memory installed and tested on
MegaPlus. SlxPakPlus or alone S50

Parallel Printer Port S35

Second Asynchronous Port S35

Game Adapter (I/O or SlxPakPlus)

S35

MegaPak™ with 256k of Memory 5299

128k of Memory .... SI99

GamePak for MegaPlusll S40

ConnectAII Cable Bracket 519

Cable to Parallel Printer S35

Cable to Modem or Senal Printer 525

Comprehensive Diagnostic Program . . StO

Word Processing Keyboard S229

Keyboard/Superwriter Package S399

SUPERWRITER by Sorcim 5179

SUPERCALC' by Sorcim SI 59

dBASE II by Ashton-Tate S409

SHIPMENT
Normal shipment is day after receipt of

order We pay UPS surface charges on all

items except keyboards For keyboards add
55 for surface. SI0 for 2 day air All COD
shipments add S3 handling

QUANTITY PURCHASES7
If your corporation, institution, or users group
has needs for quantities of boards, call us for

details on our quantity purchase program

•IBM ts <3 trademafk o* lnrefrwiion.il Business Machines

QUBIE
DISTRIBUTING
USA: EUROPE:
4809 Calle Alto Tempo House
Camarillo. CA IS Falcon Road

mvk teottoani-HK



difference.

me hx-12 gives you higher resolu-

tion and finer dot pitch i.simm) than
the IBM 51 53$ medium resolution

(,43mm) for a cleaner, sharper Image.
Compare our full range of colors

and our crisp whites without red
bleed. You'll also see a difference in

superb colors. All at a suggested retail

price ($695) than a pleasure forsore
eyes and overworked budgets.

AMNe Bewen: call us to learn

how you, too, can now enlOY the vis-

ible superiority of the Princeton
HX-12.

HX-12. its rightat

1101- 1 State Road Princeton New Jersey

609 683-1660 TLX 6857009 PCS Prln.

800-221-1490

THEIRS: 43 mm dot pitch. 80 column textOURS: .31 mm dot pitch. 80 column text

THE PRINCETON HX-12
HIGH RESOLUTION RGB COLOR MONITOR

for the Image
your eyes deserve
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A word
processor
should be an
extension of
your mind.

A good word processor
should feel comfortable, and let yon

almost
> automatic

1nmns and math. The screen shou
nduttered and give you an honest view

of your text without annoying codes.

WordPerfect does all this and
has proven itself at places

like Harvard, RCA, State Farm, and
Texaco. The software is well

documented, is guaranteed, and is

available for immediate delivery.





EWORLD'SMOST
HCSTECHNOLOGY

You’ll never see Infocom’s graphics

on any computer screen. Because
there’s never been a computer built

by man that could handle the images
we produce. And, there never will be.

We draw our graphics from the

limitless imagery of your imagi-

nation—a technology so power-

ful, it makes any picture

that’s ever come out of a

screen look like graffiti

by comparison. And
nobody knows how
to unleash your

imagination like

Infocom.

Through our

prose, your

imagination

makes you part

of our stories,

in control of

what you do
and where you
go—yet unable

or con-

irseof

events. You’re

confronted with

situations and log-

ical puzzles the like of

which you won’t find elsewhere.

And you're immersed in rich envi-

ronments alive with personalities as

real as any you'll meet in the flesh—

yet all the more vivid because
they’re perceived directly by your

mind’s eye, not through your exter-

nal senses. The method to this

magic? We’ve found the way to plug

our prose right into your psyche, and
catapult you into a whole new
dimension.

Take some tough critics' words
about our words. SOFTALK, for

example, called ZORK® Ill's prose

“far more graphic than any depiction

yet achieved by an adventure with

graphics." And the NEW YORK
TIMES saw fit to print that our

DEADLINE™ is "an amazing feat

of programming." Even a journal as

video-oriented as ELECTRONIC
GAMES found Infocom prose to be
such an eye-opener, they named one

of our games their Best Adventure
of 1983.

Better still, bring an Infocom game
home with you. Discover firsthand

why thousands upon thousands of

discriminating game players keep
turning everything we write into

instantaneous bestsellers.

Step up to Infocom. All words. No
graffiti. The secret reaches of your

mind are beckoning. A whole new
dimension is in there waiting for you.

iriFoconv
The next dimension.

Infocom. Inc., 55 Wheeler St.. Cambridge. MA 02138

Kir your Apple II. Atari. Commodore 64 , CPfM **. DEC Rainbow.

DEC RT II IBM. NEC APC. NEC PC-8000 (Kbomr T! PnWnwwnal
TRS 80 Model I. TRS-80 Model III



LearnHowlb
TheMostPopular
InAs LittleAs Half£
“Criterion Personal Leamingware” is a sim-

ple, inexpensive way to learn how to use the most
popular programs for your IBM-PC,’ PGXT.’or
COMPAQ’ portable.

A color-coded keyboard template helps you
master the control keys, commands and vocabulary.

And your understanding and confidence will

grow quickly with two hours of friendly audio

instruction. Step by step. At your own pace;

Criterion Personal Leamingware’allows
to learn in a “building block” manner with s

'

steps building a foundation for more advan
procedures.

You can take as long as you like or do it in as

little as half a day.

Criterion Personal Leamingware"! Enjoy it!

Tape 2 covers advanced top-

ics and refinements.

Crtterio"

COKWOtK**—

Major commands are sum-
marized on Side 2.

The right Commands anu
Control Key combinations

are easily found.

Operating Procedures and
Glossary provide helpful,

nontechnical explanations.

TSKgs* s-ss?:

Criterion Persona) Leamingware is available for

DOS 2.0 by Microsoft
1-2-3 by Lotus Development Corp.

Wordstar by Micropro Intel

Sold at most fine computer stores. Tape 1 gets new users up and
running on their own.

fechntlocjic
With two hours of recorded
instruction, learning to use

yourprogram can take as
little as half a day

2634 Chapel Hill Boulevard, Durham, North Carolina 27707 919/493-4560
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Three Reasons IBM Personal Computer Owners
Should Use CREATABASE™:
• Ease • Power • Price •

CREATABASE is designed especially for your IBM PC.

Easy-to-use: CREATABASE lets you
organize business and personal in-

formation with just two simple steps

to efficient record keeping. First,

define a file by telling CREATABASE
about the information kept in the

file, and how it should appear on the

screen. Second, type in your data

as if you were filling out a form.

Your data is now at your fingertips,

to search, update, sort, and print.

CREATABASE is completely menu
driven. Function key meanings are

displayed throughout, so there's no
need to remember command names
or key assignments. Help screens
are available at the push of a button.

Powerful: CREATABASE lets you
add, delete, update information and
reorganize your files with just the
press of a button.

Screen designs and report layouts

are completely under your control.

Design your data input screen to

look like a form you already use.

Our flexible report formatter lets you
design reports, form letters, mailing

labels, lists, invoices, etc.

CREATABASE data is even accessi-

ble from your own programs.

General Features:
• Flexible screen design
• Flexible report design
• Full-field editing

• Key field for extremely fast

access
• Fast and flexible assembler

language sort routine.

• Process records in keyed, sorted,

or entry order
• You can change key field at any

time
• Add or delete fields without data

re-entry

• Totally flexible search criteria on
any or all fields

• Supports all printers and 80 col-

umn displays

CREATABASE fits on one disk to

eliminate time consuming and con-

fusing disk-swapping.

The CREATABASE manual contains

a step-by-step tutorial to

demonstrate all features.

Inexpensive: At $75, CREATABASE
is the best value in information

management software on the market
today. Compare our features to our

competitors, T.I.M.III™, VisiFile™,

and pfs: file & report™, and see for

yourself.

CREATABASE dBASE II

pfs: file &
pfs: report VisiFile T.I.M. Ill

Menu Driven (yes) no *

Help Screens no no ** *
User-Designed
Input Screens PN*

User-Designed
Lists, Form Letters

Labels, Pre-Printed

Forms PN* no no no

Random Record
Access by Key PN* no

Sort Data * * Output Only *

Calculated

Fields &
Totals no Output Only

Records per file 1200 (64K)*

2200 (128K) 655351
1100 (SS Disk)*

2200 (DS Disk) 32767* 32767*

Fields per

Record 16 32 Variable

40 (64K)

128 (128K) 40

Types of Fields 4 3 1 5 8

Character/Field

Characters/Record
62

992
254

1000

1680

2000 +
254

2048
60

2400

Especially

Designed for

IBM PC no no no no

Retail Price $75 $700 $265 $300 $495

File Features:

• Multiple files on one diskette

• Up to 1200 (64K) or 2200 records

(128K) per file

• Entire file must reside on one
diskette

• Maximum of 16 fields per record
• Possible field types and lengths

are:

a — Alphanumeric (62)

A — Alphanumeric, All Capitals

(62)

N — Numeric (14, with up to 13

decimal places)

D - Date (8, format is MM-DD-YY)

PCsoftware provides service and
support for all its products.

APCsoftware™
9120 Gramercy Dr. #416
San Diego, CA 92123
619-279-2482

Order today.

Mastercard and Visa accepted.

*PN Programming needed to provide this capability:

I In practice, disk capacity limits (lie size (e.g., a single sided disk with 200 characters/record will

become full at about 700 records).
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IFYOU'RE CONFUSED
ABOUTBUYINGA

PERSONALCOMPUTER,
HERE'SSOME HELP

Computers come in two parts.

One part is the "hardware!' the

machinery itself.The other is the

"software',’ which tells a computer
what to do, theway a driver tells a

car what to do.

Without software, a computer

can't do anything. And vice versa.

Youhave to buy both.

Buy the software first

Since the reason you're buying a

computer is to get the capability

the software gives you (remember
it's the software that tells the com-
puter what to do)

,
it makes good

sense to pick the software first.

Start by making a list of the

things youwant the computer
to do. Possibilities include word
processing, inventory control,

accounting, graphics, recordkeep-

ing-youname it, there's probably

software that does it.

Next take your list into a com-
puter store and ask the salesper-

son to demonstrate software that

will do the things you want.

Even though you'll need a com-
puter for the demonstration, keep
in mind the computer is just a
vehicle.The software is the driver.

Once you’ve decided on software,

picking the rest ofthe computer
system will be that much easier.

The simpler the better.

Some people will tell you that

software has to be complicated to

be powerful. Nothing could be fur-

ther from the truth.

Good personal software should

be, as the computer people say,

"friendly." Meaning that it helps you

do what you want to do without get-

ting in the way.

Good software keeps the com-
plications in the computer, where

they belong.And keeps the capa-

bility at your fingertips. It's that

simple.

Simply see for yourself.

You can read any number of

interestingbooks andmag-
azines about personal

computers.You can
askyour friends

who have

them.

Or look

at all

the sales

literature

you can get

your hands on.

But as helpful as

that can be, there's

no substitute for a live

demonstration.

Whenyou do go shop-

ping, we recommend
you take a look at

the PFS" Family

of Software.

Designed
the waywe
think a soft-

ware family

should be:

simple,

straightforward

and powerful.



Currently there are four software

packages in the family: PFSWRITE,
PFS:FILE, PFS:REPORT and PFS:

GRAPH, withmoreontheway
Here's a little more about each of

them.

PFS:WRTTE. The simplest way
to get your message across.

PFSWRITE is ideal for people

who want to make their writing time

more productive. It displays what

you write on your computer screen

so you can make revisions as you
compose.
WithWRITE, youcancorrect mis-

spellings or substitute one portion

of text for another, with just a few
keystrokes.

Andwhenyou'rethroughrevising,

WRITE showsyou"on-screen "just

how your document will look

when it’s printed. So there

are no surprises afterwards.

WRITE also works with

most popular software pro-

grams, including the PFS
Family of Software.

This feature allows you to add
names and addresses from mailing

lists to generate form letters. Or
combine columns ofnumbers or

h graphs with your text.

^^PFS:FILE.The simplest
^^way to get organized.

^^FILE is basically a paper filing

system without the paper. So
you can record, file, retneve

and review information in a
fraction of the time it takes with a

^ conventional filing system.

With FILE, you arrange your
information on a "form" you design
yourself, And when you need to

track something down, FILE sorts

through your records electronically.

It lets you retrieve information in a
variety ofways so you can be as

selective as you want.

PFS:REPORT. The simplest
way to sum it all up.

REPORT is a powerful analysis

tool thatworks with FILE.
REPORT sorts through your files

and retrieves the information you’re

looking for.Then assembles it all

into one report, so you can analyze,

plan and make better-informed

decisions.

REPORT is also good at math. It

quickly sorts through columns of

numbers and performs calcula-

tions, so you won’t have to.

reoort

LLLLL
LLLLL

LLL
LL

PFStGRflPH.
The simplest
way to spot trends.

GRAPH is ideally suited for

professionals who need charts or

graphs in a hurry.

Allyou do is specify the kind of

graph or chartyouwantand enter the
information. GRAPH does the rest.

GRAPH transforms columns of

facts and figures into pie, line and
bar charts so you can spot trends

quickly and make better-informed

decisions.

GRAPHworks with PFS:

WRITE, PFS:FILE,VisiCalc®

files or data entered directly

intothe computer.Andsup- ,

portsmost popular printers and
plotters.

Send for our Free
PFS Software Catalog.

It’ll tell you more about the PFS
FamilyofSoftwareandhowtouse it.

It’s free. And allyou have to do to

get one is return the coupon below
or see your participating PFS
dealer.

The PFS Family of Software.

We’ve alreadymade computers
simpler to use.

Now we’re making them simpler

to buy.

REE
PFS

SOFTWARE

Name—
Address-

City—

State .

I plan to use a personal computer:

at home at work both

Mail to: PFS, 422 Aldo,

Santa Clara, CA 95050

®PFS is a registered trademark of Software
Publishing Corporation, 1901 Landings Drive,

Mountain View, CA 94043. The PFS Family of
Software currently runs on the Apple,® IBM;®
Compaq,® Texas Instruments* and
equivalent personal computers.
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(Setall thefactsabout
the IBM Personal Computer.

GetPC Magazine!

PC Magazine is the independent guide to IBM Per-

sonal Computers. Each monthly issue is packed with

the latest information for everyone who's interested

in IBM Personal Computers.

This is the magazine for finding out how to put

together the best IBM “PC" system . . .and how to

get the most out of it. Every month you'll receive

hundreds of colorful pages of evaluations, in-

sights, and straight talk from respected ex-

perts-professionals in computer science as

well as lawyers, businessmen, writers, ed-

ucators and many others.

PC covers software, hardware, applica-

tions, and every other topic of impor-

tance to the thousands ofIBM Personal

Computer users who read it. To make
sure that we give you the facts you

need, we include a special "User-

to-User" section, a “PC Wish List"

and news about IBM Personal

Computer clubs, events

and publications.

Right now you can save up
to 31% on an introductory

subscription. And if you're

ever dissatisfied with PC,

just write and tell us-you'll

receive a prompt refund for

all the unmailed issues re-

maining in your subscrip-

tion.

Yes! I want to subscribe to PC, the independent guide

to IBM Personal Computers:

Q One year (12 issues) only $21.97-19% off!

B
Two years only $40.97-24% off!

Three years only $55.97-31% off!

Savings based on full one-year subscription rate of $26 97

CHECK ONE: Payment enclosed. Bill me later.

Mr./Mrs./Ms

Company

(please print full name)

Address-

-State-

Offer valid only m the US . its temtones and possessions Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first issue

We' hether you already own an IBM Personal Computer
or you’re thinking about buying one, you need PC
Magazine.



TheIBM PersonalComputer
withTRI-DENT. Whena
dentistwants to get personal.

Please send me the free booklet,

"Everything a Dentist Ought to Know
About Computers

Address.

City.

The most complete dental

computer system in the world is

TRI-DENTby Lear Data.

It is the answer to simplifying

every business detail in your
dental practice.

Dentists throughout the U.S. are

depending on TRI-DENTbecause:
TRI-DENTgets out insurance

forms automatically.

TRI-DENT improves cash flow.

It issues monthly statements,

even gives each patient a "walk-

out" statement, speeding up
payments by 30 days or more.
TRI-DENTcan improve your

reappointment record as much
as 100% by integrating patient

information to word processing.

A nice touch: Some dentists

"remember" birthdays and
anniversaries using TRI-DENT

TRI-DENT helps plan

treatments.

Install TRI-DENTand suddenly
you are in control of your prac-

tice. Business details are out of

the way. You can spend all the

time you want in the personal

care of your patients.

And now, for the first time,

TRI-DENT is available on the IBM
Personal Computer with OASIS
16-bit operating system by Phase
One Systems.

Don’t delay the "computer
decision "another day. For full

information, call Lear Data, (707)
252-7139. Or, send for our free

booklet, "Everything a Dentist

Ought to KnowAbout Computers.”

It tells all!

Slate Zip.

Pttnne

Time to call.

TRI-DENT is a trademark <il Lear Data. Inc

'IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines. Inc
•OASIS is a trademark of Phase ( >ne Systems. Inc
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LANGUAGES/ PAUL SOMERSON

Is BASIC a serious programming language? What
are its main flaws? Will other languages supersede

it? What changes does Microsoft have up its sleeve?

Microsoft's Guru of BASIC, Mark Chamberlin, offers

PC some surprising answers.

In Defense Of BASIC
Wait—don’t turn this page, unless your ever do. IBM or Microsoft really should Programming forces you to think. To
computer came with a green eyeshade, publish a separate BASIC tutorial, on get the computer to perform even the

and you’re the kind of tunnel visionary manual or disk, or include a few instruc- smallest operation you have to break the

who uses your PC exclusively to poke dol- tive chapters in the conventional BASIC task into minutely simple steps, consider

lar amounts into spreadsheet cells. Not manual. Utter novices need to pick up a and protect against all the possibilities for

that there’s anything wrong with financial few fundamentals before they start, so error, and then find ways of expressing

planning. But ignoring the PC’s astonish- they don’t go apoplectic when they stare each of the steps logically or mathemati-

ing programming ability is like visiting a at a line like "A—A+l.” cally. Most people stop thinking mathe-

nude beach just to admire the driftwood. matically the day they take their last math

Say the word programmer to many Forced Thinking final exam in college, checkbook balanc-

people and they conjure up images of aso- There is a thriving market in third par- ing notwithstanding. After so many years

cial computer nerds hunched over hulk- ty BASIC tutorials and guidebooks, al- it is a genuine pleasure to use the math

ing consoles and cackling demonically as though none has the clarity and class of an area of your brain again. It’s like scratch-

they transfer phony million-dollar ac- IBM manual. BASIC is so simple that even ing a place you couldn’t reach before,

counts in a distant Bank of America main- the worst of these books can have a reader If you spend enough time cranking out

frame, or tap into NORAD to send squad- up and confronting his first syntax error in code, you even begin looking at everyday

rons of fighters scrambling for nonexistent an hour or two. Many PCers learn from life differently, analyzing routine tasks

radar blips. These days, however, this books like these, or from increasingly pop- automatically and breaking them down
couldn’t be farther from the truth. ular classes given at colleges and comput- into their various logical steps, organizing

IBM doesn’t give anything away for er stores. Why are so many PC owners things better. You can feel it happen,

free, but it does provide a copy of Micro- learning BASIC and waxing enthusiastic There is a sudden concern for efficiency,

soft BASIC hardwired inside every PC it about the joys of programming? Programming makes you more perceptive,

makes. (In fact, Microsoft has distributed Several reasons. Some like the idea of analytical, calculating. The ganglia bris-

well over a million copies of its BASIC in mastery over machinery. With a modest tie. You see something that’s not exactly

various incarnations and dialects.) You knowledge of BASIC you really can put right and the gears upstairs begin whirring

can run BASIC even if you don’t own a the PC through its paces, make it do virtu- madly,

single floppy; boot your PC with the drive ally whatever you want. Some like the

door open and no disk in the slot and Cas- puzzle aspect—figuring out how to turn Programming As A Strop
sette BASIC flickers onto your monitor. an idea for a program into the code neces- All computer languages have a limited

But while IBM wanted BASIC in every sary to make the program work. Others vocabulary. It is a real challenge to define

machine, it didn’t make the language easy enjoy the graphics it allows even non-art- a complex series of instructions with the

to learn. The familiar olive-drab manual is ists to produce, or get a tingle out of tin- fewer than 200 functions, commands, and

an excellent reference book, but a terrible kering with sounds and animations. Many statements available in BASIC. And each

teacher. It is possible to learn BASIC by like the way BASIC lets them whip togeth- of these program-building blocks has its

plodding page-by-page through the manu- er a program in minutes to handle com- own demanding syntax; put a comma
al’s alphabetical listing of functions, state- plex mathematical calculations or other where a semicolon should go and your

ments, and commands, but few people business needs. entire program may go haywire—or crash
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• Our ergonomic COMPUTER CHAIRS prevent sit

strain No more aching back, tired thighs or

throbbing neck, while working at your IBM PC

Ergonomics the science that seeks to adapt

working conditions to suit the worker

• Seat height, backrest and forward seat tilt are

easily adjusted to fit any size man. while he is

seated in the chair

• The backrest has a special convex shape in the

lumbar (lower spine) area for proper spine

support

• The open armrests allow you to pull close to your

workstation Armrests are padded tor additional

comfort

• We have sold many of these chairs to physicians

for their own personal use

• We are ERGONOMIC SEATING SPECIALISTS

That’s ail we do

• Satisfaction guaranteed if not completely

satisfied within 15 days, return the chair for a

full refund

• IBM PC USER SPECIAL PRICE S32S.OO

(regular price S405 00 save 20%)

ORDER NOW! w
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
• Send Name & Shipping Address

• Daytime Phone Number

• Check or Credit Card # and Exp Date

• Specify Color Charcoal. Dk Brown. Beige.

Wine. Navy

• Call Collect 312-743-5200 Days 9-5

• Illinois Residents add 7% Sales Tax

• Add 112 00 for Shipping and Handling

• MC/Visa/American Express

NORDHAUS ERGONOMIC CHAIRS
7122 N. Clark St. Dept. 101

Chicago. IL 60626
312-743-5200
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to a halt. While this rigorous precision is

often maddening, it's necessary and hones

the mind. For those who feel their minds

are plenty sharp already, there may be lan-

guages in the future with enough artificial

intelligence to figure out what is needed

and correct such errors. Or. future pro-

gramming tools simply may not require

this tough syntax to create workable code.

But that’s a long way off.

For years, PC users have been discov-

ering new programming wrinkles not

mentioned in any IBM or Microsoft BASIC
documentation. Some of these are ex-

tremely useful, or even necessary. For

instance, common patches allow users to

check on the state of their NumLock, or

force all keyboard character entries to be

capitalized. Other, more sophisticated

tweaks allow you to run a program like

dBase II in color, or create entirely new
palettes on the medium resolution graph-

ics screen.

Microsoft and IBM both discourage

using such "undocumented” features in

your programs, and they do have a point if

you’re hammering together a piece of com-

mercial software. The reasons they give

make sense from their perspective: Micro-

soft wants to be able to export its BASIC to

every MS-DOS machine on the market:

and hardware-dependent PEEKs and

POKEs that work on the IBM may cause

havoc, or simply do nothing, in other sys-

tems. IBM wants to be able to change its

ROMs—and introduce slightly different

models—with impunity. And what IBM
wants. IBM gets.

The World According to Microsoft dic-

tates that instead of PEEKing and POKE-

ing. you should write polished, highly

commented and structured code, then run

it through its compiler to speed up execu-

tion. No arguments here, except that

Microsoft also frowns on including "un-

documented" features, and that its com-

piler costs $300. Also, compiled programs

are not easy to tinker with.

But the most important point is that

there are serious deficiencies in BASIC

terms, according to the IBM BASIC manu-

al, "the distinction between a command
and a function is largely a matter of tradi-

tion. Commands, because they operate on

programs, are usually entered in direct

mode. Statements generally direct pro-

gram flow from within a program, and so

are usually entered in indirect mode . .

.

Actually, most BASIC commands or state-

ments can be entered in either direct or

indirect mode ... A function is used like a

and the PC hardware that you can correct

by using such clever software patches. We
certainly agree with Microsoft that de-

signers of serious applications software

should be wary of incorporating such

tweaks if they want their programs to be

portable. But for someone inventing a

game for his child or a utility for himself,

the more tricks he knows, the better able

he is to get at all the horsepower of his

system.

Have you figured out a way to bypass

the cold-boot self-diagnosis? Or a trick to

continue running, if you choose, after the

PC spots a parity error? Or a clever scheme

for getting more than the usual number

of colors in graphics mode? Can you scroll

your screen from side to side, or up and

down a pixel at a time? Or play music

using two voices rather than the one pro-

vided? Or run both color and mono-

chrome simultaneously? Or unerase in

WordStar? Or perform some other miracle

so stupendous it makes all these other sug-

gestions look feeble?

Contest Details

Send us your best original, uncopy-

righted programming secrets, and the

editors will pick the ten we feel are most

ingenious or useful. Winners will each

receive $50. and their entries—along with

their names, unless otherwise specified

—

will be printed in a forthcoming issue.

Mail them by November 15. 1983 to:

Programming Contest

PC Magazine

1 Park Avenue

New York, NY 10016

—P.S.

If you’re not familiar with the above

TRICK OR TWEAK
The editors of PC Magazine announce the first

"POKE Your Way to Fame and Fortune" competition.
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variable in an expression to call a prede-

termined operation ...”

Commands can do things like run,

save, load, and list programs, display files,

JS^toSTPEOPLE
stop thinking

mathematically the day
they take their last

math final exam in

college.

or jump from BASIC to DOS. Numeric

functions can take one number and

produce its cosine, or chop off its decimal

portion, or use it to generate a random
number. String and Input/Output (I/O)

functions can convert variables from one

form to another (decimal to hexidecimal,

for instance), read characters from a key-

board entry or a file, or tell you something

about a variable or a piece of hardware—

what the third character of a word in from

the left is, or whether a joystick button is

pressed, or what color a particular dot on

the screen is. Practically everything else in

BASIC is a statement.

Each line of a typical program “list-

ing,” (the display of a program’s contents)

contains one or more instructions, written

in the arcane “code” that the computer

will understand. Languages like LOGO
and BASIC come closest to being under-

standable. Others, like APL and FORTH
are nearly inscrutable to the innocent

bystander.

The Joy of Coding
Writing good code is an art. Programs

can be tersely elegant, or long-winded and

clumsy. There are always several ways to

get the same computer job done. Skilled

code-writers can often accomplish in ten

lines what brute force programmers do in

fifty. There is much room in programming

for cleverness.

Authors of conventional prose can

never be sure whether their writing is

good. They may be overjoyed with it one

day, and hate it the next. One group of

readers may take it to heart as gospel while

another pegs it as inarticulate trash. Such

Invest in comfort,
the dividends feelgood1

The PC Pedestal™ by Curtis virtually eliminates backache,
eyestrain and fatigue. With the tilt and swivel PC Pedestal™

you can improve sight angle and minimize glare. And that

results in greater comfort and increased productivity all

around. For just a small investment, you can get a real good
look at your IBM PC

The AD-I Adapter
easily adapts the PC
for use with the Princeton Graphic

Systems and Quadchrome Displays.

Re-arrange yourIBM PC ... comfortably
Developed exclusively for the IBM PC, all Curtis products have
a lifetime warranty and are a perfect PC match in color, style

and finish.

PCPMMaPxll.ntlrclSwMIBue 7995
(for IBM PC Monochrome and
Color Displays)

AD-I Adapter for PC Pedestal™ 9 95
(for Princeton Graphics Systems and
Quadchrome Displays)

SS-l System Stand 24.96

(for IBM PC System Unit)

EC-1 3' Extension Cable Set 49.95
(for IBM PC Monochrome Display)

EC-11 3' to 9' Extension Cable 39.95
(for IBM PC Keyboard)

Manufacturing Company, Inc.

Available at all

ComputerLand Stores
Entre Computer Centers
ComputerMarts
ComputerCratts
Micro Age
or your local

PC dealer.

Over 800 locations nationally.

For the dealer nearest you
call (603) 924-7803.

CIRTIS
Curtis Manufactunng Company, Inc.

Peterborough, NH 03458

A 10

1
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uncertainty is not much of a problem

when you're writing programs. While the

first law of coding is that there's always a

slightly shorter, better way to do it, a pro-

gram either runs or it doesn’t.

BASIC is an easy language to learn and

use. It is a very “high" level language,

Exp,'ERIENCED
programmers

universally seem to

view BASIC with

hauteur and disdain.

which means that it is closer than most

languages to English. To run a program

you simply type RUN. To print "hello"

you tell the computer: PRINT "hello".

There’s even a "direct mode” that lets you

use parts of BASIC the way you would a

calculator.

And the most popular version of

BASIC is “interpretive": users can slap a

program together and run it right away.

Most other languages (and even two other

versions of Microsoft/IBM BASIC) are

“compiled," which means that program-

mers have to perform additional, time-

consuming steps after writing the pro-

gram, before it will run. However, once a

program is compiled the first time, it will

subsequently run much faster than its

interpretive counterparts.

Partly because BASIC is slow com-

pared to the more esoteric compiled lan-

guages, and partly because it is the lan-

guage of beginners and is often written

very inelegantly, experienced program-

mers universally seem to view BASIC

with hauteur and disdain. These days,

"It’s written in BASIC” is a statement that

is whispered, not shouted from rooftops.

While it’s true that if you have to write

an operating system or a word processor

or a commercial-quality animation, you

do so in C or Pascal or FORTH or assem-

bler. BASIC is good for garden-variety pro-

grams, and just perfect for learning how to

write code. You can grasp volumes about

the language and about programming sim-

ply by loading BASIC into your PC, typing

someone else’s short program listing onto

your screen, and then experimenting with

it. If one line of such a program says: FOR
A=1 TO 10, and you change it to read:

FOR A=1 to 20, and then type in RUN,
you can see the effect instantly. (In this

case, the length of a loop—a reiterative

series of instructions— is doubled.) IBM
supplies many such short program listings

in its manual.

Do Not Enter

Interpretive languages can be very

interactive. This is necessary for all but

the slickest programmers, because the

hardest part of writing programs is invari-

ably "debugging" them. Once you’ve

keyed in the initial program, you have to

fine-tune your code to correct any errors,

handle unusual and unanticipated inputs

EPSON & NEC PRINTERS COLUMBIA DATA MPC

NEC 3550

NEC 3510. 3515. 3520 3525 & 3530

NEC 7710 7715 7720 7725 & 7730

EPS0NFXSer.es

EPSON MX 100 80 £ I I w/GRAFTRAX +

GEMINI 10 $ 355 GEMINI 15

CITOH 8510 Parallel or Serial

C 1I0H 1550 Parallel o> Serial

C I10H F10 40 and F10 55 Par or Ser

OKIDATA82A

0KIDATA 83A 84A

0KIDAIA 92 93 2350 £2410

TALLY MT 160

TALLY MT 1602 MT16 -> MT 180? & MI 1805

DIABLO 630 CALL • DIABLO 620

IDS 80 and 1 32 PRISM Printers

QUME SPRINT 11/40 and others

ANADEXADX 9500 am! others

| BROTHERS HR 1

> C0MREXCR 1 Serial 0 ' Parallel

i DAISYWRITER 200 w/ t9K Butter

i T 0SHIBA P 1 350 P or P 1 350 S

i SILVER REED EXP550 P or LXP550 S

. SMITH CORONA TP 1 md others

. TRANSTAR 315

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

$499

CALL

CALL

CALL

$425

CALL

CALL

$799

CALL

$989

COLUMBIA System Includes IBM COMPATIBLE Dual 320K

Floppies 1288 RAM Taro RS 232 Serial ports Centromc Printer

port IBM Compatible Keyboard Hi Res Color Graphics Card

Green or Amber Monitor and more

$3 000 IBM* Software bundle Including Perfect Writer Speller

Calc. Filer Graphs Communications Support Space Commanders

Col Tutor Diagnostics BASICA MACRO Assembler & MS DOS

COLUMBIA LOW TOTAL PRICE CALL

OTHER COMPUTERS

CALL
• SANYO MBC 1000 with Bundle Software $1595

CALL
• SANYO MPC 3000 with Bundled Sollware CALL

CALL • NEC PC 8001 A. PC 8012A. PC 8031A IB 1201

CALL PC 8023 w/Soflware (NEC SYSTEM) $2495

CALL • NEC APC SYSTEM 16 bat CALL

CALL • EAGLE II Business Computer $2495

$1595
• EAGLE III Business Computer $3395

CALL • EAGLE IV Business Computer $4995

CALL • EAGLE 1630 Computer $5995

ALL EAGLE CUPs Includes Software Bundles

CALL 7 DAYS 18001 854 8498 Cilil. (7141 545 2216

C00S0L. INC. P.0. 2642 COSTA MESA. CA 92626 2642

COMPUTER BARON 3013 HARBOR BLVO COSTA MESA. CA 92626 714 979 2488

COLOR RCI MONITORS

• NEC 1C 1203DHIAI Hi Res RGB $599

• NEC IB 1201 Green CALL

• AMDEKH. Res RGB and others CALL

• PRINCTON GRAPHICS Hi Res RGB CALL

• IAXAN Hi Res RGB and others CALL

MODEMS

• HAYES SMARTMODEM 1300 BAUD) $227

• HAYES SMARTM0DEM 1300 & 1200) CALL

• HAYES CHRONOGRAPH $199

• NOVATION I CAT $120

• NOVATION 212 AUTO CAT CALL

• SIGNALMAN MARK I and others CALL

• UDS Series Modems CALL

IRM SOFTWARE

• MICROPRO WORDSTAR $265

• MICROPRO SPELLS!AR/MAIlMtRGE CALL

• MICROPRO CALSTAR CALL

• ASHTON TATE D BASE II CALL

• I U S EASY WRITER II $235

• I U S EASY SPELLER CALL

• IUS ACCOUNTING Senes and Others CALL

• PEACHTREE Software CALL

• MICROSOFT Software CALL

• LOTUS 1.2.3 CALL

• CONTINENTAL HOME ACCOUNTANT PLUS CALL

IIM CAROS

• 64K MEMORY E*p to 256K $249

• Mult. Fun w/Memory E«p to 256K CALL

• Multi Fun w/Memo»yE<p to 5 1 2K CALL

• 6 Multi Fun w/Cloch Calender CALL

• Hi Res Color Graphics & B/W Monitor CALL

• OTHER IBM 'CARDS and CABLES CALL
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(to take into account, for instance, head-

aches that arise when you ask a user to

type in a number and he or she types in a

letter, or a negative number, or a zero, or a

number too big for the computer to han-

dle, or a number with commas, or two

numbers), and make sure it does every-

thing you wanted.

BASIC is extremely interactive. You
can run partially-written programs, or

jump to the middle of a program and run

one part you’re trying to fix without hav-

ing to wait for the program to cycle

through from the beginning. You can

throw in a statement to freeze the opera-

tion of a program at virtually any point,

and have it print out the value of all

important variables at that step in the pro-

gram—in effect, take a snapshot of the

program at any stage and have it tell you

exactly what it is doing, and show you

what is working properly and what is

not.

Best of all, when you have to debug

your BASIC code, you can alter a program

quickly and easily, then try to run it to see

if the change you just made fixed the prob-

lem. If one change doesn’t work you can

quickly try another. BASIC’s onscreen

editor, while far from perfect, does offer

certain sterling features that make pro-

gram creation and adaptation a snap. The

PC’s customizable program keys can turn

editing and repair jobs from a chore to

something automatic. The keyboard be-

JL OUNDERS
Bill Gates and Paul
Allen are right out of

central casting: brainy

boy millionaires

bristling with energy,

ideas, volunteered

opinions on everything.

comes an extension of the fingers and the

brain.

For instance, by defining PC function

key #3 as : “Key 3, CHR$(2)” and PC func-

tion key #4 as: “Key 4, CHR$(6)’’ you can

skip forward through a program word-by-

word by tapping F4 and backward by

Save space

,

improve ergonomics
andsystem life.

The SS-I System Stand by Curtis

otters you more freedom of arrange-

ment. Reduces the systems unit

footprint by 54%. Use less desktop
space, or no desktop space at all -

put it on the floor! It feels great. Also,

with less disk drive wear in the verti-

cal position, systems unit can be
expected to have a longer life and
less down time with the SS-I.

Get the sturdy SS-I and stand your

systems unit on its ear - it feels great

and lasts longer

Re-arrange your
IBM PC ... comfortably
IBM PC, all Curtis products have a

a perfect PC match in color, style and finish.

ECM 3' Extension Cable Set 49.95
(lor IBM PC Monochrome Display)

EC-II 3' to 9' Extension Cable 39 95 I

(lor IBM PC Keyboard)

Manufacturing Company, Inc.

CIRTIS
Curtis Manulacturing Company, Inc.

_ __ Peterborough. NH 03458

ComputerCratts
Micro Age
oryour local
PC dealer.

Over BOO locations nationally.

For the dealer nearest you
call (603) 924-7803.

PC Pedeslal™ II, Tilt and Swivel Base .79.95
(for IBM PC Monochrome and
Color Displays)

AD-I Adapter lor PC Pedestal™ 9.95
(tor Princeton Graphics Systems and
Ouadchrome Displays)

System
(tor IBM PC System Unit)

Available at all

erLand Stores
r Centers
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Figure 1: Function key settings used to run graphics programs on the PC's graphic screen

and then switch effortlessly back to the text screen for debugging. Note the use of initial

CHR$(27) characters to avoid syntax errors with BASIC's line-screen editor.

100 KEY 1 , CHR* (27) MCLSiLIST"+CHR* (13)
110 KEY 2, CHR* (27) "RUN"+CHR* ( 13)

120 KEY 3, CHR# (2)
130 KEY 4, CHR* (6)
1 40 KEY 5, CHR* (5)

150 KEY 6, CHR* (27) "RENUM 1 00" CHR* ( 13)
160 KEY 7, CHR* ( 27 ) “SCREEN 0:"
170 KEY 8, "WIDTH 80lC0L0 N

180 KEY 3,'R 1,7,2: CLS” +CHR* (13)

130 KEY 10, CHR* (27) "CLS"CHR* ( 13)

1 — LIST (arid ENTER)
2 — RUN (and ENTER)
3 — PREVIOUS WORD
4 — NEXT WORD
5 — ERASE TO END OF LINE
6 — RENUM (and ENTER)
7 I

8 > W I DTH/SCREEN/COLOR/CLS

— CLS (and ENTER)

pressing F3. Other keys—and combina-

tions of keys—do everything from run-

ning and listing the entire program, to

erasing from the current cursor position to

the end of the line, to renumbering all the

lines. And they can be customized for spe-

cific problems.

If you ever write graphics programs

that use the IBM graphics screen, you’ll

probably want to switch back and forth

between graphics (to see if the code

works) and text (to fix it when it doesn’t).

As soon as you run such a program the PC
turns on the medium resolution graphics

screen. This is fine for making circles but

terrible for listing code, since this screen

is 40 characters wide rather than the stan-

dard 80, and limited to a bizarre combina-

tions of colors like white on purple. It

could be a genuine nuisance to have to go

through the laborious steps that will get

back to your text screen, make it 80 char-

acters wide again, set the colors that are

most readable on your monitor, clear the

screen, then list the program. But if you

first set your function keys with the trivial

program in Figure 1, you can do all this in

about a half second by banging four func-

tion keys (7+8+9+ 1) in quick succes-

sion.

Boy Millionaires

The IBM PC version of Microsoft

BASIC is an enhanced version of Micro-

soft’s generic GW-BASIC, which in turn is

a descendant of the original BASIC-80

Microsoft designed in 1975. As with most

customized dialects of the language, the

enhancements are largely hardware-spe-

cific. All MS-BASICs share the most

important commands, functions, and

statements. But IBM's edition is souped

up to take advantage of its relatively

sophisticated graphics, sound, and other

hardware abilities.

The early days of MS-BASIC, aka GW-
BASIC, read like a pulpy Horatio Alger

story. Founders Bill Gates and Paul Allen

are right out of central casting: brainy boy

millionaires bristling with energy, ideas,

volunteered opinions on everything. And
these days everyone listens; after all, these

wizards have the Midas touch. Friends at

a Seattle high school who cut their teeth

APPLICATION
SOFTWARE
^CONSTRUCTION
PCPM — Critical Path Method Scheduling
(minicomputef version) $595.
ASI 6.1 — Lumber Estimation and Takeoff

(output for lumber yard) $725.
BID HELPER — On-line Bid Analyzer (re-

quires speadsheet program) ... $150.

^Educational
i&TEST SCORING
PROF — Proficiency Testing (Criterion-

Referenced. Teacher-made) .... $750.

Inc. Failure List, Frequency, and Rank Or-

der by Subtest

STAN — Standardized Tests — CTBS-S.
T. U, V (Norms not included) .

.
$3500.

STAN includes Roster & Label only —
many extra reports rangefrom $250-$400.

JQ DUCATION
FLASH— Flashcards for ages 4-9$46.

WHAT'S THE WORD? - Popular word
game combining mastermind and hang-
man. Ages 12-adult $46.

YDROELECTRIC
DEVELOPMENT

ECON — Economic and Financial Feasi-

bility — complete analysis $745.

ENERAL
PURPOSE

EDCOL — Column Editor: Great for edit-

ing input or output. Saves hours of time

reformatting $65.
PRIBME — Prl me to IBM PC connection

$45.

=J=HESE
specialized programs have
been developed and used
by professionals in the field.

P&L has further tested and
debugged each program
and is now making them
available to you.

Send check or money
order to:

P&L CONSULTANTS
2715 K Street, Suite 3
Sacramento, CA 95816
(916) 446-1613

Call for multiple discount.
Trademarks and Copyrights Prime is

a registered trademark of Prlme Com-
puter, Inc IBM and IBM PC are regis-

tered trademarks ot IBM Corporation
CTBS-S, T. U. V are tests developed Dy
and trademarks ot CTB/McGraw Hill
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on a DEC minicomputer, these two went

from being proprietors of a homebrew data

processing company called Traf-O-Data to

micromoguls at the company that owns
the operating systems and languages for

just about all the small new computers on

the market.

For the umpteenth telling of it, the tale

goes something like this: Gates and Allen

found themselves at a tender age in the

employ of a Seattle computer firm with

instructions to diddle the company’s PDP-

10. Hi-tech TRW was about to go belly up

with a project in the boys’ backyard to put

all the power generated by the Columbia

River basin network of dams and dynamos

under computer control. The computer?

You guessed it, a PDP-10. The two techie

tykes stepped into the breach, performed

their systems magic, and saved the day.

A few years later, an Albuquerque, NM
outfit called MITS officially spawned the

age of micros by screwing together a com-

puter it named the Altair. Gates and Allen

saw a writeup in Popular Electronics and

decided the Intel 8080 chip at the heart of

the hardware made this particular gadget a

winner. They suggested to MITS pioneer

Ed Roberts that they compose a BASIC

package for the Altair. Roberts admitted

others were on the track, but asked to see

their submission.

Here’s where the story works up the

lump in the throat. Allen glommed the

specs and spent several weeks creating an

Altair simulator on his DEC mini, in effect

turning the big machine into a silicon

copy of the little one. After a month of fre-

netic hacking and tweaking, they called

Roberts to make sure no one else had beat-

en them to the BASIC punch. Allen

hopped a flight to New Mexico and on the

plane ride down realized the pair hadn’t

designed a bootstrap loader for their pro-

gram. So in a sweat he scribbled one down
30,000 feet up. Neither Gates nor Allen

had ever touched a real live Altair before

Allen nervously loaded their handiwork.

It worked perfectly, the first time it was

tried. Now you know why IBM loves these

guys. They’re superhuman. They cheated

all of Murphy’s Laws. You can almost see

Rod Serling wandering into the frame as

the spooky familiar theme music sifts up

in the background.

MITS bought it and the rest is history.

For you history buffs out there, everyone

was happy until a company called Pertec

purchased MITS. The progenitive pair lib-

Increase productivity,
create a system thafs
comfortable-

Curtis IBM PC improvements and modifications are de-

signed to help you configure a system that's comfortable

and more productive. You'll discover that Curtis products
help you work longer and better. Visit your local IBM PC

dealer for

a first hand
feel on how
to get more
comfortable

with your

PC.

Re-arrange yourIBM PC ... comfortably
Developed exclusively for the IBM PC, all Curtis products have
a lifetime warranty and are a perfect PC match in color, style

and finish.

PC Pedestal™ II, Tilt and Swivel Base .79.96
(tor IBM PC Monochrome and
Color Displays)

AD-I Adapter tor PC Pedestal™ 9 95
(tor Princeton Graphics Systems and
Quadchrome Displays)

SS-I System Stand 24.95

(tor IBM PC System Unit)

Available at all

ComputerLand Stores
Entri Computer Centers
ComputerMarts
ComputorCraNs
MicroAge
oryour focal
PC dealer.

Over 800 locations nationally.

For the dealer nearest you
call (603) 924-7803.

EC-I 3' Extension Cade Set 49.96
(tor IBM PC Monochrome Display)

EC-II 3' to 9' Extension Cable 39.95
(tor IBM PC Keyboard)

Manufacturing Company, Inc.

CIRTIS
Curtis Manufacturing Company, Inc.

Peterborough, NH 03458
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erated a copy of the language, hied to Seat-

tle. and sired Microsoft. In the succeeding

years, Microsoft sold its BASIC to virtual-

ly everyone out there with a micro,

including Apple and TRS.

Boards and Acorns
During this time the company also cob-

bled other 8-bit and 16-bit languages, and

created a piece of hardware that changed

the face of microcomputing. Microsoft by

then was cruising through the Z-80 CP/M
market, leaving competitors in its wake.

But the phenomenally successful Apple

computers were based on an oddball chip,

the 6502, that wouldn’t run Microsoft’s

software. Allen decided to make a Z-80

add-on board that would soon have

Apples by the hundreds of thousands

purring with Microsoft programs. The

remarkable fact here is that there are now
more Apple CP/M users than those using

any other microcomputer—and Apple

wasn't even designed to use CP/M. Allen's

SoftCard, and Microsoft’s reputation as

software mavens, sent ripples through the

industry.

One splash went clear across the coun-

try to IBM, which was hurriedly tinkering

OvER THERE
is the mainframe

wrapped around the

next two versions of
DOS andgod knows

what else.

with a new micro it internally called the

"Acorn.” Virtually nothing in IBM’s com-

puter was proprietary, except the overall

design and the logo stamped on the front.

Here the facts cloud somewhat. Micro-

soft’s account, at least the one making the

rounds, is that IBM knocked on its door

wanting the standard dog and pony show.

This next item strains a whole lot of cre-

dulity, but according to one top MS staff-

er, Microsoft referred Big Blue to Digital

Research. There is a Rosemary Woods gap

in the tale here, and a short time later IBM
came running back to the Pacific North-

west with an order for BASIC, an operat-

ing system, assorted other languages, util-

ities, and games.

Why does IBM hardwire BASIC into

the PC? It obviously feels the language

isn’t going to just dry up and blow away.

Neither do even the most ascerb microcy-

nics. For one thing, there’s nothing on the

horizon to take its place. For another,

BASIC is stuffed to the gunwales with

goodies. Finally, it is still growing, evolv-

ing to meet the rigorous needs of today.

To find out more, PC decided to make
the pilgrimage to Bellevue, Washington

and consult the Guru of BASIC, Micro-

soft's Mark Chamberlin. Chamberlin is

stamped out of the standard Microsoft

mold: young, skinny, affable, articulate,

whip-smart, industrious, circumspect.

His office is at the very end of a crinkum-

We Believe You Are Paying Too Much!!!
MK Research Has IBM-PC™ Compatible Add-on Cards For Less

MK 51 2K Ram Card/RS 232-C MK Color Graphics Card for

IBM-PC & XT SI 99

MK 7 Functions on a Single Card 64K to

256K Ram, RS 232-C Port, Parallel Port,

Clock Calender. Super Disk Software, Super
Spooler Software & MK Auto Update For

Time & Date Software SCall

Tandon TM 100-2 DS/DD S249
WS Color Software. Converts WORDSTAR
Version 3.2 to run in 4 colors S39

• All MK Cards are burned-in for 72 hours before

shipment
• Free Shipping
• Each Card comes with a full one year warranty
• Guaranteed 72 hours service or we will replace

with a new card
• Dealer inquiries welcome

1 5 day full satisfaction guarantee on all MK Cards or your money back!
Send Check or Money Order To:

East Coast
West Coast Computer Hut

(714) 731-5201 (603)424-6384

CIRCLE 333 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MK Research
17842 Irvine Blvd . Suite 122, Tustin CA 92680

64K Ram Card S249
64K Ram with RS 232-C S289
256K Ram with RS 232-C S479
51 2K Ram with RS 232-C S699

All Above Cards Are Expandable to 512KB Free

Superdisk & Spooler Software with 512K Card

Super Disk & Super Spooler $39

64K Ram Chips • Burned-in 64K 9 chips

$55

MK 6 I/O Slots Expansion Chassis with

Power Supply for IBM-PC'“. It's like having

six extra slots in your IBM-PC
SCall
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crankum labyrinth of corridors, and is

tidy, almost spartan. The focus of the

room is his DEC terminal, which beeps

insistently every few minutes as urgent

electronic mail snakes through the walls.

DOS Under Glass
Microsoft's plant is a pair of clean, low-

slung, modem offices that straddle a free-

way. The locals give directions by saying

‘‘look for the big Ramada Inn; Microsoft’s

right in back of the Denny’s restaurant.”

The buildings in that comer of Bellevue

seem to float in tiers of parking lots crowd-

ed with Japanese cars. The cars all look

spanking new. The buildings all look

spanking new. The city gleams, even

under the solid overburden of clouds. It is

all white and sparkling glass. The people

are cheery. They look you in the eye and

sav things like “howdy.” This is all very

disconcerting to a visitor from the east.

The staff at Microsoft is very security

conscious. Thick, unmarked wooden
doors pepper the halls. The receptionist

makes a little badge for you with a head-

line-type machine. It says “visitor.” You
don’t need the label. You end up gawking.

Over there is the mainframe wrapped

around the next two versions of DOS and

god knows what else. In a corner are knots

of whispering Japanese carrying small

equipment cases I’d give plenty to peek

into. Walking by are some awfully young

executives who control the destinies of

microcomputer owners of all denomina-

tions.

Through Mark Chamberlin’s large pic-

ture window is the most incongruous

spectacle of all: a little red farmhouse on a

gentle hill, and a little red barn, with a

little dog snapping at dragonflies in the

little yard—a single lush acre of Washing-

ton state verdure hemmed in by terraced

parking lots sporting ranks of Toyotas. Off

in the distance Ma and Pa Kettle putter

around on the sagging porch. Except that

this particular couple are millionaires,

having sold the back 39 to the Ramada

people and the Denny’s people and the

Microsoft people. There are millionaires

everywhere here.

Chamberlin on BASIC
Chamberlin agrees that detractors find

BASIC an easy target, and adds that in

some ways the criticism is justified. He
offered his thoughts in defense of BASIC,

and told PC what Microsoft has in store in

the future to counter such criticism.

People who say “BASIC is not really a

suitable language for doing certain things”

are not looking at what BASIC is good for.

What they’re really saying is “I have a par-

ticular application, and maybe BASIC
isn’t all that suitable for doing it.” But

from the beginning, Microsoft BASIC

—

which we call GW-BASIC—has been the

one language that has allowed the user to

get to the new features of the machine.

There is no other language that comes

close to GW-BASIC in allowing users

access to their hardware so well.

It’s true that BASIC is to some degree

unstructured, and this does allow people

to write unstructured programs. But it cer-

tainly doesn’t force them to. You can eas-

ily write structured programs. There are a

It'sYours,
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few things missing at the present time in

Microsoft BASIC. If we had those fea-

tures—and we will have those features

—

then BASIC would quickly become a lan-

guage that would encourage good, struc-

tured programming.

Inside Story

What’s missing? The most important

thing is subroutines with local context:

local variables and the ability to pass

parameters to the subroutine. Local con-

text also means that the line numbers are

local to the subroutine. Also, it is impor-

tant to be able to use alphanumeric labels

as opposed to line numbers. As a practical

matter, anybody who’s written BASIC
programs of any size knows that the line

numbers can really be a problem.

There are versions of Microsoft that do

support labels. It’s certainly true of the

Microsoft compiler, but I want to focus on

the interpreter, because that is the product

that most users see. And the compiler is

intended to be just a means by which you

can optimize the performance of your

BASIC program and also perhaps protect

your source code.

What's also missing is simply an

extended IF . . . THEN . . . ELSE. The way
our IF . . . THEN . . . ELSE is defined, it is

restricted by the line length; we have a

limitation of 255 characters. I don’t en-

courage packing asmany statements as pos-

sible onto a line, which many people now

c»)MPATABIUTY
is an issue that has been

at times a real problem

for us.

do; that is not a good programming tech-

nique. People use it because they know
it’s a little bit faster and they know that

it conserves memory to some degree.

MS-BASIC allows you to "nest,” to say

IF . . . THEN and insert multiple state-

ments, and then ELSE . . . and then insert

other multiple statements. But all of those

statements have to fit on one logical line of

255 characters. The simple way to get

around this is to use an IF statement that is

followed by a THEN clause and an ELSE
clause that can be on multiple logical

lines. By doing that, you’re in a position to

write really structured programs. The fact

is that you can achieve this same thing

using a variation of the WHILE . . . WEND
that is in our current BASIC, but it's cum-

bersome.

And even with those three major

enhancements, there are still lots of small-

er things we could do, all of which we are

considering or working on. We can put in

better debugging capabilities for example,

although the current debugging tools are

not too bad. You have Trace On (TRON)

and Trace Off (TROFF) and can stop exe-

cution and look at your variables. But

clearly the kinds of things you’d like to

have would be devices to put a trace on a

variable or set break points in the program
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and continue. Or output a trace to the

printer. You can't do that now. and that's

such a simple thing to change.

High and Low
There are several main directions for

BASIC. One is that BASIC has to become

more structured and have better program

development features for people using it

as an implementation language to create

such things as business packages. People

have actually written applications pro-

grams such as general ledgers in BASIC.

The real key to success for a software

house is to write programs that are porta-

ble. And obviously, the way to do that is

write them in high level languages. Micro-

soft BASIC is available on virtually every

desktop machine. For a while there was a

slight absence of Microsoft products at the

very low end, but I think we're making a

strong comeback there, particularly with

our new MSX. So there's a real incentive

for program developers to write programs

in Microsoft BASIC, but of course they

sense some of the things that are lacking

that I've already spoken of. And to move

in that direction, Microsoft BASIC has to

add those features.

BASIC doesn't have things like Find

T«HEREARE
all sorts of rumored
optimizations that

simply don't work.

and Replace and a full screen editor

instead of a line-oriented editor. And
that's one direction that our BASIC is

heading—toward a higher level of sophis-

tication and ability. On the other hand,

there's still a market at the very low end

where you can do amazing things in a ten-

or twenty-line BASIC program, and I think

there will always be a class of users inter-

ested in doing that.

Here's an interesting question: What

defines the specifications of a language

—

what the language will do on a given

implementation or the documentation

that comes with it? Many users claim it

should be the former, and that’s what it

comes down to, but I honestly believe it

should be the latter. What’s happened

over the years is that Microsoft BASIC has

been released in a large number of

machines and each implementation may
have some anomalies—not bugs per se

—

but rather, hidden features. People find

these things and start using them. This

causes some pretty severe problems in

terms of compatability.

And compatability is an issue that has

been at times a real problem for us. For

example, people write programs in our

BASIC for the IBM PC and they use things

like PEEKs and POKEs. You can't move
that program over to another machine and

run the GW-BASIC and expect it to work

properly. It’s really amazing to me how
many programs written that way are in

widespread distribution.
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When people first started porting their

applications to the IBM PC, they were in a

hurry, and they wanted to exploit the fea-

tures of the machine. They weren't think-

ing in terms of the greater MS-DOS mar-

ket. Now those developers are probably

realizing that there is a whole class of

machines here, not just the IBM PC. What

developers really ought to be doing is

writing GW-BASIC-compatible programs,

not just those for the IBM PC.

But to the degree that any BASIC fea-

tures are undocumented. I'm actually in

favor of their remaining undocumented.

We really have a commitment to maintain

compatibility with the ones that are docu-

mented. Programmers using the features

that are not documented will have to pay

the price if they ever want to move that

application.

Undocumented Woes
By using these undocumented fea-

tures, programmers make it impossible or

difficult for us to be innovative. There are

enough of these cases where there have

actually been problems. GW-BASIC has

been moved to quite a few so-called IBM
compatible machines, and there’s been a

substantial effort on the part of those man-

ufacturers to determine what programs

run and what programs don’t.

Idont
know ofany language

available today that

has a better debugging

interface than our

BASIC.

We don’t have our own compatibility

test. The reason for this is that we no

longer are in the business of porting GW-
BASIC to specific hardware. That work is

done by the original equipment manufac-

turer (OEM). We took our GW-BASIC and

defined a machine-independent interface

to that BASIC. When an OEM customer

licenses GW-BASIC, we give him a kit that

contains the object code in relocatable

modules for a high level code of BASIC, as

well as a specification for low level rou-

tines that support the hardware-depen-

dent features of the language.

Users are constantly finding simple

undocumented hints that can save execu-

tion time—like saying FOR A=1 To 10 . .

.

NEXT rather than FOR A=1 to 10

NEXT A. For a long loop the first way is

faster. This development falls into an

interesting category, along with things

like packing as many statements as you

can per line, leaving out remarks state-

ments, putting subroutines at the top, and

defining the variables that you use most

often at the beginning of the program.

It’s unfortunate that people have to be

rg
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aware of things like the fact that programs

will run faster if you leave the spaces out.

As a practical matter, omitting spaces will

speed up a program. This has been influ-

encing programming styles, and I’d say

adversely. Should you use NEXT A or just

say NEXT? From the point of program leg-

ibility it’s better to say NEXT A.

There are all sorts of rumored optimi-

zations that simply don’t work. For

instance, with earlier versions of BASIC,

even some in use today, a program runs

faster if you use shorter line numbers. But

it’s not true with the IBM PC.

Step and Fetch It

Speed is not always the most important

factor in programming; it depends on the

nature of the application. I would never

write a program using those optimizations

mentioned above. If I felt that it was nec-

essary to get all the speed possible. I

would write the program in as structured a

form as I possibly could; then run it

through a compression program. People

do this all the time; the second program

takes all the remarks and unnecessary

spaces out of the first program, and per-

forms other time-saving tricks. For in-

stance. if you use long variable names in

the interpreter, you’re going to pay both in

terms of size of your program and in

speed. The interpreter does truncate vari-

able names automatically, but only at 40

characters; not too many people are run-

ning into this limitation.

There’s a case where we know we need

to make an improvement. Using variable

names that are longer than two or three

characters is a very good idea in terms of

legibility and maintainability of the code.

What comes out of compression programs

is a fairly cryptic-looking BASIC program

but it runs faster, and programmers don’t

suffer the consequences of having written

it that way in the first place. They still

maintain the source code of a program that

has remarks and indentations and says

NEXT A rather than NEXT.
Should Microsoft publish a book that

tells users whether it’s best to put subrou-

tines at the beginning of the program? I

have mixed feelings about that because I

don’t want to embrace any such program-

ming standards. I want to believe that peo-

ple can write good programs without hav-

ing to worry about implementation de-

tails. and it’s my job to make sure that the

language allows them to do that. We
haven't met that goal 100 percent yet. But

we certainly will in the desktop PC envi-

ronment. People will be able to write pro-

grams without having to worry about

increasing speed by using such tricks.

With micros, the most important idea

is to make BASIC a better development

language for applications. That's not to

say we’re not going to aim for any innova-

tion in terms of end user features—such as

enhanced graphics and sound capabili-

ties—because we certainly will.

STOP on a Dime
There are definitely some debugging

improvements that can be made in terms

of indicating where the errors are. Point-

ing to the errors is important, as is being

able to separate points in the program.
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You can actually do that now; you can add

PRINT statements that will trace your

variables, and you can insert STOP state-

ments. But that’s not good enough because

you want to be able to do it without having

to start the program from the beginning

each time.

One of the things that will come in a

future version is the ability to just say

STOP on a particular statement when you

arrive there, or execute 10 statements and

STOP again, or STOP when a certain vari-

able is modified, or just PRINT a specific

variable out every time it’s modified.

Those are things that would make the

interpreter far more valuable for debug-

ging programs.

I don't know of any language available

today that has a better debugging interface

than our BASIC. To fix a problem with a

compiled language, you have to go back to

the source code and put in PRINT state-

ments and then recompile and link and

execute and half an hour later maybe
you'll have an answer to what was wrong.

It is true that we can make interpretive

BASIC much better than it currently is,

but I certainly think it’s the only practical

way to debug. If you write a BASIC pro-

gram you should develop it with the inter-

preter, and if you are concerned about

speed you should then compile it.

TLEEKAND
poke really ought to be

reservedfor special

occasions.

Most of the people who write articles

about “Why BASIC is a Bad Language,”

are generally computing professionals, (or

self-appointed computing professionals).

But PC purchasers who have never pro-

grammed before are going to love Micro-

soft BASIC because it will let them get to

the full power of their machine in short

order. And I just don’t know of any other

way they are going do it. Those people are

not going to go out right away and read

Pascal manual—not that I’m saying there

is anything wrong with Pascal as a lan-

guage; it’s a good structured language but

it isn’t for novice programmers. Unless

you’re going to argue that only program-

mers should program computers, then you

can’t make the argument that BASIC is a

bad thing because it allows nonprogram-

ers to program. That should be viewed as a

good thing.

One problem for many programmers is

the state of the documentation. There are

certainly programming aids that can be

implemented inside BASIC but there are

limitations to how many. On-line tutorials

about BASIC are quite good— a good con-

cept. Although I think it could be some-

what helpful to build help into BASIC, it’s

not realistic to think that doing so will

give novices enough information to learn

how to program.

I have a DEC-20 on my desk. If I type

the first letter of any command and then

Tektronix 40XX
Terminal Emulation
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• Access powerful mainframe graphics using:
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MAJOR FEATURES:
• Emulates all features and functions of the IBM 3780
RJE Workstation with the exception of Home Mode
and On-line Test Mode.

• Supports both point-to-point and multipoint data link

procedures.

• Requires only a basic 64K machine to operate.

• Compatible with the IBM BISYNC communications
adapter, the AST CC-232/332 adapters and other
adapters as they become available.

• Line speeds up to 9600 bits per second.

• Talks standard 3780 to your host computer, your IBM
3780 terminal or your IBM 3780 compatible terminal.

• A special mode allows transparent file transfer

between the IBM PC, the DEC Rainbow 100, the CDI
DOT and other SDI-3780 compatible terminals as they
become available.

ABOUT SOFTWARE DYNAMICS, INC.

At Software Dynamics, communications is our only
business.

We re hardly new at it with over 15 years of experience
authoring IBM terminal emulators. We’ve authored 3780
emulators for the DEC Rainbow 100, the Lanier EZ-1, the
CDI DOT and the ICL 1500 to name a few. You may have
seen us in the CDI booth at the Spring NCC show.

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines
DEC and Rainbow 100 are trademarks of Digital

Equipment Corporation
CDI and DOT are trademarks of Computer Devices Inc

EZ-1 is a trademark of Lanier Business Products
ICL is a trademark of International Computers Limited

Software Dynamics, Inc.

Introduces ...

An IBM
3780 Terminal

Emulator for the
IBM Personal Computer.

Software Dynamics Incorporated of Florida

P.O. Box 247 • Dunedin, Florida 34296-0247 • (813) 733-8784
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type a question mark, the computer will

show me all the commands that start with

that letter. Once I’ve typed a command
name I can type a question mark again and

it will show me all the possible things that

can follow legally. We can do that in

B,fASICHAS
a fairly long life

expectancy.

BASIC and we may very well do it. But I

seriously doubt whether that will be suffi-

cient as an instruction device; it's there

really just to remind the user who is

already familiar with the system. It's not

going to teach novices how to program.

Dangerous POKEs
One of BASIC’s real strengths is its

ability to develop programs quickly and

interactively. For writing utilities that do

translations on files, the string capabilities

in BASIC are really very good. Sometimes

I’m amazed at how fast you can develop a

program like that.

In some ways I wish that we didn't

offer the ability to PEEK and POKE; they

are very useful but they’re dangerous, and

people tend to use them more than they

should. They really ought to be reserved

for special occasions.

One problem we face is what to put in

our manual to make such an advanced fea-

ture clear. How do we explain in detail

what something like the INP function

does? I always say—and maybe this is a

bad attitude, but I don’t think so—that if

someone is going to use something like

INP, he will have to know enough about

what he is doing that we don’t need to

make the explanation any clearer. To have

a tutorial on how to use INP is ridiculous

because it's not something that someone
who is at a beginning level should be play-

ing around with. In order to come up with

realistic examples—and I think you do

have to include examples when you have

a tutorial—you will lose that novice user

just in developing the example to explain

what INP or PEEK and POKE are used

for.

I’d much rather put features into

BASIC to support such things than to tell



somebody to use PEEK and POKE. What it

really comes down to is that when you

incorporate such advanced statements

and functions into your program, you're

not writing a BASIC program anymore;

you’re writing an assembly language pro-

gram. And there is no way to explain these

things easily; it's a whole separate topic. I

don’t feel any remorse over the neophyte

user's not being able to understand exactly

what to do with PEEK and POKE.

I think the right direction here is to cre-

ate utilities that allow the user to experi-

ment and write effective programs with-

out getting down to the bit level. It’s defi-

nitely a good idea, and it's something

Microsoft has considered.

BASIC Fan Mail
Will another language come along that

will supplant BASIC? I don’t know.

Remember that while everyone hears

complaints about BASIC, the people who
are doing the complaining are not the

average end users. End users are generally

very pleased; we even get fan mail.

And what other interpretive language

could offer the features of MS-BASIC? Not

LOGO at this stage of the game. It’s okay

for drawing pictures. And educating chil-

dren, because in the course of drawing

those pictures, they learn some valuable

concepts. I think that BASIC has a fairly

long life expectancy; I don’t think that

anything’s going to replace it. But I think

there is a possibility that the day will

come when people won’t be so concerned

about programming languages anymore.

People program for two reasons. First,

because they have an application or some

need and there’s no software available to

do the job. This will change because as

more software is available and as applica-

tions become more intelligent and more

user configurable, the need for the user to

do his own programming will vanish.

The second reason people program is

because they love to do it. It’s quite evi-

dent that this reason is not going to go

away. People who have no practical rea-

son to do so still write programs in assem-

bly language. There’s no explanation for

this other than it’s a lot of fun. Microsoft

BASIC lets you get at the power of the

machine. I can do things in Microsoft

BASIC that I could otherwise do only in

assembly language.
* * *

Mark Chamberlin doesn’t have to sell

me on BASIC; I can’t get enough. The
wrinkle, however, is that Microsoft is said

to be in the process of translating most of

its software from 8086 assembler into C.

So is just about everyone else in the busi-

ness, including MicroPro. It sure looks

from here as if in a year or two we’re all

going to be using some sort of Unix/Xenix

operating system (written in C, of course),

doing applications programming in C, and

having fun with BASIC. And now that

Microsoft has picked up Lattice's highly

regarded C, Bellevue, Washington will be

your one-stop programmers’ shopping

center. The folks from DRI aren’t so sure.

Or the crowd at Watsoft, or the few other

language factories. And there is a hush-

hush development in the works that may
really shake things up. Stay tuned. /PC

2 MITSUBISHI DRIVES YIELDS 2 4 MBYTE'

1 .2 MBYTE Vt Height Drives!
This is the most storage available on a mini

floppy tor the IBM- PC The 4854 electrically

looks like an 8' Double-Sided Double Density

disk drive yet it is a halt height 5
1

mim floppy

drive Using the JFORMAT program this yields

1.2 megabytes with PC-DOS Great for Win-

chester back-up 1 Take 20% oft the »1 MEH
controller card which is required with this

drive Comes complete with cable and power

connector ID*9r

Maynard Electronics

SandStar Series Cards
The modular card philosophy is the one we
recommend All of our prices are 10% off

list

Multifunction card. Will hold 6 modules

ID » 3MEH 899.00

5%\ r Floppy Controller.

Compatible with IBM drives and single or

double density 8“ drives

ID « 1 MIN. Holds 3 modules 8239
So riel Port Module. Strappabie as Port #1

or #2 10 • 2MEM $95
Centronics Parallel. The IBM printer can

be attached using this module

ID • 4MIH 888

r. Includes battery and boot-

up software ID > 5MEM 877
Game I/O. memory and hard-disk modules

also available

HALF-HEIGHT

DISK

DRIVES!

CALL US
ABOUT TRADING
IN YOUR OLD
DRIVES

Teac 40 track double sided 320 K bytes, superior specs. Plugs right

in.

10 # 7F055BH $325.00
Shugart 40 track double sided 320 K bytes. Better than IBM Plugs

right in.

10 H 115A455H $26980
Teac 80 track double sided 640 K bytes. Most cost effective.

Requires J format.

ID # BFDS5FH $35580
J Format by John Henderson We have both DOS 1 1 and DOS 2.0

versions $3985
All mounting hardware, cables and instructions are available

IBM BINDERS

AND CASES!
These are the identical offset D-nng binders

and slipcases made for IBM We purchase

these from the same factory Lead time is

required on some colors and sizes so call

for size and color availability Available m
cases of 5sets of binders and slipcases only
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84.000 WORDS!
Word grinder is an alphabetized word list of

84 000 English words m ASCII files It is

compatible with SpellStar* and will increase

your dictionary size to over 90 000 words

Available on most popular computer media

Requires 1 Megabyte of storage

ID * 6W6S 13 0SDD Diskettes) 8149
ID • 7W6S (6 SSDD Diskettes) 8159

LOOK FOR INTERNATIONAL DISKS PRODUCTS AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR WRITE OR CALL

INTERNATIONAL DISK
7246 REMMET AVE., STE. 101 • CANOGA PARK. CA 91303 m
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Professional Software Products
MATHEMATICS SERIES

The Series Includes These 4 Programs:

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS I: This menu driven program
performs LINEAR REGRESSION analysis, deter-

mines the mean, standard deviation and plots the

frequency distribution of user-supplied data sets

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS: HI RES 2-Dimensional plot of

any function. Automatic scaling At your option,

the program will plot the function, plot the

INTEGRAL, plot the DERIVATIVE, determine the

ROOTS. MAXIMA. MINIMA and INTEGRAL VALUE

MATRIX: A general purpose, menu driven program

for determining the INVERSE and DETERMINANT of

any matrix, as well as the SOLUTION to any set of

SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS

3-0 SURFACE PLOTTER Explore the ELEGANCE and

BEAUTY of MATHEMATICS by creating HI-RES

PLOTS of 3-dimensional surfaces from any 3-

variable equations. Hidden line or transparent

plotting.

For APPLE II (48K) and IBM PC (64K) $50 00

BUSINESS SOFTWARE SERIES

Both Programs S250.00

A user-friendly yet comprehensive double-entry

accounting system employing screen-oriented

data input forms, extensive error-trapping, data

validation and special routines for high speed

operation. The series includes these two modules

GENERAL LEDGER: A complete accounting system

with these features:

• Up to 500 accounts and 500 transactions per

month
• Interactive on-screen transaction journal

• Produces these reports:

Transactions Journal Balance Sheet

Account Ledgers Account Listings

Income Statement

For APPLE II and IBM PC S150.00

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

A flexible system with these features

• Up to 500 accounts and up to 500 invoices per

diskette.

• Prints invoices, customer statements &
address labels

• Interfaces to General Ledger

• Interactive screen-based invoice work sheet

• Produces these reports

Aged Receivables

Sales Analysis

Account Listings

Customer Balances

For APPLE II and IBM PC . (2 DRIVES) $150 00

V

MICRO-LOGIC

An interactive graphics program for designing and

simulating digital logic systems Using the built-in

graphics module, the user creates a logic diagram

consisting of AND. OR. NAND. NOR. EX-OR. D. T. JK

FLIP FLOP and powerful 16 pin user-defined MACRO
functions A typical page of a logic diagram looks

like this:

Tne system provides on-screen editors for

NETWORKS/MACROS DATA CHANNELS. CLOCK
WAVEFORMS and GATES GATE attributes include

DELAY. TRUTH TABLE NAME and I/O clocking

The system is available for Apple II and IBM PC

computers A non-graphics version is available for

CP/M 22 It uses the network editor to create

netlists and text printer plots to display simulation

results. All versions require 2- 5 1/4" disk drives.

For APPLE II IBM PC (192K) and CP/M (70K) $450.00

MANUAL & DEMO DISKETTE $50.00

PERSONAL FINANCE MASTER

The premier personal and small business financial

system Covering ail types of accounts including

check registers, savings, money market, loan,

credit card and other asset or liability accounts, the

system has these features:

Handles 25 Asset/Liability Accounts

Monthly Transaction Reports

Budgets Income & Expense

Reconciles to Bank Statements

Prints Checks & Mailing Labels

Automatic Year-End Rollover

Prepares a Net Worth Reports

Searches for Transactions

Handles Split Transactions

User-Friendly Data Entry Forms

Fast Machine Language Routines

Extensive Error Trapping

HI-RES Expense/Income Plots

For APPLE II and IBM PC $75.00

MICRO-CAP

Microcomputer Circuit Analysis Program

Tired of trial & error circuit design? Analyze and

debug your designs before you build them With

MICRO-CAP you simply sketch your circuit diagram

on the CRT screen and run an AC. DC or TRANSIENT
ANALYSIS. Your circuit may consist of RESISTORS.

CAPACITORS. INDUCTORS. DIODES. BATTERIES.

BIPOLAR or MOS TRANSISTORS. OPAMPS TRANS-
FORMERS. and SINSUSOIDAL or USER-DEFINED

TIME DEPENDENT VOLTAGE SOURCES. MICRO-CAP
can analyze any such network containing up to 40

separate nodes Includes a user controlled MACRO
library for modelling complex components such as

OPAMPS and Transistors

For APPLE II and IBM PC computers A non-graphics

version using an on-screen editor to enter networks
and text printer plots to display simulation results

is available for CP/M (2.2- 5 1/4" SSSD) systems
Requires 2 disk drives

For APPLE II. IBM PC ( 192K) and CP/M (70K) $475.00

MANUAL and DEMO DISKETTE $50 00

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: All programs are supplied

on disk and run on Apple II (64K) or IBM PC (128K)

with a single disk drive unless otherwise noted

Detailed instructions included Orders are shipped

within 5 days Card users include card number Add
S2 50 postage and handling with each order

California residents add 6 1/2% sales tax Foreign

orders add S5 00 postage and handling per product

SPECTRUM
SOFTWARE
690 W. Fremont Ave.. Suite F

Sunnyvale. CA 94087

FOR PHONE ORDERS:

(408)738-4387

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.





THE
CORONA PCs
AREHERE

The Corona PC's, desktop and portable, give

you everything you've ever wanted in an IBM-

compatible PC and more. For a great deal less.

Compatible and more.

The Corona PC is a 16-bit microcomputer
based on the 8088 microprocessor just like the

IBM PC. And like the IBM PC, it runs any software

that conforms to the IBM standard.

But unlike the IBM PC, the Corona PC comes
with 128K of memory. Supports up to 512K on the

main board. Includes a 320K floppy drive, a com-
munication port, a printer port and an improved
IBM PC keyboard.

Both the desktop and portable Corona PCs
include high-resolution monitors and built-in

graphics. Higher character definition makes both
models easier to read, and our 640 x 325 pixel high-

resolution graphics are over 60% better than the

corona

IBM PC. It's a complete system, the standard for

microcomputing in the IBM-compatible world.

You can take it with you.

And unlike IBM, we have a portable version.

Its high-resolution, high-contrast 9" display is

easy to read. It has all the power and features ofour
desktop, but lets you take it to the office next door,

across the country orjust conveniently tuck it onto
a comer ofyour desk.

More expandability.

You may never add a thing to your Corona PC
because we've built in so much capability.

But just in case, we've built all the important

components into the main system board, leaving

the four expansion slots free. And provided an extra

large power supply to support any capabilities you
may want to add in the future.



RAM-disk for incredible speed.

Our RAM-disk software lets you treat an area of

your computer's memory as if it were a disk drive.

So you can copy your programs and data into

memory, then watch your work get done faster

.

More software

The Corona PC includes the MS-DOS operating

system and comes with GW-BASIC, the MultiMate1

word processor and the PC Tutor2 training course.

So you can start being productive immediately.

And you can run Context MBA2 dBASE Ilf

LogiCalc6 and LogiQuestfthe EasyFamily? Wordstar7

and the “Star" family, the SuperWare8 series, T I. M?,

the VisiSeries10 and Perfect Series” ofprograms and
most other popular software.

And it improves your bottom line.

The Corona Portable PC' is $2,545, the desktop

version is $2,595. Both about a thousand dollars

less than the equivalent IBM PC.

For more information, contact Corona Data

Systems, 31324 Via Colinas, Westlake Village,

CA 91361. (213) 991-1144. Call (800) 621-6746

toll-free.

Or better yet, just grab your hat and head to

the nearest Corona PC dealer for a very convincing

demonstration.

corona
v „ The Compatible Company

C Corona Data Systems 1983 1 TM Softword Systems 2 TM Comprehensive
Software Support 3 TM Context Management Systems 4 TM Ashton Tate

5 TM Software Products International 6 TM Information Unlimited Software

7 TM Micropro 8 TM Sorcim Corp 9 TM Innovative Software 10 TM Vtsicorp

11 TM Perfect Software Inc
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dothetalking.

Niitroiog
A TU INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
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AS A SPOOLER,
Babytalks serial or parallel port may be used for

background print spooling, so that your IBM PC can run

applications while Babytalk manages print output to

either a serial or parallel printer. Babytalk also has a

Realtime Clock Calendar with battery backup for

programmable message dispatching, and so that you
don't have to set time date each time your system boots.

Babytalk is tram the same people who gave you Baby
Blue. It's available tor the IBM PC, the Texas Instruments

Professional Computer, and other MS-DOS compatibles

For more details see your computer dealer or contact

Microlog at (914) 368-0353. Microlog, Inc.. 222 Route 59,

Suftern, NY 10901.

Babytalk is an intelligent communications management
interface packed with teatures. In fact, it’s a 64K Z-80

based microcomputer that plugs into your IBM PC to

manage a full range of communications:

AS A TERMINAL EMULATOR.
Babytalk emulates 3270bisync and 3270 SNA, 2770,

2780, 3770, 3780 BATCH BISYNC, and HASP BISYNC
and a wide range of ASYNC terminals including VT-52,

VT-100. IBM 3101 , and IBM 5251 . It's KEYFIX utility

automates your keyboard by defining function keys with

any multi-keystroke sequence up to 80 characters

AS A SUPERSMART MODEM,
Babytalk’s onboard 300 600 1200 Baud auto-dial,

auto-answer, direct-connect MODEM supports Bell 103,

202 and CCITT V.21 and V.23 protocol

Only *895.

Copyrigf



Effortless Communication

Modem and software S389. cane and bowler hat not included

PC Modem Plus & IBM Personal Computer

Effortless The PC Modem Plus’ system contains everything

you need to communicate with the IBM Personal Computer-
modem, communications software, telephone cable and com-
plete instructions.

Modem The modem card fits inside the PC, connects directly

to the phone line and includes an additional IBM-compatible

asynchronous port. The full duplex, auto-answer/auto-dial. 300
baud modem can tone or pulse dial and is compatible with most

other communications software packages. Full duplex 1200
baud (212) operation is available with the addition of Ven-Tel's

PC Modem Plus Speed Adapter-

Software The full featured communications software has auto-

logon and data capturing ability. You can store information from

Dow Jones News/ Retrieval' or other sources on disk, exchange
information with mainframes, minis or personal computers and
transfer files to other Crosstalk'-compatible systems.

From Ven-Tel Inc.
Modems That Mean Business

2342 Walsh Avenue, Santa Clara. CA 95051 • (800) 538-5121 • (408)727-5721

PC Modem Plus and PC Modem Speed Adapter are trademarks of Ven-Tel Inc The PC Modem Speed Adapter will be available second quarter 1963

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation Dow Jones New* Retrieval is a registered trademark of Dow Jones & Co Crosstalk is a trademark of Microstuf
. Inc
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“The computer^fromIBM.”

“Ewiythingelse isfrom
myconnection?

A few good reasons why knowledgeable people
come to PC Connection for IBM-PC peripherals and software.

First, you can talk to us—free of charge.

When you call PC Connection, we do more than just

take your order. We talk to you, and we’ll answer your
questions about any product we sell. Because we, too,

use IBM-PC's all day long. Our knowledge about IBM-
PC equipment and software is your knowledge. And it

costs you absolutely nothing.

Second, it’s only two days from our house to
your house.

When you want something for your IBM-PC, you can
have it. Fast. Because, unlike mail order houses, we
stock what we sell. You'll usually have your order in two
days, not in two weeks or two months.

Third, we're first.

When you choose PC Connection as your supplier,

you're choosing the nation's leader. We have a large

selection of only the best software and peripherals;

they're available now, and there's always someone ready
to answer your questions about use or compatibility.

Fourth, we're sometimes second.

If you shop around long enough, you might be able to

beat our prices. But only by a minimal amount. And
never by enough to make up for the knowledge and
security you’ll gain by connecting us to your IBM-PC.
We never charge your card until we ship, there is no

surcharge added on credit cards, there is no sales tax,

and we fully insure all shipments at no additional cost.

And. any defective product can be returned to us
within 120 days for immediate repair or replacement.

Write or call us for a complete price list.

PC Connection, 6 Mill Street, Marlow, New Hampshire
03456. In N.H. call 603/446-3383.

800/243-8088
“PC CONNECTION is my connection."
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• Curtis Manufacturing • Softword Systems • Hayden • Quadrant • Lotus Development • Ashton Tate • Epson • Software Publishing • US • Pearl Soft • Financier • Integral
Data Systems • Mouse Systems • Application Techniques • PCsoftwarc • Best Programs • Satellite Software • Friendly Soft • Princeton Graphics • Tandon • Microsoft • Hayes
• AST Research • Software Arts • VisiCorp • Digital Research • Rosesoft • Comprehensive • Spinnaker • Verbatim • Conceptual Instruments • Peachtree • Sorcim • Lifctree



programmers

READ THIS...

NOW. I KNOW I CAN MAKE BIG MONEY WRITING AND SELLING MY
PROGRAMS. THIS BOOK TOLD ME WHAT TO WRITE - WHO TO SELL
IT TO - THOUSANDS OF NAMES. ADDRESSES. IDEAS. GUIDELINES.

V THE “SOFTWARE WRITER’S HANDBOOK" IS FANTASTIC!

WHO TO SELL YOUR PROGRAMS TO
THOUSANDS OF COMPANY NAMES
WITH DETAILED LISTINGS SHOWING:
(1) WHAT PROGRAMS PUBLISHERS ARE LOOKING FOR
(2) HOW THEY WANT YOU TO SUBMIT YOUR PROGRAM
(3) HOW MUCH THEY PAY — AND WHEN!
100 CATEGORIES — FROM "ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE”^
TO “GAMES" TO “VIDEO CONTROL” PROGRAMS
HOW TO WRITE CLEAR DOCUMENTATION
DEBUGGING TECHNIQUES Namp

Enclose check or money order

for $19.95 fNo C.O.D.sJ fo:

IPF Publications Address

146 Country Club Lane

Pomona. NY 10970
(9I4J 354-5585 City State Zip



PC pande
Call us for

SOFTWARE
ApTec (for color Prism Printers)

Rainbow Writer Color Text Formatter $119.

Rainbow Writer Screen Grabber 69.

Ashton Tate

dBase II (DOS or CP/M-86) 397.

Best Programs
PC/Personal Finance Program 65

PC/Fixed Asset System ... 239
Bible Research
THE WORD (KJV Bible - 7 disks) 149

Continental

Home Accountant Plus 95.

FCM (was First Class Mail) 79.

Conceptual Instruments

The Desk Organizer (30 day return

guarantee if not satisfied) 250
Digital Research
CP/M-86 39

DR LOGO 109

Financier

Financier Personal Series 119.

Financier Tax Series 119.

Hayden
PIE Writer 149.

Hayes
Smartcom II 79.

IUS (now XTand DOS 20 compatible)

EasyWriter II 199

EasySpeller II for EasyWriter II 129

EasySpeller 1 1 for EasyWriter 1.1 ... . 83

Accounts Receivable 339

Accounts Payable 339

General Ledger 339
Package Price for above three 879.

Inventory 339.

Order Entry 339.

Lifetree

Vblkswnter 119.

Volkswriter International (fully supports

5 languages) 149

Link Systems
Datafax 189

Lotus Development
1-2-3 (version lA — the newest 1

) call

Micropro

WordStar 3.3 269.

ProPak (WordStar/MailMerge/

SpellStar/Starlndex) 397.

Microsoft
Multiplan 169.

Multi-Tool Word (with mouse) call

PCsoftware
PCrayon (create m full color with easy to

use graphics tool,I 39.

CREATABASE 59

Peachtree
PeachPak (G/L, A/R. AIP) see above special

PeachText 5000 237.

Pearlsoft

Personal Pearl 189

PC Connection

Software Special
through September 30. 1983

PEACHTREE
PEACHPAK (Series 4)

The most professional accounting system

available for under $300
• Includes A/R A/P. and G/L
• A/R and AIP will stand alone or update G/L
• Runs under DOS 1 1

• Includes samples and demo data disks

• Detaded manuals make it easy to use

Complete PeachPak System $ 237.

Peter Norton
Norton Utilities $55

Rosesoft

ProKey (customize your keyboard) 59
Software Arts

TK'Solver 219

Financial Management Pack 87

Mechanical Engineering Pack 87

Software Publishing

PFS/File 97.

PFS/Graph 97

PFS/Write 97

PFS/Report 87.

Softword Systems
Multimate (was Wordmate) 329.

Sorcim
Supercalc II 159.

System Software Services

PCModem 1 .3 (for Smartmodem 300) 39.

PCModem 1 4C (for Smartmodem 1200) 69.

VisiCorp

VisCalc 256k (w/free CDEX training

program — limited time) 165.

VrsjFile 199.

VisiSchedule 199.

VisiTrend/Plot 199

VisiWord (w/free VisiSpell mail in —
limited time) 269

EDUCATIONAL
Comprehensive
PC Pal (for first time users) 27

PC Tutor (more in depth instruction) . 55.

FriendlySoft

FriendlyWare/PC Introductory Set 39
Individual Software

The INSTRUCTOR 35

Spinnaker
Educational Games for Young Computer Users

(require graphics board)

Snooper Troops I (ages 10 to adult) 30
Snooper Troops II (ages 10 to adult) 30
Most Amazing Thing (ages 10 to adult) 27

Face Maker (ages 4 to 12) 23
Story Machine (ages 5 to 9) 23

Kinder Comp (ages 3 to 8) $23
Rhymes and Riddles (ages 5 to 9) 20.

Hey Diddle Diddle (ages 3 to 10) 20
Stone (requires graphics board)

My Letters, Numbers, and Words (great

graphics and sound — ages I to 5) 29.

GAMES
Broderbund
Apple Pane 23

EPYX/Automated Simulations

Temple of Apshai 27

Upper Reaches of Apshai 15.

Curse of Ra 15.

Star Warrior 27.

Rescue at Rigel 23.

Crush, Crumble, and Chomp 23.

FriendlySoft

FriendlyWare/PC Arcade 39.

Funtastic/

Snack Attack II (a favorite) 27
Cosmic Crusader (as good as above) 27

Big Top (hours of fun!) 29.

Master Miner (1 or 2 players) 29.

Infocom
High quality text games
Zork I 27.

Zorkll 27.

Zork III 27.

Starcross 27

Deadline 35

Suspended 35.

Witness (NEW) 35

Microsoft

Flight Simulator (with 93 page manual) .35.

ScreenPlay (mono or graphics board)

Asylum 29

Dunzhin (with voce) 29.

Slerra/OrvLine

Frogger 27.

Crossfire (keyboard or joystick) 23.

Ulysses and the Golden Fleece 27.

Strategic Simulations

The Warp Factor 27.

Tigers in the Snow 27.

Epidemic 25.

Sublogic
Night Mission Pinball . 29.

Zee Programming
Zuran Defender (highly addetrve) 25.

HARDWARE
AST Research
(For IBM-PC or XT)

We are a full line AST Research Dealer

All AST Boards come with SuperDrive,

SuperSpod and one year warranty

SixPakPlus 64k upgradable to 384k. with clock

calendar, serial and parallel ports (game port

optional) see above special

i© COPYRIGHT PC CONNECTION 1983 ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AMAILABILITY PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE IBM IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF IBM CORP



monium?
free advice.

(wmore with MegaPak) with dock calendar

and serial port (game port optional) .... $269.

MegaPak 128k (not upgradable) 187.

MegaPak 256k 279.

I/O Plus II (dock calendar and serial port) 1 1 5.

Parallel Port or second Serial Port or Game
Adapter for MegaPlus II, I/O Plus II. or

SixPakPlus 35.

PCnet call

Connectall Bracket for Extra Cables 15.

Amdek
MAI Board (cobr & monochrome) 469.

CompuCable
Plastic Keyboard & Drive Covers (set) .... 19.

Curtis

PC Pedestal (for IBM Mono or Color) 65.

PGS or Quadchrome display adapter 9.

System Stand (holds PC vertically) 21.

Extension Cable for IBM Mono Display ... 44.

Keyboard Extension Cable (3 to 9 feet) ... 36.

Electronic Protection Devices
with Lloyd's Insurance Protection

The Lemon (surge protector) 44.

The Peach (surge protector) 69.

Epson
FX-80 with GRAFTRAX-Plus call

FX-100 with GRAFTRAX-Plus (it's out!) . . call

Epson to IBM Parallel Cable 32.

FTG Data
Light Pen (Push Tip) 159.

Demo Disk Set for Light Pen 39.

Hayes
Smartmodem 300 209.

PCModem Software 1.3 (for above) 39.

Smartmodem 1200 499.

PCModem Software 1.4C (for above) .... 69.

Smartmodem 1200B (w/Smartcom II) ... 439.

Smartcom II 79.

Smartmodem-to-IBM Cable 25.

Hercules Computer
Hercules Graphics Card (parallel port) . . . 359.

IDS
Prism 80 Printer (with all four options) . . . 1397.

Prism 1 32 Printer (with all four options) 1 597.

Prism to IBM Parallel Cable 32.

key tronic

Typewriter style keyboard call

Kraft

Joystick 45.

Maynard Electronics

Floppy Drive Controller 159.

Microsoft

System Card 64k (upgradable to 256k) with

clock calendar, serial port, parallel port ... call

Mouse Systems
PC Mouse (3 button optical mouse comes

PC Connection

Hardware Special
through September 30. 1983

AST RESEARCH
SixPakPlus

AST's newest multifunction memory board

features:

• 64k upgradable to 384k using standard

chips (on 1 board)

• Clock Calendar. Serial Port. Parallel Port

• SuperPak disk with SuperDrive and
SuperSpoot

• Optional Game/Joystick Adapter ($35)

• One year warranty on parts and latxy

• Detailed User's Manual included

• 100% compatibility with the PC & XT and
DOS 1.1 & 2.0 $269.

CONNECT WITH US
Need more information on our products?

Buying your first PC or XT and want advice

on hardware compatability and software

performance? Call us. We have the IBM-PC

experience Monday through Friday 9:00 to

5:30 at 603/446-3383.

OUR POLICY
• We do not charge your card until we ship.

• No surcharge added on VISA and

Mastercard.

• No sales tax.

• We fully insure all shipments at no additional

charge.

• Allow one week for personal and company
checks to dear.

• COD maximum $500. Cash or certified

check.

• 120 day guarantee*

SHIPPING
United States: For monitors, printers, drives,

and furniture, add 2% to all orders. For all other

items, add $2 per order for UPS surface, $3 per

order for UPS 2nd Day Air.

Canada and Mexico: We add freight charges
to credit card purchases. For prepayment,
indude 3% for monitors, printers, drives, and
furniture. For all other items, add $4 per order for

shipping charges.

800/243-8088
PC Connection 6 Mill St„ Marlow, NH 03456

603/446-3383

For the IBM-PC Exclusively.

with power supply, desk pad. and software

connects to serial port) $239.

NEC
Spinwriter 3550 (IBM-PC compatible) ... 1 878.

Plantronics/Frederick

COLORPLUS 379.

Princeton Graphics
PGS (RGB Monitornow displays brown) . . call

Quadram
We are a full line Quadram Dealer

Quadboard 64k (upgradable to 256k, with

Quadmaster Software, clock calendar, serial

and parallel ports) 269.

Microfazer Printer Buffer (parallel) w/copy

MP 64 (64k) upgradable to 512k 188.

Quadchrome (Hi Res RGB Monitor) 489.

Quadlink (altows you to run most Apple II

programs directly on your IBM-PC or XT) call

Silver Reed (letter quality) Silver Reed EXP
500 Printer Par/Ser. 132 column

.
quiet,

smooth, and solid 649.

Star Micronics

Gemini 10X (totally Epson compatible) . . . 329.

TG
Joystick 45.

Tandon
TM 100-2 (5 1/4") Drive (DS.DD) configured as

Drive A or Drive B for your PC. Comes with

complete step by step installation instructbns

and Tandon manual 259.

USI (monitors for graphics board)

Pi-2 Monitor (12" green, with cable) 149.

Pi-3 Monitor (12" amber, with cable) .... 164.

MEMORY
64k Memory Upgrade Set for IBM-PC or XT
system board 59.

64k Memory Upgrade Set for any memory
board specify make of board 59.

Install memory upgrades and run diagnostics

at time of board purchase only 10.

DISKS
Verbatim (with 5 year guarantee)

Datalife Disks SS/DD plastic box of 10 .... 29.

Datalife Disks DS/DD plastic box of 10 ... 39.

Rip Sort (holds 75 disks) 19.

INFORMATION SERVICES
CompuServe
CompuServe (includes subscription, manual.

5 hours of connect time, and monthly

publications) 39.

Source Telecomputing
The Source (subscription & manual) 69.
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The features speak for themselves! TARGET Financial Modeling is an easy-to-use

spreadsheet with added power and flexibility to handle your business needs.

Order TARGET Financial Modeling from your local computer dealer or from Comshare,

one of the most experienced names in computer software and services.

Money Back Guarantee — You must be completely satisfied with TARGET Financial Modeling or

return it within 30 days for a full refund. This guarantee applies only to single unit end user

purchases made from Comshare or from a participating dealer before Dec. 31, 1983. Call today.

Available on IBM DOS and most micros using CP/M-80, CP/M-86, and MS DOS operating systems.

'Suggested retail priced product for the IBM Personal Computer. "Actual space may be less depending on hardware configuration.

VISICALC IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF VISICORP. INC • SUPERCALC IS A TRADEMARK OF SORCIM, INC. • MULTIPLAN IS A TRADEMARK OF MICROSOFT. INC.





now

SOLOMON
Accounting Software is available

for your IBM Personal Computer
Solomon offers the most
sophisticated accounting

software system for

microcomputers.

Easily set up, the remarkable

Solomon software package
operates from a single

database managed by the

MDBSm database

management system utilizing

the industry standard

operating system—CP/M™

Solomon is faster, more
powerful, more flexible,

easier to install and easier to

use than other systems.

The Solomon I System

handles general ledger,

payroll, accounts payable

and receivable, invoicing,

fixed assets, cash receipts

and disbursements and
address list maintenance.

The Solomon II System
includes all these functions

plus a job management
package that can be used by
engineers, architects,

consultants, contractors and
other service businesses.

Now you can have instant

information for wise business

decisions—with Solomon
Series Software by TLB—
from Computech.

Hardware requirements:
• 64K RAM
• Baby Blue™ CPU Card
• 132 Column Printer

• Hard Disk Recommended

IBM Personal Computer is a registered
trademark of IBM.

MDBS is a registered trademark of

Micro Data Base Systems, Inc.

CP/M is a registered trademark of

Digital Research.

Baby Blue is a registered trademark
of Xedex.

For your nearest authorized

dealer write or call.

COMPUTECH COMPUTICH GROUP
INCORPORATED
Main Line Industrial Park

Lee Boulevard

Frazer, PA 19355
215-644-3344
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SOFTWARE/JOHN M. WORAM

BASIC Development System and BASIC
Programming Tools added to disk BASIC will

make editing and debugging easier.

BASIC Programming

Enhancements
BASIC Development System

SofTool Systems

8972 E. Hampden Ave., #179

Denver. CO 80231

(303) 793-0145

List Price: $79

Requires: 64K, one disk drive.

CIRCLE 798 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BASIC Programming Tools

Synergistic Software

830 N. Riverside Dr., #201

Renton, WA 98055

(206) 226-3216

List Price: $120

Requires: 64K, one disk drive.

CIRCLE 797 ON READER SERVICE CARD

If you are one of those perfect masters of

the art of programming, you certainly

won’t want to bother with either of the

tools described here. After all, you are one

of those knowledgeable types who never

turns on the green screen until you’ve

spent the proper amount of time medita-

ting on the nature of the structured pro-

gram. Later, you prepare a marvelously

logical flow chart, and still later, write out

the program lines on a yellow legal pad.

Naturally, you are able to use indelible

ink. So secure is your mastery of the lan-

guage. And, of course, the program runs

flawlessly the first time you enter it.

Of course. And then there are the rest

of us. The dog-eared pages of Appendix A
in the average BASIC manual attest to our

prowess. For the benefit of the gifted elite

who wouldn’t know about such things,

Appendix A (euphemistically titled

‘‘Messages’’) contains “73 Ways in Which
to Screw Up.” The 73 ways are only the tip

of the iceberg. For the hundreds or maybe

thousands of other ways to get confused,

there is neither external help nor interces-

sion by a friendly machine.

Those who have memorized Appendix

A never spend time worrying that comput-

ers will take over the world. Mine won’t

even take over a simple debugging task. It

just lies there, waiting for me to do some-

thing clever and get it (and me) out of this

mess. My computer doesn’t even have

sense enough to shut itself off and try

again tomorrow. Talk about passive resis-

tance!

TRON (not the movie) helps, some-

times. But you must be fast; if there are

graphics involved, TRON often gets in its

own way. There must be something better

for editing and debugging.

BASIC Development System
Well, there is. And better yet, it’s actu-

ally simple! BASIC Development System,

by SofTool Systems, adds some handy
software tools to disk BASIC to make edit-

ing and debugging easier. (No, the hard-

ware still doesn’t do it for you, but the

total system does seem just a little friend-

lier.)

To get started, copy SofTool’s

BDSPATCH.COM and BASIC.BDS pro-

grams onto your DOS disk. Then type

BDSPATCH BASIC.COM, and the BASIC
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I EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
BASIC Instruction Courts $39.95
Twalve self-paced modules covering BASIC and
PC-DOS functIona. Supplied on a two disk set.

Word Whiz $29 95
An educational game teaching rapid word
recognition, spelling, and keyboard use.

Super Whli S2g.95An eaoteric, cerebral version, challenging high-
school to college graduates.

8

ThS Wlz Jgg gg
A teacher customized instruction program..

Statss ’n Caps $29 95A graphics-intensive game, teaching America’s
states 'n capltois.

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
CMI Englneerlns P»c *99 -95

A compendium of solutions to common civil

engineering problems

Mailing List I
*39 -95

Exceptional features usually found only on

programs costing 10 times as much.

AutoDialer $39.95

An autodialing database for salesmen and

executives.

BusInasaPacI $29.95

A wide assortment of programs designed to

handle everyday business problems.

MicroMind* 93995

A multl-purpoae Itliwraiy and Appoint™™

. [general INTEREST
I Prosthesis
Adult adventure. X-RAYted fun.

$29.95

VldsoEtch
A powerful graphics screen editor.

$39.95

Gams Pac 1

Exciting ten-game anthology.
$29.96

U.S. Motor*
Automoblla corp. simulation/adventure.

$29.95

To order, or for more Information,

call toll-free:

1-800-321-5346
Our Guarantee We unconditionally guarantee all our

software or your money beck (leas 13.00 shipping) If

retumod within 15 days of recslpt.

(olphonefics)

Development System becomes an invisi-

ble addition to your familiar disk BASIC.

Yes, there’s also a BASICA patch, and

another one for use with DOS 2.0. The sev-

en BDS modules are as follows.

• XBASIC—Keyboard shorthand func-

tions and debugging aids.

• XREF—A cross-reference for vari-

ables, line numbers, and numeric con-

stants.

• FIND—A cross-reference for charac-

ter strings and BASIC keywords.

• VARIABLE DUMP—A display of

any/all program variable values.

• SUPER RENUM—An enhanced re-

numbering system.

• COMPRESS—A program size-re-

duction system.

• UNCOMPRESS—A complementary

system, to expand compressed programs

for greater readability.

The XBASIC module offers 11 single-

initial commands that may be used in the

direct mode. When one of these initials is

typed as the first character in a line, it will

MO, THE
hardware still doesn't

do itfor you, hut the

total system does seem
just a little friendlier.

function as if a complete word had been

typed in. These command abbreviations

are the first letters of Auto, Cls, Delete,

Edit, List, Load" (enter L”), Merge, New, P
(= LUST), Save, and Un-NEW. The Un-

New command restores a program acci-

dentally erased by typing NEW.
Entering a period as the first character

will list the current program line, while

PgUp and PgDn list the previous and the

next program line, respectively, Ctrl-PgUp

and Ctrl-PgDn will list the first and last

Figure 1: Features of the XHEF and FIND modules. Various listings can be displayed by
using BDS's XREF and FIND commands.

X.

X.

X.p
Xp
F.

F . "kw

F "kw

F. "ss"

F "kwl+kw2
F "kwl . kw2

F

lists all variable references to the screen

lists all variable references to the printer
lists all variable references, starting with p

lists references to p only

lists all BASIC keywords and tokens

lists all keyword references, starting with kw

lists references to kw only

lists all string references starting with ss

lists only those lines in which kwl and kw2 appear
lists references to kwl, and these are replaced with kw2

displays the contents of the next line containing a

reference to a previous F "kw or F "ss" command

Figure 2: The BDS SAMPLE.BAS program

10 'This is a REMark
20 DEFINT H, I

30 DBL. PRECISION# = 4#
40 HEX . VALUE = &HFFFF
50 B. STRINGS = "This is a string"
60 SNG. PRECISIONS = 5000000!
70 IF DBL . PRECISION# > SNG . PRECISION THEN GOTO 150
80 DIM ARRAY (4)
90 FOR INDEX? = 1 TO 4
100 ARRAY ( INDEX/? )

= INDEX% 2

110 NEXT INDEX?
120 GOTO 150
130 A. STRINGS = "This is a string" + "

, too!

"

140 YEAR = 1982
150 PRINT "End"

P.O. Box 339. Foreslvllle, CA 95436
24-hour phone 1-707-887-7237
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+ 130
= 30
> 70

DEFINT 20

DIM 80

FOR 90

GOTO 70

IF 70
NEXT 110

PRINT 150

REM 10

THEN 70
TO 90

100

program lines.

The final command within the XBAS-
IC module is SYSTEM TRON, a Trace On
command with a difference. Instead of fill-

ing the screen with line numbers, a single

line number is displayed in the upper

right-hand comer, and program execution

halts until a key (any key) is struck. Then

the next program line is executed, its line

number is displayed, and the program

halts again. Thus it's possible to step

through an entire program line-by-line,

while keeping an eye on program flow. By

holding any key down, the program is exe-

cuted at the normal keyboard repeat rate.

So, in a long program it's easy to skip

ahead quickly and slow down when and

where needed. Typing SYSTEM TROFF
will disable this single-step trace mode.

SYSTEM TRON and SYSTEM TROFF
may also be used within a program, as in

this example.

200 IF A = 4 THEN SYSTEM TRON
The XBASIC features are convenient;

the user takes them for granted almost

immediately. However, it’s the other mod-
ules that really show off the BASIC Devel-

opment System. For example, XREF and
FIND display various listings, as shown in

Figure 1.

Note that a period provides a screen

listing, while a comma is used for a hard-

copy printout, "kw is any BASIC keyword

or token (IF, THEN, + , =, etc.) and “ss” is

simply any character string.

To illustrate the X and F modules, try

the following lines:

30 PS = "A string variable"

Figure 3: Typing F. in the BDS SAMPLE.BAS program lists all keywords and tokens.

40

120

50 60 90 100 130

Figure 4: Typing X. in the BDS SAMPLE.BAS lists all variables.

1 90

2 100
4 80 90
1982 140

5000000! 60
4# 30
&HFFFF 40
*150 70 120
A. STRINGS 130*

ARRAY) 80 100
B. STRINGS so-
DBL. PRECISION so* 70
H 20
HEX . VALUE 40*

I 20
INDEX! 90* 100
SNG. PRECISION 60* 70
YEAR 140*

100 110

K0gU8 . the most popular

UNIX* game ever,

now runs under MS-DOS *

on the IBM PC.
ROGUE's many Intricacies make Its

challenge a lasting one Expert game
writers spent four man years devising the

most exciting adventure you'll ever under-
take The quest for the Amulet of Yendor.

Every game of ROGUE is different You
win by developing your ROGUE character,

not memorizing events

ROGUE plays quickly It s so full of

unpredictable monsters, complex magic
and hidden dangers you never have to

wait for action.

ROGUE remembers and displays

strategic information You never interrupt

the action to make separate maps or notes

Don’t Wait To
Challenge Yourself
Order ROGUE Today—Call toll-free:

800-538-8157 ext 973
800-672-3470 ext. 973 in California

And use your Visa or MasterCard
S44 95 (add $2 OO postage and handling)

or send check or money order to

AI Design Systems

1 989 Santa Cruz Avenue
Santa Clara. CA 9505

1

(408) 296-1634

Ask for ROGUE at your computer store

Requirements

IBM Personal Computer or IBM Personal

Computer XT DOS 1 1 or 2.0 128K of

Memory Single Disk Drive Mono-
chrome or Color monitor

•UNIX u a trademark of Bell Labs. Inc

‘MS-DOS ts a trademark of Microsoft. Inc
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40 Q$ = "An unlikely string
variable , containing %#P$3 .

2"

Typing X P$ will display P$ 30*. indi-

cating that the variable P$ is found in line

30. The asterisk (*) will be explained

shortly. P$ also appears as a character

string in line 40. but this can be ignored.

And, so typing F “P$” finds the P$ char-

acter string in line 40, while ignoring the

variable of the same name in line 30.

To further demonstrate these and other

BDS modules, the SofTool disk contains

the SAMPLE.BAS program shown in Fig-

ure 2. (SofTool suggests investing little or

no time trying to understand this program,

since it does absolutely nothing other than

show off the system). Figures 3 and 4 dis-

play the printer listings produced by the F

and X commands.

In Figure 4, the asterisk preceeding list-

ing 150 indicates that this is a reference to

a line number. The asterisks following the

references in columns 2 and 3 indicate

that the value of the variable in question is

changed at these line numbers. Thus the

value of INDEX% is changed in line 90,

while INDEX% appears (unchanged) three

more times, twice in line 100, and once in

line 110.

The VARIABLE DUMP module dis-

Super renum
seems to be goofproof,
and will not overwrite

an existing program
line even if you try.

plays some or all variables, along with

their current values. This can be especial-

ly valuable for displaying numeric vari-

ables that are not otherwise seen. For

instance, your final value for, say, P2 is

based on a calculation in which YEAR is

supposed to equal 1941. However, typing

V YEAR displays 1982. Something’s

wrong here. How did YEAR get to be 1982

when it should be 1941? Try typing X
YEAR. If you get back YEAR 140*, you’re

on the right track. That's the line in which

the value of YEAR got changed.

SUPER RENUM offers all sorts of

enhancements to the familiar RENUM
command. In fact, program lines can even

be resequenced; try this one.

10 'first line

20 ' second line

30 ' third line

40 ' fourth line

50 1 last line

R15, 1, 30, 40 [ENTER]

10 'first line

15 ' third line

16 ' fourth line

20 'second line

50 'last line

In other words, lines 30 to 40 were

Figure 5: The BDS SAMPLE.BAS program
listing after going through the COMPRESS
and UNCOMPRESS modules.

COMPRESS module

20 DEFINT H,

I : DBL . PRECISION#=4# ; HEX . VALUE
=&HFFFF:

B.STRING=''This is a string":
SNG. PRECISION=5000000 !

:

IF DBL . PRECISI0N#>SNG . PRECISION
THEN 150

80 DIM ARRAY (4) : FOR INDEX =1 TO

4: ARRAY ( INDEX )=

INDEX2 : NEXT INDEX : GOTO 150

150 PRINT "End

UNCOMPRESS module

10 DEFINT H. I

20 DBL. PRECISION# = 4#
30 HEX . VALUER = &HFFFF
40 B . STRINGS = "This is a

string"

50 SNG. PRECISION! =

5000000!

60 IF DBL . PRECISION# >
SNG. PRECISION! THEN

70 DIM ARRAY! (4)

80 FOR INDEX? = 1 TO 4

90 ARRAY! (INDEX?) = INDEX? ‘2

100 NEXT INDEX?
110 GOTO 120

120 PRINT "End"
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WHICH ONE CAN RECALL
20,000 CHARACTERS?

I CLIUO

Ifyou chose TELIOS,™' youfe right! Charlie didn't stand a chance. TEU0S,™

introduced by GENASYS; is the first asynchronous communications package
for the IBM-PC with screen scrolling, giving you recall of up to 20,000 char-

acters-a minimum ot ten screens- while communicating with a mainframe.

Other features include: Sophisticdted command file processing; File upload/

download capability; User-definable function keys; Communications status

including connect time; Online help, and much more.

TELJ0S™- at the introductory price ofjust tjuos«
$99.95 To order, call 301-770-4600; oroughtio

use VISA/MC. (S5.50 per order shipping/ you by _ . ,

hnn/dlirm i ri kjr'i rtrtri C(V \ 1 1820 POrKIdWn DflVB,
handling; in MD add 5% tax.)

Rockville md 20852
•Requires 96K " 301-770-4600
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by Janadon $170.00

The Complete Host Communications System

-^Features:

• The first Host communications system for the IBM Personal Computer • Easy set-up. installation, and especially easy to use

• Run programs from a remote site with a terminal or another computer • Full system operator support

• Use as a personal communications system or electronic mailbox • Three level password protection

• Full Upload Download facility lor ASCII tiles • Unattended operation

ADD-ON FEATURES for HOSTCOMM

PCE-MAIL — designed to allow Hostcomm users to leave messages and correspondence for other users. Pass-

words permit privacy, "wildcard'' addresses permit generalized mail. Help files provided. $80.00

CONFERENCING — make your Host the most popular system in town. Choose up to 1 2 different topics for your users. One
menu can be used to control both PCE-MAIL and CONFERENCING. $80.00

HOST UTILITIES I — a series of 4 utilities for use with HOSTCOMM. MENU-MOD simplifies menu management. Other

options compute file sizes and transmit times, list menus and filespecs. $49.95

HOST UTILITIES II — HOSTMENU permits alteration of a Download Menu, or changes to a higher number menu. HOSTFILE

uses a password scheme so that only certain callers may download files. $49.95

ORDER TRANS — a program used with HOSTCOMM to provide callers with information about your products. Product

descriptions are contained in a separate file for easy modification. Pertinent order information may be

requested and stored from callers. $39.95

WMInimum Systems Requirements:
• 128KB System Unit • Asynchronous Communications Adapter

• 320KB Diskette storage (1 or 2 drives) • Printer • Hayes Stack" Smartmodem 300 or 1200

• PC-DOS 10 or 1.1 • Video Display (40 or 80 characters)

VISA MASTERCARD

NF SYSTEMS, LTD.

P.O. Box 76363, Atlanta, GA 30358

404-252-4146 — DATA 404-252-3302 — VOICE
Add $2.50 for postage and handling

IBM
FVrsonal Computer

Catalog Available
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moved to a new location beginning at 15,

and incrementing by 1. Typing R 30.10,

15,16 will get you back to the original

sequence. Typing R I (a.b.c.d) will dupli-

cate (at line a) the program block defined

by the last two numbers (c,d), without

removing it from its original location. R U
scans the program for undefined lines,

without renumbering the program. SU-

PER RENUM seems to be goofproof, and

will not overwrite an existing program

line even if you try. Instead, you get an

error message, and the listing remains

unchanged.

Once your program is up and running,

COMPRESS will squash it to a minimum
size, removing unnecessary blanks, extra-

neous colons, LET keywords, GOTOs fol-

lowing THEN or ELSE, etc. It also merges

multiple statements into single lines, and

removes remarks, variable names from

NEXT statements, and lines that never get

executed (such as 130 and 140 in the

SAMPLE program). Most of these options

can be turned on and off as needed. For

example, H LR preserves remarks and

nonexecutable lines.

UNCOMPRESS puts a compressed pro-

gram back into a more-readable format

(see Figure 5), although it doesn't restore

remarks. (SofTool would like to hear from

anyone who can figure out how to do that

little trick. Call collect.)

MANUAL. No, it's not another mod-

ule. It's the documentation, and it’s really

strange. Obviously, the SofTool folks

know nothing about the proper method for

doing these things. This manual is written

in English, a language rarely used for soft-

ware documentation. The problem with

English is that too many people under-

stand it, and it makes the BASIC Develop-

ment System look like it's doing some-

thing that’s . . . well, understandable.

They should have talked to me first. I'd

have told them to toss in some DEF SECs,

a couple of USRs, and a six-pack of PEEKs

and POKES. That way they could have baf-

fled more of us, and probably charged

three times the price.

BASIC Programming Tools
From Synergistic Software comes a set

of five programming aids for the IBM-PC

called BASIC Programming Tools. About

the only thing that BPT and BDS have in

common is that both packages are de-

signed to make BASIC programming a lit-

tle easier— all right, a great deal easier.

There, most of the similarity stops. BDS
becomes an integral part of your disk’s

BASIC.COM system, and once its been

patched, the modules are as accessible as

any of the usual BASIC vocabulary.

By contrast, the BASIC Programming

Tools are, and remain, five separate

BASIC programs, all of which are assumed

to be on the default disk drive. The pro-

grams are called EDIT, NUMBER, UN-

NUMBER, SUPER LISTER, and STRIP,

described in the manual as follows.

Figure 6: Example of BPT EDIT program. The program is tvritfen without line numbers
and saved as an .SRC file, and the NUMBER program creates a numbered ASCII file.

(Note that line 50 has replaced the {CALCn} labels w-ith the appropriate line numbers.)

CMII< 10 A = 2

B = 4 20 B = 4

C = 6 30 C = 6

input k 40 INPUT K

on k gosub (CALC1). (CALC2) 50 0NKG0SUB80.110
print p 60 PRINT P

end 70 END

CALC1 '
. . first routine 80 ‘.CALC1. first routine

p = c • b 90 P = C • B

return 100 RETURN
CALC2 '

. . second routine 110 '
. CALC2 . second routine

p = b - A 120 P = B - A

return 130 RETURN

Finance 12Q“ calculations:
What you get is what you see.

MicroQ's breakthrough. Finance

12Q, performs all the functions of

the most popular executive/finan-

cial calculators with computer

power, calculator simplicity and

one important difference: a

screen display of all values

at-a-glance.

Finance 12Q provides com-
pound interest, amortization, dis-

counted cash flow, depreciation, percent-

age, profit margin, on-line help screen for compre-

hensive error and command reporting, user pro-

gramability, value annotations and much more.

Diskette programs for the IBM PC,

including comprehensive, easy-to-use manual,

just $129.95. Call (703) 385-6450. Visa and

Master Card accepted. Dealer inquiries invited.

Specific calculation capabilities include:

Net Present Value (NI^O / Modified Internal Rate of Return (M1RR) /

Present Value / Future Value / Payment Amount / Number of Payments

/ Interest Rate / Odd-Period / Cross Profit Margin (GPM) / Selling Price

/ Cost / Amortization / Depreciation / Straight-Line / Sum-of-the-Year-

Digits / Declining-Balance / Bond Price / Bond Yield / Mean / Standard

Deviation / Weighted Mean / Linear Estimation / and more...

MicroQ Incorporated

3843 Plaza Drive / Fairfax, Virginia 22030
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Direct Disk-to-Oisk File Transfer with Xeno-Copy PLUS

• EDIT—A full-screen text editor, de-

signed as a replacement for EDLIN.

• NUMBER—Converts a source file

written without numbers to an executable

BASIC program.

• UNNUMBER—Removes line num-

bers and substitutes line labels as re-

quired.

• SUPER LISTER—Produces an en-

hanced listing (screen or printer) of a

BASIC program file.

• STRIP—Analogous to BDS’s COM-
PRESS module.

When writing a BASIC program, how
do you decide on a line number for your

first, second, or for that matter, tenth,

GOSUB or GOTO? Do you write the sub-

routines first, or just choose a number suf-

ficiently far away to stay out of trouble?

Whatever you do, it’s a pretty safe bet that

sooner or later you’ll get into a bit of

RENUM trouble.

You can avoid all of this with BPT's

EDIT program, in which you write in

BASIC without using line numbers. For

example, if you need some calculation

subroutines, just write something like ON
K GOSUB (CALCl),{CALC2) and then

write the subroutines with a line begin-

ning CALCn ’. .(optional name), as shown

in Figure 6.

MANUAL
is written in English, a

language rarely used

for software

documentation.

The BPT editor reassigns the function

keys, and displays the new labels across

the bottom of the screen. (These may not

be removed by typing KEY OFF.) The first

four function keys scroll the text up or

down by one or four lines (FI = 1 line up,

F4 = 4 lines down, etc.). FS splits the cur-

rent line into two lines, beginning at the

cursor position, while F6 joins the next

line to the end of the current line. F7

retrieves the last line removed, while F8

retrieves all lines recently removed. F9

removes a single line, and F10 inserts a

blank line. Figure 7 gives a few examples

THE TOWER OF BABEL CONQUERED!

CP/M-80. CP/M-86.
TRSDOS. p-SYSTEM. and
others.

The fast and easy
way to move disk files

TO and FROM your
other computer, using

your PC as the host

computer. Your other

computer is not re-

quired. iust the disk.

Fuly menu-driven and
easy to use
Xeno-Copy PLUS

gets you the best in user

support Your Xeno-
Copy package con-
tains our tol-free (800)
technical support
hotline number All

Vertex registered users

receive a free subscrip-

tion to our newsletter

"XENOtes" containing
helpful info and
upgrade notices.

Xeno-Copy PLUS available for the IBM PC and most PC-compatibles. Become a
Xeno disciple for only $124.50.

THE PC KEYBOARD . . . CONQUERED
Smite thine keyboard limitations with KEYSWAPPER 2.0’* punch! First, custo-

mize your keyboard. Use tour dfferent built-in keyboard layouts Including

DVORAK (ANSI) Move any key. Use numeric keypad and cursor controls at the

same time. Hear audible feedback on CAPSLOCK/NUMLOCK and reset

CAPSLOCK like typewriter. Menu-driven for easy setup-

Then, add the most powerful macro-command capability around Program
ANY key as a macro-even relocated keys or multiple keys. Most macro features

can be changed even while another program is running: define a new macro,
toggle any KEYSWAPPER feature on/off inducing macros, bring up a macro
definition table and "Help screen”. Macros can contain user input and time

delays. Create ’phantom” menus transparent to your application program.
Save macros in printable, editable files. Optional date/time at cursor prompt,
dteable selected keys, and other advanced features.

Works for you on the PC, XT and selected PC-compatibles, under DOS IT and
20. Compatible with most popular programs. Only 69 sheckeis ($69.95

US. currency)

THE ORIGINAL KEYFIXER
An original gift from the three wise men? Probably

not, but these precision molded collars fit onto the
existing ENTER, TAB, BACKSPACE, and both SHIFT KEYS
to increase accuracy and reduce fatigue. Unique
design does not change key height Imprinted with

’’ENTER" as in IBM manuals. Original equipment grey
color matches existings keys A thousand and one
satisfied customers.
Set of FIVE only $14.95

Check with your local retailer, or call us tor your local Vertex dealer.

In the Old Testament,
man’s excessive ambi-
tion resiits in the Tower
of Babel where no one
speaks the same lan-

guage in Modern
rimes, the microcompu-
ter industry has achiev-

ed the same result

without any ctrect di-

vine intervention. Now,
with XenoCopy PIUS,

you can read AND write

over 35 different disk

formats in your IBM PC
or PC-compatble.

Place your ’foreign"

dok in yotr PC. READ
and WRITE lies bet-

ween PC-DOS and your
"foreign" disk. No
modems, serial Inks, or

other hardware re-

quired Capabitles in-

clude single and
double-sided formats.

Dept M, 7950 W. Fourth Si,

lot Angeles, CA 90048
(213) 9)80857

It unovalaore locaiy. send payment cr VISA/MC with card * ana exp date Phone orders accepted
Add S200 sh*)/hanr*ng CA reedenrs add 6VS\srtes tax
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Figure 7: Examples of some of the function

keys in BPT's EDIT mode.

Pressing F5

A = 3.14 * B : PRINT "A = "
: A

becomes

A = 3. 14 * B

PRINT "A = ";A

Pressing F6

X = 4 - B: _
Y - 27 + X

becomes

X = 4- B:Y = 27 + X

Pressing F9

A = 10

B = 20

C = 30

becomes

A = 10

C = 30

Pressing FlO

A = 10

B * 20

becomes

A * 10

B = 20

of the use of these functions.

With the exception of the first line of a

subroutine, all program lines must be

indented a few spaces. This is no problem,

since a single stroke of the Tab key sets a

new left margin, which remains in effect

until you use the back-Tab function

(shifted Tab).

Once the editing is done, you must exit

the EDIT program (Esc U) and then run the

NUMBER program to find out if your pro-

gram works. These actions create a source

file (.SRC) containing the unnumbered

program, and an ASCII file (.ASC) contain-

ing your program with line numbers, as

seen in Figure 6.

At this point the user may have second

thoughts about the advantages of writing

unnumbered programs. For a relatively

complex editing job, the potential power

of BPT’s EDIT mode is obvious: You don’t

have to bother keeping track of where all

your subroutines are. However, one little

typing mistake in the EDIT mode can

produce some baffling surprises during

NUMBER. For example, let’s say in Figure

PLOTCALL GRAPHIC
SOFTWARE FOR THE IBM PC

ENTIRE PACKAGE
ONLY

$149.00

For further

information, ask

your dealer or contact

GOLDEN SOFTWARE
P.O Box 28 1 ,

Golden. CO 80402
303-279-1021

Plot routines called from any

language

Converts your printer to a digital

plotter

Not another Print Screen program

ASCII character set rotation &
scaling

Maximum resolution on most dot

matrix printers

Character sets may be altered

• Plot file generation

• Easy to use

This plot generated

by a BASIC program

using PLOTCALL
on a dot matrix

printer.
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6 the comma between the braces in ON K
GOSUB (CALCl) (CALC2) was omitted.

Since the NUMBER program puts CALCl
at line 80 and CALC2 at line 110, line 50

now becomes ON K GOSUB 80110.

Assuming there is no line 801 10, and that

K = 1, you get an error message (unde-

fined line number in 50), which at least

lets you know where the trouble is. How-
ever, if K = 2. the program does not branch

to line 110, and it may take a lot longer to

spot the error.

Referring again to Figure 6, if the space

between CALCl and the single quote had

been omitted during EDIT (CALCl’. .etc.),

then the NUMBER program will produce

the error message “CALCl undefined in

ThePROBLEM
with English is that too

many people

understand it, and it

makes the BASIC
Development System
look like it's doing
something that's

understandable.

line 50." If you run the program, you’ll get

a syntax error, and line 50 will read ON K
GOSUB {CALCl}, 110. Well, that certainly

is a syntax error, but it was caused by a

typing error elsewhere—that is, on what

is now line 80. However, line 80 now
reads ROUTINE, and your actual typing

error has disappeared!

To quote from the BPT manual, "At

this point, you have to make a decision

about corrections. If you modify the .ASC

file using BASIC’s built-in editor, your

.SRC file may become obsolete. If you go

back to the .SRC file to make every little

change during testing, you waste a lot of

time."

To me, one of the charms (and frustra-

tions) of BASIC is instant feedback. Of

course, the feedback is not always posi-

tive, but at least one doesn't have to go

through a compiling-like process to find

out that the program doesn’t work any-

way. Although it may not be considered
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elegant programming, it’s usually possible

to debug simply by running the program

and keeping an eye out for derailments. By

forcing a two-step editing process, BPT’s

EDIT program introduces some BASIC
programming tradeoffs that will appeal to

some, but by no means all, program-

mers.

There are a few important points that

are not all that clear in the manual. For

example. "EDIT asks for a filespec . .

.

which may include a filename extension.”

Change that to read, ".
. . must include an

.SRC extension." If you don’t include the

.SRC extension, the NUMBER program

will not be able to find your file and num-

ber it.

When you’re finished editing, your

options are New, Old, Run, or System. The

first two permit more editing, Run can’t be

used yet (since you still haven’t numbered

the program), and System takes you back

to DOS. To avoid this, just type R and

specify a nonexistent file. This gets you a

“file not found in 680" error, but at least

you remain in BASIC and can run the

NUMBER program.

As a final EDIT precaution, the manual

suggests using the EDIT.HLP file to famil-

iarize yourself with the edit commands.
However, if you follow the directions, this

o* OF THE
charms (and

frustrations) ofBASIC
is instant feedback.

file becomes part of your program, and

makes numbering and subsequent run-

ning impossible. It is probably simpler to

use the quick reference chart on page 21 of

the manual instead.

Other Programming Tools

The next programming tool is UN-

NUMBER, which simply unnumbers an

ASCII file and creates an .SRC file, which

may be edited and (re)numbered as

described above.

SUPER LISTER (SL) does two things.

First, it produces an enhanced program

listing with indentations and spaces to

make the program more readable. Second,

it lists all the variable names in alphabet-

ical order at the end of the program listing.

To demonstrate the variable-name list-

ings, SL was used with the sample pro-

gram on SofTool's BASIC Development

System disk, and the results are presented

in Figure 8. (For comparison with Sof-

Tool’s X module, see Figure 4.)

At the user’s option, the SL listing may
be directed to an output file, a printer, or

the screen. If you choose the screen

option, you’d better brush up on your

speed reading, since the listing disappears

almost as fast as it is displayed. To keep

the screen listing long enough to study it,

add the following line to the SL2.BAS pro-

gram:

2479 INPUT "Press any key to con-

tinue . ",KK

Or, change line 2480 to read

2480 IF LEFTS ( LD$ )
* "L" THEN PRINT

CHR$(12);

Finally, add the following line to keep

the whole works from vanishing before

you’re finished.

2145 INPUT "Press any key to

conclude. ",KK

The final BASIC Programming Tool is

the STRIP program; it deletes ASCII-file

remarks beginning with a single quote (’),

leaving only the single quote. Statements

Figure 8. BPT’s SUPER LISTER program.

SAMPLE 07-04-1983 12:44 *CR0SS

REFERENCES*
VARIABLE REFERENCES (* INDICATES

LINES WHERE CHANGED)

A. STRING: 130*

ARRAY ( )

:

80* 100*

B . STRINGS

.

50*

DBL PRECISION”: 30* 70
HEX . VALUE 40* 110

INDEX?: 90* 100 70
SNG. PRECISION: 60*

YEAR: 140*

"LINE REFERENCES (
* WHERE REFER-

ENCED BY G0SUB)

150: 70 120

The SCREEN GENERATOR
The Total Screen Management system for the IBM PC.

The perfect aid to help you create your own applications.

Designed to increase your productivity and make screen formatting a breeze.

Interfaces to IBM BASIC.
Compiled BASIC and Assembler
(Inquire about other interfaces.)

Easy Add, Change, Delete, Print

& Copy facilities for screens

Up to 50 screens per library .

No limit on the number of libraries

Graphics and special characters

mapped to keyboard for easy entry

All highlighting/color options

available

Superior error handling

Excellent speed

Built-in tutorial

+ 60-page Reference Manual

Demo disk and Manual — $35
(credited towards future purchase)

Demo provides all capabilities

with limited library space

Compare The SCREEN GENERATOR s capabilities with any screen manager.

And we're convinced that you'll want to add it to your software library.

Call or write us today for details ... At $125, it’s a bargain!

Requires: DOS 1.1 or 2.0

96K, two drives

Monochrome or color display

Printer optional
•IBM & PC-OOS are trademarks of IBM Corp

K+S Systems
P.O. Bo* 643

_______ _ _ Drexel Hill, PA 19026

SYSTEMS (215) 449-2754
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i
Figure 9: In this example of "pretty

ing." the careful vertical alignment of

theequal 1=1 signs does not survive the

BFT SUPER LISTER program.
i. y v.

5 note layout of FOR. NEXT loop
10 FOR TEST - 1 to 10

20 Z - 3 * P

30 Ml) - x-A
35 = 'This is a remark
40 Z$( A) - AS ( P — A )

50 IF K = 4 then J = M — 3.4

60 NEXT TEST

. g becomes

5 'note layout of FOR. NEXT

loop <4.3
10 FOR TEST= 1 to 10

20 2 * 3*P
' L(l) *= X-A30

** 3
’

35 -'This is a remark
40 ZSIA) <= AS(P-A)

50 IFK = 4 then J = M-3.4
60 NEXT TEST

7.

beginning with REM are not affected.

STRIP also removes unnecessary blanks,

after which the program is saved with an

.STP suffix.

Next, the .STP program is loaded. Sim-

ply hitting the Enter key will save it as a

BASIC (non-ASCII) file and also kill the

.STP file. Or. if you like, save them

both.

I agree with the BPT manual that. "Per-

haps the most useful programming tool of

all is EDIT." If you like what it does, then

BPT is well worth the money, and the oth-

er four programs simply come along as

part of the deal. If you don’t plan to use

EDIT, there’s not much point in having

NUMBER and UNNUMBER. SUPER LIS-

TER is okay, but it’s a great deal slower

and not as complete as BDS’s F and X
modules, as the Figure 6 comparison

shows. And if you really want a super list-

ing. you may have to do it yourself any-

way. As Figure 9 illustrates. SL may not

always be an improvement. In conclusion,

STRIP is not nearly as thorough as BDS’s

COMPRESS module.

For Those Who Seek.

Bible study aids from Bible Research

Systems include the com-

plete KJV Bible text on

disks. THE WORD pro-

cessor can search the

Scriptures for any word or

phrase. Any portion of the

Bible can be printed or

displayed. Create your own
library of research materials

or use ours, called TOPICS.

TOPICS contains cross-reference indexes on over 200

of the primary subjects discussed in Scripture.

Bible Research Systems applies computer technology

to personal study of the Scriptures.

TOPICS
$49.95

Bible Research Systems
9415 Burnet, Suite 206

Austin, TX 78758

(512) 835-7981

THE WORD
processor

$199.95
Plus $3 postage handling

Requires APPLE 11+ . IBM-PC, TRS80-1II. OSBORNE. KAYPRO. or CP/M 8'

Summing up, after a few days with Sof-

Tool’s BASIC Development System, I

wonder how I ever got along without it.

Being able to type L, C. or N. instead of

LIST. CLS, or NEW may not qualify as one

of the great breakthroughs of the computer

Summing up,

after a few days with

SofTool's BASIC
Development System, I

wonder how I evergot
along without it.

age. but it’s nice—very nice indeed. And
so are the rest of the BDS goodies. This set

of tools should be in everyone’s software

library.

While the BASIC Development System

might fall under the heading, "instant

gratification," BASIC Programming Tools

is more of an acquired taste. The EDIT pro-

gram is its star attraction. If you’ve come to

BASIC from a Pascal background, you’ll

probably take to it immediately. However,

if BASIC is your only language, unnum-

bered programming may take a little get-

ting used to. It does eliminate some of the

binds of conventional numbered pro-

grams. but SofTool’s SUPER RENUM
module does too. and with less relearning

required.

Once mastered. BPTs function key

assignments are great for debugging

chores, especially the Split and Join keys.

It’s also handy to be able to move lines into

the copy buffer, and transport them to oth-

er locations within the program. Once
again though, you can do pretty much the

same thing in regular BASIC by overstrik-

ing the line numbers.

For programmers at my level of exper-

tise (sub-basement, behind the oil burner),

acquiring the BASIC Development System

is a definite must, while the Basic Pro-

gramming Tools is a definite maybe. It is

not likely that with experience the user

will outgrow the BDS, but it is possible

that with that experience, the capabilities

of BPT

s

EDIT program may become even

more appreciated. How’s that for a tight

conclusion? /PC
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ANNOUNCING
THE r.

XyWrite //

WORD PROCESSOR o
FOR THE IBM PC o

" ^

from

J{xQi/£sr

We hereby make you an UNBELIEVABLE OFFER:
For only $7.00 ($5.00 for the disk, and $2.00 for handling), we will send to you a DEMO DISK of

XyWrite II. THE ONLY WORD PROCESSOR to take advantage of the SPEED and POWER of the IBM PC.

We believe in our program so we want to make it easy for you to try it. We want you to compare
XyWrite II against the rest. You will quickly see the lightning responsiveness of the program:

it'll take your breath away.

FASTEST PROGRAM ON THE MARKET

SIMULTANEOUS MULTIPLE FILE ACCESS

SPLIT SCREEN WRITING (HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL)

SPLIT SCREEN EDITING (MOVE TEXT BACK & FORTH)

HORIZONTAL SCROLLING

EDIT OR WRITE WHILE PRINTING

INTEGRAL MATH PACKAGE

COLUMNAR POSITIONING

INDEXING. FOOTNOTES. HEADERS/FOOTERS

and MUCH. MUCH MORE

Find out what real speed power is on your IBM PC. Compare XyWrite II with WordStar. EasyWriter 1.1 and
II. Benchmark 3 0. PowerText. Volkswriter. FinalWord. Select. WordPlus. PerfectWriter -

or any of the others

You have nothing to lose. The high quality diskette is yours to keep. When you decide to buy
XyWrite II. you receive a $7.00 discount off the list price.

Call or write us today at (617) 275-4439. Ask for John.

WordStar a registered trademark of MicroPro International Benchmark it a registered

trademark of Mataaoft Corp PowerText it a registered trademark of Beaman Porter Inc Volksw
wer it a registered trademark of Lifetree Software. Inc FmelWord it a registered trademark
of Mark of the Unicom Select it a registered trademark of Select Information Systems WordPlus
is a registered trademark of Professional Software inc PerfectWriter is a registered trade

mark of Perfect Software EasyWriter * a registered trademark of Information Unlimited Software
Inc IBM and IBM PC are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corpo
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dBASE II $398
The most widely sold DMBS tof micros, dBASE
II defines the state of the art. An inexperienced

user can create a dBASE file, begin data entry,

and print out a report in minutes; the experi-

enced programmer can create complex program

systems using dBASE’s unique programming

language. Both can use automatic program

generators and other programming tools to

create applications quickly and easily.

THE DATABASE ACCELERATOR: Automatically creates menus and

"intelligent" data entry screens which check input for correctness.

Eliminates 80—100% of dBASE programming time!

QUICKCODE: Fox & Geller's popular generator

$195

$185

dGRAPH: Allows you to see your dBASE file in graphic form—a real

aid to understanding $195

ABSTAT: Allows you to analyze your data using a wide variety of

statistical tests. Can be used with dBASE files or by itself. Also does

bar graphs and plots $359

EDIX & WORDIX
EDIX is a full-screen editor specifically designed EDIX alone

to take advantage of the advanced features of

the IBM PC; WORDIX is the best text formatter WORDIX
on the market. Together, they are an unbeatable

combination, the finest word processor available

on a micro—at an unbeatable price!

MULTIPLAN

$279
$149

$149

$189
The world's hottest-selling spreadsheet,

Multiplan- is now setting the standard for ease

of use and quality of documentation. Each of the

Multiplan- series comes complete with

sophisticated training programs.

Multi-Tool Budget 'expert system': used with Multiplan
,
enables new

users to get budgets out in minutes
CCQ

Multi-Tool Financial Statement: Expert help in getting out financials.

$109

SMARTMODEM 300 $209
These Hayes Stack Modems link your com-

puter’s RS232 serial port directly to a modular

phone jack. They will dial the phone for you, and

answer it as well. The Smartmodem 300 runs

at 0—300 baud; for those needing higher speed,

the Smartmodem 1200 can run at 1200 baud.

1200 $509
1200B $479

NEW! NEW! NEW! Smartmodem 1200B: for the IBM PC only $469
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ORYX
SYSTEMS

QUALITY DISCOUNTS

Accuplpa Carp.
Creative Graphics . .

Alpha Software
Data Base Managei H

Mailing List

Executive Package . .

Type Faces
Question
Apple - IBM

Connection

$169
72

105

Compuview
Vedit 0086 CPfM 86 . . . $160

VedltMSDOS 130

Condor III $385

Continental Software
The Home Accountant . $ 99

1st Class Mail 89
Properly Management . 350

Decision Resources
Charlmaster $310

Denver Software
Easy (Exec AccT Syst.) $499

d-BASE II CORNER
A>hlon-Tate
D-Base II

Bottom Line Strategist 299
FPL
Friday

Human Soft
dB Plus $ 99

Fox A 0alter
Quick Code $225

D Util

Software Banc
d Base II User's Guide:

w/d-Base II Purchase $ 15

w/o d Base II Purchase 20

Andareon-Ball
Abstat

Tylog Systems
tBssaWIndo. $206

Aspen Software
Qrammatik $60
Proofreader 42

Blbte Rasaarch
Syatama
Word ProcMKx $159

BPI
Personal Accounting . $181

Byrom Software
BSTAM (Micro to Micro) $149
BSTMS (Micro to Main) 149

Cdex
Training Program for VtsicaJc.

Wordstar. SuperCalc 2.

Digital Research
Concurrent CPfM 86 . . $225
CPfM -86 90
Coboi 86 499
Pascal MT 86 w/SPP 375
SPP86 150
SID 86 113

C Basic 86 135

Dow Jones
Market Analyzer . . . .

Eagla Software
Money Decisions . . .

Eco-Soft
Microstat

Emerging

Each S 52
Managing Your Business With

Lotus 1-2-3, Multlpian.

Visicatc. Supercalc 2 Series

Each 52

IBM PC DOS 2.0

Central Point
Copy II PC $34

279

$129

$230

Edix (editor) $150
Wordlx (formatter) ... 180

Graphic Software
Super Chartman II . . . 299
Super Chartman IV . . . 199

Both 350

Financier Inc.
Financier Personal

Series $135
Tax Series 119

Harvard Associates
PC Logo $ Call

Hayes
Smarlcomll 79

HiTech
Computer Services
Pascal Toolkit $129
Scientific Supp Pak . . 77

Howard Software
Creative Financing . . . $145

Information Unlimited
Easywrite II $209
Easy Speller 129
Easy Filer 239
Accounting Module . . 349

ICR — Future Soft
QuiCkPtot $299

Innovative Software
T I M. Ill $345
Fast Graphs 249

Laboratory
Microsystems
Intel 8087 Support ... $ 80
Forth Cross Compilers 250

Lexisoft
Spellbinder $259

Lifetree Software
Volkswriter $135

Lotus 123 $Call

MPPI Ltd.
Soft Lock $ 85

Mark of the Unicorn
Mince $154
Final Word (WP) 239

Metasoft
BenchMark Word Pro . $ Call

BenchMark Mail List . . $ Call

Micro
Decision Systems
Merge Calc $ 99

Load Calc 85

Dow Calc 85

Microfocus
Cobol Level II $1250

Micro Pro
WordStar $ Call

Infostar $ Call

Pak (WSfMM/SS/Index) $ Call

Microsoft
MuLispfMuStar $199

MuMath/MuSimp .... 240

MS/DOS $225

Business Basic

Compiler MS/DOS . . 460

MS Pascal Compiler . . 275

C Compiler 375

Basic Compiler 299

Multiplan 199

Microstuf
Cross Talk $135

Norell System Saver . $ 42

North American
Answer

(Database Prog.) . .

Memory Shift

Oasis
The Word Plus

Pune & Style

Organic Software

Milestone (128K) .

Datebook

Suparsoft
C Compiler 8086 . . . . $350

$169 Star Edit 180

79 Disk Edit 80

leal

$379

Basic Compiler .... 325
Fortran IV PC/DOS

or 8006 . 325
0087 Support 40

$120 Diagnostics II 100

99 Optimizer 149

Personal Data Base . 99
Investment Tax Pac . 160

269 Scratchpad . 219

g PEACHTREE CORNER
• PeachText 5000 Personal Productivity System
includes: PeachText Word Processor. Random House
Electronic Thesaurus, Spelling Proofreader. PeachCalc
Electronic Spreadsheet and List Manager
FREE: One box of Wabash 5 ’A * Diskettes

BONUS: A coupon to get Access Pak (Retails for $525)

for only $10 00
All of the above tor only $239

• PeachPak 4 (General Ledger. Accounts Receivable.

Accounts Payable) does not support hard disk ... 259

• General Ledger

Accounts Payable

Accounts Receivable

Sales Invoicing

Inventory Control (each) 399

• Peachtree Graphic Language 259
• Peachtree Business Graphics System 199

Peter Norton utilities $65

PBL Corp.
The Personal Investor

(128K) $105

Satellite Software
Personal Word Perfect . $149

P-Edlt 75

SSI Forth

(w/source code) ... 75

Scientific Mkt.
Market Fax $250

Software Arts
TK< Solver $219

Software Publishing
PFS: Report $ 94

PFS: File 99
PFS Graph $ 99
PFS: Write 99

Sorcim
Supercalc II $169
Spell Guard 129

Super Writer 179

Star
Computer Systems
Legal Timekeeping.

Billing & Accts. . . . $787

Systems Plus
Landlord (prop mgmt.) 375
Runtime Basic

(req'd for above) ... 45

Visicorp
Visicalc $179
VisiScheduie 229
VisiWord 299
Business

Forecasting Models . 85

Woolf
Software Systems
Move it (PC to CPM
4PC to PC) $109

. . . and many more.

Automated Stimulation.

Armonk. Avalon Hill, Blue
Chip. Broderbund, Data Most,

Infocom. On Line. Spinnaker

Software. Sierra/On-Line.

Sublogic, etc.



DISK DRIVESCOMPLETE SYSTEM CORNER
(w/Full Support)

Includes Star Micromcs Gemini 10X Printer. Hi Res Green

Monitor. Cables. l/F, etc

System A Corona Desktop PC 2. (2) 320K-Dnves. 128K Memory
Hi-Momtor. Graphics. Senal/Paraliel Interlaces.

MS-DOS, GW Basic. Word Processing and PC Tutor

Software SCail

System B As above but portable SCail

System C: As above, but with to MB hard dish instead of

second drive S Call

System D.E.F Columbia similar to above configuration, but

includes Super 3000 Software Pah $ Call

AST Research
ComDoPlus 64K Clock/

Calendar. Serial & Parallel.

I/F. Expandable to

2S6K $287

MegaPius 64K. Clock/

Calendar Serial Port.

Expandable to 512K
w/Megapak 2B7

Extra ports available for

Megaplus and I/O Plus II

includes Game. Parallel &
Serial 35

Megapah 256K upgrade lor

Megapius I Call

I/O Plus II Clock/Calendar

and Serial Port .... 118

BYAD
BYAO DSII

(64K. Z80 CP/M) . . . $599

Maynard Electronics
Floppy Drive Controller $185
Floppy Drive Controller

w/Parallel or Serial

Port 249
Sandstar Memory Card
— 3 modules cap . . 194

Sandstar Multifunction

Card — 6 modules
capacity 93

Sandstar Modules ... $ Call

Quadram
Quadboard 64 K. Clock/

Calendar. Serial &
Parallel Ports.

Software $296

Microtazer Stack Printer

Buffer (expandable to

512K)
• Parallel/Parallel 8K . . . 145
• Parallel/Parallel 64K . . 188

• Serial/Parallel 8K .... 170

• Senal/Senal 8K 189

Quadlink 64K Memory.
Game port allows

Apple Software to

run on IBM/PC • • • S Call

Tecmar products scan

Xedex/Microlog
Baby Blue $475

Tall Tree
512K JRAM Mem Board $699

Amdek Video 300A
Amber $180

Amdek RGB 520

NEC 12* Hi Res Green . 187

Sanyo 12* Hi Res Green 199

USI Hi Res 12* Amber . 169

NEC JB 1260 Green . . 99

PGS RGB Color SCail

NEC JC-1203 RGB ... 725

Quadram Quadchrome S Call

Taxan 12' Amber
Monitor 149

Taxan 12* Green .... 136

Taxan 12* Medium RGB 323

Taxan 12* High RGB . . 512

Taxan RGB Cable
for PC 17

Hayes Smartmodem
300 $205

Hayes Smartmodem
1200 509

Hayes Chronograph . . 189

Novation 212 AutoCat . 585

US Robotics Auto- Dial

(full auto 300/1200). . 459

US Robotics Auto- Link

(auto answer
300/1200) 379

US Robotics Password 395

Tandon TM-55-2 $275
Tandon TM 100-2 .... 240

Davong DSI 501 Hard . $ Call

Davong DSI-512 Hard . S Call

Oavong DSI 519 Hard . $ Call

Corona 5 MG Hard Disk 1.560

Corona 10 MG Hard .. 1.995

CDC 1800 270
Connie SCail

Tall Grass $ Call

C. Itoh Startwriter . ... 1,350

C. Itoh Prowriter 8510 . 425

C. Itoh Prowriter 1550 . 725

NEC 3550 $ Call

NEC 8023A 475

Okidata Microtine 82A . 450
Okidata M.crolme 83A . 675
Okidata Microlme 92 . . 525
IDS Prism 80

(w/4 options) 1.399

IDS Prism 132

(w/4 options) 1.547

IDS MicroPrism 565
Silver Reed

Daisy Wheel S Call

Star Micronics

Gemini 10X 325
Star Micronics

Gemini 15 489

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORNER
•••SPECIAL***

Hayes Smarlmodem 1200/Hayes Smartcom II Software

AST I/O Plus II Clock Calendar and Serial Port $695

Above w/Smartmodem 300 415

Hayes Smartmodem 1200 4 Smartcom ll Software 579

GE Printers $ Call

Epson FX-80 599

Transtar T130-P 725

Transtar T 315P Color . 519

Mannesman Telly

MT160 549

. . . and much more.

DISKETTES

3M 5* DS DD Box $ 31

BASF 5* DS DO Box . . 37

Maxell 5* DS DO
MD2 Box 40

Verbatim 5* DS DD Box 35
Ultra Magnetics 5* DS,

DO. Bonus Box
(12 diskettes) 35

PLOTTERS

Enter PI 00 Sweet P . . 599
Panasonic Digital

Plotter $ Call

Strobe M100 Plotter

(RS232) 539

Symtec Light Pen .... $140

TG Joystick 49

Kralt Joystick 56

VersaWriter Tablet . . 259

Keytronic WP Keyboard 219

Mouse Systems
PC Mouse 279

Flip N‘ File 5 4* 22

DISPLAY CARDS CORNER
Hercules Graphics Board $369

Orchid Monochrome Graphic Adapter 432

Plantronics Colorplus 389

USI Display Card (color/monochrome) $ Call

Amdek MAI Card $ Call

Tecmar Graphic Master $ Call

• Wisconsin residents — add 5% lor sales tax

• Add S3 50 for shipping per software and light items

For multiple and other items, call

• Foreign — add 15% handling A shipping for prepayment

• Prices subject to change without notice

• All items subiect to availability

• Visa. Mastercharge & American Express — (Add 4%)
• Checks (Allow 1-2 weeks for clearing)

• COD (Add $2 00 per shipment — Cash or certified check
required)

Working Hours: Mon Th 8 30 5 30 • Fn. 8 30 6 30 •

Sat 1000 2:00 • Central Time

For technical information & in Wisconsin:
715-848*2322

Store prices are strictly retail.

ORYX SYSTEMS, INC. ^ M ,v
205 Scott St. • P.O. Box 1961

Wausau. Wl 54401

Infl. Talax — 260161 AV __________
ORYX SYS WAU -*•! Ma^
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Printers

Unbeatable Prices
Monitors

NEC
NEC 6023A 1 439

NEC 3530 *1599

NEC 7710 *2059

NEC 7730 *2059

NEC 3560 *1899

Diablo
Diablo 820R (25CPS) * 949

Diablo 530R(40C PS) *1729

Diablo 530KSR(40CPS) *2429

Epson
FX80
FX100FT * 799

Smith Corona
TP-1 Parallel S 499

Okldata
ML82A * 419

ML83A S 649

MLB4S *1069

ML92 * 489

ML93 * 869

IDS
Microprism 80 * 549

Prism 132 *1399

(w/Sheetteed & Graphics)

Prism 132 *1589

(w/Sheetfeed. Graphics & Color

Prism to IBM Cable * 48

Cltoh
8510 Prowrlter * 362

FlOStarwriter *1349

F10 Printmaster *1599

Mannasmann Tally
MT 160L * 749

MT 1802 (Parallel) *1559

MT 1805 (Serial) *1559

Gemini
Gemini 10 * 319

Gemini 15 * 479

Qume
Qume Sprint 11 *1349

Tractor Feed * 175

Printer Interface S 75

We Cany the

Full Line of

AST Research

and
Quadram

Multi-Function

Boards

CALL FOR
BEST

PRICING

New Products
Corona Desktop Computer

IBM COMPATIBLE Includes 2 320K
drives, 128 K memory. Graphics .

serial/parallel ports, high resolution

monitor, MS DOS, GW BASIC
Multimate wordprocessing, PC TUTOR

Corona Desktop Computer
Same as above with one 320K floppy , ,

and one 10 megabyte hard drive. 54795
Corona Portable Computer

IBM compatible two 320 drives. . _ _
128K memory. Graphics, serial 92795
parallel ports, hi-resolution monitor,

MS DOS, Multimate wordprocessing,

PC TUTOR, GW BASIC

it Corona Portable Computer it it

With one 320 drive and 10MG , _
HARD DRIVE 95090
it Specials of the Month PprinheratS
Have* Smartmodan 1200 B w/Smartcom II Tr
Complete plug-in aystem *308

Verbatim Disk* (S/D w/Llbrary Case) S 27
Box of Maxall Dlaka (D/D) $ 39
Flip n’Sort Dlakette Box (Holda SO Dlaka) * 21

USI Amber Monitor *149
Elephant Dlaka (D/D) * 30

Microsoft Flight Simulator ( 34
Signalman MARK VI Modem w/Software *199

Amdek
Color II *679
Color III t 399

Color IV (RGB Analog Input) *1029

AmdlskS S 729

Amplot * 709

Amdek V310 Graan * 179

NEC
NEC JB 1201M * 169

Quadram
Quadchrome

Hi-Res RGB Monitor

Non-Glare Screen
> 690 x 240 Resolution

$549

Kraft Joystick 45

TG Joystick S 39

TG Trackball ( 39

Microsoft 64K Ramcard * 239

Microsoft 2S6K Ramcard * 509

Haya* Smartmodem 300 1 209

Hayas Smartmodem 1200 S 499

Hayss Bmartcom II Tsrmlnal Pk * 72

Anchor Automation Mark VI Modam . * 179

Quadram Mlcrofazsr w/Power

Supply *149
Trackball * 59

Analog Joystick t 49
IBM intarfaca Card * 45

Versawrtter Graphics Tablet * 239

NEWLY
ARRIVED

IBM
Personal

1095 E. Twain (702) 7964)296

Las Vegas, Nevada 89109

Call Toll Free

1-800-634-6766
Order Line Only

Information & Order Inquiries (702) 369-5523

We accept VISA and MasterCard
Mon. — Fri. 8 A.M. to 6 P.M. — Sat 9 AM. to 6 P.M.

Dealers’ Inquiries Invited

Includes 64K IBM-PC with

two 320 KB floppy disk

drives, controller color

graphics card,

monochrome monitor

$2839
ORDERING INFORMATION AMO TEAMS:
For fast delivery sand cashier checks, money orders or direct bank wire transfers Personal and company checks allow 3 weeks to clear C.O.D. orders (*3.00 minimum)
and i% of ail orders over *300 School purchase orders welcome Prices reflect a cash discount only and are sub|ect to change Please enclose your phone number with

any orders

SNIPPING: Software (*2 50 minimum) Shipping — Hardware (please call) Foreign orders APO & FPO orders — *10 minimum and 15% of all orders over S100. Nevada
residents add 5 3/4% sales tar All goods are new and include factory warranty. Due to our low prices, all sales are final. All returns must have a return authorization number
Call 702-369-5523 to obtain one before returning goods for replacement All returned merchandise is subiect to a restocking fee and must come with their original packaging

m order to be accepted NO returns permitted after 21 days from shipping date



Fantastic Selection
Business Sr Utilities

Advanced Operating Syatama
The Programmer $120

Applied Software
Versaform $249

Ashton Tats
dB«M II (CP/M OS) $419
dBase M (MS DOS) $419
The Financial Planner $ 419

BPI Systems
BPI Personal Accounting $139

Comprehensive Software
PC Tutor $ 55
PC Pal $27
Computer Software Technology
Word/PC $49
Continental Software
The Home Accounting Plus $ 95
1st Class Mall $79
Property Management $309

Davldaon & Aaaoclates
SoMd Reader s 49

Datamost
Real Estate investment Program $ 79

Wrlte-On $85

Denver Software
Executive Accounting System $469

(128K)

Digital Research
Concurrent CP/M 06 $209
C Basic 86 $125
Pascal/MT 86 $239

Speed Programming Pkg 86 $125

CISCobol86 $469
CP/M 86 $39
Eagle Software
Money Decisions (Vol. I) $129
Money Decisions (Vol II) $149
Money Pac (Voll & II) $249

Fox & Geller
Quick Code (CP/M 86) $199
Quick Code (MS DOS) $199

Hayden Software
Pie Writer $129

Hayes Microcomputer Products
Smarlcom $ 72

Hayes Terminal Program $65

Howard Software
Real Estate Analyzer II $159
Creative Financing $169

Individual Software
The Instructor

innovative Software
T I M. Ill

Fast Graphs

IUS
Easy Filer

Easy Writer

Easy Planner

Accounts Receivable

Accounts Payable

General Ledger

Financial Management Series

Link Syatama
Datafax

Mlcrocom
Microterminal

Micro Lab
The Tax Manager

Micro Pro
3 Pak Word/Mail/Spell

2 Pak Word/Mail . ....

2 Pak Word/Spell

Wordstar

Mailmerge
Spellstar

Infostar

Reportstar

Microsoft
$ 29 Basic Compiler (MS DOS) $249

Business Basic Compiler (MS DOS) . $379

$299
MS Pascal Compiler (MS DOS) $329

$189 M 'Cr°*oN C Compiler $329
MuLlsp/MuStar $109
MuMattVMuSimp $189

*239 Multiplan (MS DOS) $179
$209

Mlcroatuf
Crosstalk

.

$129
$159

$369

$369 North American
J369 Business Systems

Answer $159

$199

$ 62

PBL Corporation
Personal Investor $ 89

Perfect Software
Perfect Writer $ 169
Perfect Speller $ 105
Perfect Filer $ 205
Perfect Calc $ 105
Perfect Writer/Speller $242
Perfect Filer/Calc $ 279

Call Toll Fraa

1800634-6766
Order Lina Only

Entertainment Sr New Products

Peachtree
General Ledger $329
Accounts Receivable $329
Accounts Payable $329
Peach Pak (GUAR/AP) $329
Peachtext 5000 $229

Peter Norton Computing
Norton Utilities * 55

Select
Select Word Processing System $299

Software Products International
Logi Calc $129
Pro Calc $229
Logl Quest II $165
Log! Quest III $369

Software Publishing
PFS Report $84
PFS File $84

Softword Systems
Wordmaker $289

Sorclm/ISA
Supercalc & Supercalc II Ea. $179
Superwriter $239
Spellguard $125

Soutlwaatem
DataCapture $75
Synapae
File Manager $99

Synerglatlc Software
Data Reporter $165

T&F Software
P.M.P. 2000 $149

T.M.Q. Software
File Fax $119

Visicorp
Visicalc (256K) $165
Desktop Plan 1 $199
Visitrend/Plot $199
Vlslfile $199
Vlsidex $165
Visischedule $199
Business Forecasting Model $ 69
Vistword $249
Visispell $149

Education
Computer Software Technology
Word/PC $ 49

Davldaon A Aaaoclatea
Speed Reader
Word Attack $34
Mathblaster $34

Acorn Software Product*
Everest Explorer $ 15

Lost Colony $ 20

Armonk
Executive Suite $ 27

Avalon Hill Gams Co.
B-1 Nuclear Bomber $ 15

Midway Campaign $ 15

Computer Stocks & Bonds $ 17

Andromeda Conquest $ 16

Galaxy $ 17

Dnieper River Line
. $ 23

Voyager $ 17

Draw Poker $ 15

Computer Football $ 15

Computer Facts and Five $ 17

Avant-Garde Creations
LazerMaze $20
Federation $ 20

Air Traffic Controller $20

Blua Chip Software
Millionaire $65

Brodarbund Software
Apple Panic $20
Serpentine $ 23

Datamost
Pig Pen $20

Space Strike $ 20
Aztec $ 27
Tubeway $ 23

Digital Marketing
Astro Dodge

Epyx/Automated Simulation*
Temple of Apshai $27
Upper Reaches of Apshai $ 15
Curse of Ra $ 15
Crush. Crumble & Chomp $ 20

Infocom
Zorkl, II. ill Ea $ 27
Starcross $27
Witness $ 34

Information Solution*
The 25th Hour - 25:01 $ 65

Innovative Dealgn Software
Pool 1.5 $23
Intelligent Statement*
Ken Uston's Professional

Blackjack $45
Asylum $ 27

Micro Production*
Galactic Encounters $ 23

Mlcroaoft •

Flight Simulator $34
Microsoft Is A Registered Trademark

Omrlc Corporation
Space Guardian $
Bling Splatz $
Screen Machine $

Sierra On-Line Systems
Ulysses & The Golden Fleece $
Crossfire $
Mouseattack $
Frogger $

Sentlnent
Cyborg *

Sirius Software
Call to Arms $

Space Eggs $
Fowl Play $

Sir Tech
Wizardry $

Strategic Simulations
Galactic Gladiator $
The Warp Factor $
Tigers in the Snow $
Epidemic $

Sublogic Communication
"Night Mission" Pinball $

Epyx/Automated Simulation*
J*bOort»lky *20

33 Harcourt Brace
34 SAT * SO

Inaoft
23 Wordtrix $ 23
20 Quotrlx $23

2 International Software
23 Marketing (ISM)

MatheMaglc $ 65
Graphmaglc $ 65" Prism $ 17
Math/Graphmagic Combo $105

20 Lightning Software
23 Mastertype $34
27 Sirius Software

Type Attack $27

30 Spinnaker Software
Snooper Troops #1 $ 30
Snooper Troops «2 $30

27 Story Machine $23
27 Face Maker $ 23
27 Rhymes & Riddles $20
23 Klndercomp $ 20

Hey Diddle Diddle $20
In Search of The Most

27 Amazing Things $ 27
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Introducing

F©raGifeMg](§[r™

The office productivity tool you've been waiting for. . .

Take a look at FormManager, a remarkable tool

to automate your office. FormManager actually

combines data entry, data management, data

processing and forms processing into one
integrated package.

Forms generation made easy.

FormManagers unique forms-editing capability

allows you to lay out forms on the display any way
you want; without programming, without any

restriction. You can even draw lines and boxes

with only three key strokes. Its data validation

features catch errors when data is filled in. You
can even specify default values (such as "San

Jose" for city) to save typing.

Powerful data management.

Unlike most other integerated packages.

FormManager’s data management is not limited

by memory size. It can handle up to 32,767

records, 10 forms per record, 100 fields per form

and 80 characters per field. Its state-of-the-art

B-tree technique assures you fast sorting and
searching even if your data grows. There are

several ways to search for a record randomly or

sequentially.

Macro and Math features simplify

data processing.

FormManager s built-in math capability provides

26 general math functions beyond the usual four

arithmetic functions. You can define multiple

formulas for interactive calculation (as in your

spreadsheet programs). Its macro facility in-

cludes repetitive ($00) and conditional ($IF)

statements. You can easily set up a task such as:

IF state = "CA" then TAX = subjotal * 0.065.

Printing, of course.

Print functions allow you to print from the screen

to your pre-printed paper form. Or you can select

to print any number of fields from all your records.

With these features, you can tailor such things as

mailing lists, inventory control, expense reports,

etc., to fit your unique applications.

See FormManager today at your local computer

store.

Or order it at:

Alamo Electronic Components, Inc.

(408) 578-1490.

Retail price: $195 Tutorial disk: $15

Dealers, send for your free tutorial disk.

Requires 128K RAM. two 320K disks.

DOS 1.1 or 2.0 Color or monochrome

See us at IBM PC Faire, San Francisco. Booth 1637

BIT Software Inc., Box 619, Milpitas. CA 95035. (408) 262-1054.
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LANGUAGES/GEORGE D. HUGHES, JR.

Digital Research has developed some powerful

additions to Pascal, along with most of the tools a

programmer could ever want.

The Pascal/MT+86

System
Pascal/MT+86 Version 3.1

Speed Programming Package (SPP-86)

Version 3.0

Digital Research Incorporated

P.O. Box 579

Pacific Grove, CA 93950

(408) 649-3896

List Price: Pascal/MT+86. $600: SPP-86,

$250; both, $800.

Requires: 192K RAM, 2 disk drives pre-

ferred.

CIRCLE 695 ON READER SERVICE CARD

With the Pascal/MT+86 system, Digi-

tal Research Inc.’s language division has

put together all the tools needed by the

Pascal programmer. A special Pascal

screen editor, compiler, linker, assembler,

debugger, disassembler, and a software

librarian are included in the package. The

only item not included in the price is the

Pascal screen editor, a program that

includes a syntax checker, variable identi-

fier, text reformatter, and a backup/logger

utility. I cannot think of much more a pro-

grammer would want. The $800 price for

the language and the screen editor might

seem a bit steep, until you look at what

you are getting: a quality package from a

quality company you can rely on for sup-

port. This support is especially important

for the independent software vendors cre-

ating all the new application packages

everyone seems to be buying. An added

advantage of DRI’s Pascal is the portability

of the source code. With few exceptions,

you can take the source code developed

on a CP/M-86 system and sell it for a PC-

DOS system. Digital Research is even talk-

ing about creating a UNIX version of its

Pascal and other languages, which would

further increase the software vendors’

market. The beauty of the Pascal language,

combined with the many programming

tools available, and the large marketplace

make the DR1 package an irresistible

development tool for software vendors.

Digital Research's Pascal is a full

implementation of the ISO standard Pas-

cal (ISO standard DPS/7185) with some
powerful (and necessary) additions. There

are four areas of additions: enhanced I/O

capabilities, additional data types, access

to the run-time system (access to CP/M
and PC-DOS), and modules and overlays.

The additions will be mentioned again as

each language ingredient is examined.

Constants, Variables, and Data
Types

Pascal allows identifiers of any length

for constants, variables, types, proce-

dures, functions, and program names, but

only distinguishes between them using

PC MAGAZINE 377 SEPTEMBER 1983



Advanced

PC

PS3276B*yn Emulate* 1295
AST Megaptue ' C«fd
P N MG064 (64K S. C) 395
P N MG064SP .64* 2-S. P. Cl 495
P N MG256 (256K S C| 695
P N MG256SP (256K 2-S. P Cl 795

•Comboetus ' Card
P N MC-064SPC I64K. S P. Cl 395
P N MC 256SPC I256K. S. P C) 695

*t
p*N

<
MD 064*MK c S. Ho«l 655

•PC I O P1u« II ’ Card
PNlOlC Si 166
PN lOSP (C 2-S. P| 265
PNlO-SPGlC

. 2-S. P. 01 315
COCX E.tenoer Card 40

Prototype Card 69
37 PW "0‘ Connector 19
Soap-in Card Guides 15) 8

CORONA Hard Disk System
CORVUS Hard Disk System
DAVONG I Internal i

5 Mb Hard Disk
12 Mb Hard Disk

16 Mb Hard Disk
21 Mb Hard D**»

32 Mb Hard Disk
MAVNARO Disk Drive Card

Floppy Card * Parana* 295
Floppy Card vrSenal 325

MOUSE SYSTEMS Mouse tor IBM
MICROSOFT Mouse plus Muimooi

PERSYST Spectrum (1

PN SP64 |64K. Clk S. P)
PLANTRONICS Color plus' Card
OUADRAM OuadDoard (64-2S6K)
P N 064 6*K m 4 functions 395
Quadtonk Apple Card 660

RIXON PC212A Modem lO 596
TANDON TM 100-1 I160K) 295

TM 100-2 (320K) 395
TG PRODUCTS Joystick 65

Track Bal 66
VISTA 'Multicard *" (asp 64-256K>
P N V-064 |64K Ok. S Pi 395
P N V 256 I256K, Ok. S. h 695

• Mancard (up to S76K)
PN V-57AA4K
PN V-578-576K

•"PC Matter (10 lO) 495
•-PC Extender" (up to 10 lO) 249

PRINTER

MX100
FX60

INTEGRAL DATA

Daisywnter
IBM PC to EPSON Cable
0KI0ATA Mererme 62A

Meroime 83A

MONITORS
AMOEK CORP
300 Green 12*

310 Amber tr
Color I CompoMf
Color II RGB HtRe*
Color II ROB Comml
Color IV RGB Analog

NEC 12- Green NEW
NEC 12- RGB 1690.2301
PRINCETON GRAPHICS
RGB IBM lookakke

I.JRTICSsIjCTWIETM
DYSAN ‘.SS SO
DYSAN 5 . DS SO
IBM 5 . SS SO
IBM 5 . SS DO
VERBATIM 525-01 SS
VERBATIM 560-01 OS
MAXELL MD1 SS
MAXELL MD2 DS

5tt
' (80 d

SPECIAL SS

10S55 138
1065 46
10 60 43
1066 47
1045 23
10 55 34
1050 29
1060 39

16

MORE IBM GOODIES
CURTIS PC Pedeetai

Eitenson Cable
Keyboard Exi Cable

INTEL 0087 1C
RAM EXPANSION

16K Motherboard (16 Cs)
64K Memory E>p (9 iCsl

KRAFT IBM Joystek
IBM Paddies

dBASE II

$445°°

SuperCalc
S
1 2900

SuperCalc 2
S
1 7900

Multiplan
s18900

Wordstar
$299°°

Lotus 1-2-3

Call!
T. K. Solver!

Call!

Flight Simulator
$4500

Context MBA
Call!

Computer
Inovations

C86C Compiler
$36900

Copy II Plus
S3200

Visiword
s289°°

Digital Research
Pascal MT - 86 $295.00

Concurrent CP M 86 260.00

CBASIC 86 149.00

Plus More Great
Software Values

In Our
1983 Catalog!

Send For
Your Copy NOW.

"•'ir*

If You’re Thinking IBM PC',

READ THIS!

"COEX"

MEMORY
AT

UNREAL!
PRICES

64K

n4164
lik

*50“

w/serial
parallel

clock-
calendar

exp. to 256K

$24900

SOQQOO

PLUS! . . .with Purchase of either

Memory card above
SUPERCALC ‘ only S99.00 (195.00 value)

Disk Emulator FREE
Print Spooler FREE

ACP PC “FEATURE OF THE MONTH”
1. DISKMASTER V Disk Controller lor IBM PC or XT adds both 5'.* and 8

floppy drives Complete with Software Same card can also handle List ACP
the Amlyn 6 2 Mb Cartridge Add-on Subsystem S299 $229

2. AST i 0 Plus II ' Popular I O card when fully populated has (2) Serial.

(1 1 Parallel. (1) Game Port and Ckx* Calendar Specially priced List ACP
m two configurations A. PN I O (Clk. S) 166 126

B. P N I O SP (Clk. 2-S. P) 265 229

3 MAR SUPR EXTENDER * IBM PC A XT Expansion Chassis with (6) Slots. Power

Supply and Fan Your price" 1 only $439.00. You cannot afford to live without one

e Interactive Training Disks

e

• Step by Step in English e
e Handy Reference Guide e

PLAN POWER-Visicalc 75 !

PLAN POWER-Supercatc 75 !

PLAN POWER-Multiplan 75 I

DB POWER-dBase if 75 I

POWER PACK-Wordstar 75 I

ATI POWER-IBM DOS 75 !

BASIC POWER-IBM MBASIC 75 !

VZZvZZ, MAIL ORDER: P.0. Boi 17329 Irvins, CA 92713

Retail: 1310 E. Edlnger. Santa Ana. CA 92705
evieNO (714)559-8813

542 W. Trimble. San Josa. CA 95131

%£££“ I408 *
948-7010

FLOPPY DISKS

FOR IBM PC
TEAC DSDO (320K) S289
TANDON TM- 100-2 S259
SHUGART DSDO (Vi* high) $279
OUME DSDD (V high) $249

(External Case and Power Supply
Also Available)

TOU FREE

800-854*8230
nn

910-595-1565

64 K MEMORY + P.S.C. $249.00
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FREE
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Autocode:
The easiestway
togetdBASEII
towork for you-
guaranteed

• Automatic menu & sub mentis
• Automatic data entry screens

• Automatic data entry routines

• String, numeric, date &
calculated fields

• Automatic multiple reports

• Automatic orograms in dBASE II

code with interactive screens

AutocodeI
For dBASE II

This powerful

program generator for

dBASE II™ is available

for all CP/M 80. 86 or CP/M
operating systems derivatives

such as MS/DOS or PC/DOS. as well

as any Z80 or 8080 8085 systems, as in:

APPLE, IBM PC. KAYPRO. NORTHSTAR. OSBORNE.
SUPERBRAIN, TELEVIDEO, VICTOR 9000. ETC. 8" STANDARD.

• No prior knowledge ot dBASE II™ required

• CP/M™8i MS DOS™ operating systems

• Very easy to learn. Autocode asks you what
you want to do in menu form.

• The code produced
impresses the most experienced

programmer.

MANUAL

ONLY $195.

AXEL JOHNSON CORPORATION
STEMMOS DIVISION

666 Howard Street. San Francisco. CA 94105 / Tel: (415) 77 7-3800

Just send the following to address above today.

• Your diskette format 8t hardware
• How many Autocodes you want

at $195 each’

• Your name 8r complete address
• A check or money order

*tn CA odd tX sales «o»

IRONCLAD GUARANTEE

Credit cod buyers may substitute

their cord number and expiration

date tor the check Or call us toll free

and save the trip to the mail box

try AUTOCODE Risk Free

The AUTOCOOE 1 Program Generator you receive will

be complete and unabridged Use it (or 30 days it

for any reason whatsoever you decide it's not for you
return it to us and we will gladly refund your money
(less shppmg) No questions osked

Dealer inquiries invited.

«M <s a registered tnxtemark oMntecnahonai Business Mochmes me dBASE li* Asnton lote CP M is a registered trademark of Dgrtoi Research ire Autocode 1“ Stemmos Ltd

FOR ORDERS, TECH SUPPORT OR INQUIRIES: 800-262-8800
Or order toll free 800-227-1617 (Ext 417) In CA call 800 772 -3545 (Ext 417)
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the first eight characters. The identifier

can be any combination of letters, num-

bers, and underscores (.), as long as it

starts with a letter. Both numeric and

string literals can be used as constants.

Unlike some versions of Pascal, this ver-

sion allows the null string to be used.

There are two kinds of data types that can

be defined: simple and structured. Char-

acters, integers, long integers, real, byte,

word, pointers, and Boolean are examples

of simple types. Another important sim-

ple type is the user-defined ordinal type,

of which there are two kinds: enumerated

and subranges. The enumerated ordinal

type is used to define a special data type,

and lists all the possible values that type

can have. The subrange type is used to

select a range of values from a previously

defined ordinal set. Examples of both

types are shown in Figure 1.

The structured data type includes

arrays, records, sets, strings, and files. The

record types can be quite complex. They

can include a CASE statement that

changes the structure of the record,

depending on the value of a special case

selector variable.

Operators and Expressions

The large group of operators that used

to construct the different expressions in

Pascal/MT+86 ure listed in Figure 2.

There are operators for addition, subtrac-

tion, division, and multiplication. A func-

tion must be used for exponentiation. For

integer division, Div and Mod operators

result in the integer quotient and remain-

der, respectively. Boolean operators in

expressions result in values of True or

False. Boolean operators in relational

expressions can use many types of oper-

ands, but always produce a Boolean

result. There are also special Boolean

operators that work only with Boolean

operands. The logical operators work with

individual bits in words and bytes. The
last group of operators work with sets and

allow you to compare different sets for

equality, inequality, and subset status.

Unions, intersections, and set assign-

ments are also possible.

Statements

There are eight major statements in the

Pascal/MT+86 language. The first is the

simple assignment statement, which sets a

variable or literal to a certain value. The

CASE statement executes different groups

of statements, depending on whether the

case variable matches one of the enumer-

ated case values. Pascal/MT+86 has add-

ed an ELSE to the CASE statement so that

if the case variable does not match any of

the choices, you can still direct program

flow. If you do not use the ELSE and there

is no match, control falls to the next state-

ment below CASE. FOR allows program

loops using either the form FOR x := low

TO high DO or FOR x := high DOWNTO
low DO. The GOTO statement allows you

to transfer program control to a labeled

statement. The IF-THEN-ELSE statements

can be nested many layers deep to provide

a very structured decision tree. Two state-

ments allow for continual execution of a

group of statements until an exit condition

is met. The REPEAT command executes

the statements and then checks the exit

condition so that it always executes at

least once. The WHILE command checks

the controlling condition first, and then

executes the statements if the controlling

condition is TRUE. The last statement,

WITH, makes it very easy to access a

record’s subfields in a group of statements

without having to use the full record

_name.field_name format.

Figure 1: An example of the enumerated and subrange ordinal types.

TYPE STUDENTS (FRESHMEN. SOPHOMORE. JUNIOR. SENIOR);
NAMES = (MARGENE. GEORGE. FRANCES, JACK, LINDA):
PETS (DOG. CAT. BIRD, FISH, TARANTULA);

Enumerated Ordinal Type

TYPE NUMBERS — '0'
. .

'9';

INDEX = I . .25;
GOOD-PET = DOG . . FISH:

Subrange Ordinal Type

Procedures and Functions
The many different procedures and

functions already supplied with Pascal/

MT+86, in addition to the ones you write

are the basic units of any Pascal program.

Each procedure starts with the name of the

procedure, the variables and their types,

which are passed to the procedure, and

the procedure type. Each function is

defined similarly. Pascal/MT+86 sup-

ports functions and procedures that are

separately and mutually recursive. An
interrupt procedure is also included in the

package. A list of the different procedures

and functions is given in Figure 3.

A number of procedures have been

added that are not in the ISO standard: bit

manipulations, I/O port setting and check-

ing, redirectable user I/O routines, fast file

I/O, random file access, string manipula-

tions, heap memory management, func-

tion addresses and sizes, and move and

fill features. Several of the procedures and

functions deserve special note. The IN-

LINE procedure allows you to insert an

assembly language command right in the

middle of your Pascal source program.

LL PASCAL
programs must be

structured the same
way.

Special error handling is controlled by the

@ERR procedure. The @BDOS86 func-

tion allows interfacing to the computer’s

operating system. The MAXAVAIL and

MEMAVAIL functions return the largest

memory block available and available

memory, respectively (regardless of frag-

mentation) for program control of the

memory structure. There are also many
procedures and functions to handle string

manipulations, trigometric calculations,

odd and even number detection, file and

peripheral I/O, and bit testing and set-

ting.

All Pascal programs must be structured

the same way. The program name is first,

followed by the different data type defini-

tions. All literal, constant, and variable

definitions are then listed. Any external
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procedures or functions are listed next,

followed by program procedures and

functions. The main program section,

which calls the different procedures, is

There
are various ways to

move information back
andforth from the

program to files and
peripheral devices.

the last item.

DRI has added some powerful options

to its Pascal. The programmer can create

several modules of procedures and func-

tions and compile and file them separate-

ly. or keep them in a module library for

linking to other compile routines later.

This modular strategy produces programs

that are easy to maintain and test. In a case

where insufficient RAM is available for a

large program, Pascal/MT+86 allows for

program overlays so that each section can

be brought off from the disk as needed.

To use overlays, you create one main

root program, and up to 255 overlays.

Overlays can call other overlays, can

access procedures and functions in the

root program, and may contain an arbi-

trary number of modules. The program-

mer has complete control of the overlay

memory usage and location. A warning

however. This capability adds responsi-

bility and danger to the programmer's

chores.

Another nice option is the ability to

chain to other programs from the starting

program. Procedures and modules written

in assembly language for those operations

where execution time is very critical can

also be used.

Input/Output
There are various ways to move infor-

mation back and forth from the program to

files and peripheral devices. The standard

procedures and functions of Pascal/

MT+86 allow two different kinds of file

I/O: sequential and random. With the abil-

ity to redirect the data with user-defined

Figure 2: A summary of Pascal/MT+ 86 operators.

Operator| Operation Operands Result
j

Precedence

Arithmetic

+ unary identity integer or
real

same as
operand

3rd highest

+ addition

,

integer, real

or pointer
same as

operand
3rd highest

unary sign
inversion

integer or
real

same as
operand

3rd highest

subtraction. integer or

real
same as

operand
3rd highest

• multiplication integer or
real

integer 2nd highest

div integer
division

integer integer 2nd highest

/ real
division

integer or
real

real 2nd highest

mod modulus integer integer 2nd highest

Operator| Operation Operand Result
J

Precedence

Relational

equality scalar, string
set. pointer
record boolean lowest

< > inequality scalar, string
set, pointer
record boolean lowest

< less than scalar or
> greater than string boolean lowest
< = less or equal scalar or

string boolean lowest
or
set inclusion set boolean lowest

> = greater or scalar or
equal string boolean lowest
or

set inclusion (see 4.4) boolean lowest

IN set membership ( see 4.4) boolean lowest

Boolean

E negation boolean boolean highest
disjunction boolean boolean 3rd highest
conjunction boolean boolean 2nd highest

Logical

- ? one ' s comple- integers and same as

or / ment of operand pointers operand highest
! or logical OR integers and same as

i
pointers operand 3rd highest

& logical AND integers and same as
pointers operand 2nd highest

Set

+ union set set 3rd highest
- set difference set set 3rd highest
• intersection set set 3rd highest

1 ' —
I
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I/O routines, the programmer can create

his own type of file storage. The record

data type should lead to routines that cre-

ate ISAM or keyed files without too much
difficulty. The port functions allow pro-

grams to control devices tied to certain

port channels (physical devices) de-

pending on the activity on other port

channels. When reading or writing to files,

there is a file variable that contains two

parts: a File Information Block (FIB) and a

buffer. The FIB contains the file’s name
and type, whether the file is open for read-

ing or writing, and the end-of-file and end-

of-line flags. The buffer contains one data

item at a time. You write and read from

this buffer only; DRI calls it the window
variable. The manual contains several

helpful examples of different types of file,

keyboard, screen, and printer I/O rou-

tines.

SPP-86 Speed Programming
Package
Now that we are familiar with Digital

Research's Pascal, let’s look at how to cre-

ate, run, and debug programs. If you spend

$600 to buy the Pascal/MT+86, you might

as well go ahead and spend an additional

$200 to buy the SPP-86 screen editor.

Although you can create Pascal source

code using a word processor, the word
processor does not contain a syntax check-

er, variable identifier checker, a Pascal

LOATHE
control and escape

sequences, but these are

not too bad.

text reformatter, or a backup/logger utili-

ty. I found these tools to be extremely

helpful in creating and editing Pascal pro-

grams. The full screen editor allows easy

creation and updating of programs. There

are 26 different commands, which are

activated by pressing the Ctrl key and

another key (A through Z) simultaneous-

ly. I personally loathe control and escape

sequences, but these are not too bad.

Once you have created a Pascal pro-

Figure 3: A list of tho functions and procedures included in the Pascal package.

FUNCTIONS

@BD0S @BD0S86 @CMD (a HERR
(S'MRK (§RLS ABS ADDR
ARCTAN CHR CONCAT COPY
COS EOF EOLN EXP
GNB HI IORESUL ' LENGTH
LN L0 MAXAVAIL MEMAVAIL
ODD ORD POS PRED
RIM85 ROUND SHL SHR
SIN SIZEOF SQR SQRT
SUCC SWAP TRUNC TSTBIT
WNB

PROCEDURES

@ERR (6HLT ASSIGN CHAIN
CLOSE CLOSEDEL CLRBIT DELETE
DISPOSE EXIT FILLCHAR GET
INLINE INSERT LWRITEHEX MOVE
MOVELEFT MOVERIGHT NEW OPEN
PACK PAGE PURGE PUT
READ READHEX READLN RESET
REWRITE RIM85 SEEKREAD SEEKWRITE
SETBIT UNPACK WAIT WRITE
WRITEHEX WRITELN

gram or updated one using the editor, you

can use the syntax checker to make a sin-

gle pass through your program to check for

misplaced or missing semicolons or miss-

ing arguments from statements. When the

syntax checker finds a mistake, it stops,

places you in the screen editor, and dis-

plays the program and a message indicat-

ing where the mistake is (or close to it).

The Varcheck variable identifier checker

scans the program and generates a list of

identifiers that are possibly misspelled or

undefined. After you have fixed any syn-

tax and identifier errors, you can call the

reformatter to beautify your program. It

indents all nested statements, producing a

more readable source listing. The last util-

ity provided by SPP-86 is an automatic

backup/logger utility, which creates a

backup file of your source every time you

enter the editor and change the original.

The utility will also increment a version

number contained in parenthesis located

at the beginning of the program.

Compiling and Linking
The next step after creating a program

is to compile the Pascal program and

assemble (using the ASMT-86 relocatable

assembler) any assembly modules. The
relocatable object files should have a file

name: file.name.R86. The compiler has

several options that allow you to choose

which disks different files can be found

on, or which disk to put them on. The
options include: suppress unnecessary

console messages; generate debugger in-

formation; generate disassembler informa-

tion; and continue on error.

You should now have two relocatable

object files. The next step is to link the

Pascal object code and the assembler

object code with any run-time library rou-

tines and overlays that are needed by the

Pascal program. Only the routines needed

by the program are taken from the library

and linked. The linker command also has

some options that control the amount of

memory and locations assigned to the

code and data sections of the program and

overlays. You can also determine how the

linker output will look. After linking, you

should have a runable program that has a

file name like this: file.name.CMD .

Software Librarian

The LIB/MT+86 librarian lets you cre-

ate different general purpose modules and

store them together in special libraries
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that can later link to other main programs.

You might, for example, want to create

several printer I/O routines or RS-232

modules, which can be used over and over

again by many programs. The compiled

modules must be relocatable object code

files to be entered into a library. You can

concatenate other libraries, assembly

modules, and Pascal modules into one

library.

Debugging and Disassembling

The debugger is included to help find

any logic mistakes that might be present in

your routines. There are several helpful

features of the debugger that aid in testing

the software. The debugger can do the fol-

lowing: display variables in many for-

mats; modify memory; set regular or sym-

bolic breakpoints: single-step through the

program; display symbol tables; and dis-

play entry and exit points for procedures

and functions.

To use the debugger, a special flag must

be set in the compiler when compiling the

program to be debugged. The linker com-

mand parameters are also different when

linking a program to be debugged. The dis-

assembler is useful for a programmer

wanting to see how a Pascal program was

converted into the 8086 assembler lan-

guage. Both the disassembled assembly

language instructions and the Pascal state-

ments are shown in blocks so that the pro-

grammer can follow the logic of each sec-

tion.

Manual
The Pascal manual comes in the now-

familiar tan enclosures similar to the ones

in which IBM distributes its software. The

documentation is divided into three sec-

tions: the Language Reference Manual, the

Language Programmer’s Guide, and the

ASMT+86 Relocating Assembler Refer-

ence Manual. The first section gives a brief

overview of how Pascal is structured and

the features of DRI’s Pascal. It explains

any differences between this version and

the ISO version. Most of the section is tak-

en up with a description of all the func-

tions and procedures provided with Pas-

cal/MT+86. All the data types and state-

ments are described and many include

examples. The last chapter in the first sec-

tion gives a good explanation of the differ-

ent types of input and output available.

The second section gives detailed

instructions about how to compile, link,

debug, disassemble, create libraries, and

also includes other important facts a pro-

grammer needs to know. This section

explains error messages and describes

how to create overlays and modules, how
to chain programs together, how to inter-

face with assembly language routines,

how to interface with the operating sys-

tem, how to create ROM-based programs.

The last section explains how to use the

relocating assembler and what different

conventions it will accept.

Overall, the manual has a professional

appearance. DRI uses different colors to

emphasize points and list examples. The

table of contents and index are detailed for

easy reference. I have only two comments

about the manual. It could have included

more examples, especially with some of

the function and procedure descriptions.

And, the beginning programmer would

probably find the manual too technical. Of

course, DRI’s main customer is not the

beginning programmer, but the indepen-

dent software vendor. I found the same

faults in DRI’s Concurrent CP/M-86 man-

ual. The company’s PL/I manual, howev-

er, is much better.

I found that both the Pascal/MT+86

and the SPP-86 worked well, and that any

major problems with the system were the

result of my own errors. The SPP-86 works

nicely in creating Pascal source. The rest

of the programming tools (compiler, link-

er, disassembler, debugger, and librarian)

all worked as described in the manual.

With such a large following just begin-

ning for Pascal, DRI should find its pack-

age being used more and more in vendors’

software. With the tools there to create

powerful, versatile modular programs, the

Pascal/MT+ 86 and SPP-86 team is hard to

beat. DRI has again provided a profession-

al, complete package. /PC

SPP-86 Function Key Programming
An alternative to using the control sequence commands with

the screen editor.

With the SPP-86 Pascal Speed Pro-

gramming Package, an understanding of

26 different Ctrl/letter sequences is re-

quired to use the screen editor. Even

though these control sequence commands
can be mastered with practice. I came up

with an easier way Although the manual

does not mention it, you can use CP/M's

function command or one of the many PC-

DOS function key utilities to set up the ten

most commonly used editor commands.

For instance, in the screen editor configu-

ration, you cannot use the arrow keys,

home, delete, etc., but using the function

key utilities enables you to set up those

special keys to produce the needed con-

trol sequences.

I set up the different direction keys to

work with SPP-86's screen editor to

produce a much easier working environ-

ment..

Function
Function
Function
Function
Function
Function
Function

key FI

key F2
key F3

key F4
key F5

key F6
key F7

; SDIR\0D\00

<SDIR \00

=STAT *
. *\0D\00

>STAT \00

VVCMODE D\0D\00
@VCM0DE B\0D\00

ADSKMAINTV0DV00

Function key F8 BFUNCTIONX00
Function key F9 CHELP\0D\00

Function key F10 DDSKRESET
\0D\00

G\14\00 home key
H\0B\00 up arrow
I\03\00 page up
K\08\00 left arrow
M\0C\00 right arrow
O\02\00 end key
P\0A\00 down arrow

Q\12\00 page down
R\06\00 ins key
S\19\00 del key

I did not use the regular ten function keys

for the SPP-86 commands, although they

could have been used, if desired. Then 20

out of the 26 control sequence commands
would be reduced to a single keystroke.

The \0D is a carriage return (in hex) and
“\00" is the hex character telling the func-

tion utility where the end of the definition

is. This same function key arrangement

can be implemented in Concurrent CP/M-
86 using the same Function command. If

you have PC-DOS, you will either have to

buy a function key handler utility, or find

one in the free software domain.—G.D.H.
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If your thirst for technology is combined with an interest in the IBM PersonalANNOUNCING
TEfH

To The Limits...

And Beyond
As you well know, the IBM
Personal Computer is prov-

ing to be the success story of

the 1980s. Only 18 months

after its introduction, the IBM
Personal Computer com-

mands almost a fifth of all

personal computer sales—

a remarkable achievement.

At present the number of

IBM Personal Computers

in users' hands exceeds a
quarter-million, with perhaps

as many as half a million on

the way in the next 12 months.

But despite its widespread

public acceptance and the

wealth of products now avail-

able to support it. we are

convinced that vast areas ot

its potential remain unex-

plored, not to mention those

products waiting to be intro-

duced for which the IBM
Personal Computer is the

precursor.

For those serious enough
about microcomputers to

accept the challenge, the

IBM Personal Computer rep-

resents a host of untapped

possibilities.

OURNAL
For those with

a genuine appetite

for technology, there

are ways of stretching the

IBM Personal Computer to

the very limits of its specifica-

tions. Ways to willfully expand

those specifications. . .to

throw light into the dark

recesses of its complex soft-

ware systems. Ways to

enlarge our understanding

of the equipment and to

increase its usefulness.

If this sounds appealing,

then PC Tech Journal is for

you. For it will be the defini-

tive source of authoritative,

technically-satisfying informa-

tion about your IBM Personal

Computer, its future transfor-

mations and the host of

products developed to

support it.

Why a Technical
Journal?

The readership of PC Maga-

zine has, in the last year,

grown at a rate to match the

success of the IBM Personal

Computer itself. But as the

number of committed

readers has expanded, so

has that portion of users who
are not only interested in out-

put—that is, using the IBM

Personal Computer to better

solve problems—but who
care deeply about the pro-

cess of the computer itself.

We consider you to be

among that select group of

readers. Your relationship

with microcomputers, voca-

tional or otherwise, has led

you to levels of technical

competence and curiosity

which go far beyond prob-

lem-solving. In effect, you

have a compelling interest

not only in what your IBM
Personal Computer does,

but also how it does it and

how it can do more.

For you, technological

sophistication is a welcome
challenge, perhaps even
something of an adventure.

In both its depth and

breadth of applicable sophis-

tication, we are confident

that you will find PC Tech

Journal a fitting match for

your aspirations.



Enroll now
as a Charter Subscriber
at a special Charter rate
...and get your own copy
of our Premiere Issue.

A Select Audience
Needless to say, PC Tech

Journal is not for everyone.

But among PC Magazine's

current audience is a sizable

segment where PC Tech

Journal will find an active,

committed readership:

Practicing professional

developers who will want

to read the Tech Journal

for information they can't find

anywhere else

Serious programmers—
both full-time professionals

and non-professionals

alike—with a clear interest

in expanding the range

and utility of software com-

patible with the IBM Personal

Computer.

Management and staff

serving in MIS and DP
roles with a requirement for

intimate knowledge of the

working

processes

of their

companies
IBM Personal

Computers

Independent businessmen
and professionals who
understand the increased

benefits of tailoring their IBM

Personal Computers to their

own specific demands.

Members of the scientific

and academic community
whose ability and training

allow them to enhance their

use of their IBM Personal

Computet

And, of course, anyone
with a genuine appetite

for state-of-the-art infor-

mation about the emerging

possibilities presented by the

IBM Personal Computer

A Menu for

Technical Gourmets
Under the leadership of Edi-

tor-in-Chief Will Fastie. author

of the widely respected

“IBM Images" column in

Creative Computing Mag-
azine, we've assembled a

staff and a stable of regular

contributors all with just

the sort of demonstrated

expertise you'd expect

from PC Tech Journal.

Every bimonthly issue will

be filled with useful articles

on subjects such as...

• How lo fully exploit—or. if

necessary, avoid—the com-

plexities of BIOS, the IBM
Personal Computer$

installed firmware.

• Detailed examinations ot

component hardware avail

Computer, including multi-

function cards, display

devices, laboratory data

acquisition equipment and
voice recognition and syn-

thesis devices.

• Elegant programming

methodologies which exploit

the IBM Personal Computer's

various operating system

environments, plus reviews of

new operating environments.

• Evaluation ot the IBM Per-

sonal Computer's communi-

cations protocols and stan-

dards, including a detailed

discussion of computer-to-

computer interconnection,

terminal emulation and dis-

tributed data processing

• Plus a range of articles on

networks, mass storage and
important user development

tools

Moreover, as PC Tech Jour-

nal evolves, it is our explicit

intent that you, our readers,

play an important part in

shaping the magazine.

For we are convinced that

it will be you who shape the

future usefulness of the IBM
Personal Computer itself.

To that end, we will make
a special effort to involve you
in the focus of the magazine,

listening to your needs and
together forging workable

technical solutions to fully take

advantage of IBM's revolu-

tionary Personal Computer.
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now switch between talking or listening and
sending or receiving data-without having

to hang up, re-dial or plug and unplug a
lot of cables. So making connections is now
much faster and more convenient.

The PC:lntelliModem comes complete with

everything you need to start communicating
immediately. Besides its sophisticated Bell

hardware, the PCrlntelli-

includes a “friendly” soft-

ware package with screen menus
to guide you during use, plus

complete written instructions

for reference. And all this

one-stop-shopping con-
venience is included in

our modest price: $499.
Which shouldn't break

.
anybody's bank.

So if you're ready to turn

your PC into a fast-talking

data communications tool,

ask your local IBM dealer

out the Bizcomp PCrlntelli-

, odem. It's a whole lot more
than a modem. Even if it looks

like a great big nothing.

ZCOMP
532 Weddell Drive

Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408/745-1616

Introducing the PCiIntelliModem™
from Bizcomp. With your IBM PC or XT,

it looks like a big nothing.

That’s because it's inside.Where any
modem connecting your Personal Computer
to the telephone network should be.And
where you won't have to worry about all those

little boxes, couplers, cables and power
cords getting in yourway. Or being knocked
off your desk.

But just because the PC:lntelliModem

is out of sight, doesn't mean it'll ever be out

of mind. You'll continue to be impressed with

its do-it-all capabilities for years to come.
Advanced data comm capabilities such as
automatic dialing and auto repeat dialing,

for selectively calling people or other com-
putersfrom yourown computerizedtelephone
directory. Or automatic answering, so your
PC can receive messages even when
you're not in the office.

More than just a modem.
Even more impressive is the PC:

IntelliModem's ability to integrate both
voice and data communication.
By plugging a regular handset into

the back of your PC, you can

So, where is it?

\

PC IntelliModem is a trademark
of Business Computer Corpo-
ration. IBM is a trademark
of International Business
Machines Corporation.
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BPS BUSIN6SS GRAPHICS'"
for the IBM* PC

Seeing answers without staring at numbers.
Discover what your data

really means.

With BPS Business Graphics you can ana

lyze your data better by charting it You

can see trends, compare performance to

projections, and find patterns that print-

outs often hide The program lets you

decide what your graphs should look

like- and you can customize and store

the formats you use most often

Chart the data

you already have.

You can graph data directly from the

programs you already use, including Visi-

Calc ’
,

1-2-3’“, Multiplan and dBASE
IP—even data retrieved from your main-

frame—and you won't have to retype a

single number You *can manipulate the

data even while you're graphing it with

powerful statistical functions such as

curve-fitting and moving averages.

See the answers
instantly.

BPS Business Graphics quickly gives you
professional-looking graphs in a wide
variety of formats, so you can make col-

orful presentations on your monitor And
since the program works with more
than sixty popular printers and plotters,

you can get high-quality paper copies

of your graphs, and even overhead
transparencies

Business Graphics is a trademark and BPS is a registered trademark, of Business & Professional Software. Inc

IBM and ViSiCalc are registered trademarks of international Business Machines Corporation and VisiCorp. respectively

1 2 3. Multiplan, and dBASE II are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation. Microsoft Corporation, and Ashton late, respectively

1983 Business & Professional Software, Inc

For information on business graphics for the Apple, IBM PC, and Wang PC, call us at (800) DIALBPS or (617) 491-3377.

W Business & Professional Software, Inc. 143 Binney Street Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142
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SOFTWARE/MICHAEL OLFE

Linkers can span operating systems, mix

programming languages, conserve memory, and

more—putting an end to your programming gripes.

The Missing Linker
There you are, joyfully banging out lines

of BASIC, when your arms fall to your

sides and an eerie sense of ill-being comes

over you. The lines you just typed look

strangely familiar.

510 IF ERR=70 then print
"disk is write protec-
ted"

520 IF ERR=71 then print
"drive error"

530 IF ERR=72 then print
"disk error"

Somewhere, you have written these

lines before. Yes, it was in version 7 of

your checkbook program, the one you did

last week! Since you hate to type, you pull

out your copy of CHKBK07.BAS, and copy

45 lines of the program into your new
opus. Patting yourself on the back with

your left hand, you save the new program

with your right, only to be informed by

DOS that you are out of disk space: Go
directly to jail, do not pass go, do not col-

lect $200. This revolting development

causes you to enter a long period of reflec-

tion about the state of the world, leading to

some weighty philosophical questions.

• Why can’t there be just one copy of each

of the routines that you use all the time

—

the ones to clear the screen, check for

errors, draw nice boxes on the screen

—

instead of having to include the routines

in every program that needs them and

thereby run out of disk space?

• Why can’t you give each routine a name

and refer to it just by that name? Then

every time you wanted your program to

draw a box you could just write BOX, and

the program would find the routine called

box and use it. You can do that in Pascal

and C. Why not in BASIC?

• You have been led to believe that

BASIC, Pascal, COBOL. FORTRAN, and C
compilers produce code for the 8086/

8088. If all these languages boil down to

the same thing in the end. then why can't

you use BASIC routines when you’re writ-

ing in Pascal, or FORTRAN routines when

you’re writing in COBOL?

• And what if you want to switch from

PC-DOS to CP/M-86 or vice versa? Why
should you have to rewrite all the routines

you used under the other operating sys-

tem? It’s the same PC, after all.
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• One last gripe. You'd love lo use the

RAM disk that eats up 256K of your com-

puter's memory, but you only have anoth-

er 64K, and all your programs need at least

128K after they’re compiled. Isn’t there

some way to make the programs require

less memory so that you can use your

RAM disk without trading in your Sunday

clothes for another 256K?

LINKAGE
editor is a program that

performs a function

similar to that ofan
assembly-line robot

Relief is here with a program called

LINK, which comes with PC-DOS. This

program, and programs like it, are called

"linkage editors." A linkage editor is a

program that performs a function similar

to that of an assembly-line robot, pulling

the right parts out of the appropriate bins,

and assembling them according to the

instructions given. Let’s consider our

questions and complaints one by one, and

see how a linkage editor can help.

The Copy Problem
Suppose you compile the following

Pascal program, and get an OBJ file called

HELLO.OBJ.

module hi

;

procedure hello;
begin writeln( 'Hello' ) end;
end

.

Sometime later, you write a program

called GLADHAND.

program gladhand;
procedure hello ; external

;

begin hello hello hello hello
end

.

When this is compiled into GLAD-
HAND.OBJ, you are ready to use the link-

age editor. If you type:

LINK gladhand hello;

the linkage editor will search through

GLADHAND.OBJ, and note that there are

four references to the routine called HEL-

LO. For the first reference, it will copy the

code from HELLO.OBJ into GLAD-
HAND.EXE. For all the other references, it

will simply call this code rather than

insert a redundant copy.

There are still two copies of the routine

HELLO: one in HELLO.OBJ, and one in

GLADHAND.OBJ. But there is one impor-

tant difference: HELLO is compiled only

once, and forever after, the compiled copy

is transferred into programs that need it,

rather than having to be recompiled each

time. This technique is faster. If you’ve

ever waited for a compiler to finish, you’ll

appreciate the improvement.

The Naming Problem
The example above shows how a

named routine in Pascal can be linked.

The same can be done in BASIC by keep-

ing each routine in a separate OBJ file,

which can get unwieldy if you have a few

hundred BASIC routines that you use

After the compiler turns a program into object code, it is combined with library routines

to become a complete, executable program.

Library(s)

Source code >>> Compiler » Object file(s) (OBJ) >>> Linker >> EXE

BASLIB.LIB

v

MYPROG.BAS » BASCOM » MYPROG.OBJ »»LINK »MYPROG.EXE
OBJ file OBJ file OBJ file

library manager

library file

(LIB)

often, each in a separate file.

To avoid this problem of OBJ file pro-

liferation, linkage editors can also com-

bine code into LIB, or library, files. A LIB

file is created by combining OBJ files; one

library may be created from hundreds of

separate OBJ files. There is a special utili-

ty to do this combining, which is appro-

priately called a "library manager." Com-
bining the OBJ files with a library manager

allows you to put all your routines into a

single file.

The library manager also allows you to

edit libraries; you can extract, replace, or

delete any routine in a library. Some
library managers (PLIB-86, from Phoenix

Software Associates, for example) will

also generate lists of what routines are in

the library, what other library routines

they use. and all symbols defined in the

library. This feature is very useful in dis-

secting libraries that have no source

code.

FORTRAN. LIB, COBLIB.LIB, BAS-

LIB.LIB, and PASCAL.LIB are collections

of routines that do all the common tasks a

program might require. The compiler

translates source language statements into

references to the library routines, and the

linker then copies in those library routines

that have been referenced. This is why
LINK is included with PC-DOS. Without

it, you would not be able to use any of the

language compilers.

The LINKER
doesn't care if the pieces

were originally written

in Pascal, BASIC, C,

FORTRAN, or

assembler; it will

combine them all

together.

The Language Problem
Since the linkage editor links OBJ files,

it doesn't matter how those OBJ files were

produced. (Some exceptions will be dis-

cussed later.) The linker doesn't care if the
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With AUTOMATED TELEMARKETING
Introducing the Personal Computer Auto-

mated Telemarketing system from Arlington

Software+Systems.
Now even the smallest business can ben-

efit from telemarketing without special tele-

phone equipment or service. PCAT is a highly

efficient system for managing and scheduling

the phone calls that are so important to your

success.

PCAT IS FLEXIBLE

Telephone Sales

• Lead Qualification

• Customer Service

Surveys
• Receivables Collection

Inquiries

Fund raising

PCAT IS EFFICIENT

• Stores customer or client information

Schedules out-going calls by date and time

• Reschedules busy/no answer calls

Automatic dialing of local, long distance and
network calls

Built in word processor for order confirma-

tion, letters or memos
Prompter scripts for consistently effective

sales or service

PCAT IS COST EFFECTIVE

You'll be surprisedjust how cost effective

PCAT can make your new or existing tele-

marketing operation. PCAT reduces your mar-

keting costs, increases productivity and
ensures that every contact can be followed up
by callback, confirmation, or order entry.

PCAT IS EASY TO USE
In addition to automatic scheduling and

dialing, PCAT uses function key prompts
and help screens to guide you through the

program. A comprehensive User's Guide is

provided.

WHO NEEDS PCAT?
Retailers

• Insurance Agents
Stock, bond and commodity brokers

Wholesalers and distributors

• Customer service or support depts.

• Real estate agents

Accounts receivables depts.

Collection agencies, etc.

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

IBM Personal Computer with 128k, at least

one diskette drive, 80 column monochrome or

color monitor, and a Hayes Smartmodem or

Novation Smart-Cat, Printer is recommended.

PCAP is a trademark of ARLINGTON Software+Systems;

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines.

Hayes Stack Smartmodem is a trademark of Hayes Micro-

computer Products. Inc.

Smart-Cat Modem is a trademark of Novation Inc.

Arlington Software+Systems. 97 Bartlett Ave Arlington.

MA 02174 (617) 641-0290
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Have someone call me: I'm interested.

Please send me written information.

NAME:

.

ADDRESS.

.

CITY .

STATE: . ZIP. _

PHONE #:
( )

.

^RUNc^TON
Soffware+S/stems
97 Bartlett Ave.

Arlington, MA 02174

(617) 641-0290



pieces were originally written in Pascal.

BASIC. C, FORTRAN, or assembler; it will

combine them all together. This fact has

some interesting implications.

The LINKER
makes it possible to

write sections ofyour
programs in different

languages.

Although it is certainly possible to do

anything in any programming language,

you may not always be able to do it as

quickly or simply as you could if you used

the "appropriate” language. If speed of

execution is critical, you would probably

want to use assembly language. BASIC

lends itself to intensive debugging with

the interpreter. Pascal is appropriate for

very large programs.

The linker makes it possible to write

sections of a program in different lan-

guages. You may. for example, have to do

extensive number crunching in a large

program, for which you need the speed of

assembly language. But it would be time

consuming to write the whole program in

assembly language. The solution is to

write the math routines in assembler and

the rest of the program in Pascal, and link

them together. Many commercial pro-

grams contain sections of time-critical

code, which were written in assembly lan-

guage, while the bulk of the programs

were done in a higher level language.

Suppose you had a program consisting

of three parts—a part written in FOR-

TRAN (fpart), a part written in Pascal

(ppart), and a part written in assembly lan-

guage (apart). After compiling each part

with the appropriate language compiler,

and getting three OBJ files, you could use

LINK to put them together like this:

link fpart ppart apart

.

program. , fortran. lib
pascal . lib

You are giving LINK three instructions:

Combine fpart, ppart, and apart into a pro-

gram called "program”; refrain from gen-

erating a listing file (indicated by the two

commas with nothing between them);

and. if there are routines that are not

defined in any of the three OB) files, look

for them in the files FORTRAN.LIB and

PASCAL.LIB.

You must be aware of one thing before

you try to link different languages togeth-

er: Their data must be represented in the

PC-DOS
IBM Corporation

Systems Product Division

P.O. Box 1328

Boca Raton. FL 33432

(305) 998-2000

List Price: $40
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LINK runs under PC-DOS or MS-DOS. and

is included with the operating system.

LINK connects OB) files generated by any

of the Microsoft or IBM compilers, pro-

ducing EXE files. The Microsoft OBJ for-

mat is a slight modification of Intel's orig-

inal OBJ format, made to speed library

searches. Thus. LINK cannot handle all

Intel or CP/M-86 compilers' output files.

LINK does not generate overlays.

LINK-86

Digital Research. Inc.

160 Central Ave.

Pacific Grove, CA 93950

(408) 649-3896

List Price: $250
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L/NK-86. is included with all Digital

Research language compilers, or is avail-

able separately, with LIB and a relocating

assembler. Functionally, it is the same as

the LJNK-80 for CP/M-80. LINK-86 runs

under CP/M-86, and was recently an-

nounced to run under PC-DOS. It links

Intel-format OBJ files produced by the

Digital Research language compilers

(CBASIC-86. Pascal MT/86, PL-1/86, and

same way, if the languages are to share it.

Microsoft/IBM Pascal and FORTRAN, for

example, use a common definition for

most types of data, but there is nothing

corresponding to the Pascal STRING in

FORTRAN, and nothing corresponding to

the FORTRAN INTEGERM in Pascal.

Either these incompatible types of data

COBOL), and the related tools (access

manager, display manager). The CP/M-86
version produces CMD files, which run

under CP/M-86. and the PC-DOS version

produces EXE files, which run under PC-

DOS. It will link some, but not all. Micro-

soft or IBM OBJ files, and it supports over-

lays. The library manager LIB is included

with LINK-86.

PUNK-86, (available to run under PC-DOS
or CP/M-86)

Phoenix Software Associates

P.O. Box 207

North Easton. MA
(617) 238-0168

CIRCLE 691 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Lifeboat Associates

1651 Third Ave.

New York, NY 10028

(212) 860-0300

List Price: $350 each, or $500 for both.
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PLINK-86 comes in two versions, one that

runs under PC-DOS and one that runs

under CP/M-86. In either case, the pro-

gram helps bridge the gap between the two

operating systems. Both versions link

Microsoft-format OBJ files to produce

both "EXE” files for PC- MS-DOS, and

CMD files for CP/M-86. Both handle over-

lays. There is support for PC- MS-DOS 2.0

path names, as well as an extensive set of

diagnostic and reporting facilities. In

addition, this linker is significantly faster

than UNK, includes a library manager and

cross-reference facility, and provides bet-

ter documentation than LINK or UNK-
86. —M.O.

Product Information (And Explanation)

A summary of the linkers and librarians mentioned in the

article.
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SPOKEN HERE
We are Bristol Information Systems, and since 1971

we have been writing accounting software for large

companies using minicomputers. Recently, we
began putting these powerful systems on the new
microcomputers. The result is "BISINESS" —
software packages that MEAN BUSINESS.

With "BISINESS" software your business can
have all the data processing power that major

corporations have — because you're getting the

SAME software, not scaled-down versions. Every

"BISINESS" system is comprehensive enough to

offer all the features any business could want. Yet

with our System Configurator, every "BISINESS"
system is flexible enough to let YOU select which

features you want to use. So you can still do
business your way— only better!

Before you buy business software . . . find out

what "BISINESS" has to offer. You will be truly

amazed.

Dealers - Ask about our Dealer Support Program!

Remember

bTs^i

ADVANTAGES OF “BISINESS" SYSTEMS
• Lifetime Warranty

• Comprehensive Accounting Features

• Flexible Configuration Set-Up

• Menu-Driven with "HELP" Screens

• Telephone Hot Line

• Password Security

• Unlimited File Size

• Multi-File, Multi-User, Multi-Company

• Available for PC-DOS™. MS-DOS™, and CP/M™
• Complete Integration with Other BIS Systems

• Detailed Management Information

• Revision Service

“BISINESS" SYSTEMS FOR YOUR BUSINESS
• General Ledger

• Payroll

• Accounts Payable

• Accounts Receivable (Open Item and Balance Forward)

• Inventory Management
• Fixed Asset and Equipment Management

• Purchase Order

• Professional Time Accounting

• Mailing List/ Letter Writer

• Wholesale Order Billing

• Construction Cost Accounting

• Property Management
• C.P.A. CSent Write-Up and Office Management

• Legal Office Management

BRISTOL INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC.
84 North Main Street, Fall River, MA 02720
Telephone (61 7) 679-1051 circle io on reader service card

PC-DOS MS-DOS. and CP/M are the trademarks of IBM. Microsoft and Digital Research respectively

BJS



figure 1: In overlaying, one block of memory is shared by two or more ports of the

program.

Contents of memory On Disk

When music is being played

Part two Part three

Part one

When characters are printed

Part three Part two

Part one

must not be shared, or the program pieces

must be written to account for the incom-

patibilities.

Linkers
make it possible to shift

between languages and
operating systems

without startingfrom
scratch.

Individuals and large organizations are

the same in one respect: Once they devote

time and money to writing and debugging

software, they don’t like to throw it away

and start over. Linkers make it possible to

shift between languages and operating

systems without starting from scratch.

Large FORTRAN programs on mainframe

computers can be linked with Pascal pro-

grams. And, if you decide that you’d like

to switch to programming in C, there’s no

need to rewrite all of your finely crafted

assembly language routines; just link

them in.

Extending the Language
You want to add a new command to

your BASIC? Okay, just write the routine

and add it to BASLIB.L1B. Then you can

use it in your program as if it were a built-

in BASIC command. The linker will copy

the code from BASLIB.LIB when the pro-

gram is compiled.

Although it can be tricky, you may also

replace any of the routines in BASLIB.LIB

with your own routines. You must be sure,

however, that your routine does exactly

what the original one did, and that it

leaves the environment exactly the same.

It is through this method that some com-

panies have added 8087 arithmetic chip

support to standard Microsoft BASIC and

Pascal; they replace the software math

routines in BASLIB.LIB and PASCAL.LIB
with routines that use the hardware math

capabilities of the 8087.

The same set of routines can, with the

right linker, be used in either CP/M-86

programs or PC-DOS programs, with no

modification.

This convenience is largely due to the

influence of Intel as the manufacturer of

the 8086/8088. When the chip was first

released, Intel defined an OB) format for

its compilers, which was taken as a model

by both Microsoft and Digital Research.

Digital Research adopted the Intel OB] for-

mat in its entirety.

ASNEW
operating systems like

VisiOn, Xenix, and Pick

move onto the PC,
linkers will move with

them.

However, Microsoft made some minor

changes to the Intel OBJ format to speed

library searches. Provided a library

doesn't have to be searched, the Digital

Research/Intel and the Microsoft/IBM for-

mats are compatible. Unfortunately, any

language, except assembly language, will

require that a library be searched! This

We have developed an 8" diskette system called

"THE FILE CONNECTION” that can be used to ex-
change source, data, and word processing files be-

tween the IBM PC and hundreds of other computer
systems. We use a modified IBM diskette controller

card to attach either 1 or 2 external 8” drives to
the IBM PC. Our utilities work with all IBM models
including the 3741. 5120. S/1. S/34. S/38. S/370.
43XX, and Oisplaywriter. Other systems include

DEC. NCR. TRS80. Univac. Burroughs. Honeywell,
and CP/M.

Our programs provide automatic format identifi-

cation and accept diskettes with 1 or 2 sides, single

or double density, and 128, 256, 512. or 1024
bytes/sector. Source file reformatting and ASCII-
EBCOIC conversion is included. The diskette can also

be used as a 1.2 Mbyte or 320 Kbyte OOS drive.

The complete system price including TANDON
848-2, enclosure, cable, and basic utility programs
is $1 295 for one drive and $1 995 for two drives.

For users who want to use their own drives, the
basic utility programs and documentation are avail-

able for $695. Payment is by check or COD with
delivery within 1 0 days.

“THE FILE CONNECTION”
8" DISKETTE SYSTEM

FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING • (602 ) 774-3588

2820 WEST DARLEEN • FLAGSTAFF. AZ 86001
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True MAIL ORDER Prices
With so many so-called Mail Order establishments using “toll free" lines, and grandiose advertising, how can you, the customer, expect to

receive true mail order savings? We have done away with these expenses to offer comparable service passing on the savings to you Our
reputation for low prices and satisfaction is outstanding.

DISKETTES
‘Kangaroo: (w/library case)

5 Vi" SS DO
5%' DS/DD

Now available The ’6-pak'

5%* SS DD
5 Vi" DS/DD

— 10 yr. Warranty -

Elephant:

5 Vi" SSDD
5 Vi" DS/DD

Verbatim:
5Vi" SS/DD
5 Vi" DS/DD

Dysan:
5W SSDD
5Vi" DS/DD

Library Case 5W

$21.35
. $28.95

$14.45
$19.45

. $21.95
$2895

$22.95
$38.95

$29.95
$38.95

$ 1 .75

MODEMS
Hayes:
MicroModem II

with Terminal Program $285 00
without Terminal Program $255.00

Hayes Smartmodem:
300 Baud $199.00
1200 Baud $505.00

Hayes Chronograph .... $179.00
Novation:
J-Cat . $104.00
Applecat II $285.00
Smarlcat 1200 Baud $440 00

U S. Robotics:
300 Baud $165.00

1200 Baud $459.00

COMPUTER PRODUCTS
FOR IBM

The Ultimate Peripheral
MONTE CARLO” GT “ CARD
64K $CALL

$45 per 64K upgrade
Ask about the Quatro ” Card

TAG Products:
Joysticks

Trakball

$42.00

. $49.00

BUSINESS
Visicorp:

Visidex $180.00
Visifiles $18000
256K Visicalc $180 00
Vrsitrend/Plot $225 00

ENTERTAINMENT:
Infocom:
Zork I $27 00
Zork II $27 00
Zork III $27 00

PRINTERS
Okidata:

Microline 92 $ 499.00
Microline 93 $ 869.00

Pacemark 2350:
Parallel $1999.00
Serial $2099.00

Pacemark 2410:
Parallel $2299.00
Serial $2399.00

Call for prices on the entire line

of Okidata Printers.

Call tor the New Epson FX Printers.

C.ITOH:
Prowriter I Parallel $ 369.00
Prowriter II Parallel $ 629.00
F-10 Starwriter $1150.00
F-10 Printmaster $CALl

Brother HRI: $ 775.00

Smith Corona TPI: $ 539.00

Star Micronics:

NEW Gemini 10X Call for low prices!

NEW PRODUCTS

Commodore 64 $CALL
Commodore Disk Drive 5CALL
Panasonic JR200 $299.00
Percom Hard Disk Drives:

(Apple IBM TRS-80)
5, 10. 15 and 20 MB $CALL

Juki Printer:

• LQ • 18CPS $CALL

TANDON DISK DRIVE

SPECIAL
TM 1002 DS/DD 320K Bytes $245.00

TM-55 320K Bytes Half Height $239.00

QuadRam Quadboard
64K
128K
192K
256K

$285.00
, $330.00
$375.00

. $415.00

Kraft Products:
Joysticks $55 00
Game Paddle $29 00

Davong Hard Disks
5 Megabyte $1359.00
10 Megabyte $1759.00
15 Megabyte $2159.00

Maynard Electronics

Floppy Controllers w/Paralle! . $209 00
Floppy Controllers w/Serial . . . $239 00

Send orders and inquiries to

TMComputer Apparatus
P.O. Box 32063 • Aurora, Colorado 80012

Telephone Inquiries: (303) 759-9251
Monday thru Friday — 9:00 a m. to 5:00 p.m (Mountain Standard Time)

We built our reputation on low prices

for the informed computer user.

MONITORS
Amdek:
Color 1 ...$295.00
Color II . $489.00
300G Green ...$145.00

310G Green . . $175.00
31 OA Amber .$175.00

Zenith: 12" Green ...$ 99.00
USI: 12” Amber ...$159.00

1Z Green . , .$155.00
'Taxan: Amber

. $139.00
PGS: RGB Monitor $ CALL
BMC: 12" Green • -

• $ 85.00
NEC 1203 Hi Res RGB . . $589.00

DISK DRIVES
For Apple:

Fourth Dimension:

w o controller . $219.00
w controller . $309.00

Rana Elite 1:

w/o controller . . $270.00
w/ controller . . $339 00

For IBM:
Shugart Half-Height . $239.00

COMPUTER PRODUCTS
FOR APPLE

MBI:

VIP Graphics Card . $109.00
Appletime Clock Card . $ 75.00

Silicon Valley Systems:
Final Analysis . .$149 00
Word Handler

, .$11500
Continental:

Home Acct . .$ 4S00
On-Line:
Screenwriter II Pro ..$139.00

Visicorp:

Visidex ..$180.00
Visifiles ..$180.00

Visicalc . .$180.00
Visitrend/Plot . . $225.00

Stoneware:
DB Master . .$149.00

DB Utility Pak .
. $ 65 00

TAG Products:

Joysticks ... $42 00
Select-a-Port ... $42 00
Game Paddles ... $28 00

Davong Hard Disks

5 Megabytes $1359.00
10 Megabytes $1759.00
15 Megabytes $2159.00

Ram Cards
' Microsoft 16K ...575 00

Generic 16K .. .560 00
Microsoft CP M Z80 Card . . $249.00

80 Column Card:

Videx w softswitch . $269.00

DELIVERIES 2 - 4 weeks average
PERSONAL CHECKS Cashier’s check and
money order will receive shipping preference

VISA & MASTERCARD Add 4% to total

CATALOG Send for full pricing details

Prices subject to change without notice

SHIPPING: UPS add $2.00 plus

3% of order total, or we calculate

exact freight.
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translates into the following facts.

• The OBJ files from ASM86 and MASM
may be linked together.

• The OBJ files produced by ASM86 may

be linked with the OBJ files produced by

any of the Microsoft/IBM languages.

• The OBJ files produced by MASM may

be linked with any of the OBJ files pro-

duced by any Digital Research lan-

guages.

• The OBJ files produced by the Micro-

soft/IBM languages (except for MASM)
may not be linked with the OBJ files pro-

duced by the Digital Research languages.

This is true whether the Digital Research

languages are running under CP/M-86 or

PC-DOS.

Bridging the Gaps
There is a linker that will partly bridge

this operating system gap. PLINK-86 from

Phoenix Software Associates will allow

you to generate, from any Microsoft/IBM

format OBJ files, both a CMD file for CP/

M-86 and an EXE file for PS-DOS. It does

not solve the problem of the incompatible

OBJ formats (at least not in the current ver-

sion), since it cannot handle the OBJ out-

put of the Digital Research compilers, but

it does allow you to span operating sys-

tems without changing your routines.

A linkage editor can even help you

reduce the amount of memory required for

your programs to run. This can give you

plenty of extra memory for RAM disks,

print spoolers, or other uses.

The method used for saving memory is

known as overlaying, a feature not found

in IBM/Microsoft LINK, but available in

the Digital Research and Phoenix prod-

ucts. If you use WordStar or dBase II, you

are already familiar with program overlay-

ing, which both of these popular products

use to conserve memory.

Overlaying is the sharing of one block

of memory by two or more parts of a pro-

gram. Suppose you have a program with

three parts (see Figure 1). Part one gets

characters from the keyboard. Part two

plays the characters as music. Part three

puts them on the screen. Part three and

part two both need part one to get the char-

acters for them, so part one always has to

be in memory. But part three is indepen-

dent of part two, and vice versa. Both

don’t have to be in memory at the same

time. You could put part two in memory,

and, when the task it was performing was

completed, replace it with part three.

When part three was done, you could

replace it with part two, and so forth.

If YOU USE
only the BASIC

interpreter, you are

unlikely to ever need a
linker.

An overlaying linker generates a pro-

gram that will keep track of which parts of

itself are in which parts of memory, and

automatically replace those parts that are

not needed, filling the vacated space with

parts of the program that are needed. This

allows very large programs to run in lim-

ited memory space. Programs as large as 2

megabytes can run on a computer with

only 48K RAM. (Of course, the swapping

slows things down, but not appreciably on

a hard disk.) Some very large programs,

which otherwise would not fit on your PC,

can fit very easily with overlaying. Others

that would fit can be overlayed in order to

free memory for other uses.

With so many advantages, is there any

reason not to use a linker? Certainly, if you

use only the BASIC interpreter, you are

unlikely to ever need a linker. But anyone

who uses a compiler, wishes to build a

program in a modular fashion, wants to

mix programming languages, span operat-

ing systems, or conserve memory, will

find linkers and librarians indispensible.

And as new operating systems like

VisiOn, Xenix, and Pick move onto the

PC, linkers will move with them, so that

you will never again have to write:

510 IF ERR=70 then print
"disk is write protec-
ted"

520 IF ERR=71 then print
"drive error"

530 IF ERR=72 then print
"disk error" /PC

new! fimrmlfastrax
™

J J LOTUS 1-2-3 VERSION

Financial Famtrax" Is sptclsl unlqus, l parkipi Iks mast camplata callactlas at parsons!
financial planning, management, 1 analysis taels on the marks! today, at an altardakla prlca. While a
kerns kaokksaplng pragram provides a valoakla Inaction In kaaplng track at past 4 prasant trans-
actions, Financial Famtrax' kelps yon chart year Unsocial future.

O-Enameered from the perspective of a Certified

Financial Planner & CPA Powerful, flexible, & highly visual

-EAST TO USE-Sophisticated enough (or use by financial

services professionals & executives, yet simple for novice

user to understand

-WEU-OOCUMENTED-Serves as a mmi-course on the overall

personal financial planning & analysis processes. & money-

management concepts.

-LOTUS M*3 VERSION- Offers exciting extra dimension of

integrated graphics which provides an unsurpassed level of

insight when playing "what if games 94 pre-formatted graphs
keyed into the most vital areas of models

—SUPERCALC VERIION-Contams essentially same functions

without the graphics and the enhancements unique to LOTUS
1-2-3 (color-coded spreadsheets)

-VALUABLE REFERENCE- Since all financial formulas have
already been converted from their standard mathematical
forms into Supercalc & Lotus 1-2-3 codes you can easily

implement them in other spreadsheets you create

COMPLETE COLLECTION COVERS A BROAD SPECTRUM OF AREAS.

Balance Sheet Retirement Planner Wraparound Mortgages Loans W/Balloon Pmts
Annual Budget ACRS-Pers. & Real Prop. Rent vs Buy Home Rule of 78 s Calc

Annuities Due - Income Statement Stock Trading Mgr Days/Date/Day of Week Calc.

Fin Mgt Rate of Return Int Rate Conversions Deprec -SL, DB. Sum/Digits IRA vs Non IRA
Amortization Schedules Ordinary Annuities* Monthly Cashflow Planner Family Capital/Income Needs
Refinancing Analysis Simple Interest Loans Compound Interest Calc.* Bonds/Tbill-Price/Yield

Education Cost Planner Add-On Interest Loans Internal Rate of Return Loan Qualification

Foreign Currency Conversion Gold and Silver Portfolio Manager

REQUIRES: Supercalc Version 1.07 or higher. 64K IBM- PC (Or media compat system), monitor, disk drive (SS/DS) LOTUS 1-2-3

Version requires LOTUS 1-2-3 and hardware as specified by LOTUS
•IBM-PC is a trademark o! IBM Corp., Supercalc is a trademark ol Sorcim Corp., 1-2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Development Corp.

Please send copies of Financial Famtrax

INTEGRATED EQUITY Lotus 1-2-3 Version Supercalc Version

pLANNINf (No) (SI 50 each) (No.) ($125 each)

98-211 Pah Momi Si Ste 302
Add S5 shpg/hdlg/umt U S. Mail-Add $7 UPS Blue COD ok ADD S3.

Aiea. Hawaii 96701 allow 2 wks pers checks to clear HI residents add 4% sales tax

Ph (808) 488-4766 Dealer inquiries welcome Foreign orders wnte/call for shpg costs.

Card No: _

Exp. Oate

Name) Print)

Street Address

"City Stite

(single or double sided) System to be used
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ARTIST
Two High Performance Graphic Controllers

for the IBM Personal Computer.
ARTIST transforms the IBM-PC into a graphics work station that would sell

for over $30,000. Tektronix 40XX emulation software allows the IBM-PC to

interface with mainframe graphics software.

Output frequencies are adjustable for any monitor. ARTIST can drive the

IBM monochrome display with 16 levels of intensity and 11 patterns of

shading.

ARTIST has its own graphics library accessible from any programming lan-

guage under PC-DOS or QUNIX. ARTIST also supports CP/M-GSX which
provides communication to printers, plotters, and digitizers.

FEATURES
16 colors

16:1 display zoom
16:1 character zoom
Pan, scroll, paging
Light pen
DMA
Mixed text and graphics

Selectable character sets

Solid & dotted lines

11 shading patterns

RS343 output
External genlock
NEC 7220 processor
Single expansion slot

ARTIST 1 / $3195
1024 x 1024 Industrial graphics

170 x 96 Character display

512K Memory
16 - 40 MHz Bandwidth

ARTIST 2 / $1595
640 x 410 Business graphics

80 x 50 Character display

128K Memory
16 MHz Bandwidth

CONTROL SYSTEMS 2855 Anthony Lane. Minneapolis. Minnesota 55418 (612) 789-2421
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At Great Software

FriendlyWare PC Introductory Set

VOTED THE 5TH MOST POPULAR IBM SOFTWARE ON THE
MARKET IN SOFTALK MAGAZINES RECENT READER
SURVEY.

MONEY magazine described the Intro Set as one of the two best

learner programs available for microcomputers.

PC magazine said it “had to be seen to be appreciated".

According to SOFTALK, the implementation and sophistication of

the Introductory Set are superior to anything available in the public

domain".

The Intro Set is a must for novice users, but it's a lot more than just

a starter set. Even seasoned pros are finding things they like among
the 4 demo programs, 17 games, and 8 utilities on the package.

Some are even saying that several individual programs on the set

(such as the Personal Check Book on disk 03) are worth the price of

the package all by themselves.

SUGGESTED RETAIL $49.95

FriendlyWare PC Arcade

They told us that IBM'ers wouldn't buy games; but our customer

feedback told us otherwise.

When the first two PC ARCADE production runs sold out before

they shipped, we knew our customers were right.

PC ARCADE is a solid lineup of 10 fast-action arcade games for the

IBM PC.

ASCII MAN, EAGLE LANDER, STAR FIGHTER TX-16,

SHOOTER, BRICK BREAKER. GORILLA GORILLA. ROBOT
WAR, BUG BLASTER, HOPPER and PC DERBY.

All 10 were written in Assembly language for speed and Text Mode
for use on monochrome OR color monitor.

All games feature a PAUSE BUTTON and BOSS IS COMING KEY,
and all but one of the games (EAGLE LANDER) can be controlled

with EITHER a joystick or the keyboard.

And best of all, you can play them forever on five rolls of quarters.

SUGGESTED RETAIL $49.95

FriendlyWriter (with FriendlySpeller)

Combine the best little letter writer you've ever learned to use in 10 minutes, with a fast and accurate spell

checker that compares your letter with a 30,000+ word dictionary, and you've got one of the greatest things

to happen to word processing since the INSERT and DELETE keys.

FriendlyWriter is designed specifically for the kind of word processing you need the most — the 1 to 6 page

business or personal letter. And using FriendlyWriter is as easy as striking a key.

FriendlyWriter (with FriendlySpeller), the only word processor in the world with a 30,000+ word dictionary

that sells for under $100.

SUGGESTED RETAIL UNDER $70.00.

D] Great Prices GreOTSupport
The days of the $495.00 “Watzitdo?" software package are over.

The same is true for $39.95 one game packages.

Software pricing is coming down out of the clouds, and today's soft-

ware consumers are proving once again that the old American

business ethic of 'producing a quality product at a fair price" still has

merit.

At FriendlySoft, our objective has always been to give you the pro-

ducts you want, in a format that you can use and appreciate, at a

price you can live with.

So far, your response is telling us that were on the right track.

No other software company in the world backs their products as

completely and as simply as we do.

The FRIENDLYWARE “NO FINE PRINT" LIFETIME GUARANTEE
states:

“If your master diskette fails due to normal use, we will replace it,

AT NO COST, within 48 hours of receipt of your original master.

If your master diskette fails due to abnormal use (staple in media,

food on hub ring) we will replace the programming onto your

diskette within 48 hours of receipt of your original master and a

blank, unformatted, diskette.

We also offer a unique 24 hour hotline, where you get quick answers,

instead of taped messages.

In short, FriendlySoft is the unchallenged leader in software product

support. And we intend to stay there.
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There ore three good
reasons why we're colled
"one of the fastest growing
software companies in the
business"
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FriendlySoft, INC.
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Producers of innovative, quality software products

EXCLUSIVELY for the IBM Personal Computer
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AJI FriendlySoft products are available through an international network of dealers including COMPUTERLAND STORES. IBM PRODUCT CENTERS.
COMPU-SHOPS, ENTRE COMPUTER CENTERS and a growing list of independent software dealers.



Announcing A Ma
j
or New Innovation From The Publishers Of

!
jl]

Now,Get UpTo72 Programs
ForAs Little As $2.00 Each.
Introducing PC DISK MAGAZINE. The Only Monthly

Magazine On Disk That Gives You A Library Of

Software Programs For Your IBM Personal Computer
... At A Fraction Of The Price!

Real Estate, Lease/ Purchase and Tax Shelter analysis.

Programming Tools: Create cross reference

listings for your BASIC programs. Convert MBASIC"
program files to CBASICTormat or reverse. Use your

text editor on your BASIC programs. Convert data

between BASIC and VISICALCor Supercalc formats.

Home/Personal Applications: whether you

need your own income tax return helper... proven

ways to maintain a mailing list . . .a personal cash flow

analyzer. ..a speed reading trainer. ..or SAT test pre-

paration aids, you'll get it from PC DISK MAGAZINE.

Utilities and Diagnostics: Print graphics,

screen images on your printer... backup, copy, delete,

un-delete or type files with simple menu commands.
Use your computer to simulate a controversial termi-

nal with function key control of disk or printer logging

...and more.

Data Files: Tax tables, population statistics, dic-

tionaries and economic times series.

Games: Adventures! Strategies! Test your skills,

intelligence and your luck!

Imagine building a library of software programs with

amazing ease... adding utilities, subroutines, games
and data files each and every month... for as little as

$2 per program! Introducing PC DISK MAGAZINE
— a totally new concept for your microcomputer
that gives you all this and more! You get thoroughly

tested, ready-to-run programs on a floppy disk —
complete with a comprehensive, illustrated User
Manual — for the ultimate in ease, efficiency and
economy. With your subscription to PC DISK MAG-
AZINE you'll receive — every month — a floppy disk

containing up to 12 varied ready-to-xise programs and

files. Developed by experts and tested by the editors,

you'll be able to expand the use of your IBM personal

computer.

Business and Finance Aids: Create

advanced pie, bar and line chart graphics. Compute
loan payment tables. Calculate the Present Value and

Internal Rate of Return

,r -—inM for your investments.

VisiCalc templates for

Everything Is

Ready For You
PC DISK MAGAZINE has every-

thing you need. The accompanying

60-page User Manual is written

clearly, concisely, in easy-to-under-

stand terms. You'll be able to try the

programs immediately. ..there's no
need to type listings into your com-
puter. Just insert the disk and go!

That simply, all the latest software

developments are at your fingertips!



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
• Programs will run on IBM personal computers
under PC-DOS and MS-DOS versions l.l and
2.0 and require a minimum of 64K.

• Most programs will be written to run on both

monochrome and color displays; however,

some games and utilities may be specifically

developed for color display.

• Most programs will be written in advanced
Basic: however, some machine language and
compiled code may be used.

• Frograms and documentation are copyrighted

by Ziff-Davis Publishing Company. All rights of

reproduction in all forms and media strictly

reserved.

PROGRAM SUBMISSIONS
If you wish to submit a program for inclusion in

future issues, please write to; PC DISK MAGA-
ZINE, Attn: Editor. One Park Avenue — Dept.

732. New York. N.Y. 10016.

GUARANTEE
• All programs are fully tested and guaranteed

to run. Damaged or faulty disks will be
replaced at no charge.

• If you wish to cancel a subscription, simply

return the most recent disk in its sealed pack-

age and you will receive a full refund for this

copy and on all unmailed issues.

Save *60 With This Introductory

Savings Offer. Get 6 Big Months of PC
DISK MAGAZINE And Save 33%.

: L DISK O. Bo* 596. Morris Plains, N.J. 07950 8H02 .

YES, please start my subscription to PC DISK

MAGAZINE for 6 issues at the Special Introductory Price of

just $ 1 1 9 (less than $20 per issue, as little as $2 per

program). I save $60— 33% off the full price of $ 1 79.

Check one: Please bill me. Payment enclosed.

[U Please charge to my credit card.

American Express Q Visa

MasterCard

Credit Card No. Exp. Date

Cardholder Name

Name

Address

' City State Zip

!J
MAIL NO-RISK COUPON TODAY - AND SAVE 33%! \



I FOUND THE INFORMATION
The selection was easy. Because the en-

tire EDP industry is now organized, defined,

cross-referenced, re-surveyed, updated and
delivered to me four times a year for $60.

and cost ... to allow fair and accurate
evaluations. It is fully indexed and cross-

referenced each quarter—by product type,

supplier and system fit.

Cuts my search time . . . gives me all my
options . . . and saves my company money.

DATA SOURCES has sorted all signifi-

cant EDP vendors and products for you

—

and compiled them in two easy-to-use

volumes. Supported by an extensive data

base, each issue is re-surveyed, updated
and mailed every 90 days to keep you cur-

rent with the latest product information.

DATA SOURCES' format provides you
consistent product listings and comparison
charts—including capability, compatibility.

^ * Market Tracking: Exclusive product
trend feedback from the pub-
lication data base

Before You Buy: Product selection

criteria and checklists

ofi' « Product Comparison Charts: At-a-

glance review, compares each
vendor's product feature by
feature

• Over 26,000 products: from
micros to mainframes

• 14,000 software packages: systems,
utilities and applications

Copyrigl



IN DATASOURCES
• Over 12,000 hardware and communi-

cations products: from systems to

peripherals . . . from modems to

complete networks

• 7,200 company profiles: current names,
addresses and phone numbers

WHEN THE ISSUE

IS INFORMATION

P.O. Box 5845 • Cherry Hill, N.|. 08034

DATA SOURCES 1091

P.O. Box 5845 • Cherry Hill, N.|. 08034

Yes, I need accurate information delivered
4 times a year.

Please send me the current edition of DATA
SOURCES and enter my one year subscription at

$60 (A 50% savings off the regular rate of $120.)

Check enclosed. Bill me.

TITLE— . PHONE (_

COMPANY.

ADDRESS

CITY . STATE- .ZIP-

NATURE OF CO. BUSINESS

OR, ORDER DIRECT!!! 1-800-227-1617 ext. 251

(in California, 1-800-772-3545 ext. 251)

Residents of CA. CO. CT, DC. FL, IL. MA. Ml, MO. N|. NY, VT,

PLEASE ADD APPLICABLE STATE TAXES.
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Thank
god it’s Friday!TM

Business at Bundt-
weiller Brass Beds is booming!
And now that Friday! 's here

to help out. I've got everything

under control.

Friday!'s the revolu-

tionary new microcomputer
information management sys-

tem from Ashton-Tate, the

people who invented dBASE II?

It came in Tuesday, and
it took me almost no time at

all to get the hang of it because
Friday! works with me, not
against me. I've already turned
stacks and stacks of paper files

into much more efficient “electronic files'.' And
it's so easy to use that even Mr. Bundtweiller

can do it.

So now, no matter what Mr. Bundtweiller

needs to know—no matter when he needs it—he
or I can find it in seconds.

The names and commissions earned by
our top 25 salespersons since January 1st.

The total number of #3455 Brass Beds
sold year-to-date, by region.

A quick report on our cash receivables.

Or the special report for the Board of

Directors meeting this afternoon. Mr. Bundt-

weiller forgot to tell me about it until just before

lunch, but Friday! and I got it done in no time at

all. It looks gorgeous!
Friday! even knows how to keep private

or confidential information to itself unless I ask

for it using a special password.
Friday! 's helped me say goodbye to paper

shuffling forever. It's terrific for inventory and
invoices and paychecks and input screens and
reports. It works with dBASE II® and 1-2-3 1 and
WordStar2

files. And the way it handles mailing

lists and labels is just fantastic.

All for just $295 (suggested retail price).

It's worth it for the mailing lists alone.

So if you need some good, reliable help
to handle just about everything that needs
handling around your office, for my money it's

Friday! any day of the week.
For the name and location of the Friday!

dealer nearest you, contact Ashton-Tate,
10150 W. Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90230.

Or better yet, just call (213) 204-5570
|

today and find out why so many people « - ti
'

are saying: T.G. I. F. 'tp*

ASHTON-TATE I

©Ashton-Tate 1983.

Friday! runs under CP/M3-80, CP/M-86, PC-DOS4 and MS-DOS?
Friday! is a trademark and dBASE II is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate

I-TM Lotus Corp. 2-TM Micropro. 3-Registered TM Digital Research.

4-TM IBM Corp. 5-TM Microsoft.
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ANNOUNCING:
PROJECT6 AFFORDABLE PROJECT MANAGEMENT

FEATURES:
• Critical path automatically calculated

Time schedule updated in real time

Immediate “what if analysis

0 Full color or monochrome display

Float time automatically calculated

Projected completion date displayed
after each change

Bar chart or task details can be
displayed

Costs can be specified by task and
resource

Multiple work calendars supported

• Holidays and non-work days can
be defined

• Progress can be reported with task
completions

• Multiple resource types supported

• User-definable reports

• Critical Tasks highlighted

ONLY $149
CHECK, MONEY ORDER, VISA,
MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
FLORIDA RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX.

TO ORDER CALL
(813) 799-3984

PRO-JECT 6
CAN ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS:

• HOW CAN PROJECT COSTS BE MINIMIZED?

• IS THE PROJECT SCHEDULE REALISTIC?

• HOW CAN THE PROJECT BE SHORTENED?

• IS THE PROJECT ON SCHEDULE?

• HOW CAN RESOURCES BEST BE MANAGED?

• WHAT WILL THE PROJECT COST?

• WHAT TASKS REQUIRE CLOSE SUPERVISION?

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:
IBM PC OR XT, 128 K MINIMUM
DOS 2.0

80 COLUMN MONOCHROME
OR COLOR DISPLAY
PRINTER (RECOMMENDED)

SoftCorpINC.

SUITE B244
2340 STATE ROAD 580
CLEARWATER, FL 33575
(813) 799-3984
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BOOK EXCERPT/RICHARD STARTZ

You can speed up your programs

considerably using an 8087

microprocessor—provided you invest

the time to learn.
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August. 1983. Brady describes the

book this way:

For novice and potential chip users,

the text includes a nontechnical over-

view of the capabilities of the 8087. fea-

turing speed benchmaking and guide-

lines for buying compatible 8087 soft-

ware. For program writers who want to

know intimate details about the chip,

the text includes a complete section of

the 8087 instructions, with special

attention to linking assembly language

and basic programs. For program users,

the text includes a wide variety of

ready-to-use ‘ cookbook” applications,

including the “8087 Statistical Analy-

sis Program.” There will be a diskette

to accompany the book including all

programs from the text.

The author, Richard Start/., assistant pro-

fessor of finance at the Wharton School of

Economics in Philadelphia, has used

large computers for many years as a tool

for professional research. He claims that

the 8087 makes his personal computer

fast enough for large scale numerical com-

puting. And. he adds. "The 8087 isn’t just

fast; it’s very easy to use.”

The following introductory information

and the accompanying sidebars ("The

8087: An Add-On Device for the PC."

"Zen and the Art of 8087 Installation."

and "Pattern Incompatibility") have been

excerpted from "Introduction—Turning

Minutes into Seconds" (Chapter 1). "The

Intel 8087 Chip" (Chapter 2), and “Buying

and Building 8087-Compatible Software"

(Chapter 3).

The brain of any computer is its central

processing unit (CPU). For the IBM PC,

and many other "second generation" per-

sonal computers, the brain is an Intel

8088. A complete, general purpose central

..oooaoina •>$! ll •“!«» ® uk»io



Mondrian in Silicon: The photo below is an entire 8087 chip. All the surrounding photos

are blowups of one portion or another of the 8087. The metallization and transistor

interconnections form patterns pleasing to the eye. The microphotographic techniques

used here enhance the appearance of the chip (actually silvery gray) with colors

generated by texture difference

s

on the surface.

bits of accuracy than BASIC double preci-

sion numbers. That’s worth three extra

decimal places.

• Internal calculations have an ex-

tremely wide range. The 8087 can repre-

sent numbers as large as io
4932 and as

small as 10”4932
. As a result, calculations

rarely overflow or underflow during inter-

mediate steps. In fact, both the precision

and range of numbers are greater than

those found on most traditional main-

frame computers.

• The 8087 is designed to handle a

sands of lines ofcode if imple-

mented in software. The 8087 hardware

can operate 10 to 200 times faster than

equivalent software. (See Sidebar. "The

8087: An Add-On Device for the PC.")

But the single most important attribute

of 8087 is its remarkable accuracy. After

all, easily-written, fast-executing pro-

grams are no great trick—if you don’t care

about getting the right answer. The 8087

has three accuracy-enhancing features.

H Internal calculations yield 11 more



wide range of error conditions and make

an automatic and graceful recovery. As a

result, simple “paper and pencil” algo-

rithms are much more likely to work. And
when something goes wrong, the 8087 fol-

lows well-behaved rules instead of pro-

ducing the wrong answer.

The 8087-

equipped personal

computer is the first

micro to compete

economically with its

larger cousins.

How Fast Is Fast?

Just how fast is an 8087-equipped PC?

A good comparison can be made to either

a standard mainframe computer or to a

microcomputer without an 8087.

Perhaps the most remarkable statement

to be made about the 8087 is that it actu-

ally makes sense to compare its speed to

that of a mainframe computer costing hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars. The 8087 is

several times slower than a half million

dollar machine— but then it’s more than

several times cheaper.

Exact comparisons are always risky,

but a few numbers can give you a feeling

for the speed of the 8087. Moderate speed

mainframe computers require from about

1 to 5 microseconds to multiply two num-
bers. A supermini might require 1 micro-

second. A $50,000 tabletop mini might

require about 3 microseconds. Efficient

8088 software uses about 400 microsec-

onds to multiply two numbers (about 900

microseconds for double precision). The

8087, which is an inexpensive add-on to a

personal computer, uses 20 to 30 micro-

seconds for the same task.

For the very first time, a microcomput-

er is a cost-effective alternative to number

crunching on large computers. The PC
with 8087 is V* to V20 the speed of a large

computer at lAo to Vuu of the large

machine’s cost. While large machines will

always be more cost-effective than micros

for some tasks, the 8087-equipped person-

al computer is the first micro to compete

economically with its larger cousins.

Most PC owners care more about how
the 8087 will speed up their personal

computing than about comparisons to

large central computer facilities. The

speed advantage of adding an 8087 to a PC
depends on the application and on how
you use the 8087. The central point to

understand is that the 8087 is a Numeric

Data Processor. The 8087 only speeds up
programs involving numerical computa-

tion. If you only use the PC for word pro-

cessing, the 8087 is about 99 percent irrel-

evant. But if you crunch the occasional

number, adding an 8087 is like trading a

sparkler for the Fourth of July fireworks

display.

The speed advantage of the 8087

depends very much on how you use it, but

as a good overall guide: The 8087 turns

minutes into seconds.

Just how much you get out of an 8087

depends on the software you use as well as

the 8087’s hardware speed. What the 8087

will do for you depends on how much
time your software spends on various

“overhead” tasks versus how much time

is spent in numerical calculations. The

8087 speeds up the numerical calcula-

tions but does little or nothing about the

time spent on overhead. Figure 1 shows

what kind of results you can expect when
you combine the 8087 with low-overhead,

high-speed routines.

The times in Figure 1 compare (pre-

8087) BASIC to special 8087 routines. The

improvement is typical of what the com-

bination of the 8087 and good software

can do. Depending on the application, the

8087 hardware produces an improvement

in speed by a factor of about 10 to 50—the

rest is due to the low-overhead software.

You won’t see nearly as good an improve-

ment if you use the 8087 with high-over-

head software. (The BASIC interpreters

built into a computer are, of necessity,

high-overhead software.) Since the 8087

only speeds up numerical calculations,

and such software spends relatively little

time on numerical calculation, the sum of

overhead time and numerical calculation

time won’t fall by nearly the amount

shown in the table above. The improve-

ment will be impressive, nonetheless.

Three basics determine an actual pro-

gram’s speed: the way you solve the prob-

lem (what computer scientists call the “al-

gorithm”); your hardware’s speed; and the

behavior of the programming language

translator. The first is always the most

important. There is no computer so fast

that it cannot be slowed to a crawl by a

sufficiently bad way to solve a problem.

The following text is taken from “Intro-

duction to 8087 Architecture” (Chapter 5).

How the Co-processor Works
The 8087 is designed as a co-processor

for the 8088 CPU. Both the 8087 and 8088

“look” at each instruction fetched from

memory. The 8087 acts on its own
instructions and ignores those belonging

to the 8088. When the 8088 sees an 8087

instruction, which is an 8088 ESCape

instruction, it calculates the address of

any data referenced by the instruction and

reads—but ignores—one byte of data

from this address. Otherwise, the 8088

treats the 8087 instruction as a null oper-

ation. The 8087 copies the address calcu-

lated by the 8088 and uses it to store or

fetch data to and from memory. In this

way, the co-processor design allows the

8087 and the 8088 to execute simulta-

neously, considerably enhancing total

system performance.
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Figure 1 . Time in seconds when 8087 is combined with high-speed routines.

Program 50 by 50 matrix 5,000

multiplication square roots

BASIC 1200 52

8087 routine 8 0.35

Figure 2: Statistics on seven regular 8087 data types.

Data Type. Bits Significant

Digits

Range

Word Integer 16 4 -32,768 to 32,767

(BASIC Integer)

Short Integer

32 9 -2X10” to 2X10"

Long Integer 64 18 -9X10 18
to 9X10 18

Packed decimal 80 18 18 decimal digits +
sign

Short Real 32 6 or 7 itr37 to io38

(BASIC Single

Precision)

Long Real

64 15 or 16 to- 3,17
to io308

(BASIC Double

Precision)

Temporary real

80 19 io-*932 to 104932

Synchronization is achieved through

judicious use of the 8088 Wait instruction.

The Wait instruction tells the 8088 to sus-

pend processing until the Test line

becomes active. (The 8088 checks the Test

line status once every microsecond.)

When the 8087 begins an instruction, it

sets the Test line to inactive. It then resets

the Test line to active when the instruc-

tion is complete.

Internal 8087 Registers

Five internal data areas are accessible

by the 8087 programmer. These are the

register stack, the status word, the control

word, the tag word, and the exception

pointers.

8087 computation is organized around

eight 80-bit data registers. These registers

form a pushdown stack, called the register

stack. The register at the top of the stack is

referred to as ST or ST(0); the register

immediately below the top is ST(1); and

so forth through ST(7). Many 8087

instructions implicitly reference ST(0) or

both ST(0) and ST(1). Many instructions

also push data onto or pop data off of the

stack. (The stack is actually organized as a

chain, so that ST(0) is "below'” ST(7). It is

the programmer’s responsibility to pre-

vent stack overflow.)

The 16-bit status word shows the cur-

rent state of 8087 operations. We make

extensive use of the condition code bits in

the status word, which indicate the result

of 8087 comparison operations. The status

word also shows whether any exceptions

(computational errors) have occurred,

whether the 8087 is busy, whether the

8087 has requested to interrupt the 8088,

and which of the 8 stack registers is cur-

rently the top of the stack. These elements

are primarily used for systems program-

ming.

The 16-bit control word allows a num-
ber of 8087 options, described below

under "control options,” to be set under

program control. These include the excep-

tion and interrupt-enable masks, which

are primarily of interest to systems pro-

grammers. Other options, defining round-

ing. infinity, and precision controls, are

occasionally used to control the results of

numerical operations. Figure 2 shows the

layout of the control word.

The tag word has 2 bits for each stack

register to indicate whether the contents

of the register are valid, zero, special, or

empty. The exception pointers show the

current instruction and operand. Neither

the tag word nor exception pointers are

normally of any interest to application

programmers.

Control Options
By manipulating the control word, you

can change the way the 8087 handles

rounding, infinity, and precision.

The 8087 offers four methods of round-

ing off answers that cannot be represented

exactly in the available number of bits.

The options are round to nearest, round

down (toward minus infinity), round up

(toward infinity), and chop (truncate

toward zero). Round to nearest is the

default.

The 8087, unlike most computers, has

a well-defined representation of infinity.

The 8087 produces the proper result when
calculating mathematical functions with

infinite arguments, at least when a mathe-

matically well-defined result exists. For

example, 5 /infinity yields zero. Both pos-

itive and negative infinity may be repre-

sented.

If YOU
crunch the occasional

number, adding an 8087

is like trading a sparkler

for the Fourth ofJuly

fireworks display.

Two modes of "infinity control” are

offered on the 8087: affine closure and

projective closure. Under affine closure,

positive and negative infinity are regarded

as being at opposite "ends” of the number

line. Under projective closure, positive

and negative infinity are considered

equal, as if the two "ends” of the number
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77, V7/7//7/7////////7/7

1. Lightly insert pins on one side.

3i
////////////7/Z/777/7//

5. Pin bent out.

Zen and the Art of 8087 Installation

Take these astral steps toward raising the consciousness of

your PC's mind.

Installing an 8087 in your PC need not be a

traumatic experience. Granted, you paid a

lot of money and got something that looks

like an unimaginative mechanical rendi-

tion of a centipede You want to do right

by it and your PC, and by no means do you

want to render either inoperative.

The Proper Frame of Mind
Relax. Having turned off the power,

remove the cover from your machine at a

leisurely pace. Consult the Guide to Oper-

ations. Use a Vi-inch nut driver instead

of a screwdriver for true peace of mind.

Gaze upon the PC’s system board and

contemplate the wonders of Intel’s wis-

dom. The empty socket next to the 8088

is the Yin and the 8087 you have just

purchased is the Yang. They belong

together. Once you sense the rightness

of their joining, there can be no reason

to keep them apart.

There are 40 pins on the 8087, har-

moniously arranged into two rows of

20. They are, no doubt, embraced by a

piece of conductive foam that protects

the soul of the chip from the negative

vibrations of static electricity. There are

40 contacts in the socket, each yearning

to merge with its companion pin.

Arrange yourself before your PC, plac-

ing an arm or hand on the metal chassis.

Experience the joy of liberating your

body from its aura of static charges.

Contemplate the “I” on the 8088 and
note that there is a matching “I" on the

8087. Destiny is calling them together.

Orient them so that they face the same
way and you will discover that the

notch on the end of the 8087 respectful-

ly faces to the rear of the machine, as do
those of all other chips on the system

board.

It Happens Through You
Remove the protective foam from the

pins of the 8087, taking care not to disturb

their harmonious relationship through

bending. Place the row of pins closest to

the 8088 into the socket, holding the body

of the chip at a small angle. Seat the pins

lightly, making sure that all are in place.

Then, focus the ki energy through your

fingertips and apply a light sideways pres-

sure to the right, guiding the pins on the

left side gently into the contacts. Your

eyes, guided by a dqpp-seated reverence

for the money you parted with for the

8087, will search diligently for any pins

that are misaligned. Finding none— all is

in balance— press the 8087 into the socket

with your thumbs. The gods will smile on

your efforts. Your PC will be able to share

your joy only if you move position 2 of

Switch 1 to the OFF setting.

Experience the Fullness

Sit back; allow the essence of 80-bit

floating-point arithmetic to permeate your

being. Feel the fluid ease with which you

replace the cover, reversing the removal

procedure. As you direct power into your

PC, you and it will experience higher

planes of consciousness and—with the

proper software—true satori.

—Bill Machrone
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line bent around and came together. Rela-

tive comparisons between finite numbers

and infinity are permitted under affine

closure, but not under projective closure.

Projective closure is the default.

The exact
bit patterns used are

laid outfor the

computer's convenience

and so are a little less

than obvious to

humans.

Precision on the 8087 can be set to 64,

53, or 24 bits of accuracy, corresponding

to the temporary real, double precision,

and single precision data types. This

option is offered so that the 8087 may
comply with certain industry standards

which offer only reduced accuracy and so

that 8087 computation can be made com-

patible with less accurate computers.

Aside from the compatibility issue, the

only value in using less than the full 64

bits of accuracy is the educational value of

learning that more accuracy is better.

Default precision is 64 bits.

Floating Point Numbers
The 8087 "understands” floating

point, integer, and packed decimal num-

bers. For number crunching, floating

point numbers are by far the most impor-

tant. In order to accommodate a wide

range of values, computers store numbers

in a "floating point” or "real" representa-

tion. Essentially, floating point is the com-

puter’s version of scientific notation. For

example, in standard scientific notation

the fraction "negative one-half" can be

written out as

-5.0 x to
-1

Scientific notation splits the represen-

tation of a number into three sections. The
"sign field" tells us the sign of the num-
ber, in the case above the leading

indicates a negative number. Next, the

"significand field," 5.0 above, gives the

number's significant digits. (The signifi-

cand field is also called the "mantissa.")

The third section is the "exponent” field.

The 1 above tells us to multiply the sig-

nificand by ten to the minus one power,

or, equivalently, to shift the decimal point

one place to the left.

The 8087 stores floating point numbers

in a form of scientific notation. The exact

bit patterns used are laid out for the com-

puter’s convenience and so are a little less

than obvious to humans. Fortunately, we
almost never need concern ourselves with

such minute detail. While exact bit pat-

terns are covered below, there are really

three facts to know about each data

type:

1. How many bytes of memory are used

up to store a number?

2. How many digits of accuracy are

retained in a number?

3. How wide is the range of numbers

which can be represented; i.e., how large

an exponent can be used?

The answers to 1 through 3 are shown
in Figure 2.

Data Types
The seven regular 8087 data types are

shown in Figure 2. A brief discussion of

the use of each type appears below.

Short real. Short real corresponds to

BASIC’s single precision data type. Mi-

cros have less storage than mainframe

computers. Since real world data rarely

has more than six or seven digits of accu-

racy, this data type is commonly used for

economical storage of basic input data.

Long real. Long real corresponds to

BASIC's double precision data type. As a

rule, most calculations should be done in

double precision in order to minimize the

effect of round-off error in intermediate

steps.

Temporary real. Whatever the data type

in memory, the 8087 converts all numbers

to the temporary real format for internal

use. The significand of the temporary real

format holds 64 bits, so that every other

data type can be loaded into a temporary

real without loss of precision.

By designing the 8087 around the tem-

porary real concept, Intel has simplified

the application programmer's life in sev-

eral ways.

• Since all data types are converted to

temporary real by the hardware, the pro-

grammer rarely need worry about explicit

type conversions. It is just as easy for the

programmer to multiply a double preci-

sion floating point number by a packed

decimal number as it is to multiply two

integers. (Of course, when storing a num-
ber back in memory, the programmer

remains responsible for ensuring that the

destination data type is large enough to

hold the result being stored.)

• The range for temporary reals is (al-

most) infinite. The exponent range is 10 to

the +/-4932. As a result, overflows and

underflows are almost always caused by a

bug in either the data or the program, and

only rarely indicate a numerical comput-

ing error.

• The temporary real has 19 significant

digits. Even when a long series of interme-

diate calculations produces significant

cumulative round-off error, the loss of 3 or

4 digits of accuracy still leaves an accurate

double precision answer. With the 8087

onboard, an IBM Personal Computer is

more accurate than the standard IBM
mainframe!

Word integer. Word integer corresponds

to BASIC’s integer data type. A word inte-

ger occupies two bytes of storage and is

principally used to index arrays and other

data structures.

ByiDESIGNING
the 8087 around the

temporary real concept,

Intel has simplified the

application

programmer's life in

several important

ways.

Short integer. A 4-byte integer. Not usual-

ly used in numerical programming.

Long integer. An 8-byte integer. Not usu-

ally used in numerical programming.

Packed decimal. Packed decimal repre-

sentation is used for business and data

processing operations. A packed decimal

uses 10 bytes of memory and contains 18

decimal digits. Unlike the three preceding

data types, the packed decimal form uses a

decimal rather than a binary representa-

tion. Each of the decimals 0-9 is repre-

sented by four binary bits. These decimal

digits are then "packed” two to a byte.
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Business and data processing programs

generally spend much more time convert-

ing data between external (ASCII) and

internal (binary) representation than do-

ing arithmetic. Conversion between ASCII

and packed decimal representation is

quite easy. (Also, some data processing

languages, such as Cobol, use packed dec-

imal representation as a standard data

type.)

JLHE LEADING
bit of a floating point

number is always a one.

The computer shifts the

significand left or right,

while decreasing or

increasing the exponent,

in order to maintain this

format

Floating Point Representation

8087 floating point representation

makes a number of concessions to the

computer’s convenience.

• Numbers are represented, unsurpris-

ingly, by a string of binary bits rather than

decimal numbers.

• The position of the “binary point” is

implicit. Since computer memory con-

tains only zeros and ones, there is no con-

venient way to explicitly write in a deci-

mal point. In ordinary scientific usage we
write 153.7 as 1.537E2 (Computers typi-

cally use "E” in this context to indicate

multiplication by a power of ten.) If our

type font had no period, we might agree to

write 153.7 as 1537E2 and agree that a dec-

imal point is implicit after the first digit.

On the 8087, the binary point is assumed

to appear immediately to the right of the

most significant bit of the significand.

• Floating point numbers are repre-

sented in a “normalized” format. The

leading bit of a floating point number is

always a one. The computer shifts the sig-

nificand left or right, while decreasing or

increasing the exponent, in order to main-

tain this format.

• Since single and double precision

numbers are always normalized, the lead-

ing bit is always a one and therefore

needn’t be stored. It isn’t. The leading bit

is stored in the 80-bit temporary real for-

mat.

• Exponents in scientific notation can be

either positive or negative. Rather than

store an explicit sign bit for exponents, the

8087 uses a “biased exponent.” The expo-

nent field holds the sum of the true expo-

nent and a positive constant. For example,

the exponent stored in a single precision

real number is the true exponent plus 127.

The exponent bias, chosen to provide the

widest possible range given the number of

bits assigned to hold the exponent, is 127

for single precision, 1023 for double pre-

cision, and 16383 for temporary real.

To illustrate floating-point representa-

tion, the significand of 2.0 is "(1100 . .

.”

(where the “(1)” indicates the leading 1 is

assumed but not stored and “00
. . indi-

cates enough zeros to fill out the rest of the

significand field). The exponent of 2.0, for

single precision, is 127. Examples of sig-

nificand and exponent fields for other

numbers are: V2 is “[1 ]00 . . .’’and 126; 3.0

is “(1J10 . .

."
and 127; and 4.0 is “(1100

. .

.”
and 127.

• Zero is represented by all exponent and

significant bits set to zero. (The sign bit

may be either positive or negative, with-

out significance for any arithmetic or com-

parison operation.)

Integer Representation

The three integer types are represented

in “two’s complement” format. Positive

numbers are simply binary integers. Neg-

ative numbers are represented in the fol-

lowing way: If X is a positive integer, then

-X is written as (NOT X) + 1. The left-

most bit of an integer is always a 1 for neg-

ative integers and 0 for zero or a positive

integer.

Packed Decimal Representation

Packed decimal numbers are integers

represented with a sign and exactly 18

decimal digits. Bits 0-3 hold the least sig-

nificant digit, i.e. the “one’s place." Bits

4-7 hold the "ten’s place,” etc. Bits 72-78

are unused. (If an additional digit were

stored here, it would not always be possi-

ble to convert a packed decimal number
into an 8-byte integer.) The high-order bit,

bit 79, holds the sign. If a decimal digit is

not in the required range 0-9, the result of

using the packed decimal number is unde-

fined.

As an exercise, try writing out a num-
ber in each of the seven formats. (Note that

127 is 01111111 in binary or 7F in hexa-

decimal.)

Pattern Incompatibility

Combining pre-8087 software and 8087-compatible software

will usually produce garbage.

Until the introduction of the 8087, person-

al computers based on the 8088 family

had hardware for integer arithmetic only.

Since there was no hardware “with an

opinion” on how nonintegers should be

represented, each software designer was

free to choose his or her own patterns. In

practice, this meant that whoever built

translators for programming languages

(compilers, interpreters, and assemblers)

made the decision for everyone using a

particular language. Since Microsoft has

been the principal supplier of program-

ming languages for 16-bit computers, the

vast bulk of software uses the patterns

chosen by Microsoft.

Unfortunately, the Microsoft pattern

and the Intel 8087 pattern are different.

The result of this conflict is that pre-

8087 software and 8087-compatible soft-

ware cannot trade data represented in

their respective internal formats. With

your 8087 in place, you can safely use

either pre-8087 or 8087-compatible soft-

ware. If you try to combine programs pro-

duced with pre-8087 or 8087-compatible

translators, you will usually get garbage.

Further, if you try to exchange data

between such programs you will get gar-

bage if the data was stored using the com-

puter's internal format. If the data is not

stored in the internal format, then the pro-

grams can probably exchange data.

There isn’t a general rule as to whether

a conflict will occur between two pieces of

software: you need to know the particulars

of each program. —R.S.
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The following is an excerpt from “BASIC

and the 8087 ” (Chapter 8).

Assembly language subroutines, in com-

bination with BASIC programs, join the

RACKED
decimal representation

is usedfor business and
data processing

operations.

convenience of a high-level language with

the speed of the 8087. In this chapter, we
discuss the software conventions that

must be observed in writing the 8087 rou-

tines. (If you want to use the 8087 proce-

dures in this book for languages other than

Microsoft BASIC, you may have to observe

different conventions.)

Calling a Subroutine

Calling a subroutine requires three

tasks. First, we have to set up a list of argu-

ments that can be retrieved by the subrou-

tine. Second, we have to store away a

return address in a place the subroutine

can find. Third, we jump to the subrou-

tine. The CALL instruction takes care of

the latter two tasks. The first is accom-

plished by pushing the addresses of the

arguments onto the 8088 stack.

Calling a subroutine is most easily

explained with an illustration. Suppose

we wanted to imitate the following BASIC

code.

DEF SEG=&H1800
SUB=0
CALL SUB ( A ( 0 ) , SUM , N

)

We could use the 8088-program in Figure

3.

1. ASSUME CS ... ASSUME promises

the assembler we will set up the segment

registers appropriately.

2. CSEG SEGMENT CODE. Tell the as-

sembler we are beginning the code seg-

ment.

3-4. MOV AX,DATA—SEGMENT and

MOV DS.AX. Put the address of the data

segment into the data segment register, by

transferring it through the AX register. We
require two steps because the MOV

Figure 3: An 8088 program to illustrate calling a subroutine.

.ASSUME CS : CSEG , DS : DATA-SEGMENT . SS : STACK-SEGMENT ; 1

CSEG SEGMENT 'CODE' ;2

MOV AX , DATA-SEGMENT ; MOVE ADDRESS OF DATA ; 3

SEGMENT
MOV DS.AX ; THROUGH AX INTO DS ; 4

MOV AX . STACK-SEGMENT ; MOVE ADDRESS OF STACK ; 5

SEGMENT
MOV SS , AX ; THROUGH AX INTO SS ; 6

MOV SP , OFFSET STACK- ; SET SP TO STACK TOP ; 7
TOP

MOV AS . OFFSET A ; PUSH ADDRESS OF A ; 8

PUSH AX ; ONTO STACK ; 9
MOV AX . OFFSET SUM ; PUSH ADDRESS OF B

; 10

PUSH AX ; ONTO STACK ; 11

MOV AX , OFFSET N ; PUSH ADDRESS OF N ; 12

PUSH AX ; ONTO STACK ; 13

CALL FAR PTR 1800H : 0 ; CALL SUBROUTINE ; 14

NEXT-LOCATION : ; RETURN HERE WHEN SUBROUTINE ENDS

CSEG ENDS ; 15

DATA-SEGMENT SEGMENT ' DATA
' ; 16

A DW 1000 DUP(?) ; 17

SUM DW ? ; 18

N DW 1000 ; 19

DATA-SEGMENT ENDS ; 20

STACK-SEGMENT SEGMENT ' STACK ' ; 2

1

STACK-AREA DW 100 DUP (?) ; 22
STACK-TOP EQU THIS WORD ; 23
STACK-SEGMENT ENDS ; 24

END ; 25

instruction allows immediate operands,

like an address, to be moved into memory

or a general register, but not into a segment

register.

5-6. MOV AX.STACK—SEGMENT and

MOV SS.AX. Put the address of the stack

segment into the stack segment register.

Note that we do not have to load the code

segment register.

Someone else must have already done

this for us since we can’t execute code to

load the code segment register, or to do

anything else until the code segment reg-

ister is loaded. The program that calls our

subroutine is responsible for loading

CSEG into CS. (And how does that pro-

gram get CS loaded? And the one that calls

it? The operating system initially loads the

CS register when it first calls BASIC (or

whatever). The CS value for the operating

system is wired into the hardware.)

7. MOV SP . OFFSET STACK-TOP . Set the

stack pointer register to point to the mem-
ory location after the end of the stack area.

We could have written “MOV SP,STACK

—AREA + 200” with identical results. But

by doing it this way, the assembler will

load the correct address for the stack top

even if we decide to change the size of the

stack in line 22.

8-9. MOV AX, OFFSET A and PUSH AX. We
now push the addresses of the arguments

onto the stack, in the order of appearance

in the CALL statement. Since PUSH does

not allow an immediate operand, we have

to go again though a general register. The
assembler directive “OFFSET” tells the

assembler to load the address of A rather

than the value of the number stored in A.

(OFFSET means use the address relative

to the beginning of the segment.) The con-

vention of passing the address of an argu-

ment, instead of its value or its name, is

sometimes called a “call by address.”

10-13. MOV AX
, OFFSET SUM and PUSH AX

and MOV AX , OFFSET N and PUSH AX . The

addresses of SUM and N are pushed in a

similar manner. Notice that no distinction

is made between a scalar variable and the

first word of an array.
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area.

ADD-LOOP
ADD A[BX]
NEXT ELEMENT
DO IT AGAIN

ADD AX, WORD PTR [BX]

ADD
LOOP ADD-LOOP

MOV DI,[BP]+8
MOV [Dlj.AX
POP BP
ret M.

SUB ENDP
CSEG ENDS

END

ADDRESS SUM
STORE SUM
RESTORE BP
RETURN

14. CALL FAR PTR 1800H:0. CALL a

FAR procedure. The current contents of

the CS register and the Instruction Pointer

(the address NEXTLOCATION) are

pushed onto the stack. Then CS is set to

1800H. (“H” indicates hexadecimal to the

assembler just as “&H” does to BASIC.

Hex addresses start with a digit, not a let-

ter; e.g., OAH, not AH, so that the assem-

bler can distinguish a number from a

name.) The program then jumps to loca-

tion 0 in a code segment beginning at

1800H. (Remember that segment registers

always have 4 zero bits added at the

right.)

15. CSEG ENDS Tell the assembler we
are ending the code segment.

16. DATA-SEGMENT SEGMENT 'DATA.'

Tell the assembler we are beginning the

data segment. The compiler is smart

enough to know that “OFFSET A” is an

address in the data segment and that OFF-

SET STACK-TOP is an address in the

stack segment.

17. A DW 1000 DUP ( ? ) . Set aside 1000

uninitialized words for A.

18. SUM DW ? . Set aside one uninitialized

word for SUM.
19. N DW 1000 . Set aside one word for N,

initialized to 1000.

20. DATA-SEGMENT ENDS . End the data

segment.

21. STACK-SEGMENT SEGMENT
' STACK .

' Begin the stack segment.

22. STACK-AREA DW 100 DUP ( ? )

.

Set

aside 100 words for the stack.

23. STACK-TOP EQU THIS WORD.

STACK—TOP is equivalent to the address

appearing after the 100 words allocated

for the STACK-AREA.
24. STACK-SEGMENT ENDS. End the

stack segment.

25. END . End the program.

The receiving subroutine finds the DS and

SS registers pointing to the data and stack

segments defined above. The CS register

Figure 4: Five words (three argument addresses, CS, and NEXT—LOCATION) have been

pushed onto this 8088 stock. Notice that SP moves toward zero.

If ISkF’ T;:

STACK AREA+198 OFFSET A
OFFSET SUM %*$
OFFSET N
CSEG ipiljtewMB

STACK-AREA+190 NEXT-LOCATION <==SP points here

points to 1800 hex. Most of the important

information appears on the stack, which is

shown in Figure 4. Remember that the

8088 stack actually grows upside down in

It TAKES
one instruction to

retrieve the address of
the argument; two to

retrieve the argument's

value.

memory, so that as we push addresses

onto the stack, SP moves toward zero.

Since we have pushed five words onto the

stack (three argument addresses, CS, and

NEXT-LOCATION), SP equals (STACK
-AREA + 200) - 10.

Acting As a Called Subroutine

Machine language subroutines called

from BASIC must obey a number of rules.

The important ones are as follows:

• At entry, CS is set according to the last

DEF SEG. The other segment registers

point to the beginning of BASIC’s data

Figure 5. A subrouline to add up an array of integers.

PUBLIC SUB
ASSUME CS : CSEG ;2

CSEG SEGMENT CODE' •^•'4--
L
^jig|

SUB PR0C FAR j$f§t L ?•.'.:«*€' •

If* ?
PUSH BP -.SAVE BP «5w; ;

. rim
MOV BP , SP ; FIND ARGUMENT LIST .

MOV BX, [BP] + 10 ; ADDRESS A :7

MOV SI
,
[BP] +6; ; ADDRESS N ;8

MOV CX.[SI] ; CX GETS N ;9

MOV AX, 0 ; CLEAR AX ;10

• At exit, all segment registers and regis-

ters SP and BP should hold their original

values. The other registers, and the flags,

may be changed.

• BASIC promises that the stack pointed

to by SP will have eight free words. If the

subroutine needs a larger stack, it must set

up its own.

• The subroutine must pop the argument

addresses off the stack before returning.

See Figure 5 for a subroutine, to add up an

array of integers, in a form that could be

called by the code sequence appearing in

the preceding section.

1-3. The PUBLIC, ASSUME, and SEG-

MENT statements supply the usual infor-

mation to the assembler.

4. PR0C FAR tells the assembler that this

routine will be called with a FAR CALL;

information needed to generate the proper

type of return instruction in line 18.

5. PUSH BP. Save the value of the BP reg-

ister by pushing it onto the stack for later



retrieval. Note this instruction subtracts 2

from SP. so SP now equals STACK-AREA
+ 188.

6. MOV BP.SP. Copy the stack pointer,

SP. into BP. The instructions that follow

retrieve information from the stack. BP

can serve as a base register, as in (BP],

while SP cannot.

7. MOV BX
. [ BP ]

+ 10 . Copy the contents

of (BPJ + 10 into BX. Since BP equals

STACK-AREA + 188, (BP) + 10 is

STACK-AREA + 198. STACK-AREA +

198 holds OFFSET A, so after this instruc-

tion BX holds the address of the first word

of A.

8. MOV SI. [BP] +6. By the same logic,

move the address of N into SI.

9. MOV CX
, [ SI ] . Now move the value of

N into the count register, CX.

10. MOV AX,0. Clear out the accumula-

tor, AX.

11. ADD-LOOP: . Label the top of the

loop. Notice that this loop does not worry

about errors such as negative or zero N nor

about the accumulator overflowing. (Not

very good programming practice!)

12. ADD AX
, [ BX ] . Add the element of A

currently pointed to by BX into AX. The

first time through, this is A(0); the second

time. A(l); and so forth.

13. ADD BX.2. Increment BX by 2 so it

points to the next word.

14. LOOP ADD—LOOP. Decrement the

count register and jump back up to the top

of ADD—LOOP if we haven’t run the count

down to zero.

15. MOV DI
.
[BP] +8 . Move the address

of SUM into DI.

subroutine that

explicitly contains a
value for a segment

register is not

relocatable.

16. MOV [DI ] . AX . Move the contents of

AX into the address pointed at by the DI

register, i.e., into SUM.
17. POP BP . Now restore the original val-

ue of BP. Also, add two to SP.

18. RET 6 . Set the Instruction Pointer to

point to NEXT—LOCATION and set CS
equal to CSEG, in the process add 4 to SP.

Add the optional pop value to SP. Now SP
equals STACK—AREA + 200, as it did

before the subroutine was called.

19-21. SUB ENDP and CSEG ENDS and

END. Tell the assembler to close up the

procedure, segment, and program.

In coding the subroutine, a pattern

appears.

• If the subroutine is called with n argu-

ments, then the address of argument i is

stored in [BP] + 6 + 2*(n-i). In other

words, the right-most argument has its

address stored at [BP] + 6: the right-most-

but-one is at [BPJ + 8: one further to the

left is at [BP] + 10: and so forth. (These are

addresses are valid after we set BP, as in

lines 5 and 6, with a PUSH and a MOV.)
• It takes one instruction to retrieve the

address of the argument: two to retrieve

the argument's value.

• The last instruction should be RET
2*n, where n is the number of argu-

ments.

Subroutine Relocation and
Segment Addressing

The BASIC command BLOAD allows

us to load a subroutine at any memory
location. It is therefore highly desirable

that our 8087 routines be dynamically

relocatable. We can run into difficulty if

the segment addresses at which a routine

is initially loaded differ from those at

which we later BLOAD the routine.

Dynamic relocation is automatic for pro-

grams that do not explicitly reference seg-

^SUBROUTINE
SILLY will work if

loaded and used at one

location, since the

loader will figure out

the value of
EXTRA^EG.

ment locations, but somewhat more com-

plicated otherwise.

For the purposes of this discussion,

suppose we had initially loaded SUB with

DEF SEG=&H1800 and the BSAVED it

from this location with an offset of 0.

Suppose we now loaded SUB back in at

DEF SEG=&H 1900. When BASIC calls

SUB, it sets the code segment register to

&H1900 and the instruction pointer to

zero. Execution proceeds correctly.

Suppose instead that we load SUB at

DEF SEG=&H1900 and offset 125. SUB

The 8087: An Add-On Device for the PC
Why wasn't 8087 combined with 8088 to include all the

capabilities on one chip?

From a programmer’s viewpoint, the

8087 adds additional instructions to the

8088’s repertoire and makes available

additional processor registers. Why not

include all the capabilities on one chip,

rather than create an add-on device? There

are several reasons:

• The 8087 is an extraordinarily sophis-

ticated computational device, including

75.000 transistors on a single chip. Even

though the 8087 is “limited" to numerical

processing, it is much more complex (and

more expensive) than the general purpose

8088. Building two separate chips holds

down development costs and allows users

and system manufacturers to tailor-fit sys-

tems for different uses.

• The 8088 (and its 16-bit bus sibling, the

8086) were available to the general market

for several years before the first delivery of

the 8087. In designing 16-bit personal

computers, several manufacturers left an

open socket, labeled the "co-processor

socket" on the IBM PC, so that machines

could be upgraded easily when the 8087

became available.

• Because the 8087 and 8088 are two

devices, they execute instructions simul-

taneously- As a practical programming

matter, this means that while the 8087

completes one numerical computation,

the 8088 prepares the next. — R.S.
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Oursystem
has converted

two world leaders

Introducing PC Weighmate.”
A microcomputer add-on accessory
from Micro General that makes the

IBM-PC and Apple II computers
manage mail, shipping and inven-

tory counting efficiently— and for a

lot less money.

A way to cut postage that carries a

lot of weight.

The PC Weighmate computes post-

age rates for letters and parcels
instantaneously, either by USPS,
International, UPS or Federal
Express. It does it with its unique
disc software and with a super-
accurate 25-lb. capacity electronic

scale platform that easily plugs into

an available slot.

Rate Shopper — Send it the best
way— for the least.

Gone are complex rate charts and
errors of adding more postage just

to be sure:
1

The Rate Shopper" fea-

ture displays the least expensive or
quickest way of shipping a package
to any zip/zone in the United States.

And, as the rates change, so do the
floppy discs. We update them when-
ever necessary.

Give your IBM-PC or Apple II

Scale-Power.
With PC Weighmate’s amazing soft-

ware It offers business solutions
superior to most available electronic

scales that cost thousands of dol-

lars more. PC Weighmate has other
uses too. Precision weighing and
piece counting with resolution of 1

part in 50,000. PC Weighmate is

attractively priced and can pay for

itself in just months by eliminating

postage errors and increasing
productivity.

The system with a following.

Micro General, the largest supplier

of postal computing scales to the

U.S. Postal Service, is a leader in

microcomputer scale technology.
That s why we've converted the two
world leaders in personal computers!

For additional data or dealership
information, call toll-free

(800) 482-3184 or write to:

MICRO GENERAL CORPORATION
1929 S.E Main Street

Irvine, California 92714
(714) 557-3744

MICRO GENERAL
CORPORATION
Apple and IBM are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. and International
Business Machines Corp., respectively.

IBM-PC and Apple II computers have been converted into
the world’s first microcomputer postal scale systems

to save you up to 15% on postage expense.

Copyrighted n
CIRCLE 527 ON READER SERVICE CARD



PA^UAT
PROGRAMMERS

Figure 6: The subroutine SILLY above illustrates the problems of defining an extra

segment inside a routine.

EXTRASEG SEGMENT ‘ DATA
' ; 1

FOOLISH DW ? ;2

EXTRA—SEG ENDS ; 3

: SUBROUTINE SILLY CJUNK%)
PUBLIC SILLY ; 4

ASSUME CS : CSEG . ES : EXTRA—SEG ; 5
CSEG SEGMENT 'CODE' ;6

SILLY PROC FAR ;7

PUSH BP
; 8

MOVE BP.SP ;9

PUSHES ; POINT ES ; 10

MOVE AX , EXTRA—SEG ; AT ; 11

MOVE ES . AX ; EXTRA SEGMENT ; 12

MOVE AX. FOOLISH ; RETURN WHATEVER ; 13

MOVE DI. [BP] +6 ; NUMBER WAS
; 14

MOVE [DIJ.AX : LAYING AROUND ; 15

POP ES ; 16

POP BP ; 17
RET 2 ; 18

SILLY ENDP
; 19

CSEG ENDS ; 20

END ; 21

"thinks” it will find the first instruction at

offset zero in the code segment. Actually,

the first instruction is at offset 125. How-

ever. when we call SUB we specify the off-

set. BASIC sets the instruction pointer to

125. All the instructions we have used,

though not every instruction the 8088

knows, operate relative to the instruction

pointer. SUB still executes correctly.

SUB is fully relocatable. What sort of

subroutine isn’t? Unfortunately, any sub-

routine that explicitly contains a value for

a segment register is not relocatable, since

the segment may end up at some other

memory location than the one originally

specified. This is particularly a problem

when we define a data, extra, or stack seg-

ment inside a routine. Consider the not

very useful routine in Figure 6.

This subroutine references the extra

segment (if not to any good purpose).

Instructions 1-9 and 14-21 are standard.

Lines 10, 11, and 12 save ES on the stack

and then load the address of EXTRA—SEG
into ES. Line 13 copies FOOLISH. (Note

that the assembler should be smart enough

to use ES to reference FOOLISH.) Subrou-

tine SILLY will work if loaded and used at

one location, since the loader will figure

requires segments to be

placed at addresses that

are even multiples of
16.

out the value for EXTRA—SEG. However,

if we relocate SILLY. EXTRA—SEG will no

longer be at its original location, and

unpredictable consequences my ensue.

We can make SILLY relocatable by

having the subroutine figure out for itself

how far it's been moved from its original

location. The subroutine "thinks" it be-

gins at location 16*CSEG. In truth, when
BLOADED by interpreted BASIC. SILLY

begins at 16*DEF SEG + offset. Similarly,

the subroutine thinks the extra segment

begins at 16*EXTRA-SEGMENT, while it

actually begins at 16*EXTRA_SEGMENT
+ (16*DEF SEG + offset— 16*CSEG). We

Blaise Computing's productivity tools

allow the IBM Pascal programmer to

develop reliable software taking full

advantage of the capabilities of the

IBM Personal Computer. All pack-

ages have a comprehensive Reference

Manual, extensive examples and sam-
ple programs.

VIEW MANAGER S275

The screen support system of a main-

frame for the IBM Personal Com-
puter. Screens are constructed w ith a

|xmerful Screen Painter supporting

any attribute or color, and the

screens are stored efficiently in

a Screen Database. A Pascal unit

supports access to screens anil true

block mode data capture and display

.

Demo diskette and l ser Manual $ *5.

TOOLS S125
Total string capability, complete-

screen access, keyboard handling,

a graphics interface, access to all

BIOS functions, ami much more is

pros ided in tS procedures. Six units

are carefully c railed and documented
to give you the information and flex-

ibility you need. Everyone using

IBM Pascal should have KXH.V
User Manual $30.

SOI RCE CODE INCLUDED

f >

TOOLS 2 S100
The power of 1X>S 2.0 is supported

using high level Pascal procedures.

Program chaining. IX1.S internal and

external command execution, use of

all available memory, extended file

handling, and other utilities arc-

some of the features provided. A
general 1X>S gate allows you to

access any 1X)N function from Pas-

cal. ”1 hese are the extensions to

Pascal you have been waiting for.

I ser Manual '<().

SOURCE CODE INCLUDED
s ^

VII \\ MANAGER. T(X>I> ami TOOLS J

run on the IBM Personal Computer and the

XT TOOLS 2 requires I X >S 2d. TOOLS and

VII W MANAGIK can lx- used with any

version of DOS

BLAISE
COMPUTING
INC.

1609 ACTON STREET*
BERKELEY. CALIFORNIA 94702

( i IS) 52 1-6603
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To find out where we’re showing off

the PI350 printer, call one of these
Toshiba distributors:

Figure 7: Subroutine SMART with the code segment and extra segment loaded together at

a memory' location that is an even multiple of 16.

EXTRA—SEG SEGMENT ‘ DATA ' ; 1

FOOLISH DW ? ;2

EXTRA—SEG ENDS ; 3

; SUBROUTINE SMART (JUNK%)
PUBLIC SMART ;4

ASSUME CS : CSEG . ES : EXTRA—SEG ; 5

CSEG SEGMENT 'CODE' ; 6
FIRST—INST EQU THIS WORD ;7

SMART PR0C FAR : 8

PUSH BP ;9

MOV BP.SP 10

PUSH ES 11

CALL NEXT 12

NEXT: POP AX 13

SUB AX. (OFFSET NEXT (-(OFFSET FIRST_INST) 14

MOV CL,

4

15

SHR AX, CL 16

MOV BX.CS 17
ADD BX . EXTRA_SEG 18
SUB BX , CSEG 19

ADD AX, BX 20

MOV ES, AX 21

MOV AX , FOOLISH 22

MOV DI, [BP] +6 23
MOV [DI] , AX 24

POP ES 25

POP BP 26
RET 2 27

SMART ENDP 28
CSEG ENDS 29

END 30

can use this relation to correctly load seg-

ment registers. Life is complicated a slight

bit more because the only way to find "off-

set” is by examining the value of the

instruction pointer at entry.

The following subroutine, SMART (see

Figure 7), will work correctly, as long as

the code segment and extra segment are

loaded together at a memory location that

is an even multiple of 16.

Lines 1-6, 8-10, 22-24, and 27-30 are stan-

dard.

7. FIRST INST EQU THIS WORD. Define

the location of the first instruction in the

code segment to be FIRST _ INST. (FIRST

_ INST equals zero here.)

1 1 . PUSH ES . Save ES on the stack. Note

we don’t change BP so argument refer-

ences don’t change.

12-13. CALL NEXT and NEXT: POP AX.

manipulation is worth

the extra trouble to

more easily load

subroutines into BASIC.

This is a devious way to retrieve the

instruction pointer. CALL pushs IP onto

the stack. (The instruction pointer will

point to the true offset of NEXT, no matter

where the routine is located.) POP pops

the stack into AX. Now AX holds the true

offset of NEXT.
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DIGITAL ENTRY SYSTEMS
27 Spruce Street

Waltham, MA 02154
(617) 899-6111

GENERAL BUSINESS
COMPUTERS, INC.

2 North Olney Avenue
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
(609) 424-6500

INTECH GROUP
Royal Commerce Center
2025 Royal Lane
Dallas, TX 75229
(214)241-1717

KALTRONICS DISTRIBUTORS. INC.

702 Landwehr Rd.

Northbrook, IL 60062
(312) 291-1220

MICROAMERICA DISTRIBUTING CO.
1377 Main Street

Waltham, MA 02154
(617)647-9340

MICRO DISTRIBUTORS
11794 Parklawn Drive

Rockville, MD 20852
(301) 468-6450 or

(800)638-6621

MICROWARE DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

20415 S.W. Blanton Avenue
Aloha, OR 97007
(503)642-7679

MONROE DISTRIBUTING CO
2999 Payne Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44114
(216)781-4600

PARAGON SALES, INC
780 Charcot Avenue
San Jose, CA 95131

(408) 263-7955

PREMIER SOURCE DISTRIBUTING
1882 McGaw Avenue
Irvine, CA 92714
(714)261-2011

STAR DATA, INC.
4021 N. 30th Street,

Suite 4
Phoenix, AZ 85016
(602)955-9233

SYSPRINT, INC.
7777 S. Central Expressway
Suite 2A
Richardson,TX 75080
(214)669-3666

TRANSALASKA DATA SYSTEMS, INC.

200 Center Court
Anchorage, AK 99502
(907)561-1776

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA



Nothing shows off
your IBM PC

likeloshiba’s P1350

Now there’s one three-way printer

that fully equals the word processing,

data and graphics capacity ofyour
IBM PC: Toshiba’s P1350.

But the P1350 is more than com-
patible with PC hardware. It will

print programs like Lotus 1-2-3 data
processing and graphics output with
remarkable character definition*

For even more flexibility, the

Toshiba P1350 with Qume SPRINT 5

emulation handles all popular word
processing programs. Under software

command, the P1350 will print high-
speeddrafts orswitch to letter-quality

text and graphics.

The innovation behind this three-

in-one flexibility is Toshiba’s print

head. Pin diameter has been reduced
tojust eight mils. And the number of

pins in

has been
The result is a superior 360 by 180

dot-per-inch density pattern in the

text mode. Instead of spinning your
wheels at 40 cps, the P1350 produces
letter-quality printing at 100 cps. In

its draft mode, Toshiba’s P1350 can
accelerate up to 192 cps.

When it comes to graphics, the

P1350 really shows its stuflf.Whatever
your computer displays, Tbshiba’s

P1350 prints.With astonishingly

clear definition. And extra-fine repro-

duction that can only come from a

print head capable of200 million

impressions and exclusive 180 by 180

dot-per-inch graphics density pattern.

Then, if that’s not

enough to pique your
interest, the P1350 also

features three different fonts.Variable

pitch. Subscripts, superscripts and
underlining without the need of a
second pass.Asuper-reliable optional

sheet feeder. And more.

So show offyour IBM. Or any other

personal computer.With the superior

quality and flexibility ofToshiba’s

spectacular P1350 printer.

Distributors on the adjacent list

make it easy to find the P1350. Or
get more information by calling toll-

free, 1 -800-457-7777.

*IBM PC to Pi350 graphics utilizes PaperScreen and color/

graphics adapter IBM PC is a Trademark of International
Business Machines. Lotus and 1-2-3 areTVademarks of Lotus
Development Corporation. © 1983 Toshiba America. Inc

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
For further information, contact: Information Systems Division, TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC., 2441 Michelle Drive,1\istin, CA 92680. Telex 183-812.
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ShattersThe Mold.

A vibrant, varied new world of

color is now at your fingertips.

We’ve shattered the mold for

color graphics adapters with

COLORPLUS, a high resolution, full

color breakthrough fully compat-

i
ible with IBM

, Personal Com-
puter hardware

I and software.

COLORPLUS.
produces <sl>.T

incredibly sharp, detailed multi

color graphics of professional

quality at a low PC price. Its state

of the art biplanar technology
'

enables high resolution 4 color

character graphics or medium
resolution 1 6 color 40 character

graphics.

The current IBM PC
capabilities of high resolu

tion 1 color 80 character

graphics and medium

resolution 4 color 40 character

graphics simply pale in comparison,

now that the era ofCOLORPLUS
has arrived.

Using only a single expan-

sion slot, COLORPLUS
indudes an integrated

parallel port, thereby saving

you an expansion slot for

future needs. No modification is

required to existing software in the

IBM modes. Enhanced software

jng COLORPLUS Graphics

;es is currently available

ijor software suppliers.

ef31 years, Frederick

lectronics Corporation has

developed high quality electronic

equipment world wide. The key to

our success is our

international reputation

for customer support.

PC+ products will

continue in this

tradition. Frederick Electronics

Corporation is a subsidiary of

Plantronics, Inc., a publicly owned
company listed on the

NYSE as PLX.

The goal of PC+
products is to expand

your options, to make
your personal com-

puter more valuable and productive.

COLORPLUS is just one example of

our commitment to that objective.

Contact us for the name ofyour

nearest COLORPLUS dealer.

mu

HIP
1>l||JIFPRODUCTS

I

PLANTRONICS™
Frederick Electronics

7630 Hayward Road. P.O. Box 502
Frederick, Maryland 21701

telephone: 1 800-638-621

1

(301 )
662-5901 . TELEX: 893438
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14. SUB AX, (OFFSET NEXT )-( OFFSET
FIRST_INST ) . Now we subtract the ex-

pected offset of NEXT from the true offset.

AX now holds the number of bytes by

which the offset of SMART has changed as

compared to the position at which it was

originally loaded.

15-16. MOV CL. 4 and SHR AX. CL. Di-

vide AX by 16 since we are going to set a

segment register. Notice that if the pro-

gram was relocated by any number other

than an even multiple of 16, the program

will bomb in an unpredictable manner.

Nor will any other method work, since the

8088 requires segments to be placed at

addresses that are even multiples of 16.

17-19. MOV BX.CS and ADD BX.EX-

TRA_SEG and SUB BX . CSEG. Figure out

how far the code segment has been dis-

placed from its original location and how
far the extra segment is from the code seg-

ment.

20-21. ADD AX , BX and MOV
ES ,

AX . Combine the offset and segment

correction and set ES.

25. POP ES. Restore ES before leaving

the routine.

While all this manipulation is a bit of a

nuisance, it is worth the extra trouble to be

able to more easily load subroutines into

BASIC. If you only use a compiler, then

relocation is handled by the LINK pro-

gram and this extra code is unnecessary.

Figure 8: An interactive session for loading FOO into interpreted BASIC. Your responses
have been underlined.

B>A : MASM ;

THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER MACRO ASSEMBLER
VERSION 1.00 ( C ) COPYRIGHT IBM CORP 1981

0004 E8 0007 R CALL NEXT

; 12

ERROR 64 : NEAR JMP/CALL TO DIFFERENT CS

WARNING SEVERE
ERRORS ERRORS
0 1

B>A : LINK

IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER LINKER
VERSION 1.10 ( C ) COPYRIGHT IBM CORP 1982

OBJECT MODULES
[

. OBJ ] : FOO/HIGH/MAP
RUN FILE [FOO. EXE] :

LIST FILE ( NUL . MAP ) : FOO;
WARNING : NO STACK SEGMENT

THERE WAS 1 ERROR DETECTED

.

B>TYPE FOO. MAP
LOADING HIGH

WARNING: NO STACK SEGMENT
START STOP LENGTH NAME CLASS.
00000H 0002AH 002BH CSEG CODE
00030H 00031H 0002H EXTRA—SEG DATA

ADDRESS PUBLICS BY NAME

0000:0000 SMART

ADDRESS PUBLICS BY VALUE
continued on next page

Discount
IBM Software

List Our

Manufacturer/Product Price Price

Micropro™
WordStar® $495 $270
MailMerge™ 250 120
SpellStar™ 250 120
InfoStar™ 495 280
WordStar & MailMerge 695 360
WordStar & MailMerge

& SpellStar 845 400
Sorcim

SuperCalc™ 295 170
SuperWriter™ 295 210

Information Unlimited Software

Easywriter II™ 350 210
Easyspeller II™ 225 139
Easyfiler™ 400 240

Liletree Software

VolksWriter™ 195 125
Innovative Software. Inc.

T.I.M III® 495 350
Ashton-Tate

dBASE-ll™ 700 420
Bottom Line Strategist™ 400 300
Financial Planning

Language™ 695 495
Nagy Systems

CopyPC™ 35 31

EOS
Communicator™ 100 89

Emerging Technology

Consultants, Inc

EDIX Editor™ 195 140
WORDIX Word

Processor™ 195 140
EDIX & WORDIX 390 260

Laboratory Microsystems

PC /Forth 100 88

Computer Innovations. Inc.

C86 C Compiler™ 395 335
Peter Norton

The Norton Utilities 1 .

1

80 68

We carry more than what's listed here!

• Check out our aggressive prices;

please call or write for our latest

catalog of IBM PC software.

• All software runs on IBM PC-DOS
unless noted.

Terms of Sale
DEDUCT 3% FOR ORDERS PREPAID BY
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER.
Orders may be prepaid by check, money order,

VISA, or Mastercard, Orders paid by personal

check will be held 10 days to clear bank. No
waiting on Certified checks, money orders, or

credit card charges. Credit card orders must
include card type, number, expiration date,

signature and phone number Purchase orders

are accepted from qualifying firms No COO's
please California residents add sales tax

Shipping by UPS unless otherwise specified

Add $4 shipping and handling on orders under

$200 Overseas orders add $10 UPS Blue Label

Service available for an additional $3 Instock

items are shipped within 24 hours. All products

subject to availability. All prices subject to

change without notice.

Credit card orders only may call collect.

To order CALL: (408) 997-5033
or WRITE:

6531 Crown Boulevard, Suite 3A
San Jose, CA 95120

IBM* is trademark of International Business
Machines Corp.
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theEncore

Thewayitperforms,

you’d neverguess

itcosts only$L5S
Here’s your best value in diskettes today.

New Encore meets :he same high standards that

big-name brands meet -i00% error-free performance.

ANSI certification. In many cases it actually exceeds

system requirements.There'seven a 1-year replace-

ment guarantee

\fet the cost is as low as $1 59 for single-sided,

single-density 5W' Encore diskettes (when you pur-

chase four or more boxes, ten diskettes per box).

And only $2.99 for double-sided, double-density

5'/." Encore diskettes

With important savings comes reliable perfor-

mance on all popular systems : Apple 1 1 . 1 1 Plus. I le. 1 1 1

;

IBM PC; Radio Shack TRS-80; DEC; Wangwriter and

many others. So from now on. get accurate, reliable

performance without the high cost. Get Encore.

Send coupon today. Or call

1(800)547-5444.
In California 1 (800) 547-5447.

To ensure your complete satisfaction, Encore diskettes

are covered by a 45-day risk-free trial period. Allow

two weeks for delivery.This offer good only in the Conti -

nental U S. Call for information on system compatibility.

FREE Inmac FloppyLibrary Case!

Order your Encore diskettes within the next 30 days,

and with each box you’ll receive a free Floppy Library

Case for easy storage, fast retrieval, and sure protec-

tion of your data. But hurry - supplies are limited.

(Limit 4 per order)

inmao
WbrtH's leaHmp rwrrr el ctmpwicr

'Pficelo*oneSSSD5Ki"

Encore diskette #hen

purchasing 40 or more

diskettes

ORDERHOW
Inmac. Encore Introductory Otlei 2465 Augustine Or .

Santa Clara. CA 95051

Yds. I think Encore sounds like a great deal Please send me:

o of boxes Order No /Dcscnpb

7970 - 5VT SSS0
soft sector

7971-SWOSDD

Price per box of 10 diskettes

7960 - 8"SS0D
son sector

7961 - 8" SSSD
son sector

IBM lormai

2305830

525 90

(2 59 ea)

543 90

(4 39 ea)

539 90

(3 99 ea)

532 90

(3 29ea)

2-3

519 90

<199ea)

535 90

(3 59 ea)

529 90

(2 99 ea)

524 90

(2 49ea)

51590

(159 ea)

529 90

(2 99 ea)

526 90

(2 69 ea)

51990

(l 99 ea)

C Check enclosed O Bill Company P0 No -

Visa MasterCard Account No

Signature

Name Phone

Firm

Address

City Stale Zip

Please send me a free Inmac catalog

Loading Assembly Language
Programs

At the end of the chapter, we show two

complete interactive sessions in which

SMART is used in a BASIC program: one

session for the interpreted BASIC built

into the IBM Personal Computer and one

session for IBM’s BASIC compiler. The

remainder of this chapter describes the

general steps involved. These procedures

focus more specifically than most of the

material in the book on the IBM Personal

Computer running PC-DOS. If you have a

different machine or different software

(especially if you are not using Microsoft

software), you may have to adjust these

Figure 8 continued

0000:0000 SMART
B> A : DEBUG A : BASIC . COM

-R
AX=0000 BX=0000 CX=3F80 DX=0000 SP=FFFE BP=0000 SI =0000 DI=0000
DS=0905 ES=0905 SS-0905 CS=0905 IP=0100 NV UP DI PL NZ NA P0 NC
0905:0100 E9E338 JMP 39E6

-N F00.EXE

-1 if c '
:

i v '‘TWi’ ^ifa lilinM
AX=FF47 BX=0000 CX=0080 DX=0000 SP=0000 BP=0000 SI =0000 DI=0000
DS=0905 ES=0905 SS=4F94 CS=4F94 IP=0000 NV UP DI PL NZ NA P0 NC

4F94 : 0000 55 PUSH BP

-RSS
SS 4F94
: 905
- RSP
SP 0000
: FFFB !®V.
-G=905 : 100
DIRECT STATEMENT IN FILE '

'

DEF SEG=&H4F94
OK
BSAVE " F00 . SAVE" , 0 &H3

1

OK
SYSTEM
PROGRAM TERMINATED NORMALLY
-2

THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER BASIC
VERSION DI . 10 COPYRIGHT IBM C0RP . 1981 . 1982
61371 BYTES FREE
OK Igl
LOAD "USEF00"
0K

•

RUN
9999
0

OK

continued next page
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LowestSoftwarePrices
wpamhib:

’ that vour purchase from Discount Software represents
the lowest price sold anywhere. Ifyou find a lower price on what you purchased

We hereby cer
• tpncesi

within 30 days, send the ad and we’ll refund the difference.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Medical (PAS-3) *849
Dental (PAS-3) *849
ASHTONTATE

*4?? dBASE II

Financial Planner *595
Bottom Line Strategist . *349
ASYST DESIGN/FRONTIER
Prof Time Accounting *549
General Subroutine *269
Application Utilities *439
DIGITAL RESEARCH
CP/M 2.2

Intel MDS *136

MDBS *1099
DRS or QRS or RTL *319
MDBS PKG *1999
MICROPRO

$289 WortStar

$19g Mail Merge

WordStar/Mailmerge *399
WS/MM/SpellStar *549
Customization Notes *44

*249 SuperCalc

*199 SpellStar

*149
$180 TRS40 Model II

DataStar
InfoStar

Reportstar
Wordmaster
Supersort I

Calc Star
MICROSOFT

*249
*349
*254
*119
*199
*129

$gg CBastc-2

Display Manager *319
Access Mansger *239
Multiplan *219

*449 Pu, ‘80

BT-80 *179
MAC *85
RMAC *179
Sid *65

$g0 Z-Sid

DeSpool *49
CB-00 *459
Link-60 *90
FOX A GELLER
Quickscreen *135
Quickcode *265

*65 0U,M

MICRO-AP
S-Basic *269
Selector IV *295
Selector V . *495
MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS
HDBS *269

*229 Basic-80

*329 Basic Compiler

*349 Fortran-80

$549 Cobol-80

M-Sort *175

*159 Macro-80

MuSimp/MuMath *224
MuLisp-80 *174
ORGANIC SOFTWARE
Textwnter III *111
Datebook II *269
Milestone *269
08BORNE (Mcgraw/HM)
G/L. or AR & AP. or PAY *59
All 3 *129
All 3 + CBASIC-2 *199
Enhanced Osborne
PEACHTREE

*299

G/1 A/R A/P.PAY.INV(each)*399
P8 Version Add *234
Peachcak: *249
Other Less 10%
STAR COMPUTER SYSTEMS
G/L.A/R.A/P.Pay(each) *349
All 4 *1129
Legal or Property Mgt *849
STRUCTURED SYSTEMS
Business Packages (call)

Act *157

8UPERSOFT
Ada *270
Diagnostic II *89
Disk Doctor *80
Forth (8000 or z80) *149
Fortran *319
Ratfor *79
C Compiler *225
Star Edit *189
Scratchpad *266
StatsGraph *174
Analiza II *45
Disk Edit *89
Encode/Decode II *84
Optimizer *174
Term II *179
Utilities I or II *54

SOFTWARE DIMENSIONS/
ACCOUNTING PLUS
1 Module *399
4 Modules *1499
All 9 *2799
UNICORN
Mince or Scribble (each) *149
Both *249
The Final Word *270

WHITESMITHS
”C" Compiler *000
Pascal (ind "C") ... *850

"PASCAL"
Pascal/MT+ Pkg *429
Compiler *315
SP Prog *175
Pmedz *349
Pascal/UCSD 4 0 *070
DATA BASE
dBASE II Call 477
FMS-80 *799
FMS-81 *399
Condor I & III Call

Superfile *159
WORD PROCESSING
Perfect Writer *189
WordSearch *179
SpellGuard *199
Peachtext *289
Spell Binder *349
Select *495
The Word *65

Palantier-1 (WP) *385
COMMUNICATIONS
Aaoom 1140
BSTAM or BSTMS *149

$-|30 Crosstalk

$gg Move-it

OTHER GOODIES
Micro Plan *419
Plan 80 *495
Target PlannerCalc *79
Target Financial Modeling *299
Target Task *299
Tiny "C" *89
Tiny "C Compiler *229
MicroStat *224
Ve^n *130
MiniModel *449
StatPak *449
Micro B+ *229
String/80 *84
String/80 (source) *279
ISIS CP/M Utility *199
Lynx *199
Supervyz *95
ATI Power (tutorial) *75
Mathe Magic *95
OS Cobol *765
Forma II

Graph Magic *79
Basic *249
Zip MBasic. CBasic *129

| APPLE II

ASHTONTATE
(See CP/M Ashton-Tate)
BRODERBUND
G/L (with A/P)
Payroll

INK) UNLIMITED
EasyWnter (Prof)

EasyMailer (Prof)

Datadex
MICROSOFT
Softcard (Z-00 CP/M)
Fortran
Cobol
Tasc
Premium Package
RAM Card
MICROPRO
(See CP/M Micropro)
VISICORP
Visicalc 3.3

Desktop/ Plan II

*155
*134
*129

*239
*179
*499
*139
*549
*89

*145 The Word Plus
Visidex
Visitrend/Visiptot

*189
*219
*90

*219
*259

Visible *219
Visischedule *259
PEACHTREE
G/L. A/R. A/P. PAY. (each) *224
PeachPack P40 *395
ACCOUNTING PLUS
G/L. AR. AP. INV. (each) *385
OTHER GOODIES
Super-Text II *127
Data Factory *269
Mini Factory *269
DB Master *184
Versaform VS1 *350

IBM PC. 16 BIT 8.

DISPLAY WRITER
WORD PROCESSING
Wordstar *289
Spellstar *199
Mailmerge *199
Easywnter *314
Easyspeller *159
Select/Superspell *535
Write On *118
Spellguard *189
Textwriter III *189
Spellbinder *349
Final Word *270
LANGUAGES A UTILITIES
Crosstalk *174
Move-it *129
BSTAM or BSTMS *149
Pascal MT+ /86. SPP *679
CBasic 86 *294

I Act 86 *157
1 Trans 86 *115
XLT86 *135
MBasic (MSDOS) *329
MBaaic Compiler (MSDOS) *329
Both *629

CBasic Compiler (MSDOS) *495
Cobol (MSDOS) *649
Pascal (MSDOS) *429
Fortran (MSDOS) *429
C (MSDOS) *429
CP/M 86 *239
OTHER GOODIES
Lotus 1-2-3 *329
SuperCalc *269
VisiCalc *219
Visiplot/trend *259
Visidex *219
Easyfiler *359
Mathemagic *95
dBase II Call 477
Condor Q & R. Others Call

Statpak *449
Optimizer *174
Desktop Plan *259

FreeWith Purchase:
Complete Software
Buyer's Guide
.(S5.00v

//flour
tern

sen

\\

ORDER TOLL-FREE
VIA VISA OR
MASTERCARD:

MM.

value)
Filled with bets and
usable advice about
scores and scores of
software programs from'

accounting and business
systems toword processing

and utilities. __ _
1 800 421-4003

Calif: 1 800 252-4092
6520 Selma Avenue. Los Angeles. CA 90026
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Exclusive Service
Hotline"

Our reputation for cour-
teous and knowledgeable
service has resulted in calls

from people who never

_ purchased our products.
Now a separate “hotline” is

available to customers only.

Confidential
|

Software
BargainGrams
Regular notices of insider’s

bargains not available to

the general public.

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE
Outside Continental U.S.-add *10 plus Air
Parcel Post Add *3.50 postage and nandlinft

per each item. California residents add 6W
s tax. Allow 2 * a on checks. C OD. *3.00

extra. Prices subject to change without notice.

All items subject to availability. •Mfr. trade-

mark. Blue Label *3.00 additional per item.
CP M is a registered trademark of DIGITAL
RESEARCH, INC.

P.C.M 983
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History has recorded a profound irony.

The fastest and most powerful word processing package ever

created for the IBM personal computer wasn’t created by IBM...

or Leading Edge.

The Electric Pencil PCTM

Word Processing System

Here is one feature of The Electric Pencil PC word processing system with Pencil-ACE and

Pencil Tutor:

Reprogram any key, shift key, control key or alternate key

with up to 255 keystrokes.

Here are the other 452:

Electric Pencil P( ' is on sale now. See an incredible demonstration

of word processing power at your computer dealer today. Don’t take

our word for it.. See it for yourself.

Electric Pencil - $299.95, Pencil Tutor - $49.95 and Pencil-ACE -

$149.95. The Electric Pencil PC PHO-Pac (includes The Electric

Pencil, Pencil Tutor and Pencil-ACE)- $499.95. In addition you will

receive a $50 rebate when you return the coupon included with every

PRO-Pac. This offer good on purchases of the PRO-pac only.

The Electric Pencil is available at computer stores and selected B.

Dalton Booksellers. If your dealer is out of stock, order direct

Include $4.00 for shipping and handling.

Dealers

The Electric Pencil is available from IJG, Inc. 1-714-946-5805.

International Dealers contact Graphie International (US) (714) 981-

1072 or contact one of the following distributors or dealers:

• Australia: Dick Smith Electronics - (02) 888 32 00 • Belgium:

Immo-Elec Sprl- 02/640 73 01 • Belgium: Micro-2000 - 733 65

40 • Canada: Micron Distributors -(416) 593-9862 • Denmark:

E.C. Data -(2) 81 8191 • England: Molimerx Ltd. -0424/220391
• France: Pentasonic - 524 2316 • France: Alpha Systemes -

76/478067 f France: Sideg Informatique - 557 79 12 • France:

Sivea S.A.-522 7066 • Germany: Hofacker GMBH- (08024) 7331

• India: Lord International -272375 • Netherlands: Computer

Collectief- 20/223573 • South Africa: Technical Books (Pty) Ltd.

- 21-6540

mIfH^sfroml
IT’SJUSTGREAT!
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T€Llgroph
The Universal Graphics Tool

FEATURES: Sophisticated graphics in

minutes, with 8 colors, 7 shades of gray

and almost limitless textures. Graphic

objects are macro-definable — Merged

graphics and text: 7 character sizes are

provided, including all international charact-

ers and special symbols. Characters can

be colored as well as rotated and located

on any pixel of the screen — Full com-

munications facilities for graphic pages.

Typical transmission time per screen:

15 seconds at 300 Baud — undistorted

graphics printout in up to 5 sizes on any

Epson printer (MX80/82/100, models II

and III). All aspect ratios are corrected

and colors are translated as

shades of gray — Extremely

compact graphic files: 300

to 500 screens can be

stored on a 320 Kb

diskette — Highly user-

friendly, with full screen

help available at any

time, for any operation

— Extensive & accurate

documentation includes

tutorial guide, and reference index.

PLUS: TELIgraph is the full implementation

of the NAPLPS-TELIDON World Standard,

an elegant and powerful concept for

graphics creation and transmission. This

standard has already found thousands of

professional applications: TV animated

commercials, computer assisted education,

design, flowcharting, games, etc.. TELI-

graph does not generate a bit image of

the screen, but a stream of machine

codes that describe the generated graph-

ics. Thus, the graphics you create today

on the IBM 320 x 200 dot screen will be

fully compatible when you upgrade to our

512 x 512 (or 1024 x 1024) dot

systems. Plus, TELIgraph al-

lows you to transmit and

receive pictures to or

from ANY machine or

data-base that is NAPLPS-

Telidon format — and

we're working hard to

get the package running

on other popular micro

and mini-computers.

When we say this is the Universal Graphics Tool,

we mean just that!

Keyboard-Input version: $398. 95 (CANADA: $495.95

)

Graphics Editor - Decoder - Communications - Slide Show
Ask your local dealer or order directly from Microtaure

MasterCard - Money Order - Certified Cheque

microtaure.

Intelligent professional graphics tablet version available soon.
Tablet resolution: .001 inch - Sizes: from 11" x 11" to 42" x 60"

Dual RS-232 ports, stylus & crosshair cursor included

CIRCLE 328 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Minimum System requirements IBM Personal Computer with BOTH color &
monochrome screens - P56K Memory • One <3>s* drive

MICROTAURE Inc..

P.0 Box 6039. STATION "J"
OTTAWA (ONT.) K2A 1T1

(613) - 745-6661



INTRODUCES: PC—VSAM™

• one of the most comprehensive and versatile file access methods with the power and

performance to match that of the IBM-PC.*

® uses sophisticated and easy command language that allows flexible and efficient storage

and retrieval of information.

• meets the challenge of today’s complex system and application needs while saving time

and money in development.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: IBM-PC®, DOS, 64K RAM, ONE DISK
DRIVE-5 '/T, 80 COLUMN DISPLAY, OPTIONAL PRINTER

INTRODUCTORY PRICE: $155.00
(Offer extended through Sept. 30, 1983

)

In order to enable us to market the most economically priced software we use

fiinctionally-inexpensive packaging.™ Thus, passing the savings on to you.

TM

PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS SPECIALISTS, INC.

P.O. Box 026005
Miami, Florida 33102-6005

Call Collect (305) 545-7077
For Information and Specifications.
Method of Paymont: Check, Money Order

Terms: All Handling and Shipping are included in Software price. Allow 2-4 weeks delivery.

Trademark: IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines. Corp.
PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS SPECIALISTS, FUNCTIONALLY-INEXPENSIVE PACKAGING, PC-VSAM. PBS are
Trademarks Pending of PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS SPECIALISTS, INC.
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S 97 ° re order rate

by largest corporations.

IN STOCK for immediate shipment.

Call or write for more information

MicroMate Inc.
73 Hickok Rd., New Canaan CT 06840

Completely

Adjustable Com-
puter Table and

Chair with finger

tip pneumatic

power controls to

suit any operator.

(203)
966-1571
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procedures somewhat.

Loading a Routine into

Interpreted BASIC
The assembler transforms an 8087/

8088 source program into an object mod-

ule. Several further steps are required to

assembler transforms an
808718088 source

program into an object

module.

get the routine into a form suitable for

BLOADing into BASIC. These steps in-

volve running the program through the

LINKer, through DEBUG, and finally

through BASIC. Suppose we begin with a

program held in file FOO.ASM.
The assembler replaces the instruc-

tions and (most) addresses with their bina-

ry representation and creates a file

FOO.OBJ.

LINK is able to combine several differ-

ent object files. It creates FOO.EXE.

We use DEBUG to load FOO.EXE.

DEBUG figures out the actual memory
address at which each segment begins. We
can also ask DEBUG to tell us where the

program begins.

Finally, we use BASIC to BSAVE the

routine. Once the routine is BSAVED, we
can BLOAD it whenever desired.

The exact procedure for getting from

FOO.ASM to the BSAVEd version is

described in Appendix C of the IBM PC
BASIC Manual. (The descriptions of LINK

and DEBUG in the DOS manual supply

some additional information.) The exact

procedure may vary according to which

version number DOS and BASIC you use.

The steps described below usually work

for the author.

1. Assemble FOO.ASM (Be warned that

the assembler occasionally produces erro-

neous error messages.)

2. Link FOO.OBJ. Tell the linker to load

HIGH (LOW is the default). Get a MAP file

from LINK so that you can find the total

length of the output file, FOO.EXE. If FOO
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Q Adjustable 4" to 10" snap-on
tractor feed. 4" to 10" friction

feed, and fixed 10" pm platen
(all standard!- Fan-fold paper, cut

sheets, roll paper, label, and pin-

feed paper can be used.

Q Immediate tear-off. No more
wasting valuable invoices and
paper.

O Clean, compact, remkable black

ribbon cassette. Low cost and
easily replaceable.

Q User-replaceable 9 wire print

head. 100 million character/life

Print head driven by steel wire.

RITEMAN: The first 10" printer
you can fit in your briefcase.
This new generation printer Is half the

size of an ordinary printer, measuring

2 7/8" (h) X 10 9/16" |d| X 14" (w)

and weighing 1 1 lbs. Built solid and
reliable. Rlteman prints at a remarkable

120 cps, with bi-directional logic seek-

ing. 63 I pm. 100 msec line feed for

faster line spacing and forms control, to

maximize throughput. True 1:1 dot
ratio enables Riteman to draw perfect

circles. And best of ail, Riteman's

advanced technology and manufactur-

ing have resulted in exceptional cost

savings.

For starters. Riteman has these features:

9 x 9 dor matrix • Bi-direction • Number of

print modes • Underlining • Programable line

& forms feed • Parallel standard • Serial option
• 32 block graphics • 96 ASCII characters with
true descenders • Italics • Skip over perf

Dot addressable graphics

480 dots—Low res graphics

960 dots—High res graphics

Compatible with most existing software

For more information, ask your local

computer dealer, or contact

Inforunner Corporation

1621 Stanford Street

Santa Monica. CA 90404
(213)453-6688

RITEfWi
PERSONAL PRINTER
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SOFTWARE
FOR HARD DECISIONS

Financial Planning and Analysis conies to your IBM PC Microcomputer

VENTURE
Your decision to purchase

VENTURE is an investment in a

f supported Application System proven on large

. ^mainframe computers. Today’s VENTURE is now
available for your IBM PC with the same reliable

performance and quality our mainframe users demand and expect.

VENTURE is a complete Application

System designed for Business
Planning, Strategic Planning and
Capital Investment Analysis.

VENTURE allows you to forecast

the profitability of proposed
and existing business situations.

VENTURE provides for a variety

of approaches to your specific

needs.

VENTURE “creates” time.

You set the limits, not
the program.

VENTURE is priced at $495.00.

Requires: 192K, 1 disk drive,

monochrome monitor, PC DOS.

IBM PC is a trademark of IBM Corp.

Dealer inquiries welcome.

VENTURE

VENTURE contains all the logic, accounting procedures,

equations and reports you require. As a result, planning
models are quickly and easily established. You simply
specify your parameters and enter data.

VENTURE provides you with ten all-encompassing reports:

• Income Statement
• Percent of Sales Statement
• Detailed Income Statement
• Cash Flow & ROA
• Present Value Analysis

NPV/DCF Sensitivity Analysis
L T Assets & Depreciation Analysis
Working Capital
Balance Sheet
Financial Ratios

VENTURE uses the most up-to-date accounting proced-

ures and is state-of-the-art in financial planning techniques.

The system is flexible. It allows for many choices in defin-

ing relationships and performing calculations. For example,
you can specify Operating Costs as: Dollars; % of Sales; %
of CGS; Cost per unit... Choose from eleven depreciation

methods including ERTA ‘81 ACRS, three present value

discounting methods...

Intricacies of the planning system are already accomplish-
ed. This permits more time for you to focus on your plan-

ning functions allowing you to refine, analyse and evaluate
more factors and alternatives to help you better achieve
your Planning goals.

Companies interested in the future have an interest in VENTURE.

To order the VENTURE FINANCIAL PLANNING AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM
|

send check or money order for $495.00 to:

VENTURE, do Weiss Associates. Inc.

127 Michael Drive, Red Bank, New Jersey 07701

CIRCLE 439 ON READER SERVICE CARD
C.O.D. phone orders accepted. For more on VENTURE,

from WEISS ASSOCIATES, Inc., Specialists in planning and control systems. write or call (201) 530-9260.



doesn’t have a stack segment, LINK will

report its absence as an error. Ignore this

message.

3. Enter the DEBUGer with DEBUG BA-

SIC.COM.

4. Type “r” to examine the registers. Copy
down the values of CS, SS. IP, and SP.

5. Enter “N FOO. EXE.” Type “L.” This

tells DEBUG to load your routine.

w CAN
ask DEBUG to tell us

where the program
begins.

Figure 9: An interactive session for loading FOO into compiled BASIC. Your responses
have been underlined.

B>A : MASM ;

THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER MACRO ASSEMBLER
VERSION 1.00 ( C ) COPYRIGHT IBM CORP 1981

0004 E8 0007 R CALL NEXT

; 12

ERROR 64 : NEAR JMP/CALL TO DIFFERENT CS

WARNING SEVERE
ERRORS ERRORS
0 1

B>A : BASCOM USEFOO ;

IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER BASIC COMPILER

6. Type “r” again. Copy down the new
values of CS and IP.

7. Restore SS and SP by using the r com-

mand. Enter “RSS." The computer will

tell you the current value of SS. Respond

by entering the value of SS you copied

down in step 4. Now enter “RSP” and

respond to the computer with the value of

SP from step 4.

8. Enter "g=CS:IP" where CS and IP are

replaced by the values copied down in

step 4.

9. BASIC should start up now, possibly

with an irrelevant warning about a

DIRECT STATEMENT IN FILE. Execute

DEF SEG=cs, where cs is the value of CS
copied down in step 6. Execute a BSAVE

( C ) COPYRIGHT IBM CORP 1982 VERSION 1:00
(C)COPYRIGHT MICROSOFT, INC. 1982

IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER LINKER
VERSION 1:10 (C)COPYRIGHT IBM CORP 1982

B>USEF00
9999
0

22151 BYTES AVAILABLE
22032 BYTES FREE
0 WARNING ERROR! S)
0 SEVERE ERROR! S)

B>A : LINK USEF00 + F00;

The Norton Utilities™ POWER TOOLS for the IBM/PC

Your Data is in Danger!
if you don’t have the file recovery routines UnErase and FileFix

,

just two of the incredibly useful Norton Utilities.

File recovery:

UnErase recovers erased tiles

Hard-UnErase UnErase lor hard disk

FileFix checks and repairs disks

SecMod patching and repair

SSAR special search and repair

Disk display:

DiskLook the acclaimed diskette disptayer

HardLook - DiskLook lor hartVtixed disk

Disk patching {"super-zapping"):

SecMod easy changes to diskettes

HardMod easy changes to fixed disk

Hidden lile control:

FileHide interactive hidden tile control

BatHide automatic hidden tile control

Diskette volume labels:

Label add change delete volume id's

Elapsed time and time display:

TimeMark time date elapsed time

Screen control:

ScrAtr set DOS default colors

Reverse work in reverse video

Clear clears screen, for DOS 1 10

Diskette file sorting:

FileSort sorts directory by name or date

DiskOpt sorts directory tor fast access

Sound: Simple file printing

Beep alerts you, when work is done

Lprint - prints tiles

BASIC convert to BLOAD format:

Bload converts COM" to BLOAD

Fixed hard disk support:

HardLook complete disk display

HardMod - easy disk modification

Hard-UnErase recover erased tiles

IBM buys The Norton Utilities again & again. Shouldn’t you buy a set?
Available from ComputerLand, other dealers, and directly from me for $80.00.

Peter Norton 2210 Wilshire Blvd., #1 86 D, Santa Monica, CA90403
“An industry standard

"

— New York PC User's Group PHONE ORDERS -(213) 399-3948 "

CIRCLE 346 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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IBM MANUAL TABS
• Find information quickly

• Sturdy, plasticized tabs

These divider tabs for the DOS and BASIC
Manuals are the finishing touch that IBM
forgot. Now you can find the information

you need quickly.

DOSCARD

• Puts the information you need
most at your fingertips

• Includes examples and descriptions

• Sturdy and small; fits conveniently
next to keyboard

DOSTABS (set of 16) $7.50
BASICTABS (set of 1 2) $6.50
DOSCARD $3.00
complete set $15.00
postage and handling $1.00
Calif, residents add 6% sales tax

cum laude Software
1 022 1 Slater Ave., Suite 1 03, Fountain Valley, CA92708
Phone orders: 7 1 4-964-4075 MC/VISA

IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corp.
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DECISION SUPPORT SOFTWARE
FOR THE BANKING COMMUNITY

• Features loan computation / document preparation

• Computes commercial and monthly installment

loan payments, pick-up,

balloon, interest only...

• Computes complete
disclosure statement

• Prints amortization

schedules

• Automatically calculates

fees, insurance

• Includes bank forms

generator

Software X
P.O. Box 17850, Salt Lake City, Utah 84117 /o<‘

(801) 486-8746

DEVELOPERS OF BANCWARE
CIRCLE 287 ON READER SERVICE CARD f **

FOR IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER, 1 28k 2 DRIVES

filespec, offset, length command; where

filespec gives the name of the file in which

you wish to save the routine, offset is the

value of IP from step 6, and length is the

length in bytes of FOO.

From now on to use FOO from BASIC
just do a “DEF SEG=” and ‘‘BLOAD files-

pec."

Loading a Routine into Compiled
BASIC

Combining an assembled program with

the output of the PC-BASIC compiler is

considerably easier than loading the pro-

gram into interpreted BASIC.

1. Assemble FOO. ASM. Include subrou-

tine names in a PUBLIC statement.

2. Compile the BASIC program. Omit
DEF, SEG, and BLOAD statements. You
need not worry about the location of the

subroutine in memory.

3. LINK the output of the BASIC compiler

together with FOO.
4. Execute the ".EXE” module.

Interactive Session for Interpreted
BASIC

Assume that the routine SMART is in

file FOO.ASM on disk B:. The following

BASIC program is in a file USEFOO.BAS,
also on disk B:.

10 DEF SEG=&H1800
20 BLOAD *

' B : FOO . SAV ”, 0

30 SMARTS=0
40 F00LISH%=9999
50 PRINT F00LISH%
60 CALL SMART% ( F00LISH%

)

70 PRINT F00LISH%
80 END

See Figure 8 for a sample interactive ses-

sion for loading FOO into interpreted

BASIC.

Interactive Session for Compiled
BASIC

Assume that the routine SMART is in

file FOO.ASM on disk B:. The following

BASIC program is in a file USEFOO.BAS,
also on disk B:.

10 F00LISH%=9999
20 PRINT FOOLISH^
30 CALL SMART (F00LISH%)
40 PRINT F00LISH%
50 END

.

PC MAGAZINE 440 SEPTEMBER 1983

See Figure 9 for a sample interactive ses-

sion for loading FOO into compiled

BASIC. /PC



— The Newest and Best! —

8087 Applications and
Programming for the IBM PC
and Other Pascal Computers

by Richard Startz

The clearly stated and comprehen-

sive explanation of the number
crunching 8087 microprocessor is

here! From a non-technical in-

troduction, the book evolves into a

detailed technical explanation of the

8087 microprocessor. With sections

for both the technical and non-

technical user, this guide gives a

thorough insight to the full potential

of the 8087. If you’re involved in

number crunching, this is one book

you can’t afford to be without!

1983/250 pp/paper/D4207-9/$ 19.95

Inside the IBM PC: Access
to Advanced Features and
Programming
by Peter Norton

The only book that gives you an inside

look at the workings and advanced fea-

tures of the IBM PC! With 30 different

routines, it covers the fundamentals

behind the microprocessor, the operating

system, and PC - DOS with detailed

explanation of its services. You’ll learn

the inside Workings of diskettes with

programming examples on how to

decode the information contained on
them. 1983/320 pp/paper/D5564-2/
$19.95. Also available: Package in-

cluding book and two diskettes with
over 100 programs and access routines.

1983/D5580-8/S79.95.

Robert J. Brady Co.
Bowie, MD 20715

(301) 262-6300

Pascal Programming
for the IBM PC
by Kevin Bowyer,

Sherryl Tomboulian

Here’s the first book to bring

together the IBM Personal Com-
puter and Pascal Programming! A
must for anyone who is ready to

advance beyond the confines of

BASIC programming. Emphasizes

graphics and sound applications

with reference to both the IBM
Pascal Computer and UCDS
p-system PASCAL. 1983/320 pp/
paper/D2808-6/$ 17.95

BASIC Engineering and
Scientific Programs
for the IBM PC

by Philip Wolfe, C. Patrick Koelling

20 programs and 36 subroutines make
this an invaluable tool for you, the IBM
PC-using professional. With ready-to-run

programs, you will solve complex problems

quickly and apply new techniques with

little effort Also includes linear regres-

sion and programming, beta reduction,

next-event simulation, project planning

and scheduling, forecasting with expon-
ential smoothing and more. 1983/320 pp
paper/D2867-2/$19.95. Also available:

Book plus program diskette correlated to

programs and subroutines in the book.

1983/D33 16-9/S39.95

|BRADV
Books available at all major

bookstores and computer
stores OR call us Toll Free

between 8 A.M. and 5 P.M.

Eastern Time at 800-638-0220

Communications and
Networking for the IBM PC
by Larry E. Jordan,

Bruce W. Churchill

This comprehensive summary of

data communications for the IBM
PC covers a wide variety of existing

and projected data communications

applications, including character

codes. Provides you with a thorough

background in IBM PC data com-
munications. Covers both asyn-

chronous and synchronous commu-
nications and an extensive treatment

of local area networking. A must for

communications for and on the

IBM PC! 1983/225 pp/paper/

D3855-6/S18.95.

IBM PC Assembly Language:
A Guide for Programmers

by Leo J. Scanlon

Your introduction to the fundamental

principles of micro-processors (specifi-

cally the 8088), numbering systems

and assemblers. Written by Leo Scanlon,

author of several successful computer
books, IBM PC Assembly Language
outlines the steps necessary to create

and run assembly programs, and then

describes the entire instruction set of

the 8088 microprocessor. 1983/3 84pp
paper/D2417-6/$19.95. Also available:

Book plus companion diskette giving

you the source and object code for

every program in the book. 1983/

D3351-4/S49.95.

IBM is a trademark of International

Business Machines, Inc.
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Datalife
Utfaafl

To win the computer revolution,

you need the right ammunition.

Datalife

The computer revolution is changing the way we do so many things including the way we make mistakes.

But many computer errors aren’t really the computer’s fault. Often, it’s the flexible disk that's become
weak or worn out.

Problems like that won’t happen ifyou use Datalife™ flexible disks. They're certified 100% error free and
backed by a 5-year warranty, which means the information you put on one stays put.

So, ifyou're part of the computer revolution, make sure you always come out a winner. Use Datalife by
Verbatim, the w orld’s leading producer of flexible disks.

Foryour nearest Verbatim dealer call toll-free 800-538-1793; in California or outside the U.S., call collect (-108) 737-7771.

CIRCLE 504 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Good reasonswhy you should
(subscribe to Creative Computing.

sSSS-l

It’s the Number One magazine
of computer applications and software!
There’s one place you can always be sure of

learning more about microcomputer software
and applications Creative Computing.

Every month Creative Computing provides
you with a continuing education on everything

related to microcomputers and computer
equipment Useful articles, "how to" tutorials,

exciting new applications, games and "no
holds barred” reviews of the latest software
and equipment make up a major part of

Creative Computing's editorial content.

We give you probing features on program-
ming breakthroughs and important news. Plus
in-depth articles on elementary, intermediate

and advanced software and applications
topics—to help you develop your knowledge
and skills, save hundreds (perhaps thousands)
of dollars in unneeded software, discover uses
for your personal computer that you might
never have considered. Articles that increase
your overall "computer consciousness." Here's
how:

Creative Computing
gives you things to

actually do with a

computer.

Just owning a computer isn't enough
You've got to know what to do with it

That's why applications are our primary
focus. Text editing, animation, graphics,
business simulations, data base and file

systems, music synthesis, control ot
household devices, communications,
games—some ot the applications and soft-

ware you'll learn about In Creative
Computing

Creative Computing

discusses business
applications in simple,

nontechnical language.

If you're a business person who needs to

know about the latest developments In

word processing and office applications,

turn to Creative Computing We clarify

such business applications as investment

analysis, futures evaluations, data base
management, mailing list programs, text

editing, word processing and simulations

And all the software available for business
people

Creative Computing
helps you decide which
computer equipment
is best for you.

Our tough, no-nonsense equipment pro-

files arm you with the facts before you walk

into a computer store You'll know the right

questions to ask and how to cut through
the jargon and sales hype We give you
authoritative guidance in deciding what
you need, what you don't need—and
what's right for you and your pocketbook

Creative Computing

JA H covers computer
education in depth.

We started out as a computer education

publication, and we re still committed to the

educational community We regularly carry

articles on designing educational software,

evaluating educational software, teaching

concepts and terminology in computer
education, text editing applications for lit-

erature and computer simulations in the

classroom—plus a great deal more

Our price is right.

By subscribing to Creative
Computing now. you can save
as much as 33% off the full

subscription price To learn

elsewhere what you'll learn from Creative

Computing, you might spend hundreds of

dollars in course fees and books Then
you'd have to winnow out what you could
use from all that you'd learned But Cre-
ative Computing does that for you. so you'll

have time to enjoy your own computing
interests. And that saving of time makes
this offer very inexpensive indeed

Join over 150.000

Creative Computing readers

by subscribing today!

Just use the coupon
alright

Creative Computing

bring

mind
entertainment.

nqs you hours of

no-expanding game

We've got a soft spot for the computer
game addict—and computer game soft-

ware We know you want to understand

more about the new computer games
flooding the market: which ones are easi-

est to learn? Require the most skill? Offer

the most surprises? Give you the best

graphics? Provide the most challenge?
Contain a new twist? Creative Computing
brings you the answers

Creative Computing

features the state at

the art.

Columns on the most popular personal
computers, a "software legal forum." let-

ters to the editor Reviews of books,
games, organizations, dealers and events
Fascinating interviews with leading inno-

vators. equipment designers, program de-

velopers and game inventors—men and
women who'll give you a real glimpse of the

future!

I

SAVE UP TO 33%!
Creative Computing • P.0 Box 52M • Boulder. Colorado 80322

YES! Send me Creative Computing for:

One year (12 issues) for $19 97— I save 20%!

Two years (24 issues) for $36.97—1 save 26%!

Three years (36 issues) for $49.97—1 save 33%!

Savings based on full one-year subscription price of $24.97.

Check one: Payment enclosed. Bill me later. «hs7s

Mr. / Mrs. / Ms
(please print full name)

Address Apt-

City-

State- -Zip_

Offer valid in U S and possessions only Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first issue
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software.

JEWEL.™ A NAME TO KNOW.
Our company's been largely an unknown quantity on

the national scene until now. But watch out, we’re mak-
ing our Identity public knowledge, and the word JEWEL

is bound to spread quickly. Because we happen to
have some remarkable products tor the computer industry.

JEWEL ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE.
Our systems are easily the most powerful, feature-
packed accounting programs available for micro

computers. An idle boast? Hardly. For years, JEWEL™
systems have been a pleasant surprise to even the most

sophisticated users. Reason? They’re far and away
superior to the nationally-known companies' micro ver-
sions of accounting programs that were originated for

larger hardware formats. Ours were written Just for micros.

Accounts Receivable
& Billing

Accounts Receivable,
Billing, & Inventory
Control

Order Entry

Accounts Payable
Payroll

General Ledger,
Standard

General Ledger,
Complete
•Includes Payroll. Fixed Assets. & Spread Sheet Interfaces

• * Interlaces with Payroll. Accounts Payable. & Accounts
Receivable for progress billings

Client Write-Up*
Fixed Assets
Manufacturing (Bill of
Materials)

Job Costing* *

Medical Accounting
Personal Tax Package
("What If” & Proforma
Tax Planning & Prep-
aration, Prepares
State Returns)

FULLY INTEGRATED, FULLY INTERACTIVE.
That’s not something we say Just to sell our packages.

It’s something designed into our basic accounting con-
cept from the very start that makes us different. Our

General Ledger is automatically updated by data from
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, and Payroll.

Our Client Write-Up Interfaces with Fixed Assets, Payroll,
and electronic spread sheets. And our Job Costing

allows progress billings.

In short, we've got more performance-lots more. And
that means much higher efficiency and many more
management tools for the business executive. In urrr-ti*. *» c

designing our accounting packages, veteran en-
’*’*'

trepreneurs guided some of the keenest minds in pro-
c ° •> . „ 0 ,

gram writing to meet the needs of growing businesses.
After years of proven success and painstaking refining,

they’ll now be available nearly everywhere.

SYMBOL™ THE DAWN OF AN ERA.
While JEWEL accounting systems are revolutionizing one area, a breakthrough is coming

in another. It’s SYMBOL, an amazing system that converts ordinary type into customized
graphic art by bending, stretching and altering it to suit just about any whim imaginable.

SYMBOL creates exact, sharp-lined configurations of type-outlined, shaded, or solid-
and does it automatically after a few simple data entry steps. Dozens of type fonts are

available, with more on the way. The implications for charts, plans, signs, reports & pre-
sentations are enormous; imagine perfect lettering from fractions of an inch to wall size!

All our software systems are compatible with any MS-DOS version up to 2.0. JEWEL software
will be available in multiuser (Ethernet & other networking) as well as Xenix-type formats.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED:
JEWEL Business Systems 8t

SYMBOLTM
The Heritage Group
611 Anton Blvd, Suite 720
Costa Mesa. CA 92626
TOLL FREE

1-800-227-3283

MANUFACTURERS REPS:
It you're looking tor a strong line of
exciting products, contact our
California office lor details about
applying to be a JEWEL
representative.

TOLL FREE

1-800-227-3283

JEWEL Is a registered trade mark of JEWEL Accounting Software © 1983 by
Heritage Holding Inc. Occupational Computing Company
CIRCLE 529 ON READER SERVICE CARD



SORRY CHARLIE!

/
If you just bought o 16-bit PC with o 160K drive. 128K RAM. MS-DOS, o
Word Processor ond on Electronic Spreodsheet you're going to be sorry

you reod this od. Why? Decouse in October. Scotrsdole Systems (with

considerable help from Sonyo) will give you oil this ond more with the

introduction of the Sonyo PC Plus of S995!

In addition, we will pretest your PC Plus system, make user copies of your

software ond include your choice of on Amber or Green monitor.

Not only is the Sonyo PC Plus priced less than one-third that of o
comparably equipped IDM-PC*. if is olso less expensive then most 8-bit

computer pockoges. The PC Plus will run most software developed for the

IDM-PC*, features expansion slots ond is backed by over 50 Sonyo
service centers ncnonwide.

Plus • Thonks to its brushed, stoinless-steel finish, the Sonyo PC Plus looks

more expensive, yet rokes up less space.

If you haven’t mode your computer decision yet. give us o coll. We ore

now raking reservations for the Sonyo PC Plus. Defter safe rhon sorry!

PC Plus

PC Deluxe

$995

coll

TELEVIDEO
New from Televideo! The Tel#video
1600 features a 1 4 green screen dual
floppys. two serial ports. 126 K (expan-
dable) CP/M ond MS-DOS. ond even a
Mouse port. Locol service ovoiolbte vto

TRW (additional charge).

Televideo 1603 $2330
Coll for prices on other Televideo Systems.

COLUMBIA
Its the 36 LOS comportbie portable with
o 9" green built-in screen, dual 020K
drives ond MS-DOS. CP/M-66. Dosrco
The Perfect series, ond more oddtrionol
free software rhon we hove room to list.

Plus, they re bocked nationwide via Dell

ft Howe*.

Columbia VP $2349

ACCESSORIES

QUADRAM
64K Quodboord $269
256K Quodboord $419
Quodlink $489

HOUSTON
INSTRUMENTS

{

DMP-29 $1795
DMP-40 $745
DMP-41 $2340
DT-11 $677

HAYES

Smorrmodem (300) $210
Smartmodem
(1200/300) $514

J

ZENITH 110-22... 62699 ALTOS 1 6-bit . . . Call

\

!

/

'Jk:
/ \

IScotfsdole Systems
61 7 N. Scottsdale Rood. Suite B. Scottsdale. Arizona 65257

^ (602)941-5656
A

PRINTERS

Coll 6-5 Mon.-Fri.

Ve participate In arbitration for business ond customers through the Better

Business Dureou of Moncopo County.

SERVICE/ORDERING
r INTEGRATION: Prices listed ore for new equipment in factory sealed boxes with monufo
wortonry. We will pretest your equipment. Integrate your system, configure yout software. (

l. for on odditfonol charge. Col for prices.

ORDERING: MAIL ORDER ONLY. Prices listed ore for cosh. No C.OJ>. s. We seM on o Net 30
basis to Fortune 1 000 companies ond Universities with good credit. P.O.'s, charge cords odd 2%. Ax.
residents odd 6%. Prices subject to chonge. product subject to ovortobAtty. Personal checks take 3
weeks to cleat. 0-20% restocking fee for returned merchandise. Shipping extra - products ore F OB.

I point of shipment. CP/M ond MP/M are registered rtodemoths of Digltol Research. Wordstar is o
registered trademark of MicroPro International. IBM and IBM PC ore registered trademarks of

International Business Machines Corporation.

i SOFTWARE: Sold only w/sysrems. no* worrontied for suttobfflry.

Gemini 10X $288
Gemini 15 $444
NEC8023A $398
Tolly 160L/froc $584
Tolly 1 60L/troc $799
Inforunner Riteman $339
IDS Microprism $509

HIGH SPEED
Anodex 9620A $1399
Qontex 7030 $1562
TI-810 $1285
Prism 132
loaded" $1469

Prism 80
looded" $1369

LETTER QUALITY
Sonyo PR5500 coll

Silver Reed 550 $654
550-Serial $695
NEC 3510 $1411
NEC 7710 $2099
Silver Reed 500 $555.

DTC-380Z
The new Microline 92 s ond 93 s feature 160 CB3.
droft mode. 40 C.P.S. correspondence mode.
Stondord porollel serial cord odd $91.

Microline 92 $489
Microllne 82 $389
Microllne 93 $835
Microllne 84 $969

Replaces the Doisywrttet 2000. Uses the

some ptlnrwheel. ribbons, ond rroctot feed
Will run serial, porollel or IEEE 466. 46K
buffer stondord uses Diablo codes.

SI 044
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The Choice of
Conroy-LaPointe— The Supply Center for the IBM-PC or XT

SOFTWARES
BUSINESS

ASHTONTATE tfaseli requreeCPM *1 ’28K

dBase Ursraires PC-DOS* 128K

The F«iancial Planner

dBase ii Use. > GuOe by Ben:

Evfryman i OBPm* (Bo*

)

FfldM

APPLIED SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY VenMom
CONTMENTAL -> *me AaartarlPU*

FCM(F*no CMaogng MaUnqi
• . , wlimoMN

DATAMOST IfMaOn (WordPraam Poorer
rornii BtcriBru iv-km rp U At

•

UST
puce
S 700

$ 700

S£W S 700

$ »
f*W s 15

NEW $285
$ 388

S 150

S 125

$405
$ 130

$ 350

$ 200

$ 60

$ 300

$296

DIGITAt RESEARCH ConcunrrCPM**
CBASCIT
CPUK

DOW JONES DewJones Mar** Mwuger

FOX4GELLER Quota*ABOOS
OWiftHIOSiiOWaMEPoNAW $ 295

HAYDEN BMPeWnsr P€W $ 200

HOWARDSOn Re»Ett»Analynrll * 250

MFORMATON UNIANTED E»yWW» II (WendPotHW | $ 350

EasySpe** M (88K*M) $ 225

Eaeyf*. a DBMS i $ 400

INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE nMNieDBMS $ «»
* 81S0FT TjSaDefcgnipcweHu1 easy lou* DBMS' NfW $ 225

DwBMMMAfmiBoo* NEW $ 17

LOTUS' 2 3 NEW $496

WCROCRAFT ywatrKomo ftWMpW eaehlCPMBft' $ 995

HICfOPRO A-r^Sar* pw *rer WwdSUr Trirtng Menu* $485
Ma'M*g*'<Calon2PWl3Pra*«JoSher*l $250

$ 495

$ 350

$275
NEW $ 375

NEW’ $475
NEW $ -00

NEW $ 150

NEW $ 250

NEW $ 300

NEW $600
NEW $ 360

NEW’ $ 500

NEW $ 305

NEW $ 350

NEW $ 750

NEW $ 350

Mu<t*x>i Word** Mouse

USOOS

HMNNN
Mi BMI MM
PraeaCompear

!CM•SOM
Fortran Compre*

OTPICM—
BASCMwpraser

NULTiSOFT SbesthCaKimafresiacaaloMcucIVwcac

NORTH AMERICAN BUS STSTEM ThaAnmr
OSBORNE CONI Boo* 1 Do* 8vsn*» SWOT A Mar Program*'

ScmeContrtn Bate Pregram i
TOprogrAm*)

PrecbcWBaaxP'ogranaiaQmerepmgram*’ $ 1

PBl CORPORATION P*racnNhres»
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SOFTWARE/DAVE WHITEHOUSE

A home chess master engages two new programs for

the PC. His recommendations: Read up and wait for

something better to come along.

Biding Your Time With

Computerized Chess
Chess Partner

Scott Murray Software

3326 Granada Ave.

Santa Clara, CA 95051

List Price: $24.50

Requires: 128K, one disk drive, DOS 1.1,

color monitor.
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SPOC, the Chessmaster

SDL Corporation

50 W. Brokaw Rd., #64
San Jose, CA 95110

List Price: $39.95

Requires: 128K, one disk drive, any

monitor.
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In creating games for personal computers

the designer is confronted with a choice of

two routes. He may, on the one hand, wish

to take advantage of the computer’s graph-

ics and sound capabilities and build a

game around them. Space Invaders is a

classic example of this sort of game. With-

out computers there would be no Space

Invaders. Alternatively, the designer may
simply wish to take an existing board,

card, or word game and write a computer

version of it. Since the computer may be

programmed to take the place of a human
opponent, two-participant games, such as

chess, are particularly appropriate for

computerization.

The difficulty in programming chess or

any other game, such as bridge or check-

ers, is that while it is straightforward

enough to write a program to “play”

chess, it is quite another matter to write a

program that challenges the average chess

player.

1 HE COMPUTER
may be programmed to

take the place ofa

human opponent.

As a chess master and professional pro-

grammer, I have always looked at chess

programs with interest. I was especially

intrigued to learn that two had recently

been written for the IBM PC. After all, a

very reasonable chess program, Sargon,

had been written years ago to run with 8K
on a Z80-based system. Since software

marketeers may reasonably assume that a

PC will have at least 64K of memory and

one disk drive, a much more sophisticated

program should be very easy to produce.

In addition, the 8088 processor is much
more sophisticated than the Z80. It is fast-

er and its instruction set is far more pow-

erful. Last, and not least, the PC has more

than adequate graphics capabilities that

can be used to produce a lifelike chess-

board. The original source code for Sargon

was published as a book in 1978. Its

authors, Dan and Kathe Spracklen, wrote a

very readable manual for producing a

chess game on a microcomputer.

Howdy, Partner

The first PC chess program to reach my
desk, Chess Partner, by Scott Murray Soft-

ware, came in an attractive little folder

that coordinates pleasingly with my shelf

of IBM software. The documentation,

though it was typeset, was limited to a

very brief three and a half pages. To my
amusement it did not explain the rules of

chess. This does not seem to be a great

hardship. One of the advantages of com-

puterizing games such as chess is that

most purchasers of the software already

know how to play the game. The booklet

also had the annoyingly consistent prob-
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Good News for

VisiCalcfUsers!*

A SUPERIOR
INTEGRATED SOLUTION

Our StretchCalc product adds two dozen new com-

mands to VisiCak:. Compared to other leading inte-

grated products you obtain:

— More kinds of charts and graphs with superior

quality

— Easier to use because you type fewer keystrokes

— The ability to easily program the function keys

— Faster sorting and report generation

The StretchCalc program uses a sophisticated

operating system technique to add three major sets of

features to your VisiCalc:

• GRAPHICS: Eight kinds of charts and graphs

allow you to uncover important trends and pat-

terns behind that mass of numbers. View the

graphics in your choice of color or monochrome.

Or print them. Either way, you gain immediate

impact from your data that those rows and col-

umns just can't provide.

• SORTING & REARRANGING: Need to

examine your budget portfolio, or sales forecast

by relative value o: spreadsheet entries? Stretch-

Calc SORT commands automatically rearrange

your spreadsheet based upon its contents. Would
you like the convenience of obtaining a single-

page summary of a large spreadsheet with a

single command? AREARRANGE command lets

you instantly set the columns ofyour spreadsheet

in any order.

• KEYSAVER " COMMANDS: Store a series

of VisiCalc commands under a function key. One
keystroke and the StretchCalc program exe-

cutes them for you Up to 66 sets of VisiCalc and
StretchCalc commands can be stored in a single

diskette file. No more memorizing the right

sequence or recovering from costly keystroke

errors.

The price is more good news. StretchCalc Version

1 .3 has a suggested retail price of only $99. And com-

ing very soon is Version 2.0. It adds many new fea-

tures including data retrieval. It will be available as a

low-cost upgrade to Version 1.3 customers or sepa-

rately at a suggested pnce of $139.

Need more information? Call toll free at

(800) 322-4110 or in Oregon call (503) 626-4727.

We'll provide you with the name of a dealer so you

can see for yourself just what you're missing.

Attention New Software Retailers: Call us for informa-

tion on our Dealer Support Package.

Required hardware: IBM or COMPAQ P C with 128K RAM
and at least one 5-1/4" diskette drive For screen graphics IBM
Color/Graphics Adapter and compatible color or monochrome

display For printer graphics IBM or Epson printer with

GRAFTRAX option and IBM Color/Graphics Adapter

Required software: IBM DOS, Version 1 1 or Version 2 00;

VtsiCorp VisiCalc. Extended Memory ("256K" or “512K")

Versions, or IBM VisiCalc. Version 1. 10 or greater

StretchCalc is a trademark of Multisoft Coip.. IBM is a

trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.

VisiCalc is a VisiCorp trademark. GRAFTRAX is a trademark of

Epson American. Inc COMPAQ is a trademark of COMPAQ
Computer Corporation.

/VULTYE£3F\ "

MULTISOFT CORPORATION
14025 S.W FARMINGTON RD.

BEAVERTON, OR 97005
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lem of spelling en passant as en pessant.

This made me worry a bit about how much
chess the author or authors ever played.

To my astonishment the program

requires 128K and a color/graphics board.

Since chess games have been programmed

in as little as 2K, 1 28K can only be consid-

If IEVER
have need of a

cockroach on a graphics

display I will not

hesitate to model it after

the Black Queen in

Chess Partner.

ered excessive. It’s totally unnecessary for

a good game which alas, Chess Partner

does not provide. After trundling over to

the local ComputerLand, which kindly

provided me with a PC-XT, I tested Chess

Partner's prowess. After prompting me for

one of six skill levels, it asked whether I

preferred White or Black. Being an experi-

enced chess player and no fool, I set the

game’s skill level at one, the lowest, and

chose the White pieces.

Now, I consider myself an open-mind-

ed person when it comes to graphics dis-

plays on computers. I realize that I am not

going to get a display that is as pleasing to

the eye as a fine walnut and maple chess-

board with a set of classically designed

Staunton chessmen handmade in box-

wood. On the other hand, I certainly was

not prepared for what I saw next. A purple

and pink chessboard took form before my
eyes, followed by the most unprepossess-

ing set of chessmen I have ever seen.

These pieces did not attempt to duplicate

any design ever used in printed chess dia-

grams. The knight was recognizable,

though a bit squashed, the rook wasn’t too

bad, but the bishops and pawns appeared

to have melted into shapeless globules.

The queens were truly astounding. If I

ever have need of a cockroach on a graph-

ics display I will not hesitate to model it

after the Black Queen in Chess Partner. It

actually has two little legs. Apparently it

also exhausted the creative energies of the

designers who gave up on the king, which

is simply represented by a large K.

As for the game itself, Chess Partner

wants moves entered in what is known as

long-form algebraic notation. If I move my
king pawn up two squares I must enter e2

e4. It would be convenient if the game
allowed you to use descriptive notation

(P-K4) or short form algebraic (e4). The
first format is more common, the second is

quicker. However, entering e2 e4 is no real

hardship, and I’m sure this has helped to

keep the program from growing beyond

128K.

Leveling Out
On level one, Chess Partner replies

almost at once. It only expended a total of

7 seconds to lose the first game: 1. e4

e5 2. Bc4 Nf6 3. Nc3 Bb4 4. d3 B:c3+

(at a second a move Chess Partner was no

doubt delighted to have something to cap-

ture) 5. bc3 d5 6. ed5 N:d5 7. Qf3

(Let’s see how it responds to cheap

threats) N:c3 ?? 8. Q:f7 mate (not well).

So much for wondering about alpha/beta

pruning or whether some new method of

move parsing has been discovered.

Now perhaps this wasn’t entirely fair

on my part. So I reset the ability level to

two and tried again. 1. c4 d5 2. cd5 Nd7

(at least Chess Partner is original.) This

move, however, loses a pawn. I won
quickly while gorging myself on Black

pieces. This was beginning to pose a

dilemma. Chess Partner’s instructions in-

dicate it has only six levels of skill, the last

three of which “are deemed too slow for

normal games." Since ComputerLand has

at least some passing desire to sell the sys-

tem I was using, I wasn’t at all enthusiastic

about starting a game at a higher level. A
normal tournament game runs about 4

hours. I shuddered to think how many

meals I would miss at level six. So I tried

the manual’s suggestion of using the high-

er levels to solve a problem. I went back to

the menu and selected problem mode.

Chess Partner then went through all 64

squares of the board, prompting me to

enter a piece. I decided to give Chess Part-

ner a devious computer chess problem.

White king on c2, a White pawn on g7, and

the Black king on al. White is to move and

mate in two moves. Since 1. g8=(Q) is

stalemate, the solution is 1. g8 = (R)! Ka2.

Ra8 mate. This little problem, published

in 1868 by E. B. Cook, is devious only

because so many computerized chess



SECURITY • MOBILITY • ADJUSTABILITY

T
he Compucart holds your PC monitor, keyboard, disk drives,

printer, expansion chassis, software and manuals. You lock

them safely away with your personal key! Its adjustable design

accepts most PC systems, takes only 4 sq. feet of floorspace. and

rolls easily wherever needed. Three models in four tasteful colors.

For the executive who may choose. Compucart is the obvious choice.
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Personal Computer

SMARTWARE™

Revelation™ Data Base for

IBM PC & XT $595
Revelation™ BASIC $300

Large System Relational Database

now available for IBM PC
• Variable length records

Up to 65K in length

(That’s right 65,000 characters)

• Dictionary driven files & reports
• 8087 compatible for superior number

crunching
• Report writer with many levels of sort

• Data compatible with Pick™
operating system mini

• XT compatible - handXT compatible - handles files as large

as the disk

• MS DOS compatible
• IBM PC, Columbia, Eagle, Compact,

Hyperion etc. compatible
• Many more features

• 32 bit technology, not old fashioned

8 bit technology
• More powerful than most mainframe

data bases

The Big Picture™ $175

Financial decision making tool for

VisiCalc® on Apple III, He

• "What if' your 5 year personal
* Cashflow
- Tax
* Balance Sheet

• Provides evaluation of different

strategies with sensitivity testing.

• Similar model done by a bank cost

$5,000 per run!
• Superb documentation
• Multiplan version soon

Dealer inquiries invited

Send me a catalog! PC9

CYPHER, 121 Second S«.. San Fnncuro, CA 94105

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

800-SMARTWARE
Visa/MC accepted

In California 415-974-5297
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games don’t know the rules about under-

promotion. They only allow queens.

Chess Partner was no exception. It whir-

red and ground for 7Vi minutes and

played 1. Kcl. Further investigation

revealed it only allows pawns to be pro-

moted to queens and knights! Amazing.

A computer chess game ought to at least

play by the rules of chess. Anything less

is totally unprofessional programming

practice akin to writing a General

Motors payroll system that doesn’t

allow for an income tax in State of

Michigan.

So much for higher levels of play. I

set Chess Partner back to level three,

described as ‘‘slow, but very smart and

aggressive.” The game proceeded 1. e4

e5 2. d4 ed4 3. c3. This is known as

the Danish Gambit. After waiting for

more than 10 minutes for Chess Partner

to reply, I wished I had a Danish to

munch on. Since this is totally outra-

geous (A 40-move game was going to

take at least 6 hours if I responded

instantly), I aborted the game and called

it a day.

No Sicilians and Other
Complaints

I also discovered a number of other

interesting features of Chess Partner.

Pressing Esc aborts the game. This is nice,

but if you press the key accidentally, the

game is over. There is no prompt to ask

whether you really intend to quit play.

Since Escape and 1 are next to each other

on the PC’s keyboard, it is very easy to per-

form the electronic equivalent of throwing

the board and pieces at your opponent.

Chess Partner wants you to castle by

capturing your king with your rook. This

is all right, but it would have been nicer to

have simply been allowed to move my
king two squares, as in a real game. Chess

Partner is endowed with an opening

“book" that allows it to respond quickly

on the first two moves. Common se-

quences are hard-coded in the program

while it stores unusual sequences in a

small disk file. If you open 1. e4 it

responds 1 . . . e5 instantly, while if you

try 1. a4 it reads the diskette and then

plays 1 . . . e5. You will notice that I said

"it responds 1 . . . e5.” That’s right. It only

plays 1 ... e5 in response to 1. e4. No
Sicilians, Frenches, Pircs or anything else.

If you don’t think this is a drawback, about

ten games will convince you otherwise.
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You can’t practice against a variety of

openings. I tried setting up the first moves

of the Sicilian Defence, 1. e4 c5, which

was tedious to start with, but which

revealed another problem with Chess

Partner: If you set up a position, it always

moves first.

Chess Partner also has some bugs. It

wouldn't allow Black to castle queenside,

though White could. It also has some

problems displaying its menu screen

properly.

No Game Is All Bad
There are some features of Chess Part-

ner that I like. It has two clocks that dis-

play the elapsed time of each player and

even tick audibly. I'm glad the authors

took advantage of the PC’s clock to do this.

The ticking can be turned off if it bothers

you. Being a tournament player who plays

most games with clocks, I found I actually

preferred the ticking sound to the eerie

quiet of Chess Partner’s interminable

thinking. Chess Partner also allows you to

change the skill level at any time and to

retract moves. I know real chess players

can’t take back moves, but part of the rea-

son to have a computer chess game is to

practice. The manner in which Chess Part-

ner retracts moves is another thing. It sets

up a fresh board and proceeds to replay

the entire game except the last move. I’m

glad I didn't retract the last move of a 60-

move game! While this method might

entertain the neighborhood children, it is

slow and unnecessary. Since Chess Part-

ner obviously retains all of a game’s

Iactually
preferred the ticking

sound to the eerie quiet

of Chess Partner's

interminable thinking.

moves, it could just play the last move in

reverse (e4- e2 instead of e2- e4).

Chess Partner also is not copy-pro-

tected, and the publishers offer to replace

any defective diskettes within 60 days

after purchase with a "sincere apology.”

I like Scott Murray’s attitude in regard



Call “THE COMPUTER-LINE” in Colorado
“Committed to bringing computers within the reach of all Americans’’"'

The Computer-Line believes that it is important to be competitive by oflenng low pnces, however, we regard service as the most important aspect of a mail-order

organization All our lines are available so that you. the customer, are able to talk to fully qualified computer specialists trained to answer all your questions pertaining

to our line of microcomputers. We are renowned for our excellent after-sales support and our promptness for delivery Peace of mind and excellence in service is

our pledge to all our customers.

Products for the IBM® PERSONAL COMPUTER
M.B.I.

The Ultimate Peripheral for your IBM PC
MONTE CARLO " GT ~ CARD

Five Functions — Memory Serial'Parallel 'Clock/Joystick

• Up to 1 Megabyte Expandable Memory
• One IBM Compatible Centronics Parallel Port

• One IBM Compatible Asynchronous Communication Port

• Clock/Calendar (Battery-backed) with Alarm

• Dual Port Joystick Interface

• Future Upgrade Options: Direct Connect Modem

NEW from M.B.I.

The Monte Carlo™ Quatro Card
Same features as the GT'". but without the Joystick ports

ALSO FROM M.B.I.

I-C — MAGIC
Prom Chip

Programmable Graphics Screen Dump
Print Spooling up to 64K Terminal Emulation SCALL

MONITORS
Amdek:
Color I

Color II

300G Green

31OG Green (IBM)

31 OA Amber (IBM)

BMC:
15MHZ Green

20MHZ Green
Composite Color w/sound

NEC:
1201 Green
1212 Color Composite

1203 RGB Hi-Res Color

Zenith:
ZVM-121 17MHZ

Taxan:
Amber

Princeton Graphics:
RGB

$299.00

$499.00

$145.00

$179.00

$179.00

$ 89.00

$149.00

$299.00

$159.00

$299.00

$599.00

$109.00

$145.00

SCALL

SOFTWARE
Ashton-Tate:

D Base II $475.00

Continental:
Home Accountant Plus $ 99.00

Lifetree Systems:
Volkswriter $149.00

Sorcim Software:
Supercalc $199.00

Superwriter $299.00

Spellguard $149.00

Visicorp:
256K Vistcalc $185.00

Visitrend Visiplot . . $229.00

Vistdex $185.00

Vtsiword $299.00

Advanced Vistcalc $329.00

Business Forecast $ 79.00

Desktop Plan $229.00

Visischedule $229.00

D.C. Hayes:

Smartmodem 300 Baud
Smartmodem 1 200 Baud
Smartmodem 1200B

Novation:
J-Cat RS232
Direct Connect

Smart Cat 1200 Baud
Cat (Acoustic)

MODEMS
Cermetek:

$209.00

$525.00

$489.00

$119.00

$455.00

$149.00

1200 Baud Modem $549.00

NEW: U.S. Robotics:
D C Hayes Smartmodem compatible

2-year warranty

300 Baud $179.00

1200 Baud $469.00

Password SCALL

QUADRAM CORPORATION
Quadboard:

The memory board for the IBM featur-

ing:

• Fully expandable from 64K to 256K
• Parallel Port

• Asynchronous (RS232) Senal Port

Clock/Calendar

RAM Disk Drive

64K. 128K. 192K, and 256K

PRICE IS TOO LOW TO PUBLISH. CALL FOR PRICE.

Microfazer:
• Buffering from 8K to 64K

(4-32 pages of text)

• Printer and Computer Independent

• Parallel Parallel; Parallel/Senal.

Serial Serial available

• Compute while you pnnt!

DISKETTES
Kangaroo:
The disks with the "lump" on the com-
petition. Outstanding value with Library

Case and a ten year warranty.

5'/*
H SS/DD (Box of 10) $21 .95

5’/»- DS/DD (Box of 10) $30.95

NEW!! The 6-Pak:
Same 10 year warranty

& library case
5’/4" SS/DD (Box of 6) ...

5’/." DS'DD (Box of 6)

NEW!! Dysan:
Outstanding LOW Pnce
5V4- SS/DD (Box of 10)

5V4” DS/SS (Box of 10)

Verbatim Diskettes
5W SS/DD (Box of 10)

5V4" DS/DD (Box of 10)

Elephant Diskettes
5'/4" SS DD (Box of 10)

5VV DS DD (Box of 10)

$14.95

$19.95

$31.95

$39.95

$23.95

$39.95

$22.95

$29.95

Library Cases 5W only $2.00 ea.

PERCOM HARD DISK
for your IBM. Apple, TRS-80

5 Megabytes
10 Megabytes
15 Megabytes
20 Megabytes

SCALL
SCALL
SCALL
SCALL

TANOON Drive Special
Double Sided Double Density;

1-100-2

ONLY S245.00

SIEMANS DISK DRIVE
Double Sided Double Density;

320K Bytes of Storage

ONLY S245.00

SHUGART HALF
HEIGHT DRIVE

Shugart Quality now available

tor your IBM $235.00

MAYNARD
ELECTRONICS

Floppy Disk Controller for IBM PC
With Parallel Port $219.00

With Senal Port $249.00

$ 45.00

$ 45.00

ACCESSORIES
T & G Products:
Trak Ball

Joysticks

MBI:
Monte Carlo Joysticks

Joystick Adapter

Gibson:
Light Pen (IBM)

$ 39.00

$ 14.95

• 16 Bit 8088 Processor
1 28K on Motherboard

• 2 Drives
• Disk Controller

2 RS232 Senal Ports
• Centronics Parallel Port

8 Expansion Slots

COLUMBIA DATA PRODUCTS. INC.
IBM Compatible Computer

• Color Graphics Card
• Amdek 300 A or G
MS DOS Superpak:
• MS DOS
• Basica (with color graphics)
• Macro Assembler
• Asynchronous
Communication Support

• Perfect Writer
• Perfect Speller
• Perfect Calc
• Perfect Filer

• Columbia Tutor
• Diagnostics
• Software Customer
Support Hotline

NEW!! Columbia Data Products, Inc. Portable Computer

Call “THE COMPUTER-LINE” Write or Call for Our Comprehensive Catalog.

Product Information & Order Lines: (303) 279*2848 or (800) 525-7877
Customer Service & Order Inquiry Line: (303) 278-8321

For 24-hour 7 Days a Week Ordering & Product Information, call “Compu-Line our Computer Modem Line

1 -303 -279-4218
Operates at 300 Baud. Full Duplex Look for our

Mon -Fri 7 a m to 8 p m. — Sat.-Sun 8 a.m. to 6 p.m (Mountain Standard Time' "Computer-Line’' Stores

ORDER DEPARTMENT: COMPUTER-LINE. Inc • 1019 8th Street • Golden. CO 80401 Opening throughout the U.S.

COMPUTER-LINE of Denver • 1136 So Colorado Blvd • Denver. CO 80222 Wnte for our Franchise Package.

TERMS Aji prices relied a 2 9S cash discount Ail goods acknowledged taufy on receipt by the customer mult oe repaired or replaced at out discretion Customers must can kx an RMA number before returning any goods This facilitates

our Quick attendance to faulty goods We reserve the right to repair or return to the manufacturer tor repair atl goods becoming faulty within the specified warranty period Any goods (hardware o> software i returned 'or restocking are sub.ect

to a t5“. restocking toe at our discretion The charge for cancellation of orders is 20N at our discretion No returns on software We accept no responsibly tor any 'also claims made by manufacturers Pnces Quoted tor slock on hand and

subteci to change without notice Specialists in APO and international deliveries Please add 5N (minimum S5 00 1 tor shipping APO add to a" pnces 2% tor shipping inwwmum S3 00) Please anow 10 working days plus m-' -— "*

is mailed m to» receipt o' a» UPS delivered goods
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¥BLUE LYNX

Micro mainframe Link
Replace your dumb terminal with a Blue Lynx equipped

PC orXT and still have the full facilities ofyour terminal!

Do offline processing with data from your mainframe, and
send your results back to it.

Extended upload/download features allow easy unattended
operation - perfect for autoanswer environments.

Develop and test new mainframe applications offline on the

PC, then let BLUE LYNX upload your debugged source code.

Save on connection costs and conserve CPU resources by

going online only for the jobs the mainframe can do best.

Have access to the full range of software available for the

PC— for spreadsheet calculation, word processing, time
management and more.

Use full printing capabilities-locally-initiated print,

host-initiated printer echo and host-initiated printing

independent of terminal display.

Work at home, if you like, with the full resources of your
mainframe and your PC.

Get a superior combination of features at a truly

competitive price.

Get a product that is fully supported, sold by the

people who developed it and who can provide
custom-environment versions on request.

Why play dumb? Let BLUE LYNX do the talking. I

Choose the package you need:

Over 500 installed

VTERM
DEC VTlOO/52
emulation
software package
(requires IBM
Asynchronous
Communications
Adapter or
equivalent)

$125 Complete-
Available now

(212) 684-7788

m&mimD
§[5§

I

utljDQ§™.U U \JU U LJL_ 'INC.

25 Waterside Plaza, NY, NY 10010*

CIRCLE 488 ON READER SERVICE CARD BLUE LYNX is a trademark of lechland Systems Inc

3276 emulation with SNA/SDLC or

Bisynch, hardware and software

package $690 complete or $1230
complete for SNA/SDLC and Bisynch,

software selectable— all versions.

Available now.

5251 emulation for

S/34, S/36 S/38
users, hardware and
software package $690
complete -Available now



to copy protection and replacement. The

publishers seem well-intentioned, but

this product should not be on the market.

It is inadequate and unfinished. The pro-

gramming is unprofessional, and no care

was taken to make the game easy to use. A
lot of work needs to be done.

Here Comes the Master
The second chess game appeared sev-

eral weeks later in my mailbox. It has the

terribly pretentious name of SPOC, the

Chessmaster. SPOC stands for Selective

Pruning Optimization Chess, which the

authors claim is a new algorithm for the

game.

Anyway, the instructions for SPOC
won't tell you how to play chess. They do

tell you. however, about going to jail if you

steal the program and about how you are

going to be out of luck in the case of a bad

copy. SPOC is copy-protected, but the dis-

kette is only warrantied for 90 days.

Worse, if you get a bad copy it will cost

you $4 to have it replaced. This is an out-

rage. Regardless of what merits the game

may have, I would not buy it for this rea-

son alone.

Like Chess Partner, SPOC devours

128K of memory, but it at least gives you

the option of using a nongraphics monitor.

I feel this is an essential of a good chess

program. After all. chess is not really a

very graphic game. The only reason for

graphics at all is so that you won't have to

use a chess board.

Feeling that I might have worn my wel-

come a bit thin at ComputerLand, I went to

Computer Mart with SPOC. Again I was

kindly provided with an XT for my use. So

I booted up DOS and inserted SPOC. The

instructions for the program dwell upon

this procedure for two entire pages in

what I would not consider to be the most

illuminating introduction to using dis-

kettes under MS-DOS. SPOC then

prompts for a level of play (1-9). The
authors have the courtesy to tell you how
much time SPOC will spend on its moves

at each level. At level 1 SPOC will spend

about 10 seconds per move. At level 9 it

will take 60 minutes. Unless you are run-

ning a business buming-in PCs. I would

suggest you not play any game at 60

minutes per move. The authors mention

that level 6, which plays at 3 minutes per

move, is tournament level. This corre-

sponds to 40 moves in 2 hours, a some-

what slow time limit for American tourna-

ments, but within reason. You could play

a game in about 4 hours at this speed.

SPOC then asks whether you are using

a color/graphics display and if you want

the moves output to a printer. This is a

nice idea. You can get a hard copy of a

game as you are playing it. Since SPOC
will save games on a diskette if you desire,

it also asks whether you wish to resume a

previous game that you saved on a dis-

kette. At level 9 you probably will save

your game frequently. Finally, SPOC asks

whether you want White or Black.

To the Board
SPOC next displays the board. Lo and

behold! It's also pink and purple. I bet all

these authors wish IBM sold a pink mon-

itor. SPOC features, however, a very

attractive set of pieces. They look very

much like a chess diagram and are easy on

the eyes. I’m glad the authors recognized

that hundreds of years of experience in

publishing chess programs may have led

to something aesthetically pleasing.

SPOC has you move the pieces in an

unusual manner. You use the arrow keys

to position the cursor over the piece you

want to move, then press Home. SPOC
"picks up" the piece slightly. You then

JLOUCAN
get a hard copy ofa

game as you are playing

it.

move the cursor to the square you want

and press Home again to complete the

move. If you change your mind about

moving a piece, just put it back on its orig-

inal square and press Home. This sounds

easy, but is very laborious. The cursor is

not easy to spot and you may make a lot of

keystrokes for a move.

After SPOC replies, you must busily

search for the cursor. Good luck. It’s not

TM

Btrieve
A b-tree based record retrieval

system designed to solve all your
application's database needs.

• interfaces to BASIC, Pascal, COBOL and C
• multi-key access to any number of files
• duplicate and modifiable keys
• unlimited number of records per file

• built-in file integrity controls
• unsurpassed access speed
• efficient memory utilization

Compare Btrieve's capabilities to any record management or
ISAM system available and we are convinced that you will
select Btrieve. Write or call for details today. $145.00

SoftCraft Inc. PO Bo* 9802 #590

(512) 346 6380

Austin TX 78766

Requires PC-DOS.
Btrieve is a trademark of SoftCraft, Inc.

PC'DOS is a trademark of International Business Machine Carp.
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there. Experimentation reveals that it’s on

the square where SPOC moved its piece. It

just doesn’t show it to you. The more I

used the cursor the less I liked it. The alge-

braic notation used by Chess Partner is

preferable. SPOC will display captured

pieces alongside the board and show you

how much time was taken per move. I dis-

like this scheme. I would have been satis-

fied to see the elapsed times for the whole

game, as you would in a tournament.

Balance Sheet

SPOC is a much better chess player

than Chess Partner. The various levels

provide a usable range of time limits, the

display is good, and it really does play rea-

sonably. This is not to say SPOC is not

without problems. It is shot through with

them. First of all, it allows only pawns to

be promoted to queens. Honestly, it isn’t

that hard to produce a chess game that

plays by the rules. SPOC also loves to play

P-k3 as its first move (1. e3 as White, 1. e6

as Black). This is safe, but has no other

virtue. It also loves to give check. For

instance, I took Black in the following

game: 1. e3 e5 2. d4 ed4 3. ed4 d5 (A

position that more commonly arises from

1. e4 e6 2. d4 d5 3. ed5 ed5) 4.Bb5 +
(SPOC gives check!) c6 5. Qe2+ (This

reminds me of the chess aphorism, ‘Al-

ways give check— it might be mate.” This

is akin to saying ‘‘Always look at your

shoes while you walk—you might see a

quarter.”) Be7 6. Ba5 Nf6 7. Bf4 0-0 8.

Nf3 Re8 9. 0-0 Bg4. Black stands better,

but SPOC has done nothing horrible.

Chess Partner would have given some-

thing away by now.

SPOC also has the annoying habit of

going back to MS-DOS when a game is

over. You must keep rerunning SPOC
every time you want to play a new game.

You also cannot set up positions, retract

moves, or play another human using your

PC as a $2,500 chess set. Chess Partner

allows this last feature, but I don’t feel it’s

worth mentioning in their sales litera-

ture.

SPOC also has no opening book to

draw upon. This was a disappointment to

me in both games. Since PCs are endowed
with disk drives, chess games should use

them. Standard openings could be stored,

or famous games from the past could be

put on the program diskette forjhe user to

play through. This would take advantage

of one of the PC’s important features. It has

Since pcs
are endowed with disk

drives, chess games
should use them.

a mass storage device, and chess is a game
with an immense literature that can easily

be put on diskettes.

Only SPOC provides you with the

option of making a hard copy of your

game, so I decided to play a game and

record it on a printer. Here is what came

out:

1 e2-e3

2 e7-e5

3 d2-d4

4 e5xd4

5 e3xd4

6 d7-d5

Not only did SPOC use an entire line for

each player’s move, it invented a new sys-

tem of chess notation. It gave each ‘‘half-

move” its own number. Thus White

makes all the odd-numbered moves, and

Black makes all the even-numbered ones.

Lest you think this is a wonderful idea, let

me point out that moves have been num-
bered the same way for 200 years so that

move one encompasses both White’s

move and Black's reply. This is a sensible

standard, and if the authors had ever read

any chess text, they might have encoun-

tered it.

SPOC offers another feature lacking in

Chess Partner. Having used up all the

paper on the printer, I turned my attention

to SPOC’s ability to save games. The

instructions explain how to do this. You
must use a separate diskette, but not just

any diskette. SPOC has its own scheme for

saving games. Since you must use MS-
DOS to run SPOC, no doubt you will be

lulled into believing the way it saves

games has something to do with MS-DOS

NO SPEED LIMIT!

SUPERCHARGE YOUR
SOFTWARE WITH

Move your software into the fast lane!

Be the king of your Keyboard!

How?
SMARTKEY II™ gives you the power to convert any

key to anything you want, as often as you want. In a flash

one keystroke can recall entire pages of text or execute dif-

ficult. repetitive commands
You can instantly install all of your special function keys,

no matter the terminal In addition, our exclusive "super

shift" feature allows you to redefine any key while retaining

its original value
In short, one key does it all.

SMARTKEY II™ is completely invisible to other soft-

ware It enhances any program, such as WordStar™.
dBase II™. or Perfect Writer™

The critics agree'

"Qreat! Nothing like It!” Peter McWilliams, Author of

The Word Processing Book

"Excellent." Infoworid

"Versatile and reliable." Lifelines

"Works like a charm." Microsystems
"It's a very good friend." Micro Cornucopia
Time is money and SMARTKEY II™ saves you both
and all for only $89 00
SMARTKEY II™ is the original of its type and has

been on the market for more than two years Beware of look-

alikes with fewer features and less flexibility.

Ask about SMARTPRINT™. SPOOL/UNSPOOL™,
and other fine programs.

To order or obtain more information, call or wnte to:

HERITAGE SOFTWARE, INC.
2130 S Vermont Ave

.
Los Angeles. CA 90007 / (213) 737-7252

Dealer inquiries invited

SMARTKEY II™ run* on computers using standard versions of CP/M-80™ CP/M-86™, PC-DOS™. and

MS-DOS™ Programs copyrighted Dy FBN Software WordStar™ is a registered trademarK ot MicroPro. Inc

dBase ll™ is a trademarK of Ashton Tate PertectWnter™ is a trademark ot Perfect Software. Inc CP/M™ is a

trademark of Digital Research PC-OOS™ is a copyright of IBM MS-DOS™ is a trademarK of Microsoft
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WE TURN
YOUR IBM PC.
INTO A SMART
TERMINAL.

You don’t really need to get

your hands dirty to turn your

IBM PC into a DEC VT100 and
VT52 compatible intelligent work-

station. All you need is VTERM,
Saturn Consulting Group’s termi-

nal emulation software. VTERM ’s

features include full VT100

Saturn Consulting Group Inc . (212)675-7753

keyboard and video emulation,

throughput to 9600 baud, printer

support, and PC-Host file ex-

change, in addition to the standard

capabilities ofan asynchronous
communications package. Call

or write today. Our software

mechanics are standing by

147 West 26th Street, NewYork, NY. 10001
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DISCOVER muLISP™
The Artificial Intelligence Package for Micros.

muLISP includes:

An integrated environment forA I. program development.

A high performance, pseudo-code compiler and interpreter

for the LISP programming language.

A resident, screen-oriented LISP editor and debugging
system.

Available for your IBM PC™, Apple™ II, and CP/M™ computers.

We also offer the muMATH™, the symbolic math calculator

for micros.

| I'd like to know more about muLISP and muMATH.
I laWl Please send me more information today.

Name

Address

1 City Zip

L _
VISA

_J

MASTERCARD

P.Q Box 11174, Honolulu. HI 96828 • (808) 734-5801 (AfterNoon PST)
c1963 The Soft Vferehouss

files. Wrong. SPOC has a better idea. If the

diskette you use has anything else on it, it

won’t when SPOC is finished with it. Not

only that, but SPOC is able to save the

magnificent number of eight games per

diskette. This certainly allows for expan-

sion. A 40-move chess game can be saved

If THE
diskette you use has

anything else on it, it

won't when SPOC is

finished with it.

in 30 to 240 bytes, depending on how clev-

er you want to be. This is less than 2K for

even the simplest of schemes. A tremen-

dous use of a 160K diskette that can ordi-

narily hold as much as 320K of informa-

tion.

At least SPOC can use a black and

white monitor. That’s something. I tried it.

A chess board appears with letters for the

men. The letters are white (or green) on

black for White and reversed for Black.

Just try this on your PC. It is the most

unreadable display I have ever seen. It is

impossible to follow the game without a

chess set, unless you know how to play

blindfolded. This is especially irritating

since the simplest, nongraphic display is

more attractive.RNBQKBNRPPPPPPPP

PPPPPPPPRNBQKBNR
This very simple display is far more

attractive than SPOC’s.

Finally, SPOC is more expensive than

Chess Partner. I cannot recommend it

either. It has the basics in tow but lacks

significant development features. Some
other features are hard to use. Like Chess

Partner it needs a lot more work. I would

suggest buying several good chess books

with your money and brushing up while

waiting for something better to appear.

/PC
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HIGH TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS & SERVICE FROM THE HIGH COUNTRY
HARDWARE DRIVES
KEY TRONIC. INC

Enhanced Word Processing Keyboard MexW KB-5150 F*m.i*r

**y pacement for touchtyp-sls Key legends instead o' Obecure

symbol* S 20600

OUAORAM CORPORATION

OUAOCHROME HOB Color Monitor

THE High Resolution Morvtor 'or your IBM PC 100*. IBM
Compatible incudes cable W0 by 480 Resolution 10 coon

S CALL

OUADBOARO Multifunction Board

Fji ••pandabuty from 64K to 266K
Parakei Printer Port Asynchronous RS232 Serial Modem Port

Programmable Dock Calendar RAM Oik Dnve (sohwu-oi

S 29900

Pr.nl Buffering -om 8K lo S12K
Any Pnnfer Computer Comb-nnton
Why *a>1 on yOjr pnntari Prices l» power tuppry) «

S 139 99

$ CALL

S 229 00

5 CAU
» CALL

QUADCOLOR I IBM Color Card

OUADCOLOR II 640 by 200
QUADCOLOR 81 640 by 400

OUAOUNK
STB SYSTEMS SUPER RIO CARO

The laity ultimate IBM add-on Fight Functions on on* card

• 64 266K| roe*, m opt PiggyBack card)

• Two RS232 ports cn* paraRo

• Clock Calendar • Gama Port

a Primer Buffer a RAM disk

frmpty The far.' S CALL

OUME
OUME S SUPERIOR
half-hcioht 320K drive

OUMETRAK 142 Features Ceram* RW Maad Advanced

Steel Bank Head Positioner 6 4 Onve Daisy Cham
capability 5 249 00

TANDON TM 100-2 320K Drive S 242 00

SLIM-LINE TMSO-2 S 259 00

TEAC HALF-HEIGHT 320K DRIVES
FD 586 S' . IBM compalbfe Pul two m one BOP low power

dram DS DO High reliability S 279 00

HARD DISK DRIVES
DAVONG SYSTEMS
Car be infernal Complete package includes »•ve power sup-

ply. software and documentation 5 10 or IS meg
5 mag SiSiSOO

SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY
ST206 Ha"-Height d"ve Proven performance 1 1.000 MTBF 6.

10 & '5 Meg available Shipped wDTC Controfer

OUTSTANDING VALUE $ CALL

MISCELLANEOUS
ANTI-STATIC TOUCHMATS

TAG PRODUCTS.
Joyshw
Irak -Ban

SOFTWARE
BUSINESS
ASHTONTATE

Fmanciai Plan Lang

dBase u

MS Easywmer il

LOTUS 1 2 3
MICROPRO WordStar

MTCROSOFT Mun.pian

SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS
PFS File

PfS Report

PFS G<aph
SORCIM SjparCac
VlSfCORP Viwcalc

BROOERBUNO Apple Pane
CENTRAL POINT Copy II PC
COMPREHENSIVE PC Tutor

CONTINENTAL Home Accountant Plus

FUNTASTIC Snack Attack II

INFOCOM Zork I II in

68 00

46 00

LIGHTNING SOFTWARE Master Type

MICROSOFT Tight S.muu!or

SIERRA-ON-LINE Frogger

SPINNAKER Face Maser

Story Machine

Moat Amefmg Thmg
Snooper Troops •

5 61200
S 457 25

5 234 75

5 CAU
5 Ml 75

5 185 25

S 9395
5 8375
% 9395
5 130 00

5 182 75

S 226 75

29 25
20 00

2900
43 96
9150
28 25
26 75

3350
33 50

36 50
34 00
23 50

24 75

24 75

26 75

37 75

COLUMBIA
DATA SYSTEMS
ENHANCED IBM ALTERNATIVE

TRULY IBM COMPATIBLE

IBM hardware A software compatibility m a Multi user t6 B4 com-

puter 128K 2 serial ports ' parallel port and 8 etpanwn slots

Rims MS-DOS CPM 86 o- MPM 86 OASIS 1 6 MS-DOS
"Super-Pak includes Macro-Assembler Diagnostics Bas>ca w cd-

orgraprkcs PLUS Perfect Writer Spelter Calc and File, Fast

Graph Space Commanders A Horn* Accountant 5 CALL

MILE-HIGH SAVER*
QUME'S SUPERIOR

half-height 320K Drive

QumeTrak 142 Features Ceramic RW Head Advanced Stew

Bank Head Positioner A 4 Drive Daisy Cham capability

$249.00

COLUMBIA DATA
SYSTEMS PORTABLE

COLUMBIA 1600-VP

256K 2 320K Stmt Lme Drives 9 Monitor comes w MSDOS
Super Pak (as desdbed m Cofemtua Data Sysems section) 18' i

16' I r w cover Weghs 32 lbs 8 CAU

PRINTERS
DOT MATRIX

C-FTOH
P’ownter I pa'

Prownter II par

EPSON
FX-80

IDS. Prism

OKIDATA
82A

63A
84 par

92 par

93 par

STAR MICRONICS
Gemm. 10

Gemini 10X

OUANTEX
7030 (Dot Letter Quality!

LETTER QUALITY
BROTHER HR-t

BYTEWRITER |W KEYBOAPOl
c-itoh

Stanerrter F- 10-40 par

NEC
7710 7730

3550 IBM plugin

COLOR INK JET
CANON A1210 7 cdor 30 shades

MONITORS
300 Amber
300 G

AMDEK

S CAU
S CALL

S 559 00

S 419 00
S 70600
$1055 00

S 539 00

S 927 00

$ 59900

Si 195 00

310. A G IBM inducing cade
Color I compost®

Color li RGB I IBM compatftfel

GORILLA G'een Hgh Res

NEC 1201 Hi-Res Green

1203 RGB I IBM eompatbfe)

TAXAN Amber
Green

USI Amber Hi-Res

ZENITH Omen Med Res

MODEMS
ANCHOR AUTOMATION

Sgnalman Mark I

HAYES

NOVATION
CAT (Acoustic)

0-CAT
J-CAT

Auto Cat

S 15900

5 14500
5 179 00

S 29900
$ 459 00

$ 8900

5 12900
S H900

S 149 00

S 11800

S 211 00

S CALL

$ 469 00

S 27500

S 15300
S 16800
$ 11500
5 219 00

DISKETTES & STORAGE
OVSAN. 10 each 5 .SSOO

10 eeeh 5v. OS DO
ELEPHANT 10 each 5 . SSOO

10 each 5' «0S DO

ZIMAO. 12 each 5 . SSOO
LIBRARY CASE. '

DISK BANK. • r ‘o'-oefc 6 nrvel

DISK FILE. 5 - Elephant Trunk

1996
29 95

1995
250
550

21 95

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
• NO CREDIT CARO FEE
a Personal checks (enow to day* lo dear). Vea Master Card.

ewe transfer* include telephone number
a COO orders accepted - 1300 maximum - S'0 norvefundabfe

surcharge An products factory sealed »

a POs accepted from quashed customer* - Approval needed on

an returns - 10% restocking charge unless defective plus shg-
pmg

e An Colorado reenfents add 3 6*. safes u> C«y 6 County of

Denver residents additional 3 8% safes tax

e Shpping Handling 6 Insurance SSOO mransim 4'. UPS
ground UPS Blue label rate gxotsd at time crl order

e All pnees sufeect to change without noeoe

e Enport orders accepted from toregn deafen Contact F l

Kwmberg 6 Co TWX 910940-251

7

e Telephone Order Desk Hours 8 AM lo 6 PM. Monday through

Friday '0 AM to 4 PM Saturday Mountain Standard Time

Rocky Mountain Micro, Inc.

10890 E. 47th Ave.

Denver, Colorado 80239

ORDERS
ONLY: 1 -800-862-7819
IN COLORADO CALL: 303-371-2430

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE & CUSTOMER SERVICE CALL 303-371-2430 VISIT OUR WAREHOUSE SHOWROOM

CIRCLE 389 ON READER SERVICE CARD



More documentation?
Go to a book store.”

‘‘Training? Call a

computer school.

‘Technical support?

Call the publisher.”

Interested in dBASE II or 1-2-3 ?

Beware The Dreaded Finger Pointers!
Sound familiar? Does your

dealer turn into a “finger

pointer" when you need help?

At SoftwareBanc we offer a

complete system that doesn’t

stop when your software is

delivered.

Careful Product Selection

Do you get bewildered by

the endless lists of soft-

ware you find in most ads?

Let us be your quality control

department.

We only sell the best pro-

grams on the market. After a

thorough evaluation we chose

dBASE II™ for data process-

ing, and 1-2-3™ for financial

management.
Our complete line of add-on

products help you to continue

to get the most from your

software.

Expert Technical Support
When you buy software from

us, you can rest assured that

help is only a phone call

away. Just call us at (617)
641-1235 for all the free

support you need.

Money Back Guarantee
We are offering a 60 day money
back guarantee on the following

software: 1-2-3, dBASE II and
ABSTAT. Call for details.

Free dBASE II User’s Guide
Order dBASE IP from us, and

you’ll receive a free copy of

our dBASE IP" User’s Guide.

You can also buy the User’s

Guide first for only $29, and
then receive a full credit when
you buy dBASE ll.'“

1-2-3 & dBASE II ’ Classes

Want more in-depth informa-

tion about dBASE II™ or 1-2-3™?

Attend a SoftwareBanc Semi-

nar near you. Each session runs

from 9 to 5, and costs $175.
Seminars are in lecture

format with a custom sound &
video system which is used to

display taped interviews with

prominent software personal-

ities and sessions with various

software programs.

Los Angeles Anchorage
July 18-22 August 11-12

Washington, D.C. New York City

Aug. 29-Sept. 2 September 19-23

Prices You Can Afford
1 1-2-3 " $399
'dBASE II ' $479
tABSTAT” $379
dBASE IC User’s Guide $29
DBPIus' $95
dGRAPH ’ $199
dUTIL” $69
dNAMES” $109
QUICKCODE” $199
TEXTRA ' $60*
+No-risk 60 day money back guarantee

’Only available for IBM PC with MS-DOS.

Free Catalog
If you want to learn more about
SoftwareBanc, call or write for our

free product catalog.

SoftwareBanc
661 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, Mass. 02174
For technical support call:

(617)641-1235

Dealer Inquiries Invited.
Manufacturer's trademark

Payment may be made by: MasterCard. Visa, check.
C.O.D . money order. Mass, residents please add
5% sales tax Add $5.00 for shipping and handling.

Prices subiect to change.

!

'Tf e»- >
- ' "n '

—
n

;

SoftwareBanc
Order Toll Free

1-800-451-2502
(617) 641-1241 in Mass.

-in rx_.
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Taught by the nation's leading

dBASE II expert. Adam B Green,

whose dBASE II User's Guide
has sold over 30,000 copies.

"Green doesn'tjust teach dBASE
syntax, he establishes the

fundamental terminology and
organization behind data-base

management systems
'

dNEWS - Ashton-Tate

Teachyour
computer
who's BOSS I

Attend a dBase II or 1-2-3

SoftwareBanc Seminar

Here are Just a few of SoftwareBanc Seminars' clients:

ABC

Arthur Anderson

Boeing Aerospace

CBS

Chase Manhattan Bank

Citibank

Computerland

Cornell University

Digital Equipment Corp

Digital Research

Dunn & Bradstreet

E.F Hutton

Fox & Geller

IBM

Internal Revenue Service

Laventhol & Horwath

Merrill Lynch

Osborne Computer Corp

Polaroid Corp

Price Waterhouse

RCA

Shell Oil

Smithsonian Institute

U S Air Force

U S Navy

U S Postal Service

Victor Business Products

Westmghouse

Xerox

1 983 Schedule of Classes

Anchorage
August 11-12

Sheraton Anchorage

New York Dallas

September 19-23 November 14-18

New York Hilton AMFAC

Washington. D.C. Chicago
August 29-September 2 October 17-21

Marriott Crystal Gateway Hyatt Regency

San Diego
December 12-16

Hyatt Islandia

4 Days of Instruction

9:00 A.M. to 500 PM
dBASE II Fundamentals

dBASE II Programming
Advanced dBASE II

Problem Solving with 1 -2-3

State of the Art Presentation

• Video and sound system • Buffet Lunch/Coffee Breaks

• Video tapes of program authors • Portfolio of Comprehensive
Seminar Notes

SI 75 Per Day of Instruction

Pre-payment may be made by

MasterCard. VISA or Check.

Call or write to register

SoftwareBanc Seminars
661 MassachusettsAvenue

Arlington, MA02I74
(800)451-2502

(617)641-1241 inMA
CIRCLE 460 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Now...Supercharged communications
software for your high powered 16 bit PC

The makers of CROSSTALK proudly announce the newest entry into our

line of high performance communications software. CROSSTALK XVI —
o communications program with the speed ond features of o fine racing

machine. Shift from status display to incoming communications ond

bock ogoin ot full throttle. Drive smoothly through the program with

CROSSTALK XVI's integrated help system. Enjoy the full use of function

keys. CROSSTALK XVI con be used with most outodiol modems, ond

emulates several of the most used terminals. Test drive CROSSTALK XVI

today ot your local dealer.

AVI
[TllChGSTur

1 645 The Exchonge / Suite 1 40 / Atlanta. Georgia 30339 / (404) 952*0267
[

Dealer orders call toll-free (©00) 24 1 -6093 CROSSTALK XVI is o trodemork of Mlcrostuf. Inc. jhted mater
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\6uWouldn’t Go toWorkWithout\bur Pants
Why Buyan IBM-PC Without FAST FACTS

Your IBM-PC is only half-ready

for work if it doesn’t have FAST
FACTS, the executive’s filing

system. FAST FACTS, you see,

makes full use of the IBM-PC’s
capability to handle information

quickly and efficiently. No matter
if you’re a business executive or
home executive, FAST FACTS
can take care of your filing needs.

And with its built-in Report
Writer, FAST FACTS, makes it a

snap to summarize selected

portions of your files. What’s

more, FAST FACTS can share
information with VISICALC®,
l-2-3

T" and WordStar®. It’s also

priced to fit easily in your
computer budget.

So don’t purchase an IBM-PC
that’s only half-ready for work.

Get FAST FACTS, the latest

introduction of Innovative

Software, developers of proven

Innovative Software's products are available at Computerlands®. Sears Business Centers, The Xerox Stores.

Computer Marts, Entre’ Computer Centers**. CompuShops• and other qualify dealers

executive businessware for the

IBM-PC. (Ask your dealer about
T.I.M. Ill and FAST GRAPHS,
two other fine products from
Innovative Software.)

CIRCLE 272 ON READER SERVICE CARD

developers of

practical

businessware for

the executive.

9300 W 110th St.. Suite 380

Overland Park. KS 66210 USA
913/383-1089 • Telex 209542



nfflftEASE TM

The Complete System To Organize Your Business

The Way fou Want It

You can start using it in minutes, and within hours have a complete application.

It is Easy to Use: It Provides

A Complete Range of Features:

• Fully menu driven to remove the

guesswork.

• Full use of function keys with

the assignments always

displayed. All cursor movement
and editing functions on the

keyboard are supported.

• Provides full color support and

screen style customization.

System Features:
• A list of users can be kept, with

passwords and security levels.

• The print style is customizable.

• Data can be interchanged with

mainframe computers, other

data bases or spreadsheet pro-

grams.

• Data base back-up anc restore

functions are integrated to

reduce errors.

System Requirem ents:

• Available on IBM-PC, DEC Rain-

bow, Tl Professional, Victor

9000, and other 16 bit

computers.

• Supports floppy or hard disk

drives.

• Supports all popular printers.

Lay out your forms on the screen.

Define data-entry fields anywhere by

answering simple questions. Revise

the forms any time without losing

data.

• Easy, fast and accurate way to fill-in

the forms and enter, view or revise

records.

The reports or transactions require-

ments are defined in the English-like

query language by answering simple

questions. Select records any number i

of ways, combine any number of formsr

per report, perform calculajions, get

totals, sub-totals, or statistical sum-
mary. For complete transaction pro-

cessing, delete, modify or enter

records.

Reports are automatically formatted ini

several ways, or specify your own for- -

mat using the Report Editor.

To format a report complete with text, ,l

data, and graphs; use the optional

WORDEASE™ word-processor or the

GRAPHEASE™ graphics facility.

• Display or print the report output, or

take it to your spreadsheet, word pro- -

cessing, or graphics programs.

• Organize the access to your forms

and reports by setting up your own
menus.

9 The underlying Relational Data Base
Manager provides efficient storage

and retrieval of records. It uses B-tree €

indices for efficient accessing of

records, and cache memory to retain

the most recently used disk sectors too

reduce disk access by 50 percent.

These are Some of the DATAEASE Applications:

Inventory Control

Personnel Management

Job Accounting

Mailing List

Accounting

Order Processing

Market Analysis

Financial Portfolio

Medical Office Systems

Real Estate

Agriculture

Distribution Management

Social Sciences

Bibliography

Library Management

School Records

Software Solutions . Inc.
305 Bic Drive, Milford, CT 06460 • (203)877-9268 • (800)243-5123

For information, please write or call. Dealer inquiries welcome.
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SORT, COMPRESS, and TRANSFORM
dBASE II DATA FILES

0 500 1000 2000

RECORDS SORTED

Ifyou are serious about dBASE II

™

you need DBPlus. This program
runs outside of dBASE ITand per-

forms the following important

functions on dBASE II
" data files:

•Sort
• Compress/Decompress
• Transform

DBPlus "
is designed to free you

from the chore of typing or

memorizing a new language. In

most cases all you have to do is

move the cursor to the next menu
item and press return!

COMPRESS/DECOMPRESS
A copy of any dBASE II™ data file

can be produced which is only

30% to 40% of the original size.

The compressed file will save

you transmission time and phone
costs when you send a data file

over a modem.
Making backup copies of large

data files can use up many floppy

disks. Compressed files will save

you space in archival storage.

TRANSFORM
You can now modify the structure

of any data file by adding, deleting,

and modifying fields without any

programming knowledge.

DBPlus " can also create a new
file which is compatible with

WordStar/MailMerge.’"

Now retailing for $125.

Manualanddemo available.

Call for the name ofa dealer nearyou.

Dealerand distributor inquiries invited!

SORT
DBPlus " can sort a data file up to

15 times faster than dBASE II
"on a

single field; 32 fields may be sorted

in a single pass and each additional

field requires 1% more sorting time.

HumanSoft
661 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, Mass. 02174

(617) 641-1880
dBASE II is a registered trademark of AshtonTate, Inc.

WordStar/MailMerge is a registered trademark of MicroPro, Inc.

DBPlus is a registered trademark of HumanSoft

Available from: Software Distributors 1-800-421-0814

Prance: La Commande Eiectronique

5 Villa Des Entrepreneurs

75015 Paris, France

Tel: (1)577.31.82

Software Wholesalers 1-800-633-1000

Japan: JSE Inti

9F Toyo Bldg. 6-12-20 Jingmae
Shibuya-ku Tokyo. Japan 150

Tel: (03) 486-7151

Available in popular formats

Germany: M&T Software Verlag

Hans-Pinsel-Strausse 2

8013 Haar bei Munich, West Germany
Tel: 089-4613-0
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HOWTOSUCCEED IN
BUSINESSWITHOUT
REALLYCRY1NG.

Personal computing without

personal anguish.That’s the easy

path to success in business, whether

you’re an aspiring president of

your own company or an aspiring

writer working on the great

American novel.

And success is what EasyFamily-

programs promise you because

we’ve built our business on making
personal computers as

convenient to use as

pressing a key.

INTERACTION.
MAKES OUR
FAMILY EASY
TO KNOW.
Interaction is the key

to the keys that let you

do it all. The keys and com-
mands that are similar from

one compatible program to another.

So you can quickly merge an

EasyWriter ll'report with an Easy-

Planner' financial statement with

the EasyFiler”mailing list you want

to send them to. And see what your

document looks like before you

print it. Because, with our

EasyFamily, what you see on the

screen is what you get on the paper.

USE THE KEYBOARD, NOT
CODE. IT'S EASY TO DO.
Not only do we give you the keys to

interactive success, we make sure

you don’t need six ofthem to open
one door. For example, do you want
to underline a word? Push one key

and it’s done. (Other programs

required you to learn a code to do
just this simple function.)

Want to move a paragraph

from one section of your

document to another? A
few keys will do it, not

a ten- or fourteen-

key code.

EASY
TO LEARN.

Learning to use the

commands is Easy.

Because our manuals

are written in English,

not engineering. And
there’s toll-free subscrip-

tion PhoneSupport”

With a genuine

m

human being on the other

end to answer all your questions

in clear, easy-to-understand

terms.

AVOIDING FATAL ERRORS
IS EASY, TOO.
With the EasyFamily, it’s difficult

to make killer errors, like erasing

every name in your New York file

when you just wanted to change

a zip code number. For example,

with EasyWriter II, ifyou press a

wrong key, the program will give

you an error message and ask

you to press a specific key to con-

tinue. It’s like having a

built-in safety net.

NOW, ABOUTHOW TO

It will probably take you longer

to read this ad than it will to get

started on an EasyFamily program.

So ifyou want to succeed in

business without really crying,

do it the Easy way. Ask your

dealer for a demonstration. Or
call or write for full information.

Remember, Easy does it. All.

EasyWriter II

EasySpeller II

EasyFiler

EasyPlanner

EasyWriter”

EasySpeller”

EasyBusiness Systems'

General Ledger and Financial

Reporter

Accounts Receivable

Accounts Payable

Order Entry

Inventory Controland Analysis

Information Unlimited Software, Inc.

2401 Marinship Way, Sausalito.CA 94965, (415) 331-6700

EasyFamily
IT EASYON YOURSELF.



PENPAD
draws
circles

around a

keyboard

and a
mouse.

Here are just a few ways PENPAD'
can be used:

siA*urv <w r* rwi

SCIENTIFIC
EQUATIONS

J
l

I

INDUSTRIAL AND
BUSINESS GRAPHICS

Only PENPAD' allows you to perform the functions of a keyboard,

mouse and graphics tablet with a single, friendly means of input—
a pen.

Only PENPAD" has Dynamic Character Recognition which converts
your own handwriting into characters and displays them on the screen as
if they were typed on a keyboard.

Only PENPAD' lets you compose text and graphics on the screen
simultaneously. It combines the freehand capability of a multi-color high,

resolution graphics tablet with Dynamic Character Recognition and
enables you to switch between text and freehand modes instantly.

Only PENPAD" puts the cursor in your hand at the point of your pen.

Write anywhere or touch user-programmable function areas on the tablet.

\bu can design function areas in any size or location on the pad and
point to objects and icons at the touch of a pen.

Not only can PENPAD' draw circles around a keyboard and a mouse,
it also lets you enter text by handprinting, select your own commands,
use objects and icons, and sketch out rough ideas.. .all with one hand tied

behind your back.

• PENRAD* works with most popular PC's like IBM. Apple. Wang. DEC. and others.

• Software product developers call for special opportunities.

Pencept, Inc. 39 Green Street. Waltham. Massachusetts 02154 Telephone: (617) 893-6390
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If you’ve invested in the IBM PC-XT or

an IBM expansion chassis, chances are

you're doing important things. Office work.

Lots of writing. Managing a portfolio.

Nice going.

Now: May we suggest that you think

ahead to the unthinkable: total wipe-out.

Your hard disk may never crash and destroy

all your files. But it can.

That's why we invented

The Sysgen Image.

It lets you back up all

your data— your entire

hard disk— in about five

minutes a day. On a

handy little tape cassette.

It's insurance against the unlikely event that

your hard disk will lose what you’ve stored

on it.

Just stop and ponder a moment about

what would happen to your operation if you

somehow lost all the data, letters, invoices,

and phone numbers on your XT's hard disk.

At $995, we think you’ll agree that the

Sysgen Image is very inexpensive insurance.

Stop by any smart IBM PC dealer for a

demo. Bring this ad: if he hasn't got a

Sysgen Image in stock yet, have him call us.

Included with your Sysgen Image is a

free data cassette loaded with industry-

accepted applications software. It has been
protected by Softlink’s'" SoftLok"' encryp-

tion. If you decide you want to buy any of

the programs you preview, you can get the

unlocking code from your dealer.

Sysgen: the company that provides

backup for your IBM PC, with or without

hard disk. (Our Sysgen II 10- or

20-Mbyte hard disk systems, with

built-in streaming tape backup, start

at $2995.) 47853 Warm Springs Blvd.,

Fremont, CA 94539. Telex: 4990843.
Phone 800-538-8157, Ext. 970.

In California, call 800-672-3470, Ext. 970.

SYSGEN
•INCOK POKAT E D •

CIRCLE 472 ON READER SERVICE CARD

THE BESTINSURANCE
FORYOUR $4995IBM PC-XT:
A$995 SYSGEN IMAGE.

IBM >s a registered trademark ot International Business Machines. Inc Image is a trademark ot Sysgen Ini SoftLok >5 a trademark ot Softlink. Inc



64K with serial A dock w
12BK399" 192K44B" ' ' «*»"

64K with parallel * **'>*' J'*"

12SK4JI” 192K 499" - 549“

MegaPak option (258K) to*

S12K total 329"

COMBOPLUS
64K «>tn serial pat allot * dock wr
iw nr <92K«sr* 256K499"

1/0 PLUS
Serial parallel clock end gam*

COLUMBIA VP PORTABLE
Faatuting IBM PC and COMPAQ
compatibility teamed min m« most
comprehensive software package In

Ihe industry to deliver a" the 'unc
Ilona you need nr i udea 1 2BK RAM
eipandable 10 2S6K. 2 v . nail highBIG BLUE Z 80 CARD

Z80 with MU, parallel A aerial I/O,

nard dak interface t dock 459"
BVAO 081 2BO card with

soilware 479"

a5LE coniptncn
PLtAS£ CALL FOR

DETAILS ON OUR EAQLE He

AND EAOLE PC SYSTEMS

PL EASE CALL FOR MORE DETAILS

ComboCard with parallel printer port.

Aeyncronoua communications l

RS 7W port, and doddcalendar 1*9"

HAYES IBM PC
MODEM

n,y
s44995

KOALA TOUCH TABLET
A new dimenaion in computer
control with the touch ol a Unger

Special price t09”

MISCELLANEOUS

NATIONAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS
8338 Center Drive, La Mesa, CA 92041-3791 aoupcms L I A

IntormaWon on products. and order Inqulrtws coS (619) 480-6802 CoSL, AJosko, A HowaS CoS (619) 69AAOU

We Offer You Here!
That's right If you compare the benefits of ordering from National Computer to all our competitors, you'll see why more
smart shoppers buy from us everyday We save you money even before you order with our toll free 800 line, and then If you
find a lower advertised price we ll meet it Since we stock what we advertise you can rest assured your order will be ship-

ped promptly In addition. If for any reason you are not satisfied with any merchandise you purchase from National Com-
puter you may return it for exactly what you want or a full refund Check us out! We've been In business for over 4 years,

and one glance at our catalog will demonstrate the commitment we have to direct marketing and to our fine customers.

I it it it it ilil£c.lllt.lt.lt it it it l.l.ll

Your Guarantee of Satisfaction
We guarantee every Item In this advertisement for 30 days. If. for any

, T* reason whatever, you are not satisfied with any merchandise pur-

. ~T
;

chased from us. we want you to return It to us at our expense We will

~1' exchange It for exactly what you want, or will refund your money, and
T * include any shipping charges you have paid.

NATIONAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS

It’c HOTO! Na,ional Computers Fall 1983 collection of State-of-
—* " the-art computer merchandise is available now.

You’ll find dozens of products, including computers,

printers, video monitors, modems and accessories

for IBM PC. APPLE lie and many other computer
systems, all at the great prices you expect from us. It

includes dozens of illustations and informative

descriptions. For your copy send *1 .00. which we will

_ ____ credit to your next order.

ORDERING 800 - 854-6654

systam
Include* 129K, l»o OSTDO WOK
drives. 2 RS 232 tend perl*,
centronics parallel primer port. 8 IBM
PC compatible eapanaion card slots,

video monochromo/color/grephlcs
card, and IBM type keyboard

included with ayalem la MSOOS
CP'M 86. BASICA (wieolor graphics,

asychronou* eommunicationa aup
port, macro aaaembierl Period
Writer Parted Speller Perfect Calc.

Period Filer, Columbia Tutor.

diagnostics and HOT LINE aupporl

Pleat* call ter price

Arailed* wHU WineKeeler disk

#corona
IBM PC COMPATIBLE
DESKTOP COMPUTER

128K, dual 320K disk dr i re*. 9
display, aerial A parallel porta, and
MSOOS

IBM PC COMPATIBLE
PORTABLE

COMPATIBLE MODEMS
FOR IBM PC

Cactua Technology Modem 199"

Novation J Cal 300 114-

Anchor Mark VIII 30011200 290"

Riion PC212AHBM PC) Can
PC Modem Plu* 349“

NEC 3550 SprtnwrttPf

for IBM PC

on,
s1889®5

j^Apparat Inc

,

s36995

DISK DRIVES FOR IBM PC
Tendon TM 1002 DSOD
Tendon 4% Halt Height* t

Davong 5 mb (

Davong 10mb L
Davong ISmb CALL

AST
MEOAPLUS

9 HANTW JMTS-
Frwipnck Eleclimo

Frederick COLORPLUS
HI-Rbs Color Graphics Card
include* draftsman utility aottwar*

on„
854995

LETTER QUAUTY PRINTERS

C ITOHF 10 Starwrrler 45 eps 1449-
Dartyrvr.ter 40 cp* WI4AK bu'terlOaB-

NEC 3610 33 cp* RS 232 ser e IM9-
NEC 3SJ0 33 cp* parallel IIP-

OUADRAM OUADBOARD

256K only
s39995

64k 2ae- I2SK

:

512 OUADBOARD

OKIDATA ML92

On,y
S49995

TRANSTAR 315
COLOR PRINTER

Print* 7 color* plus more than 30
shade* ell in a single pat* of the

print head And It'a built by Seiko

$33995

EPSON FX-80
Call tor special price

RX 80
Spacial Price

EPSON fx too
OEMINI 10X
GEMINI IS

CJTOH *510
C ITOH 1540
NECM2SA
BROTHER HR 1

CANON A210 INK JET
TRANSTAR



SOFTWARE/STEPHEN MANES

The idea is inspired. And if this program worked

well, the price would be a steal, but the fact is,

Memory/Shift is too absent-minded to depend on.

Memory/Shift:

Nine Heads Are

Not Necessarily Better

Than One
Memory/Shift (Version 2.0)

North American Business Systems,

Inc.

640 Office Pkwy.

St. Louis. MO 63141

(800) 325-1485

List Price: $99

Requires: PC-DOS 1.1 or 2.0, one disk

drive, 128K RAM.

CIRCLE 706 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Admit it: Memory/Shift sounds terrific. A
hundred-buck program that lets you turn

your PC into nine machines at once? Lisa,

eat your heart out!

Memory/Shift allows you to divide PC
memory into as many as nine “partitions"

as small as 32K (48K in DOS 2.0) or as big

as you’ve got RAM for. Each partition

works like a separate PC, and you can

switch from one to the other at the touch of

a button. When you leave a partition, the

program running in it stops executing, but

when you return, you can pick it up pre-

cisely where you left it.

Y,.OUCAN
display two versions of
your word processor—
one for notes, the other

for current text.

Better still, you can move data from

one partition to another. You can stick a

spreadsheet into a report, move a deduc-

tion from your calendar to your tax form,

copy a phone number from a database into

a letter, or switch from your communica-

tions package to WordStar to read a

recently downloaded file without having

to wade through mysterious Greek and

European language characters.

If you’ve got two display cards and two

monitors, you can assign each partition to

a particular screen. (At least according to

the manual. Three crack editors at Ameri-

ca's finest computer publication could not

make this feature work for more than 20

seconds without getting a dread Parity

Error 2 and being forced to turn off the

machine.) Memory/Shift also allows you

to put a spreadsheet training program on

the color monitor while running VisiCalc

on the monochrome. You can display two

versions of your word processor—one for

notes, the other for current text. Or you

can freeze iridescent mollusks on one

screen while you write your review of

Killer Clams on the other.
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over

600
programs
for the IBM PC

Public Domain Software from around
the country available from a single

source. Applications, DOS and BASIC
utilities, spreadsheet templates, gra-

phics. games, demos and more.

Set of 12 most popular disks $60
File system, modem communications, spooler,

RAM disk, Basic utilities. FORTH language,

games.

Games set $30
6 disks with over 60 games — Chess. Eliza.

Startrek. pc-man and more.

Complete set of 50 disks $245
All the above programs plus numerous utilities,

games. PASCAL programs, educational and

development tools

PC-Blue series of 20 disks $95
Programs translated from CPM. games, general

ledger, utilities, communications, filing, bulletin

board — many programs written in Pascal.

Fortran and BASIC — some programs require

translation or Z80 card.

Disks also sold individually — send $3 for

directory of files on all disks — disks are

single sided.

PASCAL programs
(all use the IBM PASCAL compiler)

PASCAL Graphics $70
Utility routines to create dots, lines, circles in

color — solid and pattern fill — animation —
light pen and joystick control — SIGGRAPH
core's setwindow. setviewport. clipping — a

must for writers of games and business pro-

grams in PASCAL — includes linkable object

modules and demo driver written in PASCAL.

Screen Control $29
Menu selection — full screen input — multiple

screen pages — color and screen attribute

selection — scrolling — keyboard monitoring

and more — includes linkable object modules

and demo driver written in PASCAL.

Manual and demo disk for the above
two programs $19

PASCAL Tools $45
Editor, text formatter, sort, print, find, word and
line count, index utilities — over 40 modules in

all. Programs compatible with book "Software

Tools in PASCAL" — includes source programs

and documentation on 3 double sided disks.

CA residents add 6.5% sales tax — add $

4

shipping and handling VISA and MASTER-
CARD accepted.

PC Software Interest Group
1556 Halford Ave.. Suite #130B

Santa Clara. CA 95051

(408) 247-6303

It’s a better idea, all right. The mind

conjures up visions of a movie called The

Beast with Nine Brains, or a slightly seedy

late-night commercial for the Goldberg

Nine-Way Marvel: “It chops, minces,

slices, dices, shreds, kneads, grinds,

blends, and rices data. What would you

expect to pay for this miraculous product?

JLT CHOPS
minces, slices, dices,

shreds, kneads, grinds,

blends, and rices data.

Five hundred dollars? A thousand? Two?
Well, hold on to your keyboard, we’re

offering it for the low, low price of just

$99. You heard right! It’s like getting nine

machines for just 11 dollars each! Order

now, and we’ll include a free comedy

disk—Gary Kildall’s complete pro-

nouncements on the future of Concurrent

CP/M-86—at absolutely no extra cost!”

How Do I Crash Thee?
Enough fantasy. Is Memory/Shift really

sharper than a Ginsu knife and more pow-

erful than a Saturn rocket, or is it the latest

pet rock?

Well, let’s say you really want to get

your money’s worth out of Memory/Shift.

You’ve got your word processor running

in one partition, your database in another,

your spreadsheet in a third, your calendar

in a fourth, and your communications

package in a fifth. While the boss goes out

for a coffee break, you switch to partition

six to play Dioxin Detoxer, an adventure

game with a thrill at every turn. Unfortu-

nately, it doesn’t understand your com-

mand, “nuke New Jersey,” and goes dead

on you. You press every combination of

keys you can think of, but there is abso-

lutely no response. Drive B begins making

funny noises. The only way out is to turn

off the machine and restart it.

You have just witnessed a disaster of a

magnitude unimaginable before Memory/

Shift: a six-bagger crash, wiping out every

bit of data that’s in the machine and very

likely messing up unclosed disk files as

well.

Well, that’s only theoretical, right? A

cautionary illustration? Let’s put it this

way: The on/off switch on my PC got more

use the night I tried Memory/Shift than in

any recent month I can remember.

Shifty Moves
The first thing you do with Memoiy/

Shift is use one of its batch files to copy

DOS onto it. Unfortunately, neither the

manual nor any on-screen message both-

ers to explain that the DOS disk you’re

supposed to put into drive B must be the

complete IBM-DOS disk, or at least one

including SYS.COM and all the system

files on it.

This minor omission can cause major

problems. When reconfiguring the Memo-
ry/Shift disk in a change from DOS 1.1 to

2.0, the batch files can easily create a

mixed system—that is, one that has one

version of COMMAND.COM and a differ-

ent version of the system files. This can

wreak utter havoc—or merely cause an

apparently inexplicable system hang-up.

All versions of the manual point out that

you can upgrade your disk from 1.1 to 2.0.

Only the later ones mention that you can-

not return it to 1.1 ever again.

Once it’s got the system files on it, the

Memory/Shift disk is ready to go. You load

your system with any other programs that

will remain resident, such as disk emula-

tors, print spoolers, and hard disk drivers.

Then you put the Memory/Shift disk in

drive A and type MS.

The screen gives you a message from

Memory/Shift telling you that the program

is copyrighted and that it was written by

TmON/OFF
switch on my PCgot
more use the night I

tried Memory/Shift than

in any recent month I

can remember.

someone named Jonathan L. C. More. It

also indicates how much memory is avail-

able in each partition. In this case, you get

the default setting: two partitions, one

with 64K (or, I believe, 76K in DOS 2.0)

and the other with whatever’s left of mem-
CIRCLE 352 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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ory. After you respond to the DOS time

and date prompts. Partition 1 shows you

the familiar A>, and you may do whatever

it is you normally do upon seeing it.

When you feel the urge to open Parti-

tion 2, you hit either Alt-2 or Alt-Esc. The

screen instantly switches, and an inverse-

video line in the lower right corner of the

screen tells you exactly which partition

you’re in and how much memory is

assigned to it. That line disappears with

your first keystroke, which will probably

be an Enter in response to time and date

prompts. Though the documentation

doesn’t say so, Memory/Shift is able to

pick up the current system time, and now
Partition 2 is ready to do your bidding. To
switch back, you hit Alt-1 or Alt-Esc. But

if you’ve put any characters in front of a

DOS prompt and you ask Memory/Shift to

switch partitions, you have to hit Enter

befqre anything will happen. Until you’re

used to it, it looks for all the world like a

total system freezeup.

Faults and Defaults

What if you want more than two parti-

tions? Simple, if you’re the careful sort.

You may invoke the program by typing ms
n=X, s=A,B,C where X represents the

number of partitions you want and A,B,C

and so on represent the memory size of

each partition in K bytes. You must do this

exactly right. An upper-case N or S will

get you a “syntax error” message. If you

specify too much memory, you’ll get a

“memory allocation” error. And if you

happen to omit the memory size specifica-

tions, guessing that there must be some

built-in defaults, guess again. The ma-

chine goes into a dead hang that can be

overcome only by turning it off and start-

ing up again.

The other way to change the defaults is

to run an installation program. That has a

few zingers in store, too. The manual says

the installation program’s default setting

is the same as the bootup: two partitions

with a minimum of 64K each. This seems

to be true—sometimes.

When I ran the program with my disk

emulator in place, that default is the one I

got. When I rebooted to take advantage of

my PC’s 576K of memory, the default set-

ing turned out to be eight partitions with

64K each. I accepted it; what I got was a

setup with seven 64K partitions and an

eighth with 110K—a total of 558K.

I tried again, refusing the default. This

time the installation informed me that I

had a 544K system and could install up to

nine partitions. But when I went to install

those partitions, I was told I had 558K of

There'S no
way offinding out how
MemoryIShift has been

configured without

actually invoking it.

"allocatable memory”—the amount the

default chose to use.

I’m still not sure what’s going on here.

The folks at North American Business

Systems say Memory/Shift is set up to

“see” only 512K, but that it can set up par-

titions adding up to more than that

because the partitions share a single copy

of DOS. That sounds fishy to me. If it's

true, why did the program tell me I had a

544K machine instead of 512K? And why
did North American warn me that a 128K

system won’t give two 64K partitions? Ah,

well, I suppose there are some mysteries

we are destined never to solve.

This, incidentally, was an “improved”

installation program. I won’t bore you

with the crazy math the first one came up

with.

The installation program lets you

change the key combination that selects

each partition. If you have a graphics card,

you can choose each partition’s text mode
foreground and background colors, in-

cluding “magneta” and “light magneta,"

and decide whether you’ll save the full

graphics display memory or only one page

(the ramifications of which, once again,

are almost totally undocumented). If you

have two displays, you may choose which

one will display each partition. You can

disable disk checking, and you can reas-

sign the keys used to change partitions,

mark data, and move it. The manual

claims that Alt-?— the Help key— is the

only one that can’t be reassigned. The

more observant among us will note that Fl

and F2 can’t either. And the more irritable

will complain that there’s no way of find-

ing out how Memory/Shift has been con-

figured without actually invoking it.

HB Software
for Your IBM Personal Computer

Script

HBSoftware Word Processing i

Script eliminates all the obstacles
to learningword processing. With Script

you will not have to "unlearn" howto
type. Once through the learner-oriented

Script Users Manual and you will be
successfully producing professional-
looking documents.

Script is an all new design that uses
commands typed in English and menus
that lead easily to the results you want
With Script you will easily control the
format and style of your documents
and use the full capabilities of your
printer to achieve the style of pre-

senting yourself that you want

PS - The People Sorter
HBSoftware Address Book

Management

Address book management is much
more than just printing mailing labels.

PS sorts hundreds of full 6-line labels

with 10-digit ZIP Codes in just a few
seconds and prints them as fast as

your printer will go. But PS does much
more.

This year over 20% of Americans
will move. Keeping you address book
up-to-date is crucial. With PS, alone
among microcomputer address book
systems, you will find any entry in just

3 seconds no matter how many entries

are on your disk and directly replace

the updated record.

The PS Menu, English-language
conversations, and an easy-to-use
alphabetic index make your work fast

and pleasant. PS keeps track of all the
information you want to know about
people. You will easily find just the

people you want to communicate
with using the powerful PS selection

criteria

HBSort and HBSnoop
HBSoftware Programmer Tools

Using HBSort tremendously sim-

plifies program logic by putting records

in the order that is easiest to process.

HBSort does the whole job, creating

an output file of your records in the
order you need them. HBSort does
this simply and quickly - your sort

time is guaranteed.

HBSnoop is a tool that prints out
the contents of any direct disk file- all

the records or just selected records,

the whole record orjust selected fields.

FOR FREE BROCHURES AND
FREE TRIAL OFFER SEND jUST YOUR

NAME AND ADDRESS TO:

1
HBSoftware OFFER

"
“I

1

Harper Business Systems 1

910 - 179th Court NE 1

1 Bellevue, WA 98008
|

L_ (206) 643-9762 _ J
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!!!!COMPETITIVE PRICES!!!!
FROM DIGITAL DIMENSIONS

FOR THE IBM P.C.

FULL AST LINE CALL
NEC Spinwriter 3550 33CPS $1,990
NEC 8023A $415
Quadram Quad board w 64K $320
Quadram Quadboard w 128K $380
Quadram Quadboard w 192K $430
Quadram Quadboard w 256K $490

64K UPGRADE KITS $58

OKIDATA
ML-80 $317 ML-82A $395

ML-83A $639 ML-84P $969

ML-84S $1,083

ML-92..80 COL.,

160 CPS PARALLEL 1509
ML-93..136 COL.,

160 CPS PARALLEL S832

THE GORILLA
SEIKOSHA DOT MATRIX, PARALLEL
50 CPS PLUS GRAPHICS $219
MONITOR HI RES 12

NON GLARE GREEN $95

INFO RUNNER RITEMAN
120 CPS, FRICTION, PIN A TRACTOR FEED
ALL STANDARD $390

IDS

PRISM 80..3.4K & 200 Sprint $1,036
Inc. sheet feed, color A graphics $1,429
PRISM 132..3.4K & 200 Sprint $1,195
Inc. sheet feed, color & graphics $1,591
MICROPRISM 480 $569

DIABLO
Diablo 620 $1,015
Diablo 630 $1,915

QUME
1140 + 40 CPS $1490

C. ITOH

Prowriter..80 Col., 120 CPS, Parallel $396
Prowriter 2..80 Col.,

120 CPS. Parallel $696
Starwriter F-10..40 CPS, Parallel $1,149
Printmaster F-10..55 CPS $1,489
8600 B 90 CPS Hi Res $1,119

MODEMS
Hayes 300 Baud

$219
Hayes 1200 Baud

$515
Hayes Integrated Modem
for the IBM PC $499

MONITORS
Texan
RGB 1 - Med. ras. color S309
RGB III - High res. for the

IBM and Apple III

Amdek

Color II

DIGITAL DIMENSIONS
190 Chapel Rd., Manchester, CT 06040

Info & Orders Call 203-649-3611
Orders Only 1-800-243-5222

COD Welcome Mem 2 3 Weeks For Checks MC VISA OK
Al Prices Include UPS Ground Freight In U S

CT ReskJents Add 7' Sates Tea

Pnces Suhiect To Change Without Notice
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Once you’ve got Memory/Shift work-

ing, the Alt-? combination brings a modi-

cum of help via a tiny inverse-video “pop-

up” menu in the lower right corner of the

screen. The menu tells you which parti-

tion you're in, how much memory is allo-

cated to it, and which disk drive is the cur-

rent default. Option 1 tells you which

Memory/Shift key combinations do what.

Option 2 lets you "set display adapter

parameters.” With a monochrome adapt-

er, it lets blinking characters do just that.

For some inexplicable reason, Memory/

Shift turns off the blink attribute unless

you tell it otherwise.

With a color monitor, you get to change

the foreground, background, and border

colors as well. Unfortunately, on the IBM
color display we had running for at least

15 seconds at a time, DOS insisted on

blinking every time we did anything with

it. Given the Parity Error 2s we kept get-

ting, we never got far enough to discover

what would happen with a real applica-

tion program.

Shifting Bytes

“Just what is the 3200-byte buffer?”

asks one of the manual’s headings. To the

utter amazement of those who expected a

polishing cloth for a school of piranhas, it

turns out to be what you use to transfer

data within the same partition or from one

partition to another.

Cj'lVEN THE
Parity Error 2s we kept

getting, we nevergotfar
enough to discover what
would happen zvith a

real application

program.

To put information into this infamous

3200-byte buffer, you press Alt and the

Gray Plus (+) key. A pop-up menu
informs you that the Gray Plus key

appends data to the buffer and that the

Gray Minus (-) key clears the buffer out

before data is acquired. After making the

choice, you define a block of data by mov-

ing the cursor around to mark the upper
left and lower right corners of an imagi-

nary rectangle on the screen.

Memory/Shift takes command during

this operation, and its box-shaped cursor

can be made to go anywhere on the screen,

regardless of whether the program would

normally allow this. The arrow keys on

the cursor pad do what you expect, except

at the edges of the screen, where they

bring you back to the opposite end of the

same screen line. The four keys at the cor-

ners of the cursor pad—Home, End, Pg Up
and Pg Dn—take you to the corresponding

corners of the screen.

After reaching the first of the two defin-

ing comers, you press the space bar. Then
you move the cursor to the diagonally

opposite corner and press the space bar

again. Now the defined block is highlight-

ed—though what this means depends on

what’s on the screen. Somehow the

marked section of the screen will look dif-

ferent from the rest, but whether it will be

in high-intensity, low-intensity, inverse

video or exactly what depends on what’s

on the screen.

Terminator with Extreme
Prejudice

Another pop-up menu tells you to “En-

ter keystrokes to be appended to each

line.” This confusing instruction is the

key to successful data transfer with Mem-
ory/Shift, but the documentation doesn’t

begin to explain it. Be it a carriage return

or merely a space, some sort of line termi-

nator is nearly always required for suc-

cessful data transfer.

When you dump data to the buffer,

Memory/Shift reads it from the screen.

This means it is totally ignorant of impor-

tant invisible characters such as carriage

returns. Nor can it read control characters:

to Memory/Shift, >C is two characters—

a

caret and a C. This can fool you badly

when using a program that uses the caret

convention for displaying, but not storing,

control characters.

Furthermore, Memory/Shift observes

particular (and, needless to say, undocu-

mented) conventions in the way it reads

the screen. It ignores blanks at the end of

any line, and it ignores all blank lines.

That's why it’s absolutely imperative to

use terminator characters; otherwise the

last item in each line will run smack up

against the first item in the next. In the

case of a program like WordStar, a blank
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usually does the trick, since a carriage

return would inhibit reforming para-

graphs. If you’re moving entries into a

database or spreadsheet, you’ve got to con-

sider what kinds of commands should fol-

low each line.

Once you’ve typed in the terminator

And THOUGH
the manual breathes not

a word of the fact, you
can transfer only ASCII
and extendedASCII

characters.

character or characters you want, you hit

the illogical Fl to put them at the end of

each line or F2 at the beginning. A copy of

the marked block goes into the buffer, and

you’re back to your program. If you want

to tack more data onto what’s in the buffer,

you have to go through the whole process

again. Memory/Shift's data-capture mode
only works one screen at a time. And
though the manual breathes not a word of

the fact, you can transfer only ASCII and

extended ASCII characters. According to

North American, the data-transfer mode
doesn’t work with noncharacter graphics.

Whether this means it will crash is left to

our imaginations.

Since your screens rarely have every

position filled with data, the 3200-byte

buffer amounts to a little over two screens.

If you try to overflow the buffer by

appending too much data to it, you usual-

ly discover that Memory/Shift has high-

lighted only the amount of data it has

room for. Once you hit the space bar to

dump the data, you sometimes get a mes-

sage to the effect that the remaining high-

lighted text didn’t get in. Sometimes you

don’t. And one time I got that message

along with a spectacular light show as the

text on my screen oscillated between high

intensity and low in a charmingly artistic

but apparently random way.

Depositing Data
Once you get where you want the data

in the buffer to go, all you do is press Alt

and Gray Minus. This maneuver doesn’t

Computerisland
presents a fantasy
of low prices !

call us for information
on our complete

product line

P.C. Boards
AST Research
• AST I/O Plus II clock calen- S 1 1

5

der and serial port

• Combo Plus 64K, upgrad-

able to 256K, with clock
calender, serial port and
parallel ports 285

• Mega Plus 64K upgrad-

able to 256K (or to 51 2K
with Mega Pak) with clock,

calender and serial

port 285

Quadram
• 64K Quardboard, upgrad-

able to 256K, with Quad-
master software, clock
calender, serial and
parallel port 277

• 64K Memory only 199
• 1 28K Memory 255
• 1 92K Memory 309

Monitors
Princeton
• RGB Hi Resolution . $635

NEC, Taxan,
Sanyo, Amdek Call

Computerisland
2301 5 Del Lago Drive,

Ste. D2-161
Laguna Hills, CA 92653

714 -951-0941

Printers
Smith Corona
• TP1 . SCall

Star Micronics
e Gemini 10 339
• Gemini 16 479

Epson
• FX 80. MX & RX Series.. Call

Okidata
• 82 A 440
• 83 A 690
• 84 A 975
• 92 A 545
• 93 A 970

Brother
• HR - 1 750
• HR - 15 570

NEC Spinwriter
• 7710 - 1 $1,950
e 7715-1 .2,100
• 7720 - 1 .2,400
• 7725 - 1 .2,400
e 7730 -1 .1,950
e 3510 .1,350
• 3515 .1,350
e 3550 .1,850
• PC8023A .. .450

Disk Drives
5'A Tandon Drives
• TM100-1A SSDD 160K ... 195
• TM100-2A OSDD 320K . .

.

275

Teac, Hitachi,

Matsushita
• Half Height Disk Drives. .

,

Call

Modems
Novation, Hayes,
Signalman,
Cactus Call

Terms
MO, Cashier's Check. Personal checks allow 2 1
weeks lor processing. Include Drivers License 1
and credit card • s Visa. Amex. CB add 3<*> service 1
charge. Add 3% shipping & handling or $2.50, 1
whichever is greater Add 1 0% tor foreign orders 1
or US Parcel Poet. Include Telephone number. 1
NO CODs. Prices subject to change without 1
notice. Some items aubiect to prior sale We
reserve the right to substitute manufacturer. |

|

Retail prices may vary.
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clear the buffer, so you can use its contents

again and again if necessary.

When you call data from the buffer,

Memory/Shift brings it in serially, as if it

were typed. This is none too speedy. It can

take nearly a minute and a half for Word-

Star to process a full buffer of text. Fright-

eningly inaccurate screens appeared dur-

ing the process, but everything cleared up

the instant data transfer was complete. But

if you happen to be transferring to the

middle of a WordStar file and you’ve for-

gotten to change the program from the

overtype to the insert mode, you'll watch

in horror as the incoming data wipes out

everything below it.

FftffggT TMEIE PRICE .

YOUR PRICE
COMPUTERS

IBM PC

COLOMBIA 1600-1

EAGLE II

PRINTERS/MODEMS
INTERFACES

c. itoh

PROWRITER 8510

PROWRITER 1550

STARWRITER F-10

PRINTMASTER F-10

» We carry ALL C.ITOH Printers •

HAYES SMARTMODEM 1200

HAYES SMARTMODEM 300

• We carry ALL SONY Interfaces
|

and Monitors •

MONITORS
PRINCETON GRAPHICS
(Hi Rez Color Monitor)

QUADRAM QUADCHROME
(Hi Rez Color Monitor: 690 x 480) |

AMDEK COLOR II

AMDEK 30QA

NEC JB 1201 (Hi Rez Green)

NEC JC 1203 (Hi Rez RGB Color)

SONY PVM 1270 O
(Super Hi Rez RGB 1 7'

Color Monitor)
|

SONY RVP-460

(46"; 16 RGB Colors. 80 Characters)

SONY KX-121 1 HG PROFEEL

1 1
2" Color Momtor/TV)

SOFTWARE
SUPERCALC

LOTUS 1-2-3

EASYWRITER II

EASYFILER

VISITREND-PLOT

dBASE II ASHTON TATE

WORDSTAR
INFOSTAR
SUPERCALC II

MULTIPLAN
THE LANDLORD
B.L STRATEGIST ashton tate

FINANCIAL PLANNER ashton tate|

d GRAPH
VISICALC

ACCOUNTING PLUS

HOME ACCOUNTANT
SPELLSTAR

SPELLBINDER

SUPER SPELLGUARD
VOLKSWRITER
SUPERWRITER
MAILMERGE
PEACH PAK
CONDOR 20-1

CONDOR 20-3

WORDSTAR/MAILMERGE/
SPELSTAR/STAR INDEX
QUICKCODE

MULTIMATE

MECH
Onaton of Tokyo Hoc ft

•(TO CUSTOMER NUMBER 6. 16. and 66. ON EACH SPECIFIC ITEM.)

** (TO CUSTOMER NUMBER 22 ON SONY KX -121 1 HG).

UMfT - ONE FREE GIFT PER CUSTOMER. MUST MENTION THIS AO.

OFFER EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 30. 1983.

222 KEARNY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94108 (415) 398-1004

We offer ALL other PC Software at your price, not theirs.

WE GIVE CORPORATE, GOVERNMENT. AND INSTTTimONAL DISCOUNTS ON HARDWARE.
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Data transfer presents other sticky

problems because of incompatibilities be-

tween programs. Moving a wide spread-

sheet into a program like WordStar will

have to be done one screen at a time and

E.RIGHTENINGLY
inaccurate screens

appeared during the

process, hut everything

cleared up the instant

data transfer was
complete.

requires exceptionally careful planning.

Furthermore, many programs can’t handle

certain characters the PC is capable of pro-

ducing. Trying to move inadmissible data

into a program that won't accept it can

lead to weird results.

Your spreadsheet, for example, may
not be too happy about getting text where

it expects to see numbers and may well

interpret some of those letters as com-

mands, much to your chagrin. WordStar

took SuperCaic’s vertical line character

and converted it into a 3 by ignoring the

high bit. PeachText's paragraph-marker

character simply disappeared when it was

ported over to WordStar. A program with

less sophisticated error trapping may burp

and die when given data it can’t handle

—

taking all the other partitions down with it

like a house of cards.

Disk Follies

Diskettes present a special series of

challenges to Memory/Shift. If you’re

using a program like WordStar, which

swaps overlays into memory from disk,

you have to remember to have the program

disk in the proper drive. Fortunately,

Memory/Shift is smart enough to remem-

ber which disk you had in the drive when

last you used it—and demand that you

put it back.

It keeps track by giving each disk a

label—actually the filename of an empty

and hidden file. In DOS 2.0 it’s the 11

character DOS “volume label,’’ but if you

haven’t christened the disk, Memory/Shift

asks you to and lets you do it. In DOS 1.1,
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you get only eight characters to play with,

and Memory'/Shift adds the extension

<L> without telling you.

The <L> is an odd choice, since angle

brackets are illegal hie name characters in

DOS 2.0. Though DOS 2.0 won’t let you

enter such a label, it doesn’t seem to mind

seeing it. Still, considering the new DOS
manual's warning to give a new monicker

to all files with newly-illegal characters in

the file name, you have to hope you won't

be playing with a time bomb when using

old Memory/Shi/f-labeled DOS disks with

DOS 2.0.

Of course, a disk copy of a given disk

would carry the same label as the original,

and Memory'/Shift wouldn’t be able to

catch the problems if you used the copy by

mistake. A more likely problem could be

created by using one disk in more than one

partition, which the program is quite will-

ing to let you do.

The manual does warn you not to use

the same file in multiple partitions,

because two different versions of it could

wreak havoc with the disk’s file allocation

table. Fine, but if you’re running two ver-

sions of WordStar or another program that

creates a temporary file with a standard

name (WORKING.TXT, say. or EDBACK-
UP.SSS). you could conceivably modify

that file in two different partitions without

even realizing it. If that happened, the file

could be irretrievably corrupted. When I

tried it. WordStar was smart enough to

recognize that something was rotten in the

state of MEMSH1FT.$$$, announced a

“Fatal Error F28: Close Failure." dumped

PROGRAM
may burp and die when

given data it can't

handle—taking all the

otherpartitions down
with it like a house of

cards.

me back to DOS, and saved my original

text. Other programs may not be so accom-

modating.

I did not check this program out at

length on an XT. Suffice it to say that the

one attempt I made at getting a program to

run was unsuccessful. DOS couldn't find

the program 1 wanted from the disk. It

didn’t have such problems before Memo-
ry/Shift was installed.

Let Me Count The Ways
Crashes, I hasten to reiterate, are the

real bane of a program like this. If the crash

is severe enough—and it usually is—you

will have to turn off the machine and wipe

out whatever is in memory in the other

partitions. You may well discover that you

have open files on some of the other

disks—or worse.

It's possible to exit a partition while the

You've got heartburn from eating all those itty bitty dots

You've trashed every lost dungeon in the unknown universe

You've blasted ten million mutant alien weasels to bits.

But are you prepared to practice the art of

PERSUASION
Real-time strategy from OLORIN

$40 at your computer store,

or direct from:

OLOrun
PC GAMESMASTERS

• Animated arcade style graphics

on a monochrome or color display

• 1000 hours of play testing

• All the features you've come to expec t

and more

!

• Runs optimally on any IBM PC or XT

P O Box 719 Amherst, MA 01004 (413)549-0535
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program there is writing a file to disk. If

that file gets written only partially, and a

crash in another partition keeps you from

going back to close the file, you can prob-

ably say goodbye to it. If the ruined file is

an index to a random file, you’ll have a

very tough time indeed getting at your

data. And if you’re particularly unfortu-

nate—for example, if you clobbered a file

directory before it was fully rewritten

—

you could lose the whole disk.

I deliberately courted a couple of these

disasters, so I know they can happen.

North American Business Systems says

it's addressing the problem in versions

currently being tested. In the meantime, it
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It's impossible to plan for

tomorrow unless you know
what you’re spending today.

PerFin, the personal financial

program for the IBM-PC, helps

you analyze spending patterns

through a comprehensive, yet

easy-to-use method of records-

keeping. Pr.ced at only $65*,

PerFin is the most inexpensive,

effective resource available for

personal money management.

With PerFin, you can track all

your expen-es in up to 40 user-

defined categories, creating per-

manent records by month and
category. And that information

becomes the basis for realistic

goal-setting with PerFin’s

budget feature.

You can request year-to-date

reports by category, or ask

PerFin to alert you when
you’re over-budget.

You can also use PerFin to

balance your checkbook—
quickly and accurately. Provide

comprehensive reports for in-

come tax purposes. Edit, delete,

or rearrange entries. Whatever

your financial goals, PerFin is a

proven tool that can help turn

them into reality.

To order, phone (713) 531-6100

or write DEG software.

•Plus $? postage and handling.

DEG software
(713) 531-6100

11999 Katy Freeway. Suite 150

Houston, Texas 77079

wouldn’t be a terrible idea to have a copy

of the file-recovering Norton Utilities

around just in case.

Boot Hill

If a hang-up hasn’t turned the system

deaf to the pleas of the keyboard, banging

on Ctrl-Alt-Del will reboot a single parti-

tion without harming the others. To reboot

the entire system, you use Left Shift-Ctrl-

Crashes,
I hasten to reiterate, are

the real bane ofa

program like this.

Del. If any other partitions are open, you

then receive the warning: “Danger: other

tasks active" and must confirm that you

really want to reboot the whole ma-

chine.

In theory this helps you to avoid the

danger of leaving partitions with poten-

tially open disk files. In practice, many
problems won’t let you reboot the current

partition, so it’s time for Boot Hill—turn-

ing the machine off and on again. The par-

tial reboot feature itself has hung up my
system on at least two occasions. Still

worse, it’s possible to reboot a single par-

tition with a version of DOS that you

didn’t begin with. Since Memory/Shift

retains only one version in memory, this

could lead to no end of problems later.

Irreconcilable Differences

Memory/Shift happens to be incompat-

ible with a wide variety of programs. The

documentation lists three that Memory/

Shift won’t consort with: Hayes Smart-

corn II, WordVision, and ProKey. I tried

them and it’s true. North American claims

it’s working with Hayes and the WordVi-

sion folks to correct the problem, but the

ProKey incompatibility can’t be rectified.

This is a shame, because I sorely missed

being able to use ProKey while testing this

program.

But there’s plenty of other software

that won’t run with Memory/Shift and

may even cause a crash. Programs that

don’t stick to strict PC-DOS conventions

are the prime suspects, but standard DOS
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programs that are copy-protected are also

a major problem. My spot-check showed

that Deadline and Asylum (which use pro-

prietary operating systems) refused to run,

as did the copy-protected Time Manager

(which would otherwise be a perfect pro-

gram for this type of system) and Visi-

Word. One of the Norton Utilities worked

fine until I was finished with it and re-

turned to DOS, at which point the system

went into a dead hang. The Memory/Shift

manual points out that VisiCaic may have

trouble running from certain partitions.

Leaving aside CP/M-86, p-System, and so

on, it would be eminently safe to hazard a

guess that there are plenty of other pro-

grams that won’t run with Memory/Shift.

Copy-protection schemes fool Memo-
ry/Shift, but the program itself is copy-

protected. Aside from the fact that you

can’t copy it to a hard disk, this is partic-

ularly annoying when you consider that

you need a different copy for each version

of DOS. True, once you load it, Memory/

Shift remains resident in memory until

you turn your machine off, so you can set

your disk aside until your system crashes.

And North American will sell you a back-

up—one per customer, please—for 14

bucks, which isn’t all that avaricious. But

the company can hardly complain about

all those copy-protected programs that

sneak around standard DOS and knock

Memory/Shift down for the count.

Abundant Confusion
The manual for Memory/Shift is truly

abysmal. Avoiding important information

in the name of ‘‘keeping things simple,” it

leaves the user high and dry with a few

basic how-tos and almost no details or

whys. Many major points are undocu-

mented. Typographical errors assail the

eye from every page in earlier versions.

ThHE MANUAL
is truly abysmal.

The new ones have actually been proof-

read.

Confusion abounds. When you’re

through installing DOS on your Memory/

Shift disk, you’re told to turn your

machine off and on—a truly irritating

activity if you’ve got much memory at

all—when a three-key reboot would serve

the same purpose. There is no frank dis-

cussion about the problems of using copy-

protected software with Memory/Shift.

But there is a glossary with such useful

definitions as ‘‘EXECUTE KEY: Synonym
for RETURN key” (perhaps they borrowed

their machine from the Mafia) and

‘‘MONOCHROME: Synonym for black

and white” ( a purist, the manual writer

will defend against amber and green until

his retina withers and dies). Despite an

admonition to ask manufacturers of non-

compatible programs to phone in with

technical information, there’s no phone

number anywhere in the document..

BUSINESSMASTER PLUS
ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE SO COMPLETE.

IT’S A MASTERPIECE.

Packages available:

General Ledger

Accounts Receivable
Order Entry

Accounts Payable
Purchase Orders

Inventory (Regular)

Inventory (Raw Goods)

Payroll

Fixed Asset Accounting
with ACRS yes

Mailing List yes

Us BuimastMaater STAR Star Computar Systems
PT PaachTrsa AP Accounting Plus

• Available separately

yes yes yes yes

yes yes yes yes

y63 no yes

yes yes yes yes

Accounting software so com-
plete, the only thing we left out
was the high price

CBASIC2 Version $289
CB-80 Version $495
CB-86 Version $495

There's no room here for a full comparison. Send
for our free software performance evaluation, and
judge BusmessMaster Plus for yourself.

• euvnniMnlv" ‘

BuiinattMaatar. inc

I’adaman oi PaacM'ev 1

BusmessMaster, Inc

1207 Elm Avenue, Suite M
Carlsbad, CA 92008
6194346165
800-521-9277 (Outside California)

Telex 499 3505 BMAST
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I’m Not Lisa

To the people at North American Busi-

ness Systems, Memory/Shift is clearly a

big deal. They’re marketing it hard, and

they’re hinting at powerful new additions

in future releases. The company has a pol-

icy of supplying the first upgrade free

when you return your warranty card, and

making subsequent updates available for

$14 each, which seems reasonable

enough.

But the major problem with Memory/

Shift is that it engenders absolutely no

confidence, a particularly unsettling state

of affairs for a program that has* such a

huge potential for disaster. Much of its

Break TKrough the

64K Barrier!

Make full use of the memory you have by
programming with the FORTH-32 language. A
Complete Development System! Floating Point

and other Extensions.

Call toll-free or

contact a participat-

ing Computerland
Quest Research, Inc. store.

303 Williams Ave.

Huntsville, AL 35801

(205) 533-9405

Available for DOS 1.0, 1.1, 2.0

FORTH-32 and the Quest logo

are trademarks of

Quest Research, Inc.

800-558-8088
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basic design shows thoughtfulness—but

dozens of details betray the kind of hasty,

careless, it’s-good-enough attitude that

helped bring down the American auto

industry.

p,ROCEED
with caution and make
plenty of backups of

your disks.

When a program gives you three

options—Y, N, and Enter— it shouldn’t

allow you to enter “Moe,” “Larry,” or

“Joe.” And a technical writer should

know that anybody who needs to be told

that a monitor is “The unit which looks

like a TV tube and normally sits on top of

the computer” has no business going any-

where near a program as fraught with peril

as this one. And there should be no need

for three different versions in a little over a

month. If the program’s ready, release it; if

not, back to the compiler. With Memory/

Shift, you never get the feeling that the

program will consistently do what it’s

supposed to do, time and time again. It’s

precisely this feeling that separates the

terrific software from the shelf-sitters.

Memory/Shift may well be biting off

more than it can chew in its attempt to

integrate wildly disparate varieties of soft-

ware by monkeying with PC-DOS. Still, it

does things nothing else I’ve seen can

manage, and some moderately masochis-

tic persons will probably be willing to take

advantage of its potential and live with the

warts. To them I offer the following

advice: Try the program out with back-up

copies of the software and data you’re

planning to use with it. Think of all the

ways you can crash the system, and see

what happens. If you do decide to use it,

start slowly: Work with two or three par-

titions at first rather than the full comple-

ment. Proceed with caution and make

plenty of backups of your disks.

Memory/Shift is not the Lisa, and it’s

not VisiOn. It’s an interesting little pro-

gram that could use a much better manual,

a lot more testing, and a lot less hype. For

$99 you were expecting maybe the Gold-

berg Nine-Way Marvel, rube? /PC
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What dothe thirteen most popular
word processors have in common?

n

Easywriter* Superwriter*

Multimate* WordPerfect*
Perfectwriter* Word Plus*

Powertext* Wordstar*

Select* Visiword*

Spellbinder* Volkswriter*

Executive Secretary*

mu*-
1

!

IS! DUD Mi O «_

I fiii-wi.r

2K0&E4I)
nOfS-SREA-CSDE'3'.
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CstaOBY-12-CCDE :- .,
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aCiCtiNl-*
1234547

11m Places

..L.L.L.L.i

The most versatile list and file manager for the IBM PC.
CataList is a menu-driven, mini-database, list

processor, file management, and mailing list handler.

CataList prepares fully-compatible interface-diskettes

for any of the 13 most popular word processors. No
programming experience is required.

CataList is flexible and easy to use; it lets the user
merge CataList interface diskettes with “customized”
form-letters created by your word processing system.

CataList will access the following printers:

BROTHER HR-1/DX-15* NEC-8023/3500/7700 SERIES*
COMREX CR-1 * INFOSCRIBE 1000/1100/1200/1500*

DAISYWRITER-2000* EPSON MX/FX-SERIES*
D IABLO-620/630 * IDS 460/480/560 PRISM*
GEMINI/STAR-10* TRANSTAR T-140*

QUME SPRINT* OKIDATA 84A/92/93*

C.ITOH M-8510A F10-55 AND FLO-40* FUJITSU-F86*

Other CataList features:

• Select or delete items by name, partial name, nine-

digit zip code, record number, date of entry, or any
of 16 other user-defined fields or partial fields.

• Choose from six standard, built-in sort routines, five

user-defined variable sort fields, and up to 21 fixed-

length fields for sorting.

• Process nearly 2,000 entries per data diskette for an
unlimited number of diskettes, and retrieve entries

by name, partial name or record number in less than
two seconds (up to 32,000 entries on the XT
version).

• Browse through information with single key (forward
or backward, with wraparound).

• Suppress printing or displaying of confidential data,

on any or all fields.

• Perform sum of numeric data.
• Handle Canadian, U.K. and European addresses,

alpha-numeric zip codes, and telephone numbers.
• Use 26 coded addressee-titles, 15 of which are user-

defined (useful for foreign and other titles).

« Print up to eight labels across and up to 99 copies
per each entry selected.

• Produce listings, labels, envelopes, and
two different sizes of Rolodex cards.

System requirements for the IBM PC*, IBM PCXT*, and
Compaq*:
— 128K RAM, DOS 1.1 or 2.0

— two double-sided diskette drives (320 KB each)
— printer and word processor optional
— any monitor (color or black and white)

• CataList User Manual, Tutorial Demo Diskette, and
CataList Diskette — $195

• Tutorial Demo Diskette Only — $15
• User Manual Only — $75

(Postage and tax included. No charge for credit card.)

To order, send check or money order to:

STONE and Associates
Software Publishing and Marketing, Inc.

7910 Ivanhoe Avenue, Suite 319
La Jolla, CA 92037
or VISA/MC call 619-459-9173(CA)

800-624-2262(NAT)

Dealer orders call VITEK
800-237-7290 (CA) 800-237-3443 (NAT)

CataList developed by Automation Consultants International

CataList is a trademark of Automation Consultants, International,

'registered trademark



Nothing On Earth Compares With

Incredible power, un-precedented speed, and
application flexibility for virtually any mis-
sion. That's DataFlex!
And now, the new DataFlex command lan-

guage is the friendliest way you can deliver

your software payload. All of the extraordi-

nary state-of-the-art features of DataFlex 2.0

make it the clear choice for an applications

data base.

But there's an even better reason to buy it...

it grows with you. Needs change, your single

user system may expand to multi-user, new
requirements need to use valuable informa-
tion developed in present applications.

DataFlex will never keep you down!
DataFlex . . . available in single user and multi-

user versions for 8 and 16 bit systems with

extensive support for local area networks.

Get into orbit now with DataFlex. The applications environment of the 80s.

4221 Ponce De Leon Blvd..

Coral Gables. FL 33146
(305)446-0669 TLX 469021
Data Access Cl

Hynes Auditorium

Boston

Thursday Saturday

September October 1 1983

CORPORATION
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PCnet and the IBM-XT
Your Total Solution for IBM PC Local Area Networks.

IBM-PC IBM-PC IBM-XT IBM-PC

Share Your IBM-XT Hard Disk or other Hard Disk (*)

PCnet Major Features

I* Local Area Network and Shared

Resource Management
1 ‘Broadcast Coaxial Bus Network
1 »Up to 16 PC's per shared PC

Server
1 «Up to 8 PC Servers
1 ‘Network errors handled similar

to DOS
1 ‘PC to PC communications

•Computer Vendor Independence
•IBM PC, IBM PC-XT

•Compaq
•Colby

•Columbia

•Corona

••Hard Disk Vendor
Independence
•IBM
•Santa Clara Systems

•Tallgrass

•Tecmar
•Microcode
•QCS
•Datamac
•Davong
•Corvus

1Remote PC Execution
• •Background program execution

at Shared PC
••Multi-tasking use of Printers,

Modems, etc . .

.

•IBM MS-DOS Transparency

•MS-DOS 1.1, 2.0

•Off the Shelf program execution

over network
•File Transfers use MS-DOS
commands

•Disk and File Sharing

•Public and Private Files/Volumes

and Disk

•File/Record Locking and
Unlocking

•No Dedicated File Server; PC
can act as File Server

•Multiple File Servers

1 Performance
* ‘Serial coaxial bus at 1 megabit

up to 7000 feet

• »No significant User PC
degradation

Future Features
•Networking
•SNA, ETHERNET,X.25

•Other Computer
•Tl, Victor, Eagles

•Value Added Applications

•DBMS

•Ease Of Use
•Single PC slot for PCnet adapter

card

•Standard coax and BNC
connectors

•Automatic Load using

AUTOEXEC.BAT

487 Sinclair Frontage Road,

Milpitas, California 95035 • (408) 942-8660

Telex- 171 596
IBM it. a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.

MS DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp
PCnet is a trademark of Orchid Technology.

Copyright 1982 Orchid Technology

Specifications subject to change without prior notice
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When ordering, please specify both the computer/operating

system and the hard disk/version Orchid supports many
different combinations and is adding new configuarations each day
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IF YOUR PC DOESN’T TALK TO YOU,
IT’S TRYING TO TELL YOU SOMETHING.

It’s trying to tell you to try ScreenPlay™ software.

Ifyou were playing our newest games for the PC, your computer would be talking to you.

Right now. No hardware. No modifications. Nothing but speech synthesis,

~k right from the disk.

People think you’d need a degree in electrical engineering to get

great, high-quality speech synthesis on your PC. And that was
probably true until these programs hit the market.

Believe it or not, you got all you needed for speech

synthesis when you bought your PC. You don’t

need to buy a single piece of hardware.

The potential has been there all along.

Our software is just smart enough to

kike advantage of that potential.
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game in the War- I

machines.

Randall Don Masteller is a role-playing wizard. He
brings the world of fantasy created by role-playing

games to micro-computers. His games contain all the

excitement and suspense you’ve seen only in board
games - at least until now. The speech synthesis is just

icing on the cake.

Or the glint on the sword.

Similarly, those whiz kids at Computer Applications

Unlimited decided there was a sad lack of decent

arcade-type games for the PC.
We said, in effect, “If you’re so smart, then you do

better.”

They did. Their response was CZORIAN SIEGE,
one of the most original arcade games to hit the home
screen since IBM’s smallest computer was the 360.

Colorful, unpredictable, unlike any computer game
you’ve ever seen— or heard. You’d skip lunch to save

your quarters for this one if it were in the arcades, even

if it didn’t talk to you. Come on— give it a try.

SPEECH
Synthesis
Direct from Disk!

ScreenPlay"'. Our programs
speak for themselves™

DUNZHIN $39.95

(requires 64K for play, 128Kfor speech)

CZORIAN SIEGE $29.95

(requires 64K for play and speech)

ScreenPlay
A Division of Intelligent Statements, Inc.

P.O. Box 3558

Chapel Hill, NC 27514

1-800-334-5470

in North Carolina

1-919-493-85% (toll call)

IBM PC is a trademark of International Business Machines. Inc Dunzhln is a trademark of ScreenPlay. Inc. Czorlan Siege is a trademark of Computer Applications Unlimited. Inc ScreenPlay is a trademark of Intelligent Statements. Inc
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Clear your desk for more important things.

[Put them Dadd
And Put Your PC
Ph The Tower

To keep pace with the rigors of your business, you need the

ligh-tech capabilities of your personal computer. But you don't

• teed a bulky system unit taking up valuable space on your desk.
1 \ Lifeline Executive Tower moves that unit from your desk to

< 'our floor, giving you more room to work. Lifeline Towers are

i ivailable in two solid hardwood models—Executive Oak and

: Executive Walnut—and Standard High-Impact Plastic, with

>rices starting below $200. Towers constructed of other hard-

woods can be special-ordered. Also available are Executi

Monitor and Printer stands and monitor/keyboard extensi<

cables, all priced under $100. Lifeline Towers are designed to

IBM PC, XT and IBM expansion chassis, as well as DEC Rainbc

and DEC 350.

Ask for Lifeline Towers at a participating dealer. Or ord

direct by writing or calling:

Lifeline Information Systems, Inc.

P.O. Box 766 Sandy, Utah 84091 801 566-5340

IBM Trademark IBM Corf,



NOW • YOUR • PERSONAL • COMPUTER

CAN • BE • WORTH • ITS • WEIGHT • IN
- GOLD

Think it's about time your personal computer started earning

its keep? Then you're going to enjoy our new Chart Trader

Plus™ package.

Now you can play the stock, commodity and options markets

like a pro. And maybe make yourself a lot of money in the

process!

Designed for your Apple' or IBM PC®, Chart Trader Plus

places all the information you'll need to chart, analyze and
predict price movements right at your fingertips.

COMPUTERIZED CHARTING MAKES ANALYSIS QUICK,
EASY AND ACCURATE.
Thanks to Chart Trader Plus you won't have to spend hour

after hour hand-drawing charts to see developing trends. Up to

240 days of market activity can be displayed on your screen in

seconds.

Chart Trader Plus features a dynamic, full-color graphic

charting system that enables any number of tracking studies to

be superimposed on your chart at one time. And with your
printer, a chart can be printed in less than a minute.

DATA RLE CREATION, MANAGEMENT AND
UPDATING ARE AUTOMATIC.

Because it's in the most commonly used format. Chart Trader
Plus' Data File Management Program places a virtual library of

prices and statistics at your beck and call. You can easily create,

update and maintain your files using the Data File program. And
if you don't want to manually input data, telephone data

acquisition is a breeze.

Plus, the package s unique AUTORUN* feature does all the

work for you. With AUTORUN you can set a procedure, then

go have dinner. By the time you get to dessert, your data will

have been loaded, studies run ana charts created and printed.

All automatically!
\_nt «nrnttnnr<niXt

CHART TRADER PLUS COSTS LESS.
At 5199.95, Chart Trader Plus is a bargain. Competitive

systems sell for as much as $2, (XX). But Chart Trader Plus is an

add-as-you-grow package. There's no waste. You get just the

functions you want when you want them. You aren't

forced to buy "extras" you may never use.

And once you master Chart Trader Plus, you can easily

upgrade your analytic ability. Advance to one of our other

software packages—you'll only pay the price difference.

LET YOUR PERSONAL COMPUTER PAY FOR
ITSELF. AND THEN SOME.

Chart Trader Plus lets you take full advantage of your
computer's money-making capabilities. With the investment

analysis tools the pros use at your fingertips, success is within

your reach.

To get the Chart Trader Plus, visit your nearest software

dealer today. Or order direct from Omega MicroWare, Inc. by
calling:

1-800-835-2246

owv?
OMEGA MICROWARE, INC

222 SO. RIVERSIDE PLAZA CHICAGO, IL 60606
312-648-4844

•AUTORUN not available for IBM

Apple Compuler is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

IBM PC is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation.

Chart Trader nus is a trademark of Omega MicroWare. Inc.

Software by Orton Management, Inc. © Omega MicroWare. Inc.
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COMPUTER HUT COMPARE
OUR

SERVICE & PRICE!

IBM-PC 4 XT
CALL FOR

,

PRICE

[
MODEMS — HAYES

|

Micromodem II lor Apple II $275
Micromodem II w/Term Prog $319
Smartmodem 300 $225
Smartmodem 1200 $535

b m *1
i

MONITORS
AMDEK
Video 300G . . .$135 300A .... $149

HARDWARE FOR IBM-PC

DISK DRIVES

Video 310A $165

landon TM100-2DS/DD $239

TEAC FD-55B Slimline $269

SHUGART SA-455 half-high $259

MAYNARD ELECTRONICS
Floppy Disk Controller $159
FDC w/Par. Port $219
FDC w/Ser Port $239

MK RESEARCH CALL
Ram 64K to 512K + SP PRICES
Multifunction + Ram TOO LOW TO
Color Graphics for IBM-PC PUBLISH

QUAERAM
Quadboard-PP,SP,C/C,Mem + s/w

64K $295 256K $439
Quad 512 + SP.Mem with s/w

64K $249 512K $659
MICROFAZER (print buffers)

ME8 Snap-on Epson/IBM $129

ME64 Snap-on Epson/IBM $229
MP8 P-P w/pause/copy $139
MP64 P-P w/pause/copy $229

mT RESEARCH
MegaPlus II 4-Funct 512K + s/w $989
ComboPlus II 4-Funct 256K + s/w $589

HERCULES
Hi Res Graphics 720 x 384,

PP, + s/w $529

FREDRICKS ELECTRONICS
COLORPLUS 640 X 200,

16-Color + s/w $369

MBI
Monte Carlo 5-Funct 64K-1M $349

QCS
Big Blue 4-Funct + Z80 for CP/M
& hard disk l/F with s/w $479

1
HARD DISK IBM & APPLE

\

DAVONG, MOUNTAIN CALL

Color I $299 Color II .

.

$449
Color III $379

PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYSTEM
HX12 Hi Res RGB monitor .... $519

SANYO, NEC CALL

PRINTERS
EPSON w/Graftrax

RX-80 $379 FX-80 .... $599
MX-80 FIT .... $449 MX-100. .

.

$649

brother®
HR1 A Par.... $759 Ser $859

C-ITOH
STARWRITER F-IOPorS $1195

PROWRITER 8510 P $399
PROWRITER 8510 S $579
PROWRITER2 1550 P $690
PROWRITER2 1550S $749

STAR MICRONICS Si®ir
Gemini 10X

.

$329 Gemini 15

.

$499

OKIDATA
82A $419 83A $689

84P $1099 84S $1199
92

P

$525 92S $609

93P $949 93S $1049

NEC, COMREX, IDS, DIABLO . . CALL

ACCESSORIES

|

SOFTWARE FOR IBM PC
|

WORDPROCESSING
WordStar .. $299 Word Perfect $329
MailMerge . $159 EasyWriter . . $129
SpellStar . . $159 Volkswriter. . $129
EasySpeller II $159
Select $339

SPREADSHEET/GRAPH
Lotus 1-2-3. $355 Multiplan . . . $189
TK! Solver CALL Fast Graph . . $189
SuperCalc II$199 VisiCalc .... $189
Vlsl Trend/Plot $229

ACCT/FINANCIAL
Home Accountant Plus $99
Eagle Money Decision $129
Tax Manager $1 79
Peach Pack (GUA R/A P) $369

DATA BASE MGT.
dBase II .

.

. $429 EasyFiler . . . $279
TIM III $349 Quick Code . $219
Visi Dex... $189 Visi File .... $239

ANY S/W NOT LISTED? . CALL
#nppta®

Apple lie

128K 80 col,

disk, monitor

n

CALL t — — ^

|
HARDWARE FOR APPLE

|

Tractor feed, Ribbons, Printheads

Daisywheels, Diskettes CALL

MICROTEK
Dumpling-GX$99 DMP-16. .

.

. $179
BAM-16 . . . . $99 BAM-128. . . . $349
RV611-C $89

RH ELECTRONIC Super Fan II.

.

$59

ORANGE MICRO Grappler+ . . $129

als
CPM/CARD $319 Z-CARD . .

.

. $135

SATURN
Ram -32K $169 Ram64K.

.

$299
Ram 128K $429

PROMETHEUS
Versacard $149
Graphitti Graphics $99

|
DISKS DRIVES FOR APPLE

\A RANA Elite CALL

^07 TAVA Data Drive

orApplette $249

FULL LINE APPLE S/W CALL
Apple 11+ Compatible system CALL

DEC Rainbow 100 CALL

ANY PRODUCT NOT LISTED? CALL ASK ABOUT OUR REPAIR SERVICES

COMPUTER HUT orders & information order line only

(603)889-0666 (800) 525 5012OF NEW ENGLAND INC.

101 Elm St., Nashua, NH 03060

All products usually in stock for immediate shipment and carry full manufacturers' warranty. Price subject to change — this ad prepared two months in advance. You
get the lowest price. We honor personal checks — allow 10 days to clear. COO up to $300 add 3%. Visa, MasterCard add 3%. For shipping, insurance and handling

add 3% or $5.00 min. APO & FPO orders add 15V*. Include phone number. Call (603) 8890666 for a return authorization number prior to returning any material.

Apple is a trademark of Apple Computers Inc. IBM is a trademark of IBM Corp.
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Once Wa inSHOEBOX

,

yon can FORGETIT!

That's right—forget your appointments
,
reminders and expenses.

SHOEBOX and your computer will handle those nagging details.

Nothing comes back at you until you actually need it.

The advanced program for time management and
expense recording, SHOEBOX can make life easier

for you with its unique combination.

Simplicity: SHOEBOX never makes you use or

do anything unnecessary.

Hardware freedom: SHOEBOX runs on hard

disk or RAM disk as well as on floppies.

Partitionability : SHOEBOX is the only product

of its kind that is compatible with Memory
Shift, so that it can remain in memory while

other tasks are running.

Attentiveness: SHOEBOX gets to know you and
the way you use it, and adjusts help levels for you
automatically.

Communicability: SHOEBOX can be configured

for local area networks.

iVow only $125 from your local dealer!

tTfV2/pfin AAR 25 Waterside Plaza

U k5vbLnJMilII# New York, NY 10010

§^§Tftl(jijO§.Nc.
(212) 684-7788

Appointments management: An
intelligent calendar that lets you plan your

daily schedule, as far ahead as you like.

Reminders: A separate, intelligent

things-to-do list and tickler file—great for

deadline items and recurring chores.

Expense recording: Room for

detailed entry of single or multiple

expenditures connected with any

appointment or reminder—including

account, category and comments.
Recurring schedule items: Put it in

once, and it will reappear as many times

as it needs to, no matter what the pattern

of recurrence—whether it's the every-

Tuesday meeting, a quarterly tax deadline

or your mother-in-law’s birthday.

Advance notice: As much early

warning of an item as you need

Printed schedules: Quick, hardcopy

take-along schedules.

Expense Reports: Detailed expense

summaries for any period of time you

select, organi2ed by account or category.

Histories: Recall all your past

appointments or reminders involving a

given person or subject.

Multiple-user: Share your SHOEBOX
but retain privacy for your information

with password protection.

One for all: A single operator can

coordinate schedules for many individuals

For the IBM PC, XT, Victor 9000, Compaq and other compatibles .
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SOFTWAREMARKZACHMAN^^^^^^^^^

VisiCalc's creators now offer a program that lets

engineers and scientists use a tool kit full of

simultaneous equations.

The Versatile Variables

Of TKISolver
TKISolver

Software Arts, Inc.

27 Mica Lane

Wellesley, MA 02181

(617) 237-4000

List Price: $299; TKISolverPacks for Me-

chanical Engineering and Financial

Managing, $100 each.

Requires: 96K, one disk drive.

CIRCLE 700 ON READER SERVICE CARD

VisiCalc was an innovative program. All

by itself it probably sold more Apples than

any other computer program extant. Visi-

Calc was also one of the first programs

made available by IBM for the PC.

The people who designed VisiCalc

spent a couple of years doing extensive

research and development before finally

releasing a product called TKISolver,

which is now available for the PC. In many
ways TKISolver may be considered an

extension of the original VisiCalc concept.

It is not a spreadsheet program, but rather

an equation solver program for engineers,

scientists, and other professionals.

Suppose you were designing a new
machine. In this process you would fre-

quently have to select between engineer-

ing advantages and manufacturing econo-

mies, necessary tradeoffs in the search for

a cost-effective and useful machine.

TKISolver is designed to make that selec-

tion process as simple as possible.

When you first run TKISolver the

screen displays a blank variable sheet and

rule sheet. The variable sheet will contain

descriptions of the variables (input and

output) used to construct the model. On
the lower part of the screen the rule sheet

describes the interactions between the

variables.

Once you fill in the relationships,

TKISolver takes over. As in VisiCalc, you

push the ! key to tell TKISolver to solve the

equations.

Let me present a rather involved exam-

ple illustrating the capabilities of

TKISolver.

Suppose I am considering buying a

house. I first set up a group of functions

that describe the relationship between

interest rates, duration of the mortgage,

down payment, and monthly and total

payments. Figure 1 shows how the vari-

able, rule, and unit sheets might be set up.

I pressed the ! key and TKISolver found

values for the output variables (see Figure

2). My monthly payments would be

$623.31.

I moved the cursor down to the interest

rate line and changed 16.5 percent to 15.5

percent. I recalculated, and found that

monthly payments had dropped to

$587.03 (see Figure 3). So far any spread-

sheet could do these tasks, although

TKISolver makes it easier to set up the

functional relationships.

As a next step, I blanked out the total

house price and instead asked: “if I can

only afford to pay $450 per month, with a

down payment of $20,000, what house

can I afford?” Apparently, the house

should cost about $54,500 (see Figure 4).

Now, I want to consider a particular

house, which costs $65,000. What down
payment would be required to meet my
monthly payments of $450? Apparently a

$30,504 down payment (see Figure 5).

Since $30,000 is more money than I

could pay all at once, I decided to raise the

monthly payments to $550; running the

changed model (see Figure 6), I found the

new down payment was only $22,838.

If you aren’t careful, it can be easy to

specify the values of too many items, at

which point the model no longer has a

solution. Figure 7 shows the problem of an

overspecified model. The > signs point to

error conditions whfere TKISolver found

equations with no solutions.

When TKISolver cannot solve equa-

tions directly, it uses a method called “it-

erative solution.” An iterative solution is

performed by guessing the correct value

(in the case for interest rate) and then mov-

ing the value around until all of the equa-

tions are satisfied. The manual is a bit

sketchy on what algorithms TKISolver

uses for the iteration method, but the final

answers I received were correct.
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You can see that the big advantage to

TKISolver is that variables are not fixed as

input or output. This is unlike BASIC,

where an equation, such as Y = 5*X.

works in only one direction; the BASIC
instruction will take the value of X and

multiply by 5 to get Y Instead, in TKISolv-

er. Y = 5*X meansth.it X and Y are related

by the fact that Y is 5 times as big as X. If

you set X to 10, then Y is found to be 50. If

you set Y to 15. then X must be 3.

As a last exercise. I set up a list of val-

ues for house prices, ranging from $45,000

to $65,000 (see Figure 8). The list named

“houses" is associated with variable H in

the mortgage model. By using the list

recalculation feature of TKISolver. you

can actually watch the values on the

screen go through the list. Figure 9 shows

the set of results from the run of the list

processing, showing the new monthly

payments required given each house’s

total price.

The advantages of TKISolver when

compared with a spreadsheet are mani-

fold. The most obvious advantage is that

equations are treated the way people write

them and think of them. An equation is

fundamentally a relationship, not a direc-

tive to the computer to perform an opera-

tion. Further, equations use names for the

variables, and units < >f measure. When you

change the displayed unit of measure (if

you wish to see annual instead of monthly

payments, for example), the displayed

values will change accordingly.

A.NEQUATION
is fundamentally a

relationship, not a

directive to the

computer to perform an

operation.

If you wish to see what happens as a

variable changes, you can also define a list

of values for TKISolver. It will run through

the selections, and display the results on

the screen. TKISolver also contains a rath-

er crude plotting program which uses

asterisks (*) to display the values found

during iteration.

Figure 2: After the ! key is pressed to solve the mortgage model, the values of unspecified

variables appear in the output column.
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YOU’VE GOT TO
SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT

Conse lidatod Profit uid Loss Projoct; on 'tollirs in

a 84 FoM4 Biri!4 4prfl4 fcy84 JunS4 JulS4 kf84

fevtuut:
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Introducing IBM PC-
Compatible Hardware To
Run Spreadsheet Software

It should be a simple thing,

really, to see a full 132 column
spreadsheet on your IBM PC.

You shouldn’t have to scroll up,

down and sideways to get the

full picture. Now you can see it

all with Supervision, a mono-
chrome video interface board

from California Computer
Systems. It easily replaces your

IBM PC monochrome boardT

In addition, Supervision offers

a full 132 column by 44 row
screen, a printer port, and 720
by 348 dot addressable graphics

capability.

Supervision supplies the

features that have been missing

for spreadsheets, financial

modeling, and database applica-

tions as well as giving you a

fast, full-screen editor to make
life easier. Z/Plus, a fast Z80B
based card with CP/M and a

ulTT92K of parity RAM is also

available for your IBM PC.

Call CCS today and get the

FULL picture.

(408)734-5811

California Computer Systems
250 Caribbean Dr.. Sunnyvale. CA 94086
(408)734-581 1 Telex: 171959 CCS SUVL

SupttVmon and Z Plus are trademarks of CCS, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark ol International Business Machine*. CP M is

a trademark of Digital Equipment Inc ZMOB is a trademark of Zilog, Inc
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Setting up a model is not a trivial task.

You need to specify the variables, the rela-

tionships. and the units of measure. The
people at Software Arts are hoping that

engineers and scientists will work with

them to create packages of models that can

be loaded by TKISolver. The first such

package is a Mechanical Engineering

TKISolverPak, which I had the opportuni-

ty to play with. It contained a number of

routines and a brief manual describing

them. These included bending of an elas-

tic beam, a cantilever analysis, cylindrical

heat transfer, fluid flow in pipes, and a

hydraulic system analysis/design pro-

gram.

T„HEPROGRAM
comes with an

enormous assortment of
mathematical formulas.

The mechanical engineering models

were quite complex, and they point up the

usefulness of TKISolver to a working engi-

neer. It’s easy enough to look up the for-

mulas and plug in the appropriate values

for a calculation. Doing this for a number

of different parameters and changing the

desired outputs is another matter entirely.

For example, you solve the problem: given

a pipe, find its heat transfer: then you turn

around and try and figure out how to

describe the pipe given a necessary rate of

heat transfer. But that is another matter

entirely. Commonly, this involves hours

spent modifying and remodifying a pro-

gram. or worse yet, bending over a calcu-

lator. TKISolver excels in reducing the

drudgery of those tasks.

The program comes with an enormous

assortment of mathematical formulas (cir-

cular functions, net present value, polyno-

mials, dot products, etc.) that can handle

most common tasks. There is also a facili-

ty with which you can describe vour own.

more complex functions.

As far as solutions go, TKISolver can

iteratively solve most well-defined prob-

lems. It will perform direct solutions only

on linear relationships or relationships

involving defined inverse functions, such

as arcsin. From a user's standpoint, the

=S ========
*5000 H HH} Comer:

Figure 3: The mortgage model Is recalculated after the interest rate is reduced to 15.5

percent.
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Financial Management software
Made for the Fortune 1000
...and Companies That Will Be

Do You “What it?” Often?
What if someone could design a
menu-driven financial modeling
system to perform both arithmetic

and complex functions on the
largest, most complex budgets,
project current information any
number of years ahead, respond to

"What if” queries, do consolida-
tions and eliminations of current or

projected data, and then print out
precisely formatted, detailed re-

ports to the user’s specifications?

And what if data could be drawn not
only from the keyboard but from
archived files or other systems,
even the user’s general ledger?
On a microcomputer?

Financial Language
MARS, the Management Account-
ing and Reporting System, is just

such a system. Not just another
electronic spreadsheet, MARS is a
sophisticated procedural language
for financial modeling, designed
expressly for microcomputers,
and powerful enough to handle
jobs that only recently required
mini or mainframe capacity. MARS
makes timesharing for financial

modeling purposes a thing of the
past.

Thousands in Use
Thousands are already in use.
MARS is ideally suited to the needs
of the Fortune 1000. where com-
plex accounting is a way of life. The
intrinsic flexibility of MARS meets
the demands of multi-national,

multi-site, multi-divisional, and
multi-currency corporations.

.Menu-Driven
Yet, for all its power and flexibility.

MARS is easy to run. Menu-driven,
with on-screen prompts at all criti-

cal points, it is decidedly user-

friendly. Managers need not be
computer experts to fully exploit

the power of MARS, nor must they
memorize long strings of complex
commands. Every instruction is

prompted. Installation and training

costs are thus minimized, in fact

possibly zeroed. A first-time MARS
user with any computer experience
can design and produce a hard-

copy report within minutes.

Expert Mode
Later, having become more familiar

with the system, he can elect to use
the "Expert Mode," bypassing the
menu hierarchy altogether. In this

streamlined operating mode the
user interacts directly with the job
matrix, watching commands being
executed as they are keyed. Or, he
can enter an entire sequence of

commands and run the whole job
automatically.

Capacity ™
Consolidations, those notoriously

inefficient and laborious “biggies,”

are handled by simply inputting de-
partmental reports, either in their

entirety or with selective elimina-

tions—and running the job. Since a
MARS report can contain more
than 98.000 cells, a consolidation

too large for the system is difficult

to imagine.

MARS is quite simply several orders

of magnitude beyond the now-
familiar desktop spreadsheet
systems.

Availability

MARS is available on most sys-

tems with a minimum core memory
of 64 K, including CP/M-80, CP/M-
86. MP/M, PC/DOS and MS/DOS.

For further information, contact:

Capital Systems Group, Inc.
11301 Rockville Pike
Kensington, MD 20895

(301) 881-9400

ty, Stale. Zip

ardware Version

Payment enclosed

large Card Number

Mainframe Modeling Poweron Your Micro
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PC Saver line cord
Filters power
impurities—

AC Line Noise Confuses Software

Line noise can confuse your computer

just as a vacuum cleaner or hair dryer

disrupts your radio or television. Your
PC interprets line noise as real data,

creating garbage on your monitor,

errors in disk files, crashed programs.

Fits Most Personal Computers

Simply replace your computer's power
cord with PC Saver. It fits the IBM PC
and PC -XT, all Apples, DEC, Radio Shack,

Compaq, and many more.

Also peripherals and
test equipment.

computer errors. Transient pulses streaming down the

power line into your computer can

reach 4,000 Volts. Caused by elec-

tronic devices, the start/stop of eleva-

tors and refrigerators, fluorescent

lights, even distant lightning—they

can damage the PC’s internal circuits

Power line associated problems
are estimated to cause 70-90%
of IBM PC and PC-XT malfunc-
tions (according toPC Magazine.
March 1983). That's true for
other computers as well.

leading to costly servicing

Protect against lirle noise that can im- PC Saver, lotal Insurance

PC Saver guards both against tran-

sients from the wall current and those

generated by devices (e g. printers)

connected to the same outlet strip.

An 'L' type filter attenuates com-
mon and transverse mode noise. The
insertion loss is 20 dB to 50 dB from
600 kHz to 30 mHz. Surges and spikes

are clipped to a safe 133 Volt RMS/189
Volt DC level.

pair software and data, and against

spikes and surges that can damage
your computer’s drcuitry.

Only $39.95 at your local dealer.

For phone or mail orders please include $2 50
shipping and handling New York State residents

add 6’A% sales tax.

VISA and MASTERCARD accepted.

Kensington Microware Ltd

919 3rd Avenue. New York. NY 10022
(212)486 7707 Tlx: 236200 KEN UR

KENSINGTON
MICROWARE
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Figure 7: A model cannot be solved if ton many variables are specified in the input

column. When this problem occurs, a > symbol appears in the far left column to indicate

the unsolvable equations and irreconcilable variables.

only differences between iterative and

direct solution is that iterative solutions

take a bit longer and allow room for error.

If you’re concerned about the extent of

error possible in a calculation, you can

examine the comparison tolerance for iter-

ative solutions on TKISolver’s Globals

Sheet.

I encountered a few problems with the

program. When I ran the mortgage pro-

gram I noticed that the value of 30 yeafs in

variable n had apparently turned into

29.999999. Even moving back to the cell

and reentering the value had no effect on

the number displayed.

As must be done in writing any com-

puter program, TKISolver's authors had to

decide what precision value to use. For

reasons of speed they used single preci-

sion (12 digits); the program has no provi-

sion for double-precision numbers or

using the capabilities of an 8087 floating

point processor.

One thing that electrical engineers will

sorely miss is working with complex num-

bers. TKISolver only can deal with real

numbers, although polar notation can be

used if you specify all of the complex

arithmetic as rules. Some of the mechani-

cal engineering problems in the TKISoI-

verPak were done in this manner, result-

ing in a loss of the model’s comprehensi-

bility.

Finally, TKISolver has the same bugs

that VisiCaJc has due to the copy protec-

tion scheme used by Software Arts. Press-

ing the Break key after you exit from the

program can have disastrous effects. I sug-

gest rebooting upon completion, even

though the program returns to PC-DOS.

The user interface to TKISolver is

almost identical to VisiCalc. The primary

difference lies in the need to manipulate a

number of sheets. This is not a problem

thanks to the windowing they use.

ThHE ONLY
differences between

iterative and direct

solution is that iterative

solutions take a bit

longer and allow room

for error.

There are no formatting commands.

Cells are displayed as numbers with

optional decimal point, or, if necessary, in

scientific notation. Similarly, you can’t

really generate a business report, but that

function is not in the spirit of the pro-

gram.

It is very surprising that a more

«sft

WIZARDRY
VOLKSWRITER
MONTE CARLO CARD

Personal checks allow 2 weeks We occept Visa & Master

Cord (send card no & expiration dote) Include 8200 for

shipping Ohio residents odd 5'/s% state sales tax Prices

reflect a cosh discount only & ore subject to change without

notice Please enclose your phone no with your order

COMPUTER PRODUCTSB BOX 456
Irail

Columbus, Ohio 43216 1 I

Phone Orders/24 Hours: (614) 863-1699

OR TOLL-FREE OUTSIDE OHIO

1 -800-272-1600
CIRCLE 184 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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advanced user interface was not used. You
still have the / key command, which

leaves you looking at a menu that consists

of only seven letters—abbreviations that

may or may not make sense. As with Visi-

Calc. error messages are usually no more

than a beep from the computer. Except for

left and right cursor motion, the PC's func-

tion keys are not used in formula or text

editing, leaving you with backspace delete

as the only editing command.

In fact, all of the menus were single let-

ter menus of the VisiCalc variety, with no

way to get a more useful summary of avail-

able choices. In the same vein. I spent

some 20 minutes trying to figure out why I

had received an error message while try-

ing to create the figures for this article. I

was informed of the error in this way: The

computer beeped, and some > symbols

appeared in the status column. Moving to

the status column brought me this far from

the informative message. “> error”!

In an attempt to increase the friendli-

ness. TKISolver does have Help messages.

Pressing ? at any juncture places you in

the general Help subroutine, which then

asks you for a topic. There is no simple

way to find out what a menu means. When
you ask for Help with respect to a topic,

the program will require about 30 seconds

to display a wordy, not very useful. Help

message (see Figure 10). In some cases the

Help messages were totally unrelated to

the Help item I had requested.

The user's manual is an attractive IBM-
sized looseleaf with a number of useful

illustrations. Some of its verbiage is a bit

confusing, but the tutorial is a readable

introduction, although insufficient for ad-

vanced use.

S WITH
VisiCalc, error messages

are usually no more
than a beep from the

computer.

It looks as if the authors at Software

Arts have taken lessons from IBM main-

frame writers. Consider this example from

page 11-23: “The List Sheet contains a table

of all lists created in the program. A list is

a set of values assigned to positional ele-

ment numbers.” That’s all there is to the

Figure 9. The variable sheet is automatically solved five times, giving results for each of the values on the list of house prices.
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TakeYourComputer’sCommands
And PutlhemWherelheyBelong.

OnYourKeyboard.
PC-DocuMate™ is a documentation template that fits the keyboard of your IBM PC.

So the information you want is where you need it. PC-DocuMate templates are profes-

sionally designed, logically organized and comprehensive. Each template is printed

on both sides on durable, non-glare polystyrene and is color-matched to your PC
keyboard.

PC-DocuMates now available for each of the following:

• DOS/BASIC 1.1 (as shown) • WORDSTAR’- • SuperCalc2™ • MULTIPLAN’- 1.00

• DOS/BASIC 2.0 • dBASE-H™ • VisiCalc’
- • MULTIPLAN’-

1.06

• CUSTOM "do-it-yourself' • 1-2-3™ • VOLKSWRITER™ • EASVWRITER II™

template (with pen and eraser)

Control key usage for

ESC. CTRL TAB. SHIR
DEBUG commands & more
control key documentation

EDLIN commands
are documented

Complete Reference for

DOS commands and formats

Reference list of

BASIC commands

i •
--- ™

T.
— I I I ! - 1 f I ! II !

7l i' i i

c

r r r r i i i

PC -DocuAIate

\ —-J T
Easy reference for Reverse side contains reference data on Control key usage BASIC keyword
function key use over 130 BASIC statements and functions for ALT & PrtSc abbreviations

(includes advanced BASIC)

EACH TEMPLATE IS ONLY $14.95 (includes shipping)

No-Risk, Moneyback Offer: If you are not completely satisfied, return your PC-Docu-
Mate template to us (undamaged) within 10 days for a full refund.

Please send personal check, money order, or credit card information. Foreign orders

add $5.00 (except cpnada) No COD'S please. Telephone orders: Call 919/787-7703. (nc

residents add 4% sales tax

)

Systems Management Associates
P.O. Box 20025, 3700 Computer Dr.

Raleigh, N.C. 27619 Dept. B-3
CLlLJuJVMrnr

Canadian customers please send $23.95 CDN for each template to: Systems Management Associates.

55A Westmore Dr.. Dept. B-3. Rexdale. Ontario M9V3Y6

Dealer Inquiries Invited
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discussion of lists. I still don’t know how
to get a printout of the results when using

a list of values.

I estimate that if you are willing to

spend on the order of 20 hours to read and

reread the user’s manual, it will begin to

make sense. There’s no escape from this

effort. Even if you use a TKfSolverPak you

will need to understand why errors occur

and how to fix them, which means you

will have to plow through the manual

anyway.

I have two major complaints with

TKISolver. First, the program is copy pro-

tected. This means catastrophes can occur

to the diskette’s physical media and you

cannot run TKISolver off a hard disk. The

program uses overlays, so it would speed

up amazingly if it could be run under a

RAM-disk or hard disk.

Since TKISolver runs under PC-DOS,

data files, at least, can be put on a hard

disk and RAM-disk. I ran TKISolver under

PC-DOS 2.0 with no ill effects.

Secondly, the program has no graphics

capabilities. One thing that scientists and

engineers have in common with business

and home users is a desire to see results

graphically. The character graphics sup-

ported by TKISolver are inadequate for all

but the crudest comparisons.

If YOUARE
willing to spend 20

hours to read and reread

the user's manual, it

will begin to make
sense.

TKISolver does allow you to send data

to a DIF file, and some programs are avail-

able that convert DIF data into graphics.

But this is not as interactive as a program

that supports graphics internally.

My impression of TKISolver has

changed radically since I began using it.

At first I was distinctly disappointed with

the program. It did not seem as innovative

as I would have expected from a trailblaz-

ing company such as Software Arts.

On the other hand, after using it for a

while, I found it to be a versatile tool. Engi-

neers and scientists who have spent their

time coaxing BASIC or VisiCalc to solve

equations would be better off with

TKISolver. Even home users would find it

has obvious advantages (as seen in the

mortgage model in my example), although

the program’s cost may be harder to justify

in a household budget.

My biggest disappointment is with the

user interface. To operate their program

you virtually have to sit with the user’s

manual on your lap, unless you use

TKISolver in your work constantly. The
error messages and menus are pitiful. If

you begin with a TKfSolverPak or a com-
pleted model, then this may not be such a

problem. The final process of plugging

numbers into a completed model is very

simple, and quite rewarding. /PC
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What Managers Need To Know About intelligent IBM PC 3270 Communications

We've got just the ticket for Better yet, each IBM PC can be used

DP managers for local computing tasks while main-

Because, ABM Personality Series taining 3270 host communications and
intelligent Communication Subsystems performing host generated printing,

allows IBM Personal Computers and thanks to ABM's on-board Z80B front-

XT’s to double as full fledged multi- end processor, 64k RAM, and emulation

function 3270communications systems, software. While performing these

multiple tasks, your personal

computer can also be upgraded to act

as a 3276 or 3274 cluster controller.

What's more, smooth transitions

from BSC to SNA/SDLC and other com-
munications protocols are designed in.

User interfaces for custom 3270

application programs are provided.

A parallel printer port and four

You can start with just one IBM pc
serial oocts are supplied,

or XT communicating directly with
,

Ancl al1 configurations are field

the host, then add up to twelve more installable and upgraded by non-

per cluster arrangement. Depending technical on-site personnel,

on the ABM software installed, the None of the non-intelligent commu-
IBM PC’s emulates either a 3276 display nications adapters with IBM PC

and control unit or a 3276/3274 cluster resident 3270 emulation software

controller for 3270 BSC and SNA/SDLC provide the flexibilty and capability of

communications. ABM's 3270 intelligent communications

subsystems, particularly concurrent

local tasking and multiple communi-
cations session support on a single

personal computer/terminal. Yet the
ABM way will probably cost you much,
much less.

So, call us today and we will usher

you into the talkies.

ABM Computer Systems, 23362
Peralta Drive, Laguna Hills, California,

92653,(714)859-6531.

MIIl
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APPLE lie IBM P/C-XT NEW PORTABLE

1 £
ON SALE CALL NOW COLUMBIA VP
$1149.00 FOR SALE PRICE $2359.00

COMPUTERS
IBM P'C 64* with Dual 320K Drive $.

Disk Controller, anti Mono. Color

Graphics Carp ON SALE 2499

Compaq Call

Hyperion 4195
Eagle PC XL 3396

Columbia MPC Package
I28K. Dual 320K Drives. Keyboard.

MonoiColor/Graphics Cards with

Tons ol Software and features

Package Price S3 149

Corona Portable w' 1 drive 1995

Corona Desktop w ' 2 drives 2495

Pied Piper by STM 1049

Cali

IBM AND
COMP. ACCESS.

Multicard 256* by Vista

PC Pair Hard Disk

PC Modern Plus

System Card by MS
QUADLINK by Quadram
Quadboard II

Koala Pad
Multidisplay by USI
Mice?
Monte Carlo Card
ASI • USI • TECMAR

Call

299
279

529
279
Cali

349

Can Us
349

IN STOCK

IBM SOFTWARE
Kaypro II. 4 Of 10 Call 1 VIsuAL L wfmous* 359

DEC Rambow ’00 Call 1 Lolus i.?3 CALL

Zorba Call Wordstar 229

Apple He 1149 1 Crosstalk 109

Peachtree Can

MONITORS
1 PRINTERS

Pnceton Graphics HX 12 499
| 299

HI RES Amber 129
1899

Composite Color 289
RGB BEST BUY

1 JUKI 6100 499

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE
For Complete Selection and
Lowest Prices — Free Catalog

All prices and products subiect

to change and availability

TO ORDER
(619 )

291-1442

COMPUTERS
£ and more

2420 University Ave .. Suite 3.

San Diego. Ca. 92104

M^TSOFTPRODUCTSiNC
A subsidiary ol the University ol Waterloo

Announces

a full screen editor and a family

ol language interpreters for the

IBM Personal Computer

For further information contact:

WATSOFT Products Inc (519) 886-3700
158 University Ave Telex No 06-955458
Waterloo. Ontario

N2L 3E9
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BACK ISSUES OF...
Add to your PC Magazine collection today,

while copies are still available. The more
complete your library of back issues, the

more authoritative and useful it will be to

you.

The earliest available issue is Volume 1, Number 3.

Order any issue you wish, being sure to specify volume
and issue number for each. If a particular issue is out

of stock, your payment will be refunded promptly.

Back issues of PC are priced at $5.00 each, postpaid.

Outside the U.S.A.. $6.00 each.

PC MAGAZINE
CN1914
Morristown. N.J. 07960

Please send issues of PC listed below

Vol & No Quantity Unit Price Total Price

PAYMENT ENCLOSED $_ (Residents of CA. CO. CT. DC.
FL. IL. MA. Ml. MO. NJ. NY State. OH. SC & VT add applicable sales tax )

Mr. / Mrs /Ms
(please print ful name)

Address Apt

City /State/ Zip

PC is a trademark of PC Communications Corp . a subsidiary of Ziff-Davis Publishing

^^ompany

FREE IBM PC INFO
on "Choosing Color Monitors" and on all the
products and programs needed to make your
PC do its ultimate best for you.

16 COLOR MONITORS
Sony Profeel Series
12" or 19' *895. 25' *1495.

Princeton Qr. 12’ *795

NEC 1203 *895

Panasonic 1350MG . . *700

SONY PROFEEL CABLES
(plus connector If nec.)

12/19/25.® *109.95
(modification req.)

12' special

(No modltlc.) *129.95
For NEC 1203 • *39.95

IDS PRISM COLOR PRINTER

COLOR GRAPHICS
RatTRAX PLUS for Epson.
Okldata or IDS *34.95
OulckDRAW shape

program *49.95

PC-TUTOR color instruc.

program *29.95

TRANSFILE program to

send programs or tiles

from Apple or TRS80
to PC • *199.95.

(Includes disks & cable)

Install, pgm to use Wordstar on Prism *34.95

ColorTRAX lor Prism *49.95

FREE INFORMATIVE LITERATURE ON
STATISTICS • ENGINEERING • LEGAL
ACCOUNTING • INVESTMENTS

We want to be your source for all commercially
available programs In every field, including color

graphics, games, spread sheets and also color

boards and plotter programs.

WE HAVE CABLES FOR ALL PRINTERS A

JACK STRICK & ASSOCIATES
949 South Southlake Drive • Hollywood, FL 33019

Tel. (305) 925-7004
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PROTECT & ORGANIZE
your IBM PC with COMPUTER ESCORT™

The COMPUTER ESCORT is custom designed with

optimum quality and utility offering features such as:

• Secures the IBM PC, via a detachable adapter plate, to the low pro-

file lower shelf unit which is secured to your table top via a

separate detachable adapter plate.

• Keyboard storage behind locked front panel with optional sliding

keyboard shelf.

• Optional POWER SENTRY provides control of 4 a.c. outlets with a

keylock switch. All 4 outlets offer your computer and peripherals

protection with a state-of-the-art transient suppressor and fuse.

• Rear cover hides excess cables stored in the rear chamber and

restricts access to the a.c. outlets when the POWER SENTRY or

other power strip is used.

• Optional top shelf unit secures your monitor directly or via an op-

tional ball bearing swivel adapter plate.

• Precision heavy duty welded steel construction thruout is enhanced
with textured enamel finish color matched to the IBM PC.

• Designed for easy end user installation saving you both time and

money.
APPLE II OWNERS - SEE THE NEW COOL STACK™ — SENTRY II.

IBM is a trademark ol International Business Machines Co.

COMPUTER ESCORT and COOL STACK are trademarks of FM| INC. Patents Pending.

For more information on these and other fine FM| products, see your dealer or:

FM|, Inc., P.O. Box 5281. Torrance. CA 90510 (21 3) 325-1900 DEALER inquiries INVITED
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PROGRAMMERS
“C” the extras we offer
More than just a compiler ... we address

the total programming environment

C Compiler —
• Complete non-float implementation (float

avail 30) per Kernighan and Ritchie.

• Small and medium models supported. Medium
model allows greater than 64k of code and
greater than 64k of data.

you’ll immediately “C” the difference!

Available for Victor 9000, C Compiler SI 95.00
IBM PC, Zenith Z100, other c-window $195.00
MSDOS systems. Inquire c-window demo package
about CP/M-86 version. (w/manual and diskette) $45.00

Prices subject to change without notice,

c-window tm c-systems; IBM tm IBM Corp MSDOS tm
Microsoft; Tl Professional tm Tl; CP/M-86 tm Digital Research.

C-8V8temS P.O.Box 3253 • (714)637-5362
y Fullerton, CA 92634
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SUNMAIL
THE BEST MAILING LIST PROGRAM

FOR YOUR IBM-PC

• COMPLETELY MENU-DRIVEN
• HARD DISK COMPATIBLE
• OPERATES UNDER MS-DOS VERSIONS 1.0. 1.1. 2.0

• FEATURES INDEXED (ISAM) FILES— NO SORTING NEEDED
• INSTANT L00K-UP A CORRECTION
NAME FIELD. BUSINESS NAME FIRD
ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, 9-DIGIT ZIP CODE
FOREIGN COUNTRIES TOO
2 DATE FIELDS
2 TELEPHONE NUMBERS W/AREA CODE FIELDS

• EACH RECORD CAN BE CODED WITH AN UNLIMITED NUMBER
OF CODES: TOUR IMAGINATION IS THE ONLY LIMITATION.

OUTPUT
• SELECT BY ANY COMBINATION OF CODES AND ZIP CODE

RANGES, IN ALPHABETIC OR ZIP CODE SEQUENCE.
1. 2, 3. 4 up MAILING LABELS

(132 col. printer required tor 3 A 4 up)

CHESHIRE LABELS • DIRECTORIES
ENVELOPES • FORM LETTERS
Any type of forms or lebels with eny combinetion of selected

SUNMAIL dete.

$99.00
requires 96K RAM & 80-column printer

see SUNMAIL at your local computer store or
software dealer or order direct

SUNWARD SYSTEMS, INC.
655 W. Irving Park Road *5203. Chicago, Illinois 60613
Check & COD orders accepted. All orders shipped in 48 hrs. via UPS.
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ADD BUSINESS GRAPHICS IO
TOUR SLIDE'SHOW PRESENTATION

You probably already know that PCcrayon can
create colorful screens and slide-show presenta-

tions. But did you know that PCcrayon can now
create BAR, LINE, PIE, and SURFACE CHARTS
with the press of a key. These graphs can be
enhanced by PCcrayon’s graphics capabilities

and used to create animated slide-show presen-

tations.

Generate hard copy on EPSON, IBM, C. ITOH,
and PROWRITER printers. Or print in vivid color

with Press'n’plot, by American Programmers'
Guild. It rotates, windows, combines text with

graphics, and changes colors. It's the best yet.

PCcrayon’s type font can be displayed at any
size, angle, color, or width. You can even create

your own fonts and symbols.

Fun and easy enough for a child to use . .

.

PCcrayon is the Etch-a-Sketch of the computer
age. No limits on creativity!

PCcrayon can modify graphs by adding company logos, text, designs, etc.

PCcrayon
* GENERAL PURPOSE GRAPHICS DESIGN AID
THAT CAN EASILY CREATE

GRAPHICS SVMUOLS

D VECTOR SYMBOLS
™

O KEYBOARD TEXT - ABCcka

• DRAWINGS (coNplfte screens)

• SCENARIOS < like this d*no>

PCcrayon creates and manipulates many
different types of graphics.

A few of PCcrayon's powerful graphics
commands.

PCcrayon" "Slide-show Creation and Presentation

System" S44.95.

PCcrayon” "Slide-show with Business Graphics
Option" S12S.

Press'n'plot for the IDS Prism — regular price $95.

Our price $85.

PCcrayon Manual and Demo Disk $10.

Now in use by several Fortune 1000 corporations.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Buy PCcrayon at your local software outlet or

order by phone. MasterCard and VISA accepted.

PCsoftware
•requires IBM or COMPAQ PC, DOS, graphics PCsoftware of San Diego
board and display. 9120 Gramercy Drive, Suite 416

••requires 128K and two drives. San Diego, CA 92123 619-571 0981
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Introducing software
the way you would have
designed it yourself.

NUMBER CRUNCHER"! Unbeatable
Number Crunching power is now at your
fingertips. Vet, incredibly, the power
doesn't stop there. Number Cruncher is

more!
It uniquely combines TEXT EDITING,

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, DATA
MANAGEMENT, SPREADSHEET, and
APPLICATIONS GENERATION. All in one
completely integrated package . . . and all

at a price that’s as remarkable as the
performance.

You can now create your spreadsheets
without being confined to cumbersome
column and row formats. You can now

combine numbers, and calculations, within

your text. You can now create full

applications, quickly, and by yourself.

Combining all of these functions into one
low cost system was a stroke of genius.
And . . . now you can have it all.

Number Cruncher gives you Number
Crunching*

-

every other business function

your office needs today. And, at $395.00
you can’t afford to miss out.

Call us on our toll free hotline,

(800) 521-2233 (In California

(7 1 4) 639-1 527 -Collect), and we’ll arrange
a demonstration of the most powerful
software package to date!

«
PYRAMID OATA

A air
MltflllHVHh

Pyramid Data, Ltd. (800)521-2233 In California call (714) 639-1 527
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Will This Happen
to You?

NOT IF YOU BUY YOUR PRINTER

FROM...

(pfSBSlp
The IBM Personal Computer is a great product, but
assuring it's compatibility with printers requires
expertise.

AT THf PRINTER STORE, we specialize in printers

so our trained professional staff can help you choose
the right printer for you and your P.C. When you buy a

printer from us, you can be assured that your purchase
will also include:

• FREE TECHNICAL CONSULTATION
• FULL AFTER SALE SUPPORT
• FULL FACTORY AUTHORIZED SERVICE

C. ITOH 8510
Prowriter

|* 120 CPS - 1.3K Buffer - 144x60 dots 1 inch

Nx9 dot matrix - Proportional Spacing - 8 Character

sizes - 5 unique alphabets - Greek character set -

Graphic symbols - bi-directional, logic-seeking -

Adjustable tractors - Single-sheet friction feed -

Vertical & horizontal tabbing,

C ITOH 8510 Prowriter List $795 $395

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

EPSON SERIES

FX 80

FX 100

OKIOATA SERIES

82A
83A

92A
93A

84 (parallel)

C. ITOH SERIES

8510 Prowriter

Prowriter II

New! Banana

IDS SERIES

Micropnsm 480

Prism 80

Prism 132

6EMINI SERIES

Gemini 10X
Gemini 15

NEC 8023
Toshiba P 1350

S CALL

S CALL

S CALL

S CALL

S CALL

S CALL

S CALL

S 395

S CALL

S 239

S CALL

S CALL

S CALL

S CALL

$ CALL

S 419

S 1750

LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS

BROTHER SERIES

HR-1 (parallel)

.

HR-1 (serial)

HR-15

C0MREX SERIES

CR-1 (parallel).

CR-1 (serial)

CR-2

C ITOH SERIES

F-10 40 CPS
F10 55 CPS

S CALL

S CALL

S CALL

S 795

S 865

S CALL

S CALL

S CALL

BROTHER
HR-1

16 CPS - Bi-directional - Super and Subscript

IBM Selectric type ribbon - Prints up to 6 copies
Ideal for word processinp

Parallel List 1100 $ Call

Serial List 1200 $ Call

INTERFACE EQUIPMENT

Oaisywriter 48K S CALL

NEC SERIES

3510 S CALL

3530 S CALL

3550 S CALL
7710 S 2425
7720 S 2900
7730 S2400

NEC Accessories $ CALL

Apple Dumpling S145
Grappler Plus . . . $ CALL
Complete stock of

Epson Accessories S CALL
Custom Printer Cables for

Apple. Atan. IBM

TRS-80 S CALL

Printer Stands large . . S95
Printers Stands small . S25
Printer Ribbons . . . $ CALL
Printer Sound Enclosure! CALL
Vic 20/Comm

64 Interface . .
. S CALI

tVe carry a full line of Cables and Accessories

Call (714 ) 241-0701 and ask us about. .

.

In order lo serve you better. The Printer Store will

be moving to larger facilities. The move should be

completed by Aug 25.

1) LOW PRICES

2) SAME DAY SHIPPING

3) FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT

4) FULL SERVICE OPTION

THE
PHONE REBATE

Printer

We are so confident ot our LOW PRICES and SUPPORT that we
are going to ask you to make the initial investment by calling

us In return, when you buy your printer from us. we will '“bate

the cost ot your call and deduct it from your invoice

store - 2720 S. Harbor Blvd., Suite E, Santa Ana, CA 92704

HUW TO 0R0ER: Our phone lines are open from Sam to 6 p m PST Monaay-
Friday We accept VISA, MASTERCHARGE (at .10 extra charge! personal

checks take two weeks to clear COD'S accepted Same-day shipment on
orders placed before 1 p m Manutacturer s warranty applicable on all equip-

ment Prices subiect to chanqe

c The Pfinter Store 1983
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rotect and Organize Your IBM PC
SAVE MONEY — Protect

your investment; reduce
service calls.

SAVE TIME — Organize
your workspace formaximum
efficiency

I mm*—

SAVE ENERGY — Worl<

easier; increase comfor
and convenience.
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The software that
lets you communicate
between all Radio Shack and
IBM PC + PC-XT computers!

( 1 ) Receive Direct Data Files

(2) Send Direct Data Files

(3) Terminal Mode

(4) Terminal Mode to Host Computer

(5) Receive Text or Program Files

(6) Send Text or Program Files

(7) Print Received Files

(8) Change Wait Character Definitions

(Q) Exit Communication System

Features
• All transfers up to 1 200 baud

• Interoffice transfer to 19.200 baud
• Automatic retransmission of errors

• Disk to disk transfers

• Not dependent on RAM size

• No uploading or downloading of data

• Multiple file transfers

• Unattended transfers

• Confidential transfer mode
• Print received information

Radio Shack
Model III. 32K (one disk min.)

Model II

Model 12

Model 16

Operating System Included

IBM-PC 64K

Ybu can communicate between any combination

of computers, i.e.. IBM PC to TRS 80 Model II.

or TRS 80 Model III to Model 16. etc.

For more information write or call us.

Order direct from:

Newport Group
44 West Memorial Blvd PO. Box 386

Newport. Rhode Island 02840
Phone (401 ) 846 5763

CIRCLE 522 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Screen Management
FOR

IBM* PC Pascal, FORTRAN, COBOL & Assembler

Creates a 160 column by 25 line display buffer.

The screen , acting as a window, can
view any section of the buffer.

Set color, character attributes and cursor position.

Allows vertical & horizontal scrolling, erasing and more.

Manipulate one character, one line,

or whole blocks of text.

Includes: Tutorial, Example Programs, Complete User's

Manual & Quick Reference Card

$ 49.95

258 Tower Hill Road
P.O. Box 309

Chaplin, CT 06235
Corporation (203)455—0492

CIRCLE 350 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PROGRAMMERS

:

Ootv
* rtvot^ .

tV<*
6

fcoxAA'f toil**'
t'4

®*' V°'LbVe •**

$ Affordable

Software,
Inc.

P O Box 61195 / Sunnyvale, CA 94088 / (408)980 8519

CIRCLE 106 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The
wenty-Fi

Hour

A new generation of functional software
AVAILABLE NOW

!

exclusively for the IBM personal compute

2
Ti

Scheduler

ideal for virtually any type of

appointment or activity

scheduling for either personal
or professional use it can be
used for appointment schedul
ing. project management,
maintenance schedules legal

deadlines, investment
reminders and much more

This abstractmgJBOgram p
mlts you to qulojy record am
retrieve referenSs of any typ

of information in magazines
books, proceedings, journals

etc This system B an absolute

must for anyone featured to

keep tip to date with trends

research or track new

Manager gives a

piete depreciation and
cataloging;tool for

business and peitbrial use The
system incorporates many
unique features enabling

flexible reporting andevaluation
of assets.

developments

$150

information Solutions. Inc. / Softrencl Division, p.o Box 198, Charlottesville Virginia 22902

800 368 3542 (. IKC l I 40*i ON Kl \ni K SI R\ II I l \Kl>

in VirginiaVISA or MasterCard accepted.irm is ,i registered trademark of

international Business Machines



PAST GRAPHS and the
'Graphic Report"
Now you can use FAST GRAPHS

to summarize all your facts and figures

into simple to understand, pleasing to

the eye “graphic reports”. FAST
GRAPHS uses manually entered

numbers as well as figures from most

popular spreadsheets. In addition, any

of Innovative’s EXECUTIVE SERIES
packages including T. I.M.® ID and

FAST FACTS can be turned into

“graphic reports" of charts or graphs

which may be viewed on your color

monitor or any popular graphics

printer or plotter.

Your Data Never Looked
So Good
The slide show option allows you to

display created graphs, charts, and

screens of text, arrange them in the

order of your choice, and then display

them automatically in a continuous

fashion.

You may even customize your charts

and graphs using the built-in full

graphics editor. This same editor may
be used to enhance graphs or draw

colorful screens which may be printed,

or even used with our unique “slide

show” option.

So, if your meetings seem to be

“bored meetings” rather than Board

FAST GRAPHS. EXECUTIVE SERIES and FAST FACTS ate trademark, of Innovative Software. Inc.

Meetings, then FAST GRAPHS is for

you. FAST GRAPHS turns dull,

boring, printed reports into exciting,

colorful “graphic reports”. Visit your

local IBM dealer today for more

information about FAST GRAPHS
and our other products. Or call us

directly. Either way, you'll be drawing

colorful conclusions in no time.

CIRCLE 271 ON READER SERVICE CARD

FAST GRAPHS is also available soon on the Victor 9000.

9300 W. 110th Sc.. Suite 380

Overland Park, KS 66210 USA
913/383-1089 Telex: 209542



ROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM
— NOW AVAILABLE FOR 1983

At the controls of the most sophisticated football
analysis software, your personal computer can
make the upcoming footbal season the most
exciting ever 1

GRIDSTAR”. the professional football analysis
system, is comprised of four main components:

* PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL DATA BASE -
File comprised of 2184 regu ar season games.
1973 to 1983 inclusive

* DATA BASE MANAGER
— Comprehensive utility to display, edit, and
search your Data Base

* WEEKLY HANDICAPPER
— This program handicaps 6 full week of games
using the GRIDSTAR'" STRATEGY
* GRIDSTAR” DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS -
All programs used to develop and test the
GRIDSTAR” STRATEGY
Professional Football Data Base
At your disposal, a complete history of America's
No 1 Sport — 1 1 years o' game data Each 16-

byte game record includes home and away
teams, home and away scores, the closing line.

day. week and date

Data Base Manager
To keep your Data Base current for years to
come, full EDIT FUNCTION allows you to
change or add any game 'ecord The
sophisticated DISPLAY MODE lets you scroll up
and down through your Data Base The
extensive SEARCH FUNCTION is a serious
analytical tool. Set any combination of 20 search
parameters and invoke a search for qualified
games Automatic won/loss analysis can be
instantly displayed

Weekly Handicapper Using the GRIDSTAR”
STRATEGY
This is your Sunday morning predictor program
The program applies the GRIDSTAR”
STRATEGY to each upcoming game and tells

you which teams to bet It will indicate 5 to 10
bets each week determined by the five analysis
angles of the GRIDSTAR” STRATEGY Your
only responsibility is to keep the Data Base
current, by keying in the lines and scores each
week

The GRIDSTAR” STRATEGY
Employing advanced statistical techniques, our
development team has researched numerous
methods of predicting winners against the
spread Of these five approaches proved
effective enough to be incorporated into the
GRIDSTAR” STRATEGY
• POWER RATING ANALYSIS
• STREAK ANALYSIS
• POINTSPREAD ANALYSIS
• HEAD-TO-HEAD ANALYSIS
• MONDAY NIGHT ANALYSIS

Each of the above approaches, taken separately,
has proven to be a consistent winner But when
combined into a comprehensive handicapping
system, the GRIDSTAR” STRATEGY, the results
have been consistently spectacular, year after

year The following table presents the
GRIDSTAR” STRATEGY'S record versus the
spread over the last decade

THE GRIDSTAR”
STRATEGY
10-YEAR
PERFORMANCE
VS.
THE SPREAD

Performance Absolutely Verifiable
All the programs used to develop the
GRIDSTAR” STRATEGY are included in the
package You can run these programs, verify the
results, and trace the entire developmental
process The seven strategy development
programs not only provide proof of performance,
but can form the basis for further research

Complete Documentation
The accompanying OPERATIONS MANUAL is

extensive Over 100 pages of text take you
through the Data Base layout, operation of each
program, and the fine points of computer sports
analysis Over 30 charts and illustrations

highlight the presentation

System Requirements
TRS-80’ MOD I or MOD III. 48k. 1 Drive
IBM PC". 64k. 1 Drive

Every program in the GRIDSTAR” package is in

BASIC, structured, modular, and fully

commented Easy to use. each program is user-
friendly. menu-driven, with air tight

error-trapping

Complete Package $195.00

Registered Trademark ot Tandy Corporation
" Registered Trademark ot IBM Corporation

GummN
7777 Keele Street. Unit 8

Concord. Ontario. Canada

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

ORDER BY MAIL or PHONE: (416) 738
GrtdSoft Inc.. 7777 Keele Street. Unit 8. Concord. Ontario. Canada L4K 1Y7
Yes' Rush me the complete GRIDSTAR” package at a cost of $195 00
Please check program required: IBM PC" TRS-80 MOD. I*

Name

Address

City State

Card Number Expiry Date

Signature Check Money Order

1700

TRS-80 MOD. Ill-

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Zip

Visa Q MasterCard



Managing Projects

for^FmCand Profit Using

Project Scheduler

As a manager, you know the key to a successful project

is good planning. Whether you are involved with
engineering, R & D, Manufacturing, Construction or even
Computers, you can’t afford to overlook critical costs and
deadlines.

Features include:

PROJECT SCHEDULER™ is a project management
program designed to help management meet deadlines

and beat cost targets through fast and easy project

forecasting, scheduling, control and tracking of project

status. The menu prompts permit easy data entry for

modification or update to large, complex project plans.

The highly interactive design and visual display reduces

project planning time by providing sophisticated

"what if' analysis capabilities.

f SCITOR

Critical Path is calculated and
a Gantt chart is displayed after

each add, change or delete.

Interactive ' WHAT IF"

analysis.

Display your data/ plots using

the monochromatic or color

I Schedule projects by days,

weeks, months or day

displayed by week.

I Labor & Other cost data can

be input to VISICALC* and
SuperCalc* spreadsheet

packages.

I Allocate tasks by:

—Start & duration
—Early start

—Late start

I Create standard company
Labor Grades, Other Direct

Costs and Holidays:

—24 Labor Grades
—24 Other Direct Costs
—30 Holidays (multi-year)

• Create detailed & summary
reports:

—Project Schedule
—Labor & Cost

• by time period

• by individual job

I Ability to "complete" jobs for

performance tracking.

I Milestone annotation to

identify special events in the

project.

I Requires:

—IBM DOS (160k Memory)
—1 disk

—Monochromatic and/or
Color display

—Printer ( recommended )

SCITOR CORPORATION 710 Lakeway, Suite 290 • Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408)730-0400

•Visicalc is a trademark of Visit

. a i2 ic.sk. iz 7 iuacum.K at

VisiCorp
Aizimth

•SuperCalc is a trademark of Sorcim
anhumtt t? a (laocumut m txuriui



HARDWARE/BIL. ALVERNAZ

Once you teach your PC how to talk with the Echo

Speech Synthesizer or the Speech Master, you might

begin to notice its personality changing.

If I Only Had A Voice

.

• •

/n the current hit movie. War Games. David
computer foshua talks.

The popularity of this summer’s hit movie

War Games, which stars a talking comput-

er. has people talking about speech syn-

thesis. From the moment in War Games
when high school student David Light-

man turns on the speaker to show his girl

friend Jennifer how his computer talks,

the computer takes on human qualities.

But no mention of speech synthesis is

made at all in the movie. The audience

accepts quite naturally and quietly that a

computer called Joshua can talk. After

years of viewing them on television and in

the movies most of us accept talking com-

puters as fact. Actually, it’s only quite

recently that speech synthesis has come

out of the laboratory and experimental

stages. Two speech synthesizers, now
available to the consumer at a reasonable

price, are reviewed here: the Echo Speech

Synthesizer (General Purpose Unit) and

the Speech Master.

Speech synthesis exploded onto the

scene in the commercial marketplace in

1978 with the success of Texas

Instruments’ Speak n Spell. All

of a sudden, people were aware

that machines were talking

for a very reasonable price.

Most people don’t under-

stand what speech synthesis

is. Many think it works
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something like a tape recorder, with all

the words stored inside of the unit. In fact,

it doesn’t work like that at all.

Speech synthesis simply means the

generation of speech by computers, such

as the IBM PC and XT. completely on their

own. What actually happens is that a com-

puter models or mimics the complex pro-

cess of uttering words—the sounds from

our vocal cords, combined with the air

and noise passing up our throats, through

our mouths and past our lips. The actual

speech is achieved in much the same way

as the output from the computer is printed

following a PRINT statement. Instead of

the words being printed, they are spoken

(see Figure 1).

Applications

A talking computer may be cute, but

what can you do with it? Speech synthesis

is more than a passing fad, a novelty, or

something just for games. While synthe-

sizing speech has been used for such eso-

teric and varied uses from communicating

with dolphins to enhancing X-rated soft-

ware, its practical applications are diverse

and impressive.

Some of the more common applica-

tions for speech synthesis at the present

time include the following:

• Making computers accessible to

blind people. Speech synthesis allows the

blind to “read" computer output other-

wise available only from the screen or

printed copy. This is tied closely to word

processing as well as computer program-

ming for the blind. There are also pro-

grams that can read to the blind using

speech synthesis.

• Mute people can now use an IBM PC,

equipped with a speech synthesizer as a

vehicle to speak.

• Education is one of the most wide-

spread applications for speech synthesis.

A talking computer can provide repeti-

tion, reinforcement, corrections, and en-

couragement. all in an atmosphere of

fun.

• Business and industry are using

speech synthesis for telephone touch-tone

checking of inventory status and sales

reports. Training programs lend them-

selves well to employees working with a

talking computer. Industry is already

using the sophisticated process of voice

synthesis combined with voice recogni-

tion (i.e., the computer accepting verbal

commands).

Talking Screen Text Writer
One of the most exciting and success-

ful educational programs making use of

speech synthesis is taking place in Tempe,

Arizona. Dr. Terri Rosegrant, a professor at

Arizona State, has developed a word pro-

cessing program for children, which uses

speech synthesis.

The program, called Talking Screen

Text Writer, is designed for ages 3 to 9, and

has proven to be an effective learning tool

for the learning disabled, educable retard-

ed, and remedial readers. “Normal chil-

dren tend to learn faster with this pro-

gram. too,” says Rosegrant.

Using an Echo Speech Synthesizer,

Rosegrant's program allows a child to

work at a comfortable, individual pace,

while the computer repeats each letter and

word typed. The child then sees and hears

the words. Whatever a child types in can

be saved on a disk and later reread, when
the computer again says each word, flash-

ing it on the screen.

Rosegrant has field-tested her program

Echo Speech Synthesizer Speech Master

(General Purpose Unit) Tecmar. Inc., Personal

Street Electronics Corporation Computer Division

1140 Mark Ave. 6225 Cochran Rd.

Carpinteria, CA 93013 Cleveland, OH 44139

(805) 684-4593 (216) 349-0600

List Price: $199.95 (10 percent discount to List Price: S395.00

schools, and institutions serving the Requires: 64K RAM. two disk drives.

handicapped)

Requires: Serial port.

CIRCLE 679 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE 676 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Figure 1: How speech synthesis works (text to speech).

TYPE IN:

PC MAGAZINE
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for a year on Apple computers, with much
success. The program is currently being

adapted to the IBM PC. Rosegrant co-

wrote the program with Russell Cooper in

assembled BASIC. Rosegrant firmly be-

lieves that “synthesized speech is abso-

lutely required for good educational soft-

ware.”

Synthesized
speech is absolutely

requiredforgood
educational software.

A Long Time Coming
Speech synthesis can be traced back to

the late 1 700s when a Russian used acous-

tic resonators to synthesize vowel sounds.

A hundred years later, Alexander Graham
Bell produced a crudely constructed mod-

el of the vocal tract, which reproduced

vowel sounds and even a few words.

It wasn’t until the 1930s that Bell Lab-

oratories invented one of the first speech

synthesizers that could run on electricity.

The device was called a Voice Operation

Demonstrator (VODER). At that point,

synthesized speech was expensive and

had a long way to go before the talking

contraptions could be operated at a rea-

sonable cost and without a great deal of

expertise.

For the past two decades the Depart-

ment of Defense has been working on

something called the VOCODER Project.

This project digitizes, analyzes, com-

presses, and extracts speech parameters,

which are transmitted over phone lines

and then reconstructed. Many of the cur-

rent speech synthesis techniques have

come out of the VOCODER Project.

Today there are different ways to gen-

erate speech with a computer. Most of

these procedures consume a great deal of

memory, except for a process called Lin-

ear Predictive Coding (LPC). To under-

stand how LPC works, it helps to take a

brief look at other ways to synthesize

speech.

One of the most effective alternatives is

a process known as digitized speech. In

this process, the size of speech signals is

measured every 25 milliseconds. Those

measurements are saved in memory as

digital numbers. Such speech is repro-

duced by converting the digital numbers

back to signals, which are then sent to a

speaker.

Digitized speech produces excellent

quality speech, but it uses up incredible

amounts of memory, 8000 bytes per sec-

ond and up.

Two other methods of speech synthe-

sis that reduce the memory requirements

while still producing good quality speech

are delta modulation and pulse code mod-

ulation. They use a technique similar to

digitized speech, except that the process

compresses speech. The memory drain is

cut by half. The Supertalker board for the

Apple and Fidelity Electronics’ Chess

Challenger games are examples of this

approach.

In waveform compression, another

process of generating speech, each differ-

ent sound signal is saved only once and

called up as needed. The sounds can then

be modified to fit into the proper usage

and sentence structure required.

The best example of waveform com-

pression is National Semiconductor’s Dig-

italker chip, which is being used for such

products as the talking checkout counter

at the grocery store.

And now we come back to LPC, which

is quite different from the other methods,

and uses very little memory. The other

methods actually save the speech signal in

digital memory, with varying degrees of

compression. The signals are then

“played back” again for speech.

Through LPC, instead of duplicating

the speech signal, the human vocal tract is

mathematically modeled. Sounds are then

generated by a signal source, which is sim-

ilar to the vocal chords. Language rules are

programmed in so the generated sounds

reproduce speech. The rest of the vocal

tract is represented by a special type of

mathematical filter that shapes sounds

and gives them their various characteris-

tics.

The secret to using such a small

amount of memory lies in the phonetic

encoding of words with LPC. English con-

tains fewer than 50 basic phonemes (word

sounds), from which all of our speech is

derived.

By stringing phonemes together, any

word in English (or any other language, for

that matter) can be produced. So, in LPC

only the phonemes themselves need to be

stored. They are used over and over again

in several hundred different combinations

for synthesized speech. Words are simply

typed in on the keyboard and then spoken

by the computer. The process is known as

text-to-speech.

Because text-to-speech uses word
sounds in so many different combina-

tions, certain words need to be “mis-

spelled” or, to put it more accurately,

spelled phonetically, to make them sound

right. It is because of the need for phonetic

spelling that text-to-speech doesn't have

the sound quality of other types of speech

synthesis. Nor does it have the custom

vocabularies known as fixed speech.

The advantages of LPC are twofold:

Speech is intelligible and the amount of

memory needed is as little as 150 bytes per

second. One of the best benefits of LPC is

that it allows unlimited speech, just about

any word goes, except for the ones that

need to be spelled phonetically to get

them to sound right.

Through LPC you can also have pre-

encoded fixed speech, which is actually a

custom vocabulary. A set list of words is

actually stored in ROM or on a disk. While

the number of words is usually limited, all

of those words will come out sounding

perfectly clear, without exception. The

two programs reviewed here both offer

fixed speech: the Speech Master has 147

words, while the Echo has close to 700

words.

Digitized
speech produces

excellent quality speech,

but it uses up incredible

amounts of memory.

The quality of fixed speech is much
better than that of text-to-speech, but fixed

speech uses more memory. Fixed speech

through LPC saps about 150 to 200 bytes

per word and needs to be stored some-

where. So the more words you have (or

want) the more storage capacity (in ROM
or on a disk) you need.

Text-to-speech is the most commonly
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used option for personal computers be-

cause it uses so little memory and offers

unlimited speech. It has. however, one

considerable drawback: inferior sound

quality.

Both Speech Master and Echo use text-

to-speech and both sound somewhat ma-

chinelike or robotic. The Speech Master

sounds much more like a machine than

does Echo. Dr. Hisashi Wakita, president

of the Santa Barbara Speech Technology

Laboratory in California, feels that text-to-

speech lacks "naturalness.” That natural-

ness is what makes the difference between

feeling you’re working with a machine

and with something more personal. He
explains that the machine-like voice is a

result of limited memory environment,

and with the cost of memory decreasing,

better, more natural sounding speech syn-

thesis will become available.

The fixed speech has a more human
sound to it because the words are not con-

structed as they are needed. They are

Figure 2: This is the list of fixed ivords for the Speech Master. Trying to put together

di//erent combinations of words for programs you write will be difficult because of the

limited choice.

one two three four

five six seven eight

nine ten eleven twelve

thirteen fourteen fifteen sixteen

seventeen eighteen nineteen twenty

thirty forty fifty sixty

seventy eighty ninety hundred

thousand million zero a

b c d e

f g h i

i k 1 m
n 0 P q

r s t U

V w X y

z again ampere and

at cancel case cent

400Hz tone 80Hz tone 20ms silence 160ms silence

320ms silence centi check comma
control danger degree dollar

down equal error feet

flow fuel gallon go

gram great greater have

high higher hour in

inches is it kilo

left less lesser limit

low lower mark meter

mile milli minus minute

near number of off

on out over parenthesis

percent please plus point

pound pulses rate re

ready right ss second

set space speed star

start stop than the

time try up volt

weight

pulled up from storage as encoded words.

An interesting aside: Speech Master's

fixed speech voice was male, and Echo’s

was female.

Both Echo and Speech Master can give

your PC a voice. Both operate using the

text-to-speech technology and both in-

clude the fixed-speech option. While sim-

ilar in certain ways, their individual

approaches are totally different. Speech

Master comes on a board, which is

installed in an expansion slot on the PC.

The Echo is a separate, quite small box

that is attached to the computer through a

serial interface.

The differences don’t stop there. Tec-

mar’s Speech Master uses a VOTRAX SC
01 speech chip, while Street Electronics’

Echo uses the Texas Instruments 5220

speech chip. The Speech Master costs

twice as much as the Echo. The Echo has

been around on the Apple for 3 years (un-

der the name Echo II), so some refinement

has taken place before this version was

released.

s,TEECH
Master's fixed speech

voice was male, and
Echo's was female.

Using the Speech Master
The Speech Master comes with a demo

disk and a 22-page manual. Tecmar con-

tinues to release manuals that do a good

job explaining installation but offer very

little information in understandable En-

glish about actually using the product. For

whatever reason, it provides two pages at

the end of the manual for notes, followed

by a "Product Comment Form."

Installing the Speech Master is easy,

provided opening up your PC doesn’t hor-

rify you to begin with. However, once you

close it back up you’ll discover that the

tiny round, black object on the back of the

board is a speaker, which is totally inade-

quate.

What’s even worse is that the speaker is

mounted at the wrong end of the board.

This means that the speaker is nowhere

near the speaker openings at the front of
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IntroducingRAM+3,
tandard.

Seattle Computer's ultimate IBMiRC
and XT multifunction board?**

When we put ink to paper to design

RAM+3™, the super multifunction

board, it was with a goal in mind.
Build the best. A new standard. With
al| the most wanted features built right

in for the most demanding user.

And frankly, we've succeeded.
RAM+3 has all the functions,

memory and software needed to truly

enhance your IBM-PC*. With this in

mind, each RAM+3 boa rd includes:

Lithium-powered Clock/Calendar.

Precision-set at our factory, this

internal clock instantly comes up with

the proper date and time and runs

continuously whether your PC is

turned on or not. What's more,

because we originally wrote PC-DOS,
obr inside knowledge has helped us

make our clock truly integrated into

the IBM-PC’s operating system.

Exclusive Flash Disk™ software. Our
innovative software electronically

simulates a floppy disk drive-

allowing you to use up to 640K of

RAM as a high-speed disk. What that

means is you can load your frequently

used disk files to Flash Disk and run

programs many times faster than with

a mechanical disk. Because of our
intimate knowledge of the PC
operating system, we know how to do
Flash Disk right. All without tricks or

emulation mismatch problems. And
our new Flash Disk version for DOS
2.0 is even more flexible than the

original.

Four memory options. Depending
on your needs, RAM+3 is available in

64K.128K, 192K or 256K. And all

boards are fully socketed for easy
memory upgrades.

Built-in RS-232 serial port. The serial

port can be configured as IBM COM1
or COM2, and is fully compatible
with IBM's Asynchronous Communi-
cations Adapter.

Parallel printer port. Utilize your
parallel printer with this built-in hook-

up which eliminates the need and
expense of a separate port.

All of these features would mean
very little if it weren't for the fact that

RAM + 3 is made by Seattle Computer.
We're a company with an outstanding

reputation for quality and reliability.

Our quality comes from our intimate

knowledge of PC- DOS. We know the

IBM-PC from the inside out. And since

1977 we've been leading the way in

the creation of reliable memory and
multifunction boards. Over 40,000
in all.

And now we're proud to introduce

RAM + 3, the multifunction board
which will become the new standard

for the IBM-PC.
For more information and the

location of the nearest RAM+3
dealer call toll free 1-800-426-8936.

tm Indus!rv Drive. Scuttle. WA 98188

Creating new standards for quality and reliability.
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your PC. Tecmar does provide the option

of an RCA phono jack on the board. Plan to

use an external speaker, because even

with the volume control, the Speech

Master board won't be able to generate

enough sound from inside your PC.

I went to Radio Shack and bought an

8-ohm speaker/amplifier (which required

a 9-volt battery) and a cable for less than

$20. The Speech Master manual does

explain how to switch over to an external

speaker: All you need to do is flip switch 7

open on SWl and then position the speak-

er jumper to J2. Installing the speaker was

effortless, but it required a trip to buy the

speaker, reopening the PC. and additional

expenses.

What the Speech Master manual

doesn't do very well is explain how to use

the Speech Master. The four sample pro-

grams in the manual are pitifully insuffi-

cient, to say the least. After some experi-

mentation, and help from a technical

expert, I was able to use Speech Master to

get my PC talking.

The initial problem I had was with the

demo disk. There wasn't any documenta-

tion with the demo disk and the manual

provided no clues either. I later discov-

ered that by listing the Talk program, I

could compel it to explain how to run the

Demo and Talk programs.

To run the Demo and Talk programs

from the Speech Master support software

package follow these steps:

1) Load DOS 1.1

2) With the DEMO disk in the B Drive,

type B:ENGLISH. This puts an overlay in

RAM, which then allows the demo pro-

grams to work.

3) Then type in BASICA.

4) Remove DOS from the A Drive and

replace it with the Tecmar Demo disk.

5) Then type LOADDEMO.

JL ECMAR
plans to release a model
with more expansion

modules offixed speech

to increase the number

ofcustom words
available.

Once you’ve followed these steps, Tec-

mar's Speech Master gives a little speech.

This is your first exposure to a strange lit-

tle voice with a pronounced accent. Next

you can load and run Talk, which allows

you to type in anything you want the com-

puter to say.

A buffer built in to the Speech Master

allows you to type in up to three lines of

text at a time. If you exceed three lines, the

speaking ceases. The novelty of typing in

words for the Speech Master to speak

wears off relatively fast, which leads to the

question: "How do I put speech into the

programs I’m writing?”

It is possible to enhance programs you

write with speech synthesis, but it is not

all that easy with the Tecmar board.

Speech Master allows you to do program-

ming with the fixed speech or text-to-

speech. With fixed speech you are limited

to 147 words (see Figure 2), while with

text-to-speech, there is no limit.

Tecmar plans to release a model with

more expansion modules of fixed speech

to increase the number of custom words

available. The board now comes with the

first two modules filled—that’s where the

147 words are—and has six expansion

slots for future modules.

In using the Speech Master manual to

write programs, the nontechnical PC own-

Figure 3: Echo's speech synthesis board. The crystal generates the clock frequency for the

microprocessor. The Rockwell 651 1 microprocessor is the brains of the board. The 2Kxg
CMOS RAM contains the buffer of approximately 1700 characters. The buffer allows you
to type in several lines of text to be spoken without losing any words. The EPROM is

where the actual text-to-speech program resides in 8Kx8 ROM.

2Kx8
CMOS
RAM

EPROM

Rockwell 6511
microprocessor

Crystal
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SOFTWARE & HARDWARE
FOR THE IBM P.C.

SOFTWARE
Acom Software

LOST COLONY
, . 25.00

Advanced Operating Systems
THE PROGRAMMER

.
395.00

Alpha Software
0ATABASE MANAGER 185.00

MAILING LIST . 95.00

QUESTION . . 45.00

TYPE FACES .95.00

APPLE-IBM CONNECTION . .

.

, 120.06

Ashton-Tate
dBASEII 499 00

Automated Simulations

TEMPLE OF APSHAI .32.00

UPPER REACHES OF
APSHAI . 17.00

JABBERTALKY . . 25.00

CURSE OF RA .. 17.00

OIL BARONS . . 85.00

Avalon Hill Game Co.
GALAXY ..21.00

B-1 BOMBER ..18.00
MIDWAY .. 18 00
STOCKS & BONDS ..21.00
VOYAGER .21.00
DRAW POKER .. 18.00

FOOTBALL .18 00
ANDROMEDA CONQUEST . .

.

. . 20.00

Best Programs
PERSONAL FINANCE . . 82.00

Brcderbund Software

APPLE PANIC . . 25.00

Cavalier Computer
BLACK JACK .32.00

Charles Mann
TEACHER P.C TBA

Compu-Vlew
CP/M 86 295.00

Condor Computer
CONDOR DATA BASE 25900

Context Management Systems
CONTEXT MBA 595.00

Continental Software
HOME ACCOUNTANT 125.00

1ST CLASS MAIL 110.00

Data Most
WRITE-ON 105.00

PIG PEN 25.00
SPACE STRIKE 25.00

ISM
MATHEMAGIC

, . . 75.00

GRAPHMAGIC , . . 75.00

COMBO PACKAGE
. . 135.00

IUS
EASY WRITER . . 159.00

EASY WRITER II
, . 275.00

EASY PLANNER 199 00

EASY SPELLER . . 135.00

EASY FILER . 299.00

On-Line Systems
ULYSSES . . 29.00

FR0GGER . . 29.00

GOLF . . . 20.00

Persyst

INSTA-DRIVE .44 00
WAITLESS PRINTING

.
44 00

Professional Software
W0RDPLUS ... TBA

Proximity Software
WORD CHALLENGE . . 32.00

Select

SELECT W P .449 00

Sentient Software
CYBORG .29 00

Sirius Software

CALL TO ARMS . . 25.00

Sorclm
SUPERCALC . 239.00

SUPERWRITER .319 00

SPELL GUARD . 159 00

Spinnaker Software
SNOOPER TROOPS 1 . . 38.00

SNOOPER TROOPS 2 .38 00
STORY MACHINE . . 28.00

FACE MAKER .. 28.00

Strategic Simulations

WARP FACTOR . . 32.00

Synergistic Software
DATA REPORTER .215.00

Versa Computing
HARDCOPY SYSTEM ..21.00

Vielcorp

VISICALC 189.00

VISIFILE .229 00
DESK TOP PLAN .229 00
VISITREND/PLOT . 229.00
VISIDEX . 189.00

VISISCHEDULE . 229.00

BUSINESS FORECASTING . .

.

. . 79.00

HARDWARE
Denver Software
EASY 599.00

Digital Marketing
CONCURRENT CP/M TBA

Eagle Software Publishing

MONEY DECISIONS 169.00

Friendly Software

FRIENDLYWARE 42.00

Howard Software
REAL ESTATE ANALYZER . . . 215.00

Infocom
ZORK I 32.00
Z0RK II 32.00

ZORK III 32.00
DEADLINE 40.00
STARCROSS 32.00

Innovative Software
TIM III 395.00

Amdek
COLOR I MONITOR 349.00
COLOR II MONITOR 725.00

300G MONITOR 159.00
300A MONITOR 175.00

310A MONITOR 185.00

Brother

PRINTER. 16CPS
PARALLEL 995.00

PRINTER 16CPS, SERIAL . . . 1095.00
TRACT0A FEED ^0R HR-1
PRINTERS 155.00

D.C. Hayes
SMART MODEM 300 BAUD . . . 249.00
SMART MODEM 300-1200
BAUD 595.00

CHRONOGRAPH CLOCK
MODULE 219 00

Epson
MX80 PRINTER 479.00
MX80FT PRINTER

MX100 PRINTER
PRINTER CABLE

. 699.00

. . 35.00

Frederick Electronics

COLOR PLUS* . 849.00

Hard Disks

CORONA
C0RVUS
DAVONG
MAEZON
QUECES
TECHMAR
VR DATA

Call

For
Prices

T.G. Products

JOYSTICK . . 59.95

Kraft

JOYSTICK . . 49.95

Microsoft

64K RAM EXPANDABLE TO
256K . 399.00

Memory Technologies
VERSA RAM
EXPANDABLE TO 512K .... 269.00

M4R Associates

SUPER MOD TBA

Novations Inc.

CAT MODEM 169.00

D-CAT MODEM 179 00
AUTO-CAT 225.00
APPLE-CAT 295.00

Okldata
82A PRINTER 499.00

83A PRINTER 725.00

84P PRINTER 1079.00

Persyst

64K RAM EXPANDABLE TO
256K 359 00

SERIAL PORT BOARD
. 135.00

SERIAL PORT BOARD 135 00
DUAL SERIAL PORT BOARD . .

179.00

PARALLEL PORT BD
EXPANDABLE

. 195 00

Quadram
64K RAM EXPANDABLE TO

192K . 285.00
128K RAM EXPANDABLE TO

192K
. 425 00

192K RAM BOARD .615 00
SERIAL PORT
EXPANDABLE . 115 00

DUAL PORT EXPANSION KIT

FOR B315 . . 55.00
TIME CLOCK
W/S0FTWARE 139 00

PARALLEL BDW/8' CABLE . . 139.00
0UADB0ARD (64K CLK . SER
PARA ) .425 00

0UADB0ARD W/128K .550 00
QUADB0ARD W/192K .675 00
QUADB0ARD W/256K . 750.00
PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE . . . 39.95

Taxan
MONITOR 1 MED RES . 359.00
MONITOR II HIRES . 599 00

USI
MONITOR 9" GRN . 135 00
MONITOR 12" GRN . 189 00
MONITOR 9" AMBER . 189 00
MONITOR 12" AMBER .215.00

Zenith

MONITOR 12" GRN . 119 00

FREDERICK COMPUTER
PRODUCTS, INC.

Micro-computer systems and peripherals

5726 INDUSTRY LANE • FREDERICK. MARYLAND 21701

(301)694-8884
TERMS: Shipping 1%

Minimum Shipping Charge $3.00

Maryland Residents Add 5% State Sales Tax
Visa & Mastercharge Orders Add 2%
Maximum Credit Card Order

Prices Subject To Change

NOTE: Frederick Computer Products has a complete line of

software, hardware, media and supply items in stock.

Call for further information & pricing.

Frederick Computer Products has IBM sales and service.
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Take SLIDE-PRO

SLIDE-PRO
Computer Graphics

tor effective text presentations

Features

• Supports up to 8 pen colors

• 4 character sizes

• Underlining

• Italics

• Buitets

• Highlighting of text within the slide

• Bold characters

• Automatic centering or left/right

justification

DISPLAY

• SUPPORTS UP TO
'

• 4 CHARACTER SIZES
• UNDERLINING
• italics
• BULLETS • • •
• highlighting * the slide
• BOLD CHARACTERS
• AUTOMATIC CENTERING OR LEPT,"BIGHT ;LSTJt:C<

XY PLOTTER

SLI DE* PRO

COMMITS* CMPBICI SO* ITTICTIVT » S*T MIT S FMTHI I OMS

FEATURES

MATRIX PRINTER

to
your
next
meeting.
SLIDE-PRO js a tool for your IBM
PC/XT that uses computer graphics to

help you design high quality text slides

which give more impact to your

presentations or reports. With SLIDE-
PRO, you can create colorful slides

which will highlight the key points of

your talk.

SLIDE-PRO is a tool for your IBM

PC/XT that uses computer graphics to

help you design high quality text

slides. With SLIDE-PRO, you can

create colorful slides that will highlight

the key points of your talk.

SLIDE-PRO enables you to design,

review, and edit your slide right on the

screen. When you are satisfied with

your slide, press a function key to

print the slide with an X-Y plotter on

to a sheet of paper or directly onto a

transparency film. In addition, SLIDE-
PRO can print a slide on a matrix

printer with graphics capabilities.

Price $95.00
Master Charge & Visa accepted.

Plotters: The Hewlett-Packard

HP7470A plotter and other

plotters that run HPGL
graphics language are

supported.

Printers: IBM graphics printer and

Epson printers with dot

addressable graphics are

supported.

A Subsidiary of Polymer Projections, Inc.

P.O. Box 312
Flourtown, Pa 19031
(215)836-7100
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er can easily get lost. Such a lack of clear,

easy-to-understand instructions points to-

ward a real need for a tutorial for the first-

time user.

Producing speech with the Speech

Master requires setting the base port

address and then using either the fixed

vocabulary in ROM or the text-to-speech

synthesis process on the VOTRAX chip.

You then send the word or phoneme code

to the selected synthesizer for the actual

speech synthesis to take place.

After having looked at how the demo
programs were written. I wrote a simple

program using the LPRINT statement to

put speech into the programs I’m writing.

The process wasn’t quite as simple as it

sounds. What it all boils down to is adding

extra lines to your program to make it

talk.

YOU CAN
vary the pitch and tone

and even make yourPC
sing.

I noticed two annoying distractions

when using the Speech Master. The text-

to-speech voice was quick and choppy,

and its Danish accent wore thin after

awhile. Compared to the Echo, the Speech

Master needed many more words spelled

Man-Machine Communication
Remember HAL, the lip-reading computer in Stanley

Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey? You're not the only one.

Dr. Hisashi Wakita, president of the

Speech Technology Laboratory in Santa

Barbara. California, recently discussed the

future of speech synthesis with author Bil.

Alvernaz. Dr. Wakita is noted for his in-

depth work and research over the past 20

years in many areas of speech, including

voice synthesis and voice recognition. He
is currently involved in a research project

on automatic speech recognition.

Alvernaz: What does the future hold

for speech synthesis?

Wakita: Speech synthesis and recogni-

tion will play an important role in man-

machine communication. In other words,

you speak to the computer, it then talks to

you, and it does what you asked it to

do.

Alvernaz: Do you mean a computer

similar to the H.A.L. 9000 in the movie

2001: A Space Odyssey?

Wakita: Yes. but as far as such a speech

understanding system for conversational

speech is concerned, it probably won’t

happen this century. A computer that

advanced is beyond the turn of the centu-

ry. In the meantime, though, there will

continue to be developments and step-by-

step improvements in speech synthesis

and recognition leading toward that

goal.

Alvernaz: Is much work being done
right now on speech recognition?

Wakita: Yes, quite actively. In fact,

speech recognition devices are currently

being used in industry and are available

from such companies as NEC. Verbex,

Votan, and Inter-State Electronics.

Alvernaz: With voice recognition do
the machines actually understand what
you say?

Wakita: Yes. but in a very primitive

sense. Many of them just accept verbal

commands. Most of the voice recognition

devices must be fine tuned to your voice

before use.

Alvernaz: Is the vocabulary limited

with voice recognition?

Wakita: Yes. very much so. Right now
the recognizable vocabulary for voice rec-

ognition only includes several hundred
words.

Alvernaz: So, as you said, we're head-

ing toward machines which not only talk,

but understand what we’re saying?

Wakita: Yes. We are awaiting the arriv-

al of the day when we can have computers

speaking to us in measured tones of reas-

suring condescension like the H.A.L. 9000
in 2001. —B.A.

Take the Risk Out of Mail-Order Software!

Strictly Soft Ware
Post Office Box 338
Granville, Ohio 43023
Phone Orders: 800-848-5253.

Catalog requests, technical

assistance. Ohio orders:

614-587-2938.

Why gamble on software? Why
risk disappointment with a pro-
gram that doesn't meet your ex-
pectations, doesn't arrive on time,
or is priced too high?

Don't leave your software needs
to chance. Discover how Strictly

Soft Ware takes the risk out of

mail-order.

Our comprehensive catalog de-
tails software benefits and differ-

ences and we make sure all your
questions are answered. We ship
quickly, have great discount
prices, and our streamlined
ordering system guarantees that

you get what you want, when you

want it, at the price you want.
Write for our free catalog. And

find out why Strictly Soft Ware is

unchallenged as your best single
source for software satisfaction.

1“'

J
Yes! Please rush me your catalog of

J

[ ) Apple [ 1 IBM-PC software.

j

Name

|

Address

|
City State Zip

I Phone ( )

I 1 I am interested in large-volume purchases
1
for my company.

j
Please enclose $2.50 for mailing to foreign

_______________

1
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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feminine voice. The variety of words to choose from means that vour own programs,
which you customize with synthesied speech, should he fairly complete from a talking

computer standpoint.

phonetically to sound correct. With

speech synthesis, it is so much nicer to

have a word spelled properly and then

pronounced correctly.

a able about above Something to Talk About

across act action add Milo Street, president and founder of

addition after again against Street Electronics, did his homework and

ago air aliens all also learned from his 3 years of marketing

almost along already also the Echo II for Apple computers. He has

although always am American produced a real winner with the Echo

among ampersand an and Speech Synthesizer (General Purpose

animal another answer any Unit).

anything apple aqua are The Echo is not only affordable, but it

area around arrow as wraps up a very complex process in a sim-

asked assume at available pie little charcoal colored box smaller

away b back became than a box of diskettes. All you do is plug

because become been before it in and you're ready to go!

began behind being bell And if that news isn’t good enough, the

better between bin billion Echo is easy to use. The documentation

black blue board body comes in the form of a manual with 50

book both bottom bov readable pages and a helpful tutorial.

boys brought brown business Using the Echo is simple. You buy it. take

but by c call it home, and connect it to your PC through

called calling came can the serial port.

cannot car card case If there are any drawbacks to the Echo.

cassette cent center certain one might be the serial connection. If you

change check children choice currently use your serial port for a printer.

church circle city clear you’ll have to switch cable connections

clock close closed code every time you want the computer to talk

cold college color column instead of print, or vice-versa. However.

come comma command company you don’t have to open up the PC to use

complete completed computer connected Echo which is a blessing considering other

console controller correct could demands on the PC's limited supply of

country course cut cyan expansion slots.

d dark data day The Echo has an on/off switch. A red

death development device did light lets you know when it is on. a useful

different disk drive diskette divide feature that will keep you from leaving the

division do does doR unit turned on all night. Every time you

doing dollar done door turn on the Echo, it responds with "Echo

dos double down draw ready.” To generate speech, all you need

drawing during e each to do is use an LPRINT statement while in

early earth eat Echo BASIC or BASICA. The manual provides a

economic eighteen eighty either simple 11-line program for typing in

electronics eleven else end words to be spoken, similar to the Speech

English enough enter error Master's Talk program.

escape even ever every In its Apple version. Street Electronics

exactly example experience t kept the procedures for speech synthesis

face fact family far simple. And. wisely, that philosophy has

fast father federal feel been continued with the Echo.

feet felt few field Ease of use is an understatement and

just part of what makes using the Echo so

sweet. The Echo has so many easy-to-use

options that you might never use them all.

However, it's nice to know that you can

speed up or slow down the Echo’s speech.

You can also vary the pitch and tone and

even make vour PC sing. The system

ranges over nearly three octaves.
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The text-to-speech process can be ma-

nipulated to sound quite human. The

actual voice of the Echo has a soft, friendly

tone, without much of an accent at all.

At the heart of the Echo is the Texas

Instruments’ 5220 speech chip. Combined

with a Rockwell 6511 microprocessor and

a speaker/amplifier, it’s an impressive

compact package (see Figure 3).

r« VOICE
of the Echo has a soft,

friendly tone to it,

without much ofan
accent at all.

The manual for the Echo starts out with

a description of the product and an instal-

lation section that is very helpful. It

answers the questions you’ll most likely

have on your mind, and informs you about

everything you need to know about

speech synthesis and how it relates to

making your PC talk. The manual assumes

that you want to know as much as possi-

ble, and it does a good job of explaining in

plain English.

The Echo has a built in buffer that

allows you to type up to 1700 characters

for your PC to speak at one time. This

translates into much more than the

Speech Master’s buffer of only three

lines.

The tutorial is outstanding. It begins:

While typing in phrases for the Echo to

speak, you may have come across a

word or two which the Echo has mis-

pronounced. Although the Textalker

program, which is what makes the

Echo talk, uses many rules (almost 400

in fact) to guide it in correctly pro-

nouncing your text, English is so full of

exceptions to these rules that it is sim-

ply not feasible to make a perfect

unlimited vocabulary. With a few sim-

ple guidelines, you can help to bridge

the gap between the Echo and perfec-

tion.

Echo fixed speech words (con’t).

fifteen fifth fifty figure

find fine finish finished

matter

medium

mind

moment

The Echo works so well, it comes close to

perfection. The tutorial goes on to explain
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Echo fixed speech words (con't).
that words like typewriter need to be

multiply must mv n
spelled as two words (type and then writ-

er). A word like robot needs to be spelled

rowbot.
name national near neat

need negative never new

next nice try night nineteen

ninety no not nothing

now number numerator 0

o'clock of off office

Speechoften old on once

only open or orange
sijnthesis has yet to

order other out over

own P paddle page arrive at the point

where every PC owner
paper part partner past

people per perhaps period

personal photo picture pink needs the talking

computer option.
place plant play please

point political position positive

possible power present president

press print printer probably
While you do need to misspell certain

words, with the Echo this requirement is

minimized. The promotional brochure for

the Echo states that it is 90 percent effec-

tive at pronouncing words, and I found

this to be a reasonable statement.

The next section of the tutorial covers

the commands that allow you to operate

the Echo in different modes. The Ctrl key.

combined with letters, is used to manipu-

late how the speech sounds or. as the man-

ual refers to it, to activate different modes

of the Echo.

By using a Ctrl EE command, you can

expand how the Echo speaks, meaning

that the synthesized speech will be slow-

er. You can compress or speed up the

speech by using Ctrl EC. You have the

option of having the Echo pronounce each

letter as you type it instead of saying each

word. This is accomplished with Ctrl EL

(L for letter). To go back to having the

words spoken you use Ctrl EW. Using the

commands is quite simple. The Ctrl E is

always followed by the first letter of the

word describing what you want. C for

compressed, E for expanded, and so

forth.

The Echo will even pronounce all

punctuation characters except spaces,

line feeds, and carriage returns. Pitch can

be adjusted to an incredible 63 different

levels. If you should want robotlike

problem program proud public

purple put putting q
question quite r ram

random rather ray ready

ready to real really reason

start recorder red reed

refer remember reset rest

result return rewind right

ringing rom room round

row run s said

same save saving saw

say savs school screen

second seconds seemed seems

seen select select one
of the following

sense

sentence sendee set seventeen

seventy several shall shape

she she is shift short

shorter should show shown

side since sixteen sixty

slot slow small smaller

smallest so social society

some something sometime soon

sorry sound south space

speak speakeasv speaker special

speech spell sport square

start started state step

still stop story street

speech, you can do that by putting in a flat

pitch.

The tutorial doesn’t end there. It goes

on to actually show you more about how
to use all of your newfound knowledge.

The end of the section gives you more use-

ful technical information and understand-
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able explanations of the types of sounds

represented by the phoneme codes.

The six categories of phoneme codes

are explained exceptionally well:

VOICED CONSONANTS AND UN-

VOICED FRICATIVES: Each of the

voiced consonants is created by vibrat-

ing your vocal cords. Place your finger-

tips against youradam’s apple and say

the voiced consonant "zzzzzzzzzzz.”

The sensation you feel with your fin-

gertips is the vibration of the vocal

cords. Contrast this with the lack of

sensation which should result when

you say the unvoiced fricative

“sssssssss.” The "s" sound is not pro-

duced by vibrating the vocal cords, but

through friction, produced as airflows

over the various parts of the vocal

tract.

The manual includes a sample pho-

neme vocabulary, plus the codes and com-

mands necessary to manipulate the Echo.

This section of the manual is extremely

helpful as a quick reference. For the real

beginners, there is even a section of the

manual explaining how to get your PC up

and running in BASIC or BASICA to use

the Echo. There just isn't anything left out

in the manual— all in only 50 pages. For

those who do programming and want a

more sophisticated voice from the Echo,

Street Electronics offers fixed speech in a

software package for an additional $29.95.

The voice is feminine and pleasing to the

ear. The best news of all is that this dis-

kette contains close to 700 words (see Fig-

ure 4), a more realistic number to work

with than Speech Master’s 147. To

include fixed-speech words in your own
programs, you need as many words as pos-

sible for flexibility. And that flexibility is

built in with Echo's additional 500

words.

A special editor program or series of

instructional prompts walks you through

using the fixed speech disk. This works

much more simply than Speech Master’s

fixed voice option does. With the Echo all

you do is ‘‘pull" the words you want off

the disk and store them in the program

you’re writing. The words will then be

there, to be spoken, whenever you com-

mand them to do so with the LPRINT
statement.

The driver program, which puts the

selected words on your program disk, uses

Echo fixed speech words (con’t).

study subtract subtraction such

sum sun supposed sure

switch synthesizer system t

table take taken teen

telephone television tell ten

textalker than thank you that

that is correct that is right the their

them themselves then there

these they they are thing

think third thirteen thirty

this those though thought

thousand threw through thus

time today together told

tone took top torpedo

toward tree triangle true

try try aRain turn turned

twelve twenty type u

under understand United States until

up upon upper us

use used using usually

V very w wait

want wanted war was

water way we we are

week welcome well went

were west what what was
that

when where whether which

while white who whole

whose whv will wind

with within without word

work working world would

X y year yellow

yes vet you are you win

young your z zero
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approximately IK. Each word uses up

roughly 150 bytes. The memory drain will

add up quickly depending on how many
words you put in your program, but

what's nice is that you can customize your

programs, using fixed speech or text-to-

speech.

With fixed speech you have most of the

same options as with text-to-speech. You
can lower or raise the voice, and make it

talk fast or slow. You can change the

inflection and pitch to match the inflec-

tion of questions or statements of exclama-

tion.

The Echo and the fixed-speech disk

can be combined to make a complete, rea-

IBM Personal Computer =
DEC VT100?, DEC VT125?. DASHER D400?

SmarTerm /PC Does It!

NOW AVAILABLE

NIFWI FOR IBM XT-

ivi-rr. Columbia; Compaq'

Join with over 1000 other large and

small companies, universities and indi-

viduals who have discovered the advan-

tages of using truly intelligent commu-
nications software from Persoft, Inc.

SmarTerm /PC Emulators Include:
• full emulatton of terminal characteristics up
to the limits of standard IBM PC hardware

• 75 to 9600 baud operation with x-on/x-off

support

• integral high-speed, bi-directional, protocol-

free ASCII file transfer

» optional error-free protocol which allows

ASCII and binary files to be transferred be-

tween PC s or between the PC and the host

computer (requires user programming on
host computer)

• multiple 'user-fnendly setup configurations

• user-defmed softkeys for simplified auto-dial

and log-in support

• full local printer support

• runs under PC DOS operating system using

monochrome or 80-COlumn color monitor

• keytop chart (fits on keyboard) reference

card, and user manual

• 30-day money-back guarantee if not satisfied

with program

• unlimited telephone support during normal

business hours

Currently available for:

• VT100. VTtOt VT102 and VT52 terminals

Price S58-S150-
• Dasher D100. D200 D400 terminals

Price S50-S125*

Coming soon: • TeieVideo 950 terminal

• VT125 graphics terminal

We accept company purchase orders, MasterCard,

and Visa

d*p*na.ng on quantity

« war comoui* dim> <x ameny from

E E persoft,= =*Jnc.
2740 Ski Lane
Madison, WI 53713

(608) 233-1000

Software for Professionals . . by Professionals

•an a P*»ofi »VT i a fadaaar* ct Ogitu Equip**** CaporafconaOaan* i a(MnS o* Da'a Corptyawn
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sonable package for anyone interested in

making the PC talk. Having been around

for 3 years now with Apple computers.

Echo has numerous productive uses, rang-

s'EECH
added a sense of life,

individuality, and
uniqueness to our PC.

ing from Rosegrant's program to a word

processing program for blind people.

Business and industry are using the Echo

also. It's hard not to be impressed by how
well it works, how simple it is to use, and

at how reasonably it is priced.

Talking a Little Better

A talking PC takes a little bit of getting

used to. There are two reasons for this.

One is that the actual computer-generated

voice, especially with text-to-speech,

sounds strange. The other and more signif-

icant reason is that people do not speak as

well as we should; we don't enunciate

clearly.

Take, for example, the question, "How
are you doing?" What we really say is,

“How ya doin’?” When you type in "How
are you doing?" that's exactly what the

Echo or the Speech Master will say, and

correctly, too. So. yes, it does sound dif-

ferent, but only because we chop off

words as we speak. Think about it. Even

"good night” is butchered to "ga-nite."

Speech synthesis has yet to arrive at

the point where every PC owner needs the

talking computer option. But there is a

certain magic in listening to a computer

named Joshua talk in War Games. After

seeing the movie, my family felt some of

that magic.

We noticed a personality change in our

PC once it started talking. We knew it was

only able to speak through a special tech-

nological process, in response to what we
typed in on the keyboard, but somehow it

seemed to be more than just a machine

talking. Speech added a sense of life, indi-

viduality. and uniqueness to our PC. And
for those of us who do quite a bit of pro-

gramming. speech synthesis will continue

to grow in importance, too. /PC
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TWO GREAT NAMES KEEP
YOUR HARDWARE SAFE.

EPD Protects It . .

.

Lloyds of London
Insures It. Our line of surge protectors,

The Lemon™, The Lime™, The
Orange™, and The Peach™, along
with our uninterruptible power
systems, The Grizzly™, and our AC
Power Line Monitor, The Hawk™

,

were all designed to provide maximum protection for today’s

microprocessor- controlled

equipment. We have invested
time and energy to provide a
product that would meet the
challenges and demands of

today’s marketplace. We are
the protection

company with

the life-time

product

performance

guarantee

insured by
the insurance

company, Lloyds of

London. Only EPD
offers one million dollar

blanket performance pro-

tection for your hardware.

Btctoonic IVatBc tluii Davlcma Inc.

P-O. Box 673, Waltham, MA 02254
(617) 891-6602 • 1-800-343-1813
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Plug-in to mainframe power, performance, and
multi-user capability, Corvus Omninet '"—the standard

in local area networks—and Winchester mass storage

supply the missing elements that personal com-
puters need to become intelligent work stations

in versatile distributed-resource networks. >“

Corvus Omninet links up to 64 of the most
popular microcomputers over distances up to “ 1
4,000 feet at speeds of 1 million bits per second. Omninet
provides a total networking solution with proven

Constellation software: multi-user access, security,

spooling tocommon printers, intercommunication, and
sharing up to 80 million bytes of Corvus mass storage.

Thousands of Corvus network and mass stor-

age systems are solving problems worldwide in in-

' ’ stallatiuns ranging from Fortune 500 companies to

I
the smallest businesses, professional offices, and
educational institutions. t
Make the Corvus connection , CORVUS

now at your local Corvus dealer. * systems
2029 O'Toole Avenue, San Jose, CA 95131 408/94b-7700 TWX: 910-338-0226

TheCorvus Connection
Networks and mass storage to transform your personal

computers into powerful multi-user systems.
CIRCLE 216 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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MORGAN
COMPUTING CO.. INC.

Increase
Productivity!
IBM PC™ Utilities

Mainframe Power For Your IBM PC

TRACE86 —This unusual utility

program executes compiled programs
at a slow speed while dynamically
displaying an Assembler version of the

code, the machine registers, and the

memory contents. TRACE86 is a
fascinating tool for learning and
debugging . . . Only $125.00

COPY PROTECTOR-A software

utility that prevents the unauthorized

duplication of programs. The normal
use of COPY & DISKCOPY commands
to duplicate program diskettes is

rendered ineffective . . . Only $95.00

—A programmer’s text editor.

TED is similar to editors found on main
frame computers (e.g., SPF). Features
include: automatic line numbering,
moving and copying program lines one
at a time or in blocks, inserting code
at any location, tabbing, merging
designated lines of code from one
program into another, printing program
listing with or without line numbers,
stamping time and date and version

number into the code and more. (128K
RAM) . . . Only $95.00

MORGAN
COMPUTING CO., INC.

10400 N. Central Expwy., Suite 210 • Dallas, TX 75231

(214) 739-5895

Dealer inquiries invited

Demo disc package $5.00
r.IRC.1 F E3Q nw RF 4 DFR FFRKIC.F C4RD



Put your
IBM PC in touch
with the rest of
IBM's universe

era
D.G.M.
R650

INTERFACE

CONNECT YOUR IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER
TO YOUR SWEDA L-50 CASH REGISTERS!

The D.G.M. R650 Interface hardware

and software will mcke this connection.

• 5 1/4" Diskette with Handler

and Sample File $ 99.00
• Sweda FI IRC Board $ 295.00
• Sweda to D.G.M. 50 ft. Cable $ 35.00

(Add 25^/ft. when ordering Long Cables)

• D.G.M. to IBM 10 ft. Cable $ 35.00
• R650 Interface (1 to 31 L-50s) $1425.00

Order Now:
D.G.M. Corporation, 7671 Central Ave. NE,
Minneapolis, MN 55432 (612)784-7499

*IBM is a trademark of Inf I Business Machines
*Sweda is a trademark of Sweda Inf I Inc.
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MICROSTAT® A
Advanced Statistics Package

Now you can have full IBM communications

capability through one of Innovative Data
Technology's 1/2" magnetic tape peripherals

Featuring industry-standard interfaces, rapid data

transfer rates, full operating and command subsets

and a wide selection of models and configurations.

IDT's magnetic tape subsystems provide economical

and reliable data/program interchange. 40M bytes

of storage and disc back-up. All IDT subsystems

come complete and include tape transport, formatter,

intelligent controller, computer resident coupler,

cables, documentation and software. But most
importantly, they help put your system in touch

with the IBM universe.

MICROSTAT® is an interactive, file-oriented

statistics package that includes:

• Data Management Subsystem for file

creation. Allows editing, sorting, ranking
and transformation of data

• Descriptive Statistics, Hypothesis Testing.

Frequency Distributions and Histograms,
ANOVA, Nonparametric tests.

• Correlation and Regression (including

stepwise multiple regression), Time
Series, Scatterplots

• Crosstabs. Chi-square tests. Factorials.

Permutations, Combinations, and eight

Probability Distributions.

O.E.M., dealer/dlstrlbutor discounts available.

INNONATIVE
DATA

: TECHNOLOGY
4060 Morena Blvd. • San Diego, CA 92117

(619) 270-3990 • TWX: (910) 335-1610

Eastern Regional Office:

PO. Bo* 1093 McLean, VA 22101-1093

(703) 821-1101 • TWX: (710) 883-9888

IBM It a trademark of International Business Machines Corp.

MICROSTAT® has been the most popular statis-

tics package in the microcomputer market for

the past three years and is now available for

the IBM-PC.

Requires PC-DOS and 64K memory but can
utilize more memory if available. Dual disk

drives recommended
The price is $325 and the user's manual $25.

To order, call or write:

P.O. Bo* 68602
Indianapolis, IN 46268-0602

(317) 255-6476
MICROSTAT is a registered trademark of ECOSOFT INC

CIRCLE 51/ 0N_READER_S_ERVICE CARP CIRCLE 220 ON REAPER SERVICE CARD
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learchLit
YOUR KEY TO KEEPING UP

WITH THAT RAPIDLY EXPANDING
LITERATURE IN YOUR PROFESSION

SearchLit is a ready-to-use program for your

IBM-PC which stores and searches information

related to your own personal literature collec-

tion Each reference, including abstract or your

comment, is stored under a set of key words

Retrieval is based on the key words in title,

abstract or special key word file Mention this

ad in your purchase order and we will send

you a free copy of MediScript I, a multifunc-

tion word processor ideal for letters and short

to medium length essays Needs 92K, DOS 1,1.

SearchLit $149.50
In Calif add b% sales fa* (Shipping and Handling included
in purchase price ) 30 days satisfaction guaranteed or your

money back (minus $4 00 Shipping and Handling)

MedlSoft Medical Professions Building

1595 Soquel Drive, Suite 350

Santa Cruz, CA 95065
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ANNOUNCING
AN INNOVATION

IN TYPING INSTRUCTION.

FUN.
now PC owners can learn keyboard

skills like never before, with MasterType.

MasterType is the typing program that dares

to be fun. It combines the fast action of video
games with the best instructional program
available. The results? Highly motivated and
enjoyable learning.

Two programs on one disk.

One for the office, one for the home.

Whether you use your PC at home or in the
office, MasterType is for you. The color version

will dazzle your children as it teaches them to

type. The monochrome version doubles your
return by Improving your productivity at the

office. MasterType is one of the best software
investments you can make.

C COMPILER
• FULL C
• UNIX* Ver. 7 COMPATABILITY
• NO ROYALTIES ON GENERATED CODE
• GENERATED CODE IS REENTRANT
• C AND ASSEMBLY SOURCE MAY BE INTERMIXED
• UPGRADES & SUPPORT FOR 1 YEAR
C SOURCE AVAILABLE FOR $2500°°

HOST 6809

TARGET
POP 11*/LSI 11-

TARGET
8080/(280)

TARGET
8088 8066

TARGET

FLEX*/UNIFLEX*
OS-9*

$200 00 *11

'

$3so oo
500 00 500 00 500 00

RT 11*/RSX 11*

PDP 11*
500 00

200 oo
1

350 00
500 00 50000

CP/M*
8oea<Z80)

500 00 500 00
200 00",::;;'

350 00
500 00

PCDOSVCP/M86*
8088 8086

50000 50000 500 00
200 oo

’

350 00 ,

•PCDOS is .1 trademark of IBM Corp. MSDOS is a trademark of MICROSOFT.
UNIX is a trademark of BELL LABS. RT11/RSX ll/PDP-11 is a trademark of digital

Equipment Corporation. FLEX/UNIFLEX a a trademark of Technical Systems
consultants. CP/M and CP/M86 are trademarks of Digital Research. OS-9 is a

trademark of Microware & Motorola.

408-275-1659

TELECON SYSTEMS
1155 Meridian Avenue, Suite 218

San Jose, California 95125

CIRCLE 476 ON READER SERVICE CARD

But don't just take our word for it.

Infoworld was Impressed by MasterType s

ability to teach and entertain. They wrote:
"MasterType is an excellent instructional

typing game. We had fun reviewing it, and we
highly recommend it to those who want to

learn typing in an unconventional but
motivating way."

infoworld also went on to rate MasterType

as Excellent in all four of its review categories.

Order MasterType Today.

MasterType has 18 explosive keyboard lessons

to making typing a blast. $49.95 for the IBM PC.

Requires disk and 64K.

CIRCLE 511 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE
for Portable, Personal and Desktop Computers A Complete System!

Available tor these popular 8-blt and 16-bit microcomputer formats: includes all four standard general accounting programs:

All CP/M* 8" Computers (SD)
All IBM PC Compatibles
TRS-80 Model 2 (with CP'M)
TRS-80 Model 4 (with CP'M)
Apple II (with CP/M)
Apple lie (with CP/M)
Franklin ACE (with CP/M)
Morrow Micro Decision
Northstar Advantage
Corona PC & Portable

Corona Portable

COMPAQ Portable

Hyperion Portable

Seequa Chameleon
Tl Professional

Columbia MPC
Osborne Executive
Osborne I (SD)
Osborne I (DD)
DEC VT180
CompuPro
Xerox 820
IBM PC
IBM XT
KayPro II

KayPro 10

Call about
other formats

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

or Your
Money Back

Complete

Package of

Software.

Training Aids.

Manuals, and
Users' Newsletter

ONLY

“ ... for several years the defacto standard for

microcomputer software, and still a good example
of some of the better thought-out

software on the market. ” -interface Age

Desktop Accountant “

FULL-FEATURE, FULLV-INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
Everything you need to keep the books... at a price you can afford!

Your Bookkeeper, Accountant, and Banker will toye you for installing this fine system!

Check these features:

This remarkably-valued ^counting System will manage
your company's business records and automate your

entire bookkeeping process—from the posting of indi-

vidual transactions to producing up-to-the-minute

Income Statements. Balance Sheets, and other impor-

tant management reports. Desktop Accountant™ gives

you a "Big Company." professional image with printed

invoices, statements, and checks. It is user-friendly,

completely menu-driven, offers system-prompted

data entry, and is compatible with both floppy and hard

disks Feature-for-feature. and dollar-for-doilar it is the

best software value on the market! But don't let the

low price fool you. Desktop Accountant™ is not a

"cheap" accounting system, only inexpensive. That's

because original development costs were recovered

years ago allowing us to sell an excellent product in

high \x>lume at low prices and still earn a fair profit This

high-quality, reliable software was designed and writ-

ten in 1975 for small-to-medium sized businesses Since

then. It has successfully proven itself In well over

10000 companies in all 50 slates and in 13 foreign coun-

tries it is also used and recommended by hundreds of

bookkeepers, accountants and CPA's, including the

regional offices of several famous "Big Eight" account-

ing firms! No other Accounnng System offers you so

many features, benefits, and valuable extra services You

can pay more but you can't buy more! Desktop

Accountant™ is backed by our 30-day, no-risk, money-
back guarantee of 100% customer satisfaction 1 Call for

free literature or order now with complete confidence

Read What Users Say...
1 ‘Two hours after receiving the Desktop Accountant I was

up and running live data, and generated an entire month's

work and financial statements the following day.”

—J.C Bartels. President

(accounting firm) Gonzales. Texas

‘ ‘To get anything better we would have had to spend

multiple thousands of dollars. I think It's a dynamite

package for the money.”

—Bob Cox, V P General Mgr letters
(manufacturing compa-y) San Antonio. Texas OR EXE

Here's what you get:

1. A professional-quality, full-feature, fully-integrated

accounting system 2. Six-to-fourteen diskettes

(depending on your system's disk storage capacity).

3. Four easy-to-follow, self-teaching User's Manuals

(over 540 pages!) that are highly rated by satisfied

users. 4. An exclusive, new audio cassette tape with

step-by-step Instructions for quick installation and

start-up S. Read Me First" a unique 40-page system

guide and start-up aid 6. Complete sample data and
sample reports for practice and training a big help

to new users. 7. FREE 1-year subscription to Users'

Newsletter, Debits and Credits." It’s full of tips, ideas,

news, and useful suggestions from us and other users.

Recent issues have run over 20 pages long! 8. FREE
complete Source Code in popular MBASIC so you can

easily customize any program to suit your special needs

9. Telephone "Hot Line" service for helpful Installation

support. Start-up support, Technical support, and Train-

ing support The quality of our cheerful customer sup-

port has been acclaimed "excellent," "first-rate," and

"very courteous and professional" by our users

10. Access to our growing network of Experienced

User Consultants 7" in both the U S. and Canada.

These qualified, knowledgeable businesspeople

themselves own this fine software and are available to

assist you with almost any aspect of installation, train-

ing. operation—or even customization, if desired. You’ll

receive the latest Directory of these helpful Consultants

Look who's using it:

Here is a sample (taken from our customer tiles) of the

wide variety of businesses successfully using this time-

tested. solidly-established, user-proven software:
• BootMpng wr«(« • CPA/Accounting turn* • Conurucixm company* •

cm Umt • Da,mm • BM*r*o*k* • B„»-M» Scrod • Cairo** Docaaa
• Bapiixi Miru«!a>M • Sax Maxar • CorwUMcaffl Moap-ial • Car Ww • Public

LO'ary • Carnam Piani • Induatnal product* manufacturing companiaa • Mortuary

• Co** Company • TViFwn prooucar* ano Or*tr©ulo>» • Qanaral Stora (in Alaau'l

• tu atpi aanncaa organisation • Govammant Aganco* • Paeora and Tapa nor**

• Traoa AaaocaKxi • Qraptac* Arm* • Ortica product* compama* • Paai Ettatt

lama • O* Product* datnoutor • Inttrumant Company • Myoraulc Product* com-

party • Outdoor E .pad-ton* company • Many lypaa ot acnoot* • Cnoopractor* •

Pnyarcian* • Lanoicapora • tan Ann* • Raalauranti • Plumbing Compania* •

Railroad • Farmar* • Ban.* • Coniullani* • and many many, morn"

Call for FREE LITERATURE, including sample reports, comparison chart, user letters, etc.

Not sold in stores • Order today by Mail or Phone • Phone Orders Filled Promptly

Orders. Questions, and Literature Requests CALL NOW. TOLL-FREE

Please mention
Ad #120-L1

Technical Support Hotline (8 AM to 5 PM, Mon.-Fri.): (415) 680-8378

Send Orders To: 1280-C Newell Avenue, Suite 147-L1 , Walnut Creek, California 94596

taMO^tyRuS 5* Samc^^CMHonu^midam* adt^^?** sSaa Ta>°* pljmnnl bj WSA/MaMmCM /C^'W^SSnir* ChacI MUtoi* Nma^S manutlS
lurar* rsgtaiarad Trad* Marti* • Ho aaia* to Daatar* • Foratgn ordara ptaaaa call or wm# bator* ordanng • IN] Rocky Mountain Softwar* Symrm

GENERAL LEDGER IS completely integrated to automatically post

end-of-month transactions from A/R, A/P and Payroll. It prints 1 3 detailed

reports for the entire company, and optional Income Statements for up
to 99 departments. It produces up-to-the-minute comparative financial

statements with current, year-to-date, budget, and last year (month and
YTD ), showing both dollar amounts and percentages, and presents

everything you, your bookkeeper, and your accountant need to know about

the company # G/L automatically reconciles all accounts, and main-

tains extensive, detailed audit trails showing the source of each G/L entry

for quick, easy, tracing • Trial Balance includes all transactions • Flex-

ible Chart of Accounts • True double-entry bookkeeping • Master File

capacity: 400 Accounts • Monthly Transactions capacity: 1 .000 with 200K
diskette: 3.500 with 500K diskette: 7.000 per Megabyte with a Hard Disk.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE provides Instant, on-line customer
account information (both currant and aged), with complete, timely

invoicing, including open-item (or balance forward) and statement

capabilities. It makes the entire billing process fast. easy, and efficient.

It quickly identifies your overdue accounts, helps speed collections, helps

control your cash flow, and assists you in making better financial deci-

sions. Both detailed and summary customer activity and aging reports

are instantly available • Preprinted forms available for invoices and
statements • Detailed audit trail • Maintains comprehensive customer

data files • Produces 8 reports and documents • Includes automatic

periodic customer/client billing option which is ideal for service businesses

• Itemized monthly transactions • Master File capacity: 400 Customers
• Monthly Transactions capacity: 800 with 200K diskette; 3,500 with 500K
diskette; 7.000 per Megabyte with a Hard Disk.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE maintains complete vendor/voucher

history and includes check-writing capabilities. Currant and aged
payable reports are available upon command. It prepares an extremely

useful cash flow/cash requirements report that greatly improves

management control of your most valuable resource—cash! It pnnts

checks (on commercially available forms on which your company name,
address and logo can be imprinted) with comprehensive check stubs

that your vendors will appreciate • Produces 1 1 reports and documents
• Automatic pay selection program allows payment by due date or by

discount date • Manual and automatic checkwriting • Check register

• Detailed audit trail • Itemized monthly transactions • Master File

capacity 400 Vendors • Monthly Transactions capacity 800 with 200K
diskette. 3.500 with 500K diskette; 7,000 per Megabyte with a Hard Disk

PAYROLL is a complete, easy-to-use professional-quality payroll

system. Be the office hero each week when the checks come out on time!

This program calculates payroll for every type of employee (hourly-

salaried, and commissioned) and prints payroll checks (with popular,

comprehensive check stubs) with an absolute minimum of input Your
company name and logo can appear on these, too. • Stores and reports

comprehensive employee and payroll information. • Maintains monthly,

quarterly, and yearly totals for reporting purposes in multiple states(!)

• Offers user-maintainable Federal, State, and local tax tabias(') •
W-2 printing • 941 Reporting • Produces 1 0 reports and documents
• Master File capacity: 400 employees An outstanding Payroll package 1

Produces 42 Reports & Documents:
General Ledger I. Chan of Accounts 2. Chart ol Accounts with summary dollar

amounts 3. Chan ol Accounts with prior year comparisons 4. Daily Transactions Report

5. Itemized Monthly Transactions S. Balance Sheet 7. Balance Sheet with prior year

comparison t. Income Statement S. Income Statement with prior year comparison

10. Depanmental income Statements) 11. Departmental Income Statements) min prior

year comparison 12. Detail report lor individual accounts 13. Tnal Balance Statement

Accounts Receivable I. Daily Transactions Report 2. Invoices (mth or without

preprinted locms) 3. Statements (with or without pre-pnnted lorms) 4. Summary Aging

Report S. Detailed Aging Report 0. Itemized Monthly Transactions 7. Detailed Customer

Activity Report 0. Summary Customer Account Report

Accounts Payable 1. Daily voucher Report a. Daily Credit Report 3. Checks
with Detailed stubs 4. Check Register S. General Ledger Transfer Report •. Cash

Requirements Report 7. Transaction Register . Open toucher Report 9. Aged Payables

Report 10. Detailed Vendor Activity Report 11. Summary Vendor Account Report

Payroll I. Federal Tax Tables 2. State Tax Tables 3. Payroll checks with stubs

4. Payroll Check Register S. Monthly Payroll Summary 6. Quarterly Payroll Summary
7. General Ledger Transfer Report a. Detailed Employee File Listing 0. Produces 94

1

Worksheet 10. Prints annual W-2 Forms

System Requirements: Either CP/M' or MS-DOS (PC-DOS) •
Microsoft BASIC • 64KRAM • Two disk drives or hard disk • 132 column
wide carriage printer, or an 8Vi ”x1 1

" printer with compressed print mode
(an Epson MX-80 or similar printer)

100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
No-Risk, 30-day Money-Back Guarantee

Order Desktop Accountant and evaluate it yourself for 30 days Test the

performance of each program using our comprehensive Sample Dale Files

to enter and process data, query accounts, print checks and reports, and

more Review the five User's Manuals, hear the Training Tape, read the

users' Newsletter, even call our Technical Support Group with your ques-

tions You mutt be completely setla/led with Desktop Accountant or you

may return it in good condition with the Sealed Master Disk UNOPENED
(it installs your live data) for a prompt, courteous, complete refund!

Aa rocky mountain

/ r\ SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
M Specialists in Accounting Software
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Repeat it once more... “No manual
tax preparation in

’84”

Micro-Tax' can turn your personal

computer into a profit center— you'll

increase your client volume and take

the drudgery out of tax preparation

And since the returns never leave

your office, you have complete client

security,

MICRO-TAX' IS COMPREHENSIVE,
It offers three Federal tax packages
and 23 fully integrated state pack-

ages, so you can select the programs
that best meet your needs Level II

has a tax depreciation module, and it

automatically computes underpay-
ment penalties, self-employment

taxes, minimum taxes, and
income averaging For those who
prepare Federal partnership,

corporate, and Subchapter S
returns, Micro-Tax' has a Fed-

eral Level III package. Each
tax season Micro-Tax' offers

you an update package.
MICRO-TAX' IS VERSATILE.

The program is compatible

with your IBM PC' or XT’

DEC Rainbow', Radio Shack',

or any other personal com-

Instead, save yourself
time and money and
satisfy your clients

with your personal
computer and. .

.

MICRO-TAX
4

puter with CP/M -

,
PC DOS' or MS

DOS'— from Apple' to Zenith'.

MICRO-TAX' IS FLEXIBLE It's up
to you; you can input the client tax

information at the time of interview

and produce the forms immediately,

or enter data during the day and
batch print returns at night. Micro-

Tax' prints your returns on IRS

forms. IRS approved substitute forms,

or with transparent overlays.

MICRO-TAX' IS FRIENDLY. You
can organize data entry in a se-

quence very similar to that of manual
tax preparation, or you can compute
forms out of sequence. It's up to

you. So go ahead
,
repeal it once

more . . . “No manual
lax preparation in 84" No
need—once you've go I

Micro-Tax' Call Micro-Tax'

direct lor complete details,

or call your local dealer

Prove it to yourself: order

a demonstration package

—

a complete 1982 Federal.

Corporate/Partnership or State

system for only $58.00 each.

MICRO-TAX' MICROCOMPUTER TAXSYSTEMS, INC.

6203 Variel Avenue. Suite 0 Woodland Hills. CA 91367

Phone (213) 704-7800

*C PM — trademark ot Digital Research Inc DEC Rainbow— trademark of Digital

Equipment Corp MICRO-TAX— trademark of Microcomputer Taxsystems Inc

MS DOS— trademark of Microsoft Corp PC DOS IBM PC and IBM XT— trademarks of IBM
Apple— trademark of Apple Computers Zenith— trademark of Heath Company and Zenith

Radio Corp Radio Shack— trademark of Tandy Corp
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MARKETPLACE/ERIC FREEDMAN

General Electric Information Services, a GE
subsidiary, sells and services IBM PCs to encourage

hookup to its mainframe databases.

Tm million dollars buys a lot of PCs and XTs. And while General

Electric Information Services (GEIS) Company executives are keeping

their lips sealed about the exact number of IBM micros their $10 million is

buying, several things are certain.

For one, the GE/1BM agreement will speed the integration of micro-

compulers into the world's largest commercially available teleprocessing

network. Further, new software developed to make such integration

possible will prove useful to individual PC users who would like



Photographs:
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GEIS

access to megacomputer capabilities.

Third, the likelihood that many more

businesses will be using IBM micros in

their day-to-day operations is likely to

stimulate development of more stand-

alone software for the PC.

GEIS and the Micros
But let’s take things step by step. First,

what is GE Information Services, and why
is it purchasing all those microcomputers

from IBM?

The thriving company, based in the

booming Washington, D.C. suburb of

Rockville, Maryland, is a wholly-owned

subsidiary of General Electric. In 1982, GE
Information Services revenue topped

$600 million. Through three “Supercent-

ers”—in Rockville, Ohio, and Amster-

dam—with 450 processing and communi-

cations computers, the company provides

a teleprocessing network, central process-

ing. databases, and a library of more than

2.000 software programs to more than

6.000 business clients around the world.

The Rockville Supercenter, a monu-

ment to high technology, is set incongru-

ously near working farms and car dealer-

ships just a short drive away from GE’s

microcomputer products unit. The high-

security facility has its own back-up gen-

erator to guard against power interrup-

tions. It boasts a host of Honeywell and

IBM mainframes, tape drives, communi-

cations controllers, and processors, com-

plete with thermo-humidigraphs to main-

tain constant temperature and humidity

levels.

The GE/IBM macro-sized micro-deal is

aimed at making massive central comput-

ing capacity available to users of personal

computers. “We want to make it easy for

customers to do local processing and tie in

with the mainframe,” explained Michael

Olfe of the GE Information Services Micro-

computer Ventures unit. For a company
like GE. which already maintains such a

teleprocessing capability, the potential of

micros is staggering. As Dr. Ruann E.

Pengov, manager of marketing services

(
"jE DECIDED

that the surest way to

capitalize on the

microcomputer potential

was to purchase micros

and market them to its

own customers.

operation, predicted at the INTERFACE
’83 Conference earlier this year, “In 1986,

microcomputers will be in operation on

over 19 million desks worldwide, com-

pared to over 6 million in 1983.”

“The full benefit of microcomputers

will not be realized until they are success-

fully integrated into an organization’s

data-processing solutions," Pengov told

her audience. A key part of her company's

mission is to persuade data-processing

managers that ignoring the potential of

micros can be a costly mistake measured

in a waste of processing power, time, and

productivity.

GEIS promotes integration of micro-

computers by helping build what manage-

ment-information systems (MIS) execu-

tives call data integrity. The GEIS system

makes it relatively simple to upload data

automatically from the micros to update

the mainframe.

According to Olfe, all common pro-

gram formats can be uploaded and manip-

ulated on the host. For example, a certi-

fied public accounting firm could down-

load information on the latest changes in

tax rules from the GEIS mainframe to local

databases, providing an added quality fac-

tor. Or when a project involves interrelat-

ed modules, the system can automatically

record the status of updated modules so

that co-workers using other microcomput-

ers will know when something has

changed, even if they had been unaware

that someone was working on it.

Making Predictions Come True
GE decided that the surest way to cap-

italize on the microcomputer potential

was to purchase micros and market them

to its own customers. The choice of which

micro to buy wasn’t obvious at first,

recalled Steven P. Korn, the company’s

microcomputer products manager. Why
then IBM? “It was a marketing decision

based on IBM's credibility and presence in

the marketplace," Korn said.

GE Information Services is purchasing

complete IBM systems, including IBM
drives and IBM monitors. Because of legal

and logistical problems, GE has been

The IBM 3081 furnishes the raw computing power for the Operator at major console area monitoring service.

General Electric Information Services (GEIS) MARK 3000™
Service at the Rockville. Maryland Supercenter.
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reselling the hardware only in the United

States and Canada so far. although some

customers in Europe have obtained their

own PCs, Korn said. One company goal, as

he described it, is “to find a way to deliver

and maintain the equipment anywhere in

the world." This capability would enable

multinational clients to standardize their

configurations around the globe, he said.

GE assembles, stages, tests, and installs

the micros itself according to configura-

tions specified by the customers. GE also

accepts responsibility for total application

support, including hardware mainte-

nance. Further, the company is develop-

ing and marketing appropriate software.

As Olfe put it, “We want to make it unnec-

essary for the ultimate end-user to shop

down the street for missing pieces." To

reinforce this concept. GE has begun mar-

keting the Hayes Smartmodem, preferably

bundled with the IBM hardware and GE-

offered software.

Although the company markets only

IBM micros, it has qualified the Apple II

Plus and the Tandy TRS-80 Model II for

use with the GE network. Clients have to

acquire those brands on their own. In the

future, the company will consider other

machines (some more powerful than the

Apple and Tandy models as well as some
portables) for use with the system, Kom
said. Evaluations of .< number of portable

units are being conducted this year to

determine which portables will qualify for

use with the GE teleprocessing network.

Rating criteria will include ruggedness

and reliability, how much of the IBM PC’s

functionality is preserved by the portable,

and whether it will appeal to the end-

users. Korn added that GE may simply

qualify some portables (such as it now
does with the Apples and TRS-80s), or it

may arrange a mass purchase and resale

deal similar to its arrangement with IBM

“if there's enough (financial) margin in

the hardware.”

Demonstrating the Micro/
Mainframe Link

For the end users, the marriage of

micros to host allows communication

between multiple sites within an organi-

zation. There's an old saying, “Do as 1 say,

not as I do." GE is practicing what it

preaches.

GE staff recently demonstrated a pro-

gram called Pipeline, which is used by the

company's sales representatives in the

field. On a daily basis, field reps enter

information about prospective customers

into remote PCs. The field reps and their

superiors use the data to assess the

chances of completing a business arrange-

ment and then to project revenues if a con-

tract is signed with a new customer.

A similar concept underlies a system

used by GE's Contractor Equipment Busi-

ness Operations to link more than 50 sales

offices across the country with GE's man-

ufacturing plants. The system allows

users to enter and validate data, and gen-

erate local reports without accessing a

Supercenter. It is also used to transmit

sales propositions to a plant or headquar-

ters through the mainframes. Although

"express" or immediate transmission is

required at times, the company favors the

less-costly alternative of deferred trans-

mission during off-peak hours. A program

has been developed to transmit automati-

cally at a predetermined hour when the

r WE'RE SELLING
distributive data

processing. We're not

selling machines.

PC uses a Racel-Vadic auto-dial modem to

initiate communications with the host.

Distributive Data Processing
The GE-abetted proliferation of person-

al computers is intended to encourage

existing clients to use the mainframe more

often and to induce potential customers to

sign on for time-sharing and software.

"We're selling distributive data process-

ing. We're not selling machines." Olfe

emphasized.

GE Information Services says it's dis-

covering a growing new customer base.

"Those who haven’t used time-sharing

before value the fact that they can tie into

the mainframe." Olfe continued. The mar-

keting effort pushes the versatility of the

PCs both for stand-alone functions and for

communicating with the host. Kom add-

ed, "We do local data processing when it

makes sense, and we do remote when it

makes sense."

That philosophy is apparently paying

off. Again, GE Information Services won’t

release figures on how much of its $10

The heart of the network. The electronic data switching

equipment scans the current workload and seeks out the most

efficient routing of data During a peak load hour, the network

can handle more than 6000 users simultaneously.

Operator monitoring CEIS direct and dedicated customer lines

at Rockville.
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million order has been spoken for by cli-

ents or how many microcomputers any

particular customer has ordered. What

Korn will say is this: “We have more

orders than we can at times deliver.” No
specific numbers are being made public,

but Korn did disclose that some clients are

buying several hundred units.

Under one of the largest agreements

negotiated so far, a statewide nonprofit

health insurance group is ordering several

TheNEW GE
venture has

ramifications fax beyond

the mass purchase and
distribution of

thousands of micros.

hundred XTs from GE Information Ser-

vices for an innovative physician claims

system. Under the plan, participating phy-

sicians will buy XTs from GE Information

Services to maintain local databases on

health insurance claims. Each day, the

physicians' staffs will enter all the infor-

mation normally filled in by hand on the

claims forms now jn use. Each night

(when telecommunications rates are low)

that data will be transferred to the main-

frame so that the insurance group can con-

solidate the claims.

“It will mean lower claims-processing

costs and a faster turnaround time on pay-

ment of claims,” Korn said. “Also, the

mainframe will automatically notify phy-

sicians via their XJs when any informa-

tion needed to process a claim is missing.

The doctor ultimately will be able to query

the current status of a claim. Where is it?

When will I be paid?” Korn continued.

The physician claims system is sched-

uled to begin operation sometime during

the last 3 months of 1983. If successful, it

will be made available in other states,

opening a vast new potential market for

GE Information Services and IBM. “That's

the part that excites us most,” Korn said,

noting that GE has already received many
inquiries from other insurers eagerly eye-

ing the project. The doctors can also use

their XTs for office automation and local

data processing, Korn added.

Software Linkage and
Development

The new GE venture has ramifications

far beyond the mass purchase and distri-

bution of thousands of micros. The com-

pany is pursuing a three-prong strategy,

and each prong has major implications for

software developers and for authors in

search of markets.

The first thrust is communications.

Late last year. GE began marketing the first

version of its software linkage program.

Time Sharing Interface (TSI 1.0). Al-

though developed to serve customers who
want to integrate their micros with the GE
mainframes, TSI 1.0 has proven a hit else-

where. “People are seeking us out and

purchasing our communications soft-

ware,” Korn observed, adding with a

smile, “Our competitors are buying it

too.” The company has not yet formulated

a policy on how aggressively it wants to

market to nonclients. While outside mar-

keting would be a source of revenue, the

availability of software tailored to inte-

grated systems is regarded as a major sell-

ing point for potential Supercenter users.

Korn said, “It's part of our competitive

advantage."

A more sophisticated version of the

TSI 1.0 was released this summer. Billed

as a major revision, TSI 2.0 incorporates a

dialing directory, automatic log-on, a hor-

izontal split-screen function, the capabili-

ty of creating session files, and the ability

to construct incoming and outgoing masks

and to remap the keyboard, among other

features.

Making “productivity tools” available

to clients is the second thrust of GE’s strat-

egy. The third strategic thrust is to attack

vertical markets—transportation, interna-

tional finance, and insurance among

tfiem—with a complete range of software

suitable for both local and remote data

processing projects. It is these two ele-

ments of the company’s approach that

should interest software authors.

Although GE Information Services al-

ready offers more than 2,000 programs for

clients of its teleprocessing network, these

are by no means enough, company offi-

cials stress. Even for those programs

already in GE’s software library, “devel-

opment is required in every case" before

they will be suitable for the PCs and XTs,

Olfe pointed out. Equally important, GE is

doing little of the necessary software

development in-house.

Much of the emphasis is on modifying

existing programs and applications,

whether originally designed for main-

frames or for microcomputers. Korn ob-

served, “People don’t expect to pay as

much as in the past to develop software.

Despite the deep pockets of a lot of major

corporations, they’re not willing to under-

write development from scratch.” Anoth-

er reason why development from scratch

is becoming rarer: time. Korn cited the

examples of the finance and banking

industries, whose applications needs

change with the regulations every 6

months."

“My phone rings a couple of times a

week” with authors calling GE Informa-

tion Services offering proposals, Korn

said. He added, "It should be ringing a

hundred times a week.” So where does the

company find authors? Almost anywhere,

including trade shows and PC confer-

ences. "We want the winners, the best

ones that take advantage of our network

and our services,” Korn stressed.

GEIS is also hunting among the authors

who’ve already done programming for the

network’s mainframes. GE is asking its

present stable of authors to modify their

programs for use in the integrated system

and inviting them to write new programs.

That corps of authors is significant in

jjself: the most recent edition of the com-

pany's directory of author programs runs

to 168 pages. GE offers tools, assistance.

Despite the
deep pockets ofa lot of
major corporations,

they're not willing to

underwrite development

from scratch.

and guidance to help those authors keep

current.

As an example of a mainframe software

developer creating another version suit-

able for use on the personal computers,

consider Evaluation and Planning Sys-

tems Consultants Inc. of Windham, New
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And Make One IBM PC
Worth Nine
TASCMASTER™ SOFTWARE does that by converting PC-DOS

to CONCURRENT PC-DOS thus enabling you to create up to 9

tasks and run up to 9 programs simultaneously.

TASCMASTER™ DOES THE WORK OF NINE.

While you are working with a task on the screen other tasks are

working tor you.

To give you every board you may ever need for your IBM PC
we include with TASCMASTER™ SOFTWARE a powerful

MULTIFUNCTION board FREE!
TAKE YOUR CHOICE OF:
ADDRAM ELITE" FEATURES or ADDRAM PLUS " FEATURES
• asynchronous (Serlal-RS232C) • two asynchronous

communication adapter

• real time clock/calendar

• parallel printer adapter

• 64K to 51 2K memory with

parity "no piggyback”

and— all on one board

With 64K memory installed

(Serial-RS232C)

communication adapters
• real time clock/calendar

• 64K to 51 2K memory with

parity "no piggyback"

and—all on one board

With 64K memory installed

Optional MULTI-TASCMASTER™ SOFTWARE enables'

the addition of MULTI-USER capability to the IBM PC
by connecting additional terminals to the serial ports,

and integrates with TASCMASTER™
YOU NEED TASCMASTER'" SOFTWARE with the free

multi-function board to make ONE IBM PC worth nine

Available through personal

computer dealers For further information

or name of local dealer call:

«= Profit 7Systemsjlnc. 1

P.O. Box 1039 • Berkley. Ml 48072 • (313) 5590444

IBM is a trademark ol IBM Corporation

(TM) indicates trademark ot ProM Systems. Inc

PC-DOS is a trademark of IBM Corporation

Copyright 1983 Profit Systems. Inc

With RAMDISK™ and RAMSPOOL™ SOFTWARE. TOO. CIRCLE 423 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Hampshire. GE Information Services is

already making available both mainframe

and micro versions of the firm’s decision

support system, which is designed to

serve the needs of corporate financial

managers and analysts. Evaluation and

Planning Systems Consultants licensed

the program to GE. which is marketing the

system both in the United States and

abroad. Among its applications are invest-

ment analysis, budget control and devel-

opment. long-range planning, merger and

acquisition activity, cash-flow forecast-

ing. statistical studies, and what-if scenar-

ios. It includes a data manager, a report

generator, and an editor. And it possesses

graphics, hierarchy and consolidation,

and data management capabilities. Korn

said that customers can buy rights to

either version, though GE maintains that

purchasing both provides “the best of both

worlds.”

Another example of software available

for use on both the PC and host is a world-

wide procurement-tracking system devel-

oped for Bechtel Company, the interna-

tional engineering and construction con-

cern based in San Francisco. The system

centralizes shipping and logistics control

and simultaneously links a multi-billion

dollar airport construction site in the Sau-

di Arabian desert with ports in North

America, Asia, and Europe.

GEIS is actively searching for new
microcomputer authors, some of whom
may already have designed stand-alone

software and would benefit financially

and professionally from a tie-in with GE.

With access to GE's time-sharing network

and its databases, those authors may be

able to do things they couldn't do alone,

Korn said. To illustrate his point, he add-

ed that an author may need to use GE's

Fortran subroutine library. They may
need help in bringing their software up to

the system's standards, debugging and

using the special features of the PC,

including handling the communications

port and string features. The authors also

stand to gain from GE's sales force. “Let’s

face it," Korn said, “the big bucks are in

marketing."

CIRCLE 363 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Dealing with Software Authors
GE’s staff helps would-be authors eval-

uate their proposals and negotiates com-

pensation and marketing arrangements.

The company offers a menu of financial

arrangements for its authors in addition to

the professional advantage of providing

access to technology that otherwise may
not be available to them.

For example. GE Information Services

may offer an author a financial package

with an upfront, one-time royalty. Or roy-

alties may be based on the number and

price of copies sold. The way a product is

marketed also affects payments. In many
cases, GE's worldwide sales force may

assume full responsibility for marketing

the program. At other times, authors may
prefer to handle marketing themselves,

especially if their software has been devel-

oped for a specialized industry.

Company officials acknowledge the

need to treat micro authors differently

from developers of mainframe software.

Once again, time is a factor. Sometimes,

the shelf-time for a software program is

short—perhaps 9 months to a year. "We
can’t spend 9 months in negotiation,"

Korn said. And naturally, an author's per-

ception of a program won’t always coin-

cide with the company’s: “Sometimes the

author's confidence in the package is

greater than ours," Korn added.

What is the software developer’s best

w,E WANTTO
stay in certain markets,

even ifa particular

product isn'tgoing to

make us rich.

chance of signing on with GE?
This is where the third prong of the

strategy—vertical markets—comes in.

Many of what the company labels "targets

of market opportunity" are vertical indus-

tries such as energy, transportation, bank-

ing. and public accounting. In addition to

vertical industries, GE also is targeting

some horizontal markets including manu-

facturing, finance, and order service.
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In transportation, for example, an

author may develop software that allows

large firms to keep track of the status of

A. O HELP
customers make the

most of integrated

microcomputers, GE
Information Services

has started offering

training on the IBM
PC.

their trucking fleets, enabling regional

offices to determine where each truck is,

its condition and its availability for a ship-

ment to a particular location that requires

a specified number of days in transit. The

program, using the capabilities of both the

XT and the mainframe, would replace a

prior setup in which communications

were handled by phone.

Even if your software package isn’t

worth much to GE by itself—perhaps

because of a limited probable market—GE
could still be interested if it falls into one

of the target areas. The aim is to maintain

as wide a presence as possible in those

fields where GE is strong and where the

overall opportunities for profit are great.

As Olfe explained, "We want to stay in

certain markets, even if a particular prod-

uct isn’t going to make us rich.’’

With thousands of potential authors

out there, it would seem that competition

can get heavy, and it’s going on in what

company officials describe as "the battle

of the marketplace." GE is resistant to the

concept of exclusivity in seeking new pro-

grams to handle particular applications.

Here’s how Korn explained the GE philos-

ophy on the issue: “There is conflict. They
compete with our own products. You do

have overlap. You do have duplications.

We have authors competing with authors,

we have authors competing with our prod-

ucts, but the principle competition is the

author against the outside world." Korn

added, "the marketplace will vote with

their dollars on which software package is

the winner.”

Training

To help customers make the most of

integrated microcomputers, GE Informa-

tion Services has started offering training

on the IBM PC.

The first course, called "Introduction

to IBM Personal Computer," provides

menu-oriented instruction on the funda-

mentals of PC use and covers use of TSI as

well. It is available on a self-paced disk.

The modular approach takes about 8

hours to complete. Alternatively, it is

offered in a more formal 2-day classroom

version at the customer’s own site. The

company says the advantage of the class-

room approach is its greater emphasis on

performing practice exercises and the

opportunity to ask questions of a live

instructor.

Another micro-related course will deal

with BASIC, also targeted for individuals

with little or no prior computer experi-

ence. GE said that those who complete its

BASIC course will be able to write simple

programs, do calculations, read from and

write to files, and use the BASIC editor. A

TAXPRO DOES MORE.
~

. . Five years of successful use
• and system improvement

has pushed TAXPRO far

beyond Form 1040 and its

supplemental schedules. This versatile system also

totals W-2s, computes RCA overpayment, calculates

tax alternatives even prepares client billing

TAXPRO IS INTELLIGENT. It analyzes the chant's

tax picture, suggests the best route to go.

Determines eligibility for special forms such as
minimum/ maximum tax. income averaging, to name
a few

TAXPRO IS EASY. Because it follows the tax forms
Ime by Ine Taxes are automatically figured, entered

everywhere they apply Change any entry, and all

relevant data is automatically revised Produces a
printout that exactly fits 1040 and IRS-approved
schedule forms.

third course is planned on other applica-

tions for the PC. These, too, will be avail-

able on diskette or in the classroom,

according to the company.

The training and the proliferation of

PCs flowing from the IBM/GE arrangement

can’t be viewed in a vacuum. The impli-

cations reach beyond any particular busi-

ness, whether IBM, GE, or a teleprocessing

customer.

In mega-terms, the $10 million agree-

ment means a great increase in the number
of personal computers for businesses. On
a micro-level it will result in the introduc-

tion of individuals to the versatility of the

PC. It will put convenient access to com-

puting resources in the hands of more

clerical, professional, and managerial

workers whose prior computer exposure

may have been limited to asking special-

ists to do particular tasks or to playing vid-

eo games at home. Although that type of

exposure may not have been the principal

motive behind the IBM/GE transaction, in

the long run it could prove to be one of the

contract’s most important legacies. /PC

TAXPRO IS GUARANTEED. We stand behind

TAXPRO completely Full, no-charge support through

the tax season Inexpensive, yearly system updates
Over 5 million returns prepared with no

reported errors

TAXPRO BUILDS PROFITS. The door is open to

higher profits than you have ever enjoyed Double
triple, or quadruple your output pay for TAXPRO
and the computer m one tax season

If you do income tax returns, you need TAXPRO.
the truly professional, computerized income tax

preparation system
Look into it today.

45-PAGE DESCRIPTIVE SYSTEM MANUAL S7 50
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INCOME TAX OFFICES:

MULTIPLY YOUR OUTPUT.

with TaxPro
THE PROFESSIONAL INCOME TAX SYSTEM.
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MADESIMPLE
Now you can save time, aggravation, adhesive

tape, and Gorgonzola cheese by following one

simple direction—Sideways. It's the unique soft-

ware program that lets you output all the spread-

sheet columns you need, all on one continuous

page, all with one print oommand—and all for

only $60!

With Sideways on your side, no spreadsheet

you invent with Lotus 1-2-31" VisiCald? Multi-

plan!" or SuperCalc™ is too wide! And it's just

as powerful an ally when you're creating far-

into-the-future schedules and pert charts with

your word processor. In fact, for any wide

text file, for dozens of uses, the way to go is

Sideways.

The experts agree. PC Magazine, for exam-
ple, writes: "If you've got the need, Sideways has

the solution." AndPC World calls Sideways

’nifty .... an easy to use program that does

what it claims.”

You can go Sideways today with an IBM’ PC
and an IBM® Epson, Okidata, Prism™ or Pro-

writer™ printer. Ask for Sideways at your local

ComputerLand® or ether leading computer

stores. Or mail a $60 check to Funk Software,

RO. Box 1290, Cambridge, MA 02238. (617)

497-6339. MC/Visa accepted. Send no Mexican

jumping beans, please.

„ SIDEWAYS
FOR EASY READING HARD COPY

CIRCLE 306 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SIMPLIFIED SPREADSHEETASSEMBLY



And you thought
the IBM PC was
onlyforbusiness.
II was.
Until Mirror Images began designing computer games
especially for the IBM PC.

Spyder is a fast-paced arcade-style game that pits you
againstan army of fierce, hungry spiders. Blast them with

your laser gun. Or stomp on them as they come your
way. $39.95

If you've ever dreamed of commanding a star cruiser,

Tachyon is your game. As commander of The Avenger,

your mission is to destroy the Galyon fleet with your
computer-driven torpedoes and lasers before the enemy
penetrates your shields and destroys your ship. $39.95

You'll need cunning strategy to beat thecomputer at Hide
and Sink.A naval battle waged by subs, PT boats, cruisers,

destroyers, and battleships rages on your screen. Hide
yourshipscarefully.Thenseekoutanddestroytheenemy
with your guns and missiles. $29.95

And so we tempt you to take a well-deserved break from
the day's stress and frustation. Then you may straighten

your tie and head back to the board room. Completely
refreshed and invigorated!

Contact your local dealerorsenda check or money order

to Mirror Images. Please include $1 .50 for postage and
handling. NY residents add 7% sales tax. Credit card

orders are also welcome.

Dealer inquiries welcome.

Requires64K,DOS 1.1.colorgraphicsadapter.Tachyon:double-sideddrive; Spyder. Hideand

Sink: single-sided drive.

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp. Tachyon. Spyder and Hide and

Sink are all registered trademarks of Mirror Images Software. Inc.

ifilAGE*

Mirror Images Software, Inc.

Games Division

1223 Peoples Avenue
Troy, New York 12180
Telephone: (518) 274-2335

CACHYOfl

HDEAflDtfK
CIRCLE 359 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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APPLICATIONS/MICHAEL FRANK, M.D.

By using the PC to study and upgrade local

emergency medical services, Ohio volunteers

provide a model for the rest of the country.

A PC On The

“Hudson EMS, respond to Terex and Hud-

son Drive, accident with injury.” The dis-

patcher’s voice coming in over the trans-

ceiver in my car was businesslike. Even in

the tiny little town of Hudson, accidents

are not infrequent, but fortunately, most

injuries are minor. Except at Terex and

Hudson.

"Bad intersection,” I thought.

In the 3 years I’d been working with the

Hudson Emergency Medical Service

(EMS) as its medical advisor, I’d reviewed

more than just a few reports of major col-

lisions there.

I looked over at my wife. We were on

our way to do some shopping and weren't

even really heading up that way. She

sighed.

“Go ahead. It’s all right.”

I turned the car and headed up toward

the accident, listening for anything else on

the radio that might tell me what to

expect. “Med ll’s en route.” I could hear

its siren wailing in the distance, and

decided there was no reason for us to drive

any faster. The ambulance would proba-

bly pass us soon and we’d both be there in

a couple of minutes.

The radio crackled again: “201, Med
11. Step on it!”

I recognized the police officer’s voice;

the sense of urgency was unmistakable.

These guys didn’t call for help unless they

needed it. I hit the switches for the emer-

gency lights and suddenly beams of flash-

ing red and white light cut through the

night from the front and top of the car. The

next switch released the siren’s wail from

under the hood.

I spoke into the microphone, trying to

sound calm: “Med 10, Med 11. I'm

responding hot to that call. I’m in front of

you, ETA 30 seconds.”

The flashing blue lights from the police

cars appeared ahead and seconds later I

pulled up and saw just what I had feared;

glass was scattered all over the intersec-

tion and the twisted wreckage made it all

too clear that either or both vehicles had

been going at a pretty good clip. The scene

took on an eerie cast, as the white, red, and

blue lights strobed the center of the inter-

section. The headlights and emergency

flashers of passing cars illuminated the

faces of their occupants, adding to the

sense of unreality. Radio static and the

shouts of the squad crew and police mixed

with the moans and sobs of the victims.

Within seconds the crew chief had

made her initial assessment and had set in
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motion the efficient machinery, which

would see the two injured people out of

their cars and on their way to the hospital

in the safest, quickest way possible. Tasks

were assigned, equipment was mobilized,

and the emergency medical technicians

(EMTs) took their positions inside and

outside the wrecked cars to begin the

extrication process.

By now, you’re probably wondering

what all this has to do with the PC. Several

years ago I would have wondered too. But

today, only 6 short months after I installed

a PC at home and brought its capabilities

to bear on my work with rescue squads.

I’m wondering how I ever got along with-

out it. Quite simply, the Hudson EMS, and

the other rescue squads I work with all

over the county, are moving to the fore-

front of emergency medicine in this coun-

try, and the PC is helping in that task.

An Unlikely Spot
The sleepy little town of Hudson, Ohio

seems an unlikely spot for such lofty aspi-

rations. After all, rescue squads and emer-

gency medical services are usually

thought of in the context of a big city, as in

TV’s "Emergency” or "240-Robert.” And,

there’s no doubt about it: L.A. we ain’t.



Located in the Western Reserve (the

land formerly owned by the state of Con-

necticut as a “western reserve”), Hudson’s

New England roots show through in the

spirit of independence and self-reliance of

the townspeople as well as in its local

architecture. The people are friendly and

proud, and a sense of tradition is officially

guarded by the local historical society.

The ice cream social still draws the largest

turnout of any annual social occasion and

it’s held on the Village Green, flanked by

If YOU
had an accident out on

the highway, yourfate
depended on where you

happened to be or

whether the local

funeral home ran an
ambulance service.

Main Street’s row of little shops on one

side and Town Hall on East Main on the

other.

Crime in the streets is duly recorded in

the local weekly paper where the week’s

most serious offenses noted in the “Police

Blotter” may include a bicycle stolen from

in front of the drugstore. (Yes, it has a soda

fountain, and yes. you can get a chocolate

phosphate.) The local constabulary is

periodically dispatched to deal with a

horse or cow that has broken through a

fence and is wandering in the street.

How is it, then, that such exciting

events in the world of EMS are emerging

from this little hamlet and the others like

it around the county?

Hudson provides some of its munici-

pal services through volunteer participa-

tion. Both its fire department and emer-

gency medical service are staffed by peo-

ple who do what they do because they

want to help, just like the people in many
small towns across the country. But when
I arrived in Hudson 3 years ago, the Hud-

son EMS had just embarked on the ambi-

tious project of upgrading the service to

what is commonly called “Advanced Life

Support" (ALS), which requires the close

cooperation and approval of a physician

or medical advisor. Claire Truesdale,

Hudson’s full-time administrator/ para-

medic, told me simply, “We want to be the

best. What do we have to do?”

The answer to this question is precise-

ly what makes this region’s EMS so

unusual. But I’m getting a little ahead of

myself. What's happening within EMS in

Hudson is part of a much larger transfor-

mation: Something close to a revolution is

occurring in this country.

You Call. We Haul!
Twenty years ago there was nothing

really resembling EMS as we know it

today. If you had an accident out on the

highway, your fate depended on where

you happened to be, who passed by, or

whether the local funeral home ran an

ambulance service. If it did, and someone

did call it, what happened to you when
the ambulance arrived at the scene was

anybody’s guess. If you were lucky, one of

the attendants might have had a first aid

course. In any case, they pretty much just

scooped the victim up and tore off to the

nearest hospital in a tradition that has

come to be widely known (and scorned) as

“Scoop & run” or “You call, we haul.” But

“Scoop & run” really had something going

for it when you consider that the alterna-

tive was called “Lie & die.”

In 1966, the National Academy of Sci-

ences (NAS) published a landmark mono-

graph entitled, Accidental Death Sr Dis-

ability: The Neglected Disease of Modern

Society, which changed the face of EMS
forever. In the monograph, the NAS
reviewed data on traffic injuries and came

to a gruesome conclusion: People in-

volved in accidents all over the country

were being maimed or killed in awesome

numbers, but not necessarily because

their injuries were crippling or fatal, nor

because medical science was incapable of

dealing with these injuries, but because no

system was available that could guarantee

that victims would be transported quickly

and reliably to a hospital. They were

dying because, once injured, they would

lie sometimes for hours, slipping into

shock and then death.

Congress reacted swiftly. In the same

year, the National Highway Traffic Safety

Act was passed, defining for the first time

standards for emergency medical services,

and conferring upon the Department of

Transportation primary responsibility for

the creation of training and certification

standards for emergency medical techni-

cians. The responsibilities of an EMS were

put down in black and white, and a

national commitment to remedy the sorry

state of affairs depicted in the NAS mono-
graph became the law of the land.

In the years that followed, training pro-

grams started all over the country, and the

folks who rode the ambulances and

answered calls for help began to do so

with new competence and understanding.

EMS groups took on a new air of profes-

sionalism; they became contemptuous of

such terms as “ambulance attendant.”

(Free Tip: Do not refer to an EMT as an

“ambulance attendant.”)

Advanced Life Support
But as the medical service revolution

led to new capabilities, new vistas, new
hopes, and new frustrations appeared.

The standards for EMS had addressed the

problem of trauma on the highways, but

another problem, yet unsolved and equal-

ly deadly, began to occupy the attention of

those who explored other concerns of pre-

hospital care: heart disease.

The first few hours of a heart attack are

the most critical. It is within the first few

hours that heart attack deaths most fre-

quently occur. The heart, starving for oxy-

gen because of coronary artery blockage,

They were
dying because, once

injured, they would lie

sometimes for hours,

slipping into shock and
then death.

becomes irritable, begins to beat irregular-

ly, and soon may begin just wriggling use-

lessly instead of pumping blood. In trau-

ma, medical professionals often talk of

“the golden hour,” the period of time dur-

ing which the rendering of treatment will

mean the difference between life or death.

In cardiac arrest, the struggle between life

and death may be limited to "golden

minutes.”
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Four to six minutes after the heart stops

pumping, irreversible brain damage be-

gins. Even if bystanders begin CPR, they

can at best provide only 30 to 50 percent of

normal circulation and ventilation. Each

minute that goes by without restoration of

a heartbeat lessens the chance that subse-

quent attempts to restart the heart will be

effective. What's needed desperately are

drugs (epinephrine, sodium bicarbonate,

and others), which can prime the heart’s

electrical system, followed by defibrilla-

tion, the application of a strong electrical

current across the chest to reorganize the

heart’s electrical activity into meaningful

heartbeats. In fact, if these measures are

not applied within 12 to 15 minutes, the

chance of survival diminishes to near

zero.

The need for these sophisticated resus-

citative techniques created a problem;

these methods—the administration of

powerful drugs, intravenous infusions,

defibrillation—were simply not available

in the field. As medical techniques, they

could only be practiced by physicians,

which meant that they were available only

in hospitals. But even the best emergency

services could not hope to get cardiac

arrest victims to the hospital in time.

The solution was the paramedic, an

EMT trained beyond the basic level of res-

cue skills. Paramedics are capable of mak-

ing a physical examination and assessing

acute problems. They are trained in criti-

cal care procedures, drug administration,

and cardiac resuscitation. And, under the

direction of a physician, paramedics can

monitor heart rhythms, start intravenous

lines, administer drugs, and then trans-

port the patient in the most stable condi-

tion offered by these treatments. The phy-

sician under whose direction the para-

medic is functioning need not be present,

but can provide medical direction or

"medical control,” as the term is often

used, by two-way radio, or through prede-

termined written protocols and standing

orders.

The availability of paramedic skills

constitutes such a radically improved lev-

el of care that squads providing paramed-

ic-level service are referred to as Ad-

vanced Life Support units. Squads with-

out paramedic-level service are referred to

as Basic Life Support (BLS) units.

In 1973, the Federal EMS Act defined

the guidelines for EMS systems at all lev-

els, and provided for the federal funding

of EMS demonstration projects to be used

as models for EMS planning. While the

National Highway Transportation and

Safety Act assured that rescue service

would become available for all who were

in need, the EMS act of 1973 signified a

solid commitment to move EMS defini-

tively out of the "Scoop & run” era and

into the age of professional prehospital

J-JITTLE
surprise then, that there

was an IBMPC in my
future.

practice. The result of that endeavor is

dramatically illustrated by the statistics

reflecting the growth of ALS in the United

States. In 1972, only 2 percent of the pop-

ulation was served by EMS units with

ALS capability. By 1982, new EMS units

had been created and many of those

already in existence had been upgraded

from BLS, thereby providing over half the

country’s population with access to ALS
service. For cities with populations great-

er than 150,000, that figure was 92 per-

cent.

Skills Maintenance
It should not, then, be too surprising to

hear that in 1979, the proud little volun-

teer Hudson Emergency Medical Service

decided to go ALS. In the 4 years since that

happened, my involvement with EMS has

grown along with Hudson's advancing

capabilities. As associate director for EMS
at Akron City Hospital, I oversee the EMS
training of resident physicians in emer-

gency medicine, coordinate prehospital

field activities with the hospital for 15 dif-

ferent EMS units, and personally direct

the medical activities of eight different

squads. When I took on the position 3

years ago, it was supposed to be a part-

time job. (I spend the other half of my time

on duty in the emergency room seeing

patients.) It has, however, rapidly and

unavoidably become a full-time occupa-

tion.

Little surprise then, that there was an

IBM PC in my future. With endless tasks,

many of which involve the management of

large quantities of data, with over 100-

hour weeks and 18-hour days, anything

that promised to lighten the load was wel-

come.

The victim has been extricated and is now on the ambulance cot on a long board. The
short board immobilization device is still in place. Standing over the victim is Hudson
EMS administrator and volunteer paramedic Jim Bell. The victim was moved into the

med unit and transported to Akron City Hospital, where subsequent evaluation revealed

only minor injuries.
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his retirement time with a recently pur-

chased TRS-80. He knew that the Hudson

EMS was all volunteer, and even though

he wasn't trained in rescue work, he

wanted to help. “I have a computer,” he

told EMS administrator Claire Truesdale.

"Does the EMS need any help that I could

provide with my computer?”

When Truesdale passed the offer to me,

I was thrilled. We immediately set Averill

to work keeping track of various aspects of

the service, one of the most important of

which was the skill file we kept for each

paramedic. With a population of only

about 12,000 people to serve in Hudson,

we faced a very real problem: skills main-

tenance.

It’s estimated that a municipality must

have a population of about 20,000 people

before it will generate enough rescue calls

to keep its paramedics proficient in vari-

ous intensive care techniques. For exam-

ple, a paramedic running with an urban

squad may start three or four intravenous

lines a day, whereas on a rural service, a

paramedic might not have an opportunity

I was not really a complete stranger to

computers, and small computers are not

completely new in EMS. When I was an

undergraduate at Yale in the 60s, I had

learned to program in FORTRAN on the

huge and clumsy mainframe at the com-

puter center. Those were the days when
programmers punched out lines of bug-

infested code on noisy keypunch ma-

chines and turned over stacks of doomed
data cards to attendants who would feed

them to the cardreader and return smirk-

ing with a little printout from another

crashed run. (The amount of computer

time doled out to beginning programmers

like myself was pretty skimpy, so in addi-

tion to learning FORTRAN, I became

adept at "creating” additional computer

time from illicit sources.) I even had an

opportunity to use one of the first IBM 360

terminal systems when it was installed at

Yale. I was thrilled by how much easier it

was to interact with the CRT than to go

through the punch card routine at the

computer center. Besides, even though the

terminal didn’t always do what I wanted,

at least it never smirked.

My computer days at Yale were num-
bered, however. I liked programming, but

medical school loomed, and with many
other things to occupy my time, FOR-

TRAN and debugging receded into the

past as medical school and then medical

practice took center stage.

But 2 years ago computers re-emerged

Does the
EMS need any help that

I could provide with my
computer?

in my life. Stu Averill walked into the

Hudson Safety Center and offered his ser-

vices to the Hudson EMS. He is a retired

chemist who had begun to occupy some of



to start one for several weeks at a time.

Regardless of how well-trained the para-

medic is to begin with, this kind of inac-

tivity inevitably results in decreased pro-

ficiency. How can this be combatted in a

town of 12,000?

We drew up a list of intensive care

skills practiced by the paramedics and

determined the minimum monthly num-

ber of times each skill needed to be per-

formed. Any time a paramedic dropped

below the minimum number, additional

training and/or practice was instituted to

ensure that the skill level was maintained.

Just as a pilot must fly so many hours each

month in order to keep his license current

(and legal), our paramedics had to start so

many IVs, read so many EKGs, and so on,

in order to maintain standards of service.

To keep track of this, Averill set up a com-

puterized file, which tallied all the differ-

ent paramedic skills performed by each

paramedic. If a paramedic started an intra-

venous line on a run, that fact would be

extracted from the run report, and at the

end of the month would be reflected in a

summary that gave totals for each required

skill for each paramedic.

Averill also began tracking some data

on the runs themselves and was soon able

to provide us with periodic reports that

told us how old our patients were, at what

times they called us most frequently, what

kind of problems they had. and so forth.

Averill is still our computer person, but

quite a bit has changed.

For starters, he isn’t using a TRS any

more; he has found the IBM PC more

suited to his needs. But he's parlayed his

computer work into a new business as one

of the principals in the Hudson Computer

Club. A first in this area, HCC is like a rac-

quetball club; only instead of renting a

court, the club members rent IBM or

Apple computers by the hour. A wide

array of software is available, and, of

course, there is a club “pro” on hand to

provide instruction and assistance. And

resting like an archive in a corner of the

club is the old TRS, a reminder of where it

all started. And now that Averill has fin-

ished the EMT training, he might be doing

a little bit more than just computer work

for the Hudson EMS!

The addition of an IBM PC to AveriH's

work inspired broader, more powerful

applications to my EMS work. Using cur-

rently available software, we can set up in

hours data tracking programs that used to

require several weeks to get up and run-

ning. We have recently completed a list of

over 40 items to be tracked on each run

report. The list will enable us to give pre-

cise answers to matters we have previous-

ly only wondered about. By tracking res-

cue calls and their locations, we are able to

identify dangerous intersections, such as

Terex and Hudson Drive. By adding in the

time of the call, we can tell whether the

safety problem is primarily one that

occurs at night, on weekends, or both.

The same tracking system will be used

to follow response times in relationships

to call locations. Since, in many cases, the

response time of an EMS is so critical to

the outcome, we need to know when and

if response times are prolonged. If a rescue

squad is routinely taking 10 minutes to

arrive at calls in any given area, and if the

frequency of calls from that area is

increasing (as sometimes occurs when a

new development is built up), it may be

time to start planning a second station

from which to base another squad. When
faced with a situation like this in the past,

we’ve been limited to surveys of portions

of data that may or may not accurately

reflect the situation. With our new track-

ing system, we are able to provide a pre-

cise picture where previously only a

vague impression existed.

The EMS Drug Book
The practice of medicine in the prehos-

pital setting by nonphysicians is-essential-

ly different from hospital or office-based

medicine. We have used the PC to help us

make some helpful adaptations. For exam-

ple, powerful drugs used to correct erratic

heart rhythms or to maintain the blood

pressure of a patient in shock are admin-

istered intravenously in carefully mea-

sured amounts. These drugs are so power-

ful that the dosages, often involving only

tiny volumes of fluid, must be adminis-

tered carefully. In the hospital, infusion

pumps are routinely used to provide exact

dosage regulation; the amount to be

administered can be dialed into the

pump's controls. In the field, dosage regu-

lation isn’t so easy.

Infusion pumps are not available in the

field; the paramedics work anywhere a

victim is found. There aren’t any electrical

outlets in the middle of a street or on a

lawn. The administration of a powerful

drug in an intravenous drip becomes a

much more complicated task than it is in

the hospital. We used the PC to make the

task easier.

Take the administration of dopamine

as an example. Dopamine is a powerful

vasopressor, a drug that can help maintain

or elevate blood pressure in patients in

shock. The dosage administered is deter-

mined within narrow limits, based on the

patient’s weight. A starting dose would be

5 micrograms for every kilogram of body

weight infused per minute. Tables that

determine the volume to be administered

per minute or per hour are usually avail-

able. If you’re using an infusion pump in

the hospital, all you have to do is look up

the volume to be delivered, dial in the fig-

ure on the infusion pump, and you're all

set. In the field, you must first calculate

the volume to be delivered, the drip rate,

and then the correct number of drops per

minute. And don’t forget to figure in the

number of drops per cubic centimeter for

the administration set you're using; some

drip at 10 drops per cc, others at 60.

Even under the best of circumstances

these calculations may be a little bit

rough. But in the circumstances of a car-

diac arrest resuscitation, calculation may
be next to impossible. The solution that

came to us was simple. One year ago, we
published The EMS Drug Book, a locally

distributed, pocket-sized pamphlet that

contained actual drip rates that paramed-

ics could use to regulate intravenous

administration sets. The actual drip rates,

in drops per minute, are given in tabular

form for a variety of drugs in different

r V ITH OUR
new tracking system, we

are able to provide a

precise picture where

previously only a vague

impression existed.

dilutions and dosages. In an emergency

the paramedic could refer quickly to the

appropriate table and set the drip chamber

regulator accordingly.

The tables were simple to use. but com-

ing up with them was far from simple. The
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THE FIRST AND ONLY INDEPENDENT STORE IN NYC

1
DEDICATED TOIBM' PC SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS

Um/j[j IN STORE WE DEMONSTRATE MOST PRODUCTS WE SELL
BY APPOINTMENT ON LY

STORE HOURS: 9:00 A.M.-5:30 P.M. E.S.T MON.-FRI.
PCUNCCORP. 29 WEST 38TH ST., 2ND FL, NEW YORK, NY 10018

TANDON TM 100-2.

TANDON TM 50-2.

.

LOTUS 1-2-3

TK SOLVER
QUAD LINK

$239.00
CALL

{NO MAjL ORDERSi ON LOTUS PLEASE) CALL
. CALL

CALL
BUSINESS SOFTWARE
APPLIED SOFTWARE
VERSAFORM

ASHTONTATE
dBASE II (PC DOS)
BOTTOM LINE STRATEGIST. .

.

FINANCIAL PLANNER
CONTINENTAL
HOME ACCOUNTANT PLUS. .

FIRST CLASS MAIL
EAGLE SOFTWARE
MONEY DECISIONS I & II

FOX & GELLER
D. GRAPH
DIUTIL
QUICKCODE

HAYES
SMARTCOM II

IUS
EASY WRITER II

EASY SPELLER
EASY FILER
EASY PLANNER

LINK SYSTEMS
DATAFAX

MICRO PRO
CALCSTAR
INFOSTAR
WORDSTAR
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL.
SPELLSTAR
MAILMERGE

MICROSOFT
MULTIPLAN

PEACHTREE SOFTWARE
PEACH GEN LEDGER
PEACH ACC RECV
PEACH ACC PAY

PEARLSOFT
PERSONAL PEARL

SOFTWARE ARTS
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT. . .

.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING

P.F.S. REPORT
P.F.S. FILE

P.F.S. GRAPH
SORCIM
SUPERCALC II

SOURCE
SOURCE

SOUTHEASTERN
DATA CAPTURE

T.M.O.
FILE FAX

TEXASOFT
VERSATEXT

$275.00

449.00

319.00
489.00

95.00

89.00

269.00

. CALL
CALL
CALL

89.00

245.00
139.00
269.00
189.00

229.00

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

199.00

CALL
CALL
CALL

CALL
CALL

105.00

115.00

99.00

177.00

75.00

115.00

145.00

139.00

BUSINESS SOFTWARE Cont'd
VISICORP
VISICALC 189.00

VISICALC ADVANCED 329.00

DESKTOP PLAN 219.00

VISIFILE 219.00

VISITREND/VISIPILOT 219.00

ENTERTAINMENT A EDUCATION
APPLE PANIC
BUG OFF
COMPUTER FACTS AND FIVE
DEADLINE
FLIGHT SIMULATOR
FRIENDLY ARCADE
FRIENDLY PC INTRO SET
FROGGER
GORGON
HI RES #4
PC TUTOR
POOL 1.5

PROFESSIONAL BLACK JACK
SERPENTINE
SPACE STRIKE
STAR CROSS
SUSPENDED
ZORK I, II. Ill ea
FUNTASTIC
BIG TOP
COSMIC CRUSADERS
MASTER MINER
SNACK ATTACK II

(Call us for more games not listed

$ 22.00
29.00
22.00
39.00

35.00

49.95

49.95

25.00
29.00

29.00

65.00
25.00

60.00
25.00
25.00
29.00

39.00
29.00

29.00

29.00

29.00

29.00

here)

MONITORS
AMDEK310A $189.00

310G 179.00
COLOR I CALL
COLOR II CALL

NEC JC1203 RGB 759.00
QUADCHROME CALL

DISKETTES
DYSAN

S.S./D.D CALL
D.S./D.D CALL

KANGAROO (10 year waianteei

5.5.

/D.D..

D.S./D.D.
MAXELL

5.5.

/S.D 26.00
D.S./D.D 44.00

VERBATIM (5 year waranteei

21144 HEAD/CLEAN KIT. 10.50

5.5.

/D.D
D.S./D.D

HARD DISK DRIVES
CORVUS HARD DISK 6. 11.20 MB CALL

22.95

29.95

26.00
37.00

- A very special ‘Thank You
| to all of our patrons who |

helped In the making of

I P.C. Link’s opening such a |
- grand success!

expansionboa'rds
m 1 m ' m 1 ""

USI COMPUTER MULTIDISPLAY CARD. $379.00
64 RAM CHIPS 59.00

AST CARDS CALL
MONTE CARLO CARD CALL
l-C-MAGICCHIP CALL
QUADBOARDCARD CALL
AMDEK MAI CARD CALL

MODEMS
HAYES SMART MODEM $205.00
HAYES SMART MODEM 1200 485.00
HAYES SMART MODEM 1200B CALL

ACCESSORIES
CURTIS PRODUCTS

DISPLAY PEDESTAL $ 65.00

MONO CABLE 45.00
KEYBOARD CABLE.

DIABLO RIBBON
EPSON
TWIN PAK RIBBONS 70/80

FLIP N FILE
KRAFT JOYSTICK
MBI JOYSTICK ADAPTER
DISKETTE CASES

35.00
6.35

25.00

24.50
49.00

12.00

2.95

PRINTERS
DIABLO P32 D-MATRIX CALL
DIABLO P38 D-MATRIX CALL
DIABLO 620 CALL
DIABLO 630 CALL
DIABLO 630 TRACTOR FEED $249.00
C ITHO PROWRITER 10P 390.00

PROWRITER 10S 575.00
PROWRITER 15P 665.00
PROWRITER 15S 729.00
STARWRITER F-10 1250.00
TRACTOR FEED F-10 250.00
PRISM 80 CALL
PRISM 132 CALL

OKIDATA 92P 649.00
93P 1009.00

NEC 8023 479.00

SANYO PR5500 DAISY PRINTER 655.00

PRINTER CABLE/PARALLEL 35.00

All prices listed in this ad are valid till Sept 30. 1963 ALL
BRANDS ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS IBM IS A REGIS
TERED TRADEMARK OF IBM CORP

IDS

CALL TOLL FREE 800-221-0343 CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOMED IN NEW YORK CALL 1-212-730-8036
- TERMS AND CONDITIONS -

All prices reflect 3% cash discount We reserve the right to repair, replace or return to

manufacturer for repair, all goods acknowledged faulty or damaged on receipt by cus-

tomer Customer must call lor Return Authorization Numbar baton returning any goods.

Prompt attention will be given to all damaged and faulty returned goods. Any goods re

turned for credit are subject to 10% restocking charge, plus shipping charge No returns

for credit on any software Customer must deal with the manufacturer directly it the

customer finds any false claims made by the manufacturer. Prices subject to change

without notice. All advertised products are from our present stock and subject to avail-

ability. All goods are shipped U P S surface unless otherwise authorized by customer.

Add 2% of price, or minimum of 43.00 for shipping We do not ship C O D Please allow

one to two weeks for personal or corporate checks to clear. To expidite shipping, send

money order, certified or cashier's check, or charge to your VISA— MasterCanliMinimum
charge 450.00) N.Y.C. add 8Y«% sales tax. H.Y.S. add appropriate sales tax farm*,

conditions and prices ditlar In our store. Prices subject to change without notice.
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EMS Drug Book provided dosage informa-

tion for 14 different drugs. Calculations

had to be made to provide guidance in a

variety of circumstances, including pa-

tient weight categories, differing dilutions

of intravenous solutions, and different

dosage strengths used to achieve different

r WHATHAD
once taken me 3 days

now took 15 minutes.

And, the calculations

were error-free.

effects with the same drug. When this

book was first published, it took me 3 days

to do all the calculations by hand (mean-

ing with a hand-held calculator). Tables

for each circumstance in each drug catego-

ry were set up and individual calculations

were made and then entered by hand.

They were checked and double-checked;

small errors can produce major clinical

problems.

The PC has changed all that. The first

software I purchased after DOS 1.1 was

VisiCalc and it wasn’t long before I was

able to enter the formulas necessary to

generate the drip rates. What had once tak-

en me 3 .{lays now took 15 minutes. And,

the calculations were error-free.

A Research Tool

I’m also using my PC to pursue a num-

ber of EMS research projects, one of which

involves using simple data analysis to

determine proper field procedures for

cases of head and neck injury. Cervical

fractures and cervical cord injuries are a

major cause of disability and paralysis fol-

lowing head injury, especially in motor

vehicle accidents. It is an unfortunate fact

that improper handling of accident vic-

tims can. and quite regularly does, convert

a purely orthopedic bone injury of the cer-

vical spine, into a neurological injury. The

patient with a fractured neck bone may
have no injury to the cervical spinal cord

when first seen in the field, but if the head

is manipulated improperly, the sharp

edges of the fractured bones can slice into

the soft spinal cord producing needless,

irreversible nerve damage. A person with

a broken bone can be converted into a per-

manent quadraplegic in a matter of sec-

onds.

All EMT’s are trained thoroughly in the

proper techniques for immobilizing the

neck in cases of head injury. With the neck

properly immobilized, further injury will

not occur as victims are removed from

their vehicles and transported to the hos-

pital. Cervical immobilization techniques

involve wrapping a rigid or semirigid col-

lar around the neck while another person

holds the head still. If the victim is sitting

in the car, the next step is placing a spe-

cially designed rigid, short board behind

the victim. The board’s straps and buckles

fasten the victim firmly and provide rigid

immobilization during the subsequent ex-

trication. Although these methods pro-

vide excellent protection against unneces-

sary cervical movement and injury, there

is a major drawback; They are difficult to

perform in the cramped interior of a vehi-

cle, and they are time consuming. And
time is always at a premium in the man-

agement of a trauma victim.

Why is time such an important factor?

After all, if improper handling might

result in paralysis or death, what could

possibly be more important? Nothing,

except that most of the carefully immobi-

lized accident victims turn out to have no

cervical injury at all. Some turn out to

have other critical life-threatening inju-

ries requiring immediate hospital treat-

ment.

A driver who strikes his head on the

windshield, breaking the glass, is very

likely to have also struck his chest or

abdomen on the steering wheel, causing a

punctured, collapsed lung or a ruptured

spleen, either of which can lead to a sud-

den death. The EMT is faced with a dilem-

ma. If the necessary time is taken to effec-

tively immobilize the neck of an accident

victim who has sustained serious internal

injuries, the delay in extrication may
result in further deterioration. If, on the

other hand, the EMT rushes extrication

without adequate cervical immobiliza-

tion, and the victim actually does have a

serious neck injury, permanent nerve

damage may result, rendering the victim

crippled.

Valid indicators that will tell the EMT
which patients are at particular risk for a

serious neck injury have not been defined.

At first, this might seem difficult to

with a broken bone can

be converted into a

permanent quadraplegic

in a matter of seconds.

believe. Can't the EMT identify a serious

neck injury? If cervical cord injury has

already occurred, and paralysis or other

gross signs of disability have set in, the

injury will be apparent. But what about

those victims who have not yet suffered

any damage to their spinal cords?

Shouldn’t injury to the cervical spine be

obvious? The answer is no.

One young fellow I saw in the emergen-

cy room of Akron City Hospital had struck

his head while diving at a Fourth of July

pool party. The next day, his neck began to

bother him badly and he walked into the

emergency room to be examined. An X-ray

revealed his neck was broken. Another

young man lost control of his motorcycle

and crashed off the road one night. He

picked himself up and walked home
where he called the local EMS to come to

his assistance. He was brought to the
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emergency room, where an X-ray indi-

cated a broken neck. These examples

serve to illustrate why cervical immobili-

zation is done whenever there is evidence

of head injury. Under our present operat-

ing protocols, any accident victim who
has any sign of head or neck injury under-

goes full immobilization measures. At this

time, there is simply no safe alternative.

For example, whenever we find that the

driver of a car involved in an accident has

broken the windshield with his head, the

neck is immediately immobilized. Even if

the driver states there is no neck pain, he

may have had a concussion and be inca-

pable of perceiving pain accurately.

Given the large number of victims who
turn out to have no cervical injury at all

and the amount of time that cervical

immobilization takes, we wondered if it

was possible to identify those victims

most likely to have cervical injuries. We
set up a research protocol that uses both

data analysis and information manage-

ment capabilities of the PC.

First we made a list of "prehospital

assessment data," findings that might be

associated with, or indicative of. serious

neck injury, and put them into a form that

could be used for data collection. This

CxVBV7HE
large number of victims,

we wondered if it was
possible to identify

those victims most
likely to have cervical

injuries.

form, rapidly created using Volkswriter

and the PC, includes three different kinds

of findings. The first is situational, data

associated with the mechanism of injury

itself. Included in this group are types of

accidents—falls from ladders, falls from

roofs, diving accidents, motor vehicle

accidents—that produce most of the seri-

ous neck injuries we see in the hospital.

The next group consists of subjective find-

ings, information the victim reports to the

EMT. such as neck pain ("My neck

hurts.”) or abnormal neurological sensa-

tions ("My arm feels numb.”). The final

group consists of objective findings dis-

covered by the paramedic during the

physical assessment, such as pain on pal-

pation (POP) of the neck, or decreased

sensation.

Then we identified the Hudson EMS
run reports involving persons who under-

went cervical immobilization by the

squad. Once these reports were identified,

the information in the "prehospital as-

sessment data" section was complete.

Along with some basic key data, this

would enable us to complete the next

phase of data collection. That phase con-

cerns the outcome. We made a list of "out-

come" data that would enable us to distin-

guish those patients who turned out to

have serious neck injury from those who

In the yean 2525 man’s influence

has stnetched to the fapthest

Reaches of the galaxy. Colonies

have Been estaBlished on
uninhaBited planets to advance

civilization to All pants of the

galaxy, all has gone well until one

day sevenal small colonies ane at-

tacked and destnoyed By unknown
assailants. Join Zohn in his seanch

to find the assailants and stop

them destRuction of the colonies.

$ 39.95

FlexWare
507 N.W. Cherokee
Kansas City, Missouri 64150
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COMPARE AT ANY PRICE
INTELLICOM

(an INTELLIgent COMmunications program)

INTELLICOM provides you with the capability of very intelligent computer to computer communications from both a terminal emulation and file transfer standpoint.

INTELLICOM supports several file transfer protocols that facilitate the transfer of both binary and ASCII data and files. Since INTELLICOM is menu driven, it is a breeze to use

and understand IT IS USER FRIENDLY.

With INTELLICOM you will be able to communicate with the various data and timesharing services such as The Source and CompuServe. Additionally, since INTELLICOM
supports the protocol used by virtually all remote CP/M systems around the world, all users can immediately begin to take advantage of the wealth of public domain software

available on these systems Current, or potential, users of CompuServe can transmit and receive both binary and ASCII data with full error detection and recovery

The checksum protocols allow for the verification of data blocks transferred (assuming appropriate support on the host end). This feature will be of great value in those

applications where data integrity is paramount. INTELLICOM's documentation includes a detailed description of all protocols used along with machine readable examples of

host pseudo code that will greatly ease the task of implementing support for INTELLICOM on any existing in-house mainframe (IBM. Dec. Wang . . .).

Actual INTELLICOM menu is illustrated below

T - Terminal emulation.

U - Terminal emulation with data capture.

V - Toggle local echo (off).

S - Checksum protocol file transmission.

R • Checksum protocol file reception.

A - Ascii file transmission.

B - Ascii file transmission - PTR/PTP protocol.

C - Ascii file reception - PTR/PTP protocol

0 • Toggle local display (on).

W - CompuServe Executive Terminal

X - Intel Hex file transmission

Y - Intel Hex file transmission - PTR/PTP protocol.

Z - Invoke Disk/File function menu.

E - Exit program.

INTELLICOM requires PC DOS one disk drive and either a modem or direct communication to another computer.

N0W ONLY $49 95 The ComPu,er Toolbox Inc.w w 1325 E. Main St. • Waterbury, Ct. 06705
COD add $5.00 International orders add $10.00 203-754-4195
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IBMPC-8087SUPPORTFROMMICROWARE
87F0RTRAN/RT0S” is a full ANSI-
77 subset with 8087 extensions It generates
in line 8087 code allowing use of all 8087
data types including 32, 64 and 80 bit reals

and 64 bit integers The complete subset I/O

is supported including Internal and External

Files and List Directed I/O. Exceptions allow

the generation of recursive subroutines
interrupt handlers and can cause interrupts

from FORTRAN. 87FORTRAN/RTOS uses
the Intel large memory model, allowing data/

code structures which utilize the full mega-
byte. The compiler provides direct access to

8088 ports and supports logical operations

on 8 and 1 6 bit operands normally treated in

assembly language 87FORTF*AN/RTOS is

ideal for applications which are number in-

tensive or control hardware 95% of all “main
frame" size programs compile and run with-

out extensive editing. The price includes

support for one year and RTOS $1 350

87PASCAL/RTOS™ is the most
powerful compiler available to PC users at

this time It is an ISO-Standard Pascal, with
8087-8088 exceptions. These make it possi-

ble to use all the 8087 data types directly,

while generating modules in one of the three

Intel Memory Models. Modules produced
using different memory models can be inter-

faced and linked. This gives the user com-
plete control of the memory model/speed
trade off characteristic of iAPX CPU’s All

exceptions to the ISO definition are clearly

marked with a grey background in a manual
which is a standard of the industry, and more
readable than many tutorials The compiler

makes it possible to cause or handle inter-

rupts It also reads ports and performs all the

tasks necessary to control iAPX-86 hardware
Use of 87PASCAL guarantees you upward
compatibility with future Intel processors and
languages Includes FTTOS $1 350

RTOS” — Real Time Operating System
RTOS is a MicroWare configured version of iRMX-86, Inters legendary real time operating
system. This DOS is entirely re-entrant and provides many features found only on mainframes It

includes the Intel Assembler, ASM-86, which supports the 8086, 8087, 8088 and 80186. All

modules produced by the compilers or ASM-86 are combined, loaded and managed with the
Utilities LINK-86, LOC-86 and LIB-86. These products make it possible to load modules
anywhere in RAM, and resolve external references between runtime modules Overlays with a
single root job are supported by the linker. Binding of modules is accomplished at link or load
time. FTTOS/ASM-86/LIN K-86/LOC-86/LIB-86 $600

Micro
Ware

P O Box 79
Kingston. MA
02364
(617) 746-7341

YouCan
TalkloUs!
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MicrvWane 8087Products
87MACRO” - the key to writing 8087
assembly language routines using the IBM
assembler. It contains a complete library of

standard 8087 routines $150

87BASIC” - includes patches for

BASCOM.COM, BASCOM.LIB and
BASRUN.EXE and the MicroWare 8087
runtime routines $150

87PASCAL”/87FORTRAN” -

8087 libraries and IBM compiler patches
either for $150

MATRIXPAK - assembly language
matrix routines callable from any 8087
compatible IBM compiler. Allows user-

specified very large matrices Size is limited

by available ram $150

87FASTPAK” - includes your choice
of one MicroWare runtime library, the 87/88
Guide, an 8087, and installation instruc-

tions $375

8087 CHIP - in stock $223

87/88GUIDE - an excellent tutorial on
writing 87/88 code and interfacing it with

compiler9-full of code that runs! $30

SuperSoft Fortran 340
SuperSoft 87 drivers 50
STSC APL*PLUS/PC 595
Microsoft Fortran 3.4 340
Microsoft Pascal 3.4 340
Microsoft Business Basic Compiler 495
Microsoft C Compiler 450
CI/C86 345
64K Ram sets 64
Sandstar Expansion Boards call
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did not.

We first used the EMS run reports to

identify patients and the hospitals to

which they were transported. This also

enabled us to complete the "prehospital

assessment data" for each report studied.

At this time we are using the information

from the EMS run reports to direct us to

the hospital and emergency department

records that will provide the "outcome”

data we need.

As these data are collected, they are

entered on a Lotus 1-2-3 worksheet

designed to facilitate data analysis. Since

1-2-3 also has information management

capabilities, data is entered in the form of

records, one per patient, with each finding

listed in the appropriate field. The DATA
commands then make short work of any

questions we have about existing patterns

in the data, such as the age of patients with

serious injury, and so forth.

Once we have collected enough data to

provide a statistically significant sample,

a formal statistical analysis will tell us

whether we have identified any prehospi-

tal assessment findings that can be used as

valid predictors of serious neck injury. It’s

too early to say just what we’ll find, but we
are hoping to produce some good hard

data that will enable our EMS units to dis-

JL ENS HAS
found a ratherfirm

place in the area of
postoperative pain.

pense with cervical immobilization un-

less certain key findings are identified.

This will enable them to deal more rapidly

with head-injured patients, especially

those involved in car accidents.

Pain Control in the Field

In a totally separate research project, I

used 1-2-3 to rapidly predict just how dif-

ficult it would be to collect data for a

study. A physician colleague who works

with another EMS unit in our county told

me he wanted to investigate the field use

of a pain control device called a Transcu-

taneous Electronic Nerve Stimulator, or

TENS. This tiny device, about the size of a

tape cassette, sends electrical currents to

electrodes, which are placed on the body
surface by means of small adhesive pads.

Although the TENS is a relatively new
weapon in the physician's armamentari-

um of analgesia, it has found a rather firm

place in the area of postoperative pain.

Placing the electrodes on both sides of a

surgical incision has been shown to

reduce the need for narcotics postopera-

tively. It has also been used to control oth-

er kinds of chronic pain, such as that

resulting from nerve injury, which has

been resistant to many forms of treatment.

Could this device, my colleague won-

dered, be used successfully by our EMS
personnel? And if so, how could we go

about finding out?

The use of a simple, effective means for

Managing the proliferation

of disks has just become

a lot easier with

PC/CMS
PC/CMS is a fast and efficient catalog management system

that maintains a master catalog index of all files created

within your system, thus relieving you of the mundane task

of tracking and locating files by the old fashioned trial and

error method. PC/CMS, unlike most other catalog systems,

has been designed to expand its capacity along with you,

thus conserving valuable time and resources.

Some of the features of PC/CMS are:

MENU DRIVEN ANO USER FRIENDLY [ 3 DYNAMIC FILE ANO MEMORY ALLOCATION

l : AUTOMATIC CATALOG ENTRY L APPLICATION INTERFACES ENABLING DYNAMIC
RLE SEARCHING [ ] COLOR ANO FUNCTION KEY SUPPORT HARDCOPY PRINT UTVTY

WILD CARO SEARCHES 1 MAINTAINS ANO TRACKS ALL PERTINENT DIRECTORY

INFORMATION SUCH AS:

• Volume Identification • Date and Time Stamp Information • file Sue and Sector Address

Information • file Type (U.. Single or Dual Sided, etc.) • Re Status (!.e„ Hidden. System.

Program. Data, etc.)

PC/CMS is a bargain at only $50.00 and will pay for

itself many times over as your needs grow. It can be pur

chased from your local IBM PC dealer or can be ordered

directly by sending a check or money order to:

TECHNOLOGY
SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATION
INC.

1590 S. DEER CROSSING DRIVE • DIAMOND BAR. CALIFORNIA 91765

Dealer mqunes minted Visa and Mastercard orders may telephone direct at

171418613253. California residents please add sales tax.

PCCMS requires and IBM'PC with 64K, DOS 1. 1. color or monochrome monitor and

disk drive

IBMa t rtggtmd tuOmah ol httmtooru/ Buvneg kUefmts
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pain control in EMS is certainly very

attractive. The popular image of the army

medic quickly injecting morphine into his

injured comrade is a far cry from the real-

ity of civilian EMS. The means of dealing

with pain in the prehospital setting are

rather limited. In fact, strong narcotic

analgesics are the last thing a critically

JLT'SNO
surprise to me that my
colleague chose the IBM

PC.

injured^ patient should receive. Shock

from blood loss lowers blood pressure,

and morphine, which also causes the

blood pressure to drop, can be the final,

fatal insult to a person whose blood pres-

sure is already dangerously low. Further-

more, the administration of morphine can

produce drowsiness or even unconscious-

ness, hopelessly blurring the signs the

physician must use to assess the presence,

degree, and progression of head injury. A
critical sign used to assess the extent of

head injury has been lost.

But most of the injuries seen by squad

personnel are not this severe. Broken

ankles, broken hips, burns, the “road

rash” acquired by the motorcyclist skid-

ding along the highway on his back, are

the most common fare of our EMS. In

cases of arm or leg injuries, careful, secure

immobilization with splints and bandages

provides a modicum of comfort and relief.

But in many cases, the pain persists,

aggravated by the bounces and bumps of

even the most careful ambulance trans-

port to the hospital. Might TENS be useful

in this setting?

I advised my colleague to investigate

this question in the format of a formal

research project. He suggested the use of

TENS in an unorthodox setting. The

projected EMS application for TENS was

so different from its current uses that the

risk factor had to be considered. Might its

application, for example, interfere with*

proper immobilization, or unnecessarily

delay transport to the hospital?

The research format was agreed upon,

and my colleague set out to design the

project. One of the problems he encoun-

tered was the low availability of subjects.

How long, I asked him, will it take your

squad to see enough victims for whom
TENS might have a potential use? Obtain-

ing a valid sample would be time consum-

ing. To help him through this part of the

planning, I called upon 1-2-3 and a series

of 100 consecutive rescue calls from one

of my squads. The research protocol

called for the use of TENS only in cases of

nonlifethreatening trauma. Each of the

100 run reports was examined to see

whether or not TENS would have been

offered. Of the 100 runs, I found that 10

met the criteria. The rest was easy. A sim-

ple table was set up using 1-2-3’s Date

functions. The dates of the first and last of

the 100 runs were entered, and the differ-

ence calculated. This gave us the number

of days required to generate 10 runs that

could be used in a TENS study.

How many days would it take to collect

100 cases? We set up a WHAT-IF table and

got a very quick answer: 480 days. But this

was for one of my squads. How about for

my colleague’s squad, where most of the

research would be done? The squad I had

used to analyze those 100 consecutive

reports, the Tallmadge Fire Department,

served a population of over 15,000 people

and was considerably busier than the Cop-

ley Fire Department, which served a pop-

ulation of under 10,000. Would we have to

do the whole study over? The answer, for-

tunately, was no.

Although Copley is smaller, the kinds

of problems seen by its EMS are almost

identical to those seen in Tallmadge. We
set up another table, using the annual run

totals for each squad. Since we knew how
many TENS runs would be collected from

100 squad runs how long it took Tall-

madge to generate 100 consecutive runs, it

was a simple matter to set up the table to

tell us how many days it would take Cop-

ley to generate a sample of 100 TENS
runs.

The study was approved by the hospi-

tal research committee and is now in

progress. That was 3 months ago. And
guess who bought himself a personal com-

puter last week? It’s no surprise to me that

my colleague chose the IBM PC.

The Newest Specialty

The rapid growth and advancement of

EMS capabilities in this country has of

necessity been paralleled by the growth of

emergency medicine as a specialty. At one

time, just as an accident victim’s fate often

depended on who, if anyone, came to the

rescue, the subsequent treatment in the

hospital depended on who, if anyone, was

in the emergency rooih. In many hospitals,

physicians on the staff, regardless of spe-

cialty, training, or experience, would take

turns rotating coverage for the emergency

Figure 1: Two examples of simple but relevant tables generated as part of the emergency
medical services study conducted by the author. The table on the left contrasts the

nationwide availability of basic life services and advanced life services in 1972 to their

availability in 1982. The table on the right shows how inclusion of the City of Akron
skews the percentage of emergency medical services in Summit County. Ohio.

U.S. ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT EMS IN SUMMIT COUNTY - 1982
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room. This meant that in hospitals that

did not see many emergency patients, the

patients would see a nurse in the emergen-

cy room, who would phone the doctor at

home to determine the treatment, and

whether or not the doctor would actually

come to the hospital. Even in busier loca-

tions, where doctors were always present,

quality of care often suffered from a mis-

match of patient problems and physician

skills; a surgeon would treat a severe asth-

ma attack, or an internist would be con-

fronted with a badly injured accident vic-

tim. The growth of emergency medicine,

the country’s newest recognized special-

ty, is changing that forever.

In 1979, 10 years after the formation of

the American College of Emergency Phy-

sicians (ACEP), the specialty of emergen-

cy medicine was formally recognized by

the American Board of Medical Speciali-

ties and the first series of board certifica-

tion exams in emergency medicine were

launched. More and more emergency

rooms around the country have been

transformed into emergency departments

staffed by emergency physicians, special-

ists trained to provide optimal care for the

vast array of problems presented by the

sick and injured who pass through the

hospital’s doors. The relationship be-

tween emergency medicine, emergency

physicians, and EMS has been similarly

transformed.

Emergency physicians have come to

enjoy a special relationship with EMS per-

sonnel, providing the interface between

field and hospital. It was only natural that

ACEP should commit itself to the training

and direction of EMS personnel. In addi-

tion, an emergency physician’s training

and practice must include some interac-

tion with EMS. For example, at Akron City

Hospital, where our Emergency Medicine

Residency Training Program enjoys a rep-

utation as one of the best in the country,

participation by our resident physicians

in EMS training and supervision is man-

datory.

This commitment has made Akron

City Hospital EMS (ACH EMS) a buzzing

center of EMS activity in our county. Sev-

eral years ago, a computer might not have

been necessary. Now, it’s hard to imagine

running the operation without it. No fewer

than 15 different EMS units in this region

look to us for medical direction and train-

ing. Acquiring the PC has enabled us to

p,ARTIClPATlON
by our resident

physicians in EMS
training and supervision

is mandatory.

fully grasp the extent of our work, and to

define ourselves as part of a larger nation-

wide emergency medical service net-

work.

The very first week I put my PC into

operation, I was busily plugging popula-

tion figures into a VisiCaJc worksheet,

learning the commands as I went along.

Population figures and EMS capability for

each municipality in Summit County
were entered. We knew that just over half

of all the people in the United States had

access to Advanced Life Support EMS,

and that this figure was probably skewed

by the fact that 92 percent of people living

in cities with populations over 150,000

were served by ALS. But what we didn’t

know was where we stood. ALS cannot

happen without physician participation,

guidance, and direction. Our work in this

arena had been extensive and we wanted

to know if we were making progress. The
worksheet told us.

Almost 72 percent of the county’s pop-

ulation of over 500,000 had access to ALS,

considerably above the national average.

And although these figures, as predicted,

were skewed by the ALS service in Akron,

which serves almost half the county’s

population, using a few quick WHAT-IFs

on the worksheet told us that we were still

close to the national average, even without

Akron’s figures.

Since that analysis was made in early

1983, two changes have occurred. I’ve

moved these calculations to a 1-2-3 work-

sheet, which enables me to analyze ALS
versus BLS capabilities more easily

through the DATA, SORT and DATA,
QUERY commands, instead of first sepa-

rating figures into separate columns for

ALS and BLS, as I had to do with VisiCalc;

1-2-3 also provided me with the graphic

representations of these percentages (see

Figure 1).

The other change in the worksheet

occurred in the southern end of Summit

County, in Green Township.

Changing A to B
About 2 years ago, firemedic (/irefight-

er/paramedic) David Calderone of the

Green Township Fire Department visited

me in my office and spoke a few words

that sounded awfully familiar: “We
want,” he said “to upgrade to Advanced

Life Support. And we want to be the

best.”

It was a long haul, involving countless

hours of training and planning, but on

May 15, 1983, Calderone’s dream came

true. The ALS EMS of the Green Town-
ship Fire Department went into service

with 12 full-time firemedics. When that

happened, I changed the BLS next to

“Green” to ALS on my 1-2-3 worksheet

and watched the other numbers change

(see Figure 2). We had surpassed the

national average of 52 percent ALS, even

excluding Akron’s population from our

figures. Not bad!

By the time you read this, the picture

may have been altered again. Paramedics

with the tiny Valley Fire District are busy

planning for the time when they can

implement ALS, and the city of Norton is

on the brink of doing the same.

When that happens, I’ll simply change

a “B” to an “A”—and watch all the num-
bers change. /PC
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Pierfeet

C ompatibility
IBM & ACP

When you need competitive prices,

prompt service and complete support, call us.

HARDWARE
DISK DRIVES
Davong
5 MB Internal Hard Disk $1465
10 MB Internal Hard Disk $1695
(Includes power-supply, controler card

and software)

Control Data
Full-Size 320K DS/DD $ 235
TEAC, Hitachi, Matsushita

Half-size 320K DS/DD w/brackets .. $ Call

Slimline 640K DS/QD w/brackets $ 310
TallTree Systems JFormat software . ..$ 25
Maynard Electronics

Modular Disk Controller Card $ 195

Standard Disk Controller $ 155

with serial port $ 219
with parallel port $ 209
Scotch/3M DS/Diskettes (box of 10) ... $ 39

EXPANSION BOARDS
AST Research
(All AST boards come with SuperDrive,
Superspool, and one year warranty)

ComboPlus 64K upgradable to 256K,

with clock calender, serial

and parallel ports $ 280
MegaPlus-E 64K upgradable to 256K, (or 512K
with MegaPak) with clock calendar
and serial port $ 280
MegaPak 256K upgrade for Megaplus $ Call

I/O Plus II clock calendar and
serial port $ 115

Parallel port, second serial port,

or Game adapter $ 35
Memory Upgrade Set (9 chips) 64K $ 55
Connectall Bracket for extra cables ... $ 15

Maynard Electronics
Modular SandStar Series

(Best Prices) $ Call

MODEMS
Hayes
Smartmodem 1200 $ 509
Smartmodem 300 $ 209
Smartcomm comunications software $ 99
Smartmodem-to-IBM six foot cable ...$ 25
MicroStuf

Crosstalk communications
software $ 119

PRINTERS
C.itoh

Starwriter F10-40PU 40cps $1395
PrintmasterF10-55PU55cps $1695

Epson
MX-80 F/T, Graphtrax II $ Call

MX-100 F/T, Graphtrax II $ Call

FX-80 F/T, Graphtrax II $ Call

RX-80 $ Call

NEC
3550 $1895

Okidata

Microline 83A F/T 120 cps. 132 cols . . $ 655

Microline 92 1 60 cps. 80 cols,

Okigraph, correspondence quality $ 535
Microline 93 F/T 160 cps, 132 cols,

Okigraph, correspondence quality $ 890
Microline 84 F/T 200 cps, 132 cols,

Okigraph, Correspondence quality ... $ Call

All printer cables $ 30
We carry a full line of printer accessories

OUR POLICY
' We accept VISA. Mastercard. Money
Orders. Certified Checks. Cashiers Checks,
Personal Checks, Wired Funds.

* We do not charge your card until we ship
' No surcharge added on VISA and Mastercard
* Allow one week for personal and company
checks to clear.

* COD maximum $500. Cash or Certified check
on delivery.

SHIPPING
United States: For monitors, printers,

and hard disk drives add 2% to all orders. Blue
Label and Next Day Air available. For all other
items add $3.

1 -800 -223-3860

MONITORS
AMDEK
Color II RGB Hi Res $ 590
Video 300 Green (Graphics card) $ 155

Video 300 Amber (Graphics card) $ 165

Video 310 Amber
(monochrome card) $ 185

(We supply cable for all Amdek monitors)

Princeton Graphics
PGS Hi Res RGB Monitor
with cable $ Call

USI
Pi2 Green (Graphics Card) $ 155

Pi3 Amber (Graphics Card) $ 165

MultiDisplay Card $ Call

(We supply cable for all USI monitors)

SOFTWARE
Ashton Tate

dBase II $ 399

Fox & Geller

Ouickcode $ 179

Financier

Personal Series $ 129

Tax Series $ 119

IUS
EasyWriterll $ 205
EasySpeller II $ 159
Accounts Receivable $ 345
Accounts Payable $ 345
General Ledger $ 345

Inventory $ 345
Order Entry $ 345

Lifetree

Volkswriter $ 120

Volkswriter International $ Call

Lotus Development
1-2-3 (with tutorial on disk) $ Call

Microsoft

Multiplan $ 160
Flight Simulator $ 30

Micropro
WordStar $ 299
WordStar/MailMerge $ 349
WordStar/MailMerge/Spellstar $ 429

Sorcim
SuperCalc2 $ 160

^ APPLIED COMPUTER PRODUCTS INC.

1 1916 Welsh Rd. #6, Philadelphia, PA 19115
215-934-6990
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BOOK REVIEW/DAN ROBINSON

The reigning master of PC technical arcana shares

useful secrets and suggestions about languages,

routines, and hidden programs.

Peter Norton Tells All!
Inside the IBM PC:

Access to Advanced Features

and Programming

Robert J. Brady Co.

Bowie, MD 20715

320 pages; $19.95

CIRCLE 800 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Peter Norton has lifted the shroud that

hides the secrets of the IBM PC with his

new book, Inside the IBM PC. It reveals the

inner workings of the computer and

shows programmers how to take advan-

tage of the many features of the PC. Much
of this book applies not only to the PC, but

also to PC clones and to other computers

that function under MS-DOS.
Peter Norton is the fellow who stares at

you from the ads for his Norton Utilities

with an arms-folded, Superman stance.

His pioneer Utilities provide the ability to

modify data on disks, recover erased files,

and conjure up miscellaneous magic with

the computer. Norton has also authored

articles on the workings of the IBM PC and

approaches to programming it in Pascal.

Although Norton is as gentle as he can

be with beginners, his subtitle signals that

the book is for more experienced users:

Access to Advanced Features and Pro-

gramming. This is what his book is all

about. With Norton’s helping hand, you

can learn the location of the PC’s internal

routines and how to make use of them for

your own programs.

Norton explains how hardware is de-

signed around the Itel 8088 central proces-

sor. He tells how its registers work and

how it relates to the rest of the computer

and the outside world through its ports.

Norton shows how the read-only memory
(ROM) of the PC is allocated to such pur-

poses as BASIC and the basic input-output

system (BIOS). He maps the random
access memory (RAM) for functions such

as the monochrome- and color-monitor

displays, and he speculates on the future

of the PC based on the location of unused

memory.

PC Routines
As you read about the inner workings

of the PC, Norton invites you to tag along

by using the program listings he provides.

His Assembler, Pascal, and BASIC source-

code listings give you access to many of

the PC’s routines. These help you crack

the code of the PC as you read the book.

They also serve as the bare bones of your

own program routines.

Norton discusses the hidden IBM-

BIO.COM and IBMDOS.COM programs

that reside on the system disk as well as

the larger COMMAND.COM program. He
gives a clear explanation of the format of
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An Epson .FX

Without
Set-FX"
is Like a
Porsche]
Without
a Key

Your Epson ,

FX printer is|

a powerful

machine. Alas,

getting into

the driver's seat isn’t always easy.

Set-FX software lets you and your

IBM PC take your FX for a real tour.

It’s as simple as touching a key and

taking off.

With Set-FX. you can now con-

veniently:

Print those missing IBM characters

as they appear on the screen, in-

cluding block and line graphics,

foreign characters, and math &
science symbols.

Set print modes to condensed,

emphasized, italics, proportional, and

50 more.

Create your own typefaces for

logos, forms, and unique styles.

Explore your FX’s capabilities with

our FX-Ideas program. Instructional

Manual, and Quick Reference Card.

Race away with Set-FX ... it prints

in full-speed text mode!

At last, you get the printer control,

IBM character set, custom typefaces,

and high-speed printing in one
comprehensive package.

For the key to great performance

from your Epson FX, ask your dealer

or order direct Introductory price

$39.95 until Nov. 1 .
1983.

SoftStyle, Inc.

Suite 200, Dept. C9
7192 Kalanianade Hwy.

Honolulu, Hawaii 96825

(808) 396-6368

m
SoftStyle
For any IBM PC witr Epson FX-80 or FX-100 DOS 1 1

or 2 0 Introductory pnce includes ar shipping MC &
VISA accepted
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the directory, file allocation table, and

boot sector.

He briefly describes the primary file

types such as text and data, COM and EXE.

Using Debug, he shows how a program is

put together by taking it apart, and how to

snoop through the ROM with it.

Inside the IBM PC is a treasure map to

all of the golden routines buried within

the PC, for the real gems of the book are in

the access of built-in routines. These are

in the ROM and are called by the PC’s

interrupts. Norton shows you how to do

this.

A partial list will whet the appetite of

any programmer: You can use the DOS
service routines to capture the Control/

Break combination, and read or write disk

sectors. Other routines get characters from

the keyboard or RS-232; echo to the

screen; send bytes to the printer or RS-

232; set the default drive, open, close,

erase, read, or write a file; parse a file

name for a file control block; read or set

the date and time.

With the ROM BIOS services you can

reset the drive, format a track, find a disk-

error code, read or write entire tracks; set

foreground and background colors; select

the 40- or 80-column mode in text or

graphics with or without color, or choose

the monochrome display. The cursor size

may be set or moved, and its location read.

You can read the light pen position,

switch the active page of video, scroll the

display up or down, write a character and

its attribute to the screen, or read what’s

there.

It’s true that much of this information

may be exhumed from the Technical Ref-

erence Manual by those who speak

IBMese, but Peter Norton has made a clear

translation and has added a great deal that

IBM never told us.

Key Tricks

Have you ever wished there were 40

function keys on the PC instead of only

10? Norton shows how your programs can

use combinations of the function keys

with Alt, Ctl or Shift to provide 40 special

functions.

It’s through the keyboard that the com-

puter communicates with its operator,

and Norton gives us a new bag of tricks to

help. He shows how the special Insert,

Caps Lock, Num Lock, Scroll Lock, Shift,

Alt, and Ctl keys can be intercepted. He
explains the Ctl/Alt/Del and Ctl/Brk key

routines, together with a means to tell if

keys are repeating or if they have been

released.

Norton explains how to generate up to

NoORTONHAS
put the fullpower of the

IBMPC within reach.

128 custom graphics characters, which

can be displayed in your program as easily

as letters of the alphabet. This is one way

that the PC could be adapted for use with

Greek, Russian, or Japanese or made to

perform special graphics functions quick-

ly and easily.

Norton gives us the key to activate the

Print Screen function from BASIC and

shows how to take advantage of the PC’s

built-in speaker and take control of the

IBM clock.

An Indispensable Manual
Norton explains how to set resident

routines that won’t be stepped on by other

programs loaded from DOS and how these

can be integrated with the new program.

He shows how to write a copy-protected

disk to foil computer pirates, and summa-
rizes the codes to get the most out of the

IBM/Epson printer.

At the end of Inside the IBM PC, Peter

Norton gives his readers a gentle shove to

get them started in IBM's assembler lan-

guage. He shows us how it can be integrat-

ed into Pascal and BASIC programs to pro-

vide access to all of the PC’s power.

An option offered with Inside the IBM
PC is a disk of sample programs written as

a companion to the book and containing

all of the programs listed in it. In addition,

the disk includes one of the stars of the

Norton Utilities series, DiskLook, which

permits you to see the data in any disk or

file sector.

Norton has written Inside the IBM PC
in a clear style that is simple to follow

despite its technical nature. With this

book he has opened a whole new world of

programming and put the full power of the

IBM PC within reach. Every serious pro-

grammer of the PC is sure to find space for

Peter Norton’s book right next to the DOS
manual. /PC
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it I HWHY PAY MORE
COMPARE THESE PRICES
MC-P APPLICATIONS
BRINGS SOFTWARE & HARDWARE

AT UNBEATABLE PRICES

SOFTWARE
LIST OUR

ASHTON TATE
dBase II 700 395
Financial Planner 700 452

CONTINENTAL
Home Accountant 150 96
Property Management 495 320

EMERGING TECHNOLOGY
Edix / Wordix (either) 129

FOX & GELLER Quick Code 184 295
HOWARDSOFT

Real Estate Analyzer II 250 162
Creative Financing 250 162

LIFETREE
Volkswriter 195 129

LOTUS - 1-2-3 495 325

MICROPRO
Word Star 495 275
Spell Star 250 162
Mail Merge 250 162
Data Star 295 176
Super Sort 250 149
Calc Star 145 86
Info Star 495 320
Report Star 350 221

MICROSTUFF Crosstalk 195 117

MICROSOFT
Multi Plan 275 168
Flight Simulator 50 33

PBL CORPORATION
Personal Investor 145 94

PEACHTREE
General Ledger 600 355
Account Payable 600 355
Account Receivable 600 355
Peach Pack 595 300

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
Pfs:File 140 91

Pfs:Report 125 81

SORCIM
SuperCalc 195 130
Super Writer 295 195

SNAPSE File Manager 150 97

VISICORP
Visicalc 250 165
Visible 300 198
VisiTrend/Plot 300 198
VisiSchedule 300 198
VisiWord 375 240
Desk Top Plan I 300 210

LOTUS 1-2-3

$325°°

dBASE - II

s39500

WORD STAR
s275°°

VOLKSWRITER
$129°°

MULTIPLAN
*168°°

TANDON TM100-2

$225°°

OKIDATA 92

$490°°

AMDEK COLOR II

Hi Res RGB
S42500

AST MEGA PLUS 64K

$32000

NOVATION J-CAT
s10500

HARDWARE
LIST OUR

HAYES MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS
Stack Chrono. (RS-232) $249 $182
Stack Smart Mod (RS-232) 289 214
Smart Mod 1200 (RS-232) 699 505

MICROSOFT
64-K Ram Card (IBM) 350 245
256-K Ram Card (IBM) 875 612

NOVATION
J-Cat 149 105
Smart-Cat 103/212 595 416
Smart-Cat 103 249 174

KRAFT
Joystick 70 46
Paddle 50 33

T G PRODUCT
65 42

Track Ball 65 42

ELECTRONIC PROTECTION DEVICES
Lemon 60 39

90 58
140 91

Peach 98 63

AST RESEARCH
Megaplus 64K 395 320

QUADRAM
Quadboard 64K 395 285
Quad 512 + 64K 325 240

TANDON
TM 100-2 Drive 395 225

64-K Chip Set (9 Chips) 95 55
VERBATIM DISKETTE 49 24

5-1/4" S/S D/D
PRINTERS
Epson FX 100 769
Brother H-R 1 725
Mennesman Tally MT 160L 798 625
NEC 8023A 395
Okidata 92 490
Okidata 93 875

Panasonic KPX 1090 550 435

MONITORS
Amdek 12" 310A 230 169
Amdek 12" 300A 199 155
Amdek Color 1 399 291

Amdek Color II RGB Hi-Res 529 425
Panasonic TR120 Green 220 165
Panasonic CT 160 Color 399 305

Princeton Graphics 485

CALL FOR OTHER SOFTWARE & HARDWARE PRICES

MC-P APPLICATIONS
111 W. SI. John SI.. Suite 230G.,
San Joae, CA 95113 Phone (408) 293-3360

HOURS: 8 a m to 5:30 pm— Mon - Sat

(Phone Orders Only on Sat.)

TERMS. All prices subject to change Cashier's check ' MO/
Bank Transfer. Allow time for company or personal checks to

clear. Prices reflect cash prepaid discount. VISA /MASTER
CARD/COD /POs 3%. California residents add sales tax.

SHIPPING: $2 per item for UPS surface ($6 for Blue Label)

within continental USA.
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Theirs

• Spreadsheet. • Graphics. ‘Database
Management.

THE CONTEXT MBA:
WE'REMORE THAN “JUST ANOTHER
If “1-2-3” is all that comes to mind when you

think of integrated software, then you just haven’t

heard of the Context MBA.

When we combined the six software functions

managers need most into a single, powerful

software package, it was a first in the personal

computer industry. And until now, one of its

better-kept secrets.

We’re going to change that.

LEARN THE DIFFERENCE.

There’s a big difference between integrated

software and software that’s been integrated by

having its different functions glued together.

And if you use a personal computer to help you

make better business decisions, you need to

know this difference.

Integrated software combines the functions you’d

most likely use with a personal computer -

spreadsheet, communications, graphics, word

processing and data management - into a single

software package that works with a single set of

commands. Using data from a single datafile. So

you won’t have to re-enter or re-format your data

to work with different programs.

Other “integrated” software might have you

jumping through hoops for capabilities that should

be just a keystroke away.

With the MBA, for instance, you can dial up your

own company’s mainframe computer to get the

business information you need, like sales figures

or other reference data. In minutes. Ready for

use in all functions of the MBA.

You can’t do that with you-know-who’s software.

One streamlined process lets you measure,

manage, and model this information like never

before. Using our fast, powerful spreadsheet

function. Or our very versatile data management

function. Our full-screen word processing and

forms-creation functions. And a graphics function

that’s worth the price all by itself.

1-2-3 and Lotus are trademarks of Lotus llttelopmenl Corporation. Context MBA and 4-5 -ti an trademarks of Co Management Systems, Inr. Copyright 1983. Alt rights reserved.



•Spreadsheet. •Telecommunications. • Forms Creation.

• Graphics. »Word Processing.
• Database
Management.

PRETTYSPREADSHEET.
The MBA is built around a display that’s just as

integrated as its functions. You can use and view

any four of them at the same time. Instead of

“flip-flopping" between different parts of the

program.

So now you can keep the using of a personal

computer from getting in the way of doing the

job.

THERE’S STRENGTH
IN NUMBERS.
(WORDS AND PICTURES, TOO).

Tough business problems aren’t always as simple

as 1-2-3.

And what you get from the Context MBA is an

easy-to-use, complete, versatile way to solve

problems large and small in your business day.

So you can use a personal computer to make

better business decisions faster and more often

than the “Other Guy” who doesn’t.

Isn’t that why you bought a personal computer in

the first place?

SEEING IS BEUEVING.

Get a good look at the MBA on your own

personal computer. Learn how to make it count

higher than 1-2-3 as well.

Call us right now at 1 -800 -437-1513 (In

California, call 1-800-592-2527). We'll also send

you our brochure, Software Explained, and a

free Context MBA Sampler Disk.

The Context MBA works with the IBM Persona

I

Computer, the PC-XT, the Hewlett-Packard Series 130

personal computers, and (soon) on other personal

computers.

Context
Context
Management Systems
23868 Hawthorne Bhrd.

Torrance, CA 90808
(213) 378-8277

Persona! Computer Software For Business Decisions.
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Attire your IBM PC in style! ComputerWear is dust protection

with class. Design features include select, woven fabric and
embroidered emblem. Order now. Satisfaction guaranteed.

YES, PROTECT MY PC IN STYLE! SEND ME: CHECK

Keyboard(s) $16 Monitor(s) $18 VISA

Drive(s) $18 Printer(s) $18 MC
Ipc Mon/Drive$36 Add $2.00 Shipping Total: $

(CA Res add tax)

Print Name

Address

City/State Zip

Credit Caro #

Signature

-&P-

Contemporary ComputerWear An: em
1320 36th Ave /San Francisco. CA 94122 • 415/564-0506
IBM PC is a trademark of international Business Machines Inc.

CIRCLE 1% ON READER SERVICE CARD

SOFTWARE
SECURITY
Stop Piracy of your

Valuable Vertical Software
We provide a device that will lock your

software to the licensed user. The software

may be distributed in a copyable form to

allow for back-up and/or hard disk com-
patibility, functioning on only the IBM PC
with the device. It does not require a slot or

interfere with any of the hardware or soft-

ware on the PC. If you are writing vertical

code that retails for 1000 + you will want

the level of protection that we provide.

TR TECHNOLOGIES LTD.
40-59 University Cresc.,

Wpg.
,
MB. R3T 2N5
Canada

Tel. (204) 261-6805
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Dept. 1 01 1 0795 Silver Lake Road
South Lyon. Ml 48178 313/437-7404
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ALTA LINK $95.00

ALTA LINK allows the IBM PC to communicate with other
PC’s and mainframes. ALTA LINK provides user flexibility

while incorporating many advanced features.

• Baud rates 110-9600
• Full/Half Duplex
• Echo to printer and/or disk
• 30 user defined function keys
• File rename, delete, & list

• Emulation for TTY, Tele-
video 920, VT52, IBM 3101,
Teleray, and ADM 3a

SUPER ZAP

• XON/XOFF protocol
options

• HOST support options
• Transmit/Receive flies

• Connect time clock
• Directory display

$45.00

SUPER ZAP gives FULL-SCREEN access to every sector In

a file or on a disk. Data may be changed directly on the
screen in Hexadecimal, Decimal, Octal, and ASCII. Power-
ful "GOTO” options move you rapidly through files or disks.

PC TOOLBOX $35.00

Extended Directory—Formats names horizontally with
space information

List—Prints file with Forms, Tab, & printer control options
Clock—Continous display of time with ALARM options
File Utility— Remove/Assign ••HIDDEN" flag, recovers
deleted files

Monitor—Switches between Monochromatic and Color
Adapter

AST ComboPlus—$369 & up AST MegaPlus—$425 & up

Ashton-Tate dBASEI I—$525.00

Send for free information • Phone orders accepted
Dealer Inquiries Invited.

Alta Systems, Inc.

P.O. Box 9802 Suite 181
Austin, Texas 78766

(512) 836-7351

VTSA

IBM Trademark of International Business Machines
VT52 Trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation
Televideo Trademark of Televideo Systems, Inc.
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IBM Micro Security

Lock 1

1

DiskLocker • Data Encryption

Unit Locking • Software Protection

MPPi, Ltd., 1126 Adirondack. Northbrook, IL 60062

Telephone 312/480-9730

IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corp.
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IWAMTEDf
Buyers,* Well pay the shippin

•CALL FR*eF"(800) 654-4058-
‘Call For Reduced Prices At Various Quantities"

Vferbatim.
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Disk Minder
•Smoked Plastic

•Holds 75 Disks

17’5 ea

Dealer Inquiries
Welcomed

*(ConnneritaUi^only^(^
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9-TRACK MAG.
TAPE SUBSYSTEM

for the

IBM PC
For information inter-

change, backup and archi-

val storage, IBEX offers a

9-track, IBM format-com-

patible W' magnetic tape

subsystem for the IBM PC,

featuring:

42 M-Byles on a single

reel.

Automatic loading.

IBM format 1600 cpi.

Software lor PC-DOS.
MS-DOS or CPM-86.

Write, phone or TWX
for information

'

II

IBEX COMPUTER CORP.
20741 Manila St,

Chatsworth. CA 91311

(213) 709-8100

TWX: 910-493-2071
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ELIZA IS HERE!
AT LAST! A FULL IMPLEMENTATION of the original ELIZA
program is now available to run on your IBM Personal Computer!

Created at MIT in 1966, ELIZA has become the world's most
celebrated artificial intelligence demonstration program. ELIZA
turns your computer into a non-directive psychotherapist with

whom you can converse much as you would with a live therapist.

She analyzes each statement as you type it in and then responds
with her own comment or question. Response time is virtually

instantaneous, and her remarks are often amazingly appro-

priate!

Designed to run on a large mainframe, ELIZA has never before

been available to personal computer users except in greatly

stripped down versions lacking the sophistication which made
the original program so fascinating.

Now, our new IBM PC version possessing the FULL power and
range of expression of the original is being offered at the intro-

ductory price of only $25. And if you want to find out how she
does it (or teach her to do more), you can buy the complete IBM
Disk BASIC SOURCE PROGRAM for only $20 additional.

Order your copy of ELIZA today and you'll never again wonder
how to respona when you hear someone say, "Okay, let’s see
what this computer of yours can actually do!"

AVAILABLE ON DISK IN TWO VERSIONS FOR THE PC
1 . Protected Version $25

(Protected Version can be run but not listed or modified)

2. Un-protected IBM Disk BASIC Source Version . $45
(Source Version can be listed and modified as well as run)

Both versions include a six page user manual.

Please add $2.00 shipping and handling to the above amounts
(California residents add 6% sales tax)

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH GROUP
921 North La Jolla Avenue, Dept. P

Los Angeles, CA 90046
(213) 656-7368 (213) 654-2214

MC, VISA and checks accepted
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FREE,
QUICK,
and
EASY.

Finding the manufacturers and dealers with the best combination of

microcomputer products, prices, and service was once a needle-in-a-

haystack experience. But now. using your asynchronous communications

capability and our free database service, you can quickly and easily retrieve

the latest information on who has what, where, and forhow much. Discover

just how well informed you can be without spending one thin dime. And if

you don’t save hundreds of dollars, avoid countless headaches, and cure

your blurred vision, we'll double your money back.

Call . . .

THE 800 MART
TOLL FREE 1 -800-345-MART

IN FLORIDA 1 -800-346-MART

THE 800 MART is a 24-hour service

of The Olympus General Corporation

transmitting at 300 or 1200 baud.

Manufacturer and dealer inquiries welcomed.
Service to begin October 1 . 1 983. CIRCLE 372 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Olympus General Corporation

7201 Arlington Expressway

Jacksonville, Florida 3221

1

(904) 724-2994



BOOK REVIEW/JOHN FOWLER

It bears repeating: "Never judge a book by its cover."

Problem is, with the glut of computer books on the

market, just how else can you choose?

Two Basic Alternatives

for Learning IBM BASIC
Programming the IBM Personal

Computer: BASIC

Neill Graham
(CBS College Publishing. New York,

1982)

291 pages; $17.50

CIRCLE 794 ON READER SERVICE CARD

User's Handbook to IBM BASIC

Jeffrey R. Weber

(Weber Systems, Inc., Cleveland, OH,

1982)

309 pages; $13.95

CIRCLE 795 ON READER SERVICE CARD

You're standing in the computer books

section of your local bookstore trying to

find something to help you learn how to

program that newly purchased IBM PC.

This section of the store is much bigger

than it was a few months ago; there are lots

of books here. From the wide assortment,

you pull out the two listed above. Which

one do you choose?

The problem of choosing computer

books is a difficult one these days. The

market is such that a book’s useful lifetime

lies somewhere between a few months

and a few years. Consequently, the pro-

duction of a book is often hurried, and

unfortunately, sometimes it shows. For

instance, the last half of a book might be

crammed with tables, pictures, or any-

thing else that appears to be useful and for

which reprint permission can be obtained

easily. Neither of these books is guilty of

such blatant padding, although one of

them does duplicate information you will

already have access to if you own a PC.

On the other side of the equation, the

buyer usually has precious little to go on

when selecting a programming book. Pre-

sumably the prospective purchaser

doesn’t know enough to judge the book’s

merit. And even with knowledge, it’s hard

to make a decision in just a few minutes in

a crowded bookstore. Sometimes an intel-
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ligent salesperson can help, but some-

times help simply is not available. I sus-

pect that, in fact, the cover often sells a

book.

To test my theory, when I got these

books home I laid them on the table and

waited to see how the other members of

the household would react to them. With-

out exception, they went for User's Hand-

book first. Maybe a book shouldn’t be

judged by its cover, but plenty of them are.

This book is shorter but thicker than the

other one. It fits well in the hand. The cov-

er sports an apparently digitized picture of

Einstein. It looks official and reeks of com-

puterese. And if none of this impresses

you, those sad beagle eyes just beg you to

“buy me.”

Programming the IBM Personal Com-
puter: BASIC in contrast, exhibits just

about the plainest cover you’re ever likely

to see: a simple color design on a mostly

black background. If you take the time to

appreciate it, it looks nice enough but

isn’t going to attract the eye of browsers,

which is a pity, as Neill Graham’s Pro-

gramming the IBM really is the better

book.

Programming the IBM
This book starts out gently. The intro-

duction urges you to experiment with

your computer, reassures you that you

can't do permanent damage by typing at

the keyboard.

Nothing is assumed about the user’s

experience with computers. Chapter 1

begins with a description of how to turn

on the computer and start BASIC. The

author recommends at the outset that

readers keep their PC manuals handy.

Book space is not wasted by reproducing

illustrations and tables that can be found

in the manuals.

Throughout the book, BASIC concepts

and statements are illustrated with pro-

grams, most of them short enough to be

entered and tried as you read. Almost

every page has at least one short program.

They are well written and easy to read.

Most are in full-sized green print.

The first program the reader comes to

begins

10 PRINT "Greetings from your
computer.

"

If this is too easy for you, be patient. The
programs do more than just illustrate con-

cepts: some appear to be useful and/or

entertaining in their own right.

For instance, there are four well-writ-

ten pages on sorting methods, including

an example of Shell sorting (an efficient

sorting method named after its inventor,

Donald Shell). There is also a fairly com-

plicated text editing program that illus-

trates string operations. A binary search

routine is also included. The book con-

tains separate chapters on serial and ran-

dom files. The latter contains an informa-

tion-retrieval program that illustrates both

types of files. And, for the frivolous, there

are even a couple of game programs.

The book also covers the usual things

you would expect in a volume on BASIC

MAINFRAMEMATHFOR
YOURIBMRC

THE BEST HIGH
SPEED MATH
PACKAGE:
• The HCW Math Package makes your

math intensive applications run up to

180 times faster, with better accuracy.

The Math Package provides 68 high

performance, high accuracy operations

including: addition, subtraction, multi-

plication, division, square root, as well

as trigonometric, exponential and log-

arithmic functions.

• The HCW Math Package libraries work
with the IBM FORTRAN Compiler, the

IBM PASCAL Compiler, and the IBM
MACRO Assembler. The libraries are

easy to use. and take up less room in

memory!

• The HCW Math Package is supplied

with complete source code, so custom
functions (such as scientific, econo-
metric. graphic functions) can be easily

added.

• The HCW Math Package comes with

fully illustrated installation instructions.

The chips are installed in carriers. . no
more bent pins!

• A software subscription service is in-

cluded. updating you to new releases of

the libraries for one year. (IBM BASIC
Compiler support coming soon.)

Now includes FORTRAN
support and one year up-

date service:

$325.00 Complete
Master Cnarge. Visa ana American Express accepted

See your local dealer.

Mainframe Power For Your P.C.

HCW
HAUPPAUGE COMPUTER WORKS
358 Veterans Memorial Highway, Suite MSI

Commack, New York 11725 • (516) 360-3827
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programming—chapters on data types,

variables, loops, functions and subrou-

tines, formatting, strings, event trapping,

and graphics.

The organization is a bit unorthodox

but nonetheless effective. For instance,

the chapter titled “Repetition” explains

not only FOR-NEXT and WHILE-WEND,

If YOU
write your programs for

others, detection and
trapping of input errors

is a very desirable

feature.

but also READ and DATA, which also

usually involve repetition. And the chap-

ter on event trapping contains a section on

the PLAY statement, located there be-

cause MB (music background) is a type of

event trapping. There are, however, no

programs for light pens or joysticks, which

also use event trapping.

An important chapter to include in any

introductory programming book is one on

designing and debugging your program.

This book includes such a chapter, with

good advice about modularity of construc-

tion, avoiding unconditional jumps, and

testing and debugging. Top-down design

using structured routines is advocated as

an approach to minimize bugs and pro-

mote understanding. Anyone who has had

to dig out a year-old program to debug or

modify should appreciate this. Bug find-

ing with TRON is covered, and the author

points out that if you write your programs

for others, detection and trapping of input

errors is a very desirable feature. ‘‘?Redo

from start” must be the most frustrating

prompt ever devised.

Most of the chapters end with a set of

exercises, but many readers won’t bother

with them unless they are using the book

as part of a course. The exercises, howev-

er, appear to be well designed and will

reinforce the reader’s understanding of

the concepts and techniques presented in

the chapter.

Programming the IBM is characterized

by clarity and completeness. The author

obviously understands his subject and

presents it in a clear, reassuring style.

User’s Handbook
Part of the problem with User’s Hand-

book to IBM BASIC is that it uses a great

deal of space to give information that

you’ll either already have if you own a PC
or won’t need to know. For instance, the

book begins with a hardware and system

description. There are pictures of the com-

puter (you know' what it looks like), disks

(you know what they look like), the sys-

tem board, and so forth. There are tables

(CPU characteristics, BIOS interrupt vec-

f
“Searching For Software

Drives Me Crazy!

All Those Ads, Catalogs,

and Directories. .

.

There Has To Be A Better Way.”
presenting

DISKONARY

t
DISKONARY is the only way to use your IBM PC* sort-

ing and searching ability to find software quickly. In-

stead of wasting valuable time endlessly checking ads,

catalogs, and directories, you merely insert the disk-

x ettes and go to it. And virtually all of the software
' available for the PC is listed—plus we'll update regular-

I ly. DISKONARY comes on two diskettes, and all soft-

ware listings include suggested retail prices,

manufacturer 's name and address, hardware requirements and a short synopsis

of the software. Some of the cateqories include:

• Accounting
• Business
• Education
• Fine Arts

• Data Management

• Software Languages
• Industry Specific

• Personal Use
• Games
• And Many More

DISKONARY requires 64K and one disk drive.

ORDER YOURS TODAY WITH THE COUPON BELOW!

PLEASE END MY FRUSTRATION!
Send copy(s) of the DISKONARY.™
Send additional information free of charge.

To: (Name)

(Street)

(City) (St) (Zip)

I enclose: cash check money order

in the amount of only $34.95 each,

or, Charge my VISA MASTERCARD
Card # Exp. Date
Signature

Dealer inquiries invited.

•P C. is a registered Trademark of IBM Corp

ExecuDisk

Mail Coupon To:

ExecuDisk, Inc.

P.O. Box 219002
Houston, TX 77218
(713) 859-5178
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tor functions, RAM and ROM characteris-

tics), and a brief description of the operat-

ing systems. None of this is of much help

to the neophyte BASIC user. The most

useful introductory information is dupli-

cated from the manuals that came with

your PC.

Useful information about BASIC pro-

gramming starts in Chapter 2. Topics are

covered rather hastily, as only 93 pages

have been allotted. If you already know

BASIC, these 93 pages might suffice as an

introduction to the IBM version. Most of

the topics that the previous book covers

are also found here. The difference is that

the information is compressed and not

nearly as well-illustrated. Only a few short

programs are included, and none are par-

ticularly useful. Examples and problems

at the ends of the chapters are also miss-

ing.

Chapter 2, “Introduction to IBM BA-

SIC,” lists the different versions of IBM
BASIC, explains how to enter a program

from the keyboard, and discusses variable

names and types. The next chapter, “Be-

ginning IBM BASIC,” gets into BASIC

statement structure, mixing variable

types, precedence of operations, relation-

al operators, input and output, condition-

al statements, and branching. But every-

thing goes by too quickly.

“More BASIC Concepts,” Chapter 4,

includes tables and arrays, subroutines,

advanced printing concepts, RND, strings,

functions, graphics, and logical operators.

The advanced printing section omits the !

and \n spacesN string fields. Like most oth-

ers, this section is better handled in Pro-

gramming the IBM.

However, the User’s Handbook cover-

age of logical operators is superior to the

equivalent section in Programming the

IBM. There are several tables that show

the effects of the logical operations avail-

able on the PC, bit by bit.

Chapter 5, which purports to be about

files and file handling, spends more than

half of its space covering DOS diskette

operations, such as how to copy your DOS
diskette and verify it with DISKCOMP.
There’s even a full-page picture of a 5Vt-

inch diskette, as if the half-page picture on

page 33 were not enough.

Chapter 6, “Advanced Concepts,” has

seven pages of explanation about the pro-

gram editing keys, but half of the chapter

consists of tables containing information

available in the BASIC manual. Finally,

there is a single page about TRON and

TROFF, but that’s it.

A reference guide with appendixes

occupies the second half of the book. The

guide describes the BASIC statement set

for the PC. Nearly everything in these sec-

tions can be found in the BASIC manual,

so IBM’s software documenters have noth-

ing to fear from Mr. Weber on this score.

His documentation is neither noticeably

better nor worse than IBM’s. I do find the

IBM manual ergonomically superior,

however. It stays open when you put it

down. If you like to type with both hands,

this is a benefit not to be sneezed at.

Still, User’s Handbook is acceptable as

YOUR I
System unit

»*«« \ with 64K, 2

8!Svic««) doublesided
x double-density.

Disk Dr. 320K ea.

Monochrome
display and

printer adapter,

PC DOS, Disk
drive controller

Call for Low Price!

THE PROFESSIONAL PROCESSING WORD SYSTEM
System unit w/64K, 2 Double sided Double Density

Disk Drives 320K ea AMDEK 310A amber display with

3 mon, on site service. PC DOS Disk Drive controller.

Letter quality 40 CPS C ITOH F-10 printer and cable.

3.30 Wordstar. Mailmerge, Spell Star and Star Index

Now Only *469KL
NEC 3550 SPINWRITER
LETTER QUALITY PRINTER

,*1868°°Now Only
Parallel. Bidirectional. 35 CPS w,'rugged construction & auto
porportional spacing, Bold & shadow printing, Justification.

Centering, Underscoring. Sub/super scripting.

SiUCEft-REEO EXP-550
LETTER QUALITY PRINTER

Now Only $659°°
One ot the world's leading manufacturers of electronic
typewriters offers you these excellent features m a low pric-

ed printer Parallel, Bidirectional. 17 CPS. 3 pitch. Propor-
tional spacing, Bold type Sub/Super scripting.

C.ITOH F-10 Letter quality w/paraiiei port $ 1 OVIO
40 CPS. built-in vrord processing functions

v
I aHt

ACCESSORIES & PERIPHERALS
IBM ORIGINAL 5V«" DISKETTE $*1A50
Double sided. Double-density no paolQ 40
IBM' 5V4 " Single-sided Double-density (W pk ) 26.50
PC Pedestal for Monochrome Display by Curtis 69.95
KEYBOARD Extension Cable by Curtis 35.00
PC Dust Cover Set by Tecmar 29.95
HAYES 1200 Smartmode-n 529.95

HAYES 1200B Smartmocem 469.95

ATI TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR
• PC DOS • MULTI PLAN Your f
• WORD STAR • D BASE II Cfiofce:*5995

QUADRAM Quad Boards 64K 299.95 256K 449

PRSYST TIME SPECTRUM with cal/clk. 1 serial port a

PC“An | Tecmar Dealer

FIVEinONE The most popular multi function expansion board
64K 299 95 128K 349.95 192K 399.95 256K 439.95

EGGLE
PC-

2

The best
IBM

1

compatible!
128K RAM (expandable to 512K on main CPU board),

2 DS/DD 320K disk drives, monochrome display

monitor. 2 async. serial ports RS-232, 1
parallel port,

MS-DOS, CP/M’ 86 and the following software:

EagleWriter, EagleCalc, Autodex and the Random
House 50,000 word proofreader.

Call or write for low price!

EV 1AAET with graphtrax plus.A" lUUll 160 CPS. 136-233 column.

IN STOCK! SUPER LOW PRICE.

Call for great prices on all EPSON printers!
OKIDATA

82A 120 CPS. Parallel/Serial 409.95

63A 120 CPS, Parallel/Serial. Takes 15 paper 629.95
NEW! 92 160 CPS. Parallel 519.95
NEW! 93 160 CPS. Parallel. Takes 15" paper 879.95

DIABLO 630 Leter Quality Call
SMITH CORONA TP-1 Letter Quality 469.95

MONITORS

Turn your 19" or 25" Profeel into a Hi res RGB monitor for

use with your IBM" -PC with this simple plug-in interface

An Incredible Value! *179**
IBM BUSINESS SOFTWARE-

104.95
94.95

104.95
62.50
54.95

359.95
279.95
349.95

79.95 Personal Investor

129.95 PFS Report
419.95 PFS File

239.95 ProKey
179.95 Sideways
59.95 TIM III

64.95 Versaform
74.95 Multimate

ALPHA
Apple' /IBM' Connection 149.95

Data Base Manager II Intergrater 219.95

VISICORP
239.95 Visitrend/Plot 239.95
239.95 Visiword 299.95
189.95 CDEX WordStar trainmgS9.95

169.50 CDEX Visi Training 59.95
239.95 CDEX How to use PC 59.95

DIGITAL RESEARCH
CP/M" 86 49.95 Concurrent CP/M" 86 259.95

MICRO PRO PROFESSIONAL
3 30 Wordstar, MailMerge Spellstar and Star Index 449.95
Infostar (Data base management system) 249.95

Autodex
Cross Talk
D Base II

Easywnter II

Multi Plan
Norton Utilities

PC Tutor
Personal Finance .»

Desk Top Plan II

Visible

Visidex . .

Visi Calc 256K
Visischeduie

jinai, Macmnea Inc. tCPM i» » requixH inoamarti ot PifliUl Bwaicft. If

CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOME (21 2)200-4410
l4MhJ TOLL FREE OUT OF STATE« 800-221-7774

lllflllPIWltltor rT 800-221-5858
87 West 47th Street New York N.Y. 10036

A Division of 47st.PhotOi,
Street N-- —

118 West 45th Street New York N.Y. 10036
MAIL ORDER ADDRESS: 36 E 19th St NY. NY. 10003
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an alternate set of BASIC statement docu-

mentation for the PC. But, if you want to

learn about BASIC from the beginning,

and about good programming practice,

you will be better off wi»h Programming

the IBM.

NYBOOK
in such a rapidly

movingfield stands a

chance of being out of
date the day it is

published.

Omissions and Errors

The PC is much less of a static system

than, say. the Apple or TRS-80. Improve-

ments come along every year or so, the

cause of serious heartburn to writers and

publishers. Any book in such a rapidly

moving field stands a chance of being out

of date the day it is published. Both of

these books suffer, at least slightly, from

this problem.

You won’t find anything about

BASICA 2.0 in either one. Both were writ-

ten when DOS 1.0 was the standard. Pro-

gramming the IBM does contain some

notes, apparently added in the final stages

for DOS 1.10.

There is not much about graphics in

either book. If your interest lies in this area

and you already know how to program in

BASIC, neither book would be a good

choice, especially since most of the Ver-

sion 2.0 enhancements to BASIC deal with

graphics.

Probably every programming book ever

written has at least one bug or printer’s

error. I found a few in User's Handbook.

On page 111, the CSNG function is printed

as CSGN. This is particularly unfortunate,

since the SGN function is discussed just

above it. My son. who went right to the

good stuff, found that the example for

PLAY, on page 248, doesn’t work; there

are two fatal mistakes in this three-line

program. You won’t find either one of

them unless you know something about

music. But I’ll leave you with a hint: Did

you ever try to play an L#? /PC

HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS

ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS

Frontier Technologies Corporation

The ;M System Support Company Brings You:
PC And XT Compatible Hardware And Software

The first company that offers: 1024xl024 Resolution Intelligent

Graphics Controller Board

The firsf company that Offers: X.25 Software on our Advanced
Communications Board

The first company that offers: Multifunction Memory board with

RE SUPPORT
Resolution Color

raphlcs Board. 1024x1024
resolution, NEC7220 control-
ler, local 8088 CPU tor high
level primitives, 16 colors from
a palette of 4,096 colors.
Ideal controller with afforda-
ble price for:

Executive Graphics, CAD

/

CAM, VIDEOTEX, and vertical

Advanced Communica-
tions Board. Dual channel,
Blsync or Async operation.
HDLC/SDLC. and X.25 proto-
col support. Real time clock—0ne | port 0pn0n

88 controller. Real
ock and RS-232C

ifunctlon Memory
OK, 64K. 128K, 192K.
K. RS-232C. real time

parallel port
warranty.

SOFTWAI
Graphics

(GRAPHPAC)'"
High level 1

applications
X.25 softw

tocol suppor

^^^Commur

lional commands to

ol the bus devices,

ledical Oflice System,
s up to 10 physicians In

sup. Billing, schedules,
ds and word processing

rices.

rmestic &

LOWEST PRICES.

(414) 964-8689^ — '

Milwaukee. Wl
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PC-DRAW, The Original High Resolution Drawing System

for the IBM PC. Now with

Color and Plotter support!
Reduce costly and time consuming preparation/revi-

— sion of charts, diagrams and other Business Docu-
mentation. With PC-Draw’s user definable symboJ

menus, extensive Graphic Functions, Multiple Text

Fonts and Predefined Symbol Menus* you can

Create, Maintain and Print virtually any type or com-

plexity of drawing.

PC-Draw will help you achieve im-

mediate productivity gains in the

following application areas:

• Flowcharting/Organizational Charts
• Forms Design
• Office Layouts
• Warnier/Orr Charts
• Electrical Design
• Yourdon Structured Analysis/Design

• And other Drawing Applications

Optional Light Pen Supported

. PC-Draw(s) @ $250"

. Light Pen(s) @ $159"

. Plotter Support! s) @ $50“

. Demo(s) @ $50“

*Three predefined symbol menus come with PC-
Draw. They are: Software Design, Electrical

Design and Alternate Text.

-A — MICROGRAFX —
CIRCLE 158 ON READER SERVICE CARD

8526 Vista View
Dallas, Texas 75243
(214) 343-4338

Now, You Don't Have To Worry About Spelling.

Wordworking Tools gives you a complete spelling system
and other user-friendly word processing features for only

$39 .95 !!

Mall to: FourM Computer Works PC
P.O. Box 19818
San Diago, CA 92119-0818

Send copies of Wordworking Tools <@ $39.95 ea.

Send more information about Wordworking Tools

Check for $ enclosed MasterCard Visa

Credit Card# Exp. date

Interbank # (MasterCard only)

Signature Name (print)

Address

City- State -Zip_

U S. Postage paid Calif residents add 6% sales tax

A COMPLETE SPELLING SYSTEM:
Fast dictionary checking.

View errors in context.

Search the dictionary with as little

as 1 letter.

Substitute correction.

Create user dictionaries.

ALL FROM ONE PROGRAM!!

PROFESSIONAL MANUAL:
3-ring binder.

Full description and examples.

All error messages listed.

FLEXIBLE:
Use with Wordstar and most other

text editor/formatters.

USER FRIENDLY:
Menus guide you through all

functions.

14 MORE TOOLS INCLUDED:
• Find and replace words and

letters.

• Automatic abbreviation expansion.
• Word count and frequency of use.

• Sort words or numbers.
• Tab reformatting

• Wordstar to ASCII conversion.

• . . . and more!

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:
PC-DOS.
1 28K of memory
320K of disk storage.

AVAILABLE, NOW! CALL (619) 448-4416 TO PLACE CREDIT CARD
ORDERS OR CLIP AND MAIL COUPON ATTACHED.

Wordstar is a registered trademark of MicroPro International Corp
IBM and PC-DOS are trademarks of International Business Machines. Corp

CIRCLE 246 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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i£s faster than
an XT . .

.

and removable media too!

Break Away from
the Pack with the

Maverick SMD Rigid
Disk Controller by Interphase.

Interphase brings you the most powerful disk

controller available for your IBM or IBM
compatible personal computer. With the

Maverick, your PC can use any of the dozens

ofhigh performance disk drives supporting the

industry standard SMD interface. You can have

capacities ranging from 16 to 1600 megabytes

or more — enough for even the largest

accounting or data base management applica-

tions. You can have fixed media or removable

cartridges or a combination ofthe two — just

the thing to handle your back-up and archival

problems. Plus you get three to four times the

performance of the current Winchesters.

To find out more about the Maverick disk

controller or our turn-key disk subsystems

contact Interphase today.

Ride with the thoroughbreds from Interphase.

dfcfc INTERPHASEWBr corporation

2925 Merrell Road, Dallas, Texas 75229 214/350-9000 Telex 73-2561 (TELESERV) DAL
CIRCLE 519 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Thinking about a 1200

Baud Phone Modem?

WMN
You need time.

And PRO-MODEM 1 200 has it. A Real Time Clock/Calendar combined
with an intelligent full 21 2A 300/1200 baud telephone modem. Plus

the capability to expand into a full telecommunications system.

Much more than just a phone modem.

When you're on-line, time is money. PRO-MODEM helps you
save. By monitoring the duration and cost of your phone calls.

By sending and receiving messages at preset times when the

rates are lower. Unattended. With or without your computer.

Compare the $495 PRO-MODEM 1200 with any other

modem on the market. For example, you'd have to buy
both the Hayes Smartmodem 1 200 plus their Chrono-
graph for about $950 to get a modem with time base.

And PRO-MODEM 1200 does more. It lets you
build a full telecommunications system with

features like Rep Dialer, Incoming and Outgoing
Message Buffering, Mailing List. Help Mode,

Programmable Operating Instructions, a
12-Character Alpha-Numeric Time and

Message Display, and easy to use
PRO-COM Software.

HCJMiMUS

There isn't space to describe it all here.

See your local dealer for complete
details now It'll be well worth

your time. And money.

Prometheus Products, Inc..

45277 Fremont Blvd.,

Fremont, CA 94538,

(415) 490-2370

Copyrighted mal



PC ARCADE/COREY SANDLER

This month the arcade is infested by shiny

(but entertaining) amoeba, various primates, the

usual outer space types and sloths on the golf course.

Fore . . .

The Digitalization

Of Darwin
Evolution

Sydney Dataproducts. Inc.

444 Camino Del Rio South. #129

San Diego. CA 92108

(619) 298-5886

List Price: $39.95

Requires: 64K RAM. color/graphics adapt-

er. Joysticks and game adapter

optional. Color monitor recommended.

CIRCLE 793 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Evolution is a higher game form. This is a

very clever, well designed game that may
mark another step in the evolutionary

chain from Pong, past Space Invaders, and

into worlds yet unimagined.

Okay, it should be obvious that I like

this game. I don’t want to get too carried

away, though: it is still a silly little diver-

tissement. but there is such obvious atten-

tion to detail and imagination in this prod-

uct that it earns a high ranking on the Dar-

winian chain.

There are six different challenges in

this game, with three levels of difficulty. It

can be played from the keyboard or with a

joystick: I recommend the joystick. The
game requires a color/graphics monitor

and displays gorgeous, finely crafted im-

ages on an RGB monitor. The sound

effects are well done, and each of the six

screens includes its own bit of theme

music.

Monster to the left, monsters to the right, an asteroid above. Lining up for a drive down the dog leg

and the darkness of space beyond in Space Miner. back nine on Golf Challenge.
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So, on to the game of Evolution: You
start out life as an Amoeba. Maneuvering

around in a liquid medium, you try to eat

DNA cells. Unfortunately, life as an

Amoeba is not limited to mere grazing:

You are pursued by spores, microbes, and

antibodies. This is not a maze game, and

the attackers do not follow predictable

paths. You must elude your attackers, but

as an Amoeba, you have a limited number

of shields to provide temporary safety. But

with luck (and practice) you eat all of the

DNA. and it’s time to move up to the next

level.

As a Tadpole, you are a cute little fel-

low running back and forth at the bottom

of the screen. You can go left or right, or

you can jump. Your aim is to snare one of

the elusive fluttering water flies without

being caught in the jaws of hungry fish.

If you eat your quota of three flies, you

become a Rodent. Here you burrow

around in an unmarked cave, making your

own maze. Your aim is to eat wedges of

cheese that appear in the tunnel behind

you: your challenge is to avoid speedy

snakes racing around looking for you. You
can kill a snake by dropping a pile of dung,

but you have only three passes at that

defense. When you manage to eat five

Evolution
earns a high ranking on
the Danvinian chain.

cheeses, its on up the ladder.

Now you are a Beaver. On the right side

of the screen is a stack of sticks. You're on

the left and between you and the sticks is a

river full of alligators. Your assignment is

to swim across (without getting yourself

caught by the alligators' gaping mouths),

retrieve the sticks, and build your dam.

Harder done than said.

The next step is that of a rare orange

Gorilla. You must protect three oranges

from thieving monkeys by throwing coco-

nuts at them and dislodging them from the

trees. This stage is surprisingly easy, but it

serves as a breather before the “highest

form of evolution."

Here, alas. Evolution takes a turn

toward the mundane. (Or maybe it is

merely that humankind is so predictably

hostile.) Anyhow, the Human level of Evo-

lution is a shoot-em-up in space: You

against the genetic mutants. It is a well-

designed segment nevertheless, with the

additional fillip of having to avoid the

richochets of your own shots as you

maneuver around the screen.

The copy-protected game presented no

problems in operation, although I was dis-

appointed to find that I could not escape

to the operating system by command or

even by using the Ctrl-Alt-Del combina-

tion. The only way out of Evolution is by

shutting off the power. Within the game,

you are able to shift from keyboard to joy-

stick. toggle the sound on or off. cut short

the musical interludes, and display high

scores. You can also jump from the open-

ing screen to any of the six levels for reme-

Arcadian evolution: In the name. Evolution, life begins as an Amoeba and advances to Tadpole. Undent. Heaver. Gorilla, and
Human. This history of life is fraught with peril.
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ILLAGE INFORMATION CO INC
Striving to provide the simplest tools for acquisition, transmission, storage, analysis,

manipulation, and display of INFORMATION . . .

Announces:

SUIT

The dynamic integration of

ba«lc parametric statistics

with Interactive graphic analysis.

STATGRAF is an integrated package of data input,

analysis and interactive graphics which provides a
unique combination of ease of use, speed and
clarity. Once STATGRAF stores your data (complete
with headings and variable names), single key-

strokes obtain instant tables, charts or summaries
on screen, plotter or printer.

STATGRAF is both a clear and simple self-teaching

introduction to statistics and a powerful engine of

analysis for the professional.

STATGRAF doesn't just manage data, STATGRAF
makes it meaningful.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND CO-VARIANCE.
Data Input/edltlng module with interactive

graphic screen aids guides you easily through
any data set. Also reads data from sequential

ASCII files.

ANOVA for one, two or three independent
variables with up to 15 levels, 500 subjects

each (groups may be unequal).

Repeated measures analysis for matched sub-

jects which is fully integrated with the correlation

analysis and graphics.

Collapse: allows redesigning of ANOVA analysis

by combining groups. STATGRAF stores this col-

lapse and makes available all resulting tables

and charts.

Correlation analysis for up to 19 variables with

as many as 500 subjects and adjustment for

missing entries.

TABLES: screen and printer output.

Raw data (with means and standard deviations),

ANOVA table (sum-of-squares, degrees of

freedom, variance estimate, F-ratio and proba-
bility value) or matrix of all pair-wise correlational

coeficients.

GRAPHICS: screen and plotter output.

Bargraphs, scatterplots (with optional plot

overlays) and data distribution map. STATGRAF
command keys control both screen and plotter

providing many flexible options, including scaling

of axes and transformation of means. Rotter op-
tions include custom headings and choice of

chart size and position.

STATGRAF
Interactive graphic menus, clear documentation
based on extensive classroom and field work,

ready-to-analyze sample data disk and reliable

assistance after purchase makes STATGRAF as
friendly as it is sophisticated.

Required: IBM-PC or compatable, 64K memory,
one disk drive, DOS 1.1 and color

graphics adapter.

Supports: RGB color monitors, printers, Fiewlett-

Packard 7470A graphics plotter.

Introductory price: $285.00
Fully guaranteed, if defective or damaged, return

disk for free replacement.

Write or call for free brochure.

To order, send check or money order to:

Village Information Co Inc, 55 Christopher St, NY, NY 10014 (212-924-8314)

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
Hewlett-Packard is a registered trademark of the Hewlett-Packard Co. CIRCLE 502 ON READER SERVICE CARD



dBASE and
, dBASE

WINDOW H** DOOR
PRODUCTS FOR THE FUTURE-

AVAILABLE NOW!
dBASE WINDOW Is a full-fledged dBASE II Application Generator.

Working from your design, dBASE WINDOW generates and runs record

keeping applications of all kinds, quickly and effectively. Just draw your

input screen and report formats and dBASE WINDOW will create your

application for you.

dBASE DOOR is a new product for those who only require the report

generating capability of dBASE WINDOW. dBASE DOOR can be used
with existing dBASE II command files and databases, providing the

most powerful report generation available for dBASE II. If you own
QUICKCODE or AUTOCODE, you need dBASE DOOR!

dBASE WINDOW and dBASE DOOR have the unique capability to build

upon a relation between two independent databases. Here's how:

Job Records

ADDRESS FIRST NAME LAST
NAME EMPLOYEE

NUMBER
DEPARTMENT
NUMBER

Personal Records

Any two databases can be linked by a common field. In this example,

the field 'last name' establishes a relationship between the personal

records file and the job records file. Using dBASE WINDOW or dBASE
DOOR, you may now print reports which contain data from both

databases!

Compare the features of dBASE WINDOW with any program generator:

• Any number of databases may be present in an application

• Up to five indexes per database
• Real time interactive queries

• Built-in powerful free-form report generator,

also available separately as dBASE DOOR
• Uses two databases in one report

• Easy to add custom code when necessary to meet
special needs.

Requirements: CP/M® and dBASE II 2.3B; CP/M-86® or PC-DOS and
dBASE II 2.3D. Disk space required for dBASE WINDOW: 400K or more.

dBASE WINDOW is $249, dBASE DOOR is $149, either manual only $20
(manual price will be credited toward future purchase of program).

JLjlCIE

Tylog Systems, Inc., 9805 S.W 152 Terrace,

Dept, pc, Miami, Florida 33157 (305) 253-5942
To Order: Call today or send check, full name and
address, telephone number and disk format.

Credit card buyers send card number and expira-

tion date. We accept COD, VISA, Mastercard and
prepaid mail orders. Add $5.00 shipping except

for prepaid mail order for program. Florida

residents add 5% sales tax.

dBASE II is a trademark of Ashton Tate. CP/M* and CP/M-86* are

registered trademarks of Digital Research. Inc. Ouickcode and
Autocode are trademarks of Fox & Geller and Stemmos Ltd.

Dealer and Distributor inquiries invited.

MasterCard and Visa accepted.
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dial practice.

I don't know if this is exactly what

Charles Darwin had in mind, but this

game might have made Clarence Darrow’s

case a lot stronger in the Scopes Trial.

On PC’s scale of one to six. Evolution

ranks as follows:

FUN: 5

CHALLENGE: 5

GRAPHICS/SOUND: 5

TOTAL SCORE: 15

Space Miner

Resolution Software

8 Edgewood Blvd.

Providence, RI 02905

(401) 461-2417

List Price: $29.95

Requires: 64K RAM, color/graphics adapt-

er, color or monochrome monitor. Joy-

sticks and game adapter optional.

CIRCLE 792 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Stuck in space again, pursued by gob-

bling monsters and chasing after elusive

asteroids, energy clouds, and other ob-

jects? Welcome to Space Miner, another

version of the shoot-em-up in space.

There are, however a few surprises in

X RANKLY,
I'd rather watch the

grass grow.

this game, including an opening theme of

the Goldberg Variations by J.S. Bach, and

some pretty graphics. The attacking mon-

sters are huge grinning faces that gobble

right through your ship when they win a

round. Your ship is equipped with two

tools: a claw-like device to grab things and

a set of rocket launchers to shoot the aliens

(hit one and his face turns from a grin to a

scowl). One other nice graphics touch is

the 3-D effect of moving stars on different

planes.

The game can be run from the keyboard

with a bit of awkwardness. With a game

adapter in place, joysticks can be used.

Space Miner does not recognize the exis-

tence of both a color and monochrome

adapter, and the owner of such a system

must make the switch with his own com-

mand. There is a pause control and a
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“panic” escape key to dump back to DOS
in case the boss rounds the corner unex-

pectedly.

Space Miner scores as follows:

FUN: 3

CHALLENGE: 3

GRAPHICS/SOUND: 4.5

TOTAL: 10.5

Golf Challenge

Sierra On-Line, Inc.

36575 Mudge Ranch Rd.

Coarsegold, CA 93614

(209) 683-6858

List Price: $24.95

Requires: 64K, color/graphics adapter,

color monitor. Joysticks and game

adapter optional.
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If you like golf, you’ll probably find this

game about as exciting as being trapped

behind a foursome of Cub Scouts who
refuse to let you play through. If you don’t

play golf, you'll probably find this game

even less thrilling.

According to the instructions for Golf

Challenge, "You size up the shot, you

address the ball, your putter swings for-

ward, and ... if the angle is correct you

will sink the putt: if it is not, it is just

another bogey. You can control every shot

on the course just as you would if you

were playing in the Masters."

If that's true, you can call me Arnold

Palmer. I found Golf Challenge to be an

awkward, slow adaptation of the home
video game cartridge products in which

you move a little stick figure of a man
around a set of 18 almost indistinguish-

able “holes" and swing a barely controlla-

ble club in the general direction you'd like

the ball to go.

The copy-protected disk includes an

option for joystick or keyboard control of

the man and his club. You can select as

many as four players, an RGB or compos-

ite monitor, turn the sound on or off. and

choose to play all 18 holes or the first or

last 9.

Frankly, I'd rathpr watch the grass

grow. /PC

Golf Challenge rate§:

FUN: 2

CHALLENGE: 2

GRAPHICS/SOUND: 2

TOTAL SCORE : 6

CHESS
SDL Presents

SPOC"‘
(Selective Pruning Optimization Chess)

the Chessmaster

Finally, Chess for the IBM PC is available !!!! The strategy of chess, which

has fascinated people for centuries, combined with a new. state of the art

algorithm we call Selective Pruning Optimizaton allow S.P.O.C. to play

exciting, challenging chess at nine different skill levels, including a level

designed for tournament play.

SPOC features:

• Excellent color graphics

• Dual chess clocks

• Save and Resume option

• Cursor controlled piece movement
• Optional printer output

• Nine skill levels

Monochrome display also (without graphics)

A Classic Game for the Serious Gameplayer

Created by Jacques F. Middlecoff

To order, call Toll-free

1 - 800 - 321-3900

Master Card $39.95

Visa, COD
Accepted

System Requirements

IBM Personal Computer
128K Bytes Memory

SDL Corporation
50 West Brokaw Road Ste. 64
San Jose. California 95110

© Copyright 1983
Cypress Software

All Rights Reserved

OEM Inquiries Welcome
CIRCLE 449 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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MARK ZACHMANN

Questions about correct use of filenames in PC-DOS,
controlling printers from WordStar, and how to tell

the difference between the 8088 and other Intel chips

are answered in this session with the PC Tutor.

PC Tutor

The 8088's Family
Q: Could you please explain the difference

between the 8088 chip used in the IBM PC
and the other microprocessor chips avail-

able from Intel that are labeled as compat-

ible? Can I plug these newer chips into the

PC in place of my 8088 and will this give

any speed advantage?

A: Intel presently sells five different

microcomputer chips that will run IBM PC
programs. They are all different and con-

tain properties that give them advantages.

But the only chip that will plug into the

PC's socket is the 8088, which is the one

already there.

You are probably familiar with two

chips: the 8086 and 8088. The two are

completely software compatible. The only

difference between them is that the 8086

speaks to the outside world over a 16-bit

data bus. while the 8088 uses an 8-bit data

bus.

Several Readers

When a microprocessor has to read an

instruction or write data to memory |as

when executing a POKE), it communi-
cates over a data bus. By having a 16-bit

instead of an 8-bit data bus, the micropro-

cessor can transfer data and read

instructions twice as fast. This does not

mean that the 8086 runs twice as fast as

the 8088. Rather, the total speed advan-

tage will be more like 30 to 60 percent.

depending on the instructions used.

For example, when BASIC performs a

POKE instruction, this transfers only 8

bits of data— 1 byte. Being able to transfer

2 bytes at once with a 16-bit data bus is no

advantage for executing the POKE in-

struction. Similarly, when the processor

moves information between the registers

on the chip, it doesn't really matter how
big the data bus is. except insofar as the

instruction itself is loaded twice as fast.

Once the instruction is loaded into the

processor, either processor will run at the

same speed.

A register is a piece of very fast mem-
ory internal to the microprocessor chip.

Machine language instructions almost al-

ways manipulate registers. Let's look at an

example in assembler code:

ADD AX.AX
This instruction tells the processor to take

the contents of the register called AX and

add it to itself. (This is like the following

BASIC instruction: X = X+X.) After the

instruction is performed, the new value in

AX will be twice the old value.

The 8088 processes this instruction in

two steps. First, the instruction is fetched

from memory. In memory, the instruction

actually looks like 2 bytes: 1, 192. Thus,

an 8088 will take twice as long as an 8086

to fetch the 2 bytes of the instruction.

Once the instruction is fetched, the pro-

cessor decodes the bytes and realizes that

it is being told to double the AX register.

Execution proceeds at the same speed

whether the chip is an 8086 or an 8088.

Actually, Intel designed the iAPX
series (8086 et al) of chips very cleverly.

The fetching mechanism is distinct from

the execution mechanism. While the chip

is executing “ADD AX.AX” it simulta-

neously fetches another instruction.

Thus, you can almost ignore instruction

fetch time in figuring execution time. You
must take the time into account, though,

when the processor jumps to a different

location, as in a BASIC GOTO instruc-

tion.

Thus, the 8086 will run twice as/ast as

an 8088 when one of two things happens:

when it reads or writes 2 bytes of informa-

tion, or when it executes an instruction

that was not previously fetched.

A lot goes on inside the 8088 chip in

order to execute that “ADD AX.AX

"

instruction. In the same way that BASIC
interprets “X = X + X," the 8088 has to

interpret “1, 192." The “ADD AX.AX"

instruction is the simplest instruction in

the 8088 repertoire. This instruction exe-
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Get all thefacts about
theIBMPersonal Computer.

GetPCMagazine!

wW W hether you already own an IBM Personal Computer
or you're thinking about buying one, you need PC
Magazine.

PC Magazine is the independent guide to IBM Per-

sonal Computers. Each monthly issue is packed with

the latest information for everyone who's interested

m IBM Personal Computers.

This is the magazine for finding out how to put

together the best IBM "PC" system . . . and how to

get the most out of it. Every month you’ll receive

hundreds of colorful pages of evaluations, in-

sights, and straight talk from respected ex-

perts- professionals in computer science as

well as lawyers, businessmen, writers, ed-

ucators and many others.

PC covers software, hardware, applica-

tions, and every other topic of impor-

tance to the thousands ofIBM Personal

Computer users who read it. To make
sure that we give you the facts you
need, we include a special "User-

to-User" section, a “PC Wish List"

and news about IBM Personal

Computer clubs, events

and publications.

Right now you can save up
to 31% on an introductory

subscription. And if you're

ever dissatisfied with PC,

just write and tell us-you'U

receive a prompt refund for

all the unmailed issues re-

maining in your subscrip-

tion.

\
j PC Magazine

I Egg ‘I P.O. Box 598. Morris Plains, N1 079SO

Yes! I want to subscribe to PC. the independent guide

to IBM Personal Computers:

One year (12 issues) only $21.97-19% off

Two years only $40.97-24% off!

LJ Three years only $55.97—31% off!

Savings based on full one year subscription rate of $26 97

CHECK ONE: Payment enclosed. Bill me later.

(please print full name)

Offer valid only in the US .
its territories and possessions Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first issue j



PC; Mart
I IBM PC DISK DRIVES

TANOON TM100-2 OR

CDC 9409 IDS 320 KB) S249

8480 SERIES 8' THIMINE FLEX DISK SUB-

SYSTEM (UP TO 2 4 MB 3740 FORMAT ATTRAC

TIVE DESIGN 3WH * 19*W * 18*0) lion S' 130

MAYNARO DISK CONTROLLER Si 65

IBM RAM &
MULTIFUNCTION CARDS
QUAORAM Can

AST Can

TALL TREE SYSTEMS Can

BIG BLUE $475

DISKETTES
VERBATIM 5VT WITH HUB RING S S S D

OR S S D 0 $28

MAXELL 5V»* S S S 0 $35

DYSAN Can

MICROXPRESS
305 S State College. Suite 135

Anaheim. California 92806
(714)632-8512 —

When it cornea lo quality software

for microsystema. DYNACOMP delivera:

PERSONAL FINANCE SYSTEM: S39.95
The Syatema ... Aeo** tun unon co^moo©**

ComouWar CP/M FraMi.n M/Z 100
IBM PC Kayp>o Moi’O* NEC No»ifi 5la>

OtOornt SupeiBi* n Tune. TRS80

The Software ...

Nam# twand diskette* »l» M/10 <88 SD « "ub ».««!

Include* PNE( ptaatic atevapa boa Add M 00 ib-ppm#

CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE CATALOG
OVNACOMP INC

UJT Monroe Avanu* Roc healer NT 14618
Telephone |716) 442 8960

We Help Bring
Your Family Together
6 Types of Charts and Sheets

Indices

User Fields

Notes, Footnotes and Sources
No Limits

Adapts to Your Hardware
Comprehensive
Easy to Use

And Much, Much More
Send for brochure

and sample printout'

Family Roota

includes de-

tailed manual
and 2 lull dis-

kettes of pro-

grams lor vour
Apple II

*
* or

IBM PC* Family
Roots

Price

$185 plus

S3.SO Postage

card Accepted.

QUINSEPT. INC.
PP Box 216. I.cxinglon. MA 02173

L
nl7' Hn2 PIP-

I WILL BEAT ANY COMPETITOR S PRICE
PROVIDED IT IS NOT BELOW MY COST

TRY TO BEAT THESE 1C PRICES

ScreenWiz
FULL SCREEN CONTROL
An assemble! subprogram you call from your
programs to handle screen input/outpul as
IBM mainframes (Jo

Define full screen format specifications
outside your program and can ScreenWiz lo

retrieve the lormats. and do all the I/O for you
• One command input displays a lull scieen
• Use ail of youi ChT video attributes
• Define up lo 24 function keys
• Define templates tor display and input
• Validate input while keying Insert and

delete characters to correct fields
• Tab fields forward and backward
• Draw figures using vertical field displays
• Save memory as only one format needs to
be in memory at one time Make the
constants to display virtual, and they don't
use any memory at all

• Build help screens Cali them with one
function key then return to where you were

Available now for moat popular -
BASIC

\
iBMPCandCP'M $99

COBOL I Apple II CP/M $75
FORTRAN I Shipping S 4

PASCAL I Source code included
Dealer Inquiries welcome

IflTERDflTfl SYSTEMS INC
42 Eifmdaie Toronto Ont Canada M2J 1B5 visa M/C
(4161 493 8675 (call collect lo ordor) Am Express

Waterloo
LOGO

for the IBM Personal Computer

Available Now!
• full LOGO language, plus

• simple screen editor

• music

• painting

• decimal floating-point arithmetic

• save and recall pictures on disk

• explicit error messages
• tutonal and reference manual

Requires an IBM PC or XT with 128K
RAM, diskette dnve. and color monitor

S 1 80. Quantity discounts available

Order by Mail Waterloo MICROSYSTEMS Ini

" pno'"! him 175 Columbia Sta! West
Waterloo, Ontario. Canada
N2L3B6 (519) 884-3141

FREE
CATALOG!
Just let us know and we ll mail

you a FREE Creative Comput-
ing Catalog- 16 pages filled

with books, buyer's guides,

magazines, and more!

Tb get your FREE catalog

write to Creative Computing
Catalog. Dept TAlx 39 East

Hanover Ave
,
Morris Plains,

NJ 07950
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cutes in about 600 nsec: Another way to

say this is that an 8088 can double the AX
register 1 .6 million times per second.

A more complex instruction is “ADD
AX,[12].” This instruction requires 3,000

nsec. In the 8088 and 8086, the instruction

is decoded as follows: First the instruction

is fetched; then 1 2 is added to 16 times the

value of the DS segment register; finally

the contents of that effective address are

added to the current value of the AX reg-

ister. The process would be like this

BASIC instruction:

X = X + PEEK (12 + 16*DS) .

Since the IBM BASIC does not support

addressing through the full range of the

PC, this would really look like:

DEF SEG = Ds : X = X + PEEK ( 12 ) .

In the 8088 and 8086, the instruction is

interpreted and the addition is performed

just as shown here. In the newer chips

from Intel, most of this work takes place in

the chip’s internal hardware, rather than

in its internal software, known as micro-

code.

The newer chips from Intel are called

the 80186, 80188, and 80286. Not only do

these chips execute these complex

instructions much faster, but they have

additional features.

The 80186 and 80188 (Intel’s 100

series] are 16-bit and 8-bit cousins to the

8086 and 8088. Every 8088 and 8086

machine language instruction will also

run on the 100 series chips, only much

faster. Unlike the difficult process of mov-

ing programs from a Z-BO to an 8088, you

can take a program that runs on an 8088

and move it without modifications to an

80188. The 80188 and 80186 also contain

additional circuitry that replaces other

portions of a microcomputer, including

DMA circuitry, interrupt handling, and

counters. The circuitry also adds a few

new instructions. The net result is that

you can create a personal computer using

the 80188 that runs substantially faster

than the 8088, and at a lower system

cost.

The 80286 runs the same instructions

as an 8088 and executes instructions at

the same rate of speed as the 100 series

chips, but it does not contain the addi-

tional computer circuitry. Instead, the

80286 has the capability of supporting

virtual memory. To give you a feeling for

how virtual memory works, consider this

BASIC instruction:

DEF SEG = 20000 .

On the 80286 a segment is not a real loca-

tion in memory, but a pointer to 64K bytes

somewhere. If the segment labeled 20000

is in memory, then DS will be loaded with

the appropriate value and execution will

continue. If the segment labeled 20000 is

V IRTUAL
memory is an exciting

feature.

not in memory, then a routine can be

called to read the appropriate 64K bytes

from a disk, while writing out (that is,

swapping with) a piece of memory that is

not being used at the moment.

Virtual memory is an exciting feature.

If you have only 128K of memory in your

machine, you can still run a program that

expects you to have 1000K. The program

will not even know the difference,

although you would notice more disk

activity (for swapping segments in and

out of the disk) than would someone who
had the full complement of memory avail-

able.

In summary, the newer Intel chips

serve two purposes. The 80186 and 80188

are designed to let manu/acturers produce

high performance, but inexpensive, per-

sonal computers. The 80286 is designed

for high-performance virtual memory,

usually on multi-user machines. All three

chips run a superset of the 8088

instructions.

There are two good references for more

information on these chips. The April

1983 issue of Byte has an excellent article

describing the capabilities of the 80286

("Virtual Memory for Microcomputers”

by Stephen Schmitt) and an article

describing the 80186 ("Intel’s 80186” by

Tony Zingale of Intel). Tracy Kidder, in

his book Soul of a New Machine describes

the internals of microprocessor chips in a

readable manner.

Ambiguous Names
Q: Following your discussion of the vir-

tues of RAM-disks I purchased additional

memory for my IBM PC. However, when I

NEW
computer aid for

sailors and
aircraft pilots!

Computers for Sea & Sky is an out-

standing new reference book for avia-

tors and navigators that substitutes

computer programs for many currently

used charts and tables, hand computa-
tions and interpolations. The programs,

developed by a licensed pilot and FAA
certified ground instructor who is also a

noted computer author and lecturer,

will replace at least 1.000 pages of

tables, as well as on-board equipment
costing thousands of dollars! Areas
covered include:

Aviation

Navigation

Meteorology
Speed and
distance

Mathematics
Charts

Time and the sky

I fyou are a flier or a sailor who would
like to get more accurate fixes, faster

course corrections, more precise speed
over distance projections—and rid

yourself of reams of paper—get Com-
puters for Sea & Sky, and put micro-

computer technology to work for you on
your plane or boat!

8 1/," x 11" • With glossary, index, bibliog-

raphy and appendix of constants • Programs
in BASIC run on any micro, many pocket com-
puters and some programmable calculators.

Only $9.95—order today!

CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
-

!

I Dept. NF2C, 39 East Hanover Avenue
i

Morris Plains. NJ 07950
’

I Please send me copies of Computers for Sea •

I & Skv at $9,95 plus $2 postage and handling, each. I

• (Outside USA add $3 additional per order. Snipped .

|
airmail only.) * I4F

I

I CHECK ONE:
J

I Payment enclosed $ CA. NJ and
I NY State residents add applicable sales tax. I

|
CHARGE MY: (Charge and phone orders. $10 min.) |

Q American Express 0 MasterCard 0 Visa i

I Card No
|

I Expiration Date I

I Signature I

(please print full njmc)

Address Apt

City

Slate/Zip

0 Check here for FREE Creative Computing Catalog

For faster sen ice

CALL TOLL FREE 800^31-8112
(In NJ 201-5404)445)

Also available at your local

bookstore or computer store.
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DISK DRIVES
FOR YOUR

PC

Internal Drives

(A & B)

160K SI 69

320K $249

External Drives

(C&D)

160K $199

320K $279

External Drive

Cable

$2495
(wiFh purchase of drive)

There is o 1 5 DAY FREE TRIAL ON
DRIVES. Varronty 120 days Add
$3.00 per inremal and $5.00 per

external drive for shipping in Conr.

US UPS COD charge $1.50.

ORDER NOW!
Wnre or coll Toll free lines ore for ORDERS

ONLY1 If you need re-chnicol mformonon or

service coll 214/337 4346 We occepr VISty

MASTERCARD ond COD orders by phone

COD orders will be ash certified check or

money order only. If you order by moi I allow

2 weeks for personal checks ro dear Texas

residenrs odd 5% rax All srock irems ore

shipped wirhm 24 h ours We do nor chorge

your credir cord urn l rhe day we ship

CALL TOLL FREE

(800) 824-7888, Operator 24
Colifomio did (800) 852-7777,

Operoror 24 Alosko G Howoii did

(800) 824-7919 Operoror 24

TOLL FREE UNES FOR ORDERS ONLY
Techmcol mformonon 6 service coll

(214) 337-4346

AE^CCCm?
Redbird Airport, Bldg. 8
P.O. Box 24829
Dallas. TX 75224
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attempted to copy WordStar over to RAM-
disk, via typing:

COPY WS *
.
* C

:

I received the error message “file can not

be copied to itself.” What is going

wrong?

Patrick M. MacLeod

Kingston, Ontario, Canada

A: I am afraid that your problem is unre-

lated to the BAM-disk. Instead, the diffi-

culty lies in a fine point in the printed

instructions. (This sort of problem often

happens when one attempts to copy a pro-

gram /rom a magazine.)

The problem is that you left a space

between WS and the first asterisk. The

correct syntax should be:

COPY WS*.* C:

When you leave the space between the WS
and the asterisk, PC-DOS takes your com-

mand to mean “COPY all of my files

named WS to whatever their names are."

Of course, this is illegal. It would be nice if

PC-DOS announced that it had ignored

the “C:,“ but it never reached that spot.

When you copy files using COPY, you

are given the option of using ambiguous

or unambiguous names (the documenta-

tion tends to call these “a/n" and “ufn”).

The simplest way to describe these two

types is to first discuss naming conven-

tions.

Every file in PC-DOS is described by a

A. HE ASTERISK
(*) character matches

any bunch of characters

while the question mark
(?) matches any single

character.

prefix and a suffix. The prefix may be up

to 8 characters in length and the suffix

may be up to 3 characters in length. Valid

names are WS.COM and CHKDSK.COM.
The name CHECKDISK.COM is invalid

because the prefix is 9 characters. These

are unambiguous file names, because the

name refers to exactly one file.

Sometimes it is easier to refer to a

bunch of files at once. PC-DOS uses spe-

cial wildcard characters (* and ?) to assist

in that. Thus, when you call a file

WS*.COM, the name actually refers to any

file whose prefix begins with the letters

WS and whose suffix is COM. Similarly,

WS*.* includes two wildcards; this name
refers to any file whose prefix begins with

WS and whose suffix can be anything.

A simple way to understand naming

conventions is by experimenting with the

DIR command. Place your PC-DOS disk-

ette in drive A, type A:, press Return, and

try' entering the following:

DIR B* .

*

DIR BASIC. *

DIR BASI?. *

DIR *B .

*

DIR B????? .

*

DIR B

After a few tries, you should be able to

notice the following pattern in the results:

The asterisk (*) character matches any

bunch of characters while the question

mark (?) matches any single character.

Note that *B.* will match any file,

although you might expect it to require

the prefix end with a B.

What you have done with the DIR com-

mand is testing how PC-DOS reacts to file

names. DIR will list whichever files match

the name you have selected. In PC-DOS,

the space character is always a separator;

this rule is different for the Apple comput-

er, where a space can be used in file

names.

The COPY command you tried to use

acts like DIR, except that it takes two argu-

ments. If the destination is a disk identifi-

er like A:, then the argument is read as

A:*.*. Some examples will help:

COPY A:*.BAS B:*.WIS— this will

take every file on drive A whose suffix is

BAS and copy it to drive B, while chang-

ing the suffix to WIS.

COPY A:*.* B :—this will copy every

file from drive A to drive B (except files

that are hidden, such as the PC-DOS sys-

tem itself).

COPY A:WSV B:—this will copy

every file on drive A whose prefix begins

with WS over to drive B.

COPY WS*.* B :—this will copy every

file on the default drive whose prefix

begins with WS over to drive B. The

default drive is the drive identified by the

letter preceding the > sign when you are
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in PC-DOS (that is, A> means A is the

default drive).

COPY WS*.CO? B:—this will copy

every file whose prefix begins with WS
and whose suffix begins with CO over to

drive B. If B is the default drive you will

get an error message.

ISA.ANYPEOPLE
wish to have their

printers perform custom

operations.

COPY WS.COM B:WS1—this will take

the file named WS.COM on the default

drive and copy it to drive B under the

name WSl. If WS.COM is not found, a

message to that effect will be displayed.

The process of naming and copying

files is not a trivial one, and it is well

worth learning. Certainly, it is easier to

look at a short directory list generated by

typing “DIR *.BAS” rather than finding

all the BASIC code files in the list pro-

duced by typing DIR *.*.

Custom Control of

WordStar
I get an amazing quantity of letters each

month asking how to perform various

tricks with the WordStar text editor. This

problem is particularly acute for people

who don’t have Epson printers, who will

find that the cookbook approach given by

various magazines is not informative.

l\vill describe how to make your print-

er, whatever it is, jump through hoops

with WordStar.

Many people wish to have their print-

ers perform custom operations. To do this,

the first step is to look through the printer

manual to find out which sequence of

characters will cause that operation. As

an example, I’ll show how to do super-

scripting with the Epson FX-80. You turn

superscripting on with this sequence: The

ESCape character (number 27, or hex IB)

followed by “SO”. You turn superscripting

off by sending this sequence: ESCape “T”.

In BASIC, the instructions can be written

as follows:

10 REM Turn superscripting on

20 LPRINT CHR$(27)+"S0" ;

30 REM Turn superscripts off
40 LPRINT CHR$( 27)+ "T";

If you know how to perform the opera-

tion within BASIC, you also can use

WordStar to do the same thing.

WordStar provides you with four spe-

cial purpose commands. They are Ctrl-Q,

Ctrl-W, Ctrl-E, and Ctrl-R. To embed the

control character within text you type

Ctrl-P (hold down the Ctrl key and tap the

P key), then key in the character (Q,W,E,

or R).

When WordStar comes upon one of

these control characters while printing, it

sends a text string out to the printer (as

LPRINT does in BASIC).

You define the string by putting it into

the WS.COM file. In order to tell WordStar

how long the string is, precede the string

by a number showing its length.

Say I want to have WordStar send the

string CHR$(27)+“S0” whenever it sees a

'Q. The string has 3 characters, so inside

of WS.COM I will need to first place the

number 3 and then the string. The loca-

tions are (in hexadecimal):

Ctrl-Q = 077F
Ctrl-W = 0784
Ctrl-E = 0789
Ctrl-R - 078E

(I am assuming you use WordStar version

3.24 or version 3.3. These locations may
differ for other versions of WordStar.)

Now, to change the WS.COM file, place

the WordStar diskette in drive B and the

PC-DOS diskette in drive A. Then respond

to the prompts by keying in the under-

lined text:

(debug the file)

A>DEBUG B : WS . COM

(enter the right string)

-E77F 3 IB 'S0'

(write the new file back)

zS
(DEBUG will print a message here)

(now exit)

A>
Now, whenever WordStar sees a Ctrl-Q

it will send 3 characters, Esc+“SO,” to the

printer. The E command tells DEBUG you

wish to enter information. The letter E is

followed by the hexadecimal address

(here 77F tells where to put the informa-

tion) and then by the actual data to be

placed (3 for the number of characters, IB

for the hex value of the ESCape character,

and the other 2 characters are “SO”). The

W command just tells DEBUG to write the

file. The Q is a quit command.
Notice that with DEBUG you can enter

arbitrarily complicated strings. If a num-

ber is entered not in quotes, DEBUG reads

it as hexadecimal. Anything in quotes is

read as a letter.

As another example, to set Ctrl-W as a

key to turn off superscripting, we go

through this sequence:

A>DEBUG B : WS . COM
-E784 2 IB 'T

-W

-ft

A>
This string is only two characters, so in

the second line precede it by the number

2. Escape is hexadecimal IB, and Ctrl-W

is found at location 784.

If you want to get custom reactions

from a printer other than the Epson, just

fill in the addresses with the string you

wish sent, preceded by the length. Seems

easy, doesn’t it? Note that WordStar sets

the maximum string length to 4 characters

(5 counting the length byte), so the string

can’t be too complex.

Iffour strings are not enough, then you

might wish to preempt the ribbon color

changes (switched on and off by Ctrl-Y).

These can be found at 0793 for Ctrl-Y on

and 0798 for Ctrl-Y off.

For the FX-80 printer I use the on and

off states of Ctrl-Y as an underline com-

mand. That way underlining can work

with any font, including proportional

spacing and enlarged text. If you wish to

use enlarged text, you might prefer to pre-

empt the alternate font characters. Alter-

nate font is selected by Ctrl-A and dese-

lected by Ctrl-N. The strings are found at

076B for Ctrl-A and 0770 for Ctrl-N.

If you use enlarged print, you should

tell WordStar how large your letters are so

it can justify correctly. The single value at

address 037D is the size of each alternate

character in 1 /120-inch units (OC hexa-

decimal = 12 decimal - 12/120" = 10

pitch: OA hexadecimal = 12 pitch).

The PC Tutor solves practical problems

and explains points of general interest. If

you’d like to see your questions answered

here, drop a line to PC Tutor, PC Maga-

zine, One Park Avenue, New York, NY
10016. /PC
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Sofstar’s New

Business Planning Tool
picks up where spreadsheet

programs leave off*

Meet the remarkable new software package that puts

you in control of your business future.

Sofstar’s new Business

Planning Tool (BPT)

creates a no-nonsense

business plan up to 10

times faster than a

spreadsheet program.

BPT™ does all the work
setting up your proforma in-

come statement and balance

sheet, including trends and
interrelations.

When you’re done, BPT
will print your projet ted

financial statements or

automatically create power-

ful, preformatted worksheets

or “templates” for VisiCalc™,

Multiplan™ or 1-2-3™.

BPT is more than a spreadsheet program—it’s a leader

in a new generation of business forecasting software.

Sofstar’s business software

library includes “Connec-

tion” programs. They will

automatically transfer your

chart of accounts and
all accounting data from

your general ledger to BPT
and your spreadsheet

program.

See for yourself. Visit your

nearest computet store today

for a demonstration of BPT
and other Sofstar products.

Or contact us at: Sofstar, Inc.,

13935 U.S. #1, Juno Square,

Beach, Florida 33408;

627-5511. Suggested

price is $195.00.
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EDITED BY BILL MACHRONE

Programming tips and insights into bugs are shared

by members of the PC users community.

User-ToUser
Come a Little Bit Closer . .

.

WordStar creates potential problems

when you use it for writing programs orfor

preparing files that are to be transmitted

via some telecommunications programs.

When used in Document mode, WordStar

sets the eighth bit of the last letter ofevery

word to denote where it can justify and

add "soft” spaces. In Nondocument

mode, the eighth bit is never set. This

"high” bit is not part of the ASCII charac-

ter set and can cause a variety of strange

occurrences when the file is used outside

WordStar. The most obvious are the

graphic and extended characters that

appear when a WordStar file is TYPEed

on the screen.

Here’s a simple and useful technique

for eliminating the high bit. In the back of

your mind, keep the idea of using a file

with a length of 1 character. It can be a

lifesaver for some otherwise impossible

programming tasks.

Reading “Letters to PC” in the June

1983 issue, I learned that some users have

difficulty converting WordStar files into

ASCII ones. I would like to suggest a sim-

ple BASIC program that will do the job

(see Figure 1).

This program takes a byte from the

input file, turns the eighth bit off, and

writes it to the output file. The program

can be further customized. For example, if

you don’t want to have WordStar control

characters, type the following line:

95 IF B<8 or ( B<32 and B>13 ) goto
120

You can also print an output file while in

BASIC. In order to do so, add this line to

the program in Figure 1.

105 LPRINT B$;

Boris Galinsky

Brooklyn, New York

A problem with Galinsky’s program is

that it reads and writes one byte at a time.

This is effective, but S-L-O-W. Here, in

Figure 2, is an adaptation of his program

that handles 128 bytes at a time. If you

increase the buffer size to the string-han-

dling maximum of 255 it will go faster

still. The problem with the buffered pro-

gram is that it becomes much more diffi-

cult to "filter” characters out of the file, so

you can’t add line 95 to my adaptation.

Multikey Solution for

Handicapped
Below is a very reasonable approach to

the problems faced by users unable to

press more than one key at a time.

Occam's razor says that the simplest solu-

tion is the best one. Until someone comes

along with a jazzy system'for toggling keys

like Ctrl and Alt (with 25th line status

messages) I recommend Anthony Sebas-

tian’s approach.

I am suggesting a simple, effective, and

reliable alternative method for toggling

control keys (Shift, Ctrl, and Alt) on the PC
keyboard for persons who have physical

disabilities that preclude pressing more

than one key at a time. (See letter to “PC

Tutor” from Dal Vordahl, PC, Volume 2

Number 1, pages 74-75). Using plastic

Figure 1 : A program by Boris Galinsky that converts WordStar files into ASCII.

10 LINE INPUT "Enter input file name : " ; IN$

20 LINE INPUT "Enter output file name : " ; 0U$

30 OPEN IN$ AS #1 LEN = 1

40 FIELD #1, 1 AS A$

50 OPEN 0U$ AS #2. LEN= 1

60 FIELD #2, 1 AS BS
70 GET #1
80 IF E0F( 1 ) THEN GOTO 130

90 B=ASC( A$ ) AND 127)

100 LSET B$ = CHR$ ( B

)

110 PUT #2
120 GOTO 70
130 CLOSE
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wrap, lead shot, and wire twist ties, fash-

ion two weighted bags, each large enough

to completely cover a PC key when placed

directly on top of it. Position the shot bags

on the keyboard iust to the left of the ver-

tical triad of control keys (Ctrl, Shift. Alt)

in the valley between the control keys and

the function key pad. The bags are “fluid,”

and it is relatively easy to "roH" one (or

both) of them toward the right to depress,

and keep depressed, one (or two) of the

control keys. When you want to release

the key (or keys), simply roll the weighted

bag away. Thus, the control keys can be

toggled.

I have been using this method of tog-

gling the control keys on the PC keyboard

for nearly a year and can attest to its effec-

tiveness for a physically disabled person

who would otherwise type one key at a

time, using a rubber-tipped mouthstick.

Two bags suffice, since I have not found

any applications that require simulta-

neous sustained depression of a triad of

control keys. A little experimentation to

get the bags iust the right size is necessary,

and the range of bag sizes for effective tog-

gling is considerable. The bags I use are

large enough that as they rest in the valley

between the function and control keys,

they slightly overlap the left-hand edge of

the control keys. Since they are fluid, it is

easy to shift their center of gravity onto the

control key. A few minutes experience is

all it takes to learn how to use the bags

effectively. It is not perceptively longer for

me to toggle the control keys this way than

to toggle the CapsLock key.

Anthony Sebastian

San Francisco, California

Auto Formfeed after BASIC
Listings

This technique will work with any

printer that uses ASCII 1 2 (FF) as the stan-

dard formfeed. You can’t put a regular

formfeed into a BASIC program because if

clears the screen and abandons the line

on which you are typing. 140 sets the high

bit of the formfeed character (128 plus 12),

which tricks BASIC into taking no action

on it. The high bit is stripped by PC-DOS
when the character is sent to the printer,

so the printer sees a true formfeed while

you get a circumflexed i on your screen.

Doing a formfeed after LLISTing a

BASIC program becomes a time-consum-

ing task on the IBM printer because you

have to follow all of these steps:

• Reach over to the printer and hit the

on-line button.

• Hit the form feed button.

• And finally, when the printer has

done its formfeed, the on-line button

needs to be pressed again before print-

ing.

Most of these can be done automatically

by following these simple steps.

• Be sure the printer you have is an

IBM (Epson MX/80).

• Load your BASIC program to be

LLISTed.

• Then type in 65529 REM FORM
FEED (don't hit enter yet).

• Type in Alt (and hold it down) while

typing in 140 on the numeric keypad.

• Now hit Enter and LLIST away.

Brad Thurber

Fort Wayne. Indiana

JLSESPITE
the problems with PC-
DOS 2.0, it provides

some wonderful features

for hacking around,

customizing, and
personalizing.

How Many Angels Can Dance on
a Function Key?

Despite the growing list of problems

with PC-DOS 2.0, it provides some won-

derful features for hacking around, cus-

tomizing, and personalizing. Here Ronald

Parsons makes use of the two of them,

ANSI.SYS and I/O redirection, to expand

on the work done by Kenneth Wood in the

June issue of PC.

The article. "Defining Function Keys

with PC-DOS 2.0," mentioned that the

Keyboard Key Reassignment (KKR) es-

cape sequence had an undocumented lim-

it of 128 bytes in its look-up table. The
actual table limit is 190 bytes. The table,

used to store the key redefinitions, con-

tains a 1 byte length code followed by the

string between the Esc
|
and the p delim-

iters for each key redefinition. For exam-

ple, the sequence Esc (0;68;"dir”:13p

would be stored as the hex string 07 00 44

64 69 72 13.

The Debug procedure given in Figure 3

creates a copy of ANSI.SYS with a larger

look-up table. For ease in calculating the

required numbers. I would recommend
enlarging the table by a multiple of 80H
bytes.

The expressions given in parentheses

should be calculated and placed in the

command without the parentheses. The
length the table is extended is shown as

xxxH. The numbers I used for enlarging

my KKR look-up table by 200H bytes are

shown near the right margin. My com-

ments are in brackets.

Figure 2: An adaptation of Galinsky's program that handles 128 bytes of a time.

10 LINE INPUT "Enter input file name :

"

: INS
20 LINE INPUT "Enter output file name

:

"
; 0U$

30 OPEN INS AS #1 LEN = 128

40 OPEN 0US AS 82 LEN = 128

50 FIELD #1 . 128 AS AS
60 FIELD #2. 128 AS CS
70 LSET AS = STRINGS 1 128 . &H1A

)

80 GET #1
90 FOR X = 1 TO 128

100 BS BS + CHR$(ASC(MIDS( AS . X )

)

AND 127)

110 NEXT
120 LSET CS = BS
130 B$ =

170 PUT #2
180 IF E0F( 1 ) THEN GOTO 200

190 GOTO 80

200 CLOSE
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First make a copy of ANS1.SYS. Do not

modify your original copy.

COPY ANSI . SYS ANSIX . SYS

Then enter Debug, and issue the com-

mands shown in Figure 3.

The entry in CONFIG.SYS should now
be changed to DEV1CE=ANSIX.SYS and

the system rebooted.

A command file ANS1X.CMD to be

used as redirected input to Debug is

shown below. The lines changing the CS
and DS registers must, of course, be

changed to match your system. My CS on

entry to Debug was ABA and I made

ANSIX.SYS 200H bytes longer. Execute

as: DEBUG ANSIX.SYS < ANSIX.CMD
r

r cs
a9a
r ds
a9a
r cx
880
a cs: 12
dw 809

a cs : 4f

f

mov cx.809

a cs : 530
cmp bx.2c8

f cs : 680 87 f 0

m cs : 600 67 1" 800

f CS : 600 67 f 0

a cs : 842
mov word ptr [bx+Oe] .809

a cs : 84a
jmp Ode

r cs
a8a
r ds
a8a
w

q

This change will allow a much more rea-

sonable KKR sequence to be defined.

Ronald G. Parsons

Austin, Texas

Equal Time for EasyWriter

Just to prove that we actually pay heed

to word processing packages other than

WordStar, here is a simple procedure for

getting EasyWriter 1.1 to turn underlining

on and off with an IBM Graphics Printer.

Note that the general technique will work

with any printer that provides enhanced

print modes; just substitute the proper

escape or control sequence.

I have the IBM Graphics Printer and

have been trying to get EasyWriter 1.1 to

use many of the capabilities of this unit,

particularly for underlining words.

Here is a technique I now use and it

works just fine. To send to the printer to

"turn on” underlining mode is: Ctrl-O,

then Esc, then hyphen(-), then 1. The

underlining mode will be in effect until

you send a Ctrl-O, then Esc, then hyphen

(-), then 0. While this works satisfactorily,

it does take up three character positions

each time you toggle the mode on or off.

So, if you wish to underline only one word

on a line, six additional characters must

be added. This will create some alignment

problems, even though the sequence does

not affect the output.

1 found a better way: defining .USERn
commands. At the beginning of the docu-

ment I set .USERlf = Ctrl-O,Esc -,1 and

Figure 3: A Debug procedure by Ronald Parsons that creates a copy of ANSI.SYS with a

larger look-up table.

DEBUG ANSIX.SYS {The program will be loaded at

CS.100}

R (Determine current CS, DS and
CX]

R CS

(old CS + 10H) {Compensates for the load
offset)

A9A

R DS
(old CS + 10H) {Compensates for the load

offset)

A9A

R CX
(old CX + xxxH)
A CS: 12

{Sets file length to be written) 880

Dw 1 609H + xxxH) {Fix pointer to initialization) 809
{RETURN to end assembly}

A CS : 4FF
MOV CX, (609H + xxxH) {Pointer to initialization}

{RETURN to end assembly}
809

A CS : 530
CMP BX. ( 0C8H + xxxH) {Table length}

{RETURN to end assembly}
2C8

F CS : 680 (67FH + xxxH) 0 {Fill extended table with
zeros}

87F

M CS : 600 67F (600H + xxxH) {Move initialization code) 800
F CS : 600 67F 0 {Zero old init code location)

A CS: (642H + xxxH) {Fix pointer to initialization) 842
MOV WORD PTR [BX + OE] , (609H + xxxH) 809

{RETURN to end assembly)
A CS : ( 64AH + xxxH

)

JMP ODE
{Fix jump to main code) 84A

{RETURN to end assembly)
RCS {Restore original CS
(CS: as it was on entry to debug) A8A

RDS {Restore original DS)

(DS: as it was on entry to debug) A8A

w {Write the new file}

Q {Quit debug}
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.USER2] = Ctrl-0,Esc -,0, where “[” and
"]" are unique symbols. All I have to do is

use these symbols to designate the begin-

ning and end of the text I wish to under-

line. This way only one character is

needed to toggle the underlining mode.

This is the exact sequence:

Type . USER1

[

Press and hold the Ctrl key

Press the 0 key once
Release the Ctrl key
Press and hold the Esc key
Press the hyphen(-) key once
Release the Esc key

Press the 1^ key once
Press Enter.

To “turn off" the underlining mode, fol-

low the same procedure for assigning

.USER2], but substitute 0 for the 1.

Raymond R. Hitney

Putnam Valley, New York

Loading Like Lightning

Irrepressible contributing editor Ste-

phen Manes has a big tip for all of you

who use the BASIC interpreter often.

BASIC's internal storage format takes up

nearly 20 percent less space on disk, and

can, as Manes points out, load several

times faster. You should, as a matter of

course, make a distinction between files

BASIC loads an ASCII

file, it has to spend

time—lots of time—
converting it to binary.

stored in BASIC’s internal format and

those stored in ASCII. Use .BAS as the

default for all internal format files and

.ASC for those in ASCII format.

Got a favorite BASIC program that

takes 10 seconds short of forever to load

from disk? Chances are it’s been stored on

the disk in ASCII format. When BASIC
loads on ASCII file, it has to spend time

—

lots of time—converting it to binary.

You can check the file by entering

TYPE FILENAME when in PC-DOS. If you

can read the program listing, it’s in

ASCD.

The solution? Simply enter BASIC and

load the program one last interminable

time. Then save it in normal binary form,

using the command SAVE “FILENAME.”
From then on, it should load like light-

ning.

Stephen Manes

Bronx, New York

Share Your Discoveries

Remember that
“
User-To-User” is your

column. Send contributions to “User-To-

User”, PC Magazine, One Park Ave., New
York, NY 10016. Please double-space all

contributions, provide clean copies of

program listings, and include the name of

this department on your envelope.

Software at Affordable Prices!
IBM PC/XT Business Software

TRAINING

<gjii
“s "

Am*r, Training Int’l.

CP/M Supercalc
MS-DOS Multiplan

d Base II VisiCalc

Wordstar
Training Programs
Include Disks Handbook

ACCOUNTING
Home Acct Plus $ 89
Accounting Plus
GL/AR/AP/Payroll $349 ea

GRF.AT PiA I NS"
GL/AR/AP/Payroll $349 ea
Inventory (w/P.O Sale) $399
Micro-Tax
Individual $159
Professional $599
Part/Corp $599
State CALL
Aardvark
Pro. Tax Plan $249
Estate Tax Plan $549

GRAPHICS
Chartman II

Chart- Master
$319
$289

SPREADSHEETS DATA BASE

MICROSOFT
Multiplan $179

Infostar $259
Supersort II (CP/M 86) $149
Condor III $459

VisiCalc $158
Supercalc 2 $179

Ashton-Tate
dBASE II

$395
Bottom Line Strategist $279
Friday $249
Financial Planner $449

'Jr*! $349
LCVUS ^
Ferox

Micro DSS/A
Consultant's Edge
Graphpower
Log on

$399
$199
$259
$129

THE
HAPPY COMPUTER
460 N. WOODWARD AVENUE
BIRMINGHAM, Ml 48011

VISA-MASTERCHARGE
TO ORDER CALL: (31 3) 642-1454
INFORMATION: (313) 644-8921

FOR FAST DELIVERY
Send certified check or money order Specify hardware manufacturer operating tyslem disk tite and formal Peraonalo'
company cheefca raguire one to three week* to clear Outside continental U S addSiOpiusauparcelposl AddS3 SOpot
tage and handling per each item Blue labelS300 additional per item Michigan residents addAkkaalettax Mastercharge
Visa add 3% and include expiration dale Prices subtect to change without nonce All items subtect to availability

•Mlgrs Trademark

WORD
PROCESSING

III
MwiaPm'

Wordstar $259
Mailmerge $139
Spellstar $139
Star Index $129

Wordstar Pro.

All the Above $379

Bibliography $ 89
Grammatik $ 55
Elect Thesaurus $109
Volkswriter $139

HARDWARE
5Vs” Winchester
Disk Subsystem

Drive

Size Complete Only
5MB $1199 $ 775
10MB $1399 $1075
15MB $1649 $1289

Supar Rio Card
One Parallel Port

One Game Port <tcoQ
Two Serial Ports

Clock/Calendar
Spooler/Emulator
256 K RAM

CIRCLE 240 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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(Until Yoo’wTalked to

Jb ‘ Friendly service at competitive prices from word processing

specialists. We will help you ts decide what to buy
v* get the most from your system ts add new features.
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PEACHTEXT 5000 MM VOLKSWRITER 1.2

as
c* WORDSTAR 3.30

5239

It

Ot

se

m 5119
b‘

s‘ 5259

Word Processors

BENCHMARK Metasott .... . $379

EDIX & WORDIX
Emerging Technology .279

EASYWORD
Norell Data Systems .129
EASYWRITER II I.U.S. 259

MEMOPLAN Chang Labs ... 149

PEACHTEXT 5000
Peachtree Software .239
PERFECT WRITER
Perfect Software .279

PIE:WRITER
Hayden Software . 149

POWERTEXT
Beaman Porter CALL
SELECT. .

.

Select Info. Systems 379

SPELLBINDER Lexisoft 379

SUPERWRITER Sorcim 199

TEXTPLUS OwlSoftware. . . . .119

VOLKSWRITER
Lifetree Software . 119

PERSONAL WORDPERFECT
Satellite 139

3S
tiio:

it

PA

^eoi
WORDSTAR MicroPro 2S9

WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL
MicroPro CALL
WORDVISION Bruce <5 James . 39

Proofing Programs

BENCHMARK Metasott SI 39

EASYPROOF
Norell Data Systems 39

EASYSPELLER I.U.S 139

GRAMMATIK Aspen Software . . . 59

PERFECT SPELLER
Perfect Software 139

PUNCTUATION AND STYLE
OASIS 89

RANDOM HOUSE PROOFREADER
Aspen Software 39

SPELLSTAR MicroPro 179

SUPER SPELLGUARD
Sorcim 129

Mail List Managers

BENCHMARK Metasott $189

MAILMERGE MicroPro 179

MAILING LIST
Alpha Software

\d

tq

e

yi

,o'

MAILING LABEL
MBS Software 79

MERGE & PRINT
MBS Software 79

MAIL LIST FY//nc 69

Special Programs

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Digital Marketing $ 99

EXPANDSON
BlueWaterSystems CALL
FANCY FONT SoftCraft 149

FOOTNOTE
Digital Marketing 99

RANDOM HOUSE THESAURUS
Aspen Software 109

SIGN MASTER
Decision Resources CALL
STAR INDEX MicroPro CALL
SUPERFILE FYlinc. 149

TYPEFACES Alpha Software . 99

Please Call (or Information t
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IBM PC 256K
320 KB DS/DD DISK DRIVE
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER

COLOR CARD
ALL FOR $2499

LOTUS 1-2-3 SOFTWARE S3S9
SUPER CALC II $199
MULTIPLAN *199
VISICALC *199

WORDSTAR *329 WORD PERFECT *349
MAILMERCE (179 EASY WRITER *129

DISK DRIVES FOR IBM PC
DOUBLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY

320 KB *225

PCS COLOR MONITOR
HX-12 *499

AMDEK. NEC MONITORS AVAILABLE

DRIVE FOR APPLE 11+ and lit

ONLY *219

PRINTERS
BROTHER HR-1 *750 BROTHER HR-15 *499

OKIDATA B2A *499 83A *699 84A *999
93A *959

GEMINI-10 *359 GEMINI-15 (S29
NEC 3510 *1399 3SS0 *1799

7710 *1975
EPSON RX80 (379 FX80 *599
MX80/FT *449 MX100 *649

MEMORY BOARDS
AST COMBO CARD 64K

MULTIFUNCTION *299 I/O PLUS *199
QUADRAM 2S6K MULTIFUNCTION *399

HERCULES CARD *499
QCS BIG BLUE CARD *479

APPLE lla STARTER SYSTEM
*1599

HARD DISK FOR IBM PC
SMB *1399 10MB *1599 1SMB *2199

HAYES
SMARTMODEM 300 *239
SMARTMODEM 1200 *559

KAYPRO DEC DIABLO DAVONG
MAYNARD LNW TAXAN BMC

C ITOH EPD TELEVIDEO TANDON
MPI SHUGART

AND MUCH MORE AVAILABLEI
CALL!

SEND ORDERS AND INQUIRES TO.
COMPUTER POST INC.

22102 CLARENDON ST. SUT. *1

WOODLAND HILLS. CA 91367
(213) 999-1041

DELIVERIES TWO TO FOUR WEEKS AVERAGE
ALL SHIPMENTS ARE CASHIERS CHECK ONLY.

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

SHIPPING AND HANDLING EXTRA
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mTOTAL
RECALL
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THE DATA BASE FOR SOPHISTICATED
LIST MANAGEMENTAPPLICATIONS

TOTAL RECALL - power and sophistication in list

management for both the novice user (everything's in

‘English') and the computer whiz (extremely flexible).

Simple to understand, fast to learn, and exceptionally

easy to use.

You can have this fast and highly efficient program
running in less than one hour.

For customer lists, patient lists, keeping track of

prospects (last time called, number of children,

etc ), organizing mailing lists to take advantage of

Post Office discounts, and many other uses

Easy to Understand and Use IBM ' style manual
filled with examples and complete English'

language instructions.

Complete For the Novice' Tutorial

Flexible Structure - with TOTAL RECALL you
define your own entry format with up to 15 fields,

35 characters per field, plus numeric and
date fields

Sophisticated List Management You can extract

entries from your list using up to 15 different

parameters then sort your list up to 3 levels deep

CUSTOM MAILING LABELS

Completely Menu Driven - no special codes to

learn, no computerese' to wade through

Design your own Mailing Labels using your own
data plus an optional message line Prints 1. 2. 3.

and 4 across labels

Especially easy to use with IBM Fixed Disk and
other hard disks All programs and data can be
on the hard disk

Automatic totalling on numeric fields

Wordstar' MailMerge'
,
PeachText' and other

word processors compatible for form letters and
custom reports

ANNOUNCING THE ADOmON OF
NEW SOLUTION-ORIENTED SOFTWARE
Sophisticated application software for

16 and 32 bit microcomputers

Packages For:

Manufacturing Control (MRP)

Property Management

The Legal Profession

Conversion facility for your existing files

DOS 1 1 and 2.0 compatible Uses standard DOS
files Up to 100.000 records per tile using DOS 2 0

IBM PC'. PC XT', Columbia'
. Compaq' and

other popular MS DOS machines

SOFTA
pMy PCy fluynM\ So'Imkp

<t1 OQ QR Now at ComputerLand
'P 1 and other fine stores

The SOFTA Group, Inc.

778 Frontage Road Suite 106

Northfield. IL 60093

312/446-SOFT
CIRCLE 360 ON READER SERVICE CARD



New On The Market

HARDWARE

Keyboard Mouse
A mechanical mouse com-

patible without modification

lor use with any application

program using cursor to

make selections or entries.

The Keyboard Mouse in-

cludes an interface module
which configures the device

as a supplementary key-

board. The device is pro-

grammable from the user's

keyboard, allowing the user

to change the cursor and

command controls on the

unit. In addition, the hand-

held unit is equipped with

three buttons that can be

programmed to send special

commands. Available as an

option are five additional

key switches for the device.

(List Price: $295)

Product Associates, Inc.

465 Convention Way
Redwood City, CA 94063

(415)364-3121

CIRCLE 768 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Busboard
A plug-in card featuring

modular design, allowing

the user to configure the

card's functions through

add-on function modules.

Available function modules

include: CP/M Plus Copro-

cessor Module, Async

Communications I/O, Vi-

inch Floppy Drive Control-

ler, Parallel I/O Interface,

Clock/Calendar, Game I/O,

16-Channel Analog Input

A/D, 8-Bit I/O. and a blank

Prototyping Module.

The Busboard offers

64K byte parity checking

RAM on-board, expand-

able to 512K in 64K incre-

ments. Maximum expan-

sion of 704K allows for

emulation of a dual-sided

disk drive, spooling of

lengthy documents to

RAM, and efficient use of

the CP/M Plus Adapter

Module’s Z-80 co-proces-

sor. Included with the ba-

sic unit are BUSDRIVE, a

disk drive emulator, and

SPOOLBUS, a multi-print-

er, auto/manual queuing

printer spooler. (List Price:

$349.95; Board without

RAM and co-processor slot

$129.95)

LNW Computers

2620 Walnut

Tustin, CA 92680

(714)544-5744

CIRCLE 775 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Toshiba pl350 Printer

A dot matrix printer capable

of near letter-quality print-

ing at 100 characters per

second, high speed drafts at

192 cps, and dot-address-

able graphics at 180 x 180

dots per inch density. The

printer features a 24-pin

printhead design using fine

wire 8-mil pins to create

precisely placed overlapping

dot matrices.

The 132-column printer

can be equipped with stan-

dard friction roller or op-

tional pin feed tractor or

sheet feeder. Standard inter-

face is Centronics-type par-

allel, with RS-232C serial

hookup available as an op-

tional configuration at no

extra cost. (List Price:

$2,195)

Toshiba America, Inc.

2441 Michelle Dr.

Tustin, CA 92680

(714)730-5000

CIRCLE 782 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Prototyping Board
A circuit-design board with

space for up to 72 16-pin in-

line chips, provided with

power and ground grids and

space for distributed power

de-coupling. The card fea-

tures gold flashed contacts

on the edge connector and

an area reserved for external

interface connectors. The

board is designed to be used

with wirewrap sockets. (List

Price: $75)

Frontier Technologies Corp.

P.O. Box 11238

Milwaukee, WI 53211

(414)964-8689

CIRCLE 784 ON READER
SERVICE CARD
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PC 1024 Graphics
Display
A display utilizing a 20-inch

tube, capable of producing

1024 x 780 dot screens. The

unit operates on a high vid-

eo bandwidth, enabling the

user to create a non-inter-

laced picture in high resolu-

tion without flicker. White

phosphors, instead of green,

allow the display to be

viewed under a wide variety

of lighting conditions.

Pictures are drawn on-

screen at a rate of one mil-

lion pixels a second. In al-

phanumeric mode, 128 char-

acters by 50 lines can be

displayed, and can be

shown with graphics in

mixed mode.

The unit incorporates an

RS-232C interface, and can

operate under PC-DOS, CP/

M-86, and UCSD p-System.

Its interface board contains

a real time clock/calendar

and bus extension cable.

(List Price: £4,300)

Riva Terminals Ltd.

9 Woking Business Pk.

Albert Dr.

Woking, Surrey, U.K.

(04862) 71001

Telex: 85 9502

CIRCLE 777 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Color Graphics Board
A plug-in board incorporat-

ing an Intel 8088 co-proces-

sor chip and a NEC 7220

VLSI graphics controller

chip to provide graphics

with resolutions of up to

1024 by 1024, two planes of

memory (4 colors available),

RGB and composite video

outputs, and a light pen in-

terface in the minimal con-

figuration.

Optional configurations

allow the user to choose an

additional third and/or

fourth level of memory for

up to 16 colors displayable

simultaneously: a color

look-up table option allow-

ing the user to choose up to

16 colors from a palette of

4096: a mouse interface for

graphics input: and an RS-

232C port option allowing

the on-board co-processor

direct access to a plotter or

digitizing tablet. (List Price:

Basic board $995: in option-

al configurations, up to

$1,995)

Frontier Technologies Corp.

P.O. Box 11238

Milwaukee, WI 53211

(414)964-8689

CIRCLE 787 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

IBM 8087 Math Co-
Processor
A specialized chip which,

when installed on a user's

system board, significantly

increases the speed at which

floating point arithmetic,

logarithmic and trigonomet-

ric functions are processed.

The option kit contains both

the 8087 and a current level

8088 chip to ensure high

performance of the co-pro-

cessor is maintained be-

tween the two chips.

To take advantage of the

8087’s capabilities, software

designed specifically for the

co-processor is required.

(List Price: $260)

I.B.M. Corp.

Systems Products Div.

Entry Systems

P.O. Box 1328

Boca Raton, FL 33432

(305)996-6007

CIRCLE 789 ON READER
SERVICE CARD
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New On The Market

Interfazer

A universal controller/buffer

device capable of control-

ling the printing jobs of up

to eight systems, on two

printers. Interfazer can ac-

cept the printer output from

one to eight computers

through either serial or par-

allel I/O cards, and can

store up to 128,000 charac-

ters in its buffer memory.

Output to the printer can be

parallel or serial, and baud

rates from the computers

need not match the rates

into the printers.

The unit is based upon

an 8085 microprocessor, and

contains eight input slots

and two outputs. It operates

on a priority data basis (first

data in, first out), and can

also serve the user as an in-

terface for incompatible

equipment, computer I/O

expander, data transfer rate

converter, and additional

peripheral buffer. (List Price:

Base unit 5295; each addi-

tional 64K of memory $295;

parallel I/O or serial I/O

cards $65 each)

Quadram Corp.

4357 Park Dr.

Norcross, GA 30093

(404)923-6666

TWX: 810-766-4915

CIRCLE 780 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Quadscreen
A display monitor measur-

ing 17 inches diagonally, ca-

pable of displaying up to

10,240 characters onscreen

at one time. Character con-

figuration jn text mode is ei-

ther 120 characters by 64

lines using an eight-by-eight

dot matrix, or 160 characters

by 64 lines using a five-by-

seven character matrix.

Quadscreen also offers two

full screens of memory of

64K each, and bit-mapped

graphics resolution capabili-

ty of 968 dots by 512 lines.

Additional features in-

clude reverse video and for-

ward/backward scrolling.

The controller board fills

one expansion slot. (List

Price: $1,995)

Quadram Corp.

4357 Park Dr.

Norcross, GA 30093

(404)923-6666

TWX: 810-766-4915

CIRCLE 781 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Quadcolor Boards
A plug-in board allowing

bit-mapped high resolution

graphics in up to 16 colors

to be displayed. Two Quad-

color video boards are avail-

able. Quadcolor I is hard-

ware and software compati-

ble in text mode with the

IBM Color/Graphics Adapt-

er. Quadcolor II allows bit

mapped resolution of 640 x

200 pixels in 16 colors.

Each Quadcolor board

will drive most RGB or com-

posite video monitors, and

will support text. (List Price:

Quadcolor I $295; Quadcol-

or II $275)

Quadram Corp.

4357 Park Dr.

Norcross, GA 30093

(404)923-6666

TWX: 810-766-4915

CIRCLE 774 ON READER
SERVICE CARD
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Printek 900 Series

Printers

Three dot-matrix printers

with automatic bi-direction-

al printing, graphics capabil-

ities, and an internal 1 .800

character buffer. Model 910

offers speeds up to 200

characters per second in

high speed mode. 22 soft-

ware-controllable functions,

eight character sizes, and

seven foreign character sets

in addition to its standard

96 ASCII character set. The

920 offers the same features,

but with speeds up to 340

cps and two 8K buffers.

Model 930 has a user-select-

able dot density of 72 dots

per inch in addition to the

144 dots per inch density

available in graphics mode
in all three models.

All units feature both RS-

232C serial and Centronics-

type parallel interface ports,

baud rates from 300 bps to

9,600 bps, switchable parity

settings, and can handle

continuous forms, or cut

sheets with optional feeders.

(List Price: Model 910

11,595; model 920 $2,395;

model 930 $1,995

)

Printek, Inc.

1517 Townline fld.

Benton Harbor, MI 49022

(616)925-3200

CIRCLE 774 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Advanced
Communications
Board
A communications board

providing multiple protocol

support capability (Sync,

Async. HDLC, SDLC,

CCITT-X.25), user-selectable

DTE/DCE configurations,

and switchable device ad-

dressing. Available options

include a real time clock/

calendar with battery back-

up, and a parallel port.

In async mode, the board

offers programmable baud

rates from 110 through

19.2K, automatic error

checking, programmable

word lengths and stop bit

lengths, and modem control

signal output. Sync mode
features include automatic

address field recognition,

null, abort. CRC generation.

CRC checking commands, as

well as zero and sync-char-

acter insertions and dele-

tions. (List Price: $275, op-

tions $40 each)

Frontier Technologies Corp.

P.O. Box 11238

Milwaukee, Wl 53211

(414)964-8689

CIRCLE 796 ON READER
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IEEE-488 Controller

A board allowing up to 15

devices to be controlled

through a standard IEEE-4B8

bus connector. The board

performs controller, talker,

and listener functions, and

can link devices such as fre-

quency generators, multi-

meters, speech synthesizers,

power supplies, and other

IEEE-compatible equipment

to the user's system.

A real time clock/calen-

dar with battery back-up,

and an RS-232 port are

available as options. (List

Price: $395; options $40

each)

Frontier Technologies Corp.

P.O. Box 11238

Milwaukee, Wl 53211

(414)964-8689

CIRCLE 785 ON READER
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New On The Market

I-Bus Six Pac
An expansion chassis allow-

ing up to six additional

function boards to be added

to a user’s system. The chas-

sis contains a 40-watt power

supply and backplane with

six slots. It is usable with

virtually all PC-compatible

boards, including RAM,
floppy and hard disk inter-

faces, communications, and

printer I/O boards.

Connection to a user’s

system is by shielded inter-

face cable, available in ei-

ther an 18-inch or 48-inch

length. An included inter-

face card requires one slot

in the user’s system. (List

Price: 18" cable $695; 48"

cable $755)

I-Bus Systems

8863 Balboa Ave.

San Diego, CA 92123

(619)589-0646

CIRCLE 778 ON READER
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Six Pac Expansion Chassis,

I-Bus Systems

Model 358 Printer and
Optional Sheet Feeder
A new addition to the Print-

station 350 Series of print-

ers, the Model 358 dot ma-

trix printer provides bi-di-

rectional high speed draft

printing, multi-pass corre-

spondence quality printing,

and four color or seven col-

or print capability. Other

features include a liquid

crystal display providing

printer status and feature se-

lection, a 20-million charac-

ter one-inch wide ribbon,

and a rotary ribbon shifting

mechanism designed to en-

hance color clarity and ac-

curacy.

Other standard features

include cut sheet and fan-

fold paper handling abili-

ties, both serial and parallel

interfaces, pin-addressable

graphics, self-diagnostics,

and superscript/subscript

printing.

Available as an option,

the Automatic Sheet Feeder

attachment uses paper/

forms/envelope cassettes

which allow the user to con-

figure the feeder for one,

two, or three bin operation.

The unit automatically feeds

sheets and envelopes in the

proper sequence as con-

trolled either by the user’s

system or through settings

on the printer’s control pan-

el. (List Price: 358 Printer

$2,995; Sheet Feeder $795)

Centronics Data Computer

Corp.

Hudson, NH 03051

(603)883-6505

Telex: 94 3404

CIRCLE 769 ON READER
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SC817 Smart Cable
An RS-232 interface cable

incorporating logic circuitry.

The cable eliminates the

need for custom cables to

link peripherals to a user’s

system, as its circuitry is ca-

pable of connecting all

handshake lines used in a

specific application. The
SC817 Smart Cable can

function at baud rates up to

19,200.

The three state logic cir-

cuitry includes a "test” cir-

cuit, which characterizes the

interfaces to which the cable

is connected. In the event a

connected device is hamper-

ing operations, an indicator

light points out which de-

vice is at fault. A "pattern

comparator” circuit deter-

mines the correct intercon-

nect pattern required for the

application, and activates

the appropriate interconnect

circuits to complete the con-

nection.

The cable’s three states of

operation include positive

voltage, negative voltage

when driven by output cir-

cuits, or tendency to zero

volts when driven by input

circuits. (List Price: $62.95)

IQ Technologies, Inc.

11811 N.E. First St. #308
Bellevue, WA 98005

(206)451-0232

Telex: 70 1472

CIRCLE 771 ON READER
SERVICE CARD
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M45 Printer, Daisy Systems

tions respectively; Easiswap,

allowing the user to switch

between two printers linked

to the same system; a paral-

lel printer interface; a

communications port for

modems or additional print-

ers; and memory expansion

of 64K or 256K RAM.
A software package, Easi-

master, is included with the

Easiboard.(List Price; Basic

model $325)

Easitech Corp.

2215 Perimeter Pk., # 22

Atlanta, CA 30341

(404)452-7576

CIRCLE 770 ON READER
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Daisy Systems M45
Printer

A daisywheel printer featur-

ing as options both an RS-

232 interface module and a

switch-selectable interface

module for RS-232, Current

Loop, Centronics, and Data

Products connections. The

printer can run with differ-

ent types of systems by

switching the interface mod-

ule’s settings.

Other features of the

printer include proprietary

print hammer with seven

printing intensities, and a

separate motor drive for the

ribbon cartridge that lessens

the need for frequent ribbon

replacement. (List Price:

$1,995)

Daisy Systems

P.O. Box 1010

Torrance, CA 90505

(800) 4A-DAISV

(800)441-5273 in Calif.

CIRCLE 788 ON READER
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Easiboard
A plug-in board incorporat-

ing 11 functions. The multi-

function board contains

Easisort, allowing sorting of

data; Easispool, a printer

buffer/spooler; three Easi-

disk electronic disk drive

emulators that operate at

faster processing rates than

normal disk drives; Easitime

and Easidate, providing

clock and calendar func-
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Monte Carlo GT and
Quatro Boards
Two multifunction boards

offering 64K to 1M byte of

RAM, a clock/calendar with

13-year back-up battery, an

RS-232 port, and a Centron-

ics-type parallel port. In ad-

dition, the GT board offers

adapters for use with two

joysticks.

Both boards offer disk

drive-emulating software, as

well as on-board diagnostics

capabilities. (List Price:

Quatro $375; GT $425; addi-

tional RAM available at ap-

proximately $60 per added

64K)

Micro Business Industries

Corp.

1019 Eighth St.

Golden, CO 80401

(303)279-8438

TWX: 910-934-0191

CIRCLE 783 ON READER
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New On The Market

MULTIBUS Adapter
An adapter to link the user’s

system with the IEEE 796

standard MULTIBUS. The

device consists of two cards.

One fits a slot in the user's

system, the other fits into a

MULTIBUS card cage. The

two cards are intercon-

nected with flat cable.

Address mapping is pro-

vided to directly address up

to 256K bytes of MULTIBUS
memory. The user can estab-

lish the resulting target ad-

dress in MULTIBUS address

space by DIP switches. An-

other set of switches selects

the range of MULTIBUS I/O

addresses that can be ac-

cessed by the user s system.

The MULTIBUS Adapter

contains 8K bytes of static

RAM, which can be mapped
into any unused address

space in either the user's

system or MULTIBUS. The

RAM is a dual port concur-

rent access memory, and

both the user’s system and

MULTIBUS can access the

RAM simultaneously. The
8K static RAM provides

memory or a DMA buffer for

MULTIBUS use. (List Price:

S995J

Bit 3 Computer Corp.

8120 Penn Ave. So.

Minneapolis, MN 55431

(612)881-6955
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MasterGraphics
Adapter
A single card that replaces

three IBM graphics adapt-

ers—Monochrome Display

and Parallel Printer, Color/

Graphics Monitor, and Par-

allel Printer. MasterGraphics

functions include a palette

of 4,096 colors, MasterSet

software and hardware to al-

low users to create their

own character generators,

and a Dual Display kit for

simultaneously linking an

RGB monitor and an IBM
Monochrome display to the

same system.

The MasterGraphics

Adapter I provides four

times the storage capacity of

IBM adapters, increases ac-

tive colors from four to 16,

and can provide resolutions

of 640 x 200 in 16 colors

and 780 x 340 in high-res

monochrome. (List Price:

$579)

Micrographics Technology

Corp.

1820 McCarthy Blvd.

Milpitas, CA 95035

(408)996-8423

CIRCLE 791 ON READER
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Portable Typewriter/
Printer and Interface

Module
A portable typewriter that

can also serve as a letter-

quality computer printer

when linked to a user’s sys-

tem through a Messenger

Typewriter Interface Mod-

ule. As a typewriter, the

Memory Correct III Messen-

ger features full-line correc-

tion, with automatic reloca-

tion to original position af-

ter correction: multiple

pitch for 10, 12, or 15 char-

acters per inch spacing: and

reverse tab to facilitate sta-

tistical typing.

With the Messenger In-

terface Module, the unit is

converted into a computer

printer with the same fea-

tures as in its typewriter

mode, including automatic

centering and underlining.

The Module is provided

with both serial and Cen-

tronics parallel outlets.

Available options for the

typewriter/printer include

ten daisywheel type styles.

(List Price: Typewriter $599:

Interface Module $170)

Smith Corona, Inc.

65 Locust Ave.

New Canaan, CT 06840

(203)972-1471

CIRCLE 772 ON READER
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PC Calculator and
Programmable PC
Calculator

Two programs which act as

16-digit calculators, with all

key function definitions vis-

ible on-screen. Various dis-

play options included with

the program, as well as

printout formats, are selecta-

ble by the user. The num-

bers in 26 working registers

are visible on the screen

during calculations.

Programmable PC Calcu-

lator can create and access

over 250 calculation pro-

grams, each up to 102 steps

in length. During program-

ming and editing, all pro-

gram steps are on display,

and editing allows step by

step deletion or insertion.

During a program run, a

routing indicator follows the

progress of the calculation

through the program’s steps.

In addition, a package of

widely-used financial func-

tions is available as an op-

tion for the Programmable

PC Calculator program. (List

Price: PC Calculator $29.95;

Programmable PC Calcula-

tor $49.95; latter with Fi-

nancial package $59.95)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, 80-column display.

CTEK Corp.

748 E. Colorado Blvd.

Pasadena, CA 91101

(213)795-7877
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Micro-FRS
An asset/liability manage-

ment program and Financial

Results Simulator for banks

and savings and loan associ-

ations with assets up to $5

billion. Features include a

Target Balance approach

whereby the user enters bal-

ance sheet goals and the

program computes new vol-

umes necessary to meet the

goals; a rate generator facili-

ty; Gap Analysis Reports

provided on both a static

and dynamic basis for cur-

rent and future periods; and

the facilities to print out

Call Reports Schedules J.

(List Price: License and on-

going use fees range $3,500

to $ 11,500)

Requires: 128K, two 320K

disk drives, MS-DOS, or CP/

M-86, 132-column printer.

Sendero Corporation

4815 North Fourteenth PI.

Phoenix, AZ 85014

(602) 279-0401

System Manager Vers.

1.0 & 2.0

A program providing users

with a menu of DOS com-

mands, with which the user

can access any of up to 12

applications programs with

a single keystroke. The pro-

gram can run any .COM file

(WordStar, dBASE II, etc.)

or BASIC file. Resident utili-

ties return control to main

menu automatically after an

application program has

run. In addition, the System

Manager provides password

security, one level in the

PC-DOS 1.0 version, and

three levels (down to DOS
security) on the 2.0 version.

The PC-XT version of

System Manager allows up

to 20 applications programs

to be selected from a user-

definable menu, and makes

use of tree-structured direc-

tories, allowing the operator

to create and access subdi-

rectories on a hard disk. In

addition, the PC-XT version

provides function key mac-

ros, “point and do” cursor

control commands, as well

as basic utilities. (List Price:

Both versions $89 each )

Requires: Version 1.0: 64K,

two disk drives, PC-DOS

1.0; PC-XT Version: 128K,

Hard Disk. PC-DOS 2.0.

Business Management Sys-

tems, Inc.

9526-A Lee Hwy.

Fairfax, VA 22031

(703)591-0911

CIRCLE 711 ON READER
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FTP
A file transfer utility allow-

ing files to be transferred to

or from a mainframe system.

The program consists of two

parts, one for a mainframe

system operating under TSO
or VM/CMS, and a part for a

user’s system running PC-

DOS or CP/M.

FTP contains a layered

protocol, including full Cy-

clic Redundancy Checking

and automatic entry to en-

sure data integrity at high

line speeds. Its micro com-

ponent contains an asyn-

chronous terminal emulator,

which allows the user to

dial the mainframe system,

connect to TSO or VM/CMS,
and issue either an Upload

or Download command.
The utility program is

supplied on magnetic tape

and on appropriate disks.

(List Price: $4,000, including

up to 10 copies of the micro

version; additional micros

at $50 each)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS, monitor, se-

rial interface, modem.

On-Line Business Systems,

Inc.

115 Sansome St.

San Francisco, CA 94104

(415)391-9555

CIRCLE 708 ON READER
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New On The Market

PROJECT
SCHEDULER and
BAR GRAPH
GENERATOR
Two utility programs to dis-

play data or graphs without

requiring a color/graphics

adapter board in the user's

system. DATA SCHEDULER
allows projects to be dis-

played. showing up to seven

different tasks (sub-projects)

at one time. Data is dis-

played on a day-by-day ba-

sis and shows the length of

each task to be performed;

whether it is firm or a pro-

posed task; and who has re-

sponsibility for the comple-

tion of each specific task.

Projects can be as long as

two years, and up to 10

weeks of data can be dis-

played at one time.

BAR GRAPH GENERA-
TOR allows the creation of

bar graphs to display statis-

tical information without

programming. The user is

presented with a fill-in-the-

blank screen and is asked to

describe the graph and enter

data. Screen displays one to

three graphs simultaneously,

in a choice of three formats

with up to IS time periods

represented. (List Price; $35

each)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, monochrome monitor.

PATA'EASY Software

877 Bounty Dr., # EE203

Foster City. CA 94404

(415)571-8100

(415)349-4001
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MergeCalc, LoadCalc,
and DocuCalc
Three enhanced function

programs for use with Visi-

Calc or 1-2-3 spreadsheet

programs. MergeCalc allows

the user of a spreadsheet

program to consolidate,

merge, and manipulate dif-

ferent models without af-

fecting the integrity of the

data within each model. The
program allows addition,

subtraction, multiplication,

or division of up to 15 mod-

els at one time, on files in

/SS, DIF, or WKS formats.

LoadCalc can read sim-

ple text files and convert

them into a form necessary

for manipulation by, or in-

corporation into VisiCalc or

1-2-3 models. Text files can

be captured with communi-

cations programs such as

VisiTerm or R/Net, then

loaded into the spreadsheet

program directly, without

special reformatting or pro-

gramming. Fractions, such

as those that appear an

Dow-Jones data, are inter-

preted and converted auto-

matically into decimals.

DocuCalc can print any

section or all of a user's

spreadsheet model in seven

formats. It can show a mod-

el's equations, labels, and

values in a grid layout, pre-

serving orientation. One grid

format wraps long equations

so that they remain in their

correct positions and are not

truncated. Another moves

long equations to the end of

a report, and a third shows

just a single reference letter

for each column (E for equa-

tion, L for label, etc.) and

shows columns A through

BK on a single page. Single

cell per line reports can be

by row or column, with at-

tributes in English (e.g. Two
Decimal instead of /F$).

DocuCalc can also detect

and report any forward or

circular reference which

may cause erroneous results

in a model. (List Price; Mer-

geCalc $125; LoadCalc fr

DocuCalc $95 each)

Requires: 96K (MergeCalc:

128K), one disk drive, PC-

DOS, Visicaic or 1-2-3.

Micro Decision Systems

P.O. Box 1392

Pittsburgh. PA 15219

(412)276-2387

CIRCLE 713 ON READER
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STATGRAPHICS.PC
An interactive data analysis

and statistical graphics pro-

gram, containing over 200

numerical and graphics

functions. The program con-

sists of 30 workspaces, in-

cluding a core workspace

containing basic system

functions used by most pro-

cedures. Individual statisti-

cal procedures are then cop-

ied into the active work-

space from one of 26 avail-

able through the program's

main menu.

The program includes a

general interface to control

attached pen plotters, con-

figured for the I.B.M. XY

/

750 but adaptable to other

plotters. For systems with

both monochrome and col-

or/graphics monitors, the

program allows the user to

separate text and graphics

output. All input and text

output is produced on the

monochrome monitor, while

all graphics output is dis-

played on the other. (List

Price: First User’s License

$475; additional licenses

$80 each)

Requires: 192K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS, color moni-

tor, color/graphics adapter,

serial adapter board.

Statistical Graphics Corp.

P.O. Box 1558

Princeton, N] 08540

(609)924-9374

CIRCLE 718 ON READER
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TCS TOTAL
MATERIALS &
TOTAL INVENTORY
Programs
Materials/parts tracking and

inventory control programs

for manufacturing plants, in-

tended to be used together

as a system. The programs

allow the user to determine

quantities of parts in stock,

the number of finished

goods that can be produced

with the parts currently on

hand, and can generate sev-

eral types of bills of

materials and production re-

ports. In addition, the pro-

grams will automatically up-

date inventory items as

parts are used or replaced.

Current inventory levels

can be maintained on an

item-by-item basis for all

raw materials, work in

progress, and finished

goods. The two programs

used together include re-

ports on productivity, mate-

rial requirements planning,

new product development

and engineering changes,

and production cost analy-

ses and reconciliations.

TOTAL MATERIALS also

provides such information

as reference numbers for en-

gineering drawings and

parts list numbers, next

higher assembly, user com-

ments, and page references

to relate multiple assemblies

to the finished product. (List

Price: $500-$ 1 ,200 for each

program, depending upon

dealer support)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS.

TCS Software, Inc.

3209 Fondren

Houston, TX 77063

(713)977-7804
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PeachFix and Stock
Price Catalog
Designed to be used with

I.B.M. /Peachtree Accounting

software, PeachFix allows

the user to place version 1.0

programs on a single 320K

disk, eliminating the need to

change disks each time a

new menu is required. In

addition, PeachFix can ob-

tain such information as

date and time automatically

from the system’s DOS, pre-

cluding manual entry of

such information each time

an application is run.

Stock Price Catalog, in-

tended for use with I.B.M./

Peachtree’s Accounts Re-

ceivable program, version

1.0, maintains a perpetual

inventory of items in stock.

It allows the user to auto-

matically track quantities of

materials on hand prior to

invoicing, generate out-of-

stock and stock reorder re-

ports, and monthly profit-

ability reports for each item

in stock. The program can

support an inventory of up

to 3,100 separate items iden-

tified by a l-to-15 character

I.D. number. (List Price:

PeachFix $24.95; Stock

Price Catalog $495)

Requires: 64K, two 320K

disk drives, PC-DOS 1.1,

I.B.M./Peachtree software,

version 1.0.

Micro-Comp Business Enter-

prise, Inc.

502 1 Kurt Ln.

Conyers, GA 30208

(404)922-6319
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Peerless AgriSystems
Programs
A series of programs de-

signed for farmers and agri-

businesses. The programs

include Crop and Field

Management, Livestock

Management, and Grain Ele-

vator Management, among
others. The programs are in-

tegrated with each other,

and with the Peerless Ac-

counting and Management
Analysis System, a financial

management system which

allows for both book value

and fair market value ac-

counting simultaneously, as

well as unlimited Enterprise

Accounting with TEFRA
and GAAP compliance.

Future releases within

the AgriSystems series will

include programs for specif-

ic farming applications and

farm types, soil types and

fertilizer formulations, re-

gional variances and crops.

(List Price: $500- $1,800, de-

pending on module)

Requires: 128K, two disk

drives, PC-DOS.

Peerless AgriSystems

Software Div.

Box 10339

San Antonio, TX 78210

(512)533-1274

CIRCLE 710 ON READER
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New On The Market

PolyLibrarian
A software development

tool for programming using

the PC-DOS (MS-DOS) oper-

ating system. PolyLibrarian

organizes related object code

modules (.OBJ files) into a

single library (.LIB file). The

IBM PC Linker can then au-

tomatically select only the

modules needed to contract

an executable program.

PolyLibrarian works with

any compiler or assembler

that uses the IBM PC Linker.

Programmers can reduce

code size, simplify struc-

tured programming, con-

struct libraries, or examine

and reorganize existing li-

braries. (List Price: $99)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS.

Polytron Corp.

P.O. Box 707

DS 2-203

Hillsboro, OR 97123

(503)640-2875
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Super*List Manager.
Pinnacle Software

SUPER*LIST
MANAGER
A database management

program incorporating sort/

select functions and a word

processing system. The pro-

gram’s structure utilizes pre-

defined formats, record lay-

out, and item definitions.

SUPER'LIST MANAGER al-

lows the user to print dis-

play screens with a single

keystroke. Its sort/select

function selects through up

to 2,400 records using any

database item on file, with

up to four levels of selection

criteria.

The word processing

functions allow the user to

compose and store up to 15

formatted reports, to com-

bine form letters with names

and addresses stored in the

database component, and to

edit existing letters or create

new ones. SUPER*LIST

MANAGER can be used for

such applications as warran-

ty records, subscriber lists,

real estate listings, personal-

ized records, word process-

ing, and direct mail. (List

Price: $249)

Requires: 64K, two 320K

drives, PC-DOS 1.1, moni-

tor, printer.

Pinnacle Software Systems

P.O. Box 1220

Ft. Collins, CO 80522

(303)224-5061
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MUSE
A word processing program

capable of printing out doc-

uments exactly as they ap-

pear on a user’s display.

MUSE features include a

spelling checker; a mailing

list processing capability; an

abbreviation glossary; col-

umn move, copy and erase;

decimal tabs; hyphenation;

copying and moving of por-

tions of documents; and a

high speed cursor move-

ment control system.

More advanced features

include cursor-controlled

document selection and de-

letion, a document recovery

facility, and document en-

cryption. Mt/SE also offers

the user the flexibility of

converting MUSE files to

DOS files, of customizing

menus and dictionaries, and

of accessing MUSE in sever-

al different languages. (List

Price: $595)

Requires: 256K, two 320K
drives, PC-DOS 1.1 or 2.0,

monitor.

MARC Software Internation-

al, Inc.

260 Sheridan Ave. #200

Palo Alto, CA 94306

(415)326-1971

TWX: 9 10-373-2013
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BasicWindow
A programming develop-

ment tool that allows BASIC

application programmers to

generate customized screens

for new programs. Basic-

Window consists of a Screen

Editor, for designing and en-

tering custom screens; a

Screen Driver, which the

user includes in BASIC ap-

plications programs to per-

form BasicWindow opera-

tions; and a Macro Proces-

sor, which can translate the

BasicWindow request state-

ments in the user’s applica-

tion into actual BASIC state-

ments.

To access and use a

screen in an application, the

user includes BasicWindow

macro statements into his

BASIC program, and com-

piles the program using the

included BasicWindow Mac-

ro Compiler. The result is a

copy of the user’s program

with all of the BasicWindow

commands translated into

standard BASIC language

statements. (List Price:

$99.95)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS, 80-column

monitor, BASICA or BASIC
Compiler.

G. Freeman 8* Co.

Software Design Group

15 Albin Rd.

Stamford, CT 06902

(203)327-9868
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Peeks 'n Pokes for the

I.B.M. Personal

Computer
A collection of 50 programs,

eight utilities, and tech-

niques for programmers to

perform functions otherwise

unavailable from BASIC or

Pascal. The package in-

cludes a disk and 38-page

manual, illustrating the use

of BASIC PEEK. POKE, INP,

and OUT functions to access

and modify system informa-

tion. Also included are gen-

eral-purpose assembler sub-

routines used to perform

DOS and BIOS function

calls, read the file directory,

and determine the amount

of space on a disk that has

been used and that is still

available.

For the Pascal program-

mer. assembler subroutines

that perform the same func-

tions as those listed above

are included. Sample pro-

grams demonstrate the use

of these functions and the

use of the DOS/BIOS sub-

routine.

Eight utilities are includ-

ed on the disk to perform

such functions as clearing

the screen, swapping moni-

tors. and displaying date

and time. (List Price: $30

)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS, 80-column

monitor.

Data Base Decisions

14 Bonnie Ln.

Atlanta. GA 30328

(404)256-3860

CIRCLE 717 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

UltraTRAP
A parity error handling util-

ity program designed to re-

set the parity error detection

circuitry and report the con-

dition to the user via the

monitor instead of halting

the machine.

UltraBOOT, a dynamic

memory allocation utility,

and UItraFAST, a flexible

disk RAM emulator, are also

included. (List Price: $39.95)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS 1.1.

Daystar Systems, Inc.

10511 Church fid.. #L
Dallas, TX 75238

(214) 341-8136

CIRCLE 720 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Entrepreneur Software
Series

A series of six software

packages, consisting of Visi-

Calc templates and files in

DIF format. Designed for use

in starting up new small to

medium-sized businesses,

the programs are keyed to

200 business books, cover-

ing specific industry infor-

mation for a range of small

businesses.

Package ONE, for 30

"business service" busi-

nesses. covers consulting

firms, print shops, publish-

ing, video production, em-

ployment and travel agen-

cies, advertising, seminar or-

ganizing, among others.

Package TWO works with

30 books aimed at "consum-

er service" fields, such as

day care centers, car rental

agencies, coin laundries, au-

tomotive services, and simi-

lar services.

Package THREE, used

with 24 books, covers the

food and beverage industry.

FOUR deals with 20 busi-

nesses with unique facilities

requirements, such as physi-

cal fitness centers, video ar-

cades, and dance studios.

Package FIVE is aimed at

retail merchandizing, and

examines the operations of

more than 50 different busi-

nesses. SIX is designed for

use by those interested in

up to 50 low start-up cost

businesses, such as mail or-

der. street vending, craft

sales, and the like. (List

Price: $75-$95, depending

on package)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive. VisiCalc.

Entrepreneur Magazine

3211 Pontius Ave.

Los Angeles, CA 90064

(213)478-0437
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New On The Market

L.I.F.E. Goals
A financial investments

analysis program allowing

professional investments ad-

visors to produce a detailed,

custom Financial Plan for

each of their clients. Plans

produced by the program

run 18 to 26 pages, and con-

sist of explanation and anal-

ysis of the client’s present

and proposed financial situ-

ations.

Analyses generated in-

clude a financial statement,

monthly budgeting profile,

investment performance,

college funding needs, ef-

fects of inflation, life insur-

ance needs, retirement capi-

tal needs, asset diversifica-

tion, individual retirement

accounts, five year tax plan-

ning, and home refinancing.

Federal income tax and So-

cial Security retirement and

survivor benefits are auto-

matically computed. (List

Price: $945)

Requires: 64K, two disk

drives, CP/M or MS-DOS,
SupeiCalc, WordStar, Mail-

Merge programs.

Kinnaird SoftPlans

2953 N.E. Brogden St.

Hillsboro, OR 97123

(503)640-2875

CIRCLE 737 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

The Work
Management System
A program designed to as-

sist field operations manag-

ers in work scheduling,

evaluations, and productivi-

ty, to help justify capital ex-

penditures, allocate re-

sources, and develop work

plans. The Work Manage-

ment System is intended

primarily for use by munici-

palities, and can provide

data in both work backlog

and work performed for

such areas as streets, sanita-

tion, parks, buildings, utili-

ties, airports, and traffic

control. It can be adapted

for use in plant and facili-

ties maintenance, grounds

maintenance, and construc-

tion work. (List Price:

$3,950, including perpetual

license, technical installa-

tion, and six months soft-

ware maintenance)

Requires: 128K, 2MB Hard

Disk, PC-DOS, dBASE II.

LWFW Group

12700 Park Central, #1805

Dallas, TX 75251

(214)233-5561

CIRCLE 755 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Decision-Analyst
A program providing busi-

nessmen with the ability to

analyze complex problems

where there are many alter-

natives and/or criteria to be

examined and evaluated.

The program takes the

user through eight menu-se-

lected sections including

problem definition, state-

ment of decision purpose,

establishing and weighing of

“want” and “must" criteria,

calculation of critical val-

ues, defining alternatives,

weighting and scoring alter-

natives against criteria, as-

sessing possible adverse

consequences, and final

conclusions and choice.

(List Price: $139)

Requires: 96K, one disk

drive, CP/M-86 or PC-DOS,

80-column monitor, 80-col-

umn printer.

Executive Software, Inc.

Two N. State St.

Dover, DE 19901

(705)722-3373

CIRCLE 725 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

4CaST/l
A business forecasting pro-

gram incorporating eight dif-

ferent techniques, with the

capability of displaying fore-

casts in color graphics.

Transform utilities allow the

user to develop custom fore-

casting techniques to add to

those pre-programmed.

4CaST/l can be linked to

spreadsheet programs such

as VisiCalc, and can accept

data downloaded from

mainframe systems. (List

Price: $725)

Requires: 128K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS, color/graph-

ics adapter, monitor.

HEURJX Computer Products

P.O. Box 9227

Morristown, NJ 07960

(201)267-2806

CIRCLE 740 ON READER
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PEAR Technical
Analysis
An investment analysis pro-

gram that can help a user

identify profitable strategies

for trading and investment.

The program is divided into

subcomponents that provide

graphics, modeling, evalua-

tion, and data retrieval.

With PEAR Technical

Analysis, the user can create

decision rule models, evalu-

ate the performance of mod-

els over any time period,

and analyze price data using

a range of graphics generat-

ing capabilities.

Automatic pricing data

can be obtained through

DIAL/DATA, which gives

users access to the Merlin

database of daily and histor-

ical price information for se-

curities, commodities,

stocks, options, bonds, gov-

ernment issues, mutual

funds, and financial futures.

(List Price: $1,450; DIAL/

DATA prices variable, de-

pending on data requested)

Requires: 128K, two disk

drives, PC-DOS or p-System,

Hayes Smartmodem.

Remote Computing Corp.

1076 E. Meadow Cir.

Palo Alto, CA 94303

(415)494-6111

CIRCLE 753 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Personal Computer
Data Interface (PCDI)
An integrated telecommuni-

cations, database manage-

ment, and graphical analysis

program. PCDI is configured

to communicate with IBM's

VM/370 operating system,

though it may be modified

for other systems. The pro-

gram can automatically re-

trieve data from a main-

frame system at either 300

or 1200 baud, in either AS-

CII or EBCDIC/correspon-

dence codes. Data compres-

sion techniques incorporat-

ed in the program effective-

ly increase transfer rates be-

tween mainframe and the

user’s system.

The program’s data man-

agement facility includes

two-dimensional tables for

time-series variables, refer-

enced in common English.

A full screen editor allows

scrolling, global editing, and

subsetting. PCDI automati-

cally keeps track of the

user's data files, and an ex-

port feature allows data files

to be reformatted for entry

into VisiCalc and other ap-

plication programs.

The graphical analysis

section of the program al-

lows the user to create

charts with text, and up to

two charts may be displayed

simultaneously. Pie charts

and histograms can be

scrolled to allow the view-

ing of up to 206 periods of

data per variable, and alter-

nate Y-axes are supported,

allowing analysis between

differently scaled variables.

Data can be projected for-

ward an additional twenty

periods, using the least

squares method.

Text and/or graphics can

be printed at any time using

an IBM or Epson printer.

(List Price: Unlimited corpo-

rate license fee $30,000

;

monthly rental $800; Single

user package $250)

Requires: 256K, 5Mb hard

disk, PC-DOS 1.1 or 2.0, col-

or monitor, color/graphics

adapter, Hayes Smartmod-

em.

Applied Microsystems, Inc.

P.O. Box 832

Roswell, GA 30077

(404)475-0832

(404)371-0832

CIRCLE 734 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Master Utilities Vol.

#1
Three utility programs al-

lowing features upgrading of

a user's system fitted with

additional RAM boards.

MASTERspooler I allows the

user to assign any portion of

the available memory to

function as a printer spooler

driving the serial port. The

program will dump the data

to be printed into the spool-

er RAM, freeing the rest of

the user's system. MASTER-
spooler II is similar, but

drives the parallel port.

MASTERdisc is a disc

emulation program which

can create a second or third

disc using RAM. All three

utilities may be used simul-

taneously, and each of the

sections may be allocated as

much RAM as required by

the user, in IK increments.

The programs will show

amount of available RAM
still unused in the system.

(List Price: $49.95)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS, additional

RAM board.

Microtek Inc.

4750 Viewridge Ave.

San Diego, CA 92123

(619)569-0900

TWX: 910-335-1269

CIRCLE 754 ON READER
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New On The Market

Maintenance
Management System
An integrated maintenance

management package that

allows the user to maintain

records and generate reports

on plant equipment, inven-

tory control, and work order

processing. The package

components consist of Ma-

chine History and Preven-

tive Maintenance, with

which the user can maintain

detailed records on preven-

tive maintenance schedules

and work performed for

each machine, as well as

complete machine histories

and repair work histories;

Work Order System, which

can keep track of labor, ma-

terial, and total costs for

each work order received;

and Inventory Control,

which stores and retrieves

part numbers and other

items in inventory, and

which keeps track of quanti-

ties on hand, based on

transactions. (List Price:

$795; manual alone $25)

Requires; 64K, two disk

drives, monitor, printer.

Lfriik Associates

12545 W. Burleigh

Brookfield, WI 53005

(414)782-5030

CIRCLE 747 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

((MEMORY/SHIFT))
A program designed for the

PC-XT, allowing the user to

have up to 9 different appli-

cation programs in system

memory simultaneously.

((MEMORY/SHIFT)) also al-

lows the simultaneous use

of two monitors, each dis-

playing a different program,

and will allow data transfers

between different applica-

tion programs to take place

with few keystrokes. (List

Price: $99)

Requires: IBM PC-XT; 128K,

one disk drive, PC-DOS 1.1

or 2.0.

North American Business

Systems, Inc.

642 Office Pkwy.

St. Louis, MO 63141

(800)325-1485

(314)432-6106

CIRCLE 706 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Textra
A word processing program

featuring block copy and

move, global search and re-

place, wordwrap, and merge

from file, and which allows

text from one file to be cop-

ied into the file being

edited. Characters can be in-

serted by simply positioning

cursor and typing, without

the need to enter a special

insert mode. Six delete

functions are available, as

are 21 cursor movements

controllable from the key-

board.

Other features include

paragraph reformatting, line

shifting and centering, and

definable margins. Printing

functions include automatic

pagination, headers and

footers, and single sheet op-

erations. (List Price: $70;

demo disk only $10)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS, monitor.

Ann Arbor Software Assocs.

407 N. Main

Ann Arbor, Ml 48104

(313)769-9088

CIRCLE 716 ON READER
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Church Donations
A program to automate re-

cordkeeping for churches

with up to 2,000 members.

It allows for entry of names,

addresses, pledge envelope

numbers, telephone num-
bers, a 3-character select

code, comments, 0-to-4

pledge amounts, and l-to-15

user-defined categories of

data for each member of a

church's congregation.

Church Donations can

produce quarterly reports, a

complete or selective list of

the congregation, mailing la-

bels for all or selected mem-
bers, grand totals of contri-

butions to date, and totals to

date by individual or offer-

ing category. (List Price:

$275)

Requires: 64K, two disk

drives, PC-DOS, monitor.

Custom Data

P.O. Box 1066

Alamogordo, NM 88310

(505)434-1096

CIRCLE 749 ON READER
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BLUE Word Processor

A color, multi-window word

processing program that al-

lows a user to edit up to

eight files in up to eight

windows simultaneously.

Each window’s color is

user-definable.

The program provides

formatting features for struc-

tured documents, and in-

cludes standard word pro-

cessor features plus foot-

notes, keystroke macros, for-

mat macros, and hyphen-

ation. BLUE Word Processor

can support printer capabili-

ties such as proportional

spacing, micro-justification,

underlining, italics, bold-

face, as well as sub- and su-

perscript. The program al-

lows user modifications as

needed, and uses standard

DOS files. (List Price: $150;

manual alone $35)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS 1.1 or 2.0,

color/graphics or mono-

chrome adapter, monitor.

Symmetric Software Inc.

1805 Clemson St.

San Bernardino, CA 92407

(714)887-8595

CIRCLE 741 ON READER
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Micro-Mail
An electronic mail system

(E.M.S.) using microcomput-

ers which do not need to be

dedicated solely to the

E.M.S. function. The system

is menu-driven, and users

can choose to either set

their systems to send/re-

ceive messages and data as

needed or overnight in auto-

matic mode. The system can

automatically dial each site

at predetermined times, ex-

change messages, or hold

messages until the receiver

is ready to receive. (List

Price: $500 per site for first

four stations; $400 for sta-

tion five; $300 for station

six; $200 for stations seven

and up)

Requires: Each Station:

256K Quadboard, two disk

drives, PC-DOS 1.1 or CP/

M-86, async port, modem,
word processing software.

Warner Computer Systems,

Inc.

52 Woodbine St.

Beigen/ield, NJ 07621

(201)385-6900

(212)395-3395

CIRCLE 743 ON READER
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MICROCRYPT
A file encryption utility pro-

viding the user with a

means to protect software

files and transfers of data

over phone lines. Encryp-

tion keywords are created

by the user for each file.

Only by using these key-

words can the file be un-

locked. MICROCRYPT also

features Encrypted file view-

ing. which allows the user

to examine the contents of

an encrypted file without

permanently decrypting the

file. (List Price: $95

)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS or CP/M-86.

Sextant Systems

P.O. Box 251

Holmdel, NJ 07733

(201)671-7670

CIRCLE 744 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

THE AGENCY
MANAGER
An integrated insurance

agency management package

for the PC-XT, featuring pro-

grams to handle customer

accounting, general ledger,

client data updates and file

retrievals, over 100 different

marketing reports and sales

presentations aids, word

processing, telecommunica-

tions capabilities, utilities,

and ACORD forms.

The Agency Manager al-

lows the user to automate

the operations of an insur-

ance agency, with the op-

tional capability of linking

via telecommunications to

insurance data networks,

such as the Insurance Value

Added Network System

(IVANS). The Agency Man-
ager includes WordStar and

MailMerge programs. (List

Price: $3,750, including

WordStar and MailMerge)

Requires: PC/XT; 128K, PC-

DOS 2.0, monitor, printer.

Applied Systems

Pauling Rd.

Monee, IL 60449

(312)534-5575

CIRCLE 750 ON READER
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New On The Market

Business Accounting
Control System
An accounting software

package consisting of five

programs which can be used

separately or in unison. The
programs—Order Entry/In-

ventory Control, Accounts

Receivable, Accounts Pay-

able, Payroll, and General

Ledger—feature screen ac-

cess to management reports,

a screen capacity of up to

132 characters (with appro-

priate hardware), error

checking, and controlled au-

dit trails.

Written in RM COBOL,
the Business Accounting

Control System can operate

under an extensive range of

operating systems, including

CP/M-86, PC-DOS, TURBO-
DOS, UNIX, and XENIX.

(List Price: Jl.000-Jl.500

each module)

Requires: 64K, one hard

disk, 132-column monitor,

printer.

American Business Systems,

Inc.

3 Littleton Rd.

Westford, MA 01886

(617)692-2600

CIRCLE 719 ON READER
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QUESTEXT III

A general purpose textual

information control pro-

gram. incorporating word

processing and database

management capabilities.

The program imposes tree-

like menu structures on en-

tered text without need for

programming or debugging.

QUESTEXT m allows up

to 32,700 records, and up to

6,000 screens are possible.

Menus can be up to 99 lines

each. Categories and subca-

tegories created by the user

can be phrased in English,

without abstract coding or

keywords, and are shown

on-screen in English—data

structures imposed by the

program are invisible to the

user.

A mini version is avail-

able. allowing 6 lines per

menu, up to 40 screens, and

up to 500 records. (List

Price: Full version $299.95;

mini version J49.95; manu-

al only J29.95J

Requires: 96K. two disk

drives, PC-DOS, 80-column

monitor.

In/ormation Reduction Re-

search

1538 Main St.

Concord, MA 01742

(617)369-5719

CIRCLE 714 ON READER
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DEMI-PLAN Project

Management System
A project scheduling/man-

agement program allowing

the user to define and main-

tain a file of project tasks

and resources. This informa-

tion is used to print various

forms of Gantt charts, re-

source histograms, and task/

resource cross-reference

printouts. The program de-

termines the critical path of

a project and allows the

project manager to introduce

"what if" data to show the

effect of data and resource

changes on a project’s com-

pletion date. (List Price: $74)

Requires: 128K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS, monitor,

printer.

DEMI-So/tware

6 Lee Rd.

Med/ield, MA 02052

(617)359-4502

CIRCLE 754 ON READER
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PCNC
A manual programming as-

sist package for Numerical

Control (NC) machine tools.

PCNC includes a full-func-

tion text editor for generat-

ing NC programs, and an

adaptive backplotting sys-

tem that can simulate a vari-

ety of machine tools. Ma-

chine-specific cycle times

analysis can predict cutting

times. An automatic disk

file management system

with RS-232 I/O permits

DNC operation. (List Price:

J1.495)

Requires: 128K, one 320K
disk drive, graphics moni-

tor, color/graphics card, RS-

232 tape punch/reader.

Suburban Machinery Inc.

So/tware Div. • •

37127 Ben Hur Ave.

Willoughby, OH 44094

(216)951-8974

CIRCLE 751 ON READER
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Health Risk Analysis
A program allowing the user

to evaluate future life expec-

tancy based upon entered

vital statistics, personal hab-

its, past medical history,

family medical history,

health practices, occupation,

and other factors. Using re-

cent Health Risk Tables,

Height-Weight guidelines,

major medical association

health recommendations,

occupational safety informa-

tion, and American Cancer

Society suggestions, the pro-

gram analyzes an individu-

al’s risk factors, calculates

probable life expectancy,

then makes concrete sugges-

tions for improving longevi-

ty through modification of

personal health practices.

(List Price: Personal Version

$59.50; Professional Version

$259.50)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS, monitor.

The Center For Medical Mi-

crocomputing

P.O. Box 9615

Madison, WI 53715

CIRCLE 731 ON READER
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AMI Accounting
Package
A menu-driven accounting

package consisting of Gener-

al Ledger, Accounts Receiv-

able, Accounts Payable, and

Payroll. The maximum
number of ledger and sub-

ledger accounts, cost cen-

ters, transactions posting cy-

cles, vendors, employees,

etc., that can be handled by

the programs is limited only

by user’s disk capacity.

General Ledger offers a

chart of accounts with sub-

ledger capability and cost

center reporting. Past period

adjusting entries can be pro-

cessed for any period in the

current year. Accounts Re-

ceivable allows open item

or balance forward methods

of accounting. It allows for

automatic aging with vari-

ous categories, accepts par-

tial payments, and prints

statements selectively by

customer.

Accounts Payable can

operate on a cash or accrual

basis. Each invoice can be

distributed to cost centers,

due dates can be calculated

automatically, and partial

payments can be made
through the program. The

program also allows for flex-

ible payment selection by

due date, vendor, and/or

specific invoices.

The Payroll program pro-

cesses hourly, weekly, bi-

weekly, semi-monthly,

monthly, bonus, and com-

mission pay types. It can

compute regular, overtime,

vacation, and sick leave

wages, along with other

wage options, and allows up
to 10 deductions per em-

ployee. It can also calculate

an employer’s FICA, FUTA,
and SUTA requirements.

(List Price: Complete Ac-

counting package: $1,795:

components purchased sep-

arately: GIL $675: AIR, A/P,

and Payroll $450 each)

Requires: 64K, two disk

drives, MS-DOS.
Automation Management
5718 Westheimer, #410

Houston, TX 77057

(713)781-5941

(713)781-5942

CIRCLE 727 ON READER
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MicroRIM
A relational database man-

agement program. MicroRIM

provides data formats, que-

rying capabilities, unlimited

number of records or rows,

20 relations (logical hies)

per database, as well as

screen editing and report

writing abilities.

An optional Program In-

terface enables users devel-

oping applications software

to reduce development time

for software and to link to-

gether a group of applica-

tions to share a common da-

tabase. (List Price: $595;

Program Interface $395)

Requires: 256K, two disk

drives, PC-DOS.

Microrim Inc.

1750 112th Ave. N.E.

Bellevue, WA 98004

(206) 453-6017

CIRCLE 729 ON READER
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New On The Market

ENCHANTER
The first in a trilogy of relat-

ed fantasy game programs.

The player is pitted against

Krill, an evil warlock whose

ever-increasing powers have

already wreaked havoc upon
the world created by the

program. The game’s em-

phasis is on magic. Ulti-

mately, skilled players will

have mastered magic so ef-

fectively that they will be

able to banish Krill forever.

ENCHANTER is written

in INTERLOGIC, a propri-

etary programming system

that enables players to com-

municate with the game in

normal English. INTER-

LOGIC offers a vocabulary

of 600 words, covering vir-

tually every aspect of play.

(List Price: $49.95)

Requires: 48K, one disk

drive, monitor.

Infocom, Inc.

55 Wheeler St.

Cambridge, MA 02138

(617)492-1031
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Pick That Tune
A game program containing

100 popular tunes divided

into Pop, Country & West-

ern, Children and TV cate-

gories. There are 16 game

variations, and from one to

ten players can play.

Players bid the number

of notes they think they will

need to identify a tune. Us-

ing a sound generator, the

game program will begin

with the lowest bidder and

play the number of notes

each player has bid until the

tune has been picked or all

players have missed.

Additional tune catego-

ries with 100 tunes are

available separately. (List

Price: $29.95; additional

100 tunes $9.95)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS, Advanced

BASIC.

Swearingen Software

6312 W. Little York, #197

Houston, TX 77088

(713)937-6410
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Financial Reporting
System II (FRS-II)

A reduced-size version of

the PDS Financial Reporting

System, providing the user

with a basic accounting sys-

tem capable of producing

general ledgers and financial

statements. Users can at any

time upgrade to the full Fi-

nancial Reporting System

without affecting stored

data.

The full system allows

for budget and last year

comparisons, user-defined

statement formats, as well as

a link to Multiplan spread-

sheets. (List Price: Basic sys-

tem. $600 U.S.; $750 Canadi-

an)

Requires: 64K, two 320K
drives, monitor, PC-DOS 1.1

or 2.0, 132-column printer.

Prairie Data Systems, Inc.

626 Broadway Ave. #202
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan,

S7N 1A9 Canada

(306)384-7110
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ACCESSORIES

Anti-Glare Screen
A screen composed of a

finely woven mesh of syn-

thetic material that elimi-

nates glare from display

screens. The appearance of

the display is altered so that

characters appear on a dark

background as opposed to a

light one. Ambient light, not

originating from the moni-

tor, is kept from reflecting

into the system user’s eyes.

The screen fits into the

recessed opening of the IBM
CRT, and can be used for ei-

ther monochrome or color

monitors. (List Price: $39.95)

Capitol Sales Co.

13740-J2 Research Blvd.

Austin, TX 78750

(800) 531-5255, ext. 804

(800) 252-9146, in Tex.

(512) 250-8757
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Video Screen and
Plastic Cleaner
A cleaning solution formu-

lated for electronics equip-

ment, with anti-static and

dust resistant properties. It

will not harm glass or plas-

tic. (List Price: $5.00 pint-

$30 gallon)

Nu Look Products, Inc.

P.O. Box 4678

Hollywood, FL 33023

(305) 981-9330

CIRCLE 764 ON READER
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UCC-4 Universal

Charge Card Form
A universal charge card

form that can be prepared

automatically by a user’s

system and printed on any

printer accepting a 9V:-inch

form. The forms are pre-

printed with the scannable

font consecutive numbers
required by major credit

card companies such as

American Express.

The UCC-4 Form is a

stock, off-the-shelf item,

and is packaged 2,500

forms per carton. Special

programming guides are

available indicating print

positions for either six-

line/inch or eight-line/inch

printouts. (List Price: 1-3

cartons $95 each; 4 or

more cartons $85 each)

CBI Corporation

1164 N. Tower Ln.

BensenviJle, IL 60106

(312) 860-2880
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Xidex Precision

Flexible Disks
A line of 5'/«-inch and 8-

inch floppy disks, featur-

ing a proprietary magnetic

particle-coating formula-

tion to achieve magnetic

signal strength approxi-

mately 20 percent greater

than industry average. The
disks are packaged in an

extra thick disk jacket for

protection and durability.

(List Price: 5%-inch disks

$4.50-$7.50; 8-inch disks

J5.40-J7.20)

Xidex Corp.

305 Soquel Way
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

(408) 739-4170
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Modular Computer
Furniture
A new line of computer fur-

niture that expands vertical-

ly as the user adds more

hardware, peripherals and

software. The modules have

rounded edges and are fur-

nished in Ashley Oak vinyl

veneer with black matte vi-

nyl accent panels.

The full line consists of a

Desk (CT-130), Roll-About

Table (CT-120), Hutch

(CTA-131), and Monitor

Platform (CTA-132). The
desk will hold a monitor,

keyboard, disk drive and

printer. There is also a lock-

able security cabinet be-

neath the top. The 44 inch

wide work surface has a

rear-mounted safety retainer

edge. Wire harness clips are

attached to the back to orga-

nize equipment cords.

A coordinating hutch has

an 11 Vi-inch deep top book

shelf with an access open-

ing for cords. The interior

shelves are adjustable and/

or removable.

The Video Monitor Plat-

form (CTA-132) can be

used on either the Roll-

About Table or Desk to

make a self-contained

computer center. (List

Price: Desk J169.95: Hutch

J99.95; Roll-About Table

$79.95; Video Monitor

Platform J17.95)

Bush Industries, Inc.

312 Fair Oak St.

Little Valley. NY 14755
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Modular Computer Furniture,

Bush

LABELWARE
A set of disk identifying la-

bels in three types. Each

package consists of the fol-

lowing:

56 1-inch x Vi-inch rect-

angular tags including

Master, Back Up, Copy,

General Ledger, Payroll,

Accounts Payable, Ac-

counts Receivable, Spread-

sheet, Database, Vol # ,

Version , Games, etc.

60 s/«-inch circular uni-

versal symbols for Keep

Dry. This Way, No Smok-
ing, No Magnets, No
Touching.

8 4 Vi-inch x 1 Vi-inch

blank disk labels with uni-

versal warning symbols

suitable for both 5Vl-inch

and 8-inch disks. (List

Price: J3.00)
The D.P. Consultant

P.O. Box 1174

Plano, TX 75074

(214) 596-0594
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New On The Market

PUBLICATIONS

Public Domain
Software
A library of public domain

software, featuring 38 disks

of programs for the IBM PC.

The disks contain over 400

programs including a ram-

disk, spooler, numerous

games, utilities, spreadsheet

templates and demos, as

well as programs for modem
communications, disk file

maintenance, graphics, fi-

nancial calculation, database

retrieval, and education.

(List Price: Directory of

available programs $3.00;

complete set of 38 disks

$80; a set of ten most popu-

lar disks $SO

)

PC Software Interest Group

1556 Halford Ave. #130P
Santa Clara, CA 95051

(408) 247-6303
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MicroSo/tware Solutions

by Career Aids

MicroSoftware
Solutions
A catalog of microcomputer

programs, books, accesso-

ries, and games. Featuring

detailed descriptions of over

100 products in 22 formats,

the catalog offers programs

and books in Word Process-

ing, Accounting, Time/)ob

Scheduling, Databases, File

Management, Graphics, Real

Estate, Tax Preparation,

Electronic Spreadsheets,

Medical/Legal Software, and

Mailing List programs. (List

Price: Free)

Career Aids/MicroSo/tware

Solutions

8950 Lurline Ave.

Chatsworth, CA 91311

(213) 341-8279
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Applications Software
Catalog
A catalog listing accounting

and billing applications soft-

ware, including receivables

packages, general ledger

programs, integrated ac-

counting packages, and

project management sys-

tems.

The catalog, designated

Catalog B-53, lists programs

by such professions and in-

dustries as job costing man-
ufacturing, home building,

and engineering consulting.

(List Price: Free)

Monument Computer

Service

Village Data Center

P.O. Box 603

Joshua Tree, CA 92252

(619) 365-6668
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U.P.S. Catalog
A 20-page brochure describ-

ing the power problems that

can adversely affect comput-

er installations, and how
Uninterruptible Power Sys-

tems (U.P.S.) can eliminate

them.

The brochure also in-

cludes detail specifications

for Gould's line of 500 VAC
to 45K VAC single and

three-phase systems. Battery

selection and application

data is also provided. (List

Price: Free)

GouJd Inc., Power

Conversion Div.

2727 Kurtz St.

San Diego, CA 92110

(619) 291-4211
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Learning to Use the

PC
A learning guide designed

as a hands-on tutorial for

the first-time user. It shows

the user how to solve busi-

ness problems, using exam-

ples that indicate what to

expect when beginning to

use the PC, what the user is

doing right, what can go

wrong, and how to correct

inevitable mistakes. (List

Price: $14.95)

Q.E.D. Information

Sciences, Inc.

P.O. Box 181

180 Linden St.

Wellesley, MA 02181

(617) 237-5656
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If you think $1495 for a 10 Mbyte high
quality hard disk is a good deal,

then wait until your computer dealer tells

you about our $695 25 Mbyte tape back-up.

The Pegasus 10 comes complete with all

the software and hardware you need to

start operations.

If you've outgrown the storage capabilities of your IBM
PC or compatible computer but haven't grown into the

giant pricetags on 10 Mbyte hard disk systems, you're in

for a surprise.

The price on a complete 10 Mbyte system featuring the

latest Shugart components just reached an all time low!

For the first time, just $1495 gets you everything you
need to start working on your hard disk system:

Top quality SA612 10 Mbyte (formatted) fixed hard disk

(ST506 compatible)

SASI controller card
Software that runs on DOS 1.1 and 2.0, CP/M 86

Host adapter
Integral power supply
Cables
External custom chassis with additional space for

either our tape backup, another hard disk, or floppy

disk drive.

One year warranty

What's the catch?
There is none. It's a simple matter of economics.

Pegasus saw the growing need for mass storage, made a
commitment to fill this need, purchased thousands of the

finest quality hard disks, and is now passing the good
deal along to you.
The only thing you may be missing in buying the

Pegasus instead of the IBM XT expansion chassis is

something you may not need in the first place: eight

expansion slots, a communications card, three little ini-

tials, and an extra $2,000 out of your pocket.

What about support?
Pegasus and your dealer stand behind every Pegasus

10. If your unit requires maintenance anytime during the

one year warranty, simply return it to your dealer for

repair at no charge for parts or service.

But don't I need a tape backup ?

We recommend itl That's why we're offering you the

same great deal on a V* cartridge tape backup. We've

watched other companies offer 10 Mbytes of storage and
forget about the backup altogether. Our tape backup,
which carries a 90 day warranty, retails for just S695— a
small price for over 25 Mbytes of formatted storage and
lots of peace of mind.

Where can I buy a Pegasus 10 Mbyte
system?
Pegasus systems are available only through dealers.

So contact the dealer in your area who sells IBM PC or

compatible computers. If he doesn't have Pegasus,

chances are he'll carry it soon. Just ask him to call us. We
will ship him your Pegasus 10 immediately.

Does Pegasus have larger storage
systems?

Absolutely. 27. 65. and 140 Mbyte systems are soon
available from Pegasus. And the best part is that they,

too. are breaking new ground when it comes to pricing.

If you've outgrown 10 Mbytes of storage, ask about the

larger capacity units. All with the same top quality

hardware and software and full one year warranty.

Shugart SA612 Hard Disk Cipher 525-CT Tape Drive

Specifications Specifications

12.95 Mbytes unformatted 32 Mbytes unformatted

10.416 Mbytes formatted 28 Mbytes. 1024 byte sectors

5.0 Mbits/set transferable 6 recording tracks

16.2 msec access time track to track Transfer rate (read/write) 500 Kbits/

92 msec access time average sec

345 tracks/ Inch 78 ips streaming

Mean Time Between Failure: 11.500 V« inch tape cartridge (3M DC 60A)

power on hours Standard floppy disk interface (SA450

or SA 850)

PEGASUS
2200 West Higgins Road • Suite 245

Hoffman Estates, IL 60195 • (312) 843-1090

Dealer inquiries invited.
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’v' VALUt anywhere

COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE! PACKAGE
COMMX-PAC *

• COMMX Smart Terminal and File Transfer

Auto Dial and Logon Files for Easy Linkup

Simple Operation Via Local or Command Menu
COMMunications eXchange protocol for

Timeshare, RCPM (XMODEM) and other

COMMX Systems (Error Free Reliability)

• Over 60 configurations available (8 16 bit)

• FORTRAN version available for Mainframes
• "Midnite" Electronic Mail Subsystem

• Infoworld Software Report Card Rated “A plus"

• CPU License $150 - Detailed Manual $25

« Contact Your Local Dealer or
Call or Write For Free Brochure

HAWKEYE GRAFIX
23914 Mobile. < '<11094 Park, (a 91307 213 348 7909 USA
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The ULTIMATE Backup, Analyze & Repair Utility

The Disk Toolkit NO IBM PC Should be Without

Protects Your Software Investment

BACKUP TOOLS: FILE TOOLS:
• Can Backup Most Every Diskette • Show Disk & File Allocation

• SUCCEEDS where others faill • Oisplay & Alter File Data

• Works Manually or Automatically • Repair Damaged Disks

• Create "Protected'’ Diskettes • Recover Erased Files

• Many Additional Analysis Tools • Alter "Hidden" Status

SECTOR TOOLS: us7J» taai c.
• Examine/Prinl Sector Data HHuIVlII lUULd.
• Modify [ZAP) Sector Data • Modify Floppy Disk Controller

• Compare. Copy & Zero Sectors Parameters

• Search Sectors For Data * Supports All FOC R/W Commands
DISK MECHANIC works with all standard IBM PC disk formats including

"protected' diskettes with mixed track and sector sizes, blank and high track

lormatting. CRC errors, and single or double sided drives DISK MECHANIC
requires an IBM PC with 128K of memory or COMPAQ with 192K ol memory. DOS
1.10. and 2 floppy disk drives. DISK MECHANIC includes a detailed 48 page
instruction manual. To Order DISK MECHANIC send check or money order lor $70
plus S3 lor shipping (Mass. res. add sales tax.) to: MLI MICROSYSTEMS. Box 82S,

Framingham. Mass. 01701 or Call (617) 926-2055 for Mastercard or VISA orders.

Dealer/Dislhbutor inquiries welcome 1983 MLI MICROSYSTEMS

MLI MICROSYSTEMS
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8” DISKETTES ALSO AVAILABLE

TOPQUALITY
5V* DISKETTES

SPECIFY SOFT 10 or 16 SECTORS

IILABLE

Need a Transfer?
USE PX-C. PC-DOS to CP/MhSA.

• wabash s/10 S/50 S/100

SSDD(M13A411X) 23.00 112.00 218.00

DSDD (M14AJ1 IX) 30.00 146.00 286.00

• control data
SSDD (CDC1 242-00) 22.00 106.00 210.00

DSDD (CDC 1244-00) 30.50 147.00 290.00

• 3M scotch
SSDD (3M 744 D-0) 22.00 109.00 213.00

DSDD (3M 745-0) 31.00 150.00 295.00

• verbatim
SSDD (MD525-01-18158) 25.20 124.00 245.00

DSDD (MD550-01-18188) 36.50 180.00 355.00

• maxell
SSDD (MAX-MD-1 M) 28.95 140.00 270.00
DSDD (MAX-MDZ-DM) 39.00 192.00 380.00

• dvsan
SSDD (DYS 104-ID) 36.00 177.00 350.00

DSDD (DYS 104-2D) 41.00 202.00 400.00

CALLTOLL FREE 800-j8247888

(VISA, M.C., COD. ORDERS ONLYj'T^SAWreEK*

• CHECKS MO. VISA.

M C -ADD S2 00 SHIP

• CA RESIDENTS ADD
6° o SALES TAX

• SURCHARGE ON ORDERS
SHIPPED OUTSIDE USA

Dealer Inquiries Invited 1
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t At Your Local

IBM PC-Digital Research Dealer

INTERNATIONAL DISK
7246 Remmet Ave., Ste. 101

Canoga Parle. CA 91303

(213) 992-0514 (213) 704-650
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PASCAL PAK™
FORTRAN PAK™

FOR THE IBM PC*

give you what IBM left out.

• cursor control

••scroll windows
- • function keys
• • monitor switch
- - color
- • graphics

-text I/O
• • character attributes
- - demonstration program
-• thorough documentation

Both packages include assembly language source code
files.

ONLY $75 each

Call or write for information. To order direct send $75
each plus $2 shipping. Check, money order, purchase

order, VISA and MasterCard accepted.

/3T2; 955-4539
1400 East 55th Place, Suite 512. Chicago. Illinois 60637

* Registered trademark ot international Business Machines Corporation
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MATCH
KNOWLEDGE WITH

YOUR PERSONAL COMPUTER.
TEST YOUR MEMORY...CAN YOU ANSWER

ALL THE QUESTIONS? NOW—A GAME THAT ENTERTAINS
AND TEACHES FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY.

'Dfu intt((ictua( computet yanu

Improve your knowledge as you increase your score

TRtvOuiZ ' is a unique compuler game that provides hours of fun. while educating

the player The more you leam. the higher you score With three levels of challenge
and up to one thousand questions on each diskette, even the young computer
enthusiast will find TrivQuiz' a stimulating new way to learn

TRIVQUIZ ' offers individual or competitive play Each player can select a skill level

soiled to his or her expertise and be scored accordingly Several variations of

TrivQuiz' provide alternate methods of play with even greater challenge

TRIVQUIZ'. The basic game includes four categories

1 Entertainment 2 Sports 3 Geography 4 General Knowledge

Send in the coupon and press enter to play

I would like to order the following lor my (check one!

IBM Personal Computer (64k| Apple II (64k)

TrivQuiz' basic game ($29 95 each) Qty Amount _
includes: Entertainment Sports Geography, and General Knowledge

Additional category diskettes ($12 95 each)

Current Events . Qty. Amount _
Broadway Qty Amount _
History and Geography Qty
Music Qty Amount
Mathematics Qty. Amount
Sports II Qty Amount
Entertainment II Qty Amount

Total Price

Please add $3 00 for postage and handling Full purchase price refunded if not

completely satisfied

Send this coupon with check or money order to:

MRM Enterprises. 21 1 15 Devonshire Street. Suite 250. Chetsworlh. CA9131

1

TmOuz is a trademark ofMRM Enterprises / Apple II is a trademark ol Apple Computer. Inc

l IBM PC is a trademark of International Business Machines Inc pcSB3

If you use DOS,
you need this program.

Do a DIR. Look at the size of your program

files. You are seeing wasted space. The
Realia Spacemaker™ shrinks your COM
and EXE files. No more wasted space.

How it works: Uninitialized (binary zero)

areas are compressed, and the relocation

entries are eliminated. When executed,

the program expands and relocates itself,

recreating the original program.

Realia Spacemaker™ $75 (ppd.)

Talk to DEC® equipment? Use the Realia

Termulator™. Full VT100/VT52 emulation

and file transfer capabilities.

Realia Termulator™ $95 (ppd.)

COD Shipments Quantity Discounts

REAUA (312)

346-0642

10 South Rivarsida Plaza
— Chicago, Illinois 60606K
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H^TSOFTPRODUCTSINC
A subsidiary ol the University ol Waterloo

Announce

Waterloo
NetWorkStation

Tools
for the IBM Personal Computer

Editor
• full-screen

• colour support
• function keys

Host Communications
• VM/370 CMS. RSTS/E, VAX/VMS
• file transfer micro to/from host
• access host files from micro programs

Terminal Emulation

For further information contact:

WATSOFT Products Inc. (519) 886-3700
158 University Ave W.. Telex No : 06-955458
Waterloo. Ontario

N2L 3E9
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CP/M
GRAPHICS
SOFTWARE

PLOTWARE-z

On ALTOS, APPLE,
OSBORNE, ZENITH,
and most others.

THE MOST COMPLETE:
Use THREE ways

1 "MENU" GRAPHICS (easy, friendly)

2 "COMMAND FILES'" (powerful, flexible)

3 "COMPILER LINKED" (Fortran, etc

)

Use on most CRT's, dot matrix printers,

plotters, word processing printers

THE MOST PROVEN:
2 years in the Held

THE MOST IMPLEMENTED:
1 8 bit and 16 bit machines

2 USER MODIFIABLE
3 many applications programs

$399 complete

$35 manual only

VISA, MC. C 0 D ,
CHECK. M 0

THE ENERCOMP
COMPANY

P.O. Box 28014
Lakewood, Colorado 80228

(300) 988-1648

Also Available Through

WESTICO
The Software Expreaa Service
n V*n Zsn. Street • Norwalk C«wa«ut 06ASS

(203)853-6880 • Telex 643788

and selected dealers
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CLUB NEWS/EDITED BY SUSAN HURLEY

Clubs, bulletin boards

users to capitalize on
, and newsletters enable PC
their fellow users' knoivledge.

PC User Groups
This list provides the names and addresses of PC User

Groups worldzoide. You can check this list to locate other PC
aficiotiados in your area.

ALABAMA CALIFORNIA
Birmingham User Group

Chet Ellis

ComputerLand
215 W. Valley Ave.

Birmingham. AL 35209

(205) 942-8085

The Greater Gulf Coast Users Group
Jim McGinnis
124 Meadow Wood Loop
Daphne. AL 36526
(205) 626-9558

ALASKA

Sacramento IBM PC Users’ Group
2844 Wright St.. #135
Sacramento. CA 95825

IBM PC Users Group of

Santa Maria
Ray Smyer
575 Ferndale Dr.

Santa Maria. CA 93455

(805) 937-7490

San Diego IBM User Group
Michele Albright

4005 Isle Dr.

Carlsbad. CA 92008
(714) 434-1608

Anchorage User Group
Mark Bolzern

c/o General Computer Services

213 W. Sixth Ave.. #11
Anchorage. AK 99501

ARIZONA

Stanford'Palo Alto User Group
Linda de Sosa
P.O. Box 8292
Stanford. CA 94305
(415) 856-6281

San Diego Computer Society

John Field

1384 Caliente I.oop

Chula Vista. CA 92010

The Phoenix IBM PC Users Group
Fred Linch
P.O. Box 44218
Phoenix, AZ 80564
(602) 954-7519

IBM PC User Group
Theresa Baudier

P.O. Box 1489

Tucson. AZ 85701

(602) 622-4751

Phoenix IBM-PC Users Group
P.O. Box 44218
Phoenix. AZ 85064
(602) 954-7519

(714) 421-9686

IBM PC User Group
Lee Wersel
7255 Orchard Dr.

Gilroy. CA 95020
Beach Cities IBM PC Users Group

Phil Root

6242 Moonheld Dr.

Huntington Beach. CA 92648

(714) 847-6369

Modesto-Turlock PC User Group
Liz Leedom
Box 1122
Modesto. CA 95353

(209) 523-4218

(209) 578-2358

PC ivilJ publish a periodic listing of PC user groups and their activities. Drop a line to

Club News. PC. One Park Ave.. New Vork. NY 10016. New groups and address changes
are shown in boldface.
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IBM Users Group of California

Neil Zachary
P.O. Box 4136
Los Angeles, CA 90028

(213) 937-1314

North Orange County IBM Club

do Glenn A. Emigh
1533 Sherwood Village Circle

Placentia, CA 92670
(714) 996-4464

Diablo Valley PC
Alfred Hunt
P.O. Box 23764
Pleasant Hill. CA 94523

(415) 687-8037

Adventurers Anonymous
Michael Eddy
P.O. Box 8286
Rancho Santa Fe. CA 92067

Cubic Computer Club
Pete Nelson
P.O. Box 80787
San Diego, CA 92138

(714) 453-4953

San Francisco IBM PC User Group
Burt Alcantra

4411 Geary Blvd., #33
San Francisco. CA 94118

(415) 922-4018

U.C. San Francisco User Group
Bruce Stegner

UCSF U-76
San Francisco, CA 94143

(415) 666-1409

PC Club
Max Brioski

1880 California St., #12
San Francisco. CA 94109

(415) 775-8882

Pomona Valley IBM PC User Group
Roy Livingston

10282 Felipe St.

Montclair. CA 91763
(714) 624-9194

Bay Area User Group
Christian Du Lac

P.O. Box 155

San Francisco. CA 94101

(415) 668-4647

Santa Barbara City College Computer
Science Department
Stu Swartz
721 Cliff Dr.

Santa Barbara. CA 93109

(805) 966-2919

Silicon Valley Computer Club
Peter Harris

510 Lawrence Expressway
P.O. Box 686
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

(408) 248-9057

San Fernando IBM PC Users Group
David Nussbaum
11558 Riverside Dr.. #207
North Hollywood. CA 91602

Peninsular IBM PC Users Group
do Friendly Software Corp.

376 El Camino Real

San Carlos. CA 94070

Greater South Bay IBM PC Users Group
P.O. Box 665
Lomita, CA 90717

(213) 325-7533

Thousand Oaks Personal Computer Club
(TOPCC)
do ComputerLand
171 E. Thousand Oaks Blvd.

Thousand Oaks. CA 91360

Rancho California Computer Club
P.O. Box 651
Temecula, CA 92390

IBM Personal Computer Club
P.O. Box 99130 #182
San Francisco, CA 94109

COLORADO
Denver User Group

Steve Leibson
4040 Greenbriar Blvd.

Boulder. CO 80303

(303) 494-4062

Colorado Springs IBM PC User Group
Cleveland Bell

17665 Shahara Rd.

Monument, CO 80132

(303) 576-2602

CONNECTICUT
IBM Personal Computer User Club of

Stamford
Dave Foulger

69 River St.

New Caanan. CT 06840

(203) 966-9378

IBM PC Club
Colette B. Squires

P.O. Box 545
Storrs, CT 06268

Central Connecticut User Group
Rich Paterson

ComputerLand
131 S. Main St.

West Hartford. CT 06110
(203) 561-1446

DELAWARE
PC Professional Users Group

P.O. Box 2350
Wilmington. DE 19899

Micro Flash
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

[I MICRO FLASH HAS GROWN!

1 We have new, larger offices with e will-call facility 1
|

lof our Bay Area Customer*

1 We've added a new TOLL-FREE Telephone Order 1
|

Desk for our Out-of-Stale Customers!

ALL PRODUCTS ARE FACTORY-FRESH
1

j

AND GUARANTEED!

HARDWARE A PERIPHERALS RETAIL MICRO
FLASH

AST Research MegaPius
51 2K w/2S. IP. & Clock $1190 00 $975 95

CDC 9409 320K Disk Drive 500 00 289 95

Davong 5 MB A506 Hard Disk 1995.00 1495.95

Hayes Smartmodem 1200

Hayes Smartmodem 1200B
699 00 498 95

Internal with Smartcom II 599 00 47895
Printers (Oki. NEC. Diablo. Others) $CALL$
Princeton Graphics Monitor

Practical Peripherals

680 00 578 95

In-Line MICROBUFFER 64K 349 00 296 95

Seattle 8087 Package 395 00 289 95
Tandon TM100-2 320K Drive 49500 269 95

Diskettes - 3M, Dysan. Others SCALLS

SOFTWARE
Applied Software VersaForm $389 00 S291 95

Ashton Tale dBase II

Continental
700 00 398.95

Home Accountant Plus 150 00 94 95
Digital Concurrent CP/M 86 350 00 278 95
FINANCIER Personal Series 195 00 158 95

IUS EasyWriter II DOS vers 350 00 234 95

Llfetree Volkswrlter 195.00 124.95

Link Systems DataFax 299 00 238 95

MicroPro Infostar 495 00 274 95
MicroPro Word/Mail/SpellStar

Microsoft

84 5 00 468 95

Multiplan MS-DOS 275 00 169 95

Basic Compiler 395 00 276 95

Pascal 350 00 244 95

NEW MICROSOFT MOUSE 195.00 SCALLS
Oasis The Word Plus 150 00 128 95

Peachtree GL/AR/AP 595 00 374 95

RoseSoft ProKey 75 00 64 95

Scitor Protect Scheduler 285 00 228 95
Sorcim SuperCaic II 195 00 158 95
Software Publishing PFS File 140 00 104 95
Software Arts TKI Solver 299 00 239 95
TKI SolverPacks 100 00 84 95

1 MANY OTHER PRODUCTS AVAILABLE!

j

PLEASE CALL FOR PRICE QUOTES!
(

1 Please send certified or cashier's check to our 1

)

NEW ADDRESS

MICRO FLASH ij

1110 Burnett Avenue. Suite K
j

Concord, CA 94520

1
Out-of-Stale Orders Only (800) 458-2433

'

For Price Quotes. Technical Services. and ii:

California Orders, call (415) 680-1157

QBK] No Credit Card
Surcharge1 3:

ONLY $6 00 UPS shipping/handling

and insurance per order

|
Higher for pnnters & monitors—please call

1 CA residents add applicable sales tax
{.

Items & prices subject to change
Minimum order $100 00

1

Dealer inquiries welcomed
1

1 1 Yes, 1 want to 6* a Micro Flasharf Ptoasa sond me: |

1

||
QTY PRODUCTS PRICE

|

li il
II II
1 1 Shipping. Handling. Sales Tax

1 1 Total Enclosed i

1 1 Ship to: I
1 " Name . __ _
1 1 Address 1 I'l

|l City State. Zip '
i

I 1 Phoneelk Ml
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It’s simple. . .

CALL & SAVE MONEY

1 -800-841-0860
CONVENIENT ORDER ENTRY

TELEMARKETING
TO SAVE YOU MONEY

SINCE 1978

Wo sell IBM-PC Compalables

EAGLE COLUMBIA CORONA

PC PORTABLE PC

$CALL
TRS-80 COMPUTERS

Model 100 From *6771

|We carry the complete line of

TRS-80 COMPUTERS
SCALL

PRINTERS
EPSON
ofgrniA

BBB SMITH
CORONA

C. Itoh

TRS-80

©Hayes’

COMREX
\ferbatim'
MICROTEK

usi

|Novationffl

GRAPPLE*

+

Amdek

FREE
• Discount Price List

• Information Kit

MICRO MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
TELEMARKET DEPT. 40

2803 THOMASVILLE RD. E.

CAIRO, GA. 31728

ALL PRODUCTS WE CARRY ARE BRAND NEW AND
COVERED BY MANUFACTURER SPECIFIC WARRANTY

PRICES AND PRODUCTS SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE.

MicroManagement
Systems, Inc.

Go « Info 912-377 7120
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
IBM PC Special Interest Group

4910 43rd St. N.W.
Washington. DC 20016

CompuServe:
Mike Todd. 70001,1264
Wes Meier, 70215. 1017

Financial Institutions Users Group of the

D.C. Metropolitan Area
Gary Eiserman
First American Bank, N.A.
740 15th St.. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

FLORIDA
IBM Personal Computer Users’ Group

Wyatt Bell

The College of Boca Raton
3601 N. Military Trail

Boca Raton. FL 33431

Manasota IBM-PC User’s Group
Richard Reynolds

1102 Mallorca Dr.

Bradenton, FL 33529

(813) 792-5400

GEORGIA
Atlanta IBM PC SIG

P.O. Box 76516
Atlanta, GA 30358

HAWAII
Honolulu IBM PC Users Group

Doug Long
P.O. Box 22967
Honolulu. HI 96822

IDAHO
Idaho PC User Group

Bruce Bums
ComputerLand
687 S. Capitol Blvd.

Boise. ID 83702

(208) 344-5545

INDIANA
ComputerLand User Group

Susan Shields

ComputerLand
5450 N. Coldwater Rd.

Fort Wayne. IN 46825

(317) 259-7892

IBM PC Users Group. Inc.

P.O. Box 68271

Indianapolis, IN 46268

Northern Indiana IBM PC Users Group
Dr. Terry Alley

316 N. Ironwood Dr.

South Bend, IN 46615

(219) 289-5506

IBM PC User Club

Jo Spangler

Microbase Software, Inc.

P.O. Box 40353
Indianapolis. IN 46240

(317) 877-4304

South Bend PC Club
Thomas R. Lafree

19525 Cleveland Rd.

South Bend. IN 46637

(219) 277-3344

The North East Indiana IBM-PC Users

Group
9904 Goshen Rd.

Ft. Wayne. IN 46818

IOWA
Cedar Falls User Group

Lee Ann Moore
Black Hawk Village Shopping Center

Cedar Falls. IA 50613

IBM PC Users Group
P.O. Box 246
Des Moines, IA 50301

Attn: Gary Wilcox
(515) 967-5880

Hawkeye-PC
Ben Blackstock

385 Collins Rd. N.E.. #201
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402

(319) 393-5416
Bulletin board:

(319) 363-3314

ILLINOIS
Autumn Chapter User Group

James L. Szafranski

5195 Castaway Ln.

Barrington, IL 60010

(312) 934-8133

KANSAS
Topeka Library User Group

Becky Hinton
Topeka Public Library

515 W. 10th St.

Topeka, KS 66604

Wichita IBM PC Users Group
P.O. Box 18422
Wichita. KS 67218
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KENTUCKY
Louisville Users Group

Clyde Jenkins

Capitol Holding Corporation

680 Fourth Ave.

Louisville, KY 40202
(502) 584-8157

Bluegrass IBM PC Users Group
Diane Skoll

Computing Center

Rm. 72 McVey Hall

University of Kentucky
Lexington, KY 40506-0045

(606) 257-2900

LOUISIANA
New Orleans Personal Computer Club

3517 19th St.

Metairie. LA 70002

MARYLAND
I/O News

c/o Data Unlimited
9 Congressional Ct.

Baltimore. MD 21220

Lutherville User Group
Bob Roswell

1516 York Rd.

Lutherville, MD 21093

(301) 337-5555

Baltimore IBM PC Users Group
1910 Trout Farm Rd.

Jarrettsville, MD 21084

Capital User Group. Inc.

Jan Withro
P.O. Box 3189
Gaithersburg, MD 20878

(703) 978-1530

MASSACHUSETTS
MMS-Forth

Miller Microcomputer Services

61 Lake Shore Rd.

Natick. MA 01760

(617) 653-6136

SIG/86

Joseph Boykin
47-4 Sheridan Dr.

Shrewsbury. MA 01545

(617) 845-1074

(617) 366-8911. ext.-3216

IBM PC Users Group
The Boston Computer Society

3 Center Plaza

Boston. MA 02108
(617) 367-8080

Massachusetts IBM PC Users Group
Robert L. Ward
P.O. Box 1014

Heritage Sq.

Belchertown, MA 01007

MICHIGAN
Southwestern Michigan IBM PC Users

Group
R. K. Schmitt

2320 Crosswind Dr.

Kalamazoo. MI 49008
(616) 349-5381

Darrell Frappier

South Eastern Michigan Computer
Organization IBM SIG
P.O. Box 02426
Detroit. MI 48202
(313) 532-1390

Grosse Pointe IBM PC Users Group
Michael S. Skaff, Ph.D
585 Saddle Ln.

Grosse Pointe Woods, MI 48236

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis User Group

Peter LeNeau
100 N. 6th St.

Minneapolis MN 55403

(612) 339-3233

MISSOURI
Columbia PC Users Group

Jennifer DuPont
5571 E. Rocky Mountain Ave.

Columbia. MO 65201

(314) 474-1773

IBM PC Users Group of St. Louis

Dave Zumbro
P.O. Box 837
St. Louis. MO 63188

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Portsmouth PC Users Group

Cynthia W. Harriman
57 South St.

Portsmouth, NH 03801

(603) 436-1608

NEW TERSEY
Personna Computer Association. Inc. The

Int’l Association for Users of the PC
Larry Collison

P.O. Box 759

Point Pleasant. NJ 08742

(201) 840-0300

North Jersey IBM PC Club
Irving Lang
7 West 45th St.

New York. NY 10036

TEKTRONIX
4010

TERMINAL
EMULATOR

PC-PLOT-1 1

1

THE GRAPHICS LINK
BETWEEN THE IBM PC

AND YOUR COMPUTER NETWORK

• Complete Communications Package
• Full 4010 Emulation

• Menu or Command Setup Modes
• Auto Dial, Auto Logon
• Save Picture Files on IBM
• Hewlett-Packard 7470A Plotting

• Upload, Download ASCII Files

• Multiple Terminals Emulated

4010 Only
4010 + ANSI X3.64 (VT-100)

4010 CompuServ Executive

• Selectable Graphics Boards

IBM Color/Graphics Board
640 x 200 Monochrome
320 x 200 4 colors

Plantronics PC+ Board

640 x 200 Monochrome
640 x 200 4 colors

320 x 200 16 colors

Hercules Computer Products

750 x 350 Monochrome
• NOT Copy Protected, con be used

with PC, PC-XT, DOS 1.1 or 2.0

Increase the utility of your IBM Personal Computer

by using it as a graphics terminal in your local

computer network or dial-up service. PC-PLOT will

work with Precision Visuals DI-3000, SAS Groph,

ISSCOs Disspla & TeH-A-Groph, Tektronix PLOT-10,

Chemical Abstracts On-Line, Questel DARC2,
and any other program that generates Tektronix

4010 compatible commands. All Tektronix 4010
commands are implemented including interactive

cursor reporting. The color modes utilize the

Tektronix 4027 color and palette select commands.

PC-PLOT is a field-proven progrqm with hundreds

of copies in use every day by major universities

and Fortune 500 companies. If you have an IBM
Personal Computer, you cannot afford to be

without PC-PLOT-lll.

PC-PLOT -III requires an IBM-PC, 64k minimum,

1 disk drive, graphics adapter (one of the three

specified), and an asynchronous communication

adapter which can be either IBM or on a multi-

function option card which are available from

many vendors.

PC-PLOT-lll is available for same-doy delivery

from MicroPlot Systems and will soon be in stock

at leading computer stores across the country

VISA/MasterCard, purchase orders from D&B
rated companies, and checks are accepted for

payment. We will also ship UPS/COD. For instant

shipment, call Steve Bean at 614-882-4786 with

your purchase order or credit card number.

PC-PLOT-lll is a bargain at $95 because you will

not have to purchase an additional communica-

tions program to gain access to CompuServ, The

Source, or other time-share network. PC-PLOT-lll

is supplied on o single sided diskette and includes

a comprehensive user's manual with both a

tutorial approach for new users plus a technical

description of the program and command struc-

tures for systems programmers.

MicroPlot

Systems

1897 Red Fern Dr

Columbus, Ohio 43229
6 1 4-882-4786 Telex EASY LINK 62 1 86730
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Is your card index
getting out of hand?

Do you need to keep
file-cards describing

people, products,

books, records etc.,

and get at your file

many different (un-

predictable) ways?

Now you can, with CARDBOX, the

new ‘electronic card index’ for the

IBM-PC.
You draw your file card on the

screen as you want to see it, and
as you type in your records, CARD-
BOX automatically makes an in-

dex to every significant word.
(You tell it what's significant).

So, if you've entered descriptions of
, say, 1,000

legal cases, and you want to see all the cases

that have the word 'accident' anywhere in the

description, CARDBOX can instantaneously

flash the relevant cards on the screen for you

(or print them out).

If you want 'auto accident cases in 1980 with

whiplash', CARDBOX can pick out cases with

those 4 keywords too Any retrieval is possible,

up to 99 combined keywords.

• Very quick and easy to set up, powerful

English-like retrieval commands
• Immediate response, since CARDBOX

keeps its own index to all words, rather

than searching slowly through the file

like other data base management
systems.

• Can be used for mailing labels, can write

records to disk as input to other

programs.

• Max. no. of cards 65,000

Max. 1400 characters per card

(This ad has about 1100 characters)

• Easy-to-follow tutorial booklet & com-

prehensive reference manual
• Four ‘Excellents’ in Infoworld review

(9/13/82)

$245
plus $5 shipping, from

Micro Technical Products Inc.
123 N. Sirrine, Suita 106C, Mesa, AZ $5201

(602) 834-0283

Visa. Mastercard, welcome AZ add 5% tax.

Write for details of our other PC products.

CARDBOX is a trademark of Caxton Software Ltd.

QNPC
Nathan Chao
Dept, of Computer Technology
Queensborough Community College

Bayside. NY 11364

(212) 631-6207

East Coast Club
Richard Parker

ComputerLand
79 Westbury Ave.

Carle Place, NY 11514

(516) 742-2262

NYPC: The NY IBM Personal Computer
Users Group
Eric A. Jaffe, MD
Cornell University Medical College

1300 York Ave.

New York. NY 10021

(212) 472-6140

The Manhattan IBM Micro Club
Helaine Head
360 Central Park West
New York. NY 10025

(212) 222-9027

IBM PC Users Group of the New York
Amateur Computer Club, Inc.

Jim Creane

P.O. Box 106, Church St. Station

New York. NY 10006

(212) 260-6811

The Long Island Computer Assoc.

Marvin Freifeld

3 Lyndron Ave.

Smithtown, NY 11787

(516) 724-0574

Picture City Personal Computer
Programming Club
Dale Dewey
7284 High View Trail

Victor. NY 14564

(716) 924-5565

The White Plains IBM Personal Computer
User’s Group
32 Pine Ridge Rd.

Larchmont, NY 10538

(914) 834-2012

BIMUG
Buffalo IBM User’s Group
P.O. Box 1487
Buffalo, NY 14221

The Northeastern New York
IBM Personal Computer Users Group
Jim Cummins
5 Jacob St.

Ballston Lake, NY 12919

(518) 399-3016

OHIO
Western Reserve IBM PC

Association

Larry Gavin
ComputerLand
2000 North Road SE
Warren. OH 44484

IBM-PC Users Club
Chuck Harrington

315 Cutler Hall

Ohio University

Athens. OH 45701

(614) 594-6125

Greater Cleveland PC Users Group
Roy McCartney
30704 Royalview Dr.

Willowick, OH 44094

(216) 944-5173

Akron/Canton PC Users Group
James C. Finucane
10690 Clapsaddle Ave.

Alliance, OH 44601

(216) 935-0252

Acorn: Greater Cincinnati IBM-PC User's

Group
Randy Corgan
P.O. Box 3097
Cincinnati, OH 45201

(513) 922-2692

OKLAHOMA
Autumn Revolution '81

Dan Perry

P.O. Box 55329
Tulsa. OK 74155

(800) 331-2347

IBM PC Users Group
Roger Baresel

Deloitte Haskins & Sells

700 Fidelity Plaza

Oklahoma City. OK 73102

(405) 946-4213

Tulsa Computer Society, Inc.

P.O. Box 1133
Tulsa. OK 74101

OREGON
PC Users Group

Greg Estes

P.O. Box 5070
Eugene, OR 97405

Portland IBM Personal Computer Club
P.O. Box 2068
Beaverton, OR 97075-2068
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FOR TRS-80 MODELS 1 , 3 & 4

IBM PC, XT, AND COMPAQ

PENNSYLVANIA
International Personal Computer Owners

James B. Cookinham
IPCO Inc.

P.O. Box 10426
Pittsburgh, PA 15234

(412) 561-1857

CompuServe: 71545467

Philadelphia Area IBM PC Club
Bennett Landsman
2041 Harbour Dr.

Palmyra, NJ 08065

(609) 786-1441

Pennsylvania IBM Group
Ron Kester

1018 Greenlawn Dr.

Pittsburgh, PA 15216

(412) 341-2898

Microcomputer User Group
215B Computer Bldg.

Pennsylvania State University

University Park, PA 16802

'•
l'

; v

Bill Barker

1009 W. Randol Mill Rd., #212
Arlington, TX 76012

(817) 265-0794

The IBM Club
David Andrews
310 Honey Tree Ln.

Austin, TX 78746

(512) 327-0029

PC PLUS/IBM PC-UG
5602 Bennet Avenue
Austin, TX 78751

The BASIC Society

Kathy Ames
Drawer 345099
Dallas. TX 75234

(214) 484-9900

Texas IBM PC Users Group
do Charles Weller

325 Explorer

Austin. TX 78734

(512) 261-6566

Houston Area League of PC Users

Rob Taylor

P.O. Box 61001
Houston, TX 77208

(713) 937-3592

ZACHARY*NET
713-933-7353

Dallas-Fort Worth User Club
Samuel P. Cook
309 Lincolnshire

Irving. TX 75061

(214) 253-6979

Texas User Group
Ken Holcombe
178 Tipperary
San Antonio, TX 78223

(512) 333-7163

Southwest IBM PC Users Group
do William G. Barker & Associates

1009 West Randol Mill Rd.. #212
Arlington. TX 76012

UTAH
Utah ComputerLand

Debby Williamson
ComputerLand
161 E. 200 South
Salt Lake City. UT 84111

(801) 364-4416

Utah Blue Chips

John Jaloszynski

P.O. Box 11901

Salt Lake City, UT 84147

(801) 487-5228

VIRGINIA
Capitol PC

Wesley K. Merchant
3277 Victor Cir.

Annadale, VA 22003

(703) 560-0979

The Central Virginia User Group
Webb Blackman, Jr.

P.O. Box 24685
Richmond. VA 23224

IBM PC-Tidewater User Group
Vic Freeman
5237 Dundee Ln.

Virginia Beach. VA 23464

WASHINGTON
The PNW IBM User Group

P.O. Box 3363
Bellevue, WA 98009

Okinawa IBM PC Users Group
Major Ron E. Stephens
P.O. Box 395 Butler

FPO Seattle. WA 98773

(206) 635-4664

(206) 637-2620

The MMSFORTH
System.

Compare.

• The speed, compactness and
extensibility ot the

MMSFORTH total software

environment, optimized for

the popular IBM PC and
TRS-80 Models 1,3 and 4.

• An integrated system ot

sophisticated application

.. programs: word processing.

database management,

•j communications, general

ledger and more, all with

|

powerful capabilities, sur-

,

i> prising speed and ease of use.

• With source code, for custom
modifications by you or MMS.

• The famous MMS support,

including detailed manuals
and examples, telephone tips,

additional programs and
inexpensive program updates.

User Groups worldwide, the

MMSFORTH Newsletter,

Forth-related books, work-

shops and professional

consulting.

miFORTH
A World of

Difference!

• Personal licensing for TRS-80:

$129.95 for MMSFORTH, or

"3+4TH" User System with

FORTHWRITE, DATA-
HANDLER and FORTHCOM
for $399.95.

• Personal licensing for IBM
PC: $249.95 for MMSFORTH,
or enhanced "3+4TH" User
System with FORTHWRITE,

j

DATAHANDLER-PLUS and
FORTHCOM for $549.95.

• Corporate Site License Exten-

) sions from $1,000.

if you recognize the difference

and want to profit from it, ask us
or your dealer about the world
Of MMSFORTH.

MILLER MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES
St Lake Shore Road. Natick. MA 017S0

(SIT) 653-6134
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Do you want
the #1 Seller
or the
#1 Financial

\V&-

MONEY MAGAZINE - Nov. 1982
"Among bookkeeping programs, earns high marks and is easy lo use

"

CREATIVE COMPUTING - Jan. 1983
'‘The documentation is thorough, easily read, and complete

“

"The program is so easy to use that rarely will reference have to be made to the

manual

"

SOFTALK - Jan. 1982 -

"For the home user (and perhaps iri w*"\0\s complex small business), the best

package we evaluated was TheXfflpfuNTANT by Decision Support Software
"

"The ACCOUNTANT dot make financial management a simple and
straightforward dkfatfwwe

INFOWORLD - Jan. 3/10, 1983
"Complete flexible financial data base package for the home user

“ exceptionally fast highly recommend

The ACCOUNTANT
Finance Data Base System™

Decision Support Software Inc.
1436 Izonwood Drtre. McLean. VA 22101 • (703) 241-6316 • Orders Only (600) 366-2022

VitiC*lc'“ The Home Accountant'** are ti#<Jemar»s ol Apple I S'Cotp end Continental Solww re*pecii»eiy
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BorderLine IBM PC Users Group
Gary B. Rohrabaugh
3617 Portal Dr.

Bellingham. WA 98226

Borderline IBM PC User’s Group
Willard Brown
445 Highland Dr.

Bellingham, WA 98225

(206) 733-4662

WISCONSIN
Madison IBM-PC User's Group

Philip |. Niehoff

P.O. Box 83

Madison. WI 53701

(608) 255-7641

CANADA
Personal Computer Association (PCA)

P.O. Box 251

Ajax. Ontario

LIS 3C3 Canada
Telex: 06-986766

Northern Alberta PC User Group
|im Laviolette

37 Brunswick Crescent

St. Albert AB
T8N 2K5 Canada
(403) 458-9066

British Columbia User Group
Warren McKay
402-2536 Wark St.

Victoria. BC
V8T 4G8 Canada

Co-operators Microcomputer Club
Adrian Groenendyle
The Co-operators

1920 College Ave.
Regina. Saskatchewan
S4P 1C4 Canada

IBM PC Users Group of Winnipeg
% BDI Business Development
International

P.O. Box 5, Station A
Winnipeg. Manitoba
R3K 1Z9 Canada

The Personal Computer Club of Toronto
Leon Rudanycz
P.O. Box 266. Station ‘A’

Toronto. Ontario

M5W 1B2 Canada

Burl-Oak IBM PC Users’ Club
Keith Miller

2088 Salmon Rd.
Oakville. Ontario

L6L 1M3 Canada
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Runs on DOS 1.1, DOS 2.0, and CP/M-86

At last, a 10-megabyte
Shugart harddisk for yourIBMPC

(orcompatible) for only $995.
Give us $495 more, and we’ll throw in a tape backup.

Ifyou don't need eight extra slots

and a communication card, we
can save you $2,400 over the IBM
XT Expansion Chassis.

How long have you been waiting for

the cost of hard disks to get below

$1,000 before you bought one? If

you’re like most of us, you’ve watched

the rest of the computer industry

lower its prices on almost everything

— except the hard disks.

Now the wait is over. For the price

ofsome add-on RAM boards, you can

have 10-megabytes ofhard disk

storage that comes with its own power
supply, a high performance disk

controller, appropriate software,

cables, and a bay for an additional

10-megabyte hard disk or tape storage.

And the Magnabvte-10 comes with a

full one-year warrants — four times

longer than IBM's.

How can we price It so low?

There isn’t any secret to what we re

doing. We've bought thousands of

these disks and, of course, we expect

to make a little on each one. But we re

also willing to pass along our volume

discounts to our customers. The only

real mystery is why no one else has

offered you the same deal.

What about the quality?

If you're new to the computer

business, you may not be familiar with

the name Shugart. If you have been

around for a while, we don't need to

say more. Shugart has been a pioneer

in disk drives, both floppy and hard

disks. Today Shugart is to disk drives

what IBM is to computers.

Have you ever tried to back up a

hard disk with floppies?

If you have, you know it takes up to

30 floppies to back up a 10-megabyte

Shugart SA612 Hard Disk Specifications

12.95 Mbytes unformatted

10.416 Mbyles formatted

5.0 Mbits/set transferable

16.2 msec access time track to track

92 msec acres, time average

345 tracks/ inch

Mean Time Between Failure: 1 1 .500 power on

hours

hard disk. That's why we're offering a

tape backup with total capacity of up to

32 megabytes (unformatted).

And with 32 megabytes on the tape,

you'll expand nicely into some of our

larger hard disks— such as our

23-megabyte (formatted) hard disk

which we'll sell you for only $500

more. In other words, for only $1495

you can have a 23-megabyte hard disk

system, enough storage for almost any

business application.

But from a mall order house?

Let's get to the point. We re offering

you an unbelievable deal at $995, but

we know that you may have some
reservations about ordering through

the mail. After all, you can't touch,

fondle, or feel our hard disk before

you buy it like you can at the retail

outlet. On the other hand, you benefit

from our lack of retail store overhead.

Life's a trade-off and ifyou want low

prices, order from us.

But back to giving you a sense of

security. We ll send you the hard disk

in a box that we want you to keep.

Why? Because, if anything goes wrong
with the hard disk during the one year

warranty period, just put it back in the

box it came in and call us for a return

authorization number. Our one year

warranty will cover the repair of

defects ofworkmanship and

materials.*

Why buy IBM?

We km >w the XT Expansion

Chassis offers eight slots and a

communications card along with their

10 megabytes of storage, but do you

need those extras enough to pay an

extra $2400? Ifyou just need hard disk

storage why not pay $995 and spend
the money you saved on our larger

hard disks i tr tape back up.

Even if you’re considering some of

the other hard disk manufacturers, we
still beat them by a country mile on
price, and some don’t run with DOS
2.0, which was designed specifically to

support hard disks.

The next step.

Ifyou've read this far you should be

convinced. Ifyou're in a hurry for your

hard disk or need additional

information, call our toll-free 800

number. Orders will be processed as

they are received, so call or mail your

check today. And ask about our
64 and 140-megabvte hard disks.

Priced with the same philosophy

behind the Magnabvte-10.

To order your Magnabyte-10 Hard

Disk, send your certified check or

money order for $995 plus $30 for

shipping to:

GREAT LAKES
COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, INC.

P.O. Box 94^89 Schaumburg. 11. 60194

In Illinois: 312 884 ^272

800-323-6836

•A free copy of the warranty is available upon
request

.

For VISA or Master Card add $35. (At these

prices, our margins are so low. we have to

do that!) * IBM is a registered trademark of

International Business Machines, Inc
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Accessories/

Furniture

COMPUCART. SECURELY

TOGETHER
An ergonomically designed mobile computer

work station which otters security by returning

the pull-out adiustabie keyboard shell to the

closed position and rolling down the tambour

door The whole wort station, hardware and

software, is then secured with one lock. The

Compucarl is available m Almond. English Oak.

Natural Oak and WalnL t

COMPUCART

P.O.Box 2095

Tampa. FL 33601

(800)237-9024

(813)251-2431 - in Florida

ERGONOMIC CRT CHAIRS
FREE 1983 12-page 4-color Charvoz catalog that

features 16 high-pertornance 5-function chairs

Each stress-free chair otters comfort for long-hour

work or fun Features Pneumatic seat height and

backrest-lumbar adjustment ... Full seal tilt

Backrest height control European engineering

gives test-pilot alertness

CHARVOZ-CARSENCORP

5 Daniel Road East

Fairfield. NJ 07005

(201)227-6500

DESK FURNITURE FOR IBM PC
A wood desk crafted or y lor the IBM PC with a

shelf tor the CPU and disk drive, a unique disk

drawer that holds disks vertically, and front-

positioned on/off switch Lots of working space

Highly functional wood ‘umiture tailor-made for

your IBM PC Select oak and black walnut ve-

neer and solids Catalogue free

CFC COMPUTER FURNITURE CORP

PO 00x2663

Chapel Hill. NC 27541

(919)967-8104

DECORATOR COVERS FOR YOUR
PC!

As the discnrrwatmg tamer of an IBM PCa other

computer, express yourself by selecting a cover

which shows who YOU ire' Designs for hobbies,

sports, animal lovers' Prices start at $13.95 for

typewriters. IBM PC $22.95 Add $2.50 ship-

ping/handling V1SA/MC welcome Ohio resi-

dents add 6% Write/phone for information

DECOTEC

Dept ZP

Miami Valley Technical Services Corp.

PO Box 24449

Dayton. OH 45424

(513)236-9923

PC: BlueBook
Rates and Information

PC: BlueBook is a high-response, low-cost source for advertising in the

fastest growing computer market in the world. Advertisers choose be-

tween set categories and may include a logo. Display advertisers may

cross-reference to their current display ad.

Circulation: 120.000 (net paid. April 1983)

Readership: 228.000 IBM PC owners and users

AD STYLE: 1 line Heading (23 characters maximum)

7 lines Body Copy (45 characters per line)

4 lines for Company name, address and telephone

RATES: Per Issue: $125

Additional Lines: $15 per line

Logos: $150

Minimum Order: 3 issues

Terms: Prepayment is required. Check, money order. Ameri-

can Express. Diners. VISA or MasterCard are accepted.

DEADLINES: September 6th for the November issue, on sale October

25th. Send your ad and prepayment to: PC BlueBook

Classified Advertising. 12th

Floor

One Park Avenue

New York. NY 10016

Advertising sales: (212) 725-4215

Customer service: (212) 725-4312

Accessories/

^nigjjlie^

TEMPLATES/PRIMERS
Templaies fit around Function Keys on IBM PC

Keyboard Specify type PC DOS. WordStar or

Blank S 50 each & S 25 P/H per 10 templates

Primers fit at top of keyboard and synopsize

Commands and Functions Specify type: PC

DOS, BASIQA). VISICALC. WordStar and Pas-

cal S 75 each & $ 25 P/H per order Mass, res

add 5% sales tax FREE catalogue of other

products

V & P BUSINESS SYSTEMS SERVICES

P.0. Box 1332

Dedham. MA 02026

STOCK COMPUTER PAPER
14'Axll premium register bond 15# Vi" green

bar— 3500 sheets—$33 67 (5+ cartons) Pre-

mium register bond 20# 9%x11 fine pert—2550

sheets—$22 71 (5+ cartons) Shipped FOB from

any of 16 strategic nationwide locations Add 4%
Visa/Mastercard Write or phone lor other prod-

ucts and prices

STOCK FORM DISTRIBUTORS

P.O.Box 353

Epworth. IA 52045

(319)879-3619

DISCSAVERS~
Multi-Color vinyl sleeves for 5’A and 8-mch

diskettes that provide a 4-color filing system,

durability, ease of labeling and secure fit Pack-

aged 12 or 10 (8*) per box. they are available in

red. blue, yellow and green Ideal for home or of-

COMPUTER FORMS
Over 350 Computer forms including Checks.

Statements. Invoices, Purchase Orders. Tax

forms, and letterhead Forms designed for

Peachtree Series 8, 40. 4. 5. BPI. Open Systems.

MBSI, State of the Art. Accounting Plus. Great

Plains. Continental, Fedder. and Structured

ficeuse

(List Price: $6 29 for 5%'. $8 75 for 8*)

ROCKROY. INC

COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION

7721 East Gray Road

Scottsdale. AZ 85260

(800)528-2361.(602)998-1577

Systems 24 hour shipment on blank stock

CHECKS TO-GO

8384 Hercules St

La Mesa. CA 92041

NA (800) 854-2750

In CA (800) 552-8817

Local (619) 460-4975

B.L. & W. DUST COVERS
Custom fit monogrammable design in durable,

attractive, washable poiy/cotton will not crack

or dry out and allows ventilation Colors—cran-

berry/navy/pewter/sand IBM PC 1 pc or 2pc—

$19. kybd only—$14; Pnnts—$16 Other makes/

models avail Visa/MC accepted 7-10 day de-

livery; toll free ordenng

B.L & W
Box 381076

Germantown. TN 38183

(800)821-7709/(901)754-4465

COMPUTER T-SHIRTS
T-shirts featuring IBM PC type drawing with either

•COMPUTER WHIZ- or 'COMPUTER POWER'

wording done in computer lettering Comes in

red. yellow or white Sizes S/M/L/XL $8.50 each

includes postage and handling Arizona resi-

dents add 6% tax State choice of wording, color,

size Send check or money order to

COMPUTER HELPMATES

2701 E. Camelback Rd #452

Phoenix. AZ 85016

(602)957-8952

COMPUTER COZIES?
Custom-made, quilted dust covers— anti-static

machine washable Offered in 6 colors grey.

chocolate, cream, burgundy, navy or rust Any

cover can be made-to-order SYS/MON (1 or 2

pc) & Kybd $50 per set Nar pmt: $20 Wide prnt

$24 Ind unit prices available Please see display

ad this issue

COVERS A LOT

PO Box 369

LaHonda.CA 94020

(415)747-0352

CUSTOM IMPRINTED T-SHIRTS

PROMOTE. IDENTIFY or ADVERTISE your Com-

pany. Products, Promotions, Sales Meetings.

Product Introductions. Clubs, etc No matter

what needs promoting, there is nothing that can

do it better or longer than a HORSESHIRT T-

SHIRT Please write or call for a free brochure

HORSESHIRT

2C Chartesbank Way

Waltham. MA 02154

(617)894-9338

IBM PC SECURITY
Deter unauthorized persons from opening PC

system unit Kit includes specially designed

Clarke screwdriver & companion Kent screws,

kit price $18.95. Control multiple PC's qtydsc

& xtra screws available To order send ck or

money order

HOOKER TECH/ETERIA

PO Box 461

Lawrence. NY 11559
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Business Computer Leasing

Opportunities

WRITERS-AUTHORS
Want to write your own microcomputer book?

We're looking for writers who want to make

money lor their hobby. Be published by one of

the largest, oldest microcomputer book pub-

lishers. Obtain your computer needs list or send

your own idea by writing to our editorial dept.

TAB BOOKS. INC.

Blue Ridge Summit, BA 17214

(717)794-2191

COMPUTER
Why buy a personal computer when we wi lease

you whatever model you desire? To get a lease

quotation just send us the configuration with

model numbers oflhe PC you desire...or call

Ralph Kaplan and give him the details.

PERSONAL COMPUTER LEASING CORP.

712 Beacon St.

Boston. MA 02215

(617)437-1260

Business Project

^Wanagemen^

PROMAC/DOS
Critical path analysis tor managers and plan-

ners. Offers interactive control of project activi-

ties. schedules, costs and resources-up to

10.000 activities in any work breakdown struc-

ture. Tabular and graphic reporting consistent

with DOO standards; supports earned value

analysis. Call or write tar brochure.

PRIMAVERA SYSTEMS. INC.

29 Bala Ave.. Suite 224

Bala Cynwyd.F* 19004

(215)667-0600

Compatibles

^omputerTrainin^

MICROCOMPUTER SEMINARS
Make money, save sales time, and close orders.

Buy a seminar kit: 83 color slides, speaker s

script, student handouts, and planning guide.

Easy use, modular design, totally professional.

Excellent training tool. Proven successful. $350

complete. COO. Return within 2 weeks if not sat-

isfied for refund.

COMPUTER LEARNING COMPANY

2038 Oatadier Drive

Ranch Palos Verdes. CA 90274

(213)831-8587

Consultants

ALASKA

PC COMPATIBLE SYSTEM
The IBM-PC compatible system, caled the UNf-

SYSTEM-PC includes as standard an 8088 CPU,

256KBytes of internal memory, 2 floppy disk

drives of 720 KBytes video monitor, two Serial

pods, one printer port, and8 KBytes of EPROM.

Software included. MS-OOS 2.0, SuperCalc 2.

SuperWriter. and Communications. Price $2595.

INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMS MARKETING, INC.

932 Hungerford Drive, Suite #6

Rockville. MO 20850

(301)279-5775

IBM PC/COLUMBIA MPC/LNW
IBM PC just $1999 includes: 1-disk, color board,

64K. Add 2nd disk, CJoh 8510 Printerw/W card,

cable. Amber Monitor lor $919. COLUMBK MPC
$3395 with an RGB Monitor a Green Monitor

and C.ltoh 8510 Printer FREE! NEW LNW BUS-

BOARD. add on up to 8 modules! CALL for our

new catalog of IBM PC products.

EXCELLONfX

7180 Woodrow Wilson Dr.

Los Angeles. CA 90068

(213)650-5754.(714)973-1939

SOFTWARE BY THE MIDNIGHT

SUN
Construction Management Consultants are de-

veloping software for the construction industry.

Estimating and Job Costing are available along

with graphics & plotter support. Critical Path

Scheduling and inventory controls are being de-

veloped. Custom programming and assistance

is only a phone call away.

RAMBOW ENTERPRISES

7-480AT Street

Elmendorl AFB.AK 99506

(907)753-2291

CALIFORNIA

ABACUS PROGRAMMING CORR
A large staff of PC experts: software & hardware

selection, installation, training, local nets, main-

frame interfaces, modify/develop custom soft-

ware. In business 16 years helping large & small

users; business & office systems, data base,

graphics, communications, manufacturing, en-

gineering tools, systems software.

14545 Victory Bfvd.

Van Nuys,CA 91411

(213)785-8000

dBASE II PROGRAMMING
Why try to fit your database needs into rigid

software? Will design custom programs; abun-

dant consuitation/maintenance. IBM PC. For

personal/professional/very small businesses.

OR. dBASE II individual private tutoring. Corres-

pondence/inwtory/accounting. SF BAY AREA.

Cal to discuss your needs

BOB LARZELERE. A CALIFORNIA CORP.

1 Grand View Arenue

San Francisco. CA 94114

(415)647-7689

IBM PC CONSULTING
We provide the high quality of service de-

manded by the business community. Our ser-

vices include, system integration, on-site training

custom programming in dBase II and other lan-

guages and complete technical support We also

carry a full line of hardware and software at dis-

count prices

BALO COMPUTER SERVICES

4333 Price St.

Los Angeles. CA 90027

(213) 665-4677

ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS
If you are putting any of your accounting on to

you PC or XT, we can ease the task and assure

success. Software selection and implementa-

tion does require both computer and account-

ing expertise, despite what the ads say. See some

of ou software evaluations in theWL 1 No. 10

issue of PC Magazine

KNIGHT & COMPANY. CPA'S

6644 Heartwood Drive

Oakland, CA 94611

(415)339-9036

BOTTOM LINE SOFTWARE
Business applicatiorts specialists, providing user-

friendly custom programming, trouble-shoot-

ing, hardware and software selection advice. Ou
extensive ecperience can help you tator you IBM

PC to meet you unique requirements and inte-

grate it into your office, store, or shop

environment.

8093 Hyannisport Or.

Cupertino, CA 95014

(408)252-3481

FLORIDA

DENNIS M. NAGEL, INC.

Consulting service available for custom hard-

ware and/or software design, product develop-

ment. manufacturing or application of the IBM

PC or other microcomputers Extensive ex-

perience in communications, industrial control,

data acquisition, custom electronics and

microcomputers.

Dennis M. Nagel. P.E.

455 N.W. 35th St., Ste. D

Boca Raton, a 33431

(305)395-9515

MOST—YOUR HELPING HAND
Will assist you in all facets of you microcom-

puter use: planning, enhancement, and ongoing

support. We help you get the MOST for you

software $. User friendliness is #1. Customized

programming and most off-the-shelf packages

supported, e g. wad processors, spreadsheets,

data base, accounting, and more. Training

available.

MICRO ORIENTED SOFTWARE TECHNIQUES

P.0. Box 1966

Casselberry. FL 32707-1966

(305)699-4173

MASSACHUSETTS

KRAKOW TRAVELING SEMINARS
Professionally developed seminars fa the IBM

PC. Introduction, PC-OOS, dBASE I, 1-2-3,

BASIC, advanced topics. I travel; you organize

the group. $100 per person/day (MIN. 15), & ex-

penses fa 1st 25 students. Save travel ex-

penses. Seminars can be customized.

IRA H. KRAKOW AND ASSOCIATES. INC

12 Clearview Rd.

Stoneham,MA 02180

(617)438-6335

NEW YORK

IBM PC TRAINING CLASSES
Training seminars in NYCa on-site

Experience with Mainframes & Micros

* Systems Integration and Installation

* Software Support: Custom a off-the-shelf

GAAINC.

P.O.BoxF

Deer Park, NY 11729

(516)586-8615

Telex US 960127 SWIFT NYK GRA

Telex Int i. 230199 SWIFT UR GRA

PENNSYLVANIA

CHS SYSTEMS
Wide ranging consulting services fa small and

medium sized businesses requiring personal a
desktop computers to handle their business

needs. Services include evaluation of system

requirements, acquisition of hardware and soft-

ware at best prices, programming system set-

up. personnel training and hardware design.

CHS SYSTEMS
P.O.Box 327

Paoli, PA 19301

(215)353-4261
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TEXAS

LOCAL AREA NETWORKING
International consulting firm specializing in sys-

tem integration of microcomputers. Application

areas include terminal emulation, local area net-

working, and we are suppliers of many hard-

ware and software products for the IBM PC.

PERSONAL COMPUTING DELTA INC.

2000 Post Oak Blvd
.
Suite 1930

Houston. TX 77056

(713)850-8445

EACH A PERFECT ORIGINAL
Duplication and formatting for virtually all pop-

ular personal computers. Downloading 8 inch

CP/M to most 5y« inches CP/M. IBM EBCDIC to

CP/M conversions. We are experts in IBM IS and

2S duplication. Copy protection for IBM-PC.

Downloading CP/M 8 inch or CP/M 5% inches

to IBM-PC DOS or CP/M-86. Five days turn

around for orders. 2 K quantity.

DISCOPYLABS

1600 Wyatt Drive. Suite 10

Santa Clara, CA 95054

(408)988-0438

QUADCOLOR VIDEO CARDS
Quadcolor. designed for the IBM PC. has color

bit-mapped graphics for sixteen colors on the

screen at once Quadcolor I is functionally

equivalent to IBM's card and retails for $295.

Quadcolor II offers 640 x 200 high-resolution tor

$275. And Quadcolor III offers 640 x 400 high-

resolution.

QUADRAM CORP

An Intelligent Systems Company

4355 International Blvd.

Norcross. GA 30093

(404) 923-6666

TWX 810-923-6666

CHRONOGRAPH
Quadram's chronograph eliminates having to

enter the system’s date and time at bool-up. This

and current software are provided to access

seconds, minutes, hours, month, date, and year

through normal system and basic commands.

An on-board battery keeps the chronograph

running even with the system off. Retail. $110.

QUADRAM CORP

An Intelligent Systems Company

4355 International Blvd.

Norcross. GA 30093

(404)923-6666

TWX 810-923-6666

Diskette Copy
Service

Hardware/

Add-On Boards

COMPUTER MEDIA PRODUCTS
Diskette formatting and duplication on Mem-

orex. Verbatim*. OEM diskettes. Virtually all

formats. Copy protection and serialization avail-

able. Fast delivery for 50 to 100k copies. A dealer

that carries accessories and supplies; dsk packs,

magnetic tape, data cassettes, furniture, termi-

nal work stations, storage devices. Master dis-

tributors for Verbatim' Memorex.

COMPUTER MEDIA PROOUCTS

5482 Complex Street

San Diego. CA 92123

(619)565-7802

SOFTWARE PACKAGING
Original program duplication to retail ready as-

sembly. Professional service organization de-

signs and produces custom packaging for newly

developed programs Each package is created

per client specs and integrated with marketing

and merchandising methods. Boxes, bags,

binders, slip boxes, shrink and rack packs.

I/O MANAGEMENT
296-A Ocean St.

Hyannis.MA 02601

(617) 778-6522 or (800) 343-1292

SUPERIOR DISKETTE COPYING
Lifetime guaranteed duplication for virtually aD

systems and formats using sophisticated relia-

ble equipment. Serialization, copy protection

(encryption), and packaging available Double

boot for Apple and TRS Supplied on OEM qual-

ity Allenbach diskettes Rapid delivery for 100 to

100.000 copies.

ALLENBACH INDUSTRIES. INC.

2101 Las Palmas, Ste A

Carlsbad. CA 92008

(800)854-1515.(619)438-2258

QUADBOARDS A QUADRAM
PRODUCTS
256K Quadboards $465.00 DELIVERED! CO-

DARAM. INC. has all QUADRAM Products at mail

order prices. All products carry the Quadram

warranties We try to beat all advertised prices

Call or write for a complete price list:

CODARAM, INC

P.O. Box 1054

Ulburn.GA 30247

(404)925-0640

MULTIFUNCTION AnswerRAM
64K, 128K, 192K. 256K bytes wtih parity. Sock-

eted for easy memory expansion with base

memory address selectable on 64K. 128K. 192K,

or 256K boundaries. Two RS232 ports (COM1

:

and COM2.) and one parallel port (LPT 1
;
LPT2;

OR LPT3
)
each port may be indivkJu: 'ly disabled

ANATRON, INC.

202 W. Bennett St.

Saline. Ml 48176

(313)429-2678

MULTI-USER INTERFACE
HOSTESS* multi-user host adapter allows eight

simultaneous devices to communicate with the

PC. Devices include: dumb terminal, other PCs.

modems, mouse, joystick, tablet, plotter or se-

rial printer Supports PC DOS, CP/M 86. QNX,

VENIX, XENIX. AND SRITEK's 68000 Co-pro-

cessor. Includes +/-12 volt output for digitizer

tablet Includes 8 D625 connectors and rear panel

brackets $950

CONTROL SYSTEMS

2855 Anthony Lane

Minneapolis. MN 55418

(612)789-2421

QUADBOARD
Quadboard combines six most-needed PC

functions onto one board. Features parallel port,

serial port, chronograph, memory expansion from

64K to 256K. plus QuadMaster software with

QuadRAM Drive and spooler. Retails for $595

(256K). $395 (64K).

QUADRAM CORP

An Intelligent Systems Company

4355 International Blvd.

Norcross. GA 30093

(404)923-6666

TWX 810-923-6666

QUADBOARD II

Quadboard II provides the PC with a six-func-

tion expansion card: two serial ports, chrono-

graph
,
memory expansion from 64K to 51 2K, plus

QuadRAM Drive and software spooler. Retails for

$595 (256K). $395 (64K)

QUADRAM CORP.

An Intelligent Systems Company

4355 International Blvd

Norcross. GA 30093

(404) 923-6666

TWX 810-923-6666

PARALLEL BOARD
Quadram's IP1C—parallel interlace card for IBM

PC—consists of standard Centronics connec-

tor. pin-out, and timing with handshaking.

Complete with an eight-foot cable. IPIC oper-

ates most parallel printers such as foe Epson and

IBM Dot Matrix System Printer. Card with cable

retails for $110.

QUADRAM CORP.

An Intelligent Systems Company

4355 International Blvd.

Norcross. GA 30093

(404)923-6666

TWX 810-923-6666

MEMORY EXPANSION BOARDS
Quadram's fully-tested and bumed-in memory

boards are fully-socketed with parity checking.

They are user-expandable and available for

$275(64K) or $425(192K). Standard 64K dy-

namic RAM chips are used on the board.

QUADRAM CORP.

An Intelligent Systems Company

4355 International Blvd.

Norcross. GA 30093

(404)923-6666

TWX 810-923-6666

SINGLE AND DUAL PORT SERIAL

BOARDS
The serial RS-232C async adapter board is fully

compatible with IBM hardware and software, and

is available with either dual or single ports. The

dual port version enables the user to operate two

devices from one system expansion slot. Retails

from $110 with optional dual port. Expansion kits

are available for $45.

QUADRAM CORP

An Intelligent Systems Company

4355 International Blvd.

Norcross. GA 30093

(404)923-6666

TWX 810-923-6666

QUAD 512+
A full half-megabyte, 512K RAM is available with

Quad 512+. This four function PC board con-

tains one serial port. QuadMaster software wtih

QuadRAM Drive and spooler. Retails from $325

(64K). $550 (256K), and $895 (512K).

QUADRAM CORP.

An Intelligent Systems Company

4355 International Blvd.

Norcross. GA 30093

(404)923-6666

TWX 810-923-6666
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13 FUNCTION EASIBOARD"*
IBM quality plus Easitech Excellence exclusively

at IBM PC dealers worldwide Memory (64K-

256K), spooler, printer and modem connec-

tions. three electronic disks, chronograph and

more. No need to search for low pnees. Our low-

est prices are at authorized IBM PC dealers only.

$325 to $595. EASIBOARD by EASITECH.

EASITECH CORP

2215 Perimeter Park. Suite 22

Atlanta, GA 30341

(404)452-7576

$499 MONO DISPLAY GRAPHICS
The Hercules Graphics Card offers bit mapped

Graphics on the IBM monochrome display There

is a parallel printer port and two graphics pages

each with a resolution of 720h by 348v. It is

compat'ble with 1-2-3 and text mode software.

Price: $499. See our display ad this issue

HERCULES COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

2550 Ninth St .
Suite 210

Berkeley. CA 94710

(415) 5*0-6000

TIME SPECTRUM
Powerful multi-function board enables you to add

up to 512 KB RAM, calendar clock, parallel printer

support and up to two additional serial com-

munications ports-through just one PC slot.

Plug-in modular design makes expandability

easy. Beard comes with RAM disk memory and

print spooling software to make any PC more

productive.

PERSYST Personal Systems Technology

15801 Rockfield Blvd., Suite A

Irvine. CA 92714

(714) 859-8871

DCP/88
Distributed Communications Processor func-

tions as a compatible companion processor.

Utilizes the Intel 8088 microprocessor, the same

device used on the PC or XT itself. As a result,

you can run two completely independent pro-

grams on your PC—simultaneously. Combined

with PC/HASP software, lets you convert any PC

into an instant HASP/RJE workstation.

PERSYST Personal Systems Technology

15801 Rockfield Blvd., SuiteA

Irvine. CA 92714

(714) 859-8871

SUPERBLASTER BOAROS
To program +5V EPROMS up to 2732 $225.00.

with external blaster can program up to 27128.

add $95.00—all software included. 13" proto-

type board $25.00. Parallel Printer Board $75 (XT

& PC). Printer cable $25.00. Add-on 64k ram 9

chips $55.00.

SUPER COMPUTER. INC.

1710 East Newport Circle. Suite P

Santa Ana. CA 92705

(714)540-1880

256K NO SLOT MEMORY
Let us install up to 256K RAM on your EXISTING

SYSTEM BOARD using NO SLOTS. We improve

your IBM PC so it can address the64K RAM chip.

128K—$192, 192K—$256. 256K—$320 (ex-

pandable and warranted) DO-IT-YOURSELF

KITS—PC-KNB—$39.95. PC-KPC-$59.95.

64K RAM chips—$5 59 each

Add-MEM

22151 Redwood Rd.

Castro Valley. CA 94546

(415)886-5443

Yt MEGABYTE RAM
Totally socketed board may be incremented from

64K bytes to 512K bytes in 64K increments—

panty checking—switch selectable address-

ing—one year warranty—$225 with 64K bytes

installed Call for 64K chip prices. Prices subject

to change without notice

APPLIED LOGIC

P.0 Box 328

Jamaica. NY 11415

(212)459-4064

MEMORY KITS FOR THE PC
64K (9 chips) add-on memory kits for the IBM

PC and PC compatibles. Kits fit memory expan-

sion boards or the IBM PC system board of PC

ll's and PC XT's. 200ns, bumed-m, tested. $50.00

+ $2.00 UPS ground. $3.00 UPS Blue Label.

VISA/MC. check or money order. Call or write.

PC SOFTWARE AND CONSULTING

6527 Glenray

Houston. TX 77084

(713)859-5639

AST. MAYNARD. QUADRAM BOARDS
AST Combo Plus (SPC. 64K) $269. AST

MegaPlus (SC. 64K) $269. ASTI/0 plus (SC)

$114. Extra parallel or second serial or game. $35

MAYNARD Disk Controller $155—with PP add

$50. SP add $70 QUADRAM Quadboard or

Quadboard II $289 Set of nine 64K. 200 ns chips

$55

VLM COMPUTER ELECTRONICS

10 Park Place

Morristown, NJ 07960

(201)267-3268

ADVANCED GRAPHICS BOARD
Excalibur Technologies' Monochrome Graphics

Board features advanced capabilities exceeding

other boards in its price range. Bit mapped

graphics, compatible with the IBM monoch-

rome display. 16 to 1 zoom, pan, scroll. DMA.

and dynamic character set. are standard. Price:

$495

EXCALIBUR TECHNOLOGIES

P.O.Box 41628

Tucson. AZ 85717

(602)882-1741

64K MEMORY UPGRADE SET
For IBM-PC or XT system board ... $51. or $5.50

per 1C, cash discount prices. We also accept

Mastercard & Visa. Prices subject to change!

Shipping & insurance extra. Call any hour (al-

most) We sell all kinds of memory ICs. We sell

only factory new. prime quality. We phde our-

selves in prompt delivery.

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED

24.000 South Peoria Ave

Beggs, OK 74421

(918)267-4961

PC ADD-ONS
We cany everything from memory upgrades and

disk drives to memory cards. Brands include

Tandon. CDC. Seattle Computer. Tecmar. Tail-

grass, and more. U S. Inquiries: For service and

satisfaction call:

EMJ DATA SYSTEMS LTD.

79 Regal Rd. #5

Guelph. Ontario. NIK 166 Canada

(519)837-2444.(416)846-3233

THE ENCRYPTOR
THE ENCRYPTOR. a data encryption board, is

designed for use with the IBM, APPLE. S100 &
IBM compatible micros. THE ENCRYPTOR puts

the strength of DES at the disposal of business

& personal computer users. Sensitive data can

be quickly & economically protected whether for

storage or transmission.

FUTUREX

9700 Fair Oaks Blvd

Fair Oaks. CA 95628

(916) 966-6836

Hardware/Disk

Drives

DISKDRIVES FOR PC
Save on Tandon Disk Drives

TM55-2. DS. 40T: $239

TM100-1, SS.40T:$189

TM100-2, DS, 40T: $239

TMIOO-4. DS, 80T: $339

Call for CDC drives VISA, MasterCard or Check

or COD. NJ residents add tax. Shipping extra

VLM COMPUTER ELECTRONICS

10 Park Place

Morristown. NJ 07960

(201)267-3268

QUIET COMPATIBLE DRIVES
Control Data and TEAC 5%* DS/DD Disk Drives

are available now for your IBM-PC. These drives

are completely compatible with the IBM Disk

Controller Card. TEAC drives are completely

compatible with the IBM Disk Controller Card.

TEAC drives have a full year warranty. We carry

a complete line of hardware/software products

for aH your needs. See our ads this issue. Visa/

MC.

APPLIED COMPUTER PRODUCTS

1916 Welsh Road #6

Philadelphia, PA 19115

(800)223-3860

THINLINE DRIVES FOR THE PC
With Inflo's drive system the PC can hold up to

4 floppy drives or 2 floppy drives and a hard disk

inside your PC. A 320K 40 track drive is $225.00.

INFLO INC.

244 Mill Rd.

Yaphank, NY

(516)924-9229

MEGABYTE FLOPPY DRIVES
Now you can increase your PC's storage capac-

ity with Mitsubishi's 5*a 8" high reliability floppy

disk drives, which hold 1200K or 81 1K per drive.

Prices start at $275.00, software included.

INaOINC.

(516)924-9229

Hardware/Diskettes

IBM BRAND DISKETTES
We stock a complete line of 5V4* and 8* IBM dis-

kettes. 5%* disks w/reinforced hub rings. 8* all

densities. All with or without library case. IBM

5 SS, DD—$29.90/ 10SB; DS. DO—$39.90/
10SB. IBM S' (fckettes at outstanding savings.

Other top quality brands also available.

MasterCard. VISA. COO S accepted

BETSY BYTES DIV1SI0N/B8 INTERNATIONAL

INC.

P.O. Box 564

Buffalo. NY 14221

(800)848-1101.(716)631-3925
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5V4- DISKETTES IN COLOR
Top quality (3M media) diskettes in red, green,

blue, orange or yellow.

• SSDD $2.52 (100 ea). $3.20 (20 ea)

• DSOO $3.13 (100 ea), $4.50 (20 ea)

Pick one color or mix, 8 add 20%. NEC 8023A

ribbons 6/S50. 12/S85. NO S&H charges. CAadd

6.5%.

DATA CONSULTING GROUP

877 Bounty Dr. #EE203

Foster City. CA 94404

(415) 571-8100. (415) 349-4001 .

VERBATIM/3M/FILES
FREE catalogue! No purchase needed. Low

prices! Verbatim 5%' SSDO S23.95/BX DSDO

$34.95/bx. 3M 5V." SSDO $22.95/bx DSDD

$33 95/bx. Smoke color flip-file (holds 50) 5V.'

$19.50 ea. Check or m/o, TX residents add 5%,

$2 shipping; write or call collect. Send computer

& printer info with order Guar, satisfaction

CUSTOM DATAPRODUCTS

PO. Box9007

Waco, TX 76714

(817)776-1939

ELEPHANT MEMORY SYSTEMS
Quality diskettes are available in al popular 5%-

inch and 8-inch models and custom formats.

They're guaranteed to meet or beat every indus-

try standard for quality. They come standard with

reinforced hub rings. And they sell at some of

the lowest prices in the ousiness.

LEADING EDGE PRODUCTS

225 Turnpike St.

Canton, MA 02021

(617) 828-8150, (800) 343-6833

DISKETTES IN COLORS!!!

Hardware^M^

QUADSCREEN
This 17-inch high-resolution monochrome

monitor displays 10,240 characters at once with

960 x 512 dots resolution—more than five times

that of IBM's PC monitor Bit-mapped graphics

allows addressability of each dot Full IBM

MSDOS/BIOS compatibility. Quadscreen comes

with video card, cable and software. Retails for

$1995

QUADRAMCORP.

An Intelligent Systems Company

4355 International Bfvd

Norcross, GA 30093

(404)923-6666

TWX 810-923-6666

QUADCHROME
The RGB 12-inch color monitor has a special

NEC.31mm dot pitch tube to deliver up to 690 x

480 dots resolution for a sharp screen image.

Color graphics, word processing, and account-

ing are just a tew tasks this monitor can per-

form. Retails from $795.

QUADRAMCORP
An Intelligent Systems Company

4355 International Blvd.

Norcross. GA 30093

(404)923-6666

TWX 810-923-6666

SONY PROFEEL CONVERSION KIT

RGB color monitor conversion kit. Converts Sony

profeel for use with IBM PC or PC-XT. 16 colors,

8 ft. cable, parts & complete instructions, $99

Also: RGB Trinitron monitors. Perfect tor those

Top quality diskettes in Yellow, Blue, Green Or-

ange. Red, Grey, Tan, Navy, Burgundy and Brown.

5%' 20 min * SSOD : $3.20 * DSDD $4.50 (fr

+ 20%) 50 less 15%, 100 less 25% 1000 less

30% (CA + 6.5%) Head cleaners (dry) * 2 to a

set $25.00 S&H add $2 00.

DATA CONSULTING GROUP

877 Bounty Dr. #EE203

Foster City. CA 94404

(415)571-8100.(415)349-4001

VERBATIM
5% SSD $24/10. $218/100. DSDD $35/10,

$320/100 (other brands & sizes available). Flip

& file 75 capacity $18.95. 100 capacity $27.50.

Library case $2 each. GEMINI 10X printer $310.

MX80 cartridge $5 each MX100 cartridge $13.

Also printer papers, labels, disk cleaning kits, etc.

EVERYTHING IN COMPUTER SUPPLIES!

UNIX ASSOCIATES

12545 West Burleigh

Brookfield. Wl 53005

(414)782-5030

with IBM micro or other Hi-Res & video re-

corders. Ready to plug into IBM PC or PC-XT

12- $799. 19" $825, 25' $1,375. Call us tor video

TELEMAX, INC.

P.O.Box 339

Warrington. PA 18976

(215)343-3000

Hardware/

^^jerigheral^^^

INTERFAZER
Interlazer, a new intelligent printer controller/

buffer receives data from up to eight micro-

computers via serial or parallel cards After buff-

ering the data, the Interlazer sends it to a des-

ignated printer or other device without any

physical switching. Varied RAM capacities are

available and cable is included. From $295.

MICR0FA2ER
Microfazer operates as a buffer or spooler" to

allow printing and computing at the same time.

This in-line memory device can be expanded from

8K to 51 2K RAM and is available in many com-

binations of serial or parallel-to-parallel model.

Prices range from $159 for parallel-to-parallel

models, to $1395 for the parallef-to-parallel 512K

model

QUADRAMCORP

An Intelligent Systems Company

4355 International Blvd

Norcross, GA 30093

(404)923-6666

TWX 810-923-6666

VIDEOSLIDE
Get high-quality 35mm color slides for the cost

of film and processing—about $.50 each. Vi-

deoslide 35 Computer Graphics Camera plugs

directly into 9-pin plug on IBM PC color/graph-

ics adaptor Compatible with RS-170 terminals

Price of $2799 includes TTL RG8 interface and

all necessary cabling.

LANG SYSTEMS INC.

1010 O'Brien Dr.

Menlo Park. CA 94025

(415)328-5555

THE POWER DIRECTOR”
•CONVENIENCE-PCWER DIRECTOR has lighted

rocker switches for fingertip control of six pe-

ripherals POWER DIRECTOR'S sleek design fits

below IBM PC Available in IBM beige.

•PROTECTION-POWER DIRECTOR stops volt-

age surges and EMI/RFI noise reducing data

disruption and damage to costly circuits.

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES CORPORATION

7696 Formula Place

San Diego. CA 92121

(619)695-3773

OPTICAL MOUSE
Make your existing software easier to use. With

our optical mouse and software, you point to

commands in a pop-up menu. Instead of cursor

keys, you point to where you want to move. No

hardware or software changes. Fully user cus-

tomizable. Great with Lotus 1-2-3. Uses RS-232

port. $332 complete.

Rlou/c. System/
MOUSE SYSTEMS CORP.

2336H Walsh Ave.

Santa Clara, CA 95051

(408)988-0211

BAR CODE READER SUBSYSTEM
Consists of Bar Code wand, Decoder unit, cable

to connect to Async port on IBM PC/XT or other

compatibles, and interactive SW pack. & Doc.

Unit reads high, med., low density Bar Codes.

Code 39. UPC, EAN. 2 of 5. 12 of 5. Codabar,

Ames, Code 11. others. Various Baud rates. $895.

Dealer pricing available.

DATAFLOW TECHNOLOGIES. INC.

8422 Bellona La, Suite 303

Towson, MD 21204

(301)296-2632/666-2366

Hardware/Power

Protection

POWER SAVER
Provides backup AC power sufficient to run a

small computer with diskettes and printer for up

to half an hour. Switches within 4 milliseconds

of outage occurring. Sensitivity to dips or spikes

is adjustable within 2 volts. Sine wave power is

particularly suitable for running sensitive mo-

tors. Price $490. Dealer inquiries welcome.

ANDTEK, INC.

5437 Scotts Valley Drive

Scotts Valley. CA 95066

(408) 996-0490

RAMLOK
Standby power supply/line voltage conditioner.

Automatically switches power inverter if incor-

rect line voltage is reaching equipment. Con-

tents in memory are saved. Requires auto battery.

Includes 10 amp battery charger, overcharge and

reverse-polarity protection.

LADCO DEVELOPMENT CO.

P.O.Box 464

Olean, NY 14760

(716)372-0168

A MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH
Power Condition your PC with POWERLINC

Voltage spikes or current surges randomly dis-

rupt your PC memory and software causing er-

ratic file and data errors, intermittent glitches and

system failure POWERLINC removes anxiety and

frustration with a protective, controlled power

system. Plug-in PC reliability with POWERLINC.

POWERLINC INC.

106 N.WilmotRd. Suite 220

Deerfield, IL 60015

(312)940-0100

QUADRAMCORP
An Intelligent Systems Company

4355 International Bfvd.

Norcross, GA 30093

(404)923-6666

TWX 810-923-6666
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Hardware/Printers

DUAL SPEED DOTMATRIX
PRINTER
Microprism Printer is a dot matrix printer w/dual

speeds for word processing (75 cps) and data

processing (110 cps) correspondence quality

output and graphics capabilities. Available in 60-

column format, the Microprism is a rugged ma-

chine w/parallel and serial interfaces. Software

pkgs. for many popular microcomputers.

INTEGRAL DATA SYSTEMS. INC.

Milford, NH 03055

(800) 258-1386, (603) 673-9100 NH. AK, HI

Telex: 95-3032

MODULAR COLOR GRAPHICS
PRINTER
Prism Printer is a fully modular, field-upgrad-

able, dot matrix printer. Parallel and serial inter-

faces/dual speed capability: word processing

(120 cps), data processing (200 cps). 80-col-

umn and 132-column versions accept modular

components to add graphics/color printing/ad-

vanced paper handling

INTEGRAL DATA SYSTEMS, INC.

Milford. NH 03055

(800) 258-1386, (603) 673-9100 NH. AK. HI

Telex: 95-3032

STARWRITER F-10

This 40 cps daisy wheel includes: low profile de-

sign. industry standard ribbons and print wheels,

standard centronics parallel or RS232C, and ex-

tensive built-in word processing functions. The

Starwriter F-10 printer is supported by a ful year

warranty and National Authorized Leading Edge

Service Centers.

LEADING EDGE PRODUCTS

225 Turnpike St.

Canton. MA 02021

(800) 343-6833. (617) 828-8150

PRINTMASTER F-10

The 55 cps model with all the same features as

Starwriter F-10 plus: faster print speed and car-

riage return time, accept data transmission up

to 9,600 baud, dual-color ribbons, and original

plus 4 copies. The Printmaster F-10 is sup-

ported by a year warranty and National Autho-

rized Leading Edge Service Centers.

LEADING EDGE PRODUCTS

225 Turnpike St.

Canton, MA 02021

(800) 343-6833, (617) 828-8150

PROWRITER
Offers a printing speed of 120 cps. bidirectional

printing, 8 character sizes, and 5 character sets.

Prowriter's 7X9 matrix produces correspon-

dence-quality print and high-resolution graph-

ics. The Prowriter 8510A provides a 10-inch

carriage. Prowriter 1550 provides a 15-inch

carriage.

LEADING EDGE PRODUCTS

225 Turnpike St.

Canton. MA 02021

(800)343-6833,(617)828-8150

Hardware/

Storage Devices

WINCHESTER SUBSYSTEMS
Tallgrass Technologies offers a family of Win-

chester HardFiles and streaming tape by file

backup for the IBM PC. With formatted capaci-

ties from 6.25MB to 70MB, Tallgrass has a

HardFile System to fit the most stringent of data

processing applications. From $2995 including

integral tape backup

STEVE VOLK/V.P. MARKETING

Tallgrass Technologies

11667 West 90th

Overland Park. KS 66214

(913)492-6002

9 TRACK TAPE CONTROLLER
Read and write % in 9 track magnetic tape. Gain

access to the most widely used media for infor-

mation exchange in the world. Use with Perlec

compatible (Cipher. CDC. Kenedy, etc.) format-

ted tape drives at speeds up to 125 ips. Com-

plete with interconnect cables and software. List

$770 + shipping.

OVERLAND DATA INC.

1425 Monte Rico Dr.

El Cajon. CA 92021

(619)447-1908

Mailing Lists

IBM MAILING LISTS
Over 23.000 names of IBM personal computer

owners (counts increase daily) available fa rental

on labels a magnetic tape. Total 411,000 in-

cluding other brands.

IRV BRECHNER

TARGETED MARKETING. INC.

Box 453

Livingston, NJ 07039

(201)731-4382

PROFILES OF STORES A USERS
Cl can provide names & addresses of: a) over

2,450 retail computer stores surveyed via the

telephone, b) new personal computer users (i.e.

.

IBM, Apple, Osborne, etc.) Both can be tailored

& used fa mailing lists, telemarketing a direct

sales. Call (619) 450-1667.

COMPUTER INTELLIGENCE CORPORATION

3344 North Torrey Pine Ct.

La Jolla. CA 92037

Publications/

Catalogs

FREE DIRECTORY
32 pages on top-quality software at mass-pro-

duction prices. Integrated accounting system and

payroll, ultimate data base manager, advanced

inventory, mailing list, text formatter, and many

mae. Send a legal-size, self-addressed, stamped

37-cent envelope to:

MICRO ARCHITECT INC.

6 Great Pines Ave.

Burlington, MA 01 803

(617)643-4713

IBM PC SOFTWARE DIRECTORY
Apply now to list your IBM PC software in the

most comprehensive software directory dedi-

cated to the IBM PC market. The IBM PC SOFT-

WARE DIRECTORY covers a complete description

of software products, configuration require-

ments. pricing, support, documentation, main-

tenance. updating, user-level and vendor

contacts APPLY NOW FOR FREE LISTING IN THE

CHARTER EDITION.

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

SERVICES, INC.

2 Frederick St.

Framingham, MA 01701 -8399

(617)879-5955

PC BUYER S GUIDE
An Independent Guide To Products and Ser-

vices For IBM Personal Computers. The autha-

itative reference that lists, describes, rates fa

ease of use, and tells you about the latest in

software, hardware, accessories, supplies, books,

services, et al. From the publishers of PC. An ideal

gift at only $7.95 (+ $1.00 shipping/handling to

U.S. destinations; and $10.00 (+ $3.00 s/h),

elsewhere. (U.S. funds only). Residents of CA, CO,

CT, DC, FL, IL, MA, MD. NJ, NY, and VT, add ap-

plicable sales tax. Mail to:

PC BUYER'S GUIDE

P.O.Box 555

Morris Plains, NJ 07950

INFOSOURCE FOR THE IBM PC
A monthly, loose-leaf, update service with ti-

mely information on key hardware, software,

books & magazines just fa the IBM PC. A con-

venient. single-source reference binder that keeps

you up to date on new PC items. Current, com-

plete issue and binder $21.95. Annual subscrip-

tion (includes above) $69.00.

QUERY

P.O Box 21

Bogota, NJ 07603

(201)836-7389

FREE BOOKS-DISCOUNT
SOFTWARE
Save on BESTSELLING IBM PC Educational,

Personal and Game Software and receive your

choice of onea two popular computer books free.

Write fa details and free catalog.

APEX SOFTWARE CENTER

P.O.Box 871

Medina, Ohio 44258

(216) 725-4240

NEWSLETTER ON CAPITALISM
Your IBM computer has given you freedom So

has capitalism and the free enterprise system.

Program yourself to read ON PRINCIPLE, a

stimulating, informative 8 page bi-weekly letter

of political and economic news analyzed from a

free-market perspective. $45 fa 26 issues, 5 is-

sue trial $10.

ON PRINCIPLE PUBLISHING INC.

Princeton Professional Park

601 Ewing St., Suite B-7

Princeton, NJ 08540

MODEM NOTES
A monthly newsletter fa online data base

searching, electronic mail, BBS, and other infa-

mation services. Includes valuable search strat-

egies and chips as well as applications fa using

over 200 online data bases. Edited by informa-

tion broker Katherine Ackerman. 12 issues $24.

Please send fa Sample issue.

MODEMNOTES

P.O. Box 408472

Chicago, IL 60640

(312)764-7407

USER’S GUIDE, DBASE II

This is a comprehensive programming guide to

dbase II. Contains programming instructions fa

beginners and advanced programmers. Dbase

II add ons such as dgraph. dutil, are reviewed in

detail. Over 200 pages. Contains a complete Ac-

counting System with Payroll, Accounts Receiv-

able. Accounts Payable, and General Ledger.

Source Code, data descriptions, and a users

guide are also included. Orders accepted 24

hours. VISA, and Master Card accepted. Price:

$39.95.

AUTOMATE COMPUTER SOFTWARE

P.O. Box 290336

San Antonio, TX 78280

(512)692-2437
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Retailers

CALIFORNIA

COMPUTERLAND OF LAGUNA
HILLS
Specializing m corporate sales and employee

purchase plans IBM authorized n-touse and on-

site service COMPAQ. CORVUS. PERSYST and

other peripherals

24241 Avemda De La Carlota

Laguna His. CA 92653

(714)859-8912

COMPUSHACK OF S.F.V.

IBM PC & XT. We specialize in sales and service

of IBM personal computers Extensa kne of add-

on memory boards, printers, monitors & soft-

ware for the IBM PC . Different configurations and

IBM compatible accessories. Fun service and

repair center We service what we se< and a lot

morel Open evenings and Saturdays

17139 Ventura Blvd

Endno.CA 91316

(213)906-7000

COMPUTERLAND OF VISALIA

We carry a full Ime of hardware and peripherals

in stock Training and basic programming

courses available

1750 S Mooney Blvd

Visalia. CA 93277

(209)739-1033

COMPUTERLAND: WEST PALM
BEACH
Mon -Sat 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Full service and

support for PC. compatible hardware and soft-

ware Classes m programming, consultation all

texts

4275 Okeechobee Bfvd

W. Palm Beach. FL 33409

(305)684-3338

COMPUTERLANDS OF HAWAII
• Stadium Mall (SOI) 417-0030

• Kawaiahao Plaza (000) 521-0002

• 40-200 KalwMpa SL (000) 247-0541

IBM PC and a ful line of peripherals, software

and books IBM authorized n-store and on-site

service Maintenance contracts and classes

available Can us lor details

Stadium MaM/4510 Salt Lake Blvd

Honolulu. HI 96818

(808)487-0030

COMPUTERLAND OF OAK LAWN
Specializing n sales and support n the Trr-State

area Call about private and corporate quantity

purchases Authorized Context MBA dealer

10935 S Cicero Ave

Oak Lawn. IL 60453

(312)422-8080

COMPUTERLAND-NORTHBROOK
Individualized consultation Specializing in

business applications Many lines of peripher-

als. software Authorized IBM service center

3069 Dundee Rd

Northbrook. IL 60062

(312)272-4703

SOFTWARE STORE
Chicago's first and largest software store Com-

plete, separate training center offering individ-

ual or group training classes Corvus installation

and training Institutional discounts available

SOfTWARE STORE

1767 Glenview Road

Glenview. IL 60025

(312)724-7730

MARYLAND

FREDERICK COMPUTER
PRODUCTS
Mon -Thurs 9 30 am to 9 pm Fn -Sat 9 30 am

to 5 pm Full selection of hardware and soft-

ware One day service Many courses offered at

ourctr.

!

5726 Industry Lane

Frederick. MO 21701

i (301)694-8884

COMPUTERLAND
IBM PC hardware, peripherals, software and

books IBM authorized service center Leasing

available Mon 10-9. Tues -Fn 10-7. Sat. 10-4

22000 Greater Mack Avenue

St Clair Shores. Ml 48060

(313)772-6540

Computertands of Queens
Convenient to NYC and U. Wide range ol soft-

;

ware 5 peripherals Classes & training semi-

nars Specialists m service and support Watch

for FOREST HILLS store opening soon'

Little Neck. NY 11362 * 251-07 Northern Bfvd
.

(212)423-5280

• 108-40 Queens Blvd
.
Forest Hills. NY 11375

(212)263-1500

HARDWARE. SOFTWARE.
COMPLETE SYSTEMS
IBM & Columbia Data Products system units

Pnnters by Okidata. Epson. IDS, C Itoh. NEC.

Diablo. SCM Monitors by Pi-Tech. USI. Amdek.

BMC. PGS, Electrohome, Taxan, IBM Peripher-

als by Xedex. Taligrass. Maynard. Quadram.

Davong, Tecmar, AST, Hercules. Seattle. Co-

lumbia. & IBM

GREENWICH VILLAGE COMPUTERS

687 Broadway

New York. NY 10012

(212) 254-9191 Mon -Sat 10 a m to 7 p.m

PENNSYLVANIA

COMPUTERLANDS-PITTSBURGH
IBM specialists in service, support, and train-

ing Financing and leasing available

• GIBSONIA 5499Wm Flynn Hwy 4434)690

• MONROEVILLE 3843 Wm Penn Hwy 829-

0090

• MT LEBANON: 429 Cochran Rd 344-0690

5499 William Flynn Hwy.

Pittsburgh. PA 15044

(412)4434)690

COMPUTERLAND OF PAOLI

Full sales, service & support for IBM. DEC. AP-

PLE. EPSON. OSBORNE, COMPAQ, FORTUNE

and more 1 Major account programs available

Call for details

81 E Lancaster Ave

Paoli. PA 19301

(215)2964)210

Services

Software/

Accounting

LONG DISTANCE ANALYZER
Saves you time and money by organizing phone

bids, identifying parties called, and keeping yearly

data Use it to cut abuse and waste, txll clients,

recoup telecom errors, evaluate special ser-

vices. print alpha directory, and cost account by

your categories Menu-driven system holds

thousands of monthly calls $195

GOLDEN BRAID SOFTWARE

ATTN George Reardon

PO Box 2934, Sarasota. FL 33578

(813)371-0388

HAI MICROWARE HAI-BAS
System provides a Mekeeper and seven ac-

counting functions general ledger, receivables,

payable, inventory, invoice, bi of material and

sales analysis Many report formats determined

by user Postings generate unique audit refer-

ence for control HAI Microware comes with op-

erating system HAI-BAS. a BASIC nterpreter run-

1 time module, is required and must be pur-

chased separately (List pnce Each module $495

t
HAI-BAS $50.)

' HOLLAND AUTOMATION USA INC.

3400-DW McArthur Blvd

Santa Ana. CA 92704

(714)641-2844

SOLOMON III

GENERAL LEDGER
Suitable for large and small businesses, banks

and accounting firms Unsurpassed xi flexibil-

ity. power and ease of use Graphically dis-

played screens, user defined chart of accounts,

reports, journal types and budgets Consolida-

tion of multi-divisions (companies), auto-re-

versng and recurring transactions, ratio analysis

plus a complete report generator $595 com-

plete Demo available

ANTITHEFT RC. REGISTRATION
The only service available to register (not insure)

your PC .
components or other types of valuable

equipment against loss or theft For further in-

formation and price quotes, contact:

THE FOOTPRINT, INC

1160 Via Mateo

San Jose. CA 95120

BUSINESS MASTER PLUS
Business Master Plus is one of the most com-

prehensive and professional business and ac-

counting packages This package includes

General Ledger, Payroll. Fixed Asset Account-

ing. A/R, A/P. Inventory and a Mail List program

Our unique accounting package offers BTree in-

dexing! Now available under C8ASIC and C880.

$495

BUSINESS MASTER INC.

4317 Sea Bright Dr.

Carlsbad, CA 92006

(714)434-6165

Solomon
TjfA Series’

Software
information For Business Decisions

COMPUTECH GROUP INCORPORATED

Lee Blvd
.
Box 271

Frazer. PA 19355

(215) SOLOMON or 644-3344

CUSTOM PAYROLL
All systems support multiple pay categories,

calculation of all taxes, user-defined deduc-

tions. exceptional item handling, a variety of

necessary reports, paychecks and W-2 forms

Written in PC Base with full source included for

easy maintenance Prices start at $400.00 lor

base system and manual

QATASMITH. INC

Box8036

Shawnee Mission. KS 66208

Phone: #(913)381-9118
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PROF. MANAGER FOR A/E FIRMS
The Professional Manager is a fully integrated

Financial Accounting System devetoped espe-

cially for Architectural and Professional Engi-

neering Firms. The Software package is written

in dbase II and it has Job Cost/Billmg with in-

tegrated Payroll. Accounts Receivable. Ac-

counts Payable, and General Ledger Available

as software or turn-key with hardware included

AUTOMATE COMPUTER SOFTWARE

PO Box 290336

San Antonio. TX 78280

(512)694-4029

BONUS ACCOUNTING
Double entry accounting for managing money m
your business or personal affars System pro-

vides standard accounting reports plus budget

report Compound transactions are fully sup-

ported Reviewed in February issue of PC Mag-

azine Menu driven software runs under PCOOS

1 0-2.0 with 64K & one disk drive Only $150

complete Documentation and demo diskette

$2750

THE PROGRAMMING SHOP

1164 Umbarger Rd

San Jose. CA 95121

(408)226-2157

MEDALLION COLLECTION
The Timberlme Medallion Collection is a series

of fully-integrated accounting and productivity

modules for the IBM PC under USCSO p-Sys-

tem Included are Timberlme Spreadsheet.

General Ledger. Accounts Payable. Accounts

Receivable. Payroll. Custom Reporter and In-

ventory Pncmg: $690 each (Spreadsheet $395)

TIMBERLINE SOFTWARE

7180 SW Fir Loop

Portland, OR 97223

(503)684-3660

EMPLOYEE/VENDOR LISTS
1 st Module of senes-integrated accounting sys-

tem Builds employee and vendor lists on ran-

dom access data files Tracks 13 fields fa

employees. 7 fa vendors Will handle up to 600

employees and 1200 vendas Next module-

cash dsb & ck. writer due 8-83. Written xi BASIC.

You may kst & modify Requires 64K; 80 col

display. 200; printer; $3995

ESSENTIAL SOFTWARE

PO Box 506

Reynoldsburg. OH 43068

AEMAS
A master accounting system designed specifi-

cally fa architectire, civil engneering. and other

professional firms where monitoring special

protects is required Five modules available are

Job Costing. Payroll. A/R. A/P, and General

Ledger Interactive modules run stand alone or

in any combination Contact Bill Fraedrich

DATA-BASICS, INC

11000 Cedar Rd . #110

Cleveland. OH 44106

(216)721-3400

Software/Business

THE AHA EXPERIENCE
PMS-II Protect Management and Schedule

System Fa managing any complex protect—

R&D. construction, business planning 2000+

events on critical path, bar charts New version

produces many extensive reports Team up with

RMS-II la capacity planning and load leveling

Also available is Solomon Accounting based on

MDBS, with tob costing

AHA. INC

PO Box 2003

Santa Cruz. CA 95063

(408) 475-7247. 475-8705

TIME ACCOUNTING & BILLING
TABS is designed fa use by professionals who

bill on the basis of time (attorneys, accountants,

etc ) User-friendly data entry and menu-driven

aogram selection makes TABS easy to under-

stand and operate STTs full-feature software is

currently m use by over 400 firms nationwide

Fa details contact

MM
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY. INC

620 No 48th. Suite 312

Lincoln, NE 68504

(402)466-7871

PROJECTS MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS I

PMS I is a powerful user-friendly planning aid

which produces time, cost and manpower re-

ports based on CPM/Pert A data base of pref-

ects and sub-proiects is maintained and can be

easily updated Performs 'what-ir analysis, plots

Gantt charts, menu driven—no need to diagram

networks Requires 64K. one disk drive. DOS

SOFTPOINT

1003 Crest Ln

Carnegie. PA 15106

(412) 279-4130

CHURCH ADMINISTRATION
COMPUCHURCH — A comprehensive church

administrative system fa the IBM PC Includes

congregation, contribution, and financial man-

agement Also includes wad processing and

much mae. COMPUCHURCH is already suc-

cessful in many churches Fa information and

product guide write to:

MTS INCORPORATED

796 E John Sims Pkwy
. PO. Box 596.

Niceville.FL 32578

(904)678-3328

EXPERT SYSTEMS"
Interactive textbooks with financial and invest-

ment analysis, scientific and educational appli-

cation spreadsheet models fa Lotus 1-2-3.

Multiplan. VisiCalc and SuperCalc Available in

computer staes and bookstaes nationwide.

EXPERT SYSTEMS. INC

PO Box 9

Redmond. WA 98052

(206)883-8086

DesKitf

Speed and simplify your day-to-day office a
home routine with DesKit! All these functions in

one package at your fingertips 'Rolodex* type

names, addresses and phone numbers, simpli-

fied typewriter-style word processa. We cards

wtih search and sort mode, appointment cal-

endar and printing calculator Available May '83

SYSTEMICS

3060 Spring St

W Bloomfield. Ml 48033

(313)851-2504

COLLECTION
A COMPREHENSIVE COLLECTION AGENCY

SOFTWARE SYSTEM Handles multiple ac-

counts and bad checks Interlaces with most

popular wad processors so you can create be-

lievable 'personalized' form letters Creates

monthly merchant statements with up to date

status on all accounts EASY TO USE/Great lor

attorneys and collection agencies Only $350 Call

a write fa mae mfamation

ORION SOFTWARE

PO Box 2488

Auburn. AL 36830

(205)887-9721

MPCS PROJECT MANAGER
MPCS is a full function aojed management,

control and scheduling system with company,

project, phase, and task contra levels Func-

tions include administration, maintenancea all

data, time accounting, task planning, and man-

agement reporting ft is functionally equal to

maia host-based proiect schedulers

S & T Associates

1625 Silverwood Terrace

Los Angeles, CA 90026

(213)669-1833

CODEWRITER CREATES
SOFTWARE
If you can lay out a screen display you can cre-

ate custom software The CodeWnter Plain Lan-

guage Program Design System allows ANYONE

with a PC lo Program Design, la that special data

base/report aogram exactly the way you want.

NO PROGRAMMING CodeWriter writes all the

BASIC code to your disk 64K MS-DOS #2 disk

$399

DYNATECH MICROSOFTWARE. INC

7847 N Caldwell Ave

Niles, IL 60648

(312) 470-0700

TIME ACCOUNTANT
TIME ACCOUNTANT is an essential time keep-

ing and management toa tor aofessionais.

Functions include biiing preview, invoicing and

reporting by aofessional. client, aoject and ac-

tivity Specially formatted pocket calendar-time

sheets supplied Requires 128K RAM. 2 double

sided drives Telephone support $395

TIME ACCOUNTANT

1230 University Drive

Menlo Park. CA 94025

(415)328-7877

THE SALES MANAGER"
THE SALES MANAGER" is a aofessional man-

agement informalxm toa tor executives n sales,

marketing and general business The system is

integrated and handles the tracking and report-

ing fa Customers. Prospects. Sales Represen-

tatives, Quota, Commissions. Planning,

forecasting. Expenses, Sales Analysis and Per-

sonnel THE SALES MANAGER" is designed to

increase sales revenue by allowing the execu-

tive control a vital sales information THE SALES

MANAGER" is easy to use, well documented,

flexible, powerful and complete. Price: $450.

MARKET POWER
11780 Rough and Ready Road

Rough & Ready, CA 95975

(916)432-1200

VERTICAL MARKET SUPPORT
Don't re-invent the wheel We can save you

money and time by aovidmg ready written

modules fa your vertical market systems. Add

wadaocessmg. data base, spreadsheet and

training capabilities to you aograms making

them a cut above the rest Modules can be

merged into you system a can stand alone

Contact:

TEXASOFT. INC

3415 Westminster Ave . Suite 100

Dallas. TX 75205

(214) 369-0795

IBM BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Computer buying service with complete access

to hardware and software Specializing in de-

signing complete IBM systems tor the business

community. Phone consulting on wadaocess-

mg. spreadsheets, accounting and data bases

fa the IBM Personal Computer

MICROVISION

901 Kingston

Piedmont. CA 94611

(415)658-7161
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BlueBookPG

BlueBookPO

BlueBookPO

BlueBool

CORRELATIONS/GRAPHICS
Menu-driven calculation, display, storage, re-

trieval of correlation data. E quations and graphs

on monitor or printer. Prepares matrix up to 3000

bits (in variabte/observaion form). Extremely

user-friendly—great for engineers, business

statisticians, mathematicians. Requires 64k. DOS

1.1. DS drive $10.

COMPUTER ROOM
8 Ridgewood Rd.

St. Louis. MO 63124

LEASE BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Why invest unless you're sure? Rent business

and professional software lor the IBM/PC and

compatible systems. 30-day lease. No risk. No

membership requirement Fun credit if you do

buy. For details and rental list: 1-800-323-8064.

InlL. (312) 251-5699

MICRO-MART DISTRIBUTORS

DeptPC8

1131 Central Ave

Wilmette. IL 60091

EUREKA)
Is the sales prospecting system for sales profes-

sionals. EUREKA! Minimizes the amount of in-

formation required while maximizing information

usage. EUREKA! Keeps factual, personal, and

historical information For a limited time EU-

REKA! is just $149. Let EUREKA' help you turn

suspects into prospects.

SYSTEM VISION CORPORATION

199 California Drive, Suite 207

Millbrae CA 94030

(415) 697-3861. Outside CA (800) 352-9999

FINANCIAL PLANNING AND
ANALYSIS
Business planning, strategic planning and cap-

ital budget analysis. VENTURE contains all the

logic, accounting procedures, calculations and

reports. You specify your parameters and enter

data. 10 all encompassing repats provide a de-

tailed financial analysis Requires 192K, 1 disk

drive, monochrome. PC DOS. $495. See our ad

this issuea contact fa free brochure

WEISS ASSOCIATES INC

127 Michael Drive

Red Bank. NJ 07701

(201)530-9260

ORGANIZATION MAP"*
A powerful management tool fa the IBM PC that

improves organizational productivity and en-

hances the management of human resoaces.

Essential tor managers committed to organiza-

tional excellence. Offered fa the first time to

companies outside the Fortune 1000. Demon-

stration desk $35

PACESETTER SOFTWARE

P.O.Box 5270. Dept. B

Princeton. NJ 08540

(609)737-8351

SOFTWARE AUTHORS
If you have a first rate program that runs on the

IBM PC we can help you find the right publisher

We provide services similar to those of literary

agents, including assistance in fine tuning your

product, locating a publisher and negotiating your

contract. Call or write fa details.

DOUGLAS & SONS SOFTWARE AGENCY

10 Frederick Arenue

Neptune. NJ 07753

(201)922-9856

DAILY PLANNER—$36
Don't miss any mae appointments Display a

day a range of days. Search fa a particular ap-

pointment a print a carry-along reminder. De-

fine times and duration to suit your schedule.

Days are displayed to make rescheduling easier

and conflicts are flagged PA res. add 6%. In-

qure about our full fine of softwear and hardware

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

RD #2. Andrews Lane

Glenmae. PA 19343

(215)962-3156

SALES PROSPECTING SYSTEM
The FORTY-NINER" by EX CALIBUR Systems.

Inc. will turn your PC into a gold mine of new

prospects and sales! Up to 1500 prospects pa
disk. Handles 90 sales reps. 90 sources. 90

products Schedules and re-schedules follow-

ups. personal calls/letters/labeis/enveiopes. 26

invaluable reports. $295 Manual only $50

SOFTWARE SOLV-ATIONS

17461 Irvine Blvd. Suite N

Tustin.CA 92680

(714)731-2964

AMWAY DISTRIBUTORS
The VlANSOfT" System handles PV bonuses;

Transfers; Retans; Back aders. Complete SA-

13 + personal inventory. W'house ader based

on your reada levels. W'sale & Retail accounts;

Vouchers; SCO; Four sales tax areas; Easy ed-

iting. Ctearfy written manual, more. Price $495.00.

Fa information & sample output contact:

V1AN CORPORATION

R.D. 1. Box 36

Glen Gardner, NJ 08826

(201)537-4642

TIME AND ATTENDANCE
The TMAT REPORTER is a unique pre-payroll

system that allows you to enta punches directly

from employee time cards, without converting.

Calculates hours, tracks vacation, tardies, ab-

senteeism and more. Req 64K. 2-disk printer and

DOS 11. Price $249.95. To ada or tor more in-

famation write:

FIRMWARE PROOUCTS

4750 North Central Ave..#12C

Phoenix. AZ 85012

MYTEMYKE BUSINESS SYST
COMMERCIAL GRADE INTEGRATED PACK-

AGES INCLUDE

• BUSINESS PACK. o/e. p/o. a/r, s/a. a/p. g/l

• MFG. CTRL bom. sched-tcst. mrp, sfc

• INSURANCE AGENCY, mgt. auto rating, mktg

• PROFESSIONAL: time and billing installation

and ongoing support available. CP/M, UNIX, &
others avail.

MDS ASSOCIATES

PO. Box 108

Orchard Park, NY 14127

(716)662-6621

WORK MANAGEMENT
Keep track of time spent on clients and projects

by employee and function. Track direct ex-

penses by type and by in house vs. outside

charges dBASE II source code and program

generators included fa easy extension/cus-

tomization. Menu-driven with on-line printed

manuals. Only $99

BUSYPRO, INC

540 Elm St.. #29

San Carlos. OA 94070

(415)592-7371

THE PROSPECT MANAGER
A multifunction aid kx persons involved m sales.

Features include a sales lead accounting sys-

tem and mailing system with letter processor

Capable of producing continuous form letters,

overdue contact reports, making labels and more.

Also has prospect ledge fa tracking aders/

phone calls. List price $129.

AUTOMATED INFORMATION SYSTEMS

P.O.Box 649

Lubbock, TX 79406

(806)762-6604

TIME SERIES DECOMPOSITION

AND ADJUSTMENT (PC-TSDA)
Determines the amount of Trend, Seasonal.

Cyclical, and Irregular movements existing within

time series of monthly data. Adjusts fa each type

of movement and produces tabular and plotted

output at nme stages of the analysis. By the write

of the widely used TV-TSDA fa mainframe

computers. Input from keyboard a diskette. $95.

WHITE SOFTWARE

850 S. Lakeshae Dr

Lake Village. AR 71653

(501)265-3315

Software/Business

Opportunities

SOFTWARE PROGRAMS
WANTED: State-of-the-art program publica-

tion. TYPES: Entertainment, education, graph-

ics. applications. DBM, utilities. WE OFFER:

Professional packaging, competitive royalties,

advertising, marketing, distribution, timely pub-

lication. conversions to other systems.

WINDCREST SOFTWARE. INC.

P.O.Box 423

Waynesbao, PA 17268

(717)794-2191

RELAY
Compare and try RELAY. We think you! buy it.

HELP Key, Send/Receive files simultaneously,

send spreadsheets PC to PC with complete er-

ror checking. Full-screen Edita, Up and Down-

load. APL keyboard. Works to 9600 baud, saves

phone numbers, supports Hayes.

Don't underestimate RELAY because it's $149.

VM PERSONAL COMPUTING

60 East 42nd Street

New York. NY 10165

(212)697-4747

LOADS VISICALC FILES
LoadCalc allows you to take data from down-

loaded text files and create DIF files fa use by

VisiCalc. 1-2-3, CHARTMAN, VisiTrend/Plot a
any other DIF compatible programs. LoadCalc

can turn mainframe reports into VisiCalc

spreadsheets You can also make cola charts

with CHARTMAN using the same data from

LoadCalc. $95

CYPHER

121 Second St.

San Francisco, CA 94105

(415)947-5297

REMOTE ACCESS
Have complete use and control of an unat-

tended IBM-PC. Develop and run programs,

transfa binary or ASCII files, etc. Passwad pro-

tection and full simulation of the IBM keyboard.

Full screen support fa most terminals. $89. $50

without. Calla write fa info. VISA/MC

CUSTOM SOFTWARE
P.0 Box 1005

Bedfad.TX 76021

(817)282-7553
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INTERM
A line of high performance intelligent terminal

emulators that include VT52. VT 100, H19, Z19

and IBM 3101. Features include uploading,

downloading of files and manipulation of DOS
files. Synchronization for most hosts supported.

Fully programmable protocol and speeds 110-

9600 baud operation. Requires 96k. Price $200.

OFFICE SOFTWARE AUTOMATION

4305 El Dorado Drive

Plano. TX 75075

(214)867-5307

HASP REMOTE JOB ENTRY
BARR/HASP hardware and software package

transmits jobs to central computers and re-

ceives printouts. Easy bisync communication

with MVS/JES2, MVS/JES3, VM/RSCS, VS1/

RES. ASP, Data General Hamlet, and all HASP

multi-leaving protocols. Features: Menu-driven

operation, multiple printers. 1.200 to 19.200

baud, more efficient than the 3780. One year

warranty. $750.

BARR SYSTEMS. INC.

2500 Blue Ridge Road. Suite 315 •

Raleigh. NC 27607

(800) BARR-SYS

COPYLINK TO BRAND X
C0PYUNK Transfers files error free from micro

computers with different disk formats (most other

PCs supported). Access bulletin boards, data-

bases. send and receive electronic mail. Free 334

page book 'THE COMPLETE HANDBOOK OF

PERSONAL COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS'

included. List $99.95 VISA/MC.

U.S. DIGITAL CORPORATION

5699-D S.E. International Way
Milwaukee. OR 97222

(503)654-0668

1-2-3 &VISICALC LOADER
LoadCalc converts text data downloaded from

mainframes into WKS (1 -2-3) or DIF files. Han-

dles mixed text and values without special for-

matting or programming. Now you can move your

mainframe database into 1-2-3. VisiCalc &
DBase-11 using just LoadCalc and your terminal

program. $95.

MICRO DECISION SYSTEMS

Box1392

Pittsburgh. PA 15219

(412)276-2387

C-SYSTEMS -COMPILER*
WINDOW
C-Systems V7 compatible nonfloat c compiler

for real-time system applications. Optimized

assembler source code, 128K, 2 dd. $195. c-

window is a source level debugger fa c pro-

grams. Single step, breakpoint, trace at state-

ment level. Display and change variables using

full c expression syntax. Requires c-compiler

$195.

C-SYSTEMS

P.O.Box 3253

Fullerton. CA 92634

(714)637-5362

C86-“C" FOR PROFESSIONALS
*C* brings great power, control and conciseness

to programming C86 brings FULL UNIX syntax

(portability), source to a rich library (gives you

control), no royalties, PCDOS & CPM-86 sup-

port. and overlays. Ask a friend—we are ahead.

Hotline support is solid. $395. Call your dealer

a Cl.

COMPUTER INNOVATIONS. INC.

10 Mechanic Street. Suite J-109

Red Bank. NJ 07701

(201)530-0995

Software/Data

Management

TIM III

A data base management system that gener-

ates and summarizes files, mailing lists, and

employee records. The data can be accessed and

searched in a number of ways. T.I.M. provides

help screens and function key legends as user

aids. Capacities include 32,767 recads per file,

40 fields per recad, 60 char/fiek). (List Price:

$500.)

INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE. INC.

9300 W. 110th St. #380

Overland Park, KS 66210

(913)888-0154

CONDOR DATABASE
A relational DBMS tor development of micro-

computer applications: mail list, personnel rec-

ads, sales tracking and accounting. Complete

facilities fa database file development, data in-

put and update, computations, report writing &
operata menus. English command. First time a
experienced user. Conda 1, $295. Conda 3,

$650.

CONDOR COMPUTER CORPORATION

2051 S. State St.

Ann Arba, Ml 48104

(313)769-3988

RELATIONAL DATA BASE SYSTEM
REVELATION turns your IBM PC into a data base

machine. If you know about the PICK OS you

know all about REVELATION. Maximum recad

size to 64K. Files can have n recads. Address-

able staage to 2.4 billion bytes. English-like

query language. User defined menus, screens,

reports. Compatible with IBM Series/1 with PICK

OS.

CYPHER

121 Second St.

San Francisco, CA 94105

(415)974-5297

ResQ-—THE ULTIMATE DBMS
The only system that lets you design and create

your own forms and reports right on screen! ResQ

calculates, reads, searches, sorts faster than

other systems tested; interfaces w/wad proc-

essing programs. Plain English manual, help

screens, password protection. 32,767 recads per

file, 60 fields per recad, 80 char, pa field.

$395.00.

KEY SOFTWARE INC.

2350 E. Devon Ave.. Suite 138

Des Plaines, IL 60018

(312)298-3610

PC POWER AND FLEXIBILITY

Fas-File: An easy to use, Menu-driven file sys-

tem. Features include fill-in-form input, auto-

matic disc formatting and custom forms, recads

and reports. Powerful searches can be made

using up to 100 key wads per recada any other

recad data. Comes with fun tutorial and refer-

ence guide. $145.00.

GRYPHON SYSTEMS

922 Grange Hall Rd.

Cardiff by the Sea. CA 92007

(619)436-1455

NEXTSTEP
NEXT STEP is a database management system

with a built-in electronic programma. It allows

the usa to create database applications to meet

his particular needs. No programming knowl-

edge is necessary. Retail $295. Requires 128K,

2 disk drives or hard disk system, a printer.

EXECUWARE

7415 Pineville-Matthews Road

Suite 300, Box 10

Charlotte, NC 28211

(800)438-3636

KNOW YOUR CLIENT (KYC)

KYC allows you to easily enta and instantly re-

call information about a client; get a listing of all

the people you know at a company you plan to

visit; make follow-up calls on the day you prom-

ised; print labels Retail $92.95. Requires 64K. 1

diskdrive, printer optional.

EXECUWARE

7415 Pineville-Matthews Road

Suite 300. Box 10

Charlotte, NC 28211

(800)438-3636

FAST FILE

Let your PC write its own programs! FAST FILE

genaates fully integrated applications systems

in a matter of minutes. Features include: file def-

inition. file maintenance, calculations, search/

inquiry, report writing, and file security. Easy to

use. menu-driven. No programming required.

DHD, INC.

7777 Leesburg Pike

Falls Church. VA 22043.

(703)556-0950

KnowledgeMan
KNOWLEDGE MAN puts it all togetha. All the

functions of adinary file managers & much mae.

Fast, efficient staage; plain English queries; IN-

TEGRATED SPREADSHEET; REPORT WRITER;

SCREEN MANAGER; powerful computational

capabilities. INTRODUCTORY OFFER-regu-

larty $500. call now fa special price! Requires

192K plus 2 drives. MC/VISA.

MARINA SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

2210 Wilshire Bfvd.. Suite 275

Santa Monica, CA 90403

(213)829-9797

THEDataFiler
Put the power of your IBM PC to work on your

various lists with our easy to use menu driven

DataFila program, ft's a time sava, information

aganizer and very good investment at only $225.

Generate personalized form letters using the

DataFila, Merge'n Print ($149), and your wad
processa. Mailing label program also available.

$95.

MBS SOFTWARE

127 NE Hassalo St.

Portland, OR 97230

(503)256-0130

Software/

^evelogmentToo!^

PrettyPrinter lor BASIC
Are your BASIC programs over 100 lines long?

Then you need the PrettyPrinta fa BASIC. It

prints BASIC programs so you can read and un-

derstand them; indented and block structured

(like Pascal), keywads in lowercase, remarks

highlighted, cross reference. 64K required. Just

$39a write fa details.

PCT.INC.

P.O. Box 207-PC

Centreville, MD 21617
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ONE-KEY STEP-SCROLL
BASIC PROGRAMMERS This routine replaces

the LIST command and steps through your pro-

grams forward, backward, or repeats the same

line. EDITa RUN the program between steps and

continue with only one key stroke. Parameters

for stepping can be reset at any time. Other fea-

tures included. Mail $18 for a diskette.

IRC ASSOCIATES

125 Sherrfield Dr. X9

Saginaw. Ml 48603

(517)792-2156

MENU-JOY DISPLAY MGMT.
Create custom tailored displays to select all your

favorite programs for immediate execution,

simply by pushing a button. Compatible with

most mice/joysticks connected via game adapter.

Full color support. Enhancements & updates->

N/C first year. Very, very easy. Entire package.

$79 Demo disk $15. S/H $3.

MITCHELL ENTERPRISES

7 Green Street

Huntington. NY 11743

(516)427-7401

MSDOS PASCAL SUPPORT
2 Software development tools for Pascal users:

Toolkit ($150) contains 4 units which will add

turtlegraphics. true serial comm, & keyboard,

screen, & printer control SSP ($95) contains hi

level math support including matrix, vector, &

complex math, distrixitions, regression & spline,

and more—55 procedures in all.

HI-TECH COMPUTER SERVICES

17 Mein Drive

New City. NY 10956

(203)333-6034

BASIC PROGRAMMING TOOLS
Screen Design Facility (SOF) creates screen

handling and data input routines. UNIVERSAL

REPORT FACILITY (URF) a universal reportwri-

ter for any random file(s). B-TREE FILE AC-

CESS—maintains keyed files—no sorting—

nodal-in BASIC source code. All produced code

is in BASIC.

FOGLE COMPUTING CORP.

P.O.Box 5166

Spartanburg, SC 29304

(800)845-7594

PASCAL CROSSREFERENCE PGRM.
Speed RASCAL program development under PC-

DOS by crossreferencing your PASCAL code.

PXREF analyzes your PASCAL source, and uses

IBM's CREF program to make a complete cross-

reference listing. Requires CREF program dis-

tributed with the IBM assembler. $50.00 includes

PXREF program and documentation,

MORTON SOFTWARE

25325 Cassandraa
Mission Viejo, CA 92691

PASCAL DECIMAL MATH
Fixed decimal math routines provide 125 digit

accuracy making business programming pos-

sible for the IBM PC. RASCAL V1.0. Functions

provided are add. subtract, multiply, divide,

compare, absolute value, negate, round, to and

from string conversion, and integer to decimal

conversion. $39.95 includes full documentation.

PARAGON SOFTWARE CORPORATION

775 West Michigan Ave.

Jackson, Ml 49201

(517)782-4859

ACTIVE TRACE
Automates the tedious part of PC BASIC Pro-

gramming/debugging, leaving you time to learn

& create. Pops a window into BASIC which dis-

plays variable values as your program runs.

Output to screen, printer, or disk. No need to sin-

gle step. Complete XREF mapping. Review in

BYTE 4/83 p.334. $79.95. CALL FOR INFO.

AWARECO
P.O.Box 695

Gualala. CA 95445

(800) 358-9120. In CA (707) 884-4019

PRESSER—$25
Create a compressed file by removing all REM

statements from your BASIC program which

helped debugging but slowed execution. End the

need for manual editing. Also list all variable

names with line numbers to help spot dupli-

cates. RA residents add 6%. Inquire about our

full line of software and hardware.

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

RD #2, Andrews Lane

Glenmore, RA 19343

(215)942-3156

dBASE—DOC
A completely mechanized 'system documenta-

tion facility' for user-developed dBASE II appli-

cation systems. Features Logical Design Specs.

Data Dictionary, Block Diagram Generator, Super-

List and more Offers the best technical docu-

mentation for developing programs. For infor-

mation on availability contact J. Stanfield at:

BUSINESS SYSTEMS RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

P.O. Box 1253

Tucker. GA 30085

(404)491-0864

Software/

Directories

LOOK IT UP IN THE
DfSKONARY'” Provides a comprehensive list-

ing of more than 1000 IBM PC software prod-

ucts on diskette. Includes built-in sort/search

routine by application or manufacturer, software

descriptions, suggested list prices and hard-

ware requirements. Updates available. $49.95

lor 5A* diskette.

EXECUDISK, INC.

P.O. Box 219002

Houston, TX 77218

(713)859-5178

Software/Edit

FULLSCREEN EDITOR
POWERFUL MOUSE DRIVEN FULL SCREEN

EDITOR. Use mouse or keyboard to select, move,

search, copy, delete, etc. UNDO and CANCEL

functions allow user to easily recover from mis-

takes and accidental operations. User can edit

multiple files viewed concurrently in separate

windows. CommonWP functions also provided.

Price $175. (mouse not included). MC/VISA.

check or money order.

PC TECHNICORP

40 Grove Street

Wellesley, MA 02181

(617)431-7854

Software/

Educational

EXPERT SYSTEMS"
Interactive textbooks with financial and invest-

ment analysis, scientific and educational appli-

cation spreadsheet models for Lotus 1-2-3,

Multiplan, VisiCalc and SuperCalc. Available in

computer stores and bookstores nationwide.

EXPERT SYSTEMS. INC.

P.O. Box 9

Redmond, WA 98052

(206)883-8086

MR. MATH ARITHMETIC TUTOR
Program generates problems in all four types of

arithmetic at ten levels of difficulty. Unique fea-

ture allows student to work out all problems di-

rectly on the screen—no pencil or paper needed!

Complete annotated solution is shown if answer

is incorrect. Includes 30-page instruction book.

$29.95. 1 D.D./64K.

TERM COMPUTER SERVICES

P.O. Box 725

New Providence, NJ 07974

(201)665-0923

MR. MATH MONEY TUTOR
For grades 2-4. Four games provide practice in

coin counting, making change, and making pur-

chasing decisions. Different levels of difficulty in

each game. All problems worked out directly on

the screen—no pencil or paper needed! Step-

by-step answer after 3 tries. 30-page instruc-

tion book. Req 1DD and 64K. $29.95. Buy both

Arithmetic (see ad above) and Money Tutors for

$49.95.

TERM COMPUTER SERVICES

P.O. Box 725

New Providence, NJ 07974

(201)665-0923

SpeedRead-t-

Read faster and more efficiently in just 15 min-

utes a day! Easy to operate, SpeedRead+ lets

you set your own pace from 5 to 5000 words per

minute and select from multiple training modes.

Excellent reviews in Creative Computing and

InfoWorld. Apple and Atari—S64.95/IBM

—

$79.95. Ask your dealer or call:

INETCORP.

536 Weddell Drive

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

(408)734-0311

GRADEBOOK 3.0-DISK PKG.
User acclaimed for over 3 years. 15 menu items

allow teacher to store, retrieve, print and correct

scores or grades. Printer optional. Use up to 5

grading areas, w/200 students and 60 grades

per student—$36.95. Other programs: Grade

Point Average—$8.95, Testmasters—$19.95,

Boggel—$10.95 and Brain CompuTeasers—

$19.95.

DEC COMPUTING. Dept. 100

609 Oakleaf Drive

Garrett, IN 46738

THE ABC PRIMER
THE ABC PRIMER is a color graphics program

that will help parents and teachers introduce

children to the alphabet and to computers. Care

has been taken to make the program a stimu-

lating visual treat. Five operating modes provide

drills of increasing complexity in letter recogni-

tion. Also available in French. List: $39.95.

TECHART ASSOCIATES

P.O. Box 370

Berkeley. CA 94701

(415)525-0870

VOCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Job Search program which matches a person's

skill level to jobs. Also a vocational Report pro-

gram for summarizing information. Available on

IBM PC. and Apple II. Free literature. Dealers

invited.

ELLIOTT & FITZPATRICK. INC.

P.O. Box 1945

Athens. GA 30603

(404)548-8161
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PC/PILOT
Language by education and training. By MicroPi.

the source of PILOT on the other major personal

computers. Meets COMMON PHOT standard.

Extens ons for color, graphics, user fonts, win-

dows. tiles and video control. Includes EZ editor.

Lie: $100 single, $550 multiple.

WASHINGTON COMPUTER SERVICES

3028 Silvern Lane

Bellingham, WA 98226

(206) 734-8248

Software/8087

8087 MATH PACKAGE
Increase math performance (2x to 180x) and get

more accurate results (18 digit precision) with

our 8087 Math Package lor the IBM-PC In-

cluded are an easy to install 8087 Numeric Pro-

cessor chip and easy to use interlace libraries

(with source code) for the IBM RASCAL Compil-

er and the IBM MACRO Assembler, $295.

HAUPPAUGE COMPUTER WORKS. INC.

358 Veterans Memorial Highway, Suite MSI

Commack, NY. 11725

(516)360-3827

Software/

Engineering

ENGINEERING PROGRAMS PSI

/

S3E
THERMOPAK—thermal properties of gases/

liquids.

MATHPACK—curve fitting, optimization, matrix.

S3EPAK—systems analysis tutorial plus codes.

FLUIDPAK—compressor, turbine fan, cyclone.

HXRAK—heat exchgrs, boilers, condensers

REACPAK—reformers, shift conv., gasifiers.

FSRAK—alk., acid, molt, carb., fuel cells.

PSI/SYSTEMS

Research Park

Andover. MA 01810

(617)475-9030

0 PTAL.K/ OPTI CAL RAY TRACE
An interactive program for performing geometri-

cal optical analyses ol imaging systems. Build

and modify lenses with tilted and dspiaced conic

surfaces having symmetric and anamorphic de-

formations. Fans, spot diagrams, paraxial trace.

Lens library on disk. Req. PC-OOS, 96K. $59.

Fully documented.

CARNEGIE SOFTWARE

P.O.Box 1752

Redondo Beach, CA 90278

HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS
Engineers: Save time and money on your next

thermal analysis.. Why use a mainframe finite

difference program? Use l/TAS on your IBM PC!

Options: Steady state and transient; diffusion,

arithmetic and boundary nodes; conduction,

convection and radiation connectors; time-

varying heat sources and boundary tempera-

tures; friendly interactive input. Free brochure.

R.F.WARRINER ASSOCIATES

3838 Carson Street. Suite 300

Torrance. CA 90503

(213) 540-6299

TECHNICAL SOFTWARE
Largest selection of engineering software—CAD,

Heat & Mass Flow, structural. Statistical Anal-

ysis and much more. Microcomputer programs

for Mechanical. Chemical. Civil. Electrical Engi-

neers. Architects, Scientists. Contractors Send

for detailed catalog—Include $2.00 for postage

and handling.

TECHNICAL SOFTWARE INC

3981 Lancaster Rd
.
#101

Cleveland, OH 44121

COMPUTER-AIDED DRAFTING
AUTOCAD is 2D drafting and design enabling

anyone who draws to create, edit and plot draw-

ings AUTOCAD is general-purpose and flexible,

useful for architectural and engineering draw-

ings of all types wch previously required sys-

tems costing $100,000. Dealer support includes

training disk and manual for only $50.

AUTOOESK, INC.

150 Shoreline Hwy.#B20

Mill Valley, CA 94941

(415)331-0356

STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL
PACKAGE
• XBAR-R charts • P-Charts • C-Charts • V-

Charts • Cause and effect diagrams • Histo-

grams • Basic statistics • Frequency distribu-

tion • PARETO Charts • Menu-driven • Tutorial

• Complete documentation • Sample problems

• High resolution graphics and printer output •

Also available for Apple • SQC-Pack $385.

CULVERIN CORPORATION

245 West Elmwood Dr.

Dayton. OH 45459

(513) 435-2335 or 1(800)547-1565

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
SOFTWARE
FLASHCALC 1.00 - Performs equilibrium flash

calculations for multicomponent streams.

MBALANCE 1.00 - Material balance and physi-

cal properties. FLARCALC 1.00 - Flare system

compressible flow calculations. PETROBLEND

1.00 - Program for developing pseudo compo-

nents from crude oil assays. Custom software

development fa Chem. Process Engineering.

PROCESS SYSTEMS INT’L - MICROTEK

RD #3 Foxchase - Friendship Rd.

Vincentown.NJ 08088

(609) 268-0571

Software/File

Management

CAOSAM
BASIC btree keyed file management system.

Suppats 5 data files and 10 index files open si-

multaneously Suppats 32,000 records/file.

Automatically reuses deleted recads. Supports

keys between 4 and 60 bytes. Supports dupli-

cate keys. Random search time 1 second. Se-

quential search time 1/10 second. Supplied in

source fam. $150. Demo $15.

CADS. INC

P.O.Box 17304

Greenville. SC 29606

(803)277-0650

KWIC-REF/1
A general purpose text filing system. It is de-

signed to file and cross reference documents,

notes, letters and any text materials. It can keep

track of up to 32,000 key wads and 32,000

documents using ’and’ ‘a’ and ’xa’ combi-

nations. $450

CHEN INFORMATION SYSTEMS. INC

1499 Bayshae Bfvd
,
Suite 205

Burlingame. CA 94010

(415)692-4358

Software/Financial

FINANCIER, INC.

PERSONAL SERIES—A complete integrated

state-of-the-art data system fa bank account,

credit card, budget and tax recad keeping. Also

included, property inventory and check printing

with one data entry. TAX SERIES—Perform tax

analysis with pre-famatted spreadsheet and

graphics. Compute 1982, '83. '84 taxes. On

screen help. Full usea function keys. Interfaces

with personal series.

FINANCIER, INC.

2400 Computer Dr., Box 670

Westboro.MA 01581

(617)366-0950

INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO
MANAGER
An easy-to use total management system used

by financial institutions to calculate portfolio

values. Computes balances, income, rates, ma-

turity and funding distributions, rate sensitivity,

funds gap and ratios. ’What-if’ capability and

user-friendly. Ideal fa portfolio managers, fi-

nancial analysts, trust managers. Fa further info

contact:

DECISION SCIENCES

1675 W. 200 N . Dept P

Bonneville Bank Bldg. #201

Provo. UT 84604

(801)373-5739

CALCULATOR EMULATOR
Now you can make quick calculations with the

ease of an adding machinea print calculata on

your IBM PC. Includes programmable formats fa

scientific notation, fixed or floating point, auto

decimal entries, PLUS optional title line and la-

belling of entries. Fa home or business. Dealer

inquiries welcomed. $39.95. AMEX/MC/VISA/

CHECK/MO. Call 24 hrs.

SPECIALTY DESIGNS

7739 El Pensada

Dallas, TX 75248

(214)960-2455

EXPERT SYSTEMS"
Interactive textbooks with financial and invest-

ment analysis, scientific and educational appli-

cation spreadsheet models fa Lotus 1-2-3,

Multiplan, VisiCalc and SuperCalc. Available in

computer staes and bookstaes nationwide.

EXPERT SYSTEMS. INC.

P.O.Box 9

Redmond. WA 98052

(206)883-8086

CONSOLIDATE VISICALC FILES
MergeCalc allows you to consolidate multiple

VisiCalc files and preserve the formulas. You can

consolidate multiple budgets, sales projections

a any type of multiple VisiCalc spreadsheets,

so you can apply seasonal adjustmentsacom-

pare spreadsheets by subtraction. $125.

CYPHER

121 Second St

San Francisco, CA 94105

(415)974-5297

MONEY MAESTRO
A financial record-keeping package that pro-

vides budget tracking and tax repating. Money

Maestro reports totals by category a payee, in-

cluding monthly and year-to-date budgeted vs.

actuals. Data files are staed in BASIC sequen-

tial format. Money Maestro requires 64K. DOS.

INNOSYS

2150 ShattuckAve. #901

Berkeley, CA 94704

(415) 843-8122
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS PKG.

FAP performs sophisticated analysis for finan-

cial executives in determining whether to lease

or buy. figuring loan/lease payment schedules;

determining depreciation schedules based on

the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981. Retail

$92.95. Requires 64K, 1 disk drive, a printer.

EXECUWARE

7415 Pineville-Matthews Road

Suite 300, Box 10

Charlotte, NC 28211

(800)438-3636

COTS/FairValue
Integrated option trading system, including val-

uation. strategy analysis, and portfolio man-

agement. For futures, currencies, stocks, indexes.

Prices start at $495 for Valuation Kernel (with

super graphs). Advanced systems and en-

hancements available. COTS/FairValue is used

by major banks and brokers, traders and mar-

ketmakers. See April 1983 PC review.

SOFTWARE OPTIONS. INC.

19 Rector Street

New York, NY 10016

(212) 785-8285/(800) 22 1 -1624

PERSONAL FINANCE ANALYST
An easy to use. menu-d'iven program to track

financial data for home or business. Features

checkbook balancing, unlimited user-defined

budget categories and payment types, multiple

transaction entry, trend analysis, and line graph

plotting by category, date, or payment method.

BASIC source included. $24.95.

SOFTWARE AND SERVICES

2336 Belleview Avenue

Cheverly.MD 20785

(301)322-7089

TIME VALUE OF MONEY
This program evaluates the effect of time on the

value of money. Present-future worth, mort-

gage. annuity, gradient and balloon analyses let

the novice user play 'what if?". Extensive de-

scriptions and examples tor each analysis make

TVM easy to team and use. Only $39.95 Plus

Postage. FREE Calculator Program.

PEOPLE LITERATE SOFTWARE

P.0. Box 2039

Bozeman. MT 59715

(406)586-1581

THE ITEMIZER
Keep track of expenses a nd incomes in the order

you want. Any type of expense or income can be

put into a separate category with comments.

Sub-totals may be calculated at any point. The

Itemizer makes record keeping a snap, excellent

for tax itemizing. Only $39.95 Plus Postage. FREE

Calculator Program

PEOPLE LITERATE SOFTWARE

P.O.Box 2039

Bozeman. MT 59715

(406)586-1581

MONEY MANAGER
Get more control over your money. Money Man-

ager handles yearly incomes and expenses on a

monthly basis. You can easily budget for those

months certain bills need to be paid and know

how much spendable income you have

throughout the year Only $39.95 Plus Postage.

FREE Calculator Program

PEOPLE LITERATE SOFTWARE

P.O.Box 2039

Bozeman, MT 59715

(406)586-1581

1-2-3/VC FORMULEA PRINT
DocuCalc is used by CPA's and financial ana-

lysts to review complex models during devel-

opment, Grid arrangement shows equations in

correct position without truncation. All global

details, ranges, graphs etc. pnnted Shows blank

cells which take space in model and @ERR cells.

$95

MICRO DECISION SYSTEMS

Box 1392

Pittsburgh. PA 15219

(412)276-2387

ACCOUNT MANAGER—$34
Manage 10 individual accounts including elec-

tronic banking entries (telephone or automatic

payments & transfers). User defined codes to sort

by category tor budget plans & taxes. Reconcile

accounts, track expenses or search to verify

payments PA residents add 6%. Inquire about

our full line of products

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

RD #2, Andrews Lane

Glenmore. PA 19343

(215)962-3156

Software/Games

CHESS PARTNER
This very friendly game offers six levels of skill,

dual clocks, game and problem modes, color

graphics, and even allows you to take back prior

mistakes! Requires 128K, a disk drive. DOS 1.1

or DOS 2.0 and a color monitor. $24.50. (In-

cludes shipping).

SCOTT MURRAY SOFTWARE

3326 Granada Ave.

Santa Clara, CA 95051

(408)249-6168

EXPERT SYSTEMS’"
Entertainment interactive odysseys through

history. Artificial intelligence, real time graphics,

and sound promoting logical planning and

strategy. Other arcade type software you have

seen does not even come close to Expert

Systems.

EXPERT SYSTEMS, INC.

P.O.Box 9

Redmond. WA 98052

(206)883-8086

SPACE MINER
Take an incredible mining voyage at new levels

of animation excellence and arcade excitement.

Maneuver ships to grab ore with controllable ro-

bot arm. Blast aliens with twin missile launch-

ers. Top 10 players; stop action; 3 play levels;

J.S. Bach; more! 64K, color card, PC-DOS. 1 dd.

keyboard or joystick control. $29.95. V/MC

RESOLUTION SOFTWARE

8 Edgewood Blvd.

Providence, Rl 02905

(401)461-2417

THE CHROME RANGER
Acclaimed by owners and reviewers for speed,

appearance and tasteful sound. Fast-action ar-

cade-style maze game for 64K IBM-PC with one

drive and any display and adapter. Uses key-

board or optional joystick control $29 95 (Colo

residents add taxes) Check/Visa/MC. Use with

any version MS-DOS (1.0-2.0).

OMNIWARE

8972 East Hampden Ave., Box 32

Denver. CO 80231

Software/Games—

Educational

MASTERTYPE
Typing instruction game that dares to be fun. Zap

the enemy word by typing it correctly or the word

zaps you. Eighteen progressive lessons gradu-

ated from home-letter recognition to 9-letter

words, numbers and BASIC programming words.

Create your own lesson for specific needs.

$49.95. 64K disk.

LIGHTNING SOFTWARE. INC.

P.0. Box 11725

Palo Alto. CA 94306

(415)327-3280

Software/General

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
Our users group library diskettes are now avail-

able to all PC users. They're loaded with useful

and interesting games, utilities, etc. Send $10

plus $2 shipping & handling for Volume 1 and

Directory listing of other volumes

CENTRAL CALIFORNIA USERS GROUP

PO. Box 8140

Santa Cruz. CA 95061

SAPANA PROGRAMS PLUS
MAIL-TRACK-1 (with LetterMerge) $49.95. EX-

PENSE-TRACK-1 $49.95, SOFT-INDEX-1 (an

electronic card file) $49.95, HOUSEHOLD-

TRACK-1, $49.95. INVOICE-GENERATOR-PA/DO

$99.95. PAYROLL-TRACK- 1 $99.95. Directory

& Guide (free sample). IBM DISKETTES (SSDO

$29.95, DSDD $39.90). ADD P&H. 30 DAY

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

SAPANA MICRO SOFTWARE

Dept. PC 2. 1305 S. Rouse

Pittsburg, KS 66762

(316)231-5023

MASTER YOUR EPSON-FX
You deserve more than cryptic control codes,

garbled print characters, and restrictive char-

acter sets. SET-RC conveniently controls your

Epson-FX from your IBM-PC. Set your FX-80 or

FX-100 into emphasized, condensed, double-

strike. or other modes with the touch of a key.

Print the "missing" IBM characters including

block graphics. Greek tetters, and symbols in full-

speed text mode. Create your own printer char-

acter sets or enhance IBM's with our sophisti-

cated character editor. SET-FX~ loads onto any

DOS disk. Introductory price until November t.

Send $39.95 with order. Dealer inquiries invited.

See display ad this issue for our Reader Service

Card number.

SOFTSTYLE. INC.

7192 Kalanianaole Hwy, Suite 200

Honolulu, HI 96825

(808) 396-6368

WINE & LIQUOR INVENTORY
For restaurants, wine bars—micro CELLAR-

MASTER maintains wine and liquor inventory

data for up to 400 locations. Automatically for-

mats and prints beautiful wine lists. Produces

many administrative reports including sates

analysis, reorder, and inventory value. $750.

Dealer/consultant inquiries encouraged.

JUPITER ISLAND CORPORATION

1900 Powell. Ste. 1135

Emeryville. CA 94608

(415)655-0840
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BAR CODEGENERATION SW
Create BAR CODE labels with Old 84, 92, 93, Ep-

son X. Trilog printers. Interactive pack. Prints 39.

93. 12 of 5. 2 of 5. Codabar & UPC-A symbolo-

gies on 1-3 up label stock. Inc./Dec. OCR inter-

pretation—meets LOGMARS reqmts. CPM-86.

PCOOS—for IBM PC/XT. COP MPC, other com-

patibles. $350. Dealer pricing available.

DATAFLOW TECHNOLOGIES. INC.

8422 Beltona La.. Suite 303

Towson.MD 21204

(301)296-2632/668-2366

PRINT THE IBM GRAPHICS
CHARACTER SET
Use the IBM PC's ‘PrtSC’ key for its intended

purpose—really printing the screen. The entire

IBM graphics character set can be printed with

an MPI PrintMate printer and an IBM AP-PAK.

IBM AP-PAK is a software Applications Package

which enhances graphics printing when an IBM

PC is mated with a PrintMate printer.

MPI

4426 South Century Drive

Salt Lake City. UT 84107

1-800-821-8848

EXECUTIVE GRAPHICS
Line, bar and pie graphs on HP-plotters Quickly

prepares charts for reports or overhead foils for

meetings Reads VisiCalc, MultiPlan or DOS files,

or enter data directly FAST! Menu-driven. Field

tested. Professional quality software and sup-

port $350 US includes one year update service.

MC. VISA, money order. U.S Inquiries.

C.R. TOREN LTD.

Suite 106D, 3700 Gilmore Way

Burnady.BCV5G4M1 CANADA

(604)437-3521

GRAPHWRITER
PRESENTATION GRAPHICS
Graphwriter’" is specifically designed for your

presentation graphics requirements. Charts for-

mats include pie, bar, line. text, scatter, organi-

zation, GANTT, "bubble', table and many other

special purpose chart formats. With Graphwri-

ter you get the chart you want, theway you want

it Starting at $395.

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS. INC.

200 Fifth Ave

Waltham. MA 02254

(617)890-8778

HOME/BUSINESS/GENEALOGY
SUBJECT INDEXER. $35: SORT/MERGE, $40;

LEASE CLASSIFICATION. $75; WEALTH
WATCHER. $50; WEIGHTED POINT RATING. $25;

FAMILY GROUP, $40; FAMILY TREE. $65; FAM-

ILY REUNION. $100. IBM PC with 64K, PCOOS.

2 drives. 800 column display, PC matrix printer

or equivalent. SUPERIOR QUALITY. Easy to use.

VISA/MC/COO/DEALERSOK.

PERSONAL SOFTWARE COMPANY

P.O.Box 776

Salt Lake City. UT 84110

(801)277-3174

Jjoftware^Gra^hics^

COLOR ART/PAINT SYSTEM
JOYPAINT: AN INTERACTIVE JOYSTICK BASED

MEDIUM-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS PROGRAM
• 16 color palette • Select brush size/

shape • Use palette area to mix colors • Create

1000 s of custom color patterns and tex-

tures • SAVE pictures to disk • Display from

BASIC • Split screen and Full screen mode tog-

gle • Spfx include MIRROR IMAGE. FLIP. RE-

DUCE ...Compiled version on disk. Requires 64K,

color adaptor and game adaptor. $49.95.

PCOMPUTER PICTURES

53 Sherman Ave

Rockville Centre, NY 11570

(516)536-3953

PLOT4 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS
Linear, dg, & log-log medium res color graphs.

This new compiled version is very quick! Full

screen menus, easy data entry. 9 lines per graph.

5 line types, full color control, interpolation, plot

library on disk. Graftrax screen dump. Requires

96K. graphics adapter. & PC DOS. Works great

in black & white too! $79.95.

CARNEGIE SOFTWARE

P.O. Box 1152

Redondo Beach. CA 90278

CHARTMAN
Business graphics program that converts data

into two- or three-dimensional graphs. Program

is INPUT-FORM FILL-IN-THE-BLANKS and

menu-driven via function keys. Over 20 types of

graphics charts Charts can be printed, plotted

or previewed in color on the screen Inter-

changes data with VisiCalc. Slide presentations

feature also integrated

GRAPHIC SOfTWARE. INC.

PO. Box 367, Kenmore Station

Boston. MA 02215

(617)491-2434

CHEETAH BUSINESS GRAPHICS*
Starting at under $1000. the Cheetah Business

Graphics System is upgradable to Genegraph-

ics-quality resolution, with a variety of interme-

diate resolutions and hardcopy film or plotter

output options. Infinitely friendly and flexible You

can make a slide in 10 minutes fa as low as

$5.00. ‘Elected by IBM as a VAR fa graphic

content

CENTEC CORPORATION

11260 Roger Bacon Drive

Reston.VA 22090

(703)471-6300

GIRAPH BUSINESS GRAPHICS
GIRAPH: Line. bar. stack bar and pie charts.

Menu-driven with selectable shading, labeling,

colors, etc. Will use VisiCalc and Multiplan files

($199). GIRAPH SUPER: All the above features

PLUS scatter diagrams, 3-D bars, separate left

and right scales, log scales, text anywhere and

mae ($299). Demo $25. Call a write to:

DATA DISPLAY

171 W. 4th Street

NY. NY 10014

(212)620-8134

CURSOR GRAPHICS
Make easy use of the IBM-PC’s graphics capa-

bilities. Draw pictures with cursa movements

that automatically create BASIC statements. Draw

on templates or free-hand. ON-SCREEN in-

structions fa changing background, palette,

colour, letter size, cursa speed, etc. Colour and

high resolution. Save picture as screen or BASIC

program. MC/VISA $20.00. Instructions in-

cluded. U.S. Inquiries.

MOR SOFTWARE

P.0 Box 2101

Halifax. Nova Scotia Canada B3J 387

(902) 423-4840

GRAPH’N’CALC
Bridge the function gap between spreadsheets

and graphics. A unique graphics/analysis sys-

tem that uses techniques such as Seasonality

Trending. Exponential Smoothing and Multiple

Regression Analysis to develop projections Then

visualize the results using vivid cola videoa hard

copy graphic presentations.

DESKTOP COMPUTER SOFTWARE, INC.

303 Potrero St., Ste. 29-303

Santa Cruz, CA 95060

(408)458-9095

35mm SLIDE FROM YOUR PC
COMPUTER SLIDE EXPRESS converts graphic

files produced on the IBM PC into bnHiant 35mm
color slides with cola resolution 400% better

than your monita Leave your printouts behind.

Project yourself into the technology of toma-

row Use high resolution cokx slides at your next

presentation. COMPUTER SLIDE EXPRESS $6/

slide. $30 minimum ader.

VISUAL HORIZONS

180 Metro Park

Rochester. NY 14623

(716)424-5300

VERSAWRITER
Complete drawing system fa IBM PC includes

digitizer drawing board and software—ready to

use. Use digitizer to trace drawings to the com-

puter screen Features include draw & dot mode,

fill & airbrush in 100 colas, add text, save and

recall picture, dump graphics to printer, make

circles, boxes, pie charts & bar graphs, aeate

your own brush palette & mae. $229.00.

VERSA COMPUTING. INC.

3541 Old Conejo Road, Suite 104

Newbury. CA 91320-2178

(805)498-1956

PC TRANSPARENCY OESIGNER
Create transparencies fa presentations with your

PC/XT and HP7470A plotter. Design profes-

sional looking transparencies with such cus-

tomized display options as font size, pen size,

bold characters, underlines, justification, and

italics. Print to plotter or matrix printer on paper

a transparencies. Monochromea cola graph-

ics supported. Incredibly priced at $95. Please

see display ad. MC + Visa accepted

SOFTWARE PROJECTIONS

1407 Bethleham Pike

Flourtown, PA 19031

(215)836-7100

HALO"
Graphics subroutines that run under MS/DOS
in PASCAL, C, ASSEMBLER. FORTRAN, BASIC,

and APL+ Supports cokx & monochrome

graphics devices & can be graphics interface to

applications. Lines, arcs, circles, dithering, pat-

terns. etc. can be wealed. Wald coadinates.

fonts, image compression & animation features

inc.

MEDIA CYBERNETICS. INC.

36 Columbia Ave

Takoma Park. MD 20912

(301)270-2272

VIDEOGRAM
Create customized 16-cola graphics fa 35mm
slide presentations. Features picture com-

mands. tutorial manual. 24 brushes, magnifi-

cation. interchangeable fonts. 7 shapes.

Requires: 64K. PC DOS. Cokxplus board, RGB

monita Priced at $300 (program with free up-

dates fa 1 year). Training and custom slide work.

See article in June PC Vol. 2 No. 1.

SOFTELINC.

P.O. Box 257

Stoddard, NH 03464

(212)677-6599

PLOT-10 GRAPHICS EMULATOR
PCP-LOT is a complete emulation of the TEK-

TRONIX model 4010 graphics terminal. The basic

packages range from $40 to $75 plus optional

plotter driver software. Write or call fa a tech-

nical brochure.

MICROPLOT SYSTEMS CO.

1897 Red Fern Drive

Columbus. OH 43229

(614)882-4786
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AOD CAD TO YOUR PC
...with vector Sketch, a 2D graphics package that

runs on the IBM PC. included is an electromag-

netic digitizer (sizes from 1 1* x 11* to 42* x 60')

fa fast, efferent, data entr, Drawings are stored

on disc, can be recorded on a matrix printer, or

drawn by a pen plotter. Application: Space plan-

ning. flow charting, form, product, and graphic

design.

GTCO CORPORATION

1055 First Street

Rockville, MO 20650

(301)279-9550

Software/Hobbies

ATTENTION: COIN COLLECTORS
Unique program records entire coin colection and

produces various reports ’hat serve for personal

investment information. Built-in market value file

provides latest prices for 1600 U.S. coins. Re-

quires 64K/2 drives/printer.
*
‘Coins** soft-

ware & manual $95. VISA/MC OK. QUARTERLY
*
’Coins** value updates $25.

COMPU-QUOTE

6914 Berquist Ave.. Dept PC

Canoga Park. CA 91307

(213)348-3662

Software^!:nsurance

MYTE MYKE AUTO RATING
INSURANCE AGENCY PACKAGED

Tailored to your territories and the companies you

represent, this extremely flexible and compre-

hensive rating package provides the competi-

tive edge in quoting lor prospects and customers

alike Easy to use rate update program puts you

in driver's seat.

MDS ASSOCIATES

P.O. Box 108

Orchard Park, NY 14127

(716)662-6621

THE AGENCY MANAGER"1

Designed by insurance professionals for inde-

pendent insurance agents, this integrated sys-

tem performs: Customer acctg.. general ledger,

client data update and retrieval, over 100 mar-

keting reports and sales tools, ACORD's Easy

main menu and HELP feature. IVANS. IBM-PC.

CP/M, Turbodos.

APPLIED SYSTEMS
Pauling Rd.

Monee, II 60449

(312)534-5575

LARGEST MARKET IBM PC USERS
Consult PC: Blue Book every month for easy ref-

erence to services/hardware/software. You can

be part of PC: Blue Book lor 3 months for only

$375 You get 7 lines of copy PLUS a boldface

heading, PLUS 4 lines for your name, address,

and phone number Logo art $150 additional

Reach out to the largest market of IBM PC own-

ers and users TODAY. Call Lois Price collect.

PC: BLUE BOOK

1 Park Avenue

New York. NY 10016

(212) 725-4215

Software^Inventor^

RETAIL DATA SYSTEMS
A Data Processing firm with over 30 years of

continuous service using THE RETAIL METHOD

OF INVENTORY for independent apparel stores,

has concise easy to read reports now available

for the IBM PC. Included are sales & units by

vendor, profit margins, balance on order. & open

to buy.

SANTORO MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS. INC.

1441 Motor St.

DaHas.TX 75207

(214)631-7622

POINT OF SALE/CASH RES.
A program designed for auto parts, hardware,

equipment, and other part-number oriented in-

dustries. Prints invoices, statements, and man-

agement reports. Color- and menu-driven

Program keeps track of monthly, quarterly, and

yearly unit sales Floppy or hard disk Both cash

or accounts receivable versions available.

INTELLIGENT BUSINESS SYSTEMS

10 S. Fourth Street

Clarksburg. WV 26301

(304)624-7488

Software/

Language^

WATERLOO MICROSOFTWARE
A package of 5 interactive language interpreters

(APL, BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, Pascal) and a

lull-screen editor. Full-screen and function key

support allow text to be modified without enter-

ing commands. Color/graphics support is pro-

vided in languages except COBOL. Host

communications gives access to mainframe files

by programs on the PC. U.S. Inquiries.

WATSOFT PRODUCTS, INC.

158 University Avenue West

Waterloo. Ontario N2L 3E9

(519)886-3700

APL INTERPRETER
A complete, faithful single-user implementation

of the IBM/ACM standard re syntax and seman-

tics of statements, operators, primitive func-

tions. input/output forms, and defined functions.

No significant design limitations on rank/shape

of arrays or name lengths Color/graphics, files

of arrays. PEEK/POKE/SYS-like functions. U.S.

Inquiries

WATSOFT PRODUCTS INC.

158 University Avenue West

WATERLOO. ONTARIO N2L3E9

(519)886-3700

FORTH-32
The most complete language available for the PC.

Comprehensive 420 page manual. Complete in-

terface to DOS and BIOS, including graphics,

video interface, parallel and serial ports, light pen.

joy-stick, sound, color. DOS file access. Double

screen editor. The only full FORTH 8088 Assem-

bler. See our ad this issue.

QUEST RESEARCH. INC.

303 Williams Ave

Huntsville, AL 35801

(800) 588-8088 or (205) 533-9405

IDEAL SOFT
A complete APL plus the most complete control

of machine language and I/O and file devices

from within APL. 20 digit precision, nested ar-

rays. mixed data types. 1 megabyte address-

ability. APL $495. Manual $35. Ask about the

IDEAL BAS-APL (integrated BASIC and APL).

IDEAL CALC. IDEAL WORD and IDEAL 4-56. U.S.

Inquiries.

IDEAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS

68 Robie Street. Fundy Trail Mall

Truro. Nova Scotia B2N 1 L8 CANADA

(902)895-8062

Waterloo LOGO
AVAILABLE NOW! Full LOGO language, plus ...

Simple screen editor • Music • Painting • Dec-

imal floating-point arithmetic • Save and recall

pictures on disk • Explicit error messages • Tu-

torial and reference manual. Requires IBM PC or

XT with 128K RAM. diskette drive and color

monitor. $180. Quantity discounts. VISA, M/C,

AmEx. U.S. Inquiries.

WATERLOO MICROSYSTEMS, INC.

175 Columbia St. W
Waterloo. Ontario Canada N2L 386

(519)884-3141

SSI
#FORTH

SSI*FORTH is a FIG compatible FORTH devel-

opment system for the IBM PC. It includes as-

sembly language core modules for selected 16-

bit micros and source codefa all FORTH wads.

A screen-to-text and a text-to-screen format

converter is also included. $95.00.

SATELLITE SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL

288 West Center Street

Orem. UT 84057

W800) 321-5906 a (801) 224-8554

Contact: Ann Cates

PC LOGO
Full implementation of the Logo language fa the

IBM PC. An ideal interactive language with

graphics, fully-integrated edita. list structure and

recursion. Complete tutorial and technical man-

ual included with language and utilities disks.

Runs with MS DOS in 64K expandable to 128K.

$199 95

HARVARD ASSOCIATES, INC.

260 Beacon Street

Somerville. MA 02143

(617)492-2999

muLISP”—83
An integrated environment fa Al software de-

velopment. Includes a high performance, pseudo-

code USP compiler; a resident, screen-oriented

edita and debugging system; interactive LISP

programming lessons, and a detailed reference

manual. $250. Also the muMath Symbolic Math

System. $300.

THE SOFT WAREHOUSE

P.O. Box 11174

Honolulu. HI 96828 0174
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MetaBASIC
A powerful language preprocessor which greatly

simplifies program development in BASIC. A key

feature is the ability to use Subprogram CALLS

with arguments Also, programs developed for

Interpretive BASIC are automatically •com-

pressed" into their optimal form to maximize ex-

ecutxxi speed while mwmizing file size. Only 159.

SOFTWARE 128

363 Walden Street

Concord, MA 01742

(617) 369-6400

Software/Legal

LawSearch
Now you can access Westlaw”, a vast legal data

base lor lawyers and accountants, on your IBM

PC or PC-XT. LawSearch. recently approved by

West Publishing8 , has an automatic sign-on

feature that performs all protocol automatically

Also converts Westlaw” screen files to normal

text files and much more. S350. Write or call:

DIRECTED

695-CS Broadway

Boulder. CO 80305

(303)494-8265

SSI*LEGAL
SSI'LEGAL is a comprehensive legal time and

billing system for the IBM PC. Supporting up to

99 lawyers. 99 billing formulas. 98 job types.

9.999 clients. 9.999 cases per client and 100.000

current charges via a built in data base.

SSTLegal is a powerful and easy to operate

system. $495.00.

SATELLITE SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL

288 West Center Street

Orem. UT 84057

1 -(800) 321 -5906 or (801 >224-8554

Contact: Ann Cates

ATTORNEY SYSTEM
A lega time and billing system written in dBASE

II (thus transportable) for the IBM PC. (Crunched

code dBASE II not necessary.) Same design has

run for several years on PDP-11/70's and last

year on a VAX—software has no size limita-

tions. For floppy disk PC's it will support 10 law-

yers. 500 clients. 1500 cases. $475.

WOOTEN. INC

Suite 1204. 50 Broadway

New York, NY 10004

(212)422-3816

Software/Mailing

PONY EXPRESS
Prints on labels 1 to 5 across or master list print-

out on 80 or 132 character wide paper. Also

CHESHIRE FORMAT. Super fast 4 way sort. Un-

limited files. Multi-file merge. Record selection

by unlimited user selection codes Includes phone

list option Correction and deletion routines for

updating Auto-repeat for ease of record entry.

$169

C0MPUTECH
975 Forest Ave

Lakewood, NJ 08701

(201)364-3005

HARDCOPY E-MAIL
Interface to U.S. Postal Service s E-COM net-

work Transmit your letters directly to a Post Of-

ice; they print and deliver as first class mail. Our

P-C0M software handles all E-COM formats,

includes a special word processor, mailing list

program, formatting programs and communi-

cations program

FOGLE COMPUTING CORP

PO. Box 5166

Spartanburg. SC 29304

(800)845-7594

Software/Medical

MEDI-Rx
Comprehensive Billing. A/R, & Collection sys-

tem for the Medical Office. Flexible operating

procedures and highly user oriented, this sys-

tem was developed in a real practice environ-

ment. Many unique features with emphasis on

improved cash flow and collections. In COBOL,

requires hard disk, 128K, PC-OOS. Retails at

$3500 . ..Outstanding direct sales package.

PROSE SOFTWARE

1503 Nora Drive, Suite F

Arlington. TX 76013

(817)261-4439

POS/r Version 4.0

Medical billing and accounts receivable system.

!

Produces statements and insurance forms. A/R

aging and revenue analysis with Bar Graphs.

Multiple doctors, practices, insurances. Day

sheets, recall notices, referring physicians, au-

dit trails, ledger details. Online update and ac-

cess by account # or name. Customizable

procedure and diagnosis codes; menu-driven;

help screens; supports 3 printers. PC-OOS.

128Kb. hard disk. $2200

CHEN INFORMATION SYSTEMS. INC.

1499 Bayshore Hwy., Suite 205

Burlingame, CA 94010

(415)692-4358

DIET AND NUTRITION PKG.
Canvass Corp. writes some of the most ad-

vanced systems for analysing Diets and Nutri-

tion. Extensive database and sophisticated

reporting capabilities. Home Diet Monitor—for

you and your family's diet. Professional Diet

Monitor—designed for medical users and cur-

rently being used by hospitals and dieticians.

Home Version $99.

CAMRASS CORP

P.O. Box 118

Boonton.NJ 07005

(201)328-8917

Software/Operating

Systems

MULTIPLE USERS UNDER PC DOS
MultiUnk turns PC-DOS into an efficient multi-

user multi-tasking operating system. Additional

users are supported by attaching inexpensive

CRT terminals or modems to serial ports on the

PC. and can run normal applications designed

for PC-OOS. Includes host communications

software for public dial-in.

THE SOFTWARE UNK INCORPORATED

6700 238 Roswell Rd.

Atlanta. GA 30328

(404)255-1254

Software/

Manufacturing

MRP*BMS‘MCS‘SFC
Manufacturing systems for IBM PC:

• Accounting interface

• Vendor control system

• Full manufacturing reporting

• Multiple PC support

• Mainframe interlace

• Installation support

MIS CONSULTANTS. INC.

1065 E. Hillsdale Blvd. Ste 114

Foster City. CA 94404

(415) 345-6000, TWX: 910-373-8500

MYTEMYKE MANUFACTURING
CONTROL SYSTEM integrates with BUSINESS

SYST and features mainframe capabilities. STD

COST . . bill of mati and operations routing

provide where used, same as except, and pre-

lection capabilities. SCHED/FORECASTING.

MRP, SHOP FLOOR. CTRL & PRODUCTION

RPTG. are included CP/M, UNIX, & others avail.

MDS ASSOCIATES

PO. Box 108

Orchard Park, NY 14127

(716)662-6621

LITERATURE FILING SYSTEM
SearchLit stores & searches information related

to your own personal literature collection. Re-

trieval is based on key words in tide, abstract or

special key word file. Great for "rippers." Just

circle key phrases & hand reference to sec'y. Read

it later when the need arises Mention Bluebook

PC & receive a free copy of MediScript I. a mul-

tifunction word processor $149.50 (plus 6% in

CA) 30 day satisfaction guaranteed or your

money back minus $4 S&H.

MEDISOFT

Medical Professions Building

1595 Soquel Drive, Suite 350

Santa Cruz. CA 95065

(408)476-7106

HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT
Analyze a person's risk factors, categorizes them

by prognostic significance, calculates probable

life expectancy and makes concrete sugges-

tions for improving longevity. Personal Version

$59.50. Professional Version $259. Industrial-

Occupational Risk Analysis and other medical

software also available.

MEDMICRO
Box 9615

Madison, Wl 53715

RUN UCSD UNDER PC DOS
The BUBBLE”, running the p-System as a task

under PC DOS. alows users to read or write both

p-System and PC DOS files from within the p-

System. Software written using the power and

portability of the p-System can be executed from

PC DOS, communicating with the system hard-

ware through PC DOS. Users may execute a mix

of PC DOS and p-System programs (which can

share data files) from the PC DOS environment.

PCD SYSTEMS. INC.

163 Main St., P.O. Box 143

Penn Yan. NY 14527

(315)536-7428

1 dir for the PC & XT
Replaces the DOS prompt with an interactive

command system that eliminates the need to type

commands and filenames on the command line.

Easy to use. 1 DIR enables you to load files and

run programs by positioning the FILE and COM-
MAND CURSORS and pressing the <ENTER>
key. Retail $95.00.

Bourbaki Inc' V/
71RO. 80x2867

Boise. ID 83702

(208)342-5849
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OS DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
Universal development interfaces and iRMX 86

implementations tor PC DOS/MOS DOS based

systems A compfetefamrfy of development tools

For further ^formation contact:

RTCS/REAL TIME COMPUTER SCIENCE CORP

POBox 3000-886

Camanlo.CA 93010

(805)482-0333

Software/Personal

MASTER-CONTROL DIET
Tired of never knowing how well your diet is

working until that moment when you step on the

scales’ This physician-designed diet and exer-

ase package allows you to set your weight-loss

goals and monitor your progress instanta-

neously Entering foods eaten and exercise per-

formed provtoes you with an up-to-the minute
,

report of how well you are meeting you pre-es-

tablished caloric goals Adiustng food intake,

exercise activity, or both ensures that you stay

right on target with you diet program Graphic

reports provide long-range feed-back on you

REAL ESTATE TAX STRATEGY
Packaged in an IBM type binder, this program

features buit-m federal and CaStoma tax charts

that automatcaly compute the true after tax cost

of buying any kind of real estate. Creates new,

powerful strateges tar keeping more of Mat you

earn $195 Dealer nquhes invited State charts

available on request tor you state.

Cl P SOFTWARE

1190 S Bascom Are

San Jose. CA 95128

(408)295-1519

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
A new easy-to-use system tor single or muto-

larruly properties. Prints checks, rent state-

ments and receipts Reports—late rents, ex-

pired leases, vacancies, ixome/expenses. and

operating statements. Includes a bank reconcil-

iation leatue and graphcs capabilities'! Up to

70% reductions management time $525

REALTY SOFTWARE COMPANY
1926 South Pacific Coast Hwy. #229

Redondo Beach. CA 90277

(213)372-9419

CHEQUEMATEPLUS
A program that provides home and small busi-

ness financing features ndukng checks, charge

cards, cash control, automated teller transac-

tions. accounts payable, budgeting, graphs,

balance sheets, and ncome statements Com-

plete reports may be printed or reviewed on the

CRT screen Menu-dnven (List Price $150

)

MASTERWORKS SOFTWARE. INC

25834 NarbonneAve

Lomita.CA 90717

(213)539-7486

EXPERT SYSTEMS"
Interactive textbooks with financial and invest-

ment analysis, scientific and educational appli-

cation spreadsheet models tor Lotus 1-2-3.

Multiplan. VtsiCalc and Super Calc Available m

computer stores and bookstores nationwide

EXPERT SYSTEMS. INC

PO Box 9

Redmond. WA 98052

(206)883-8006

DEAR DIARY ..."

Make you PC truly personal Dear Diary ..." is

a software program that quckly and easily puts

you entries into a private <taryMe which cannot

be read without you password Won t stop NSA

or CIA if they 're interested, but will exclude most

others $7995 Visa/MC

Qn'E ASSOCIATES

635 Blax Island. Sute 115

Redwood City. CA 94063

(415) 366-6062

weight-loss success A comprehensive Master-

Control Diet Guidebook and programmed in-

struction m exercise, nutrition, and other topics

are just a few of the additional features of the

Master-Control Diet and Exerase Program—the

weight management program that win fmalty

make permanent weight-control a reality m you

life $4995

HEALTHWARE

1504 Leander Rd

Georgetown, TX 70626

(512)863-7812

Software/

Preventive

Maintenance

MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION

SYSTEM
An easy-to-use computerized method to orga-

I

raze, operate, and control an effective preventive

maintenance system Applicable to any type of

business or industry Fun screen input and dis-

plays. plus function key help command Main-

tains historical data, creates work orders, and

provxfes numerous reports For rtormaton write

to:

PENGUIN COMPUTER CONSULTANTS

!

PO Box 11200

: St Thomas. U S. Virgin Islands 00601

;

(809)774-8277

Software/Real Estate

REAL ESTATE STRATEGY
Packaged m an IBM-type binder, this program

contars never-betore seen buftnn functions and

features that present total-pctue answers that

determine value of apartment buildings, office

buildings, homes, etc Teaches new. powerful

strateges tor buytogand seftng property. $395.

Dealer mqunes invited.

REAL ESTATE COMPUTER CENTER. INC

1777 Saratoga Avenue

San Jose. CA 95129

Contact Norman Nemchei, (408) 257-4411

REAL ESTATE ANALYS. PKQ.
Tins package is meant to aid the real estate

investor, his tax advisors and accountants, as

well as real estate syndcators and developers,

n making sound real estate investment deci-

sions REAP performs a cash flow analyse ot an

investment under analysis. Retail $149.95. Re-

quires 64K. 1 disk drive, pnnter

EXECUWARE

7415 Pmeville-Matthews Road

Suite 300, Box 10

Charlotte, NC 28211

(800)438-3636

REAL ESTATE CLOSING PKG.

Prepares all documents requred tor real estate

closings Buyer/Seffer closing stmts. RESR4,

promissory notes, mortgages, deeds, affidavits,

amort sch. etc Also ESTATE TAX 706. a pro-

gram to prepare estate tax returns and FIDU-

CIARY TAX 1041, a program to prepare estate

and trust income tax returns.

PEACOCK SOFTWARE. INC.

PO Box 2564

Port Charlotte. FL 33949-2564

^oftware^Securit^

WT-LOCK- SECURITY
Guard you valuable software from PBACY.Ou

inexpensive security system protects code us-

ing rapid decryption algorithms Copies wi only

operate with a BIT-LOCK device attached. BIT-

LOCK’S multMayared security has proven its ef-

fectiveness on IBM PC. TRS-00, Apple and

Commodore computers

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS

11263 Conifer Mtn. Rd

Conifer. CO 80433

(303)922-6410

Jioftware£5or^

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE
Extremely fast machine language Sort/Merge

program Sort ascending or descendng on

multiple fields, merge files Works with variable

or fixed length records On-line help, ful docu-

mentation and much, much more Best features

on the market! Compare before you buy any other.

Write or cal tor more information $75.

OPT-TECH

PO Box2167

Humble. TX 77347

(713)454-7428

EXPERT SYSTEMS'"
Interactive textbooks with financial and invest-

ment analysis, scientific and educational appli-

cation spreadsheet models lor Lotus 1-2-3.

Multiplan. VisiCalc and SuperCalc Available in

computer stores and bookstores nationwide

EXPERT SYSTEMS. INC

PO Box 9

Redmond. WA 98052

(206)883-8086
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EXPERT SYSTEMS"
Interactive textbooks with financial and invest-

ment analysis, scientific and educational appli-

cation spreadsheet models for Lotus 1-2-3,

Multiplan. VisiCalc and SuperCalc. Available in

computer stores and bookstores nationwide.

EXPERT SYSTEMS, INC.

P.O.Box 9

Redmond, WA 98052

(206)883-8086

Software/Statistics

SURVTAB-
Easy-to-use system for entering, editing, and

tabulating data from survey questionnaires.

Produces cross-tabs, frequency displays, and

summary statistics fa up to 80 questions and

as many recads as your disk permits. Perfect

fa market research surveys! Includes 43-page

manual with instructions and examples. $180.

STATISTICAL COMPUTING CONSULTANTS

10037 Chestnut Wood Lane

Burke, VA 22015

(703)250-9513

NWA STATPAK
Powerful data manipulation utilities. ASCII data

structure fa interface to databases, wad pro-

cessors. etc. Statistical functions include prob-

ability, descriptive statistics, regression and

correlation, non-parametrics, distribution func-

tions. means testing, survey data analysis. &
AN0VA.S495.

NORTHWEST ANALYTICAL. INC.

1532 Morrison St.

Portland. OR 97205

(503)224-7727

STATISTICIAN S MACE
Surprisingly easy to use. Calculates statistics

frequently used by scientists, business re-

searchers. engineers, statisticians and others

who need to analyze survey and experiment data.

Poss&y the only program that performs the

HODGES-LEHMAN aligned ranks test. Requires

128K. Introductory price $145.

MACE INC.

2313 Center Ave.

Madison. Wl 53704

(608)241-4566

INSTAT
The first statistics program fa the IBM PC that

actually helps you decide the best way to dis-

play and analyze your data. INSTAT provides the

most frequently needed descriptive measures,

tables and plots. 90-page manual assumes no

pria data analysis experience. Fa full informa-

tion. send a card or letter with the wads INSTAT

INFO, and retan address.

STATISTICAL CONSULTING SERVICES

517 East Lodge Drive

Tempe.AZ 85283

STATGRAF
An integrated package of data input from key

board or sequential ASCII files, with interact live

graphics and basic parametric statistics. Ca-

relation up to 19 variables; 3 way ANOVA up to

5 levels. Single key strokes obtain instant ta-

bles. charts a summaries on screen, plotter or

printer. Initial price $285.00

VILLAGE INFORMATION CO. INC.

55 Christopher Street

New York, NY 10014

(212)924-8314/691-9158

THE SURVEY SYSTEM
An easy to use. menu driven system fa the en-

try. editing, aocessing and presentation of

questionnaire data. The system can produce

crosstabs and scaes in barm format, statis-

tics and bar charts. Tables and charts are cam-

era-ready tor professional presentations. $495.

Card readers and open-end coding analysis op-

tions available

CREATIVE RESEARCH SYSTEMS

1864 Larkin Street. #2

San Francisco. CA 94109

GET INTO THE BLACK

110.000 IBM PC USERS
Consult PC; Blue Book every month fa easy ref-

erence to services/hardware/software. You can

be part of PC: Blue Book tor 3 months tor Only

$375. You get 7 lines of copy. PLUS a boldface

heading PLUS 4 lines fa your name, address,

and phone number. Logo art $150 additional.

Reach out to 110,000 IBM PC owners and users

TODAY. Call collect.

PC:BLUE BOOK
1 Park Avenue

New York, NY 10016

(212) 725-4215 collect

Software/Stock

Analysis

WALL STREET WINDOW
• New comprehensive stock pkg. Extensive

ANALYSIS—moving avgs., stock comparisons,

trendlines, & mae.

• Clearest GRAPHS hkes.. price, vol.. & to

printer.

• Complete PORTFOLIO mgmt. SPREADSHEET

compatible.

• AUTOMATIC access to Dow Jones, Compu-

Serve. retrieves, updates, packs mae data (His-

torical & current quotes). $395.; Demo $75.

R&DSOFTWARE ASSOCIATES

P.0. Box 2727

Reston.VA 22090

(703) 476-6597

Software/Terminal

Emulation

VT100 TERMINAL EMULATOR
PC 100 turns your IBM PC into a VT100/52

compatible terminal. With PC 100 you can use

DEC applications such as EOT, TECO, vi & KED;

transfer files; and print reports. Requires IBM type

PC, 48K, QUNIX a DOS, async adapta. 1 disk

drive, and 80 column display. Call a write fa

free brochure. Price: $89-$119.

GENERAL MICRO SYSTEMS

7525 Mitchell Road. Suite 101

Minneapolis. MN 55344

(612)937-9194

BLUE LYNX
Let your IBM/PC a XT replace your dumb ter-

minals. The BLUE LYNX hardware board with

associated software emulates the 5251/12 for

the S/34, S/36, & S/38 as well as the 3276 fa

the larger 43XX and 30XX mainframes, both bi-

sync and SOLC versions. TECHLAND special-

izes in communicatkxis. BLUE LYNX is only $690.

TECHLAND SYSTEMS INC.

25 Waterside Plaza

New York, NY 10010

(212)684-7788

3270 EMULATION
EMUUNK: Bisync interlace adapta and 3276/

3278-2 emulation software. $695.

CCAX-UNK. emulates 3278-2. Direct COAX (type

A) connection from the PC to a 3274 (channel

attacheda remote)a a 3276. BSCa SNA/SOLC

operation. Complete hardware, software and

documentation. $1095.

MICRO LINK CORPORATION

RO. Box 113. 1850 W. Wayzata Blvd.

Long Lake. MN 55356

(612) 476-1300 TWX 910-576-3438

IBM-PC 3270 SERIES EMULATORS
AST is shipping the lowest cost Remote 3270

Series product fa the IBM-PC. The package in-

cludes an Advanced Communications Card and

Software which emulates a 3274 Control Unit.

3278 Station. 3287 Printer, and 3770 RJ.E. Ter-

minal. The product supports the SNA/SDLC

Communication Protocol and lists at $895.00.

DR. JERRY OROSZ. MARKETING DIRECTOR

AST RESEARCH INC.

2372 Mase Avenue

Irvine. CA 92714

(714)540-1333

IBM-PC 5251 SERIES EMULATORS
AST is selling a System/34 and System/38 Re-

mote Work Station emulata. The product makes

the IBM-PC look like an IBM 5251 Model 12 Dis-

play Station. The product supports SNA/SOLC

LU7 and LU4 functions at speeds to 9600 bps

and can operate with existing 5251 Clusters in

a Communication Network.

DR. JERRY OROSZ, MARKETING DIRECTOR

AST RESEARCHING

2372 Morse Avenue

Irvine. CA 92714

(714)540-1333

IBM-PC 3780 REMOTE TERMINAL
EMULATOR
AST has installed IBM-PC 3780 Emulators at over

400 maja corpaate sites. The Communication

Card and Software allows connection of the P.C.

to IBM 370's, System 34’s. 4300 Series Sys-

tems and DEC and WANG Bisync supported

minis. You can transfer files dynamically even in

an unattended mode at speeds to 38.4 kb. The

Bisync Protocol gives the highest data transfer

reliability and speed.

DR. JERRY OROSZ. MARKETING DIRECTOR

AST RESEARCH INC.

2372 Morse Avenue

Irvine. CA 92714

(714)540-1333

Software/Training

THE AUTHOR®
COMPUTER AUTHORING SYSTEM. Create your

own computer-aided instruction after a (toy's self-

instructional training with THE AUTHOR. De-

signed fa the novice. Create/change lessons

easily with dear menus and self-prompting

screens. Automatic branching and detailed rec-

ad keeping. Comprehensive tested documen-

tation.

PHOENIX PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS. INC.

324 South Main Street. Suite 1

Stillwater, MN 55082

(612)430-2980
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BlueBookPO

BlueBookPO

BlueBookPO

Blui

THE INSTRUCTOR
A self-paced tutorial program that teaches first-

time users how to interact with the PC. Designed

to be the first serious software run by new users

of all ages. Uses graphics, sound and color to

create friendly interaction See retailer or send

$44.95 + $2.00 shipping to:

[
individual I

1 | SOTWAW IWOWOWATM J

INDIVIDUAL SOFTWARE, INC.

24 Spinnaker Place

Redwood City. CA 94065

(415)591-4166

EXPERT SYSTEMS'"
Interactive textbooks with financial and invest-

ment analysis, scientific and educational appli-

cation spreadsheet models tor Lotus 1-2-3.

Multiplan, VisiCalc and SuperCalc. Available in

computer stores and bookstores nationwide.

EXPERT SYSTEMS. INC.

P.O.Box 9

Redmond. WA 98052

(206)883-8086

Software/

Transportation

ROUTEMASTER-
Find the shortest route, quickest route, even the

most scenic route with ROUTEMASTER. When

6 locations have 120 possible routes. 10 loca-

tions 360.000 routes, only a computer can find

the best one. Extremely easy-to-use, yet very

powerful. Versions fa all micros. $195, includ-

ing self-teaching tutorial on diskette.

APPLIED OPERATIONS RESEARCH. INC.

22056 Saticoy St.

Canoga Park. CA 91303

(213)340-1419

TYPENET
Provides powerful typesetting and printing ser-

vices to local and remote PC subscribers Ideal

fa booklets, directories, etc. Fully supported by

a company with in-depth experience in typog-

raphy and computing. Call Ken Abbott.

MANHATTAN GRAPHICS CORPORATION

163 Varick St.

New York. NY 10013

(212)924-3110

Software/Utilities

UTILIZE THIS SPACE
Consult PC: Blue Book every month fa easy ref-

erence to services/hardware/software. You can

be part of PC: Blue Book fa 3 months fa only

$375. You get 7 lines of copy. PLUS a boldface

heading. PLUS 4 lines fa your name, address,

and phone number Logo art $150 additional.

Reach out to the largest market of IBM PC own-

ers and usersTODAY Cal Lois Price collect today.

PC: BLUE BOOK

1 Park Avenue

New York. NY 10016

(212) 725-4215 (collect)

THE FORMS DESIGNER™
Attention IBM Pascal. FORTRAN, and Assembly

users! Save time in designing famatted screen

I/O. Interactive Fams Edita allows you to draw

lines and boxes, define fields, and edit text. Ac-

cess formsa read keyboard entry by writing only

one line of code. Provides sequential data re-

trieval and storage Requires 128K RAM. Only

$275 complete. Demo and manual $35. Call a
write.

BIT SOFTWARE

PO Box 619

Milpitas. CA 95035

(408)262-1054

COPYPC
Protect your software investment!! COPYPC al-

lows you to make back-up copies of many copy

protected programs including mae than can be

mentioned here. COPYPC also can recover us-

able data from damaged diskettes. Manual in-

cluded. Available now fa $34.95 prepaid. VISA

/

MC add $3.

NAGY SYSTEMS

4411 Geary Blvd. Suite 231

San Francisco. CA 94118

(415)751-2233

COPYPROTECTION
Protects your COM a .EXE program from copy

programs such as System Backup vl.3, Copy-

PC. and all other general copy programs. User

can use the disk as a normal disk. SYS com-

mand can be used to make disk bootable. Au-

tomatically loads. EXE files. Random method

precludes copying Price $799.

SOFT DESIGN CO.

6 Blodgett Rd.

Lexington. MA 02173

(617)861-0902

PEEKS N POKES FOR THE PC
BASIC and Pascal users-discover the secrets

of the PC! Learn how to access and modify key-

board, configuration, disk, printer, monita. and

communications status. Perform DOS and BIOS

function calls! Learn how to find mae Peeks 'n

Pokes. Manual plus disk with 58 programs—only

$30 plus $2.50 shipping. MC/VISA.

DATA BASE DECISIONS

14 Bonnie Lane

Atlanta, GA 30328

(404)256-3860

REPAIR
A utility that enables the user to repair floppy

disks. The program can file on a floppy disk by

track a by secta; set files to hidden, system a
namal status; show hidden a erased files; and

add a change a directory. An all-purpose pro-

gram that is independent of IBM DOS. it runs with

double-density, and single- a double-sided disk

drives.

SQUIRE. BURESH ASSOCIATES. INC.

4 E. Central St. #2029

Wacester, MA 01613

(617)832-6430

DISCEDITFOR IBM PC
Most comprehensive disk edita yet! PC DOS

(CP/M86. CCP/M 86 soon!) ACCESS and EDIT

any infamation on the disk in both HEX and AS-

CII. SEARCH fa any pattern. COPY damaged

disks. BROWSE thru you disk $149.95. Dealer

inquiries welcome Contact Julie Mowinski.

CACI

89 Fleet Road

Fleet, Hampshire GU138PJ. England

44-2514-22133

CATalog™ DISKETTE/LIBRARIAN
A NECESSARY aganizational tool. EASY and

TIME SAVING. ADO. DELETE, EDIT. UPDATE.

LIST volumes on screen, printer, a disk file in

several famats. Supports user comments on

volumes and files. Maintains up to 150 volumes

on one 320kb disk. Will run from Hard Disk. Req:

96k-DOS 2.0. VISA. M/C, MO. CHECK. COD. Only

$34.95.

MultiPro

P.O.Box 342

Saline. Ml 48176

(313)429-2344

DOUBLE-VISION
Have both a Monochrome and a Cokx-Graphics

monitor? Don't select one a the other-with

DOUBLE-VISION, you can display on BOTH

monitors simultaneously. Ideal fa making aes-

entations a fa classroom situations. Requires

DOS, 1 diskette drive, two monita adapters. $35.

TYLER SOFTWARE

233 Rodney Circle

Bryn Mawr. PA 19010

(215) 525-5478 (after 6)

DISK MECHANIC
The Ultimate Disk Utility. Can back-up aH (known)

protected" diskettes. Allows files to be unhid-

den and restaes deleted files. The physical lo-

cation of each file can be found and any file a
sector may be examined a changed. DISK ME-

CHANIC requires an 128K IBM PC. a 192K

COMPAQ, DOS 1.10 and 2 floppy drives. $70+

$3S/H.

MU MICROSYSTEMS

P.O.Box 825, Dept. PB

Framingham. MA 01701

(617)926-2055

DISK RESEARCH &
“SUPERCOPY”
A disk research and analysis program allowing

you access to many disk utilities like disk test,

disk protect, disk format, disk research and disk

recover. Also included is a "SUPERCOPf to help

protect you software investment. Price is $59.95.

Fa "SUPERCOPY" only, price is $24.95. CA res-

idents add 6%.

SUPER COMPUTER. INC.

1710 E. Newport Circle. Suite P

Santa Ana. CA 92705

(714)540-1880

COPY PROTECTION BY MSD
The ULTIMATE diskette copy protection system

designed for software developers and publish-

ers A variety of protection methods are avail-

able to suit your protection requirements. All IBM

PC and XT environments are supported which

includes: DOS. BASIC (compiled and interpre-

tive). Pascal. P-System and stand-a-lone sys-

tems. Customized systems also available.

Requires: 64K, two disk drives.

MICRO-SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS. INC.

555 Estes Avenue

Schaumburg, IL 60193

(312)980-8338

Software/

Typesetting
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SAFECOPY
SateCopy makes back-up copies of all com-

mercially distributed software for the IBM Per-

sonal Computer. No exceptions. There are no

complicated parameters. Just tell it how many

sides to copy SafeCopy requires 48K bytes and

one diskette drive, but runs faster with more

memory or another drive $50 US. U.S. Inquiries.

QUAIO SOFTWARE PRODUCTS

620 Jarvis Street. Suite 2412

Toronto. Ontario M4Y 2R8 Canada

(416)961-8243

FINALLY HD’S & 2.0

MEDIA MAGICIAN! Absolute and file relative disk

editing for HARD/ftoppy disks. For any MS-DOS

2.0 computer, plus IBM 1.0/1.1/2.0 custom ver-

sion. Instant HEX/ASCII display & editing to boot
|

tracks, directones. FAT's, any place. Advanced

W/P type functions, full screen editing & active

‘HELP’. $68.50 + $1.50 p/h for both versions

plus full DOC's.

SOFTWARE

PHOTON SOFTWARE

636 120th Ave NE

Bellevue. WA 98005

(800)426-2675

CATALOGER
Creates and mantars catalogs of diskettes. The

catalog contains DOS directory data plus vol-

ume name. description, see. space used and date

catalogued. Displays and prints the catalog in

user specified sort order. Each catalog stores up

to 800 file entries (1100 with 128K). 96K. DOS

1.1, 2 drives $24.95.

PPS

RO. Box 3487

Cincinnati. OH 45201

SUREPRINT"
EASY PRINTER CONTROL
from PC DOS. BASIC or on line is yours with

SurePr nt. Take advantage of your printer's many

options and features Completely menu driven

Screen display look-up of codes, too. IBM. Ep-

son. NEC. IDS. Okidata. Itoh and more sup-

ported—specify yours. $30 + $5 shipping/

handling. NY state res add 7%%.

DICKINSON ASSOCIATES. INC.

Box 1358

Melville, NY 11747

PC FILECOMPARE
Compare disk files with meaningful results See

the difference when a non-compare occurs.

Filecompare displays the actual records that

failed to compare, not just the offset into the files.

Also allows comparison of files of different

lengths, individual files or allows specification of

global file name characters. $50. NJ + 6%. MC

/

VISA

ERGO SOFT

P.0 Box 454

Oakhurst.NJ 07755

(201)493-8352

PRTSC (TEXT/GRAPHICS)
SHIFT-PrtSc calls an assembly language screen

printing procedure for text, medium and high

resolution graphics screens Language inde-

pendent. May also be easily called from a BASIC

program. For PROWRITER, PROWRITER II. and

NEC 8023A dot-matrix printers. Price includes

extensive manual and shipping. $35.00.

SOFT & FRIENDLY

R2.Box65

Sofsberry. IN 47459

(812)825-7384

COPYPROTECTION
SLK/F provides copy protection for compiled or

assembled programs under PC DOS. The pro-

gram is copied to a diskette in such a way that

it runs normally, but cannot be copied by COPY.

DISKCOPY or most back-up programs. The rest

of the diskette is available as normal, and DOS

may be added Price $150.

OUVE BRANCH SOFTWARE

1715 Olive St.

Santa Barbara. CA 93101

(805)569-1682

SP: A PRINT SPOOLER
Continue to use your PC while printer is work-

ing. Runs under DOS 1.0. 1.1. 2.0. Buffer size 1

to 63K. Can change size during session (except

with DOS 2.0). Tested with Wordstar. EasyWriter

1.1. Basic, YisiCalc. PrtSc. APL, Personal Editor.

Communications . . . Epson. IBM, C. Itoh. Oki-

data. TI-800 $35.00.

RUNTIME SOFTWARE

3717 Wildwood Drive

Endwell. NY 13760

(607)754-2339

SOFTWARE PROTECT DEVICE
Matchbox-sized Software Protection Device

(SPD) attaches externally & works on both PC

AND XT. Each SPD is custom manufactured to

uniquely respond when your program checks for

it. Prevent unauthorized use of your software

while allowing end-users to back-up. Prices vary

from $15.00 to $50/unit. depending on quantity.

We have a complete line of software protection

products for the IBM and others (i.e. PC PRO-

TECTOR which does what PC PADLOCK 4 COPY

PROTECTOR do fa less... $75). Also available:

RS-232C SPD & a high level disk copy protect

that CANNOT be copied by ANY back-up pro-

gram Call tor details on these & other products.

SAFETY FIRST!

13031 San Antonio Drive

Norwalk. CA 90650

(213)868-7820

EZdBASE
Introducing the ultimate formatting utility fa use

with dBASE II EZdBASE generates dBASE menus

and screens in 1/10 the usual time at 1/3 of

competita's costs. Simply draw your screen

using all 256 characters on IBM PC.. EZdBASE

creates screens with up to 64 fields. Guaran-

teed $95 + $5 shipping EZdBASE Introductory

Other.

EZSOFT OF ATLANTA

11 Palace Green Place

Atlanta. GA 30318

(404)351-8358

Software/Word

Processing

THE BENCHMARK
The Benchmark word processor is a state-of-the-

art, full-featured wad processa designed to be

simple to learn and operate. Features include:

boiler plate assembly, footnotes, math. 155-

character horizontal scroll, keyboard phrases,

business graphics, plus much more.

METASOFT CORPORATION

711 E. Cottonwood Ln.Ste.E

Casa Grande. AZ 85222

(602)961-0003

WordPlu*—PC
The ONE you should own. Sets a new standard

fa easy to use wad processors. All the features

you need including: built-in personalized letters,

read data from spreadsheets, data bases and

mail lists. 3 line headers/footers, column move,

horizontal scroll and much mae. See Ad Index

fa our ad in this issue.

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE INC.

51 Fremont St.

Needham, MA 02194

1-800-343-4074

SOFTWRITE 2.1

Softwrite 2.1 is the instant wadprocessa. Han-

dles characters, wads, and blocks. Justify

(centera right) an entire page of text in seconds

(a as you type). Numbers pages automatically.

Variable margins, string search, underlines with

any printer. 48K RAM, floppya hard disk. $79.95.

Bank cards welcome.

SOFT BYTE

P.O.Box 16506

Seattle, WA 981 16

(206) 932-BYTE

PERSONAL WORDPERFECT
PERSONAL WORDPERFECT, the elementary

version of WORDPERFECT, still includes the same

powerful editing capabilities but without such

advanced features as mail-merge and math All

Personal WORDPERFECT files can be used with

WORDPERFECT. $195. See our display ad this

issue.

SATELLITE SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL

288 West Center Street

Orem, UT 84057

1 -(800) 321 -5906 a (801) 224-8554

Contact: Ann Cates

SUPERSTAR"
Attention WadStar- users! SuperStar brings you

cola and customized default parameters. You

select faeground and background colors. Re-

verse video availablefa monochrome. Also, se-

lect the default parameters you want from the

menu. WadStar will remember and use your

customized parameters each time it is booted.

$29.95.

RELATIONAL SOLUTIONS, INC.

8723 Woodleigh Drive

Houston. TX 77083

(713)530-4161

PROCESS FOR SUCCESS
Consult PC. Blue Book every month fa easy ref-

erence to services/hardware/software. You can

be part of PC. Blue Book fa 3 months fa only

$375. You get 7 lines of copy. PLUS a boldface

heading. PLUS 4 lines fa your name, address,

and phone number. Logo art $150 additional

Reach out to the largest market of IBM PC own-

ers and users TODAY. Call Lois Price colect today.

PC: BLUE BOOK

1 Park Avenue

New York. NY 10016

(212) 725-4215 (collect)

C:

BlueBookPC:

BlueBookPQ

BlueBookPG

BlueB®



BlueBookPG

BlueBook

PC:

BlueBook

PC*

Blu<

PROOFWRITER
Menu-driven word processor, program editor,

spelling checker Features errors n reverse video,

mono/coior. mail merge, super and subscript-

mg. auto numbering of footnotes, headers/toot -

ers. eqjation mode and easy rsert/prntmg (with

dot graphics) ot scientific and foreign language

symbols $195 MC/VtSA

IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEMS

6409 Appalachian Way

6ox5016

Madison, WI 53705

(608)233-5033

VOLKSWRITER”
A wad processor that rcludes an interactive on-

screen tutorial and a complete reference man-

ual It uses 20 function keys with an on-screen

reference guide Like other word processors.

Vofcswriter' is useful for wntmg proposals, cor-

respondence. technical manuals, sales letters

and mailing lists (List Price $195) See our dis-

play ad

LIFETREE SOFTWARE. INC

411 Pacific St . Ste 315

Monterey. CA 93940

(408) 373-4718

QWERTY"
The word processor for professional TYPISTS

and non-typist PROFESSIONALS Powerful, but

extremely easy to learn and use Compattle with

the QWERTY TEXT MERGE" and most spelling

programs See April PC page 455 Try a full

function QWERTY for a month for only $25 (ap-

plicable towards purchase) Mastercard & Visa

HFK SOFTWARE. INC

PO Box 150

Danbury. NH 03230

(617) 259-0059

OFFICEWRUER
Finally, word processing for a personal com-

puter. worthy of the business community'

OffceWriter is a new generation word processor,

patterned after dedicated systems such as Wang

and Lanier All functions are initiated by press-

ing a single labeled key Designed tor first time

users, it can be used productively in nvnutes. and

mastered m a few hours A full-featured word

processor with dynamic screen formatting and

document merge capability $325

OFFICE SOLUTIONS. MC
PO 60x5146

Madison. WI 53705

(608)274-5047

MULTIMATE’”
MultiMate" is a function key oriented, menu-

driven word processor comparable to larger

dedicated systems The system offers over 80

WP functions and utilities induing merge, boiler

plate callback and the most advanced printing

capabilities An on-line help-facility, complete

users manual and adhesive color coded key tabs

are provided to facilitate minimal training time

A truly user friendly system

SOFTWORD SYSTEMS. INC

52 Oakland Ave, North

E Hartford.CT 06108

(800)243-4646

TYPE-RIGHTER
A nice word processing program tor creating and

editing letters, memos, and documents Quickly

learned, and logical enough that even an occa-

sional user will easily write almost any docu-

ment Very simple to use Most commands are

single key entries with optional prompts to step

the user through operations $29 95 (Wts Res-

idents add 5% Sales Tax)

IMAGtNEERING INC

PO Box 216

Altoona. Wt 54720

System Houses/

OEMS

AST-t SYSTEM HOUSE PROGRAM
AST is supplying a number of System Houses

with Add-On products for the IBM-PC, at signif-

icant discount, under its Vertical Market Ac-

count program If you are a VAR. VAD. or have

applied for IBM's program and would like to get

multi-function I/O Memory products, Disk Inter-

face Cards. Local Area Networks, or IBM PC

3780, 5251. or 3270 Terminal Emulator and Pro-

tocol Conversion products, see ou Ad in this

Magazine and cal:

DR JERRY OROSZ. MARKETING DIRECTOR

AST RESEARCHING

2372 Morse Avenue

Irvme.CA 92714

(714)540-1333

AST'S OEM PROGRAM
AST is presently supplying product in volume to

major manufacturers of Communications

Equipment. CAD/CAM. and Industrial products

based on the I8M-PC and PC/CompatWe prod-

ucts If you Company is involved m the OEM
Market or is bidding on large contracts with the

PC as the central computer, please call

DR JERRY OROSZ. MARKETING DIRECTOR

AST RESEARCHING

2372 Morse Avenue

Irvine. CA 92714

(714)540-1333

ATTENTION—DEALERS
Timbertme Software, a company with 12 years

of success m business application, invites deal-

ers to share m this success Become a Timber-

line Software Dealer and you will carry the

Medallion Collection of integrated accounting and

productivity modules Dealer training also of-

fered Call or write today'

DEALER COORDINATOR

TIMBERLINE SOFTWARE

7180 SW Fir Loop

Portland. OR 97223

(503)684-3660

User Groui

T/P USERS' GROUP
Confused by teleprocessing7 Join the dub!

Membership now ottered nationaBy Indudes

subscription to our newsletter, with in-depth ar-

ticles by experienced users Heavy emphasis on

theory of operation and trouble-shooting Great

opportunity to meet other users! Annual mem-

bership $25

T/P USERS' GROUP

PO Box 613

West Jordan, UT 84064

(801)572-1537

THE MASTER”
Comprehensive package induing user cus-

tomizable on line HELP fa all PC-OOS com-

mands, utilities tor control of printer, screen,

typing, generalized sort; file and dvectory man-

agement utilities including UNERASE, sorting of

directory entries, display and modification of al

file attnbutes, and visual display of disk maps.

Extensive documentation and on Ime HELP In-

troductory otter $60 MC/VtSA. checka money

ader Write a call coiled

PC TECHNICORP

40 Grove Street

Wellesley, MA 02181

(617)431-7854

PASCAL NEWS
Pascal News is the official but informal publi-

cation of the Pascal Users' Group (PUG). PUG
promotes the use of. and the ideas behind, the

programming language Pascal. Pascal News has

seven years of back issues at present and doc-

uments souce programs written m Pascal. Four

issues per year-$25

RASCAL NEWS
2903 Huntgington Rd

Cleveland, OH 44120

USE US!
Consult PC Blue book every month tor easy ref-

erence to services/hardware/software. You can

be part of PC : Blue Book tor 3 months tor only

$375 You get 7 lines of copy. PLUS a boldface

heading. PLUS 4 lines tor you name, address,

and phone number Logo art $150 additional

Reach out to the largest market of IBM PC own-

ers and users TODAY Cal Lois Price coled toctoy

PC BLUEBOOK

1 Park Avenue

New York, NY 10016

(212) 725-4215 (colled)
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PC -MUSIC BOX

Rtft.ftll

Experience the tonul quality vnur
comptiler will finally produce with
these eleven full length classical

masterjiieces transcribed especially I

for the IBM-P<

MAILING INSTRUCTIONS:

EXTERNAL SPEAKER * PC MUSIC BOX *59.95

PC MUSIC BOX S29.95

PLEASE SEND MORE INFORMATION

DEALER PACK

Name

Address

VISA MASTERCARD

• EXP DATE

CA RES ADD 6’i • TAX ADD S500 SHIPPING ON SPEAKER

SOFT SOLUTIONS HIGH OUALITV EXTERNAL SPEAKER ALLOWS YOU TO ENJOY THE SOUND
AND MUSIC CAPABILITIES OF YOUR IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER LIKE NEVER BEFORE IT GIVES
YOUR ARCADE GAMES FULLER SOUND QUALITY USING THE VOLUME CONTROL THE SOUND
CAN GO LOUDER, SOFTER OR YOU CAN TURN THE SOUND OFF COMPLETELY

-SPECIFICATIONS- QS ONLY
IMPEDANCE S ohms (HWD|
SPEAKER: 4" Full Range INCLUDING A FREE
DIMENSIONS: 4%" x 5Va” x 3" COPY OF PC-

MUSIC BOX
^ THIS OFFER NOT

SOFT SOLUTIONS 419 PIERCE
<

St'

N

SUITE 6

GUARANTEED TO SPARK
PERSONAL COMPUTER OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

FOR HARD PROBLEMS SAN FRANCISCO 94117

CIRCLE 456 ON READER SERVICE CARD

HIE mflKE R GREAT CASE
FOR VOUR IBITI.

V' CALL TOLL FREE: (800) 848-7548 One size does not fit all. Our cases are designed for specific hardware con-
'

figurations. Whenyouputyourcomputerinourcase, it fits hand-in-glove.

Once your equipment is safely inside the attache-style carrying case, it never

has to be taken out again. To operate, simply remove the lid and connect the

power. To store your computer, disconnect the power, enclose your disks,

working papers, and manuals in the compartments provided, and attach

the lid. It's as easy as that.

• AP106 Amdek Color I, II or III Monitor 119

• P401 PaperTiger Printer (400/445/460) 99

• P402 Centronics 730/737 & Radio Shack Printer 89

• P403 Epson MX70 or MX80, Microline 82A Printer or Color

Computer 89

• P404 Epson MX1 00 Printer 99

• P405 IDS 560 or Prism 132 Printer 109

• P406 C. Itoh Starwriter/Printmaster F-10 Printer 119

• P407 Okidata Microline 83A or 84 Printer 99

• P408 C. Itoh Prowriter 2 Printer 99
I k • P409 C. Itoh Prowriter (Apple Dot Matrix) or NEC PC8023 Printer . 89

*18501 IBM Personal Computer with Keyboard 129
IB501 —Jimnnw • IB502 IBM Monochrome Monitor 99

fy'A" V',

•

CC50 CaseCart 79

'-‘•'Xffltll l • CC80 Matching Attache Case (5”) 85

ill • CC90 Matching Attache Case (3“) 75

• CC91 Matching Accessories Case (5VV Diskettes. Paper, etc.) ... 95

• CC92 5.25" Diskette Case (Holds 75 Diskettes) 49

'l ute

Computer Case Company, 5650 Indian Mound Court, Columbus, Ohio 43213 (614) 868-9464
CIRCLE 176 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Friction Feed for Your
PC Dot Matrix Printer

FRICTION FEED FOR YOUR EPSON

MX-70 * MX-80
•MX TO ana MXSO are Trademarks o' EPSON Inc

• Converts your printer lor friction

feed ol SINGLE SHEETS or ROLL
PAPER.

• SIMPLE Installation (all you need
is a screwdriver, no soldering).

• Tractor feed remains
undisturbed.

. Only
S3995

(add • 2 00 for shipping)

CALIFORNIA RESIDENT ADD 6V STATE SALES TAX

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK
*

MICRO GRIP, Ltd.

P. O. Box 4278
V|SA & MmTw Card Accepted

Nor1on AFB CA 92409
(714) 864-6643

CIRCLE 316 ON READER SERVICE CARD

COMPUTER COZIES?

Custom-Mode, Quilted Computer Covers

Anti-static, machine washable. Offered in 6 colors: grey,

cream, chocolate, navy, burgundy, or rust. Any cover can
be made-to-order — just send dimensions. Perfect

Christmas gift — order one for your VCR or Betamax.
System and Monitor (1 or 2 piece) and keyboard: $50/set.

Narrow printer: $20. Wide printer: $24. Individual unit

prices available. Specify system and printer model #.

CA residents add 6.5% sales tax. Please allow 6-8 weeks
for delivery. VISA/MC accepted.

COVCRS n LOT
P.O. Box 369, La Honda. CA 94020 (415) 747-0352

CIRCLE 198 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Plus 10 Free Diskettes

PeachText 5000 has arrived. A complete personal pro-

ductivity system for word processing, financial modeling

and simple dala-managemcnt. All at one price.

PeachText 5000 is available for a select list of microcom-

puters: The IBM Personal Computer™, the COMPAQ Por-

table Computer™, the Texas Instruments Professional

Computer . and the Zenith Z-100™.

• Quantity Discounts Available
• Dealers Inquiries Invited

COMPU-MEDIA
SOFTWARE INC.
(ftv ol Compu-Media Supplies Inc )

159 Main St., Staten Island, N.Y. 10307
TERMS:— VISA, M.C. or C.O.D.
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-240-2418

IN N.Y. STATE 212-967-1700

Ftachtree
Software
AUTHORIZED
DISTRIBUTOR

In business and education nationwide, our Pro-Tech ]( locking
stands have repeatedly proven their effectiveness in stopping
computer theft We now offer the PTO-Tech PC for the IBM PC or

PC-XT — total system security at an affordable price

Pro-Tech Security.

* Proven rear locking system. Just slide in your PC or PC-XT.
lock it and you're done

* Multiple units can be ordered that are keyed the same.
* Supplied with a 21" cable for securing any type of monitor

directly to your Pro-Tech.
* Includes all hardware for bolting down the entire stand

Pro-Tech. Endorsed by schools and colleges nation- wide.

Pro-Tech PC n Price $ 1 55
For ordering or further information, please contact:

Gregory Place P.O Box 2676
(617) 823-9684 Taunton. MA 02780

CIRCLE 454 ON READER SERVICE CARD
CIRCLE 110 ON READER SERVICE CARD



The
StatisticianIn Less Than 3 Minutes

Your IBM Model 50, 60, 65, 75 or 85
Electronic Typewriter

can be an RS232C PRINTER or TERMINAL

CALIFORNIA MICRO COMPUTER
Models 5060 and 5061 can be

installed easily and require NO
modifications to the typewriter.

For additional information contact:

CALIFORNIA MICRO COMPUTER
17791 JamMlown Lane, Huntington teach, CA

92647 (714) S47-4141

Multiple Regression

Stepwise

Ridge

All Subsets

Backward Elimination

Time Senes Analysis

Descriptive Statistics

Transformations

Survey Research
• Nonparametrics

•X-Y Plots

• ANCMA
‘ Random Samples
' Data Base
* Search & Sort

Hypothesis tests

Q
Quant Systems

Please call TOLL FREE
1-800-334-0854 (Ext. 814)

for more information or write:

Quant Systems

Box 628
Charleston, SC 29402

(803) 571-2825

VISA-MJC Accepted

CIRCLE 412 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Do You Own The Rights To
Micro Software Designed For

Financial Institutions?

A nationally-known financial data

processing organization is seeking

opportunities to affiliate with individual

entrepreneurs who have developed micro

software for the financial industries.

We are seeking joint ventures, marketing

arrangements, and/or to obtain software

distribution rights. If you believe you
could profit from such an affiliation,

send a complete description of your

software and proposed terms of

agreement to:

P.O. Box 1086
Redondo Beach, California 90278

CIRCLE 530 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Now that you have the
best personal computer,

you want the best
software.
TCW/DMS 120

with 120 fields per record,
a data management system

tor your IBM/PC.
Level I $149 Levels n &m $149

Levels I, H, & III $209

MIRACULOUS MENU MANAGER
executes operating system

commands with a single key stroke.

$39.95

FANTASTIC FILER
is an easy to use tile management
system designed tor the beginning

computer user.

$49.95

COMPUTERWORK? x. < 1>>
Computer Software that Works to Save You Work

322 Shelden Ave./Houghton, Ml 49931M (906) 482-8009 Qg
CIRCLE 191 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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PC Product Index
RS# PRODUCT ADVERTISER PAGE#

DISK OPERATING SYSTEMS
225 CP/M-86 Digital Research 284
• Memory/Shift North American Business Systems C3

ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE
INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING PACKAGES

The Accountant Decision Supports Systems 622

The Accountant Insoft, Inc 342

Accounting Package Distributed Computing Systems 185

Bisiness Bristol Information Systems 399

BusinessMaster Plus Business Master 479

Desktop Accountant Rocky Mountain Software System 530

IBM PC Software IBM 17

Interactive General Ledger Performance Engineered Program 538

Maxi Cras Adventure International 286

Multicom/201 Professional

Quality Utility Surveys Company 187

PC Accounting Software BCC Inc 501

Soft-Touch Automation Management 64

Solomon Series Software Computech Group Inc 358

VersaBusiness Series H 8c E Computronics 664

INVENTORY
IBM PC Software IBM 17

INFOTORY S.S.R. Corp 168

TAX AIDS
Financier Tax Senes Financier, Inc 10

Micro-Tax Microcomputer Taxsystems, Inc 531

Tax Preparer Howard Software Services 212

Tax Strategist XQ Software 13

COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
COMMUNICATIONS TOOLS

Comm X-PAC Hawkeye Grafix 614

COMPAC Software AVCOM 178

CrossTalk XVI MicroStuf 462

Data Capture Southeastern Software 165

Express Data Exchange Newport Group 506

Hostcomm NF Systems, Ltd 363

Intellicom The Computer Toolbox 551

Smartcom II Hayes Microcomputer 222-223

TEUOS Genasys Corp 363

Transporter Microstuf 72

Waterloo Network Station

Tools WATSOFT PRODUCTS, Inc 500

TERMINAL EMULATORS
Blue Lynx Techland Systems 454

SD1-3780 Software Dynamics 340

SmartTerm Persoft 524

Tektronix 40XX FTG Data Systems 339

Video Display Emulator Inner Loop Software 655

VTerm Saturn Consulting Group, Inc 457

FINANCIAL PLANNING SOFTWARE
ECON Data Scan Associates 330

Finance 12Q MicroQ 364

MARS Capital Systems Group 493

Peachtree Connection Sofstar, Inc 584

Perfect Calc Perfect Software 33-40

Proworks Reston Publishing Co 105

Quikcalc SimpleSoft Inc 173

Scratchpad SuperSoft 109

SuperCalc 2 Sorcim 348-349

Target Financial Models Comshare 354-357

Venture Planning Weiss Associates 438

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
Chart Trader Omega Microware Inc 486

Investment Strategist XQ Software 13

Personal Investor PBL Corp 184

Portfolio Evaluator Dow/Jones Software 87

Stock Portfolio System Smith Micro Software 289

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
165 Artist Control Systems
308 Autocad Digital Control Systems
157 BPS Business Graphics Business Professional Software . .

.

221 Chart Master Decision Resource

147 Conograph, ConGEN Conographics
* Delta Drawing Spinnaker

248 dGraph Fox * Geller

415 GRAPHEASE Software Solutions

501 Graphics Master Tecmar
188 1MAGES-2D Celestial Software

305 Jobtrax Omicron
359 Mirrograph Mirror Images

345 PC Crayon PC Software

158 PC-Draw Micrografx

228 Plotcall Golden Software

348 Plotrax Omicron
470 SlidePro Software Projections

322 Space Tablet/Advance

Space Graphics System
502 Stat Graf Village Information Inc

337 Stretch Calc Multi-Soft Corp
328 Teligraph Microtaure Inc

INFORMATION MANAGERS
CALENDAR/SCHEDULE ORGANIZERS

463 Shoebox Techland Systems, Inc

RS# PRODUCT ADVERTISER PAGE#
j

278

213

T.l.M. Innovative Software .

MAILING LIST SOFTWARE
EZ Maillabel

Mailtrak

P-COM
People Sorter

SunMail
Total Recall

PROJECT MANAGERS
Project Scheduler

Pro-Ject 6

Data Consulting Group . .

.

TCI Software

Fogle Computer Corp
Harper Business Systems .

Sunward Systems

Softa Publishing

Scitor Corporation .

.

Soft Corp., Inc.

OTHER INFORMATION MANAGERS
Cardbox

Catalist

Data Base Manager II

FRIDAY
Data Management System

Perfect Filer

STARMATE
VISUALL

Micro Technical Products, Inc.

.

Stone & Associates

Alpha Software

Ashton Tate

The Computer Workshop
Perfect Data

Solution Technology
Trillian Computer

SOFTWARE FOR PROFESSIONALS
ACCOUNTANTS/BOOKKEEPERS

193 TAXPRO Contract Services Associates

DENTAL/MEDICAL
298 SearchLit MediSoft

TRI-DENT Lear Data

OTHER PROFESSIONS
287 BancWare MCS Software

175 Construction Data Scan Associates

304 Engineering Software McQintock Corp
213 EZ* RETAIL Data Consulting

Executive Package Alpha Software

Professional Software International Microsystems 110

Real Estate Guide Guidance Software 306

PC MAGAZINE 643 SEPTEMBER 1983
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The Independent Guide to

IBM Personal Computers

Learning more about a

product that's advertised

or mentioned in an article

in this month's issue is as

simple as 1-2-3. And
absolutely free

1
Print or type your name
and address on the

attached card. Use only

one card per person.

2
Circle the numbers on the

card that correspond to the

numbers at the bottom of

the advertisements or

articles for which you want

more information. (Key

numbers for advertised

products also appear in the

Advertisers' Index.)

3
Simply mail the card,

and the literature will

be mailed to you free

of charge by the

manufacturer

This address is for our

"Free Information Service"

only All other inquiries are

to be duected to PC
Magazine.the Independent

Guide to Personal Computers,

One Park Avenue, New York,

NY 10016

PC MAGAZINE
FREE
INFORMATION
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RS# PRODUCT ADVERTISER PAGE#

STATISTICAL SOFTWARE
MicroGANTT Earth Data Corp 204

MicroStat Eco Soft 528

PC-Calculator CTEK Corp 288

The Statistician Quant Systems 647

WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARE
WORD PROCESSORS

EASY FAMILY IUS 466-4*7

Electric Pencil PC IJG 499

FriendlyWriter Friendly Soft 404-405

IBM PC Software IBM 17

MultiMate Softword Systems 78

OfficeWriter Office Solutions 31

Paperwork Harris Micro Computers 652

Perfect Writer Perfect Software 33-40

Powertexl Beaman Porter, Inc 269

ReadiWriter ReadiWare 274

Script Harper Business Systems 473

Spellbinder Lexisoft, Inc 86

SuperWriter Sorcim 8-9

The FinalWord Mark of the Unicom 245

VisiWord Visi Corp 108

WORDEASE Software Solutions 464

WordPerfect Satellite Software International 313

Wordplus-PC Professional Software Inc 26*27

XvWrite II XvQuest 369

WORD PROCESSING AIDS
Craftsman Four M Computer Works 333

Sideways Funk Software 540

Spell-lt Ber/urk Systems 305

MULTI-FUNCTION SOFTWARE
Automated Telemarketing Arlington Software Systems 397

Data Keep MathTec, Inc 166

Form Manager BIT Software, Inc 376

MBA Context Management Associates 135

pfs: Software Publishing Corp 318-319

Number Cruncher Pyramid Data 503

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Education, Test Scoring Data Scan Associates 330

Instructor Individual Software Inc 16

MasterType Lightning Software 529

PC Tutor PC Pal Comprehensive Software Support 12

Personal Tutor Exec Systems 293

Psyche Balis Computers 659

Telemath Psychotechnics 4

Topics, The Word Bible Research Systems 368

ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE
GAMES

Burgertime Mattel Electronics 55

Eliza Artificial Intelligence Research 563
Evolution Sydney Dataproducts 262

Exterminator, Moon Bugs.

Styx Windmill SW 84

Flight Command Lighthouse Distributing 164

Game Show, Master

Match Computer Advanced IDEAS 113

Hide and Sink Mirror Images 541

)-Bird Orion Software 83

LASERCYCLE Robert J. Brady 224

Lock n' Chase Mattel Electronics 57

Night Stalker Mattel Electronics 59

PC-Man Orion Software 83

Persuasion Olorin Gamemasters 477

Rogue Artificial Intelligence Design 361

SPOC SDL Corp 577

Speech Synthesis ScreenPIay 484

Spyder Mirror Images 304

Starfire Games Omnisoft Corp 221

Suspended Infocom 314-315

364 Tachyon Mirror Images 304
* Triv Quiz MRM Enterprises 615
108 ZOHN Compu-haus 550
* Zork III, Deadline Infocom 314-315

RS# PRODUCT ADVERTISER PAGE#

HOME MANAGEMENT AIDS
111 Doughflo, Word Whiz Alphantics 606
• Gridstar Gridsoft, Inc 623

214 Perfin Digital Engineering Group 478
• Personal Finance Master Spectrum Software 342

LANGUAGES
COMPILERS

196 C-Compiler C-Systems 562

476 C Compiler Telecon 529

181 CI-C86 C Compiler Computer Innovations, Inc 303

335 87 Pascal/RTOS Microware 551

427 C Compiler Quantum Software Systems. Inc 226
* MULISP Soft Warehouse 458

INTERPRETERS
493 Forth 32 Quest Research 480

473 Interpreters WATSOFT Products, Inc 615

332 MMS Forth Miller Microcomputer Services 621
• rm COBOl. Cybernetics, Inc 343

239 pdyFORTH II Level II Forth Technology 663

PROGRAMMERS' TOOLS
DATABASE MANAGERS

524 ADAM II Omega Information Systems 254

354 CreataBase PC Software 317

227 Dataplex Data Access 264

151 dBASE II Ashton Tate 148-149

153 Friday Ashton-Tate 412

525 KnowledgeMan MDBS. Inc 579

208 Revelation Cypher 452

FILE SYSTEMS AND ACCESS METHODS
192 FABS Computer Control 546

PROGRAM DEVELOPER/GENERATOR TOOLS
129 Autocode Axel Johnson 379

408 DBPtus Humansoft 465

435 dBase Window Tylog 576

371 PC-VSAM Professional Business Specialists 368

443 RTCS UD1 Real-Time Computer Science Corp 43

279 Screen Generator K4rS Systems 367

518 The Creator Software Technology for Computers 104

SORT/MERGE TOOLS
192 Autosort Computer Control 546

211 DisKonary Execudisk, Inc 566

301 HB Sort Harper Business Systems 473

346 Norton Utilities Norton Utilities 439

396 VIS/Bridge/Sort Solutions. Inc 306

TEXT EDITORS
175 EDCOL Data Scan Associates 330

377 micro/SPF Phaser Systems, Inc 96

520 TED Morgan Computing 527

117 Textra Ann Arbor Software 66

OTHER UTILITIES
331 87 Macro, 87 Basic Micro Ware 202

258 8087 Math Package Hauppauge Computer Works Inc 566

462 Basic Development System SofTool 101

404 Btrieve SoftCraft Inc 455

399 Compare II Solution Tech., Inc 295

361 EditDisk, Linkup PCX 268

369 File Transfer Program Personal Computer Products 431

* Memory/Shift North American Business Systems C3
419 Pascal Pak Sourceware 615

417 PC/CMS Technology Systems Org 552

336 PC Lock MPPi, Ltd 563

438 ProKey Rosesoft 76

508 Pro Lock Vault Corp 176

388 Realia Spacemaker Realia Inc 615

350 Screen Machine Omric Corp 506

514 Set-Fx Softstyle 558

492 Software Security TR Technologies 562

113 Super Zap * Alta Systems 562

150 View Manager Blaise Computing Inc 427

IBM COMPUTERS & COMPATIBLE UNITS
204 Corona Corona Data Systems 281-283

386 Explorer 88 PC Starter Kit Netronics 305

187 Personal Computer Compaq 206-207

168 Multi-Personal Computer Columbia Data Products 290
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RS# PRODUCT ADVERTISER PAGE#

ACCESSORY CARDS
MULTIFUNCTION BOARD

496 1st Mate Tecmar Inc 242-243

423 Addram Elite Profit System, Inc 537
516 Baby Talk Microlog, Inc 346
118 Crambo Apparat 280

230 Easiboard Easitech Corporation 106-107

302 Maynard Multifunction

Card Maynard Electronics 236-237

384,

379 Mega Plus II Qubie Distributing 310-311

226 Multifunction Board Frontier Technologies 569

487 One Megabyte Memories Tall Tree Systems 205

230 PC Memory Easitech Corp 106-107

274 PC Multi Pak Indigo Data Systems 24

430 PC/XT , STB Systems Inc 48-49

134 Personality Series ABM Inc 434

398 Persyst Time Spectrum Persyst 154-155
• RAM Card Microsoft 1

333 RAM Cards MK Research 563

452 RAM +3 Seattle Computers 515

431 RAMPLUS Raytronics 252

401 SD1-SSC Sigma Designs, Inc 285

123 SIC-1, PIC-1 Apstek, Inc 154

154 Six Pack Plus AST Research 48-51

VIDEO/GRAPHICS BOARD
499 IEEE 488 Tecmar, Inc 246

324 RealCOLOR Microdel 186

459 PC 640 SCION 68-69

OTHER ACCESSORY CARDS
368 Color Plus Plantronics/Fredrik Electronics 430

455 Controller Package X-Comp 208

501 CraphicMaster Tecmar, Inc C-4
261 Hercules Graphics Card Hercules Computer Technology 65

494 Lab Master Tecmar, Inc 241

478 Multi Display Card Human Engineering 443
148 Supervision California Computer Systems 491

EXPANSION UNITS
496 Expansion Chassis Tecmar, Inc 242-243

INPUT HARDWARE
384 Keyboard Qubie Distributing 310-311

4% SureStroke Seasoned Systems 296

GRAPHICS TABLETS
391 PenPad Pencept 468

LIGHT PEN
250 FT-156 Light Pens FTC Data Systems 339

458 Symtec Hi-Res Symtec 654

MASS STORAGE HARDWARE
FIXED DISK

177 CMC TARGA CMC International 260-261

201 Corona Personal Hard
Disk Cerona Data Systems 344-345

149 Hard Disk Systems Cameo Electronics 11

289 Mountain Hard Disk

System Mountain Computer Inc 270

390 Pegasus 10 Pegasus 613

266 Shugart Hard Disk Great Lakes Computer Peripherals 623

445 Winchester Hard File Tallgrass Technologies 30

280 Wordsworth Leading Edge C2

REMOVABLE MEDIA SYSTEM
135 ACI Floppy Cartridge

System ACI 467

498 Bak Pak Tecmar, Inc 245

1

131 Copy II PC Central Point Software, Inc 651

244 File Connection Flagstaff Engineering 400

254 9-track Mag IBEX Computer Corp 563

124 PC-Backup Alloy Computer Products 233

472 Sysgen Image Sysgen Industries 469

219 Tape Backup System Davong Systems Inc 47

455 The Toaster X-Comp 208

RS# PRODUCT ADVERTISER PAGE#

COMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE
MODEM

• IDEACOMM 1200 IDEAssociates 250-251

579 Maverick Interphase Corp 571

464 PC Modem Plus Ven-Tel Inc 347

171 PGIntelliModem Bizcomp 392-393

400 Pro-Modem 1200 Prometheus 572

303 Smartmodem 300 Hayes 222-223

141 SYSTEM AVCOM, Inc 178

NETWORKING
102 Database Machine Cogent, Inc 77
495 ELAN Systems Tecmar, Inc 248

444 IRMA Tac 28-29

41 1 PCnet Orchid Technology 483

153 PC net AST Research 48-51

426 SCS PC Net Santa Clara Systems 277

455 X-Net X-Comp 208

DISPLAYS/MONITORS
COLOR

299 HX-12 Color Monitor Princeton Graphic Systems 312

PRINTERS
DOT-MATRIX

489 P1350 Printer Toshiba 428

280 Prowriter, Starwriter Leading Edge Products C2
257 Riteman: Personal Printer Info Runner Corp 437
182 Star Printers Computer Line 169

DAISYWHEEL
* Sprint II Plus Qume 70-71

OTHER PRINTERS
523 PrintMate 99, PrintMate

150 Micro Peripherals, Inc 112

385 Transtar 315 Transtar 150

PRINTER AIDS
316 Micro-Grip Micro-Grip, Ltd 646

CONTROLLER/BUFFER
469 ConvertaBuffer Von Leivendyke Enterprises 23
370 Microbuffer Practical Peripherals, Inc 21

PLOTTERS/CHARTING DEVICES
273 HP7470A Hewlitt Packard Corp 51
329 PC PLOT 111 Micro Plot Systems 619

311 PIXY 3 Mannesmann Tally 1%
450 POINT Houston Instruments 74

ORGANIZATIONS
USERS GROUPS

145 American Software Club

OTHER SERVICES
106 Marketing

334 PC '83

* SAFEWARE
330 Seminars

405 Softsmith

171

Affordable Software 506

National Computer Shows 75

Columbia National General Agency 258
Monarch CRT 97
Software Guild 180-181

LITERATURE
PERIODICALS

119 Computer Entrepreneur

Newsletter Computer Entrepreneur 273

237 Data Sources Data Sources 410-411

418 InfoSource For the IBM
PC Query 336

* PC The Disk Magazine Ziff Davis Publishing 406-409

* PC: The Technical Journal Ziff Davis Publishing 388-391

* Software Writer's

Handbook 1PF Publications 351

BOOKS
486 Brady Bookware Robert J. Brady 441

174 Programming the IBM PC CBS Publishing 155

267 Test Preparation Series Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc 307
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RS# PRODUCT ADVERTISER PAGE# I RS# PRODUCT ADVERTISER

TRAINING
ATI Training Power American Training International 18

Cdex Training for Visicak Cdex Corp 42

Criterion Personal

Leamingware Technologic 316

How to operate 1BM-PC Hiptrack Learning Systems 179

Leamingware Technologic 316

How to operate 1BM-PC Hiptrack Learning Systems 179

How to use VisiCak.

Wordstar Hiptrack Learning Systems 179

Learning Concept:

Introduction to

Personal Computers Micro Learning Concepts 255

Learning Concept:

VisiCak Micro Learning Concepts Inc 255

Micro Learning Systems Reston Software 209

FURNITURE
Chairs Nordhaus Ergonomic Chairs 326

Compucari Compucart 451

Data-Legget 3028C HSP Computer Furniture 227

Desk Eurus Corp 230

Table A Chair Micro Mate 436

Tilt n' Turn Microcomputer Accessories 505

The Tower Lifeline Information System 485

Computer Furniture The Works 562

ADDITIONAL SUPPLIES
MAINTENANCE/CLEANING KITS, ETC.

392 Disk Drive Head Cleaning

Kit Perfect Data 73

340 Disk Mechanic MU Micro Systems 614

MEDIA ACCESSORIES
366 Rolltop 100 Disk File Micro Computer Accessories, Inc 505

PRE PRINTED FORMS
167 Computer Forms CHECKS-TO-GO 219

343 Computer Forms and

Supplies Catalog NEBS 307

KEYBOARD OVERLAYS
482 Keyfixer Vertex Systems

202 Kleertex templates Creative Computer Products

441 PC-Documate Systems Management Assoc

OTHER SUPPLIES
176 Comp Case Computer Case Co
223 Computer Case Computer-Mate, Inc

484 Computer Covers Yuba River Interiors

1% Dust Cover Contemporary Computerwear

172 Dust Cover Compucable Corp
197 EPD Electronic Protection Devices
* IBM Manual Tabs CumLaude Software

136 Keytops Applied Dynamics

MEDIA
DISKETTES

Datalife

Elephant Disks

Encore

Qualimetric Hexydisks

3M Diskettes

Wabash Diskettes

Verbatim

Leading Edge Products.

Inmac

BASF
3M Data Recording Products

Communications and Electronics for Wabash

215 Monitor Conversion Cord Dynalysis

380 Pease PC Case. In

• PC Pedestal Curtis Mam
275 PC Saver Kensington

236 Power Isolator Electronk S
447 SDC Antiglare Screen Screen Data

252 SmartKey II Heritage So
342 Wire Tree Networx

PC Case. Inc

Curtis Manufacturing Co. .

Kensington Microware

Electronic Specialists Inc. .

.

Screen Data Corp
Heritage Software

Networx

The publisher does not assume any liability for errors or omissions in the product index.

WHYYOU NEED COPY II PC:

1
COPY II PC allows you to backup your

• valuable software. And unlike other

backup programs. COPY II PC will exactly

duplicate most software - never modifying the

information on either the original or duplicate

disk. This assures maximum reliability and

compatibility with the widest range of disk

formats. COPY II PC can even duplicate disks

made for other computers such as Hewlett

Packard, Kaypro. Morrow, Nee, Osborne,

Otrona, Superbrain, Televideo, Xerox and

Zenith, all on your IBM PC!

2 COPY II PC is a complete replacement

• for “DISKCOPY" on your PC-DOS
diskette. It formats, copies, then verifies the

duplicate disk (DISKCOPY does not verify).

COPY II PC automatically uses all the

memory in your PC. and adjusts for

single/dual sided diskettes. A drive speed

utility helps keep your drives in top condition,

and a bulk erase program allows you to

remove all information (including formatting)

from a diskette.

For your convenience, COPY II PC is not copy-protected.

Available at fine computer and software stores or direct from:

iMTOM IPOIMT

Software, Inc.

RO. Box 19730-203

Portland, OR 97219

(503) 244-5782

Attention Apple owners: Call us about backing up your valuable software with Copy 11 Plus!

CIRCLE 131 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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So who says Word Processing Systems have to be tion, mail merge capability, mailing list for single or con-

expensive to be good? Harris Micro Computers, Inc. tinuous form labels and envelopes, phone and address

announces the exception to the rule. . . PAPERWORK, list preparation, address list maintenance features, a

A Document, Letter and Mailing List System. And at mini-data base system with on-line data retrieval capa-

a miracle of a price . . . only $69.95!! bility, and much, much more ... all for the price of a

Why??? Because we are tired of having people video game cartridge,

think of someone else's product when the term "Word Impossible!? Just give PAPERWORK a chance

Processor” is mentioned. We are going to change that! . . .you will not be disappointed!! Why in the devil pay up

For a limited time, you can enjoy a powerful word to ten times as much for a word processing system that

processing system including letter/document prepara- cannot do any more than our PAPERWORK system?

CP M is a registered trade mark of Digital Research. Inc fPequires printer and at least 200K of disk storage. Dealer/ Distributor

MSDOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft. Inc CP M delivered on 8 disk, IBM delivered on 5V<“ disk. Inquiries Invited
Copyrighted mai

Harris Micro Computers, Inc.

2560 North 560 East

Provo. Utah 84604
Phone (801)373-1605

A miracle .

.

Please send me the Paperwork c

Software System at $69.95. Add $20.00

for runtime module, if needed. Add $3.00
for USA or $10 for foreign delivery.

Z80/8080 CP/M* system (trequires 64K main memory
and Microsoft BRUN runtime module).

IBM PC (or equivalent) MSDOS* (+requires 128K main memory
and IBM BASRUN runtime module).

Name

Payment by Check
VisaC Mastercharge

Address

City .
.
Zip.

non f nw R F 1I1FR QFRVirF TARO



PERSPECTIVE/WILL FASTIE

Are the PC's hardware and software good tools for

software developers? The answers are yes and no.

Software Engineering

And The PC
I’m living dangerously.

The presence of the term “software

engineering” in my title might lead you to

think that I know what it means. Well, I do

have my own definition, but for the most

part this term is used more widely than it

is understood, even by computer scien-

tists.

This is a big problem. My theory is

(here I go out on another limb, watch out

below) that, unlike the principles fol-

lowed in the disciplines of civil, mechan-

ical, and electrical engineering, the math-

ematics underlying software program-

ming are not fully understood. I am cer-

tainly not suggesting that the other disci-

plines are closed, with nothing new to dis-

cover. My point is that the mathematical

understanding of computers and software

is still somewhat immature, while much
of the known mathematics has not filtered

all the way up (or is it down?) to the prac-

titioner’s level.

A key word here is “discipline.” Really

good software developers, whether they

exhibit any creativity or not, have a strong

discipline of design and programming

that they understand and to which they

adhere rigidly. As a result, their systems

tend to be thought out carefully; the soft-

ware has provisions that can accommo-

date later thoughts or insights. Their pro-

grams tend to be carefully written, with

built-in error checking, self-diagnostics,

and checkout procedures. The resulting

systems tend to have better, more intuitive

human interfaces.

(I know what you’re thinking. “Will,

what the heck has this got to do with the

PC ... or anything?”)

The really good software developers

demand the finest tools and the best pro-
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PSYCHE™
TALKS BACK
NOW YOUR PC WILL UNDERSTAND YOU

Artificial Intelligence Has Improved Immensely since the 1960 s

PSYCHE is a new A
I

program which will hold a keyboard
conversation with you on 60 psychological subjects, including

family, marriage, work and sex

Psyche's Responses are grammatical, stimulating, provocative and
to the point It's hard to believe PSYCHE isn't a real person

Talk It Over With Psyche, instead of your friends PSYCHE will

always listen quietly and never gossip Tell PSYCHE anything

Psyche Is Fun & Educational Suitable as a Roger ian Counseling
teaching aid, PSYCHE creates responses that are reflective,

noniudgmental and nondirective

Psyche Usually Stays With Your Feelings, like a real therapist, and
never judges you. or hands out gratuitous advice PSYCHE has
unlimited time and patience

Psyche Is Powerful. PSYCHE knows 1000 significant words and
draws on almost 500 responses 150K Program and files NOT A
GAME
Teach Psyche More. Simple menus let you expand or edit the
vocabulary and responses on-line with no programming

Save & Print Conversations and compile statistics Machine
language gives rapid responses Seven page manual included

Show Off Your Computer. Invite your friends to talk with PSYCHE
about anything at all PSYCHE will even GREET THEM BY NAME
Order by phone or mall MasterCard VISA and checks accepted

REQUIRES 64K IBM PC. DOS. DISK DRIVE. 80 CHAR DISPLAY

AFFORDABLE PRICE $50.00

Please add $2 shipping & handling Florida residents add 5% tax

(305) 391 4610

BALIS COMPUTING. INC
PO Box 273261. Boca Raton. FL 33427

Copyright 1981. Baits Computing
PSYCHE is a registered trademark ot Balis Computing. Inc

IBM Personal Computer is a registered trademark ot IBM Corp

BREAKTHROUGH
SOFTWARE.

at a breakthrough price.

List Management System

This powerful package includes lull name and address
information plus 2 phone numbers, 5 mail profile

codes (user defined), and 4 activity codes with dates '

/

Phone directones. Labels up to 4 across (with A
optional message). Master list and files for Easy /
Writer. WordStar, or other word processors
Instantly locate a record by Name.
Company. Gty. State, or Zip Merge $65
files or create sub files Up tc

records per diskette depending on
capacity

» diskette.

USoftware
6107 West Mill Road. Fkxjrtown, PA 19031 215-636-1406

CIRCLE 140 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 465 ON READER SERVICE CARD

IBM PC
ENGINEERING
SOFTWARE
Over 25 Powerful
Programs

Includes

• STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

• HVAC LOAD PROGRAMS
• ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

• SOLAR ENERGY

• ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Much More...

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
Call or Write for Information

MC02PROGRAMS
McClintock Corp.
9655 S. Dixie Hwy. P.0 Box 430980
Miami, fL 33243 (305) 666-1300 Telex 441582

lllllll.
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Symtec Hi-Res

Light Pen for

IBM PC,

Rpple II

Plus,

Atari

800, VIC-20
Thousands of pens in use by personal computer users
and corporate users such as American Heart
Association. U.S. Military, Ford Motor Company, and
Educational Institutions of all levels.

Pen reads coordinates over the entire screen. Touch-tip
or Push tip models available. Uses range from videodisc
and computer training, to simple menu selection to

computer games. Apple pen works with Stoneware. Inc.

new graphics processing system and Apple Super Pilot.

Apple $250/1BM, Atari. VIC $150
Available at Computer Stores worldwide or contact us
directly:

THE LIGHT PEN PEOPLE
SYMTEC INC.

15933 W. 8-Mile Rd.

Detroit. Ml 48235

(313) 272-2950

IBM. Apple. Atari. VIC are registered trademarks

CIRCLE 458 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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$$ WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD $$OUR ISOLATORS
FOR YOUR

PROTECTION
Preventer

dink drive woes, printer interaction,

memory low and damage due to

lightning or AC power line

diftturbancen.

Commercial Grade Isolators

ISO-1 3 Isolated Sockets 176.95

ISO-2 2 Isolated Socket Banks, 6 Sockets 76.95

InduHtrial Grade Iaolatorc

ISO-3 3 Double Isolated Sockets 115.95

ISO-1 1 2 Double Isolated Banks. 6 Sockets 1 15.95

Laboratory Grade Isolators

ISO-17 4 Quad Isolated Sockets 200.95

ISO-18 2 Quad Isolated Banks, 6 Sockets 169.95

Circuit Breaker, any model (Add-CB) Add 10.00

Remote Switch, any model (Add-RS) Add 18.00

Electronic Specialists, Inc.
171 South Main Street. Box 389. Natick, Massachusetts 0 1 780

Toll Free Order Desk 1-800-225-4876

MasterCard. VISA, American Express

EPSON

RX 80, MX 80 FT III MX 100 FX 80

and newest FX 100 "Imit print la USA"

PRINTERS

C. Itoh8510 Prowriter(P). . $385.00

C. Itoh 1550 Prowriter (P)— 679.00

Gemini 1 0X 329.00

Gemini 15 499.00

Okidata 82A 419.00

Okidata 83A 649.00

Okidata 92 520.00

Okidata 93 869.00

Smith Corona TPI 549.00

Brother HR 1 CALL

Brother HR 15 CALL

MODEMS
Hayes 300 B 209.00

Hayes Smartmodem 485.00

300/1200

Hayes Smartmodem 479.00

1200 B

Hayes Smartmodem 114.50

ConVsoft

DRIVES

Tandon Tab 1800 DSDD. . . . $284.50

TandonTM50-2 slim DSDD . . . 298.50

Teac W' FD 55 DSDD 298.50

MEMORY I/O BOARDS

AST Megaplus 64K(c,s) 337.95

AST Megaplus 64K (C.2-S) . . . 378.95

AST Megaplus 64 K (c.s,p). . . . 378.95

AST Megapac(256 K-51 2 K) . . . 636.95

Combo Plus (c,2-Si1-p) 314.95

1/0 Plus (C.2-SL1-P) 294.50

ALL OTHER CARDS AVAILABLE CALL

SOFTWARE SPECIALS

Lotus 1 ,2.3 350.00

Multiplan 1 75.00

DISKETTES

Elephant DSDD 28.50

Microsoft Mouse CALL

3% Charge Cards, 3% ship. Prices subject to change.

THE COMPUTER STORE

Dept. 345, 3941 B South Bristol St., Santa Ana, CA 92704

(714) 261-1383

CIRCLE 190 ON READER SERVICE CARD
CIRCLE 236 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PC Tech BUSINESS & HOME COMPUTERS
Products Sales & Services

We Shop The Wholesale Market And Negotiate The Best Price For You.

We Save You Off The List Price. We Share A Common Goal - To Save You Money.

Apple lie 64K System. Disk Drive

W Controller. Monitor W Stand 80 Column

Card $1599.00

Apple' II + Compatible 64K Computer

Drive Controller & Monitor . . . $969.00

Mitac Drive 100% Apple Compatible w case

cable (dealers Invited) $219.00

Controller Card $69.00

16K Memory Card $59.00

ZBOCard $109.00

80 Column Card $115.00

•DISK DRIVES
TM100-2 DSDD $239.00
TM100-4DSDD ... $349.00

TM55-2 Half Height DS DD $229 00

7M55-4 $289.00

TM848-1 SSDD $399.00

TM848-2 DS DD $479.00

•WINCHESTER
5MB For External $1379.00

10MB For External $1599.00

15MB For External $1789.00
5-14- Slxn line Super 5-A40 $239.00

Super 5 IP80 279.00

‘ASTCOMBO CARD
‘Combo Plus-256K Parallel & Serial Port.

Clock Calendar W Battery Back-Up W Super

Spool. Super Drive $439.00

‘Mega Plus-51 2K Parallel & Serial Pori, Clock

Calendar W/Battery Back-Up W Super Spool,

Super Drive $989,00

$229.00

$489.00

‘Corona 128K Desk-top

Complete System $2399.00

‘Eagle II 64K Complete System

$2349.00
‘QUADRAM
'Quadlink . call for best price

‘Quad 512 + 64K $349.00

'Quadboard 64K $319.00

‘Mcrofazer $159.00

•MAYNARD ELECTRONICS
Floppy Disk Controller $169.00

FDC W'Parallel Port $219.00
FDC W'Senal Pod
Memory Card W 256K RAM
•PRINTERS
BROTHER D/W
HR-1A P $759.00

HR-1AS $859.00
Tractor $129.00

‘STAR MICRONICS

Gemini 10 $359.00

Gemn 10X160 CPS $449.00

Gemmi 15 $539.00

Super 5-CP80 $369.00

‘MONITORS
BMC BM-12AU 12“ Green $89.00

BMC BM-1 2 AU 1
2" Amber $99.00

BMC BM-1401RGB W'Cd Cbl. $399.00

DYNAX GM-120GM 12" $139.00

DYNAX AM-121 AM 12' $149.00

Many More Not Listed

PC Tech (71 4) 546-3887
3742 W. Warner Ave., Santa Ana, CA 92704

Disc Drive Service Available At Low Cost • Quick Tum-a-round

Telephone or Mn Orders Please Cashier s Checks. Money Orders Checks (Allow 10 days)

COO Accepted CA Residents Add 6% Sales Tax. Prices Subject To Change Without Notice
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HP TERMINAL EMULATOR
FOR YOUR IBM PC

Now your IBM Personal Computer can be used

as a Hewlett-Packard 26XX family terminal.

Instead of just a terminal, you'll have a general

purpose microcomputer. VDTE 2 is the

powerful, easy to use terminal emulation

program that provides the features you need!

HP2624B, HP2648A and DEC VT52 modes

HP2624 block/format mode for most HP3000 software

Eight displayed softkeys (program controlled)

HP2648 vector graphics plotting subset

Supports up to two serial ports

Seven page scrolling memory (per port)

Cursor control arrow and scrolling keys

Print screen, all pages, cursor down, print-through

Ten speeds include 300, 1 200, and 9600 baud

General purpose file transfer between PC and host

Price: $200 (California residents add 6% tax)

Inner Loop Software
P.o. Box45857-A

Los Angeles, CA 90045
(213)645-5162

Send for our free brochure

CIRCLE 277 ON READER SERVICE CARD

inner
loop

software
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gram development environment that they

can get. The reason for this desire is their

clear knowledge that a better working

environment can save vast amounts of

time in the software development process.

Furthermore, a good environment is vital

when more than one person is working on

a project. The question is, how well does

the IBM PC or XT serve as a programmer’s

J.HE OPERATING
system defines the

limitations of the total

environment in a

number of complicated

ways.

workbench? The answer comes in two

parts; dealing with IBM’s hardware and

software.

The Hardware
The physical aspects of a good devel-

opment system are easy to state. They

have to do with capacity and perfor-

mance.

First, the system needs to have ade-

quate main memory. The IBM PC is up to

this task; the 640K capacity of the system

is more than enough for a single user.

Assuming that the CPU is up to it, a multi-

terminal system with 640K should sup-

port about four users. Installing 128K is an

absolute necessity; this capacity is enough

for most uses.

Next, the CPU itself needs to perform

well. While much depends on the soft-

ware in use, it is safe to say that a single

user will have no problem with the IBM’s

performance. For multi-terminal use, the

PC might be a little on the slow side due to

the 8-bit data bus. Given the usual mix of

program development work (lots of edit-

ing, with bursts of compiling and linking),

a population of one to three terminals is

practical. The use of an 8087 usually does

not improve the development environ-

ment.

Third, disk capacity must be large. The

320K (or 360K) capacity of the IBM disk

drives is small. Yes, it is possible to do

productive work on a single, 160K disk-

ette system, but it is very inconvenient.

Low mass storage capacity is a critical fac-

tor working against efficiency, so a disci-

plined professional programmer will al-

ways seek “adequate” capacity for the

work in progress. A simple example: It is

highly desirable to have the operating sys-

tem, some utilities, the program editor, the

language compiler, the linker, and all oth-

er commonly used tools instantly avail-

able. Fitting most full-function compilers

on even a 360K capacity disk will be a

squeeze. The 360K also shrinks quickly

when a project’s source, object, and exe-

cutable files are all kept on one diskette,

the preferred arrangement.

A single organized programmer work-

ing on a medium-sized project should find

the standard PC with 256K of main mem-
ory and two 320K diskette drives to be

manageable. The addition of a 10-mega-

byte hard disk is highly desirable and usu-

ally eliminates capacity problems, al-

though it may make backup procedures

more complicated.

Fourth, mass storage performance has

a dramatic effect on total system through-

put. Even if a diskette-based environment

provides adequate capacity, the speed of

data transfer can slow the overall opera-

tion. Hard disks usually offer better per-

formance, although some have character-

istics like the floppy drives. Electronic

disks (portions of memory set aside to be

treated as a disk) or cache schemes can

help improve the performance of any con-

figuration.

Finally, the choice of a printer is

important. Here the developer must con-

sider the amount of printing to be done

and choose a printer that offers an appro-

priate throughput.

From these considerations, we can

conclude that the XT is a good hardware

environment for development, while the

standard PC is adequate under certain

circumstances. The use of an XT is some-

what hampered by the lack of adequate

backup capability.

The Software
The operating system, with its associ-

ated utilities and programs, is the most

important factor to consider when build-

ing a development environment. The

operating system defines the limitations

of the total environment in a number of

complicated ways.

First, the operating system must pro-

vide a powerful yet easy-to-use human
interface. In this case, ease of use is deter-

mined by how the system meets the devel-

oper's needs. An appropriate interface

might be confusing or obscure to a non-

technical user since the professional may
be willing to sacrifice some amenities in

favor of greater flexibility. Nonetheless,

the interface should work in a consistent

fashion to reduce the amount of informa-

tion that must be learned and remembered

by the user.

Second, the system should provide the

tools needed by the programmer to orga-

nize his or her work. Tools should also be

available to help the programmer deal

with the mass (or maze) of collected

data.

An example might help to clarify what

I mean here. Consider a system with PC-

DOS 2.0, a hard disk, and a hierarchical

directory structure (directories that can

contain other files and directories, orga-

nized with an arbitrary number of levels of

nesting). The programmer carefully orga-

nizes the data, but one day wishes to

retrieve a particular file (let’s call it

FRED), one of about 400 files contained in

30 directories. PC-DOS 2.0 provides no

direct way to find out where that file is!

Yes, it is possible to give a TREE IF com-

mand, which can list all files in all direc-

tories, but then this list must be examined

manually. Even the FIND command,
which could search TREE’S output to find

“FRED,” cannot associate it with its par-

ent directory. Sounds trivial, doesn’t it?

But, for a professional it’s more than a

headache and it’s wasteful of time.

I'MSCARED
to death ofa system

that requires you to use

a special utility to clean

up the disk space.

Third, the utilities and tools provided

by the system must be well integrated

with themselves. PC-DOS 2.0 has the

capability to "spool” text files to be print-

ed. This allows the user to do something

else while the printer is running, a feature

referred to as background printing. But the
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spooler is very limited. It can only handle

10 files, a very small number to a software

developer. Control of the spooler is limit-

ed to the command level, so programs can-

IHEHARDWARE
of the PC is suitable as

a development work
station.

not direct that printed output go through

the spooler to the printer; instead, output

must be directed to a file and be manually

(or through a batch file) spooled with the

PRINT command. In other words, this

spooler is not an integral part of the sys-

tem, but rather a simple utility of limited

capability.

Finally, the software must be reliable.

Do you know what the utility CHKDSK
does? Most of us think of it as a utility to

display how the disk is being used and

how much space is left. A rarely stated

purpose of CHKDSK is to recover space on

the disk from files that had been changed

or deleted. This space is "freed” and made
available once again. Personally, I’m

scared to death of a system that requires

you to use a special utility to clean up the

disk space. It makes me fear that some of

my valuable data files might not be taken

care of properly.

The Bottom Line

I’ve said that the hardware of the PC is

suitable as a development work station.

You might infer from my comments above

that also I think PC-DOS is somewhat

lacking as a development environment.

That’s a fact. Worse, I think PC-DOS 2.0,

for all its good features, does not much
improve the situation.

Is there a better choice of operating sys-

tem? Unfortunately not. Although a devel-

oper may choose to work in a better devel-

opment environment, the fact of the mat-

ter is that the ultimate execution environ-

ment for PC software will be PC-DOS,

because that is the one running on most

machines. Any other system would sup-

port only its own execution environment,

not PC-DOS.

I guess we’ll just have to wait for PC-

DOS 3.0 or 4.0 or . . . /PC
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ly* User's Manual
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COMPUTER ACT
Preparation
•480 page text 'How to
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diskettes

•50 page User's h
•Apple* with 48K

COMPUTER SAT Preparation (a J79.95
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Commodore 64*

COMPUTER GRE Preparation (a $89 95
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COMPUTER ACT Preparation (a $89.95
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5-1 /4" FUU HEI6HT INTERNAL MOUNTING FLEXIBLE DISK DRIVES FOR UK
PC A XT. 'HEATH* AND OTHER SMALL COMPUTERS

essssss?
COC MM DOUBLE-SIDED. 40Tr I 320 360KB $ 245

landon
TM1M-2 DOUBLE-SIDED. 48TP' 320KB 235

TM1B1-4 DOUBLE-SIDED. 96TPI 640KB 295

5-1/4- 1/2 HEIGHT INTERNAL MOUNTING FLEXIBLE OISK ORIVES (INCLUDES

STRAP KITS TO MOUNT IN FULl HEIGHT FOOTPRINT) 6 MS STEP RATE

OUADRUM CORP.

QUADSOARD W CLOCK I SERIAL & I PAR PORT Call

QUA060ARD R W CLOCK II SERIAL & PAR PORT Call

PERSYST INC

TIME SPECTRUM 64K W CLOCK 6 1 SERIAL 330

SERIAL PORT OPTION 40

PAR PORT OPTION 40

TIME PORT I/O CARD WCLOCK 1 SERIAL & PAR PORT 190

SERIAL OPTION 40

PAR PORT OPTION 40

TSriHofi TM55-2 DOUBLE-SIDED. 48TPI (2) DRIVES FOR 395

QUMETRAK 142 DOUBLE-SIDED 46TPI (2) DRIVES FOR 425

TEAC FO 55-1 D0U8LE-SIDEI 48TPI (2) DRIVES FOR 575

ASTON TATE

0 BASE II 450

teac FO S5-F DOUBLE-SIDEL 96TPI (2) DRIVES FOR 750

IBM" 4 DRIVE ADAPTOR CABLE CaH

r THINUNE FLEXIBLE OISK SUBSYSTEM
(SHOWN ABOVE) FULLY ASSEMBLED A TESTED WITH COMPLETE
DOCUMENTATION W/CABLE A SOFTWARE

MICRO PRO
WORDSTAR
MAILMERBE

WORDSTAR MAILMERGE

LOTUS
1-2-3

309

165

387

385

PS4M DUAL DRIVE. DOUBLE-SIDED. 2 4MB 1.495

I-B4B1 SINGLE DRIVE. DOUBLE SlOEO. 1 2MB. INCL FILLER

PANEL - SECOND DRIVE CAN BE AOOED LATER 995

8- DISK CONTROLLER 195

CPM & CPM 86 SOON AVAILABl E Call

IBM PC DOS SOFTWARE UTILITIES FROM TALL TREE SYSTEMS

J FORMAT ENABLES USE OF 5 1/4', O S. 96TPI & S' FLEXIBLE

DISK DRIVES PLUS OTHER FEATURES FOR I8M PC

DOS 1 10 VERSION ' 78 50

J FORMAT-2 SAME AS J FORMA ABOVE FOR IBM PC DOS 2.0 35

WINDRIVE ENABLES USE OF WINCHESTER SUBSYSTEMS FOR
IBM PC DOS 2 0 35

JETDfllVE ENABLES IMPLEMENTATION OF ELECTRONIC DISK

FOR IBM PC DOS 2 0 35

J UTILITIES INCLUDES J FORMAT-2, WINORIVE A JETDRIVE 95

SScoSJoSSSf DISKETTES C,,-..,. F„.

1242 00 5-1/4' SINGLE-SIDE 0. SINGLE DOUBLE DENSITY. WRITE

PROTECT NOTCH A HUB RING (Box ol 10) Special 19 95

1244-M 5-1/4’ DOUBLE-SIDEO. SINGLE DOUBLE DENSITY.

WPN A HUB RING (Box o< 10) Special 29 95

— r SINGLE OR DOUBLE-SIDED. SINGLE DOUBLE
DENSITY. WPN A HUB RING VARIOUS FORMATS Call

5-1/4- A r DISK CONTROLl ER8

MAYNARD ELECTRONICS

FOC 5-1/4" FLOPPY DRIVE CONTROLLER 175

FDCPO r FLOPPY CONTROLLER 195

SANOSTAR- SERIES ALSO AVAILABLE Call

MULTIFUNCTION A RAM CARDS

AST RESEARCH INC.

Ml PIUS

ID-SPS WCLOCK. 1 SERIAL 1 PAR PORT A GAME PORT 240

COMBO PUIS
MC-064 SPC WCLOCK. 1 SERIAL A PAR PORT WILL EXPAND
TO 256K 305

MEGA PIUS

M6-BA4 W CLOCK A 1 SERIAL WILL EXPAND TO 512K 305

MG-BBBS SERIAL OPTION FOR MEGA PLUS 39

MG-OOBP PAR OPTION FOR MEGA PUIS 39

PEACHTREE SOFTWARE
PEACH PAK (GL. AR AP) 386

VI8IC0RP

VISICALC 256K 194

VISITRENO VISIPIOT 230

V1SIWORD V1SISPELL 510

MOOEMS

HAYES MICROCOMPUTER PROOUCTS
SMARTMOOEM 300 235

SMARTMOOEM 1298 550

SMAfTTMOflfM 17UB 47 s

COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE INCLUDEO

COLOR GRAPHICS A GRAPHICS CARD

HERCULES GRAPHICS CARO 395

USI MUITIDISPLAY CARD PAR PORT 349

AMOEK MAI COLOR'GRAPHICS 475

PLANTRONICS COLORPLUS PAR PORT 400

MONITORS A GRAPHICS CARDS

AMOEK
VIDEO 300 12- HI-RES GREEN 149

VIOEO 310A 12- AMBER MONITOR 189

COLOR I 13* COMPOSITE COLOR 339

COLOR N HI-RES RGB MONITOR 695

COLOR Bl LOW-RES COLOR 429

NEC

XI 2030 12* HI RES COLOR (RGB! 715

CABLE FOR IBM-PC MONITOR 21

PGS

HX-12 ir HI-RES COLOR (RGB) 565

USI

PIS AMBER 12- MONITOR 160

1400C 12- COLOR MONITOR (RGB) 325

OUADRUM CORP.

CH 8400 1r COLOR MONITOR (RGB) 549

WE ALSO OFFER NETWORKING AND COMMUNICATION PROOUCTS
FOR THE IBM PC AND COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS CALL FOR

FURTHER INFORMATION

MICROXPRESS
(714) 632-8512

305 S. State College Blvd

Suite 135

Anaheim. CA 92806
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Coming
Up
In PC Tech
Journal

Program Editors
These software tools, similar to word

processors, help programmers transcribe

their thoughts into an electronic

medium. Our comparative evaluation

will examine many of the program

editors now available.

Freeware
An experimental method of distributing

software: Authors make software

available free of charge and ask for

voluntary contributions from satisfied

users. We take a look at how well this

method works and review three

programs available as Freeware: PC-Talk

III, PC-FILE, and CHASM (the Cheap

Assembler).

DOS 2.0
Microsoft claims the PC’s operating

system is now a bridge to Xenix, but it

still has more rivers to cross.

IBM FORTRAN
What are some of the problems with the

PC’s version of this scientific

programming language?

Converting Word
Processor Files
How to modify data files created on one

word processing program to run on

another.
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IBM PC-COMPLETE SYSTEM-
SPECIAL PRICE

HARD DISKS TOR APPLE AND IBM
DAVONC

PC System includes 64K IBM PC with 320 KB Floppy

Disk Drive, Controller, Color Graphics Card, Monitor

$2490

DISK DRIVES TOR IBM PC
Thndon 100-2 $240
Shugart 4SS-2 $245
7feac SS-B $255

SMB
10 MB
IS MB
MEMORY BOARDS
TRVA CORP.
TRUMPCARD 1

2S6K Ram

$1450
$1650
$2250

$350

MONITORS
NEC, DYNAX AMDEK CALL
PRINCETON GRAPHICS SYSTEMS
Hi-Res Color $490

PRINTERS
C-ITOH
GX-100 $240 15S0 $690
8510 $460 F-10 $1290
F-10 $1690

OKIDATA
82A $440 84A $975
83A $690 92A $575
93A $970

BROTHER
HR-

1

$750
HR-IS $570

SMITH CORONA
TP-1 $520

STAR MICRONICS
Gemini 10 $370
Gemini 15 $540

TROMPCARD 2
S12K RAM $550

AST
10 Plus. Five function Card $199
Combo Plus 4 function card. Fully pop. 256K. $490
Mega Plus. Fully pop. 512K $990

QUADRAM
Quad Card. Fully pop. 2S6K $500
BIG BLUE $470
HERCULES Graphics Card $490
MAYNARD SANDSTAR SERIES
FDC S 1/4 & 8- $220
Multifunction Card $90
Memory Card $180
Ad-On Memory Module $90
Parallel Port Module $70
Serial Port Module $90
Clock Calendar Module $70
Game Adapter Module $50

DEC RAINBOW 100
Complete system 64KPC, Keyboard, Two Floppy Drives
DS/DD, Monochrome Monitor $2990

APPLE 11 +
Compatible Computer with 48K Disk Drive, Controller,

and Monitor $990

NEC
SPINWRITER
7710-1 S1950 3510

771S-1 $2100 3S1S

7720-1 $2400 3530....

7725-1 $2400 3550....
7730-1 $1950 PC8023A

$1350
$1350
$1550
$1850
$450

DISK DRIVE FOR APPLE
Slimline, or Standard $250
PERSONAL ACCOUNTANT Software tor your
Apple He and Apple II +. $190
APPLE He
Computer System, Controller, Two Disk Drives,

Monitor $1890

631 E. First St., Tustin, CA 92680
PRICES AND AVAILABILITY SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

(714) 838-9100
APPLE is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc

IBM is a trademark of IBM Corp
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418

Query 336

493

Quest Research, Inc 480
* Qume 70-71

431 Raytronics 252

387 Readi-Ware Systems 274

388 Realia, Inc 615

421 Reston Publishing 209

422 Reston Publishing 105

531 RKS Industries 298

486

Robert J. Brady 441

425 Robert J. Brady 224

389 Rocky Mountain Micro 459

432 Rocky Mountain Software

Systems 530

438 RoseSoft 76

443

R.T.C.S. Corp 43
* Safeware 258

426 Santa Clara Systems 277

394 Satellite Software

International 313

397 Saturn Consulting 457

459 Scion Corp 68-69

SERVICE NO. ADVERTISERS PAGE
* Scitor Corp 510

428 Scottsdale Systems Ltd 446

447 Screen Data Corp 184

448 ScreenPlay 484

449 SDL Corporation 577

429 Seasoned Systems 296

452 Seattle Computer 515

454 Segull Enterprises 646

437 Sierra Data Sciences 309

401 Sigma Designs 285

402 Simple Soft 173

440 Smith Micro Software 289

453 Sofstar 584

360 Softa Publishing 591

451 Soft Corp. Inc 413

404 Soft Craft 455

456 Soft Solutions 645

514 Softstyle 558

462

SofTool Systems 101

406 Softrend Inc 507

408 Software Banc, Inc 460

460 Software Banc Seminars 461

466 Software Dynamics 340

405 Software Guild 180-181
* Soft Warehouse 458

416 Software 'N Stuf 188

470 Software Projections 518

414 Software Publishing 318-319

415 Software Solutions 464

518 Software Technology

for Computers 104

534 Software That Counts 46

477 Softword Systems 78

396 Solutions, Inc 306

442 Solution Technology 297

399 Solution Technology 295
* Sorcim Corporation 8-9

* Sorcim Corporation 348-349

419 Sourceware 615

420 Southeastern Software 165
* Spectrum Software 342
* Spinnaker Software 14-15

424 SSR Corp 168

407 StarLogic 301

430 STB Systems Inc 48-49
* Stone & Associates 481

434 Strictly Software 519

528 Sunword 501

471 Supersoft 109

481 Sydney Development

Corp 262

436 Symmetric Software 32

458 Symtec 654

472 Sysgen Industries 469

SERVICE NO. ADVERTISERS PAGE

530 Systematics 647
521 The Systems Group 307

413 The Systems Group 102

483 The Systems Group 553

441 Systems Management
Assoc 497

505 3M Data Recording

Products 259

444 Tac 28-29

445 Tallgrass Technologies 30

487 Tall Tree Systems 205

362 Tava/Compilshack 182

465 TCl Software 654
463 Techland Systems 488

488 Techland Systems 454

475 Technilogic 316

417 Technology/Systems

Organization, Inc 552

494 Tecmar Inc 241

495 Tecmar Inc 248-249

496 Tecmar Inc 242-243

497 Tecmar Inc 244

498 Tecmar Inc 245

499 Tecmar Inc 246

500 Tecmar Inc 247

501 Tecmar Inc Cover 4

476 Telecon 529

489 Toshiba 428-429

385 Transtar 150

491 Trillian Computer 238

492 TR Technologies 562

435 Tylog Systems Inc 576

490 United Computer Corp 60

479 Utility Surveys Company 187

508 Vault Corp 176

464 Ventel 347

504 Verbatim 442

482 Vertex System 365

502 Village Information Inc 575

503 Visi Corp 108

468 Vista Computer Co 235

469 Von Leivendyke

Enterprises 23

473 Watsoft Products 615
474 Watsoft Products 500

439 Weiss Associates, Inc 438

510 Windmill Software 84

512 The Works 562

455 X-Comp 208

381 XQ Software. . .An Intelligent

Systems Company 13

509 XY Quest Inc 369

480 Your Business Software 214

484 Yuba Rivers 333
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Coming Up

Printer Roundup
A monster roundup of super aot-matrix printers. The Toshiba Pi 350, the Okidata

2410, the Prism-132, the Printek 920, the Anadex WP-6000, the OMNI 800, the DS-

220, and more are reviewed in the October issue of PC.

Goblins and Gremlins: PC Repairs
What’s it like to walk into an office full of people crying and screaming about

broken PCs? Hear it from the repairman’s side.

And, when the lights don’t glow, where do you go to get your PC fixed? Is IBM
the only place?

Confessions of a Programming Virgin
Writer Eric Freedman chronicles his first attempt at writing a program with

minimal help from courses, books, friends, lovers, and strangers on the street.

Good Grammar
Can you expect a piece of software to clean up your writing? Contributing editor

Lindsy Van Gelder assesses some of the hopes and claims of the grammar checkers.

A 24-Month-Old PC User
Canadian writer Marianne Paul tells the story of her 2-year-old word processor

—

who wears a different kind of software.

Home Accounting Programs
The October issue profiles five more entrants into the burgeoning home

accounting marketplace.

How

FORTHM2
makes your PC

412%
more powerful
What used to take 40 hours can now be

done in 7.8 hours - that's 412% - and it

is only one way of measuring power. There

are others - convenience, debugging ability,

run-time, compile-time, memory size . .

.

name itl FORTH level 2 will increase your

power because it provides an interactive,

integrated environment which promotes

immediate debugging and modular design.

Other benefits such as real-time performance

depend on the quality of the implementation.

Not all FORTHs are equal, so compare before

buying. This one is a subset of polyFORTH,

designed by FORTH, INC., tested and proven

in the field for more than 5 years.

At last it is available at an affordable price of

1149 - and features the following:

Multitasking
Any number of background lasfcs. Concurrent

operation of monochrome end color monitor.

Concurrent printer operation.

Compatibility
IBM DOS hie interface utility allows access to Nos

created under IBM DOS with FORTH'S improved

perlormence and power.

Online Documentation
As wen as over 700 pages of supponing documen-

tation including Stirling FORTh by Lao Brake end

360-page Urn's Manual

Turnkey-compiler1"

Utility lor malting binary turnkey applications. Sudt

programs can be resold without kcertse fee under

specific conditions.

Options:

1017 support mi
Dote Bess support 476

Report Writer 426

Documentor 476

Multi-User cepebility 4121

Graphics module 4100

This is not 8 complete kst and you may have questions

not covered m this material - give us a call I We will

address them and send you a brochure.

Act nowl After all, if this is the right

softwere fool for you, shouldn't you know

about it?

Forth Technolooy



roducing the Most Powerful
Business Software Ever!

TRS-80™ (Model 1,11,111, or 16) • APPLE"* • IBM"* • OSBORNE** • CP/M"* • XEROX™

CENMUf* tfrCEt?

The VersaBusiness
u

Series
Each VersaBusiness module can be purchased and used independently,

or can be linked in any combination to form a complete, coordinated business system.

VersaReceivables -
$99.95

VERSA RECEIVABLES'" k a complete menudriven accounts receivable, invoicing, and
monthly statement generating system It keeps track of all information related to who
OW5 V°U or your company money, and can provide automatic billing for pair due ac
counts VERSAReCEIVABIES™ prints all necessary statements, invoices, and summary
reports and can be linked with VERSALEIX,EH II- and VERSAINVENTORY™.

VersaPayables- $99.95
VERSaPayaMES™ is designed to keep track of current and aged payables, keeping you
in touch with all information regarding how much money your company owes, and to
w-hom VERSAPAYABLES™ maintains a complete record on each vendor, prints checks,
check registers, vouchers, transaction reports, aged payables reports, vendor reports,
and more With VERSAPAYABLES™ you can even let your computer automatically select
which vouchers are to be paid

VersaPayroll" $99.95
VERSAPAYROLL™ is a powerful and sophisticated, but easy to use payroll system that
keeps track of all government required payroll information Complete employe.- records
are maintained, and all necessary payroll calculations are performed automatically, with
totals displayed on screen for operator approval A payroll can be run totally, automati
cally, or the operator can intervene to prevent a check Irom being printed, or to alter
information on It. If desired, totals may be posted to the VERSALEDGER IP system

VersaInventorv $99.95
VERSAkWENTORY™ is a complete inventory control system that gives you instant access
to data on any Hem VERSAINVENTORY™ keeps track of all information related to what
items are in stock, out of stock, on backorder, etc

.
stores sales and pricing data, alerts

you when an item falls below a preset reorder point, and allows you to enter and print
invoices directly or to link with the VERSA Rr CEIVAW ES™ system VERSAlNVENTORY™ prints
all needed inventory listings, reports of items below reorder point, inventory value re
ports, period and year to date sales reports, pnee lists, inventory checklists, etc

iCQIYIPUTRQNICSr
50 N. PASCACK ROAD, SPRING VALLEY, N Y. 10977

VERSALEDGER IP $149.95
VERSALEDGER IF" is a complete accounting system that grows as your business
grows VersaLedgeh IF" can be used as a simple personal checkbook register,
expanded to a small business bookkeeping system or developed inlo a large
corporate general ledger system without any additional software.

• VfrsaLedger IF" gives you almost unlimited storage capacity
1300 to 10,000 entries per month, depending on the system).

• stores all check and general ledger information forever.
• prints tractor feed checks,
• handles multiple checkbooks and general ledgers,
• prints 17 customized accounting reports including check registers,
balance sheets, income statements, transaction reports, account
listings, etc.

VERSALEDGER ir" comes with a professionally written 160 page manual de
signed for first time users The VERSALEDGER IF" manual will help you become
quickly familiar with VersaLEDGER IF", using complete sample data files

supplied on diskette and more than 50 pages of sample pnntouts.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
Evrrv VERSABUSINESS™ ntndulr I- juaranteed to outperform all other competitive system*
and al a fraction olthi in otl II you are not *atr*hrd wilh anyVIKHABl SINFSS™ module you
may return it within 30 day* lor a refund Manual* lor any VERSABUSINESS™ module may he
purchased (or $2S each, credited toward a later purchase al that module

* TKS-flO i* a trademark of the Radio Shack IV ri. n ol Tandy Ccrp "APPLE * a trademark of Apple Corp "IBM i» a trademark .( IBM Corp
"CP M i* a trademark ol D*Jla/ Research "XEROX n a trademark al Xerox Corp

CIRCLE 260 ON READER SERVICE CARD

To Order:
Write or rail Toll-free (800) 43 1-2818

rexidrnlx rail 9 I M2.)- i .*>.'{.»)

" add 13 (or shipping m UPS area* " add SS l.. CANADA or MEXICO
" add $4 (or C O D or non UPS area* " add proper postage elwwhete

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
Al pnea* and *p«crficalion» subiecl to change Delivery sublet to availability

'OSBORNE » a trademark ol Osborne Corp



IS
«MEMORYfSHIFT
A $99.°° LISA?

CAPABILITIES;

• UP TO 9 PROGRAMS IN MEMORY AT THE SAME TIME!
« MEMORYf SHIFT» is a $99 program which turns your IBM-PC or XT into 9 computers, all using the same
keyboard and monitor, but each using its own diskettes! A training program can be placed in one partition and the

real program in another partition—imagine how much faster and easier learning can be! DOS commands are now
ALWAYS available. Back up a disk at any time!

• MOVE DATA FROM ONE PROGRAM TO ANOTHER PROGRAM!
In just seconds, move a column of numbers from word processor program to spread sheet program for addition, then

move the answer back to word processor. NO PROGRAMMING IS NEEDED! Add Super-Calc capabilities to

WordStar! Move a name and address directly from a data base into the body of a letter in word processing with just

the touch of a button.

• SEE TWO PROGRAMS AT THE SAME TIME!
Each of the 9 partitions can be assigned to either monitor 1 or monitor 2 (requires the Color/Graphics card and
another monitor). See a program in monitor 1 while watching a training package in monitor 2. Compare two similar

programs side by side!

• 99% COMPATIBLE WITH ALL PC/XT SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE!
« MEMORYf SHIFT» works with your existing program, and can be used with floppy diskette drives. Each partition

keeps track of its disks. No need to worry if the wrong diskette is mounted, « MEMORY f/ SHIFT» keeps track of

them for you. «MEMORYfSHIFT» runs only on the IBM-PC/XT under DOS 1 .1 or 2.0.

Available at all Computeiinnd stores and other line retail stores.

North American Business Systems, Inc. 642 Office Parkway St. Louis, MO 63141

<® LISA is a registered trademark ot Apple Computer Corporation.



TECMAR’S GRAPHICS MASTER.
It adds graphics to your IBM Monochrome
Display or 16 high-resolution colors

to your color monitor!

Text or hlgh-resolution graphics
on the IBM Monochrome
Display

Amazing new resolutions on
standard color monitors

Complete emulation of IBM’s

display adapters

On standard low-scan color

monitors:
• 640 horizontal x 400 vertical In

16 colors

• 720 horizontal x 480 vertical

graphics in 4 colors.

On the IBM Monochrome Display:

• 720 horizontal x 700 vertical

• 25/50 lines ot 80 characters

Graphics Master can do much
more, in all, over 30 different

display modes can be used on
standard monitors, and over 25
on the IBM Monochrome Display.

With certain
monitors, you can
achieve super-
high resolutions

like 512 horizon-

tal x 420 vertical

in up to 16 colors

without interlace.

Graphics Master

will run with dll

IBM software for

the Personal

Computer, in-

cluding BASIC's

graphics
commands.

Graphics Master Is equipped
with a full 128K of on-board
display buffer memory. In low-

resolution modes, extra memory
Isn't wasted. You can divide it up
into alternate display screens or

use It for general data storage.

Graphics Master retains com-
plete compatibility with the IBM
Monochrome and Color/

Graphics Adapters. Use It to ac-
company or replace one or both

of the IBM cards.

With Tecmar's Video Cassette I

Recorder Controller, you can I

overlay Graphics Master imaged
on videotaped material with an!

external mixer.

Call or write for further informa-
\

tion. Our new address is:

TEG1MR
6225 Cochran Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44139
Phone 216-349-0600/Telex 466692

CIRCLE 501 ON READER SERVICE CARD/

' copy*


